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INTRODUCTION

The presE~nt wo:['k is a lexicon of the Eyak language,
arranged by moJ:,pheme. It :Ls preliminary and incomplete. To
be added shortJLy is ,a suPJ?:lement containing the following
entries: 1) thE~ verb stems ?a?~ 'plural go!, a 'singu-
lar goes', (y:)a ge:rleraJL :plural object classificatory "Verb
stem, ya.? gE~neral plural act classificatory verb stem,
with all their derivled thI3:rnes, also the postpositional stems
g(w)a? 'like't (?),a. ':t'or, of', and the demonstratives
?el-?~.- 'thil;', ?;ew-?u'"- 'that', ?fh- 'he, she', ~i.
, yonder'; 2) the prolcli ti(:~ de '~' and encli tic s d

'interrogativet emphatic', § 'interrogative', q' 'empha-
tic'; 3) about 75 prefixe:s and suffixes; 4) unanalyzable
place-names, about ~~, and personal names, about 90, largely
of foreign orif~in; 5) cro.ss-re£erences and possible mor-
phemes in unceJ:,tain analy:ses. For a somewhat outdated gram-
matical sketcht which inc:l'udes many of the affixes, the user
is referred to the a111thor II s "Eyak: a preliminary report'!

Canadian Journ~~ 2.! ;LinI.1;U:istics 10.167-187, 1965.
For each morpheme iJ:lcluded here virtually all infor-

mation in the ]~yak cl:>rpus is given. Nearly all occurrences
in elicitation:; are Ici ted,t and all occurrences in texts are
cited and/or rl~ferred to, by number of text and sentence
(e.g. 25.38 is to be read Text 25, sentence 38). The present
work thus includes a concordance to the ~ Texts. For
every citation or referen(~e the source is also specified:
abbreviations :t'or the informants are L (Lena Nacktan), 11
(Marie Smith), A (Anna Nelson Harry), S (Mike Sewock), G
(George JOhnSOJ1). All interpretable forms in the 19th
century source:a (the Reza;llov vocabulary of 1805 and Radlov's
edition thereo:l', 1857, and the shorter Wrangell and ~uhjelm
lists, ca. 183~~ and 1861) are also cited, as well as all
the forms publ:Lshed in ~ ~ Indians .Q.f ~ Copper Ri!er
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Delta. Alaska, Copen~agen, 1938, by Kai Birket-Smith and
Frederica de Lciguna, hitherto the best-known source of
published Eyak mater:ial, abbreviated BSdL. The unpublished
Eyak fieldnote~~ of J~Jhn P. Harrington (1940), Fang-Kuei Li
(1952), and Robert Austerlitz (1961), all of which were
consulted and E~~loit~dur~-hg 'th~eourse of this writer' s
fie~d'!9~k,' a.r~ cited only where they pr~sen~~4~p1ic~~ed

! -

mfornlation or certa:i.n unsolved problems.
For cert~dn stems many (predictable) paradigmatic

forms are listE~d, as thes~;~ were elicited as data for dis-
covering the pciradigmatic structures of the language. More
importantly, however, der:Lvational possibilities were also
rather fully eJ[:!)lore~i for each stem. Especially in the case
of stems attesiied only with derivational affixes, attempts
were made to e].ici t 'the siiiem with fewer or no such affixes
in order betteJ:' to i:Bolat~~ the meaning of the stem. The
phonological form of stem:;~ has been verified as far as the
informants' meDlories would allow. In a few cases there re-
mains some doubt as olio thE~ authenticity of' a form, and this
is of course noted. Forms veriff~d sH'~ena Nacktan are vir-

/!.
tually certain to be authE~ntic.

The depth and J:J.aturE;~ of' the analysis by which the mor-
phemes have beE~n identified as such is essentially the lin-
guist's. No claim is made -that the ,informant's analysis
should correspond at all (~,losely. In most cases the infor-
mant t s analysif; would cer1:;ainly not be deeper or more "ety-

mological" , foJ~ the lrlri teJ~ is also strongly interested in
Eyak f'rom a hif;toriciu and comparative point of view, and
has done the E~rak reisearcl:l with a view to its relationship
wi th AthapaskaIl.

Considerable e:ffort was devoted to eliciting as many
different morphemes .9.S po~;!sible of the Eyak lexicon sur-
vi ving in living memory. Four methods were used: 1) random
non-directed eJ.ici ta-liion in the form of freely narrated text;
2a) semanticaJ.ly di:r:-ected elicitation in the form of trans-
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lation fI'Om Ent~lish, e.g. "What is the Eyak word for 'water'?";
2b) semanticalJlY dir,ected elicitation, less specific, e.g.
"What kinds of seaweled are there?". "What are the parts of
an arrow?"; 3) seman'tical:Ly and/or phonologically directed
eliciation. by searc]b.ing :ror cognates from Athapaskan lists,
e.g. "Do you hcive ~1 word that sounds anything like sici?,
meaning anythiIlg lik,e 'my head I? II ("yes, sic:j.?, I my neck"');

4) phonologicaJLly di:t'ecte(:l elicitation, by going systematically
through all thE~ 2000~J or more phonologicaJLly canonic poten-
tial stem-forms, e.g. "do you have anything that sounds any-
thing like 3a?]('. k'u,oa?k!, sdi3a?k!%? 3u?k!, k!u3U'?k!, sdi-
3~?' (with SOltLe max:imall~i' versatile affixes as a frame). This
1 th d at t]b.e. endL kt d -;1f;;a,:-:ast me 0 waf) used W1.till ena liac an, an succeeloi~u -"
~ in adding perhaps fifty new stems (mostly of very low fre-
quency) to the corpus of over 1000 stems. A computer extrapo-
lation of the jrlatte:rling curve expressing the slowing rate at
which new steml) accrlL1ed iJ:l the text as the corpus lengthene&.
showed that as the number of pages in the text approached in-
finity, the nwtLber of dif:rerent stems in it would approach an
asymptote of 881.9. As we:Ll beyond that number had already been
elicited, prim~~ily by non-random elicitation, it seems likely

, -
that the present E:rak~cot':Pus -

',is nearly exhaustive of active memory.
and probably f~rlrly exhaustive of passive memory as well. How
much has been Jl.ost w:ith the recent decline of Eyak is another

--matter. Perhapl) a li,fetime spent amongst the Il~ne'te.en'th -

ceniu~EYak could have yielded a substantiaJL num~tr~~5m1ong-
er remembered or not elicited. This writer feels tha-eA~he sur-
viving Eyak spE~akers. though none are highly eloquent. so~:~~-"'=~~
have a fairly ~~ood mlemory of the language, and that from tAe,m.- .
it has been pol)sible to ~e together a fairly full Eyak
lexicon.

The e,ntr:Les ar,e listed in an order which is designed to
allow maximum ~juxtapl:> si tion ;01' potentially related items, ac-
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cording to the nature of Eyak phonology. Scme adaptation of
Roman alphabet~_cal o:t'der would doubtless have been much easier
for the non-spE~ciali,st, but it is assumed that the present work
will be of intE~rest mainly to specialists, most of whom will
have some famiJ.iarit;1 with Athapaskan, and whose interests
will be primarj.ly comparative, such that m~um juxtapo-
sistion of potE~ntial:ly related forms is of hig~val~e.

Morpheme f) are ordered first by initial consonant, ac-
cording to the follo1t/ing pattern:

2924 d 1 4 8 ~ 12 g(w)16 6 20b I... ?3

2 't 5 9 k 17~ 13 q 21t c

t' 3 ~? 6 c'10 ~ 14 q 22

7 11 § 15 233t s JS:

(?)w 25 030
h 31.

Each ini1jial is then subdivided into two major subsec-
tions, first CEUlOniC native morphemes, then forms which are
not clearly an~uyzab:le and/or of demonstrably foreign origin.

Canonic native morphemes are nextsubclassififed in or-
der of increas:Lng complexity, first those of the form C (con-
sonantal), theJl OV (Iopen), then CVO (closed), then CVCO
(cluster-closed). ,t 'c~ ", ~_(not bY bvoW~l but)

the case of clusters first by the first consonant of the
cluster). The :rinal 'COnSOJlants are a subset of the obstruents,
1-23 above',' the fol:lowine~, in order: d t' A ~ % 3 c' s Z ~ ~
g(w) ~ x(W) 6 (1 +.

All canoJlic morphemes thus ordered are then further
subordered by "'Vowel .nucleus; first reduced vowels, in the
order 1. e u., s4~cond full vowels in the order i e a u. each



0 f which is thE~n fur"ther subord~red by modifier, in the order
V V' v. Vh V? Ve? Y Y' ye Yh Y? y.?; third, vowel
nuclei of the j~orm VR(V), where R is a member of the set of
sonorants w m J. ny, subordered according to the order o.f the
sonorants, as f3hown, then by vowel p;{:'eceding the sonorant, then

For examp.Le j
by vowel (if allY) fo:llOwingel\canonic fdrms beginn:i:g with.
6 are .found in the following order: G::j.h, 6e., Ge?l, ee?2,

Ga., Ga?, Gu'i', Gelna.-Gema?, Gela?, Giyah, Gehd, Gfhd,
Guhd-Gu?d-G\lhd" Gemi3d-Gente;>..., Ge.t', Ge?t', Ga?t', Gemet',
6u.3, Geal, Eiea2, Ge.c'" Gemec', 6U?C', GeZ, GahZ,
GU.i!, Ge§, G~l.§, ~i~.§, Gemek!, 6e61, 6eG2, GehG,
Ga-G, GahG, G\I-61, GU.62, GeleG, GeyeG, Ge?q,
6U.~, Ge§~, 6,~GS, GeG!, G:j..qs, 6e?q§. Thus juxta-
posed are sets like I~ehd, 6~d, Guhd-, Gemed-, involving

meanings 'dandl.e, folldle', ':ppruce-needle', 'knee', 'Achilles'
tendon', with Ilotential or probable interrelations, or Geal

?
'twist, wring', Gec'c- '(type of) dried salmon', Ge.c' 'spruce-

root', Gemec' 'twist, wring', Gu?c' 'fish scales', or
6eZ 'act with stick-like instruinent'-, Gab3 'cause to resand
by striking'-

All non-c:anoni(~ and/'or borrowed morphemes under each.
initial are fuz'ther ordered simply by order of each element

,,-- -,in linear ordeI', 1. e. by- the.voweJ:.n~~'lJn(.*~ Q9~s~~;, fQ"J,lowing

that, etc-,"formsi begilming with consonant clusters come last.
Thus e.g- the IJlon-caIlonic forms beginning with § come in the
following order': §icia -, §i%- §e%, §edinguG , §ewe. na. -§ewe --
nab, §a1eG, ~iuki-?ed, §a-§e.n, §a-~ele6, §a-leh6, §uwu-,
§di .n, §du.lib.G , §~~ -lihdeG , §gu-na. -sgu.na --

The entr;y" for each morpheme consists first o.f a heading,
often followed in parentheses by remarks concerning the
phonological form of the morpheme and possible relations with
other morphemes:, sometimes comparative remarkS concerningAthapaskan, 

or the source in the case of loans, or possible
ana.lyses in uncertain cases, or remarks concerning doubtful
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authenticity, blending or influence from otne~morphemes,
etc. The suben1jries :l'.ollow generallY in order of increasing

and rurther subdivided.
complexi ty, and are 'themselves often subdi vide~, but no rig~d
pattern was pof3sible to follow, as each morpheme presented
different probJ.ems, ,and these were handled very largely ~
~.

The indic:es consist of three alphabetical lists. The
first is of alJL Engl:ish glosses found throughout the Diction-ary, 

filed on nearly 10,000 slips. The references are to
be read as folJ,-ows, le.g. 'accumulate' ?83.. i.e. a gloss
'accumulate' if~ found somewhere in the entry for the morpheme
?83; 'accumulate' d-?ya 2. indicates that this gloss is also
found under thE~ stem ?ya~, butt since the entry for this is
about 76 typewJ:,i tten pagef3 long, the subentry is also speci-
fied. The subentry d.-?ya .itself is nine pages long, but the
gloss 'accumul<3.te' occurs in subsection 2. of this. The inco~-
venience of ha1,ing the English-Eyak reference section in the
form of a bare index, which is in no way to be taken as a vo-
cabulary in i tf~elf, ]l1as the advantage not only of avoiding
duplication of the work devoted to the Eyak-English dictionarytl:Ie aa.van~age
itself, but alf~O has 1\ of forcing the user to discover the
desired form oIlly in some context and perspective, essential
if comparative work :is to proceed on any solid basis. The
German and Rusf~ian i:rldices following are for the Radlov edition
of the Rezanov vocablLllary and for the original Cyrillic manu-
script.

Many pagE~s have not been proofread, and it is realized
that most of the penlcilled corrections and additions are not
legible in the present form of the work. The writer neverthe-
less wishes to make the Eyak materials available to his col-
leagues withou1~ further delay in their present state, with
the hope that ;l:ihey may be found useful notwithstanding their
unfinished con<ti tion.

The orig:Lnal f,orm of this work is a typescript approxi-
mately 3,300 pages l,ong, and a file of about 12,000 3"x5"
slips. These Wt~re microfilmed at 24 and 23x reduction, then
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printed by Xerox Copyflow at 12 and l3x magnification
~it the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Microreproduct:Lon La"boratories. The Copyflow copy was then.used as a mastE~r for 50 Xerox cop~s, back-to-back, at the
Kenmore Copy CE~nter, Boston.

The rese~~ch on which this work is based was carried
out at the Uni,rersit;1 of Alaska (Department of Linguistics)
1963-1969 as p~lrt of a program supported by the l~ational
Science Foundaiiion ((}rants G-23994 and GS-733), and during
1969-1970 at the Mas~6achusetts Institute of Technology
(Re;search LaboI~atory of Electt"~i cs, Department of Linguistics)
as part of a pI~ogram supported by the National Instutu~s of
Mental Health (Grant MH 13390-03). The author also gratefully
acknowledges ttle contribution of Fang-Kuei Li and Robert

---
Austerli tz, botih of whom au-
th6r"c:op.teS:-~f::~r extensive unpublished Eyak fieldnotes.-
The author also, wishes to thank Irene Reed, who did most
of the typing, obviously an enormous task. The debt to the
Eyak people theimselves, especially Lena Nacktan, Anna Nelson
Harry, and Marie Smiiih, is tragically incalculable.

Cambridge, 

Massachusetts
12 August 1970
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dl

dl (perhaps to be identified with d2, see further

below)
o-d (postposition) 1. 'by 0' (with ~-indefinite

0 only, as semantic 8 of certain transitives,

probably not freely used; cf. e.g. Navaho "agen=
tive passive!! with -?a-di- following direct 0
in verb, < ~~e-de-) : ~d xusec'i?~ ' some=

thing (specific) pinched me' L (O-di?~ '8 pinch=

es 0', cf. xusdic'i?~ 'I got pinched (by some=

thing non-specific, indeterminate)'), ~d xu~}?~

'something is scratching me' L, ~d xuse~}?~
'something scratched me' L. (O-~}?t' '8 scratches

0'), ~d xuGeqa-} 'something is biting me' L,

~d ?iqe?qah 'something will bite you' L, ~d

xusaqah1 'something bit me' L (O-qa '8 bites

0'), ~dS ?ida6e}qe.~} 'is something peeving
you1' L (O-d-}-qe.~ '8 peeves 0'), ~d sa}=

lah}}h 'something (especially land-otters) abduc=

ted him' 19.8L, ~d se}lah1inu. 'people taken

by land-otters' L, ~d ?iqe?}lah 'something will

"take" you' L, ~d xuse}lah1 'something got a

hold of me' L (O-}-la '8 saves, abducts 0'),
si~ahd ~d ?i.lihsa?yah} 'something gave me
good luck' L (probably incorrect, irregularly de=

rived from o-~ahd ?i-lih-?ya '8 gives 0 good

luck', see ?i.lih-?ya 2.)-

c
".
5

c,!

'i~~~.~
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2. 'by 0' (0 as middle agent or intermedi=

ate object of causativized transitive verb): o-d

0-1-de'-g 'S teaches 0 0', o-d O-d-l-de'(-g)
'S teaches 0 0 (linguistic skill)' (O-la-de' 'S

learns, knows 0'), o-d ~-?-l-tuh--g 'S makes

0 lazy' (~-?-la-tuh--g 'S gets lazy'), o-d

O-d-l-~a.q 'S lets 0 know 0' (O-d-}-~a.q 'S

hears 0'), o-d O-?-(l-)}-ga' 's teaches 0 0'

(O-?-(l-)}-ga' 's knows 0'), o-d O-}-qa 's grips

0 in, with 0 (e.g. pliers)' (O-qa 's holds 0 in ,, J
teeth'), o-d ?adawi?} ?i-d-}-i 's wages war on
0, makes 0 wage war' (?adawi?} ?i-d-}-i 'S wages

war, ?i-d-le lb.), o-d O-}-la 's gives 0 0 to

drink, makes 0 drink 0' (O-da-la 's drinks 0'),

o-d 0-1-?e 'S puts 0 (covering, as cape) over

o's shoulders', ?ad-d O-da-?e 's puts 0 over

own shaulders (as covering, cape)' (irregularly
derived from *O-(}-)?e 'S protects 0').
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d2

d2 (perhaps to be identified with dl, perhaps two

semantically overlapping morphs; form under certain

conditions perhaps -hd or giving rise to -Vh- in
2 2-V-d > -Vh-d, see below)

o-d (postpo~tion) 'from (a point of contact with,
\

emanating but maintaining or breaking the point

of contact with) 0, away, separating from 0',

frequently with reciprocal 0, ?i3:d, ?i3:i.d,

?i3:ihd 'apart': ?u~u? ?ud wusg 'its hair is

falling out (from it)' L, ?ud ~di.?ah 'pan

with handle' ('something extends from it') L,

?i3:d yi3:eh 'they're together, with some distance

in between, i.e. apart' L, ?i3:d Gi.3:qa?~ da.~

'when you've split it apart' 65.4IA, 3:i~ si~

?i3:d ~3:ya.~}h 'he always (cust) splits (shares

things) with me' L, see further instances under

0-3:-ce~ 4. 'S cuts 0', O-xihs, 0-3:-xihs 'S

rips 0', -qec' 'S cracks, splits', O-g-3:-Geme~
'S twists 0 (thread)', 0-3:-~ed 'S takes 0 apart',

o-d (d)-?a' 'S extends from a point on 0', 0-=

1-(y)a 'S handles pl. 0', especially frequent in

o-d -le?g~ 'S unhands, leaves, releases, leaves

0 alone', with anatomical and class-marks: ?uded

?ele?g 'unhand it (table):' L, ?uled ?ele?g
'unhand it (hat):' L, ~iyahd?a.ned 'from a hat'

L, ?u.ned 'from it (I-class)' L, siyed sexihs3:

"



'you ripped it (e.g. bandaid) off my hand' L,

ca?~ti.ned 'from his glove' 56.2L; sid ?e1=

qe~, sid Ge1qe~ 'push it against, right to me~,

rub it against me:' M (L rejects for si-~); sug=

gesting form -hd: ~i~dahd ~se1ce~1 'cut some=

thing off the tip of his bow' 34.92L (for ~i~=

dad ~), ?i1ihd ?ew sexihs1 'ripped it apart'

50.58, 59fnA (L corrects to ?i1i.d, cf. ?i}i.d

?edece.~~ 'they (cust) are cut apart' 65.3A,

?i1i.d Ge1~ad, ?i1d Ge1~ed 'tear it apart:' L).

-d (final element to postpos_i tions and preverbs) ~

'at rest in, from a point at rest in (area desig=

nated by stem of postposition or preverb)', not

used with certain postpositions, and also lacking

with certain postpositions under certain conditions,

e.g. o-yeq under yeq2, where semantically ex=

pected from pattern with others, in some cases

apparently optional, semantically predictably rare

or non-occurring with certain mode-aspects, but

contrary to semantic expectations, also rare or

non-occurring with neuter perfective; very fre=

quent also as 'nominalization of (area designated
by stem of postposition or preverb) , in the forma=

tion of many nouns thus derived (e.g. -sa?-d

'mouth'): regular use in e.g. ?uya?d qa? Ga.?

'get up out of (from a position at rest in) it

,,' ",." lC' ",



(vessel):' (cf. ?uya? qa? Ga.? 'get up out

(of e.g. water) into it (vessel)~', distinguished
from other finals as follows: '(simple) motion

to~ (zero final, also 'at rest in, etc.' in cer=

tain cases), 'motion within' (-~, -de~ finals),

'(continuous, repeated, incomplete) motion toward'
(-l!, -C!a? finals), '(continuous, repeated, incom=

plete) motion from' (-~ahd final), 'arrival at'

(-da? final)); for instances see the following:

o-deG, da?, o-da?, (o-)d-da?, o-g-da?-, 0-=

l-da?-, o-y-da?, o-c}?-da?, ~d(l)-ct?-da?-d,
-y-ct?-da?-d, -qi.-da?-d, -~s-da?-d (da?l),
dao- (da.2), o-da.- (dao3), Aa.dlj.°? (dlj.°?),

ta?, o-~a?, o-y-~e-~a?-q, o-~a.-~ (~a?-),

o-~i?c!-, o-~ah-, (o)-d-~a?, (o-)(g)-~a?, (0-)=

(g)-~'a?-q (~ah-), o-l-c}?-d, O-C}.?_, ~e-ciya?-,

?}Oca?- (ci?-), o-s}h, o-l~-s}h, al-sth (sth2) ,
o-sa?, -sa?-d, -sao-q-d (sa?-), o-~-ahd, 0-=

C!-ao, o-~-ao-q, o-}-C!-ao- (~), ~e-~~o- (Slj.._),
-~"?-J -

o-kao-~ (ka?-), Ao-~-qe~-d, o-ye~-de-qeh;-q
(qehJ;:) , qi?, qi?Ge?e?d, ~a. qi?, o-qa?, ?i~-=

qa?-, -~e-qa?-d (qa';>-qlj.°-qai), qu?_q, quo';>e?d

(qu?_qu.), qenuh, o-q, o-l-q, o-d~l-q, o-y-=

d~l-q, o-y-q', o-qes-d (qes2), ~i.-, o-~a?,

~a?dih-, o-y-~a.-q' (~a?-), ~a.?(d) (~ao?),
1o-l-~~.?, o-wah-d, o-d-wah-d (wah), o-lah5-,I 

-



~e-lahs-d, ?}O3-i?-, 0-?}O3---i?-d (lah3-),

leG, a-leG (leG2), a-Ii?, o-leh, o-la?-,

o-la?-q, o-~-la?-, o-y-~-la?-, o-:-na?-d

(la?-na?), luo-d-io?- (lu,.2), lU'l-d, o-lu?,
?;.~. i'- ,J

yaonu? (lu?-nu?), yenao?- o-o-nao? xionao?-d -'... ,.
(nao?), yeq (yeql), o-yeq, o-y-~eoq (yeq2),

o-ye~, o-~-ye~-, o-d-~-ye~ (ye~3), o-ya?,

ya?-d, -~l-ya?-d, -qiod-ya?(-d), -qeos-d-ya?-d,

-qeos-g-ya?-d, -qeos-~od-ya?-d, -qe?-g-ya?-d,
4

-~~o?-d-ya?-d (ya?), -yao-d, yao-q (yao ),
y~o?, o-?aog, o-?ih (?ihl), o-?e?, -y-?e?-d,

o-qiodl-se-?e?, -dl-(Ge-)?e?-d, o-l~d-eo?, 0-=

lao~-e?, ?ed-i-~, o-d-io?-, (o-)d-io?-q (?e?-),
Gdl-?aow (?aowl), Aao?~h, Aao?~hd (?~l), '?~o_,

(?el-), ?uo_, ~e-ye-?uo- ('?ew-); as probable

final element in certain postpositions and preverbs

attested thus with -d final only, probably to be

analyzed as ooo-d: o-~aod, qid, often -hd:

o-dahd, ~ehd, o-lehd, o-.-nahd, yaonahd (nahd),

often -hd with clearly ablative or privative

meaning: ~ahd, o-~ahd, o-y-~ahd, o-d-~ahd,

o-d-y-~ahd, o-l-~ahd (~ahd2), yahd (yahd3),
4o-yahd (yahd), o-(!-ahd (!); as non-final ele=

ment in complex finals of certain postpositions,

preverbs, and adverbs: o-dahd, o-da? (da?2),
? ~} '".!.-J. "..A ,.",";' r' fR'

-dih; compounded with furtherl~~ finals in -de~
;'\



'f ,.4. I.
tl; J, -'''as) '. ~'1a.
finalr, see under ;1:'"

I
A

(-)d- (possible initial component of certain

postpositions and pre verbs) locative meaning:
;

S ee e g ;';'~a .x die da.2 da .3 d,q.? -....., , , , r .



die

die

die (perhaps noun, syntactic status uncertain,

attested with few themes, always in association

with o-li? 'deeply into 0') 'anger, grudge,

spite': see o-li? 3., d-?ya 3., ?i-d-le 2b.;

as 0 of o-ga? 'like 0': o-li? di'ga? ?i-=
leh- 'S is mad at 0', see ?i-leh- 2b. under

le(?)-li; cf. also o-li? ?i-d-}-a' 'S hates

0', under which forms like o-li? ?idi'- may

have given rise secondarily to die by phono=

logical development o-li? ?idi'- > o-li?di'-

then restructured.

o-di'-~ (postposition, with -~ final only) 'un=

wisely with respect to, trouble from, in spite

of 0', attested only with theme -Ie 24. 'S

acts unwisely with respect to 0, heads, asks for

trouble from 0'.

o-d-di.-~ (postposition, as above, with d-themat=

ic, 'oral, noise') 'in spite of what 0 says':

sidadi.~ sali} 'you didn't listen to what I

said and got into trouble, "I told you so'" L.



dih

dih (identity uncertain, element or elements in ?as=

dih 'whereabouts unknown', ~a.dih 'absent', ~a?=

-dih 'visiting', see under ?eSdih, ~a., ~a?-;

basic meaning perhaps 'presence, location'; perhaps

ultimately d-ih)

...

, ~ ~jllllll___' ---"



de

de

d-}e-de 'S emits light': di}ideh1 'it's glowing,

shining, a light is on' LM, deG8ledeo} 'it's

starting to glow' L, dis}ideh} 'it flashed (once);

a light went on' L, with ye~-progressive: ye~ de=

lede.~ 'it's shining about' ML, ye~ dis}ideh}

'it shines about' (neuter) L, di~ Y8~ qu?de}e=

deoG (or -dehG) 'it won't shine about' L; repeti=

tive: delede.g 'it's flashing on and off' LM.
Transitive (causative) O-d-l-de '8 causes 0 to

emit light, 8 turns 0 (light) on': deGe}de? 'flash

it:' M, 'turn light on:' L, dio}de? 'turn light

on:' L, disildeh} 'I flashed it (once)' M, di=

de?l disildeh1 'I turned a lamp on' L, dixi}deh1
'I have a light on' L, dik' ?iC! da?}dehlG 'I'm

not shining it at you' L, si~ ~deseldeh} 'some=

one shone a light on me' L, deG8x}deo} 'I'm tur=

ning a light on, making it start to glow' L, ~di=

si}deh1 'I turned something (a light) on' L, with

ye~-progressive: Y8~ dex}ede.~ 'I'm shining a

light around' M, ye~ da.ledeo 'shine it around:'

M; passive: disdideh1 'a light was turned on' L,

repetitive: dede?1 dedede-g 'a light is being

turned, flashed on and off.' L. .J
° ~i-.¥'-o)+'W~~ ~~36-'t'r- "6 «-~~-~~

dJ.de?1( -de-) (noun,-d-:-clas,.S)e 'lJ.ght, lamp, clamshell, ;.
II.



lamp, electric light' ~~li~e~th-eme-wi~h

~r-i~~~l: 5.3, 5 (used metaphorically for
'vital organ, heart'), 3l.l6L, Rezanov TRT~-3HAb

'maH.ZJ;aJI~ Leuchter', Galushia Nelson R~'"Rfit} or

R~'.!1~'t} 'clamshell lamp' BSdL 547, dide?}de=
QU. ?u.d dese?ah} 'a pretty lamp is there' L(

'+-~}e?x~ga? ?i.~eh dide?} (or de-) (noun, un

classified) 'light-bulb' ('light which is like a
~_.~:~~~.:.~_~t-,dide?} qi.Aa.}q'a.g (noun, ~~~lass) -

( 'electric light wire' ('ropelike thing repeatedly

causes light to burn') L. ~yak lamps are discussed

in BSdL 43./

dese}ede.} (noun, d-class~) 'flashlight' L; (unclas=

sified) 'smelt' ("because it's transparent") L. In=

ceptive perfective nominalized.
desedede.} (noun, d-class~) 'flashlight' L; (unclas=

sified) , smelt' ("because they're shiny") L, des e=

dede?} te?ya? 'candlefish, needlefish' (fish which

is being made to shine') M. Passive inceptive per=

fective nominalized.

ye~ de}ede.~ (noun, d-class~) 'flashlight' L. ye~-=
progressive active imperfective nominalized.

dededeh (noun, d-class1) 'flashlight' L. Passive ac=

tive imperfective nominalized.



de'

de'

O-}e-de' 1. 'S learns 0, has, acquires 0 (skill,

ability)'; 0, where overt, is usually a gerundive;

de?ao ?ew kena?s KUqu?we~e.~ ?idehdah 1ideh

'for Wolverene really knew how to hunt' l5.3M, di=

ta.5 xs}ide?1 KUGe~g 'I learned long ago how

to paddle' 7l.20ML, Rezanov ROX~HTe~ 'MacTe~
t\...

Meister, geschickt' KU}id}hC}hJ 'he (who) knows ~
how to do something' "or ~x~ideh 'I know how to ~

do something', T~HTe~-y? (with initial T 4
crossed out, x written above) 'YMte~ ~H? verstehst !

q'
du?', 1ideh~uh 'do you know how?' L, ?e~ekih~? ~

~
?ele.1S 1ideh 'do you know how to make a canoe?' L, ~

1
YX~HTeT~ W~ro ich verstehe' ?ew x~ideh... or '; ,~-C'

xw1ideh... 'I know how to do it', di~ ?a?x1ede.G t
.s

'I don't know how' L, ?isdaol Ge1ede?~}h 'he (ba= ~
~ "'"..L.>~I by) is learning to sit' L, xs1ide?1 'I learned how' ~

() ~."'
/ L.~Causative, attested only in repetitive o-d 0-=

/'i\/ .1\ ~
~ }~de'-g 'S teaches 0 0': Rezanov Ro~H~DTeR~ 'YtmTD \I

'"\
lehren, unterrichten' ~li1de?g (optative? 'he, you ~I

~'
should teach something, S6~~~:_.~~~~~~~~B~~~~.l-, ~

RO3~DTeR~ 'Y-qH lehre ~ '~';- ?ud k'u'?~de?g=l-h (or lCa?1-,

~.}-) 'teach him something:' L, ye~ ?iswe.~ sid

'"" ?e}de?g 'teach me to swim (about)' L, gah sid 1=
',-

"

"'de?f?:f~~he's teaching me to dance' L~ indirect re=
',-~- ~ I f I

"~\ "'I ~ ~ ~ .II" ~'~" '~J ")".} ,te'~ ,.\ ~ .;r
, \ *' l 0,

r{jjj(l\) ~ ~'L.j 1l\J k"'~'" k'",{iUe'1 'LJ "1,.1
,~'(j (1, \

~f't..4}';"1 L I1



flexive ?ed-d O-}e-de' (> ?ed-O-) '8 teaches

self 0, practises 0': ?edqu?x}edeh 'I'll practise

it'M, ?edxs}ide?} 'I practised it' M; usually

repetitive ?ed-d O-}e-de'-g (> ?ed-O-): ?ed=

x1ede?g 'I'm practising it' M, ?edx}edeog~ 'I

(cust) practise it' Mo

O-d-~-"'! "(With d-thematic 'oral, noise') Q~ ~e W ..L

'8 has, acquires 0 (active or passive linguistic

skill); 8 understands O('s speech)': 47b.30M, 68.=

128 (neuter customary negative), 129, 69_11, 13, 14,

15 (active customary negative), 16, 17, 20A, dix}i=
deh (or dux-) 'I understand (what is being said)'

LM, deGex}ede?} 'I'm learning it; I'm catching on,

beginning to understand' L, di~ ?iqe?de}ede-G}h

(or -dehG-) 'he won't understand you' L, di~

dexs}ede?}G 'I didn't learn it; I didn't under=

stand' L, di~ qa- da?}edeoG}h (or -dehG-) 'he

doesn't understand us' L, xudi}ideo~ 'do you un=

derstand me?' M, di}ideh~uh 'do you understand~' .'J~I
";A..."L~*,.(;..t.. ;;~.~

L, deGex}edebJ$: ?ixleh 'I want to learn it' L,'~"~-h~'~ )"!
"') "ij)~ ~ I"-'}--VV

?idi ?x}edeh da°JS: 'just as I was beginning to un= '1.'J.~6;"'tA.e.J. ~r
s~ i I I. ,:1)) , cv.;~ ~ v

derstand you (your language)' (active conditional) L; !::, &It.t'J
'" ) .')V"-J '-

repeti ti ve O-d-}e-de' -g '8 understands 0 intermi t= i .~~f~~~f- /J
1",., 10 ~

tently': Rezanov Ty~eTeK~ T~YXOH taub' dux}e=
de?g 'I understand intermittently, snatches of it' L



(or perhaps a thematic negative dux~a.de.G 'I'm

unable to understand' ?), ?ida.x~ede?g da.~

'when I get to understand you somewhat' L.:1.Cau=

~ sative o-d O-d-~-de': ?id qu?di.x~deh 'I'll

make you understand' L, sid deselde?~ 'he taught

me it' L; usually repetitive o-d O-d-~-de'-g 'S

teaches 0 0 (linguistic skill)': c}?dele.l sid

di.~de?g 'teach me to speak~' L, ?id dex}de?g

'I'm teaching you (word, speech)'; indirect re=

flexive repetitive ?ed-d O-d-}e-de'-g (> ?ed-O-)

'S practises 0 (word, speech)': ?edqu?dexiede?g

'I'll practise (speech)' A, ?ed~dex~ede?g 'I'm

practising sometbing (speech)' L, with ye~-progres=

sive ye~ ?e~de}ede?gx}h 'he's going around prac=

tising something (speech)' M. Passive repetitive

O-d-de-de'-g '0 is partly intelligible': di?dah

xudedede?g 'one understands me a bit, I'm inter=

mittently fairly intelligible' L.
f r'~A..}l"l

(du.x}ideh 'sandhill crane' a reshaping influenced by
1\

this theme, Rezanov Ty~bXeTe T~~, nT~a ' (not

in Radloff), Tlingit du} 'crane')



deol

deol (perhaps to be analyzed d-eo with d- inter=

rogative element as in duo, de~, cf. Minto deya
@o) 'what (is it)?') -

deo (interrogative pronoun, probably always in

construction with -d interrogative enclitic)

1. 'what?, which?, what, which', frequently used
as relative 'what, that which, anything which':

2a.28M, 7.14,11.115,178,20.6,23.123,28.94,

37b.17, 17,490136,136,50.48,51.16,29,61.63,
69.l0A, de.d 'what?' L, deoduw 'what is it?'

M, deed sio?eh 'what do you see?' M, de.d

xuqa?§eh 'what'll kill me?' M, deode?ew 'what's

that?' M, de.de?el 'what's this'~' M, de. ?e=

waoduw qu?~eh 'whimof them shall I kill?' M,

deo ?ewa"duh ?enah§ekih ?u~e?i.leh, naow

da.~ giowa" 'which of them do you like (better),

whiskey or beer?' L, Rezanov TeToKoRXa '~TO
CKaXelli$? was sagst du?' deoduh qu?yi~ah 'what

will you tell about?', deoduw ?u?yi~ah 'what

are you telling about?' L, Rezanov TeTO xeT~H~H

'~TO ~~~Re~? was machst du?' de"duh we~ yi}ih

(?) 'what are you doing thus to?', de. ya"de=

?ew "who does it belong to?'" L (probably 'what

thing is it?'), once in negative construction,

'anything', probably in error for dede.d: ga.l
di~ deoduw we~ deleoG 'now nothing is being



caught, no fishing is going on' 62.24G; with

-ci.- emphatic: de.ci.de?ew 'what ever is

that?, what in the world is that?' L, with -S

interrogative enclitic: de'sduw '(I wonder)

what it is, what could it be?' 36.26A; as 0 of

postpositions other than o-ga?: de.~duw 'by

means of what?' L, de'~d ya.kihdah xuqu?yilih

'what will you pay me with?' 47c.35L, de.lahd¥h

'what (is he talking) about?' L, de.ya.qd yi=

k}'~ 'why are you crying?' 34.79L, ?aw qu?=

li.lg}hih de.lehdduw wa~ qi.daselil 'he'll

know why your foot got thus' 51.81A, with -~ in=

terrogative enclitic: de.lehdSduw 'I wonder why,

because of what could it be?' 70.2, 3A, Rezanov

TeBaT~ ~a QTO? wozu?' de.wahdd 'why?' L, de.=

wahdduw 'why is it?' L, 43.8M, si~a.~ Ga.? --

de .wahdd "help me ~ --with what?, to do what'?'

21b.36A, de.wah ya. lu.diyahstahdaw 'what good

is a rat-skin?' 28.137A, with -ci.- emphatic:

de.wahci.d wa~ yileh 'why in the world did you

do that~' M, used adjectivally: de.lah da.dd

'about what place (are you talking)?' L.

2. With proclitic da- '~', 'anything,

either one': 9.35, 63, 11.62, 23.13, 25.150, 37b.=

41,61.57A, de. ?awa.duh ?enahsakih ?u~e?i.leh,

na.w da.~ gi.wa. --dade.d, gi'wa', na'w

~-



'which do you like (better), beer or whiskey? --

either one, beer, (or) whiskey' L, dede.d¥b

di.%~ew}h}h 'he believes anything' L, dede.d

6e~eh da.~ when they kill anything' 25.31A,

?el dede.d 'any of these things' 25.148A, of=
ten used as relative, 'anything which, whatever':

dede.d yi%da.s 'anything (which is) heavy' 65.=

13, 62A, dede.[d?] qa.~ ?a?iah 'whatever he
told us' 51.14A, dede.d di~ ?i. ?ilah ya.

?e%e.6yU. 'anything which (pl.) does not concern

you' 51.24A, dede.duhnu. ~ah 'whatever they eat'
29.24A, with suffixed -kih 'diminutive': dede.=

kihduw 'any little thing at all (and he's sick)'

L, with suffixed -yu. 'plural': 9.75, 20.32,32,

49;110A, dede.yu.duw ?edu?le%e~a.~ 'whatever
things he (cust) turns himself into' 9.75A; once
used adjectivally: dede.d G~.di~i5gyu.qa?~ahd

?i.?e.~}h 'he (cust) marries from amongst any

(kind of) birds' 10.172A; very frequent in nega=

tive or prohibitive constructions, '(not) ~y=

thing': 18.71, 80L, 23.8, 13,49.3, 41A, di~ de=
de.d da.1a?x%~a.G 'I have nothing' L; as 0 of

postpositions other than o-ga?: ?u~a.~ da.

qa?a?~inu., dede.wahdd 'we'll help them, with

anything' 25.165A, di~ ?i~a.~ da. qe? qu?de=

?a?~6, dede.wahdG 'we won't help you, with any=

,

I



thing' IO.60A, di~ dede'le~d ?ixs}?~h%6 'I
didn't see anything' IO.I?6A; with suffixed -kih

'diminutive': di~ dede.kihd¥h ?eSe-~G 'he

(cust) doesn't kill anything at all' 23.5A, di~

dede-kihduhnu. ?ahnu-~ ?e%ya'?G 'he doesn't

give them anything at all' IO.59A, as 0 of post=

postion: di~ dede'kihle~d ?ixs%?~h%G 'I didn't

see anthing at all' IO.I?6A; once with -~io- em=

phatic used as interrogative, perhaps incorrectly:

dedeo~iod da- da?qe?li'~ia. 'what ever will we

have,' 11.54A.

de.-gWa?--ga? (interrogative adverb, in construc=
tion probably always with -d interrogative en=

clitic; adverbialized de. 'what,' as 0 of 0-=

gWa?--ga? 'like 0') la. 'how (much)1, to what ex=

tent?': de-ga?d daonao da?lio~~ah L, de'ga?d
da.nao ?i~a? 'how much money do you have?' M,

deoga?d maosAao da?li'%~ah 'how much butter do
you have?' L, de.ga?dVh ?i.~?a? 'how tall is

he?' M, de.ga?duw qi.li.~?a? 'how long is it

(rope)?' M; de'ga?duw Geli.~?a? 'how much time
it's been' 54o12fnG; deoga?duw ?idiya., ?ew

~a?g, de?ewga? qew deqa.~ 'however much it is
in size, the firewood, it's that much (long) it

will burn' 65.46A.

lb. Used as indefinite quantifier, 'quite

I I



an amount, to quite an extent, quite a bit, a lot':

33.llA, deoga?duw ?ew xu~ ?u.d qa? le:Je/\ao=

%e?eo5~ 'the snow (cust) piles up there quite a

bit'L, deoga?duw qa? AaO%e?e"5~ 'quite a lot
of them (cust) accumulate' 25.207A, de"ga?duw

?edi:J ?ew ?e:Je"~ 'he (cust) packs quite a lot

of them in home' 23.3A.

2. As lb., but with reference to time, in

clause subordinated to da°:J 'and': de"ga? ?ew=

:Ja? W8+ ?io~eh da":Jdvhuw ~;ew ?a?ge"? 'he's

been living with it for quite some time and (then)

he tries it' 28o28A.

3. Written as subordinate to da.+ 'and,

when, if': ao 'when?; when, whenever, each time

that': Rezanov TeKoTaxT~ 'Bcer~a immer' de"=

ga?dao+d 'when? (in past or future)' LM; attest=

ed, probab y by chance, only with customary verbs: -

de"ga?da":Jduw de%exwe"gyuo q~"~ ?a?a"~~ 'when

groundhogs (cust) come out' 23.55A, de"ga?dao~d

te?ya?yu" qe? ';edelao~ 'when the salmon (cust)

come back' 2lb.25Ao

3b. With proclitic de- '~', 'anytime;

anytime that, each time that, whenever': dede"=

ga?da"+d 'anytime' M; dedeoga?da"~d ta? '~ew

?e~ao~inu" 'each time they (cust) shoved them in
\7 J

Ij\the water' 25.5tS'A, tye?we:J dedeoga?da"+d we:J =:>



da. ?i.lihseli% 'just any time we felt like it'

65.69A.
~-deo (negative pronoun, with ~-negative, some=

times ~e-) 'nothing': 23.13A, ~de. ~edahG

'there is nothing to eat' ('nothing is eaten') 41.4L.

~-de.-dah (negative adverb, ~-de. above adver=

bialized with -dah) 'impossible, no way, cannot,

hopeless' 'l~: la.14, Ib.20, 3.2M, 10.251, 252, 11.=

44,69,128, 187A, 18.61L, 25.64, 148A, 26.2, 8L,

28.140,141, 37b.81A, 43.14, 25M, 57.7G, 60.23, 61.=

4A, 63.21G, ~de.dah Gex?~.G, ~de.dah ?i.x}=

?~ogG 'I can't see it' L, ~de.dah ?ew(Ja.~ ?e=

xa.gG 'I can't help it' L, ~de.dah ?ew~ao~

?aogG}h 'he can't help it' L, ~ude.dah (Ja.~

?8xda.~G 'I (cust) can't help it (help myself)'

L, with -~ interrogative enclitic: ~de.dahSuh=

nu. ?uqa? de~\lh ?edu?la.%e~ao~G- 'isn'~there

any way you (cust) can turn int? ~person amongst
them?~ lO.238A.', :-t-- ---

2. With proclitic de- '~' (cf. diK?):

di~de.dah qe?yi%tehyeq qe? qa? ?eda.~G 'he

(cust) can't get back out of the whale' 11.188A.

---



de.2

_.

de.2

de.-, occurring only in de.Gu? 'sweatbath'; see
GU? Perhaps < de-?e?; see ?e?



de.3

de.3

-de., occurring only in gudde. 'nine'; see gucr.
Perhaps < de-?e? or d-?e?; see ?e?

.

..



de.4 I

de.4
-de., occurring only in qa~de.; see qa~. Per=

haps < da-?e? or d-?e?; see ?e?



de.6

de.6

-de. (defective verb, intransitive), occurring only

with dewa?d 'quickly': dewa?d ?a?de. (qah)

'(sg.) hurry up (finally)~' L, dewa?d ?a?le~de.
(qah) '(pl.) hurry up (finally)~' 37b.64A, L, im=

perative only, probably neuter. Perhaps umlauted

form of da, q.v. (cf. e.g. -da 6. ?ewyeq ?a?=

de. 'be dressed in that~'.)



da
).;Q~1~ Si~(, .?i1\e.h \) \~.,..+ .roe .fi7~,") '"

I c
J~A-+'p'J L.

,
da ((..J"""~' (_k..t ~ rl~? e5, $, t. ..IJo de.")

-da la. 'sg. S (human) sits (is in, gets into sitting
(,t. 1,1A. .{r.. ...1. 5'

positio~': Q) Active perfective, used with force of~
neuter 'sg. S is stationary in sitting position':

6.10M, 11.141, 20.47,47,49,50, 21Q.61, 23.6, 25.=
71, 96A, 30.3,5, 42.17L, 50.16A, Rezanov 6HTTaTJI:O

'CH~'BT:O sitzen' sedah3: 'he is, you are seated',
sidah3: 'I'm seated' LM, ,s~.da?d ye~ ?~'dilah3:

if!

da'~ sedah:!::j.h 'he's sitting facing me' ('he's turned

facing me and he's seated') M, si?e?d sedah~:j.h

'he's sitting in my place' L, qi? sedah3:da? Ga'?
'go to where she's sitting!' L, ?u'd~ fuseaah3: .:

'is someone sitting there?', di~ ?exsdah~G 'I'm

not seated' L, qv'de~a?d sedah:!:~h 'he's sitting

by the fire' M, yeqd sedah:!::j.h 'he's sitting on

shore'L, silahsd sedah:!::j.h secu?d~}h 'he who is

sitting in front of me fell asleep' L, sidewa' se=

dah:!:~h 'he's sitting waiting for me' L; transitive

(causative): passive: de?~'d xusdidah~ 'I've been

made to sit right here' L. (2) Neuter perfective,

usually with o-q 'on 0': ?u.dr da'q ?i.dah~:j.h

'he's sitting on something (a surface) there' L, gu=

~a?q ?i'dah~}h 'sternman, captain (of boat)' ('he's
sitting in the stern') L, sidahd ?i'dah~:j.h 'he's

sitting up against (in contact with) me' LM. (3)

Active imperfective, used in customary or ethical



sense 'sg. 8 belongs sitting, has rightful seat':

?u.d xdah 'I sit there "all the time", that's

where I sit' L, di~ ?u.d xdah 'I don't sit

there, that's not my seat' L, ?~.d xdah 'of=

ten sit here' L, xu' qi? xdah 'where I sit (my

usual seat)' L, ~ deda.dvh di~ dahG 'there's

nowhere he won't sit' L. (4) With ya? 'complete=

ly, to a state of rest', indicating movement into

or maintenance of a sitting position by sg. 8, as=

pects and modes freely used, except that the impera=

tive seems always to be active, with long umlauted
1

stem: 20.9, 4~, 28.96, 97,108,33.63, 50.l4A, Reza= -
nov ffTTe 'CH~~, ca~HT~setze dich:' ya? ?ede.,

CYHTHaTe 'B~ nepe~H vorn' si?ihd ya? ?ede. 'sit

down behind me:', ya? xda.~ ?ixleh 'I want to

sit'L, ya? qu?xdah (or -da.) 'I'll sit down,
I'll sit up' LM, de?u.d ya? ?ede. 'stay seated

right there~' L, ya? ?ede. 'sit down~' LMA, 'stay
seated:, sit up~' L, qv.de~a?d ya? ?ede. 'sit by

the fire~' L, ?ewya?d ya? ?ede. 'sit down in it

(e.g. canoe, box)~' L, ya? ?ixidah 'let me sit
..

down'L; ,transitive (causative) ya? 0-1-da '8

makes sg. 0 sit' (but cr. 10. below): ya? ?e1d}Ohth
L'keep him sitting~'; ?~od ya? ?iqe?x1dah 'I'll

i!
/' have you sitting here' M. (5) Withaut ya?, fre=
!
j,\to quent with active p~rfe~tive, i~cePtive ~~~"erative'\'A'Y;

1""7\ '1;'d..'f."C:[/yq.," 1j J.~'i$ 'It" ""~ JIiI.l."J"-' -t, ~ .~ ,..;,L.

,'):\r(~f~ 'kw~r h rJ: 1fid"W~ L) h\jbri~ 4.'orM w~t~ "tl[\i-t. ~t-~.t.,."",
'f I I. s}t", 4 t "' ' ) ' -I ..J

Ov";:t:f-(elo ~~ \v."IJ~"'l't-I~'t j~(I..,\I' IIfQ 1~x~bll',/ .', ;<~~ ff""i 'Ill \'41.//'; ,,"I" f;,"'.~Lt:') L..



indistinguishable otherwise from (1) and (4) above

and 3. below, meaning ambiguously 'sg. S moves in=

to certain location and into sitting position there',

'sg. S is in certain location and moves into sitting

position there', or 'sg. S moves to certain location

while in sitting position': sidaod sedahl 'you sat

near me' L, sida?d sedahl 'he sat in f!I:"ont of me'

L, sidaed Geda? 'sit near me~'L, ?idahd qu?xdah

'I (sitting or standing) will sit up against (in con=

tact with) you' L, ?ahnu.qa?d sedah1}h 'he sat be=

tween them'L, ?ahnu.qa?~ GedaOl}h 'he's becoming

seated between them' L, ?uya?d sedah1}h 'he sat

in it (e.g. canoe)' L.
becomes

lb. 'sg. S (animal, infant) is, stationary in"
non-prone position, (bird, insect) perches, alights'

(cf. -qu for pl. g): (1) Active perfective, used

with force of neuter: 11.34, 101, 20.8, 23.45A, 42.=

16L,43.4M, s}.da?d sedah1 'it (fly) is on my

face' L, ?ud~dgdaoq sedah1 'it (bird) is sitting

on its eggs' L. (2) Neuter perfective, usually with

o-q 'on 0': 10.36A, 42.21L, da.q ?i.dah~ 'it

(animal) is sitting upon something (tree)' L, ~ahd~=

da.q ?iodah1 'it's sitting on top of a car' L.

(3) As la.(5) above, 'sg. S (bird, insect) comes to

rest at certain location, alights, perches': 10.32A,

47b.28M, si~~.da.q sedahl 'it (fly) landed on my



forearm'L.
2a. 'sg. S (human or animal) stays, remains

(within certain location, bodily position unspeci=

fied)', often indistinguishable from la. and lb.

above (for pl. S cf. qu): (1) Active perfective,

used with force of neuter: 10.1, 2, 215A, 18.64L,

20.54,55, 62A, 22.2L, 23.34, 25.98, 153, 37b.4A,
seqeodekih ?uyeqd sedah1 'a child was in her
(she was pregnent) , 23.111A, de~vhyuo ~~hda.d

sedah~~h 'menstruant' ('she who is staying in a
different place from people') L, da.d sedah~

'where are you staying?' L, ?edi~d sedah~~h 'he's

inside, staying indoors' L, de'?e?d sedah~ih 'he's

on board (boat)' L, di~ de~hyuo~a? qe? ?esde=

dah~G~h 'he (or she) is not staying with anyone

anymore' (of marital separation, cf. 2b. below) L,

Aao??hd sedah1 'it's staying in den, hole' L,

Aaod~o?d sedah~ 'it (rodent) is staying in its
hole, burrow' L; transitive (causative): 2b.2L;

passive: de?~od xusdidah~ 'I've been made to
stay right here' L. (2) Neuter perfective, not

frequent in this sense: c'a.~ya? ?iodah1}h 'in=

fant' ('he who is staying in baby-basket') L. (3)

Active imperfective, used in customary or ethical

sense: 21a.19L, caoAa.ye~ dah 'it lives under a
rock' L, di~ ca.Aaoye~ dahG 'it doesn't live



under a rock' L, often with ?ed?e?d 'at home',

indirect reflexive: 1i~ ?ed?e?d ded}h}h 'he

stays home all the time' L, ?ed?e?d xdedah 'I

stay home all the time' L. (4) With ya? 'com=

pletely, to a state of rest' in other aspects and

modes, imperative apparently always active: 10.133,

134,154 (repetitive inceptive imperfective nega=

tive), 190, 232, 253, 260, 11.54 (active conditional),I

72,73,23.118,69.11 (active conditional), 21 (in=

ceptive conditional), ~a.?d ya? ?ede. 'stayout=
side!' L, ?edi~d ya? ?eda. 'stay inside~' L, ya?

?eda.~ ?u", del}h}h 'I told him to stay' L, GU?=
ye~d ~a? ya? ?i"dah 'you should stay in the

warmth'M, di?de?i. ?~.dga? ?~.d ya? qu?xdah
,/'as long as you're here I'll stay here' L, WJ.th ?ed~;,..l.-' ~wi!~

?e?d 'at home', indirect reflexive: 2,J.53A, ?ed=""(;:~~~~:..1;;~,~
/' I~ '""rk-1' -'*

?e?d ya? ?edede. 'stay home!' L, ?ed?e?d ya? (!:'5A~ ~ ~

qu?xdah ~'ll stay home' L; transitive (causative)

ya? 0-1-da 'S makes sg. o stay' (but cf. 10. be=

low): ?edi~d ya? ?iqe?x1dah 'I'll make you stay
in' L; indirect reflexive (or passive?): 10.167A

'his wife however he (cust) makes stay home' (or

'his wife however is (cust) left staying home').

2b. With o-?e?~ '(movement) in place of 0'
and ye~ 'downward': si?e?~ ye~ sedah1}h 'he

~ c



married my former wife' (he settled down in my

place') L.

3a. 'sg. 8 moves while in sitting position,

~, (for pl. 8 cf. qu):. qu?xdah 'I'll ~~,

L, Gexdao~ 'I'm s~ng' L, ~eye?u.~ ?edeo (or

?eda~, ?eda?, ?ida?) 'move over (away from spea=

ker)~' L, ~e~le~ ?edeo (or ?eda?, ?edao?) 'sit

closer (to speaker)~1 L, sidaoda? Geda? 'sidle

over to close to me~' L, si~ah sedah1}h 'he si=

dIed away from me' L, qaoqa? sedah~}h 'he sidled

in between us', y~o?~ Geda? (or ?edeo) 'sit

down lower~' L, repetitive: xdaog 'I keep sidling'

L, di~ ?exdaogG 'I don't keep sidling' L, with

ye~-progressive: ?uode~yuo ye~ dedao~ 'he's wri=

thing and squirming allover in his seat (with anger)'

L, ye~ qu?xdedao 'I'll sit around' L, ye~ ?idi=

dah 'you may sit around' M (with no distinction

in these latter cases between interrupted and uninter=

rupted sitting position) 0

3bo With o-~ao~ 'wide of 0': ?u~a.~ sidah}

II sat down, missing it (the chair, so that I fell

to the floor)' Lo

3co With ya?~ 'upward': ya?~ Gedao~ 'he's

getting up (out of sitting position)' L

3d. With ?i~yeq 'inside one another' and
'OJ-

ye~ 'downward' '8 squats, crouches, moves while in
,..



-crouching position': ?i1yeq ye~ ?i'dah1}h 'he's

squatting'L, ?i1yeq ye~ Geda'~}h 'he's dancing
in crouched position' L, ?i1yeq ye~ sedah1}h 'he

danced in squatting position' L.

4a. With y~'? 'down' 'sg. 8 moves downward

(from standing) into sitting position', imperative

apparently always inceptive: lb.18, l6.9M,25.70A,

40.12,47 .23L, 5l.79A, 72.5L, Furuhelm iakhuvata
'sit' y~'? qu?wedah 'he'll sit down', y~'? qu?x=

dah 'I'll sit down' LM, di~ y~'? qu?xda'G (or

-dahG) 'I won't sit down' L, y~'? Geda? 'sit

down:' LM, y~.? sidahl 'I sat down' M, y~.?~
Gexda'l 'I'm sitting down (moving into sitting po=
sition) , (also, as under 3a. 'I'm sitting further

down') LM, ?uya?d y~'? Geda? 'sit down in it (e.=
g. canoe, once already in)' L, ?ida'd y~'? qu?x=
dah 'I'll sit down close to you' L, le~qa?d (or

le~qa?~) y~.? qu?xdah 'I'll sit down between you'
L. Transitive (causative) y~o? 0-1-da '8 makes<,
sg. 0 sit down' (but cf. 10. below): y~'? si1dah1}h

'I sat him down' M, y~'? ?iqe?x1dah 'I'll sit you

down' M, y~o? Ge1d}?}h 'make him sit down:'

L, y~o? ?ixildah1}h 'I've got him sitting down' L;

repetitive: y~o?~ xu1daog}h 'he keeps making me
sit down', y~o?~ ?io1da'g}h 'you should keep sit=

ting him down' L.
') , ! /i ",i \ ~1, ~j s...+ Jt'",~ I £..;

I~' v~O"'.!\\"'lr "il"""',
~ I' i '.t I._} I., ")I!t",,",f,j.f"}l..:~'"
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'down'
4b. With y~.? 'sg. 8 (bird, insect, plane)

A
lands, alights': 11.194A, 47c.40L, si.na?qd y~.?
sedah1 'it (fly) landed on top of my head' LM,

y~.?~ Geda.1 'it (bird, plane, fly) is landing'

L.
4c. With y~.? 'down' '8 (motor, music)

stops, fails, goes dead': qa-~a? y~-? sedah%
'it conked out on us' L, ?i.xgah da.~ y~-? se=

dah1 'I just got started dancing and it (music)

stopped' L, repetitive: dilr y~.?~ da-g~G 'i1t, ~ t i "
Zit" yr,' ,I~~,.. f;; ,,'" Io,:'~f"'i C('i"i(~7

(motor) doesn't keep quitting' L, (~...~) ~'"'t! (

4d. With d-class-mark and y~.? 'down':

~eciya?d y~.? desedah1 'it (automobile) is
parked down at bottom of hill below' L.

5. With lih~dahd 'without activity, silent,

minding own business' and ya? 'completely, to

state of rest': 28.60, 50.9A, Rezanov ~exTa~eaTe

'MO~qaTD schweigen' lih~da.d ya? ?ede. 'be

quiet~' L

6. With o-yeq 'in 0' s's is dressed in 0,
1\

wears 0': ?ew ?uyeq ?i-dah1 'her clothes' ('that
in which she was dressed') 18.20L, ~yeq Geda? 'get.
dressed!' M, ~yeq sidah1 'I got dressed' M, ?u=
yeq ?ixidah1 'I'm dressed in it' M, ?ewyeq ?a?=

de- 'wear that!' ('be dressed in that~', neuter) L,

~1qed1yeq ?i-dah1}h 'he's dressed in rags' L;



transitive (causative): o-yaq O-}-da 'S dresses

sg. 0 in 0': KUyaq ?iqe?x}dah 'I'll dress you' M,

?awyaq x}daO~}h 'I (cust) dress him in that' M.

7. With o-?e?d 'in the place of 0', modes

and aspects as in 2a. above, q.v. 'sg. S lives on,

subsists on 0': 33.23A, te?ya?e?d xdah 'I live

on fish' L.

8. 'sg. S fares', modes and aspects as in 2a.,

q.v.: (1) Transitive (causative): O-}-da 'S treats

sg. 0': ~a6u.dah xusa}dah}ih 'he treats me well'
L. (2) With ya? 'completely, to a state of rest':

di~ ~a5u.dah ya? qi?yidaoG 'you won't end up

well, won't fare well' 51.35A.

9. 'S (s~. or pl.) undergoes specific change.
(>fe "";C;> /:J..':;1.~...,;4{\Arr.,.,-,"; i;" :"" "f"",'"" ",;" to-",..".. /'

in dimension',~: (1) With ?i}~a?~ '(movement) be=

hind one another, collection'.'S contractd: ?il=, IC» ., .'" -'i (L .J , " I..':'-~~ '!' (~...~1' !tf"bj ((""'I",! ;?'J; .""J'l"f~a?~ sadah} 'it (cloth) shrank'~; transitive ~

(causative) ?i}~a?~ O-}-da 'S shrinks 0': ?i}=

~a?~ si}dah} 'I shrank them (clothes, by washing

them)' L. (2) With (ya?~ 'up', and) qa? 'up,
'.
! out' 'S expands upwards, rises': q~.~ Gada.}

'it (cake, bread) is rising' L, ya?~ qa? sadah}

'it (cake, bread) rose' L.

10. Transitive O-}-da, with y~o? 'down' or

sometimes ya? 'completely, to a state of rest',

cf. the transitives of la. and 2a. above: (1) 'S

I
c ., """."-.-"C'



makes 0 (sg. or pl.) stop activity (especially un=

desirable activity, settle down, stop gallivanting,

drinking': Rezanov M~aR~DTeHY '~acKoBoH freund=

lich' ?idah ya? ?e3:di?.inu. 'make them behave

well, settle down nicely:' L, y~.? Ge3:d}?}h 'make

him behave~' L, ya? ?e3:di.hih 'make him behave~'

L, y~.? xuse3:dah3:ih 'he made me stop, desist' L,

y~'? ?ixi3:dah3:ih 'I've got him behaving, Iron the

straight and narrow'" L. (2) 'S stops 0 (activity)':

xa.gl y~'? seldah3: 'he stopped the work' L. (3)

'S stops 0 (sg. or pl. fish) from running': 56.1, 3,

IlL.

?isda.l (gerundive) 'to sit (of one person)': ?ule~

gedesiga?} ?isda.l 'my rump's too sore to sit' L,

';>isda.l xuGe3:ga?3: 'I'm getting tired of sitting'

('sitting is tiring me') L, ?isda.l ~a? ?u?di.}=

de?g 'teach it (dog) to sit~' L, ?isda.l Ge3:e=

de?3:ih 'he (baby) is learning to sit' L.

?uq ?isda?l (in rapid speech often ?uqesda?}) (noun,

unclassified) 'chair' LM, 51.76, 68.92A. Derived from
v .'1' icC,. ~'-

gerundive with -3:-instrumenta~. Ge3:eGeme~ ?uq ?is=
."

da?3: 'stool' ('round chair') L, ~?a'w ?uq ?is=

da?} 'bench' ('long chair')~ ye~ ?edGeAa.}exu~

?uq ?isda?} 'rocking-chair'M.

da?} (noun, unclassified?) 'small seat, loose bench

for sitting on in canoe' L. Deverbalized stem with



~~; :';;' ~~j~;;~,~ ,~.",
".~.~",;-"
!

( -1-instrumental. B8dL 47 contains a description.

seqe.dekih ?uyeqd dah (noun, unclassified?) 'womb'

('a child stays in it') A. Active imperfective of

lb. or 2a. nominalized. Cf. seqe.Geyu. ?uyeqd

quh 'womb'.

di?we~ da.xya?~ da.~}h (noun, unclassified) 'in=
fant' ('he who (cust) still stays in baby-basket') L.

Nominalized active customary; cf. da.~ya? ?i.dah1}h

of 2a. (2).

1e-da 'sg.8 (waterfowl) sits, swims, floats on sur=

face of water' (cf. ~e-qu for pl. 8): ?u'~ s1i=

dah1 'it (duck) swam thither (on surface)'~ siya.~
1\

Ge~eda.1 'it (duck) is paddling away from me (scared)'
L, with ye~-progressive: ye~ ~eda.~ 'it (duck) is

swimming around' LM.
ig-1e-da 'sg. 8 flees' (cf./lg-1e-qu for pl. 8): with -

o-ya.~ 'avoiding 0': ya?~. siya.~ qu?gu1edah
'don't be scared away by me' L, siya.~ gus1idah~
'it ran away from me (scared)'. Transitive 0-g-1-da

'8 chases sg. 0': 9.167, 23.31A, 34.46L, 38.23ML,
gu?1d}?}h 'chase him:' L, ~i.~ gu.~da? 'chase it

away~' L, ?a?q guGe1d~?}h 'chase him out' L, qu?=
gu.x1dah 'I'll chase it' LM, da. guse1dah1}h 'we

chased him' L, ?u.di~ah~ da. gu.li1dah 'let's
chase it away from there' L, xuGe1da.1}h 'he's cha=

sing me' L, with ye~-progressive: ye~ gu.~ede.

I
I
I

I "



'chase it about:' L, ye~ gux~eda.~ 'I'm chasing

it about' LM, ye~ guxs~idah} 'I chased it about'

L, ye~ qu?gux1edah (or -da.) 'I'll chase it

about'LM, ?ew ye~ guVexeda.~}h 'he's chasing

it allover (for a long time)' L.
yt..",,~) "otro""et'lgd-de-da 'sg. 8 flees' (meaning not clearly distinct

J

from that of g-xe-da, from a passive of which it

may be derived, with de-classifier reinterpreted;

cf. gd-de-qu for pl. 8): gedeGexdeda.x 'I'm run=

ning away (scared)' L, gedeGededa.~ 'he's running

away (scared) L. Transitive (causative) O-gd-~-da

'8 chases sg. 0': gedi.xda? 'chase it away (so

it'll never come back):' L, ~i.~ gedi'~da? 'chase

it away:' L, ?iqe?gedi.xxdah 'I'll chase you' L.

dl-de-da 'sg. 8 is, runs short of food, starves' (cf.

dl-de-qu for pl. 8): qu?Aa.xdedah 'I'll run short

of food' L, di~ Aa.xsdedahxG 'I didn't run short

of food' L, with ya? 'completely': ya? qu?Aa.x=

dedah 'I'll run out of food, starve' L, ya? Aa.x=

sdidah~ 'I ran out of food' L. Transitive (causa=

tive) O-dl-~-da '8 starves sg. Oct: y~~,?!qe?x~dah

'I'll starve you' L~:-,_~~~s~~ye: xuAa.sxidah~ 'I'm

,being starved' L; reflexive: ?eAa.sxidahx:i-h 'he

fasted (for the hunt)' L, ?eAa.xsxidah3: 'I don't
(

care to eat' L-t.



,

da-

da-

-da-, occurring only in yeda- (also yida-, <

y-da-?, noun, unclassified) 'shaman's power,

clairvoyance' LM, Galushia Nelson y\go- or
Y\PW- 'shaman's power' BSdL 552, yida- ?u=
~a? ?uda? sahl}h 'his (shaman's) power came
to him' L, ?ew yida-Siyah qe?ew 'it's that

evil spirit (shaman's powe~' L, ~?luw yida-

da?li-l~}h}h 'she has great clairvoyance' L-



da.l

da.l (unrelated to homophonous Eyak stems or morphs,

cf. Navaho da- 'distributive plural' verbal prefix

in corresponding position)

da. (preverbial pronoun) 'we' (first person singu=

lar subject pronoun, not distinguishing inclusive

from exclusive, or dual from plural, or distribu=

tive from collective; clearly preverbial in posi=

tion, always following postpositional phrases,
tending to precede other preverbs; see grammar)

I

I
i

i
i

I



-".-
da.2

da.2 (perhaps to be identified with da.3 and derived

by extension of use thereof, influenced by interroga=
tive pronouns, or interrogative pronoun in origin, <

d-a' with d-interrogative, cf. de.l, du', de~)

da.-( d) (interrogative pronoun or locative, with
-d interrogative enclitic apparently optional in

construction, more frequently present under 1. than
under 2., and more frequently present where not im=

mediately preceded by -d final (or other final end:
i$in -d), thus perhaps -d-d > -d, absent en= -
clitic elsewhere thus analogically deleted, or de=

leted under influence of da.3, or absent because
of origin in da.3; -d interrogative enclitic usu=

ally present under 1. not immediately preceded by
-d final, present in majority of instances under 1.

where immediately preceded by -d final and under 2.

where not immediately preceded by -d final, and

rarely or never under 2. where preceded by -d fi=

nal; attested with -d, -~, -~ahd, -de~ finals, nev=
er zero final) 1. 'where?, where': with -d final,

'(at rest) where?, at what place?': da'dd 'where?'

L,6l.66A, da'dduh 'where (did you put it)?' L,

da'dd¥h '~ere (is he)?' L, da'dde?ew 'where is _.
it?' 11.178A, ?u?lixi1gah da'dd ?e~3inguG 'I
know where ?e~3inguG is' 47c.34L, also with -~ in=

terrogative enclitic: da'd~dvh 'I wonder where



he could be' L, lacking -d interrogative enclitic:

da'd ~a?dihd 'where (are you going) to visit'?' L,

da'd sedah} 'where are you staying?' L, da'd

we~ ?i'~eh 'where do you live?' M, da.d sah}

'where did you go?' (= da'~ sah}) L, da'd ~=

s}iyah} 'where things have been left' 9.144A,

da'duw ya? qu?xta' 'where shall I put it?' 21b.=

49A, with emphatic -ci'-: da"6i'd 'where ever?,

where in the world?' L; with -~ final, 'to where?,

whither?': 9~65, 126, :!16.8, 49.30A, da.C'd1}h, 'where

(is he going)?' L, da'~dew gedeGi.tao} 'whither

are you steering?' L, '?ewdeg di~ qu?lio}ga'G

da'~dVh ?i~ahd sah} 'nor will you know whither

she's gone and left you' 36.22A, lacking -d inter=

rogative enclitic: daoc sah} « da'~ s-; =

da'd sah}) 'where did you go?' L; with -~ahd fi=

nal, 'whence'?, from what place'?': 2b.13L, 4.11, 11M,

14.2L, 21b.7, 62A, 46.24M, 49.135A, dao~ahdduw

'where (did you get that) from?' L, dao~ahdde?ew

'where is that from?' L, dao~ahd yaode?ew 'where

is that thing from?' L, 43.28M, da'~ahdduwga? 0-=

xa? k'u-3:e-t'u? 'where did 0 get so much S from?'"",;~-t~~'(~. -Rezanov Ta~TKecce 'HHKYAa nirgendshin' da'=
-.l{'"

~afte. ..{~erh-ap8"-'~:]:.,.aeki.ng c,.o~,d.,,~'P:roega:tive""-en'C'i'i t =' ~." ?{ .0 ",r. ., "'.ct"' I"'~" "" ,
~~. with -dex final, 'by where'?, by (motion within)I\~' .
wha~ place, route, ~ ~?': 9.60, IlJ26A, da'de~d

j
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,..,.-

'which way (did he goR' L, also with -~ interroga=

tive enclitic: di~a?g si~a? da"de~~duw yeGa?=

ya"% 'I wonder where my letter is travelling' M;

nominalized with -d final as 0 of o-lah 'about

0': da"delahdVh 'about what place (is he speak=

ing)?' L; de"lah da"dd 'about what place (is

he speaking)?' L (perhaps incorrect, 'about what?

place?')"

2. With proclitic de- '~', 'anyplace,

anywhere': with -d final (apparently always lack=

ind -d interrogative enclitic): deda"d lu"di"?d

'anywhere on the tide-beach' lO.30A, deda"d ya?

?ete" 'set it (animal) anywhere~' L, deda"d1}b dilC

dahG 'there's nowhere he won't sit' L, di~ de=

da"dG 'noplace' M; with -~ final: di~ deda"~

qu?xahG 'I won't go anywhere' M; with -de; final:

deda"de;duw ?ise%kv"?d% da"~ 'it having grabbed

you anyplace' 36"16A, ';iGe?~ ?iya" qa?lCt?~, de=

da"de;d 'she'll scratch your body, anywhere' 36"=

19A; with -dei final and suffixed -YU" 'plural'

(Cf" ?u"deiYU" 'everywhere'), four times with and

once lacking -d interrogative enclitic, once with

further -~ final: deda"deiYU"d ye; qu?xdah 'I'll

walk around anyplace' L, deda"d~;yu" ';ew?e"~ ye;

?i%e?~"~ 'you're looking around for it everywhere'

A, deda"de~yu"duw ?uq ~Ga%~a?g 'mark it (box)

" '"".'"
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on either side (on all sides, allover)' M, de=

da.de>;yu"d we>; qi?yit'eh 'wherever you live'

16.26M, deda"de~yu. 'anyplace' L, deda"de>;yu"~
qu?xah 'I'll go anyplace' L.

'"



da.3

dao3 (perhaps to be analyzed d-a' with d- postpo=

sitional 'at rest at' and -a' expanded augment, or
to be identified with dao2)

o-da'- (postposition, never with zero final) I,

(attested with -d, -da?, -de~, -~, -~ahd, and-~

finals) a. 'near, by, at, close to, next to, in

vicinity, area of 0': with -d final 'at rest in,

nominalization of': l6.9M, 33.42,65.31, 55A,
}e?~da'd 'near the box' m, sidaod 'next to me'

L, ?uxi'ya?~daod ?ewa' li?~ we~ ?i~}h~h 'his
chin is dimpled' M, ?ida'd y~o? qu?xdah 'I'll

sit down by you' L, sida'd sedah} 'you sat by

me'L, sidaod Geda? 'sit by me (not touching)~'

L, ?ewdaod setah} 'it's close to it (touching
or not)' L, ';ewdaod y~o? Geta? 'set it down

close to it~' L, sida'd setah} (= sida'~ Se=

tah1) 'it's lying near me' L, ?uGuhdda'd si}=

xu~1}h 'I shot him in the knee' M, ?u~eo~da'd
da?d Ge}xu~ih 'shootmm in the chest~' L, si=

da.d guGe}~o?}}h 'he's standing near me' M, si=

daod ~a? guo~iy¥o? 'stand by me' M, de?uod

siqey~hdda'd ya? qu?xdah 'I'll stay right there
\ in my home country' L, frequent with place-names

as 0: ?i'yaoGdaod '((in) the vicinity of) Eyak

(Village)' 68.1,22,36,45,46, 47A, Cordovadaod
'(at) Cordoya' 68.59, 62A, Ankaudaod 'at Ankau'
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32.1A, sidgahda.d 68.124A, sidkeda.d, ~i.dke=
da.d '(at) Sitka' L, ?a.gahda.d 'Orca'L, ?ane=

~eneGda.d 'at Aleganik' 68.1A, ya.keta.dda.d 'at
Yakutat' 32.1A, with verbal clauses containing qi?

'place where' as 0: Ib.2, 2a.15, 18M, 9.149, 150,

10.227, 11.170A, 21a.13, 14, 30L, 24.21, 33.12A,

37a.7, 39.1L, 46.1, 25M, 47a.3L, 51.57A, 56.2L,
68.49A, ~a.Se.n qi? daGahGda.d 'at where cord=
wood is chopped' M, ~i.d qi? ?i~ li.?ahda.d

'at yonder mountain-foot (where mountain extends

down)' L, with classified nouns as 0: 6.10M, 50.=

51A, ?ew ~l~ahlti.leda.d, xi~~e~edada.d, ~=
xe.l qi.leda.d la.x qi.leda.d le.s~ededa.d.'. , .,
~i~gededa.d, ca.Aa.da.d, ceAdeda.d, ~iyahdele=
da.d, teGl1ada.d y?? Geta? 'set it down near
the feather, "ear a snowball, a rope, a cord, some

logs, the grass, a stone, a board, a hat, a hammer:'

L, with anatomical marks: si~Sda.d 'near my low=
er leg' L, siyeda.d setah% 'it's right by my

hand' L, with adjectives and numerals as 0: 11.170A,

KU~?da.d ?eds%i~a?gl 'it has many spots on it'

('it has spotted itself in many places') M, ~=

~?da.d yeqa? d-?ya 'S accumulates in many piles

(piles up in many places)' (see d-?ya 2c.), l}hG=

da.d da? 'one muddy spot' L, si~ }}llGda.d we~

?i.~}h}h 'he's related to me' ('he lives in one
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place with me') L, :ti-hGda-d ?i:tt'a? Ge:ta? 'pile

them up in one place:' L, di~ :t}hGda-dG 'not

in one place' 68_62A, la?daod « la?dda-d) 'two

places' L, 25_80A, la?da-d se:tah:t le?t' 'there

are two boxes there' ('boxes which are in two

places') L, la?da-d ?i:tdahd ?i:tiyah:t 'two to=

gether' ('they are in position against each other

in two places') L, la?(d)da-d sese:tahl yahd

'two houses there' L, la?dda-d ?i%dahd di%iyah:t

yahd 'two houses together' L, t'Uh:tga?da-d 'three

places' L, 25-80A, t'uh%ga?daod ?e1:ce:JS:g 'cut it

in three places, three (four~) pieces~' L, (0-)=

~~hda-d '(in) a different place (from 0)', see

~ey~-y-~}h, with reciprocal 0: ?i%daod 'side by

side'M, ?i:tdaod :JS:edidi?ah 'they (logs, stripes)

extend close and parallel' L, ?i1:da-d se~ah:t

'they're near each other' L, ?i%daOd sliyah:t

'they've been put near each other' L; with various

other forms as 0: qi?ya-daod 'somewhere, anyplace

( indefinite)' L (see under qi?, cf- qi';yaoda °:JS:) ,

?uod ~eye?u-dda-d 'there farther over near that

place' L, ~iod ~eye~deqeh~qda-d 'there at the

foot of the mountain' L, qaoda-d?ah Eyak man's

name, analysis uncertain (see '?ah2); '/i-na-~daod

Gao? 'go up on a hill~' L, ?i~aonao~da-d Gao?

'go up on the mountainside~' L both probably to be
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corrected to -~ da';d; with -de~ final (rare)

'movement within area': dida.de~ sah1 'it went

right by me (near me, at my side)' L, with y-ana=
tomical 'hand': siYeda.da~ sah1 'it went right

by my hand' L; with -da? final 'arrival at': ?i=

da.da? qu?xdah 'I'll sit closer to you' L, si=

da.da? Gada? 'sit close to me:' L, sida.da?

sah1~h 'he walked right up to me' L, ?ida.da?

qu?xah 'I'll come closer to you' L, ?ewda.da?

sah1}h 'he went over to it, approached it' 30.2L,
?awda-da? di~ ?esah1G~h, di~ ?eda.da? ?asah1=

G}h 'he didn't go near it' L, sida-da? Ga.?

'some closer to me:' L, ~~hda.da? seqeh1}h 'he

boated to a different place' L; with -~ final

'continuous, repeated, or incompleted motion to=
wards': ~}hda-~ 'to a different place' 9.165,

10.161, 165A, ~~hda-~ Geqe-1~h 'he's boating to
a different place' M, ~}hda.~ seqeh1~h 'he boat=

ed to a different place' M, 1}hGda-~ ?ew le~~.=

%ya.~ 'they (cust) put them (berries) in one place'
29.2QA, with y-anatomical 'hand': siyeda.~ ?eta?
'put it by my hand~' L; with -~ahd final 'from':

sida.~ahd 'from near me' L; with -~ final 'motion

within area' (meaning regular, cf. 2. below): si=

da-~ setah% 'it's lying near me' ('it has come in=
to position within my vicinity') L, o-da.~ ?e~
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?ed-dl-~e-we?~ 'S sneaks past by 0', ?udaoi

?e~ ?edqu?Aaoxze?}h}h 'I'll sneak by him' L,

o-dao~ ?e~ ~dl-?ya 'S runs past by 0', sidaoi

?e~ Sah~}h 'he went right by me' L, sidaoi

gaO~}h 'he's walking along beside me' L, ?u=

kumahdaoi Xcut) along its stomach, ventrally'

65037,37,38, 39A, ?ugule~edeo~dao~ yei qi?=

yi~ce~ 'you'll cut downwards along its spine'

65039A, fuh1:ga?daoi #)ew se1:ceiz}h 'he cut it
in three pieces (places?)' L, qi? ?i1:eduxdaoi

'by where he was trapping' 2306A, ?a?q qi? yei

?izi?ah%daOi 'outside where (when?) it's sunshine'

65052A, ?a?d qi?d ya? GeAio?ahdao~ da?d Ge=

xah daoi 'when I climb up a very steep place' 360=

40M, qi? ki.1G~.5uodaoi 00.' qi? cio~gele3u.daoi

si~ yeq Gezedux 'float ashomwith me where there's

nice ground~, 00. a nice gravel-beach:' 11.169, 170A,

qi? ~Gi.lu?dao~ 'where there was a hole' 2ao14M,

?eneieneGdaoi deG seqeh1:inu. 'they boated up by

Aleganik' 68010A, lixahda.~ ?a?q ~eAaosa?yah1:}h

'he ran out past the grizzly-bear' 19.27A (cfo 2c.

below), with reciprocal 0: ?i1:da.i ?idi?ah 'they

extend close and parallel' L, ~ahd} ?i}daoi ?eS

~eXaosdi?yah% '(two) cars ran past glancing against

each other' L, ')i%da~~ Ye~ ca.?z 'two boxes to=

gether' L, ?i1:da.~ qiogexaodi?ah 'internal organ
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in porcupine' L (see under ?a'-), with y-ana=

tomical 'hand': siYeda.~ ya? ?eteh 'put it

down by my hand:' L, nominalized with -YU' 'plu=

ral': ?u.de~yu. qi?<! k'uC:j.?delehda.~yu. 'the

places at which someone is speaking' 37a.4L.

2. With extended meanings, -~ final only:

a. 'in contrast, comparison with, different, as

distinct from 0': k'uda.~ c:j.?del:j.hih 'he talks

a different dialect (different from someone)' L,

?ewda.~ c:j.?del:j.h:j.h 'he talks a different dia=

lect (from that, from the norm)' L, sida.~ c:j.?=

del:j.h:j.h 'he talks differently from me' L; usual:

ly with reciprocal 0 in indirect reciprocal con=

struction: k'ugeAa. fu 'I d{{~ ?ir:da.~ ?idi t'eh -

'lots of different colors' ('colors and they are

different') M, ?ir:da.~ geAa.dit'eh 'it's vari=

colored, they (colors) are different' M, ?ir:da.~

?ir:ikucg 'one is smaller than the other' ('they

are contrastingly small') L, ?ir:da.~ ~.r:ilah

'all kinds of faces' ('people with contrasting

faces') L, la?di '/da?~ '?ir:da. ~ we~ deleh 'there

are two different ways to do that' L, di?da. ?ir:=

da.~ '?idit':j.hinu. 'such a variety of them' 10.229,

230A, with proclitic de- '~': de?ir:da.~ gu=

wer:wahgyu. 'different tribes' 68.72A.

2b. Meaning perhaps to be identified with
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that of 2a., attested only in ~a.dih ?uda.x.,
~a.di?uda.~ 'it's useless, pointless (to ...),
« 'there is no difference that ...'), usually

followed by optative clause, see ~a.dih- 2.

under ~a.; see also 2g. below.

2c. 'in the form of, (made, converted) in=

to': ';ew quhnu. ?e~ekihda.~ ~~.? se~i~

~hose they fashioned into canoes' 68.31A, ~uh~g~=

da.~ ?ew ~~.? se~i~ 'fashioned them into shov=
els' 23.136A, de?e.~gda.~ we~ dele. 'fish-meat

slabs are made of it' 65.8A, ?ew 3~.~ ~iyahd=

da.~ ~~a? de~uh 'the skunk-cabbage is used as
(in the form of) a hat' L, ~'iyahdda.~ ~u? deleh -

'a hat is to be made of it' L, yahsda.~ ~u? de=

leh 'a doll is to be made of it' L, te?ya?da.~

'in the form of, transformed into a fish' 21a.71,

de~vhda.~ 'in human form, transformed into a per=

son' 21a.16A, lixahda.~ ?~.da? qe? qu?xdah
'I'll come back here in the form of a grizzly-bear'
19.13L (cf. lixahda.~ ?a?q ~eAa.sa?yahl}h 'he

ran out past the grizzly-bear' 19.271).
2d. With numerals, adjectives, adverbs, and

certain other forms as 0, meaning vague or uncer=

tain, general adverbializer, perhaps more properly

under 2c. and/or 2e., 2f.: ~hlga?da.~ 'law se~=
ce~~~h 'he cut it into three pieces' L ('into form
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of three'?, or perhaps 'in three places' under

1.), la?di?da.i ?i~da.~ we~ deleh 'there ~re
two different ways to do it' ('thus is done to it

into two contrasting forms, it can be made into

two different things'?, la?di?da.~ for la?dih=

da.~ or la?(d)da.~ under influence of ~a.di?=
da. 1), 1}hGih( )da.~ 'one at a time' 34.83L

('in the form of one'?); ~ci5g( )da.i ya? ?e1=

ce~g 'I'm cutting it into strips' ('I'm cutting
it up into narrow things'?, 'nal:'row and I'm cutting

it up'?), ~~ede?aew( )daei s1i~a?g1 'long

stripes are marked' L ('it's marked in the form of

long stripes'?, 'long stripes and it's marked'),

~e?q1da.~, Ge~e?q~da.i 'in a straight line', see
t'e?q'.

2e. With meaning extended to time, with cer=
tain forms only, see 2£.: ne.~da.+ 'first, at

first, original', see ne.~; sahd~( )da.~ 'af=
ter, for a long while', see sahd2; qi?ya.da.+

'sometime, anytime (indefinite)', see under qi?;

de.ga?da.~d 'when?, when', see dee-gWa?- 3. un=
der de.l; qi? qu?xsih( )da.~ qu:xs}h 'when

I die, I'll die' 23.154A. qi?de+ ?enah~eki~a?+

dae ?i?a?(!( )dae~ 'as .soon as WE get going hav=

ing a good time' 30.9L (see under qi? 2b.).

2f. AS 2e. above"'Qut written separately as
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"conjunction", see separate subentry da.:J:.
2g. In k'e.~i'duh( )da.x "what can I do.-

about it, having no time to monkey with it" L,

Rezanov KeMqH~y~ax~ '~apo~ umsonst' ('how in
the world? and?', or perhaps < k'e.ci'duh ?u=

da.:JS: 'how in the world (could that make) any

difference?' as under 2b.).
3. With extended meanings, -d final only:

a. extended to time in ?idehda'd 'at a good

(propitious, convenient, proper) time, timely,
at the right time' L, di~ ?idahda.d ??da?

?esah%G, 'di~ ?idahda.46 , ??da? sah% 'you
, ,,'came at a bad time' L."

3b. Meaning uncertain in o-~-da.d 'with=
out 0, o-less' (probably < postpositional phrase

O-:JS: 'in contact with 0' as 0 of o-da.'-d): Reza=

nov AyxTaTY 'He Ha~o6Ho ich1 bedarf nicht' ?eW:JS:=

da.duh 'it's never used, superfluous' ('(one can

get along) without it:') L, ~a.di?da. ?ew~da.d

ya? ?i'dah, te?ya? 'he's never without it, fish'

~, si:JS:da.d ya'qa? sah%~h 'he went away without
me' L, ~lih:JS:da.d 'quiet, inactive, silent', see

iih- under Ie-, most frequently with theme

-%e(?), see instances under -%e(?) Ig.C3), 3e.,

nominalized and as 0 of o-wah-d 'for, because of 0':

" deGeleh:JS:da'dwahd 'out of wantonness, senselessness'
\\ ('-"'~1A'J;',('" -tJ.,..) f~J~,("'~ i'/r~A-" 7"1:" !iJ'"7"'~'",1/J~,?

~ )r-- ~ ~ .J:i"'vr \'J.n,~1' I ~~ ~~} ~ '. r, A- ,
i'.'
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49.70A.
~dl-da.-~ (postpositional phrase, with ~dl-the=

matic 'shore', attested with -~ final, as under

o-da"- 1.) 'along shore': ~eAa"da"~ Gexqe"]:

'I'm boating along the shore, coastline' L.

da.~ (conjunction, very general subordinator, ori=

ginally postposition, see especially o-da"- 2e.
above; written separately as phonologically un=

bound, e.g. frequently with pause preceding, and
not attested with class-mark following classified

noun, but still partly betraying postpositional

origin, syntactically clearly constituent with
preceding verbal clause rather than following,
and with verb of preceding (subordinated) clause

usually not showing -~h and -inu" third per=
son suffixes; of extremely high frequency, excerp=

ted only little from elicitations and only from

first half of text corpus) 1. connecting noun and

other non-verbal phrases a. 'and'; s]:i?mahd]: da.~

ma.sAa. 'bread and butter' L, ?i. da"~ xu"

'you and I'M, qe?]: da.:JS: ]:ila"? 'a man and a

woman' 2a.5M (cf. lb.), qe.?s~ da"~ gu.deg ~e=

y}"y G~"di~i~g 'Bluejay and again another bird'

6"lM, ~~.ged~.y~h da.~ ~~a.§g 'Porcupine and
Beaver' l6.lM, ~i"leh§iyah da":JS: Ge"c'ge~eq 'Ra=

ven and Magpie' BSdL 261,555, ?el ?uyeqa?d da"~
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?el '/u~ah~ 'his hands and feet' 23.139A, ~hl=

ga? ~e~ da.~ ~h~ga? ~edao gah 'three nights

and three days' 25.81A, ?ew ~i~~ dao~ qu?~~a.d~

si~a? 'my arrows and bow' 27a.3L, optional and/or

with pause following and/or preceding: ?ew Aa.=

qeya? dao~, diyuh, ~elaog de~a? yah yi~eh,

we~ c'iyuhyuo "a.geya?yu. ?idisiyuh 'those

mountain-goats and, blackbear, in winter it is

difficult, thus for blackbear (and) mountain-goats
to be killed' 25.207A, ciowelahyu., da.~, sahx=

welahyu. 'mussel-people, and, cockle-people' 11.=

62A, yao?aogega? Aa.~eo?ga? ?¥.dao? ?ewao

?iO~}hinu., dao~, 5iodaodeGwelahyu. 'those
whose faces are half red, and, razorclam-people'

11.64A, in longer series: Gedegi~, qe~ah, da.~

la?~c~ 'sun, moon, and stars' 2a.4, 14, 19M (per=

haps English influence), siy~o da.~ sitae?

da.~ sideGe.?Geyuo 'my mother and father and

younger siblings' 18.41L, siya.qe?Geyu. da.~
sica?kihG eyu ° da.~ sigaogGeyu. 'my aunt's and

older sister's and uncle's people' 70.10A, see

also lO.230A (NP, NP, NP dao~ NP, dao~, NP, NP,

dao~ ?ewao, NP, da.~ NP, NP, NP, NP dao~, NP,

VP), 23.19A (NP dao~, NP da.~, da.~ VP).

lb. Connecting noun and other non-verbal

phrases, 'or': de. ?awaoduh ?enah~akih ?u=
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~e?i"leh, na"w da.~ gi"wa" 'which do you like

(better), whiskey or beer?' L, ~~.? ~eda. da.~
d}. ~eda' gah 'five or six days' 2a.llM, di~
?ew ?u?de~ahG, de.duw yi}e., ~ila.? da'~ qe?}

'it wasn't told of them which it was, a boy or a

girl' 23.123A, deda'de~.d we~ qi?yi~eh, ca"=

Aa"Ye~d da.~ lisdeYe~d 'wherever you live, under
rocks or under trees' 16.26M.

2. Connecting adjective or postpositional
phrase and verb phrase, 'and, after' (vague): 3ig~

~ ~ga? da"~ ses}h~ 'about one hour and he

was dead' 63.111A, de?elga?kih da.~ y?"?~ da'~=

}h '(he goes) just this little bit and he (cust)
sits down (tired)' 72.5L (cf. especially o-da.-

2e.), ~gV.~u? da"~ di?da. ?i~da'~ ?idi~~hinu.

qe?~Geyu. 'many and quite a variety of women' 10.=
229A.

3. Connecting verbal clauses, a. following
clauses with all mode-aspects other than conditional

and inceptive imperfective, 'and, ing, having

en, as ..., while ..., when ..., but': immedi=

ately following verb, no pause preceding or fol=

lowing da"~ (q-) (often, in texts from A usual=
ly, followed by q-emphatic): Ib.lO, 11, 11, 13,14,

16,18,19, 2a.18M, 2b.lBL, 3.4,6,7, 17M, 6.8L,

9.56,67,102,159,10.5,68,196,197,234,262,
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11.69, 78,162,175,176,195, 197,201, 203A,

13.8,12, 14.2L, 15.20, 21,16.5, 7, 14,15,16,
23, 24M, 18.8, 15, 23, 23, 29,31,42,45,57,

58,66,80,85, 19.18L, 20.19, 51, 61, 94A, 21a.=
3, 33L, 21b.56, 60, 61,74,23.9,83,132,136,

24.80, 25.8A, 26.9, 27a.18, 19, 23, 26L, 27b.14,

16,18,52,28.2,4,6,18, 31,42,29.2,4,9,
18A, 30.2L, 32.45, 49A, yi1daos da.~ ~?luw
yi1eh 'it's heavy and it's big' M, s~i?mahd1

si1mahdl da.~ ya? saga?1 'I baked bread but/=
and it turned out badly' L, ~c}h da.; GaO1}h

'he's walking along singing, he's singing and he's

walking along' M, ya~ dalaqahG~ da.~ Ga.1}h
'he's walking along stumbling' M, ya~ xda.; dao~

k'uxc}h 'I'm walking about and singing; as,-while
I'm walking about I'm singing' L, ?~o~ Ga.1 dao~

Gaxw?th}h 'I see him coming, he's coming and I see

him, (as he's) coming I see him' L (also Gaxw?}h}h

?~o~ Gaol da.;, see below), immediately follow=

ing verbs with -th or -inu. suffix (relatively

infrequent, especially in taped texts from A): 12.=

32G, 15.4M, 18.15, 29, 30, 56, 26.12L, 29.7, 17A,
3?L; with pause following but no pause preceding

dao; (q-): 7.9,12,34,37,8.10,12,18,55,134,

168,209,10.5,6,9,31,49,64,68,113,144,

148,161,234,11.11,11,21,37,40,42,43,56,

,

. --
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88,112,117,164,172,172, 175A, 12.5G, 19.11L,
20.3,6,11,12,25, 47A, 21a.5, 6,12,23, 27L,

23.23,25,30,32,55,55,87,101,115,119,

136,24.17,24,75,84,92,101,25.6,7,12,20,
44,48,71,72,83,84,96,104,119,123,124,

133,144,166,186,203,28.11,40,48,51,51,
84,92,97, Ill, 121, 123, 132, 140, 32.5, 5, 10,
29,41, 49A, immediately following verbs with -}h
or -inu. suffix (rare): 22.6L; with pause pre=

ceding, no pause following da.; (q-): la.9, 9,

10,10,11,12,13,13, 1b.5, 2a.6, 7, 23, 35M,
5.3,3,10, 10L, 6.2, 10M, 10.38,164,223,11.8,

44,44,56,78,91,127,132,138,144, 162A, 14.=
2L, 16.5,6, 19M, 18.56, 19.18L, 20.47, 21b.25,

23.133,25.14, 106A, 27a.34L, 28.128, 29.33, 37A,
30.1,8, 31.12L, immediately following (pause fol=
lowing) verb with -}h or -inu. suffix (relative=

ly frequent): 11.3,6, 145A, 18.31, 37L, 23.130A,

27a.19, 29.3A, 6L, 6, 6,30,34,41, 64A, 30.2L,
with pause both preceding and following da.; (q-):

11.65,79,158,163,175,20.90,25.14, 28.113A, im=
mediately following (pause following) verb with
-ih or -inu. suffix: 9.46A; following epilogue.
to verbal clause or quotation (pauses more frequent

preceding than following da.~ (q-)): no pause

preceding or following: 11.162A, 18.22L, 28.107A,
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pause preceding but not following: 2a.7M, 9.33,

11,91,120,121,142,143,149,170, 194A, 13.=
12,18.19,20,40, 41L, 20.60, 25.14, 27b.5, 28.=

139,29.30,35,45, 47A, 31.5L, preceding and
following: 11.15, 37, 37,75,85,86,28.40,84,
32.39A; with meaning 'but': 11.162, 163(?)A, 18.=

85(?)L, 28.132(?), 139, 32.45, 68.125A; at end of

sentence, subordinating clause functioning as epi=
logue: Gexw?fhfh ?~.~ Ga.l da.~ 'I see him

coming' L, ne.~ ?i}~ ?eldah qe? qu?delfhinu.,

?uma.yu. ?illi? ?idixiyah da.; 'soon they'll
be playing together again, while their mothers

hate each other' 72.1L (cf. y~.? ?ixiteh1 da.~

?u.da? qi?yiyah 'I'll be lying down when you get

there' ('I'm lying down and you'll get there') L;

with -d emphatic enclitic: ~e.yu. qe? ~Gede=

le.l da.~duw, 'just all kinds of further things

were happening and~,' 11.133A; following negative

inceptive perfective clauses introduced by di.ye~
'while not ...yet, before ...', see under di.ye~.

3b. Following inceptive or active condition=
al clauses, verb never with -fh or -inu. suf=

fix, never with pause preceding (though often fol=

lowing) da'~ (q-): (1) subordinating inceptive
conditional, 'if ..., when ...': no pause follow= ~

ing: 9.22, 78, 10.80, 233, 235A, 12.31G, 210.69,
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76,25.23, 79,28.38A, de?elga?kih "Gah da'~
ga?g~h 'when he goes a little way like this he
gets tired' L, di~ ??'da? Ga.G da.~ 'if he

doesn't come, unless he comes' M, ?elga? Gele=

Ga?yah da.~ 'around this time of year' ('when
time gets like this') M, followed by pause, then

main clause: 10.237, 11.60A, 16.28M, 19.16, 171,

20.38A, 21a.32L, 21b.69, 24.73, 25.27, 27, 138,

150,163,203,28.25, 27A, sentence-final, subor=
dinated conditional clause as epilogue: 10.239A,

13.13,19.3, 16L, 20.70, 2lb.34, 25.31, 52, 28.=
52A; (2) subordinating active conditional, 'just
as ..., as soon as ..., when ..., if ...starts

\ 1,111"1'; ito': no pause following: 21a.15L, 21b.71, 72, 25.= --
A

76, 28.39A, ?i.xgah da'~ Y?'? sedah} 'as I
was just getting started dancing you sat down' L,

yi?}qah da.~ ye~ ?e?a.~ 'just as it starts

getting light the (winter) sun (cust) sets' L,
followed by pause, then main clause: 11.89,89,

117,23.11,12,17,25.17, 78A, 30.9L, sentence-=
final, subordinated conditional clause as epilogue:
dede.~i.d da. da?qe?li'}~a' ?edi~d ya? ?exdah

da'~ 'what ever shall we have if I start staying

put indoors?' 11.54A.
3c. As 3b. above, but subordinating neuter

conditional or neuter imperfective often used as



conditional, 'when ..., if ..., (just) as ...,

and'; formal neuter conditional: ?eyeG wa~

?i"lih?a?~eh da.~ 'when they felt like it' 68.=

48A, ?enahsekih ?i.lih?a?~eh da'; Ijust as
I was getting happy' L, neuter imperfective,

clearly used as conditional; wa~ ?i.leh da"~,

de?u.d ?uqa?d ya? ?ed~.?inu. 'if you wish,

go ahead and stay amongst them~' lO.190A, ~=

5u.dah ?} "lilah da.~ qa"~a? ya? qi ?yi te.

'if you're handsome-faced you shall lie with us'

29.l3A, ~di?lahG xiieh da.~ qa'dya.g ?iqe?=
xiteh 'if I were a big chief I:",d give you away

into slavery' L, in epilogue, negative; di~ de=

~yhyu.li? ?ida?yiiaG da.; 'if you don't hate

people, unless you hate people' 6l.85A, probably

conditional also in 23.l?A, perhaps also in 25.=

139, l32A, followed by -d interrogative enclitic
in 28.28A.

3d. Subordinating verb clause in inceptive

imperfective, sometimes used as conditional, 'when
J..f ' and" clearl y conditional; 23.44, 154=..., A, in epilogue: ?i~ qe? qu?xtah, ?el qa3 ?i=~ 

~a?, si~a? we~ qi?yi~h da.~ 'I'll give it/ back to you, your ribbon, if you'll live with me'

23.49A, perhaps conditional in 11.90A, l3.l3L,

2la.20L, 2lb.?2, 24.40A, not conditional in 11.=

!1
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115A, 16.28H, 29.19A.

3e. Subordinating non-verbal clause: de=
de.d ?iq da.~ 'if anything is on you' 36.l0A.



dahi",
'J.:';;~"...

dah (or da', in yelling)

-dah(--dao) , occurring only in ?e-dah: ?edah 'fa=
ther~ LMA (vocative form only; cf. -ta'?), Rezanov
ATa ~Te~ Vater', Wrangell 3T-Ta'vater', Furu=

hjelm Atta 'father', Anna Nelson a~a' 'father

(either sex speaking)' BSdL 565, ?eda' 'fatherrr::'
11:.~""'.(.""'C_j(in yelling) L. Probabty a nursery-form of -tao?

in origin,' ~,. .Ji.J". ~~ '::"' ~~?( t~-~:..a..-{ ~",G i.



dah2

c ~'~:r '~';t;.,J:~wt I ~'1i) w:.~~~ J..J
f' t ~.. * "", It P~1j~t\ /

dah2 (perhaps to be identified with dah3) ~A """'"

("-- <1Cc~?a}dah (adverb, to be analyzed ?a}-dah, perhaps 6. -' .~

~.~further ?a-l-, with }-classifier, in which case ~
stem -dah is not to be identified with dah , cf. ><,

?alqah under qah3) 'playing', attested only
with -Ie'S acts, does', see -Ie 6.



dah3

dah3 (perhaps to be identified with dah2, perhaps

once da. in 69.7A)

-dah (adverbializing enclitic, probably of limited

productivity, occurring with a number of forms not

attested in other constructions, probably never

with forms of truly nominal origin) 1. in adverbs,

always with zero final: to gerundives or deverbal=

izations, some with -% deverbalizing suffix, or

to stems which do not occur without -dah but

appear to be old gerundives or deverbalizations;

suhg%dah 'serious injury' (see suhg), ~ahd%dah

(injury' (see ~ahd-lCa?d), ?uye~ ?isyahG%dah
'annoyance' (see ?yahs) , ~a?ni~dah 'funny'

(see (?)ni~), legehGdah, legehG%dah 'lonely'

(see gWehG-) , ?isguGdah, gusdah 'deceitfully'

(see guG-), gehsdah, gWehsdah 'pitiful' (see
geh5-), le~isxwa.sdah 'scary', xa.sdah 'strange'

(see xahs-) , to other forms, probably deverbal=

izations in origin: ~~hdah 'woeful' (see ~~hl),

sia?dah 'beautiful' (see %a?2), to adjectives:

~5u.dah 'well' (see 5U.), ~~a.dah 'badly'

(see ~iyah-), ~?luwdah 'greatly' (see ?luw-),

to numerals: %}hGdah 'still, in one place' (see

%}hG), la?dah 'in two ways' (perhaps once la?=
da. 69.7A, < la?d-dah, see la?d), ~h~ga?dah

'in three ways' (see ~hl), to certain pronouns:



%i?q yaoyuodah 'in all sorts of ways, all sorts
of things' (%i?q yaoyuo 'everything'), de?uo=

de~yaokihdah 'something (of significance)' (de=

?uode~yaokih 'something'), yaokihdah, deya-kih=
dah 'payment' (see ya.), ~deodah 'impos= X

sible' (~deo 'nothing', see de.l), to cer=

tain other forms, mainly adverbial or exclamatory:

?eni~ehdah 'scary, ridiculous, grotesque' (see

?eni~eh-), ?enahSekihdah 'pleasant' (see ?enahs=

ekih) , ?iyahdah 'dirty' (see ?ioyah-), }idah,

de}idah 'constantly' (see }i-}i?), ~aodah 're=

markably' (see ~a.), qeodah 'outright (etco)'

(see qeo), ?ewe?ahdah 'thankyou', ?ewe?ahluwdah

'many thanks' (see ?ah2); ?idah, di?dah « de-=

?idah) , ?idehdah « ?idah-?idah?) 'fine, nice,

alright, well, proper, quite, really' (see ?i), ~
also with -kih 'diminutive': ?idahkih, di?dah=

kih 'fairly well'; see also especially -Ie 7.-=

11., and other themes with stem -Ie, very fre=

quent with a variety of adverbs in -dah.

2. In certain forms above used as 0 of post=

positions or as preverb with postpositional finals

(rare): di~ ?idahdaod '~~.da? ?esah}G 'he did=

n't come at a good time' L, de?we~ gehsdahi ?~

deGe}5~.c~}h 'he begs him just pitifully' 37b.34A,

}i?q' yaoyuo~ '/~h yaokihdah~ 1:iO~}h 'she (cust)



tries to pay him with all sorts of things' 37a.=

16L, ya.kihdah~ x3:i.g 'I kept trying to pay

him' 37b.61, 61A.



da?l

da?l (perhaps to be identified with one or more homo=

phonous stems, meanings rather clearly united in cov=

ering semantic continuum 'aperture-side, front, face,

facing, in front of', perhaps related to da'?, da?~,

cf. widely attested Athapaskan da? (combinatory da)

'mouth, lip, beak' and related postpositions and verb=
al prefixes da(?) 'before, front, opening, lid, top')

da? (preverb) 1. (with zero and -d finals) 'in the

face': with -d final: ca'Ai'ne; da?d ?isiide;i
'I hit you in the face with a rock' L, da?d xu=

seta?~i~h 'he kicked me in the face' L, da?d xu=

se}tuxi~h 'he spit in my face' L, uncertain in

'}u~e'~da'd da?d Ge}xu~~h 'shoot him in the

chest~' L; with zero final: xi~ga? da? Gexle'i

'my face is turning white' L, usually requiring

Ge-thematic with verb: xi~ga? da? Gexi~eh 'my
face is white' L, xi~ga? da? qu?Gi.x~ 'my

face will turn white' L, o-ga? da? Gi.~~hinu.

'their faces are like 0' lO.229A, da? Gixii~}?}

'my face is skinny' L, da? Gi.i~}?%~h 'his face

is skinny' L, da? qu?Gi.x1~}? 'my face will get

skinny' L, in epithets: da? Gi?luw 'big-face~'

L, 11.139A, 18.8L, da? Gi}e?~ 'box-face'.

2a. (with zero, -d, and -~ finals) 'into a.
vessel for storage, canning, preserving': with

zero final. da? le;esiiqa?dgi 'I canned (boiled)



':

berries (for preserving)' L, da? le~eqa?dg

'canned berries, jam, jelly, fruit preserves' L,

la?mahd da? qa?dg 'canned preserves' L, da?

?i.~ic' '(salmon etc.) frozen for winter' L, with

-d final: ?u.d da?d setahl 'it's there in a

box' L, with -~ final: da?~ ?e}ya.? 'put

them in a container!' L, da?~ ?ex}ya.? 'I'm

putting them (canned goods) into storage for win=

ter' L, da?~ ?e}qa?dg 'can it (boil it for pre=

serving)~' L, la?mahd da?~ le~exiqa?dg 'I'm

canning berries' L.
" 2b. (with -d final only 'from a position

at rest') 'up out of vessel, up out' (relatively

rare, cf. qa? 'up out', ya?-d, o-ya?-d 'up.

out of container with broad opening at top'): 3~.bO~ M~ -

da?d sahl 'he got up out of a boat (into water,

onto land); he went up on a hill' L, si.na?q

da?d Ga.} 'it (bug) is walking upwards on my
." ! ",' -I. io.ci-U:' L ( r..1..." i", t.,Fv",...f«:-..1 ~ p"', ""'1':~ ,I G v r .I- ~ ' .,.~ ~~

face' L "-).""""~ .t.".l u-,'t), '"")""'A'~,(~"'" c..., " '("" -1- '!""<-L 'J,

.1(1'-'[ ,""i:-..,",c,."'ot)"'!", ~,.") ,,,...~~\_"~IC..."t),
o-da? (postpositi~n, ~ith zero and other finals)

'in front of, the facing surface of 0' 1. (with \e(t4l-.,...v C«1I4\~,/e

.)

zero, -d, -~, and -~ finals) with zero final: i~()f):~,~~..,:i,.!~'

sida? sedahl 'he's sitting in front of me' L,~+-lf,,"",.,.'1r:""'~.!'.J

perhaps to be interpreted as o-da? under da?2:

?ida? lixitah} 'my face is right up close to

you' M, ~du.lihGdeda? qew siyah} 'I walked



to the front of the table' 61.43A, ~}.da?, ~i.=

da? 'northeastward' ('to (the front of and up)

the creeks') see ~i.-~}.; with -d final: ?u=

da?d 'the front (facing surface or that which is

generally regarded as the front) on it (e.g. of
box)' M, sida?d setahl 'it's right in front of
me' L; with -~ final; le?~da?~ 'twdards the ~

c.c

(front of'the?)' box' 11, sida??! ye; leGedela.?

'turn to face me (as we're prone):' L, sida?~

Ga.z~h 'he's coming towards (the front of) me,

encountering me (I stationary, he walking)' L,
sida?~ Geda.z}h 'he's coming toard(the front of)

me, we're encountering (he walking, I stationary
or walking)' L, sida?~ guGez~.?z~h 'he's stand=

ing facing me' L, qahs ~i.da? ?ideGez?a?z 'the
clouds are moving northeast (to the front of and up

the creeks)' L; with -~ final: sida?~ disdituxz}h

'he spat in my face' L, sida?~ ?eAa.sli?eh%}h

'he sneaked right into (the front of) me' L, si=

da?; sdiyahzth 'he came toward me, we encountered

(I walking or stationary, he walking)' L.

2. As of of o-z-~-a.-d 'direction, side of

0', o-da?-l~a.d 'front side, bosom, in the di=
rection of (the front side of) 0': sida?z~a.d ya?

qu?xtah 'I'll keep it in my bosom' L, sida?z~a.d

'my front side' L, ~i.da?z~a.d 'west side' 64.7G,



'windward side' M.

3. With reciprocal 0 in indirect reciprocal

constructions (attested with zero and -; finals,

probably referring to the front side of 0 even

where not explicitly so glossed): with zero final:

?i}da? ;eAa.sdi?yah}inu" 'they ran head-on into

each other' L, ?i}da? ?i}iyah1 name of Basket

Pattern 10. ("together-eachother") BSdL 547; with
-T final: ?i}da?x Sdi?a?~inu" ?i}i"da?x Sdi=~I" " , "

?a?~inu" 'they encountered, walked into each

other'L, gu"deg ?i}da?~ qe? ~di?a?~} 'they
met again' 16.19M.

4. With Ge-}- 'extreme of series' as 0,

nominalized with -d final: Ge~da?d 'the topmost

(front?) one (of a series)' L.

(o-)d-da? (postposition and preverb, sometimes dif=

ficult to determine which, probably postposition

in origin, often preverbialized, with d-thematic,

perhaps thematized class-mark, but see under 2.

below, or with de- indeterminate 0; attested with

zero, -d, -~, -de~, -~, and -~ah finals) 1. 'lid,

cover (on top of 0, receptacle, aperture); opening

or closing (lid of 0, receptacle, aperture)': with

zero final, as postposition only; 'covering aper=

ture of 0': ?udeda? ~Geta? 'cover it up (hole,

pot)~' L, ~deda?ya? 'lid (of e.g. pot)' see un=



der ya?-aya?, see also 3. below; with -d final:

clearly as postposition, 'at rest, from a position

at rest covering aperture of 0': ~dada?d ya.

"the top one" L, clearly as preverb: dada?d ?aw

~ada§a%~a?%th 'he jerked the lid off' 2b.17L,

uncertain, postposition or preverb: ?ew( )dada?d
satah% 'it's lying on top' L, ( -)dada?d 0-=

~d-(%-)ta '8 opens 0 (box) 2a.l8M, 29. 34A, di=

da?d, dada?d '(box-)cover, lid' L, with -(! final,

probably postposition: ?awdada??! y~o?~ Gada°};
'it (fly) is landing on its lid' L, with -~ final,

probably postposition: ?awdada?~ ya~ da.~ 'it

(fly) is walking around on its lid' L, probably as

preverb: ?aw dada?~ ya~ sa%~eh%ih 'he tied the

cover down on him' 7.33, 34A, clearly as preverb:

dada?~ ye~ ?i}iga~c~ahd .'so that the lids stick
down' 65.25A, dada?~ ya~ ?ax%ya.~ 'I (cust) put.

:~i the lids down on' 65.25, 25, 25A, wi th -de~ final:
~,
~~": ?awdeda?da~ (same as ?awdada?~) ya~ da.~ ' it
c,.....cl
:~~ (fly) is walking around on its lid' L, with -~ah
r'ck

,;~ final or compounded as 0 of o-~ah 'away from 0':~I"~ ;zp,,' ?udada?k'ah k'uGata? 'uncover it:' L.:1 

2. '(covering) mouth, muzzle (of 0)' (cf. al=
1.:~'~";.; so da? 'face', o-da? 'front of 0'; probably

here as postposition only, nominalized with -d fi=

nal; here perhaps with d-thematic 'oral'): ?ewda=



-

da?d ?ew se~k~o?d~ih 'he grabbed the muzzle of

it (shotgun)' 6l.54A, with deleted reflexive 0 in

indirect reflexive construction: deda?d qehJ ?i=

dile?g~ih 'he's covering his (own) mouth with his

hand'L.

3. With Ge-~- as 0, 'extreme of series':
Ge~deda? ?iotah~ 'it's (in position) on the top=
most one' L.

o-g-da?- (postposition, with g-thematic, usually
nominalized with -d final, once with -<! final, -~ final)

'mouth, outlet of 0 (body of water)': with -d fi=

nal, usually nominalized: Harrington 'Ukuta't
'where the Copper River suddenly splits up into

delta branches, whereas upstream of 'Ukuta't
the Copper River is a single stream' G ?uguda?d

'its outlet', ?~oguda?d 'mouth of a river' M,

'mouth of Copper River, Copper River Delta' 68.=

48A, maoguda?d 'outlet of a lake' M, ~eta.sgu=
da?d 'mouth of Odiak Slough' L, ?i.yaoGguda?d

'mouth of Eyak River' L, ?ene~eneGguda?d 'mouth

of Aleganik Slough' L, di.ya?guda?d 'mouth of

Yakutat Bay' L; with -~ final: ?~.guda?~ 'to the

mouth of the river' 68.48A; with -~ final: ma.=

guda?~ dao Geqeo~ 'we're paddling at the mouth
of the lake' L.

o-l-da?- (postposition, with l-anatomical 'head',



"

never realized -la-, attested with -d, -~, and

-~ finals only; cf" -l-da"? under da"?) 'o's

head-front, face': with -d final 'at rest, nominal=

ization': s}"da?d 'the front of my head, my face'

L, s}"da?d sedah1 'it (fly) is sitting on my

face'L, s}Oda?d ye~ ?}"dilahl 'he's facing me'

L, yahd?}"da?d 'upper portion of front of house'

M, with deleted reflexive 0 in indirect reflexive

construction: ?}"da?d qeh; Gedele?g 'cover

your face with your hands:' L, ?}"da?d we~ 0-=

%e-t'e'--t'u' 'S wears 0 on (own) head, face'; with

-~ final: s}Oda?~ dese%~a?t'1 'it (fly) landed

on my face' L; with -~ final: s}"da?~ deGe%~a?t1

'it (fly) is flying toward my face' L"

~"da?~ 'preverbialized postpositional phrase, ~-=

l-da?-~ 'continuous or repeated motion towards

someone's head-front', with ~-indefinite 0 thema=

tized) 'crossing self, praying' in ~"da?~ ?i-=

gWa'- 'S crosses self, prays', ~"da?~ gWah-

'prayer'"
o-y-da? (postposition, with y-anatomical 'hand',

attested with zero, -d, -~, -~, and -q finals) 1"

'on the palm, heel, back of o's hand, o's inside

forearm, wrist' (vague, uncertain, or general):

with zero final, nominalized: siyeda? 'the palm

of my hand' M, 'my lower arm?, wrist?, the heel of

" ,.



my hand, especially at wrist, the inside surface

of my forearm' L, ?uyeda? 'the heel of his hand'

L, ?uyeda? ?ewa" sel~~?l 'its arm is skinny'

L, lixahyeda? name of Basket Pattern 9. ("brown-=

bear ulna") BSdL 547; not nominalized: ?iyeda?

Ge~a? 'carry them (e.g. sticks) on your inside

forearms:' L; with -d final (probably optional),

nominalized: siyeda?d 'the back of my hand' M,

not nominalized: siyeda?d sedah~ 'it (fly) is

sitting on my inside forearm' L; with -q final or

as 0 of o-q 'on 0', with deleted reflexive 0 in

indirect reflexive construction, passive: yeda?q

dexa?~ 'wristwatch' L, deverbalized~ Rezanov

MTaKoxoa~e~b '3apYRaBbe' (not in Radlov, 'cuff-=

fringe') yeda?q xwa?~ ('tied on one's own

wrist'); with -~ final 'motion within area', mean=

ing regular: siyeda?~ desel~a?~~ 'it (fly) land=
ed on my inside forearm' L.

2. With -~ final only, meaning idiomatic,

'unsuspecting into the clutches of, as prey to,

victim of 0': o-y-da?-~ -?ya 'S plays easily

into the hands of 0,0 obtains S effortlessly'

(see. -?ya 13.), siyeda?~ yisdi?yah~ 'I got

it (hunting)' L, 68.l03A; frequently with ~-=

indefinite 0 referring to dangerous beast, especi=

ally grizzly-bear: ~Yeda?~ qeleGi"ya.6 'watch



-

where you go, not to straYbinto the clutches of

a dangerous beast:': L, k'uYeda?~ -?t.xsdiyahl

'1 fell into the clutches of a grizzly' L.

o-ct?-da? (postposition, with archaic c}?-ana=
tomical 'head, neck' thematized, of. Hupa cida?,

Kato -si?da? 'crown of head', attested with

zero, -d, -~, -~, and -~ahd finals) , end, tip,

point, extremity of 0': with zero final: ta.=

(~ede)ct'~da? da. ~e?a?~ 'we got to the end

of the road' L ?ewci?da? ?idixa?~l tit's, .
tied to theend of it' L, with reciprocal 0 in

indirect reciprocal construction: ?ilc}?da?

~edeGe}sid 'set them (logs) end-to-end~' L,

?i}c}?da? ~edidisid 'they (logs) are end-to-=
end' L, with -~ final: lisc}?da?(~) qe~a?yah

'chickadees' (~l. fly at tree-tips'), (?u)~e~=

c}?da?(~) de~.~ 'mew gull' ('(its) wing-tips
are black'), with -d final, usually nominalized:
Rezanov Y~TaT~ 'RoHe~ Ende' ?uc}?da?d , its

end' LM, ~ct?da?d 'point (of e.g. pencil)' M,

ta'c}?da?d 'road's end' L, '~ewct?da?d ?ewa.

?a?le?g 'grab the end of it:' L, ?ewct?da?d

?ewa. ye~ sekug} 'the tip of it is broken off'

L, sini.~edect?da?d 'the tip of my nose' L,
c'isa.ct?da?de~u?~ , gaff' A, with -~ final:

ta.(~ede)ct?da?~ da' Ge?a?~ 'we're coming to



-

the end of the road' L, with -~ahd final: ta.=

(~ede)c~?da?~ahd da. qe.Ye~ sdi?a?~% 'we got
to the end of the road and turned back (from it)'

L; see also -c~?da?ya? 'half, less than half'

under ya?-eya?

~d(l)-c~?-da?-d (postpositional phrase, attested
only nominalized with -d final, with ~d(l)-=
thematic 'shore') 'point of land': ~eAa'c:}.?da?d

'point of land' L, Rezanov XaTe~TaTe 'Myc~'

(not in Radlov, 'promontory, cape') ~edec~?da?d.

-y-c~?-da?-d (postpositional phrase, attested only
nominalized with -d final, o-c}?-da?-d with y-=

anatomical 'hand') 'fingertips'; siyec}?da?d

'my fingertips' L.

-qi'-da?-d (postpositional phrase, attested only
nominalized with -d final, with qi'-anatomical

'foot') 'upper surface of foot': siqi'da?d 'the
upper surface of my foot' M.

-~S-da?-d (postpositional phrase, attested only

nominalized with -d final, with ~s-anatomical

'lower leg') 'front of lower leg, shin': si~S=

da?d 'the front of my lower leg' M.



d~
!

da?2 (perhaps to be identified with one or more homo=

phonous stems, and/or to be analyzed d-a?, postpo=
sitional d 'at rest at' with -a? augment)

o-da? 1. (postposition, with zero final only, gen=

erally with verbs referring to locomotion) '(ac=

tual arrival) at, (motion all the way) to 0' (with

no clear reference specifically to 'front of 0'):

in texts: with theme -a 'sg. S goes': 2a.17, 24M,

2b.3L, 4.8M, 7.6,8.11,10.174,192,192,262,11.=

75,76,102,115,127,137,20.89,23.9, 47A, 26.=
9L, 27b.51, 52, 28.42,32.5,7,10,12,13,14,24,

32,36,33.71,77,79, 79A, 34.5M, 22,22L, 48, 46.2,
47b.42, 44M, 47c.41, 51, 53,-55L, 51.77, 79A, 55.=

6L, 63.4, 6G, 69.23A, 71.11LM, with theme -?a?~
'pl. S go': 11.175, 20.102, 25.158, 29.63, 49, 49A,

with other themes (incompletely excerpted): 9.17,

22, 11.149A, 19.28L, 20.18, 19, 23.78, 25.181A,

26.5L, 29.22, 33.7, 21, 37b.70A, 38.4,4, 21LM,

42.9,10, 10L, 47b.8, 41M, 53.1L, 68.9,69.11, llA,
elicitations: ?ida? si~tah} 'I carried it over
to you' M, sida? se1tah~ 'you brought it to me'

L, ?ida? ~?qe?gah 'someone will dance up to

you'M, sida? ?isega?~}h 'he danced over to me'

LM, giyah ?ida? Gexqa.} 'I'm bringing you wa=

ter'L, giyah ?uda? siqah1}h 'I brought him

water'L, ?ew ~ewa. dek}h ?uda? seqah1}h (or



?~hda? seqah~) 'the dog brought him a stick (in
its mout~' L, sida? ?e~qe~, sida? Ge1qe~ 'push

it (all the way over) to me (but not necessarily

touching me)' L, geole?a-g ya-da? G~-sa?yah~
'it's noon' L, ne.~ geole?aogda? qu?~e?ah 'soon

it'll be high noon' L, sida? yesa?yah~ 'it (let=

ter) got to me' M, qi? ~di§eh~da? ?isi1?~h~ 'I

<wnet to where he was killed' L, de~~ida?dew ?ise~=

~a?~~ 'what time is it?' L, yida- ?u~a? ?uda?
sah~}h 'his shamanistic power came to him' L, si=
da? sah~ 'you came to me' L, sida? Gao? 'come

right up to me:' L, d~ sida? ?ao~G}h 'he (cust)
never comes to me' L, deolehd di~ sida? ?i-yao~G

'why don't you (cust) ever come to me?' L, ?a?d

~aodi?dao sida? ?ioy}h}h 'he never comes to me'

L, ~ewao ?uod ?uda? sah~}h 'a dog went to him

there' L, ~ioleh§iyah qi? guo~geleGda? ~a?dihda?

sah~ 'Where Old Raven visited Eagle' BSdL 254,559,

~~a?~eya?~ sida? ?u?di~~i~aoq~ 'it echoed back
to me' L, sida? ?u?di~~i~aoq~ 'a message about

it arrived (was heard) to me' L, giowa- sida?

Geqa? 'bring me a keg of beer:' L, ?uda? sile?g~
'I moved my hand to it' L, ~de~ ?uda? ?exleog~G

'I (cust) can't reach it' L, qi? gah ~-~ehda?

?exao~ 'I (cust) come out into where it's daylight'

L, ~ey}oy geqao? sida? guo~a? (or guGe1:a?)



'bring me some others (spruceroots)~' L.

2. As final to other postpositions, prever=

bialized postpositional phrases, or locatives, or

with these compounded as 0 of o-da?, generally

with zero final only): see o-da.-da? 'to a point

near 0, arrival at vicinity of 0', deGida? 'full'

« deG-?e?-da? 'arrival at empty place above',
also with -i! final, perhaps with da?l, see deG

2., ?e?-, d-?ya 2f.), o-leGeda? 'arrival at
point upland from 0' « o-leG-?e?-da?, see leG2,

47b.3IaM), o-?e?-da? 'to (empty) place of 0, o's
home' (see o-?e? la., lb), ?~.3-i?-da? 'to the

bow (of boat)' (see under lah3-), qi?-da? 'place

to which' (see qi? lb.), o-c~.?-da? 'arrival at

point downhill below 0' (see O-C}.? under ci?-),

~e-ciya?-da') 'arrival at point at shore below'

(see ;e-ciya?- under ci?-), ?~.ca"-da? 'arri=

val at bow of boat' (see ?~.ca? under ci?-),

o-s~h-da? 'arrival at point hidden behind 0' (see

S}h2), ~eda.qeda? 'to the flats' (see o-q 2d.(4)),
o-?ih-da? 'to o's house after 0 has left' (see 0-=

?ih 5. under ?ihl), ~a?-dih~da? 'arrival on vis=

it' (see ~a?-dih- under ~a?-~a.); with locatives:

~i.-da? '(arrival at) (way) over there, yonder'

(see ~i.), ~es~.-da? 'arrival at point closer to
speaker here' (see ~esl}..-), extremely frequent in



~" .~

texts and elicitations in ?u.-da'~ '(arrival)

thither' (see under ?ew-), ?¥.-da? '(arrival)

hither' (see under ?el-); uncertain in a}.

qid( )da? Ge?a?1 'clock hand is coming around
to six' L,' ~.1-~J ..,..::.,.~. -p, f~ .:... It;~..lA.hf'd',,{A? (1-.J...'5'-").

o-da?- (syntactically unique postposition combined

with verb as verbal prefix, occurring in one theme

only, o-da?-y-1-qa '0 is forced to camp over=

night without food', q.v. under qa4)

J

I

I ' "'

\
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da?3 (perhaps more than one stem, to be identified with

one or more homophonous stems)

(o)-da? (postpositio~ with zero final only, or per=

haps more likely, because of form ~-Sa.- as in

adverbialized ~-sa.-dah, adverbializing suffix)

1. with adjectives as 0, '0 luck, fortune': ~5U.=

da? O-?-Gl-?ya '0 has period of good luck, for=

tune', ~5u.da? o-leh Gl-?ya '0 has year of

good luck, fortune', KU~a.da? O-?-Gl-?ya '0 has

period of bad luck, misfortune', ~~a.da? o-leh

Gl-?ya '0 has year of bad luck, musfortune', see

Gl-?ya 2b., O-?-Gl-?ya.
2. (with numeral as 0, or adverbializing

numeral) '(0) (number of) ways, methods': la?da?

we~ deleh '"there are two ways to do that' (, thus

is done in two ways') L (probably < la?d-da?).



il:" da?4

da?4 (perhaps to be identified with one or more homo=

phonous stems, especially da?l 'face')

da? (preverb?, morph of uncertain classification

and meaning) occurring only in da? suhg-l-dah \

d-le 'S gives on a pain (with his annoying talk)',

see under suhg.



da?5

1'\da?5 (perhaps to be i~entified with one or more homo= ~
\.-/

phonous stems, or perhaps rela~ed to da of -da

'sg. S sits')

da? (noun, attested only as C, probably denoting

activity, nursery term) 'poopoo' (defecation):
da? -}e(?) 'S goes poopoo', see -}e(?) ld:



da?6

da?6 (perhaps more than one stem or morph, to be iden=

tified with one or more homophonous stems or morphs,

cr. especially ~a~??, j~:""'d-;;'~-d";":), ~~Jd~); perhaps to --c""'"
'-'

/1be analyzed de-?, da- to be idf~ified as da-clas=
C

sifier or d-thematic)

?i-da?-ya.- (noun, attested only as 0 of compara=
tive postpositions, with ya. 'thing', or per=

>. .--4.".; "%' i t
~' ~haps < ?i-da-?-(?)ya or ?i-d~-?ya) 'proper, -

I""
tolerable amount, degree': ?ida?ya.la~ 'too

much, excessively' (o-la~ 'more than, beyond 0',
see la~), ?ida?ya.?u?~ 'too little, insuffici=

ently' (o-?u?~ 'less than, short of 0', see ?u?~).

de-qa-da?-ya. (noun, cr. above) 'old (one)', see
under qah-.



da?7 I

da?7 (perhaps < de-?, and/or perhaps to be identified

with da?-da. or dao-de)

?i-da?- (verbal prefixes, umlauting qu?- 'future'

to qe?-) indeterminate 0 in most semitransitive
_.themes, see ?i.

I



..da?-da.

da?-da. (perhaps < de-?, and/or perhaps to be identi=

fied with da?? and/or da.-de, or with one or more

morphs of the shape da?)

da?--da.- (verbal prefix, dao- in negative neuter

imperfective, da?- elsewhere, umlauting follow=

ing qu?- 'future' to qe?-) attested in one
theme only, C da?-(l-)}-~a' 'S has, owns, ob=

tains 0, see under ~a'o



ldao?
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'face': Rezanov KaHHTa '.JIJm;o Gesicht' qao?:j.-dao?
'our face, human face' LM, Furuhjelm khveta 'face'

*~w:j.°dao? (cf. Rezanov Ko3A~TeR~ under de;, ~o= -
dao? 'someone's face' LM, Furuhjelm inta 'fore=

head', ?:j.-dao? 'your face' 36.18A, ?¥oda-? 'his,
her, its, their face' LM, 10_229, 230, 11.63, 64,
64 96A s;-da-? 'my face' LMA 18 6L ?o~?i-d a -? , , T , -, ~.L.
'his face' M, le~:j.°dao? 'your (pl_) face' M, ?}-=

dao?q we~ de~h, ?eyewihga? ?}-}ilah 'it is worn
over one's face, it is ?eyewih-like facially' (of a

specific mask) L, s}-da-? siya- Gequ?~} 'my face
is getting chapped' L; ?¥-da-?}?!a-d 'heads (side

of coin)' L; yahd?}-da-? 'upper inside front gable

of house' 21b_50fnA; lixah?}-da-? 'brownbear-face

(worn as mask)' 47b_36M, 47c_44L-

A41-}e-da-? 'S has face', occurring only in de~hga?

?}o}ida-? 'small owl (or hawk?) species' ('it has
a face like a person's') LM- Nominalized neuter im=

perfective (cf- l-}e-la', especially de~vhyu-ga?
?}o}ilah 'hawk species')-

.;:, ---
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d?o?

d~o? (perhaps more than one stem, one or more of which

'Z.are perhaps to be analyzed d-?o?, cf. e.g. d, )(

~?8?, y?o?)

d?8? (preverb, attested with zero and -~ finals

only) 10 'against obstacle': d~8? sa?yah~ 'it

got stuck' L, si~a? d~o? sa?yah~ 'it bumped

against me' L, d?8? ?i.?yah~ 'it's stuck, it's

up against something and won't go any farther' L,

d~o? ~eAaosa?yahl}h 'he ran up against something'

M, d?o? si~tah~ 'I bumped it into something' L,

d'i8?~ Ga?yao~ 'it's getting stuck, coming to as

far as it will go' L.

2. 'into trouble': d'i8? ~eAaosa?yahlih

'he finally got (ran) into trouble' Mo

d?0?-1-gWa?--ga? (adverb, d~.? 'into obstacle' ?
as 0 of o-gWa?- 'like 0', probably with 1-clas=

sifier, cf. dewa?dga? 'quickly', but 1-classifier

unique with o-gWa?- and inexplicable, stem con=

ceivably d~o?~) 10 'slowly': Rezanov Ta~~Roa
'TKXO langsam, still, sachte' d?o?~gWa?, d~.?1=

ga? 'slowly' LM, Rezanov ATeTa~~Roa 'TKme
langsam, still, sachte (Comparativ) , ?a?d d~8?1=

gWa? 'real slow' L, Rezanov T~~Ra3aTAe 'B~raT~

laufen' d?o?~ga? sah~}h 'he went (away) slowly'.

20 'softly': d'i8?~ga? ~xc}h 'I'm singing

softly'M.



Aaod~o? (locative, with dl-thematic, cf. Aao?~
under ?~l) 'into hole, burrow (of rodent)':

Aaod~o? sah} 'it (rodent) went into its hole'

L, Aaod??d sedah3: 'it (rodent) "sat, stayed

in its hole' (= Aao?~hd sedah}) L, Aaod~.?~

~eAaoGa?yao} 'it (rodent) is running into its

hole'Lo

(o)-g-d~.? (postposition or noun, with g-class-=
mark or -anatomical) '(along sides of o's) lower

back and hips' (informants somewhat uncertain or

vague): sigud~.?, siged~.? 'my back, down

along my sides' L, 'from my hips down' M.



'"-
du.

du. (perhaps to be analyzed d-u., with d- interrog=

ative elemsnt as in de.l, da~, cr. Minto dab a (do)

'who (is it?)')

du. (interrogative pronoun, always in construction

with -d interrogative enclitic) la. 'who?, whom?':

du.d 'who?' L, 52.24L, Furuhjelm Tutua 'who'

du.da?¥h 'who is that?, who is he?' M, 29.10, 36.=

2A, du.da?~h wa~ leh 'who did it?' M, du.da?~h
wa~ deleh 'who said it?' M, du.de?~h ?ew ~a=
seh3: 'who killed it?' M, du.da?ii-h ~di~eh1. 'who'

got killed?' M, du.de?~h xuqa?~eh 'who'll kill
me?' M, du.d qu?x~eh 'whom shall I kill?' M,

du.da?u.d 'who's there?' M, du.da?i. 'who are

you?' M, with -yu. 'plural': du.yu.de?ahnu.
'who are they?' 10.82A, 47b.32M, 68.88A, with

-ci.- emphatic: du.~i.dvh ?udahd qu?li.tah

'who ever will hear her?' 20.l4A, du.~i.de?~h

'who ever is that?' M, as 0 of postpositions:

Rezanov TyRT~H '~efi? wessen?' du.ya?d(a?)el=

..., du.ya?dal, du.ya?da?el 'whose is this?'
L, du.ya? ?a~de?aw 'whose boats are those~' L,
du.~d 'to whom?' L, Rezanov Ty~aTYKoceTa 'RoMY?

wem?' du.~a?duw qu?yitah 'to whom will you give

it?', du.~ahdduw 'whom (did you get that) from?'

L, du.ka?d 'with whom (is he going)~' L, du.:

lahdvh 'about whom (is he talking)?' L, du.?a"d



~. Co

dexa.g% 'whom are you working for?' M, duo

le~a.d 'which one of you?' L, du.~duw c}?=

difleh 'to whom are you talking?' 9.58A.

lb. Used as relative, 'he who': du.d

sahd~ de~vh yi%eh 'an old person' ('he who

has been a person a long time') 51.12A, du.d

?eds~ilah% 'he who save himself' 54.8G, du.duw

de1i~ ~a?~a?lahGeyu.kuwa?na.G ?edu?le%e~}hinu.

'anyone (pl.) who makes himself a constant friend

of Tlingits' 69.14A, with -~i.- emphatic: du.=

~i.duw lewe~ga? ?i.~eh 'anyone who is bashful'

69.15A.

lc. In negative constructions, '(not) any=

body': di~ du.duh ?ew ~~a? ?a?~~u.G 'not

(just) anybody uses it' 28.95A, di~ ?enah~ekih

?u~e?le.G du.dvh gala? la.yi1a}?~g, du.dvh
gala? ?i.1ih 'she didn't want that anybody should

slap their faces, that anybody should beat them up'

49.27A, di~ du.d ?edle~~.? ?esdeli1G 54.10G,

dilt' du.dVh ?edle~~'.?~ ,?esdeli1G 'no one avenged

himself' 54.15G, di~ du.dvh ?u.la?1ga.G 'hO

one knows' 54.12,62.17, 20G.

2. With proclitic de- '~': a. 'anybody':

dedu.d 'anybody' M, lO.172A, as 0 of postposition:

dedu.~a?d 'to anybody' M, with -yu. 'plural':

%i~ megeG ?ide%}h}h, dedu.yu.d~ 'he was always



playing checkers, with anybody' 44.4L; in nega=
tive constructions, '(not) anybody', as 0 of

postposition: di~ dedu.lah ya.duw ?a?~e.G
'it's nobody's fault' 6l..32A, with -yu' 'plu=

raIl: di~ dedu.YU.d¥hG 'not anybody, nobody'

49.28fnA.

2b. Used as relative, 'whoever, anybody
who': dedu.d ses}h~ ?ahnu. ya.~ ~eAi.~=

qa.g~ 'whoever died they used (cust) to cre=
mate' 28.116A.

~-du. (negative pronoun, with ~-negative, also

~e-) 'no one, nobody': 28.116A, ~edu. ?iya.

le~e~GehdGlehd 'because no one dandles him for
you' 8.6A, with -YU' 'plural' and as 0 of post=

position: ~du.yu.~ ?ed~wi?~ qe? ?ide~eleh=
Ginu. 'they couldn't wage war with anyone any=

more' 28.14IA.
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;~ i4:"""" ;-, "ifduh (noun, qdl-class) 'tubular kelp species' LM,

'garden-hose'M, Galushia Nelson du' 'kelp'
BSdL 541, duh si~ qioAio?a? 'give me a piece

of hose-kelp' L, duh qioAio?nuw 'a large piece

of hose-kelp' LMo
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duh2
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duh2 (invari~ble?, classification uncertain, inconsistent

and conflicting forms attested, influenced by analogy

with O-dl-du? and O-l-s~, q.v.)

O-l.-duh rS fleshes 0 (skin)' (by scraping flesh and
':

other o~ganic matter from the inside of a newly-re=

moved h~de; not used of sealskin, for which see 0-=

l-s~):~ ?ew led\lh~h 'he's fleshing it' L, lex=
duh 'I'm scraping it (skin)' L, qe? li.duh 'flesh

it some more~' L, ?}.siduh1, lisiduh1 'I fleshed

it' L~; passive: lisdiduh1 'it's been fleshed' L,
!I-

('~iididUh3:: 'it's fleshed' L. A number of forms with
I stem du? are also attested, but these are probably L--.
'( to be considered analogical. See G '"\ L

~leduh ( gerundive) 'act of fleshing a skin'. De=
A !

f rived from O-l-duh, active imperfective, with in=
r
I definite S or O.

i ~.duh (noun, ti.l-class?) 'unfleshed hide' L. De=
! 1\: rived from O-l-duh, active imperfective, with in=

definite S or O.
'-

'..
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du?

du? (cf. 0-1-du?~, which has no doubt had some analogi=

cal influence on themes with du?)

O-}-du? 'S stuffs 0 (into cavity in 0)': 49.39, 40A,

?uyeq' k'usi1du?1 'I stuffed it (animal)' ('I. stuffed

something into it') L, ~deGe~e.?e?d G81du? 'chink

the crack in the wall!' ('stuff [it] into the wall-=

gap~') M. With I-mark for specific anatomical re=

ference: ?uyeq' ?}.si}du?} 'I stuffed its head'

('I stuffed [it] into its head') L.

0-dl-1-du? 'S stuffs, plugs 0 (into cavity in 0)' (the 1~~

difference in meaning, if any, from that of O-}-dU?' J ~'!
is not clear): ?isa?~ Ii? ~qu?Ai.x}du? 'I'll

stuff your mouth' ('I'll stuff something way back

into your mouth') L; indirect reflexive: sa? ~=

Aa.}idv?}h 'his mouth is stuffed full (of food)'

('he has something stuffed in his own mouth' neuter

imperfective) L.

O-dl-du? 'S stuffs, corks, chinks, caulks, plugs,

stops up (hole in) at: Rezanov TJIHTY '3aTKHH
stopfen, zustopfen (Imperat.) , Ai.du? 'caulk it

(boat)!' L, 'cork it (bottle) ~ M, Aa.sidu?} 'I

{'c'orked, caulked it' L, Aa.G~XdU?} 'I'm caUl~ing

lit'L, qu?Ai.xdu?:-:,'I'll cl"lJ.nk, cork, caulk J.t' L;, '",
i

I passive: Aa.sdidu?3: 'it's been chinked' L. With,

I o-~ 'by means of 0', o-~ O-dl-(3:-)du? 'S plugs \\ ~~

r (etc.) up (hole in) 0 by mean;s Of"O': ?8l~ Ai.,}:,,~.. ~* ~

: ~D- 'it J\it7 1\'1~4'f(e 1'\ / W'c;.,.--1 ~ ! I -11 "r'-tl \, ~

i '.i(U- J ~t-A.llf " \;!o: lie .:-

~ItLS~N jet:t\to1\(['iI l.~" ~,~~ i'"I,..fi.4f", f! ~\j.t)it{J;. vii t'" Iii',,;} ~ ,,"". ,"1~:,
~..JJ. ,\" (j .'{',,-,c!A'f .;;.t'1-'~~"'I>il,;.tiIA) t...1 h-"L'~" """ / '1c ., !bW\i.~ ,c' ofi'V'j' , P-b' ,.. --.! '\'" r j
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du?, ?el~ Ai.du? 'stuff it with this:'L.

?u~ ~Aa.dedu? (noun, unclassified?) 'cork, stopper,
plug, chink' ('by means of it something is corked,

plugged, chinked') M, Rezanov OxT~H~eTY 'llpoBRa
Pfropfen, Korken' ?u~ [~JAa.dedu? or ?u~ Aa.=

dedu? ('by means of it it is corked, plugged').

Nominalized passive active imperfective of O-dl-du?

{ ,{ {t I ' ,~v,,-f-'
l~?v

"
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dewa?

dew a?, see dewa?d



dema?

dema? (perhaps to be segmented de-ma?, see ma?,

de-prefix perhaps d-thematic 'oral, noise' or de-

'i.P.g')
dema? (perhaps exclamation) 'suck, suckle~',

said to baby, urging him to suckle L.



deleh

J_.#~Lvr ~ k-,- --~J.e..( d..-/e.-~/ ~ ~. a.~~~rlc...,.
f"'-"" f + -,e e.. ? {~l4Oo. \

deleh (occasionally also dileh L)
~

-deleh, occurring only in -:-deleh « -l-deleh,
but never actualized *-ledeleh, noun, unclassi=

fied) 'horn, antler': Rezanov KYMTe~~e, with
initial R~ crossed out, 'Pora Horn' ?¥8deleh --

'its horn(s)', ~8deleh 'horn(s) (of moose,

mountain-goat, caribou, "anything")' LM, k\1ode=
lehkih ~Ge~e?~ 'an animal is just getting its

horns' ('something is becoming horns (diminutive)')

L, ?¥8dele~ ?i~u? deGeZg 'they (mountain-goats)
are butting each other with their horns' L, Galushia

Nelson Gunllilf.' Ctt~ (or GunnDE1E' Ctt~) 'horn

spoon' (~odeleh~i~)". k\18delehca?~ "knife made
I+-Of animal horn' r:-,.r'~-~ pi. a i<.k ~'~, l..,j.,. ~ {)""'~{ '",{ ~~

ittl'-lA.." t L."



de.leh

deoleh (perhaps to be analyzed deo-leh, see deo5 , X
leh)

o-deoleh (postposition, attested with zem final

only) 'around, near, close to, visiting, fre=

quenting 0': ya?~uo side.leh qe? qu?yidah
, .'don t come around me anymore' L, ?ldeolehs~h

sah} 'did he come visit you~' L, ?ude.leh~vh

sah} 'did you come close to it~' L, qaodeoleh

Gaol( '(cust) come visit us~' L, dik' ?uya°.k'

...~ioleh ?ude.leh qe? ?edaogk' 'Raven

isn't permitted by them to come around them any=

more' 9.50A, dik' ~deoleh qe? ?edeqahG 'they

(wolves) cont' come around, near one anymore' 25.=

212A, dik' qe?~Geyuode.leh qe? ?eda.~G 'he

(cust) stays away from (doesn't come near) women

(abstaining for hunt)' L.



da-l

da"l (possible stem, perhaps related to da) see

ya-?a"ge,tda"leya?",~ ~~ --r" ,~?warPi..P/ r~'



dioya?

r J ( " Y --'1 -"'.#~ 1 " ?.. ~ YA.? Pi,. .-I.f,flr~,~/:.t)f #i~.Jf..~ r '. - ) '~""-,I r
WTW,i, r

di.ya?

dioya? (noun, gl-class) 'salt water, salt' LM, 3.1M,
Rezanov THSI 'Mope Meer', THSI-ryHl;ii';rxJI:& 'COJI:& ~

Salz' (probably dioya? gvo~[aoJxwl 'saltwater is

silty'), ETJI:&THSI 'COJIOHO salzig' (...di.ya?),

Furuhjelm Tia 'salt', Galushia Nelson ~ioa~, Old
Man Dude ~ioya.' 'salt water (also table salt or

light blue)' BSdL 537, dioya? ?u?leGel~a? 'salt
it (fish):' ('make it salty~') L, dioya? ?uq qu=

gelioxlah 'I'll salt it (food)' ('I'll put salt on

it') L, dioya? ?uq ye~ qu?gvoxlewus 'I'll sprin=
kle salt on it' L, dioya? si~ geli.lya? 'give me

some salt (ina container):' L, dioya?gele~ah~ 'coarse

salt' M, dioya?~o~u? 'lots of salt, lots of salt

water' LM, le~kihga? dioya? yileh 'it's a little

too salty' M, Rezanov THffYSIT'D-OxaTYJI:& COJIOHKa

Salzfass' dioya? ?uya?d ?u~ ~~?l ('container -
in which there is salt'), ~di.~~? ?uya?,d gvodiyao?,

ot"Y'" ""J""'~" ~\J'd'ify",'.,.j
dioya? ?uya?~ gvodiyao? ('salt is put in it'), dio=)-'.
ya?ltah ('salt-container') are all terms used in the
sense 'salt-shaker' L. The gl-classification ('liquid')

even in the sense of 'table-salt' indicates that the

primary meaning of dioya? was 'salt water'. It also

frequently occurs declassified as the 0 of PPSo in a

variety of expressions; with o-ya?d '(in) 0 topo=

graphically as a body of water': Galushia Nelson ]iO=



i

~--' 1<.' 4.4~ If:~pi:C""""v- ~. .' ~ f

,
I

ya'ya't 'sea' BSdL 537, dioya?ya?d 'sea", ocean' L,
\di °ya?ya?d G enuh 'sal twater duck (generic),,' L, with

I

o-~ 'with 0': dioya?~ ?io}sih 'salt-fish' ('it's
rotted with salt') L, dioya?~ gudesu? 'salted

dry-fish'L, with o-ga? 'like 0 (in taste)': di~

~ioya?ga? qu?}egemihG 'it won't taste salty' L, or,
frequently, 'like 0 (body of saltwater, in color)':

66.10L" Rezanov THsn<oMTe '3eJIeHOfiI grUn', THSII'ofiITe

'roJIy60fiI hellblau', Galushia Nelson Dioya' 'blue'
BSdL 553, dioya?ga? ?i°t'eh '(it's) greeno light

blue, bluegreen' LM, Galushia Nelson yaokt Dioa'
ke'i°t'e' 'sky blue is' BSdL 558 yaoqd dioya?ga?

?i°t'eh, Rezanov THeKOJIbI'eTe ~Hce~ Glasperlen',

dioya?ga? le~i°t'eh 'green beads' ('it (l~-class,
'berry-like') is green') L, di.ya?ga? seli} 'it
turned green' L.

dioya?gule?e?d 'place of salt water, place where salt
water was (at one time)', a place-name, the location

of which has been forgotten L. The Tlingit name of a

village or camp at the mouth of Lost Creek, also gu=

~ane, near Yakutat, is doubtless derived from Eyak

di.ya?gune?e?d. George Johnson told de Laguna (1952)
is Eyak, meaning 'a change in the river course', and
A (8/23/52) told her that dioya?gule?e?d means

'salt water comes in there.'

dioya?guda?d 'mouth of a body of salt water' is a pos=



sible etymology for Tlingit yagWdad 'Yakutat'.

Some of de Laguna's Yakutat informants told her

that yagWdad meant 'by saltwater pond' (John

Ellis 6/15/52), and I'is not a Tlingit name. People

from Katalla named it. It's the name of a lagoon

found when the glacier started to melt away. Was

a glacier here before II (Katy Dixon 6/30/52). If

such is the case, the name must be of Eyak origin,

with the di.- for some reason dropped.

5.f 7'" '" ~ ~-i c.. ~ {- ~ iw: g~ ~~'" ""'7 ..., J~~'



dahd

dahd (probably to be analyzed d-ah-d, with final -d

'privative, ablative', in spite of semantics, there

being probably no stems with simple apical stops d

t ~ in both initial and final position, cf. e.g.

~ahd, yahd, ~ahd, nahd, wah)
o-dahd (postposition, always with zero (-d) final)

la. 'against, touching 0 (with some pressure)':

sidahd Gada? 'sit by me (touching)~' L, sidahd

?i.dah~}h 'he's sitting by me' M, sidahd sa=
dah%}h 'he sat by me' L, ?idahd qu?xdah 'I'll

sit by you' L, sidahd Ga.? 'come close by me:'

M, sidahd Gao~th 'he's come against me (and is

continuing, try"ng to push farther)' L, ~dahd

sah~ 'he came up against something' L, o-dahd

g-%a-~o? 'S leans (stands) against 0', ?i~~.dahd
?igali.%tah% place-name, see under ta, ?udahd

lixitah% 'I have my head right up against it' M;

with indeterminate 0: dadahd sah~ 'he came up

against something (non-specific)' L; with recipro=
calo: ?iGuhd ?i~dahd Ga~a? 'put your knees
together:' L, la?ddaod ?i~dahd ?i~iyah~ 'two

(e.g. boxes) together', la?dda.d di%iyah~ yahd

'two adjoining houses' L.
lb. In themes o-dahd ?u-?-(l-)ta 'S hears,

listens to 0' « 's puts head semitransitively
against 0'), o-dahd ?u-?-l-~-ya.? 'S hears,

I

I



listens to 0 on several occasions', and in cor=

responding passives 'sound of 0 is heard 0,
makes sound'; sometimes with verbal clause sub=

ordinated as 0: giyah ~.%esi~gdahd ?u?ditah

'sound of sploshing water is heard' L, de~~h=

YU' c}?delehdahd ?u?setah~}h 'he heard the
sound of people speaking' 30.2~, de?u.de~yaokih

%eqa.?dahd ?u?liot}h}h 'he hears someone yel=.
ling' 45b.2M, with classified 0: 5~hddedahd
?u?lixitah 'I hear the sound of snowshoes' 15.=

-", 17M; by extension, 'voice of 0', perhaps used as

noun: qa.dahd 'our, human voice' L, with de=

verbalization as 0: qa.?dahd 'hollering voice'

L.

2. With uncertain meaning, perhaps here

ablative, 'from contact with 0': a. ~i~dahd

~se~ce~% 'cut something off the tip of his
bow' 34.92fnL, perhaps ~i~- 'bow-and-arrow',

d-class, as 0 of o-d 'from 0', but expected

form would be ~i~-de-d.

2b. With postpositional phrase o-li?

compounded as 0 of o-dahd, o-li?-dahd 'in

huff at o{ to spite 0', see o-li? 3b. ---

o-l-dahd (postposition, with I-anatomical 'head')

'against o's head': attested only with deleted
reflexive 0 in indirect reflexive construction:



?}Odahd dix1ile?g1 'I'm resting my head, chin

on my hand' ('I have my hand against my head')

L.

,
J

j..ti r .
:\,"
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dewa?d

dewa?d (unanalyzable, but almost certainly segment=

able, de-wa?d, dewa?-d, or de-wa?-d, probably
with de- '~' and/or -d final, there being

no clearly authenticated unsegmentable stems in Eyak

or Athapaskan with both initial and final apical

stops, i.e. with d-, t-, or ~-initial and -d or -~

final; stem, if -wa?-, perhaps related to wa.)

dewa?d 1. (exclamation) 'hurry:, quickly:, fast:'

L, IlJ95, 195A, 15.23M, dewa?d dewa?d 'hurry

hurry:' 61.106A, dewa?d dewa?d dewa?d 'hurry

hurry hurry:' 49.139A, with -uh emphatic as

with imperative verb (or with -duh emphatic?):

Rezanov TyaTY 'CKOpO schnell', TyaTY 'ToT~ac~

sogleich' dewa?duh 'hurry~, quick:' L, AT TyaTY
'CKopRe schnell (Comparativ) , ?a?d dewa?duh

'very quickly:'.

2. (adverb) 'quickly, fast, in a hurry,

immediately, soon, early, easily' L, 18.33, 58L,

21b.39, 32.20A, 47c.16L, 61.84,69.16, 15A, de=
wa?d ?a?de. qah 'hurry:' L, dewa?d ?a?le~=

de. qah 'pl. hurry:' L, 37b.64A, dewa.?d Ie.,

," siJt' del}h}h 'he told me to hurry' L, dewa?d

?ixdeleh 'I'm hurrying' L, dewa?d ye~ qu?xde=

leh 'I'll hurry around' L, ?ile~ dewa?d qew

?}.silxahl II grew faster than you' L, dewa?d

qew Geletugl 'it (greenery) is growing fast



(as if swelling)' L, ya?~u. dewa?d lah qu?=

?}.deGec' 'don't twist your head around quickly'

L, dewa?d siyeda?~ ~Ga?yah da.~ 'if I get

it SOOI1! ('if it plays quickly into my hands') L,

dewa?d siyeda?~ sdi?yah% 'I got it quickly,

easily' L, dewa?d~ga~ Gexicu.d~ 'would that

I could (cust) fall asleep quickly, easily' L.

3. (treated as noun 0 of o-ga? 'like 0',

used both adverbially and as exclamation, i.e.

as in 1. and 2.) with meaning as in 1. and 2.:

dewa?dga? 'quickly~' M, 25.97A, adverbial: 11.=

115A, 15.16, 16.29M, 21b.18, 51.96, 65.70A, de=

wa?dga? qu?q ~geAa.Ge%ya? 'put a pot (con=

tainer of liquid) on the fire right away~' M,

%i~ ~e~ dewa?dga? ya? ?i.te.~ 'you should

(cust) go to bed early every night' L, %i~ ~e~

dewa?dga? y~.? Gete.g~ '(cust) go to bed early

every night~' L.
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de]\:' (~--.m.,v a.'"""'V.l!ee:;e~e, :e~~ ~~Q( L prefers de~

de]\:' (noun, unclassified) 'physical injury, harm':

attested only in de~e~a?~ Ga?ya'~~h 'she's

succumbing to old injury or disease (e.g. hus=
band's old beatings, old tuberculosis)' L.

~-de~ ,sjA~~~~-@~~. (~physical injury)': ~

(o-a.) ~-de~: siGuhd siya' se~de~ 'my knee
got hurt, I hurt my knee' L, ?ex~de'~ 'I (cust)

get hurt, hurt myself' M; with mark for specific

anatomical reference: yisi~de~~ 'I hurt my hand,

my hand got hurt' L. Transitive O-~-de]\:' 's hurts
0 (causes, does physical injury to 0)': ?isi~de]\:'~~

.a,.,...~~'did I hurt you?' M; with mar~ ~~-~-,--~ ~~ I'~L'~-" JI.
...) sic~ ? si=

ya. gudese~de~~~h 'he hurt my neck' L, ?iqe?ge=

di'x~de~ 'I'll hurt your rump' Mj ~flexive: ?ed=

:i s~ide~~:j.h 'she hurt he~~~d~~i~fra'~:Yi~"/i~f. 

~S 'she caused herself to abort' ~~assi ve:l 
s~ide~~}h 'he got hurt (by some agent)' L, sdi=

f de~~ ~someone got hurt, there was an injury' (in=I

determinate S) L .q~~~~~~ti~ ne~~- x~ide~ 'I I

get hurt easily' L, yix~ide~ 'my hand gets hurt

easily' L, qe~ide~~ 'it gets hurt often, easily'
M. No semi transitive L.

, ,k'u-3:de~: (noun, uncla~sified) 'ftarmigan~ AL. Ety= ~/
t< "~:};- ,t)~ -(,. ( w~ f./;.w) rfitk I wk~~~",,;JeJ) (LA.~r~s kJr"fJ

~ L. ~~~ L.' l '(."'fI"J)



mology semantically obscure, ostensibly ~~de~

'something is getting hurt, it's hurting some=

thing, something is hurting it' + -6 as in e.g.

~iya?~G 'frog' and a few other fauna terms, or

conceivably a thematic negative 'something that

doesn't get hurt, it doesn't hurt anything, no=
S4c1: -Iu "1.,/4; Q' ""thing hurts it' ~ .

Perhaps the form exhibits a survival of the stem

with an older meaning, referring to a character=

istic motion of the bird: cf. PA *-de~, Navaho

-}-di~ 'to jar, shake violently', Hupa (Golla)

-l-d\~ (impersonal) 'it shakes, quakes', Galice

(Jacobs-Hoijer) -da} 'shake (testicles in gree=

ting)', Kutchin (Sapir-Haas-Golla) -}-ddl

'shake, vibrate (tr. and intr.)', Minto ~elaI t- J?,,\:'
-I-de A 'to clap hands' j St<. -..u'~ ~

.I
c -[..1 )



du?}I:'

du?~ (confused with du.d, perhaps related to de~-=

di~, basic meaning perhaps 'quiver, shake', see below)

-l~-}-dU?~-g-} (noun, with l~-anatomical 'eye',

i-classifier, -g-repetitive thematized, and -}-=

suffix, perhaps deverbalization of unattested verb

theme) 'part (inside corner?, lid?) of eye': at=

tested only on tape recorded by Constance Naish

7 April 1967 from A: sile~eldu?~g} 'the "top"

of my eye', form of stem undoubtedly correct, cf.

Minto -naxduAa? 'eyelid', Ahtena -nnxduAt?

'eyebrow'.i,...

ri"
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del"J.ii'

J~Tt;~~~~)~,.-- L__-
J."F

de3:""'C j' rl6. dis)J
de~ noun, usually gl-cJ-p,ss) 'blood': l5.l5M, 27b.20A,

e.e: its(..t'Rezanov Te~~~~ 'RPOB~', Wrangell Te~~x~.', Furu=
hjelm Tall (1877 ta:r~, ~ de3: ?iya. g:leCU?c'g

~
'it's sucking your blood' L, del siyeq q~.?~

gula?ya'g 'I keep spitting up blood' L, del ?u=

yeq qa? g~'sa?yah3: 'he hemorrhaged' L, de3:gu'ne~
3:eqah5~~h 'he's coughing blood' L, de3:gu.ne~ ~e?~
ye~ x3:a.~ 'I have a bloody stool' L, del -le(?)S -
is bloody, bleeds': de3: se3:e?3:}h 'he got bloody,

he bled' M, x~?3:q dil qi? ~'leh 'very bloody

place' M. ~tH.l)
-de3: (noun ' l ~ossessed) A..L accepts possessed form'~~/:,. 1

side3:, which M rejects.
~

II;I



de.}

de.} ;1tc()r)~"'.~/.J,.h~~e.l

-gl~-de.} (noun, ~""-~I.,. unclassified): 'spine,
~backbone' LM1v~~] 1 o~~~.~~i--g~la7iod~ 37b. 25 ,

65.10, 39A, ?ugele~ede.}qe~ah qi?yi}ce~ 'you'll
cut it (meat) off its spine' 65.29A. The meaning

+~e
of ~ stem, which can be elicited in this one

form only, is not clearly isolable, the prefix-=

combination gl~- itself referring specifically to

'back(bone)', as in ~gule~e?a.w 'long-back(bone)d'

L, ~gule~edi~ 'short-back(bone)d' L, ye~ gl~-=
kug 'S's back breaks'; g-class 'filament-like' or

g-anato~a1-thematic 'dorsal, caudal, tail-end',

IJJ:-class 'berry-like', probably with referemce to
the vertebrae in a string-like series or in the back.

t



de?%

.~~...~
de?% (attested only in semitransitive verb themes, of

two distinct but evidently related meanings, originally

perhaps'S controls 0 closely, possessively'; cf. cer=
tain Navaho themes with stem -de"1--de"1--di1 meaning

'to grab, payment for wife, to brood (eggs), to insist,

be acquired, considered important')

0-?-de?1f~s hoards, saves, keeps 0': qu?xde?} 'I'll
keep it and not give it away' L. Usually (self-bene=

factive) reflexive ?ed-?-de-de?} 'S saves up, hoards'
(object not specified): ~ela"gwahd ?edu?dede?}inu.

'they're saving up [food] for the winter' 16.20M,
di~ siya" ?edu?sdede?1G}h 'he didn't save any

[liquor] for me' L; or, with object specified, o-~

?ed-?-%e-de?} 'S saves up, hoards 0': da.na"da"~

?edu?}ede"}~}h 'he (cust) saves up money' L, ?~
~ ?eda?}ede?} 'hoard it:, keep it (as treasure)~' M.

., ~~~~~~.'S bosses 0': xu?sede?}}h 'he bossed me
(about one thing)' L. Usually with ye~-progressive

.ye~ O-?-de-de?%-~: ye~ ~?dede?}~}h 'he's boss=
ing one around, he's bossy' ,fnominalized: 'boss,"-
sq~~re-dance caller' ~ '>a.weyu" ye~ ?ida?dede?}=

~}h 'the ill-mannered fellow bosses everybody around'

(wi th inde~~~Q~i th d-thematic 'oral-noise')
~O-?-d-de?}: xudesede?}}h 'he told me what to say' L.

~ k 't",?~ ~f.,? 1 ~ i 4" ..L



duh3

duh3 -1- -I_t --",""
~ "-~I, .r ,

d,duh~ l, (de-auh3 U noun, ~.:: MI~~~ unclassified,
""' ,c~' "'_C""'-'-c

perhaps derived from verb them~ 'porch'L: ?ew

deduh3Q 'on the porch' L, deduh33u. 'a nice

porch' L. "The houses ...are constructed alto=
gether on the Thlingit model, ...each with a

platform in front, upon which the inhabitants pass
much of their leisure time in summer," (I. Petroff

in R. P. Porter Report E!! ~ Population ~ ~=
sources Q1 Alaskg. 11th Census of the United

States, Washington 1893, 65f., quoted in BSdL 32),
but "[Galushia Nelson] denies the existence of the

front porch" (BSdL 33).

0-1-duh3 'S makes 0 (a front porch)': qu?x1duh3

'I'll make a porch' L; fassive: sdiduh31 'a porch

has been made' L.



da?c'

da?c' (p~S" I- \/~f" Awc. ~~~{JAS ~"I ~i..l( ~r,'"c. l..'-S/n t:-f~~

('*"--'.. s1-" )da?d (noun, d-class) 'straws, grasses, or roots, dyed

and woven into or embroidered onto the upper parts

of the sides of baskets as decoration~_p'atterned
tj~ "'s~ 1'tI(js~ ~~!t ' J.f ' ~L r,."

basket-decoratlon': da?dda.~ 'by means of basket-=
,..

decoration grass' 66.9L, da?dde5u. 'pretty bas=

ket-decoration'L, da?c' da"dexwi~ 'draw basket-=
decoration roots through your teeth (to split or

peel them):' A.
O-}-da?d 'S makes 0 (basket-decoration)': ?e}da?d

'make a basket-decoration~'"1;:I.

O-d-}-da?c' 'S gathers 0 (straws etc. for basket-deco=

ration)': di.}da?d 'pick grass for basket-decora=

tion:' L; repetitive: dex}da?c'g 'I'm picking grass
for basket-decoration' L.

O-l-da?d 'S decorates 0 (basket)' (~e?a.G 'basket',

I-class): ?ew leda.~inu. 'they (cust) decorate

them' (with da?dda.~ 'by means of basket-decora=

tion grass' as an afterthought) 66.9L. o-~ O-l-}-=

da?d 'S decorates 0 (basket) by means of 0': ?ew~

q~u. ?ew le}da"c~ 'with that they (cust) deco=
J rate it' 69.10L. Passive: ?}.sdida?c'} 'it (basket)

has design on it' L, ~~.? leGededa?c' da.~ 'when

it's done being decorated' 66.IIL, repetitive; f ya.=

?a.gda.d lededa?dg (or, with expanded stem, ya"=

A~ wJs~ 7f.~.e~.t {".e~"fls '/~l~ ~1cel..s.JtsHr'.y '~~k-l..-1~\!1'
~5J.Lf~?,



?a"gda"d lededa"dg) 'it's repetitively decorated

at the middle (halfway up)'. the name of basketry

pattern 4 illustrated in BSdL 82"--
kv"}da?c' (noun, unclassifie~) 'stump (of dead or,.,. ~-

felled tree)' 10.258, 258A, 30.~. ominalize -
"._~ verb theme, etymology semantically obscure: ku'l-=

-kv"-anatomical-thematic 'belly, widest part. base

(of tree)', ~-classifier, stem with unidentifiable

rchaic meaning. for which cf" perhaps Hupa (Golla)

O-}-das--dad 'break off (a branch) by pulling', .

#ltAft 01 ~ -At,
(perhaps also related to Hupa (Golla) -dt3'"Chip=

) ewyan -dig, -deB, Sarsi -di"z. Navaho -dis

\ \ 'twist', Navaho diz '(plant) debris washed by

"~da?dkih 'little stump' la.6, 7, 12,

13,13, Ib.6, 14, 15, 16, 19M, kv"}da?c~equhyu"

'young little stumps' 10.258A, k¥'}da?c'de~h

'stump-person (-woman)' 10.259A, k¥"1da?c~e~

aiyuh 'cinnamon bear' « 'blackbear under stump') A.



du.c' I

du.c' (f(,f'1'1f p~rf~ ur.t wi4~ &.I...:)1\') ~

du.c' (noun, unclassified) 'dried nasal mucus' ML.

~e-du.d 'S's nasal mucus dries', poetic, occurring

only in a song., del~ s~idu.d~}h 'her nasal mu=
cus has dried bone-like' 72.40M.

-l-du.d (noun, unclassified1) 'skin of seal's face

from nose to above eyes' (a delicacy) (l-anatomi=

cal-thematic 'face, head'): ?uledu.d 'skin of
its (seal's) face from nose to above eyes' L.

-l~-du.c' (noun, unclassified1) 'inside corner (1)
of eye' (l~-anatomical 'eye', l~-class 'berry-=

like'), L certain of authenticity of form but not
of its meaning: ?ile~edu.c' 'inside corner (?) of

your eye' L. JP,(;;"~P" ,~ e:...,..,. f-". -lzt~l-,dt.!",?;(' ;J ~ -
I-V. ~~W, bwf-. Cot -.(So H",,~ -".Q~60S~?I
-kA tO"SC?

~--



--~It" .;. des

des-dis (des more frequent than dis). Of. de~.

gl-~-des 'S (blood) clots' (or IS'S blood clots'?),

with mark for gl-class 'liquid': elicited as a

verb in one form only, gv.se~desl 'it (blood)

clotted' (or 'his blood clotted'?) L, reluctantly

given, but this obsolete theme doubtless underlies
the following form.

gv.~desl (noun, gl-class) 'clotted blood' ML, also
the name of a Yakutat man, related to L L, gv.~=

des~gv.?nuw 'large blood clot' L, gv.ldes~ga?

?i.~eh 'it's reddish in color (like dried blood)'

L. The form is probably a nominalized neuter per=

fective of the above verb theme, 'blood which has

clotted'.



da.s

~-"l,er ~~~

\ da.s

f~~'-1-da.s 'S is heavy': Rezanov MJIbTaC'I> 'TRJKeJIO'
~iIt:i~-I;:-pUda.s 'it's heavy' m/, AJIbTaacKTo 'JIerKo;; '" st:I-_A~-

I[di~] ?a?1da.sGduh 'it's not heavy at all' LI' ~A~'
yi1da.slehd 'because it's heavy' 9.105A,~J.l.t.e.r.- .

,
..":...c"x:~-"'",""",~~e'_""",c. ."'o'c.","'.""~,c.c."""C""~c.c.'-. .~~~~ -'-1 ~~=~~~~c.~~1~t ~11da. s 'that Wh1ch lS-~-c:..-l:I.'-" ~+--'"9-~~~T&..-I;"e

heavy, a heavy thin~5.13, 62A, di.ye~ ?ewga?

Ge1da.s1G (or ?a?Ge1da.s1G) 'it's not heavy

enough yet' M, siq Ge1da"s1 'it's getting heavy
on me' L; Repetitive 1-da.s-g: ?a?d 1da.sg

'it's very heavy (as one repeatedly experiences in

trying to move it)' ~ ~ithtlass-mark ...~~~:
di"1da. s 'it (board eeA) is heavy' L. u -'~ Il~

w;;H;r ~~ .-
-1-da"s(-g) 'S weighs 0' (.,. usuallY",repetitive):

?iqe?x1da.sg 'I'll weigh you' L, Gex1da"sg~ ?ix=
leh 'I want to weigh it' M.J. fassive: xusdida.s1
, I've been weighed' L. 'S i ~ /-) t);

J,k .5-& l+~+."'" MJ_I;ve:.1 f'rtc.e~"'j),..~+J-#'Jk..f
~ (7 ;..., h .(.- +- (..y ,.- f vt I ..,. c. ...'- r r b b" ~ I~ t e-,t .~

"f R t.z- A""4 V AA' TAac.kTo 'A,.r~ lec'c-.J..-t J

ft"o ~~(y ~ ~ ~ "~"':1 d~.S' G,ptkh I.,~ ~ Ij~-t-
i~t~,f/ IJ."



.. ',-, " ;'II~IIIIIIIII~II d h !Y .~~{: ~ e v
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deh~
deh~ (noun, d-class) 'sandbar' L~ deh~da?luw -

deGe~e?~ 'a large sandbar is forming' L.



-.~I" da?~
..11111111111111111_1

da?~

d-da?~ 'S drowns, asphyxiates, can't get air' (with

d-thematic 'oral'): de6uxda?~} 'I'm drowning,

choking, can't get air' M. Transitive (causative)

O-d-}-da?~ 'S drowns, asphyxiates 0': ?iqe?di'x}=

da?~ 'I'll drown you' ~; reflexive ?edqu?dex}e=

da?~ 'I'll drown myself' M; passive repetitive:

sahs qi? dededa?~g 'place where sea-otters are

(repeatedly) drowned', a placename in Prince William

Sound, outside of Strawberry Point on Hinchinbrook

Island L.

IIt! ~ ' ~, ?v~ "), ~fJ ., ".; .t -f ,r e /' L .~, ' "'..I.~~
!A' ",-~. ..

! , '( \ I
.,.>! !;e..t i~'.,)/;",."(.~,, ,,- --

I
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Ida'~ '

da'~

da'~ (noun, unclassified) 'foam, froth, white foam ~~~

as found on beach, on beer' r"il:J: Rezanov TanI'D 'll'BHa',
A«

da'~ yileh 'it's foamy' L, da'~?a?luw 'big mass

of foam' M, dao~xah~ galaGaleol 'foam (on liquid)

is subsiding' L.

da-dao~ 'S foams': qa? sdida'~l 'it foamed up' M.

.J.-It-- ~ -1 s: '- ~ ~ \ ""~~ I 10

-
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deg-dig-dug I

deg-dig-dug (variable reduced vowel often indistinct ,
L most often dug, often deg, rarely dig, M

most often deg, once dig, A most often dig,

often deg, once dug, G always dig, S once deg,

Rezanov twice deg, Furuhjelm once deg; con=

ceivably to be analyzed d-g, cf. -d emphatic en=

clitic, -gih- 'also')

-deg--dig--dug (enclitic) 1. 'also, to~ even'
(texts incompletely excerpted), to nouns: 9.132,

10.185, 11.167A, 12.23G, 18.31L, 20.38, 23.135,

160,160,24.98,25.202,33.19, 51A, 47b.12, 34,
47M, 47c.30L, 49.78, 80, 153, 156A, 52.16L, 57.19,

21,22, 25G, 60.67,61.13, 72A, 62.8, 14,31,35,

63.41G, 65.20, 76A, 67.5, 13G, 68.54, 120A, da'=

na'deg ?iye;a? disi}ah} 'I lent you money too'
M, to demonstrative pronouns: 12.17, 25G, 33.23,

37b.85A, 42.5L, 47b.46M, 47c.54L, 51.33A, 55.16,

20, 26L, 61.106A, 63.36, 64.2, 67.7G, ?~hdug 'him

too'L, ?ahnu.dug 'they too' L, in construction
with nouns with following possessive o-a' or

o-;a?, enclitic either to noun or to postposition=
al phrase: dakttcis ?u~a?dig 'his QyQ~ too' 12.=

6G, %i?q ya'yu' si;a?dug 'all my gear too' 47=

a.3L, Geye~gugdig ?u~a? 'his baidarka too' lZ.=

22G, ?~h seqe'cekihdig ?u;a? 'his child also'
23.131A, ?el ?u~elihdeg ?ewa' 'his arm too'



)

I

?uge~ahdeg ?ewa. 'tis tail also' 65.9A, to ad=
verbs: qe.dahdig ';ew?~.? ?ae~ 'simply (cust)

comes upon it too' 9.144A, de?uode~deg ~ahG ?uq

~e!eh 'even then, at that time also there were

quills on him' l6.4M, to verbal clauses (rare):

?ilah delehdeg 'also says about you' Ib.9M,

KU~? qu?~iodaeyuo ~.!ehdig 'also there are

plenty of edibles' 63.39~, to clause subordinated
to da.~ 'and, when, if': c}?daleh~iya? Gie!e?

dae~deg 'also if you're a gossip-monger' 51.20A,

KUsiyah Geli.ta"~ da.;deg 'also if you (cust)
live evilly' 51.35A, de~qu?~ieyah da.~dig 'al=

so even when you eat' 61.23A, to negative adverb

di~ 'not': di~dig ?ahnue~ ~~iyah ?ula?~

dio?yao~G 'nor does he (cust) get mad at them'

50.39A, di~dag ?ena~eneGdaod de;Vhyu. ~a?!e.G
'neither were there people at Aleganik' 68.IA,

di~dag KU~u? ?a?!eoG 'nor were they very many'

68.50A, with negative constructions: ?ewdig di~

qu?lio!ga.G 'that too you won't know' 36.32A,

?aw ~ewaedeg di~ de~e.duw ?esli!G 'nothing

happened to the dog either' 49o122A, to indepen=

dent personal pronouns: Furuhjelm Hutak 'I' xu.=

deg 'I too, even I'M, xuodag ?idax!ih qa?ew

'I too am feeling the same way' L, le;i.la; dag

'you pl. also' L, Geyaqaodug L, GeyeGdug 'we



too' L, 14.71, ?u.de; GeyaGdeg di~ la~a?

da. qe? ~qu?~a?yahG 'then we won't bother

you pl. anymore either' 25.137A, Rezanov

KoroXTaKTY~ ~o~e dasselbe' GeyeGdeg de?we;
'we too the Same way', ?uyeGdug, ?eyaGdag,

?uyeGdeg L, ?eyeGdig 'they too' 25.194A, with

independent personal pronouns with enclitic -gih=

--gi- 'also', always following: xu.gideg ME
(= xu.gih, xu.dag M), xu.gidig 21b.74A, de=

xu.gidug 'me too' L, xu.gidug di~ 'me neither'

L, de?i.gideg 16.25M, ?i.gidig 72.19L, ?i.=
gideg 'you too' 55.27L, le~i.gidig 55.34L,

l~~i.gidug (not *le;i.dug) 'you pl. too' L,

?a.gidug,21a.19L, ?a.gidig 'he, she too' 10.=

161,20.90,23.85,161,24.43,49.153,61.116,
119A, with -~ interrogative enclitic, either pre=

ceding or following: ?a.dugsvh 'he too?' L, ?~h=

suwdug qu?wah 'will he go too?' L, ?el~dug.

?eldug~ L, ?el~deg 'this too?' A, ~t.;inu.~deg

'they too?' L, xu.gihSdeg, xi.gidegS 'me too?'
L, 'Ii. gi~dug, ?i. gidugs 'you too? I L, G eyeG S=

deg, GayaGSdug, GayeGdugS 'we too?' L.
2. In formation of exclamations a: enclitic

to adverb de~i. 'alreaq(, de~i.dug expression

of exasperation: de~i.dug ?ewqesd lex%qa.gth

'but I warned him not to~' L.



2b. With preceding -~ interrogative en=

clitic, -s-deg- 'my~' « 'that too'~'): ?a?d

we~sdug de~hi~iyah 'my waht a really awful per=
son',' 9.28A, ?a~;q qewsdig ~3u.dah ?u?Gede=

rleh 'it sure looks mighty good:' 9.88A, ci?~deg

49.89A, ?2.35L, ?i%ci?~deg ?2.7L, ci?~dug L,

?2.l2L, ?i%~i?~dug 'my goodness:, dear me:' L,

?ela.sdeg ~ewa. xu?lio?eh 'he even called me
a dog' M « ?el-a.-~-deg 'for this too?'). -

3. Enclitic to gu.-, obligatory in guo=

deg, gu.dig 'again': Rezanov RtTaR~ 'E~e
noch' gu.deg, for further instances see guo;

gu.deg~ (not *guo~deg) 'again?' L.



'c- AIk dik' !

~ ~

di~-dek' (di~ more frequent, dek' slightly archaic. In
I

Rezanov perhaps also duk' or de~w) f~
f(\Ar..

-dik' (adjective) 'short': Rezanov ffTeK~ ~OpOTKO'

~ya.di~~, 28. 78fnA, ya.di~ se~e?~ 'it became~
short, shrank' M, ya.di~ ?u?leGe~~a? 'make it

short:' M, ta. hedi~ 'short trail' L; ,~th vari=
ous marks for noun-class or specific anatomic refer=

ence: ya.qi.ledi~ ~~eh~ 'short rope' L, ?e~a.
ya.dedik' ~du.lihG 'my whay a short (low) table~'

L, ~du.lihGdedi~ 'short (low) table' L, gu~ah=

dedi~ 'short-tail' (dog's name) A, ~~dedi~.
'short-legs' (epithet) L, ~gele~edi~ 'short-=

k bone)d' L With Gdl-thematic 'distance over=., ,..l' ~.)' -"CoGo" -' land, time'-: Rezanov KaTJIHTmtM 'BJIM3KO' (GeAa.=
A ...;tJ.rtj"

dek'(-~}), KOTJIHTOK~ HM3Ko' 'GeAa.d~ or -de~~,
KaTJIHTmt~ 'He.n;aJIeKO nahe' A. A
GeAa.di~ 'near, short distance or time away' M.~ Jtdi~ 'S i~t~rt': sedik'1 'it became short' M; with

IA
class-mark: qi.leGedi~l 'it (rope) is gettin short'

I' ~ H~- ,.rtr".ir.-.n-'( p""~J"" s . ) -.I ~.IWdth Q~a.?Q~ e~ 'eQmpa~~8eH o-?u?~ 'S ~s sn.r~-11.,! ~'
~~.l~~~~: ?el ?ew?u?~ ?i.~di~ 'this is

L. wi t h class-mark ?ew?u?x li.~=, .
'one (oar) is shorter than the other' L

': qi?de~ GeAi.di~
'p ace through which it is a short distance, short=

cut'L; ya? Gdl-di~ 'S is short (vertically),

cC



-

low': ya? Ge~i.di~ 'it's short, low' L" ya?

Ge~i.de~ 'it's short, low'S, ya? GeAa.Gedi~
'it's getting low' L, ya? Ge~a.sede~ 'it got

low' ("Minnie Stevens would say," implying that

the stem-variant -de~ is somewhat archaic) L;

transitive (causative) ya? O-Gdl-~-di~ 'S
makes 0 short (low)': ya? Ge~a.Ge~di~ 'make it

,-- low~' L. frWith gal-thematic 'aquatic distance)::i[-:~ ; ~ 'L~:;~-. ::..!J\ .
j de~i. ?elga?kih yeqe~ ?u~a? ge~a.sedi~ 'al=

ready the distance towards shore for her had shor=

tened to this little bit' 25.48A.

ye. d"r" J A¥\ ..2 e
-.-,(; /, ') ( ( j.) 'J ~.,'W"'t J

-,(;~') 'S ,'\. ~-t I
I .,1-- eJ. ; ~) 'r.." s "~T \I.J; 1'1. f"'~f4"f ".r ~'(t.~

c, p( (-I;(: 1<.' (~..tj.) c~, ~ 4.. ~~a... l~t l) I
&,..1 ...e;t: Ic; , t.r.""1 ~ (~(~J'
'a,t.( -~: {~ ' 'S ,'s ~ ("'V'(oyo ~...~ )J



di~2

di~2 (probably to be analyzed di-~, with de- '1£=

~' and -~ related to ~ 'negative', the labial=

ization of which is uncertain, see ~-~e2, especi=

ally referred forms cited with de- '~'; see al=

so ~ah, ~a.; cf. however the possible Athapaskan

cognates in Apachean do., Pacific Coast Athapaskan

generally doo 'not', the correspondences, low tone

in Apachean but no glottalization in Pacific Coast

Athapaskan, requiring PA du-e, probably < de-Cwe,

note also Hupa dau 'no' in Goddard 1905, p.338;

there is no evidence in the Eyak vowel of labialized

final: all modern informants always di~, never

*du~, Rezanov TRK- five times, TeR- once,

Wrangell TeR- once, Furuhjelm Tikh twice; Rez=

anov once TaK~, perhaps archaic de~, and once

Teq-, probably mistranscribed; in 68.llA emphatically

pronounced d~V.~; di~ ~- > di~- 28.37A)

di~ (negative adverb) 'no, not, it isn't so, won't,

can't, didn't' (expression of disagreement, deni=

aI, negation, but not of prohibition, cf. ya?~u.),

'yes' (in positive answer to negative question):

asyntactic: Furuhjelm Tikh 'no' di~ 'no'LMASG,

yi~a?di~l}h --di~(, di~ ?a?~a?d6}h) 'is he

sick? --no(, he isn't sick)' L, di~~Vh ?a?~a?d=

6}h --di~(, yi~a?d}h) 'he isn't sick?' (i.e.

'isn't he sick?' or 'he isn't sick, is he?') --

m'\at
:, ,~"" ""

~1"~'c'
"""

,

c.', "
",;C)!1I\;\""'" c
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yes(, he ~ sick)' L (cf. ?~.2), xu.gidug di~
'me neither' ('I too not') L, ~i. geli.~eh da.:J.C

ga.l ?ewa. di~ 'the water was formerly cold but
not anymore (now however not)' M, textual OCcur=

rences: 7.23,9.24,10.147,226,242,11.59,102,

104,162, 24.36a, 39,74,25.63, 27b.21, 38,28.=

78,32.3,36,33.8,30,60, 37b.55, 87A, 46.27M,

49.15,33,51.13,40,61.58, 68.90A, ?~ de~h
di~ de1eh 'that person said no' 53.32L, speaker

correcting self: 11.81, 102, 24.39(1), 86(1),

27b.38, 49.33, 51.40A; syntactic, always with
negative suffix -s at end of construction: with
verb (mostly not excerpted for elicitations): di~

?iGux?e.G 'I don't see you' M, di~ ?ule:J.C ?i=

sux}?e.~ ?ixle.s 'I don't want to see him' M,
Rezanov TeReRoTaaT~b3R~ 'nO~OqO abschftssig'

di~ ...da? ?a?}e.G 'it doesn't reach ...',

TaReRYHTRoT~eR~ 'nYCTO~ leer' di~ "uya?d ~a?=

}e.s 'there's nothing in it", T:bmOxaxymaR~

'Hex~b nichtbedauern' di~ ?~a? ?a?s~ahs 'I'm

not stingy with it', THRH~3~bR~ 'XO~OCTO~ un=

verheirathet' di~ ?is?eh}G 'he "didn't marry',

THR'OXRoo~H~eR~ 'HeROMY' (not in Rad1ov, 'to no

one' ) , T:omoXROX~HXroR~ 'HHqero He~~~aro ich mache

nichts' di~ we~ ~?x}e1e.G, T:omaxyaRO~HHH=

eRTY 'HeHapOqHO unvors!tzlich' di~ we~ ~?x=



-'.

1ene.Gduh 'I didn't intend so about anything,

anyone:' (see C 0-?-1e-le(?)), Wrange11 TeK=
ceKoHaK~e~ 'Feind' di~ sikuwa?na.s ?a?xe'G
'he's not my friend', Furuhjelm Tikhkhat1iaaulekh

'near' di~ GeAa'?a.w ?a?xe'G 'it's not far'
,

Ga1ushia Nelson di~ Gede?~.G}h ye~ deku?d~}h

'unseen messenger' BSdL 310,554 ('he who is not

seen who is sent about'), textual Occurrences:

2a.2, 2, 2, 9, 17, 20, 28,33,37, 37M, 2b.3L,

3.1,7,4.12, 20M, 6.6L, 7.21,41,42,8.14,19,

9.7,9,12,21,29,50,73,74,74,75,76,83,

83,101,118,120,120,159,159,167,10.11,58,
59,60,61,107,117,133,136,147,159,162,

176,177,200,226,267,269,11.13,32,59,65,
127,128,130,130,146,163,166,172, 187a, 13.=
8L, 15.24,25,16.10, 27M, 18.18, 19, 19.5, 15,

29L, 20.15, 23, 90, 102, 103, l04A, 2Ja.3, 26,

39L, 21b.5, 16, 20, 59,69,73,76,23.4,5,8,

9,13,15,23,38,40,43,70,93,96,104,110,

110,123,128,147,149,149,24.45,55,56,59,

60,61,65,68,70,75,80,81,84,99,100,101,

102,25.13,25,35,57,58,73,82,94,94,104,

105,106,113,125,143,135,151,152,166,173,
176, 198,198,199, 203, 205, 206, 211, 212A,

27a.13, 14L, 27b.16, 16, 16,24,29,28.37,52,

73,86,95,97,105,109,110,114,128,128,132,



29.25A, 31.5L, 32.3,4,15,20,24,27,38,45,

33.25,43,61,68,80, 80A, 34.8, 12M, 17, 21,
26,31,34, 39L, 51, 56,61, 75M, 9lL, 36.18,21,

22,23,25,25,35, 45A, 37a.3, 5, 23L, 37b.76,
84A, 38.25LM, 39.4,6,41.1,11,44.4,6, 45a.5L,

45b.5, 46.8,12, 47b.9, 16, 26, 37M, 48.4, 6L,

49.2,3,8,24,25,27,28,41,42,50,80,121,

122,123,128,149,149,158,50.7,17,34,38,
39,63,65,51.3,13,14,18,24,35,35,35,48,
49,56,71,84,91,53.11,16, 35L, 54.4,11,14,
15G, 55.11,56.13, 58.4L, 60.14,32,37,37,43,

47,47,47,56,57,62,61.4,6,9,9,32,32,33,
47,50,58,83,84,102,114, 120A, 62.7, 12,13,

14,16,16,20,22,23,24,63.41, 64.15G, 65.7,

25,26,30,36,37,44,57,60,64,78,68.1,18,
19,42,50,55,58,76,78,93,115,119,123,
128,69.9,9,9,13,15,18, 70.2A, 71.2,6,16,
18LM, 72.2, 7,11,13, 14L, in negative conditional
clauses, 'if ...not': 21b.69, 76, 51.84A, 62.22G,

65.36, 64A, in other verbal clauses: ?u?li.1gah~uw
?ulehd di~ ~li~e.~G 'do you know why you don't

(cust) kill anythning?' ('do you know it, that be= ~

cause of which you (cust) don't kill anything?')

23.9A, dede.d di~ ?i. ?ilah ?ele.Gyu. 'any=

thing which (are things which) don't concern you'

51.24A, di~ ~Ge?~.GG~h 'he's not blind' 27b.=
..? 4' .'; q ~"..,.,.,JA,.d;fA' "oi; k~ J,.k ~'i t,:i~'J~ c,~..."

N.¥\$tL I c.!.1/ fJ 'i ,,) ,,~. ",# j' (,," /," I 1f1 "i ~t.(. ~ 11'~(" ~ ~""",(r f;f~,~,'"\"~ i1."""I}~/i,~; (!I,~~t':;f ):..;f' L



24A, Gelextah, dil? ?~h~ qu?yi~ahG 'that I'm

alive, you won't tell her' 49.129A (perhaps for

prohibitive, rare), di~ ~e~ye?~ deqa.gG deqa.g
'a fire that does not burn all night (burns), a

not all-night fire burns' 65.44A, with -~ inter=

rogative enclitic: dil?~uw 'not?' 9.120, with en=

clitic -deg- 'also': di~deg 'nor' 50.39,68.1,

50A, di~ deleh ~?1ele.G}h~iyah 'no-good rude

person' 72.11L, di~ ?ewe?ah le.Ge~iyah 'no-=

good ingrate' 72.13L; in non-verbal construc.tions,
-6 suffixed to head: Rezanov TeqMCaT~ 'He~oAro,

HeHa~oAro kurze Zeit, auf kurze Zeit' probably to

be read di~ sahd~G 'not long (time)' L, 47a.4L,

with nouns: 10.203A, 18.40,43, 84L, 51.13, 68.lA,

dil? Aa.~~e?G~gG 'not unripe (berries)' L, di~

?uqa?G 'not her husband' 18.20L, dil? I?ula.Geya?

seqe.GeYU.G 'not another's children' 24.32A, di~

?i?ehdG qe?el 'this isn't your wife' 61.7A, di~

de~hyu'. G le~i. 'you aren't people' 31.13A, with

adjectives: di~ ~5U.G 'not good' 6l.30A, di~

?ew tail ?ewa. ~?a.wG 'their tails aren't

long' 24.63A, with adverbs: di~ qa.lG 'not now'

25.112, 1l4A, did ~e~, di~ ?ewa. gahG 'only

at night, not by day' 25.l8A, with pronouns: di~

dede.dG 'not anything' 23.8A, di~ XU.G 'not I'

L, dir ?elG 'not this' LM, di~ ?ewG 'not that'



---'-

LM, di~ dedu.yu.d¥hG 'not anybody' 49.28A,
di~ de?a.G 'not (by) himself' 61.40, 54A, di~

?a?d }i?qG 'by no means all' 69.3A, with loca=

tives and postpositional phrases: 9.146A, di~

~eye?u.dG 'not (the one) farther over there' M,
di~ ?f.dG 'not here' 11.128A, di~ de?u.de~=

ya.kih ?~.dG 'nothing here' 15.8, 14M, di~

}~hGda.dG 'not in one place' 68.62A, di~ de~h

qi?G(del) '(this is) a place where there is no

person' 51.53, 61.109A, di~ qa.lga?G 'not like
now' 60.3A, di~ ?ewga?G qew yileh 'you're ac=

ting unjustly' L, di~ Ge~a.?a.wG 'not far' LM,
di~ Ge~a.?a.w~G 'not (to) far' L, 28.63A, di~

Gs~a.?a.wdG qi?~ da. Gs?a?~~ 'it's not far
where we're going to' 31.9L, di~ ds~Vh ?u.d

?edi~dG 'there's no person inside there' 7.32A,
di~ dede.wahd6 'not with anything' 10.60A, di~

6eysqa.qa.?G 'not of our tribe' 68.90A.
di~ah (exclamation, probably to be analyzed di-=

~-ah, see also ~ah) 'no' LM, 23.10, 68.89A,

equivalent to asyntactic di~, not attested syn=

tactically.
di~a. (exclamation, probably to be analyzed di-=

~-a., see also ~a., or phonetic expansion of

preceding) 'no' 68.108A.

di-~- (prefixes, de- '~' and ~- 'negative'



I

to interrogative pronominal stems, see ~-deo,

~-de~ah under deol, ~-duo under du.,"" -
k'u-de:J$: under de~)



du~

du~ (perhaps reduced form of du?~~~~)

}e-d~ 'S is humped, has hump, lump on it': s}i=
l!

d~ 'S got a hump or lump on it' L, qi? s}i=

d~q qa? ~e?a?~ 'they climbed up on a hill=

ock, hump (place which has a hump on it)' L.
Ge}edu~ (noun, unclassifie 'mound, hillock,

nominalized inceptive perfective'"

u~}luw 'big mound, hill' LM, Ga}e=

d~kih 'small mound, hillock' LM, Ga}ed~ta.s

'across, over a mound, hill' L.



du?Ir

;Jl __A " /~ --::-:~-=- -=~
du?~ (see also du?)

"/1.
O-%-du?Ir Jts squeezes 0, S squeezes 0 into or out of

rt'«S~c.something': Rezanov CK~bTYR~ 'BHX~~A' fsCiyeJ=
qa?c'(?) %du?~ 'he's squeezing my hand(?)'t, x%=
du?~ 'I'm squeezing it, milking it' L, Gux%du?~

'I'm squeezing it' M~ ?e%du?~ 'squeeze it:, milk

it:, express it (e.g. pus from boil, toothpaste
from tube)~' L; with ye~-progressive and indeter=

minate 0: siq ye~ ?i%edu?~~}h 'he's squeezing

allover on me' LI:i","""",",,;~~~ '~~~-.;J-.;J--"".t""-~:::::':t"~., '" ~-~-- -~ ~e:;r;.~- 7.

..
..,-, '>.--f,yl£' fh 0- ~ (.. "~f(YJ.,! --,- ,

~~e~~ ~l.th ":-;:;.--:: :-:-~X-~~"'~':-~~t"~~ '~~ .~t

~8~: o-yeq Ii? O-%-du?~ 'S stuffs 0 into 0':
~sahd ?ewyeq da. Ii? %du'~ 'we (cust) stuff

liver into it (codfish stomach)' L, repetitive ?ew=

yeq Ii? ?e%du?~g 'stuff, pack it into it (with
repeated motions):'; o-yeq qa? O-%du?~ 'S ex= -

...
presses 0 out of 0': ?ewyeq q~'~ Gex%du?Ir1 'I'm

squeezing it (e.g. toothpaste) out of it'L, with

class-marks for 0: ?ew qema. ?ewyeq qa? le~e=

Ge%du?~ 'squeeze the roe out of it (salmon):' L,

?uyeq ?ew qa? gv'se%du?~ 'he squeezed it (milk)

0 u t 0 fit' L .--~~",~..~~~e~.~~~~..~ ~. 'S s tu f f sO'
'ft- ~attested only from ~: ki1S~%dU?~~ 'I ~tuffed

something (e.g. turkey~Seal l.ntestlnes)~, qu?X%=

fr~~'0.," fA Gor~ ...,
,: 41.



",:I!~

.".
du?~ 'I'll stuff it'~~~~~~4~~~~-

ftt7:(JR!f.'J;~~~:.e~~~~~1C...
{)1!'>A).,l~ ,L' (~I I~-d~~) '/"MOt\) L. N'o-.:-(IUJ

r~~ S' ;vt 4,..,.f-~ r f i -"~i e,c...,#-,'vt. I w; .f:'1.. (~-c.. (-5. S -~ f" Ic.

..for D, I ~+ (/~ -~~s () J is ~t~ec.'Z.c.~.I.

::.

.;;~

.

.,.c ,



dux

11\7.e;~~_LD
~

dux-dex-dexw (LM dux, SG dex, A usually dux, oc=

casionally dexw, Rezanov THX twice, TOX perhaps
..,.once, Tex six times, some instances of which are ~ Te~ .

probably expanded de"x, or, conceivably, dix) , -flV"ll::l.x~J~)

gl-dux meaning obscure, attested only in '?ew ~e. y

?ida?ya"leJ.C gl,l°seduxJ: 'the tea (gl-class 'liquid')

has ...too much', i.e. 'the tea-leaves came float=

ing up to the top' L, and possibly also in a form

on a file-slip of Li, transcribed ~li.ytdu( ~ea=

ver-dam'., perhaps geli.dux, but see also du?

}e-dux 1. 'S floats, drifts along, away': ?u.deJ.C

GeJ:eduxJ: 'it was floating by there' 47c.58L, sJ:i=

duxJ: 'it floated away' M, with class-marks: Aa"=

sJ:idux} 'it (net) drifted away' L, ?}.sJ:idux}

'it (paddle) drifted away' L, with yeJ.C-progressive:

yeJ.C J:e-dux-J.C 'S floats about': 10.14, 28.81A, ?ew

?ew te?ya?yeqeGi?ya? yeJ.C }ede"~ 'fish-guts

(cust) float around' 60.1A, yeJ.C x~eduXJ.C 'I'm
fr~rfloating around' LM, with various ~;~ with yeq

'ashore' 5.8,9L, 10.16, 17, 27, 11.169, 170, 24.91,

92A, si,':' yeq' Ge}eduXJ.C((hortatory subjUtlctive) 'let

it float ashore with me (in it):' 10.14A~ ta?J:teh

yeq' ?i}iduxJ: (neuter perfectiv~ 'dead fish has

floated ashore' k with lah3 'forward, out from

shore' 28.75, 80A, with li? 'downstream' ya.J.C=

"



~ c-
/~~-D)i--~.-

~eqa? ?u.de~ li? Ge~edux1 'it (bottle) is

floating along downstream there upside-down' L,

with qa? 'up, out'; 12.9G, qa? s~idux~duh 'it K

(shot seal) floated to surface: '.~ansitive (cau=
A

sative) O-~-dux: ?e~dux 'set it afloat:' L;

passive: sdidux~ 'someone made, let it drift

away' L; reflexive ?ed-~e-dux '8 floats, drifts

(voluntarily, e.g. in boat)': la.4, lb.2, 46.14M,

t~h~eAi.nahsd ?ahnu.dewa. ?edGe~edux~ 'they were

riding (holding position) outside the breakers

waiting for her' 37a.21L, repetitive with qa? 'up,

out't de?u. d q~. ~ ?ed~eduxg 'i t kept bobbing up

right there' 10.95A, with ye~-progressive~ da.

ye~ ?ed~ede.~ 'we (cust) go floating silently

around (in a canoe)' L. I _~.,.I)~I- -'..a J,( ~1V& 1"'~W_ho.

2. Repetitive with li~: li?~ leduxg 'tide
A

keeps "drifting" (ebbing) down a bit' L.

3. With ye~ 'downward': ye~ ~e-dux '8

loses horizontal support': (1) siqe.sgv.1Gemed~

siya. ye~ s~iduxl 'my ankle turned' L,ye~ sli=

duxl (2) 'it got stranded at ebbtide' L, (3) 'it

(e.g. roof) caved in' LM, (4) 'it fell in deadfall'

(cf. 4. and dux}) L~ ~ansitive (causative) ye~ 0-=

~-dux: ye~ si~duxl 'I trapp~:it in a deadfall' L.

4. Transitive (causative) O-~-dux '8 snaps 0
A

(deadfall); 8 traps 0 in deadfall': ?e~dux 'snap



.'

.h..L. ~)
~~;:=;~ deadfall~' ,L, qa. 3:duxinu. 'they trap us in dead= falls' 25.167A; with indeterminate 0, detransiti=

vized: ?i3:aduxinu. 'yhey were trapping (with dead=

falls)' 23.IA, qi? ?i3:eduxda.~ 'by where he was

trapping' 23.6A.

5a. With ya? 'completely, to state of rest':

ya? 3:e-dux 'S ceases undesirable behaviour, de=

sists, behaves': Rezanov HHHT~eTe~ 'nepecTaTb

aufh8ren ~~~~~~~' ya?. .3:edex (or opta=

tive ya? ?i3:idex) or, with expamded stem, -de. x

? , HaT~eTeXKe 'PesEoM munter, hei ter 1iI~~~~'

ya? ?e3:ede.~}h 'he (cust) quiets down obediently'

M (or possibly a reflexive, q.v.), ya? ?e3:edux

'don't do it~, settle down~, stop fooling around:,

behave~'L, ya? ?eledex 'behave~I S; transitive

ya? O-~-dux: Rezanov HPe~bTNX~~ InepecT~~

h8rte auf ~~~~~~~~~~' ya? se~dexl 'he (or

you) made him desist' or ya? si~dax~ 'I made him

desist~, ya? sildux~ II made him stop, behave' L,

ya? ?e1dux}h 'quiet him down:' L; reflexive: Re=

zanov HaT~eTexRe 'Pe3EofiI munter, heiter fI/IA.~~-~'

possibly ya? ?edlede.x~}h 'he (cust) quiets him=

self down obediently' M, or repetitive ya? ?ed1e=

dexg}h 'he (repeatedl~ quiets himself down, he keeps

trying to quiet himself down'. Rezanov rO~bTOX~M



/~\,t4~:;lJr_~_~ -
~-

'SBaJI':b rief "..~~' may possibly read [ya?J Ge};=
dux};:j.h; 'he's making him desist', but perhaps more

simply Ge};~x};~h, for which see ~-
c ; l~~~ "" ".

)~-~-,l~ ~li~~~~~~.~_..~ d-th~matic 'oral, noise'

ya? d-};e-dux 'S becomes silent, ceases talk, noise'

(cf. d-};e-Ga? and, much less polite, ya? dl-de-=

~wa): Rezanov ffTaT~eTHX':b 'llepecTaHb h8re auf~'

ya? da.};edex (or optative ya? da.};idex), ff~~e=

~,eX':b ~elliYMH IMxme nicht ~' same as preceding or with

expanded stem -de.x, as also ffTa~eTeX':b 'MO~~H

schweige~', ya? da°};edux 'be quiet' L, 11.IBOfnAL,

ya? da.};idux~h 'let him shut up~' L, Rezanov ffTa=

~eX~eTeX':b ~OMHpHCb vers8hne dich~' ya? da.le~};e=

dex, (or, with expanded stem -deo~ 'pl. be silent~'

(or optative ya? daole~};i-), seqeoGeyu. gew ya?

da.};ede.~ 'children would (cust) be quiet' 60.IA,

dixs~idux}; 'I shut up' LM.~ansitive (causative)
ya? O-d-};-dux 'S silences 0': ya? deGe};dux}h '

'make him shut up~' M; passive ya? xudis~idux};

'I've been silenced' L.

Z. With dit:a? '(stuck) behind something, im=

pede~\.. difficult~('anq d-thematicj'o~al, noise', re=
~(t Co' ~-~...A x ~ tt'-fCrS -' .c..~,. h.4;s; ,.~t\t-Jy)

petitive: Rezanov T@Taa~e~b 3T~eTeXR':b, with e~b
"-

crossed out and':b- written above, 'SaHKa Stotterer'

di~a?[~?J de};edexg 'he stutters, you stutter' (or



customary -de'~), di~a?~ dex~eduxg 'I stutter,

speak hesitantly' L.
:$. With d-thema~ 'oral, noise'(~) d-~e-dux

'S drowses off': deGex~edux~ 'I'm just about to

fall asleep', di?dah~ dixs~idux~ 'did I drowse
off~' L. ~1:.;~5+r~~-1 "A..c,.,...,. J" 1;'1... .{""-', Jc.' p,.A.~,.Jro

dux~ (noun, unclassifie6 'deadfall trap' LA, wea=.
sel trap' L {~~. ~. ~~~ '1. abv v~, wi th -~-instru=

*,k~hy",.mental suffixed to stem; 23.21,26, 27A, dux~?a?= /

luw 'big deadfall' L, aiyuhya? dux~ 'deadfall

for blackbear' L, lixahya? dux} 'deadfall for

brownbear'L,
BSdL 550. Types and uses of deadfalls are described

in BSdL 100-102.
., l -' .f; 1/ ) , (-l-.I (~

Y~'. a~) l,.,(CAX)S ~I -V'-A""f,'I, ° t"~'t
D.- s ~ I',""z. ICO7( Cf' "~; I; 1..P c,.7t :tI'& ""'f'~.{ t h"'e..

.f 1')0.. .,I~)C :1. I -c_.r--I; v<... r,,( (&)4. ~ V ~ J ';".,-.1... s

.;t1.Jf 1AIr.-(1 <.".~-t J), ~~-I \.w-;f,°&A °



deG

deG (cf. leG, with which des shares certain formal

and semantic peculiarities)

deG (preverb, attested with zero, and -~ finals,

and -compounded as 0 of o-?e?, with -~ final

and as 0 of o-da?, also perhaps compounded with

o-ya? or perhaps preceding preverb ya?, and in

combination with qe?-qeo- as qe.des) 1. 'up=

stream, upriver, up inlet, bay, in-, upland via

body of water': deG sah~}h 'he went upriver' M,

deG Geqeo~ih 'he's boating upstream' L, see also

68.l0A, lisyeq des gelio?ah, -la 1. (68.50A),

des lah (la-nal), deG ?iwe? 'swim upstream~'

M, with qe?-qeo- 'back, again': ?ioyaoGya?~

qe-deG sdi~ah~ 'they boated (as fleet) back up=

stream into Eyak Lake' 68. 36fnA, qe-des sdiqeh=

~inuo 'they boated back upstream' 68. 37fnA; with

-~ final: dese~ GaO~}h 'he's going (walking)

upriver' M; with -~ final, only compounded as

0 of o-?e?, dese?~ < deG-?e?-~ '(movement

within area) upstream, up inlet': 9.152, 60.63,

68.100A, deGe?~ ?iqe? 'boat upriver:' L, de=

Ge?~ geli-?ah 'tide's coming back in' L, de=

Ge?JS; Gao~ 'he's going upriver' LM, deGe?~ sah~

'he went upriver' L, with qe?-qeo-: dil{ deGe?~

qe? ?esdeJ$;ah~G 'they didn't boat (as fleet) back



upriver anymore' 68.18A.

2. Compounded as 0 of o-?e? 'in place of

0', compounded as 0 of o-da? 'arrival at 0',
~.'

deGida? < deG-?e?-da? 'full' ('to place at top'):

with zero final: 52.36L, Rezanov TaKHT~-a

'nO~&e~ voll', verb theme always d-?ya 2f.,

with -~ final: deGida?~ desa?ya.l 'it's get=

ting full' L, deGida?~ le~eAa.sa?ya.l 'it's

pretty full of berries' L.

3. Uncertain, probably compounded as 0 of

o-ya? 'into 0 with broad opening at top' (or per=

haps in combination with ya? 'vertically, to a

.state of rest') '(falling down) backwards (onto

back, chest up)': desya? (y~.?) disliqahsl}h

'he fell (down) backwards (landing chest up)' L,

in combination with ya? 'to a state of rest' and

ta?-d '(at rest) in the water': deGya? ta?d

?~ ya? (or desya? ta?d ya? ?~, ta?d de=

Gya? ?~h ya?) seleGl}h 'he pushed her down

backwards in the water' L.

o-des (postposition, with zero, -d, -~ finals,

and with -de~ final instead of compounded as 0

of o-?e? with -~ final, also in other compounds

as listed below) 'above (on higher plane, farther

upland than) 0' 1. with zero final (rare, referring



to rest, not motion, with active imperfective,

neuter perfective, and in some compounds: with

d-class-mark for 0: Rezanov AYTeTaKTa 'SaT=

KHYTb stopfen, zustopfen' read by M as ?ewde=

deG tah 'it belongs (is normally in position)
above it (d-class) , M, with reciprocal 0: ?i1deG

?io~ahG1 name of Basket Pattern 1. ('above-each-=

other pointed') BSdL 547 (illustration in BSdL 82),

in certain compounds: ?i1deGelao1tah 'sewing

bag' ('pouches above each other') LM, BSdL 542

('married woman'), BSdL 547, k'udeGeya?1, k'ude=

Gediya?1 'fish-drying rack' 24.23, 23A (see under

(y)a, see also -deGeo?, k'udeGede.?, -deGeleh

below; with -d final 'at rest': sideGd we~

?i°t'~h~h 'he lives above (storey above, upland

from) me' M, sideGd Gao1ih 'he's walking along

above me' M, ?ewde6d 'above it (e.g. on shelf

above)' L, ?ew ?u.d ya.de6d 'above that thing

over there'M, ?ahnuo ?udeGd y~.hinu. 'those

who live above (upland, upriver from) them' 68.

82A, lahde6d 'above, the village' 60.19A, 1~d=

de6d 'in (above) the smoke' 33.19, 36A, with

classified 0: giyahgeledeGd M,25.96A, giyah=

gvodeGd 'above the water' M, ?i~~.deGd 'above

the mountain' M, deqa.gdedeGd 'over the fire'



24.23A, ?ewdedeGd tah 'it belongs in position

above it' L (see first example above), with 1-=

anatomical: si.deGd, s~'deGd, siledeGd 'above

my head' L, with reciprocal 0: ?i}deGd yi}ihinu',
'one's above, upstream of the other' L, with in=

determinate 0: dedeGd setah} 'it's up above

(something); e.g. on deck' L; with -~ final:
sideGe~ qa? Geta? 'put it up above me:' L, with

-de~ final: q~'dedeGde~ '(motion in area) above

the fire' L.
2. Locationalized with ~e- 'area' as 0: )(

with zero final: 33.36A, perhaps in compound: ~e=

deGde}eyah 'fish-drying rack' L (~edeG de}eYah
'pl. (d-class) 0 are placed above' or < ~edeGd

leyah 'pl. 0 are placed above'), ~edeGeya?l

'fish-drying rack' L (see under (y)a), ~edeGeya?
"God' (Rezanov, see under ya?-eya?), see also 2.

and 3. below; with -d final 'at rest': ~edeGd

'yonder above, up high, upstairs, way upland, way

upriver' 10.32, 11.52A, 18.72L, 25.96, 21b.34,

50A, 23.157,159,33.14,45,51.22,60.61, 61A,
'up above on hill" L, 'above, in the interior of

Alaska' M, 'in heaven' 61.9, 9A, ~i.d ~edeGd

y}'hinu. 'those way up yonder inland, upland, up=
river' (Ahtenas) 68.81A, qahs ~edeGd 'clouds

,--- ; ,j,.."c"..w -,



are high' M, ?~.d ~edeGd 'up over here' L,

~edeGd da.~ qu?di.x~ah 'I'll make a fish-=

drying rack' ('I'll put pl. d-class a in contact

with something up above') L, ~e?~ ?u.d ~edeGd

da.~ ?i~iJl:'ih~ 'a box is hanging (tied to some=

thing up above) from the ceiling' L, ~edeGd da.~

dedefuwah3g 'plyboards for ceiling' L, ~edeGd

ca?~ 'upland species of blueberry' G (Harrington),

~edeGd ';i~u? ~i~e?q~ 'hang-up' (, (trees) hooked

through each other above') G (Harrington), ~edeGd

si~iya? 'God' ('my master above, in heaven') G

(Harrington, cf. ~edeGeya? above), ~edeGdelah=

Geyu. 'upper Copper River Ahtenas, interior Alaskan

Athapaskans' LM, ~edeGd kv.deGe~ah~ 'cocktail

glasses' ('their thickest parts are at the top')

L, with -d final compounded as 0 of o-~ahd

'from 0': ~i.d ~edeGde~ahd 'from up above (from

uphill, upland, interior)' 23.122,25.55, 68.2A,

with -de~ final: ?el ~edeGde~ fule~ ?i.=

t':i-h:i-h 'God' ('this chief on high') 70.2, 4A.

2b. As above, compounded with locative stem

-u.- 'there' (cf. 3b.): with -d final: Rezanov

XaTTaKYT~ 'B~ Bepxy aben' ~edeGu.d 'up there,

in upper position', ~edeGu.d ya. ?u~v.~eyah

'his upper teeth' L, with -~ final: ~edeGu.~



da.q Geta? 'put it (on something) up there~'

L, as 0 of o-l-~a.d 'on side of 0': ~ede=

Guol~aod (ya.) ?u~\l.leyah 'his upper teeth'

L, ~edeGu.3:~aod (ya.) ?udekuhd 'his upper

lip'L.

2c. As 2a., compounded as 0 of o-?e? 'in

place of 0', compounded as 0 of o-d-q 'on d-.

class 0', ~edeGida.q < ~e-deG-?e?-d-q, with

-d final 'at rest, nominalization': ~edeGida.qd

'upstairs, (in the) loft, ceiling' L, 2b.2L, 11.=

34, 34, 36,65.23, 58A, with -~ final: ~ede=

Gidaoqe~ 'to the loft' 65.l9A, with -~ahd final:

~edeGida.qe~ahd '(hanging) from the ceiling' 2a.=

3M.
3. With Ge-3:- (G-thematic,3:-classifier)

as 0, 'of a series' a. with -d final: Ge3:deGd

'in uppermost, highest, top position (of a series)'

L.
3b. As above, compounded with demonstrative

stem -uo- 'there' (cf. 2b.): with -d final:

GeldeGuod 'way on top there, at the highest level

there' M; with -~ final: GeldeGuo~ ?ew qa?

Geta.3:ih 'he's putting it up to the highest

level'M.

-deGeo? (kinship noun, non-ascending, probably



< o-deG-?e? 'in place above, upland from 0',

but conceivably < *o-deG-eya?, see Rezanov

forms, ya?-eya?; cf. -ca?kih '(woman's) older
sister' < -ca?-kih 'downhill, diminutive, af=

fectionate' and -;3-kih '(woman's) brother' <

'forward of 0, diminutive, affectionate') la.

'younger sibling' (i.e. man's or woman's younger
brother or younger sister', partly overlapping

with -;3-kih '(woman's) brother', -ed--kih

'(man's) sister'): 9.68,70,73,82,82,83,100,

100,101,102,102,102,23.36,37,46,29.4,7,

10,16,69,71,49.69,72,80,50.30,30,32,68.=
Ill, 111,112,112, 112A, Rezanov CHToKeH 'CecTpa

Schwester' perhaps to be read (archaic?) *side=

Geya?, Furuhjelm Setakheh 'younger brother;

younger sister', s'~aqa£ 'younger brother (man

speaking), younger sister (woman speaking)' BSdL

566A sideGe'? 'my younger brother, my younger

sister' (man or woman speaking) LMS, used also as

vocative; Minnie Stevens spoke of Mrs. Shepherd

as sideGe'? but addressed her as ?egiyah L,

}ila'? sideGe'? 'my younger brother' ('my male

younger sibling') L, qe?} sideGe'? 'my younger
sister' L, Rezanov CHTaKeHKa 'CBOHqeH~a Schwa=

gerin' sideGe'?qa? (or archaic? *sideGeya?qa?)



'my younger sister's husband', st~aqeiyayac
'older sister's son, older sister's daughter

(woman speaking)' BSdL 56?A sideGeo?yah~ 'my

younger sister's child' (or archaic? sideGeya?=

yah~, or perhaps sideGeo?ya? yah~, literally

'my younger sibling's doll'), sia~aqae 'wife's
younger sister' BSdL 56?A si?ehddeGe.? 'my

wife's younger sibling', sita~aqae 'husband's

younger brother' BSdL 56?A siqa?deGe.? 'my hus=

band's younger sibling' L, sitqaRaqaeyetsi 'hus=

band's father's younger brother' BSdL 568A siqa?=

deGe.?ci. 'my husband's younger brother's daughter'

(or perhaps *-deGeya?-) , with suffixed -~iyah

perhaps slightly pejorative or meaningless: St=

~aqaecia 'younger step-brother (man speaking?)'
BSdL 568A sideGe.?~iyah 'my younger sibling,

pejorative(?)', with suffixed -kih 'diminutive,

affectionate': -deGe.?kih 'little, kid brother,

sister' 9.13,14,19,20,23,24,34,82, 49.10A.

lb. With suffixed -G-yu. 'personal, plural',

-deGe.'}Geyu. 'younger siblings (collective)',

also, and perhaps more frequently 'siblings (col=
lective, both younger and older)': 18.41L, 34.6M,

42.19, 23L, ?0.8A; with reciprocal possessor (or I

perhaps 0 of postposition): ?ildeGe'?Geyu.



'brothers, sisters, brothers and sisters, sib=
lings (to each other)' L, 33.58,64, 49.IA (in

all these textual incidences, 'sisters').

2a. (noun, probably unclassified) 'after=

birth, placenta': k'udsGeo? 'an afterbirth' LMo

2b. (noun, probably unclassified), in KU=
sahddsGeo? 'spleen~, pancreas~' ('liver's younger

sibling'), see under sahdl.
-dsGsleh (perhaps < -dsG-) see dsGeleh KUds=

Gsc'e.? (conceivably -deG-) see c'eo?

I



deq

de q' (~~'~ )
O-lx-~-de~ '8 smashes 0' ~~~J_~__~~~~A~~"~-.'i .A ~~~~~~-

~~~.~: le~i.ide<i 'I:ash them (berries,
roe) into a mash:' L.

xe~le~ede<i (noun, l~d-class) 'snowball': xi~'le~ede<i
si~ le~edi'?a? 'give me a snowball:' L. Deverbal=

ized form of above, used adjectivally with xe~-xi~-=

xu~ 'snow'.
O-l~d-(~-)de<i '8 packs 0 (snow) into hard snowball'

(i-classifier apparently optional, with no effect
on meaning): xi~ le~ededeqth 'she makes snowballs'

18.56L, le~edi.deq, le~edi.~de<i, le~eda.de<i, le=
~eda.~de<i 'make a hard snowball:' L, xu~ dao le=

~edaode.~ 'we (cust) pack snow into hard snowballs'

L.

,



AtY:J

de~ (probably to be analyzed de-~, with d- inter=
~.ty ?~"..I -

rogatiYfe element as in de.l, du., cf. also ?we~~~ -
?le~, with postpositional final element -~ 'manner')

1\

~~~_!:~1 (interrogative numeral, probably always in
construction with -d interrogative enclitic, -~

indefinite numeral, see ~) 1. 'how many1, how

many, what(ever) number': with enclitic -ih--i-
not in construction with classified noun: 54.12fnG,

de~~id 'how many (bottles, dogs)?' M, de~~id

?e}qah ?i~a? 'how many cards do you have?' L,

de~~ih ~ewa.d ?i~a? 'how many dogs do you have1'

L, da~~id s}i~a?~ 'what time is it?' L, as 0 of

postpositions: de~~ida?dew ?isa}~a?~ 'what time
is it1' L, di~ ?u.la?x}ga"G de~~i(h)~a?d qe"?~h

qu?xdah/qu?xdeqeh 'I don't know what time I'll get

back home (on foot/by boat)' L, in construction

with classified nouns: da~~ da"d da"na" 'how

much money?' L, de~~ da. ~du.lih6d da?li.}~ah

'how many tables do you have1' L, de~~ le~a" la?=

mahdd ?i~a? 'how many berries do you have?' L,

de~~ guka.de?ew 'how many strands is that?' L,

de~~ a"na.d te61 da?li.~~ah 'how many hammers

do you have?' L, de~~ a"na"d qe~ah s1i?ah1 'how

many new moons?' L, with enclitic -nu. in con=

structions with nouns denoting humans; de~~u.d

seqe"6eyu" ?i~a? 'how many children do you have?'

1-



L, ?edu?yeGe~eqa?} de~~u.d¥h sesuh~ 'he's

counting on his fingers how many (people) he's

killed' 55.12L, di~ '?udeGeleh~ ?ew ?idele. G

de~~u.duw ?uye~a? qa?yah 'it didn't concern

them how many would perish for it' 28.110A.

2. Rhetorically interrogative, 'a(n indef=

inite) number, quite a few, (just) a few': de;~ih

?~hqe~ahddew ?ise?eh~ iyou've married from quite

a few places' 10.181A, de~i. de~~ih ?u'~ ?uleh

GeleGa?ya.l da.~d¥huw 'already a number of years

are passing for her there and' 25.40A, de~~ih

Gu.3ihduw 'a number of wolves' 25.122A, de~~ih(d)

Gesu?duhnu. 'quite a number of dryfish' 60.4A,

de~~id te?ya? ?i~a? da.~ 'how many fish you

have and, when you have a number of fish' 65.50A,

Furuhjelm Takhnakhah 'moon' perhaps to be read

de~~[ a. ]na. Ed] qe~ah 'a number'of moons, months',

de~~ a.na.d '(in) a few (months)' 70.3A, 'a num=

ber (of mountains)' 25.77A, de~~u. ?i?ehdGeyu.d

'your wives (are) quite a few' 10.179, 180A, de~~=

nu.d- 'a number (of people)' 25.53, 37b.23A,

'(just) a few (people)' 62.10, 67.12G, 68.74,69.=

2A, de~~u. ~ila.?eyu.duw 'a number of men'

25.130A; de~~da?~d 'what(ever) number of times,

a number of times, however often' 33.23A.

~-de~ (negative adverb, with ~- negative', some=



times ~ede~; see also ?ede~) 'cannot, in

vain, nohow' 4.l2M, lO.257A, l6.5M, 28.73A, 53.=

20L, ~de~ 'in vain, tried to but couldn't' L,

~dei xcu?dG 'I can't sleep' L, ~dei ye~

xdewe.~G 'I can't swim', ~de~ '?u.da? ?ex=

we.gG 'I can't swim to there' ('I keep trying

swimming thither to no avail') L, ~de~ gux=
CU.XG 'it can't thread it (needle)' L, ~de~

?ex}k¥.?dG 'I can't grab it' L, ~de~ lah

?edx1a?ya.~G 'I can't move' L, ~de~ ?uda?

?exle.g~G 'I (cust) can't reach it' L, ~dei

~eGi.ya.G da.~ 'if you can't eat it' L, ~de~~

yicu?d6 'can't you sleep?' L.

?e-de~ (probable analysis of ?ede~, q.v., per=
haps by back-formation from di~de~ < de-~-=

...J..~ w.;~ 1.,- t~~fJ7 P't.{iY:de~, above with de- ~)1 .



da.-;

da.~ (perhaps postposition o-~ 'in contact with, by
means of, against 0' with de- indeterminate 0, though

conceivably o-da.-~ with deleted 0, see o-da.- 1.

under da.3)

da'~ (preverb, with zero (-~?) final only) 1. '(move=

ment) across': ma.ya? da.~ '(movement crossing)
across the lake' M, da.~ s~idah% 'it (duck) swam

across' L, ?u.d~~ da.~ 6ewe'~}h 'he's swimming

'. across there' L, sili?de~ da.~ ~eAa.sa?yah~ 'he
: Ii'

ran across right behind me' L, ?awda.q da.~ sah%

'he went across on it' L, da.~ sah} 'he went

across (e.g. street, creek, ice)' L, see further
instances under O-~'i 'S ferries 0', -we' 8

swims', -qe '8 goes by boat', -a 'sg. 8 goes

on foot', with qe?-qe.- 'back, again': qe.da.~

?~h se~ih}}h 'ferried him back across' 53.25L,

qahAdeya? qe.da'~ xsdiqeh} 'I boated back across

in a bark vessel' 53.28L.
2. Meaning uncertain, perhaps o-~with in=

determinate 0: Col-lu?qa.) 02_~ da.-; ?i-?-d-le

'8 begs, pleads persistently with 02 (for 01), see

o-~ da.~ ?i-?-d-le under le-.
3. Meaning perhaps 'across' but probably more

clearly o-~ 'in contact with, against 0' with in=

determinate 0: da'~ o-~d-~a? '8 strikes 0 (match)',

see under 0-5a?, da.~ -ta '8 (skin) is ~



-

stretching-frame', see under ta, dao~ 0-1-yao?

'S stretches 0 (skins) on frame', ~edeGd dao~

qu?dioxlah 'I'll set up a fish rack' L ('I'll

set them (d-class) across (1), in contact with

indeterminate 0 (1) up above'); see these and
1 ~.further instances under o-~- ° under ~ -~



da?:'J:

da?:'J: (probably to be analyzed da?-:'J:, da?- to be

identified with one or more homophonous stems, withE
-~ final; cf. Athapaskan -de(n) 'times') ~,t ~~~~!~

o-da?:'J: (postposition, or adverbializing suffix)

'0 (number of) times (multiplicative)': with nu=

merals as 0: %}hGda?:'J: 'once' L, also frequent

in opening formula of texts, perhaps Anglicism:

2b.l, 5.1L, 8.1A, 13.1L, 15.1, 16.1M, 20.1A, 22.=

1, 27a.lL, 29.1A, 30.1,40.1, 41.1L, 43.1, 1M,

44.1, 45a.l, 10L, 49.1,55.1,56.1, 58.1L, 61.=

4aA, la?da?~ 'twice' L « la?d-da?:'J:), 27b.=

15, 38,45,50.20A, la?da?:'J: ?i.?ah 'two- (dou=

ble-)pronged fish-spear' L, BSdL 549, la?da?:'J:

?u?si%tah% 'I turned two pages' L, la?da?~ ~?=

se%tab1 'it (baby) took two steps' L, ~h%ga?=

da?:'J: 'thrice'L, qelahqa?gWa?da?:'J: 62.15G, qeF

lahqa?ga?da?:'J: 'four times' 19.16, 16L, 27b.38A,

~~.?da?~ 'five times' L, d~.da?:'J: 'six times' L,

qedic'} .da?:'J: 'seven times' 11. 88A , gu~de .da?~

'nine times' L, deGa.qda?~ 'ten times' L, also

in numerals for decades above twenty, o-da?~ de=

Ga.q 'o-ty' ('0 times ten'), see numerals ~h},

qelah, ~~~, C'}', Ga.; de~~da?~d 'whatever

number of times' 33.23A, ~~?da?~ 'many times'

L, 18.7L, ?we~da?~ deGa.q 'thus many times

ten'L.



du?JS:

du?JS: (probably to be analyzed d-u?~, see below and

?u?JS:)

dedu?JS:-didu?JS:-di?du?~ (adverb, probably < de-=

de-?u?~, postposition o-?u?JS: 'short of, less

than 0' with de-indeterminate 0 and proclitic

de- '~', phonological development slightly

irregular, perhaps influenced by di?dah < de-=

?i-dah 'safely, fairly') 'almost, nearly, prac=

tically' L, dedu?~ ta? xs~i?e5% 'I almost

jumped in the lake' M, dedu?; xuSdiSeh% 'I

almost got killed' M, didu?~ '/ahnu. seseh%}h

'they almost killed her' 52.2IL, dedu?; dexi?q

lisdi?ah% 'they've almost all died off' 69.2A,

Gu.~ihyu.deGelehga? dedu?; seli% 'had almost

become like wolves' minds' 25.137A, di?du~ di~

?u.da? ?exsweh%G 'I almost didn't get there

(swimming)' M.



f -

di'ya:JS:-

di'ya:JS:-diya:JS: (former variant more frequent than latter;

perhaps segmentable, e.g. da-(...)ya(-):JS:, but anal=
i. f;~J-L-~~~ysis and identification of elements entirely uncertain) 'b'~)'

di.Ya~-diYa:JS: (negative adverb) 'not ...yet', at=
tested once with active perfective verb: di.ya:JS:

?adaxsdakus~G 'I haven't washed myself yet (have=
n't finished)' L, otherwise always with verb in

inceptive perfective: 21b.ll, 24.46, 28.42,36.39,

61.22A, di'ya:JS: ?adGaxdakus~G 'I haven't washed

myself yet (haven't started)' L, di'ya:JS: y~.?
Gaxte'~G 'I'm not lying down yet' L, di.Ya~ J.CU?

daGadale'~G 'it's never been planed yet' L, di'=

yaJ.C qe? ?iGada?e.~Gth 'he's not getting remar=
ried yet' L, di'ya~ qaw ?awga? (?a?)Gada?~6

'it's not big enough yet' LM, di'ya~ ?awga?

(?a?)Gi'da~~6 'you're not big enough yet' LM,

diye~ ?awga? (?a?)Ga~da'sIG 'it's not heavy
enough yet' M, di 'ya~ r/awga? G a~ac'~' 6}h 'he's

not strong enough yet' M, diya:JS: ?aw daGa~a=

de.g~G~h 'he's not learning to understand it yet'

M, diya~ ?aw ?u?Ga~ade'g~Gih 'he's not learn=
ing how to do it yet' M, diya~ qadaGa}?ehd~G

'they aren't dry yet' M, diya~ y~.?~ ya~ Ga=

laGa?ya'~G 'tide hasn't started to ebb down yet'

L; with clause subordinated to da'~ 'and, when',

'not ...yet ...and', before...': 9.106,11.125,



23.136,24.78, 28.30A, 34.471, 57.2G, 61.1, 75A,
ya?~u. qa? qu?yiyah diye~ Gexst.zG da.~

'don't leave before I die (while I'm not yet

dead)' L; optional in clause subordinated to de=! 

wa. 'whereupon, while, as, when', 'not ...yet

...whereupon, before ...': 18.61, 34.l04L, ya?=

~u. qu?~i.yah di.ye~ y~.? Gi.da.zG dewa.

'don't eat before you sit down' L, ?e~xu~th di=

l,;;\ ye~ ?i~ ?iGezexut'zG dewa. 'shoot him before
,

'~"
\~'" he shoots you (while he has not yet shot at you)!'

~'" L, ?u~ ?ew ?ett?th (di.Ye~) Gekt.~zG dewa.

~ 'give it to him before he cries~' L, (di.ye~)
f
r., 

?ewlCah leGi.ta.zG dewa' 'before you forget it'
[~;, 

L, di .ye~ sahd~G dewa' 'before long' 24.24,
ji!c'~:': 6l.44A; with proclitic de- '~': dedi.ye~
'"c,~':; 

?ule~ ~?Ge~?~'zG 'nobody yet ever saw it' L,
r\4~'!'; 

dedi. yex ta? deGe~qahGzG da.~ 'before it~c .
t,,"~;. 

fell into the water' 6l.75A.



duhsk'

duhsk'

duhsk' (noun, J.Cd-class) 'fallen(?) riverbank' L. L

certain of authenticity of form, which exists

alOng80'~=~~~ ?uhs q.v., but not certain of exact
meaning, especially as distinguished from that of

?uhs: duhs~8da.qd k'iya? da. qa?qeh 'we'lll 
land at the riverbank' L.

J.Cdl-duhsk' (noun, J.Cd-class?): J.C8Aa.duhsk' 'fallen(?)
riverbank' L, difference in meaning from above, if)

any, obscure. ,.,I
J:{L- ~A.1_tl-f,~ It c...tb~ \1



duh~k'

duh~k'

duh~k' (noun, unclassified) 'snipe' LMAS, 'black

turnstone' M, 'teeterass' in local English ('tee=

tertail, spotted sandpiper') M, same bird as ya.
geleGahG Lj duh~~?ekih 'small snipe' ML.



demeJ.C?!

demeJ.C?! (variant of qemeJ.C?!~~ L certain of authenticity~)

demeJ.C?!} (noun, d-clas 'soft rotten spot or hole

in ice over body of water with -}-instrumental,
~~-

-~~~t:¥J demeJ.Cl!}da?luw 'large treacherous spot in

ice' L, demeJ.C~}de?e? qeGi"yaoG 'don't fall in

treacherous spot in ice~' (certain she has heard

this) Lo



deG3::e?eh

~f(.

deG3::e?eh (analysis uncertain, perhaps preverb deG

'upland' and active imperfective verb theme :r:e-?eh,

of unknown meaning, see ?e, or deG perhaps Tlingit

duG, d1:lGw 'cottonwood', Harrington from G: "Yakutat

[TlingitJ t6qW 'cottonwood' = C[ordova EyakJ ditto,

knows". and again "sa ys Cordova ta qw same as Yak II., o. ,
Li from A doqwh 'cottonwood'; see also ~e~s-~e~gs)

deG:r:e?eh (noun, perhaps d-class) 'kind of tree,

looks like cottonwood' A (identification with

cottonwood perhaps due to influence of Tlingit

duG, daGw, unknown to L), Harrington td'q:r:e'eh,

tcr.q:r:e'eh 'Douglas beach pine or birch'?' G, in

BAE ms. 4100: tithe [Yakutat TlingitJ name 3::'e:r:

[of 'Pinus contorta, shore pine'J is equated to

Lh. [TlingitJ ceexw [cf. Naish-Story ~e~w

'alder'J, said to be the name of the same or a

similar Pine known [at Yakutat] only as driftwood

and used for making lasts for shoe cobbling, the

wood of these lasts having a dirty or non-white

color. Lh. [TlingitJ ceexw isequated [by GJ

to Atch. [EyakJ taq:r:e'eh, and since Betula

papyrifera ['paper birch'] is known to grow way

up Copper River, the Atch. [Eyak] have a name

for the tree, which is taq:r:e'eh".

--



daGaleh

daGaleh (unanalyzable, originally segmentable, daG-leh,

de-saleh, or da-sa-leh, stem saleh or leh, per=

haps related to le(?)-li, le-(l)i-ni, or Ie, pre=
fix d-thematic or d-s-thematic, or perhaps postposi=

tional phrase o-daG 'above 0')

(-)daGaleh (noun, unclassified, morphological and

syntactic use and classification irregular and

vague, often lacking possessive prefix, and/or

used preverbially) 'mind, spirit, mood, fancy,

will, feelings, emotion, intellect, intelligence,

(good) sense, mentality' LM, 25.137, 139, 139,
70.8, lOA, Rezanov CHTaR~~e 'EMpHb Leben' si=

dsGsleh 'my mind' , ~TaR~eRYRoT~eX$ 'llOMHHMTb

behalten, sich erinnern' perhaps to be read ?ids=

saleh... 'your mind', ?idaGsleh ~u? ?u?ds6a=
}?a? 'make up your mind~' L, sida6aleh siya.

yi~a?d 'I'm sorry, I'm worried' ('my mind hurts')

L, Galushia Nelson itakal£' iya qa~at 'you'll

feel sorry' BSdL 284,558 ?idaGaleh ?iya. qa?=

~ahd, sidsGaleh siya. ~e.g}ga? ?i.~eh '(I

have so much to do) I'm confused, in a tizzy'

('my mind is like a tangle') L, sidaGaleh siya.

~~a.dah sa}i}~h 'he hurt my feelings' ('he

treated my feelings badly') L, Gu.~iyu.daGaleh

'wolves' minds ( m~ality )' 25.137A, da~¥hYU.=

-



! .~~.
O.~;, i"..,:;;. ,,/L-\'l

deGeleh 'people's minds (pe~fl:a::1:i-ty)' 25.139A, --

lila'?ga? ?udeGeleh ?ewa. selil}h 'her mind
became like a man's' 49.55, 57A, as 0 of o-xah(-~)

'(continuous) removal, loss of 0': ?udeGeleh=
xah~ GeleOl}h 'he's getting senile' M, as 0 of

o-yeq 'in 0' with -Ie'S pleases 0, captures

o's fancy, 0 likes S. ('S acts in o's mind') 100=

127,129,249,11.49,58, 100A, 34.70aM, 36.13,
68.34A, in indirect reflexive construction: de=

Gelehyeq ?exdeleo~ 'I (cust) please myself' L,

deGelehyeqe~ 6edele.~~h 'he's getting proud of,
pleased with himself' L, ?ude6elehyeq ?ew se=
~?1 'that pleased her' 34.98L (probably blend

with followin~, as 0 of o-ga? 'like 0', 'accord=

ing to o's will, pleasure': de.wahdd¥huw ?ide=

6elehga? ~e?~ ?~ Gelteol 'why did you let
him (was it according to your will that he) take

her out1' 23.146A, usually with -~e'--~', 's

pleases 0,0 likes S': 34.8M, 34.17, 21, 26,31,

34, 39L, 34.51, 61M, side6elehga? ?i.~eh 'it
pleases me' M, in indirect reflexive construction:

deGelehga? ?ew ?u~a? slilil}h 'he did it on

purpose' ('he acted upon it according to his own
mind') L, in other coDstructions, as 0 of o-yeq:

sideGelehyeq disliqah61 'goes through (fell



into) my mind' 70.l0A, si~ ?udeGelehyeqd ~=

setah%}h 'he's got something, a grudge against

me (that he's not saying)' ('something is in his

mind toward me') L, indirect reflexive: deGe=

lehyeqd ~xs%itah% 'I've got something on my

mind'L, ?ideGelehyeqd ~a? ya? ?idita. 're=

member' ('you should keep it in your mind') L

(incorrect, either possessive prefix or vocalized

classifier to be deleted), as 0 of o-~ 'with 0'

and ?i-d-le 'S (activity, phenomenon) occurs',

'S touches, affects, concerns, worries o('s mind)':

di~ ?udeGeleh~ ?ew ?ideleos 'it didn't concern,

worry them, th~didn't care' 28.ll0A, di~ de=

deod¥h ?udeGeleh~ ?ideleoG 'nothing concerned,

worried her' 49o3A, with subjunctive clause: 20.=

69fnA, usually with -deGeleh as S of -~e'-~

-~': qa. Geqa.g; ?udeGeleh ~h}h 'she has

a mind to, urge to bite us (humans)' 25.l38A,

c'idwe~ ?edede~eo~ ?udeGeleh ?ewao ?io~ihih

'his mind just dwelt on killing himself' 6l.3A,

?ideGeleh ?i y a. wex ?io~eh ?edGede~eox
., .,

de%i~, ?ideGeleh 'your mind is thus, on killing

yourself, all the time, your mind' 61.8A, with

o-?e? 'in place of (absent) 0': ?ew?e? side=

Geleh 'I have my mind on it, my mind dwells on



it' A, as 0 in construction a O-?-l-}-~a' '8

causes 0 to be a' with adjective as a, but often

irregular with -deGeleh in preverbial position,

following instead of preceding C: ~3u. ?ide=

Geleh ?u?la.yi1~ah 'that you may have a content

(happy) mind' 6l.llA, ~3U. ?ideGeleh ?iya-

?u?la.xi1~ah 'that I may make your mind content'

61 l8A ?i. ?ideGeleh ~~u. ?u?la. yi1xah., v .
'that you may have a content mind' 6l.llA, si=

deGeleh siya. ~Siyah ?u?li.1~ah 'I feel guil=

ty' ('it's making my mind bad') L, as S in con=

struction a -1e(?), '8 is, becomes C' with ad=

jective as C, but, as preceding, often irregular

with -deGeleh in preverbial position, following

instead of preceding C, and often with possessor

as independent 8 (or in apposition with possessive

prefix) rather than as grammatical possessor:

?udeGeleh ?ewa. ~Siyah qi.1eh l8.85L, ?ude=

Geleh ?ewa. ~Siyah yi1}hinu. 'they were feel=

ing sad, unhappy' ('their minds were bad') 29.38A

(regular), ~siyah ?udeGeleh Ge1e? da.~ 'when

she was in a bad mood' ('when bad was her mood'?)

25.l38A, 1i?q de~vhYU. ?udeGeleh ~~iyah

?e}e.~ 'all the people are (cust) unhappy' 62.=

22G (order regular, but either to be glossed



'everybody, their minds were unhappy' or 'every=

body was mentally bad', or corrected to 1iq

de~vhyu.deGeleh 'everybody's mind'), 1iq ?~.=

delahGeyu. ?udeGeleh ~e3u. ?e1e.~ 'all the

people here are (cust) happy' 62.21G (as preceding),

~iq de~vhYU. ~3U. ?udeGeleh ?e1e.~ 'every=

body is (cust) in a good mood' 64.IIG (as preceding,

but with order of -deGeleh if 8, and adjective

reversed), ~e3u. qa.deGeleh qa.?a. qe? ?i.=

li1e?wahd 'so that our spirits may be content

again' 70.5A, ?u.de~ ?a?d ?enahSekih sideGeleh

siya. qa?}e? 'then my spirit would be very con=

tent' 70.9A (order reversed), as a in a -le(?)

'8 is, becomes a, 8 is, becomes a-y': with ~-=

indefinite as 8, 'something is a, a exists', but

often lacking possessive prefix as in indirect

reflexive constructions above, and with personal

suffixes therefore lacking grammatical antecedent:

Rezanov TaR~eRoYT~ro ~MHOH klug' deGeleh

~.l}hinu. 'they're smart, smart people' L, de=

Geleh ~.I}h}h 'he's smart' ('his intelligence

exists') M (perhaps all to be corrected to ?ude=

Geleh) , ?udeGeleh ~.}}h}h 'a clever, smart

person' 63.IIG, ?udeGeleh ~.}eh cat's name

('it's smart') A, di~ ?udeGeleh ~a?}e.G 'she



isn't sensible, smart, is promiscuous' 49.2, 80A,

as 0 of o-~da.d 'without 0': ?udeGeleh;da.d

?a?xlhinu. 'promiscuous women (they who are with=
out sense)' L (with analogical negative verb-=

prefix), Rezanov TaK~exTaTeT~e 'pyPaK~ ,ATpa X

dumm, Narr' deGeleh~da.d yi}eh 'he's got no

sense, is stupid' M (lacking possessive prefix),

?ida?ya'le~ ?udeGeleh~da.d ~?}e'G 'she's too
senseless, wanton' 49.82A (~-indefinite, and

negative prefix and suffix of verb probably all

analogical), see also following.

deGeleh~da.d (noun, unclassified, deGeleh as 0
of o-~da.d 'without 0', nominalized) 'senseless=

ness, stupidity, wantonness, promiscuity': deGe=
le~da.dwahd 'for (out of) wantonness' 49.l0A.

~deGelehkih (noun, unclassified, ~-deGeleh-kih

'someone's mind, diminutive') 'small spider' L,

~deGelehkih ?~.~i?c'q y~.?~ ?edGeAa.Ge}ewa?}

'a spider is hanging down right over your head'
L (any small spider, especially that characteris=

tically hangs from a strand of web, a sign that

"someone's thinking about you", not to be harmed).

~deGeleh5u. ?~. place-name, of mythical creek

("happy mind river'), see ?~.l. ' -



deq'eda?

" -"~:" ,.,
r~T+{t ) .Jc;L -,1 -_./

deqeda? (~analyzable, ~~~B Q~ ~~--~,e:e '~';
-qe- cf. q, qe.dah, qah-qe...c,~a? cf. da?, X:

,-or perhaps deq-da?, or ~e-q'~;(-a?)
/

deqeda? (perhaps origina~iy postpositional phrase)
/ "", !

'old', attested o,iy~s attribute to ya. 'thing':
Rezanov ToxoTaM;f ~Tapoe alt (von Dingen) , de=

q'eda? ya. 'O!dj,/"'something old' L, deqeda? ya.
?e~ 'old boaP' L, deqeda? ya. yahd 'old house'

jIL.



deq'etaO%

w. :f.~~ I£cfi f"i"ft..l ,
< !r.d. .(1Hr,c4".00;..;.A

deq'etaO% (loan from Tlingit (Naish-Story) tuqa.ta}, jrl)'~J"';t')

Yakutat Tlingit (Sampson Harry) tugata% 'trousers~

deqetao} (noun, unclassified) 'pants, trousers'
LM, Galushia N'elson !eqetaot% 'trousers' BSdL

550, degetao} le.%guxah Gexli.% 'r'm removing
(loose) hairs from my pants' L, deq'eta.%luw 'big

pants' L, as 0 of o-lah 'around 0' with ~~d-=

anatomical '(lower) leg': deq'etaO%~~delah 'cuff,

lower end of pantleg' L; me5iduhgdeqetao} 'bloo=

mers' (, codfish-roe pants') L ("because they look

like codfish eggs" L).



de":]J:\lh

de~vh (unanalyzable, originally segmentable, perhaps

de-":]J:-\lh, de~-¥h' or de-~~h, de- perhaps de-=

classifier, or a-thematic, -vh perhaps third per=

son singular of weak enclitics; informants unable to

etymologize)

de":]J:vh (noun, unclassified) 'person, man, human

being' (male or female, as distinguished from

non-humans) L, 7.32,41,9.88,89,93,93,10.=

219,227,228,11.34, 39A, 19.22, 23L, 20.15,

78A, 21a.16L, 23.56, 73, 112, 115, 140, 24.27,

27, 36,57, 57, 58,84,90, 98, 101,25.85, 96A,

26.3,9,11,13, 27a.1L, 28.27, 29.9, 44, 50A,

30.1L, 33.1A, 34.46, 37a.1L, 36.5, 37b.l, 17,

27,31,31,55,79, 81A, 41.1, llL, 50.1, 51.35,

36,36,38,55,55,63, 93A, 53.22, 55.1, 58.1L,

63.1, IlG, 68.104, 104A, Rezanov Taror~ 'CTapKR~

alter Mann, Greis', Yrangell Toroo~ 'Mann',

G 1 h. N 1 D ' , n D " n D " n, D " n
a us l.a Joe son ",-e~o , :;.a~o, ::a~o , =e~o

'human being (ordinary person)' BSdL 286,542,

552,556,559, as head of various nominal con=

structions (frequent also in text): ?u~ ?i}lah

qe?xdelihih de~vh 'my friend' ('person who I

love each other with him') L, ~a?~ ~lahG

de~~h 'Kodiak Eskimo' ('person who is an island-=

dweller') L, ~a?ni~} de~ 'funny person,



i

person who makes me laugh' L, }ila.?de~

'male person' 34.84L, as pl. 'people' (rare):

13.14, 2la.8L, 24.84A, with pejorative force

'the fellow, guy, character': ?i}~i?~ di~

de~vh ?edewi?}ga? ?i.lih~hG 'my goodness the

guy sure isn't in any hurry~' L, ?i.yah ~i?~=

dug de~vh ?a?d 3a.qga? ?ilu? qa? Ii? di=

digu31 'my goodness the fellow sure is tight-=

mouthed like a (hooked) bullhead~' 72.161,
gehsdah ?~h de~vh 'that poor fellow~' L, with

force of indefinite pronoun, in negative con=

structions, 'anybody, a soul': di~ de~vh ~a?=

le.G 'there wasn't a soul' (animal or human)

25.73A, di~ de~vh qi?G 'place where there

wasn't anybody' 61.l09A, di~ de~vh~a? ge?
?esdedahlG}h 'he, she's not living with anybody

anymore (maritally separated)' L, di~ de~vh~

ge? ?iqe?le?~hG}h '(he's so uppity) he won't

look at anybody anymore' L, with suffixed ad=

jectives: Rezanov TaroMYlliM~ 'M~HHa Mann'

de~vh...~iyah, de~i~iyah 'old character, bad

person' L, 9.28A, de~vhi?lew 'huge person' 37b.=

5lA, de~i?luw 'big person' LM, 'great man,
, "

big man' A, de~vhi}sih 'rotten guy' L, 72. L, -;\

de~vhikih 'little (miniature) person' 37b.34A,

.", ,



with -kih 'diminutive' in optative construction:

de~vhkih~gah~ si?~.? Gi.ya. 'I wish some (kind)

person would come upon me' 10.218A, with -yequh-=

yu. 'young, offspring, pl.' (not normally of

humans): de~yequhyu. 'little people, dwarves,

homunculi' 7.22A, 37a.9L, 37b.27A, as C in con=

struction de~vh O-?-(l-)~-~a' '8 causes 0 to

be a person': 11.26, 30A, usually reflexive, '8

turns self into a person': 7.7,9.56,10.239,20.=

25, 33.21A, de~vh ?edu?~~i~a?~ 'he turned him=

self into a person' L, ~~iyah de~vh ?edu?=

leGe~e~ah da.~ 'if you behave badly (make your=

self be a bad person)' 51.18A, less literally:

?ew du.~ si~a? de~vh ?edu?~i~ah 'that cat

of mine makes itself at home (is greedy and bold)

with me' ('that cat makes itself a person with

me') L, as C in construction de~vh -~e(?) '8

is, becomes a person, anthropomorphic', literal=

ly: 18.16L, 20.79, 81A, 21a.31L, 23.56,83,113,

115, 24.37,25.199,49.108A, de?a. ?edle~ede.?d

de~vh sdi~e?l 'in his own eyes he has become a

person' L, de~vh qe? sdi~e?~}h 'he turned

back into a person' L, in more or less figurative

meanings: de~vh qe? sdi~e?l}h 'she (having

been cut up) turned back into a (whole living)



person' 38.l2ML, 'S is born': dj..yeJ.C deJ$:vh

Gexze?zG 'I wasn't born yet' 57.2G, deJ.Cvh se=

ze?z 'you were born' M, 'S lives, conducts self,

behaves a certain way, is a certain kind of per=

son (morally)': ?a.weyu. deJ.Cvh yiz~hinu.,

?a.weyu. deJ.Cvh qi.z~hinu. 'they're bad people'

('they're a person barbarically') L, de~e.dvh

de~vh yizeh, de~e.yu.d¥h de~vh yizeh 'what=
ever kind of person she is (morally)' L, s:%a?=

dah de~yh yiz~h~h 'he's a wonderful person'

('he's a person beautifully') L, ~Sa.dah de~vh

yiz~h}h 'he's a bad person (a person badly)' 9.=

28, 49.9A, ~3u.dah o-~ de~~ -:%e(?) 'S is nice

(to 0)' 25.29,49.5,7, 5l.84A, guGga? (qa.~a?)

de~\lh yiz}h}h 'he's treacherous, a doublecrosser,

liar (with us)' L, siga? deJ.CVh Geze? 'be like

me:' L, ta.3 ?u?e?d de~vh ~.zehyu. qe?ew

'those are the things one used to live on in

olden days' 25.209A, te?ya?e?d de~vh xizeh

'I subsist on fish' L, ?ed~?lizigahwa.z~ qew

de~h ~.:%eh 'one behaves accordingly as one

knows oneself, by knowing oneself' ("you should

know what you're talking about") 50.63A, qe?z=

Geyu.~}hda.d de~vh yiz}h}h 'he stays away from

women' L, sahd~ de~ xileh 'I've been aroundII



(been a person) a long time, I'm old' L, sahd~

de~vh yi1}h}h 'an old person' 51.12,12, 18A,

~i. sahd~ de~Vh yi1}hinu. 'those who have al=

ready lived long' 51.74A, di~ sahd~ de~

?es1e?1G}h 'she didn't live long' 20.90A, in=

stances ambiguously literal or f1.gurative, of

anthropomorphi~ed S: sahd~ we~ de~Vh yi=

1}h}h 'he (anthropomorphized whalehead) was a, 

person (lived?) thus for a long time' 29.26A,I

te?ya?yu. ~i.d ~elahsd de~vhyu. yi1eh 'the

salmon live (are people?) yonder out to sea'

21a.18L, ?ida. de~~h yi1e. 'how they (salmon)

live, what kind of people they are' 21b.23A, in

nominal construction: ~i. sahd~ de~vh 'an old

person' ('already long a person') 60.24A, with

-yu. 'plural', 'people, humans' (as distinguished

from non-humans): Rezanov Tororo 'Aro~M) Hapo~~

Menschen, Leute, Volk', Furuhjelm. Tahuiu 'Indians,

people', Galushia i~elson ~e~5niyU or Re~3n'iyU

'people' BSdL 542 de~vhYU. 'people, any kind of

humans' L, 2a.20, 25, 30, 35, 36M, 5.10L, 7.1, 19,

9.38,48,49,84,104,106,107,10.20,38,49,

178,228,11.18,25,28,29,29,32,55,55, 55A,

13.6,11,12, 13L, 15.20M, 18.42L, 23.92, 92, 95,

96,110,110,132,132,151,24.55,67,67,79,

-



83,94,97,98,25.30,74,83,121,134,134,

158,158,181,28.74,48,86,93,94,97,99,
130,33.73, 36.45A, 37a.2, 3, 5L, 37b.17A, 41.2,
6, 44.2L, 49.72,51.7,33,35,37, 84A, 53.30L,

57.30G, 61.14, 15A, 62.9, 19, 22, 25, 64.11G,

65.34A, 67.11G, 68.1, 1, 2, 22, 85A, loosely,
of land-otters: 30.2, 3, 6L, 33.15, 2lA, of other

more or less anthropomorphized non-humans: 10.=

231,29.48, 58A, in various constructions, 'people,

humans': di~ de~vhyuoG 'not people, not humans'

18.84, 3l.l3L, de~?ya.~ (?uga?) de~\lhyu. 'real
people (like him)' 33.40, 52A, (de-)o-ga? de=

~\lhYUo 'people (just) like 0': 25.159,160,162,
181,195,196,28.134,137,33.40, 50A, de~= .

yu.~iya? 'chief' ('people's master') L, de~\lh=

yu.deGeleh 'people's, human mind' 25.l39A, de=

~\lhyu.delih(yu.) 'people's, human bones' 28.85,

85A, de~~hyu.~}hda.d sedah~~h 'menstruant'
('she who stays in a different place from people')

L, ~e~oniyu Geyat1 'menstruating woman (1),
menstrual hut' BSdL 542 de~\lhyuo~ah ?io?yah1

'menstruant' ('she's away from people') L, de~h=

yu.ya? 'that which belongs to humans' 9.86,119,

140,159,160,162, 10.186A, with suffixed adjec=
ti ves: de~~hyu. ~iyah '" some't people' (sarcastic,



pejorative) M, J.Celahsd deJ.C\lhYU. '"outside"

(overseas) people' L, ?~.dedeJ.C\lhYU. 'proper

decent people' ('here-people') L, ?~.dedeJ.Cvhyu.

di~ weJ.C deJ.Cvh ?a?1e.G 'people here aren't

like that' L, ?a?d deJ.Cvhyu. 'real (not fake)

people' ('very much people') L, ?a.weyu. deJ.Cvh=

YU' 'barbarians, boors' ('barbarically people')

L, deJ.Cvhga? ~.1~a?g 'draw a man:' L, deJ.CVh=

ga? ?ie1ida.? L, deJ.CVhyu.ga? ?ie1ida.? 'small

owl species' ('has face like people's') LM, de=

~vhyuega? ?ie1ilah 'hawk species' ('has face

like people's') M, 'small owl species' (same as

preceding) L, 'Eyaks' (as distinguished from all
other groups, or sometimes perhaps 'Indians,

natives' as distinguished from other races, fre=

quently of uncertain interpretation): 53.1L, 54.2G,

58.1L, 68e64, 126 (and passim?)A, 60.75, 61A,

deJ.Cvhyuega? ci?d-le 'S speaks Eyak (speaks like
Eyaks) , 69.3,6, lOA, deJ.C\lhyu.ga? we~ deGelee?

'say it in Eyak:' ('say thus like Eyaks:')L, de=

J.C¥hyuede?e? ~xcih, deJ.C¥hyuedie?q ~xcih 'I'm

singing an Eyak song (singing in native vocal

style)' L, deJ.C\lhyue de1?ah 'old fashioned native

grease-lamp' L (see under ?a), as head of com=

pound with noun referring to animals or other

--



objects, perhaps poor usage, roughly equivalent
to -welah(-yu') 'spirits(s)', of mythical beings:

Galushia Nelson ltsta~aidn or ltsta~ei3n 'tree-=
man' BSdL 544 lisdedeiVh, l\sta~axdn'iyU 'Tree-=

people' BSdL 30B, 544 lisdede~VhYU. 'tree-=

people' 37b.54A, d}h6de~hyu. 'alder-people'

34.1, 1M, Gedegi1~e?de~¥hyu. 'brass-people' 34.=

771, kv'1da?c'de~vh 'stump-person' 10.259A, ca'=

Aa'de~vh 10.220,221,229,237, 23BA, ca'de~vh
'stone-man' 10.23lA, sahxde~vh 'cockle-person'

10.231, 245A, sahxde~vhyu. 'cockle-people' 10.=

231, 23lA, ~eleGde~vh 'butterclam-person' 10.=

246A, ~leGde~vhyu. 'butterclam-people' 10. 23lA ,

~edi~e.?de~¥hyu. 'red-tip clam-people' 10.231,
23lA, qe?1?ed~e1e?ahde~vhYU. 'female horseclam-=

people' 10.247A, c~.yde~h 'mussel-person'lO.=

247A, c}.yde~¥hyu. 'mussels-people' 10.247A,

~i.da.deGde~¥h 'razor-clam-person' 10.24B, 249A,
Galushia Nelson mankttRtt1iaRai&n'iyu BSdL 304,

manktt~\t1iya~~5n'iyu 'around-the-lake people
(dwarfs)' BSdL 544 ma.gude~elahde~¥hyu..



dewa.guh

\I\; ...\ ~ S p~l +tt-
dewa.guh (loan from Tlingit, Yakutat (Sampson Harry!)

da.wagu 'snuff (e.g. "Copenhagen")', ultimately of

European (probably not Russian) origin, perhaps through

Chinook Jargon)

dewa.guh (noun, unclassified) 'snuff, ground mouth-=
tobacco' LAS (obsolescent, only older Eyaks used

this word LA), Wrangell TaBaKY 'Tabak', per=

haps also in Rezanov RYTaKeT~ 'Ta6aKepKa Tabaks=

dose' perhaps to be read [dewao]guhda?ke.d 'snuff=

box', corresponding Tlingit entry ToKYTaKeT~ per=
haps to be read daw[a;]gu daked, see da?ke.d-dao =

keodo



deldu.deh

deldu.deh (loan from Ahtena dtldudt 'squirrel', not

used in Yakutat Tlingit, Sampson Harry)

deldu.deh (noun, unclassified) 'squirrel' LMA,
same animal as ce~~ L, deldu.dehta.? name

of Eyak man S, same name as ce~~eta.? L.



deni.gih

deni.gih (loan from Ahtena d\nig\ 'moose', not used

in Yakutat Tlingit, Sampson Harry)

deni.gih (noun, unclassified) 'moose' LA, 27b.2,

26A.



diot}h-d}ot}h

diot}h-d}ot}h (unanalyzable, to be segmented dio-t}h if
of Eyak origin, variant d}O- more frequent than dio-,

but nasalization probably due to assimilation, conceiv=

ably neuter imperfective of verb theme d-tih with

d-thematic, unidentifiable stem -t}h, informants un=
able to etymologize)

diot}h~d}.t}h (noun, unclassified) 'sea-parrot,
sea-pigeon' i.eo 'tufted puffin (Lunda cirrhata,
Fratercula corniculata) , and/or '(pigeon1) guille=

mot (Cepphus columbia)' and/or '(rhinoceros?) auk=

let (Cerorhinca monocerata)': Rezanov TMHT~

'HnaTRa, nT~a' (not in Radlov, corresponding

Tlingi t entry XE,mR':EI), TeHTem 'TOIIOPOR':EI, IIT~ai

(not in Radlov, corresponding Tlingit entry XeR':EI,
'""'

Naish-Sto~$Y ~ig 'puffin or rhinoceros auklet'), --

diot}h L, d}.t}h 'sea parrot, sea pigeon' LA

(same bird as Tlingit Eta.wan A, see Krause

ssavon 'guillemot, Ge~phus').



digu6-dige6

diguG-digeG (loan from Chugach Eskimo tekeq 'index

finger, thimble', not used by Yakutat Tlingit, Sampson

Harry)
yidiguG-yidigeG (noun, unclassified, with y-ana=

tomical 'hand') 1. 'thimble' LM, Rezanov HTTHKaK~

'HanepcToK~ Fingerhut' yidigeG, yidiguGluw 'big
thimble'LM.

2. 'bogeyman' LM, 39.3, 4L.

.



de.qi.dGa.s

de.qi.dGa.G (M de.qi.%sa.s, later rejected by LA;

loan from Yakutat Tlingit deqidGaG 'jaeger' Sampson ~y)

de.qi.dGa.G (noun, unclassified) '(parasitic)
jaeger (Stercorarius parasiticus) , LS, deoqi.%=

Ga.G 'jaeger' LM (later rejected by LA).

!



deegeed

,'- "-C: ,
deegeed (loan from Tlingit ,leqWed', name of Tlingit

clan or sib of Eagle moiety from Yakutat northwestward)

deeqeedyue, attested only with _yue 'plural',

name of Tlingit clan or sib of Eyak moiety extended

to the Eyak L, or (noun, unclassified) 'member
of the deeqe.d clan'L.



da"mah

t5L-~~ "
""6"

da"mah (loan from Russian Aaua, locally in 18th-19th

century perhaps 'checkers' or 'king (at checkers)',
to Eyak perhaps directly, or more likely through un=

identified intermediate sO~9~~,~ perhapp Yakutat Tlingi t
v, :7 $I (.,,1) t~" ~"., w~

dama 'checkers'S (but see Kelly da-w&' 'checker'),

rather than Chugach Eskimo taamaq 'king (at checkers)')

da"mah (noun, probably unclassified) 'king (at

checkers)' L, da"mah se~e?~ 'it (checker) be=
came king' L.



da.na.

da.na. (loan from Tlingit dana 'silver, coin, money',

borrowed also in daonao~uowuo and weGdaona-, ul=

timately from English 'dollar' probably through Chinook

Jargon)
da.na. (noun, d-class) 1. 'silver' M, Old Man Dude

Bana citl 'silver spoon ("money spoon")' BSdL

546 da.na.~il (construction either Eyak or in=

tact borrowing from Tlingit dana ~&l 'silver

spoon')-
2a. 'coin': ?ew daona. si~ dio?a? 'give

me that coin:' L.

2b. 'silver dollar, dollar-bill, dollar

(value)': ?ew da.na- si~ dio?a? 'give me that
dollar (single coin or bill):' L, ~}hG da- da.=

na- 'one dollar' S, de~~ da. da.na- 'how

much money~' ('how many dollars?') L.

2c. 'money' M, 62.8fn, 23G, ~~hGih ta-wsen,
?a.gWa? daona. 'one thousand, that much money'

64.5G, deoga?d daona? ?i~a? M, de-ga?d da.=
na. da?lio~~ah 'how much money do you have~' L,

da-naode~? LM, ~de~? daona. 'lots of money'

L, daona-deg ?iye~a? disi~ahl 'I lent you money

too'M, daonao ?i~ we~ dixi~~eh 'I owe you

money'LM, siqa? da.na- deGe~?a? 'put some
money in with me on it:' L, ~de~? da-nao



dese%~a?%~h 'he inherited lots of money' L,
?ew da-na- qa? diSi~~ah~ 'I dug the money

up'L, da-na- si~a? Gedewe?qx 'my money is

running out' L, da-na-de~a? xiSah 'I'm stingy
with money' L, da-na-de?e-~ xu?dio~qe?d~}h

'he's asking me for money' L, daona-delu?qa-

si~ da-~ ?i?deleo~ 'he (cust) begs me for

money' L, daona-da-~ ?e~dah l}hinu- 'they're
playing with money' L, daona-~da-d xi~eh 'I'm

without money, broke' M-

da.na.de~tah (noun, unclassified) 'coin-purse,

purse, pocketbook' L ('money-, coin-container',

see -%-tah 3- under tah)-



da.na.~u.wu.

da.na.~u'wu. (loan from Tlingit dana ~uwu 'half-=

dollar', see da.na., ~u.wu', gud~u'wu.)

da.na'Su'wu' (noun, d-class) 'half-dollar, fifty

cents' L, da'na'~u'wu' si~ di'?a? 'give me a

half-dollar:' L.



da"tke ed-da eke ed

da?keod-daokeed (daekeod A, later rejected by L, loan

from Tlingit daked 'container', see also silkeod;

in modern Eyak attested only in compound, which however

is probably completely analyzable from a modern Eyak

point of view, and occurring perhaps also in Rezanov

as possessed noun or in another compound)

-da?keod--daokeod (noun, unclassified) 'container,

bottle': naowdaeke-d A (later rejected by L),

naowda?keod 'whiskey-bottle' LM, ~~? na-w=

da?ke-d 'many whiskey-bottles' L, naowda?keed=

luw 'big whiskey-bottle' L, na-wda?keedguhdgkih

'tiny whiskey-bottle' L, ?u~ ?idio3i3g naew=
da?keod 'narrow-necked whiskey-bottle' L, Rezanov

KYTaKeT~ 'Ta6aKepKa Tabaksdose' perhaps to be

read ~da?keed 'container of something', cor=

responding Tlingit entry ToKYTaKeT~ (see de=
wa°guh), which suggests that the Eyak might also

be interpreted [dewa-]guhda?keod, 'tobacco-=

box' -

--- -



du.xlideh-du.lxideh

du.x}ideh-du.}xideh (Rezanov implies du.}xideh, prob=
ably earlier form of which du.x}ideh is a reshaping

under the influence of O-}e-de'; for du.}- cf.
Tl ingi t dU1 ' ( sandhill) crane', -xideh 0 f unknown

(~T{,~T1 ~..f",Io.i.{i)
origin,~ whole form perhaps loan from Tlingi t)

du.x}ideh (noun, unclassified) '(lesser) sandhill

crane (Grus canadensis canadensis)' LM, Rezanov

TyJI~XeTe 'rJIYUHT~, llTHII;a' (not in Radlov, 'ful=

mar', corresponding Tlingit entry TyJI~) to be

read du.}xideh.

~""" I



du.~

du.~ (loan from Tlingit du~ 'cat', ultimately of

European origin, 'puss', through Chinook Jargon)
du.~ (noun, unclassified) 'cat' LMA, 36.3A, ~}h=

Gih du.S 'one cat' L, ?ew ~ewa. du.~ seqah~

'the dog bit a cat' M ?ew du.S ?u.d sixa?, .
de~vh ?edu?~i~ah 'that cat of mine there sure
makes itself at home with me (is greedy, acts

like a person)' L.

du.Sema. woman's name L, name of Nellie (7)

Thomas (same as Tlingit duS~a, 'cat's mother')

A.



tie

tie (perhaps related to tah; always preceding 1-=

mark (-1---:-), which may account for umlauting of

-a- to -i-)

tiol--t}O--tion- (class-mark, subposition C, always
in combination with I-mark; sometimes tio- with

loss of nasalization, especially in forms from L;

tiole- always before prefixes beginning with

vowel or G, otherwise tio!e- freelyalter=
nating with t}O_) referring generally to flat

thin flexible natural objects such as broad leaves,

feathers, skins, pelts, certain garments original=
ly of soft leather (but not stiff leather, or

cloth); nouns of tiel-class include ((g)-l)~ahl

'leaf, (plume) feather', -tah 'skin, pelt',

5~O~ 'skunk-cabbage(-leaf)', -sid 'fish-skin',

ca?~ 'mitt, glove', kuhsl 'breechclout, apron',

tiolekih~ 'rhubarb plant', tio~iyah 'seaweed

species', ?}Olxewah, ?}Oxtewah 'red ribbon sea=

weed'; with this class of nouns, moreover, classi=

ficatory verb stem -ta is more strongly favored

over -?a than with any other class of classified

nouns; in verb-themes: tiol-ta less frequently
tiol-?a 'ti °l-class S is, gets in position', 0-=

tiol-(:t-)ta less frequently O-tiol-(:t-)?a 'S

positions tiel-class 0', ?i1-lah O-tiol-~~ 'S



bundles tiol-class 0 together', o-ya?~ ye~

O-tiol-cuox 'S dips 0 (leaf, feather) down into

0', tiol-c'~o~ 'S (skin) becomes tanned' O-(tiol-)=

3:-c'~oG--C'~o~ 'S tans 0 (skin)', O-tiol-s:i-h~ 'S

scrapes 0 (skin)', O-tiol-gi3: 'S causes 0 (fish-=

skin) to shrivel by roasting', O-tiol-gis 'S

roasts 0 (fish-skin)', ya? O-(tiol-)3:-we°3: 'S

slices 0 (skin) into thongs', O-tiol-ye~-g 'S

softens 0 (skin) by rubbing', ti-I-Ie 'something

happens to tiol-class S' 4806, IlL, di~ ?ewyahd

t:i-°sde?ah3:G 'it (skin) wasn't wrested from them'

28.105L, tiol-de-a' 'ti.l-class S is of certain

size', O-tiol-3:-(y)a 'S handles pl. tiol-class

0', in one theme partly thematized: ?ed O-tiol-

de-?e 'S puts, wears 0 (originally tiol-class)

over shoulders as cape'; with adjectives -tio=

le?a.w, -tiolefu?, -ti°.lekih, -tio?nuw, -tio=

le~iyah, -t}Osiyah, epithet used as noun: ti.=

siyah 'seaweed species'; in postpositional phrases:

?ew ~3:~ah3:tioledaod y~o? Geta? 'set it down

near that feather:' L, ~ah3:ti.na?~ 'with a leaf,

feather' L, 3:vodiyahstahtiona?~ 'with a rat-=

skin' L, ~tahtiona?~ ?e3:dah l}hinuO 'they're

playing with a skin' L, ~ah3:tiona?q 'on a leaf,

feather' L, 3:¥odiyahstahtiole~a? 'concerning



a rat-skin' 28.l36A, ~¥odiyahstahti.le~a.g 'for

the sake of a rat-skin' L, ?utahti.leyeg qa?

sah~ 'went out of its skin' (dog turning human)

49.96A, ~ah~tione~ 'toward a leaf, feather' L,
~tahtiolelah 'around a pelt' L, ~tahtioleye~d'

Ii 'under a pelt' L, ?ew ~tahtiolelu?qao 'to get

the pelt' 28.ll0A, Ge~eci~tahtione~ 'by means of

land-otter pelts' 33.74A; with numerals: ~h1ga?

tiona. Ge~eci~tah ?~~ t}Ose1ah~}h 'he gave

her three land-otter skins' 33.84A, ~ey}oy tiona.

'a different one (skin)' L; with nouns: ~tiole=

ges ca?~ 'one of a pair of mitts' L, tiolekih~

'rhubarb'; in combination with thematic marks:

with O-~-a '8 eats 0': ~ah1 ~etioley}h}h 'he's

eating leaves' M (to be corrected to ~etiOl}h}h),

~etiolah 'it's eating it (seaweed species)' L,
?ew ~ah1 xetiolioye. 'eat those leaves~' L,

with d-?ya '8 accumulates': yega tiokio?yah1

'they (skins) are piled up' L, deGida? ti.kio?=

yah~ 'it's full of them (skins)' L, with O-dl-=
~-?e '8 hides 0': ?ew ~tah tiokaoGe~?e?

'hide that skin~' L.



t~h

t~h
(kinship noun, ascending)

-t}h 'uncle (father's brother)': vocative: ?et~h1\

'uncle (father's brother)~' LG, Anna Nelson atin

'father's older brother (either sex speaking)',

atincia 'father's younger brother (either sex

speaking' (?et}h~iyah) BSdL 565, t~h~iyah 'un=
cle (father's brother)~' (= ?et}h, rejects ?e=

t~h~iyah and (?e)t~h~ah) L; Rezanov CHTTe
'~H~H Onkel' sit~h 'my uncle (father's brother)'

LA (M called Lis uncle this L, presumably because

his name, ~elahye~?ao~, was the same as M's fa=

ther Scar Stevens' (non-potlatch) name), Anna Nel=

son settnseqaeq 'father's older brother's son

(either sex speaking)' (sit}hseqeoG), setinsi

'father's older brother's daughter' (sit}hcio)

BSdL 566, Wrangell MT-TeHb 'vetter' (may be

read either ?it}h 'your uncle' or ?i~~h 'your

(man's) sister's child')o

I. c , ,"". ,/ J, ,( ",!~ "" /(r (,/t,p 1ft., ~" c""",,-, 1;I../1,,~ 1 I" 0'



te

te
IS-te 1. 'sg. animate S lies, is prone, in bed' (see
J\

tu?~ for pl. a): (1) Active perfective, used with

force of neuter: 32.11, 50.28A, 55.12, 20L, 61.5A,

63.2,3,5G, Rezanov CETe~bTY 'CnaA~ ich(~)
schlief' seteh1duh 'he's in bed indeed~', ?u.d

seteh} 'he, it is lying there (awake or asleep)'

LM, siteh} 'I'm lying down (at rest)' M, seteh}

seteh} 'it's prone (e.g. pup)' L, you're lying

down' M, ?ahnu.qa?~ seteh}}h 'he's lying between

them'L, sili?d setehl}h 'he's lying on wall
side of me (in bed between me and wall)' M, }e?~=

ya?d seteh} 'it's lying in a box (e.g. pup)'Li.

irransitive (causative): reflexive: ?edxs}iteh}
'I'm lying (for a short rest)' M. (2) Neuter per=

fective, usually with o-q 'on 0': ?u.d da.g
?i.teh}}h 'he's lying there on something (surface)'

L. (3) Active imperfective, used in customary or

ethical sense (see also nominalizations): xu' qi?

xteh 'place where I (ordinaril~ lie' L, di~ ?u.d
,

seqe. c'ekih tehG 'i t' s not there that the child

(ordinarily) sleeps' L. (4) With ya? 'completely,
to state of rest', used mainly with subjunctives,

optatives, inceptive imperfective, and active (but
not other) imperative, 'sg. animate S gets into

prone position, goes to bed; maintains prone posi=



tion, stays in bed': 21b.52, 29.12, 13, 50.4, 61.90A,
Rezanov RaTTe 'CnH schlafen (Imperat.) , ya? ?e=

te., MaTTe '~OZMCb legen, sich (Imperat.) , ya?

?ete. 'lie down~' LM, 'take a rest:' (in daytime,

to a person standing or lying) 1'1, 'stay lying~' L,

MTaH-Te 'nO~OZMCb legen, hinlegen' ?idah ya? ?e=

te. 'lie down nicely, lie still nicely~', YTe-aTe
'nO~OZM legen, hinlegen (Imperat.) , ?u.d ya? ?e=

te. 'lie there:', de?u.d ya? ?ete. 'stay lying

right there:' M, Ge~qa?~ ya? ?eteo 'lie in be=
tween~' L, ~i~ ~e~ dewa?dga? ya? ?i.teo~ 'go

(cust) to bed early every night:' L, de?u.d ya?

?iot}h}h nuh qah 'alright let him stay lying right

where he is for all I care!' L, ya? ?exteo~ ?ixleh
~

'I want to lie down'~' ~ransitive (causative). see
-~I\

also O-~-te: ya? ?e~teo make him lie down:' L;

reflexive: ya? ?edqu?x~eteh 'I'll lay me down for
/a while (to rest)' Lo. (5) With y~.? 'down', 'sg.

animate S moves into prone position, lies down, goes

to bed', modes and aspects freely used, but impera=

tive always inceptive: 18.30, 31, 31L, 21b.55, 25.=

107,110,115, 27b. 34fn, 29.17,49.132,51.77,93,

93, 96A, 55.6L, 61.23.91, 93A, y~.? Gete? 'lie
down~, go to bed (at night)~' LM, silah3 (silahsd

L) y~o? Gete? 'lie down, sleep on outside (not

wall-) side of me~' L, sili?~ y~o? Gete? 'lie
\\ ,,' l. -" oj!" ' tt ~ ~ ' j ,t l..' ~r~' Ii ,!Dr"~ ~" h'",-,-,-,-, i'I n., '" .,,' " I 'A.,,~.-r ...fI...~ . ) IXf,,- 'I"'":i~ "", IJ.-.(.. '...,
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down on wall side of me~' M, siqesd y~o? Gete?

lie down with your head toward my feet~' L, y~o?

siteh1 'I lay down' M, y~.?~ Gexte.~ 'I'm ly=

ing down (moving into "prone position)' LM, di.ye~

y~.? Gexteo~G 'I'm not lying down yet' L, y~o?

qu?xteh 'I'll lie down' LM, di~ y~o? qu?xtehG \}

(or -te.G) 'I won't lie down' L, y~.? ?exteo~ '\

'I (cust) lie down' M, Yl;l.? Gexteo~ ?ixleh 'I Ii

want to lie down' L, di~ Y~O? ?a?xteh~G 'I ~
c~,~

won't be lying down' (neuter perfective negative)

M, y~o? ?iot~hih, y~.? Giotih}h 'let him lie

down, let him go to bed' L, Yl;l°? ?iote.~:j.h, Y~.?

Gioteo~~h 'let him (cust) go to bed' L, Y~.? qe?

qu'?xdeteh 'I'll lie down agmn' M, y~.? xsditeh1

I lay down again' M, repetitive: ~i~ ~e~ de=

wa?dga? Y~.? Geteog~ 'go (cust) to bed early

every night~' L; transitive (causative) '(see also

O-~-te): yl;l°? ?iqe?x~teh 'I'll make you lie down'

M, Yl;l°? Ge~te? 'make him lie down~~ L, repeti=

tive: Yl;l.?~ x}te.g 'I keep making it (e.g. dog)

lie down' L; reflexive: y~o? ?edx~iteh~ 'I'm

lying on bed (not in it)' (neuter perfective) M;

passive: Y~O? xusditeh~ 'I was put to bed (sick)'

L. (6) With yaonahd 'flat down, covering some

surface': 20.33, 34, 36, 38, 38,42, 27b.34fn, 28.=

24A.l 

-~ -



2. 'sg. animate S moves while in prone posi=

tion', modes and aspects freely used: ~eye?u.~

?ete? 'move over (while in lying position, away

from speaker):' L, ~eye?u.~ qu?xteh 'I'll move
'\..over (while lying, f)irther away)' L. -

3. With ye~-progressive, 'sg. animate S
lies about' (no distinction between interrupted

and uninterrupted prone position): ye~ xdete.~

'I'm lying around' M, ye~ qu?xdeteh 'I'll lie

around' M, ye~ ?ideteO~}h 'he (cust) lies around' M.

?isteol (gerundive) 'act of lying, being prone':

?iste.l xuGe~ga?~ 'I'm getting tired of lying'

('lying is tiring me') L.

?uq ?iste?~ (noun, unclassified) 'thing to lie on,
sleeping-p~e' L, ?uq ?iste?~we~ 'wide sleeping-= --

place'~. Gerundive with -~-instrumental and o-q
'on 0'.

ye~ ?uteo~ (ye~-progressive gerundive, but ?u-
prefix not explained) 'act of lying about': ye~

?ute.~~a? KU?qu?~etuhg 'it (e.g. dog) will get
lazy from lying around' Lo

qi? teh ~oun, unclassified) '(animal's) lying-place':

qi? teh ?u~a? 'its lying-place, where it (ordi=

narily lies down' L. Nominalized active imperfective.

?uq ~teh (noun, unclassified) 'bed, sleeping-place,

lying-place' ('one, something lies on it') L. Nomi=



--r

nalized active imperfective.

?uyeqd ~teh (noun, unclassified) 'sleeping-bag'

('one lies in it') L. Nominalized active imperfec=

tive.
?uya? ~teh (noun, unclassified) 'sleeping-bag'

('one lies in it (0 with opening at top)') L.

Nominalized active imperfective.

}-te 'sg. or pl. animate S lies dead or comatose',

attested mainly in active perfective and in nomi=

nalized active and neuter imperfectives: ?u.d

se}teh} 'he (dead or drunken man, dead dog) is

lying there' M, 'it~ they lie(s) there (e.g. dead

dog or human, sg. or pl.)' L, la?dnu. ?u.d se}=

teh} 'two corpses or drunks are lying there' L;

transitive: passive: y~'? xus}iteh} 'I was put

to bed(dru~' L (cf. passive of causati~e transi=

ti ve of -te 1.(5) and of O-}-te) .--

ta?}teh (noun, unclassified) 'dead spawned-out fish
(any species)' L: ta?}teh yeq ?i}idux} 'dead

fish floats at shore' L. Nominalized active imper=

fective, with ta? 'in the water'.

qe?yi}teh (noun, unclassified) 'whale' LS, 'Kayak

Island' (place-name) LS (for which see also Text 12.):

5.2,3,7, IlL, 10.3, 7, 7, 7, 21, 21, 21, 22, 34,42,

46,11.153,154,154,157,161,164,167,169,171,
'I

~"; 188, 190A, 12.3, 5, 21G, 20.85, 86, 88, 95A, qe?=
,..;t



yi~te' (rare variant) 11.162A, Rezanov RM3~~T3
~MT~ Walfisch', qe?yi~tehle~ede.?~ 'in the

whale's eye' 10.25,11.177, 183A, qe?yi~tehce?

whalemeat' 10.40, 55A, Rezanov RM3~~Te~e
'RMToBMHa Walfisch-Fleisch', qe?yi~tehluw 'big

whale' 10.184,11.173,185,20.99,100, 29.22A,

qe?yi}tehleqah 'whalehead' 12.13G, 29.35A, ?a?d
~?luw qe?yi~teh 'very big whale' 28.76A, Reza=
nov KeM~~Te~~axamxo 'YCH KMTOBHe Walfisch-Bar=

ten, Fischbein' qe?yi~tehleG~'sCdeJ~? 'whale-=

whiskers' (literally, not 'baleen', for which see

}~.?). Nominalized neuter imperfective of ~-te,
with umlauted qa? 'up, out'; "it lies right there

by shore, not rolling like a seal" L, which is un=

doubtedly the way Eyaks normally saw whales.

I-de-te 'sg. or pl. S is full (of food), eats fill':

14.2L, ?ewqe~ da. qu?ledete' 'we'll eat our
fill on it' 11.183A, Rezanov IOxcHTe.M~~ CHT~ satt',

probably ?}'xwsCdJiteh} 'I've eaten my fill, I'm

full', ?}'xsditeh} (nasalization usually omitted),
lixsditeh3: 'I'm full, satisfied' L, q~'sditeh}

(nasalization usually omitted), qelisditeh} 'they're
full (of food)' L, leGexdete'~ 'I'm getting full'

L, qu?lexdeteh 'I'll eat my fill' L, qi? la.xdi=
teh~ ~qu ?~i' xah 'I'll eat till I'm full' L~, ~an=

sitive (causative): ??h~ le~ili.~teh} 'is he kee=

-



--

ping you pl. satisfied with enough food?' (neuter

perfective) L; passive; xulisditeh1 'I've been

made to eat my fill' L.

0-1-te 'S positions, moves, handles, carries sg.

animate (live or dead) 0', partly equivalent to

the transitive (causative) of -te (and of 1-=

te, but here applying only to sg. 0), but here

not necessarily implying that the 0 is prone while

being handled (for pl. 0 see 0-1-(y)a 'S posi=

tions (etc.) pl. 0 (animate or inanimate)'); 9.49,

10.105,23.82, 28.74A, ~?x1te.~~ ?ixleh 'do I
want that I should be carrying (off) something?'

(rhetorically, hungry Raven, in song) 72.39fnL,

Gex1teo1 'I'm carrying it (e.g. dog)' M, qu?x1=

teh 'I'll carry it (e.g. dog)' LM, ?i1te? 'car=

ry it (e.g. dog)~' M, 'handle it (eog. pup) ~ I L,
\,y'

'put it in position~' M; lith ye~-progressive:
/

ye~ x1ete.~ 'I'm carrying it around (e.g. dog)'

M, ye~ ?e1ete. 'carry it around~' LM, ye~ qu?=

x1eteh 'I'll carry it around' M, ye~ Gex1eteo1
\.,.i

'I'm carrying it around (all day)' L)' With ya?

'completely, to state of rest', ya? 0-1-te 'S
~ 1..111.)

positions, sets, leaves sg. animate 0':A25.150A, -

deda.d ya? ?e1teo 'set it (animal) anyplace~'

L, ?u.d ya? ?e1te.hih 'set him there~' (rare

non-umlauted form) L, yenao?d ya? ?e1te. 'set



\;'oJ

it down on the floor, ground!' L} 1ith y~.? 'down',

'S sets sg. animate 0 down': 21a.J..7j. 14L, 21b.27,
.A28,50, 51A, 47b.20M, 47c.8L, Rezanov EHaT~Te ---

A
'HaK~oHMc~ bucken, sich (Imperat.) , y~.? ?e~te. "

7.?rI'" d "
'set it down~!, flXo eHaT~~Te 'He HaK~OHHCg bucke

dich nicht~' *ya?~. y~.? ?e~te. (in modern

Cordova Eyak, however, the prohibitive ya?~. here

requires the inceptive imperfective: ya?~u' y~.?

qu?yi~teh 'don't set it down', ya?~u. y~.? ?e~=

tee meaning 'don't~, set it down~'), ?u.d y~.?

si~teh~ 'I laid it (e.g. dog, dead or alive) down

there' M, ?~.d~e~ seqe.dekih ?i~a? y~.? ?i.~=

te.~ 'is it here that you (cust) bed your child?'
iY'!:.i'~'~ (j"'ii"'i,lif!!,t£';, A,:; """~";"'1 1'",,- ,~,. ~-t(""i;,;' :",*,
~, ~ith o-c! 'to 0', '0-C' O-~-te 'S brings, gives -

..

sg. animate 0 to 0': 8.5, 9, 9.13, 14, 19,20,23,

24,34,82,82,83,100,101,101,121,135,135,
10.75, 77A, 18.75L, 23.87, 90, 24.5,13 (passive),
14 (passive), 32.18 (passive)A, 34c.71M (in many of

these cases'S gives 0 to 0 as wife'), ~i.~ qe?

qu?x~teh 'I'll carry it back there' M, ~~ si~=

teh~~h 'I gave him away' ('I gave him to someone')

L, qahSuh si~ qi?yi~teh 'will you give it (e.g.

cat) to me finally?' L, ?u.~ qe? si~teb1 'I took
,.)

it back there' L; ~ith o-da? 'over to (explicitly

arriving at) 0': 21b.45, 47A, 47b.l1M, 47c.23L, 61.=

82 (passive)A, ?u'da? qe? 6e~te? 'carry it (e.g.



dog) back there:' L, ~i.da? qe? si1teh1 'I

carried it back yonder' L, ?u.da? qu?x1teh 'I'll

carry it over there' L. With ?edi~ 'in(doors)':
(passive)

9.55, 81A, 21a.12L, 21b.48A. With Ii? 'deeplyA ~""ft ~~
in cavity': 28:i, )( (indirect reflexives), 112

w
(passive), 49.38A, ~ith ~ye~a? 'sending' ('on
the forearms of someone'), (o-~) ~ye~a? 0-1-=

te 'S sends sg. animate 0 (away) (to 0)': ?}.3i?~

~ye~a? si1teh1}h 'I sent him "outside'! (to Seattle)'

L, ~ye~a? xuse1teh1 'he sent me away' L, ?i~
vJ

~ye~a? qu?x1t}h}h 'I'll send him to you' L) ,~ith
qaedyaeg 'into slavery(?)': qaedyaeg si~teh1}h
'I got rid of him, gave him away. (e.g. to another

tribe)' L, KUdi?lahG xi1eh dae~ qa.dya.g ?iqe?=
x~teh 'if I were a chief I'd sell you into slavery'

'-'
(apparently a very strong expression) L J' ,With qe?

'back, again', qe? 0-1-te 'S finds, recovers sg.
animate 0': 10.38 (hortatory inceptive subjunctive),

24.92,93 (passives), 61.84, 85 (passives)A, qe?
si1teh1 'I found it (e.g. pup)' L, qe? qu?x1teh

'I'll find it (dead thing on beach)' L, ?u.d qe?
w

si1teh3: 'I found it there' M,~ ;lith ya en~'i;'fl., ~~~=!

low surface', yaenu? 0-1-te 'S inters 0': Reza= -
"'"

nov ff~DTe3~D (final ~~ largely illegible)
'MorM~a Grab' yaenu? se1teh1 'he (or you) buried

it (animal)', yaenu? se1tehl}h 'he buried him' L;

-



""
fith qa? 'up, out', qa? 0-3:-te 'S lifts sg.,ani=

mate 0 up (out of something)': 9.48 (passive), 28.=
'...

IlIA; ,Vi th various other preverbs and P~S;~OSi tions: .."..

16.6M, 21b.34, 46,23.146, 37b.30, 60A, 37.8, 12 ML, 'Q,~f"""

47b.20M,53.24L, li?J.C qid Ge3:t:j-?:j.h 'move him
(child) back from edge~' L, ?ew seqe.dekih ?u'~

delu? Ge}te? 'put that child back in there (through

an aperture)~' L, ?u.d J.Ca.?d }teh 'he puts him

outside there' (active imperfective used in customary
Ior ethical sense) L; jndirect reflexive, with ?ed=

deyeJ.C 'under one's d- ('oral, noise') self', ?e~

'completely by, past': ?eddeyeJ.C ?e~ xs}iteh}:j.h
;" f'I really let loose and bawled him out bad' L; ;Pas=

sive: text occurrences listed above, ~~ s}iteh}

'it (e.g. pup) was given away' ('to someone') L; L

makes a distinction between the passive of 3:-te

(O-}e-te) and that of -te (O-de-te) in the case

of ?~.da? xus}itehl 'I was brought here (dead

drunk)' and ?~.da? xusditeh} 'I was brought here
( sick) f .

qi? ya.nu? ~Gedeteh 'grave'L, Galushia Nelson

qEiyannu GaqaRetE' 'grave ("in-ground place-for-=

dead")' BSdL 546. Nominalized passive, -6e- not

identified (in~ive subjunctive?): 'place where

someone is buried'.

qe?teh, woman's name L, A's father's daughter Margaret

A. Deverbalized form, with qe?, 'find' (1).



-

te?

te?

-1-te1 (noun, unclassified) '(stick-like) handle', --

with class-mark of noun with which it is compounded:

leGedeqa?lAa.~te? 'stone-axe handle' L, teG~?ele=

~te? 'hammer-handle'L.

g-G-~-te? (or -G-~-te? 1) (noun, unclassified)

'(stick-like) handle': guGe~te? 'handle (of axe,

hammer, etc., but not of pot etc.)' LM, guGe~te?

?u.de~ qa? ?i.?ah 'some kind of handle sticks

out there' L, ?uGelte? 'its handle (of axe, sho=

vel, etc.)' L; in the light of this last form, the

gu- might perhaps be reread ~- 'indefinite pos=

sessor', though this has been carefully checked, or

at least be historically interpreted th~~_~ ty; ,Jh;(J~..' ~~ ;J"\."~j

-G- be historically interpreted in a similar way, A ~
I

0\<J.the whole form may be seen as anverb-theme with o-q
"-

'on 0', 'S ...on 0'.

-~d-~~te? (noun, ~d-class) 'rod': Galushia Nelson

ttsa. xeDEt~t~' or tesa. etc., Old Man Dude.-
~sesa ~a~Et~~ 'mast' BSdL 550, c'isa. ~edelte?

'mast' ('sail-rod') A, disa.~edelte? si~ ~edi.=

ta? (or -?a?) 'give me a mast:' L, c.isa.~ede~=

te?ya? 3u?~ 'boom' ('mast's crosspiece') A (L

rejects), disa.~ede~te? ~eAa.tah 'boom'L;

~a?ql~edelte? 'fishing-rod' (~a?q~ 'small fish=

hook') L, ~a?q~~ede~te? si~ ~edi.ta? 'give me

a fishing-rod:' L.

£t lvl..?[ ~

c



te?2

te?2 (perhaps to be identified with ta?), see te?wa?}
2under wa?}.



ta

I r1 I rj':1 I--1. -.I.S r-t..-l"",re.~ n ~~"1 ;, p~ .~,..
ta (an extremely productive and frequently occurring stem,

~

attested about 1,200 times in the Eyak corpus. It refers

to the positioning or movement, which occurs as a single
t(1ol\a-. . t t .. f . d f .even A J.n an unJ.n eres J.ng or unspecJ. J.e way, 0 a Sln=

gular inanimate object not in a container. (If the ob=

ject is plural ,,-:;themes with -l-(y)a or -l-ya.? are

used; if the event is repetitious, themes with -l-ya.?

are usually used; if the object is animate, or dead but

still regarded as a corpse rather than simply an inani=

mate object, themes with -(:t:-)te are used; if the event

occurs in a specified inte~ting way, e.g. by throwing,

kicking, falling, dragging, movement along the axis of

length of an elongated object, themes with stems appro=

priate for specifying such events are used; if the object

is in a container, themes with -:t:-?ya are used.) Both

ta and ?a may be considered "classificatory" stems which

refer to singular inanimate uncontained objects, thereby

constituting in Eyak a secondary noun-classificatory

system, a cross-classification with the primary system

in Eyak of noun-classification by class-marks. The cri=

teria for choice between ta and ?a have been rather

carefully explored with L. For unclassified, or entirely

unspecified hypothetical concrete objects, ,or.:abstrac=

tions, .ta is almos,t exel~si ve.ly. used (as in

translating 'give it to me~', or in 'he has something on

his mind'). About 100 classified nouns have been attested



from L with ta and/or ?a. Usage falls into seven

categories: I (9 examples) ta exclusively acceptable,

II (~ examples) ta " preferred to ?a, III

(1:2 examples) ta attested, but no comment obtained

on the acqpe~ability of ?a, IV (31 examples) ta and
.,_/

?a equally acceptable, V (21 examples) ?a attested,

but no comment obtained on the acceptability of ta,

VI (8 examples) ?a preferred to ta, VII (7 examples)

?a exclusively acceptable. It will be seen that the

number of examples in each of "the seven categories thus

ordered sugge~ts a -1:t~" symmetrical bell-curve.

Preferences or indifference have been interpreted from

explicit statements by L and/or wavering or contradic=

tory usages or statements. Exclusive correctness for ta

or ?a is interpreted only where L makes an explicit

statement to that effect. In many cases falling in cate=

gory III or V there is probably strong preference or

exclusive correctness for ta or ?a, but no certain

evaluations can be made. The examples were elicited in

two themes, 8 ?u.d setah1 (or se?ahz) '8 is (in

position) there' and 0 si~ with some imperative form

of O-(z-)ta (or O-(z-)?a) 'give me an O~'. The re=

suIts with the two themes were largely, though by no means

entirely, the same. The differences show no consistent

.pattern, which in itself is quite consistent with the

general pattern, that there is a large middle ground in



cross-classification of classified nouns by ta and ?a

in which L'S usage varies freely, with or without a pre=

ference for ta or ?a. There does appear also a par=

tial correlation between noun-classification by class and

by ta or ?a: the use of ta clearly predominates

with tiel-, g-, and ~d-class nouns, and predominates

slightly with d-class nouns; usage with l~d-, gd-,

qiod-, and qiodl-class nouns appears to be evenly mixed;

with 1-, dl-, and l~-class nouns the use of ?a pre=

dominates; three minor classes, qiodl-, ~dl-, and ~ol-,

are attested by one example with ?a used. aaa eBe et~ep,

B=4~ , ;i,~ a::t;:t;e~:t;eG b:," O~Q e~~~;1, e ,:,~;i, :t;a~o L seemed en=

tirely unaware of any correlation between the choice of

ta or ?a and the physical nature of the referents of

the classified nouns. It does nevertheless appear in an

examination of categories I through VII, both in general
,-

and in many of the individual noun-classes, that

there is a more or less progressive, though weak, change

in the predominant shape of the objects, from longish to

roundish. From a historical point of view it can probably

be considered clear that ta refers to longish objects

and ?a to roundish ° This is, however, by no means clear.
to Lo Moreover, in those cases where there is no clear

preference for either ta or ?a, and the classified

noun refers to an object of variable shape, the choice

of ta or ?a in no way, for L, seems to be related to

" , ""'"',"
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the shape of that object: thus e.g. ~id ?u.d dese=

tah} and ~id ?uod dese?ab1 both mean 'a piece of

ice is there', with no implication that in the case

of dese?ah} the piece of ice is any rounder than in

the case of desetahl; there is moreover no clear pre=

ference of ?a over ta even if the piece of ice is ,/
clearly round. Examples follow: <~.,

Unclassified nouns (I with very few exceptions)

I k¥°~da?c~ih 'little stump' la.6M, G~hdg
'spruce-needle' 11.118A, qeA 'pot', }e?~

'box', di~ 'plate, dish', sli?mahd} '(loaf

of) bread', dek}h 'stick', ku~xiod 'calico',
?u?~ 'driftwood' (declassified, either broken

up or of unusually complex shape), gahG 'sin=

ker (on net)', Gu?} 'blanket', sahxW 'cock=

Ie', S}o} 'shoe', Gesu? 'dry-salmon',

~ao~} 'crowbar', ?i~~ah 'round mixing-bowl',

gud 'dime', gud~u.wu. 'nickel'.
III GeGeG ' quoit' xe~a. 'adze' 0 wi} 'wedge', 0 ,

(varies between I-class and unclassified).
VI leGedeqa?l 'axe' (varies between I-class and

unclassified).
I') //- J '

)01 . f o d J L t"'Jass1. 1.e nouns ~J"'~ -/",,'(1'

I d-class: ~i~} 'arrow', ~gu.lfuQeG 'frying-pan';
IA

tiol-class: ~ltah} 'feat~er, leaf', ~tah

'skin (pelt)', ca?~ 'glove, ~sid 'fish-=



skin', kuhsl 'apron'; ~dl-class: leGes~l

'pole', ~a?ql~edelte? 'fishing-rod'-

II d-class: lis' spruce, tree' ,I J.<:ahdl 'sled,

car'; dl-class: gahGl 'needle'; ti.l-class:

5~-~ 'skunk cabbage'; I-class: J.<:uh1g1 'sho=

vel'; g-class: Ge.d 'spruceroot', la-~

'string', ~?~ 'tendon, sinew, vein, thread'-

III d-class: deGelewa?l 'door', ~e.yu? 'hem=

lock', ceA 'board', qahA 'bark' (varies with

unclass.fied); ti.l-class:~ah1 'feather, leaf';
J

I-class hJ.<:da-lelah 'water-bucket'; g-=

class: 5e leh 'net-eordl, ?idegedeleh

'yarn', I 'hair', ~d-class: la?g 'fire=

wood'.
""'c1a"Ss1fied

IV d-class: ye.~ 'wild celery'~ ?u?~ 'drift=

wood', ic' 'ice', 5~d 'snowshoe', six

's poon' ~le qah 'head' ca?l 'knife' c;., , , T

'mussel', ~ahG 'porcupine quill', gehgl
'fish-spe " ~gu~ah 'tail: (not of bird)',

~e?~G 's lmonberry-sprout'; dl-class: kihsl

'dipnet', we.g~g 'ulu', ct- 'branch'; ti.l-=

class: ?} lxewah 'ribbon-seaweed'; I-class:
kewes~l ' dIe', ~iyahd 'ihat', da-gl 'dip=

per, baile ; l~d-class: s~h 'fluff', fuhdl

'moss'; g- lass: sa? 'resin fiber'; gd-class:

~ih~ 'gras', ma. 'lake'; qi-d-class: ~=

Sdu-lihG 'table'

IlIIIioil Jf



~ah~ 'foot'; qiodl-class: duh 'tubular kelp';

~d-class: s}~ 'resin', }e.s~ 'log', ~i..
~ear-spear', da. ~edi3a?g 'match', c'isa. ~ede}=

te? 'mast'.

V d-class: la.xgao 'store', ~gu.nao 'schooner',
gahG 'pitch', ~de?uhdg 'egg', dide?} 'lamp',

da? 'alluvial mud', y~o? de?a?} '(finger-)=

ring', Ge?q'} thoop, bracelet'; dl-class:

Aa.}~e.~g 'quartz', guonecao 'gold nugget',
Gide~ 'copper nugget', 3ewe} 'net', Aa.~e=
?}Od 'button'; I-class: ~sa.w 'head';

l~-class: gahG 'bullet'; l~d-class: xi~
le~edeq 'snowball'; gl-class: maosAao 'but=

ter', dioya? '(chunk of) salt'; qiol-class:
~~ehx '(piece of) rope'; ~dl-class: ?uhs

'riverbank'o xuol-class. ~~l°}e yah 'tooth', r .
VI d-class: yahd 'house'; I-class: teG} 'ham=

mer', ~e?aoG 'basket', leGedeqa?} 'axe'

(varies with unclassified); l~-class: la?mahd

'berry', ~ug 'strawberry', y~.? 'pill',

?~o~ 'orange'.
VII dl-class: cao 'stone', tewi.s 'stone axe';

I-class: me~iduhg 'codfish roe (sac)', qema.

'salmon roe (sac)', ~q'e~ 'fat', ?}.di~o~
'black abalone', ?}.}xioSg 'red abalone'.

Like basic themes with ?a, basic themes with ta show



..

an irr~lar relationship between the intransitives and
.1\

transitives, in that the expected 1-classifier for the

transitive appears only in the active and neuter per=

fectives. For this reason, and because of the great

length of the entries here, the basic intransitive and

transitive themes will be listed separately. Derivative

themes appear to fall into two groups, those transitives

which (ov1ntransitives, the transitives of which) follow

this irregular pattern, and those transitives which (or

intransitives, the transitives of which) have 1- or ze=

ro-classifier throughout ~ --=\
-ta 1. 'sg. unclassified inanimate S (not in contain= ~

er) is in position, lies, remains': (1) Active per= ~
CI

fective, used with force of neuter, -la.6M, 11.118A,
attested with a very large variety of locatives; ?u.d ~

setahl 'it's lying there' LM (examples of S attes=

ted with this form are given in the introduction to 1;

this article), di?le~ ?~.d setahl 'E'S still here' ~

L, ?u.d yina.?d setahl 'it's on the floor there'

L, ?ewq setah1 'it's on it~, similarly with ?ew=
A;

ya?d 'in it (0 with open1ng at top)~, ?ewye~d 'un=
I\:

der it~ ?ewlahsd 'in front of it~ ?ewda.d 'near

it~, ?~.d si~a?d 'here in my pocket~ siyeda.d
A;

'right by my hand~ deda?d 'on top of the pile~

?ew~a.~d 'under cover of it, concealed in it~, qu?q

'over the fire~, qu?qd 'in the fire~, sic}.?d

,__,,_"""",,;,,



'downhill below me~, sisa?d 'in my mouth~, si=
." ,..

le~a?d 'right by my head~ ~li?d, ~li?~ 'be=
hind something ~ ms:1-hd, ~s:j.hJ$: I 'hidden behind
somethin g ~ ?ienae?d ?ienae?~d 'u p on a hill1\' , ':i ,

steep place~ Ge}leGd 'hindmost (of a series)~,
Ge}lahsd 'foremost (of a series)~ Ge~qa?d 'in

between~, ?ie~a"nae~d 'up on a mountain~, lu?dA ':i A

'in a hole~, ~ele?u"d 'way inside (cavity, closed

space)~, ~eye?u"d 'way over there (in open space);L,
II.

?ewya?d yinae?d 'way down at the bottom of it (0
with opening at top)~, ya"nu?d 'underground, un=

J\

derwater~, siye~eeqd 'in my hand (palm)' L, ?ew=
l'

yeqd 'in it (0 with opening not at top)' L, si~

?udeGelehyeqd ~setah} 'there is something on his
mind against me (which he's not telling me about)'

L, ?ewdedeGd 'above it', dedeGd 'above some=

thing'L, sida?d 'right in frodJof me' L, ?u"d ~
L

de~ela't~ 'hanging on something there "\' ?u"d ~e=

ya?d 'in that depression, body of water there' L,

?ued y~e?d 'down there' L, deye~d 'under some=

thing'L, yeqd 'on shore' L, dieqd 'in something

(with opening not at top)' L, ~eleGd 'above, up=
stairs' L, caeAa"le~~"?d 'opposite a stone' L,

?ued Ge}i?d, ?ued Ge}u?d 'way in behind' L, li?=

sda"d 'right against the wall' L; with qe? 'back,

again': ?ewya?d qe? sditah} 'it's back in it (0



~)

..;,. c c,,
.~

with opening at top)' L; in the negative: di~

?uya?d ~stahlG 'there's nothing in it' L, di~

de?u.de~ya.kih qi? ?estahlG 'there's nothing

(left) there' 7.42, lO.50A, di~ Ide?u.de~ya.kih
, I

qa.~a? ?estahlG 'we've nothing left' 11.32A. ~

(2) Neuter perfective, perhaps preferred with o-q
often

'on 0', used with preverbs and postpositionsAlack=

ing -d 'state of rest' present with the active

perfective, and indicating a static state which is

more explicitly resultative of some previous event

than is the case with the active perfective: ?ew=

de~a?q ?i.tahl 'it's (perched) on the corner (edge

of box)' L, ciAdela?d ?i.tahl 'it's hanging on a

board'L, Gella?d ?i.tahl 'it's at the top of the

pile' L, de~ela?d ?i.tah~, de~ala?q ?i.tah~

'it's impaled on something' L, ?u.d ya.nahd ?i.=

tah~ 'it's down there (lying flat, covering some

surface)' L, ?ew ~du.lihGda.q ?i.tah~ da.~edi5a?g

?i?! qu?xtah 'I'll give you that matchbook which is

on the table' L, ?u.d da.q ?i.tah~ 'it's up there

(on some surface)' L, ?ewye~ ?i.tah1 'it's under

it'L, ?ewya? ?i.tah~ 'it's in it (0 with opening

at top)' L (cf. ?ewye~d setah1 and ?ewya?d se=

tah1). (3) Active imperfective, hsed in customary

or ethical sense: Rezanov AYTeTaKTa '3aTRHYT~

stopfen, zustopfen', perhaps ?ewdedeG tah 'it be=



i

longs in position above it' M, ?~.d tah qe?ew

'there's where it belongs, that's its place' L,

?~"d~el di~a?g ?i~a? tah 'does your book be=

long here?' L, di~ ?u"d tahG 'that's not its

right place' L, ?ewya?d tah 'it's (or~pa~ily., ..r;.t),~ '~/f
in it (0 with opening at top' L.(,,~7~;;;~~:;:; (:",:.;I'b.t'fA,

2. With class-marks, 'sg. classified S (not

in container) is in position, lies, remains', eli?

cited fm>m L in the active perfective in the form

3 ?u"d M-setah} 'a S is, lies there': examples

of S are listed in the introduction to this article;

the verbal forms themselves with the class-marks

are desetah} (d-), Aa"setah} (dl-), ?}.setah%

or lesetah} (1-), t}"setah} or ti.lesetah}

(ti"l-), le~edesetah} (l~d-), gusetah} (g-),
gudesetah% or gedesetah} (gd-) , qi.desetah}

(qi"d-), qi"Aa.setah} (qi"dl-) , ~edesetah% (~d-).
qu?ta?} <noun, d-class) 'floor' LM, Rezanov KOO~bTa~b

'llo~~ Fussboden' qu?..ta?}, first ~b inexplic=

able, see also next entry; qu?ta?}de?a.gd 'mid-=

floor'M, qu?ta?}da?luw 'big floor' L. Nominali=

zation with -}-instrumental and qu?, probably
, fire' "

~.ta?} (noun, d-class) 'floor' L. Nominalized neuter

perfective (?) with indefinite S and -~-instrumental.

-c}?le~a?d setah} (noun, unclassified?) 'pillow':



sic~?le~a?d seta~ 'my pillow' ('it's right by

my neck') L. Unusual nominalization of active per=

fective.

O-(3:-)tal.'S ~ositions, moves, handles, carries,I, rc'"t;{).l{(.J i j "",'
leaves sg: inanimate unclassified 0 (not in con= ~I"
tainer)', transi ti ve of -ta, but 3:-classifier

present only in active and neuter perfectives:

11.84, 33.l0A, 38.l6IJ1, Rezanov K'l"l'a-y ',lLepJKa'l'D
halt en , ?ita?uh 'take it' M, ~TTa 'HecK

tragen (Imperat.) , ?ita? 'move it:', si3:ta~

'I moved a thing' L, ?uga?~uh 3:id~ qel ?i.=

tah 'are you strong enough to car~ this~' L,

?ida?ya.le~ yi3:da.s ?ixitah 'it's too heavy ,

for me to handle' L; with ye~-progressive: ye~ ~
deta.~~h 'he's carrying it around' L, da. ye~ ?;;

?iditah 'let's carry it around' L, ye~ qu?de= ~

t}h~h 'he'll carry it around' L, di~ ye~ qu?= ~

xdeta.G (or -tahG) 'I won't carry it around' L, ~I

ye~ ?edete. 'carry it around~' L, di~ ye~ de= ~
ta.~G~h 'he's not carrying it around' L; attested S

with a very large variety of locatives, preverbs,

I and postpositions~o~ll~ited with an entirely hypo="
thetioal unspecified 0: with ya? 'completely, to

state of rest': 10.208, 11.84, 2lb.49A, ya? Ge=

ta?uh 'set it down:' L, sida?3:~a.d ya? qu?xtah

'I'll put it in my bosom' L, ?u.~ ?ilu.~ede~a?d



,

" .
ya? ?ete. 'put, leave it inside your cheek

(chewing tobacco)~' L, siyeda.~ ya? ?ete.

'set it by my hand~' L, ?u.de~ ya? ?ete. 'set

it down by there~' L, qenuhd ya? ?ete. 'put,

leave it in plain view~' L, ?ewyeqd ya? qu?x=

tah 'I'll keep it in it' L, ?ewya?d ya? qu?x=

tah 1I'11 leave it in it (0 with opening at top)' L;

with y~.? 'down', often o-q y~.? 'do~~ on 0':

6.4, 9M, 33.10, 65.62A, ?u.d y~.? siItahl 'I

laid it (e.g. blanket) down there' M, y~.? ?ew

seItahl~h 'he set it down' L, y~.? ?ew qa?tth~h

'he'll set it down' L, di~~uw y~.? ?esItahlG

'didn't you set it down?' LM, ~a.?d y~.? Geta?

'set it down outside~' L, ?ewq y~.? Geta? 'set

it down on it:' L, ?ewlahsd y~.? Geta? 'set it

down in front of it~' L, ?ewli?d y~.? Geta? 'set

it down behind it:' L, ?u.d y~.? qa?t~hth (or

qu?wetthth) 'he'll set it down there for good' L,

~ic'da.q y~.? Geta? 'set it down on the ice:' M,

?u.d 'V-utahti.na?q y~.? Geta? 'set it down on the

skin there~' M, ?ewqa?~ (or ?ewqa?d) ?ew y~.?

se3:tahl 'he set it down between them' L, ?u.d Ii=

~a.d y~.? Geta? 'set it down to one side there:'

L, ?u.d ~ele?u.d y~.? Geta? 'set it down a lit=

le way over (from the edg~ there: 1 L, ~eye?u.d

y~.? Geta? 'set it down way far over there~' L,

"



siyaoq y~.? se~tah1 'you set it down on my hand'

L, ?ewdaod y~.? Geta? 'put it down close to it:'

L; with yaonahd 'flat down, covering some sur=

face': yaonahd Geta? 'set it down:' L, yaonahd
?ew Geta.~}h 'he's setting it down' L; with ye=

na.?d 'down on bottom surface of something (e.g.
floor, ground)': ?u.d yenao?d si~tah~ 'I put
it down on the floor there' L; with yaonu? 'be=

low surface, underground, underwater': lO.209A,
t ',.t1

ya.nu? Geta? 'put it underground, underwater~ L;
J"

with ye~ 'downward': 11.90A, si~a?~ ye~ si%=

tah~ 'I put it (down) in my pocket' L; with ya?~
'upward': 34c.66, 70M, ya?~ Geta? (or ?ete. or

?eta?) 'pick it up, lift it~' L, ya?~ Gexta.~ 'I'm

picking it up' L, ya?~u. yi~da.s ya?~ qu?yitah
'don't pick up a heavy thing' L, ?u1Cah~~e?c'G ya?~

Geta? 'lift it (e.g. chair) by the leg~' L, ya?~
Gextah da.~ 'if I pick it up' L, a large number of

from L
subjunctives elicited~with ya?~ and ?ixleh, ?u~e?=
xleh 'I want to' or o-~ d-le 'S tells 0 to', as

ya?~ Gexta.~ ?ixleh, ya?~ ?ixta.~ ?u~e?xleh 'I

want to pick it up', ya?~ Giota.~ ?i~ dexleh 'I

told you to pick it up', etc.: ya?~ ?extao~, ?ix=

ta.~, ?exta.~ 'that I should pick it up', ya?~
?iota.~, Giota.~ 'that you should pick it up',

ya?~ ?eta.~, Geta.~ 'that he should pick it up',

I
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ya?~ ?ele~ta'~, ?ile~ta'~, Gele~ta'~ 'that you \

,
pl. should pick it up'; with ya?~ and ye~-pro= j

:
\gressive 'reversal of motion': ya?~ ye~ xdeta'~ "

'I keep lifting it up and setting it down' L; with

qa? 'up, out', frequently with other preverbs or

postpositions with -d 'at rest in': 10.213, 11.121,

61.106, 108A, ta?d qa? si1tah1 'I picked it up

out of the water; I rinsed it' L, ?ewqa?d qa?

Get a? 'take; choose it from amongst them~' L, ?ew=

ya?d qa? se1tah1}h 'he took it (e.g. bone) out of

it (e.g. bowl of soup)' M, ?ewya?d qa? Geta? 'take

it out of it (e.g. boat, pot)~' L, ?~.ya?d qe? qa?

si1tah1 'I fished it back out of the river' L, i;;"si=

deGe~ qa? Geta? 'put it up above me:' L, Ge1deG=

u'~ ?ew qa? Geta.1}h 'he's putting it up at the

highest level' M, ?ew qa? Geta? 'make it (e.g.

outboard motor) go a little faster, accelerate it~'

M (qa? also 'waking up; starting (of motor)' ('up,

out of sleep, inactivity')), ?ewyeq qa? si1tah1
'I took it out of it (0 with opening not at top)' L;

with lu' 'ca. 1800 turn': lu. si1tah1 'I turned

it (e.g. paper, blanket) over' M, lu' Geta? 'turn

it over~' L, lu' qu?xtah 'I'll turn it over' L;
with lah 'around (in circular motion)': lah ?ew

Geta'1}h 'he's turning it around, he's carrying it

around (in a circle)' M, lah si1tah1 'I turned it



I

around (3600 or more)' M; with qe? 'back, again,

some more' and no other preverbial material speci=

fying motion, '8 puts (etc.) sg. (etc.) 0 back; 8

finds, recovers sg. (etc.) 0': qe? Geta? 'put it

back~' L, qe? se3:tah1~uh 'did you find it?' L,
di~~uh qe? ?es3:tah~G 'didn't you find it?' L,

qe? si~tah~ 'I found it' L; with qenuh 'in plain
~view', often with o-~ 'to 0' or o-l;,;l:J$:eAa~ 'to --

o's eyes, view', '8 shows sg. (etc.) 0 (to 0)': 28.94A,

34c.65M, 37b.35,5l.80A, ?el ?i~ qenuh qu?xtah
'I'll show this to you' L, de~i. ?i~ qenuh qu?x=

tah 'I'll "show" you' (belligerent threat, with de=

~i. 'already') L, qenuh Geta? 'show it (to people)~'
L, qenuhd se~tah~ 'he put it, left it in open

place (where people could see it)' L, ?ile~eAa.~
?ew qenuh si~tah}, ?i~ qenuh si~tah} 'I showed

it to you' L; with ta? 'in the water': 25.41, 4lA,

45a.8L; with qid 'down off': la.13, lb.16M; with
Ii? 'deeply in cavity, far in from front', usually

also with postposition such as o-yeq 'in 0' or

o-ye~ 'under 0': 37b.40A, siye~ Ii? Geta? 'put
it under me~' M; with li?~ 'downriver': li?~

?ew se~tah3:th 'he took it downriver' M, li?~ ?ew

Geta.~th 'he's taking it downriver' M; with le=

Ge?~ 'upriver': leGe?~ ?ew se~tah~th 'he took
it upriver' M; with ya.qa? 'away (from general



area)': li?~ ?ew ya.qa? se~tah~}h 'he took it

downriver' M, leGe?~ ?ew ya.qa? se~tah~~h 'he

took it upriver' M; with o-~ '(continuous motion)

to 0', E gives, brings sg. (etc.) 0 to 0': 2a.12M,

9.90,10.61,62,88, 23.96A (inceptive conditional),

34c.66M, 37a.17, 19L (declassified 0), 37b.36, 63A,
41.9L, 49.132, 135A, Rezanov AyqqaTTe '~apHT~

schenken' ?ew~ ?ete. 'give it to it:' (L objects

to this ablauted form because of homophony with

O-~-te, preferring here ?eta?, but the -te" al=

lomorph in the active imperative is neverthless well

attested, even from L), ?ew~ ?eta? 'give it to it:'
L, Re zanov A~~TaT~~ '~apro ich schenke' ? ew~

si~tah~ 11 gave it to it', probably with., -(! ~ -c' ,
/.i~z",;"'" "";'1(1-1'(,.,i;;; ;(\t~/?c.~' r",,'; ::, iff..!"" , i"""", ';",...",..~!!) ~7"~;~r"" i,,' ',';.~ .;. +.. ~,/~

by progressive assimilation, ," yqHTTa 'HecTH tragen'

?u?! (or ?u.~) ?ita? 'give it to it:' (or 'carry

it thither:'), sil.! ?eta? 'give it to me:' LM",

'bring it to me:' L (attested with a variety of

specific unclassified 0: Gu?~ 'blanket'M, de=

k}h 'stick' L, di~ 'dish'L, sahxw 'cockle'L,

S}.~ 'shoe'L, Gesu? 'dry salmon' L, 5a.~~
'crowbar' L, ?i~~ah 'mixing-bowl'L, gud 'dime'

L, gud~u"wu" 'nickel'L, ?ew"'-sdu-lihGda.q' ?i"=

tah~ da-~edi5a?g 'that matchbook which is on the

table' L), Si~ Geta? 'give it to me:' L, ?i~

'I'll give it to you' LM, di~ ?il.! qu?x=
'wedge' L, l.eGedeq'a?~ 'axe'L, GeGeG 'quoit' L, ~e=

-~a. 'adze'L



taOG (or -tahG) 'I won't give it to you' L,

?i~ si}tahl 'I gave it to you' M, 'I brought it

to you' L, ?i~ Guxtao} 'I'm carrying it over to

you'M, 'I'm giving it to you' L, ?uo~ ?ew Ge=

tao}}h 'he's carrying it thither' L, de?uode~=

Y}Okih~ ?eta? 'give it to anybody:' L, dedu.~d

?eta? 'give it to anybody:' L, deduo~d~h ?ewa.

?eta? 'give it to anyone of them~' L, ?eyao~

qu?xtah 'I'll give it to so-and-so, what's-his-=

name'L, c'ilC le~qa?ga? le~~ qu?xtah 'I'll give

you each a dish' L, ?iC' ?extao~ ?uJ.Ce?xleh 'I

want to give it to you' L, )?uc}?da?ya? si~ ?eta?
~---"--

'give me about half of it:' L, }thGih ?ewao si~

?eta? 'give me one of them~' L, yao?aogega? ?ewao

.si~ ?eta? 'give me half of it~' L, ?ew ya.?aogd

ya. si~ ?eta? 'give me the middle one~' L, ?ew=

qa.?kih ?ewa. si~ ?eta? 'give me a little bit of

it:' L, also with qe? 'back, again', o-~ qe?

O-(}-)ta 'S gives, brings sg. (etc.) 0 back to 0':

23.36,37,44,47, 49A, ?Uo~ qe? Geta? 'put it

back there~' L, ?Uo~ qe? Gexta.} 'I'm taking it

back thither' L, with Aa.s}h 'in stealth': Aao=

s}h si~ ?eta? 'sneak it to me~' M, with diaid,

diait' 'gratis' : dic'id ?i~ si}tah} 'I gave it to

you for free' A, diait' ?i~ qu?xtah 'I'll give it

to you for free' M, with lCUye~a? 'sending' ('on
,
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the forearms of someone'): ?i~ ~ye~a? qu?xtah

'I'll send it to you' M; with o-da? 'to (arri=

val at) 0': 9.100, 10.207, 213A, ?ida? si1tah1

'I carried it over to you' M, ?u.da? ?ew se1=

tah1th 'he carried it over to there' L, ?u.da?

qe? si1tab1 'I put it back there' L, ?u.da?

?eta?, ?u.da? seta? 'carry it over there~' L,

di~ ?~.da? si.ta.s da.~ 'if you don't bring

it here' M, sida? se1tah1 'you brought it to

me'L; with o-~ahd 'away from 0': 49.135A,

?~.~ahd ?ita? 'take it away from here~' L, Re=

zanov YQaTKeTa 'nO~HHTD aufheben' ?u.~ahd (or

?u~ahd) seta? 'take it away from there~' L (or

'from it'); with o-~ah 'away from 0': 36.39A,
Rcezanov--::/.!I!; ~ Re-'ra;"" -tfi ~ H:M* ~ au fire b eon -, , f f m p- er at";"' .,.' ~

, ;

with o-qe~ah 'off (from on) 0': 37b.21A, su?1

siqelCah seta? 'take the blanket off me~' M; with
0 of o-~ah indeterminate: gu.sex~da.~ delCah

seta?, sa?wahd 'separate, fan out cambium fibers

to obtain sa?' A, sa? delCah seta? 'remove the

sa? (from cambium fibers)~' L, qahA de~ah se=

ta? 'remove the bark (from cambium fibers)~' L;

with ?e1e~ah 'up off (from covering something)',
E opens 0 (like trapdoor)': 51.59, 60A; with 0-=

deda? 'lid of 0' (cf. deda? 0-~d-(1-)ta): ?u=



deda? ~Geta? 'cover it up (e.g. pot of stew)~' M,

?udeda?~ah ~Geta? 'uncover it (e.g. hole, pot of

stew)~' M; with o-sa? 'into o's mouth': sisa?

Geta? 'put it in my mouth~' M, ?isa? Geta? 'put

it in your mouth' (= sa? Gedeta?) L, sisa?~ Gex=

ta.~ 'I'm moving it towards my mouth' (= sa?~ Gex=

deta.l) L; with o-la?q 'on 0, as clothing': ke=

na.?d sila?q Geta? 'put a coat on me~, give me

a coat to wear~' M, Gu?% sila?q Geta? 'put a

blanket over me~' M, ?ula?q ~Geta? 'cover it up

(with something)~' M, sila?qe~ ~Geta.%}h 'he's

putting some garment on me, he's giving me some gar=

ment. to wear' M, sila?q Geta? 'give me clothing~,

cover me up~' M, Ge%la?q Geta? 'put it (e.g. blan=

ket) on top~' L; with o-la?d 'draped over 0,

hanging on 0': ciAdela?d Geta? 'hang it over a

board~' L, ciAdela?d ?ew se%tahl}h 'he draped,

hung it over a board' L, ?ew ?uq ?isda?~la?d Ge=

ta? 'throw it over that chair~' M, sila?d Geta?

'put it over me~, drape it over my back and shoulders~'

M, siyela?d Geta? 'hang it over my arm~' L, de=

la?d qu?xtah 'I'll hang it up (over something)' L;

with o-la?~ 'over the head of 0': sila?~ Geta?

'put it on me (e.g. dress, over my head)~' M, we=

~eh ?ila?~ si%t~h1 'I named you' ('I put a name
f ! j:Jl' C, ,'j".l.

on over your head'}) M, de~ela?~ Geta? 'put it on



(e.g. head on spear)~, impale it~, hang it up (e.g.

on nail)~' L; with o-ya? 'into 0 (with opening

at top): 37b.24A, 45b.8fnM, ?ewya? Geta? 'put it

into it (e.g. box)~' L, ?ewya? si}tah} 'I put it

in it (e.g. boat, pot)' L, ?ewya? qe? si}tah1

'I put it back in it' L; with o-yeq 'in 0 (not

with broad opening at top)': 6.3M, 36.39A, ?uyeq

Geta? 'put it in it~' L, ?ewyeg si}tah} 'I put it

in it' L, ?ewyegd si1tah1 'I left it in it' L;

with o-yexe.g 'into o's hand (palm)': siye~e.q

Geta? 'put it in my hand (palm):' LM; with o-ye~

'under 0': ?ewye~ Geta? 'put it under it:' L,
': ?ugudeye~ ~?xt}h}h 'I'll diaper him' ('I'll put

something under him gd-anatomically ('rump')') L;

with miscellaneous other postpositions: ?ew~a.~

qu?xtah 'I'll carry it under cover of it' L, ?ew=

~ae~ si}tah} 'I put it under cover of it' L, ?ew=

~a?~ II put it behind it' L, siya~a? Geta? 'hand

it to me~1 ('put it in my forearms:') L, ?iye~a?

qu?xtah 'I'll hand it to you' L, siye~ahd ?ew

se}tah}}h 'he took it out of my hand, wrested it

from me' i1, siyahd ?ew se}tah1}h 'he took it
:

out of my.handL, siye~ahd ?ew Getae}}h 'he's
wresting it from me' M, siyedao~ ?eta? 'put it by

my hand~' L, ~edeGu.~ daoq Geta? 'put it up

there (on some surface way up above):' L, Ge}qa?~

,

,. .,,-



Geta? 'put it in between:' L, ?ixa?de~a? si~=

tah~ 'I put it (food) where you can get at it' L,

?uxa?de~ ~Gexta.~ 'I'm putting some (food) in

range where it can get at it' L; with various post=

positions and preverbs in more or less idiomatic

use: ?i~yeq ~se~tah~ 'he closed his eyes' ('he

put something inside one another')~, ?i~yeq ~.=
ltahlth 'he has his eyes closed' M, ?i~yeq ~Ge=
ta? 'close your eyes~' L. (cf. ?i~yeq Geta? 'put

one (e.g. glass) inside the other:' L), ?ilyeq xa?

Geta? 'open your mouth:' L, ?i~yeq xa? ?i.~tah~

'he has his mouth open', ?ilyeq xa? se~tah1 'it

opened its mouth; it (flower) opened up' L (cf. ?i~=

yeq ?i-?e?5 'S spreads legs'), ?ew?e?~ si~tah1
'I traded it' ('I put it in place of it') L, Rezanov

HADTa~eTao 'nOB~CMTD aufhangen' ?i~~a?d ?ita?uh
'hang it up ~' (, set it so that onse side is (hanging -.'

down over something) behind the other'), HADTa~eTa

'BeceAo freudig, erfreulich, vgl. aufhangen, viel=

leicht durch Verwechselung von BeceAo mit BMC~O

oder B~maA~ entstanderi?' ?i~~a?d ?ita? 'hang it

up', siqa? ~Geta? 'go in with me on it:, con=
tribute a share along with me:' (o-qa? 'amongst 0,

mingled with 0') .L, ya?d si~tah1 'I drank it up,

emptied it' L, 'I emptied it (bottle, by drinking)'
A (ya?d 'to emptiness), d~.? si~tah1 'I bumped



into something' (dfil.°? 'up to obstacle, against

something') L, ?i~ qeoye~ qu?xtah 'I'll give

it back to you; I'll get even with you' M. He=

petitive and customary (rare with this theme, stem

usually replaced by -yao?): ya?~ xtaog 'I keep

trying to lift it' L, ya?~ qe? ?extao~ 'I (cust)

lift it back up' L. Indirect reflexive: ~a?d qa?

Gedeta? 'take it out of your pocket:' L, ~a?~

ye~ Gedeta? 'put it (down) in your pocket:' L,

~a.~ qu?xdetao 'I'll put it under my coat' L,

sa? Gedeta? 'put it in your mouth~' L (= ?isa?

Geta?), sa?~ Gexdetao~ 'I'm moving it towards my

mouth' L (= sisa?~ Gexta.~), sa?d qa? Gedeta?

'take it out of your mouth:' L, li?~ qa? Gedeta?

'put it up behind you~' L, li '?~ ?ew Gedeta.~}h

'he's putting it behind himself' L, s}h~ ?ew Ge=

detaO~}h 'he's hiding it behind himself' L, ?io=

na?d qa? Gedeta? 'take it off (dress, over your

head)~" L, ?ionahd ?ew ?i~itah~}h 'it hangs down

in his face' ('he has it hanging down over his head'

neuter perfective) L, de~a? ya? qu?xdetah 'I'll

keep it' L, qid ~a? Gexdetao~ 'I'm taking it

down (e.g. off wall, sideways) toward myself' L;

deGelehyeqd ~a? ya? ?iditao 'remember~' ('you

should keep it in your mind') L, deGelehyeqd ~=

xs~itah~ 'I've got something on my mind' L (cf.



si~ ?udeGelehyeqd ~setah~}h 'there's something

on his mind against me'). Passive: ?u.d s~itah~

(or sditah~) 'it's been left there' L; with o-~
'to 0': 49.133, 61.74, 82A (translated 'granted'),

?u.~ qe? qu?detah 'it'll be put back there' L,

?u.~ qe? sditah1 'it's been put back there' L,

~~ s~itah1 (or sditah~) 'it's been given away' ~

('it's been given to someone') L; with other postpo= ~

sitions~ 28.105, 107A, de~ela?~ Ii? ?iditah1
'(that which) has been hung up on something (e. g. a I

peg)' (neuter perfective) 9.84, 86A. J
2. With -~-classifier elsewhere than in ac=

tive and neuter perfective, rare and not authenti=

cated with certainty in current usage: ya?~ ?e1=

ta? 'pick it up:' L (elicited in connection with

ya?~ ?i~ta.~ (or ya?~ ?}.~ta.~, personal name,

q.v.), ?~.dsel di~a?g ?i~a? yi1tah 'is this
where you (ordinarily) keep your book?' L (elicited

as transitive causative of ?~.d~el di~a?g ?i~a?

tah 'is this where your book belongs,').

3. With class-marks for 0, 'S positions (etc.)

sg. classified 0 (not in container)'; in the texts

the class-marks are sometimes omitted, especially by

A; see notes to the texts and dictionary entries for

the objects: o-da? O-d-(~-)ta 'S brings sg. d-=

~ci~ss 0 to 0': 27a.12L, 27b.18A; the elicitations ~f 

.
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for this theme were all sg. active imperatives with

si~ 'to me', eogo ~eytoy gukao si~ guota?

'gi veme'adif:f.erent g-class 0 (eog. spruceroot) ~' L;

for the 0 attested see the introduction to this ar=

ticle; only the imperative verbal forms themselves
will be cited here: d-: diota?, ~d-: ~ediota?,

l~d-: le~ediota?, dl-: Aiota?, g-: guota?,

gd-: gediota?, 1-: tioliota?, tiol-: tioliota?,

qiodl-: qioAi.ta?o, Passive: qa? disditah} 'it

(car ~ahd}) was pulled up out' 61o74A.
(d)-ta with optional d-thematic, with qeh~ 'open',

~ehd 'closed', qu?q 'on the fire', probably from

partly thematized class-mark: cf. dese}ewa?} 'door',

deqaog 'fire', both d-class: ~ehd ?iotahl 'it
(store) is open' L, ~ehd diotahl 'it (door) is

wide open' L; transitive (cpusative), where

is clearer from the examples that the d-class-mark

is at least in some cases optional: Rezanov T~eMToKaTa

~TonpH offnen (Imperat.)', ~ehd deseta?, ~ehd

seta? 'open it~' M, gusiokih ~ehd ya? ?eta.

'leave it (door) a little open~' L, qe~ deseta?

'close it~' LM, qe~ seta? 'close it (door)~' L,

qeh~ Ii? deseta? 'close it (door) tight~' L, qu?q

seta?, qu?q' deGeta? 'put it on the fire~' L; also
with weseh ?11a?~ (di)si~tahl 'I named you' ('I

I , e 1:'(~ Ac'!f!. "",, ",%",- )
~put a name on over your head') M (weSeh 'name' d-class);

-



in two examples of more idiomatic use of qeh~

'closed', it is not certain that a d-markiB ac=

ceptable: qe~ ?ew se1tah1 'they (beavers)

dammed it up'L; passive: qeh~ sditab1 'it

(alarm clock) has been turned off' L-

d,;i.-J.<: -ta 'IS (skin, hide) is stretched on stretching-=
" "-'~""'{'" r.. f;.;.. ~~e--~t'o"":; 1- '-~""""'c':;" .,.. j

frame' (da.~ ~~~1~ 'across~, but a ti-l-class-=
,"-

mark is ordinarily expected for -tah 'skin, hide',

but this appears neither in the intransitive (for

s) nor in the transitive (for 0); along with the

ordinary (causative) transitive, moreover, there

appears a detransitivized transitive with indeter=

minate 0): da-~ ?iotah1 'it's stretched on frame'

L, di~ da.~ ?a?tah1G 'it's not stretched on

frame'L. Transitive (causative) da.~ 0-(1-)ta

's stretches 0 (skin) on frame': da-~ Geta?

'stretch it (skin, on frame):' L, da.~ qu?xtah

'I'll stretch.it (skin, on frame)~' L, da-~ si1=

tab1 'I stretched it (skin, on frame)' L; detran=

sitivized, with indeterminate 0: da-~ ?ixdeta-

'I'm stretching it (skin, on frame)' L, da.~ ?i-=

data. 'stretch it (skin, on frame):' (nasalization

of ?to- missing) L, da.~ ?iqe?xdetah 'I'll

stretch it' L, dao~ ?ix~itah1 (or ?ixsditah1)

'I stretched it' L, dao~ ?ix1itah1 'I've got it

stretching' L, repetitive: da-~ ?ixdeta.g 'I'mI 

---



stretching it (skin, on frame, with repeated mo=
tions) , M; passive: dao~ sditahl 'it (skin)

has been stretched (on frame)' M.

?uqe~ dao~ ?ita?} (noun, unclassified?) 'stretching-=

frame for skins' LM. Deverbalized transitive with

indeterminate 0, -i-instrumental, and o-qe~

'(continuous motion) onto 0'. Rezanov TaxTa~~b

'n~H Nah-Rahmen zum Sticken von Mustern', either

incomplete or to be read dao~ ta?l.

?istaol (gerundive): ?uo~ ?istaol ?ewao xuGelga?l

'I'm getting tired of carrying it thither' ('carry=

ing thither of it is tiring me') L.

Gexic' GetaOl}h 'drummer' ('he (who) is carrying,
A~.t-,i;;"',,:,;:~) handling a drum') L.

'\ ..." ",I ,:t.,
','t-t;'~,.;~t' t'a?d detah ';edle~a?~'l (noun, unclassified?) 'pocket-=

\I .,11' I 'i'" ',~~ I :. -J' i'l. (/~t'.
watch' (, watch which 0~'-k'e'eI"S in .lr.1:'S pocket') L; -

p,,-,S .r~(7)

RelativizedAactive'-iinperfective indirect reflexiveo ~-

xahd ?u~ela?~ Ii? detah (noun, unclassified~) 'notCh,

groove at end of spear- or arrow-shaft for receiving

head' L. Nominalized passive active imperfective.

deye~ i\,a.ditahl (noun, l-classZ) 'rain..,.bucket' (Ldl-=

class 0 is put under indeterminate 0'). Passive neu=

ter perfective nominalized. I-class is expected for

'bucket', and the d-part of the m~is inexplicable.

ye~ dexul~ qi? yaonu? ?iditahl (noun, unclassified~)

'well' ('where a barrel, keg is put below the surface')I.



"c~." { :'.
t' 1oJr' b "... ..J! c t~ ,,1 ; ".,.,

! \ Vt5 ( r~" 0 'II" i ~ f f;. tit' !. ~J ,p "'j ~'"

yaonahd tah (active imperfective used in customary

or ethical sense, in nominalizations, cfo tah),

with yaonahd 'down,covering some surface':

Galushia Nelson yanant ~8ta' or ya-nat ~ta?

'grass mat (lIon-ground-?II) , BSdL 546, perhaps to

be read yaonahd tah, yaonahdtah3uo 'nice rug'

L, ~ota?1daoq yaonahd tah 'rug, carpet' ('it

covers floor') L, ~du'lihGdaoq yaonahd tah

'table cloth' ('it covers table') L, ye~iyaoq

yaonahd tah 'bedsheet' ('covers mattress') L,

Gu?1q yaonahd tah 'bedspread' ('covers blan=

kets') L, didi~o~ yahddaoq yaonahd tah

'sheet iron' ('covers iron house') L.:,

iI:...



~:.;'"
,~:t;,,:; -"f" .,d,.F '. .;.;:1!" ;-r;,~, 1i/i~'c~C t tt~ ;I\;~t";;J,~,j",,,~,.i i\'fJ:'!, 'if ""', c/"! r:' c, c~ \:' ".~1

detah (passive active imperfective used in custo=

maryor ethical sense, in nominalizations), in
xahd ?u~ela?~ Ii? detah (same as xahd

?~ela?~ Ii? deya-?) 'groove at end of arrow~ or

spear-shaft where head is inserted' ('head is

put deeply into, onto it') L, see also BSdL form
in preceding, perhaps to be read ya-nahd detah

'it is put down covering some surface')-



~

L. Passive neuter perfective nominalizedo
?i~f}.°dahd ?igeli°:1:tah:1: pla'e-name on Eyak River, at "--

Mountain Slough, near Eyak Village, between ?i~~.=

deya?d and cu.x; "water comes up close to moun=

tain" L. ?i)t'9-°dahd 'up close to, against mountain',

?i-gl-(:1:-)ta 'gl-class ('liquid') 8 keeps indeter=
minate 0 in position' (here neut~r perfective).

" ...Ii ,..,., ."- "., , .f ". ) .., ..""\~ '1:"f"""'"""?1'" ""111, "'-I'1:-4'#"};"".. '" S I"JS 6.0...,

O-~-~-(:1:-)ta A'S carries small thingl~ (derisive): ?ew

qe~et:j.h:j.h 'he's carrying a ridicl1lousll sm~ll thing'
-}"( &~""",:, ,~,! z,"",:;"y",;,?,;, ""."'"';;1'/ -!'I.-,"~ "C"';5'""";") "iJa"y"i,,-: (ra~...?",...,l:'

L , .Modes and aspects apparently not freely used; ,,~Qy tn.",... 'S;y~~'A ~ki j., "i,\D.~ 1: '1",...

acti ve perfective and inceptive imperfective could ~t..e(~{e.A# ';"'~
"'~~.. -";")"""'"

..4"...;.",..~.,.tA...t.,<..)not be elJ-cJ-ted.bt:"-r ,,«',)#;;-,,,y
I.!"p} ,~ f,..'...c.. I A.

0-~7(:1:-)ta 1. With o-qe~ '(continuous motion) onto
0', '8 blames 0 on 0': siqe~ ?ew ~ese:1:tah:1:}h

'he blamed me for it' L, ya?~u. siqe~ ?ew qu?=

~i.tah 'don't blame it on me' L.

2. With lah 'around', probably transitive,
'S switches sides (in paddling canoe)': lah qu?=

~i.xtah 'I'll switch sides' L; with ye~-progres=
sive 'reversal of direction': lah ye~ ~exdeta.~

'I keep changing sides' L

3. With lah 'around', indeterminate 0, and

o-ya?~ '(motion with)in 0 (with opening at top)',
'S stirs 0': ?uya?~ lah ?i~eGexta.:1: 'I'm stir=

ring it' L, ?uya~~ lah ?iqe?~i.xtah 'I'll stir

it' L, ?uya?~ ?i~esi:1:tah~ 'I stirred it' L (once

.I

.



transcribed ?uya?~ lah ?i.si%tah1 L, probably

incorrect.)

O-~d-(%-)ta 1. (Probably with ~d-class-mark 'pole'-=
like' thematized) 'S aims 0': 27b.5A, ki1C!a.qd

~edixi}tah% 'I've got it aimed at somethihg' M,

ki1~a.qd ~edeGeta? 'aim it at something~' M, ?ew=

~a.~ ~edixi}tah} 'I'm aiming, pointing it (any=
thing) at it' L.

2. deda?d O-~d-(}-)ta 'S opens 0 (by lifting

lid)' (cf. o-deda? O-(}-)ta): 2a.18M, 29.34A.
?u~ deda?d ki1~edeta?%, Rezanov OxTeTaT~ KOXO =

TeTaT~b 'H~ro~b Schlussel'. DeverbalizAd passive of

above, 'by means of it something (e.g. box) is

opened)', with -}-instrumental suffix. Not the
modern word for 'key' (gelu.~).

~dl-ta 'S lies crosswise (as bolt or boom)' (probably

with ~d-class-mark 'pole-like' thematized, but 1-=

part of mark inexplicable): o-~ ~dl-ta 'S acts

as bolt (crossbar) for 0 (door)': ?e~ ~eAi.tah%

'it (door) is bolted, barred' L; transitive (cau=

sitive) o-~ O-~dl-(}-)ta 'S sets 0 as bolt for 0':

?u~ ki1~eAa.Geta? 'bolt the door~' ('set something
as bolt for it:') L, ?el dek}h ?ew~ ~eAa.Geta?

'bar it with this stick:' ('set this stick on it as

a bolt, crossbar:') L

~eAa.tah dek}h (noun, unclassified) 'latch-stick,



bolt, bar' L. Intransitive active imperfective rela=

tivized.

?uJJ: k'uJJ:eAa.detah (noun, unclassified?) 'latch'

('something belongs put as latch on it') L. Passive

active imperfective nominalized.

?uJJ: k'uJJ:e[Xa.Jta'?J:, possible reading of Rezanov

OXKoxeTaT~D '3aMOK~ Schloss'. Transitive deverbal=

ized, with -~-instrumental. Cf. ?uJJ: deda?d k'u=

JJ:edeta?~.

disa.JJ:ede~te?JJ:eAa.tah (noun, JJ:d-class?) 'boom' ('mast
set crosswise') L. P~ive ~ctive imperfective no= --

minalized.

O-gd-(~-)ta 'S steers 0 (boat, car)' (with gd-ana=

tomical 'rump' thematized): ?u'~ gedi.te. (or

gedi.ta?) 'turn, steer it thither~' L, ?u,(! qu?=

gedi.xtah 'I'll turn, steer it thither' L, ?U'~

ya? gedixi~tah~ 'I've got it steered thither' L,

?U'~ gedisi~tah~ 'I turned, steered it thither' L,

da.~dew gedeGi.ta.~ 'whither are you turning,

steering it?' L, JJ:U? gedeGeta? 'straighten out

its course~' L; with yeJJ:-progressive: yeJJ: gudux=

deta.JJ: 'I'~ steering it' L, yeJJ: qu?gedexdeta.

'I'll steer it' L, yeJJ: geda.dete. 'steer it

(boat, car)~' L, yeJJ: gedixsditah} 'I steered it

(about)' L, yeJJ: gedeGexta.~ 'I'm steering it

(a long time, all day, with no help)' L.



ye~ ~gededetao~~h de~ 'steersman' ('person who

steers something about') Lo ye~-progressive ac=

tive imperfective with indefinite 0, relativized.

?ed-y-de(-%e)-ta (reflexive, with y-anatomical

'hand', %e-classifier in active and neuter per=

fective, de- elsewhere) 'S moves one hand (without

touching another object)': ?uode~ ?edyis%itah%}h

'he moved his hand along there' L, ya?~ ?edyix=

litahl 'I have my hand raised' L, qeh~ ?edyeGe=

deta? 'close your hand~' L, with ye~-progressive

and o-~ 'with 0, communicating with 0', 'S sig=

nals to 0 with hand': ?i~ ye~ ?edyedeta.~th

'he's signalling to you with his hand' M, si~

ye~ ?edy~.dete. 'signal to me with your hand~' L,

?i~ ye~ ?edqu?yexdetah 'I'll signal to you' L.

qiod-~e~ta (with qiod-anatomical 'foot', %8-=

classifier apparently throughout) 's moves
..

one foot '(without affecting another object)': ?uq'e~

..qiodis%itah1 'he put his foot on it', ?ewq qu?=

qiodex%8tah 'I'll put my foot on it' L.

?ed-gdl-%e-ta (reflexive, with; gd-anatomioal 'rump',
'-<""1-;"""

probably ye~-progressive 'reversal of di~e~~ien',

attested only in active perfective, perhaps not 1e-=

classifier throughout) 's somersaults': ye~ ?ed=

geAaos1itah1 'he somersaulted'M.

?ed-?-gdl-1e-ta (semitransitive of preceding) 's rocks



or flips self part way over, does incomplete... so=

mersault': ye~ ?edu?geAa's~itah~ 'he flipped or
,4rocked himself part way over, but ended up bacl in --

original position, did an incomplete somersault' M.
O-d-~-ta (with d-thematic 'oral, noise', ~-classifier

throughout) '8 says something to 0 to make 0 forget

what 0 was going to say, 8 confuses 0': ?idex~ta'~

'I (cust) say something to confuse you' M, ?idisi~=

tah1 'I made you forget what you were go,ing to say

by saying something that confused you' L, ?iqe?di'x=
~tah 'I'll make you forget what you're going to say'

L, xudese~tah1 'you made me forget what I was go=
ing to say' L.

o-~a? ?i'lih-(de-)ta (de-classifier'apparentlyop=

tional throughout; see also qu for pl. 8) '8

counts on, depends on 0': ?i~a? da' ?i'lihyitah~

'we're counting on you' L, ?i~a? ?iolihxitah~
'I'm counting on, depending on you' L, ?i~a? ?i'=

lihsitahl 'I counted on you, became dependent on

you' L, ?i~a? qeolihxdetah 'I'll count on, depend
on you' L, si~a? ?i'lihdetah, si~a? ?iolihtah

'he (child) is dependent on me' (active perfective

in customary or ethical sense). O-~-,(!I:-)?l\.3" o-J"i~jA'f')~~..(
I-ta ( with I-anatomical' head'; see also i-qu.;/.. for pl. -

8) '8 has head in position, 8 moves head'; attested

with a large variety of preverbs and pospositions,



21~. 2-{J~I.",'3't;/~1L. ,.,if-~.
metaphorically): ?28,~27b.35A, qe"ya"nahd leGe= ~
data? 'lay your head down again~' 2?b.42A, ya.=

nahd ?}.sitah1 'I put my head down (on some sur= ~
Aface)' L; Rezanov flHqHJIeXTa 'HaKJIOHHTDC.fI sich c

bucken' y~"?~ ?}.le~ta? 'pl. lower your heads', ~

y~"?~ li.ta? 'droop your head down~' L, y~"?~ ~
lixitah1 'my head is bowed' L; ya"nu? ?}"setah1 ~.

'it put its head underwater' L; Rezanov HxJIDTa ~

'llOAHKMH roJIoBY hebe den Kopf' ya?~ l...ta..., ~.

ya?J.C leGeta? 'lift up your head~' M, ya?J.C li= ~
xitah1 'my head is up straight (normal position)' ~

0""-
L; lu. leGeta? 'turn your head around~' L, lu. ~

~lixitah1 'my head is turned to side' L, lu" ?}.= ~.

sitahZ 'I turned my head to side' L; with qa? ~

'up, out', qa? l-ta 'S sticks head out, shows

self, appears': qa? lesetah1 'it (e.g. seal)
stuck its head up out (of water)' L, ?ulahyeq qa?

?~.setahZ 'it (e.g. rat) came out.of its hole' L,I 
?u.deJ.C qa? ?}"setah1 'it (e.g. rat) came out

there' L, ?~"deJ.C~gahJ.C si~a? qa? leGi.t}~h

'would that he would appear to me here' (widowed

shaman chants after husband) ?2.38fnL; la?q qa?

lixitah1 'my head is looking up' L, la?q qa?

lisitah1 'I raised my head (beyond normal position,

to look upwards)' L; with ye~-progressive and o-ga?

'like 0': ~ga? ye~ ?~.deta"J.C}h 'he acts snooty,

r



stuck-up, conceited' ('he goes around with his head
like someone, something') 72.10fnA; Rezanov mM~

RJIJIHTa 'llOBOPOTMCb drehen, sich, sich wend en (Im=
perat.) , ~i~a? la?ta..., ~i~a? la?te. 'turn

~our hea~ towards me:' L; ?ida? lixitahl 'my
face is right up close to you' M; ?udahd lixi=

tah} 'I have my head right up (pressing) against

it' M (cf. semitransitive); with o-lah 'around 0':

?ew kuslah leta°k' 'they (cust) avert their heads
"

from the (bowl of) urine' 33.17A, ?ulah ?}.sitah}}h

'I looked him over, examined him' M (cf. semitran=

sitive); with o-sa? 'to o's mouth': Rezanov CHCac
JIbKaTa 'llO~aJIYM kUssen (Imperat.) , sisa? leGeta?

'kiss me~' S, 'let me kiss you~' ('put your head to

my mouth:') L; with o-?e.~ 'in search of 0', 0-=
?e.~ I-ta 'S misses 0, notices 0 is missing': 28.=

43, 37b.44A, ?u?e.~ leGextao}}h 'I miss him' L;
with o-k'ah 'away from 0', o-k'ah I-ta 'S for=

w 11.0 ~ ~-'p"1 f.
gets 0': 21.b43, 25.17%" 176,32.47,49.89,50.48, -
51.36,70.10, lOA (inceptive perfective'S begins to

, JaGJ'1~

forget 0'), Rezanov KOTJIeJIbTa ' vergessen ---~r

(Imperat.)', KOaKJIHeTaK~ '3a6HJI~ ?vergass', Kyax=
JIHeTaK~ 'He aa6V~b vergiss nicht~' (these forms,

especially the first, cannot be completely read; it
is probably simpler to supply ?u- than a de-clas=

sifier for indirect reflexive forms; the last two



perhaps represent C?uJ~wah qelaoyitao~ 'let them

(cust) forget it' (1)), RoHHCTaK'I. '3a:Om:b ver=

gessen C?uJ~wah ?~osCiJtah1 (or -CeJ-) 'I (or

you) forgot', ?uk'ah ?~ositah3: 'I forgot, I for=

got it' LMA, ?uk'ah lisitah1 'I forgot, forgot it'

L, ?~ah qu?lioxtah 'I'll forget it' LM, ?u~ah

leG-eta? 'forget it~.. L, (dioyeJ.C) leGiota°3:Gdewa.

'before you forget' L, ?uk'ah laoyitao~ 'you (cust)

forget it' L. Indirect reflexive: ~ah ?~osditah}

'he forgot himself, is happy, carefree' L, ~ah ?i.=

xsditah3: 'I forgot my sorrows' L, susceptive neuter: ~
--

~ah lix3:ita?J.C 'I'm forgetful, absent-minded' L,

~ah li3:ita?J.C}h 'he's forgetful' L; ?edq lixdi=

tah3: 'my head is inclined to side' ('on myself') L,

tJa?J.C yeJ.C ?}.ditah3:~h 'he has his head down on his

chest, collar' L. Transitive (causative, 3:-classi=

fier throughout): 32.49A, ?u~ah ?iqe?li.x3:tah 'I'll

make you forget', lah xelese3:tah3:~h 'he made me

turn my head' L, l.ah ?iqe?liox3:tah 'I'll make you

turn your head' L; passive: ?u~ah xulis~itab} 'I -1

was made to forget' L.

ya?J.C ?~o3:ta°J.C personal name, L's father LAS. "Puts

head up" A. Probably a hortatory active subjunctive

of the transitive ya?~ O-l-3:-ta, 'let him (A) raise

his (B's) head, let him make him raise his head~'.

~ has variant ya?J.C ?i~ta.J.C' which would also be a



hortatory subjunctive, of ya?~ 0-(1-)ta '8 lifts

up 0', but the 1-classifier would not be expected.

?u-?-(l-)ta (semitransitive derived directly from

intransitive l-ta; overt I-mark frequently absent

in active perfective and passive neuter imperfective;

note that whereas the neuter used in l-ta and -ta

is the perfective, the neuter used in this semitran=

sitive is the imperfective) 1. With o-dahd 'against

0 (touching 0 with pressure)' (cf. o-dahd l-ta '8

has head right up (pressing) against 0') '8 hears the

sound of 0,8 listens to 0': 5.10L, 9.58A, 13.6L, 15.=

17,18,19, l6.10M, 20.14, 15, 25.68, 29.30, 59A, 30.=

lL, 32.29, 36.5, 6A, 37a.2, 45a.3L, 45b.2, 47b.29M,

51.12,16, 9lA, 52.8, 55.11, 56.27, 58.4L, 60.31,38,
68.88, 70.6A, Rezanov 1{eM~aTaTeycMT'b-a 'rOJIOC'b, ~ 1-,'II' . t '" '! 'fdO~ot»"'Lo- , ,- .l'~ -' ,'~"" .""~. ,... '.'-"'f I j ".

Stimmel k'e.q. (1) ?idahd ?u?sitah[1J '(how~) did -
tl'c..."" ",-..£"..100" ;',~ ,',:t11~L ",I,,~,.r 'C:',,+,,(..

.v

I hear you' (reading uncertain), 6ETaTYJIHT'b-3
nOCJIymMM hore~' sidahd ?u?laoteo 'listen to me:'
M, sidahd ?u.la?te. 'listen to me~' L, ?idahd

?u?lixitah 'I hear you, I'm listening to you' LM,

Klidahd ?u'/lisitah1 'I heard something' M, ?udahd

da. ?u?liotah 'we hear them' L, di~ ?idahd qu?=

" li"xta.G (or -tahG) 'I won't listen to you' L,..
.?idahd ?u?lisitah1 (or ?u?sitah1, ?u?}'sitah1)

'I heard you, I listened to you' L, di~ sidahd
.' ?u.la?taoGih 'he's not listening to me' L. Passive.



0 sounds,
o-dahd ?u-?-(l-)de-ta 'sound of 0 is heard, 0 maKes

A
a noise': 21b.29, 30, 56, 25.124A, 34.118,120,

122L, 51.53, 65, 60.8, 12, 22, 23, 23, 39,43, 57A,

Rezanov KeKoYAbTa TYY~H~a 'MOAH1H 6AHcTaeT~ es

b1itzt' qe?gu.1dahd ?u?ditah 'sound of thunder=

(-bird) is heard' L, YTaTeKoY~HTaTe 'PpOM'I> rpeMHT~

es donnert' ?udahd...qu?detah...(?), ?udahd qu?=

detah 'its sound will be heard, it'll make a noise'

L, di~ ?udahd ?u?detahG 'it makes no noise' L,

giyah gvo}e~i}gdahd ?u?ditah 'sound of sp10shing

water is heard, water makes a sp10shing sound' L,

di~ ~3uodah ?u.1a?detaoG 'it (e.g. machine)

doesn't sound good' L, ?ida?yaole~ ?udahd ?u?=

ditah 'there's too much noise' L. (A few neuter

perfective forms occur in elicitations from L, but

the authenticity of these is doubtful: ?udahd

?u?ditah}~ 'he made a noise' (passive), di~

?udahd ?uola?xtah}G}h 'I didn't hear him'.)

2. With o-lah 'around 0, about 0' (cf. 0-=

1ah I-ta 'S moves head about 0, averts face from

0, looks 0 over, examines 0') 'S finds out about 0,

becomes aware of 0, notices 0, realizes about 0':

8.12,17,9.153,155,163,168,10.81,11.17,17,
42, Ill, 23.71, 72, 115, 128, 24.77, 80, 25.13, 20,

48,28.121, 36.47,49.41, 50.61,61.81, 68.51, 69.9A,
di~ ?ewlah ?u?qe1a?taoGinuo (or ?uoqela?taoGinuo,



qu.la?ta.Ginu.) 'they haven't found out about it,
haven't realized it, aren't aware of it' L; indi=
rect reflexive~ 23.62, 32.21A.

?ed-?-(l-)de-ta (reflexive of preceding, de-classi=
fier throughout, overt I-mark frequently absent in

active perfective and neuter imperfective) 'S dries

or smokes fish or meat, prepares winter food supply':

7.23, 25.141A, ?edqu?lexdetah, ?edqu?i.xdetah
(with nasalization missing) 'I'll dry salmon' L,

?edu?lexdeta.~ 'I (cust) smoke fish or meat' L,

?edu?la.deteh 'smoke fish or meat~' L, ?edu?xdi=
tah 'I've got fish or meat smoking in the smoke=

house' L, ?ude~a.~d ?edu?xsditah~ 'I smoked fish
c in there' L, ?u.d ?edu?xsditah~ 'I smoked fish~ '1 ~

~... ..,,'~ there' L.
.,'."" "

4"

~~' ,.,;:; ?ude~a.~d ?edqu?li.ta?~ (noun, d-class) 'smokehouse'

x~ (! 7.5, 37b.73, 65.55A. Inceptive imperfective of pre=
~

.~ ceding deverbalized, with -~-instrumental and o-d-=""'"/ \f~~
\f ...&:' ~a.~-d '(at rest) in the shelter of 0 (d-class)'.-\' '

:v ~ qi? ?ed~?detah (noun, d-class) 'smokehouse' 47b.4M,
\1 ~"."~

L. ('place where someone dries fish or meat '.)

O-?-yl-ta (zero-classifier throughout, neuter in per=
fective) 'S expects 0': ?i?yelixitah~ 'I'm expec=

ting you' LM, di~ ?i.yela?xtah1G (or ?i?yela?x=
---tah~G) 'I'm not expecting you' L, xu?(qe)yeli.=

I'

tah~inu. 'they're expecting me' M, di~ xu?(qe)=



yela?tah~Ginuo 'they're not expecting me' M, da.

?u?(qe)yeli.tah~}nuO 'we're expecting them' L,

da. qu?(qe)yeli.t}hinu. 'we'll expect them' L,

d~ ?u.yela?xtah~G (or ?u?yela?xtah~G) 'I'm

not expecting it' L, di~ le~i?yela?xtah~G (or

le~i.yela?xtab1G 'I'm not expecting you pL' L,

?u?yelixitahlinu. (or ?u'?ya.xitahlinu, with

nasalization missing) 'I'm expecting them' L,

?ele~ga~ xu?yelaoyit}h}h 'I hope he's expecting

me' L; indirec~ reflexive ~a? O-?_=
yl de-ta I S watches out for 6' (, S expects 0 for self'):

ye~ de?a?~yu. ~a? ~a? ?u?yela.ditah 'you should

watch out for wild animals' ('you should expect for

yourself things which walk about') L; passive 37b.=

79A, xu?yeliditah~ 'I'm expected' L.

O-?-(l-)(~-)ta (semitransitive of O-(~-)ta, ~-clas=

sifier present only in active and neuter perfective,

overt I-mark frequently absent in active perfective

and passive neuter perfective) 'S moves part of 0
(0 intact but articulated or articulatable) , 1. With

?i~- reciprocal 0 of various postpositions, indi=

cating spatial relationship of one part to the other:

?i~~ ?u?siltah~ 'I folded it' ('towardeachother')

M, ?i~lah Ii? ?u?leGeta? 'fold it:' L, ?il1ah

Ii? ?u?siltah~ 'I folded it (as letter)' ('deeply

in cavity around each other') L, ?i~~a?~ li? ?u?=
I



,,!
~

leGeta? 'fold it (e.g. paper, blanket)~' ('deeply
in cavity one behind the other', i.e. in halves,

then quarters, etc.?) L, ?uye~e.qd ?i~~ qid
?u?li.}tah~}h 'he has his hands folded palms to=

gether (as in prayer)' L; passive: ?i~~ ?u?qa.=

ditah} (q-pluralizer, nasalization missing)
'they're folded' L, ?i}~a?~ li? ?u?ditah} (or

?u?liditah} 'it (e.g. blanket) is folded' L;
without reciprocal 0 of postposition: ?u.~ ?u?=
si}tah~ 'I turned a switch, turned a page' L, lu.

?u?leGeta? 'turn the page over' L, la?da?~ ~?=

se~tah~ 'he (baby) took two steps' ('moved, articu=

lated part of something twice') L, la?da?~ ?u?si}=

tab1 'I turned two (e.g. pages)' L; with ye~-pro=

gressive 'reversal of direction': ye~ ?u?ledeta.~
'you're turning pages' M, ye~ ?u?la'dete. 'move

it back and forth~' M, "something about a paddle" L,

ye~ ?u?lexdeta.~ 'I'm moving it back and forth
(attached to something)' L, ye~ ?u?xsditah} 'I

turned the book's pages, turned a switch back and

forth'L.
2. With d-class-mark fe~ e~~~ '~E~~fe~: ?i~=

~a?~ li? ?u?Aa.Geta? 'fold it (pocketknife)~'
('deeply in cavity one part old-class 0 behind the '--

other') L (ca?~ 'knife', d-class), ?ele~ah ?u?=

Aa.Geta? 'open it (hatch or trapdoor)~' (cf. e.g.

..""', ; ""..,"



deGe~ewa?~ 'door', d-class, probably partly the=

matized, as in (d)-ta; passive: ?i~~a?~ li?

?u?Aa.ditah~ 'it (pocketknife) is folded' L.

?i~~a?~ ye~ ?u?Aa.deta.~ (ca?~) (noun, d-class)

'pocketknife' LM, Re~anov ExoT~H~eT~~aaT~D

'HOXKK~ Taschenmesser' (under 'Messer'). Nominal=

ized or relativized passive active imperfective

('d-class 0 is folded back and forth one part be=

hind the other').

..~~.

.,



ta'

ta' (perhaps related to ta; cf. qu')

Gl-ta' (with Gl-thematic 'time') 'S lives, is t.

alive' (for pl. S, however, qu' is preferred, q.v.):

24.86,49.76,78,127,128,61.10, 122A, 62.10, 67.=
12G, Gelextah 'I'm alive' M, Geletah, G~.tah

'it's alive' L, di~ GeletahG 'it's not alive' L,

GeleGeta? 'be alive~, live~' L, di~ sahd~ qu?=

Geli"xtahG (ot -ta.G) 'I won't live long' L,

?idah sahd~ Gelisita?} 'I've lived long enough' L,

sahd~ G~.seta?} 'he lived a long time' L, di~

sahd~ Gelesta?}G 'he didn't live long' L, ?ele~=

gah~ sahd~ Gela"yit~h}h 'I hope he lives long' L,

Geli"tah~~h (transcribed, almost certainly in error,
Geli"ta"~}h) 'may he live~' L, Gelextah da.~ ya"=
nu? xus~i?yah1 'I was buried alive' ('I was alive

and I was buried') L; with qe? 'back, again': 21a.~

39L, qe? GeleGedeta?~ 'it's coming back to life'

L, qe? Geledeta"~ 'it (cust) revives' L, repeti=

tive: qe? Geledeta?g 'it keeps coming back to

life'L; transitive (causative): GeleGe}ta? 'make #
it live~' L, G~"si}ta?~ "I brought it to life' L.

2. .9.28, 51.35A, Rezanov MTa.HaJIbTeHY 'JIacKoBoH

freundlich' ?idah [GJelet}hinu. 'they're nice,

.friendly people' L (more likely ?idah ya? ?e~=

d}?inu' 'make them behave~', see da), ?idah Ge=
I
Ilet~h~h 'he's nice, friendly' L, di~~gah~ ~sa.= i

r !I -.A
M-~~ I'" -5 }N'~~ p."tc' -I



dah Gela.yita.G 'I hope you're not mean' (rare

negative optative, "sounds funny") L, lihJ.cda.d

Gelet}h}h 'he's a quiet, unobtrusive person' L,

guGga? qa.~a? Gelet}h}h 'he's treacherous' ('he

acts deceitfully with us') L, ?ita.?~~hyekv.~ga?

GeleGeta? 'live, be like your father's paternal

grandmother's thumb~' (curse) A.

Geleta.l (gerundive) 'life, living, way of life':

61.33A, Geleta.l xuGe}ga?} 'I'm tired of living'

('living is tiring me') L, Geleta.l~a? ?enah~ekih

?ixleh 'I like life' L.

-G~.ta?l (noun, unclassified?) 'soul, life': Galushia

Nelson qoqan.ta.t} or qoqwn.tatl 'life or soul'

BSdL 552, ~G?-.ta?} 'soul' ("a person has three of

these: when you get scared you lose one; when you

lose the third you die. Shamans work on these to

effect their cures.") L (This is perhaps also the

"mind" discussed by Johnny Stevens in BSdL 231-232.),

siG~.ta?} 'my life, soul' LM. -}-instrumental suf=

fix.



ta.

ta.

ta. (noun) 1. (unclassified) 'trail, path, road' LM,

Rezanov TTa 'Aopora Weg', ta.?e?~ ?iya? 'fol=

low the trail" L lixah ya? ta.?e?x Gao} 'wal=., 0

king along a grizzly-bear trail' l8.4L, ta.lewa?~q

GaO~}h 'he's walking alongside (along the edge of)

the road' L, ta.he?a.w 'long trail' ,L, ta.hewe~

'wide trail, wide road' L, ta.?ekih 'small road'

LM, ta. qidga? ?i.?ah 'end of the trail' ('as

far as the trail extends') LJ(for further examples

concerning extension of trails, see ?a', sid,

was), ta.ct?da?d 'end of the trail' L.

2. (~d-class, cf. e.g. ~e.s~ 'log') 'cordu=

roy road, bridge, pier, sidewalk': ?~.d ta.~eda.q
'here on the pier' 6l.67A, ta.~edeye~d 'under the

bridge'L, ta. ~edeGe~uh~g~ 'I'm shovelling the

sidewalk' L, ta.~edect?da?d 'end of the (corduroy)

road'L

5~ddeye~eta. (noun, unclassified,) 'Milky Way' ('trail
under snowshoes') L (see ~1t 5~~) ..II: ",... ~ .,. "..,--"'-.. _&,'t." "',,,1-- ,.--t.-.

.-)) f"cfp"L",~cc:;;~! j..t'~R""'~ "'=".~~'c" ~1t::'4;'"- ~1f""i"-p"",t;" '-1.
ta...:ya?t (nominalizat:tlon with ';o--ya~'"' 'in 0 (with opening ; ~

'"
at top)') 'doorway, vestibule': 11.13A, 55.l7L, Re= /~, 1->4>

/~ 0 (""'"1\

zanov TaffTT~ 'ABepb Thftre', TaRTT~ (rePlaCing, ~~

crossed-out KaqK~ , see ga?d) 'Kp~b~O Hausflur ~~

ta.ya?d, ta.ya?d ?i~a? qeh~ deGe~~io? 'tie your
door shut~' L, ta.ya?deqesd 'front (door or road)

---



end of house' L, Galushia Nelson ~aiyat}~ca.t

or ~a.iat}~ca.t 'front of the house' BSdL 545,

ta.ya?d}~a.d 'front (door or road) side of house'

LM, .



2ta"

2ta. (cf. ta.5)

?i~-ta. (adverb, prefix ?i~- or ?i-~- not

identified, L rejects proposed *?i~ta.5, or,

with de- '~', *di?~ta.) 'long ago, olden

times' L, 44.lL ("same as dita.5" L, but per=

haps here not 'formerly, earlier during same life=

time', but 'in remote, ancestral past, when things

were different'), as attribute to ya. 'thing,

one, that of': ?el ?i~ta. ya. Geleta.l 'these

old-time (old-fashioned, outmoded?) ways of life'

61.33A; ?i~ta. yt.hinu., ?i~ta.lahyu. 'old-=

time people' (same as ta.5 y}.hinu", qa.delye~

yt.hinu.) L; as postpositional phrase with -d

final: ?i~ta.d 'long ago' L.

?i~ta"leqema?, see qema?

I



II&i~ tah

.t ~t1.~s ...,,0"11.,".-. ~ ,
C'{.~., --t.-k

tah (probably related to tiel-, perhaps also to ta)

-tah (noun) 10 (unclassified) 'skin (of human)':
Rezanov KaTTa ~ORa Haut' qaotah 'our skin, hu=

man skin' ~aTTH 'Haut' quoted from Wrangell in

Radlov, but no such item is found either in the

published Wrangell material or in the Rezanov manu=

script), sitah siya. Gede~e~l 'my skin is pee=

ling' L, ?utahxah~ Gele.l ~is skin is peeling'

L, sitah sig li? lqe~g 'my skin is peeling' L.

2. (ti.l-class) 'skin, pelt, hide, peel' (na=
tural integument of animal, plant): 25.51, 28.83,
102,110,111, 37b.2l, 65.9,9,9,9 (of fish, but

cf. sicr), 39A, 66.3L (of spruceroot, unclassified?),
lV.diyahstah 'rat-skin' 28.95,96,102,108,113,

136, 138A, ?ew ~ewa. ge?ew ?utahti.leyeg qa?

sahl 'the dog went out of its skin' (became human)

49.96A, Gelece~tah 'land-otter-skin' 33.41,41,

41,72,72,74, 74A, ~hlga? ti"na. Ge~eci~ah

?~~ t}. se~ah~}h' he gave her three land-otter-skins'
Z33.84A, ~e?~l?etah 'mink-skin' 33.41.71, 74A, -

te?ya?tah 'fish-skin' M (but cf. sic') , ?ew ~=

tahti.leye~ Aa.Ge~?e? 'hide it under that skin~' L,
?ew ~tah ti.Aa.Gel?e? 'hide that skin~' L, ~tah=

ti"na?~ ?eldah l}hinu" 'they're playing with a

skin' L, k11tahti "lelu?qao da' ?i. ?a?~ 'let'.f:; go

get some skins' L, ~tah ?u.d t}.setah1 (not

...~ L.!



_?ah3:) 'a skin lies there' L, kiltah si~ ti.li.=

ta? (not -?a?, but once also recorded -?a?)

'give me a skin:' L, ~tahyahd 'skin-house'M.

3. (unclassified, or d-class?, with d-class-=
mark for e.g. lis 'spruce, tree', -de?uhdg 'egg')

'bark, shell': ~detah 'tree-bark'L, lisdetah

'spruce-bark'L, kilde5u. ~detah 'nice piece of
bark' L, ?udetahxah~ Gex3:i"3: 'I'm peeling the

bark off it' L, ?ewdetahxah~ ?ew Ge3:i"3:}h 'he's

taking the shell off it (egg)' L (this form may be

incorrect; cf. -d-3:-tah below).
s3:iwe?3: ~tah, s3:iwe.3: ~tah (noun, qi.l-class?)

'thong' ('skin which has been sliced') L (see we?3:),

Galushia Nelson St3:iWE"t3: Gdtd' or st3:iw£ot3:

Go'ta 'thong ("cut skin")' BSdL 548.

-l-tah (noun, unclassified?, with I-anatomical 'head',
'..1 I' ,~ ()

?R'" ! .,not attested -h~¥"'~ as -Ie-): k\1.tah 'fish-head-= -

skin' (may be eaten raw, very rich) L, ?V.tah 'its

(fish's) head-skin' L.

-1-tah (noun, unclassified) 1. 'skin used as a con=

tainer or covering; container': giyah3:tah 'water-=

skin, water-bucket' 46.22M, ?}.s1wa?1tah « ?}.=

s3:wa?3:-1tah) 'snuffbox' 56.10, 16L, Galushia Nelson
t'e'kt3:\t3: ta' 'quiver ("arrow box")' BSdL 549,

t'e~3:?srtah 'quiver' L, kil3:tah 'empty container' L,

di.ya?3:tah 'salt-shaker'L, gi"wa.3:tah 'empty beer



bottle'L, c}?lah}tah « c}?lah}-}tah) 'pillow=
case'L.

2. '"hol~ (pejorative): Y'ii-°? di.?yah}}tah -

qel Cordova 'this Cordova's a rain-hole' L.

3. With d-class-mark) 'container for d-class

object': da.na.de}tah 'coin-purse, purse, pocket=

book'L, weGdaona.de}tah 'eyeglass-case'L.
-d-}-tah (noun) 'shell' (as natural integument): 1.

(d-class) 'eggshell' (cf. -de?uhdg 'egg', d-class;
cf. also -d-tah): k'ude}tah 'eggshell'L, k'udet'u? X'-..,~ ~de}tah 'lots of eggshells' L.

2. (unclassified?) 'shell (of crustacean)'

(most crustaceans, however, are not d-class): ~=
de}tah 'shell of crustacean' L.

-dl-}-tah (noun, unclassified~, with dl-class-mark;

cf. e.g. -Aa.ca. 'testicle' and ca. 'stone', dl-=

class) 'scrotum': siAa.}tah 'my scrotum'S.
.'1--

la.}tah (noun, unclassified, see la.1) 'sack, bag, --"
pouch, purse, pocketbook': 36.31,38, 39A, Rezanov
H~DTa 'CYMKa Tasche ' na ° }tah, ~~DTa 'M~moR~

Sack' la.}tah 'sack, bag, purse'. L, "pocketbook'

M, 'bag' A, 'purse, bag'S, lao}tahluw 'big purse'

Lr1, la.}tah~e~ '!'ears" where top of sack is tied

at corners' L.

?i}deGeia.}tah (noun, unclassified?) 'fancy beaded

sewing-bag' ('one pouch above the other') L, 'e.g.



shoe-bag with many pockets that hangs on wall' M,

Galushia Nelson \1taqala.t1td 'sewing bag' BSdL

547, Galushia Nelson t1taqala.1td 'married wo=

man' BSdL 542 (L does not understand the reason,

if any, for this gloss).

I

"



ta?

ta? ",; " /, A
,.;;n :lfetO!-,,! ~(" ~~J;"",f -.-rJ;u~ ~:,;'.",~,

ta? (preverb) 'into (naturalYbody of salt or fresh)

water' 1. With zero final: a. usual except with

repetitive, customary, and inceptive perfective:
ta? -ta 25.44A, ta? 0-(1-)ta 25.41A, ta?

O-~i'c' '8 soaks 0 in water', ta? 0-1-c}hd '8

throws pl. 0 in water', ta? O-cu'x '8 thrusts,

dips 0 into water', ta? O-da~ '8 throws 0 into

water', ta? 0-1-ga.6 '8 mixes 0 in water', ta?
d-1a-qahG '8 falls into water', ta? 1a-qu 'pl.
8 (ducks) land in water', ta? a-laG '8 pushes,

throws 0 into water', ta? 1a-?a5 '8 jumps in=

to water', ta? o-~ -?a?(! '8 goes into water

with 0' 20.25A, ta? I-da-?a '8 disperses into

water' 50.62, 62A, ta? 6a1a? 'put them in the

water~' 21a.23L, ta? I-da-a '8 goes mistakenly
into deep water', ta? sah1 'he went, walked

into the water' L, with qe?-qe'-, 'back, again':

ta? qe? sdiyah1 'went back into the water' 21a.=

25L, ta? qe? sa1tah1}h 'put it back in the

water' 45a.8L, gu.dag qe? ta? xs1i?a51 'I

jumped back into the water again' M.

lb. Occasionally also with customary: da=

de.ga? da.~d ta? ?aw ?a5a'~inu. 'each time
they shoved them in the water' 25.50A, ~de.dah



ta? ?a.~6 'he (cust) has no way to go into the

water' 11.69A, with ge?-ge.-: gu.deg ?ew qe.=

ta? di. c'e. ~~inu. 'again they (cust) throw it

(head) back into the water' 53.14L.

lc. In certain non-verbal or nominalized

forms: te?ya? « *ta?-ya?) 'fish, salmon', see

ya?-, te?wa?z 'fish-trap, weir, rack', (see

wa?z2), ta?zteh 'dead spawned-out fish' (see

te).

2. With -d final 'at rest in', ta?d ya?

?eda.~}h '(cust) sits in water' 50.14A, ta?d

sedahz 'sits in water' L, 50.16A, ta?d ya.nu?

?ele.g~}h '(cust) reaches his hand down underwater'

56.2L, ta?d ?u?lixiz~ah 'I'm keeping it in water'

L, deGya? ta?d ya? a-leG 'S pushes 0 backward

into water', ta?d qeza?ni~ 'small water-bug ~

fish species', ta?d ?}.z~emah 'sponge, soaked

fish-heads', ta?d ye~ da.~ 'he's walking around

in the water, wading' L.

2b. With -d final '(from a position of

rest) in' and qa?-q~.- 'up out': ta?d qa?

siztah% 'I rinsed it, took it out of water' L,

ta?d q~.~ ?eGec'g 'wring it out~' ('twist it up

out of water:') L, ta?d qa? ?eqah ta?d qa?

?eq}hinu. 'they come up out of the water' L,



ta?d qa? -?a' 'S sticks up out of water',

ta?d qa? O-~-(y)a, ta?d q~o~ O-l-(y)a, ta?d

qa? 0-1-ya.?, ta?d q~o~ 0-1-yao? 'S rinses
pl. 0', ta?d qa? sah~ih 'he came out of the

water'L, ta?d qa? ?eweos~ 'it (cust) bobs

up out of water' 20.44A, with qe?-qe.-: ta?d

qe? qa? ?edewe.s~ 'it (cust) bobs back up to
the surface' LM.

3. With -~ final, 'repeated or continuous

motion to, toward': ta?~ lexga.G 'I'm mixing it

with (river-)water' M, ta?~ o-~ d-1e-kihd 'S

shoves 0 into water', ta?~ 0-1-cihdN-ci.d 'S

throws pl. 0 into water (one after another)' L,

12.6,6, 17G (-~ in forms from G probably in=

correct), ta?~ ?eqah, ta?~ ?eqihinu. 'pl. S

go into water' L, 50.3A, ta?~ ~e?a?~1 'they

went into (towards?) the water' 20.93, 94A, yahd

ta?~ qa?a?~ 'they'll go out to sea into the

water' (of loons, learning to swim) 24.40A, ta?~

sah1 'he went toward the water' L, with qe?-qeo-:

ta?~ qe? deya.~ 'are (cust) put back into the

water' 45a.14L.

4. With -~ final 'motion within': with

ye~ 'downward': ta?~ ye~ O-l-l-ya.? 'S puts
pl. O's heads down into water, baptizes pl. 0',



qa. ta?~ ye~ ?i.1y}o?ih 'priest', ta?~. ye~

xulisdicu.x1 'my head got thrust down into water'

L, ta?~ 0-1-1-?a 'S baptizes (sg.) 0', ta?~

ye~ ?iodi?ah}inu. 'baptized people', ta?~ ye~

?elugg 'keep dipping your hands in water:' L,I 
with ye~-progressive: ta?~ ye~ da.~ih 'he's

walking around in water, wading' L, ta?~ ye~

xdele?g~ 'I work with my hands in water, move my

hands about in water' L, ta?~ ye~ ?edewe.~

'(cust) swim around in the water' 62.29G.

5. With -de~ final 'motion within' (per:

haps incorrect): ta?de~ ye~ da.~}h 'he's walk:

ing around in water, wading' (same as ta?~ ye~

da.~ih, ta?d ye~ da.~ih) L.



tao?

tao?

-tao? (kinship noun, ascending, for vocative see

dah ) 'father': 2bo6, 13L, 11.111, 129A, 18.41, r

19.26L, 20.95A, 21a.12, 17, 20,34.109,112,42.20,

23L, 43.14M, 49.12, 17A, 55.19L, ?utao?siyah 'her
old father' 49.77A, ?~h seqeodekihtao? 'the

child's father' 55.23L, sitae? 'my father' Ll'1A,

?idehdah sitae? 'my real father' L, so~ayttztn'in

'step-mother' [sic] BSdL 568A, sita.? yizth~h

'my stepfather' ('he who is my father') L, Rezanov
CHTaaTaa 'A~A~ Grossvater' sitao?tao? 'my father's

father' (not a standard kinship term, see ?uh), -

Furuhjelm Imata 'woman', perhaps ?imaotao? 'your

mother's father' (not a standard kinship term, see

?weos; also not a curse) L, sitao?Geyu. 'my fa=
ther's relatives, my father etc. (my father and his

side of the family)' L, sitqanta 'husband's father'

(woman speaking) BSdL 568A siqa?tao? 'my husband's

father' (not a standard kinship term, see -y-tao?)

L; a frequent element in personal names for men, see
Appendix; a frequent element in curses: ?itao?ma. -

'your father's mother:' (not a standard kinship term,

see lr:j.h) L, ';Ii tao ?ma. ga? 'like your father's mo=

ther:' L, ?itao?maoyekvo(! 'your father's mother's

thumb:' L, ?itao?maoga? ?iolih~el!e°k'3: '(this wood,

difficult to split) is crossgrained like your father's



mother~' (Billy Dude cursed) 72.36L, ?itao?~th=

yek¥.~ga? GeleGeta? 'live like your father's pa=
ternal grandmother's thumb:' A (L cannot explain

the origin of these curses as such, but is not re=

luctant to repeat or discuss them).

qaota.? (noun, unclassified) 'God' ('our father') L,

46.311'1,51.6,6,7,18,18,18,18,39,70.2A,
qa.ta.?~o? ~e?a?~}inu. 'those who have come upon
Our Father' (i.e. those who have gone to heaven) 510=

73A, qaotao? ?uone~ ~deda?yaog 'Lent' ('Our
~ather' storment') L :",'" /7:" !~"",:,~4:, ~ ...:.., , ~.;,- "'(~..,) ,

-y~tao? (kinship noun, a~e~~? 'father-in-law' --
(man's or woman's): 2a.34M, siyetao? 'my father-=

in-law'LA, ?uyeta.? (not ?uwe-) 'his (or her)

father-in-law'LM.

.

I
i

.I



til-h

t?h
til-h (noun, unclassified) 'stuffing (grass) inside

shoes, socks' L, 'shoe-stuffing, half-socks' A,

t~hyeq ?i~a? Ge1e?e?5 'put your stockings on'
('put your feet in your stockings:') L, ti!-h si=

~a? qi.de1ah qu?xde~ih 'I'll wrap it (e.g. bur=
lap) around my feet as stockings' L.

"



t?-h

t~h (also t~ in verb, probably analogical; noun t~h

probably primary)

t~ {noun) 'wave' 1. (classification indefinite):
Rezanov TaH~ 'Bypy~ Brandung', Galushia Nelson

tan, Old Man Dude t'an 'waves' BSdL 537, t~
'wave(s) , L.

2. (~dl-class): as 0 of postposition: 37a.21,

72.39L, t~~eAa.yeq ye~ dewe.~ 'it's swimming
around in the waves' L; with suffixed adjective:

t~~eAi.?nuw 'big waves' L; incomporinds: t~=
~eAa.yequh 'small waves' L, see also t~heyah~;
as s: t~ ~eAa.q~?~ 'wave is breaking' L, t?-h

~eAa.sli?e51 'ocean swells rolled' L.

3. (dl-class, status uncertain, dl-' p'erhaps
thematic as in dl-t~, and/or in error for' ::~dl-):

t'cllacia qi' tan ~linax qet:r.d.t:r. "'Where Old

Raven was walking behind the waves" (i.e. beach=

combing)' BSdL 261, 259 ~i.leh~iyah qi? t~Ai.=

ne~ G(e:r.)a.:r. (1, :r.-classifier not expected) 'where
Raven was walking in the waves', ~an ~:r.inaqt

qe~:r.a.t:r. or ~an Rlinaqd ~au~:r.a.t:r. "'I am going

behind the waves", (Raven's song (waves behind I-=

am-going)' BSdL 261, 559 t~hxi.neGd Gex(:r.)a.:r. 'I'm

walking along inside the breakers', cf. 72.39L; in

compound: t?-hAa.yah~ (= t~h8yah~, t~~eAa.yah~,
probably also influenced by ?~Aa.yah~ and dl-t~)



'tidal debris' L; as S: t~h qi? leG Aao}yao?

'where waves lap ashore' L (cf. dl-t~)o

4. (unclassified): as S: t~ qa? ?io?yah}

'waves are rolling' M, 'a wave is coming' L, t~h

?ideGeleo} 'it's getting wavy' L, t~h xi~ga?
Ge}e?} 'wave is getting white(cap) , L; in com=

pound, see t~heyah~o

t~heyahS (also t~h~eAaoyahS, t~Aa.yahS, cfo
?~Aaoyah~) 'tidal debris (small debris, mainly
vegetable, left ashore at floodmark) , ('waves' child')

L, 56.22L, t~eyahS ~~? qi? ~o}eh 'where

there are lots of tidal debris' L.

-t~ (noun, unclassified?) 'wave (made by 0)': ~=

t~ 'wave made by something' L.

dl-t~ (stem-variation probably analogical) 'S (wave)

moves': ?uo~ AaoGet~o} 'a wave is coming there'

L, ?uo~ qu?\iot~ 'a wave will come there' L,

?uod "aoset~h1 'a wave came there' L.

.~'-"A



~

tuh

~
tuh (once recorded t¥h, nasalization probably by

assimilation from prefix)

-l-tuh (noun, ~l-class?, with thematized 1-, never

realized -Ie-, and thematized indefinite posses=

sort L rejecting e.g. *?¥.tuh): ~.tuh (recorded

~.t¥h A, ~.tuh LM, ~.tuh LA, ~.tuh pro= .lr
,..~ 40 \.bably the correct form) 'semen (of salmon), sal= "

mon-"milk'" LMA (Cf).) ~a?~ for, seme~ Of\.,fish other q. ftt.
than salmon), k I" f~ i ..lIt q (AI~ 1 ~L.) L- -0 J

I
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tuh~tu' I

tuh-tu' (form of stem cannot be established with certain=

ty; only neuter imperfective and once perhaps an opta=
tive could be elicited without -g-repetitive: with the

-g-repetitive L has -tuh- 35 times, -tu?- twice, and
is reluctant to use -tu?- freely; M has -tuh- twice,

-tu?- once; in the only repetitive elicited from A,

however, the form is -tu?_;-{", cf" ~o,l'A,.It~h

k'u-?-le-tuh(--tu') (sem:i:-trane:i~Te with thematized
indefinite 0 k'u-)",,".:~--~~,~~;'!ll~ezanov ROYTJI:t1TYH':&~::';~-
'~~H:t1EOK fault k'u?zituh 'it's (or you're) lazy', ~~~ ~l-"

~?zitvhth 'he's lazy, a lazy person' LA, di~ ~~
'. /.i.<A.. :r:~ V r A L~?zetuhG}h 'he's not lazy' LM, RU?Xzltuh 'I'm

lazy' LM, ~?litvh}?luw 'big lazy lout' M, de=
?u.d ~?zit¥h}h 'OK let him be lazy' L (active

and neuter optatives and neuter imperfective would

all be homophonous); with o-~ 'toward 0': ?ew~

~?zitvh}h 'he's lazy about it' M; with y-ana=

tomical: ?u~ ~?yixzituh 'my hands are too lazy
to do it' ('I'm manually lethargic ~~~ it') L.

~-?-ze-tuh(--tu')-g (as above, but -g-repetitive
thematized, required in all modes and aspects ex=
cept neuter imperfective and optatives) 'S becomes

lazy': k'u?Gezetuhgl}h 'he's getting lazy' L, ~?=

Gezetu?gl}h (or -tuhg-) 'he's getting lazy' M,
di~ ~?GezetuhgzG}h 'he's not getting lazy' L,

~?qu?xzetuhg 'I '11 ~ get lazy' L, k'u?qu?ze=
,



tuhg}h (or ~?qe?}etuhg}h, which would imply a

theme ?i-}e-tuh-g with indeterminate 0 besides

the ~-indefinite; L much prefers the form with

-qu?_, but claims she has heard others say -qe?-;

it is not unlikely that such analogical forms would

occur with this difficult theme) 'he'll get lazy'

L, di~ ~?qu?}etuhgG}h 'he won't be'lazy' M,

~?s}ituhgl~h 'he got lazy' L, ~?s}itu?g}}h 'he

got lazy' A, di~ ~?xsletuhg}G 'I didn't get la=

zy' L, ~?Ge}etuhg 'get lazy~' L, dao ~?}ituhg

'let's be lazy'L, gi"waO ?exdelah dao~ ~?=

xletu"g~ 'when I start to drink beer I (cust) get

lazy'L; with o-~a?: ye~ ?uteo~~a? ~?qu?}e=

tuhg (or -tu?g) 'it (dog, child) will get lazy

from lying around' L, gi"waO ?ul~a? ~?xs}i=

tuhg} 'I got lazy from drinking beer' L; with 0-=

lehd: ?ew gi"waOlehd quhnuo ~?Ge}etuhg} 'it's

because of the beer they're getting lazy' Lo The

causative of this theme is especially problematical,

formed in two or perhaps three different ways: (1)

Normally, with o-d '0 as middle agent in causative

construction', o-d~-?~}-tuh-g '8 makes 0 lazy':

sid ~?Ge}tuhg} 'it's making me lazy' L, ?io sid

~?Gio}tuhg} '~are making me lazy' L, ?ida?yao=

le~ ?id ~?Gex}tuhg}Gdewao 'before I make you too

lazy' Lo (2) Highly irregular and anomalous, but suf=

ficiently authenticated, ~_?-O-}-tuh-g '8 makes 0

c ..



""~~~

lazy', with double 0, personal 0 of fully transi=

tive, and ~-indefinite of semitransitive: ~?=

XUGio1tuhg1 'you're making me lazy' L (verified

on two different occasions), kil?xuse1tuhg1 'it

made me lazy' L, ~?iqe?rltuhg ',I'll make you

lazy (by doing too much for you)' L. (3) With per=

sonalO replacing thematized ~-, 0-?-1-tuh-g

'S makes 0 lazy': XU? G e1tuhg1 'it's making me

lazy' L (later rejected or accepted only reluc=

tantly by L), ?iJt' c:j.?deleol XU? G e1tuhg1 'tal=

king to you is making me lazy' L. The correctness

of the theme in this form, without thematized kil-,

is quite doubtful.

I



~
tewah

tewah (perhaps blend of xwa-xa-xewa and ta')

?t.~tewah (noun, tiol-class) 'red ribbon seaweed,
red laver, sea lettuce (Porphyra laciniata) , M,

?t.~tewahti.le~? 'lots of ribbon seaweed' M.
M insists, on two separate occasions, on this

form with stem-initial -t-, for which all other

informants regularly give ?}.~xewah; see xwa-=

xa-xewa. Perhaps influenced by, and/or related
to ta', l-ta' 'S lives'~

"

!
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ta?k'-, t ';oX

ta?~ ,vtq.):1

O-ta?~ 'S kicks 0': xuselta?~~}h 'he kicked me' L,
~ xta?~ 'I'm kicking it' M, ?eta?~ 'kick it~' M,

~~'a R
" wi th mark,s .xu=.'",. gedeseta?~l}h 'he kicked me in the rump' L, ?}O=

sita?~ 'I kicked it in the head' L; repetitive:

li~ ?ew ta?~g}h 'he keeps kicking it all the
k +-"< ..-1, " , ...;, "

time' L; with indeterminate 0 and o-~ 'at 0',,..
o-~ ?i-de-ta?~ 'S kicks at 0': si~ ?isdita?~l}h

'he kicked at me' L; with indeterminate 0 and ye~-=

progressive: ye~ ?ixdeta?~ 'I'm kicking my foot

around'L; fassive: xusdita?~l 'I've been kicked'.".
'r A.~.c-R
reflexive, with mark ~~~~.~~~~~~

A

~: ?edgededeta?~ 'she (promiscuous wife) is
sprucing herself up for a spree of loose behavior'

('she's kicking herself in the rump') L (cf. English
'kicks up her heels', by which the Eyak has probably

not been influenced; cf. also ?ed-g-le-?e?3)~'-'.~~

with ye~-progressive: ye~ ?edgedeta?~ 'she's

running around, behaving promiscuously' ('she goes
about kicking herself in the rump') L, ye~ ?edge=

dedetao~~ 'she (wife) (cust) gallivants, is pro=

miscuous, drinks' L. -~~L.
J!/ frl;'~"";1O-?-ta?~ 'S kicks at 0' (semitransitfve): xu?seta?~=

A

l}h 'he kicke~ at, cm~ (mayor may not have connec=
#.e " ...~ 1ttI..fted) , L, with mark ~~~~~~~4~~~~:

A



I

xu?gedeseta?~}}h 'he kicked at my rump' L.

O-}-ta?~ 'S kicks 0 (thereby affecting position or

condition of 0)': 2Ib.IA, si1:ta?~1: 'I kicked it

(so it moved)' L, ?a?q xuse1:ta?~}h 'he (liter=

ally) kicked me out' L, ya? si~ta?~ 'I kicked

it all to bits' L, da?d xuse~ta?~~}h 'he kicked

me in the face' L (~-classifier p~esumably because
~ ~- O-J-tk)tof the brutality of the ac\); with yeJS:-progressive:

~
yeJS: x~eta?JI:'J;: 'I'm walking around kicking it along,

I'm kicking it about' L, 50.5, ~2, 32A 'S kicks 0
f

around (abuses, mistreats O)'j Indirect reflexive:

?ed~ ?ew yahd s1:ita?~~}h 'she launched herself

(in canoe) with a kick' ('she kicked it out to sea

with herself') 25046. 47Aj passive: qid xus~ita?~~ .--

'I've been kicked down, off' L.

1:e-ta?~ 'S (folded or rolled) springs open': (qeo)=

ya? s~ita?~} 'it (folded or rolled) sprang (back)

open'L.

-te~ (also, but less frequently, -ti~ L), reduced

stem, occurring only in -qio-te1t' (noun, unclassi=

fied?) 'heel': Rezanov KaKeTeT~D ~HTa Ferse'

qao qi .te1t' (or::: -ti~ -,) "our ~.h~el, human heel' ,

siqi.te~ 'my heel' LMAS.



ta°,;

ta05 (perhaps to be analyzed tao-5, cf. ta02)

ta.5 (adverb) 'formerly, in the past, long ago, in
the old days, in olden times' (frequent as intro=

ductory formula in texts) L, 25.209, 28.114A, 3401M,

36.25A, 4O.1L, 51.8A, 54.2,11, IlG, 61.1A, 63.15,

64.2, 15G, 65080,68.71,85, 69.6A, ta.5~ '(do
you mean) in the old days?' 68.68A, ta.5 ~e5u.

yi}}h}h, qa.l ?ewa. di~ 'he used to be good

(formerly), but not now' L, ta.5 xi~ga? ?i.~eh

'it used (formerly) to be white' L, ta.5 xi~ga?

di.~eh 'it (house) used (formerly) to be white' L,

ta.5 te?ya?e?d de~ xi}eh 'I used to live
on fish' L, Rezanov AT~ '~aBHo langst, vor

langer Zeit' 'a?d ta.5 'very long ago', as at=

tribute to ya. 'thing, one, that of': ta.5 ya.
we~ah 'old-time story' 12.1, 571G, di~ ta.5 -

ya.gWa? ?a?~.G 'it's not like old times' 62.~

12, 14G, ta.5 y}'hinU. 'old-time people' (same
as ?i~ta.lahyu., qaode}ye~ y}OhinuO, not ~a05=

lahyu. or *ta05delahGeyuo) L, 39.1, 6601L, ta05=

delahGeyuo 'old-time people' 63.26G ('inhabitants

of old times', L rejects), frequently with de-

'~': dita05 'formerly, long ago, in the old
days, in olden times' L, 501, 1901L, 29.54, 36.=

25A, 46.1M, 52.1L, 59.1 Galushia Nelson, 60.14A,



63.14G, 69.6A, 71.70LM, dita.o ?i~ ?u?si~ah~
(or ?a?x~ah) ?ew yahd ~de~iyah 'I told you

long ago that house was no good' L, ?a?d ditaoo

'very long ago' Ib.ll1, 18.lL, 43.1, 2, 47b.lM.



tes-tis

tes-tis (L more frequently tis, M more frequently tes, 8

tes, Rezanov tes; expanded: L te.s twice, ti.s

once, prefers te. s) LJ _L. I
..~~"'c-J# 'f,..~!z.1'\

de-tes(-g) (usually"repetitiv~) 'S trembles, shakes,

shivers': xdetesg 'I'm trembling' MA, xdetisg

'I'm shivering, trembling, shivering (from drunken=
ness) , L, detesg}h 'he's trembling, shaking' LMA,

detes}h 'he's trembling' M, sexdetisgl 'I'm star=

ting to tremble (from sickness, cold, drinking)' L,

qu?detisg 'it'll shake' LM, sditisgl L, sditesgl

'it shook' M, xdsitisg:t "E trembled (for no ap=

parent reason)' L, J:ii! deteos~}h 'he's (cust) al=

ways nervous, gets cold shivers, ~~hudders' L; with
~ks

mI~~~~~4~~7 anatomical ~~~: yexdetisg

'my hand is shaking' L, qi.dixsditisgJ: 'my leg got

shaky'L. Transitive (causative) O-J:-tes(-g): ?el=

tesg 'shake it~' 8, xultisg}h 'he's shaking me'

L, frequently impersonal, '0 is nervous, shaky':
Rezanov ATH~DTac~ 'Tpyc~ du furchtest' ?a?d

(?i.) ?iltes '(you,) you're very nervous (shaky)',
?a?d xuseltesgJ: 'I'm very nervous (shaky)' L; with

class-marks for 0: le~a.ltisg 'shake them (dice)~'

L, ~le~eJ:teos~}h (preferable to -ties-) 'he

(cust) plays dice' ('8 (cust) shakes something of

l~-class ('berry-like')'), ~qu?qi.lioxltesg 'I'll

yoyo' ('I'll shake something of qiol-class ('rope-=

~:!;:::'I<f;C...c .~



,

like')') M (L has never heard this term; cf. 3~hd

for' buzz-toy'.)

le~edetis L, le~edetisg LA (noun, l~-class) 'die,

dice': la?d le~a. le~edetisg 'two dice' L.

Nominalized passive active imperfective of O-l~-=

3:-tes-g.
~qi.letesg (noun, unclassified?) 'kind of yoyo' M.

f ,.",I /1 '
L has never hea:lrl this form. q. >;:"1(\

~ 11.1): ~ A~
3:e-tes-g 'S shivers (from COld)':"" xs3:itisg;J:: 'I -

shivered (from cold)' L, contrasted with xsdi=

tisg~ 'I shivered (for no apparent reason)' L, the

only attestation of this theme. The validity of the

contrast is in any case dubious, as de-tes-g is

amply attested in the sense'S shivers (for specific

reason, including cold)'. The authenticity of this
theme is uncertain; cf. 3:e-si~ 'S shivers (from

cold)', the influence of which may well account for

this form.



;.1 ta.s.L.

1ta.s
wi,-:L.z.(;~t;:~ ~7

o-ta.s (POStPOSitiOX 1. 'across, over, by, past

0': Rezanov AYTac~ '~epe3~ durch' ?ewta.s

'across, over it', sita.s 'over, across me' L,

often with ?e~ 'completely by, past, through':

o-ta.s ?e~ ?ed-dl-~e-we?~ '8 sneaks by, past 0',

o-ta.s (?e~) ~dl-?ya '8 runs by (past) 0', ma-=

gedeta.s (?eS) seqehHnu. 'they boated across

the lake' 37b.67, 80, 80A, ~ede.dah ?ew ma-=

gedeta.s ?e~ ?esah~G 'he had no way to get (walk,

wade) across the lake' 37b.81A, ~ta-s ?i.?ah

'it extends across something (specific)' L, de=

ta.s ?i.?ah 'it extends across (indeterminate

0)' L, further instances under o-ta.s -?a' (-?a'

16.), o-ta.s -sid 'pl. 8 extend across 0',

?i~ta-s ?idi~i?ah 'winds are crossed (across each

other)' L, o-ta.s ?i-?e?5 '8 steps over 0',

?i~ta.s ?isi?e?5~ 'I sit cross-legged' L, o-ta.s

?ed~-leG '8 jumps over, across 0', ?i~ta.s

q~.~ ?eddeleGinu. 'they're playing leapfrog' L,
o-ta-s qa? ?ed-~e-Su-~ '8 (pole-)vaults over

0', ?ita-s q~.~ ?edgeAa.x~exu~g 'I'm somer=

saulting over you' L, ?uta-s Ga-? 'walk over,

across it (ditch):' L, ?uta-s ?ixah da.~ 'just

as I start to walk across it' L, ?~.geleta.s



Geqe"1 'she's boating across the river' 25.47A,
~~? ya.geleta.s deGuxl~a?d da.~ 'when I

fly across many bodies of water' 34.38L, ?i~~"=

ta.s M, ?i~eleta.s 'across, over a mountain'

25.77A, Geledu~lta.s 'over a hill' L, Rezanov
~TacK~ery 'O6HT~ um arm en , sita.s Gele?gW,

sita.s Gele?g 'put your arm around (over, across)

me~' LM, sita.s ~?se?e51 'someone threw a spear

past me (missed me)' L; with ~e- 'area' as 0,

'across an area', in place-names: ?e~ekih qi?

~eta.s deya.? place in canoe passage on Hawkins

Island, also a creek above Boswell Bay ('place

where canoes are taken across') L, as noun, 0 of

postposition: ~eta.sya?d Odiak Slough ('0 with
broad opening at top (body of water) across an

area') L, ~eta.sguda?d mouth of Odiak Slough
('mouth of body of water over an area') L.

I 2. 'instead of 0': sita.s 'instead of me'
L (cf. o-?e?, more frequent than o-ta.s in

this meaning).

ta.s (preverb, rare, perhaps incorrect, to be cor=

rected to detaos 'across indeterminate 0', pre=

verb meaning 'across' normally da"~) 'across':
,ta.s dio?ah 'it (board) lies extended across' L. ;

ta.sGe}ah (noun, unclassified, etymology uncertain,



clearly with ta.s 'across' as preverb, or per=

haps postposition with zero reflexive 0 if indirect

!reflexive construction: perhaps ta.s Ge-}-lah
'around-most (of a series) across' 7, or ta.s

Ge-le-(y)a nominalized passive inceptive condi=
tional indirect reflexive 'anything pl. which I

may be kept around oneself', but more probably

expected form here would be ta.s Gedeyah, or

ta.s Geleyah, or perhaps ta.s G-l-(y)a 'pl.

lare in position across, around' (with unidentified

IG-thematic) 'belt' LM, Rezanov TaCRaTJI.fI 'llo.fIo'I>

iGurt', ta.sGelah ~ih~ sil?ahl 'I started to

make a belt' M, ta.sGelah~a?~ (?u~a?) '(tucked)

under (his) belt' 37b.30, 60A.

ta.snahyu., see ta.snah, separate entry.



ta"s"-

ta"s2 (authenticity uncertain)

leGelta"s (nominal form, attested only as C) 'older

(grown up, mature, pubescent) '1, attested only on

Li file-slip, laqalt4.a"s ga3:F;'l 'he's getting

lolder (boy)' to be read leGelta"s Ge3:e?3: 'he's

getting to be leGe3:ta"s', checked only with M,

who does not recognize the form, and suggests

leGelxa"l}h 'he's growing (to certain extent, in

certain way)'; it seems unlikely, however, that

the form in Li here is a mistranscription, except

in that it should perhaps be corrected to leGel=

ta"sl, in which case the form is a nominalized

inceptive perfective (rather than the rarely nomi=

Inalized inceptive conditional) of a theme 1-1-=
;

taos, with same prefixes as l-l-xwa, and per=

haps meaning'S (male1) reaches sexual maturity',

I thus leGelta"s3: Gele?} 'he is getting to be one

who is beginning to reach sexual maturity'; cf.

yah.

i



ta?~

ta?~

-ta?~ 'S becomes flat, collapses', especially with

la?q 'thickness, deflation': s~i?mahd~ si~a?
la?q seta?~ 'bread went flat on me' L. Transi=

tive (causative): si~ta?~ 'I flattened it out'

L~ la?q qu?x1ta?~ 'I'll collapse it, crush it,
smash it down (e.g. box, can)' L.I 

.



tu?~

tu?~

-tu?~ 'pl. (or sg. with another involved) animate S

lie, are prone, in bed, sleep': (1) Active perfec=

tive, used with force of neuter, 'pl. (etc.) S lie,

are prone, in bed, sleep': 18.37L, 51.61A, setu?~=

linu. 'they're in bed' L. (2) Neuter perfective,

usually with o-q 'on 0': ?u.d daoq ?i.tu?~li=

nu. 'they're lying (on something, surface) over

there'L. (3) With y?-.? 'down', modes and aspects

freely used, 'pl. (etc.) S lie down, go to bed':
7 ;'JI

18.25L, 25.27, 37b.t8A, 39.2L, 49.~A, y~.? ?e= ~

le~tu?~ 'pl. lie down~' LM, y~.? dao qa?tu?~

'we'll lie down' LM, y?-o? Getu?~ ?u~ dexl}hi=

nu. 'I told them to lie down' L, ?i~ y~o? qu?x=

tu?~ 'I'll go to bed with you sg.f L; transitive

(causative): y~.? qu?xltu?(! 'I'll put them to

bed'L, y?-.? le~iqe?xltu?~ 'I'll make you pl.
go to bed' L. (4) With expanded stem, -tu.~ 'pl.

Oetc.) S lie (etc.) in successive acts' ,(not con=

fined to the customary): active imperfective, used

in customary or ethical sense; ?~.d~el seqe.Geyu.

tu.(! 'is it here the children sleep (ordinarily)?'

L, ?u.d da. tuo~ 'we (ordinarily) sleep there'

4 L; with ya? 'completely, to state of rest', at=

tested only in 49.71, 71fnA, once apparently in the

neuter imperfective repetitive, a very rare form;



customary: ?u.d da. tuo~ 'we (cust) sleep

there'L.
?istu.~ (gerundive, with expanded stem) 'act of

pl. animate subjects lying': qao se}ga?} ?el

?istu.~ 'we're tired of lying down' ('this lying

has tired us') L.

?uya? ?i~tu?~} (noun, unclassified) 'blanket'L,
9Rezanov YemTy"tlJI:& ' O~'l:IHJIO Bettdecke'. Derived ~ ~

from gerundive, with -}-instrumental, o-ya? 'in

0 (with opening at top)'.



tug

,i ..

tug (expanded te.g twice, tu.g once)
le-tug 'S swells up (with moisture)': slitugl 'it

swelled up (in water, e.g. feathers, dried fruit,

like rice)' L, de?a. ?u.d qu?letug 'it'll swell

up by itself there' L, ?e~ Ga?yah da.~ ?ele=

te.g~ 'when it gets soaked it (cust) swells up' L,

used figuratively in reference to natural abundance:

72.29fn, 30fnL, repetitive: letugg 'it keeps swell=
ing up' L; with l~-class-mark('berry-like') for S:

le~eletu.g~ 'it (rice) (cust) swells up' L, le~e=

~ete.g~ 'they (berries, rice) (cust) swell up' L;
transitive (causative): qu?yi~tug~uh 'will you make

!it swell?' L. Susceptive neuter: litug~ 'it swells )~.

up easy (-e.g. macaroni)' L; with l~-class-mark, ne=
gative: di~ le~a?letug~G '(berries) that don't

swell'L.

le~eletug (noun, l~-class) 'rice' LM. Nominalized ac=
tive imperfective of above, with l~-class-mark. le~e=

1etug ?uq' ~1i1-'??! le~a?yah 'table for rice (in Rus=
sian Orthodox church)' (, rice is ready on it,') L.

gl-de-tug., (verb theme;3attested only with gl-class-mark
'liqUid,;~((;,-;:!~~;;:~{tt-"~~.3 'thick soup (which has -:---

t\
lots of stuff in it)' L, gv.sditugl ~e.y 'strong

tea (which has lots of leaves in it)' L.

,



t'. ... tcO ux' ,\~(
...i,. ;~I:::!~ c

tux

tux (noun, gl-class?) 'saliva, sputum, phlegm' M,

'spit' L (never possessed L).

O-tux 'S spits on 0': situx} 'I spit on it (acci=
fC""":t,,cdentally)' L; with mark .t;cr specific anatomical

~ferenee: xulesetux}}h 'he spit in my face' L;
with indeterminate 0: si~ ya?~ ?isetuxx}h 'he

spit at my face' ('he spit upwards at me') L, in=

direct reflexive: ye~e.q ?iqe?xdetux 'I'll spit

in my hand (palm)' L.
A~~~JO-?-tux 'S spits at 0' (semi transitive): with mark

A
~~~~~,"~~,""U$-"- : xu? 1 e s e tux} }h
'he spit at my face (mayor may not have connected)' L.

O-}-tux 'S spits at 0', attested only in da?d xu=

sextuxx}fu 'he spit at my face' L, cf. da?d O-}-

ta?~.
O-d-tux 'S spits (expectorates) 0': ~i.~ ~dese=

tuX}~h 'he spit something out, away' L, ?ew de=

setux} 'he spit it out' L, qah5~ ?idedi.tux?e'.~
A ~~...,...,..,.?i?di.}qe?d~~h 'he (doctor) asks you ~ you're

coughing-spitting' (qah3~ 'a cough' (noun) as 0)
L; with class-mark for 0: ?ew ca. ~i.~ Ai.tux

'spit out that stone:' (d+dl) L.
d-de-tux 'S spits': Rezanov TeT~ ~~eBaT~

~ , .a..rc l." "'«'
spucken, speien' ~detux '~~ ~spi tting' ,
~~~AeTYX$ 'llAroH~ spucken, speien (Imperat.) ,

1.."I '" ~
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:
J$:i.l! da"detux 'spit Qv~~there~' M, .8:xoX'I.- =
aTeTYX'I. 'He l1JIIOM speie nich~: ya?xu. lqu?d1edetux 9

'don't spit' M, disditux1: "you spit'S, sida?J.C

disditux1:~h 'he spit in my face' L, ~i~ (ya?J.C)
disditux1: 'he spit (upwards) at me' L, dixsdi=

tux} 'I spit (anywhere)" L, ?ew~ dixsditux1: 'I

spit at it' L, ?uJ.Ca"J.C dixsditux1: 'I spit wide of

it (missed)' L, 1:i~ dedetux~h de~h 'a person

who's always spitting' L~eluctant to expand stem

for customary form); indirect reflexive: ye~e"q

qu?dexdetux 'I'll spit in my hand (palm)' L.

I.
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te.lC{~J ~p~.J (r., £~?~))
te.~ (noun, d-class) 'some kind of bark?': remem=

bered only in te.lCdeya?d da.~ seqeh1 'he boat=

ed across in (a craft made of) te.lC'L. L not

sure of meaning; not entirely certain even of the

authenticity of the form. See ta?xd, qahA; and

53.27-28fnL.
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te?k'

C~s ~~l~ ~ J.e...k~)
te?k' ,-'

O-}-te?k' 'S removes 0 (wet outer part of firewood,

off dry part, by splitting or chopping)': ?ew qa?

?e}te?k' 'split it (wet part of firewood) off (the

dry)~' L; repetitive: ?ewk'ah~ ?e}te?k'g 'chop
it (wet part of firewood) away from it (the dry)~'

L. Theme sparsely atteste7' ~e~~~~~~8*a~e8:-,k~_.
4«L i'e. k>

~-~



~1'1 ta?k'
.',~ltl"
..;!

ta?l{

O-ta?l{ '8 twists 0': ?eta?l{ 'twist it~' L, qu?x=
ta?l{ 'I'll twist it (eog. rag,cdrape) , L; pas=

sive: sdita?~l 'it's (been) twisted' L. This

theme usually occurs with either g- 'filament-=

like' or qiol- 'rope-like' class-mark for 0, and

refers especially to twisting strands together in

making string, thread, yarn, rope, etc., by snap=
ping motions between the thumb and third finger of

bath hands, in opposite directions L: guxta?l{ 'I'm
spinning string, yarn, thread' L, lCuqu?gu.xta?~ '

II!ll twist, spin something (string etc.)' L, lCu=

qiolexta?~ 'I'm twisting something (string, rope,

etc.)' L, lCuq}.sita?1{1, lCuqi.lisita?1{1 'I twist=
ed something (string, rope)' L, qiolexWta?~ 'I'm

twisting it (string)' 8; passive gusdita?lC1 'it

(twine) is twisted'L.

0-g-1-,ta?~, attested only in Rezanov KYJI~TaKY 'CY-qJ1T~

zwirnen, Garn drehen', probably guo1ta?1Cuh 'spin

it (yarn)!' (or -ta?l{w?, but this reading is less

likely in view of the fact that the final in the

farm elicited from 8 shows no labialization). L re=

jects this theme with 1-classifier.

dl-de-ta?~, attested only with dl-class-mark for 8

(5ewe1 'net'), '8 (net) becomes untangled': de?a.



Aa.sdita?~ 'it (net) got untangled by itself'

L; transitive (causative): Aa.s~ta?~1 'I
untangled it (net)' L.



ta?xc'

ta?xc' (transcribed ta?~c' from L, but clearly ta?xc',

with some labialization of x, on tape from A)

ta?xc' (noun, d-class?) 'some kind of bark'; '(or

tree)?': ta?J$:c']:, with -]:-instrumental(?, or
thematic), in first elicitations from L, later

consistently without -]:: ta?~c']: 'some kind of

tree' (has definitely heard) L, ta?J$:c' "definite=

ly has to do with a tree, part of it, perhaps the

wet part that's removed" (see te.~ and te?~) L,

ta?~c' 'some kind of bark (not the tree itself)' L.

The form on the tape from A, 68.14, 14, is clearly

ta?xc' , which is to be taken as the correct one.

See the passage 68.12-16 and fns, in which it ap=

pears that ta?xc' means 'wind-fallen trees' and is
in any case the material of which the Eyaks first

built their houses, before they learned to make su=

perior ones of hemlock, ta?xc'eyahd 'ta?xc'-house'

68.14, l4A, Galushia Nelson ta'~tsa yat Q£

(tauJ$:tsa yat) 'Raven House, Gravina Bay ("the-=
one-we-burned-down-on-the-beach-house") , BSdL 545,

12.4/)
mentioned also in BSdL 37, and recorded by de Laguna --

I'
in 1933 field notebook 6, p. 1, first Da'u~, crossed

out, then ta'tsyat, also crossed out, then ta~=
tsuyat "'The one we burned down on the beach" --

Gravina Bay --little village' (the u in most of these



transcriptions indicating labialization of the ~,

which is therefore to be read as xw; 'the one we

burned down on the beach' is of course to be taken

as a historical remark rather than a gloss of the

name), ta?~c~eyahd 'some kind of house, at Katal=

la' (has heard) L, ta?~deyahd 'potlatch house at

Bering River, made of ta?xc" L; see also qahA

and qahAeyahd. L remembers the form in one other

context (for which see also te.~, qahA,53.27-28=

fnL, 54.0fn); ta?~d~deya? qvh da.~ seqeh~ 'he

(qa.dewi.nah) boated across (from Hawkins Island)

in (a makeshift craft of) ta?xc" ("Heard Minnie

Stevens say. He had no canoe. Must be some kind of

tree or part of tree. Maybe a kind of cedar. Never

heard of them around Alaganik") L, ta?~ddeya?d

da.~ seqeh% 'he boated across in (a craft mad~ of)
ta?xd' (some kind of bark1) , L. I



ti.~

ti.~ (loan from Tlingit tir 'dog salmon')

ti.~ (noun, unclassified) 'dog, chum salmon (On=
corhynchus keta) , LM (this salmon was either un=

important or a very late introduction; L never

heard of them in her youth, first heard of them

from Billy Dude when she was grown), Galushia

Nelson ti.~} 'dog salmon' BSdL 540.

.,.L.,



, ta:1:-ti:1:

!

t~:1:-ti! (ta1: more freQuent, expanded te-1:, loan from i
w.SiiupL4ff" bJ1Jf'£.

Tlingit (Sampson Harr~) tv1: 'dril,')

tal (noun, unclassified) 'drill, awl' A, Rezanov

Ta~Ab 'BypaBD Bohrer', Galushia l~elson tat1:

'drill', totl or tat1: 'awl' BSdL 547, ta1:?a?=

luw '~~ drill' M, ta1:?akih, ta:1:akih 'little

drill' M, Galushia Nelson Ge~Et:1: tet1: or

GO~~t1: tetl 'fire drill ("string-drill")' BSdL

547 k'u~ehJ:ta:1:-

O~l-ta1:--ti1: 'S drills, bores (hole in) 0': ?a:1:ta:1:,

?a:1:ti:1: 'drill it:' L, k'u:1:ta1:~h 'he's drilling

(something)' M, qu?x:1:ta1: 'I'll drill it' L, cus=

tomary: da- :1:te-:1:~ (rather than *da- :1:ti':1:~)

'we (cust) drill it' L, repetitive: :1:ta:1:g~h 'he

keeps drilling it' L, detransitivized with indeter=

minate 0 and ya~-progressive: ya~ ?}-:1:ata1:~

(to be corrected to -ta:1:) 'drill a series of holes:'

M-

?u~ k'udati1: (noun, unclassified) 'drill' L. Nomin=
alized passive active imperfective, 'by means of .

it something is drilled'-



; teG3o;

teG} (loan from Tlingit t&G} 'hammer', perhaps diffused ,term of unknown origin)

teG3o; (noun, I-class) '(modern) hammer' M, 65.20A,

Rezanov TaTMToY~MTaKJI:& 'MOJIOT':&, MOJIOTOK':& Hammer
(eiserner) , didi~.~... taG} 'iron hammer',

teG} si~ li.?a? (or -ta?, no preference) 'give

me a hammer~' L, teG} si~ lio3o;a? 'give me some

hammers~' L, taG} ?u.d ?}.se?ah3o; (or -tah},

perhaps slight preference for former) 'a hammer is

there' L, teG~ ~~a? la?~~e. 'use a hammer~'

LM, }}hG ?a.na. taG} 'one hammer' M, de~~

?a.na. teG3o; da?lie3o;~ah 'how many hammers do you

have?' L, teG3o;?ao?nuw 'big hammer' L, Rezanov

I TaKJIeJIDKe '~OJIOTO Meissel' teG}elekih 'little

hammer' L (probably not 'chisel'), teG~?i.ne~

I(preferred to teG~?a.ne~ L) xulese}c'e~}}h 'he
i

threw a hammer at me' ('he struck me in the head

by means of a (thrown) hammer' LM, teG3o;?a.na?q

'on a hammer' LM, teG~?aene~, teG}ele~ 'towards

a hammer' L, teG}lelah 'around a hammer' L,

teG3o;1edaed 'near a hammer' L; tes3o;?ele3o;te? 'ham=

mer-handle, shaft' L, see te?; Rezanov meKe=

ITaKJI:& 'ABO3~:& Nagel' ...teG3o;, loan from Tlingit,

corresponding Tlingit entry meKaTaKJI:&.

teG3o; leGe~e.} (noun, unclassified) 'large-bodied



..

spider' ("looks like it's packing a hammer along

on its back") 1'1.

O-teG} (derived from teG}, but L once, Rezanov

perhaps once, analogically, with ste~ -teG, as

though noun were to be analyzed teG-} with -}-=

instrumental) 'S hammers 0, pounds on 0 with ham=

mer, mallet': ?eteG} 'hammer it~' L, qu?xteG,

qu?xteG} 'I'll hammer it' L, di~ qu?xteGIG

:'1 won't hammer it' 1'1, xteGl, GexteGl (former
.!

preferred) 'I'm hammering it' L, with class-mark

for 0: Rezanov flxyTaHKoTMTaR~ 'He CTY~M klopfe

nicht:' perhaps to be read with stem -teG, ya?=

~. ...qu?di.teG 'don't hammer it (d-class)',

with ya? 'completely': ya? Aa.GeteG} 'he's

chipping it (stone) with a hammer' 1'1, customary:

ya? ?exte.Gl~ 'I (cust) hammer it thoroughly'

65.20A; reflexive, with y-anatomical 'hand':

?edyixsditeGl 'I hit my hand with a hammer' L;

detransitivized with indeterminate 0 and ye~-=

progressive: ye~ ?ideteG}~}h 'he's hammering

about here and there' L.

Oi}-teG} 'S hammers 0, pounds on 0 with hammer'

(perhaps incorrect, meaning perhaps not distin=

guished from that of O-teG}, or perhaps more

precisely'S fixes, affects position or condition



of 0 by hammering'): x1:teG1: 'I'm hammering it'

1'1, with ya? 'completely': ya? ?ex1:te'G1:}{, 'I

(cust) hammer it' A.

..
~"~ !



tewi.s
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tewi.s (loan from Tlingit tavis 'stone axe, rock

chisel', perhaps widely diffused, e.g. Tsimshian
dawt's 'axe')~ ~'11' -+;«-1~S is-~-\Nt':,..~&,

tewi's (noun) 1. (dl-class) 'stone axe' L, te=

Iwi'sAi'?nuw 'big (stone) axe' L, tewi's ?u'd

Aa'se?ah~ 'a (stone) axe is there' L, Rezanov

naT~HTarEC~ 'Tono~ aMepHKaHcKo~ Axt, ameri=
kanische (steinerne) , ca'Aa.tewi's 'stone-axe'

L.
2. (~d-class) 'axe (of wood)': tewi.s~e=

ida?luw 'big wooden axe' L, see also below.

3. (unclassified) 'axe (of iron)': tewi's=
luw 'big iron axe' L.

tewi's ~edec'e~ (noun, unclassified) 'long-legged

snipe' (same kind as xi?c'de?a'w) L ("means

IPounding a stone-axe", or perhaps '(a bird like

la) stone-axe is pounding ~d-class 0 (e.g. logs)',

linterpretation not clear, perhaps rather tewi.s~

iedec'e~ 'it is pounding ~d-class 0 with an axe').



I. tene"c'

,

itene"c' (probably loan from Ahtena, status in Eyak un=

certain)
tene"d (status uncertain) attested only from L,

who heard Billy Dude say this, asked him what it

meant, and he replied 'long', but Billy Dude didn't

know Ahtena, has spent little or no time with

Ahtenas L.



ta.snah

I
i

ta.snah (loan perhaps from Athapaskan, perhaps through

Tlingit; not known to Ahtena informants)

ta.snah- perhaps originally place-name, in ta.s=

nahyu. 'Scots, Irish' (not natives) L ("because

they got belt", associated with ta.s6elah 'belt',
< ta.s-6e-l-lah; but the form is clearly related

to Tlingit ta'sna in Swanton 1909, p. 187 "At

ta'sna, near the mouth of the Yukon (?), was a

large village...", Sampson Harry tasnaqWan
'people way up Copper River' (vague), Harrington
from G ta.sna. 'name of a river way north in

the Stick Indian Language, in 1909 G met a Stick

Indian man in Valdez who said he came from

thaasnaa..., call the people thaasnaaqhwaan;
Ahtena (Pinart) ta~ne 'the Kenai Indians'),

Harrington thaasnaa-tcrllahqayuu 'interior In=
dians' G ta.sna.delah6eyu.; the term probably

referred generally to Athapaskans far in the in=

terior or Athapaskans other than Lower and Middle

Copper River Ahtena, such as the Tanaina, though

originally probably to a specific group.
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ta.wsen
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ta.wsen (loan from English 'thousand', perhaps not

naturalized)

ta.wsen (numeral, or noun, unclassified) 'thousand'

64.5G.
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t'}h f .-
{'ee' ;4-""'1

-t'}h (kinship noun, descending) 'man's sister's -

child': 6l.95A, Wrangell HTTeH'D 'Vetter' ?i=

t'}h 'your (man's) sister's child' (or perhaps

-t}h, q.v.), sitin 'older sister's daughter,

younger sister's daughter (man speaking)' BSdL

567A, Stt'tn 'nephew (sister's son, man spea=
king)' BSdL 263, si~}h 'my nephew, niece' G,

'my sister's child (man speaking)' LA, si~}h=

Geyu. 'my sister's children (man speaking)' L,

?u~}hGeyu. 'his nephews etc.' 57.18G.
/;",I.v',)

;" :~'! ~J~( tit
yiYr :1. I
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\Iv -VI.A.

~e'-~' (irregular ablauting stem, ~e in all neuters ex=

cept neuter imperfective negative, ~ in all inceptives

and actives and in neuter imperfective negative; syntac=
tically and semantically similar to le, attested in

many of the same constructions as le, all of which in=

clude adverbs or certain postpositional phrases; the se=

mantic difference is that le indicates activity whereas

t'e'-t'u' indicates a condition to be described; ~e'-t'u'

is accordingly very frequent in the neuter imperfective,
Ie in the active imperfective; t'e'-t'u' in the active im=

perfective has the force of the customary, and le is

very rare in the neuter imperfective; in the inceptive
and active perfectives, there is near-synonymy of t'e'-t'u'

and Ie in many of the constructions in which both are

attested; ~e'-t'u' is sharply differentiated syntactic=
ally from ldl), which, among other things, requires a ' /

i

nominal complement.)
.s

I.$!!"'"-~e'-1u' '8 is~,.Ca certain way)': 1. With k'e.-(~i.-)d =-
(,tL ""Iii} ,Ie"l..)'how (ever)?': in neuter imperfective, 'how (ever) is -

,'.

8?, how (ever) does 8 (e.g. story) go?, what (in the

world) is going on with 8?, what (in the world) is

the matter with 8?': 10.97,268, 21b.42A, 34.125L,
k'e.d ?i.~eh 'how are you?' (in greeting) L; in in=

ceptive imperfective, 'what(in the world) will become

of 8?, how (ever) will 8 end up, turn out?': 2lb.53,

23.l4,148A.
~



-Ie. f~.J
t-,~ AI""

2. With we~ 'thus': a. '8 is thus, becomes
; thus, ends up thus, 8 (event) occurs as expected,

8 (deal) is on': 9.33,34,24.33,67,70,29.28,

49.8, 67, 51.26A, 54.4, 57.15G, 61.25, 65.4, 69.28A,n.'~L,
we~ qew ?i.~eh 'that's how it is, it is so' M,

de?u.d we~ ?a?li~eh 'let it be that way' M,

we~ qew sefu?l 'that's how it turned out' L,

we~ qa?~h, we~ qu?we~ 'it'll be thus' L,

di~ we~ ?es~?~G 'it didn't turn out that way'

L; transitive (causative): we~ si~fu?~ 'I made

it (be) that way' M.

2b. With we~ and locatives and postpositions,

'8 lives, dwells, stays, is in place' (in active per=
(nof /""""~, i"~~~';;"'"I("'hf. .."tl.. -'~l

fective, '8 settles, takes up residence').: 3.71'1,10.6,
~

57,259, 11.160A, 12.2, 13G, 16.16, 26M, 21b.66, 25.=
139 (with qe? 'again' and de-classifier),28.135,

33.6A, 42.4, 5L, 49.16, 107A, 56.6L (with qe? 'again'
and de-classifier), 57.3G, 60.35,35,40, 61.116A,

62.3,11, 19G, 68.13,13,14,43,44,61 (with qe?
'again' and de-classifier), 63, 63, 64, 69.5, 13,

~siyUqat u~i.tln 'living among black bears' B8dL

276, 558 ~iyuhqa?d we~ ?i.~}h}h, da.d we~ ?i.=

~eh 'where do you live?, where are you staying?' M,

J$:eli?d we~ ?i.~eh 'he lives downriver' L, sileG

we~ ?i.~eh 'he lives upland of me' L, lahq we~

?i.~}h}h 'he lives in town' M, ~i~qahya?d we~



?iO~}h}h 'he lives at Bering River' L; frequently

with o-~a? 'in intimate relation with 0', 'S

stays with 0, S lives with 0, S is married to 0':

10.78, 79A, 17.4,7, 7LM, 20.28, 82, 21b.65, 23.49,
50,24.5,16,17,25.16,102 (with qe? 'again'
and de-classifier, 'remarried'), 154, 28.17A, 34.4M,
42.1 (neuter subjunctive), 3, 48.lL(with qe? and

de-classifier, 'remarried'), 49.106, di~ ?el qa.=

ta.?JS:a? weJS: qi?yifu°G 'you won't end up staying

with Our Father' (i.e. you won't go to Heaven) 51.18A,

?~a? weJS: se~?~}h 'he went to live with her' M,

siJS:a? we~ ?iO~}h}h 'he (or she) is married to me,

he's living with me' L, di~ ?iJS:a? weJS: qu?x~uhG
(or -fu°G) 'I won't marry you' (especially a woman
would say this, see ?e) L; with o-~ 'with 0', no ---'"

clear difference in meaning from, but less frequent

than, o-JS:a?: 10.131A, 47b.1M, 47c.42L, 49.96A; in=

direct reciprocal: 16.17M, giyahya?d ?i~~ we~
?idi~eh 'they lived together in the water' 16.3M.

2c. Transitive (causative) weJS: O-~-~e 'S

keeps O~: 12.16G, 65.13A; indirect reflexive'S
!

wears 0': 47b.36M, 47c.44L, Rezanov ~R~oXRoaT~~Te

'O~~BaT~cR ankleiden, sich' la?d weJS: ~wa?~e~eh

'wear something~' or la?d ~a? ?a?~i~eh 'you

should wear it', la?d weJS: ?a?le~eh 'wear it~' L,
ya.qd weJS: ?ix~i~eh 'I'm wearing it on my wrist'



L, ?edq we~ ?a?xe~eh 'wear it:' L; reflexive

o-~a? we~ ?ed-xe-~e'~' 'S stays with 0 (for ul= ~

terior motive)': 9.1, 2, lO.79A; passive, 'S is

kept, worn': 9.146, 11.lOA, 63.17G, ?}.da.?q we~
de~h 'it is worn over the face; a mask' (active

imperfective with force of customary) L.

2d. Transitive (causative) with we~ 'thus',

o-~ 'to 0' and d-class-mark for 0 (daona. 'money'),
'S owes 0 money': da.na. ?i~ we~ dixil~eh 'I

owe you money' LM, di~ da.na. ?i~ we~ da?xx~h6

'I don't owe you money' L.

2e. Miscellaneous with we~ 'thus': ?ixyeq
we~ ?io~eh 'it (e.g. box) is coming apart (at a
natural seam)' L, ?uxiya?~da.d ?ewa. li?~ we~ --

1\
?i.~}h}h 'his chin is dimpled' ('it is thus in a

depression at his chin') M, si~ l}hGda.d we~
?iO~}h}h 'he's related (by kinship) to me' ('he

lives in 0~,:1:~:: with me') L.o(;~ c~/)f? _Ie. II,)

3. ~ith -dah adverbializer, e.g. with ?idah
" /I '

'fine, nice, OK' 9.31, 11.162A~ Furuhjelm itante

« *MTaMTe?) 'affection', ?idah ?i.~eh, ?idah

?i.~eh 'that's fine, that's nice, OK, never mind' L,

Furuhjelm ita-ote 'alive' ?idah ?i.~eh?, or

perhaps ?idah ~.~eh 'something is fine, one is

fine, weather is fine' L, Galushia Nelson ~i~akete

'you are welcome (answer to thanks)' BSdL 155 di?dah=
"'/1,,4~.

I. " c t" ,I,, } ,... I:l ;) 'A -" ; :;jLc"'-' L}",t.. vc..." A", ,,' 71'" ."!.. '" ",,',If:"'" I
If\"

<11)]~ ~~".,--"

,".""""".



kih (1) ?i.~eh, di?dah ?i.~eh 'that's quite al=

right, sort of OK, not really so bad' L; }}hGdah

?a?~e. 'sit still~' L, }~hGdah se~?1~h 'he

suddenly stopped activity, froze stiff, became cata=

tonic' L; see also 5U., suhg, geh5-gehs, gehG,

~~, s}a?, ~a?ni~, ?eni~eh for further examples.

4. With ?a.weyu. 'indiscriminately, every

which way': ?a.weyu. ?i.~}h~h 'he's a bad person,

an ill-mannered fellow' L. I' I ! ;'1:1 )I..t t I.." -It; ~.
5. With o-ga? 'like 0': a. 'S resembles 0, S

~

is like 0 (in some respect)': 11.96, 23.139, 24.27,

38,50,53,95,97,36.25,27,34,36, 37b.39A, 38.7=
-",,~r

LM, 50.49, 60.21A, 62.12, 14G, 69.15, 70.8A, 72.4L, ~~~
~rvery frequent and productive in similes constituting f"j~

more or less well-established idioms, many of which

are nominalized as new coinages, e.g. c}?~gga? ?i.=

~eh 'flour' ('it's like ashes'), see also ~ic',

~i ?c', ~a? , }e?}q', 3:e?x~, c'e?, s/il-h, ;3ahG,

;3e.g, ca?~, ~i~, gus~, gu~, gehG, gemeG, ~?~,
:':?I ,,","f;,'~ey}.y"I\qe.3:, ~, ~a, ~ah , J.rn? , nahGec'e., ---

1te?ya? and Aa.q'eya? (under ya?'.;t), ?e-?/iI-; all -""',ec
color terms are idioms of this type, 'S resembles 0

(in color)', e.g. di.ya?ga? ?i.~eh 'it's green'

('it resembles salt-water (in color)')L, di.ya?ga?

se~?3: 'it turned green' L, di.ya?ga? qa?~h

'it'll turn green' L, xu~ga? qi.~eh 'they (e.g.



insert ~"(:;; ~...~ Q"'"'Y,:;I- -X' '>

de?ewga? ?i.~eh 'it's the same' ('it's just like

it') L, ~ey}.yga? ?i'~eh 'it's different' ('it's
like something different') M, di~ ~~a? ?a?di~eh=

ga? ?a?~.G 'it's useless' ('it's not like it (that

which) may be used') L,



pl. pups) are white' ('pl. are like snow') L, xu~ga?

?a?li~eh 'let it be white' L, xu~ga? Ge~?1, xu~=

ga? ?a?Ge~?1 'it's turning white' L. see also dis,
-,

di.ya?, ~~~, 1~hd, ~e.x, ce?q, c'eG, aa?, c'e= ~
gaod, ca?~, ~e?, ~eo?, xi~, qa, ni.~; with class-, ~~

thematic, and anatomical marks for S: with da? and

G-thematic 'face': lO.229A, xi~ga? da? Gexi~eh

'my face is white'L, xi~ga? da? qu?Gi.~ 'my

face will be white (I'll put lots of powder on)' L,

see also separate entry l-~e'~;~', with qiod-anato= c,

mical 'foot': siga? qi~i.t':i-h}h 'he has feet like -

mine'L, with gd-anatomical 'rump': siga? gedi.=

.t'~h:j.h 'his rump is like mine' L, with d-class-mark:

dioya?ga? di.~eh 'it (house) is green' L, di~ di.=

ya?ga? da?~oG 'it (house) isn't green' L di.ya?=

ga? qu?di.fuh 'it (house) will be green' L, ta.5

xi~ga? dio~eh 'it (house) formerly used to be white'

L, with l~-class mark: Rezanov T~eKO~nreTe 'B~ce~

Glasperlen' di.ya?ga? le~i.~eh 'they (beads, beans)

are green' L, Rezanov T~~qeKO~nX3Te 'KpacH~Ka

Preisselbeere', T~~qeKO~nX~Ta 'BpycHMKa Preissel=

beere', Aa.~eo?ga? le~i°t'eh 'they (berries) are

red' ('like red-snapper') M, aeG1ga? le~i.t'eh

'they (salmonberries) are maroon color' L, ~e?ga?

le~io~eh 'brown beads' ('like feces') L, ~1e?x~ga?

le~i.t'eh 'grapes' ('like gallbladders') L, with yd-=



thematic 'f£sh-flesh': ~a?(!ga? yedi.t'eh 'it -

(fish-meat) looks like red-salmon' L, see also

separate entry gdl-t'e'-fu'; with o-deeeleh as 0

of o-ga?, 'S pleases 0' ('S is like, according to

o's mind'): 34.8,17,21,26,31, 34M, 39L, 51, 61M,

70.8A, sideeelehga? ?i.~eh 'it pleases me' M,

di~ ?ede~ sideeelehga? ?ew ?a?~.e 'that doesn't

please me much though' M; indirect reciprocal, see

separate entry ?ixga? ?idi~eh.

5b. With o-y-ga? 'like, appropriate for o's

hand': ~yega? ?i.~}h}h 'he's a pushover, easy to

beat up, easy to handle' ('he conforms to one's hand') L.

5c. With o-d-ga? 'like, according to o's oral-=

noise': ~dega? ?i.~}h}h 'he's willing to do what=
""1

ever he's asked, he's compliant' ('he co;Riforms to one's --

voice') L.

o-le?e. 'different from

?i.~eh

eeyuo
periods" from

'she's

abnormal" (menstruating)' M.

5d. Transitive (causative): reflexive:

nee]\:' ?edqu?rlefuh 'I'll nap a while' ('I'll make

myself be like sleeping a while') L, ?i.yah ~i.dga?

?edixit'}h}h 'whew~ he (baby) sure has soaked himself'



L, see under separate entry l-t'e'-t'u' for further

examples.

6. With o-le?e. 'different from 0': 2lb.42,

24.30A, ?ewle?ee ?i.~eh 'it's different', qe?~=

Geyu. ?ewle?e. ?i.t'eh 'women are "having their

periods" (menstruating)' ('women are different from

it, abnormal') 23.17, 19A, ?ewle?e. ?i.~}h~h

'she's "d~fferent, abnormal" (menstruating)' M.

7. Indirect reciprocal, with ?i~dae~ 'in

contrast with each other', ?i~da.~ de-~e'-~ '8 ~
A

are various, different, of different kinds': 10.229,

230A, ~geAa.~? da.~ ?i~da.~ ?idi~eh 'lots of

colors' ('many colors and they are different') M,

see also gdl-~e':;t'u'ec, -
8. With o-le~ 'more than 0', '8 is greater

than 0,8 surpasses 0 (in size, power), 8 overcomes
fft:e "'~" -I<, l'i,,"~)

o'~ 20. 86, 50.56A, sile~ ?i.t'~h}h 'he's stronger

(or taller, etc.) than I am' L, ~ewa. ~.~eh ?a?d

?ewle~ quhnu. ?i.~eh 'one is like a dog, it great=

ly exceed that' (i.e. people are awful, going to the

dogs) L; with ~-indefinite as 0, '8 is, becomes,
~le~ qu?xt'uh 'I'll get rich' L,

chief, rich, powerful': lb.2lM, 26.l3L, 36.48A'Afre=
quently nominalized, see separate entry ~le~ ?i.=

t'}h}h; ?ile~ ~le~ ?ixit'eh 'I have more than you

(am richer than you)' M; :i:~!_;:,~g~ ~eciprocal. with d-=

themat-iG !..e.pal-noise' and o-lah 'about"o': lCul.ah



tJ!i.ng'.~-'-~:they will surpass each other vocally aD-out

s omething .I)~"L.

~~ With o-wahd 'for the sake of 0': ge.=

dah ?ewahd ?i.~}h}h 'he's quite prepared, ready

for it (to fight)' 7.20A.
()

~. With o-~a? 'in intimate relation with 0':

Rezanov AycHXaeTe ,~~ Bedauern' ?ew si~a? ?i.=

~eh 'it concerns me, it matters to me' (1), ~Sa.=

dah ?ew si~a? ?io~eh 'I'm sorry' ('that is ill

with me') L; usually with ?iolih-, see separate en=

try ?i °lih-t'e'-t'u' .
~~. With o-~ 'to 0' and optional we~ 'thus'.

o-~ (we~) -t'e'-t'u' '8 is related (kin) to 0': si~

we~ ?i.t'}h}h 'he's related to me' LM, si~ ?i.~}h}h

'he's related to me' L, di~ si~ ?a?t'u.G}h 'he's

not related to me' L, ?i~ ?ixit'eh 'I'm related to

you' M, si~ qa?t'}h}h 'he'll be related to me' (ap=

parentlYr by marriage) Lo

1;. Wi th o-y-~ 'to 0' shand', o-y-~ -~e'-t'u'

'S falls victim~ to 0, succumbs to 0': 28.99, 50.&,

61.120, 121A, didu?~ ?uye~ sit'U?~ 'I almost fell

into its clutches' L.
;:Jj -it. With o-d~wa., 'S waits for 0': 15.22, 25M, --

37b.44A, 48.16L, Rezanov ffxOCHTaBaKysTTY 'He ~OEM =

~aMCH warte nicht~' ya?~u. sidewao qu?yi~ 'don't



wait for me' L, Aa'~e'?ga? ?i'lehdewa' ?ixi~eh

'I'm waiting for it to turn red' M, ?idewa' ?ixi=

~eh 'I'm waiting for you' L, sidewa' qa?~}h}h

'he'll wait for me' L, sidewa' ?a?~e' 'wait for

me~' L, sidewa. ?a?le~~e. 'pl. wait for me:' L,

?udewa' ?a?~}h}h 'wait for him~' L, sidewa.

fu'1(}h 'he (cust) waits for me' L, de?u'd ?ude=

wa. ?a?~e.~ si~ del~h~h 'he told me to wait

right there for him' L. (set. Af", -Ie I~b.)

14. With o-xa?d 'for o's eating': indirect
,...

reflexive: xa?dega? ?a?1e~e. 'cook (prepare) it

just right for yourself to eat:' L, 1i?q ?el

de~vhyu' xa?dewahd ?i1i~ehyu. 'all these things

which people keep for themselves to eat' 11.IIA;

passive: xa?dewahd ?idi~ehyu. 'things kept for

eating' 11.IOA. rf4~ ",I... -Ie J1oI:)

15. o-deGelehyeq -~e'--fu' 'S pleases 0' 34.=" ."
9BL. (Attested only once, perhaps analogical, cf.
o-deGelehyeq -le and o-deGelehga? -~e'-fu', -le.)

16. With o-deGeleh to's mind' as S: ~5ue=

dah sideGeleh siyae qe? Gedefu. da.~ 'when my
mind becomes content again' 70.10A; with o-~, 'S

(o's mind) dwells on 0, is intent, bent on 0', with

subordinated subjunctive clause as 0 of o-~: 25.=

13B, 61.3, BA.
/') " lft
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, "' ~J.j -J" 0)

, ' !, #J i' "1' j., b II, ~?'
her-,oy""" s,

?i-lih-t'e'~' '8 is, emotionally (a certain way)' : ,- --
..., j\

de?we~ ?eyeG we~ ?i-lih?a?t'eh da-~ 'just when
they themselves feel like it, are thus disposed'

68_44A, ?enah~ekih ?iolih?a?xt'eh dao~ 'just
as I was beginning to get happy' L, ?idah ?i-lih=

~h 'I'm happy, satisfied, have no cares' M, 34_=

20,33,38,40, 46L, di~ ?idah ?i-lih?a?t'U°G}h
'he's unhappy' M, 1&z,uodah ?iolihxt'uh 'I'm hap=

py, satisfied' 34_25, 30L, ~z,uodah ~a? ?iolih=

?a?lit'eh 'do be happy' L, 1&~aodah qeolihwet'vh}h

'he'll get mad' L, 1&~a-dah qe-lihxt'Uh 'I'll get

mad' L, ~~a-dah ?iolih?a?Get'U?~}h 'he's getting

mad' L, di~ fusa-dah ?iolih?est'U?~G}h 'he didn't

get mad' L, di~ ?ukuwa?na-Geyuoqa?~ qe? ?i-lih=

det'u°G 'he no longer wants to go back among his rela=

tives' 24_75A, ?edewi?~ga? ?i-lih?a?t'eo 'get a

move on:, hurry up:' ('get emotionally excited:') L,

?i~ci?~dug de~vh di~ ?edewi?~ga? ?ioliht'UhG

'goodness the fellow sure isn't in any hurry' L,

~z,uodah sili~ga? ?iolihxt'Uh 'I feel like I've
done well' 34050,55, 60fnM; with o-~a? 'in inti=

mate relation with 0' and many of the preceding:

~~aodah ?i~a? ?i-lihGet'U?~}h 'he's getting dis=

gusted with you, mad at you' M, ?enahSekih ?u~a?
x" u?'..

?iolih(?a?)Ge,,~?~ (or ?u~a?lih~) 'I'm getting to -
" A

like it' LM, di~ ?enah~ekih qe-lihyit'UhG 'you



won't like it' L, di~ ?enahSekih ?ew~a?lihse~?1

'he didn't like it' L, ?eleSg~ ?u~a?lih?a?li~}h}h

'I hope he likes it' L, ?enahSekih qe.lih(we)~h}h

'he'll like it' LM, ?eleSga~ ?ew ~ewa"yu. ?enah=

Sekih ?u~a?lih?a?xi~eh 'I wish I could like those

dogs' M, di~ ?enah~ekih ?i~a? qe? ?i"lih?a?xde=

~h6 'I don't like you anymore' L, ?enahSekih si=

~a? qe? ?i.lih(?a?)6ede~?1}h 'he's getting to

like me again' L; indirect reciprocal: ?i%~a? ~e=

5u.dah qe? qe.lihde~hinu. 'they'll make up, like

each other again' M; indirect reflexive, with o-~a?
"'("'J'" 1/

alone, 'S is conceited, snobbish,~dressed-up': ~a?=

lih?a?6ede~?%}h 'he's getting uppity' L, ~a? qe.=

lihde~h}h 'he'll get uppity' L, ~a? qe.lihxde~

'I'll get dressed up fancy' L, da. ~a?lih?a?di~eh

'let's get all dressed up' L.
kil-~e'-~' (many of the preceding themes, with kil-in= -"

""',
definite S) 'so~ething (weather, place, ambiance) is

(!:tlt 4iS;iJ ~ Ii- $~.)

(a certain way): 51.57A, ~e.ga? k'u.~eh 'it (weath= -
,\

er) is calm' (i.e. the smooth surface of the sea re=

sembles seal-oil) L, legehG1dah ~"~eh, legeh6ga?
k'u.~eh 'it (place, calm still evening) is lonesome'

L, le~ k'u.~eh ?enahSekih ?u~a?xleh 'I like this

weather' ('I like it that it (weather) is this way')
M, ?idah k'u.~eh 'it (weather) is fine, OK' L, di"=

ye.~ga? k'u.~eh 'it (weather) is calm, no wind' L,



~?hdah ~.~eh 'it (place, where dead friends used
to live) makes )one feel like crying' L.(s,,~ fill. 1-1'tc

l-~e'~"~' 1. With I-anatomical 'head, face' a. With, I' -
li?~ 'deep in cavity, depression', li?~ l-~e'-~'
'S smiles': 47c.49L, li?~ lixi~eh 'I'm smiling'

L, li?~ la?~e. 'smile!' L, li?~ la?le~~e. 'pl.

smile:' I1, li?~ qe? la?de~e. 'smile again!' I1,

li?~ qu?li.~}h 'he'll smile', ?u~eh~ga? li?~
li.~}h}h 'he's smiling from ear to ear' ('he's smi=

ling like his ears') L, li?~ la?x~e.~ (or -~e~)

si~ del}h}h 'he told me to smile' L.

lb. Trgnsitive (causative): reflexive: ~~a.=
dah ?ed}.~i~}h}h 'he's frowning, making an evil

menacing face' L, ~i~ ~~a.dah ?ed}.~i~}h}h 'he
always is mean and bossy' L, ?eni~ehdah ?ed}.~i=

~}h}h 'he's making faces (funny, scary), grimacing'

L, diR ?a?d de~e.dvh ?ed~a?1e~.G 'he has no ex=

pression (of pain, anger) on his face' ('he's not

making any very particular kind of face') L, ~i~

siwa.~~ ?edle~e~h}h 'he's always making mocking
faces at me' ('he always makes faces in imitation of

me') L, ?i~u? qa? ?}.sdixa?~~ga? ?edt.~i~th}h

'he looks real fierce and mean' ('he's making him=

self be facially like his face is tied in an over=

hand knot') 72.17fnL.

2. With l-class-mark for qe~ah 'moon' the=I 

.I 

-~



matized, more frequently I-Ie than l-~e'-~':

xu? ?i.se~?1 'the moon became full' L...
gdl-~e'~~' with gl-class-mark 'liquid' + d-thematic

,C', -~

'bright' thematized, 'S (dye, pigment) is (a certain

color)': we~ geAi.~eh 'it's colored thus' M, gv.1=

dis1ga? geAi"~eh 'it (dye) is a dark reddish color'

('like clotted blood') L; indirect reciprocal: ?i1=

da.~ geAa.di~eh 'it has different colors on it, the

colors are different' M; nominalized: 66.10L, Aa.=

~e.?ga? geAa.di~eh~ ?e1~e? 'paint it red" ('paint

it with red color~') M.

dl~-~e'--:""t'u' with dl~-thematic, probably containing -..

l~-anatomical 'eyes', with o-~ 'to 0', 'S looks at

0, Swatches 0': 2a.32, 35M, lO.37A, 18.1?L, 37b.4,

17A, 55.15L, Rezanov YqHT~HraT~-3 'CMOTpH sehen
(Imperat.) , ?ul! Aa"~a?~eh 'look at it~' L, sil!

Aa.~a?~eh 'look at me~, watch me~' LM, ?u~ Aa.=

J.Ca?le~~eh 'pl.look at it~' L, siye?! Aa.~a?~eh

'look at (what I'm doing with) my hands~' L, siqi"=

de?! Aa.~a?~eh 'look at (what I'm doing with) my

feet~' L, siyeq'a? '?! Aa"J.Cexi~eh 'I'm looking at

my hands' L, di~ ?i?! Aa"J.Ca~hG 'I'm not looking

,;~ at you' L, dilC ?u~ qu?Aa.~i"xfuhG (or -t'u"G)

'I won't look at it' L, ?i?! qu?Aa"J.Ci"x~h (pref=

erable to -~eh) 'I'll watch you" LM, ?u?! Aa.~e=

si~?1 'I looked at it' L, di~a?g~ Aa.J.Cexi~eh



qa.lah we~ qu?~?~ (noun, unclassified?) 'grave

fence~. Deverbalization with qu? and -~-in=
/I

strumental, qa.lah 'around us, around people'.
,I l,I'eI '

o-~a? we~ ?i.~ih~h (nominalizati~n) to's spouse' -

('he (or she) lives with 0'): ?i~a? we~ ?i.~}h=

}h 'your spouse' (polite, frequent instead of -qa?,
-? e hd ) L. Nomina-li'Zia:tion--e-f--~ .

qi? we~ -~eh (nominalization of 2b.) 'camp of S,

S's habitation' ('where S lives, stays'): 9.49, 11.=

200, 25.83A, 57.31, 64.9, 12,13,67.9 G (S either

third person or lCu-indefinite).

?ilga? ?idi~eh (noun, unclassified) 'suit of clothing'

~ ('they (jacket and trousers) are like each other') L.

Nomtnalized indirect reciprocal neuter imperfective.-
':'l -"

of ca.

lCule~ ?i.~}h}h (noun, unclassified, nominalization of

8.) 'chief, rich man, boss' LM: 2a.4M, 2bl, 2L, 11.=
loq)

98,103,119,121, 2lb.19, 36.38, 39, 47A, 52.l5L,~

64.17, l8G (frequently articulated lCule~?e.~~h~h

by A in texts), Rezanov KOA~xeMTe 'Toe~ H~uptling',

Wrangell KYAaxHMTe 'H~uptling', Furuhjelm khunahete --
\.,i"' '(Dall kUmahete, 1877 khiimahit) /~-Wne~ ?i.~eh, Re= ~-'C-

zanov KOA~reTe ~oraToM reich', KoA~xaMTeH~ (with
Y1e crossed out and ~-3 added above) 'lliTYPMaH~ Seeman,
A

Matrose', KoA~reMTe npaBHTeA~ Verwalter', Gele~~.=

~l or Gvle~E.ti 'head chief or rich man' BSdL 543,



me to use it' L, di~ ~~a? qu?x~~G (or -~'G)

'I won't use it' M, repetitive ~~a? x~~?g 'I

use it off and on' L; frequently with o-wahd 'for

the sake of 0', 'S uses 0 for 0, S keeps 0 for use

for 0': 37a.24L, 47b.12M; with class-marks for 0:

66.5L, teG~ ~~a? la?~~e' 'use a hammer:' L,

?ew teG~ ~~a? lixi~~eh 'I'm using that hammer'

L, teG~ ~~a? da' la'yi~~eh (or -~) 'let's

use a hammer' L, ca?~ ~~a? da?x}~e'~ (or -~eh~

or -~) si~ del}h}h 'he told me to use a knife'

L, ~~a? dixi~~eh 'I'm using it (table)' L, 5~hd

~~a? di.}~}h}h 'he's using snowshoes' L. Passive:

63.15fnG, ?ew 5~'~ ~iyahdda'~ ~~a? de~ 'the

skunk-cabbage is used as a hat' L, di~ ~~a? ?a?=

di~ehga? ?a?~'G 'it's useless' ('it's not like it

(that which) may be used', passive neuter optative)

L, te?ya?wahd ~~a? de~yu' 'fishing-gear, tools

for fishing' ('things which are used for fish', pas=

sive active imperfective used with force of customary,

nominalized with -YU' 'pl.') 2Ia.2IL.

?uya?d we~ ~~?} (noun, unclassified) 'container' L,

Rezanov Y~T~KOTY~D ~ocy~a Gefass, Geschirr, Dose',

THgy~T~-oxaTY~D 'Co~oHKa Salzfass' di'ya? ?uya?d

we~ ...~?}. Deverbalized passive of 2c., 'some=

thing is kept in it (0 with opening at top)', with

-~-instrumental.



I

'I'm reading' ('I'm looking at writing') L, ?u~

~a.~a.xi~eh (or Aa.~a?xi~eh) 'let me look at it'
L, ?u~ da. Aa.~a?lit'uh 'let's look at it' L,
?u~ Aao~a?li~eh 'you may look at it' L, si~

Aa.~a?le~i~eh 'you pl. may look at me' L, ?u~
Aa.~a?li~}hth 'let him look at it' L, ?u~ Aao=
~ex~.~ 'I (cust) watch it' L, di~ ?u~ da. Aa.=

~a?~.~G 'we (cust) don't watch it' L, ?u~ Aa.=

~i.~o~ 'you (cust) watch it' L, ?ew~ Aa.~a?x=

~eo~ (or -~.~) si~ del}h}h 'he told me to
watch it' L, ?u~ Aa.~a?x~eh dao~ 'just as I was

looking at it' L, ?u~ qe? qu?Aa.~exde~h 'I'll

look at it again' L; indirect reflexive: ?ed~ Aao=

~a?de~h 'look at yourself:' L.
~~a? O-l-~e'~~' 'S uses 0': 28.95A, ~~a? ?ixil= -,

~eh 'I'm using it' LM, di~ ~~a? ?a?xl~G (or

-~.G) 'I'm not using it' L, ~~a?suw ?i.l~eh

'are you using it?' M, ~~a? qu?xl~uh 'I'll use

it' M, ~~a? silfu"'l 'I used it' M, dik' ~~a?

?exsl~?lG 'I didn't use it' M, ~~a? ?a?l~e.

(or -~eh), ~~a? Gel~? 'use it:' L, ~~a? ?a?=
lil~eh 'let him use it' L, ~~a? ~a? ?a?lil~eh

.'do use it' L, ~~a? ?a?~fu.~}h 'he (cust) uses

it'L, deqa.yu. ~~a? x~fu.~ 'I (cust) sometimes
use it' M, ~~a? ?a?x~~.~ ?u~a?xleh 'I want to

use it' L, ~~a? ?a?xl~~ si~ del}hth 'he told



Gele~~.~t ~ca.~ctnin or Gul~x~.tt ~ca.~cinin
'second chief (of same moiety as head chief)' ~=

le~ ?i.~~h}h~a.~ yt.h~h 'the one who is next", to

the chief', Rezanov ATKo~breTe3T~eMTY ~~~HO~

arm' ?a?d ~le~ ?i.~eh yi~~h~hduh 'he is a very

rich man indeed, he sure is a great chief', X~~T =

Ko~bretiTeH':D Tocy~apb Russen-Beherrscher, Kaiser'

(under 'Hauptling') ~elahsd ~le~ ?i.~~h~h "'out=
side" (overseas) chief', ~edeGde~ ~le~ ?i.~thth

'God' ('the Great One up above') 70.2, 4A, ~le~

?i.~~h~h 'God'L.
o-dewa. ?is~.l (gerundive) 'waiting for 0': ?idewa.

?is~.l xuGelga?~ 'I'm getting tired of waiting for

you' ('waiting for you is tiring me') L.

li?~ l-~.l (gerundive) 'smiling': li?~ le~.l xu=

Gelga?~ 'I'm getting tired of smiling' ('smiling is

tiring me') L.
o-~ dl~-~.l (gerundive) 'looking at 0, watching 0':

?i. ?i~ Aa.~e~.l qel xuGe~ga?l 'it's this watch=

ing ~ that's tiring me' L.

qi? ~~ ~Aa.~e~ (nominalization) 'showhouse, mo=

vies' ('where one looks at something') L.



t'a?.t'~...t'a.

t'a?.t'~...t'a. (perhaps related to t'a?1..~a?~; t'~. in

certain forms with -~ final and reciprocal 0, t'a.

in certain forms with -~ final, cf. e.g. qa?-q\i.-qa.,

L rejects proposed * (-)t'ahd) -I I,'
w,h ~'"" /- i.r ' Ii ..-,1; ,~ !".~,J!(I,

o-t'a? (postposition, stem invariablg with all fi=
l'-

nals) 1. '(protected, inaccessible, obstructed,

stuck, stopped, impeded, slowed) behind, by 0 (as

obstruction, impediment either to progress of or

access to something else)': with zero final; Reza=

nov ~ac~-aHT~b 'TBcHo eng, gedrangt' ~t'a?

sa?yah1 'it got stuck behind something, obstructed

by something' L, ?ewt'a? gv.se?a?1 'it (stream

of liquid) flowed (extended) to and got stopped by

that' L, ?i~?elet'a? ?ew se1~ahd1}h 'dragged

it to behind a mountain' 9.131A, with -d final

a'at rest' (see also 11.): 25.59A, Rezanov CHTa T~

(second a superscript insert) 'n03a~Hhinter (mir?) ,

sit'a?d 'behind me', 1a?det'a?d we~ ?i.t'eh

'lives behind a glacier' 60.34A, ?ew giyahgele=

t'a?d 'behind that water(falls, as protection)'

25.59A, ?ew~a?d ?u?yese1qah1 'she spent some

nights behind it' 25.80A, ?ewt'a?d Aa.6e1?e?

'hide it behind that:' L, nominalized with -d

final: ?ut'a?d ~1eh 'there exists a (place)

behind it' 60.34, 34, 34A, qa.t'a?d place-name,



I

East Arm of Eyak Lake ('behind us') LM, with -~

final 'continuous or repeated motion to, towards',

usual with repetitive, customary, inceptive imper=

fective: ~~a?~ Ga?ya.~ 'it's getting stuck be=

hind something' L, ?ew ?i~?ele~a?~ ?ew ?e~ya.~

'(cust) takes them to behind that mountain' 9.l2?A,

?i~ele~a?~ ?ew ?}.se~?ah1}h 'he made off with

it all to behind a mountain' 9.ll0A, si~a.~ ~e=

Aa.sa?yah~}h 'he ran around to behind me' M (early

transcription, to be corrected to si~a?~), with

-~ final 'motion within' (see also 8.,10.): 25.58A,

~~a?~ ?i.?yah~ 'it's stuck (moving) behind some=

thing, won't go any further' L, ~~a?~ ye~ Ge~=

ya? 'move it downwards into an obstructed posi=

tion behind something' L, ?ew~a?~ si~tah~ 'I

put it behind that' L, ta.sGe~ah~a?~ ?~a? ye~

O-~-te 'S puts, tucks (sg. animate) 0 down under

his belt' 3?b.30, 60A (see also 2. below), ?ew=

gele~a?~ Ii? ?i.yah 'that she might go in be=

hind it (waterfalls)' 25.?9A, Rezanov XaT~HT~-ax~

'no~~ roporo am Fusse des Berges' ~eAa.~a?~ '(mo=

tion) in sheltered waters, channels, inside pass=

ages' L, si~a?~ 'behind me, under me (as I'm

prone)' M.

2. 'under o's clothing, in o's pocket', fre=



I

quently with zero prefix for reflexive 0 in in=

direct reflexive constructions: ?ew ~a? sdic'e~~

'jammed it into her pocket' 49.l3A, ~a? xsdik}hd~

'I quickly dipped my hand into my pocket' L, ~a?

?e~eyao?, ~a? ?e~eye. 'put them in your pocket~'

L, ~a? xs~iyah1 'I put them in my pocket' L,

with -d final: ?~od si~a?d setah1 'it's here

in my pocket' L, ~a?d detah ?ed~e~a?~~ 'pocket-=

watch'L, de?u.d ?i~a?d ya? ?e~e. 'leave,

keep them right there in your pocket~' L, ~a?d

qa? Gedeta? 'take it out of your pocket~' L,

~a?d qa? deGe~eya? 'take it (money) out of your

pocket~' L, si~a?d qa? Ge?a?~ 'it's starting
to show (extend) out of my pocket' L, ?i~a?d q~?

?io?ah 'it's sticking out of your pocket~' M,

with -~ final: ~a?~ (not *~~o~) x~eya.? 'I'm
putting them in my pockets' L, ~a?~ ?e~eya?

'put it (piece after piece) in your pocket~' L,

~a?~ ?ew Ge~eyaO~}h 'he's putting them in his
pocket'L, with -~ final: Rezanov CHTaaxTa
'3a llaSYXOR im Busen' si~a?~ [?eJta? 'put it

under my clothes~', or perhaps to be read si~ao~,

see o-~a.-~ below, si~a?~ 'anyplace under my

coat' L, si~a?~ ye~ si~tah~ 'I put it down

into my pocket' L, ~a?~ ye~ Gedeta? 'put it



(downwards) under e.g. your coat~' L, ~a?~ ye~

?:j.°di~ah3::i-h 'he has his head hunched down into
his coat, collar' L, si~a?~ lah disi3:ah3: 'I

put them (eggs) around under my shirt' L.

3. Attested with zero final only, in one set
of themes: o-~a? ?iolih-(de-)ta 'sg. S counts

on, depends on 0', o-~a? ?iolih-qu' 'pl. S

count on, depend on 0'0

4. With indeterminate 0 and zero and -~ !
I
Ifinals only, de~a?(-~), di~a?(-~) 'stuck, im= !

peded, stopped, difficult', see -?ya 6b. and

de~a?yah under ?ya, di~a? gelio?yah3: 'tide is

at high point' L, di~a? guosa?yah3: 'tide is

running' L, de~a?(~) d-3:e-dux-g 'S stutters',

di~a? li.3:xah3: 'it's not growing right, its

growth is stunted' L, di~a? sah3: 'it {clock)
went slow' L, di~a? ne°Jl:' Gao? 'stop (walking)

a while~' L.

50 With yao 'something, a thing' as 0 and

-~ final only, only with theme c:j.?d-le 'S

speaks': yao~a?~ c:j.?d-le 'S whispers'.

6. With ~-indefinite 0, zero final only,

only with 0-3:-~e'--~', causative of -~e'--~'
'S is, becomes a certain way': ~~a? 0-3:-~e'--~'

'S uses 0', see under t'e'-~'o



7. With ~-indefinite 0, zero final, with

-xi.ya?:J.C 'chin, jaw': ~t'a? xi'ya?JS: 'mimicker, I

mocker, echo', see under xi.ya?JS:.

8. With -:J.C final only, a. 'while 0 is going

on, (attention of someone) distracted by 0, pre=

occupied with 0 (and not noticing something else)',

frequently with verbal clause nominalized as 0:

?ew lv.diyahslah ?edewi?l ?ideliht'a?:J.C ?ewa.

~selk¥.?dlth 'while. they were distracted in their

excitement over the mouse he grabbed one of them'

37b.29A, de?ew~a?:J.C ?~h ?ilgiyil}h ?a?q qe?
sdiyahl 'their attention being diverted by that

the witch went back out' 55.4L, ?ewt'a?JS: ?a?q

?edqu?Aa.xle?eh 'I'll sneak out while he (baby)

is being distracted by that' L, ?i. ~:J.Ci'yaht'a?:J.C

qu?xah 'I'll go while you eat' L.

8b. As preceding, 'on o's behalf, covering

up for 0': ?it'a?:J.C c}?dexleh 'I speak on your

behalf, covering up for you' L.

9. With reciprocal 0, zero and -~ finals,

'lined up in row one after (behind) the other'

(cf. 10.,11. and ?il-t'a?--t'~._): ?ilt'a? 'to=

gether'M, ?ilt'a? ?elya'? 'set them in a row~'

L, ?ilt'a? ?i.?a?~inu' 'they (people) are

lined up (went into a row)' L, ?ilt'a?~ (not



?i}~~'~) Gele?a?~inu' 'they (people) are

lining up, having a meeting' L (to be corrected
I to G ede- -Gr--.gl.oSS-6d- 'they are maki-ng- th-em"lc--ine \""

~), ?i}~a?~ Gex}a'} 'I'm setting them in a

row' L, ?il~a? ?ixilah} 'I have them lined up

in a row' L.
10. With reciprocal 0, -~ final 'jacknifed'

('one (part in motion) behind the other') a. gener=

ally with semitransitive verb themes, often with

preverb Ii? 'into cavity', 'folded': ?i}~a?~

ye~ ?u?Aa.deta'~ 'pocketknife, jacknife' LM,
?i}~a?~ Ii? O-?-(l-)(}-)ta 'S folds 0', ?i}=

~a?~ O-?-(l-)~i~ 'S folds 0, breaking rigidity

of 0, not breaking 0 apart', ?i}~a?~ O-}-(y)a

'S folds pl. 0' 65.59, 59A, ?i}~a?~ Ii? ?u?le~=

lyae? 'I'm folding them one after another' L,
?i}~a?~ qa? ?ed-?-gdl-}e-?a 'S gets self into

jacknifed, knees-to-chest position'.

lOb. As above, 'shrinking, contracting':
?i}~a?~ le-~?G} ?i}~a?~ -da 'S shrinks, con=

tracts', ?i}~a? sdiyah} 'it shrank' L (prob=

ably to be corrected to ?il~a?~ sedah}).
r-l!-c. T t VJ)c-(' co) A--,I

11. With -d final, 'hanging (draped over
.",

something with one side at rest behind the other)':

?i}~a?d O-(}-)ta 'S hangs sg. 0 up', ?il~a?d

~"," , .



O-}-ya.? 'S hangs pl. 0 up one after another',

?i}~a?d O-l-(}-)?a 'S hangs all 0 up' ?i}~a?d
wqu?xx e~ 'I'll hang them up' A.

?i}-~a?--~~.- (postpositional phrase, with recipro=
cal 0 only, stem -~a? with zero final, -t~.-

~ with, -~ final, -~~.~, not -~a?~, cf. o-~a?'" i j !I'.>t,,\ Ip""'jV'f,~~~ i. (. ,;en- 'V,,~7. h. I:{"'"'",,,~:~tV;I-U~ ,i'I ,". ,~"",I .,:f,:

9. above) '(gathering~ stacking) together,

collected, picked up': ?i}~a? li.quh}

'they Efish) are in a school' L; ';>i}~a?
leGe}qu? 'corral them together~' LM, ?i}~a?

(?i}~~.~) O-}-ya.? 'S gathers pl. 0 one after

another', lu.di.?de~ ?i}~~.~ ~}y}.?}h 'he's

beachcombing' L, ?i}~~.~ ~ya.? xuse}ga?} 'I'm
tired of picking things up' L, ?i}~a? (?i}~~.~)

O-}-(y)a 'S gathers pl. 0', ?i}~a? Ge}a? 'pick

them up:, stack them up:' M, }}hGda.d ?i}~a?

Ge}a? 'pile them in one place:' L, ?i}~~.~ Gex=
, }a.} 'I'm picking them up' L, ?i}~a? ?}.se}?ah}"
,i 

'gathered them all together' 7.11,12,11.7,8,
",
~ 28A, ?i}~a? qu?li.x?ah 'I'll gather them alli"'f"/ct.,'; 

up' L, ?i}~a? ?i.?a?~inu. 'they (people) have,

~ gathered, are having a meeting' L, ?i}~a? Se?a?~=
}inu. 'they-(people) gathered' 52.22L, see also

'--?i}~a? ?i.?a.

o-~a?-q (postposition, with o-~a? as 0 of o-q



\

.I

'on 0') 1. 'in back of 0, behind o's back' (attes=

tations rare and uncertain): with zero reflexive

0 in indirect reflexive construction: ~a?q ?ed=

qu?Aa'la?yah 'I'll lean back, recline' (sick per=
son in bed speaking) L (perhaps used preverbially,

cf. ~a?qe?~ below, vocalic classifier required

by verb) itself reflexive); with -d final: si~a?qd

'behind or under me' M, si~a?qd y~'? siltahl

'I (prone) put it down under me' M.

2. With y-anatomical 'hand', o-y-~a?q 'the

back of o's hand': nominalized with -d final: si=

ye~a?qd 'the back of my hand' L.

3. With qi'y-anatomical 'toe', o-qi'y-

~a?q 'the upper surface of o's foot': nominalized

with -d final: siqi'ye~a?qd 'the upper surface

of my foot' L (perhaps analogical with 2. and to

be corrected to -qi'de~a?q-).

4. With -y-anatomical and -~e- (reduced

postposition) 'bottom, innermost part of o's hand

(palm)', o-y-~e-~a?q 'back of o's hand': nominal=

ized with -d final: ?uye~e~a?qd 'the backs of

his hands' L, 23.65A.

~a?qe?~-~a?qi~ (preverb, originally postpositional
phrase, probably with zero reflexive 0 in indirect

reflexive construction, but no longer functioning
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as such or requiring vocalic classifier, L regu=

larly ~a?qe?~, M regularly ~a?qi~, < ~a?-=

q-?e?-~, compound postpositional phrase with

(o-)~a?q as in preceding as 0 of o-?e? 'in place
~ t> ,~; iI. U~? r "-P""')4cC'~ .""if'.. fef',...'}.>~. I Z'v.

of (absent) 0' and -~ final 'continuous or re=
JJ"

peated motion to, towards', 'repeated, continuous

! motion toward the empty place of, behind S's own
i

L"b;;k-~~ 'backward' (i.e. literally in the direction

extending from o's vertical back, perhaps referring

only to limited or forceful motion, and not loosely

or figuratively retrograde, cf. qe.-yeJ.C(-ve')): ~a?=

qe?~ ?isi?e?33: 'I took a step backwards' L, ~a?=

qie' sah~}h 'he walked backwards' M, ~a?qi~ 0-=

3:-Ge~-g 'S paddles 0 (boat) backwards, rows 0

(boat)', ?uqe~ ~a?qe~ ~deGe3g 'oar'L, ?u=

qe~ ~a?qe?~ ~Ge3g3: 'oarlock' L, ?v.~i?a ~a?=

qe?~ k'u3:Ge3g 'helicopter' L, ~a?qe?~ y~.? dis=

3:iqahG3:}h 'he fell down backwards (chest up)' L,

~a?qe?~ ~a? xuSdi3a?3: 'I got yanked backwards'

L, ~a?qe?~ y~.? Aa.seJ.Ca?~~ 'it fell over back=

wards' L, ~a?qe?~ ?i3:J.Cahd 'pull (drag) it back=

wards~' L, ~a?qe?~ ?ewiS 'backwater~' L, ~a?=

qe?~-~a?qi~ ?ed-dl-3:e-?ya 'S leans (causes self

to lean) backward' (see dl-?ya 5.).

o-~a.-J.C (postposition, with -J.C final thematized,

-
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~A.,-')(L ) I [I~ ~ "'cd ~ t;"' ,...t.

stem always -~a.-, perhaps expanded) 'behind,
A

under (a covering, a sheltering) 0' (partlyover=

lapping in meaning with o-~a?, especially o-~a?

2., but here never with reference to obstruction

or impediment): with zero (-x-~) final: ?ew~a.~

siltahl 'I put it under that (especially that

which can cover it)' L, ?ew~a.~ Aa.Gal?e? 'hide

it behind it~' L, ?ew~a.~ qu?xtah 'I'll put,

carry it in it (in bag, under cover)' L, ?aw~a.~

ya~ ?a?l?eh 'put it (downwards) behind it (hang=

ing cloth, drape)~' L, ?ew~a.~ ya~ ?i.?ah 'it's

showing (extending downwards) behind it' L, ?i~a.~

ya~ ?i.?ah 'it's showing (hanging down) behind

you' L, ?i~a.~ ya~ ~gu.?ah 'your slip is show=
ing, it's showing down below your pants-cuff' L,

?i~~.~a.~ '(housed) inside a mountain' L, frequent=
ly with yahd 'house' (d-class) or other noun re=

ferring to a building: yahdde~a.~ 'into a house'

20.26A, 57.5fnG, yahdda?luwda~a.~ 'into a big
house' 20.26A, with Ga-l- as 0 '-most of a

series': Gal~a.~ 'undermost, innermost (of layers
of clothes)' L, with zero reflexive 0 in indirect

reflexive constructions: ~a.~ qu?xdatah 'I'll

put it under my coat' L (cf. o-~a? 2. above),

with -d final: ca.Aa.~a.~d 'under a stone (as



a house)' 20.27A, ?ude~a.~d ?edu?xsditah} 'I

smoked meat in it' L, ?ude~a.~d ?edqu?li.ta?}

'smokehouse' 7.5, 37b.73, 65.55A, ?ewt'a.~d quhnu.

we~ ?i.~eh 'they live in that' 68.l3A, ?u~a.~d

gah ~.}eh 'inside it (whale) there was daylight'

11.156A, ?ewt'a.~d setah} 'it's under cover of,
concealed by that' L, ~.da?~ gah yahdde~a.~d

'in church' 70.10, llA, Rezanov YTeTax:Ko.n;a'qRO =

3Te~~e '~epRoBD Kirche' ?ude~a.~d ~.da?~ gah

?ideleh 'church' L, yahdde~a.~d 'in a building'

L, 52.22L, yahdda?luwde~a.~d 'in a big house'

29.56A, qi? ?e~dexah}t'a.~d 'in a sweatbath'

58.?L, ?ew~a.~[dJ qa? s}i?ni~} 'it (worm)
crawled out from under it' L, with -~(-a?) fi=

nal: ca.Aa.~a.~e~ Ge}a?ni~} 'it's crawling un=
der a rock' L, yahdda?luwde~a.~e~a? s~i?eh~}h

'she married into a big house' 49.llA, ?ude~a.JJ:d

?edqu?li.ta?~det'a.~e~a? 'into the smokehouse'
37b.73A, as 0 of o-~ahd 'away from 0': c'isa.=

yahde~a.~e(Jahd k}.~ 'was crying (from) inside a

tent' 32.29A, with -de~ final: di.sa.yahdde~a.~=

de~ yeJJ: Aa.Geda?ya.~ 'was tottering around in
the tent' 47c.5?L; with -eya? 'that which is':

Rezanov ~T~-axa~H 'llo.n;R~a.n;Ra Unterfutter, Unter=

lage' ?u~a.~eya? 'its (garment's) lining' L,I 

\



~~a.~eya? 'underwear' L, with Ge-1- as 0,
'-most of a series': Rezanov K~DTaxafl 'Py6amKa

Hemd' Ge}~a.~eya? 'underwear'L.

I I
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~ (form uncertain: L ~ unless the one inceptive per=

fective is analogical, in which case the stem is per=

haps invariable ~h, as might be implied by L's rejec=

tion of -~.G as an alternative in the inceptive imper=

fective negative; M is inconsistent, once using -~-1

in the active perfective, implying ~ or invariable

~, and twice using -~?-1, implying ~', of which

L disapproves, and which is perhaps influenced by ~e'-~'-
..f~Lvfc ~i(CC p"f"-"1'~ i""", ,,\;~,","".'f'"

L also dlsapproves of M' s glosses ln most cases)",) (1--_, c.",,~j4c~~.

O-?_~ 'S makes fun of 0, S scorns, disdains 0' L,

'S finds 0 repulsive, disgusting' M (of which L dis=

approves): ?~h xu?we~h, xa?~hth 'he's making

fun of me' L, ~?we~h}h de~vh 'a scornful per=

son' L, ?i?x~h 'I'm disgusted, repelled by you'

M (L rejects gloss), di~ ?i?x~hG 'I'm not making

fun of you' L, ?i?qe?~ 'I'll make fun of you'

L, di~ ?i?qe?x~hG (not -~.G) 'I won't make

fun of you' L, xu?Ge~-1}h 'he's making fun of me

(all day)' L, xu?set'u?1}h 'he's repelled by me,

doesn't want to be around me' M (L rejects), xu?=

se~h1}h 'he made fun of me' L, ?u?si~h} 'I de=

sisted from it (plan), changed my mind about it' M,

'I.got to dislike it, all of a sudden didn't want

to do it' L, <1e.- '?u?li t\1h}h 'let's make fun of

him'L, de?iogih ?a?~h~h 'make fun of him your=

self too~' L; reflexive: ?U.C' ?edu?xsdi~?~ 'I



changed my mind about goingthere, decided not to

go' M (L approves, but presumably would change the

form to -~~); passive: ?u?de~h}h 'he's re=

pulsive, one is repelled by him' M, ?i?de~h

'you're being made fun of' L, ?i?qe?defuh 'you'll

be scorned' L.

!
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1hctti"'l A~ ...
-fu? \ ,.(adje,c,r.ive) 'many,' ~ Independent or relativ=

1-- ih' ~ '¥-.id""L.tJ """"""

,ized, ~fu?: 2a.16M, 7.22, 9.128, 10.88,11.24, 199A,

l2.12G, 18.37, 39L, 23~152, 152, 24.72, 28.49A, 34.=

38L, 51.54A, 59.10 Galushia (or Anna?) Nelson, 62.6,

8,8,9,13,16,20,21,63.34,35,38,39,40,64.1,
2G, 65.23,79, 80A, 67.5,5,6,7,10,13, 13G, 68.=
'41, 50A, Rezanov KYTY 'MHoro viel', Furuhjelm khu=
tutu 'many, much' KU~?duh 'lots indeed' (?), ~e=

fu? sdi~g~ 'lots of dough' M, KUfu? deqaw ~a? ?i"=

~ah 'you should take lots of provisions! L, deqew

~a? KU~a? ?u?la.yi1~ah 'you should have your pro=

visions plentiful' L, ~fu? sisah~ 'I dug up many

(clams)' L, attested also with ?}.~~a?~, ~e?~q,

~a?g, C}?~g, Muce?, Gesecah, d}hG, lisgusa?,

S}'s, sa.qsg, siih, cedJS:, ~ahG, ~e~g~, gugsg,

Giyah, GU.~, wa.w, gahG Lsi~~e~; KUt'u?yu. 'lots
of things' 7.22,11.44, 24.61A.

lb. With class-marks: d-class: KUdet'u? we~

dese~i~ 'they gathered many (eggs)' 68.8A, Furu=

hjelm khututu 'many, much' perhaps KUdefu?, ~=

de~? da.na. 'lots of money' L, attested also with

~a?g, lis, ca?~, ciA, ~du.lihG, yahd, ~c}h,

deqa.g, ~ic', S}~, ?u?~, de~~.~g; dl-class:
~Aa.~?, attested with ca., Aa'~e?}.~, 3ewe~,

Aa.deqa.g, ~}"y; ti"l-class: ~ti.lefu? 'lots of

-~- ~--
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skins' L; g-class: ~gu~? Ge.c 'lots of spruce=

roots' L, attested also with -y-~?~, sa?, lis=

gusa?; gd-class: ~gede~?, attested with ma.,

~i~; gal-class: ~geAa.~? 'lots of paint, colors'

L; gl-class: ~gele~?, ~gV.~?, ~gv.~? ?u.=

de~ geli.sid 'lots of streams run by there' L,
attested also with giyah, na"w, gi"wa", qe3;

qi.l-class: ~qi.le~? 'lots of ropes' L; ~d-class:
~~ede~?, attested with ze"s~, da.~edi~a?g, gah,

ye~ ~edede?ah, ~edez~.~g; ~dl-class: ~~eAa"~?
'lots of waves' L; I-class: ~le~?, attested witll

teGz, -~a.w, kewesg1, qema., ~uhzgz, qe~ah,

leGedeqa?z, ?~.di~.~, ?~.zxi"Sg, le~ez~t.g~g,
-qe~; l~-class: ~le~e~?, attested with ~i"Sg,

~a?~, kewu"d, qema., -la.J1;,J 014 Man Dude Gol~=
"",-"if.{f':!)",S. 5~"~r,,) """,...(0 '; ;;'"

~a~o 'small barrel' BSdL 546 (a misunderstanding)for -
'fC (

'many berries', the preceding item being la'mat,

i.e. la?mahd 'berries', glossed 'barrel'); l~d-=

class: ~le~ede~? 'lots of snowballs' L.

lc. With anatomical and thematic marks: l-ana=

tomical: KUle~? 'lots of faces' L, y-anatomical:

~ye~? 'lots of hands' L, qi.d-anatomical 'feet:':

~qi.de~? 'lots of tracks' L; with gl-, special

mark for 'humans', used with this stem and luhd only,

realized -gv"- always, L rejecting -gale-, see ze=

~? 2.: ~gv.~? or ~gv.~?inu. 'many people' L,



2a.15M, 7.22, 10.189, 229, 11.109, 23.150, 151,25.=

192, 28.106, 29.57A, 30.3, 39.12L, 51.68, 72,68.=

17,44,46,54,65,66,71,73,75, 69.13A (in the
texts frequently referring to humanized animals),

KUgvo~?inu. seqeoGeyu. da?li}~}h}h 'she has many
children' L, KUgvo~?inu. ?u.da? qe? ~di?a?~}

'many more people arrived there' L.

Id. With postpositions: ~~?da?~ 'many times'

18.71, L, ~~?da.d ?eds}i~a?g} 'it's got lots of

spots on it' ('it has spotted itself in many places') M.

2. Dependent: a. Suffixed to unclassified nouns;

( -?e-fu') "(with forms-Including only one vowel): ?e~=

?e~u? 'many boats' L, attested also with c~ox, S}OS,

sa.qsg, s~h, ~ed~, ~a?~, ~ihs~, ~e?, ~o~, wu~,

la?~d}, ?a.~, gu.n, sang, wa.w, ~g~g, gugsg,

G~hdg}, ~uh~, ~a.~, ~di.n, ~e.y, gud, d~?q; -~?

(with forms including more than one vowel): ~ewa.~?

?~.d ~Ge}e?} 'there are getting to be many dogs

here' L, attested also with Gesecah, Gide~, Gesu?

qi.yidi~~?~, gewa?d, s~i?mahd}, d}oY?h' ~e.yu?,

dek:j.h, -Gu?~, gedeGeme~, xa.se~e?, -~a.~, -~u?,

~a.~eleG, megeG, ~a.~gao, gud~u.wuo, ~a.~e.n.

2b. Suffixed to classified nouns: d-class: lis=

de~? 'lots of spruce' L, attested also with ye.~,

ca?}da?luw, ca?}deyequhyu., da.na., ~g~g, qahA,

~e?~G, qa?c', gahG; ti.l-class: ~ah}t}.~? 'many



feathers'L; g-class: le.1gu~? 'many hairs' M,
attested also with la.~, Ge.d; gdl-class: ?u=

gu.ne~ ~~e?1gu~a.~? 'lots of paint' L; gl-=

class: na.wgv.~? 'lots of whiskey' M, gi.wa.=

gele~? 'lots of beer'!VI, ~e.ygl}.fu?, ~e.ygule=

~? 'lots of tea' LM, attested also with di.ya?,

ma.s~a.; qi.l-class: kih5qi.lefu? 'lots of coarse
twine' M; ~dl-class: ttith~e~a.fu? 'many waves' L,

attested also with guS; I-class: ?~.1i!iya?~lefu?

'lots of rotten fishheads' M; l~-class: ~a?~le~e=

~? 'lots of blueberries' M, attested also with

~i.sg, wehx, kewu.d, Sug, kihd, gahG.

2c. Suffixed to nouns indicating humans, with=

special gl-mark or with -?i-: ?i.yah ~a.nwa.ngv.=

fu? ?~.i! Ge?a?i!1 'my a lot of Chinamen are coming

here~' L, Rezanov KeJIbRaMTY 'OR'B sie', qe?1Geyu.=

?i~?(yu.) 'many women' L, CYReReMTToro 'A'BTM Kin=

der', seqe.Geyu.?i~?yu. 'many children' L.

2d. Suffixed to o-q 'on 0', with Gi-thematic

(L reluctant to use freely, but is certain she has

heard): ?uqeGi~? 'many bundles of it, a bunch of

them. L, ?i. ?iya? ?uqeGifu?, xu' siya? ya.=

luhdg '~'ve got a big bunch, I (only) a few' L.
.1.1e-fu? 'S is numerous, plentiful': 9.105, 10.47,25.=
~

20 602 7A ?ida? ya.lex ?i1ifu? 'the y 're too nu=, ., .
merous' L, ?ida?ya.le~ sii~?i 'they became too



numerous' L, ?ida?yaele~ qu?xe~? 'it'll get too

numerous'L, deega?duw ?i~a? ~xi~? 'how many do
you have?' ('how abundant is something for you?') L,

da.~ahdduwga? te?ya? ?i~a? ~xi~? 'where'd you
get all those fish?' ('whence are fish that abundant

for you!') L, ?u.~ahdqewga? si~a? ~xi~? 'that's

where I have so much stuff from' L, ?u. ~ahdqewga? si=

~a? ~sxi~?x 'that's where I got so much stuff from'

L, ?ida?ya.le~ ?ewae si~a? sxi~?x 'I got too
much of it' ('there got to be too much of it for me' L;

with class-mark for S: Aa.sdi~?x 'there got to be
(too)many (rocks)' L. ~-

2. With thematic marks for human S: a. With

l-thematic (l-anatomical 'face, head' ?), 1-le-~?
'S (human) are numerous': 28.99A, ?ida?ya.le~ ?u.d

?}.sli~?xinu. 'there got to be too ma;ny people -

there'L.
2b. With special gl-mark (perhaps originally

~-indefinite with 1- as in 2a.), gl-le-fu? 'S

(human) are numerous': 60.27A, ?ida?ya.le~ gula.=

le~li~? 'there are too many of you' ('you pl. are

too numerous') L, ?ida?ya.le~ ?u.d guleGelefu?l=

inu. 'there are getting to be too many people there'

L (originally transcribed ~-, perhaps correctly,

though with indefinite S the -inu. suffix would

not be expected).

-



-t'e1

~el (perhaps reduced form of ~ahl, attested in one form

only)
t'el~eye~ (noun, unclassified,,) "little things that

lie under the leaves of plants and flowers" A (as

explanation for personal name; not entirely analy=

zable, o-ye~ 'under 0'), Eyak woman's name (Jennie,

wife of Charles Rosenberg, white trader at Alaganik)

LAS.
~,,

jat. -



t'ah3:

~ah3: (perhaps related to ~e3:, and perhaps also to

~aMlC-~a?3:lC)
~ah}' (noun) 1. (ti'l-class} 'leaf; (plume-)feather':

48.5,6, 10L ('feather', but version in BSdL 303 has

'leaf'), ~ah}' 'wing-feather' L, 'leaf' (dissocia=

ted from origin) LM, Galushia Nelson ~a't}. or

~at}' 'leaves (or feathers)' BSdL 541, ~ah}' si~

ti'li'?a? 'give me a leaf~' L, ~ah}' ?u'd tt'se=
taM 'a leaf (or feather) is there' (ta clearly

preferred to ?a) L, ~aMti.na?q 'on a leaf (or

feather)' L, ~ah}'tt.~? 'lots of feathers' L,
~ah}' ~eti'l}h}h 'he's eating leaves' M, ?ew ~ah}'

~eti'li'ye. 'eat those leaves~' L.

2. (Unclassified or declassified) 'leaf;
(plume-) feather , (especially as used collectively, as

'plumage, foliage', or as associated with magic; more

frequently 'leaf' than 'feather'): 2a.23M, 37b.38,

39, 63A, 38.5LM, ~ah}.?e~? 'lots of leaves' L,

~ah}' qid Ga?ya'}. 'leaves are falling (autumn)' L.

?i}'lah qe?dele? ~ah}' (noun, ti.l-class?) 'leaves for

making love-potion' ('they love each other leaves') L

(L was unable to identify what species these might

be; see BSdL 201-202).

?~hAi'na?q ~ah}' (noun, unclassified?) 'plants (any spe=

cies with leaves on the ground)' ('leaves on the

ground') L.



qihda.q'ya? t'ahl (noun, unclassified?) 'plants

(species that grow on unforested meadow)' L.

-t'ahl (noun, unclassified) 'feathers, plumage' (ana~

tomical, attested only once, perhaps not normal

usage): sit'ahl 'my feathers' 27b.35A.

-l-t'ahl (noun) 1. (tiol-class) 'leaf; (plume-) feather ,

(associated with origin): ~t'ahl (perhaps some=

times where glossed 'feather', especially in earlier

elicitations, a mishearing for g-l-t'ahl, q.v.)

4B .11L, 'feather (of something)' LA" 'a certain thing's

feather, a certain plant's leaf' L, ~lt'ahlti.lekih

'litte leaf' M, ~lt'ahlti.le?a.w 'long leaf' M,

?ew ~lt'ahlti.leda.d y~.? Geta? 'set it down by

that feather:' L, ~lt'ahl ~eti.l}h}h 'he's eating

leaves' L, ~lt'ahl ?u.d setahl 'a leaf (or fea=

ther) is there' L, geldu.xa.lt'ahl 'potato-leaves'

L, nao~eg}t'ahl 'goose-feather' L, Galushia Nelson

t'akt1t,tl t'a'tl 'arrow feather' BSdL 549 ~e~?e1=

t'ahl (unclassified?).

2. (Unclassified or declassified) 'leaf; (plume-)=

feather' (especially as used collectively, as 'foli=

age, plumage', or as associated with magic; more fre=

quently 'leaf' than 'feather'): ~lt'ahl ~}h}h 'he's

eating leaves' L, qu?Gelya.?lt'ah1 'leaves of edible

shield-fern' L, 9.52, 55, 76A, c}hs?elt'ah1 'alder-=

leaves' 9.77, BOA, ~ug?e}t'ah}qa?d 'amongst the

strawberry-leaves' 51.73A.



Geleci~a? y~.?l~ahl (noun, unclassified?) 'fire=
weed' ('leaf of medicine against land-otter') L

(-l-)perhaps in error).

g-l-~ahl (noun, ti.l-class, with g-thematic 'fila=
ment, appendage') 1 plume-feather , (not 'leaf'): Re=

zanov ROJI:bTaJI:b 'llepo (not in Radlov) gult'ahl

(less likely, KUlt'ahl), Galushia Nelson Gutl=
~a'tl or G6l~atl 'feathers' BSdL 548 (less'

likely, ~l~ahl), gul~ahl 'feather' (not leaf,
dissociated from origin) L, KUti.le?a.w gul~ah~

'long feather' L.

-d-l-t'ahl (noun, unclassified, only marginally attes=

ted) 'leaf, feather': qu?Gelya.?ldelt'ahl (hesita=
tion-form, blend of -l-~ahl and -d-l-~ahl) 'leaf
of edible shield-fern' 9.55A, Furuhjelm kutaltal

'feather' ~del~ahl (or perhaps gudelt'ahl ?),

Furuhjelm shavtaltal 'leaf' ...del~ahl (shav-
not identifiable).

-gl-l-t'ahl (noun, class?, perhaps with gl-class-mark
never actualized -gule-

'liquid', or including g- 'filament, appendage~)
~

'fin' (perhaps especially 'ventral fin', and perhaps

also 'gill-covering'): ~g~.t'ah~ 'fins (of some fish)'

LA, 'ventral fins' LA, 'gill covering' l"I.

O-~ahl 'S makes love-potion to charm 0': si~ahl}h 'I

made a love-potion to charm him' L, qu?x~ahl}h 'I'll

make a love-potion to charm him' L (leaves were used

for this purpose; see ?illah qe?dele? ~ahl).



t'a?:t-t'a? .
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~a?:t-~a?~ (form uncertain, perhaps ~a?, related to ~=

tla2~~~POb~~~, -~ perhaps analogical, generalized
~'1"10; ~

from active imperfective ~ye~-progressive, ~ -.:t ana=
;II

logical, generalized from perfective)

O-.:t-~a?~(--~a?~) (or ~a? for only attested non-progres=

sive form, active perfective, the -1 of which could

be the perfective suffix; -~a?~ attested only in

ye~-progDessive forms) 'dependent 8 ties 0 down with

burden of responsibility': ?a?d xuse1~a?lih 'he.
(baby) has me very much tied down, I can1t go any=

where now' L; usually with ye~-progressive, ye~

0-1e-~a?1--~a?~ '8 hangs dependently around 0':

?a?d ye~ xu1e~a?~~h 'he hangs very dependently

around me all the time' L, di~ qe.ye~ ?iqe?x1e-

~a?lG 'I won't tie you down anymore, I won't bother

you anymore, you can go wherever you wish now' L;

ye~-progressive with y-anatomical 'hands' partly

thematized, no effect on glosses: ye~ xuye1e~a?~}h

'he ties me down' L, ye~ ?iqe?ye~e~a?~}h 'he'll

tie you down (with responsibility)' L, ye~ xuqu?=

ye~e~a?1}h 'he'll tie me down' L (this form was

then rejected, L seeming momentarily to reject all

forms in -~).

,



vu..LLI.

~h~ (attested only with -gWa?, conceivably ~h-!, ct.

d~.?-~-gWa?)
~h~-gWa?(--ga?) (numeral; cf. qelah-qa?-gWa?, probably

with postposition o-gWa? 'like 0, appropriate

amount for 0'): 25.81A, 64.3, lOG, Rezanov TOO~~Roa

'3', Wrangell TOT~~Roa 'Drei', Furuhjelm tulkva

'three', Galushia Nelson t'U~t~kan '3.' BSdL 553,
W~h}g a? 'three' S, ~h}ga? ~ewa. 'three dogs' LM,

~h~ga? ?}.se~~}?} ~ewa"yu. 'three skinny dogs' L,
~h}ga? ~eda. gah 'three days' 25.9, 65.19A, ~h~=

ga? ti.na. Ge~ece~tah 'three land-otter skins' 33.=

83A, ~h~ga? da. yahddelah Ga.? 'go around three

houses:' L, Rezanov Ty~~ROH3WI~RaT~~ 'TpeT~.fII'O ,ZJ;HH
,

vorgestern', ~h}ga? yese}qah~ 'Wednesday; three days

ago, three days have passed' L, ~i" ~~ga? ?u~ahd

yese~qah} qi?de~ ses}h~ 'he died three days ago'
('already three since it have dawned at the time he

died') L, ~i" ~h~ga? ?~.d xu?yese~qah} 'I've been

here three days' ('already three have dawned on me

here') L, ?ew ~h~ga? ya" ?u"da? da. seqeh~ 'we

got there (by boat) the third one (day)' 59.6 Galushia

(or Anna?) Nelson, ~h~ga?nu. 'three people' 49.156,

68.86, lO6A, L, M, ~h}ga?da?~ 'three times, thrice'
L, Rezanov TOO~~RoaaxTaRaR~ '30', Wrangell TyT~ORe =

XaRX'D 'Dreissig', ~h~ga?da?~ deGa.q 'thirty'
('thrice ten') M" ~}ga?da'~ ?ew se}ce~}}h 'he

(( ( /" 0 "1- I i) ~ ~ 10;". ""7'18-/

~a.~A..'(~J,..J f,~td""? i1~~~' A



cut it in three pieces' L, ~higa?da'd ?eice~
'cut it in three:' L, ~higa?da'd 'three places'

25.80A, L, ~iga?d[ah] 'three ways' 69.23A.



t'a?5 j

I

t1a?5

-t'a?5 'S (place) becomes impassible': set'a?5} 'it

(place) became impassible (obstructed by dense

brush, alders, fallen logs, etc.)' L (apparently

not freely used, attested only in active perfective).

d~-t'a?5 'S (place) becomes impassible' (perhaps ori= -

ginally passive of above, not testable for transi=

tivity, S other than third person being semantically

inadmissible): sdi~a?5} 'it's rough going (ob=

structed by dense brush, etc.)' L, sdi~a?5}dah

ye~ da.~ 'he's walking around where it's rough

going' L (attested only in active perfective, not

freely used, and partially fossilized, as with -dah

adverbializer in last example).



-tJic'

-tJic' (L "has heard" t'ec', but "wouldn't say"; expanded

~i .c' or t'e .c')

t'ic' (noun, d-class) 'ice' LM, 16.5, 6, 7, 28M, 45a.=

llL, 45b.llM, 50.20A, 57.9, 12, 22, 27, 62.28G, Re=
zanov ~ '~~A~ Eis', Wrangell TTeT~ 'Eis',

Furuhjelm tits 'ice', titsl 'thunder' (~id...

1), Galushia Nelson ~tts, Old Man Dude ~ttc

'ice' BSdL 538, ~ic' yileh 'it's icy' L, ~ede~?

~ic' 'lots of ice' M, ~da?luw ~ic' 'big hunk of

ice' M, ~id di.q'u?~l '(river-)ice is broken' L,

~ic' de~uhlg 'I'm shovelling the ice (clearing for

skating' L, ~ic' ?u.d desetah1 (or ~ah1) 'a

piece of ice is there' L, ~id sid di.ta? (or

-?a?) 'give me a piece of ice~' L (choice of stem

no indication of shape of piece of ice) L.

~ic'ga? ?i.~eh (noun, unclassified~) 'glass' ('it's

like ice') M, Rezanov THqRo3Te ~T~ schwerer

Seiden-Stoff) ~idgWa? ?i.t'eh.
l~-~c' (noun, unclassified~) 'hail': Rezanov Haxa =

Te~ 'rpaA~ Hagel' ne~e~id, Galushia Nelson la=

~a~lts or laxat'its 'hail' BSdL 538, le~e~id

'hail'M, Rezanov HaxaTe~ HHAaca~D 'rpaA~

HAeT~ es hagelt', le~e~ic' y~.? desa?yah1 'it

hailed' ('hail came down') LS. (Presumably le~e~ic'

l~-class would mean 'hailstone'.)

gdl-~ic' (noun, gdl-class) 'icicle': guAa.~idguAa.=



?a.w Gele?l fit's becoming a long icicle' L.

de-~id 'S freezes': 50.22, 24A, 57.6, 8G, 6l.l0A,

de?u.d ?idi~id 'let it freeze' L, qe? ?ede~i.~

'it (cust) freezes again' L, qa? sdit'idl 'it's

frozen' L; with y-anatomical: yixsdi t'ic'l 'my hand

froze, got frostbitten' L; with class-mark for S:

Aa.sdit'idl 'it (?~h ground, 5ewel net) froze'

L; with Gd-thematic 'place': Rezanov KaT~-scTMT~~~

(~-s superscript insert for crossed-out symbol, il=

legible, perhaps~) He r~a.Zl;RO rauh, uneben (nicht

glatt)' Gedisdi~idl 'it (place) froze', GedeGede=

~idl 'it (place) is becoming frozen' L, qu?Gedede=

~ic' 'it (place) will freeze' L, Gedede~e.~, Gede=

det'i.~ 'it (place) (cust) freezes' L. Transitive

(causative) O-l-t'id 'S freezes 0, makes 0 icy, turns

0 to ice': qu?xl~id 'I'll make it icy' L, ?e~~id

'make ice of it~' L.

sli~ic'~ (noun, unclassified?) 'rock-candy, sugar-candy'

(to be sucked with tea) L. Nominalized active perfe~=

tive of passive of transitive (causative) of preceding.

le-~ic' 'S freezes in such a way that its position or

material relation with another object is affected':

?ewJS: ?ilit'ic'l 'it's frozen to it' L, ?ewya? sli=

~id~ 'it's frozen into it (0 with broad opening at

top)' L, qa? s~i~id 'it froze and came up out' L,

q~.~ Ge~e~id~ 'it's freezing and coming up'; with



class-mark for S: ya.ne~ dizi~icz 'it (ceA board)

is frozen to the ground' L, ?iz~ dizi~idz 'they

(ceA boards) are frozen together)' L, qa? diszi=

~ic'z 'it froze so hard under it (ceA board) that it

came up' L, ya.ne~ q}.zi~idz 'it (~~ehz rope)

is frozen to the ground' L, ?iz~ le~ezi~ic~ 'they

(berries) are frozen together' L.

da? ?i.t'ic' (noun, unclassified?) 'frozen salmon roe,

put up for winter' L. Nominalized neuter ~mperfec=

tive (?) of theme -~ic', otherwise unattested, with

da? 'into container for storage'.



t'e?c' I

t'e?c'

o-~e?c'-G (postposition) 'suspended by 0, by grip=

ping 0, as handle for 0': 49.36,51.21, 22A, de=

~i. ?i~e~~e?c'G ?iqe?x}~ahd 'I'll drag you by

your ear' (threat) L, ?u~ah~~e?dG ?i}~ 'grab

it (e.g. chair) by the leg:' L, ?u~ah~~e?dG ya?~

Geta? 'lift it (e.g. chair) by the leg:' L, ?i=

yeqa?d~e?dG da.~ ?iqe?x}~ih 'I'll tie you to

something by the hand' L, ?u~e?dG Ge}e~x 'hold

onto it (to help you get up, etc.):' L, di?we~

~~e?c'G ~a? ye~ ?idiyah 'walk about by hanging

onto things:' (to a weak convalescent) L,

?u~e?c'G ya?~ ~da?ya.~ (noun, unclassified~) 're=

movable handle (for lifting tubs in cannery, etc.)'

('by means of it things are (cust) lifted') L.I



tJi?!-tJe?!

~i~-tJe?! (expanded ~i.?!)

~i~-l-~e?!-(g-)l (noun, unclassified, with -l-instru=

mental, optional -g-repetitive) 'prop (especially

small stick for propping open drying fish)': tJe~l

'stick, about 6 inches long, for propping open dry=

ing fish, made of alder' A, ~e?!gl LM, ~e~gl?a?luw

'big fish-prop' M, ~i~gl 65.5A.

O-~i~(-l)--~e~(-l) (-l-instrumental usually retained

as part of the stem in verbal forms) 'S props 0 (es=

pecially drying fish, open)': 65.5A (expanded ~i'~),

~i~i~l 'I propped it (drying fish) open' A, qu?x=

ltJiC'l (l-classifier probably in error) 'I'll prop

it (drying fish) open' L; with gl-class-mark for 0

and ya?~ 'upwards', ya?~ O-gl-tJi~-l--~eC'-l 'S

props 0 (liquid) up' (magically): 11.91, 91A.

?}.sdi~i?!lga? ?~.lil~h}h nickname of a wide-cheeked

Chugach woman, 'she has a face like it (her cheeks)

have been propped apart (with a ~i~l inside her

mouth)' L. Active perfective passive of preceding with

I-anatomical.

~le~i~l nickname of same woman as preceding L.

Bare theme suffixed.

I ~ i j



t'ik'-t'e~l

t'i~-~e~l (L always ~i~, A usually ~i~, G ~i~ once,

~e~ four times, M, 8, Furuhjelm, Jacobsen, Galushia

Nelson ~e~, Wrangell TeR; M expands ~e.~, but L

pre£ers ~i.~)
~i~-I-~e~-1 (noun, with -I-instrumental) 1. (d-class)

'arrow': 7.26, 25.130A, 27a.llL, 27b.17A, Wrangell
Te~D 'Pfeil', Furuhjelm takl 'arrow', Galushia

Nelson ~e'kti 'arrow' B8dL 549, Jacobsen tak'l

'arrow' cited in B8dL 104, ~e~ 'arrow' MAS, ~i~l=

da.~ Gel~i~ 'shoot it with an arrow~' L, ~i~ ~i~

di.ta? 'give me an arrow:' L, ~i~3: ?u.d desetah3:

(not -?ah3:) 'an arrow is there' L, ~i~ ?ulu?
?es di.?}h}h 'an arrow is sticking clear through

him'L, Galushia Nelson ~ektItt} ~a'ti 'arrow

feather', ,t'e1C3:?e3:~ah}, ~e'kt3:ttl td' 'quiver'
~e~?eItah B8dL 549.

2. (Unclassified) 'bow-and-arrow': 27a.3L, 27b.=
co, G;;

3A, 34.92, 12~, 37b.11A, 64.2,3,3,14, 16G, Furu= '-~
hjelm takhl 'bow' ~e~.

O-I-~i~--~e~ '8 shoots (and hits) 0 with arrow': 25.168A,

27a.5, 6,7,14,16, 22L, 27b.8, 10, 14,15,16,16,
16A, 64.14fnG, ?iqe?x}~i~ 'I'll shoot you' L, ?e}=
~i~ 'shoot it:' L, t'i~lda.~ Gel~i~ 'shoot it with

an arrow:' L, si~ ~se3:~e~}h 'his arrow grazed me'

('he shot something in punctual contact with me') M,

lah5 si}t'i~ 'I grazed it' ('I shot forward of it')

"ii",. ,"I



L, xu~~e.~}h 'he (cust) shoots me' M, xu~ti.~}h

'he (cust) shoots me' (preferable to preceding) L,

repetitive: x~~e~g}h 'I keeps shooting him' M;

with d-class-mark for 0: cra? qew dese~~i~ 'it

was the mud your arrow hit' 27b.21A; with indeter=

minate 0, ?i-~-~i~ 'S shoots arrow (not hitting

any specific 0)': ?u~a.~ ?isi~~i~~ 'I shot and

missed it' ('shot wide of it') L, ?u~a.q ?isi~=

~i~~ 'I aimed and shot straight at it' L, repeti=

tive: ya?~ ?ix1~i~g 'I keep shooting arrows up

in the air' L, detransitivized with ~e-classifier:

?ulu? ?es ?ixs~i~i~~ 'I shot a hole through it'

L, ?u.de~ ?e~ ?is~i~i~~}h 'he shot an arrow which

whizzed by there' L, repetitive: ?u.~ ?iqe?x1e~i~g

'I'll keep shooting thither' L, with ye~-progressive:

~~da.~ ?a.weyu. ye~ ?i~e~i~ 'he goes around

indiscriminately shooting arrows' L, ye~ ?i~e~e~~}h

'he's shooting arrows (about)' M, Galushia Nelson

lt~l~ant ylxGdt~l~~kt~~a or rt~r~an. ylXGdt~t=

~~kt~x 'shooting match' BSdL 551 ?i~le~~.?d ye~

fu?~i~e~~(~) ('one is shooting arrows (about) in com=

petition with one another') (with analogical -~ of

active imperfective of ye~-progressive). Passive:

?iqe?de~~ (-~e~ M) 'you'll get shot' L, xus~i=

~i~, xusdi~i~ (-~e~- M) 'I got shot' (no prefer=

ence between -~i- and -di-) L. lah3 xus~i~i~~



~
'I got grazed' L.

O-?-~-~i~ (semitransitive, attested only once) 'S

shoots at 0 with arrow (mayor may not hit 0)':

~i~~da.~ ?u?Ge~~i~ 'shoot at it~' L.

O-gdl-~e-~i~ (attested only once, perhaps a momentary

confusion with ~eql, q.v.): ya?~ geAa.~e~i~

'flick water with your fingers~' L.



t'i

t'i~2 (per¥i~s to be identified with t'i~-~e~l, sparsely --

attested)
3:e-~i~: Rezanov CJIMT'1>-SRJIb ' TpeCHYT:D platzen'

s3:it'i~3: 'it cracked(?), it burst(?)'.

ya? d-3:-t'i~ (intransitive?, d-mark may be optional

thematic with ya? 'completely' or d-class-mark

for da? 'alluvial mud flats'): ya? dese3:t'i~3:

'(dry expanse of mud flats) is cracked from parch=

ing'L.

\
\,

..'4
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fux

~ (Rezanov Tex and TOX (?); expanded ~e.x)

-~x (basic intransitive, but not attested without

class- or thematic marks; where S is unclassified

or unspecified a gd-thematic appears, the g- and/or

d- of which also appears, inconsistently and with

no observable semantic effect, in combination with

class-marks for classified s): gd-fux 's is taut,

tight, stretched': gedi.~x} 'it's stretched tight'

M, siq gedio~x} 'they (clothes) are tight on me'
L, di~ siq geda?~x}G 'they (clothes) aren't

tight on me' L, gedeGefux} 'it's getting tight,

taut' M; with qiol-class-mark for S: ~dide?} qio=

Aa-}qaog ?uode~ leG qiolio~x} r-electriclightwires

are-strung (stretched) by there up (to Orca Cannery)'
L (cf. transitives); qiogeAi°fux} 'it (rope, line)

is tight' L (qi-l-+gd-) , qi.geAaose~x1 'line got

tight' L (cf. transitives).

O-}-~x (causative transitive of above) 's pulls 0

tight, S tugs on 0, S holds 0': 25.15, 15, 27b.5,
"",\1 tN,fi ". .'

28.15,15,49.36, 51.78A, Rezanov rO~bTOX~M '3B~~" /'

rief' perhaps Ge}~x}th 'he's holding him' (but

cf. dux), Gex}~x} 'I'm holding it' M, ct?da?d

Ge}~x~th 'he's holding the end of it' L, ?i}~

'hold it~' M, 'hang onto it~' L, ?e~~ 'pull on

it:!' L, ya?~ ?i}~x 'hold it up~' L, l~hGdah

?i}~x 'hold it still~' L, ?u~ah~~e?dG ?i}fux



'grab it (chair) by;! the leg:' L, qu?x}~ 'I'll

hold it, I'll hang onto it' L, sisa.w se}~x}}h

'he pulled my hair' L, ?ew }~e.~}h 'he (cust)

pulls on it' L (but L prefers unexpanded ?ew }=

~~}h), repetitive x}~xg 'I keep tugging on it'
L; with I-anatomical: ?i}yeq ?~.si}~x} 'I grabbed
both his cheeks and pulled apart' (angry gesture) L;

with class-marks for 0: di?}~ 'hold onto it (door):'

L, ?i}qesd di?~~x 'push, hold the two ends apart:'
L (d-class 0 7), qi.li?}~x 'hold onto it (rope):'

L, qa.yahd qi.li?le~}~ 'pl. play tug-of-war

against us:' ('pl. pull rope out of our hands:') L,

repetitive: qiolese}~xg} 'he tugged on it (rope)'
L, le~ qew da. qi.Aao}~eo~ 'this is how we

(cust) tighten it (rope)' L (qiol-+d- or +dl-),

qi.geAio~~ux 'stretch it (rope, line) tight' L (qi.l-=
+gd-), da. qi.geAaoyi}~x 'let's pull it (rope)

tight' L, (gd- or d- inconsistently combined with
qi.l-, no observable semantic effect, cf. intransi=

tives); with ye~-progressive: ye~ qi.Aa.}e~
'I'm fishing about with a line' ('I'm pulling a line

about') L (L later considers this poor usage); indi=

rect reciprocal: ?i}yahd qi.li?le~}e~x 'pl. play

tug-of-war:' ('pl. pull rope out of each other's
hands:') L, ?i}~a.w 6e}e~}inu. 'they're pulling
each other's hair' L; indirect reflexive: ~a? ?ed~



Gexle~xl}h 'I'm holding him (baby) close against

myself' L; passive: xuGede~xl 'I'm being held' L.
le-~x 'S holdjonto something for purpose of main=

taining own position, S clings, S clutches at some=

thing, S reaches, stretches self towards something':

49.70A (colorful example in neuter perfective, si=
milar to following), ~ewa.legahye~e~ Gele~x1

'she's clinging onto the underside of a dog-corpse'

(comtemptuous for promiscuous woman) L, ?~ Guxle=
~xl 'I'm clinging to it, hanging onto it' M, ?u=

t'e?c'G Ge1etilX 'hold onto it (to help yourself get

up):' L, ?u~ xs1it'uxl 'I stretched to reach it,
reached out for it' L, ?u~ ?e1etilX(g) 'reach (re=

peatedly) for itl' L, ?u~ ya?~ ?e1e~x(g) 'reach

(repeatedly) up high for it~' L, ?u~ ?e1et'e.x
'reach for ~t~' (with expanded stem, "some people

would use those words") L.

?ed~det'ux, ?edgude~ (noun, unclassified) 'vest' L,
Rezanl§1V ATKYTeTen 'R oWT a , (not in Radlov). Both

forms appear well attested, each recorded twice from

L. The undlerlying theme is probably indirect reflex=

ive ?ed-d O-de-t'ux with ~-indefinite S 'one pulls

it tight over self' (cf. ?edtt.de?eh under ?e for ---

parallel construction with unexpected de-classif~er
instead of la-). The variant with -gu- is probably

analogical, influenced by ?edgudesa?q (q.v. under

sa?q), gd-tilX above, and perhaps gd-anatomical 'rump'.

.



~e. G

~e.6 (perhP~s < ~e.-6 with thematic negative -6; cf. --

Hupa "~eew 'something raw, uncooked... Perhaps *~e-yW

'cooked-not' (E[dward] S[apir]) (-zero-~e? 'to ripen
;! ~i' '" \[intr ]' ) II V Golla IJAL 30 2.11 2 '" ~ ~;V,::~ j

.,. , ..:1, c

~e.6 (noun, unclassified, perhaps nominalization)

'raw, uncooked food, not dried (of fish-meat)' LMS,

Rezanov TesK~ 'C~o~ feucht', ~e.6 yi~eh 'it's
I

raw' LM, ~~? ~e.6 'lots of raw food (especially

fish-meat)' L, ~e.6 da.~ ~ele~edah 'they (carrots)

are eaten raw' L.

-~e.6 'S is raw, uncooked, undercooked': di~ ~e.66

'it's not raw' L; with class-marks for S: de~e.6

~de?uhdg 'raw eggs' ('eggs which are raw') L, de=

se~e.6~ 'they (eggs) weren't cooked enough, came out

raw, undercooked' L, le~e~e.6 geldu.xa. 'raw po=

tatoes, undercooked potatoes' (not used of berries) L.



tJeq'l

tJeql (perhaps to be identified with ~eq2, and/or re=
duced form of tJa?q)

1e-~eq 'small S jumps (in flitting hops)': qe1etJeq

'pl. small things are jumping' M, repetitive: q~.~

1e~eqg '(tiny fish) keep jumping (up to surface)'
L, with ye~-progressive; ye~ 1e~e~ 'it's jump=

ing around' LM, repetitive: ye~ 1e~eqg 'it keeps

jumping around' L.

qe1etJeq, Ge1etJeq (noun, unclassified) 'shrimp; min=
now, or any tiny fish' LA, 'grasshopper (?), M,

Galushia Nelson G~t16t~q or G~t1e~eq 'sand flea'

BSdL 540. Both forms well authenticated, originally

probably more properly qe-.

0-d-1-~eq (causative transitive of above, with
matic 'free fall' ?): ya?~ ?ew dese1~eq1ih 'he

flicked it away with his fingers' (third finger

against inside of thumb) (ya?~ 'up, trajectory')

L; repetitive, with gl-class-mark 'liquid' for 0:
isi~ ?ew geAa.1~eqgih 'he keeps splattering it \

(water) at me by flicking open his hand' L (cf. I -
I

also gdl-1e-~i~ under tJi~-~e~) .f'
r"~ \ C \-"--1.,. .T~ ~? "'- y~"""~~ ~ f/"c/-"C" .

A- ~ ~Pl -t'lA -b~ 1--! kc"",- .t a-. ~~ ~ u) .-.J

p,,~~ f -!. t "'j-?



t'eq

~eq2 (perhaps to be identified with ~eql, and/or re=

duced form of ~a?q)

-d-}-~eq-} (noun, unclassified, with -}-instrumen=

tal(?) );: fude}~eq3: 'collarbone (of something),

wishbone' LMA, 'collar' M, fu?luw fude}~eq3:

'big collarbone' L.

r[..rtLl}v~) I" (t.«-- k 2 'f. 9fA :



--I~IIIIIIIIIII. t'e ? q'

t'e?q'
-t'e?q 'S is straight, flat': ?i.t'e?q~ 'it's straight'

L, di~ ?uqa?~a? ?a?t'e?qxG 'she cheats on her hus=

band, isn't "straight" with her husband' L, J.ffi?
set'e?q} 'it straightened out' L, Ge~e?q% 'it's

straight, it's flat (not wrinkled or warped)' LM,
inceptive perfective frequently subordinated to -da.~:

Get'e?qlda.~ sah}}h 'he's walking in a straight line'

M, ?i~a.d Ge~e?q}dao~ ye~ gu}e?a?~inuo 'they're
standing about in a straight row (which points) in

your direction' M; with class-mark for S: qu?di°t'e?q

'it (board) will straighten out (lose its warp)' Lo

Transitive (causative) O-}-~e?q 'S straightens 0,
spreads 0 flat': ?e}~e?q 'spread it (blanket, can=

vas, etco) out flat~' L, Ge}~e?q 'straighten it out~'

L, Gex}t'e?q} 'I'm straightening it out' L, qu?x}=
~e?q 'I'll straighten it out' L, si}~e?q} 'I straigh=

tened it out' L, ?ew ?e}~eoq~}h 'he (cust) straigh=

tens it' L, repetitive: x}~e?qg 'I'm straightening

it out (with repeated motions)' L, with class-mark
for 0: ?\.aosi}~e?q} 'I straightened it (n'~t) out' L; --

with ye~-progressive: ye~ ~x}et'e?~ 'I'm going
along straightening something out' M; reflexive, with

Ly-anatomi .al 'hand': ?u~ ?edy~o}e~e?q 'point at -

it~' ('straighten your arm toward it~') L, ?u~

?edyao}et'e?q 'open your hand with it (in it)~' L;

..,



~

passive: qu?de~e?q (not -}e-) 'it'll be straigh=

tened out' L, ~? sdi~e?q} (or -}i-) 'it's been
,

straightened out' L.

?i.~e?q name of some Copper River or Eyak man L.
cj

Neuter imperfective (1) or I-anatomical 'head' with --
"

nasalization lost (1).
", I 1/ ( " I, -'-;-" --' /) /'I -I' ~~"., } ~..~~:t;,;! .,...~/""'"t' ~ ..~ .4; ",-.."... -;:.. -"""'~"r"""" , , "~' -..!i" " '" f
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t'a?q'

t'a?q' (perhaps related to ~aq'l and/or ~aq'2)

t'a?q'-1 (noun, unclassified, with -1-instrumental)

'fishhook (small type used for e.g. trout)': Re=

zanov '!':EI-aaxoJl:E> 'Y~a Angel' ~aq'1 'small fish= -""

hook'L, la?dih ~a?q'~ 'two small fishhooks' L.c,
f~"" d',... .,)("", 1,:..) ..C~ ...l.l:(o-./j t: :

~a?q'~JS:ada(%~i~Z I~ ',L?~~ftn~:f~1,'",~",~<, ) r$f'lt.. ,~(.
! "

0-1-1-t'a?q 'S hooks 0 (~.g. trout, with small hook)':
"',

with qa? 'up, out': qa? ?}.si~t'a?q'3: 'I hooked

it (e.g. trout)' L; detransitivized with indeter=

minate 0, ?i-l-~a-t'a?q' 'S goes fishing (with small

hook, for e.g. trout)': ?iqe?lax%at'a?q 'I'll go

fishing (for e.g. trout)' L, ?ilixs%i~a?q'1 'I

went fishing' L, ?ilax%at'a?q 'I'm fishing' L,

?i.~a~a?q 'fish (for e.g. trout)~' (nasalization

missing) L.

O-?-l-~-~a?q' (semitransitive of preceding, attested

only once) 'S fishes (with small hook, for e.g.

trout)': ~?laGa~~~ 'fish for something (e.g. ---

trout, with small hook)~' L.

?ilat'a?q1 (gerundive of detransitivized fully transi=

tive with indeterminate 0): ?ila~a?q'~ qu?xqeh

'I'll go (by boat) fishing (with rod and small hook,

for e.g. trout)' L.



t:ah~.1C-t:a?~.1C

t:ah~~-t:a?~.1C (perhaps related to t:ah1)

-l~d-l-t:ah~~ (noun, unclassified, prefixes probably

including l~-mark for ~la.~ 'eye') 'eyelashes':

Rezanov K~DxaTeADT~DK~ 'PBcH~ Augenlieder'

qa.le~ede~t:ah~~ 'our eyelashes, human eyelashes',

sila~ede~t:ah1[~J (momentary confusion with t:ah1,

later stated to be incorrect without -~) 'my

eyelashes' L, ?ila~ada~~ah1.1C 'your eyelashes' A,

la~ada~t:ah1.1C?a.w 'long-eyelashes' (epithet) L.
~)l~d-l~-t:a?~~ 'S blinks, flutters eyelids': le~ede~= --

t:a?l~ 'you're blinking' LM, 'you're winking, flir=

ting' M, di~ la~adaxws~et:a?~~16 'I didn't blink'

M, laJ,Ceda:x3:at:a?~.1C 'I'm blinking' A, laJ,Ceda.~a=

t:a?~~ 'blink~' L.

6-1a-t:a?~~ 'S (bird) flaps w~ngs, flutters wings':

24.54A (articulated -t:a?%a~-), 6a%at:a?~~ 'it

(duck) is flapping its wings, trying to fly' L.

This form also seems to occur as a place-name: de Fe!'
l~, ,"

Laguna fieldnotes, Yakutat, 23 August 1952 (Samp= \)'~1"y\

son and Anna Nelson Harry): k'oJ:et:a' t~k 'Crab 1\\ \.~,~,?l\:\
,:Jt \. x...

Island' (a small island off the northeasternmost

point of Khantaak Island in Yakutat Bay, 'ducks

standing up and "shaking their wings!'); Harrington

elicited from George Johnson, probably also in con=

nection with toponymy, k~l%att:a'l~ 'birds rest

and flap wings'. Though the 6a- prefix seems well



--
authenticated, it is inexplicable; a k'll- or

gu-, as implied by the latter two transcriptions,

would be easier to explain.



t'e?G~

I"" -t \ C )t'e? G ~ (A t'e? q~ , recorded once;) .:} 4-' y-

dl~-t'e?G~-g (noun, l~-class, attested syntactically

only as C, with thematic dl~- and -g) 'unripe,

green (of berries and fruit)': Aa.~~e?G~g 'un=

ripe berries (any species, including apples)' L,

Aa.~t'e?G~g le~ifeh 'berries are unripe' L, Aa.~=

~e?qsg yi1eh 'berries are unripe' A, di~ Aa.~=

t'e?G~gG 'not unripe (of berries, apples)' L. I
l ru,..", cf.'- t

)rtt~"tI7 \""1/~,"lJf -v {o" !

-



t1eJ$:s-t1eJ$:gs

t1eJ$:s-t1e:)J:gs (S t'eJ;:s, LA t'e:)J:gs, A once t1eJ$:Gs, un=

known to M; if t'eJ$:s, which L rejects, is originally

the more cor~ect, the form may be a regular development

from the phonologically unusual Proto-Athapaskan-Eyak

*t'eJ$:s, and t'eJ$:gs may be the result of metathesis

from t'e:)J:s-g; -J$:s or -J$:gs are in any case a highly

irregular and unique stem-final cluster for Eyak; t'e:)J:s

or t'eJ$:gs may be a loan from early Athapaskan, bu~

not from modern Ahtena t'a.Ya.s, which would be expected

to yield Eyak *t'eJS:es; cottonwood is rare in the Cor=

dova Eyak area, and the word is thought to be a loan;

Tlingit aaGw, dUG 'cottonwood' may also have been in

use in Eyak as a loan, see deG1e?eh)

t1eJS:s--t'eJS:gs(-g) (noun, d-class, often with

-g-repetitive thematized, frequent with nouns with

stem-final cluster) 'cottonwood': t1e~sg S, t'e~Gs

A (L rejects), t'e~gsg LA, 68.39A, ("sounds better

than t'e~sg" L), t'e:)J:gs 'cottonwood' LA ("sounds

like Copper River Language; didn't use to be any

around Cordova, but some were moved down here from

about Mile 26; there was one at Strawberry Point"

L), ~e~gsdeJ$:a? da. ~qa?1Ie'~1 'we'll go

berrypicking by the cottonwood (at Strawberry

Point)' (L's mother used to say) L, ~e~gsga?

?e~ya? Ii? seqeh1 'they (ancestors of Eyaks)



descended (Copper River) in boats (made of some=

thing) like cottonwood' 68.2A, ~da?luw ~e~gsg

'big cottonwood' 68.30A.

~

,.,"'~
","



t'u?(!

~?(! (attested usually in expanded form ~.~, basic

form ~?~ perhaps analogical; widely diffused form

of unknown origin, throughout Athapaskan, Tlingit,

and further, at least as far as Tsimshian, perhaps

to Eyak from Tlingi t; present also in ~.c'qa., ~el=

t'u.~)

del~.~(-g)-dil~.~(-g) (noun, d-class or unclassi=

fied, with optional thematized -g-repetitive, ab=

sent where form is 0 of o-ga?, probably nominal=

ized active imperfective of basic intransitive,

not otherwise attested, d-l-~.(!(-g) 'S turns

black, charred', with d-thematic 'fire' or d-=

class-mark for S) 'charred, black substance':

Rezanov ~bTYY~~ 'Yro~b Kohle', Galushia Nel=

son tetl~u.tc or ~itltu.tck 'black' BSdL 553,

dil~.~g L, del~.(!g 'black'M, ?ahnu.ya?

del~.~g ?ewa. quhnu., 1e?t'ya?d ?ew ya?

?e1ya.~ 'their charred remains, they (cust) used

to leave in a box' 28.ll?A, ~de~? de1~.~g

'lots of charcoal' L, as 0 of o-ya? 'like 0',

standard color idiom for 'black': Rezanov Te~b=

TroQbKyeTe '~a6a schwarzes, chinesisches Baum=

wollenzeug', TaJIbTYQKO3Te 'BYTbIJIKa' (not in
--(

Radlov, 'bottle'), ~bTYbKoeTe 'CMHef1 dunkel= 1'\

blau', Re~bTYQb KoeT3 ~opHOf1 schwarz',



Furuhjelm Iltuchkvaite 'black', probably all

to be read de}~'~gWa? ?i'~eh 'it's black'S,

Galushia Nelson tet}Du.tc k~?i'~~' axa'ki?-.
'black canoe' BSdL 558 de}~'~ga? ?i.~eh ?e~e=

kih, de%~.~ga? geAi.~eh 'black (liquid) dye'

66.10L, di%t'u'~ga? ?u?Gede?eh 'it appears black'

14.4L, de%~'~ga? seli} 'it turned black' 51.=

79A.
~de}~'~g (noun, as above, with ~-indefinite

S, perhaps incorrect) 'charcoal' LM.

~ede%~'~g (noun, ~d-class, as above, with ~d-=

class-mark for S) 'charred logs, charcoal' L,

Rezanov XaTeJI:&TY-q}<~ 'rOJIOBemKa, rOJIOBHH Kohlen=

brand, Kienbrand' ~ede~? ~ede%~'~g 'lots of

charcoal, many charcoal logs' L.

-le~e%~'~% (noun, perhaps l~-class, perhaps ~%-=

deverbalization, or -%-suffix perhaps incorrect,

with l~-anatomical) 'pupil (and iris?) of eye':

?ile~e%~'~} 'the black (p~il, and iris?) of your

eye'L.

de-~?~ (attested only impersonally (third person),

perhaps passive, or originally passive, see also

below) 'S (bruise) turns black': qu?de~?~ 'it'll

(bruise) turn black' L, sdi~?~} 'it (bruise)

turned black' L, with expanded stem: siya. sdi=

~.~% 'I got bruised' ('part of me (bruise)



turned black') L.

?i-de-t'u?~ (as above, but with inexplicable ?i-=,J) 11~ r'1."
./' ;." .kA.:, t " ,1,.7\ "

prefix, perhaps originally from neuter ~erfective)
I

'8 (part of person) turns bruised black', attested

only with o-l~d-?e? '8's eye(-socket)': sile=

~ede.? ?iqe?det'u?~ 'my eye (socket) will turn
black' L, sile~ede.? ?iGedet'u?~1 'my eye is

turning black' L, sile~ede.? ?isdi~?~1 'I got
a black eye' L, neuter perfective, which can also

be interpreted as instance of de-~?~, with ex=

panded stem: ?ile~edeo? ?idit'u°~ L 'you have
a black eye' L. Transitive (causative), perhaps

incorrect: ?ile~edeo? ?iqe?x1~?~ 'I'll give
you a black eye' L.

?ide~?~ (noun, I-class, apparently nominalized

active imperfective of preceding, from 8 only,

perhaps incorrect) 'black gumboots' L.

?}.di~o~ (noun, I-class, nominalized neuter or
perhaps active « -de-) imperfective of de-=
~?~ with expanded stem and I-thematic, -class-=

mark, or -anatomical) 'black gumboots, black

abalone (chiton)' LMG, ?}Odi~o~ si~ lio?a?

(not -ta?) 'give me a black gumboot:' L, ?}o=
di~o~ ?u.d ?}.se?ah% (not -tah%) 'black

gumboot is there' L, ~le~? ?}.di~o~ 'lots



of black gumboots' M, ~.?nuw ?}.di~.~ 'big

black gumboot' M, ?}.di~.C1ekih 'little black

gumboots'M.
didi~.~ (noun, unclassified, as above, but with

d-thematic or -class-mark for S) 'iron' LM, Reza=

nov TeTMTY~~ 'Ee~~3O Eisen', Wrangell TeTeT~Y~~

'Eisen', Rezanov TeTMTY~~ oxc~eHe~~ 'Ke~~3Ho~

eisern' didi~.~ we~ s1ini1, didi~.~ we~

s1ili1 'iron has been treated, made, fashioned

thus, it's made of iron' LM, didi~.~ ?uda.qd

yahd 'cannery' ('house (d-class) with sheet-=

iron on top') L, didi~.~ yahdda.q ya.nahd
tah 'sheet-iron' ('iron which lies covering some

surface on top of a house') L; didi~.~~ehl

'chain, Russian whip, knout' ('iron rope') L,
Rezanov TaTMToY~MTaK~~ ~O~OT~, MO~OTOK~ (eisernen

Hammer' didi~.~teGl.
?u~e~c}?da?~ de~.~ (noun, unclassified) 'kitti=

wake', see under ~e~; probably with active im=

perfective of de-~?~, stem expanded; 'its wing-=

tips are black'.

,""



t'u.l!qa.

~u.l!qa. (loan from Tlingit ~l! qa 'Negro, black man',
see also t'u??!, qa.)

t'u.l!qa. (noun, unclassified) 'Negro' LM, ~'~qa.=
yu. 'Negroes'L.



A.a- I

A.a- (possibly stem) see A.aoqeya? under ya?-eya?



AahG

AahG
fe-AahG '8 explodes': with lah3 'forward': 61.6A,

lah3 sfiAahGf 'it (gun) went off (by itself)' L,

with qa? 'up,out': qa? s1iAahG1 'it blew up

(by itself)' L, qa? qu?1eAahG 'it'll blow up'
L. Transitive (causative) 0-1-AahG '8 explodes

0,8 blasts 0': si~AahG1 'I blew it up (exploded

it with dynamite)' L, qu?x1AahG 'I'll explode it'

L, with d-class-mark for 0: qa? dese1AahGf}h 'he

blew it up (e.g. house)' L; passive: qa? deAahG

'it'll be blown up (by someone)' L, qa? s1iAahG1,

qa? sdiAahG1 'it was blown up (by someone)' L,

?u.d ~deAahG 'someone's blasting there' ('some~

thing is being blasted there') L.

1eAahG (noun, unclassified) 'firecracker' L, ~~?

1eAahG 'lots of firecrackers' L; 1eAahGluwyu.

'dynamite' ('pl. big firecrackers') L. Nominalized
active imperfective of preceding.



Aa.::JS:

Aa.-;s: (except in one proper name, clearly l~-anatomical,

-thematic, or -class-mark of subposition C combined! 

with d-thematic of uncertain meaning of subposition!I 

A or B)

l

"a.-;s:- 1. Aa.:lS:ta.? Eyak man's name ('Aa.~-father').

A
l;:".~ 2.. (dl~-the.matic: mark) ca. -with "l'-;s:-thematic:

Aa.~<ie.c' 'nausea' (cf. l~-'J.t"a3: '8 is dizzy,

drunk' .
2b. With l'J.t"-anatomical 'eye': o-~ dl'J.t"-=

t'e'--fu' '8 looks at, watches 0'.

2c. With l'J.t"-class-mark: Aa.'J.t"t'e?G~g 'un=

ripe berries', "a.'J.t"~ig~g 'berry species', Aa.=

'J.t"a?:j..d 'button'.



AeGS

I

AeGS

AeG~rg (noun, unclassified, with -g-thematic) 'dirt'

(of any kind) LMA, Rezanov T~DKymKe 'r~HHa Lehm,

Thon', AeG~gyeqd 'in the mud' M, AeG~g ki1qe~e=
1e? 'there's dirt allover the place' L, ?ew

AeG~g ?e1ki1?d 'wipe that dirt (away)~' L.

GI-AeG~g (noun, unclassified?, with Gl-thematic
'ground') 'mud' (regular mud on the ground1 also

"
as pposed to alluvial mud in flats) LM, x?-?1q -

G~.AeG~g ~.1eh 'it's very muddy, there's much

mud'L.
}e-AeG~g 'S is dirty, gets dirty' (cf. ~ic', "maybe

-AeG~g is dirtier, worse than -.x'ic'" L): s1iAeG~g1

'it got dirty' L, di~ ?eS1eAeG~g1G 'it didn't

get dirty' M, qu?1eAeG~g 'it'll get dirty' L, ?i=

~a.w ?iya. ~1iAeG~g1 'your hair got dirty' L,

?i~e~ ?iya. ~1iAeG~g1 'your ears got dirty' L;

with anatomical marks: yi~1iAeG~g1 'your hands got

dirty' L, yeGeX1eAeG~g1 'my hands are getting dir=

ty' L, qi.di~1iAeG~g} 'your feet got dirty' L, ge=

di~1iAeG~g} 'your rump got dirty' L, li~}iAeG~g},
?}.s}iAeG~g1 'your face got dirty, your face is dir=

ty'L. Transitive (causative): si1AeG~g} 'I dir=

tied it' LA, repetitive: di~ x1AeG~ggG 'I don't

keep getting it dirty' L.



.'\.aGa

.'\.aGa (-.'\.a with GayaG, by haplology)

.'\.aGa- (prefix attested only with independent personal

pronouns) 'alone, all alone by self': .'\.aGaxu. 'I

all alone, just me' LM, 11.44A, .'\.aGa?i' 'you all

alone, just you' LM, .'\.aGa?i.~ 1ila'? yi1eh 'are

you the only man there is?' 10.188A, .'\.aGa?a' 'he

alone, she alone, all by himself, all by herself' LM,

10.163,215,216A, 16.16M, 20.16,25.157,32.11,

49.16A, 55.13, 19L, .'\.aGayaG « *.'\.aGa-GayaG, pre=

sumably by haplology; L once approved .'\.aGaGayaG,

later rejected it) 'we all alone, all by ourselves'

LM, 49.107A, .'\.aGala~i' 'you pl. all alone, all by

yourselves'LM, did .'\.aGa?ayaG 'just they all

alone, all by themselves' L. (L disapproves prefixa=

tion of .'\.aGa- to any other type of pronoun, e.g.

to the demonstrative ?~ 'he, she', or of any

combination of it with e.g. da- '~'.)

"



~i.-~i.

J\:i.-~i. (variant ~i. less frequent and never with de-
'~', L rejecting proposed *de~i.)

(de-)J\:i.-~i. (adverb, frequently with de- '~',

sampling only of occurrences in text and elicita=
tion cited, deJ\:i. most frequent, ~i. least

frequent) 1. with perfectives or in nominal clauses:

'already, previously, by now, by then, ago now':
Furuhjelm Tlehatltu 'tomorrow' perhaps to be
read J\:i. ~e~duh '(it's) already night~', J\:i.

~e~ '(it's) already night, by now it's dark' L

(cf. J\:i.~e~ below), deJ\:i. 20.53, 21b.10, 23.=

78,28.41,33.76,61.116, l18A, de~i. ?u?si~qa?~
'I already counted it' L, deJ\:i. si~ ?ew ?u?=

se~ah~ 'you already told me that' L, deJ\:i. ye~
xsdiweh~ 'I already went swimming' L, Gi.?eh~,

I'

deJ\:i. ?ew ?l.se~ma?~lh 'you see? he's already

ruined it' L, deJ\:i. yesa?yah~ 'it (letter) is

already on its way' L, deJ\:i. gew ?ewga? qes=

diya?~ 'by now they're big enough' L, ~i. ~=

~ga? ?u~ahd yese1qah~ qi?de~ sesthl 'he died

three days ago now' ('already by now three have

dawned since then, the time he died') L, li.

~hlga? ?~.d xu?yeselqah1 'I've been here three
days now' ('three have dawned on me here by now,

already') L, deJ\:i. ~e~~.da? ?i.yah1 'he's

~



already come close' L, Gel?ihd ya. side?u.G

qel de~i. 'this is already my last breath' ('my
last breath this already', dramatic) 20.22A, ~i.

33.57,59A, ~i. se.l '(it's) already evening'

37b.75A, ~i. sahd~ de~vh 'old person' ('by
then a person for a long time') 60.24A, de~i.

sahd~ ya. yahd 'an old house' L, de~i. (or

li.) xuGelga?l 'it's already tiring me, I'm
getting tired of it by now' L, de~i. ?~o~ Ge=

qe.linu.duhnu. 'they're already coming (here by
boat):' L, de~i.~uh ?ewga? ?a?Gexda.l 'am I

getting big enough by now?' L, li. sahd~ qel
da. Ge?a?~ 'this is a long time we've been going

along already, by now' 31.8L.

2. With active and neuter imperfectives,

'previously, by now, already': li. ~la.G ?ihih
'another married her already, by now' 33.57A, de=

~i., de~i. ?ideleh 'by now it's happening al=

ready' 61.117A, de~i.~vh q'uw ?el qa.ta.? ?u~
c}?delih}h 'apparently God had already, previously

been talking to him' 51.39A, de~i. yahd ~?

del}hih 'he's already building, finishing a house'

L, de~i. ~ qe? leca? 'already she wants to
go home' L, de~i. ~~ihih 'he's (started) eating

by now, already' L, ~i. geli.~eh da.~ qa.l ?ewao



di~ 'it used (previously) to be cold but not now

though' L, de~i. ?i~ ?u?x1ileh 'I'm aware of
what you did already, by now' L, ~i. ~uw di~

?enah~ekih ?ahnu.~e?le.G 'by now they don't like
him' 9.74A.

3. With inceptive imperfective, 'about to, on
the verge of': de~i. qVhew ?ude?u.G ?ewa. qu?=

lede?ah 'her life-breath is about to run out' 61.=

lO3A, de~i. da. ~qu?~i.wah 'we're about to eat'

L, frequently in belligerent threats: de~i. ?i~

qenuh qu?xtah 'I'll "show" you~' L, de~i. qid

?iqe?x1e5a? 'I'm going to pull your head off~'

(to dog) L, de~i. ?iqe?li.x1~e~ 'I'm going to

split your head open!' L, de~i. lah ?iqe?geAi.x=
Gemed 'I'll wring your neck~' L, de~i. ?i5eh~=

~e?dG ?iqe?x1~ahd 'I'll drag you by the ear~' L,

~i. didu?~ ?iqe?li.~1~ah 'I'll really let you
have it, am going to just about do you in:' L.

4. With enclitic -dug 'also, too', 'but:,

dammit:': de~i.dug ?ewqesd 1ex1qa.g}h '(but
dammit) I told him not to~, warned him against

that! (and yet he went ahead and did it)' L.

~i.--~.-dewa. (adverb, ~i.-1i. as noun, 0 of 0-=
dewa. 'pending, (temporally) upon, before 0')

'early, in the morning, early in the morning':

-



Rezanov TAHTaBa '3apH YTpeHHaH Morgenrothe',

TAHTaBa 'YTpO Morgen' ~i.dewa. 'in the morning,

early in the morning' L, 11.174, 23.21, 102,36.3,

50.2, 61.23A, 1i.dewa. (as preceding) 10.49A,

18.32L,49.46A, yeqe.JS: 1i.dewa. 65.47A, yeqe.JS:
1idewa. 'tomorrow morning' M, yeqe.JS: ~i.dewa.

'early the next day' 9.143,23.21,25.114,150,

61.94A,,1i?q 1i.dewa. M, li~ li.dewa. 'every

morning'L, 33.63A, li~ ~i.dewao ?ed1exdekwes

'every morning I wash my face'S; 1i.dewao ya.

'breakfast' ('morning one, morning thing') L; with

de- '~': de~i.dewa. 'very early' L, 18.50,

58L; compounded with adverb qao1 'now': Rezanov
KaAeTAHAbTaBa 'PaHo frUhe' qa.l.o.~iodewao 'this

morning' °
~i°JS:e~ (adverb, compound of ~i. as nouns and JS:e~

'night'; never *de~i.JS:e~ L) 'yesterday, last

night' L, Rezanov TAexaTAb 'Bqepa gestern', Furuh=

jelm Tlehatl 'yesterday', Tlehatltu 'tomorrow'

(last to be read either ~i°JS:e~duh 'yesterday:'
or ~i. JS:e~duh, '(it's) already night~'), for

further instances see JS:e~ under JS:e?~-JS:e~.

,'u,,",'



7'i:a.

,.

7'i:a. (rarely }a.)

7'i:a. (locative adverb, attested in only one type

of construction, with qi? 'place where' and

verb in optative) 'if indeed such a place does

exist' (implying strong skepticism): 10.219A,

7'i:a' qi?~ da' ?i'?a?~ 'let's go (at least)

somewhere' L (cf. o-~ da' ?i'?a?~ 'let's go

to 0'), 7'i:a' qi?~ahd giyah ?ixdilah 'where

ever would I get any water to drink?' ('whence

if such a place does indeed exist, would I drink

water?') L. ,
~ " -1 #'\, .~ ~.:..-{

7'i:a'~ (probably 7'i:a. ~~ o-~ A '(movement) within

0 (area)', functioning, though without -d-inter=

{p",;;:&":,
rogative except with -~i'-, as..an interrogative)

A

'where?' (usually, but not always, implying strong

skepticism, disbelief, or denial that S does indeed

exist anywhere): 7.40,10.175,11.22, 39A, 18.16,

16,16,16,73, 77L, 20.80, 23.103, 33.65 (}a'~),

37b.48A, Rezanov TARXO T~~? wo?' ~a'~uh, 7'i:a'~

?ew 'where is it?' L, 7'i:a'~vh, 7'i:a'~ ?~h 'where

is he?' LS ~a.xuhnu. ~a.x ?ahnu. 'where are.,'\. , 1\ .

they?' L, 7'i:a.~ ?ewyu. 'where are those things?'

L, 7'i:a.~e?i. 'where are you?' M, did }}hG ti.=

na. ca?~, 7'i:a'~ ?ew ti'leqes '(there's) only

one mitten, where's the other?' L, 7'i:a.~ ?ew

qi?~ Ga'} 'where's that place he's going to?' L;

,

~ --



~a'~-ci'-d 'where (in the world)?': ~a'~ci'd
sita'? 'where ever is my father?' 42.20L.



7t~h

7t~h (never *3:9-h L)

~~-kih (adverb, attested only with -kih 'diminu=

tive' and ~a? 'it would be a good thing that...,

please do...') 'would that': 10.124, 124A, ~9-hkih

~a? ?ixi?eh 'I wish I were married' (man speak=

ing) (= ?eleSg~ ?ixi?eh, ?u.dkih ~a? ?ixi=

?eh) L.



"e?J.C-"i.J.C I

"e?J.C-"i.J.C (~i.J.C is perhaps an expanded form of ~e?J.C'
but the alternation e?-i. is unique; never *ze?~

or *li.~ L)

-"e?~ 1. 'S (fish) swims rapidly, slithers': Ge=

~e?J.Cz 'it (fish) is swimming' M, 'it (fish) is

swimming fast and straight' L, J.Ci.da? se"e?J.Cz
'it (fish) swam fast to way over there' M, with

yeJ.C-progressive: ye~ de~e?J.C « de-"e?~-~) )it
(fish) is swimming around' LM, with leG 'ashore':

la.9M, leG qa?"e?J.C 'it (fish) will flip itself

ashore' M, with yeq 'ashore": Ib.lOM, 10.98,

lQ8, 11.143, 148, 149A.
2. Transitive (causative) O-~-~e?~ 'S force=

fully causes 0 to move through or over surface_of

water': leG ?ew se~~e?J.C~}h 'he pulled it (ca=

noe) ashore (through the mud)' L, si~ leG Ge~=

~e?J.C 'pull it (canoe) ashore with me (in it)~' L;

passive: si~ ?ew leG sdi"e?J.C~ (or s~i~e?~~)'
'it (canoe) was pulled ashore with me (in it)' L,

leG s~i~e?~~ 'it (canoe) was pulled ashore' L;

with dl-class-mark for 0 (ca. 'stone') (thema=

tized?): Aa.si~~e?J.C~ 'I skipped it (a stone)

over the surface of the water' L.

leG~i.~ (noun, unclassified) 'halibut' LA, 9.122,

122,123,125,129,130,131,131,132, Rezanov
~HKT~H~ 'n~TYC~ Riesenbutte (Pleuronectes)',



. ' ~~j

,~,

I~i,

leG~i.~de?e.dg 'halibut-meat-slabs' 9.l24A.

Nominalization of active imperfective of -~e?~

(with expanded stem?, which normally would be ex=
pected to be ~e.~), with leG 'ashore'. M has

variant leG~}.~, and Harrington recorded from

George Johnson laqh-t~ee~ (implying -~e.~ ?),

both of which are rejected by L.

,

I



:t' ~ 'i~ ~e. Axa.Si.Axa. -~e.Axa.Ai. Ax~. -~e. Axa. Si .Ama. -~e. SXa.~e.Sxa.'"",.iI 1\. .1\. .T 1\. 1\. 1\ .
.~"

,

~e.S~a.si.~~a.-~e.~~a.~i.~~~.-~e.~~a.~i.~ma.-~e.~~a.~e.s~a.
(for variations see below, loan from Tlingit (l)qa~\~=

~aw 'dragonfly', Yakutat Tlingit lqa~\~~aw G, Samp=

son Harry, qa~\~~aw S; deformation in Eyak from un=

identified influence)

~e.~~a.~i.~~a. (noun, unclassified), ~e.~~a.si.~=
~~. (former preferred) L, ~e.s~a.~e.~~a. A,

~e.~~a.Si.~ma. (rejected by L) 'dragonfly' M,
also 'helicopter' M.

'.""i. 1',



~e.qa.

~e.qa. (loan from Tlingit ~eqa 'twenty' < ~e-qa 'one-=
man (all digits)', see also ~.~qa., kena.qa.)

~e.qa.- (numeral) 'twenty' 1. With final -g, or
for S -gw: ~e.qa.g 'twenty' LMA, Rezanov T~HKaR~

'20.', Wrangell T~eKaR~ 'Zwanzig', ~e.qa.gW

'twenty'S, Wrangell TaKaKx~ ~eKaKX~ 'hundert'

de6a.q ~e.qa.g 'ten twenty'.
2. With final -g apparently optional:

~e.qa.~a.d l}hGih M, ~e.qa.g~a.d lihGih 'twen=

ty-one'LM.

"



~a?~a?

~a?~a? (unanalyzable, to be segmented, if of Eyak origin,

~a?-~a?, ~a? conceivably a variant of la?l 'glacier'

as 0 of o-~a? 'by 0', as is widely thought by both

Eyak and Tlingit informants, but though there is some

initial variation of ~--~- in certain forms, e.g.

~i.-~i., ~a? is not otherwise known as a variant of

}a?, which, moreover, is d-class, so that "I camp

by a glacier' is la?de~a? xlah, and this etymology

is therefore rather unlikely; perhaps loan from Tlingit

~a~a- of place-names in Yakutat Bay, see below)

~a?~a?- (element in Tlingit place-names in Yakutat

Bay) de Laguna 1952 ms. G[eorgeJ J[ohnsonJ June

9, 'The Eyak name for Yakutat was tfa':J$:a.'t

(t:ta' = glacier, ~a't( (land-near), but the

Tlingit couldn't pronounce it", John Ellis July

23, 26 t:ta~at'a "an old sealing camp below Point
Latouche (Eyak, in Tlingit would be sltdiya) "

[S\t' 'glacier'J, and the name of Yakutat Bay is

~a~aytg, Swanton (1908, p. 397) }axa~Irk 'in=

side} axa (an island)' '; G in Harrington

lcr'~~'t 'Yakutat7', l~'~~.t-y£'t 'Ankau'..
~a?~a?lahG (noun, unclassified, for -lah-G see

la-nal) 'Tlingit (of any group, from Controller

Bay, Yakutat, or further)' LMA, Galushia Nelson

t'la'~a'la'q or (tla~a'la') or (q}a'~alaq)

",' ", I 1" I ,. Jcc. , ,..



'Tlingit' BSdL 543, ~la'~a'la'qiiyd or qla'=

~alaqiiyd 'Tlingits (Glacier-people)' BSdL 543

~a?~a?lahGeyu. 'Tlingits' LS, 69.l6A, ~a?~a?lah=
Geyu.kuwa?na.G 'a friend of Tlingits' 69.l4A,

~a?~a?lahGeyu.ga? (ci?d-le) '(S speaks) Tlingit
language' ('like Tlingits') 69.6,3,14, l7A.

,
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~U.3

LoKi- 1.L.J;e;,J. ~;: ~_1"'1..t;
~. rJ'-II'~~u.3 (loan from Chinook Jargon, probably through Tlingit) wr

~u.3 (noun, unclassified) 1. 'woman'L (thinks

"maybe they used to call women that long ago",
has heard Jargon word klooch(man) 'woman' in

local English).

2. ~u.3 'queen' (at cards) L.

~u.3qa? (noun, unclassified) 'king' (at cards,
'husband of queen') L.



~

~ (perhaps related to ~ah-~a?-~e-~, see also qe.~,

ne.~)

o-~ (postposition) 'with 0': 20.2A, 27a.47L, 62.=

IlG, si~ 'with me' L, with reflexive 0 ?ed~,
with reciprocal 0 ?i1~, once ?i1i.~: ?i1i.~

c}?dedel}hinu. 'they're speaking together' L,
with classified nouns as 0, class-mark having fi=

nal d-, -da.-~: deqa.gda.~ ?e~ 'steamship'

('boat with fire'), ~ahd1da.~ 'with a sled' L,

gehg1da.~ 'with a fish-spear' 21a.lL, ~}~1da.~
'with an arrow', 25.130A, da.~edi5a?g~eda.~ 'with

a match' L, qahs~eda.~ 'with the clouds' L, with

class-marks having final 1-, -.na?-~: ~iyahd?a.=

na?~ 'with a hat' L, ?ew?a.na?~ 'with it (hat)'

L, ?a?d si?uG1?a.na?~ ?ideleh 'it touches my

heart deeply' L, 5ewu1Ai.na?~ 'with a net' 62.=

4fnL, ~ah1ti.na?~ 'with a leaf, feather' L,

1¥.diyahsti.na?~ 'with a rat-skin' 28.113A, ~e.=
gu.na?~ 'with seal-oil' L, with anatomical marks:

siqi.da.~ 'with my foot', siya.~ 'with my hand'

L, see also o-y-~ below; where 0 is pronoun,

frequently syntactically irregular, in preverbal
position, following certain preverbs; in certain
verb-themes distinguished for singular and plural
S by stem, 'sg. or pl. S ...with 0', requiring



stem for pl. even where grammatical S is sg.:

?i~ y~.? qu?xtu?~ 'I'll lie down to sleep with

you' L, o-~ -?a?~ 'sg. or pl. S goes with 0'

(frequently ambiguous, also to goes with S', also
'S abducts 0,0 abducts S', also where 0 is inani=

mate object being taken or carried along, as well

as animate object going along, willingly or un=

willingly; cf. o-ka?): si~ ?i.?a?~ 'take me

along~' L, si~ ?a.~}h 'seducer' ('he who per=

sistently takes me along') L, si~ Ge?a?~1 'he's
5I7J

abducting me' L, 9.116, 10.144A, 15.2M, 18.23,
,'\,

471,20.26,26,23.91,92,122,126,128,25.7,
75, lOlA, 27a.27, 29L, 27b.36, 39,47,48,28.10,

40,41,42,48, 29.47A, 31.6L, 33.85A, 34.42M,

38.10, llLM, 4O.11L, 51.63, 77, 79A, 52.9, 14,

559L, in preverbal position: 20.25, 28.11, 51.77A,

o-~ d-?a?(! 'S gets 0 lost', o-~ l-qu 'sg. S

runs with 0', only once, certainly in error, with

stem for sg.S: 34.75M, various other verb-themes

referring to motion or travel, where stem is same

for sg. or pl. S, 'S goes (in certain way) with 0

(animate or inanimate, along)', attested with

%e-ca?, ?ed-~ O-dl-%e-le, -qe, -we, -la,

y-?ya, ?i-%-?e-?-~, with various other themes,

usually translatable as 'with 0', often 'with 0



along, including 0, with 0 (passively, helplessly

involved, trapped) in it, included': see -~e?~ 2.,

O-gu?~, O-k:j.hd, d-:%-~a?t', y-:%e-q'eq' d-?ya lb.,

:%e-?a, :%e-dux, O-:%-ta?~, 0-dl-:%-3a?~, O-d-cu.x,

:%-xi~- 1., -xu:%- 6.l3M, 10.19, 19A, ~dl-q'a

27a.47L, 2B.113A, 0-:%-~e?3 25.6A, 1~dl-:%e-?e3,

ya? O-(d-)ce~ 10.195-6A, in certain impersonal

constructions: 'affecting 0': o-~ ?i-d-le 'S

(event) concerns 0', o-~ ?i-d-Gu? '0 sweats,

it is warm for 0', ~eh o-~ ?i-?-d-?ya '0 gets

chill', o-~ Gd-?a' '0 is trapped in steep place',

o-~ ?i-~ewa?s 'S itches 0', see also O-gu?~,

O-k:j.hd, 23.54A, occasionally 'by means of 0' (where

o-~ might more properly be expected, and probably

more precisely to be glossed 'with 0 along (but

not directly by means of 0)': xu~~ si~ ~o:%=

yah:%:j.h 'he's bothering me with a gun' L, 25.130,

37b.35, 35,63, 63A, ?u~ ~dexa.g:% 'tools'M

(uncertain), with various verb-themes referring

to mixing: O-l-gaoG, O-gdl-:%-?ya, O-d-?i:%,

O-Gemec', with various other verb-themes, usually

translatable as 'with 0': 65.23A, ?i-ga', ?i:%ya?

yei O-l~-de-c'e~-~, o-~ l-de-~ahg, ?i-:%-q'a,

~iyahd da.?-(l-):%-~a', C O-?-(l-):%-~a', de=

~1,lh -:%e(?) , -?ya lBd., ...3Bo, -?a' 2., 0-:%-=



C'}.G, di.ya?~ ?i.1sih, di.ya?~ gedesu? 'salt-=
fish' ('fish with salt'), o-~ O-~-a 'S eats 0

with 0' (i.e. 'with o's company' or 'eats 0 also'),

-Ie 18., o-~ ?e1dah-le 'S plays with 0' (0 as

plaything or playmate), o-~ megeG ?i-d-le lb.

'S plays checkers with 0', o-~ ?enah~ekih ?i-=

d-le lb. 'S has fun with 0', o-~ ?edewi?1

?i-d-le lb. 'S wars with (on side of), against,

over (concerning) 0', o-~ ?we~ -~e--~ (never

?we~ o-~) 'S lives with 0', o-~ x-de-xa.g-1

'S works on 0, with 0', with verb-themes referring

to communication, symbolic expression, 'with, at,

to 0': o-~ ye~ ?ed-y-de-ta-~ 'S signals to 0

with hand', o-~ d-de-5~.~ 'S begs 0', o-~ 0-=

cahg 'S tells 0 legend of 0', o-~ ~-C} 'S

sings to 0', o-~ -gUG 'S lies to 0', o-~ d-=

1e-xWe.g 'S whistles to, at 0', o-~ l~d-de-qed

'S winks at 0', o-~ O-?-~a 'S tells 0 of 0',

o-~ d-le 'S says to 0' (o-~ ?we~ d-Ie, ?we~

o-~ d-Ie, latter where 0 is pronoun, in pre=

verbal position), o-~ c}?d-le 'S speaks to,

with 0', o-~ li?~ I-Ie'S smiles at 0', o-~

da.~ ?i-?-d-le 'S begs 0', o-~ ?!a? y-de-le

'S beckons 0 to self with hand', in certain in=

direct reciprocal constructions: si~ ?i1d Ge1a?
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'split it with me:' M, }i~ si~ ?i}d ~}ya.~}h

'he always (cust) splits, shares it with me' L, and

also where 0 of o-~ is also one of the reciprocal

0 of another postposition: c~'~ giyah ?i}qa?

geAa.si}yah} 'I mixed baby formula' ('I mixed

water with milk amongst each other')L, ~ewa.~

?i}~ ?ahnu. se~ih} 'they tied her together with
1" .t,,;:' ,.~,

a dog' ('they tied them (dog and woman),with a

dog (same dog)' 49.86, 87A, ~ewa.~ ~ ?i}~

?}.sdi~ih} 'they (woman and dog) were tied heads

together with a dog (same dog)' 49.94A, ~ewa.~

quhnU. ?i}~ah ?~h se}ce~} 'they cut her (them,

woman and dog) apart (away from each other)(from)

with a dog (same dog)' 49.93A, ?ahnu.~ ?i}lah

qe?sdile?~ 'they fell in love' ('they had emo=

tional arousal concerning each other with them')

47c.16M, ?u~ ?i~lah qe?xdel}h}h de~vh 'my
friend' ('person who I have emotional arousal con=

cerning each other with him') L, si~ ?i~~e?de=
l}h}h 'my sweetheart' ('he has emotions, concern

for each other with me') L, in certain non-verbal

constructions: ?e~~ingeG ~i?q ya.yu.~ ?u~a?
~a.dih '?e~5ingeG with all his belongings was

gone' 47b.23M, o-~ y}.h}h 'o's companion' ('the
one with 0', see ya.), o-~ y}'hinu. 'o's

". .C ,..., """", ,.L..



companions'; -~-la. 'cross-cousin' (see la.-=
1nao ).

o-y-~ (postposition, with y-anatomical 'hand'):
siyao~ 'with my hand' L, usually 'with o's per=

mission', occurring only in negative or prohibitive
clauses: ya?~u. ?iyao~ ?iqe?lexu~}h 'let him
not shoot (with your permission)' L, ya?~uo ?i=

yao~ qu?le~iox~el 'let me not get drunk (with

your permission)' L, di~ ?uya.~ we~ xleoG}h
'he doesn't let me do that' ('I don't do thus with

his permission') L, di~ ?uyao~ y~o? ~oxlyao?G,

di~ ?uyao~ y~o? ~lyao~Gth 'I' can't set any=

thing down because of him' M, di~ ?uyao~ ?~o~

qe? qa?da?G}h 'he isn't allowed by him to come
back here' 2lb.20A, di~ ?uya.~ ~ioleh ?udeoleh

qe ?eda.~G 'they didn't let Raven (cust) come

around them anymore' 9050A.

de?ew~ (postpositional phrase used adverbially,
?ew 'that' with de- '~' as 0 of o-~ 'with

0', 'even with that, with that itself') 'none=

theless, nevertheless, notwithstanding, anyway, in
11J.l.'1.)2."';"I~)

spite of that' 90101, 28.l7A, 40.3L, 68.60A, de= -
II.

?ew~ sahl}h 'he went anyway' (cf. .de?ew~ ~e=
un. ~ ""'1 ~I J

?a?~lth 'he went even with that}'), lexlqaog}h, '~
"-

de?ew~ ~sili?dahd) sahl}h 'I tried to dissuade -



him, but he went anyway (in spite of me)' M,

giyah geli.~eh, de?ew~ da. ye~ sdiweh1 'the
water was cold, but we went swimming anyway' M,

de?ew~ qew ?ahnu.~a.~ se?a?~ 'nevertheless

they helped him' lO.119A, de?ew~ 'nevertheless
(just to be sure)' 33.44A.

~



,

~i

~i (perhaps related to ~ela?l and ~ela?2)

O-~i 1. 'S ties, wraps, binds, bundles 0': xuGe~i.?

'tie me up (bind me, not to something alse):' M,

?e~i.? 'tie it:; put it in canoe:' L (see O-~i

2.), with ye~ 'downward': ye~ Ge~'i.? 'tie it

down:' L.

la. With o-~ 'to 0', o-~ O-~i 'S ties
0 (directly) to (against) 0': lisde~ ?ew ?e~i.?

'tie it (directly) to (against) a tree:' L, ?uq

?isda?1~ ?isi~ih1 'I tied you (directly) to a
chair' L, with indeterminate 0 of o-~: de~ si=

~ih} 'I tied it up (directly to something)' M,
de~ Ge~i.?inu. 'tie them up~' L, with reciprocal

0 of o-~: 49.88, 137A, ?i1~ si~ih1 'I tied them

together (directly)' L, ?u~ah~ ?ew ?i~~ Ge~i.?
'tie its legs together' L, ?el la.~qi.ne~ ?i1~

Ge~i.? 'tie them together with this string:' L,
with 0-,11:' ?i1~ 'together to 0': 49.86, 87A, with

y-anatomical: ?i~~ xuyeGe~i.? 'tie my hands to=

gether:' L; passive, with o-~ ?i1~ 'together to
0', and I-anatomical: ~ewa.,1I:' ~hew ?i~~ -;t.sdi=

~ih1 'she was tied heads-together (directly) to a

dog' 49.94A.
lb. With o-q 'on 0' and indeterminate 0:

?uq ?iGe,1l:'i.? 'bundle them up~'.( 'tie 'Something

on them!') 21a. 20L .~~~-



,~
',' ","

interpreted 'they tied her down to a paddle' rather

than 'they held her down by means of a paddle to

which they had tied her'?), 5lo45A, lisda°JS: Ge1:=

]t'io? 'tie it to a tree (eogo dog, tethered, not

necessarily directly against the tree)~l L, with
g-class-mark for 0: G,e 0 c' ?ewJS: gese1:]t'ih1::j.h 'he

tied sruceroots to it' 34.l03L, frequently with in=

determinate 0 of o-~, da°JS: 0-1:-]t'i '8 ties 0 up

(to something), moors, tethers 0, hangs 0': Rezanov
Tar~bT~~ro tBREM Jbinden, zusammenbinden (Imperato)' ~

da°JS: ?e1:]t'io?uh 'tie it up (eogo boat, dog, to some=
thin g) " L daox ?e}~io?;h "tiehimn p "L ,?ew xe=., .l\ T ~,.

wao dao~ Ge}]t'io? 'tie that dog up~' L, ?iye=

qa?d~e?aG dao~ ?iqe?x}]t'ih 'I'll tie you up by

your hands' L, di~ dao~ qu?x}]t'ihG (or -]t'iOG)

~ won't tie it up' L, dao~ Gex}]t'io} 'I'm tying

I,. it up' L da°JS: ?ixi}~ih 'let me tie it up' L,

da°JS: ?ix}~ih da°JS: 'just as I was starting to tie

it up' L, ?ew lisde~ ?ew ~ewao ?el lao~qione~

dao~ Ge}~io? 'tie the dog to that tree with this

string' (mixed form, probably poorly-formed sentence)

L, in active imperfective, with ethical or customary

force: ?uod dao~ x}]t'ih 'that's where I (normally)

tie it (dog)' ('I normally have it tied up there') L,

di~ ?uod dao~ x}]t'ihG 'that's not where I (normal=

l~ have it tied' L, with reciprocal 0 of o-~: 11o82A,

;. ,
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across' L, da.~ ?iqe?x~ih 'I'll ferry you

across' L, da.~ si~ih1}h 'I ferried him across'

L, with ye~-progressive: ye~ KUde~i.~ 'you're

transporting something around (in canoe)' L, da.
ye~ ?idi~ih 'let's take it around (in canoe)' M,

ye~ qu?xde~ih 'I'll transport it about (in ca=

noe)' L, ?ixya? ye~ xde~i.~ 'I'm ferrying it
back and forth' L; passive: 33.73A, ?~.da? qe?

?iqe?de~ih 'you'll be ferried back here' L.
O-x-~i la. With o-~ 'in (spatially or temporally)

punctual contact with 0', o-~ O-x-~i 'S ties 0
to 0 (not necessarily directly, e.g. connected to

0 by some length of rope)' (The postpositional

phrase o-~ as glossed above does not normally re=
quire an x-classifier with zero-classifier transi~ive

themes, but such is typical of o-~ 'by means of 0'.
The x-classifier here is perhaps to be explained

thus historically, i.e. 'S ties (immobilizes, re=

stricts movement of) 0 by means of 0 (to which it

is tied)', or, equally plausibly, 'S affects loca=

tion restricts movement) of 0 by tying'; cf. ?el

la.~qi.ne~ ?ix~ Ge~i.? 'tie them together by
means of this string:' L, with zeEo-classifier, o-~

meaning 'by means of 0' rather than 'to 0', and in

which there is no reference to restricting the (ab=

solute) location of 0 by tying to 0'): 49.37 (to be
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da~i.~ 'it (cust) curls itself up into a ball' L;

passive: ~a3u.dah ?i}ah da~i.~ 'they're (cust)
folded nicely together' 65.60A, with class-marks

for 0 (neuter perfective): ?i}ah gudi~ih1 'ball

of yarn, it (filament-like) has been rolled up in=

to a ball' L, ?i1-:(l)ah t:j..di~ih3:: 'they (skins)

have been rolled up together' L.

Id. Indirect reflexive with o-la?~ 'over
o's head', ya~ 'downward', and d-thematic ('bright'

?): la?~ ya~ ~didi~ih}:j.h 'he has a scarf on;
he's (still) covered with his amnion' ('he has some=

thing (bright?) tied down over his own head', neu=
ter perfective) L, la?~ ye~ dixdi~ih3:: 'I have

a kerchief on my head' ('I have it (something bright?)

tied down over my head') M, la?~ ye~ ~didi~ih}ga?

?u?Gede?eh 'weather is bad' ('it looks like it has

something "draped over its face") L.

2. 'S transports 0 by boat' (0 being inactive,

animate or inanimate, perhaps (originally) as in a

bundle): 9.36A, 21a.23fnL, 25.185, 33.74A, 42.9,10,

12,53.25,30, 31L, ?a~i.? 'put it in canoe~' L,
?i~i.? 'tie it:; put it in canoe:' L (see O-~i 1.),
?ew ?e~i.?, ?ew ?i~i.? 'take it (away, in canoe):'

L, siy~.~ xu?~i.? 'take me to my mother (in canoe):'
L, ~ce? ?~.da? se~ih3:: 'you brought some meat

here (in canoe)' L, da.~ Gex~i.~ 'I'm ferrying it
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lc. With o-lah 'around 0', o-lah O-~i
'S ties, wraps 0 around 0': 21a.12, 23fn, 29L,

28.113,49.33, 33A, di~a?g ca?3=delah Ge~i.?

'wrap paper around the knife:' L, si~~.delah

Ge~i.? 'wrap it (bandage) around my arm~' L,

?ulah 1CuGe~i.? 'wrap it~' ('wrap something:

around it~') M, with indeterminate 0: ?ulah ?i=

Ge~i.? 'wrap it up~' ('wrap indeterminate 0

around it~') M, with reciprocal 0 of o-lah,

?i3=(l)ah O-~i 'S ties, wraps, rolls, folds,

coils 0 (one part around the other, one part over=

lapping the other)': ?i3=(l)ah Ge~i.? 'fold it

up~, tie it up (in a bundle)~, roll It up (e.g.

cloth, blanket (up tight), measuring tape)~' L,

'roll it up:, fold it up~, wrap it up:' M, ?i3=ah

qu?x~ih 'I'll fold it up, tie it up' L, ?i3=ah

si~ih1 'I folded it up, tied it up' L, with class-=

mark for 0: ?i~ah gu.~i.? 'roll it up (into a

ball, e.g. twine):' L, ?i3=lah qi.li.~i.? 'coil

it (rope):' L; indirect reflexive: t~ si~a?

qi.delah qu?xde~ih 'I'll wrap my stocking-material

around my feet, legs' L; reflexive: 20.11, 12A,

ce.le.~quh qel silah ?edsdi~ih3= 'this octopus

has wrapped itself around me' 20.20A, ?i3=(l)ah

?edidi~ih~:j.h (or ?ede-) 'he has curled himself

into a ball, is all huddled up' LM, ?i3=ah ?ede=
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Rezanov MJII:>XaTJIHJIIO 'CBR3aTI:> binden, zusammenbinden'

?il~ ?e[lJ~i.?uh 'tie them together!', ?il~ Gel=
~i.?uh 'tie them tog.ether ~' L; passive: 10.7, 7,

11.162,51.20, 22A, da.~ ?ili~ihl, da.~ ?idi~ihl
'it has been tied up' L, da.~ sli~ih1 'it got

tied up' L, le?~ ?u.d ~edeGd da.~ ?ili~ihl

'a box hangs suspended from the ceiling (above)' L.

lb. Indirect reflexive, with ~e~ (reduced
form of -~e~ 'ear', serving as postposition, 0-=

~e~-~ ?): ~e~ ~li~ihl}h 'he's wearing earrings'
('he has something tied to his own ears') L.

2a. With qeh~ 'closed' and d-class-mark for
0 (door): ta.ya?d ?i~a? qeh~ deGel~i.? 'tie

your door shut!' L.

2b. Reflexive, with ya?~ 'upwards', and g-=
anatomical 'hem': ya?~ ?edgu.le~i.~ 'she (cust)
ties her skirt-hem upwards' (of a promiscuous wife

on a spree) L (cf. Text 72.24,25).

~e~ ~li~ih1 (noun, unclassified?) 'sun halo, aure=
olaf ('it is wearing earrings'r. Nominalized neuter

perfective of indirect reflexive 0-1-~i lb. above.

~e~ ~le~eli~ihl (noun, unclassified) 'butterball
duck' ('it is wearing something of l~-class (berry-=

like) as earrings') L, Nominalized neuter perfective
/

of indirect reflexive 0-1-~i lb. above.

~e~e~i?l (noun, unclassified?) 'earrings' LM, Rezanov

, I 1: ! f , ( 12 -1 ((.C~ ;; dlv,-, 17i/V\,..,..j pt~~ ~f!~'"l,..
I ) ' ".L ., I ~r{,. ..,t 'fJ" " I '" \ .\L~t.l~" i>l~uc.." I r ~ !if~ "'~"""';.:

{JI A l '[,;\.!v"\;.tft 1.4, I' ,
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~eXOT~e3~D 'CerpH Ohrgeh~ge', Galushia Nelson

tce~a't:xit3: or tcl~a't'.l:1t% 'earrings' BSdL 551

(BSdL 61-62 contains a discussion of ear-ornaments).

With ~e~, reduced form of -~e~ 'ear' and -}-=

instrumental.

~~~i?} (noun, unclassified) 'garter' LM, Rezanov
KomT~es~D 'TeCDMa Band, Fitzelband', ROCT~H~D

'llo~BH3Ka Binde', RymT~eT~DaK~e ~eHTH sei=

denes Band' ~~~i?}...ci5g..., ~~~i?}ci5gkih

'small narrow garters' L, RaTaK~D~eKomT~M~D

'llo3YMeHT$ Posument' Gedegi}~e? ~~~i?x 'brass=

(-colored, 'sun-excrement') garters' M. With ~~,

reduced form of -~ah~ 'foot, lower leg', and -x-=

instrumental.
la?~ ye~ dede~ih (noun, unclassified1) 'kerchief'

M. Nominalization of passive active imperfective of

O-~i la. above.
! 1)1 ,,'

( -( ) \~(}q.\) (~I.' ""I" 1 ' " ' 'c' ~ !Ii ~ ' ',i,'

I ,;
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~i. (also ~}. in Li's transcriptions from G, and from

Galushia Nelson in BSdL)

~i. (noun, ~d-class) 'spear' (heavy type used for
hunting mammals, described in BSdL 102) LAS, 19.30L,

lp
25.1~A (unclassified), 34.107, lllL, 37.17, 19,24, --
26L (declassified, 'miniature spear'), 63.1,1,2,

9,15, 28G (form ~}', unclassified), Galushia

Nelson ~i. 'harpoon (type used for ice-hunting)'

BSdL 549, ~in or ~}i 'bear spear' BSdL 549,

~in sfntaiya. or ~i. tsfntaiya 'point of

bear spear' BSdL 549 ~i.[~edeJc}?da?ya? 'extremi=

ty of hunting-spear', ?ew ~i. si~ ~edi.ta? (or

-?a?) 'give me that spear~' L, ~i.?eyu. 'spears'

19.22L.

.~, ,
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~e'
I

~e'

~eh (noun, unclassified) 'cold, chill': ?el ~eh

'this cold, this is such cold that...' L, as S of

?i-?-d-?ya 's changes distance to another moving
thing' with o-~ 'contact with 0': ~eh si~ ?i?=

deGa?ya.} 'I'm catching cold' ('cold is catching
me') L, ~eh si~ ?i?dio?yah1 'I have a cold, I
caught a chill, the beginning of a cold' L, ~eh

si~ ?i?desa?yah1 'I caught a cold' L, 'I got a
chill' M, ~eh si~ ?i?qe?di.?yah 'I'll catch a

cold' L, ~eh ?edxdegewih (or ?edxgewih) 'I feel

the cold, I have a cold' L, ~ehga? ?edu?xdegewih
'I feel (like) cold' L, as 0 of o-y-~a? 'in the

forearms of 0, victim, to 0', ~ehye~a? -?ya 'S

succumbs to the cold (dies of cold, gets badly
"°," -

chilled) ': 11.177, 177', 61.79A.
f'v-:)c'e' 'S is cold': 4.9M, Rezanov CbITJIe3JIb 'OasrBHyT'b -

frieren', ~JIe3JIb '3aMepaJIO gefroren' se~e?}
'it (or you) got cold', ATeCNTTJIe 'Oasrm ?fror'

?a?d...se~e?[}J 'it (or you) got very cold' ?,
si~e?} 'I got cold, I'm cold' L, Gex~e?} 'I'm

getting cold' L, qu?x~eh 'I'll get cold' L, ?i=

da?ya.le~ Gex~e?}Gdewa. 'before I get too cold'
L; with class-marks for S: geli°:)c'eh 'it (water)
is cold; cold water' L, g\lose~e?} 'it (water) got

cold'L, qu?geli.:)c'eh 'it (water) will get cold' L,



geleGe~e?1 'it (water) is getting cold' L, gela.=

yi~ehwahd 'so that it (water) will cool off' L, qi?

gela.yi~eh~ 'until it (water) cools off' L, gele=

Ge~eh da.~ 'when it (water) gets cold' L, geli.=

~e.~ '~t (~ater) is (

'northwlnd 1 scold' L.# ;iWlth G d-thematic) 'place '"~

57.4,4, 5G, 6l.78A, 63.39G, Rezanov KaTeHT~e

'XO~O~HO kalt', Wrangell KOTHT~Xa 'Kalt' Gedi.~eh

'it (place) is cold, it's cold (weather)' L, Furu=

hjelm Itetlia 'morning', Ittetle 'winter' [G]e=

di.~eh (?, cf. Gu?), Khatitleuva 'cold' Gedi.~eh

?ewa. 'the one of them (places, seasons) which is

cold', or perhaps Gedi.~ehwah[d] '(e.g. preparing)

for cold weather (winter)' L, di~ Geda?~ehG 'it

(place) isn't cold' L, GedeGe~e?1 'it (place) is

getting cold' L, Gedese~e?1 'it (place) got cold'

;co L, qu?Gedi.~eh 'it (place) will get cold' L, di~
1'"

qu?Gedi.~ehG (not *-~e.G) 'it (place) won't get

cold' L, Geda.li~eh 'let it (place, weather) get

cold' L, qi?~uh Gedi.~eh 'is it a cold place?' L,

?u.d~ Gede~e.~ 'does it (cust) get cold there?' L,

repetitive: Gede~e?g 'it (place) gets cold inter=?

mittentq'.~.;1 Transitive (causative): ?e1~e?,

?e1~eh 'make it cold:' L, geli.1~e? 'make it

(water) cold' L" GedeGe1~e? 'cool it (place):' L'.

d-1-~e~, with d-class-mark for S (or a?), attested only
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in dese}~e?} 'they (eggs) got cold (and will

never hatch)' L, perhaps transitive as above, 'it

chilled them (eggs)' (O-d-}-Jc!e').



~ah-~a?-~a-~ ," -,
~~;j:

~ah-~a?-~a-~ (~apparently in one construction only;

perhaps ultimately to be analyzed ~- + -ah, -a?, -a,

perhaps related to ~ehd, ~a?ql and/or ~a?qf, varia=

tions irregular, basic meaning clearly 'rear, back end')

-g-~ah (noun, d-class, with g-mark 'filament-like'
or 'caudal'?) 'tail' (generic, including tail of

fish, but not of bird): 10.93, 11.140A, 16.12, 22M,

23.32,33,24.84 (mistakenly used of bird), 28.13,

44,62,64,65,79,112, 113A, 31.12, 45a.6, 8, 11,
12, 14L, 45b.6, 8,11,12,46.7, 20M, 65.9, 31A
(in many of the textual occurrences the d-class-=
marks are lacking), Rezanov RYT~H 'XBOCT~

Schwanz' -gu~ah, sigu~ah 'my tail' S, ~gu~ah=

da?luw 'big tail' L, ~ga~ah?a.w 'long tail' LM,

~gu~ah ?u.d dasa?ah1 'a tail is there' L, ~=

gu~ah si~ di.?a? (or -ta?) 'give me a tail:'

L, ?ugu~ah lah datya.~ 'it (dog) is wagging

its tail' L, in epithets: gu~ahda?a.w 'long-=

tail' L, gu~ahda?luw 'big-tail'L.
t~.diyahsgu~ah (noun) 'grass species' (green, about

10" high, smells good, dried for winter, medicinal:

boiled for soaking rheumatic limbs in; same as

~awa.gu~ah; 'rat-tail') L (perhaps 'yarrow' or

'dog-fennel', cf. Tlingit ~Gag t'idi 'rat's

tail', ~Gag~idi 'yarrow (Achillea borealis)'.

.c ","0
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~awa.gu~ah (noun) 'grass species' (same as lV.di=

yahsgu~ah; 'dog-tail') L.

gu~ahta.? man's name, a Copper River Indian chief

at Chitina, who talked some Eyak, 'tail-father'

(cf. Goodlitoe, Goodlitaw, a common Copper River

Indian (Ahtena) surname) LMS.

gu~ahdadi~ dog's name ('short-tail') A.

?igu~ahdakih dog's name ('your little tail') A.

-g-~a- (form uncertain) attested in Rezanov only

KaKYT~~ t3a~~a der Hintere' qa.gu~a... 'our

..., human ...'

o-~ah- (postposition, attested with -d and -~

finals only) 'uppermost end, head (of body of water)'

(sparsely attested, with classified nouns, but al=

ways lacking class-marks): ?~.~ahd 'at the head

of the river' 67.l0G, ma.~ahd place-name, head

of arm of Eyak Lake at Mile 5 L, ~a~alih~ahd

place-name, head of Gravina Bay L, head of Nelson

Bay (Orca Inlet~), near Shepard Point M, ma.~ah~

da. Gaqe.l 'we're boating to the head of the bay

(arm of lake)' L.

(o)-d-~a? (po~t~osit~on, or noun, unclassified,
..;.1,/ '-I.' v!';f'" '~""~ ~..; t-~ ) v ,~ ,,;I L "~"" " , '... ,'~ ,

with d-thematic) 1. 'edge, corner (of 0)' (junc=
J
;r,

tion of two lines or surfaces forming an angle):

?uda~a? 'it's edge, corner (e.g. of box, corner

k ..,I, 1 ., "



of table)' L, ~da~a? 'corner (of box)' L,

?awda~a?~ Aaoxs1i?a5% 'I bumped my head against
the corner, edge of it' L, ?awda~a?q ?iotah1

'it's sitting (perched) on the corner, edge (of

box)' L, sisa?Gada~a? 'the corner of my mouth'

L, ~luo~ada~a?d 'inside cheek at corner of

mouth'L, ?uod ?ilu°(fada~a?d ya? ?ateo 'leave,

put it (tobacco) inside your cheek:' L.

2. (with d-thematic, perhaps 'oral') 'corner

of (o's) mouth': sida~a?d 'the corner of my

mouth' L, ?ida~a?~ ya~ gulaGa?yao1 (or ~=

gaAaoGa?ya.h) 'you're drooling' ('something liquid
is running down by the corner of your mouth') L.

-d-1-~a? (noun, with d-thematic and i-classifier)

'handle': ?uda1~a? 'its handle (of axe, knife,

door)' M.

-k~.d-i-~a? (noun, as preceding, with ku.l-~k~.-=

anatomical 'belly, base, thickest part') 'stock':

?uk~Oda%~a? 'its stock (of gun), part of handle

nearest head of it (e.g. of axe)' L.

(o-)(g-)~a? (noun or postposition, prefixes uncer=

tain, irregular and confused, at most only partly

due to mistranscription, alternation mainly between

~-indefinite 0 or possessor and g-thematic, L

rejects proposed postposition *si-~a?-q-) 1. o-g-=



~a? 'behind 0': ?ilgu~a? ?idiquhl place-names

'Observation Islands' ('they're situated one be=

hind the other') L (originally transcribed ?il~-,

clearly to be corrected to ?ilg-).

2. (o)-g-~a?-q- (with -q final 'on'):

?ugu~a?qd 'its stern' L, sigu~a?q~ Geda? 'sit
to the stern of me, by my sternman:' L.

3. g-~a?-q 'stern, in stern': gu~a?q ?i.=

dahl:j.h 'sternman, captain' ('he who is sitting at
the stern') L, gu~a?qelahG 'captain' ('sternman')

L, gu~a?qe~ Ga.l:j.h 'he's going to the stern' L.

4. Rezanov KYT~RRaTe ~opMa Schiffs-Hinter=

heil' to be read gu~a?q__. k'u~a?q_.. 'stern'-

5. g-~a?-d 'stern of 0': ~~a?d ?ewa-

?elk~-?d 'grab its stern', probably to be corrected

to gu-, in agreement with ?ewa- 'of it'.

6. (o)-~a?-q-eya? 'rudder': Rezanov YT~RRaHI 

'Py~D Steuerruder' ?u~a?qeya? 'its rudder' ('that

which is at its stern') MA, Galushia Nelson qe~=

laqeiya' or qut1aqeiya 'steering paddle or rud=

der' BSdL 550 ~~a?qeya? 'a rudder' MA.

7. -~a?-q 'stern': ~~a?qd 'stern'M,

'in the stern' L, ~~a?q ?i-dah1:j.h, ~~a?qelahG

'captain'L.

~e~a?q Aa-Ge?ah, see under ?a'-?a?
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-~e- (element in compound postpositions, usually

nominalized with -d final) 'back end' (especial=

ly of cavity, recess, indentation): with o-qa?-=

-q~.- 'amongst, between 0': -~e-qa?---q~. 'but=
tocks, cleft of buttocks, anus, rectum', also in

ya.~~eqa?, ya.~~eq~.~ 'upside-down', see qa?-=
q~.-qa., with gd-class-mark and o-lah 'around

0': o-gd-~e-lah 'around the back end, head (of
bay, arm) of a (lake)', see ma., lah-nah; with

-y-anatomical and o-~a?-q-d 'on behind side of

0': -y-~e-~a?-q-d 'back of hand (as cavity)',

see ~a?-t~.-~a.; with -y-anatomical and o-yeq

'in 0 (not with broad opening at top, as cavity)':

o-y-~e.q- « o-y-~e-yeq-) 'in the palm of o's

hand, in o's hand', see yegf.

~e?a.G (probably to be analyzed ~e-?a.G) see
;" ? 1.' a. G .

-~- (element in compound postpositions, probably

further reduced form of -~e- rather than to be

identified with o-~) attested only in o-~._~-=

gdl-qa? (with -~v.-anatomical 'teeth', and o-qa?

'between 0' with gdl-thematic) 'in (the interstices)

between o's teeth', see qa?-q~.-qa..

.--'-
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J?a?'t

J?a?l

O-~-J?a? '8str~~es.lO (a sharp blow with a shar pill eel ,+ (0.""." ,
instrument,,).',: ?e~J?a? 'hit it hard (once ) " 1'1.I" .,
'chop it~, "bust 'em up~I" L, qu?x~.JI:'a? 'I'll

hit it' L, si~.JI:'a?~ 'I hit it', x}.JI:'a.~ 'I

(cust) hit it' L, with ya? 'completely': ya?

~.~~a? 'chop it (something) hard~, chop it (some=
thing) clean through~' 1'1, with I-anatomical: ?i=

qe?li.x~~a? 'I'll chop your head' (Billy Dude used
to say; a strong expression, normally said to e.g.

a dog rather than to people) L.

O-~-~a?-g '8 makes marks, spots (on 0),8 draws,

writes (on 0)', repetitive of preceding, frequently

with 0 (usually third person for L, Kli-indefinite

for 1'1) thematized: Rezanov A~hT~flR~ ~KmM schrei=
ben (Imperat.) , ?e~~a?g 'write:' ('spot it up:,

mark it up:, strike it with repeated sharp blows:')

L, Rezanov KOYHT~flR~ 'llmcaTh schreiben' ~.[~}=

~a?g, ~.~~a?g 'write:, make marks on something!,
leave message or signs on something~; leave stick

pointing as indicator!' (this last probably by mo=
dern extension) M, Rezanov KYT~aR~ ~anHcRa 8chrei=

ben, beschriebener Zettel' also ~.[~]~a?g ",

fux~~a?g 'I'm writing' 1'1, di~ rl~a?gG 'I'm not

writing' L; with 0 (third person or ~-indefinite)

clearly thematized, semantic 0 represented both as
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0 and as 0 of postposition: ?uq ~qu?x%~a?g 'I'll

spot it up' (~'ll spot it on it') M, ?ewqe~ ?ew

Ge~~a?g%Gdewa. 'before he writes on it' L, with

indeterminate 0: ?u~ ?iqe?x~~a?g 'I'll spot it

up' ('I'll spot indeterminate 0 in contact with it')
L; with o-ga? 'like 0',0 thematized, o-ga? O-~-=

~a?-g '8 draws (the likeness of) 0' ('8 marks up 0
with the likeness of 0'): ~e?~ga? ?e~~a?g 'draw

a square~' ('mark it with the likeness of a box:')

L, de~¥hga? ~.~~a?g 'draw (a picture of) a man~'
('mark something with the likeness of a person~') L;
with I-anatomical: ?iqe?li.x}~a?g 'I'll paint your

face (with make-up)' L. Reflexive, ?ed-~e-~a?-g

'8 mkkes marks on self; 8 has marks, spots on it,

8 is spotted' (not necessarily the result of anyac=

tion on the part of 8): ?eds~i~a?g~ 'it's spotted'

M, ~~?da.d ?eds~i~a?g~ 'it has lots of spots on
it (e.g. leopard)' ('in lots of places') M, ?eds~i=

~a?g% ~ewa. 'spotted dog' L; with I-anatomical:
?edle%e~a?g}h 'she's painting her (own) face (with

face-paint)' LM. Passive: Rezanov ~~HK~DRoeTe
~ecTpoH bunt' sdi~a?g%gWa? ?i.~eh, C~HT~~D=

RoeTe 'necTpe~D Buntheit' s~i~a?g~gWa? ?i.~eh
'it looks like it has been marked, spotted, written

on', s1i~a?g~ga? ?i.~eh 'it looks like writing'
L, Rezanov Koc~HT~eR~D-RoeTe (with Roc~HT~e~D-
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crossed out and Xao~ex- written in above, see

~ewaO-ce?q) 'Ee~ToM gelb' ~s1i~a?g1gWa? ?io~eh.
'it looks like something which has been marked,

spotted, written on', 1i~a.d sdi~a?g1 'it has
been written on on one side' L.

de~a?g (or di~a?g) (noun, unclassified) 'paper, ,
.f(ffe1r'

book, page, written materia~' LMS, Rezanov TH=
:'"

T~RR~ 'BYMara Papier', di~a?g~ Aa.~exi~eh 'I'm

reading' ('I'm looking at written material') L, ?ew

dek~h ?ew di~a?gqa? Ii? Gecu.x 'poke that stick

into the book!' ('in between the pages, papers') L,

di~a?g ca?1delah Ge~io? 'wrap paper around the

knife!' L. Nominalized passive active imperfective

of 0-1-~a?-go

?uqe~ahd ?ida?de~ah di~a?g (noun, unclassified)

'newspaper' ('paper, written material from upon
J ..;;-which accounts are told') L. ",,~:,",,;} ~c~. ..y~~, 1)

". ( t, ;:-?~ ~~a?g1 (noun, gl- or gdl-class?) 'ink': Rezanov ...

OXROT~RR~b 'qepHH~a Tinte'. Deverbalized passive with

-1-instrumental, 'by means of it something is marked,
,! .i / 1 Ie i ",y:J .,-,/,1,:written on'..L (." ,~tA.-P:t~$;j ...1 !""" )

?ed}.~a?g1 (noun, unclassified?) 'face-painting':
'iJDt°t'3:aok3: "'face-painting'" (Basket Pattern 5) A~

BSdL 547 (Eyak basket-patterns are described in BSdL

82-83, face painting 59-61). Probably deverbalized re=

flexive with I-anatomical and -3:-instrumental, or

gerundive °



..-

,\'ela?l

~ela?l (perhaps related to ~ela?2 and ~i, in sense

of'S keeps 0 immobile by binding')

-~.-1-~ela? (noun, unclassified?, with ~.--~u.l-=
anatomical 'teeth' and :t-classifier) 'gums': si=

~.1J1:'ela? 'my gums' LM.



~ela?2

~ela?2 (perhaps related to ~ela?l and ~i, in sense
of '8 keeps 0 immobile by binding')

O-d-}-~ela? '0 gets tired of 8 (any food), 8 (mono=

tonous diet) sates 0, cloys O's appetite', with

d-thematic 'oral'?, 'bother'?: xudese}~ela?} 'I

got tired of it (any food eaten over and over),
I'm tired of it (food, not other things)' L, xu=

qu?di.}~ela? 'I'll get tired of it (same food)' L.
gl-}-~ela? '8 (water) gets stale, spoiled (from

standing)': giyah gv.se}~ela?} 'water got stale
(from lying around too long, doesn't taste right)'

L, qu?geli.}~ela? 'it (water) will get stale' L.
Perhaps a transitive O-gl-}-~ela? '8 (impersonal)

spoils 0 (water)'.



'j(e.yu?

~e.yu?
~e.yu? (noun, d-class) 'hemlock' LM, 68.15,15, 15A,

Furuhjelm Tleiu 'pine', Gal,~shia Nelson ~£iyd'

or t1Eiyd 'hemlock' BSdL 541, ~1EYU' 'hemlock

bark' BSdL 548 (L rejects this gloss), ~e.yu?da?=

luw 'big hemlock' LM, ~e.yu?dekih 'small hemlock'

M, ~e.yu? si~ di.ta? 'give me a hemlock, piece

of hemlock~' L.



~ehd

~ehd (perhaps to be analyzed ~eh-d, ~eh- perhaps re=

lated to ~ah-~a?-~e-~, conceivably earlier *~ahd
with vowel shift under influence of qeh~; L rejects .\

proposed *-1-~ehd parallel with -1-qe~)

~ehd (preverb, with zero (-d~) final only) 'open'
M, ~ehd ?ie?yah1 'it's open' M, ~ehd ?i.?=

yah1, ~ehd ?ietah1 'it (store) is open (for
business)' L, ~ehd dietah1 'it (door) is open,

wide open' L, ~ehd deGa?ya.~ 'it (door) is

opening' L, ~ehd Geta? 'open it (e.g. box)~'
M, Rezanov TAeMToKaTa 'OTOnpM offnen (Imperate)'

~ehd deGeta? 'open it (door)' M, gusiekih ~ehd

?etae? 'leave it a little open:' L, ~ehd kugg
'it's (fairly) bursting (repeatedly) open (with

abundance of food)' 49.137, l38A, ~ehd Ge15ae~

'pry it open, unlock it~' L, ~ehd s1i5ae~,
~ehd sdie5a.~1 'it's been unlocked' L, ?u~
~ehd ~?}5a.~ 'key'L, giyah qi? ~ehd de=

xu~g 'water faucet' L.

~

" ...t.M



1?et'

~et' (perhaps a reduced form of ~}?~)

~et'-g (noun, unclassified?, with -g thematic)

'clitoris': ~et'g 'clitoris' A. Recorded without

possessive prefix, but it is possible that the form

should be a possessed noun.



~ ~.?t' ~ " l\:J.

~

~}?t' (perhaps related to ~et')

~}?t' (noun, unclassified1) 'noise of intestinal gas

expelled through the anus, audible fart; noise made

by bumblebee' M.

-~}?t' 'S breaks wind, farts audibly': Rezanov
T~~MHTH 'B~TpH Mc~aTb furzen' ~}?t'}h 'he's

farting (audibly)' M.
O-~i?t' 'S (bee) stings 0' « 'S farts on 0' 1): with.

I-anatomical 'head, face' thematized where no other
,

anatomical mark is present: xv.se~}?t'~ 'it (bee)

stung me' L, xuqu?li.~}?t' 'it (bee) will sting

me' L, ?iqe?li.~}?t' 'it (bee) is going to sting

you' L; with y-anatomical 'hand': xuyese~}?~ 'it

(bee) stung me on the hand' L.
qa.?}.~}?t' (noun, unclassified) 'bee, bumblebee' LM

("it does something bad on us" M). Nominalization of

preceding in active imperfective, with I-anatomical

thematized and qa. 'us, humans' as O.



Jl'.e?JI'.

,1I:'e?~

~e?~-6 (noun, d-class) 'young salmonberry bushes or

sprouts' LMA: ~e?~6de~? 'lots of young salmon=

berry bushes' M, ~e?~6 si~ di.ta? (or dio?a?)

'give me a salmonberry sprout~' L, ~e?~6 dio~e~

'peel a salmonberry sprout~' L.



J?ah3-J?a?3j
!

? !
\ ',,;

"~ah3-.J\'a?3 (J?a)i3 in neuter imperfective, Ji:'a'13 else= -

where)

-.J\'ah3--Ji:'a?5 'S is tightly packed, firm, rigid, stiff,

hard, intractable, immobile': Rezanov HT~R~
'~ecTRo hart' yi.J\'a?5 'it's hard (etc.)', sila?~

yi.J\'a?5 'my tongue is tied (I can't pronounce it)'
LS, sisa?d yiJi:'a?5 'my mouth is stiff (I can't

pronounce it)' L, sila?~ se~ah5% 'my tongue got
stiff (I became unable to pronounce it)' L, ?i.=

~ah5% 'it's packed hard, tight' (neuter perfective,

resultative) L. Transitive (causative): qu?x1.J\'ah5
'I'll pack it tight' L, si1~ah51 'I packed it

hard, tight'L, repetitive: x1.J\'ah5g 'I keep pack=
ing it tight' L, with l~d-class-mark for 0: le~e=

disi1.J\'ah51 'I packed it (snowball) hard' L; pas=
sive: ?u.d ?i1i~ah5~ 'it's packed in tight there'

L; reflexive: ?edGex~e~ah5~ 'I'm bracing myself,

steadying myself (in tipping canoe, swerving car)'
L, ?eds~i.J\'ah51}h 'he steadied himself, braced him=

self'L.



~ic'-~ec'

~ic'-~ec' (perhaps reduced form of ~i.c'; L ~id 8 times,
~ed 3, M and A each ~ic' once, ~ec' once; see also

"'" ,\ 't
(~l~ ,.1r"~e~, c'e~, c'e}, all apparently somewhat confused with ~

A

~ic'-~ec')
~id(-g)-~ec'(-g) (noun, unclassified, with, for M,

optional -g thematic) 'dirt, dirtiness, dust':
~ic', ~ec' 'dirt, "dirty" (such as found on clothes,
dishes, etc., "not really filthy like AeGSg") L,

~ic'g, ~e~g 'dirt, dust' M, ~ed yi~eh 'it's

dirty (not exactly filthy)' A, ~icxah G'ii.seli~
'the ground became free of mud' L.

~e-~ic' 'S is dirty': s~i~ic'1 'it got dirty' L,

~i~ic'~inu. 'dirty people' A, repetitive (probably
"~ ii"'\. !?1' (;oJ;

optional themati~, w:ithnosemanticIorce): xs~i=
7,

~ic'g~ 'I got dirty' L; transitive (causative): re=

petitive (probably thematized): si~~ic'g~ 'I dir=
tied it, soiled it' L (L not entirely satisfied with

this form, prefers si~AeG~g:r:, "~ic' probably not

as dirty as ~eGSg").

l~-(~-)~id(-~ec') (noun, unclassified?, with l~-class-=
mark thematized, status of ~-classi ier uncertain; --

see also ~e5) 'slush, wet snow': Galushia Nelson

la~a~its or laxa~£ts 'wet snow on the ground'

(~-classifier apparently absent), le~e~~id, le~e~=
~ed 'slush' (same as ~e~) L, le~e~~ed y~.? di.=

?yah~ 'wet snow is coming down' L.



qa.sa?Gede~ec' (noun, l~-class) 'lowbush cranber=
ries' ("dirty-mouth") L. qa.- 'our, human',

"':r'~~7 +...""".~z~ .-sa?- 'mouth' ~ Gd-e:J:a.gs),-~--~e4hep.e-~l=
~,

.I'\f~t )~~~..;... ..



~i.c'

~i. d (perhaps related to ~id-~ec')

O-~i.c' 'S soaks 0', attested only with ta? 'in

water': ta? ?ixi~i.c'l 'I have it (e.g. garment)

soaking in water' L, ta? si~i.c~ 'I soaked it
in water' L (transcribed se-, perhaps in error

for si-, or the gloss is perhaps in error, for

second person singular or third person S; the
form might also be a basic intransitive, 'it has

soaked in water', incorrectly glossed, in which

case the preceding form, certainly a transitive,

may be transcribed in error for O-l-~i.d, thus

ta? ?ixil~i.dl). The use of classifiers as at=

tested in the transcriptions of all themes with

~i.c' appears quite irregular, inconsistent, and

problematic.
(O-?)le-~i.d 'S (O?) is soaked', perhaps a separate

theme from the preceding, intransitive le-~i.d

'S soaks', or transitive O-}e-~i.c' 's soaks 0',

or perhaps a passive of unattested O-}-~i.d 's

soaks 0'; attested only with ta? 'in water':

ta? sli~i.dl "soaked dirty clothes, so dirt

comes loose; soak or dunk stuff in water", e.g.

"dunk toast in coffee, soak out saltfish" L.
gl-~i.d 's (coffee, tea) is strong', with gl-class-=

mark for S 'liquid', attested only in active per=

fective: gv.se~i.c'} 'it (coffee, tea) got strong' L.



gl-le-~i.d 'S (coffee, tea) is strong', perhaps

separate theme from preceding, or (originally?)

a passive of O-gl-l-~i.d: gv.1i~i.d 'it (cof=

fee, tea) is strong' ('has been made strong'?) L,

gV.sli~i.c~ 'it (tea) got (too) strong' L.

O-gl-l-~i.d 'S makes 0 (coffee, tea) strong',

transitive (causative) of either gl-~i.c' or

gl-1e-~i.c': guleGe1~i.c' 'make it (coffee, tea)

strong~' LM, qu?geli.xl~i.c' 'I'll make it (cof=

fee, tea) strong' LM (but not of whiskey, berry-=

juice, or even of other infusions M); passive:

gV.sli~i.c'1 'it (tea) has been made strong (by

someone)' L.

~i.c' (noun, unclassified?) 'something thoroughly

soaked', attested only as 0 of o-ga? 'like 0'

in ?i.yah ~i.c'ga? ?edili~}h}h 'whew: he (baby)

sure has soaked himself (urinated):' L.



~i ? c'- ~'i- ? C'

~i?d-~i-?c' (nasalized vowel of variant due to regressive

assimilation to that of prefix)

-l-~i?c' JI:':j.?d-G--d (noun, unclassified, or perhaps

postposition, with I-thematic prefix, probably

thematized I-anatomical mark 'head', never actual=

ized -Ie-, L sometimes denasalizing, most frequent=

ly with unidentified -G suffix, cf. ~e?c', or

sometimes, perhaps incorrectly, -d final as with

postposition 'at rest, nominalization') 'summit,

crown, top, peak' (attested only with l-class-=
'top crown, summit'nouns or with meaning 'of head'): Rezanov CHHT~KqKe

A
'TeMRScheitel' si-"~i?c'G..., si"~i?c'G L, si-.=

~i?dG 'the top, crown of my head' LA, fudeGeleh=

kih ?:j...JI:'i?c'q (perhaps to be corrected to -.JI:'i?=

c'sq or -~i?ddq) y¥"?~ ?edseAa.se1ewa?1 'a

spider is hanging over the top of your head' L,

~.~i?C'6 L, ~.~i?c'6 'top of something's head'

A Rezanov YT~KqKOJIRTKaTeTeKo3Te 'Con~ C'b,
OrHeMI> , (not in Radlov, 'volcano with fire') pro=

bably to be read ?V..JI:'i?C'G... 1~hd ...gWa? ?i"=

~eh 'it's like ...smoke ...its summit', ?V'=

~i ?d[d] ~a?qe?~ ~1s e5g L, ?V'~} ?c'd ~a?qi~

~1Ge~g 'helicopter' ('it rows backward at the

top of its head, the top of its head rows backward')

M, Rezanov ~eRTeHTJIKqKa 'Ty~~R Boden der MUtze'



~iyahd?}O~i?dG 'crown of hat', ?i~~o~i?c'd

'summit of mountain' 1'1, ?ew?~o~i?dG~ahd 'from

its (mountain's) summit' 23.l57A (-~o- perhaps

analogous to preceding, perhaps to be corrected

to ?ew?io- ).0



~e:5-~ig

~e:5-~i:5l (~i:5 less frequent; see also ~id-~ed and
~e~, with which this stem is partly confused)

~e:5(-g) (noun, unclassified?) 'slush, soft wet snow;

swamp': ~e:5g 'slush, soft snow' LM, 'snot, jelly'
M (confused with ~e~), ~e:5 'slush, wet snow' LA

(= le~e1~id A), 'swamp' L.

de-~'e~--~i:5 'S is covered with (wet?) snow': qi.=

Aa.Ge?e? ?i~di~e:51 (or -~i~-) 'the track is

covered with (wet?) snow' L (?i- inexplicable un=
t .b d .\.. I -11 ,. i ' .",,'less ranscrJ. e J.n erro7)~ (./1. A;.. t::A 'Sf,." ,.~)- -k ,



Jc'e~-Jc'i~2

Jc'e~-Jc'i~2 (perhaps to be identified with Jc'e~-~i~l; at=
tested only with g-mark 'caudal, appendage' or 'fila=

ment-like')

-g-~e~--~i~ (noun, unclassified?) 'rump, hindquar=

ter, tailbone': 24.97A (-~i~), Rezanov RaRYT~HqM
'3a~HKqa der Hintere' qa.gu~e3... 'our rump,
human rump', ~ge~i3 'rump, hindquarter' L, ~=

ge~e~ 'tailbone' LA, sige~e~ 'my rump' L, ?i=

ge~i~ 'your tailbone' A.



~e?!

~e?! (~i?! only once from L, ~e~ 6 times from L, 5 times
from A, 3 times from M, once from G, Rezanov T~e~ ;

partly confused with ~e~-~i~l)

~e~-g (noun, unclassified?) 'nasal mucus, gelatinous

substance': Rezanov T~e~e 'BoarpH Rotz', ~e~g,
~i~g 'snot' L, ~e~g 'snot' A, ~e3g 'snot, slush,

jelly (congealed fat, gelatin?)' M (confused with

~e~-~i~l).

de-~e~(-g) (or -~e~- ?) '8 (fat, soup) congeals,
is gelatinous': de~e~ 'congea~ed fat' M (nominali=

zation? of active imperfective), sdi~e5l 'it (fat)

congealed' L, Gede~e~ (or -~e~-, which L seems
to prefer) 'it (fish-soup) is turning gelatinous'

L, repetitive (thematized?): sdi~e~gl (or -~e~-,
which L seems to prefer) 'it (fish-soup) has turned

into gelatin' L.

gl-~e~-g (or -~e3- ?) (noun, unclassified?, with

gl-class-mark 'liquid' thematized, not attested ac=
tualized gule-) 'jellyfish': gv.~e~g 'jellyfish'

LA. Also transcribed from M once gv.l~e~g, from A

once gv.~e~g, and by Harrington from G kUut~~tchkh,

kUut~~tcke 'jellyfish, meaning gelatinous'.
0



,\'e~-JI!i~l

,\'es-~i~l (perhaps to be identified with Jl!i~2)

d-1e-~es(-g)-~i~(-g) (attested only with d-thematic

'bright') 'S is shiny': deGe1e,\'i~1 'it's get=

ting shiny' M, qu?de1eJl!i~ 'it'll shine (be shiny)'

M, with -g-repetitive thematized: de1e~e~g, de=

1e,\'isg 'it's shiny,. g-1essy-' LM, di1i~i~g1 'it's

shiny, glossy' (neuter perfective) L, di~~i,\'e~g1

'it got shiny' M; transitive (causative): di.1=

~i~g, di.1~e~g 'shine it up~' LM, deGe1,\'i~

'make it shiny:' M, dex~,\'e.~~ 'I (cust) shine it'

M; passive: didi,\'i~g~ 'it has been shined (made

shiny, glossy)' (neuter perfective) L.

?Ui ~de~i~g (noun, unclassified) 'something you

use to shine things with' L. Deverbalized passive

'by means of it something is shined'. Transcribed

-~i~g~, with -~ probably in error.



J\:'i~

~i~2 (perhaps to be identified with ~e~-~i~l)

-qioy-~i~ (noun, unclassified, with qi.y-ana=
tomical 'toes') 'toes': si.qi.yi~i~ 'my toes'

L, siqi.ye~i~qa?d 'between my toes, the inter=
stices between my toes' L.

-qi.y-1-~i~-i (noun, as above, perhaps a momen=
tary lapse for -qioy-~i~) 'toes': siqi.yii=

'J?i~i 'my toes' L.

qi.ye~i~qa? ~.1eh ca?~ (noun, ti.l-class?)

'gloves (with fingers)' ('mitts which have inter=
stices between the toes'). Cf. the following. The

meaning of 'J?i~2 either refers primarily to the

toes and is extended by analogy to the fingers

here, or the qio-anatomical 'foot' part of the

mark is analogical to the preceding forms.

-y-~i~ (noun, unclassified, with y-anatomical
'hand'), attested only in ?ew ca?~e~i~qa?d

'(interstices) between the fingers of the glove'

L.



~g

~g (Rezanov T~eK, implying ~eg, ~ig, or expanded

~e'g, unless read T~§K, implying ~~g"; L expands -
~e'g or ~'g)

O-.\'ug 'S kneads 0; S makes 0 (bread)', « 'S handles

dough-like mass' 1): ~qu?x~g 'I'll knead some=

thing (e.g. clay, dough)' 1'1, ?i. ?e~'ug '~
knead it:' LM, ~~'g~}h 'he (cust) kneads some=

thing' L, ~i~ ~~e'g~}h 'she's (cust) always

making bread' L, repetitive: x~gg 'I kneading
it (w~th repeated motions)' L, Rezanov RYTyrax-

TaKaT~e~ 'BOCK~ Wachs' perhaps ~~? (?ewa.)
!

'\we~ da. qa?~~g~ (or -~eg, -~ig, -~e.g) 'we'll

knead lots (of it) thus' ~-S'e:e'.--a-l'S'O'-~~; pas=

sive: sdi~g~ 'it's been kneaded' L1'1.
iJ\

sdi~ g~ (noun, unclassified) 'dough' L1'1,~~? -

sdi.\'ug~ 'lots of: dough' 1'1"Rezanov CTKT~eKJI:E,
'~~6~' (not in Radlov) sdi~egw} (or -~eg- etc.).

Nominalized passive active perfective.



~e.xw-~e.x

J?e.xw-",e.x

~e.xw-~e.x (noun, unclassified?) of uncertain mean=

ing, remembered by L only as 0 of o-ga? 'like 0'

in ~e.xWga? (or ~e.x-) ?V.da.? ?ewa. ?i.~}h=
$~I/i)w .}

}h 'her face is pale and yellowish (sickly-look=
I-.

ing) , L" 7I!e.'~j~? 't,tif.~ 11OlO..i...'- rl.-/..> A.

.,



~e.q'

Z~e.q', see ~ah-~a?-~e-~, yeq. -



'1111111 -~ a ? ql

~a?ql (perhaps to be identified with ~a?q2, perhaps
to be analyzed ~a? -q, related to ~ah-~a?-~e-~ ~,

-to ~a?, wi th :~S;~.-?S~tl~of~~( ~'Z-~ 'on 0')

~a?q (preverb) 'harm, injury, badly' (~), attested
III

in ~a?q l-de-?a 'S gets hurt, comes to grief,
has misfortune' and causative thereof ~a?q 0-=

l-(}-)?a 'S spoils, breaks, ruins (functioning~)
0', see l-de-?a 2. and O-l-(}-)?a 2. under

?a.



f;:'a?j!

~a?q2 (perhaps to be identified with and analyzed as
~a? .1) -?. ! J:~ q 1."I-'t ("' -I, -J 1'1"...., '

~a?q (preverb,) 'duration, for a long time', attested

only in 8 ~a?q -?a' '8 (season, process, event)

lasts, takes long', 8 ~a?q ?a.w '8 (season) is

long', see -?a' 10. under ?a'-?a? and -?a.w 3.
1under ?a.w.

,

, ,I.I ",...," , I



'J?ihx" -L.JW ..l} I} ' .:1 H-~ ~ (i~ d'r, l' VX !"".4f:~~",t ,- -k~ I..,. .~ ~
i .! ,-
"""' I I if " t ~' l .,.,. --,..~ "- r ~ ,. -"'. t:. .A.- ~- , .". .

.: '&-18~ ~if.i.~ 0'.1 f b 0 J~1h~ (perhaps to be identified with ~ih~2(
/

~i~ (noun, gd-class) 'grass' (generic) LMS, 12.17,

24G, Rezanov TAAe~ 'llpaBa Gras, Kraut', Wran=

gell TAe~ 'Gras', Furuhjelm Tleh 'grass',

Galushia Nelson ~lt~ 'grass (or green)' BSdL 541,

553, tlt~ qa'o'Ea'qa';QE'E Its "'green (grass)
looks-like tree" (i.e. tree is green)' BSdL 558

~i~ga? ?u?deGede?eh lis 'a tree which (literal=
ly) looks like grass (in color)', ~gede~iyah

~ih~ 'bad grass' L, ~gede~? ~i~ 'lots of

grass' M, ~~ ?uod gedese?ahl (or -tahl) 'a

piece, blade of grass is lying there' L, ~ih~
si<! gedio?a? (or -ta?) 'give me a piece, blade

of grass~' L, ~i~ si~ gediola? 'give me some

grass~' L, ~i~ si~ gediolya? 'give me some
grass (in a container)~' L, ~ih~ gu~ed}h}h 'he's

eating grass' LM, ~i~ gu~edi.ye. 'eat grass~' L,
~ih~gedelu?qa. dao ?i.?a?~ 'let's go get some

grass' L, ~i~gededa.d y~.? Geta? 'set it down
near the grass~' L, ~ih~gudaoq da.~ Ga.} 'he's

walking across the (expanse of) grass, lawn' L.

~ih~ qi? ~o}eh 'place where there's grass', place-=
name at or near Eyak Lake, by Mile 5(?) L.

l.l~ ...: / ..I.) '1 Ie', (1,1(/ ~"~,,j} v:f"V"'" If"- l' .., ~"r, "



~

Jr!ih~2

~ih;2 (both L and M tend to identify ~ih~2 with

~ih~l, "maybe because nests are made of grass")

-d-~-~ih;-~ (noun, unclassified?) 'nest (of bird)':
Rezanov YTeADTAsxTAH 'rHt3~o Nest' ?ude~~i~~

'its nest', ~de~~ih~~ '(bird's) nest' LM.

~de~~ih~~ '(birds') nest(s)', name of West
Branch of upper Situk River near Yakutat, Sampson

Harry lruda.~~e~~.
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~ihJS:3
~ih~- (noun, unclassified) 'left', attested only as

0 of o-}-~a' '0 side, direction of 0': 6l.47A, ><A '

IJ"'v..{.. 'h Rezanov 'TJIereJI:c~aT':E. 'Ra JI':E.BO links', }l:'ih~e}= -

~a'd, }l:'ihJS:i1~a'd 'left side' LM.



t~,,"~' "C'; X'ih~ 4

,1I:'ihJf4

,1I:'i~ (preverb) 'start, beginning', attested only
with O-(1-)?a, 0-1-(y)a and 0-1-yao?: 34.69M,

66.71, ?iyao ~i~ ~Gex?ao1 'I'm starting

something for you (e.g. a basket, beginning the

weaving at the center of the bottom)' L, taos=

Ge1ah ~i~ si1?ah1 'I started (to make) a belt'

M, ~~iyah qVhew de~i. ~i~ se1?ah} 'he's

already started to make trouble' L, ?iya. ~ih~

qesi1?ah1 'I started them for you (any type of

objects that one can make or activities that one

can carryon)' L.

'.



"

~i-; ~ihst'
".

"':,

~ihs~ (perhaps also ~}hst')
~ihst' (noun, unclassified) 'devil club , LMA, 11.79,

79,80,82,84,84,90, 90A (with a number of hesi=
tat ion-forms), Galushia Nelson ~tct' or ~~tct

'devilclub' BSdL 541, ~ihst'?a?luw 'big devilclub'

M, ~?a.w ~ihs~ 'long devilclub' M, ~t'u?

~ihst' 'many devilclubs' L. Also, in isolation,

~}hst', as transcribed by Austerlitz from M, by
Li from A, and by Harrington from G (~thst', q}h~).----
See Text 11.Ofn, 79-92, and BSdL 20~, 204-5, 218,
280 for accounts of the importance of the use of

devilclubs in magic practises.

i~
c~,i;
;,t,;



~e.kus

~e.kus (unanalyzable, to be segmented ~e.-kus, -kus

perhaps to be identified with kus, name not known to

Tlingit informants)
~e.kus (noun, probably unclassified) 'horsetail,

goosegrass, duckweed (Equisetum arvense) , L ("a

grassy plant, duckweed or goosegrass, about two

feet tall, comes apart easily, young fowl eat it"),

'young shield-fern sprouts, funny-colored plant
("same as na.~eg ?ew ~ah 'geese eat them"')
A, Harrington from G ~eekhwas 'horsetail, scour=

ing rush', ~e.kus~? 'lots of goosegrass' M.

:,;..' Co"

J:
L

,
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li.

li., see ~i.-li.
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J:i-J:i? I

J:i-J:i? (perhaps related to J:ihG, and/or to J:i; J:i?

in J:i?q' only, perhaps more properly to be analyzed

J:i-?q')

J:i~ (adverb, li- as 0 of o-~ 'to, continuous

or repeated motion toward 0'), frequently with

de- '~': deJ:i~, and/or with -a? augment,

J:i~a?, deli~a?, diJ:i~a?, but J:i~a? (without"" ..,.4' ,.w,"\.'t,
de- '~') attested in Rezanov only) 1. 'always,

A

usually, often, frequently, all the time' (attested

with most verbal mode-aspects, except for active

perfective, and especially frequent with imperfec=

tives, repetitive, and customary, citations samp=

ling only from elicitations and complete for textual

occurrences only through text 10.): J:i~ 2a.l, 21M,

13.2, 19.2L, 20.32A, 47b.5, 7M, deJ:i~ 10.156A,

diJ:i~ 19.71, deJ:i~a? 9.37,11.55,24.33,61.22,

69.27,70.11L, ?u?yiliditahJ: de~i~ 'it was ex=

pected at any time' 37b.79A, Rezanov T~Hq~-a

'tIacTo oft' ~i~a?, J:i~ ?iGux?eh 'I see you

all the time' M, ~i~ 'often' M, ?e~a. ~i~

ga?gih 'my how he always gets tired' L, dili~a?

diJ:i~ 'always' L, diJ:i~ ?ed ~a? ti.li?di?e.g

'you must always wear it on your shoulders' L,

J:i~ ?edeJ:egWe.G~:j.h 'he (cust) lies all the time'

S, diJ:i~a? ?iGede~ema?J: 'it's always growling' A,



.

Rezanov TAHqax~-3X$ 'nOHOO~ DiarrhBe' ~i~a?

~e?~ 'often outside', ~i~ ~e?~ ye~ da.~ih
'he oft~n goes (about) outside (close to house, to

excrete, and back in)' L.

2. With active perfective or inceptive imper=

fective, 'forever, for good, permanently' (here
usually with de- ,~,): de~i~ 9.167,20.101,

32.7,13,15, 23A, di~i~ 53.18L, de~i<! ?<il.de=
~ah da. qa?a?~ 'we'll go away from here for

good'L, qahdeqew ~i~ ya? (or ye~) sekug~
'it's finally broken for good' L, ~i~ ye~ s~i=

dux~ 'it caved in for good' L.

3. With inceptive conditional, 'each time,

every time': de~i~, de~i~a? 9.78A, ~i~ qe?~
?adi~ Gah da.~ ~a? ?u?e?~ahd ya? gu.~iy~.=

~ih 'every time a woman comes in you should (oust)
stand up to make room for her' L.

4. As attribute to nouns referring to periods
of time, used adverbially, 'every': ~i~ gah

'every day' 3.16M, 38.14,14fnLM, 47b.14, 21, 29M,
47c.27L (cf. 2a.21M), ~i~ se.~ 'every evening'

9.79A, ~i~ ~e~ 'every night' 39.4L, di~i~

~i.dewa. L, ~i~ ~i.dewa. 'every morning' 33.=

63A, di~i~ ~i.dewa. ye~ Geda.~ 'take a walk

every morning',' L, ~i~ ~i .dewa. ?edlexdekwes



I

'I wash my face every morning' S, 1i~ (not 1i?q)

gah kil1(!<il°Ggih 'she tans skins every day' L,
1i~ xah 'every summer' L; but see also 1i?q 30

at end.

1idah (adverb, 1i- with -dah adverbializer)

'always, continually, persistently' L, la.l, 13,

Ib.15, 2a.10, 29, 35M, 10.96, 96A, 19.21, 40.3L,
1idah 1qe?g 'the fire always keeps going out'

LM, 1idah xqah~ 'I keep choking (on a bone)' L,
1idah si~ah~ ~eAao?yaO~}h 'he (cust) keeps run=

ning away from me' L, with de- '~': de1idah

kildelihih ,,' he's continually drinking' L.
.~. ,

1i?q (n~~~ai, probably to be analyzed 1i- as 0 X,
of o-(?)q 'on 0'), frequently with de- '~'I 

(citations sampling only of occurrences in text
and elicitations): 1. independent, not as attri=

bute to nominal, 'all, every, each one, both, the

whole, everything, everybody': 1i?q 2a.31M,2b.=

16L, 6.8M, 9.28,116,10.63, 148A, 15.6M, 25.197A,

34.98,40014, 52.2L, 59.3 Galushia Nelson, 67.14G,

68.96A, de1i?q 67.6G, 1i?q de~¥hyuoqa?~ ?i=
le~?a?~ 'all of you go to amongst humans!' 13.12L,

1i?q sika? ?ile~?a?(! 'all of you come with me:'

9.114A, 1i?q ?udeya? da. qa? ~e?a?d1 'we all
boarded it' 59.11 Galushia Nelson, 1i?q de1exWeog



yi1}h}h 'she is all a groundhog' 22.71, 1i?q

1ila.?Geyu. 'they're all males, all are males'
34.90L (cf. 25.100 below), 1i?q de~vhYU.
'all were people' 18.42L (cf. below), ?uqa?~

~1
Y}Ohinu., di~ ?a?d 1i?qG 'some of them, by
no means(?) all' 69.3A, de1i?q 'both of them'

67.4G, 1i?q we~ si~ deleh 'they both said
thus to me' 68.117A, Galushia Nelson ~.it1t~ 'all

or everybody' BSdL 544 de1i?q, Rezanov TyBax~eK~
"-'Be3~~ Uberall', Tyax~eKK~ 'Bcro Alles', Tyax=

~eKK~ 'Bc~ AIle', Furuhjelm Tuuhlekh 'all' de?=

we~ 1i?q 'still, just all, everything, everyone,
all yet'.

2. Used adverbially, perhaps incorrect: c'a? >(

qi? 1i?q ~o1eh 'place where it's all muddy
everywhere' L (perhaps to be corrected to .0. yi=

1eh) , 1i?q ?~.d ~?lidigah 'I'm well (all)
known here' L (perhaps to be corrected to 1i?q

?~.d xu?lio~gah 'all know me here'), 1i?q ?~od

qa. ?u?lidigah 'we're well known here' L (per=
haps to be glossed 'we're all known here', or

corrected to ...?u?lio1gah 'all know us here').

3. As attribute to nominal phrase, always

initial member of construction, 'all of, the whole,

every, each, both, all sorts, kinds of': 10.45,



48,230,11.12,15,164, 25.200A, 62.2lG, deli?q'

11.162A, deli?q' de~yu. 64.llG, 1i?q' de~vh=

yu. 'everybody, all people' M, 2a.25, 30M, 9.162,

62.19,22,25, 67.llG (cf. 18.42 above), de1i?q'

lila.?Geyu. 'all the menfolk' 25.llA (cf. 34.90
2.t'~~~""J S"I."'~'I"',Q."'AJ

above), deli?q' ya.yu. L, 11.lA'i\.li.?q' ya.yu. 'every=

thing, all sorts of things, all kinds of stuff' M,
z b.lt; ¥3, 11) f~W"1 29~~/,I(j'~ t,I.Y't",S"6#4) U. Vb~/.1~. J' L)

5 4L 7 4 30 9 160 11 2 7 70 25 30A 47b 12 3~,.,S.JAJ~..3LJ,,-' , ., ",'" ' ., A' .'1\ .,
4If'.'3"l, yq."...,a'.1"'I,-a.", ",~J) h.1A)

23M, de1i?q' ya.yu.dah 11.140A, 1i?q' ya.yu.dah"-
'everything, all sorts of things, in every way,

just about everything in the book' (adverb) 9.64,

102, 102A, de1i?q' ?el ya.yu. 10.230,20.4lA,

li?q' ?el ya.yu. 'all these things' 10.235A, L~-,~~A)

de1i?q' ?ewyu. 23.20A, 1i?q' ?ew ya.yu. 'all

those things, all that stuff' 9.112, 23.l9A, li?q'

?el ya. 'this whole thing' 11.162A, li?q' ?el

de~vhYU. xa?dewahd ?i1i~ehyu. 'all these things

which people keep for themselves to eat' 11.11A,

de1i?q' la?mahdyu. 'all kinds of berries' 63.=

33G, 1i?q' ?ahnu. SeSeh1inu. 'killed them both'

47a.7L, li?q ?ule~ ?isi1?~1 'I saw them all'

L, c'ilC 1i?q le~qa?ga? le~(! qu?xtah 'I'll

give each and everyone of you a dish' L; with

noun referring to period of time, probably in=

correct, see 1i~ 4. above: 1-.i?q' 1-.i. dewa.



}a?g ?ewa. deli~ ?e}ya.~}h 'every morning

he always (cust) brings wood (several trips) for

it'M.

3::ir~_A-'-
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J:e(?) (irregular stem: J:e? in all inceptives and ac=

tives, and in neuter perfective, but J:eh in neuter

imperfective and perhaps neuter optative (attested
"c

only once), and }e. in neuter imperfective nega=
,

tive and probably neuter imperative (attested only

once), neuter conditional and subjunctive not clear=
ly attested; the only other stem showing this type

of variation is le(?), to which }e(?) is concei=

vably related « }-le(?) ?); themes with }e(?)

show a de-classifier where expected, never }- or

xe-, and are all intransitive; the theme 0-?-(1-)=

.x-]$:a' may be considered to function as the causa=

tive of -}e(?); all themes with -}e(?) and O-?-

(l-)}-]$:a' require a complement, abbreviated 0)

-xe(?) la. a -xe(?) 'S is, becomes (substantive=

ly an instance of) 0': 2a.23, 3.17M, 9.35, 35, 36,
I)~ }

137,138,139,10.124,124,11.103, 123A, 12.10,A

11,16,18,21,22, 23G, 16.24, 25M, 19.10L, 20.=

27, 67A, 22.1,7, 8L, 23.67, 68,70,123,124,

125,138,24.6,19,28,36,46, 54a, 76, 78,96,

25.56,121,139,207, 28.98A, 34.91L, 36.3, 39,

47, 37b.3, 33A, 42.2L, 47b.2M, 47c.55, 58, 60L,

49.154,156,50.20,64,51.7,8,20, 23a, 24A,
4

56.21L, 61.32A, 63.23, 45G, 65.71, 68.47,53,55,
55, 56,57, 75A, Rezanov ATKO~breTe3T~eMTY

'B~~HOH arm' ?a?d ~le]$: ?i.~eh yix}h}hduh

I



'cf~ --!
,'v'he sure is'~ich, powerful', Wrangell TeRceRo= -

HaxaAeR~ 'Feind' di~ sikuwa?naoG ?a?}eoG

'he is (or you are) not my friend, fellow-clans=

man, relative' L, Galushia Nelson ~~t}~xWik
-1"\,

s~t}a't}t' 'he turned into a groundhog' BSdL 559

de}exWeog se}e?}}h, ta'ya' ~eqeqWt.}at 'I
turned into a fish' BSdL 273,559, probably to

be read te?ya? ...}e.o., AeGe?io~ }ilao?

yi}eh 'are you alone a male (do you think you're
the only man there is)?' laolBBA, deoduw yi}e.,

}ila.? da.~ qe?} 'which it was, boy or girl'

23.123A, }ila.? se}e?} 'it's a boy (born)'
('it became a boy'), 'he reached puberty, became
a male' L, }enio?i?luw se}e?} 'he became a big

boy' L, ~di?lahG xi}eh dao~ 'if I were a big
chief' L, ?ule~ xiol ?ahnuo yi}ehlehd 'be=.
cause he was more of a shaman than they' 56.2IL,

lah qe? sdi}e?} 'it became another village'

6B.54A, lixah Ge}e?}:j.h 'he's turning into a

grizzly-bear' L, k:j.°~e~iya? yi}eh 'you'tta -

crybaby' L, ~qe~ ?ida?~:j.h:j.h yi}~h:j.h 'he's a
tattle-tale' L, ?ele~gah~ si?ehd Gio}e? 'I
wish you'd be my wife (marry me)' L, ~ey}oy Ge=

}e?}ih 'he's turning into a different thing' L,.
, delu?qa?yah se}e?} 'it formed a boil' L, deh~

yi}eh 'it's a sandbar' L, ye°t' dek:j.h Ge}e?}

-



'wild celery is turning to wood' L, see also

t'e'G, :r:ah5, CJiCJ, q'e~da', yah for further

examples; with de~ 'person' as C: de~vh

-:r:e(?) 'S is, becomes a person': 19.16L, 20.=

79, 81A, 21a.18, 31L, 23.56, 57,83,113,114,

24.37, 29.8A, de~vh q'e? sdi1e?:r: 'he turned
back into a person' L; de~vh -1e(?) is also

often used idiomatically'S lives, behaves (lives

a certain way), is born': seme of thetextu;: ~

al occurrences may be interpreted both/either
'J"1 .'lP }

literally and/or idiomatically: 25.199,49.10 A,
A

other textual occurrences clearly idiomatically:

9.28,20.90, 21b.23, 23.115, 25.29, 209A, 38.12=

LM, 49.5,7,9,50.63,51.12,12,18,74, 84A,

57.2G, de~h se:r:e?:r: 'you were born' M, sahd~

de~vh xi:r:eh 'I'm old, I've been around a long

time' L, ?¥'de~ yt'hinu' di~ we~ de~vh ?a?=

:r:e'G 'people hereabouts aren't like that, don't

act that way' ('those around here are not people

thus') L, de~e'(yu')dvh de~vh yi:r:eh 'whatever

kind of person he is' L, siga? de~h Ge:r:e?

'be like me:' L, guGga? de~h yi:r:}h}h 'he's

a doublecrosser, liar' L, guGga? qa'~a? de~

yi1}h}h 'he's treacherous, deceitful with us' L,

s:r:a?dah de~ yi:r:}h}h 'he's a wonderful person'

L, ?a.weyu' de~vh qi'1}hinu' 'they're bad,



ill-mannered people' L, ta.o te?ya?e?d de~
xi~eh 'I used to live on fish' L. With class-=

marks for S and/or a (with classified nouns as
S and/or a class-marks are apparently optional,

and perhaps qre more frequently absent than pre=

sent, many classified nouns thus attested with
no class-marks attested); Aa.~~e?GSg le~i.~eh

'they (berries) are unripe' L, deh~da?luw de=
Ge~e?~ 'it (already a sandbar?) is becoming a

large sandbar' L, dek~h dese~e?~ 'it (wild

celery) has turned to wood' L (cf. ye.~ dek~h

Ge~e?~ 'wild celery is turning to wood'), de=

qeda?ya. deGe~e?1 'it (car) is getting old' L,

~a?~Sgah~. di.~eh 'I wish it were an island'

47c.59fnL (either d-class S, e.g. ?u?~ 'drift=
wood', implied, or d-class-mark through influence
of A, ~a?t' 'island'); with yd-thematic for 1

,
I'fish-meat': ~a?(.f Yedi.~eh 'it's red-salmon I~h--! "'"

i I
meat' L, G~.~a.deG yedeGe~e?~ 'salmon-meat is I
getting ripe-red' L, ~e~g yedi .1eh ' fish-meat J.: is fresh' L, k'uou. yedi.~eh 'salmon-meat is

good'L.
lb. a -~e(?) 'S consists of A, S functions

as a': 25.51, 68.111A, sianytt~tn'in 'step-fa=

ther' BSdL 568A siy~. yi~~h~h 'step-mother'

(, she (who) l'isl my mother' t, sot'aytt}tn'in 'step-=
.1\

mother' sita.? yi~~h}h 'step-father' ('he (who)



"is" my father') L (cf. sita.? q'e?<i1-h 'he's

my (real) father').

lc. C -xe(?) 'S is, becomes C-y, S has

(much) C on it, C is (characteristically or ad=

ventitiously) present on S, S is "full of" C

(in certain cases, especially with nouns denoting

natural phenomena or conditions, it is not clear

whether the interpretation falls under la. above

or lc: see xah5, ct?G, gus~, ka.s~, kihS,

~.y, xi?~, qe.~, qeme~~, q'eyt.y, ~u?~,

wehs, wa?q, di.ye.~ under ye~): 10.33A, 16.=

13M, 41.1,2, 45a.7L, 65.56,57, 70A, Rezanov

~eT~e 'lleCqaHOe MtCTO sandige Stelle' ~i.Sg

yixeh 'it's sandy', MTaKOXeT~e~ '3~opo~

gesund' ?idah qe~ yixth[th] 'he's quite plump'

('he's nicely endowed with body fat') L, ct.

yi~eh 'it has branches' M, ~id se~e?~ 'it got

icy' L (cf. ~ic' se~e?}}h 'he turned to ice' 50.=

20A), ~es} yi}eh 'it has a carved design on it'

L, da.S yi}eh 'it has foam on it, is foamy' L,

giyah xa.g yi}eh 'water is steaming' L, ~=

le~eq'as xi~eh 'I'm one-eyed' M, de} se~e?~}h

'he got full of blood, he got bloody, he bled' L,

la~kihga? di.ya? yi}eh 'it's a little too salty'

M, SahG yi~eh 'it's slimy' L, ~ya?e?d yixthth

'she has marks, evidence on her' M, ca?xde?e?d



yil}h}h 'she has knife-marks on her' M, ?a?~ye=
?e?d yi}eh 'it (pelt) has toothmarks on it' L;

da? -}e(?) 'S is, becomes muddy' (extensive pa=

radigmatic elicitations of this were recorded, a
sample of which follows): da? yi}eh 'it's mud=

dy, you're muddy' L, da? da' yi}eh 'we're mud=
dy' L, c'a? le~i}eh 'you pl. are muddy' L, da?

yi}}hinu', cia? qi.}:i-hinu. 'they're muddy' L,
di~~uw da? ?a?}e.G (or ?e}e'G) 'isn't it mud=

dy,?' LM, di~~ da? ?a?xw}e.G 'aren't I muddy,?'

LM, da? qu?(qe)le~}e? 'you pl. will get muddy'

L, di~ da? qa?}e?G 'it won't get muddy' L,

c'a? da. (qe)se}e?} 'we got muddy' L, da? ?e=

}e'~ 'it (cust) gets muddy' L, dil{ da? ?a?=

}e'~G 'it's not (cust) muddy' L, c'a?~uw Ge}e?}

'is it getting muddy?' LM, c'a? (qe)Gele~}e?}

'you pl. are getting muddy' L, da? Ge}e? 'be

muddy:, get muddy~' L, da? ?i}e? 'be muddy~'
M, c'a? ?ixi}e? 'let me be muddy' L, da? da.

qa~li}e?, da? ;da. '?i~}e? 'lat's be muddy' L,

da? ?i.}e? 'let it be, get muddy' L, da? ?a?=

li}eh 'let it be muddy' L (only attested neuter

optative, stem form uncertain, should perhaps be

}e?), da? qe? di}eh 'it's muddy again' M,
di~ da? ?a?de}e'G 'it's not muddy anymore' M,

da? qe? ?idi}e? 'let it get muddy again' M.



i!~"

With class-marks for Sand/or C (these are ap=

parently optional, absent in a number of attes=

tations above with classified nouns as Sand/or

C): ~id di"xeh 'it (board) is icy' M, di~

~id da?~e"G 'it (board) isn't icy' M, gahG

di'~eh 'it (tree) is pitchy, pitchy place on

tree' L, GU"~ guli"~eh 'it (water) is full

of bugs' L, qeme~~~ deGe~e?~ 'it (ice) is

getting rotten spots in it' L; occasionally,
perhaps incorrectly by analogy, class-marks for

classified C appear with unclassified S: Gede=

qey}"y le~i"leh 'it's foggy' L, qa?~~yequh
le~io~eh 'it's full of moth larvae' L; with

anatomical marks: ~es le~edi"~}h}h 'his eyes

are pussy' M, ~ahG ?}Ose~e?~ 'its (dog's) face

got full of porcupine quills' L, c'a? lixi~eh

'my face is muddy' L, da? li"~eh 'its, your
face is muddy' L, da? da" (qe)li'~eh 'our

face(s) are muddy' L, da? (qe)la"le~i~eh 'your
pl. face(s) are muddy' L, da? leGio~e?~ 'your

face is getting muddy' L, da? (qe)laole~se%e?~

'your pl. face(s) got muddy' L, da? ?}"si~e?~
'my face got muddy' L, da? li"x~eO~ 'my face

is (cust) muddy' L, di~~ da? la?yi~eoG 'isn't

your face muddy?' LM, da? la"xi~e?~ ?ixleh 'I

want to have a muddy face' L, da? da" (qe)lao=

.
,
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yi~e? 'let's have muddy faces' L, di~~ c'a?

guda?xw~e.G 'isn't my rump muddy?' L, da?

geda.xi~e? 'let my rump be muddy' L (also re=

corded -~eh, typical of analogical forms es=

pecially frequent in optative), da? qi.deGi.=
~e?~ 'your feet are getting muddy' L, c'a?

qi.dixi~eh 'my feet are muddy' L, c'a? qi.=

di.x~e.~ (or qi.da.x~e.~) 'my feet (cust)

get, are muddy' L.

Id. With certain nouns denoting special

activities as C, '8 doe~': kus ?e~e? 'uri=

nate~, go pipi~' LM, kus Ge~e? 'go pipi~' L,
da? Ge~e? 'defecate~, go poopoo!' L, da? qa?=

~}?}h 'he'll go poopoo' L, da? se~e?~}h 'he

messed his pants' L, didu?~ da? si~e?~ 'I

almost messed my pants' L, ?emi.n Ge~e? 'pray:'

L, ?emi.n qu?x~e? 'I'll pray' M, ?emin si~e?~

'I prayed' L, ~i?q hu.l se~e?~ 'it's all sold

out'L.

Ie. With adjectives as C (in these cases

class-marks for classified 8 or anatomical marks

appear with the adjective, not with the verb):
~

3.13, 17M, 9.23, 10.88, 117, 230, 239, 244, 11.=

64, 65A, 18.S5L, 20.91, 92, 24.40, 74, 74, 25.15, 1~4/
¥

138,28.37,91,124,131,29.38, 58A, 34.102L,

37b.7A, 43.9, 13~, 49.29,30, 51.74A, 57.30G,



~
60.21,42,62, 61.13A, 62.6, 8, 13, 16, 20, 21,

21,22,63.34,40, 64.11G, 65.7, 23,68.7,34,
* ~ ' -¥

44,46, ,50,54,58,65,66,71,71,75, 70.5A,
Rezanov !{oaY3TJIe 'BHCORO hoch' l{1u?a.w yi3:eh

'i t' s long', KoBaxeTJIe 'B'E. nopy ,B'E. nponopJo -
..

passend, nicht zu eng' ~uwe~ yi3:eh 'it's wide'

M, ffry~DReCJIeH'E. 'AHTH, Pe~eHOK'E. Kind' ya.=

ku~g(kih) yil}h}h 'he's small', ya"kucg(kih)
yi3:}h~h 'he's small' L, ffRYqJ<eTJIeHRe ~aJID=

~~R'E. Knabe' ya"ku~g(kih) yil}hthkih 'small

youngster' (nominalized, with -kih diminutive),
Galushia Nelson Gu'lu ytt3:tnhtn 'big man' BSdL

553 ~?luw li3:}h}h 'he (who) is big', ~a.?d

l{1uSiyah yi3:eh 'weather is lousy' M, k'u!iyahl'
se1:.e?} 'it spoiled, it (e.g. bread) turned out

badly' L, ya?~"Sga~ ~a"?d l{1uSiyah qa?3:e?
'I hope it won't be nasty out' L, ?a?q sileG3:

de?a. ~Siyah yileh ~ewa" 'I threw it out be=

cause it's a bad dog' ('dog which is bad') L' ~\~$Y Ptt.qwj I.

ta"5 l{1u5U" yi3:~h}h 'he formerly used to be

good, pleasant, healthy' L, ~5U" si~a? yi=
}~h}h 'he's nice to me' L, ~e5u. se}e?3:}h
'he got well' L, s3:i?mahd} si}mahd} da"~ ~e=

5u. se}e?} 'I baked bread and it turned out

well'L, l{1u5u" Gele~3:e? 'pl. be good~' L,
l{1u5u. ?i3:~a? qe? sdi}e?3:inu. 'they made up



~



~



(reconciled)' L, ~e"d ?i"~eh --KU5U- xi}eh
'how are you? --I'm fine' L, k'u5U- Gi }e?

da-~ 'if you're good' L, ?ele~ga~ (~a-?d)

k'u5u- Gi"3:e? 'I hope it..s nice (out), L, ?e=

le~ga~ k'u5u" Gi-}}?::j.h 'I hope he's nice, heal=

thy' L, k'u~u" ?a?}e- (qah) 'be good (finally)~' L

(only attested neuter imperative), k'u5U- ?e3:e"?

'be good:' L,- ?u"d k'u5u- qe? qu?de}e? 'you'll

get well again there' L, ya"di~ se}e?3: 'it

shrank' ('it became short') M, ya-di~ qa?}e?

'it'll get short' L, ~?luw xi}eh da.~ 'if I

were big' L, ~?luw(kih) ?i3:e? da-~ 'just as

it's getting (slightly) big, grown up' L~ ya-=

~i~g yi3:}h}h 'very slim person' L; with classi=

fied S or anatomical marks: ~ti-le~iyah Ge3:e?3:

'it (e_g- skin, rhubarb) is turning bad' L, giyah

ya"guleguhdg Ge}e?} 'water's getting very low' L,

giyah k'ugeAi-?nuw se}e?} 'water got very high'

L, t~~eAi-?nuw Gele?} 'waves are getting big'

L, ~v"?nuw yiz}h::j.h 'he's big-bellied' M,

kv-dekuc'g yizeh 'it (tree) is small at base' L,

gi"wa-lehd l~"?nuw Ge}e?} 'he's getting big-= ---

bellied because of (drinking) beer' L, ya"qi"de=

kudg yizeh 'your feet are small' M-

i ,:;;;f-;~ .,
L~rC-t.t,;.('~ ~k'u~iyah Geze?zGdewa- 'before it spoJ.ls, turns bad,

tZ~e-



If. With numeral as C; 8.4, 10.157, 179,

11.80, 23.149,32.2,68.106A.

Ig. (1) With certain types of adverbs as

C: with k'aodih 'absent, lost, missing, gone,

vanished': 20.53,23.53, 73, 25.116A, 27a.23L,

28.9,29.37,54, 37b.44, 44, 45A, 38.24U1, 47a.= ~~f
klj T~Af!N~{,..ty

4, 55.7L, 61.55A (all these textual forms are 3~'s~"I;-..;~I:'!~~t30/111:;.
':I .I,' I '/ .,:. ...""~.,,,f, 7"'!'!/k~.:'catlve perfectlve) , k'a.dlh~ 3:eogk'lnuo deJS:\1h= ',''It'rt.ik~'

yu. 'people who (cust) keep disappearing' 28.=

86A (repetitive customary, only repetitive attes=

ted with this stem), k'aodih Ge~e? 'get lost:'

L, k'a.dihSgahJ.C ?i°3:e?, ?eleSga;hJ.C k'aodih Gio=
3:e? 'I hope you get lost' M, k'a.dih qe? Gede=

~e? 'get lost again:' M, k'a.dih ?ixi3:e?3: 'I'm

lost' LM (L rejects neuter imperfective with k'a.=

dih; this and the following are the only neuter

perfective forms attested with -3:e(?)), dik'
,k'a.dih ?a?x3:e?3:G 'I'm not lost' L, k'aodih ?i.=

3:e?3:th 'he's lost, absent' L, k'a.dih qe? ?ix=

di3:e?3: 'I'm lost again' M, k'a.dih xdi~eh 'I'm

, lost, absent again' M (neuter imperfective, which

L rejects); with ?e~dih 'absent, away, out of

sight, whereabouts unknown'; 10.175A, 15.9, 47b.=

14M, 56.14L (all these textual forms are neuter

imperfective), 56.4L (inceptive conditional), ?eS=
dih yi3:}h}h 'he's out of town' M; with deqi.kih

--

.



'all gone, out of existence': 28.90, 51.10, lOA,

deqi.kih Ge~e?~ 'it (point of land) is washing
away, he is almost dead (etc.)' L, with l-class-=
mark for S qe~ah 'moon' thematized: deqi.kih

lese~e?~ 'it (moon) has dwindled away to nothing;
new moon' M; with other adverbs: 70.9A, ?enahSe=

kih yi~eh ?e~qah 'it's fun to play cards' L,

?enahSekih yi~eh ~wah 'it's fun to drink' L,
di~ de~?ya.~ ?a?~e.G (or ?e~e.G) 'it's not

right, not true' L, didu?~ si~e?~ 'I almost
"had it" (I almost perished)' ,L, with q'e.ye~e?1

'backwards': 68.91, 125A. (2) With certain pre=
verbs as C: with we~ 'that way, thus' and le~

'this way, thus'; 68.95, 129A, with ye~ 'down=
...,

G- ~ward': 28.59A, with ca? 'downhill, steep, deep': '~
~23.136,160, 37b.82, 83A, di~ ca? ?e~e.G 'it's ~/

not deep' M, ?el ?ewle~ ca? yi~eh 'this is ~~,
~deeper than that' M. (3) With postpositional e_,~

phrases as C: with o-~da.d 'without 0' (with

optional negative prefix, and once in text, ap=
) (f' 3~. bt-j ow

.parently with negative suffix); 61.2A, Rezanov'"
Y'tieJIeXTaTeTJI6 'XeJIeT'I> Weste' (Radlov also lists

YtieJIeXTaTeTeJIe 'Camisol', apparently not to be
found in the Rezanov ms.) ?u?1elih~da.d yi~eh M,

?u?1eli~da.d ?a?~eh 'vest' ('it is sleeveless,

armless') L,t?uni.k"]oCda.d ?a?~}h:i-h 'he has no
" c II;; ', , Q~v- ..'\ It
k r V '-oi\...r1~~C'\..,..-\t .}\. "':"'i4'",~ ,,;"j' "cr,,;;' ,# ,"'" O,')~'! c 1[ e" '()tr.tQ;v..'.. -{,

L~~"Jk-' 8!"""J.,,,J,/2~~1;/~ t",,~~ k, /",,",,? --: t',." d ",
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nose' L, ?udeGele~daod ?a?x}hinuO 'promiscu=

ous women' ('they have no sense') L, ?udeGele~=

daod yileh 'he's got no sense' M, daonao~da.d

xileh 'I've got no money' M, s}Ol~daOd xileh
'I'm without shoes' M (see also 3J. and 32. be= -'

low); with various other postpositional phrases
()tas C (see also 2a., 2b., and, 3,". below): with -

o-le~ 'more than 0' (cf. -~e'-~', which also
occurs in this construction): ?ule~ ?ew yilth~h

'it's too much for him, bigger than he' IO.IO3A,

?ile~ yileh 'it's too much for you' IO.138A,
Rezanov AA~RXa3T~e 'BHme hoch (Comparat.) , pro=

bably to be read ?¥hle~ (or ?ule~, ?elle~,

?ewle~) ?~ (or ?ew) yixeh 'he (or it) is
bigger than, too much for him (or it, this, that)';
with o-ga? 'like 0' (attested only once, from M,

j..,,--( .
rejected by L; cf. -t'e'-fu'): ~fil?ga? ?e1:e°k' 'it ! ~~"':'c;'">

'"'- e? (.~<:' -(cust) gets soft' M (should be -leek' ?); Wlth "",
o-ya? 'belonging to 0': ?i ° ?iya? sele?l 'it's if.;> J~

(become) yours' L; with o-da? 'arrival at 0':
Rezanov TeKeKoTaaTAb3K~ 'llo~o~o abschussig' per=

?'::c
haps to qe read dik' :U."da? ?a?leoG ~'it{~e~g. ",".~c-.'

C) ",. j\t~\.' ".d.~~ '\L6',.(t 1'fM""~! ~t,'{j~* f~

road) doesn't reach theret L; with o-kao~ 'catch=
~

ing up with 0': sikao~d yil}h~h 'he's trying to
, catch up with me' L; with o-y-~aoq 'dependent on

0, ~~ ~ 0': ?uye~a.q sile?l 'I became complete=



ly dependent on him for food' L; with G-thematic

and o-yeq 'inside of 0 (not with opening at top)':

?uyeq Ii? ({i;Gi.J:eh 'it has a deep hole, cc;lvity -

inside' L, ~?luw ?uyeq ?iGi.}eh 'it's big in=

side'L. (4) A number of more or less problematical

instances occur with various preverbs or postposi=

tional phrases as C, in many of which the third

person (definite) S would be more easily explained

as in error for ~-indefinite S (cf. 3b.-g. be=

low): ~ewa.yu. de~hyu.qa'?d yiJ:eh 'dogs are

amongst humans' 13.14L, ?~.~a.~ ya.li?d yi}eh

'next to here is a sleeping-room' 11.131, 131A,

?ulu?luw se}e?J: 'it got a big hole in it' L,

?u}qe~lu? se}e?J: 'it got a hole in its bottom'

(or ?u}qeh~ lu? se}e?J: 'its bottom became a

hole' 1) L, ?ulu?~ Ge}e?} 'a hole is forming

in it, it's getting a hole in it' M, ?ewya?d ye~

deqeh~qd Ge~e?} 'it's getting down to the bottom

(e.g. of barrel of fish)' (?uya?d 'its inside (of

0 with opening at top)', ye~ 'downward', de=

qeh~qd '(at rest, or nominalization of) on bottom ,-'

of indeterminate 0') L, ya.~ se}e?} 'it (e.g.

my nice new blanket) got messed up with something'
(ya.~ 'destruction' 1, or ya. 'a thing' as 0 of

o-~ 'in contact with 0, by means of 0') L, didi=

~.~ ?uda.qd yi}eh 'cannery' ('sheet-iron is its

..u .,



(d-class o's) top, roof', or 'it is (consists of,.

is covered with) sheet iron on its top, roof') L,

lCe5u. la? ?i.3:e? 'good luck~' L (see la?). 2. Indirect reflexives and indirect recipro=

cals (there is apparently some option and/or irregu=

larity in the use of de-classifier in these themes):

a. Indirect reflexive (de-classifier is perhaps op=

tional where the postpositional phrase with reflexive

0 is not necessarily to be interpreted as C, and

is otherwise obligatory): ?ed?e?~ ?e~dih yi3:eh

'he's away from home' M; ?ed?e?d qu?xde3:e? I'll

be home' L, ?ed?e?d xdi3:eh 'I'm home' L, de?a.

?edle~ede.? de~vh di3:}h}h 'in his own eyes he's

a person' 23.56A, de?a. ?edle~ede.?d de~h sdi=

3:e?3: 'in his own eyes he has turned into a person'

L.
2b. Indirect reciprocal (no de-classifier

where postpositional phrase with reciprocal 0 func=

tions as C, de-classifier otherwise obligatory):

?i3:q yi3:eh 'they're stacked up' ('on top of one

another') L, ?i3:d yi3:eh 'they're together'(with -

some space between them, i.e. apart)' L, ?i3:de6d

yi3:}hinu. 'they're one above (upstream of) the

other'L. dilC l(u7u. ?i~xa? ?a?de3:e.6inu. 'they, v .

are not on good terms with each other' L, ~le=

~a.?ne. ?i3:~ di3:eh 'they're partners with each



other' 16.1M.

3. With ~-indefinite as S: C ~-1e(?)

'someone, one, people, something is, becomes
C' or, by extension of 'something is C', 'C

exists'; a. C ~-1e(?) 'someone, one, people,

something is, becomes a': 25.209A, 34.91L, 50.=

63A, ~elahsAa.Geyu. ~Ge1e?1 'one is becoming

White tlen (Eyaks are assimilating)' (Billy Dude

said) 72.9L (cf. ?el ~elahsAa.Geyu. ~se1e?1

'there got to be these White Peoplewresent,

Whi tes arrived on the scene)' 68.63A), Rezanov
f(lI/,d'-

XaBaKOJIJIe 'AYPHO h~sslich' ~ewa. -fu.3:eh 'one

is a dog (people act like dogs, times are bad)'

72.6L; some instances may be interpreted either

way: 61.13, -6g...l14:A1 ?u~a? ~~iyah qe? ~sdi=

3:e?3: 'people became belligerent over it again',

'there arose trouble over it again' 28.124A, ~=

gv.~u? ~se1e?1 'one (Eyaks) became many', 'a

large population came to exist' 68.44A.

3b. with ~-indefinte as S and unpossessed

noun as C: (1) ~ exists substantively, there is such

a thing as C! ('something is substantively an in=

stance of a'): 2a.2M, 25.202A, 64.15G, dik' k'a?=

1e. G 'there is no such thing' L-, dik' Santa

Claus k'a?1e.G 'there is no Santa Claus' L, ?~',

de~u?ya?~ Santa Claus ~.3:eh 'yes, Santa Claus



does indeed exist' L, ?ulah ya. q'uh fuse3:e?3:

'he got into trouble' ('a thing concerning him

came about') L, silah ya. k'u°3:eh 'I've go;t=

ten into trouble; it's my fault' L, fulah ya.

k'uGe3:e?3: 'someone's getting into trouble' L.

(2) '0 is present (exists at a certain time and/=

or place)': 7.41, 10.230A, 16.4M, 24.20, 25.58,
-,

73, 28~~24A, ?~;1, 1~~ ~_~~L, 51. 8A, 57. 28G, --?
60.14, 61.13A, 62.7, 16 (inceptive customary nega=

tive), 22, 23,63.39, 64.15G, 68.1,44,49, 63A,
.-Galushia Nelson ~a'tGut3:Eo or ~atGut}Eo 'sick=

ness' BSdL 552 ~ahd fu.3:eh 'sickness is present',

~ewa.~? ?~.d ~Ge}e?} 'there are getting to be

many dogs here' L, frequently with qi? 'place" .lOt' .., ," ., 7 L',ql,..i" ~'CJ;,;>,'$,,-rw..J '-. i'
where': fu?luw ~ye?e?d qi? k'u.}eh 'area in ' ;

,i',

which a large grizzly-bear den is present' L,
'"

x~?}q di} qi? k'u.3:eh 'very bloody place' L,

cra? qi? 3:i?q ~.3:eh 'place that's all muddy'

L, x~?3:q qi? qa? k'use3:e?3: 'place that got

very bushy' L, t~heyah~ ~~? qi? ~.~eh

'where there's lots of driftwood' (good place to

camp, place-name?) L, giyah qi? geAa.Ge}?a.}=

ya?d qew sahx ~°3:eh 'where water forms small

puddles is where cockles are' L; place-names are

frequently of this type: see ..('-sahxw-sahx, ~i.~,
, ",c ,~ca ° S, ?!ihS, ~e .yu?, giyah, lis, ye ° ~!t Ix~~



~

frequent also with nouns denoting certain natural

phenomena, especially weather and seasonal condi=
,

tions: 2a.21, 4.6M, 11.156A, 19.18L, 23.119, 28.=

41A, 34.116, 117L, 60.14A, 63.40G, Rezanov XaJIH.=

KOKOKOT~e~b 'OceHbHerbst' ~ela.g ~Ge}e?}

'it is getting to be winter' L, ?a?d ~Siyah

~ela.g ~use}e?} 'there came a very bad winter'

L, gesi.kih gah ~.}eh 'it's twilight, slight=

ly daylight' L, qih ya.qd ~Ge}e?} 'clouds are

drifting apart, there'll be good weather' ('a

clearing is forming in the sky') L, qahs ~se=

}e?} 'it got completely clouded over' L, qehsq

~qa?}e? ,'there'll be moonlight' L, kihd?a?luw

~se}e?} 'there got to be much d'ry snow' L, qi?

gah ~.}ehda? ?exa.~ 'I (cust) come to where

it's daylight' L, Gedeqey~.ySgah~ ~.li}e? 'let

it be foggy (let there be fog)' L.

3c. With ~-indefinite S and possessed noun

as 0, 'possessor's 0 exists, possessor has 0': 8.=

3,4,10.164,179,24.65,68,69,84,25.200,32.=
39, 37b.59, 49.2, 80A, 62.31, 63.11G, Rezanov

TaK~eKoYT~ro 'YMHOll klug' (?u)deGeleh ~.}}hinu.

'they're smart, have sense; smart people' L, ?u=

deGeleh ~.}eh cat's name 'it's smart'A, di?=

we~ side?u.G ~.}eh 'I'm still alive' ('my

breath still exists') L, ?u~\l.}eyah ~Ge}e';>}}h



'he's getting teeth (teething)' L, ~"delehkih

lCuGe:1:e?1 'animals are getting their horns' ('some=

thing's small horns are coming into existence') L,

qeqga? ?uni"~ ?ewa" lCu":1:}hinu" seqe"Geyu"

'children who have .noses like -loons' 24.26A, fre=

quent in nominalizations: ?ule~e1delih ~":1:eh

'cherries; prunes' ('theyhavepits') L, ?uleqah

lCu"1eh 'straight pin' ('it has a head') L, di~

?uqa? ~a?1e"G}h 'woman who has no husband' L,

see also ~id-~ed"

3d" With lCu-indefinite Sand postpositional

phrases as C: ?u~a?d ~"1eh 'there is a place
behind it' 60.34, 34A, Rezanov TaKeKYHTo~T~eK~ --
'nYCToi1 leer' di~ ?uya?d lCu'1eh 'it (0 with -

..opening at top) has nothing in it' L, ?uyeq Ii?,~"
lCu" :1:eh 'tube' (, it (0 wi th:- opening not at top)

has a deep interior'), 'it's hollow inside' M,

}/~(;~~e~"\t';.(e~!' (~:~~~th(/ "i~ (t:"~:L~~Ub~I)~~~S' a hollow
/l.

(space) all the way through' L, qi?de~ delu?

lCu":1:ehplace-name for "Cutoff" (canoe passage

through H~wkins Island) 'where there is a passage

through'M, ?uqa? delu? lCu":1:eh place-name for

passage by Channel Islands 'there's a passage be=

tween them' L, qi"ye~i~qa? ~"1eh ca?~ 'gloves'

('mitts which have interstices between the toes')

L, ?u~e~eAa"qa?~ lCu'1}h}h 'he (or she) is wear=



ing earrings' ('he has ear-interstices') L, Ga=

lushia Nelson oStnhtkatla name of Gus Nelson

BSdL Genealogical Table ?us}hd ~.leh 'there

is a hiding-place behind it (him?)' L.

3e. With ~-indefinite S and o-~da.d

'without 0' as C (these occur ootl1. with negative

prefix and one also with negative suffix; cf.

19. (3) above, by which these seem to be influ=

enced): ?ida?ya.le~ ?udeGeleh~da.d ~a?le.G

'she's too senseless' 49.82A (blend of di~

?udeGeleh ~a?le.G 'she has no sense' and ?ida?=

ya.le~ ?udeGele~da.d ?a?leh (or yileh) 'she's
too senseless'), giyahgele~da.d ?uq ~a?leh name

of Little Mummy Island "no water on it" L (blend of

di~ giyah ?uq ~a?le.G 'there is no water on it'

and giyahgele~da.d ?uq ?a?leh (or yileh) 'it

is without water on it, its surface is waterless').

3f. With ~-indefinite S and a pronoun to

function as C, the C takes the form of the post=

positional phr~se o-~, '0 exists, comes into

existence', usually '0 is born': 2a.IIM, di~

dita.o ?u~ ~a?le.G 'in olden times it didn't

exist' 36.25A, ?u.d qew si~ ~sele?l 'that's

where I was born' L.

4. With thematic prefix combination qe-=

plural and ~-thematic, 'many small', requiring



}a?!.

~
I JA_.

, \~)}a? (perhaps related to ~a? of ~a?xa?) ..
.~}a? (noun, d-class) 'glacier' LMA, 49.147,150,

150,151,151,60.34,34,34,34,35, Galushia
Nelson ~1a', Old Man Dude t1a' 'glacier, cf.

['JTlingit['J' BSdL 537, 1a?da?luw 'big gla=

cier'M, }a?dekih 'little glacier' M, ~
,'6'4~~-!.g:i-~0':i.:-er-b-ea:~;"" 1 a? d e :JJ:a_?__,"~ g,b,}.,1 I

~o,,="-- /
~camp by a glaCier':.;r~~o~~~

--"--- I
}a?dediyuh 'glacier bear' (Urpus emmonsi) LA.

I

!') /' 1 " r I 'ri"
.L.., , CJ"1 /., ./.,;,. f4«.., j!tA~ / ." ~ S~

G f~ h\~~! t~ 1..LA~) <ff'"""2~ ~""- ~
ill(;' Pi-P ),) ~ ~ Jk ~C-A i- ,~ ~ ~~;;'~ / ,
,"":;k ,h r .,.' ~ ( -~ "-' t";L) ~". ' ~ ~-YJ. t ) );~fW t'~ ~ ( ("M :;( ,# r~ II ~,e.. a ." "" I r /.1 ' ~ .8.. ,I .' ~ ...t7ta lLr2~ ~ (~~.{ ~ i i J¥; I 1'rk ~

i.-I ~ ~ ." a Coo. ~,~ /l «~/) I .
..., 2- ; -

" .."' I'" ./ -'",



3:a.

la., see ~a.



}eh

}eh (perhaps to be identified with }e(?), though

form expected would be 1e? unless neuter imper=

fective, and prefixes for neuter imperfective are
ff-4-!.tl' -It.()wtj~

lacking; perhaps to be identified with -1-le, ~
A

expected form would be }ih)

-}eh (attested in two forms only): with }?hd

'smoke': 1?hd1eh (noun) 'tobacco, cigar, ciga=

rette' L; with 3ewu1 'net' and g-class-mark

'filament-like' thematized: 3ewu1gu1eh (noun,

g-class) 'yarn, twine, cord (e.g. for nets)' L

(see 5ewu} for examples).



...

active imperfective (only attestations thereof

with this stem) instead of neuter imperfective:

deqa.yu. le~ ~a?~ deqi.kih~ qe~e}e? 'some=
times it (rainbow) dwindled (by degrees) away

upwards this way to nothing' 51.10A, AeG~g

~qe~e}e? 'there's dirt allover the place'
('dirt is present (in many bits, over and over)')

L.



.%?h

.%~h (attested only in Harrington ms. from G, unknown
to L and M)

}~h (noun) 'bark': George Johnson in Harrington
ms. }~h, }}ah 'bark', lis-ya'-}~h 'spruce.
bark' lisya? }~, ~s+!ttshI ~' }~h 'fir

~- ~
bark' d}"cihya? }~h, .%ahlaq la.%~Jh 'moss

or lichen on spruce bark, lit. "that which grows

on the bark"', perhaps to be read .%~hleq le.%=

xwah, with l-class-mark, which more correctly

however would be }~h(?)a.na.<i le}xWah, or is

perhaps in error for }~hda"q with d-class-mark.

Neither L nor M could recall having heard .%~h;

cf. .%} "y-.%}" , .%V' , .%~" .



leG guGa?yae} 'weather (tide and shoreline) is

lovely' ('tide is rising beautifully') L, s}a?=

dah ?ie}ilihih 'a pretty-faced person' A, with

-kih 'diminutive': s}a?dahkih ?ie}ilih}h 'a

cute-, pretty-faced person' Ae



.r:a?2

2.r:a? (perhaps to be analyzed .r:-a? or .r:e-a? and re=

lated to a,2, or perhaps < %-sa? with metathesis

from unattested verb-theme with stem -sa? and %-=

classifier, cf. du.x%ideh)

s%a?dah (adverb, with -dah adverbializer, prob=

ably to be analyzed s-%a?-dah with unidentified

.s- prefix, or %-sa?-dah; once %a?dah from A,

but rejected by L) 'beautiful(ly) , pretty(ly),

nice(ly), lovely, kindly' (prettier or nicer than

~3u.dah, but not so pretty or nice as qe?-dl-=

%e-a' L), ?a?d s%a?dah qi? ~.~eh 'a place

where it's very beautiful' 5l.57A, s%a?dah ?i.=

~eh 'it's pretty' M, ?el ?ewle~ s1a?dah ?i.=

~eh 'this is prettier than that' M, %a?dah

?i.~}h}h 'she's pretty (has a nice body, figure)'

M (L rejects, corrects to s%a?dah), la?dnu.

s1a?dah ?u?Gede?}hinu. qe?%Geyu. 'two pretty

women'M, ?idehdah s%a?dah ?u?deGede?eh yahd

'a very pretty house' M, s%a?dahS xu?Gede?eh

'do I look pretty?' M, di~ s%a?dah ?i?Gede?~.G

'you don't look pretty' M, s1a?dah de~ yi=

1}h}h 'she's a nice, kind person' (not neces=

sarily pretty, but virtuous)' ('she's a person

beautifully') L, s1a?dah G e1~e?~'% ' it I S a nice

night' ('it's nighting beautifully') L, s1a?dah



-

.1:11 .
""h--.~ r

.1:l}. (perhaps loan from Tlingit~

.1:l}. (noun) 'plant species?'~ L. L is fairly cer=
!

tainshe has heard the ter~, but hardly remembers
I

i'its meaning; at one POijt she seemed to recall

that it referred to "some black thing that grows
,,0

I'
in lakes, seems li~f';'it's a plant, a long thing

""that comes up f!;'pm the bottom", which she saw in
"'c",'

her youth, ~~ar Alaganik, at evening-time; cf.
r~'P"""

~e.~. 6?-a~~~t .1:u.n 'bark of hemlock

or cottonwood' (Boas), ?~d.1:uni 'its bark'

(Naish-Story).

.



:1:?'?

I

:1:iI-'?

-X?o? (noun, unclassified, or (archaically?) d-=

class) 'thigh, upper leg': 37b.23, 23A (unclas=

sified), Rezanov RaT~HH$ 'JH~BeM Lenden' qa'=

xii-'? 'our, human thigh, upper leg', Galushia
n n (Nelson Got:1:a" or Got:1:a' 'leg whole, or

thigh only?' BSdL 542, St:1:iI- 'my leg (upper)'

si:1:iI-'?, OX? 'his leg' ?u:1:~o? unpublished in

de Laguna fieldnotes, sixil-°? 'my thigh, upper

leg' L, ~:1:~'?luw 'big thigh' LM, ?u~iI-'?

?ewao se:1:~~?:1: 'his legs (thighs) are skinny'

L, C!iya?~GxC;l'? 'frog-legs' L; d-class: x~o?=

da?luw 'big-thighs' (epithet) L, ?ixiI-'?deya?d

'your crotch' L.



;;j,
3:~.

,~,

3:?

3:~. (noun) 'baleen, whalebone' Rezanov, 'plastic'

L, 'fungus sp.' LA, 'hemlock, "alchuck'" M. Reza=

nov T~~gH$ ~HToBHe YCH Walfisch-Barten, Fisch=

bein'. Modern informants are very uncertain of

the meaning of this form, the existence of which,

however, is well remembered. M: 'hemlock, or "al=

chuck" (51~e'k, hard to tell from hemlock, very

strong, fine grain, thick needles)', probably in=

correct, influenced by 3:}.y-3:}., 3:v., 3:a.~, q.=

v. A: "white stuff in rotting tree". L: "some

kind of plastic"; Minnie Stevens asked L if her

comb was made of it: 3:~.~e?ew 'is that 3:a.?';

L thinks that 3:a. might also refer, as A says,

to a very white skinlike fungus that grows on

rotted dead logs, of which L used to make doll-=

moccasins.



.,-__'..'111_111 r 3::} 0 Y -3::j. 0

3::j.°y-3::j.° (form uncertain)

3::}oy-3:}O (noun, dl-class'?) "some kind of tough

wood, any kind of hard wood,?" L (has definitely

heard, but does not remember what it is: "may

have to do with a tree"), 3::j.°y 3:a?g '3:}oy

wood' L (heard Billy Dude say, "some kind of

wood, found on the other side of Hawkins Island,

ioeo not ordinarily found in the immediate Cor=

do va area, cedar'?"), 3:}.y~e?ew 'is it 3:}oy,?'

L (has heard, "some kind of spruce,,"), kilAa°fu?

3:}oy 'lots of 3:}oy' L (perhaps influenced by

c:j.°Y 'branches', dl-class)o

/

"

" " 'f



, 1
1:id-1:edl

~id-~edl (~id more frequent than ~ed; perhaps to be

identified with 1:id-~ed2)

de-~id-g (with thematic -g-repetitive) 's (tree,

bush, branch) is dead and dried': sdi~idg~ 'it

(tree) is dead; dry wood' L (the latter gloss is

probably the more appropriate, active perfective

nominalized), ~de~jdgda?luw 'big dead tree' M .(active imperfective nominalized as d-class noun),

Harrington ta~ldtk 'dead dried tree' G de~edg

'it (tree) is dying, drying', active imperfective

nominalized; with d-class-mark for S, more fre=

quent than without, and frequently nominalized,

as d-class-noun: disdilidgl 'dead trees or bush=

est L, disdi~idg~ si~ dio?a? 'give me a piece

of dry wood~' L, qedisdilidg~ "something about

lumber" 1'1 ('pl. (wood) are dead and dry'), qu?=

dede~idg 'it (tree) will die' L; with dl-class-=

mark for c~oy 'branch': Aaosdilidg~ 'dead dry

branches'L.

0-~d-(1-7)led-g uncertain form, attested only once,

with ~d-class-mark for 0, < -l-~ed- 7: qu?~edi.x=

ledg 'I'll split (7) wood' M.

f ;tJ~ &<K;«- J



1

:l:id-:l:ed2

xid-:l:ed2 (lid more frequent than :l:ed; perhaps to be

identified with lid-ledl; expanded }e-d and ~i-d)

O-gd-~id(-xed)-g (with thematic -g-repetitive and

mark including g-class-mark 'filament-like') 'S

braids 0, S braids O's hair': xugedi.xidg 'braid

my hair:' L, gude~i.d~inu. 'they (cust) braid

their (not own) hair' L, gedi.}idg, gedi.xedg

'braid it (hair, wick)!' L; reflexive (where de-=

classifier indicates that classifier of basic theme

is zero): ?edgeda.de}edg 'braid your hair:' A,

?edgudede~idg}h 'she's braiding her (own) hair'

L, ?edgedede~e.d~inu. 'they (cust) braid their

(own) hair' L.

gudelidg (noun, gd-class or unclassified) 'braid

(of hair)' L, gude}idggude?a.w 'long braid' L,

gudexidg si~ ?eta? 'give me a braid:' L.



3:~d

3:~d ~ ,\-
' 1:.~ "

3:~hd (noun, unclassified) 'smoke' LM, 3.5M, 18.10, ~i ;~
, ~ '!

\82, 27a.37L, 33.19, 36A, 47b.31M, 47c.32L, 65.18, -r ~ !
~ ,.) "

56, 57A, Rezanov TJIJIaYT'I> ~'(not in Radlov), : t ,\
~ ~ f

Galushia Nelson t3:an't, Old Man Dude t3:ant ~d .~
? .J~. ;'smoke, dark blue' BSdL 538,553, 3:9-hd(?)a?luw :j ~

'big smoke, lots of smoke' LM, 3:~d dU?c'g}h ~ } ~
"'~'he's smoking' ('he's sucking smoke') L, ?i.li°J.C -J -~

qVhew 3:~d weJ.C 3:ih 'he's pretending to smoke ~ ~~
..\Y

(tobacco)' ('it's ~ust) in intent that he's doing ~ ~
~ ,~

thus to smoke') (:+;lj;hd weJ.C 3:}h:j.h 'he' s smoking') '1 ,,"
~ ~

L, 3:~hd ?ediJ.Cd ?iGe3:qe?s3: 'smoke is getting ~~ ~
.-.thick indoors' M, :+;~hd ?u?leGe:+;J.Ca? 'fill it ! ;;,
" "-
:,

(room, etco) with smoke:, 'make it smoky:' L, ;

for movement and position of smoke see ?i-d-(3:-) ~t
~

?a and ?i-d-:+;-?a' ; :+;9-hdga? ?i°t'eh 'it's blue' 1
..

":('it's like smoke (in color)') L; Galushia Nelson
~
'\

Owaot:tJ.C:3£EGB.' 3:anot 'signal ("signal-smoke") BSdL -~

552 ?uwao:+;J.C ?u?dega? :t9-hd 'smoke according (by i-"
(~~!""}V cTj7:1;,j"J;,))"~'rj-(".r-e r(\a~r"~ cc):::~~-::;~?_,";!t!:~~M'1.' (,.",-f '" t:?.~I~v) -",,/c , ,f'

close'. ~t.tentJ.on) to which it is ~9wn! \" /.. 1 t ".~ It,; 11
2 f{&!-~.,) t.,.I-..f '.,,4 ~;iJ ':~...,(...,~'. i '.,;"..ri 't~""+'""-!'~V~./""" ..A~) ~"'~/(.

:t9-hd3:eh (noun, -:+;eh not clearly identified, pro=

bably related to ~~hd weJ.C 3:ih above, and to

following entry) 'tobacco, cigar, cigarette' L.

~~hdey~ ((weJ.C) deleh) (noun) 'smoking-pipe' « --

~~d ?uyeq weJ.C deleh 'smoke is acted thus upon

in it'): Furuhjelm Liataiahkhahtale 'pipe' 3:~hd=.
.'



)
't

eyeG [wJeJ$: deleh, Old Man Dude :t;cil.tceYUJJ:te:le: -

unpublished, no gloss, in fieldbook of Frederica

de Laguna :t;ahd[eJy[eqJweJ$: deleh, Harrington

:t;~ht ~q t~ll~h 'smoking-pipe' G, :t;~hdeyeq

deleh, :t;fithdeyeq 'smoking-pipe' fL. ~.\
~~c;,$'~ ~ n

:t;~deyeq qa?ah (noun) 'chimney' LJ « :t;~d ?uyeq
A

qa? ?ah 'smoke rises in it'), Rezanov T~RaHTe=

eXKara 'Tpy6a Schornstein', Old Man Dude t:t;ant=

tqa'a 'smokehole' BSdL 545.

O-(:t;-?)l~d(-g) 'S smokes 0' (with optional thematic

-g-repetitive): ?e:t;~hd 'smoke it (fish)~' 1, :t;i~

xah te?ya? da. :t;~hdg 'every summer we smoke

fish' L; passive: sdi:t;~hdg:t; 'it (fish) has been

smoked'L.



le?t'

le?t'

le?t' (noun) 1. (unclassified) 'box' M, 'box; cof=

fin; square' L, 2a.4, 10,12, 18M, 2b.16, 16L,

28.117,118,119,121,29.34,35,65.27,59,63,
64, 67, 76, 76A, Rezanov""TJIbJIeT'L '.ff:IJmR'L Kas=

ten', Galushia Nelson lat' or lat 'box' BSdL

546, Gotsa ya' 3:at 'meat box ("meat's box")'
BSdL 546, 3:e?t'?a?luw 'big box' LM, 3:e?~?ekih

'little box' M, 3:e?t'ya?d setah3: 'it's in a box

(with opening at top)' L, 3:e?t'yeqd setah3: 'it's
in a box (with opening not at top)' L, ?ew 3:e?~

Ge3:qa? 'set the box on its side!' L; 3:e?~ga?

?e3:~a?g 'draw a square:' ('mark it with the like=
ness of a box:') L.

2. (gdl-class?) 'diamonds (suit at cards)':
3:e?~ ~~.? geAa.sa?yah3: 'I got a trump in dia=

monds (in "66" card-game)' ('diamonds have become

complete', with gdl- probably class-mark' dye,

color' < gl- 'liquid' + d- 'bright') L.

-3:e?~, attested as verb only in da? Gile?~,

nickname for a white man with a square face, 'box-=

face', with combination of da? preverb and

Gi-thematic 'face'.



.'f:e?'f:-.'f:e?'f:q'

.'f:e?3:-3:e?3:q (free variation between 3:e?3:-G and 3:e?3:q;

on one occasion L rejected 3:e?3:G in favor of 3:e?3:q,

but in the transcriptions of Li and Harrington 3:e?3:G

rather than 3:e?3:q is clearly implied)

3:e?}-G-3:e?3:q (noun, unclassified) 'down-feathers':

3:e?3:q LMA, 2a.6M, 19.17,31L, 25.12, 75A, 3:e?3:G

LMA, 21b.58, 25.74, 75A, 38.9M1, Rezanov T~e3~~K~

'nyx~ Daunen', 3:e?3:q?e~? 'lots of down-feathers'

M; 3:e?3:Gga? ?i.~eh 'it's light(-weight) ,

('it's like down-feathers') LM.

3:e?3:Geci?lah3: (noun) 'feather-pillow' L, Rezanov

T~ee~~~HT~~ ~o~a Kopfkissen', also 3:e?'f:q=

ci?lah}, 3:e?3:qcu?lah3:, le?lGci?lah3:, le?3:Gcu?=

lah} M.



~..,rC- 1 uh1---
1uh1 (perhaps loan from Tlingit, Naish-Story 1u1

'fireweed')
1uh1 (noun, d-class) "some kind of bark" L, L has

definitely heard, perhaps a water-plant species,
"brown stalks, some reach the surface of the

water, pullout, good to eat" (see 1\1-), 1uhJ:=

deya? da.~ seqehJ: 'he boated across in a (craft
made of) 1uhJ:' L (vaguely remembered, see also

ta?xd)) -+t-","scrt'p f.t~1'I ~ L," i... 1\,0> {-;c.. b.~/~ (II f" ~ 1- ') f

(.)-- r il"'tlits ~ ~'! 1. I ) I ,..is- ~ ,s.fr~&. P4rL ~



l:ah3

1ah3

1ah3 (noun), remembered only in 1ah3 yi~eh

'hard, knotty (or wet?) wood, which burns long'
( , it is 1ah3 ,) L.



};a?~

};a?~

-};a?~ (noun, unclassified) 'stomach' (internalor=

gan): 28.84,85,88, 88A, Rezanov KOTJISIt!~ Illy =

aHP~ Blase' k'u3:a?~ 'stomach' LMA, k'u};a?~ih

'small stomach' M, k'u3:a?~luwyu. 'big stomachs'

(not used literally, but of insects with large

abdomens) 14.2,6, 7L, Galushia Nelson s};~xu~};x
"..

6dt};a'~c or st~xut'3:x 63};a't'c 'bladder for" ""
harpoon ("inflated stomach")' BSdL 549 s};ixu?~=

(g)}; ~3:a?~ or sdixu?~(g)}; k'u3:a?~ 's stomach

which has been inflated'.

de-};a?~, attested only in ?ed};a?ni ° qga? ?idi=

};a?~};}h 'he's voracious' ('he has a stomach like

a seagull's', neuter perfective) L.

.



.1:U?(!

.1:u?(!

lu?(! (noun, unclassified) 'blister, swelling, bump

("goose egg" from blow, insect bite)' LM, lu?~=

?a?luw 'big blister' LM.

de-lu?(! 'S swells, gets swelling': Gedelu?(!l 'it's

swelling'L, qu?delu?(! 'it'll swell' L, often

with qa? 'up out': qa? sdilu?(!l 'a blister

has formed, it's swollen up' L, qa? sdilu?~gl

'a blister formed' (with -g-repetitive thematized)

A, with anatomical marks: leGexdelu?(!l 'my cheek

is swelling (from e.g. bad tooth)' L, le~edixsdi=

lu?(!l 'my eye swelled up (from e.g. mosquito bite)'

L.
O-(l-?)lu?(! (perhaps derived from preceding, transi=

tive (causative) thereof), attested only in la?q

qu?x3:u?~ 'I'll break it (blister, with e.g. a

needle)' L (la?q 'thickness, deflation').



w
~a?g -la?g

1 -I I') \..-'O;j .~; v... ~ 4.""... ' , ;j

~a?gW-1a?g (archaic final -gW well attested)

~a?gW-~a?g (noun, unclassified, or, sometimes for

L, d-class) 'wood, firewood': 1a?g 36.3,4,4,
65.46A, 'wood (any kind)' L, t firewood , M, Re=

zanov TAHKKY 'APoBa Holz', Old Man Dude t1aqW

'firewoodt BSdL 548 1a?gW 'wood' AS (-gW with

labialization very clear, especially for B), 1a?gW
~?e1~e~g tsw wood:t S, kilde~iyah 1a?g 'bad -..,

wood' L, ~a?gda?luw tbig (hunk of) wood' L,

kilfu? 1a?g tmuch wood' nJI, yaoluhdg 1a?g tnot

much wood' M, sdi?li?d1 1a?g 'wet green wood' L,

1iqec~ 1a?g twood that's liable to splitt L,

1a?g weJ.t" ?ex1io~ 'I (cust) gather firewood' L,

1a?g qid qa? di.?yah1 'wood is piled up' M,

1a?g ?ediJ.t"i~ ?e1yao? 'bring in wood (pl. pieces,

pl. loads):' M, 1a?g ?ediJ.t"i~ ?e1a? tbring in

wood (pl. pieces, one load)~' Mo



3:}hGl

~~

l}hG (perhaps related to li~~l therefore to be ana= -
~lyzed *li-nG)

l}hG (numeral) 'one': With -ih (abstract, or
associated with unclassified nouns), 1}hGih,

often also translatable as 'a certain ,(~f,t..g~,
I

;;0contrastively, 'other': 2b.16L, 8.15, 16, 9.~~, -~

10.43,75,77, 157A, 18.4, 50,61,67,77,78,
19.22, 21a.10L, 21b.24, 23.2,4,53,149,24.47,

25.53,54,119,144, 27b.14, 28.1A, 30.3, 8L,
33.67A, 34.2M, 34.85L, 37a.l, 122, 38.6, 14,

j

16, 19LM, 39.4, 41.1L, 46.1~, 47b.9, 42, 44M,

47c.49, 50, 51, 53, 48.10L, 49.2, 4, 8,15,32,
32, 51.38A, 52.3, 7, 53.4,5,10,31, 55.8L,

61.84A, 62.15,63.1,64.5, lOG, 65.13,13,68.=

43,86,99,69.11, 12A, 71.11LM, Rezanov TAHHR~-3
'1.', Wrangell TAXHHKe 'Eins', Furuhjelm
Likhi 'one', Galushia Nelson t1tnkE 'I.'

BSdL 552, 1}hGih ~ewa. 'one dog' LM, 1}hGih

du.~ 'one cat' L, 1}hGih ~iSah1 'I dug up

one (clam)' L, 1}hGih le~a. 'one of you pl.'

L, ?~ 1}hGih ~~iyah ?ula?~ di.?yah1}h
qe?1da? sah1}h 'he went over to that one angry

women (of two)' 47.c51L, ?~h 1}hGih qe?1da?

sah1 'he went over to that other woman' 47c.53L,

?~h 1}hGih ?~hdahd gu1iy~.?1 'one (person) is
leaning aginst the other' ('that one is standing

,..



against him') L, 1thGih ~~ah~ 'one foot'

(measurement) LM, 1~hGih c'a?~g 'one drop' M,
1}hGih yahd 'one yard' (measurement) L, 1~h=
Gih ~~a?~ 'one hour', 1~hGih s1i~a?~~

lit's one o'clock, it struck one' L, 1~hG1h~ahd

ya.?a.g '1:30' ('b~lf-way since one') L, often,
especially in measurements of time, enumerating
the number of times an event (measuring or marking

time) takes place: 21b.24, 23.53, 25.119, 27b.14,

69.11, 12A, }~hGiA~ \ yese}qab} 'one day went by',

(nominaliZed)r\~o~diy' L; }}hGih da.~ 'one at
a time' 34.83L; as digit in higher numerals:

Rezanov TaKKaKOaT~HHK~-S '11.', Furubjelm

Takhakhlikha 'eleven' deGa.~[~a.dJ }}hGih,
AdeGa.~~a.d }~hGih 'eleven' M) ~e.qa.(g)~a.d -

}}bGih 'twenty-one'M; with de- '~': de=

}}hGih 'just one, exactly one' A, de}~hGih

~e~ '(for exactly, just) one night' 65.43A; with
diminutive -kih: ?~ }~hGihkih 'that small fel=

low, youngster' 10.26A. In conjunction with clas=
sified nouns: l~hG ~eda. gab 'one day' 43.16,

45b.lO, 46.7, 47b.23, 27M (in all these instances
not a measure of time but rather in the sense 'then

on a certain day', perhaps under influence of Eng=

lish ) }ihG xeda. gahwahd da. qa?qeh 'we'll, ..
go (by boat) for one day' L, }~hG,ana. qe~ah 'one -

-'\



-

month' M, ~}hGa.na. ?i~ 'one mountain' L,

1}hGa.na. teG~ 'one hammer' M, 1}hG da.
da.na. 'one dollar' S, ~thG gada. ma. 'one

lake'M, zthG guka. le.1 'one hair' LM,

1}hG guka. la.~ 'one piece of string' L,
1thG guka. Ge.c' 'one strand of spruceroot' L,

1}hG ti.na. ~~ah 'one pelt' M, 1thG qi.na.

~eh1 'one piece of rope' M, ~}hG qi"da. ~=
lCah~ 'one (anatomical) foot' LM, l}hG le~a.

'one (berry)' M, 1thG le~a. si~ le~a?a? 'give

me one (berry)~' L~, 1}hG le~a. lCula.~le~a?luw

'one big eye' L. With -nu.leya?, 3:}hGnu.leya?

'one pair', with no overt class-marks even in as=

sociation with classified nouns; l}hGnu.leya?

s~hes}"3: 'one pair of socks' L, ~}hGnu.leya?
ca?~ 'one pair of mittens' L. As 0 of postpo=

sitions, with adverbial function in sentence;

~thGda?~ 'once, one time' L (often as an opening
formula for stories, but probably under English

influence; see Texts, Introduction 0.1); 2b.l,

5.IL, 8.lA, l3.lL, 15.1, l6.lM, 20.lA, 22.1, 27a.=

lL, 29.lA, 30.1,31.1,40.1, 4l.lL, 43.1, IM, 44.=

1, 45a.l, 10L, 49.lA, 55.1,56.1, 58.lL, 6l.4aA;
1thGda.~ 'to one place' 29.20A, di~ ~thGda.dG

'not in one place' 68.62A, z}hGda.d da? 'one

spot muddy' ('mud in one place') L; with -dah



,

adverbializer, 3:}h6dah 'still, motionless,

without movement, without change of location':

3:fh6dah set'u?3::j.h 'he suddenly "froze", suddenly

ceased activity, became catatonic' L, 3:}h6dah

?a?~e. 'sit still:' L, 3:}hGdah ?i3:t'ux 'hold

it still:' L.



.1:a?q'

:1:a?q'

-:1:a?q' '8 (plant) dies, withers': Ge:1:a?q:1: 'it

(flower, grass, tree) is dying' L, qa?:1:a?q'

'it (plant) will die' L, se:1:a?q~ 'it (plant)

died' LA, ?e:1:a'~ 'they (plants) (cust) wither

and die' L.



3:e"s.k'

~e"slC

1e.slC (noun, ~d-class) 'log (hewn or cut), plank,

block (of wood), railroad tie' LMAS, Rezanov

T~RMcKexaToKo~e 'BpeBHo Balken' 1e.slC...~~de=

ku~g..., ~e"s~edekudgkih 'small little log' M,

~e.slC ?u.d ~edesetah1, ?~"~ ~edi?~~ahd 'a

log is lying there, drag it here:' L, ~e.slC

si~ ~edi"ta? (or -?a?) 'give me a log, plank,

block (of wood):' L, ~e.s~eda?luw 'big rail:

road ties' M, ~e"s~eda.~ xu?lese3:c'e~~}h 'he

threw a log at me' L.

~e"slCeyahd (noun, d-class) 'log-cabin' ('log-house')

L.



:%e?xW~-:%e?x~

}e?xW~-}e?x~ (}e?xw~ attested from A and S)

-}e?xw~--}e?~ (noun, unclassified) 'bladder (uri=

nary), gallbladder': ~}e?x~ 'gallbladder'LM,

'bladder' L, fu}e?xw~ 'gallbladder' A, "piss-=
bag" S, ~}e?x~?a?luw 'big bladder' L.

~}e?x~ga? ?i'~eh (dide?}) (noun) 'electric

light bulb' ('(lamp) which is like a bladder') L.

~}e?x~ga? le~i'~eh (noun, l~-class) 'grape'
('they (l~-class, berry-like) are like gallblad=

ders') L.



:%e?xwc'-:%e?xc'

3: e?xwc'-3:e ?xc' (3:e?x",lc' attested from A and Rezanov)

3:e?xwc'( N%e?xc) -3: (-3:-suffix apparently absent in

Rezanov) (noun, unclassified) 'wart': ~e?xc~
'wart' ll1, Rezanov TJIeXYIl;:E, 'Bopo.ZJ;HaBKa

Warze', ~e?xwc:% 'wart' A, ~e?xc~?a?luw 'big

wart'LM.
de-3:e?xd 'S has wart', attested only with ana=

tomical marks: ?ideyi~ah gedisdi~e?xd~ 'he's
so stingy he has warts on his rump' (a standard

expression) L, with qa? 'up out': qa? yixsdi=
~e?xd~ 'I got a "blister" on my h~d' A, 'I got

a wart on my hand' L.



:tilao?

:tilao? (perhaps to be segmented :ti-lao?, perhaps

nominalized neuter imperfective of unidentified verb-=

theme :te-lao? or, if < :telae?, active imperfective;

informants unable to etymologize or inflect; perhaps
_,..-~r'.'1."'.'.j'i ~"" 1"""'~'rr'. ,;.11'.:~ L,¥\.a. ,1

related to :tenio?~

lilao? (noun, unclassified) 1. 'man, boy, male

(as opposed to female, human or otherwise)' LS,

2a.5, 22, 3.6M, 18.29,31,41, 19.1L, 24.1,6,

19,27,27, 27b.56, 28.1,3,6,29.2,32,64, 68A,

31.8,10,12, 13L, 34.73L, 34.87L, 36.3A, 37a.13,

17,42.1,44.1, 45a.11, 45b.lM, 47a.l, 47c.l, 22,

48.11,49.6,7, 38A, 52.3, 7,14,19,53.5,19,

22,55.19,58.11,61.123,68.86,99,102, 104A,

Furuhjelm 1ilia 'man', Galushia Nelson tltlao?

or tltlaO 'man' BSdL 542, :tila.?se?~ 'is it

(newborn) a boy?' 1, de.duw yi:teo, ~ila.? dao~

qe?~ 'which it is, a boy or a girl' 23.123A,

~ilao? se~e?~ 'it's (it, newborn, became) a boy'

1, 'he (pubescent, with changing voice) became

a man' 1, :tila.? xi:teh da.~ ?iqe?li.xgu?~

'if I were a (grown) man I'd punch you in the

face' 1M, ~ila.? ?i?}h}h 'the man is married'

1, ~ila.? cis}h 'a man is copulating with her'

S, AeGe?i.~ ~ila.? yileh 'are you alone a

man1' (i.e. 'you're not the only man in the

"" ..



world') 10.188A, di~ ~ih6ih ~ila.? ?e~e.6
'there's not only one man' (i.e. as preceding)

23.149A, Rezanov Ko~e~b~ax~~HAR ~e~oB~~

Mensch' perhaps to be read ~de~~a.qG}h ~ila.?

'deaf man' L, ku.?nuw ~ila.? 'big-bellied man'

L, la?q l i~a?~ ~ila.? ~man with thick,hand~' ~, j
-"! '., 't !"'~;!"-Fw"""hi~I""'" """",, :"",- )'",1;"""" "'""'by. P"",~"",-! ';fl"", ,,}..,~a. /-.."L...,ltc,I".-.-", I'; .L, "" qa.l :r.ila.? "' yoUng man, man in hi s prime'

{_.L'nO"w"-a.-.Ja.a:a-l-J 53 .6L, ~ila. ?ga? ?udeG eleh ?ewa.

seli:r. 'her mind became like a man's' 49.55, 56,

57A, with suffixed adjective, connective -i-,

~ila.?i?luw 'big man' L, with suffixed -G-yu.

'personal, pl.': :r.ila.?6eyu. 'men, menfolk,
males' L, 10.23,25.17,100, 130A, 38.2LM, 49.=

71A,66.3L, la?dnu. :r.ila.?Geyu. 'two men' 23.=

lA, ?i.se~yah~inu. ~ila.?Geyu. 'old men' 28.=

128A, qa.l :r.ila.?Geyu. 'young men, men in their

prime' ('now men') 28.129A, :r.i?q ~ila.?Geyu.
'they're all males' 34.90L, 'all the men' 52.2L,

~ila.?Geyu.ya? megeG "'men's" side of checker
game' L, used as attributive: Galushia Nelson
t:r.\lci.? se~.tseki 'boy ("man-child")' BSdL

542 ~ila.? sege.dekih 49.156A, la?dnu. :r.ila.?

sege.Geyu. 'two male children' 18.49L, :r.ila.?

de~h 'a male person' 34.84L, :r.ila.? ~ewa.

'male dog' L, :r.ila.? ~iyah~ 'my son (male child)'

,



(woman speaking) L, %ilao? sidaGeo? 'my

younger brother (male younger sibling)' L, at=

tribute to d-class-noun: da%ilao? yeo~ 'male

part of wild celery plant' Lo

2. 'jack, knave' (at cards) L.



}eku~?i.?ah

~eku~?i.?ah (unanalyzable, to be segmented perhaps ~e-=

ku~ + ?i.?ah, '~e-ku~ extends', ~e-kuS perhaps

nominalized active imperfective of otherwise unattested

theme ~e-kuS with ~e-classifier, stem unidentifiable,

L rejecting proposed active perfective *s~iku~~; more

probably folk-etymologized borrowing from Tlingit

%ug~iyan, nug~iyan 'mink', note also Tsimshian (Rigs=
, , ,

by) li~yaan, lisyeen, nisyeen 'mink'; for variants
see below) r'.,,;;f"(;t;f,...~ /- '>I'!- -"i-V" wo4,...(~~""9'C(.6 ~.:, fA"'~' .

~eku~?i.?ah (noun, unclassified) 'shrew(-mouse) ,

LA, l7.9M, Harrington lukkhUc'ii'~h 'mouse' G,

other variants: ~eguS?i.?ah, ~ekuSdi.?ah A,

~e~S?i.?ah A, s~i~S?i.?ah M, often influenced

by -~S-d-anatomical 'foot', but regularly ~e=

kuS?i.?ah as verified with L.



lenes-lenis-lines-linis

lenes-lenis-lines-linis (loan from Tlingit lunas 'nose-=

ring')

}enes-}enis-}ines-}inis (noun, unclassified) 'nose-=

ring, padlock': Galushia Nelson t}1nls 'nose ring'
BSdL 551 }inis, }enis 'padlock'M, }ines 'nose-=

ring, padlock' A, }ines~ lisdi~e?5} 'his nose
is ringed with a nose-ring' A, }enesluw 'big pad=

lock'LM.



3:a°:J:

1ao~ (loan from Tlingit za~ 'red cedar')

zao~ (noun, probably d-class) 'red cedar (Thuya

plicata) , LMA (not well known at Cordova, probably

only as driftwood L), 3:ao~da?luw 'big red cedar'

M (L uncertain), xi~g~? ?io~eh za.~ 'yellow

cedar' ('white red cedar') A.



~¥.diyahs-}¥.diya.s

3:\lodiyahs-3:\lodiya.s (-yaos S and once L, regularly

-yahs, unanalyzable, to be segmented perhaps 3:~.-
diyahs or 1¥0-de-yahs, for 1¥0- cf. Athapaskan
* Aun?e 'mouse, small rodent', -diyahs or -de-yahs

not identifiable, entire form perhaps loan from Atha=

paskan)

1\lodiyahs-1¥odiya.s (noun, unclassified) 'mouse,
rat, vole' (apparently any small mouse- or rat-=
like rodent other than shrew): 1\lodiyahs 'rat,

mouse' LMA, 10083,83, 85A, 17.11M, 28.4,42,52,

37b.8, 9,11,14,15,18,26, 29A, Rezanov Txro=
THac~ 'MHmffi Maus', Galushia Nelson t1untiyas
'mouse' BSdL 539, 1uodiyaos 'mouse'S, ?eds1i?=

yah1 1~odiyahs 'monster rat' 28066, 76A, Galu=
shia Nelson t1untiyasleu 'giant mouse' BSdL

289,553 1¥.diyahsluw 'huge rat' LM, 2807, 16,

66, 70, 87A, 1¥.diyahstah 'mouse-skin, rat-=
skin' 28.96,96,102,108,113,136, 137A, 1vo=

diyahs~u? 'rat-fur' 28.79A, 1vodiyahsla?~ 'rat-=
stomach' 28088A, ~vodiyahsce? 'mouse-meat' 37b.=

22A, ~v.diyahsl~.? 'mouse-thigh, -haunch' 37b.=

24A, 1¥odiyahsgule~edeol 'rat-spine, -rack'

37b.25A, ~~odiyahsgu~ah 'rat-tail' 28.112, 113A,

~~odiya.sgu~ah 'plant-species (dog-fennel, yar=
row?)' (same as ~ewa.gu;J\'ah, q.v. under ~ah-) L.



I!I!!

3l}.h

3~

3l}.h (noun) 'buzz-toy' L. BSdL 238 contains a de=

scription.

3~qe~a. ,name of some winter monthL, 'April!' A

('buzz-toy month').

?i-1e-3~ (detransitivized form with indetermi=

nate 0, 'S buzzes at things' 7, of unattested

0-1-3?-h): ?i1e3~ 'it's making a buzzing sound'

L, ?ix1e3l}.h 'I'm buzzing a buzz-toy' M, repeti=

tive: ?i1e3?-hg 'it (hummingbird) is humming L.

0-qi.1-3~ 'S makes 0 (qi.l-class 'rope') buzz',

with ~-indefinite 0: ~qi.lex3l}.h 'I'm buzzing

a buzz-toy' L, 'kind of yo yo , (nominalized) M.

?i1e3~ (noun, nominalization of ?i-1e-3l}.h) Old

Man Dude t1itso'n 'humming-bird, gas boat' BSdL

539,550: 1. (unclassified) 'hummingbird, yoyo,

buzzing sound' L.

2. (d-class) 'motorboat, skiff with outboard

motor'L, ?i1e3l}.hda?luw 'big gas boat' M, ?i1e=

3~h si~ di.?a? 'bring me a gas boat~' L.

?i1e3?-hkih (noun, preceding with -kih diminutive)

'hummingbird'L.

..~'



5U.

ou. (probably related to ou?l, of which it is per=
haps an expanded form)

-ou. (adjective) 'good, nice, pretty, favorable,

kind, just, pleasant, friendly, well (healthy),
in good condition, on good terms' 1. Indepen=

dent or relativized. a. Not in association with

classified nouns, ~ou.: 3.13, 17M, 9.90, 10.=

239,244, 11.5A, 16.19M, 28.91A, 31.5, 47c.23L,

49.4, 5A, 57.28, 30G, 61.11, 11, 18A, 62.21,64.=
IlG, 68.34, 70.5A, di~ ~eou.G 'not good' 61.=

30A, Rezanov R~-YH KO~ ~~TePffi nonyTHoM

gunstiger Wind' ~.y... ~ou. 'wind is favor=

able', Furuhjelm Kutzuuva 'good', ?ew lCu5u.
?ewa. 'the good one, the best one of them' L,

ta.o ~ou. yi:%.:j.h}h 'he used to be good' L,
~eou. ~a? ?edu?la.:%.i~ah 'you should be good

(behave well)' L, xu' siya? ~ewa. ~eou. '~
dog is good' L, ~ou. xah 'nice summer' M,

~oU. ~e.Jt' 'nice night' M, ~oU. C}.o 'nice
dream' L, ~e5u. cahg:%. 'nice legend' M, ~oU.

gah 'nice dance' L, ~oU. deqew 'good lunch'

L, ~ou. qela.~ 'pretty shirt' L, ~ou. we=
~ah 'good news' L; a number of additional in=

stances are listed under :%.e(?) Ie.; with qah

'finally' and de- '~': qahde~eou. 'real

good'M.

~



lb. With class-marks (in association with

classified nouns): ~le~e3u. la?mahd 'good
berries' 29.20A, ~de3u. 'good (eggs)' 68.8A,

~de3u. C}'y 'pretty song' L, ~de3u' we~eh
qe?ew 'that's a nice name' M, ~de3u. lisde=
tah 'good spruce-bark' L, ~gv.3U. giyah

'Holy Water' L.

lc. With Gl-thematic 'ground': 10.12,11.=

169,170, 170A, qi? ~G~'3u' 'where it's good
ground (for camping)' L.

Id. As 0 of certain postpositions: with

o-wahd 'for the sake of 0': ~3u'wahd 'for

good (luck)' 35.2, 37a.24L, 'good luck:' L;
with o-la?, o-da? 'luck, fortune from 0, omen,

portent of 0': Galushia Nelson qetsu"la ~good

weather: (called out in connection with magic

rite)' BSdL 555, ~e3u'la? 'good luck' L, ~=

3u'la? ~a? ?i'~e? 'good luck:' L, ~e3u'da?

qa' ?u?G~'sa?yah~ 'we got rich, lucky' L, ~e=

3u.da? ?i?qe?Geli'?yah 'you'll gave goQd luck'

L, ~3u'da? xuG~'sa?yah~ 'I had a year of good

luck'L; with o-da'd 'near 0, place of 0':

5.8, 9L, 11.170A, 47c.8L; with o-da? 'arrival
at 0': 47b.llM.

Ie. As 0 of o-~~a'd 'side of 0': Rezanov

KYUY~b~aT~ 'Ha npaEo rechts' ~3u'}~a'd 'right



side'M, k'u5u.1?!aod yao 'the right one' (as

opposed to left) 51.78,80,61.45,46,46, 55A,

k'u5u01?!aod ye~ dex1ele?g~ 'I'm right-handed'

L. "When the right side twitches it means good

luck" (BSdL 221).

If. With -dah ad~erbia1izer: 1b.13, 3.=

14M, 9.88, 136, 10.130, 11.45, 21b.68, 73, 24.=

11,25.29, 39A, 26.12, 27a.35L, 29.13, 16, 32.=

28A, 34.7,25, 30L, 50,55,60, 64M, 37a.25L,

43.26, 47b.9, 16M, 49.5,7,103,106,51.15,35,

35,57,73,73, 84A, 58.1L, 61.16, 22, 65.60,

69.22,7006, lOA, 71.20LM. ~5u.dah 1egemih
1.it's sweet' ('it tastes good') M, ~5u.dah 1e=

~~h 'it smells good' L, k'u5u.dah ?u?sex?eh 'it

looks good to me' L, k'u5u.dah~ xu?s1icah1 'am

I dressed up nicely, prettily?' L, ~5u.dah ?u?=

di1icah1 'they (e.g. Easter eggs) look pretty' L,

di~ ~5uodah k'uc}.~G}h 'he (cust) doesn't sing

well' L, di~ ~5u.dah ?udahd ?uo1a?deta.s 'it

doesn't sound good' L, ~5u.dah ?u~a? ?io1ih=

xil}hinu. 'I'm happy with them' L, ~5uodah

?i.lihxi1eh 'I'm in a good mood' M, ~e5u.dah

xuse1dah1}h 'he treated me well' L, ~5u.dah

yaokihdah xuse1i1 'he paid me well' L, k'u5U.=

dah ~ se1i1 'you treated him right, fairly,

justly, kindly, fittingly' L, ~e5u.dah seli1



'he did something nice, kind' L, ~ouodah ye~

gedaodeteo 'steer well:' A, ~ouodah ?isi=
C}Oo} 'I had a good dream' L, ~ouodah Ge}=
se?} 'it's a nice evening' ('it's becoming eve=

ning nicely') L, ~eou.dah ?edu?xdegewih 'I
feel well' L, ~eou.dah xu?G~.sa?yah} 'I had

a good year (of weather)' L, ~ou.dah sid ~=

~eda.~ 'I (cust) get fed well' L.

2. Dependent (suffixed to nouns). a. Suf=
fixed to unclassified nouns (-(?)e-ou. with

forms containing only one vowel): ~ewa.ou. 'good

dog'L, xah?eou. 'nice summer' L, ~e~?eou.
'nice night' L, seo}?eou. 'nice evening' L,

y~o?eou. 'good medicine' M, yaonahdtahou. 'nice

rug' L, ca.le~e}ou. 'nice beach' L, Galushia
Nelson GdtekelE}tsu'an, Gdtekellt tsu'an 'Creek

Where We Feel Better' BSdL 273, 559 ~deGelehou.

?~o 'good (frame of) mind River' (see also Swan=
ton Tlinp;it Myths §:E!J: Text~ 302, 312 "Amusement

Creek").
2b. Suffixed to nouns denotiRg humans, -?i-=

au. or -ou., in both attestations also with -kih

diminutive: }enio?iou.kih 'nice boy' L, qe?}=

ou.kih 'pretty girl' L.

2c. Suffixed to classified nouns: Sdu~lihG=

deou. 'nice table' L, weSehdeou. 'nice name' L,



dide?~de5u. 'pretty lamp' L, da?dde5u.

'nice basket-design' L, y~.?gele5u. 'good

medicine (liquid)' M, c~.~.5u. 'good milk'

L, gah~ede5u. 'lovely day' L, y~.?le~e5u.

'good medicine (pills)' M.

-5u. 'S is good' (rare as verb, attested only;:

once): Ge5u. da.~ 'if it's good (weather)'

65.52A.



5u?1

1 2)5u? (probably related to 5U., perhaps also 5U?

~e-5u? 'S improves (his lot) somewhat': Gex~e=

5u?~ 'I'm improving my lot a bit' L, qu?x~e=

5U? 'I'll improve my lot a bit' L, xsli5u?~
'I steadily improved my fortune'; with ~d-=

class-mark for S; gah ~edeGele5u?1 'the sun
is coming out a little on a cloudy day' ('the

day is improving slightly') L, gah qu?~ede=

~e5u? 'the day'll get a bit better' L.



,':3u?2

,':3u?2 (perhaps to be identified with ,':3u?l, sarcastic)

1-,':3u? 'S does something very annoying' (extremely

strong expression): with we~ 'thus' and qe?

'again, more': gu.deg we~ qe? 1e,':3u? 'there

you go again: (doing the very thing I told you

not to do anymore)' L, ya?~u. we~ qe? qu?=

1e,':3u? 'don't you do that again:' L, gu.deg

we~ qe? s1i,':3u?1}h 'he did the same damn thing

again:' L; with (?i1-)~e.-d 'how (the hell)?,

what (the hell)?': ?i1~e.duh 1,':3u?~iyah 'what's

that lousy thing doing?: (dog running in an out

of here all the time, I'm sick of it)' L, ~e.=

duhnu. 1,':3u? 'what the hell do they think they're

doing?:' L; with d-class-mark for S: ?i1~e.duh

de1,':3u? 'what the hell's that thing doing?~ (boat

going by here all the time, I'm sick of it)' L.

G-1-,':3u? 'S does something very annoying' (as above,

with G-thematic of uncertain meaning, attested on=

ly in active perfective): gu.deg weJ.C qe? Ge1e=

,':3u? 'there you go again doing the same annoying

thing'L.

d-1-,':3u? (with d-thematic 'oral, noise') 'S makes

very annoying noise, says something very annoying'

(extremely strong expression): ~e.duhnu. de1,':3u?

'what the hell do they think they're doing (making

noise like that)?:' L, ?i1~e.duh de1,':3u?, ~e.duh

---



,

de15U? 'that damn noise keeps bothering me' L.
dG-1-5u? 'S makes very annoying noise, says some=

thing very annoying' (as above, with G-thematic
of uncertain meaning included in mark, attested

only in active imperfective): gu.deg ?ewle?eo

qe? deGele5u? 'there you go asking me still
another (different) annoying question, you're

pestering me (vocally) for still other things

(favors, candy, etc.)' L, gu.deg we~ qe? de=
Gele5u? 'there you go asking me for the same
damn thing again~' L,



5ciihd

.5fjhd

3~d (noun, d-class) 'snowshoe', 5~ddedahd

?u?lixitah 'I hear the sound of snowshoes' 15.=

17M, Galushia Nelson t's 0 nkt or tsonkt 'snow=

shoe', pektn t'Sonkt 'wooden snowshoe' BSdL

550 dek~h3~d, 3~hdda?luw 'big snowshoes' LM,

3~hd ?u.d desetah1 (or -?ah1) (a snowshoe

is there' L, 3~d ~t'a? di.1t'}h}h 'he's

using snowshoes' L, 3~hddgya? Ga.1}h 'he's

walking on snowshoes' L, la?d da. 3~hd 'two

snowshoes'L.

5~ddeye~eta. (noun) 'Milky Way' ('trai~under

snowshoes') L (Harrington ms. has ts~aqhii=

ttlaaqqcx.'~'t 'Milky Way ("snowshoe trail")' from

George Johnson, 3~dqi.Aa.Ge?e?d 'snowshoe

tracks', but L's form is probably the more a~= 'I,ll,.!
, f i "f.. ' ' j' i ~ !:'{ y .~K'thentic termJ' c- f. r{.i~,;t (rv,... it...,.' Ii' '1 r t !:
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5uhd (fe~l..~J e,p~~M~rA-1 I i. .s!.~h 3 )

d-1e-5uhd (with d-thematic 'noise' and/or 'fire')
'S makes sizzling noise': de1e5uhd \it's ma=

king) a sizzling noise' A, 'it (e.g. wet wood)

is making a sizzling, crackling noise' M (rather

glibly), L uncertain of authenticity of form,

"maybe a noise".

""t~t~' .Jj;; .'

!,"-",~0"



3~.t'

39-°t'

39-°t' (noun, usually tiol-class, occasionally un=

classified) 'skunk cabbage' LM, Galusbia Nelson
n ntso.t or tso °t' 'skunk cabbage' BSdL 541,

3~°t'~iyahd 'skunk-cabbage(-leaf)-hat' 52.28L,
?ew 3~°t' ~iyahddao~ ~t'a? de~ 'the skunk-=

cabbage is used as a hat' L, 3~O~ ?u.d tt-se=

tahl (probably preferable to ?ah1) 'a skunk-=

cabbage (leaf) is there' L, 3~.~ si~ tioli.ta?

'give me a skunk-cabbage~' L (Harrington ms. has

from George Johnson s9-at' (9- dull, w-like),

tz9O't' 'skunk-cabbage', s~at' ya'~ttaa 'skunk

cabbage efflorescence ("file")' 39-.t'ya? :::cet'ao

'skunk-cabbage's file', perhaps a calque on Tlin=
git, and ts~wt' ya'qE~tf1 'skunk cabbage roots'

3~°t'ya? Geoc' 'skunk-cabbage's (spruce-)roots').

Uses of the skunk cabbage are also mentioned in

BSdL 87,96.



3a?Jt'

3a?Jt'

3a?~(-g)(-}) (noun, with -g-repetitive and/or

-}-instrumentaloptional) 'peg, stake' (also

chisel?, perhaps any rigid object to be forcibly

driven into something): 3a?~ 'peg, stake' L,

3a?~g, 3a?~~ 'peg' L, 3a?~g1 'stake' L,

3a?~?a?luw 'big chisel' LM.

a-3a?~ '8 chisels a, 8 chisels hole in a': ?ew

3a?Jt'}h 'he's chiselling it' L, ?e3a?~ 'chisel

it!' L, with ya? 'completely': ya? ?e3a?~

'poke a hole (e.g. in bottom of clam-basket)

in it (with e.g. a chisel)~' L, ya? Ge3a?~

'chisel it~' L.

a-}-3a?~ 1. '8 drives a rigid a (e.g. peg, stake,

piling) into something, so that a is fixed in po=

sition; 8 fixes a in position by pegging': Reza=

nov YTHX~eRo~~~aT~~ 'npm6mT~ ~TO annageln,

anschlagen' ?u.de~ ?el... Ge}3a?~ 'peg this

in there!, fix this there by pegging~', other=

wise attested only in repetitive: ?u.de~ ye~

Ge}3a?~g 'pound it (e.g. stake) down in', ?e}=

3a?~g 'peg it~' L, qu?x}3a?~g 'I'll peg it'

L, y~.?~ ?e}3a?~g 'peg it down in:' L.

2a. Vith qa? 'up out', '8 chisels a out

of something; 8 chisels something out of a!:

?u.de~ qa? Ge}3a?~ 'chisel it out of it!' L.



I .

2b. '8 chisels 0,8 chisels hole in 0',
not clearly distinguished from 0-3a?~: ?e%=

3a?~ 'poke a hole in it with a chisel:, chisel
it:' L, ya? Ge%3a?~ 'chisel it:' ("seems same
as ya? Ge3a?,1\"') L.

0-dl-1-3a?,1\' 1. '8 drives poles, pilings, stakes
in 0 (ground); 8 drives 0 (poles, pilings,

stakes) in ground', not clearly distinguished
from 0-%-3a?~ l., dl- perhaps thematized

class-mark for 0 (?~h 'gr~d') or thematic
'in series', though series here are not always

implied: ?U,1\' ya.nu? Aa.Ge13a?~ 'drive it
(e.g. paddle) in ground as a stake for it:' L

(ya.nu? 'below surface', ?U,1\' 'with it'),

y~.?(!; Aa.si%3a?~ 'I drove a stake down (into

the_ground)' L, repetitive: Y?-.?~; Aa'si%3a?~g1
'I drove it (e.g. stick) down (into the ground);

I hammered in pilings, poles, stakes' L, ye~
'~\

lCuqu? i.%5a?~g 'it'll drive in piles' L; passive: -'

ya.nu? Aa.1i5a?~1 'it (e.g. telephone pole) is
planted in the ground' (neuter perfective) L;

with expanded stem: y~.?(:! qeAa.si%5a'~% 'I

drove in a lot of stakes' L.

2. '8 chisels hole in 0', not clearly dis=

tinguished from 0-%-5a?~ 2b., attested only once,

perhaps in error; ?ew Aa.se%5a?~'1~h 'he chiselled



'::';;'c ,

a hole in it' L (series of holes?).

?u~ ~3a?~(g)~, ?u~ ~de3a?~(g) (noun) 'chisel'

('by means of it something is chiselled'): Reza=

nov OXRo~aaT~b 'CTPY~ Hobel' ?u~ ~3a?~~

'chisel' M, ?~ ~3a?~g~, ?u~ ~de3a?~, ?u~

~de3a?~g 'chisel'L. Forms with -~-instrumen=

tal lack de-classifier present in forms without

-~-instrumental; deverbalization or nominaliza=

tion of passive of 0-3a?~.

"



3a?} I

I

3a?} (perhaps to be analyzed 3a? with -}-instrumen=

tal)

-1-3a?} (noun, with I-thematic, never realized

-Ie-) meaning uncertain: ~.3a?} 'milt, semen
(of king salmon only)' A (cf. tuh).

-gl-3a?} (noun, unclassified?, with gl-class-mark

'liquid' thematized, never actualized -gule-)

meaning uncertain: ?el ?u~.3a?}yu. ?ewa.,
ya.xah dele.l( "'that dark red stuff along its

spine", they are (cust) removed' (thus explained

by L, probably the kidneys, which are not recog=
nized as such in salmon) 65.3A, 1CU~.5a?x 'back
fin' A, "'that black red stuff by fish backbone'"

L.

t,



.'3ewu%

.'3ewu% (also .'3ewe%)

.'3ewu% (noun, dl-class, occasionally also unclas=

sified or g-class) 'net, gillnet' (not dipnet):

2Ia.9L, 49.33A, 62.4G, Rezanov naBOTJI:& 'He BO.D;'.t.

Netz, Sacknetz' .'3ewu% 'net (not dipnet) , M,

'gillnet' LMA, k'uAao~iyah .'3ewu% 'bad net'

L, 39wu%Aio?nuw 'big net' L, 3eWU%Aao?a.w

'long net' L, 3ewu% ?uod Aa.se?ah% 'a net

is there' L; unclassified (perhaps incorrect):

?ew te?ya? ?ew 3ewu%~ ?idehdah lah sdi=

me~ 'that fish really got twisted up badly

around wi th the net' M (for verb see G emet') ;

g-class (perhaps influenced by .'3ewu3:guzeh):
"

3ewu3:ga?luw 'big net' LM, ya ° gekuc'g 3ewu3: ~
,. -', /'1y"' \.

'smalt nett L; qioye3:e~~hya? 3ewu3: 'spider=

web'L.III 
.'3ewu3:gu%eh (noun, g-class) 'net-cord, piece, ball

of twine, yarn' L, 3ewu%ge%ehga?luw 'big roll

of twine' L, 3ewu3:gu%eh si~ guota? 'give me

a piece of net-cord~' L.



3ic'

3iC!

-d-1:-3ic'-J: (noun) 'receptacle and/or calyx, sepals,
"stem" (of berry)': k'udeJ:3ic'J: 'the green petals

attached to strawberries, salmonberries, etc., with
or without the part that is attached inside the

berry, the small stem immediately attached to the

blueberry, unwanted parts often remaining attached
to a picked berry' L, ?udeJ:3ic'J: 'its (berry's)

calyx (etc.)' L.
O-1~-J:-3ic' 'S removes calyx (etc.) from 0 (berry)':

le~ex1:3ic' 'I'm removing the calyx (etc.) from
them (berries)' L.II



3?c'

3?c'

d-de-3?c' (attested only with a-thematic 'oral,
noise') '8 pleads, implores, begs, prays': da.=

de3?c' 'plead (e.g. with God)~' MA, qu?xde=
3?d 'I'll implore' L, dixsdi3?c'~ 'I implored'

L, repetitive: dexde3?c'g 'I keep imploring'
L; with o-~ 'with 0' and o-wahd 'for the

sake of 0, in order for 0': ...wahd ?u~ dex=

de3?c' 'I beg him to ...' (with optative clause
as 0 of o-wahd) L, with o-q 'on 0': 70.3A

(customary), ?uq da. deGede3~.d da.~ 'if
we pray for it' 70.3A; indirect reflexive: 61.=

22A, ?edq da.di3~.c' 'you must pray for your=
self' 61.23A.

(0?-)d-~-3?d '8 begs (O?)', transitivity uncer=

tain, -~-classifier p.erhaps due to presence of

o-~ 'by means of 0': de?we~ gehsdah~ ?~h

deGe~3~.c'~}h 'he was begging him quite pitiful=

ly' 37b.34A.



3UX

3ux (expanded 3e.x or 3u.x)

0-3ux '8 stabs, pierces, spears, pokes 0': 10.106,

107, 145, l46A, 17. 2M, Rezanov CMqyXAb ~OAOTb

stechen' se3uxl 'you stabbed it', ~xy
RoAM stechen (Imperat.) , ?e3uxw or ?e3uxuh

'stab it:', ?e3ux 'stab it~' L, si3ux1 'I

stabbed it' L, ?~h se3ux~}h 'he poked him' M,

qu?x3uX 'I'll stab it, I'll spear it (e.g. bear,

fis~' L, ?ew ?e3e.~}h M, ?ew ?e3u.x~}h 'he

(cust) stabs it' L (L prefers 3u.x to 3e.x),

~i.leh~iyah xuse3uxl 'I got a piercing pain in
my side' ('Raven stabbed me') L, repetitive: 25.=

l69A, 1i~ xu3uxgth 'he keeps poking me' L, re=

ciprocal: ?i1u? sdi3ux1inu. 'they stabbed each
other' L; passive: 63.22, 27, 29,30G (customary,

with stem unexpanded), ?iqe?de3ux 'you'll get

stabbed'L, xusdi3ux1 'I got stabbed' L.

0-(d-)3ux, d-thematic optional with ya? 'complete=
ly', '8 stabs 0 much, 8 pierces hole in 0' (d-the=

matic perhaps preferable in former meaning): ya?

disi3uxl 'I stabbed it lots of times' L, ya?

di.3uX 'stab it lots:' L, ya? ?e3ux 'pierce

holes in it:' L, ya? si3ux1 'I poked holes in

it' L, with d-class-mark for 0 (not thematic?);

ya? disi3ux1 'I poked holes in it (e.g. board)'

L; passive: ya? disdi3ux1 'it (e.g. can, buck=



et) has had lots of holes poked in it' L.

O-(:i:-)5ux, :i:-classifier optional with o-J.C 'by

means of 0', 'S stabs 0 with 0': ?ew ~i.J.C qa.

ya? :i:5u.~inu. 'they (cust) stabt~~~~£h spears'

25.170A, ?ew ~i.~ ?ew se:i:5ux:i:ih 'he stabbed..
it with the spear' 63.22G (with Tlingit o-~, e=

quivalent of Eyak o-J.C, also often requiring Tlin=

git :i:-classirier), gehg:i:da.~ si5ux1 'I speared

it with a fish-spear' L.

O-:i:-5ux 'S pokes 0 out of position': ?u.di~ah qu?=

x:i:.5ux 'I'll poke it out of there' L, ?e:i:5ux

'poke it jabbingly:' L ('out of position?); with

la?q 'deflation' and IJ.C-anatomical 'eye': la?q

leJ.CeGe:i:5ux} 'it's poking his eye out' L.

?ed-gd-de-5ux (reflexiveof 0-5ux, with gd-anato=

mical 'rump') '8 moves rump buttingly': with yl}.'?

'down': yl}.'? ?edgu[di]xsdi5ux} 'I sat down

fast' L (-di- almost certainly to be supplied),

repetitive, with o-J.C 'in contact with 0': ?UJ.C

?edgedexde5uxg 'I'm butting it with my rump' L.

5ux-:i: (noun, with -:i:-instrumental) 1. (unclassi=

fied) 'spearhead, sharp piercing instrument' (al=

so perhaps 'pole, piling'): 5ux:i: 'head of spear'

A, 'tent pole, pier piling' L (but cf. 5a?~,

5}hs, Ge~~), 5ux:i:?a?luw 'big spearhead' LM,

la?dih 5ux:i: 'two sharp piercing instruments' L.



2. (d-class) 'spear (head and shaft to=

gether)': oux1da?luw 'big spear (whole thing)'

L.
?u~ ~5uxl (noun) 'awl' L, Rezanov OXKO~OXA~

mKAO Ahle (Pfrieme)'. Deverbalization with

-l-instrumental of ?u~ ~deoux 'by means of

it something is pierced'.



-

.'3ihG.

.'3~hG (probably related to .'3ahG-.'3~G, with inex=
plicable vowel alternation)

?ed-le-.'3}hG (reflexive of unattested 0-1-o}h')
'S moves self along in boat by poling': ?ed=

Gele.'3~hGl 'you're poling yourself along in a
boat' L (L later partly disclaims the authen=

ticity of this form, later again accepts it;
A thinks she has heard the form; of. .'3ahG-=

o?-hG, cu' x) .
-l-.'3}hG(-l) (noun, with I-thematic, never actu=

tentalized -Ie-, of. Ge~~) 'pole': disa.yahd=
A

?}..'3}hG 'tent poles' A, ~.o}hG 'poles (e.g.
of a tent)' A, used unpossessed: ?}..'3}hG, ?}.=

.'3}hGl 'tent poles' L.



3ahG-3~G

3ahG-3~hG (probably related to 3:i-hG, with inexplic=
able vowel alternation; nasalization perhaps nJ:ori= ~

ginal, influenced by 3}hG, 3~hd; L always 3ahG,

Rezanov, Galushia Nelson 3ahG, M 3ahG and 3~hG,
A 3~G)

d-3ahG-3~hG-1 (noun, d-class (A), unclassified
(M; L uncertain)) 'cane, staff, walking-stick,

prop, wand': 23.18A (-3~hG-, d-class),34.66,
66, 70M (hesitation between -3~hG- and -3ahG-,

unclassified), Rezanov Te~aKA~ 'llaARa', Te=
~aaRA~ 'TpOCT~ Stock, Stab', Galushia Nelson

Da~ca'kt1 'wand used for slow dances' BSdL 552,

de3ahG1 'cane'LM, 'prop used to hold things

up' L, de3~hG1 'cane, walking-stick' M, de=

3ahG1da?luw 'big cane' M, de3ahG1kih, ya.kuc'g

de3ahG% 'small cane' M.

?ed-%e-3ahG-3~hG (reflexive of unattested 0-%-
3ahG-3~hG) 's moves self with cane, stick':

34.62M (-3~G-), ?edGe%e3ahG% 'you're walking
with a cane, you're pushing yourself along (e.g.

on a sled along ice)' L. (The ye~-progressive

form ye~ %e3~hd~}h is also attested from L,

glossed 'he's walking (about) with a cane', in=

fluenced by 3~d 'snowshoe'; it should probab=

ly be read ye~ ?ed%e3ahG~~h.)

--



3i-3i-

3i-3i- (unanalyzable, probably onomatopoetic and/or

borrowing from Tlingit or Ahtena)

oi-oi- (noun, unclassified) 'sandpiper', attested
only in Harrington from G tziitzii 'semipalmated

sandpiper', Yakutat Tlingit hiin xaqhwatziitzii
-, , , ,

(hitn xaqwa.oioi), because of call "tzltzltzltzI". -oc-
clearlynot attested in published Tlingit word-lists, per=

t'\.

haps loan from Ahtena oioi 'bird (generic)';

unknown to L and A, M "has heard"-
, J ~

'tV'" f ~ ~l)l'f1- ~ ~ ~ ~'\f«tt :J 1J I-
d\t~~'Wl ~"\/131\ I~.., ~~

f Jt--'lkA Yo""! '~K I't ~ I
,

~~ ~ J'J'



--ci.-ci.y 1
I
I

I

I
I
I
I

ci.-ci.y (usually ci., but ci.y also fairly fre= I
quentlyattested) i

-ci.--cioy (kinship noun, descending) '(man's)

daughter, (man's) brother's daughter': 2b.lL,

11.99,103,109,121,68.111,112,112, 112A,
sttsio 'my daughter (man speaking)' sici.

LA, setinsi 'father's older brother's daugh=

ter (man or woman speaking)' BSdL 566 sit}hci.,

sitsicia 'younger brother's daughter (man
L

speaking)' BSdL 567 sici.~iyah 'my daughter,

my brother's daughter' (man speaking, angrily)

L, sici.y 'my daughter' (man speaking) A, si=
ci .luw, '-my big' 8:e:~~ft;ije~' ~mQ~ ~~~Q-~~""§~ T.M A

sici.yluw 'my big daughter' (man speaking) LMA,

siciokih 'my little daughter' (man speaking) M,

'my daughter' (man speaking, affectionately) L,

sicioqa? 'my son-in-law (daughter's husband)'
0 (man speaking; not -ci.y- L, though -ci.y-

is elsewhere also recorded from L) L, ?ici.qa?

LM, ?i.ci.yqa? 'your (man's) daughter's hus=

band'LA.

di~ye°J.Cci. 'Calm Weather's Daughter' L, Galushia
--"oJ) 7Nelson RiaJ.Ctsi BSdL 30~; Mythological person= -

nage.
~iya?~Gcio name of Mary Thomas ('frog's daughter')

LA.
, i1"," y "...j '! (' '! Ii£. ~'i\, ,""" , -., _, " {.f;, ' "-I .

Ii', .t;1. co"



ci?-c}?-c}o?-ce?-ca?-ciya?

ci?-c}?-c}o?-ce?~ca?-ciya? (perhaps related to a}?;
highly complex variations largely predictable, but only
on morphological basis, fairly clear original basic

meaning throughout, 'head, front, downhill toward water')
-a}? (noun, gd- or, perhaps in combination with 1-=

anatomical 'head', gdl-class, perhaps also un-=

classified) 'neck, nape': Galushia Nelson Gutsi'
or (GU~St') 'neck' BSdL 541 ~C}? 'neck, nape'

LMA, Galushia Nelson i?\ tsi 'your neck' ?io

?ic}? 'your neck', qEiYEqa tsi 'our necks'

GeyeqaOc}? '~necks', la~Eiola~ tsi 'your
(plo) necks' BSdL 557 le~io le~c}? '(pl.) your

necks', ?uc}?qe~ahd 'from on its neck' 12.15G

(unclassified, perhaps incorrect), ~C}? ?uod
gudese?ahz 'a neck is there' L, ~C}? si~ gu=

dio?ah (or guAio?ah) 'give me a neck~' L, si=

a}? siya. gudesezde~~}h 'he hurt my neck' L,

~gude~ahS ~C}? 'a thick neck' M, ~cf?guda?= ,
I
Iluw 'a big neck' L, c}?geAio?nuw 'big-neck'L

(pejorative epithet), C}?geAao?aow 'long neck'
L (epithet), sic}?gede~?~ 'my neck-tendons' L.

c}?--ci?l- (also c}?l-, probably analogically;
-1- perhaps archaic class-mark or I-anatomical,
or perhaps phonological development *cin?- >

ci?n- > ci?l-, Rezanovonce ci?n; classifi=



.
cation uncertain, apparently anatomical mark and/or

attribute in compounds, sometimes thematized) 'head,

neck, nape': in postpositional phrases: o-ci?l-=

yeq, o-c~?l-yeq 'inside of o's head, back of o's

head, neck' (Rezanov RaD;HH~eXT'b '3aTWIOK'b Nacken'

qa.c~?neyeqd 'our napes, human nape'), o-ci?l-=

~a?-d '(at rest) near o's head', sic~?le~a?d

setah% 'my pillow' ('it's in position near my head,

nape') L, o-c~?-da? 'tip, extremity of 0', o-c~?_=

da?-ya? 'half, lesser part, tip of 0', in ci?=

lah% 'pillow, comb', see ?lah%, in verbs, at=

tested only in a few themes: o-c~?(l)-?lah% 'S

combs O's hair', y~o? c~?(l)-%e-?a 'S bows head',

in combination with d-thematic, 'oral, noise':

ci-?d-le 'S speaks'- ~
()Iife,Ii$1 .." 1 ~ i7'l ...~ ~ (

o-l-ci-?-d (postposition, with -l-anatomical 'headA)

'(at rest) above, beyond o's head (on horizontal

plane with 0 prone)': sileci-?d ya? ?ede. 'sit

(on floo,:r:') ,ab<;!ve, b~~ond ,my heaq,:; J ~c.~
, ,,"f~"""" ~,;" ~ d" -.,{", } -..{«i'!" -)( , -"'" ~ l' 1",~4

, I' vi

o-ci-°?- (postposition) '(motion to) downhill closer
f\

to shore than 0, downhill past 0': lb.5M, 0-=

ci-°?-d '(at rest) downhill below 0 (closer to

water, in water)': sici--?d 'downhill below me'

LM, sic~-?d setah1 'it's downhill below me' L,

sici--?d selah%~h 'he lives downhill below me' L,



kuS~eSa.wc}.?d place-name, Hartney Bay ('down=
hill below Jay-Head') L, O-c}.?-da? '(arrival)

at a point downhill below 0': sic}.?da? Ga.?

'go downhill below me:' L, O-c}.?-de~, O-C}.?_~

'(motion with)in area downhill below 0 (closer to,

in water)': sici.?de~ ~iya? Geqe?, sici.?~

~iya? Geqe? 'land (in canoe) downhill below me:'

L, sici.?~ sah1 'he walked (by) downhill below

me' L, Geye~gug ?uci.?~ ?eS Ga?ya.1}h 'a kayak

went by down below him' 22.3L, ?uc}.?~ ?i~eGe=

qe.1inu. 'some people were boating along below

him' 23.58A, O-C}._?~ '(continuous motion) to

downhill below 0': qa.ci.?~ sah1ih 'he went

further down below us' L.

ce?-~ (preverb, attested only with -~ final 'mo=

tion within area', L rejects e.g. proposed *ce?-d)

'motion within area downhill near water, toward

water, near shore': 9.106,20.12, 27b.28, 32A,

ce?~ qe? 'back down towards shore' 49.97A, ce?~

?ew Ge1~ahd 'drag it down to shore~' L, ~i.d

ce?~ ?iya? 'walk down to the water:' L, ce?~

Ga.? 'go down (to bottom of hill below us):' L,

ce?~ sah1ih 'he went down (to bottom of hill,

shore)' L, ce?~ Ga.1ih 'he's going down (to

bottom of hill, shore, but not into water)' L.

~e-ciya?- (postpositional phrase, always with ~e-



I{;{U/ wi ft. -~ -J/ >.') -r a.--vt -C, } ~

I
i'area' as 0, L rejects e.g. proposed *ctya?~,

*ciya?d 'down at shore of body of water~ with

-d fina+, ~eciya?d '(at rest) down at shore,

at shore of lake, at landing place, down at bottom

-of hill' LM, 9.125, 24.72,73,25.20, 33.63A, 42.=

16L, Rezanov X~aT~ tBepe~ Ufer' probably to

be read ~ec[iy]a?d rather than *~eca?d, XaT8=

~eac~HT~e 'Coc~~~ Nachbar' probably to be read

~eciya?d (rather than *~edeciya?) selah~th 'he

who lives down by shore' L, ~eciya?d y~.? de=

sedah:i: 'it (car) is parked down at the bottom of

the hill' L, ~eciya?d sedahl}h 'he's sitting,

staying down at the beach below' L, with ~~, -de~ fi=

nals 'motion within area': ~eciya?~ ?ideGe~e=

yeqSg~ 'was breaking open mussels down at shore'

lb.1M, ~eciya?de~ ye~ da.~th 'he's walking

about on the shore' L, with final -~ 'continuous

motion toward': ~eciya?~ ?iya? 'walk down to

the shore~' L, with -da? final 'arrival at':

~eciya?da? seqehl}h 'he boated to shore down

below' L. ""'~~.(?~ ~
ca? 1. (preverb~ 'downhill towards and/or past

shore' (not as steeply as qid L), 9.117,10.=

73,187,11.62,25.83,84, lOlA, 27a.2L, 33.42A,
43.29M,47c.47L, ca? qe? 10.74, 25.101A, qe?



ca? 'back down' 10.70, 37b.48A, ca? de-xe~

'water recedes' 10.227,233, 235A, (o-da?) ca?

l-qu 'pl. 8 run down (to 0)' 25.181, 37b.69, 60.=

5A, o-da? ca? ~dl-ya? 'sg. 8 runs down to 0'

10.99, 11.149A, (o-~) ca? 1~dl-~e-?e3 '8 (snow)

avalanches down (with, over 0)' 23.135,135,135,

136A, ?~q Se?a?~~ 'pl. descended in the vil=

lage' 25.119, 122A, ne.~ ca? qu?de~eqahG, ?ew

nu.s 'soon it will "out" (come tumbling downhill),

the news' 61.42A, ca? Ga.? 'go downhill' (not

necessarily toward water) L, ca? ~edi.~~e.3,

ca? ~eda.~~e.3 'carry them (logs, on your shoul=

ders, in several trips) down: L, ca? Gexa.~

'I'm walking down the hill, walking deeper into the

water' (also ce?~ in first meaning, but not in

second) L, qidga? ca? dexe.~~ 'low-water mark'

('as far as the water (cust) recedes') (same as

qidga? 1ah3 dexe.~~) L, ?u.de~ ca? ?edqi.=

deGe~ecu.x~ 'he's plodding along there' ('he's

thrusting his own feet downhill along there', idio=

matic) L, ca? ?u~ sa?yah% place-name, see

under ?ya.

2. (noun, unclassified) Rezanov ~a 'r~y=

DORO Tief' ca? 'deep' LM, attested most frequent=

ly as C in ca? -~e(?) '8 (body of water, mud,



but not cavity) is, becomes deep': 23.l34A, ca?

yileh 'it's deep' M, 23.l36A, ?ida?ya.le~ ca?

yileh 'it's too deep' M, 37b.82A, ca?suw yi=
leh 'is it deep' M, di~ ca? ?a?le.G 'it's

shallow'M, ?el ?ewle~ ca? yileh 'this is

deeper than that' M, (?a?d) ?idehdah ca? yi=
leh 'it's really (very) deep' M, (?a?d) x~?lq

ca? yi1eh 'it's (very) very deep' M, as 0 of

o-ga? 'like 0': ca?ga? ?u?Gede?eh 'it looks

deep' M, as 0 of o-qa? 'amongst 0': ca?qa?

?}"sdiyah1}h 'he got stuck in a deep spot' L,
as 0 of o-ya?-~ '(motion with)in 0 (with broad

,,'. "

"",;:";j;;'. opening at top)': ca?ya?~ ye~ dela.~ 'it (fish)
-"";;";1,; is swimming at a deep level' L.

1e-ca? 'S (body of water, mud, but not cavity) is,

becomes deep': Ge1eca?1 'it's getting deep' L,

?idah Geleca?1 'it's getting to be of the right

depth'L, ?idah qu?leca? 'it'll get to be of
the right depth' L, ?idah slica?1 'it got to

be of the right depth' L, ?ida?ya"?u?~ ?ilica?

'it's too shallow' L (neuter imperfective).

-ca?-kih (kinship noun, non-ascending, with thema=

tized -kih 'diminutive, affectionate') '(woman's)

older sister' (cf. -deGe.? 'younger sibling' <

o-deG-?e? 'in place above, upland from 0' and



-~5-kih '(woman's) brother' < 'forward of 0,

diminutive'): Furuhjelm Tchaakhi 'elder sister'

[-]ca?kih, Rezanov MC~aK~-Y3 'TeTRa Tante'

probably to be read sica?kih (corresponding

Tlingit entry AxmeTa, probably to be read ?a~=

~d~ 'my older sister' (woman speaking)), sttsa'=

kit 'older sister (woman speaking)' BSdL 566A,

sitsaki 'wife's older sister (man speaking)' BSdL

56?A (gloss probably incorrect) sica?kih 'my

older sister' (woman speaking, also used in direct

address) LA, sica?kihG ayu. 'my sisters', (woman

speaking) L, 'my older sister's people' ?O.lOA,

sica?kihluw 'my big older sister' L, ststankiqa

'older sister's husband' BSdL 56?A sica?kihqa?,

?uca?kihqa? 'her older sister's husband' 29.?3A,

sitsaqeiyac 'older sister's son or daughter (wo=

man speaking)' BSdL 56?A sica?kihyah~ 'my older

sister's child' (woman speaking), ?~h ~ca?kih

'the older sister' 9.83,101,23.50, 29.?lA, ?u=

ca?kih 'her older sister' 23.146,148,156, 29.?,

8,10, ?OA.

o-l-ca? (postposition, with I-thematic, probably

thematized I-anatomical 'head', attested only as
"'"~:;"' t c""~

-:j.°-ca?,) 'in front of 0 in boat, closer to bow

of boat than 0': s}.ca? Gada? 'sit (move sit=

ting, sidle to) in front of me (in boat)~' L.



?:i-"ca?- (noun, unclassified, derived from pre=

ceding, with zero 0 and -d, -da?, -~, and

-~ finals) 'bow, front (of boat, canoe)': with

-d final 'at rest, nominalized': Rezanov M~aT~

'Hoc~ y BaH~apH Schnabel der Baidare' ?:i-°ca?d

'bow, front (of boat, canoe)' LM, ?:i-"ca?d sa=

dahl 'he's sitting in the bow' L, ?:i-"ca?d ?awao

?a~kvo?d 'grab its bow~' L, with -~ final 'con=

tinuous motion toward': ?:i-°ca?~ Gaol:i-h 'he's

going toward the bow' L, with -da? final 'arrival

at': ?:i-°ca?da? Ga"? 'move up to the bow~' L,

with -~ final 'motion within': ?:i-"ca?~ ya?

qa? Gao? 'get (up out of the water) in(to boat

at) the bow~' L.



I -11'11111111'- c ~ -c ~ .y

C}-c~.y (C}.y only in noun)

C}.y-c}.-c}h (noun, d-class, or, especially with
verb O-c~, unclassified) 'song': Rezanov ~H

'n~cHa Gesang, Lied' c~'y..., C}.y 'song'LM,

ct. 'song' L, ~de5u' C}'Y L, ~5u' C}'y
'nice song' M, de. c}'yduh c}h 'what song

is he singing?' L, xi.lya? C}'y c~}h 'he's

singing a shaman's song' L, xi'lyu'ya? c}h
, shamans' song' M, Rezanov ~eHrOXOXT~H~

'illYTHTb spassen, scherzen' c~'y...ya?~ we~
x}}h}h 'I'm doing it to him while singing',

c}hya?~ we~ x}ih 'I'm doing it (to it) while

singing'M.
-c}h (noun, attested only with ~-indefinite as

prefix) 'song': Galushia Nelson GO'tStn (or

utsin, 'song' BSdL 551, ~c}h 'song' LMA, 'pho=

nograph record' A, 'record player' L.

O-c} (two ye~-progressive forms show invariable
-c}h, but stem is otherwise well established as

variable -C}) 'S sings 0 (song)': Rezanov ~=

~ 'n~Tb singen' perhaps to be read ?ec}'

'sing it:' or ?~ c}h 'he's singing it', de=

~~hyu'de?e? xc}h 'I'm singing a native song' L,

de'd¥h sec}h} 'what did he sing?' L, xi.lya?

C}'y c}h}h 'he's singing a shaman's song' L;

otherwise with ~-indefinite 0 (not thematized,



verb consistently treated as transitive): 5.5,

10L, 10.11, 12, 12, 11.169, 169, lB5A, 3B.12LM
(howling of wolves), 47b.2BM, 55.3L, 57.17, lBG,

70.llA, qe? ~c}h 'sings again' 10.20,11.=
l73A, qe? ~qu?xc}h 'I'll sing again' L, de=

~¥hyu.di.?q ~c}h 'I'm singing a native song'

('I'm singing something in native style') L,

x~?1q ~c}h 'I'm singing loud' M, d~.?1ga?

~c}h 'I'm singing softly' M, si~ewe~?a. ~=

c}h 'I'm singing for (to) my brother' L, a num=

ber of forms of this theme are given in BSdL 561,

which will be identified here only by the glosses
in parentheses: ~xc}h 'I'm singing' M ('I sing'),

~.c}h LM, ~.c}. 'sing~' L (?i. ~- '~,

sing~'), ~.c}.Se?ew 'are you singing?, is that

singing you're doing:' L (~.C}.S 'are you sing=

ing?'), ?~h ~c}h 'he's singing' ('he sings'),

Furuhjelm Kutzgi ~c}h}h 'he's singing' L, Ge=

yeG da. ~c}h '~'re singing' ('we sing'), le=

~i. ~le~c}h '~pl. are singing' ('you pl. sing'),

?ahnu. ~c}h 'they're singing' ('they sing'),

~sic}h1 'I sang' LA ('I sang'), ?i. ~sec}h1

'~ sang' ('you sang'), ?~h ~sec}h1 'he sang'

('he sang'), GeyeG da. ~sec~h% '~sang' ('we

, sang'), le~i. ~le~sec}h% '~pl. sang' ('you
, "..

j pl. sang'), ?ahnu. ~sec}h3:: 'they sang' ('they



sang'), ~qu?xc}h 'I'll sing' ('I will sing'),

?i. ~qi?yic}h '~'ll sing' ('you will sing'),

?~ ~qa?c}h 'he'll sing' ('he will sing'),

GeyeG da. ~qa?c}h '~'ll sing' ('we will sing'),

?ahnu. ~qa?c}h 'they'll sing' ('they will sing'),

di~ ~.c}hG 'you're not singing' ('I don't sing'),

?i. di~ ~.c}hG '~'re not singing' (~ou don't

sing'), ?~ di~ ~c}hG 'he's not singing' ('he

doesn't sing'), GeyeG di~ da. ~c}hG '~'re

not singing' ('we don't sing'), le~i. di~ ~le~=

c}hG '~pl. aren't singing' ('you pl. don't sing'),

?ahnU. di~ ~c}hG 'they aren't singing' ('they

don't sing'), di~ ~xc}hG 'I'm not singing' L,

di~ ~c}hG}h 'he's not singing' L, ~Gec}.}}h

'he's keeping on singing' L, 'he's singing' M,

~.lic}h}h 'let him sing' L, di~ ~3u.dah ~=
I

c}.~G}h 'he (cust) doesn't sing well' L, ~.x=

C}.~ si~ del}h}h 'he told me to sing' L, re=

petitive: ~C}.g 'it (record player) is playing'

L, da. ~ct.g~ 'we (cust) sing' M, with ye~-pro=

gressive: ye~ ~dec}h~}h, ye~ ~dec}.~}h (for=
mer analogical) 'he's singing here and there' LM,

(silah) ye~ ~dec}.~ 'it (mosquito) is buzzing

about (around me)' L, ye~ ~.dec}h 'sing about~'

M; indirect reciprocal: Galushia Nelson i}e'qa
Gu:getsin, inll 'derision song ("against-song-two") ,



BSdL 551 ?i11e~~.? ~dec~hinu' 'they're singing

in competition with each other'; indirect reflex=

ive: with o-l-yeq-~ '(continuously) into 0 1-=

anatomically': leyeqe~ ~dec}h}h, ?edleyeqe~

~decth 'he's humming' L, dexu. leyeqe~ ~=

dec~h, ?edleyeqe~ ~decth 'I'm humming' L;

passive: 70.llA, ~decth 'someone is singing'

('something is being sung') L, qi? ~dec~h

'place where they sing (in church)' L.

0-1-ct 'S has 0 (song) sung' (causative of above,

presumably with middle object as 0 of o-d):

?e1cth 'make it sing~' M (should probably be

?ud KU.1c~h); indirect reflexive: ?ed~x1ecth

'I'm humming' M « ?ed-d ~-, 'I'm making myself

sing something, appear to be singing').

~ct.l (also ~c~h M, gerundive of O-ct, with

~-indefinite 0) 'singing': ~ct.l xuGe1ga?1 L,

~cth xuGe1ga?1 'I'm getting tired of singing'

('singing is tiring me') M, ~c~.lya?~ Ga.1th

'he's walking along singing' L, ~c~'lya?~ ye~

da'~~h 'he's walking about singing' M.



c:j.°-cio-c:j.°Y

C}O-ciO-c}-y (C}- probably preferred, but other forms
also frequent, probably influenced by cio-ci-y and

cioy-ciO-c}-y-C}o: C}O transcribed ten times from
L, twice from M, twice from A, twice from S, three

times (by Harrington) from G; cio implied by Reza=

nov (1), transcribed three times from L; C}oy once,
r;,t~;(:)"", ;/ ,;', <: f" '", hfrom L, once from M, five times from A,'}

c}--ciO-c}oy (noun, dl-class) 'branch, limb (of
tree), knot (in wood)': cto LMAS, 11.144, l44A,

Rezanov ~ '~yIIJIo' (not in Radlov, perhaps

here to be interpreted 'hollow in tree trunk,

knothole'), ci- L, C}oy 'limb, branch (of

tree), knot (in wood)' LMA, 50.21, 21, 21A,

c}oYAaoGe?e?d 'knothole' A, ctoAio?nuw 'big

branch'L, la?d Aionao C}O 'two branches'

L, C}O ~eAioy~h 'branches are sharp (at ends)'

L, C}O ?uod Aa-se?ah} (or Aaosetah} , but

Aaose?ab1 pe~hapSvpreferred) 'a branch is

there'L, ct. si~ Aio?a? (or Aiota?, but

Aio?a? perhaps preferred) 'give me a branch~' L.

,



c:j.?

c}? (perhaps earlier ci?; perhaps related to ci?-=

c}?-ce?-ca?-ciya?, but semantic relation not clear;

cf. also Navaho preverb (Position 1. thematic adverb)

ci?--ci- 'uncertainty, confusion, wildness, fear',

Hupa (Golla) ct-n tt(s-pf) 1-kYod/-l-d\1, -d\~

'sg./pl. flee for life')

c}?(-l)- (thematic mark, subposition a, either in

combination with I-thematic, *ci?-ne-, or with

I-mark as phonological development, *cin?- >

ci?n-, c}?-l-) 'disorder, confusion', attested

only in 0-C}?1-1-ya.? 'S moves "bits of junk"

bit by bit', c}?(l)-(de-)?a 'S is, gets in dis=

order', 0-c:j.?(1)-(1-)?a 'S jumbles, scatters 0',

in combination with l~-class-mark for 0: O-c}?l~-=

(1-)?a 'S scatters 0 (berries)'.



ce?

ce?
-ce? (noun, unclassified) 'meat, flesh' (of any ani=

mal, but not of fish or fruit): ~ce? 'meat'LM,

9.105,110,113,117,119,10.43,45, 48A, 27a.42L,
37b.22, 76A, 63.36G, Furuhjelm Kutze 'meat, flesh',

Galushia Nelson G:)tsa, Guts"ci', GU'ts~' 'meat'

B8dL 546, 548, ~ce?yu. 'meats, quantities of meat'

27a.47L, 29.65A, ~ce?luw 'large quantity of meat'

10.49A, 'big hunk of meat' L, ~ce?kih ?a?~}h

'he's chewing a (small) piece of meat' M, criyuhce?

'blackbear-meat' 9.119, 49.123A, 63.36G, ~e?~ece?

'mink-meat' 33.23, 24A, Rezgnov KH3~bTe~e (with
s inserted above) 'KHTOBHHa Walfisch-Fleisch' qe?=

yi}tehce? 'whale-meat' 10.40,56, 68A, }V.diyahs=
ce? 'mouse-meat' 37b.23A, gW~.}ta.gce? 'seal-meat'

63.36G, ~~a.Sgce? 'beaver-meat' 63.36G, Aa.ge=

ya?ce? 'mountain-goat-meat' 49.123A, 63.36G, Aa.=
geya?ce?yu. 'quantities of mountain-goat-meat' 7.4A,
di~ ~ce? da. ~a.~g 'we (cust) don't eat meat'
L, ?edi~i?}~a.d ~ce? '~~-{.;';;;~.4nd:e~~'M':::~': t- i

f !"h r-l4Nh1/J". /

~a.?d ~ce? 'meat (kept) outdoors' L, 'S'c~;,;":- t:y~ ~?w).

flesh' L, 18.7lL, ?ice?xah~ Gi.le.} 'you're 10=

sing weight' L, ?uce?xah qi.li} 'they're skinny'

, (more polite than ~t?) L.
O-l-}-ce? '8 fattens 0, "puts some meat on" 0' (see

-..~t? and qeJ.C for similar thematic prefixes): ?i=

'..'(, qe?li.x}ce? 'I'll feed you up, I'll "put some meat
~,'; ~;.::;:::, ,;;.; on you'" L .
, "'
..

,



cal

cal

O-?-ca 'S buys 0 (with cash, not on credit)': ?a?=

ce. L, ?a?cah M, ?u?Geca? 'buy it:' LM (both

L and M prefer the latter, inceptive, to the ac=

tive, L finding the inceptive milder and more po=

lite), ?u?Gele~ca?, ?a?le~cah 'pl. buy it~' M,
?u?qeGeca? 'buy them (all):' L, ?ewa" ~?Geca?

'buy some:' L, ?ewa" qe? ~?Geca? 'buy some

more~' L, li?q ya"yu" ?u?GecaOl}h 'he's buying

everything'L, ?u?sicahl 'I bought it' LM, ?u?=

qesecahlinu" 'they bought them (several things)'
M, ?ew ?u?qesecahl 'they bought it, he bought

them, they bought them' L, di~ ?ew ?u?qescahlG}h
'he didn't buy them' M, di~~uh ?a?scahti 'didn't

you buy it?' LM, di~ ?u?xscahlG M, di~ ?a?xs=
cahlG 'I didn't buy it' L, di~Suh ?ewa" ~a?s=

cahlG, di~~uh ?ewao ~?scahlG (former preferred)
'didn't you buy any?' L, di~ ?awa. ~?xscahlG

'I didn't buy any' L, di~ ~?xscahlG 'I didn't

buy anything' L, ?awa" ~?secahlS 'did you buy

any?' L, ~?secahlS 'did you buy anything?' L,
qu?xcah 'I'll buy it' LM, ?ewa" ~?qu?xcah
'I'll buy some' L, di~Suh qu?yicahG 'won't you

buy it?' L, ?elaSga~ ?i" ?u?Gi"cah 'I wish
X2E'd buy it' L, ?u?xicahwahd 'so I may buy it'

L, ?u?i"cahwahd, ?u?licahwahd 'so you may buy



~

it'L, ?u?licahwahd 'so he may buy it' L, da.
?u?licah 'let's buy it' L, ?ew ?u?Gexca.~ si~

del}h}h 'he told me to buy it' L, ?a?xca.~ 'I

(cust) buy it' L, ?a?Qa.~}h 'he (cust) buys it'

L, ?u?qeca.~inu. 'they (cust) buy them' L, ?u?=
lica.~ '(cust) buy it~' L, repetitive: ?u?Geca.g~

'(cust) buy it',' L; with class-marks for 0: de?ew=

deqa.? ca?1 ?u?disicah1 'I bought that same kind
of knife' L, de?ewle~eqa.? la?mahd ?u?le~esicah1

'I bought that same kind of berries' L. Passive:

64.4G, 65.77A (both cust), ?u?sdicah1 'it's been

bought'L, ?ewa. qe? ~?sdicah1 'some more have
been bought' L.

~?weca.g1 (gerundive of repetitive with ~-indefi=
nite 0) 'shopping': ~?weca.g1 da. ye~ 1e?a?~

'we're going shopping' L.



-

! ca2

2 ( k~{'~~(J ~" k-'{(" f:~ o;:.~..h"'c""1 $"'F't~/e.fil/e. /0" j..J.oIt_~ ., ~ 't'\ --~
ca, """"""'1o: ~ 't11'.~?;;.. I<...te""'(J.l ~ I?',,"N~'fl~fe(+$ .I>~W .f1.(;,.~ .-.",f)¥(: t~Py{.ef-'trve.."

O-?-l-ie-ca (with I-anatomical 'head, face' thema=
I

tize~) 'S stares (penetratingly) at 0, looks hard

at 0' (considered poor manners by L): xu?liii=

cahi}h 'he's looking at me piercingly, he's

staring at me' L, di~ xuola?iecahiG 'he's not

looking at me' L, ?u?lixiicahi'I'm staring at

it'L, xu?lisiiCahi}h (not xu?sii-) 'he
stared at me' L, xu?leGeiecaOi}h 'he's staring

at me, looking at me, trying to stare me down, to

make me uneasy' L, ?i?leGeiecaOi}h 'he's looking

hard at you' L, ?u?laoiec}?}h, ?u?leGeiec}?}h

..(latter, inceptive, preferred) 'stare at him~' L,.
dao ?u?laoiic~h}h 'let's stare at him' L, ii~

k'u.?leiec:j.hinuo 'they're watching something all
the time' (active imperfective) Lo

O-ie-ca '0 is, becomes (clearly) visible, 0 shows'

(passive, not attested in first or second person
for 0 or for possible S, but considered passive

in accordance with the semitransitive below):

siicahi 'it became visible' L, ?U'~ Geiecaoi

'it's becoming visible, starting to show there' L,

qu?iecah 'it'll become visible' (also interpret=
able as semitransitive) L, gig ?Uo~ li?iecah

dao~ 'just as it was beooming visible' L, ?ide=
di~ ?i~icaoGga? 'in such a way that it doesn't



show, isn't visible' L (non-negative prefixes prob=

lematical); with class-mark for 0: ?ew ca' ?u.~

Aa'Ge~eca.~ 'that rock is beginning to show there'
L A ), {~" ~.z;v'

j~' ,

O-?-~e-ca '0 is, becomes (indistinctly) visible, 0 --
?\.

appears, seems, looks (a certain way)': 65.l0A,

?u?Ge}eca.} 'it's starting to show' M, 'it's be=

coming somewhat visible' L, gusi'kih ?u?s~icah}

'it became a bit visible' L, often with qenuh

'in sight': qenuh~ ?u?Ge}eca.~ 'it's beginning

to be visible (e,g. through fog)' L, qenuh ?u?=

s~icah} 'it became visible' L; with o-ga? 'like

0': ~ewa.ga? xu?s~icah} 'I took on the appear=

ance of a dog' L, ~ewa.ga? ?i?qe?}eCah 'you'll

look like a dog' LM, ?iga? ?u?Ge~eca.~ih 'she's

taking after you (in looks)' L, ~eYi'yga? ?u?=

qu?~ecah 'it'll be (~ook) different' M; with -dah

adverbializer: ~Au.dah ?u?Ge~eca'} 'it's get=

ting to look nice' L, ~3u.dah ?u?s}icah} 'it

turned out to look good' L, ~e5u.dahS xu?s~icah}

'am I dressed up nicely?' (,' have I taken on a nice

appearance?') L; with class-mark for 0: k'u5u.dah ; Co. \(-~ "" ...ti;,,/"'j.,,~ '
?u?di~icah} 'they (Easter eggs) look nice' L,

11-



ca-cah

ca-cah (perhaps related to cao and ca?1)

O-~d-ca--cah (most forms from L, who hesitates be=

tween variable ca and invariable cah; ~d-the=

matic 'sharp', perhaps originally a thematized

class-mark for 0) '8 sharpens 0 (at end, point)':

~ediocah (or ~ediocao, ~edioceo, both later
rejected by L) 'sharpen it (at point)~' L, ?i1=

qesd ~edioca?, ?i1qesd ~edi.cah (latter, but
not former, later verified) 'sharpen it (e.g.

stick) at both ends:' (indirect reciprocal) L,

~edeGeca? 'sharpen it (e.g. pencil):' LM, ~ede=

Gexca.} 'I'm sharpening it' L (elicited twice,

later rejected by L), ~edexcah 'I'm sharpening

it' L, ~edisicah} 'I sharpened it' L, qu?~edi.=

xcah 'I'll sharpen it' L, di~ qu?~edi.xcahG

(or -ca.G, not later verified) 'I won't sharpen

it'L da. xedaolicah da. xedeGi.cah 'let's, ., .
sharpen it' L, ~edexca.~ 'I (cust) sharpen it' L;

repetitive (strongly favors invariable cah): ~e=

di.cahg (or -ca.g, not later verified) 'sharpen

it:' L, qu?~edi.xcahg 'I'll sharpen it' L, ~e=

dexcahg 'I'm sharpening it' (later verified) L.

Passive: ~edisdicah} 'it's been sharpened' L,

?ilqesd ~edidicah} 'it (stick) has been sharpened

at both ends' (neuter perfective, indirect recipro=

cal) L.



~d-cah-l (noun, form uncertain, attested only in

Rexanov): XoTe~ax~b ~O~HH~ Scheere', im=

plying approximately ~ed}.cahl, perhaps with

-i-instrumental, but eH in prefixes unexpec=
ted. (Normal -l-instumental deverbalization of

passive 'by means of it something is sharpened

(at end)' would be ?u~ ~~edeca?l or ?u~

kil~edecahl.)
Gesecah (noun, unclassified, with G- and s-the=

mati~/ '(wood-)shavings' LM, Gesecah~?, kil~?"" ,

Gesecah 'lots of shavings (for fire)' M, Gese=

cahkih 'small shavings' M, Gesecahluw 'big

shavings' L. ~~6- U?5,t ~ A Gi: L(!~~ ~{,-/ ~t~j)'(J )"-p ~ e. ,(.~, """",,..t,,-. ,~~ ~ to l ~ }

t) -I i .> ".; { '" '\ t I!,CN... ,')\' ""'" 7r .~: ~' "9" ) 1J~ L :'~ fJ,." 'f 'L. j ~~".,-"'~ C:~"., ". ,'t -r" ",~7 ., .., '



ca.

cae (perhaps related to ca-cah and/or ca?~)

cae (noun, dl-class; archaically I-class, see sub=

entries ca.leo~quh, caola~a%, ca.leqa~) 'stone,
{ "'- F""'~~)c" , , , '.{"' j! """"""'1'..~~...,, .-,-,.. " , ~C"",~,-~ -

rock, skerry': 10.38A, 12.10, 30, 31G, 16.26M, 20.=
...A

46,47, 50A, 35o3L, 50.51,65.12, 20A, Rezanov
naa ~aMeHb Stein', Wrangell Tqa 'Stein', Fu=

ruhje1m Tsha 'stone, rock', Old Man Dude ~sa.
'rock' BSdL 537, Rezanov naa oxc~eHe~b 'KaMeHHo~

steinern' cae we~ ~~ini~, cae we~ s~ili%

'rock has been made (treated, fashioned) thus' M,

XOTKAe~-~a 'nY~H Flinten-Kugel', XOT~HR~a

'3apH~~ Flinten-Ladung' xu~(g)}yeq cae 'stone
in gun', caoAaokih 'little stone' M, caoAio?=

nuw 'big rock' L, 'big stone' M, caoAione~ ~i}=

~eh1 'I killed him with a stone' M, ca.Aione~

?iqe?liox~de~ 'I'll throw a stone at you' L, cao=

Aione~ si}de~~ 'I pounded it with a rock' L,

ya?~u. cae qu?Aio}de~ 'don't throw stones' L,

see further examples under de~, ca. si~ Aio=

?a? (not -ta?) 'give me a stone~' L, cae ?u.d

Aaose?ah% (not -tah1) 'a stone is there' L,

caoAaolu?qao dao ?io?a?~ 'let's go get some

rocks'L, ?ew caoAiona?q y~o? Geta? 'set it
down on that stone~' L, ca.Aiona?q qa? desa?yah%

'it (ship) ran aground on a rock' L, caoAaoye~

dah 'it lives, stays under a rock' L, caoAa.~ao=



-

~e~ Ge1a?ni~1 'it (bug) is crawling under a rock'
L, ca. ~eAi.y~h 'stone is sharp' L, ca. ?u.de~

?e~ Aa.sedeq1 'a stone whizzed by there' L, ?u~

ca. Aa.deGahG 'pickaxe' ('by means of it stones

are chopped') L, as first element in compounds:

ca.Aa.de~, ca.de~¥h 'stone-man' 10.220,221,

229,231,237, 23BA, Rezanov ~aT~HTarHc~ 'Tono~
aMepHKaHcKoM amerikanische (steinerne) Axt' ca.=

Aa.tewi.s 'stone axe' L, other such compounds
listed separately below.

ca.Aa.~e? (noun, gl-class) 'kerosene' ('stone-oil')
L, 'coal-oil' M, ~gu.?nuw ca.Aa.~e? 'large

quantity of kerosene' L.

ca.Aa.gu~ (noun, l~-class?) '(modern gaming-)dice' ~';'c"!'5
, I.. \I ~~" 44_,,(

", L, also place-name: name of "Dice Island" or Govern= .c ,) ;
F"" y' '" '1 .~~ ,~~ i; '.1., "I !i. '. '" ,:,""~L9" c " (\

ment Rock near Pt. Whi tshed L, \ .", '1 Y/i
"A\"" ,)f 'Y1:,) ve;/j

ca.Aa"xix .~, ca.Aa"xwix L~, ca.Aa"xix1 L, place-= --~~j
-;'name: "White" (?) Island, "Grass" (?) Island, a ~

11'

small bare islet near Government Rock LM.

gu"neca" (noun, dl-class) 'gold nugget, rock with.
.gold in it' ('gold-stone') L, gu.neca" ?u.d Aa.=

se?ah~ 'a gold nugget is there' L.

ya.qeca" (noun, dl-class?) 'some kind of lucky stone'

('sky-stone') L.
-dl-ca. (noun) 'testicle': ?uAa"ca. 'his testicles'

., -'

L, siAa.ca" 'my testicles'S.

I" III I



ca.le.~quh, ce.le.~quh (noun, unclassified, latter
form occurs only in rapid speech) 'octopus, devil=

fish' LM, 20.8, 20, 24, 29, 30, 36, 37,47,61,70,

72, 79, 88A, Rezanov ~~exKo 'RapaKaTHqa Sepia',

Galushia Nelson tsale~qa 'devilfish' BSdL 540,

di~ ce.le.~quhG 'not an octopus' 20.78A, ce.=

le.~quhluw 'big octopus' 20.67A, ce.le-~quhyequh=

YU' 'octopus-young' 20.73,73, 92A. « ca.-l-ye~

-quh, nominalized active imperfective 'pl. stay

under rock', with ca. archaically I-class.)

ca.le~el (noun, unclassified) 'small stones on beach'

L, 47a.3L, 'gravel' A, Galushia Nelson tsa-la~a-t1

'gravel' BSdL 537, Old Man Dude tsalaxat1 'small

rocks on ground' (unpublished in fieldnotes of de

Laguna), ca.le~e15u. 'nice gravel(-beach) , L;
(I b;::J :J'f,;,,"e..!(-bt?;'i,;~~';f')

ca.le~el1uw place-name: Gravina? M, fish camp
/,

on Mountain Slough L, stretch on coast between Pt.

Whitshed and Crystal Falls L (later and more cer=

tain), Galushia Nelson tsa.laxa-t1ou 'Fish Camp

on Mountain Slough' BSdL 544. See also discussion

in Eyak Texts 68.54fn- (Meaning and grammatical

class of ~e1 uncertain, ca- archaically I-class.)

ca-leqe~ (noun, form uncertain, attested only in

Rezanov): Rezanov ~~~eKax~ 'PaK~ Krebs' (cor=
..

responding Tlingit form is ~~-ray saw 'Dunge=

ness crab'), perhaps to be read thus, 'rock-fat'

--,



with ca. ~rchaically I-class; cf. Harrington

BAE ms. 4100 part I (typescript): Tlingit the[y]e

thaa[y]ii 'sea anemone' lit. 'fat on the rock',

Eyak tshaaquqax lit. 'fat on the rock', in ms.

[G] "would translate the Tl. as tshaaquqq'af

'fat on the rock"'. L and M do not remember a

term for sea-anemone or recognize ca.leqe~,

ca.Geqe~ or the like as a term referring to

sea-anemone or any crab species. St:e. ~((c.> '77.,...LK"",,?L """"-'--
\/'-- y., V ..,.~",",-,A.t" "'\~""-~..d~v...

\



ca?l

ca?l

O-%-ca? 'S gives a (possession of deceased) away at

potlatch': with o-~ 'to 0': si~ ?ew se%ca?%inu.

'they gave it (dead person's possession) to me at a

(funeral) potlatch' L, ?i~ qu?x%ca? 'I'll give
it to you at a potlatch' L.



ca?2

ca?2 (cf. Tlingit -cay 'to ask to go', G. L. Story

! ~orphologica! ~tud;y.Q.f ~linf2',i:!2, Unpublished M.A.

Thesis, University of London, 1966, p. 93)
1e-ca? 'S manifests desire to go, wants to go,

asks to go': de~i. qvh qe? 1ec}?}h 'already

she wants to go home' L; with o-~ 'with 0':

?u~ xs1ica?1}h 'I asked him to go with me, I
asked to go with him' L, ?u~ x1ec}?}h 'I want

to go (anyplace) with him' L, ?u~ ?e1ec}?}h

'ask to go with him~' L, si~ qe? 1eca?}h (non-=

umlauted) 'he wants me to go (move) back home with
him' L; with other postpositional phrases: 54.8G,

?u~ahd x1ec}?}h 'I want to go without him' L,

~a?~qe~ qu?x1eca? 'I'll ask to go to the island'
L; with ye~-progressive: sika? ye~ 1eca?~}h

'she wants to go along with me all about (every=

where I go)' L. Use of this theme by G in 54.8,

and in a number of forms recorded on file-slips

from G by Li, indicates that for G the meaning may

be simply'S goes, moves'; the forms on the slips

also show much uncertainty in the us~.~-&he clas=

sifiers (1e-, 1-, zero).



ci"y-ci8_C}"y-C}"

ci"y-ci"-c~"y-C}" (ci"y probably preferred, but other
form also frequent, probably influenced by ci"-ci"y

and c}"-ci"-c~'y: ci"y implied by Rezanov, tran=

scribed twice from L, twice from M, three times from

A, twice (by Harrington) from G; Ci8 four times from

L, three times from M, twice from A; C}"y once from

L, three times from A; C}" five times from L)

ci"y-ci"-c}"y-c}" (noun, d-class) 'mussel': Rezanov
~~;IJ;HH 'PaRYlIIKa Muschel' ci"y""., ci"y LMA,lO.=

230, 247A, ci" LMA, la.2l'l, 11.6~A, c~'y L,

10.230, 230, 247A, C}" 'mussels'L, ci' si~
di"?a? (or di"ta?, but di"?a? perhaps pre=

ferred) 'give me a mussel~' L, C}" ?u'd de=
se?ah1 (or desetahx, but dese?ahx perhaps

preferred) 'a mussel is there' L, ci.da?luw

'big mussels' LM, C}" dixi~~} 'mussels are

meaty'L, C}" qu?di"x}yeq~g 'I'll open mus=
~ A" ,,".I I",.f ~',I;"1sels' L; ~1'w~I~"'Y~'i"r"...~~e,\~ I~~f/i~t" (~lf.-".'tit; .



ci.ye.

ci.ye. (informants unable to analyze, probably to be
taken as a simple broken stem)

ci.ye- (noun, attested only as C) 'industrious,

diligent, energetic, ,h-a~~i:~ willing worker':

36.3A, ci-ye- yi~}h}h 'he's not lazy, willing
to do anything, works all the time, doesn't pro=

crastinate, ready to go after things' (a good qua=
lity) L, di~ ci-ye. ?a?~e.G}h 'he's not indus=

trious'L.



-

c:j.hd

c~hd
0-3:-c:j.hd 'S throws, flings pl. 0': attested with a

variety of preverbs and postpositional phrases:

?a?q 'out (of the house)' 9.78A (customary), qid
'down' l5.6M, o-ya?~ lah5 'forward out into 0'

46.lM, ~i.~ 'away' l6.23M, ~i.~ qe? ?e3:c~hd
, 'throw them away again!' L, ta? 'futo the water'

12.6,15,17, 24G, 28.l30A, ta? si3:c}hd3: 'I
threw them in the water' (pl. 0, in one container,

pl. containers, or no container) L; frequently re=

petitive: with qid: l5.llM, o-ya?d 'out of 0':

25.12, l4A, ~i.~: 38.9LM; with ye~-progressive:
ye~ ?e3:ec:j.hd ' scatter, strew them around!, sow

it!' M; with class-marks for 0, including repeti=

tives: da. ya?~ ~ede3:ct.d~ 'we (cust) throw
them (sticks, in stick-game)' L, ya?~ ~edi.3:=

c:j.hdg, ya?~ ~eda.3:c~hdg (former preferable)
'throw them up. (sticks in stick-game)!' L, si~

ya?~ dec}hdg:j.h 'he's throwing them (eggs) up to
me (one at a time)' L, q~.si3:c}hd3: 'I threw it

(rope)' M, ~~eh3: si~ ya?~ q}.se3:c}hd3:}h 'he
threw the painter up to me' L; reciprocal: ?i3:u?

y~.? s3:ic~hd3:inu. 'they threw eachrother down'

(wrestling) L; passive: with ta?: 28.126, l33A,
ta? s3:ic}hd3:, ta? sdic~hd} 'they've been thrown

in the wa~er' L, ?u.de~yu. ?i3:qa?~ ?idic~hd3:
, ',"-~:

.I



'they've been strewn, scattered allover' (indi=

rect reciprocal, neuter perfective) L. With

expanded stem: 1i?q ya.yu. ta?~ x1c~.d 'I'm

throwing all the things one after another into

the water' L.

?~ ya?d decihdg (noun) 'pier' ('by means of it

pl. 0 are flung one after another, emptying some=

thing (with opening at top, boat)') L. Nominalized

passive repetitive. (Transcribed ?u~ ya?d ~ya.

decihdg; ~ya. is probably to be read ~ya?
'into something (else)' as part of this term, or

~ya.?, for alternative term, see ya.?)

ya?~ ~edecihd1 (noun) 'throwing-sticks, stick-=

game' L. Deverbalized passive of 0-1-cihd, with

-1-instrumental and ~d-class-mark for O. See BSdL

239-240 for a detailed description of this game.

ya?~edec~hd1qe~ah name of (winter?) 'manth, 'throw=

ing-stick month' L.

ya?~~ededecihdgqe~ah name of month, same as above,

August? A. With nominalization instead of dever=

balization with -1-instrumental as above.
i!

'c
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cahd

cahd ~'t?
l-cahd (orll le-cah~, i~~~~i~~~;;~y~~..:oI1Jl!'~""""",,,~.

'",v,.,,~~ ~ f /, I ~#~~ ""'~"'""r- )
with yeJ$:-progressive) "S stretches, is elastic':

A

yeJ$: lecahdJ$: 'it stretches (elastic, rubber)';
transitive (causative), attested only in repeti=

tive: xlcahdg 'I'm stretching it (band)' L,
with qiel-class-mark for 0; qi.lex~ahdg 'I'm -",

"-
stretching it (rope-like object)' L.



-

cu?d-cuhd

cu?d-cuhd

cu?d (noun, unclassified) 'sleep' M, 51.52A, Wran=

gell nY-YTD 'Schlafen', Furuhjelm Tzut 'sleep',
cu?d silga?l 'I'm sleepy' (~ need sleep') LM,

cu?dyeq ye~ xda.~ 'I'm walking (about) in my

sleep' L, cu?dye~a?~ xyaog 'I keep dozing off'
('I keep succumbing to sleep') L; used adverbially:
Rezanov nY~e~Dqe~ '3~BaTD G&hnen', cu?d del=

~e.~}h 'he's yawning from drowsiness' L, cu?d

diSil~e.~} 'I yawned sleepily' A.
cu?d-l (noun, with -l-instrumental, or -l-gerun=

dive?) 'sleep': cu?dlga? neo~ ?edqu?xle~h
'I'll nap a while' ('I'll make myself be like~

sleeping a while') L.

-cu?d-cuhd (-cu?d correct in all forms; -cuhd _."
acceptable alternative only in perfectives, though
attested also (analogically?) in a few inceptive

imperfectives; -cuhd is preferred in the active

imperfective repetitive, but in active imperative

repetitives only -cu?d is attested; exemplifi=
cation given rather fully) 'S sleeps, goes to

sleep': inceptive perfective: Gecu?dl}h LLM,
Gecuhdl}h 'he's falling.asleep, going to sleep'

LL, Gexcu?dl L, Gexcuhdl 'I'm falling asleep'

L, gahue?~ Gecuhdl}h 'he's been sleeping all

day' L, ~e~e?~ Gecuhdl::j.h 'he slept all night



long' L; active perfective: 29.17, 18, 33A, 56.=

25L (all -cu?d-) , secuhd}}h 'he fell asleep'

LLL, secu?d}}h 'he fell asleep, he slept' LML,
sicuhd} 'I slept' M (L also, but L m9mentarily

prefers sicu?d}) , yeq sicuhd} 'I fell fast

asleep'L, sicu?d} 'I slept, I fell asleep' L;
neuter perfective: yeq ?ixicu?d} 'I'm fast

asleep' L; inceptive imperfective: qu?xcu'?d '1111

fall asleep' LLM, 'I'll sleep' LLMLL (npt -cuhd

MLL), di~ qu?xcu?dG 'I won't sleep' LM, qa?=

cuhd}h 'he'll fall asleep' L (analogical, elici=

ted immediately after perfectives), Rezanov ffxo=

R~ye~Tb 'He CnM schlafe nicht~' (also listed, er=

roneously, under 'lache (spotte) nicht~') ya?~u"

qu?yicu?d 'don't go to sleep' L; active imperfec=

tive: 2a.20, 25M, 23.101, 25.2,6,42,42,43, 71A,

63.43G (all -cu?d) , xcu?d 'I'm sleeping, I'm

asleep'LMM, yicu?d 'you're sleeping' L, di~
xcu?dG (riot -cuhd-) 'I'm not sleeping' L, lCude~

xcu?dG 'I can't sleep' L, di~~ yicu?dG 'can't

you sleep~' L, cu?d}h (not cuhd-) 'he's sleep=
ing, he's asleep' LL, di~ cu?dGih 'he's not

sleeping' L; inceptive optative: Gexicu?d~ga~
'I wish I could fall asleep' L; active optative:

?ixicu?d 'let me sleep' L, da" ?i"cu?d (not

-cuhd) 'let's sleep' L; inceptive imperative:

I,I



,
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Gecu?d (not -cuhd) MLL; active imperative:""
Rezanov A~T~ 'CnaTb schlafen' ?ecu?d 'sleep~,

go to sleep~' LMLMLL (not -cuhd LML), ?ecu?d

q'ah 'go to sleep finally~' LL (not -cuhd L);

inceptive conditional: 25.27A, 56.23L (both

-cu?d); inceptive subjunctive: Gexcu?d~ ?ix=
leh 'I want to sleep' L; active subjunctive:

?excu?d~ ?ixleh (preferred to inceptive) 'I
want to sleep' LL, ?ecu?d[~] ?il}h}h 'he (ba=

by) is sleepy' ('he wants to sleep') A, ?ecu?d~

?u~ dexl}h}h 'I told him to sleep' L; repetitive:
active imperfective: q~'~ xcuhdg 'I keep dozing

off' LMLL, 'I'm drowsing, almost asleep' L, q~'~

xcu?dg 'I keep dozing off' ("OK too") L; custom=

ary (with and without repetitive): gah ?ecu'd~}h

'sleeps by day' 2'5.6A, ~e~ Cu'd~}h 'sleeps by

night' 25.28A, gah cu'd~ 'sleep by day' 29.29A,

q'e'dah ?ecu'd~}h 'he (cust) just sleeps' LM,
cu.d~ L, ?ecu.d~}h 'he (cust) sleeps' M, di~

?ecu.d~G}h, di~ cu'd~G~h 'he (cust) doesn't'. 
sleep' M, sahd~ xcu.d~ 'I (cust) sleep late' M,.
xcu.d~ LL, ?excu.d~ 'I (cust) sleep' ML, di~

?excu.d~G 'I (cust) don't sleep' M, da. cu.d~
.'

'we (cust) sleep' L, da' ?ecu.dg~ 'we (cust)

sleep' M, yicu.d~ 'you (cust) sleep' L, yicu.d~~
'do you (cust) sleep?' M, di~~ yicu.d~G 'do'nt'



you (cust) sleep?' M, le~cu.dk' 'you pl. (cust)

sleep' L, ?ele~cu.dg~~ 'do you pl. (cust) sleep?'

M, ?ecu.dg~inu.,qecu.dgk'inu. 'they (cust)

sleep' M, ?ixicu.d~ahd 'so that I may (cust)
4

sleep' LM, ?i.c~d~ahd 'so that you may (cust) --~
sleep' M, 'so that he may (cust) sleep' M, de=

wa?dsgah~ Gexicu.dk' 'I wish I could (cust) fall

asleep quickly' L (rare inceptive optative custo=

mary). Transitive (causative): ?e~cu?d}h 'put
him to sleep~' M, Ge~cu?d}h 'put him to sleep~'

M, repetitive: ?e~cu?dg}h 'make him drowse~' M,
'put him (baby) to sleep~' LM; reflexive: ?edqu?=

x~ecu?d (not -cuhd) 'I'll doze' ('I'll make my=
self sleep, look asleep') L, ?edqu?x~ecu?d ne.~

'I'll nap a while' L; passive: xus~icuhd~, xu=

sdicuhd~ 'I've been put to sleep' L.



cSiI.-ciil.

csA-ciil. (perhaps originally csd-cid with -1-instru=

mental, but attested actualizations clearly -A ra=

ther than -d1; no form csd-cid could be elicited)

csil.-ciA (noun, d-class) 'board, plank, lumber':

21b.51 (CSA), 65.12A (ciA), Rezanov neTJI~

'~ocKa Brett', Galushia Nel"son tset1 'drill-= , hearth or board' BSdL 547, ceil. 'boards'LMS,

ciil. 'boards'L, ceil.da?luw 'big boards' M, la?d

da. ceil. 'two boards' M, ?ew ceAda"q y~"? 6S=

ta? 'set it down on the board~' LM, csAdec}?da?d

'tip, end of board' L, ceA si~ di.?a?, ceA si~

di.ta? 'give me a board~' L, ceA ?u"d desetah1,

CSA ?u"d dese?ah1 'a board is there' L, de1a?qd

ya" CSA 'outside board (of construction), facing'L.

ci;>;.eyahd (noun, d-class) 'lumber house (plank: house) , L.

ciA ds1~a.d1 (noun, unclassified) 'duck species, smal=

ler than, but like ~eq}.q, good eating' L, 'teal

duck'LM, ceA de1~a"d1 'teal (or female mallard?)

duck, always running about with its young, like drag=

ging boards' M. (, it's dragging boards '.)

ciA de6e~e.1 (noun, unclassified) 'small fish spe=

cies, looks like dead wood' L, 'small bug species

in water' (correction of preceding) L. ('it's car=

rying boards on its back'~)
"",e"O'

csAdec'i~ name of Anna""l'Te'is'Ott"'Harry's father (~ ?ene=
,,~,," f & ~ih) LA, tsa.t1~tsen~ /Chief Joel BSdL Genealogic= -

al Table! ('board-dish'.)

".



,

ce~..ci~

ce~..ci~ (expanded ci.~ and ce.~)

-ce~~ci~ 'S slide~ slips': Geci~l 'it's sliding -

along' M, ?u.'deJ$: G ece~l ' it's sliding along

there' L, Geci~ 'slide along!' M, siyeqa?J$:

ci~, siyeqa?J$: ce~ 'it's slipping between my

fingers' M, (;ith-yeJ$:-prog;;;~i.;~:- ?u',! "aJr'

dece~ 'it's sliding around there' L, with d-~ c:': :f~~~,;:;

~ (l~~~-I.,~""SI,
class-mark for S: J$:ahdl deG e7ce~l 'a car is ---~~~4'--'-"

~"> )
(J.-""-#.J ;;;~' LJ

going along' (like sled sliding) L, repeti ti ve :~=--~,/

?u.deJ$: qid ce~g 'it keeps sliding down there'

L, ?u.deJ$: yeJ$: ci~g 'it (window) keeps sliding

down there' L, si.na?q Ii? ce~g 'it (scarf)

keeps sliding down off my head' L. Transitive

(causative): si~ ?elce~, si~ ?elci~ 'slide

it to me!' L, ?u.deJ$: ya?J$: qa? Gelci~ 'open

it (window)~' ('slide it up out along there!') L,

with ?ilya? and yeJ$:-progressive: ?ilya? ye~

?eleci~ 'slide it back and forth!' L, ?ilya? ?ew

yeJ$: leci~J$:inu., ?ilya? ?ew yeJ$: leci~ginu.

(repetitive) 'they're sliding it back and forth'

L, ?ilya? ?ew yeJ$: Ge~eci~inu. 'they're keep=

in6-up sliding it back and forth' L; reflexive ?ed-= le-ce~..ci~ 'S slides self, S skates, S sails (in

boat)': 64.9G (customary, expanded ci.~), ?ed=

qu?xlece~ 'I'll slide, sail' L, with yeJ$:-progres=

sive: yeJ$: ?ed~eci~}h 'he's sliding, skating

-T



around' LM, ye~ ?edx~eci~~ 'I'm skating around'

M, ye~ ?eda.~eci~ 'slide, skate around:' L,

ye~ da. ?ed~eci~, da. ye~ ?edleci~ 'we're

sliding, sk~ting around' L, da. ye~ ?ed~eci.~
'we (cust) slide, skate around', repetitive: ye~

?edx~eci~g, ye~ ?edx~ece~g 'I'm skating around'
L (" sounds more like' trying to skate, sliding

aroun~~ithout skates'" M); passive, d-thematic op= ,..-
tional with qid 'down': qid dis~ici~~ 'it's

been slid down' L.

Ge~ece~-Ge~eci~ (noun, unclassified) 'land-otter':

32.17,33.21,25,33,49.53, 54A, 67.6G, Rezanov
R~e~~b 'BH~pa Otter', Wrangell KaT~e~eT~b

'Fischotter', Galushia Nelson qet~ese~l or ~e=
~~S~~~ 'land otter (or "to slide")' BSdL 286,

539, 559, Ge~eci~, Ge~ece~ 'land-otter' ("be=

co.use he slides") L, Ge~ece~luw 'big land-otter' -"-"

LM, Ge~eceX'yu° 'land-otters' 32.17A, Ge~ece~tah,

Ge~eci~tah 'land-otter skin' 33.41,41,72,72,

74,74, 84A, Geleci~~a? y?-o? 'fi!!f!"eweed roots' --

('medicine against land-otter') L, Ge~eci~~a?

y?-o?~~ah1 'fireweed' ('leaves of medicine against

land-otter') L.

ye~ ?edisci~ (gerundive of ye~-pregressive re=

flexive causative) 'skating': ye~ ?edisci~~

xuse~ga?~ 'I'm ti~ed of skating around' ('skating



around has tired me') L.

?uya? ye~ ?edisci~ (noun, above gerundive with

?uya? 'in them (0 with opening at top)') 'ice-=

skates'L.

~.na?q Ii? ce'~ (noun) 'meat that's left on fat

of skinned seal' M, 'meat left on sealskin'

("sounds like 'slides off our head"') L. Nominal=

ized active imperfective with expanded stem, ~.=

na?q 'down over one's head', Ii? 'deeply, along

back from head towards tail', cf. si.na?q Ii?

ce~g.



C}?,3I:'

C}?~

C}?~-g (noun, unclassified, with -g-repetitive the=

matic) 'ashes' LMA, 'soot' A, Rezanov ~AbR~

'30Aa Asche, Lauge', ~~? C}?~g 'lots of ashes'

LM.
c}?~gga? ?i.~eh (noun) 'flour, meal' ('it's like

ashes') LM, Rezanov ~TAbRoRoeTe ~poB!aHT~,

MYRa Mehl', c}?~gga? ?i.~ehyu. 'quantities of

flour' 52.36L.

le-c}?~-g 'S makes ashes': ?exa. slic}?~g} 'it

(stove) sure has made lots of ashes:' L.



ca?~

ca?l (perhaps to be analyzed ca with -i-instrumental,

related to ca-cah and/or cae)

ca?l (noun, d-class) 'knife' LMS, 26.9L, 28.58, 32.=
8,14, 22A, Rezanov ~ax~~ (with x inserted

above) 'HO~HK~ Messer', Furuhjelm Zall 'knife',

Galushia Nelson tsatl 'man's knife' BSdL 547,

ca?ldekih 'small knife' M, 38.8, 14LM, 66.5L,

ca?ldegu~g 'tiny knife' L, ca?ldeyequhyuode~?

'lots of little knives' L, ca?lde~? 'many knives'

L, ca?da?luw 'big knife' LM, ca?lde?e?d yil}h}h

'she has knife-marks on her' M, ca?ldeqa? '(cut=

ting-)edge of knife' L, de?ewdeqao? ca?l ?u?di=

sicahl 'I bought the same kind of knife' L, ca?l

?uod dese?ahl (or -tahl, but -?ahl probably
preferred) 'a knife is there' L, ca?l si~ dio=

?a? (or -ta?, but -?a? probably preferred)

'give me a knife:' L, ~.delehca?l 'knife made

of animal horn' L, ?il~a?~ ye~ ?u?Aa.detao~
ca?l 'pocketknife' ('knife which folds together')

L, Rezanov ExoT~R~eTax~~aaT~~ 'HO~HK~ cK~a~HoH

Taschenmesser' °



ca-?}

ca-?} (perhaps to be analyzed ca-? with -}-instru=

mental)
ca.?} (noun, unclassified) 'food-box, large wood=

en food-storage box, chest; kerosene or coal-oil

can, jerrican' LMA, 7.28, 36, 9.145, 146,147,

11.16,36,37,37,29.6, 7A, Rezanov naaTA~
'Bo~a Tonne', Galushia Nelson ~sa-t} 'box',

tsw.t} 'water-tight box or basket' BSdL 259,

546,558, la?dih ca.?} 'two food-boxes' L.
BSdL 78-80 contains a description and illustra=

tion of ca-?}.

,.



-

ci5

ci5

-ci~-g (adjective, -g-repetitive thematized) 'nar=
row, thin' 1. Independent or relativized: yao=

ci5g yi1eh 'they're narrow' 11.65A, Rezanov
~~ 'TOHRO dUnn' ya.ci5g 'narrow' MA, Re=

zanov ATe~ 'ToHBe dftnn (Comparat.) , ?a?d

yaoci5[gJ 'very thin', yaoci5g ku~xiod 'nar=
row (strip of) cloth' L; with class-marks in con=

nection with classified nouns: yaoqi.leci5g

'thin (rope)' L, yaoleci5g leseli1 'it (moon)

is in its last quarter' ('has gotten narrow') L. <~~~f :.
" \ ,

2. Suffixed: taoheci5g 'narrow trail' L; Y"':;"~;:;:~!JI

to classified nouns: Rezanov J{YTRYIJ;m:J;R~ 'mOJIR~ G~lI~w'y,,',V

Seide' ~?~guci5g 'fine thread', ~duolihGde=

ci5g 'narrow table' Lo p~rv
,-

guka?deci5g (noun, unclassified), ':p;:r:-etty ~ee:F1~sh \
r--l-1.!-t ."S' '()\d """,-"" (~-""""" "-of";:"'"" ',.I 1~;', v I

duck species, pintail duck' ('narrow-tail') Lo
' /"

?}O5i?~ yaole~eci5g (noun, l~-class) 'pear' ('front
end of l~-class object narrow') L.

-ci5-g ~S is thin' (-g-repetitive thematized): with

la?q 'thickness (least dimension)', attested in
active imperfective and neuter imperfective (?e-=

prefix optional, yi- or ?io-), no apparent dis=
tinction in meaning: la?q ?ioci5g yuoxgao 'thin

skirt (light material)' 1'1, la?q' ci5g, la?q yi=

ci5g, la?q ?ioci5g 'it's thin' L, with d-class-=



mark for S: ~du'lihG la?q deci5g 'table is

thin (of thin wood)' L, la?q di'ci5g 'it

(board) is thin (perhaps wide, but not thick)'

M; with l~-class-mark, partly thematized: le~e=

ci5g 'fine (grain)' M, 'real soft cloth' L (both

nominalized), A number of forms occur in Rezanov

which may be read either as la?q -ci5-g or

1~-ci5-g: RymT~eT~ba~e '~eHTH seidenes

Band, seidene B~der' k'u~.1I:'i?:r. la?q ci5g(kih)

or le~eci5g(kih) 'thin (little) garters',

HeXT~~HX$~~ 'mO~KOBO~ ~aTOK~ seidenes Tuch'

ni:r.a' la?q ci5g or le~eci5g 'kerchief is

thin', ~HXe~e Kaqqax~ KHTaHKa chinesisches

Seidenzeug, chinesisches Baumwollenzeug',

~RK~~e ~e~ '~aHaa Crepp' (both listed

under Eeide, Leinewand, Strumpfe') la?q ci5g

(or yici5g, ?i'ci5g) Gecre~ (or qede~), or

.le~eci5g Gede~ (or qede~) 'piece of thin

cloth', ~aKaT~~~ K~HRKya~H (first and last

two letters partly illegible, reading uncertain)

'mO~KoBaH MaTepIa Seiden-Zeug' le~eci5g (or

la?q ci5g, la?q yici5g) k'ula?qeya? (or qa'=

la?qeya?) 'thin clothing',

la?q ci5g (noun, unclassified) 'flounder' LS,

'(flat) flask" L, la?q yici5g, la?q ?i'ci5g

'flounder' M, Rezanov ~RKa~~ ~aM6y~a, pH6a



Butte'. Nominalized active and neuter imperfec=

ti ves, 'it's thin'.
y~. ? d ~deci5g (noun) 'ten-pound lard-can' '(, nar=

row at bottom') L. Nominalized active imperfec=

tive, 'something (of d-class?) narrows toward

bottom'.
~e-ci5-g 'S is thin' (-g-repetitive thematized,

attested only in inceptive perfective, with la?q,

meaning not clearly distinguished from that of

la?q -ci5-g in active and neuter imperfective):

ku~xi.d la?q Ge~eci5g~ 'cloth is thin' L, with

d-class-mark for S: la?q deGe~eci5g~ ciA 'thin

boards' 65.12A.

,

,
!i:'}~~

,","



c:j.°ol

c:j.°ol

c:j.°o (noun, unclassified) 'dream': Rezanov ~

'OOH'!> Traum', Galushia Nelson stinots 'dream'

BSdL 552, ~ouo C}Oo 'a nice dream' L, C}Oo

?i~a? si~ ?a?~eo 'tell me your dream~' Lo

?i-c~oo 'S dreams' (with indeterminate 0 thema=

tized): 19o32L, 32o35A, ?ixc:j..o 'I'm dreaming'

~, ?~oda? sab1 ?ixc~oo 'I dreamt you came

here' L, ?isec}oo~~ 'did you dream?' L, ~=

ouodah ?isic:j..o~ 'I had a pleasant dream, I

had a dream of good portent' L, ~ouodah ~a?

?iolic}Oo 'have a pleasant dream' L, ~ouodah

~a? ?iolic}Oo~ '(cust) have pleasant dreams'

L, ?ioc:j.°o~~ 'do you (cust) dream?' L, xUO

di~ ?ixc}Oo~G 'I (cust) never dream' L, with

ye~-progressive: ?aoweyuo ye~ ?ixdec~oo~ 'I

(cust) have scary dreams, nightmares' L; causa=

tive O-~-C}Oo 'S makes 0 dream': xuse~c}Oo~:j.h

'he made me dream' Lo

0-?-1~-1e-c:j.°o 'S dreams about 0': 19.1lL, ?i?=

le~ex~ecfoo 'I'm dreaming about you' L, ?i?qe?=

le~ex3:ec~.o 'I'll dream about you' L, xu' ~a?
, ","1 )f "'v ~\.-

xu?le~a.~ic}.o'" 'dream about~' L, ~?le~ex3:e=
,"'I

c:j.°o 'I'm dreaming about someone' L, duod xu? =

le~e1ec:j.°o 'who'se dreaming about me?' L, duod

?u?le~e~ec}.o 'whom are you dreaming about?' L,



reciprocal: ?i}u? ?u?le~e}ec~.5inu. 'they're

dreaming about each other' L; passi~e: xu?le~e=
u--- 1'.I~!rj'~.~~,;>- ' J ,

sdic~.5}ga? ?edxgewih 'I feel like someone :T :J-e be~
f'- Iii,

dreamt about ~' L.

:



..'z2c} v

.J.)}'/~)J"'...".k)/-.1)J"""/.;»)~ ~)f(j~

c~.52 (authenticity very doubtful, cf. d~?c', dU?cr,
/\

G } .q's)

d-%e-c~.o 'S makes high-pitched squeaking sound'

(with d-thematic 'noise'): de%ec}.5 'it (e.g.
eagle) is screeching, it is squeaking, he's ma=

king a nasal wheezing sound in his sleep' M (L

rejects, except perhaps for 'nasal wheezing
sound in sleep', perhaps only in deference to

C}ool).



cis

cis

O-cis 'S copulates with 0' (term very objectionable
to L and M): Rezanov KoYD;!.rc'1. ' COBOKyrIJI.FITbC.FI

begatten, sich' ~cis 'it is copulating with

something, something is copulating with it' (not

polite) LM, ?ixicis 'I'm copulating with you'
(neuter imperfective) S, ~ila'? cis}h 'she's

copulating with a man'S; passive: decis}h

'he, she's being copulated with, is having sexual

intercourse'S.



cahgl

Cahgl

cahg(-1) (noun, unclassified, with -1-instrumental
M, no -1-instrumental L) 'legend, myth': Galushia

Nelson tsa.q 'story' BSdL 551, cahg 'legend'

L, cahge5u. 'good legend' L, cahg1 'legend'M,

~5U. cahg1 'good legend' M. See ~ Texts, In=
troduction, for discussion.

O-cahg 'S tells legend about 0': ~i.leh~iyah qa?=

cahg}h 'he'll tell a legend about Raven' L, with

o-~ 'with 0': ~i.leh~iyah ?i~ qu?xcahg 'I'll

tell you a legend about Raven' L, repetitive: 1i~

~i.leh~iyah cahgg~h 'he always keeps telling Ra=

ven-myths' L; detransitivized, with indeterminate
0: ?i~ ?iqe?xdecahg 'I'll tell you a legend' M,

?ixsdicahg1 'I told a legend' LM, ?iodecahg 'tell
a legend~' LM, ?ideca.gk!}h 'he (cust) tells le=

gends'L.



.," h 2'-~ ca g_..~-
J"fi

cahg2 (perhaps to be analyzed with -g-repetitive)

0-3:-cahg (attested only from A, who does not ex=

plain the meaning clearly. L uncertain): si3:=

cahg3: 'I made (cut?) it (a thing with several

fibers together, e.g. closed flower, multi-strand

cord, tassel, with separate fibers clinging to=

gether and evenly cut), A, qu?x3:cahg 'I'll make

(cut?) it (tassel)' A; passive: s3:icahg3: 'it

(e.g. tassel) has been made (cut?)' A.

1icahg3: (noun) 'plant species, yellow flower, grows

in wet places' A. Nominalized passive neuter per=

fective.
Ge.cahg (noun) 'starfish' LA ("because it has lots

of little lumps on it" A). Ge.- not identified.



cug

cug (expanded ceog or cuog)

cug (noun, attested only in Rezanov) 'swelling':
Rezanov ~K~ 'Bepe~~ Geschwulst (Furunkel)'o

de-cug 'S swells': Rezanov CTHqyK~~ 'Pacnyx~o

geschwollen' sdicugl 'it has swollen, it's
swollen' L1'1, 'it (bread) has risen' 1'1,.(L rejects

this use), qu?decug 'it'll swell' L, decuog~

'it (cust) swells' L, with qa? 'up out': qa?

sdicugl 'a bump, "gooseegg" has formed' .A (L

prefers lu?~ for this), with anatomical-marks:

?loxsdicug1 'my face is swollen' L, qiodixsdi=

cugl 'my feet are swollen' L, qiodexdece.g~
'my feet (cust) swell' Lo Transitive (causative):

?ilgiyillh qe?'iJ.h xuqiodeselcugl 'it's a witch
that made my feet swell' L; passive: xuqiodisli=

cugl, ?ilgiyil}hye?e?d le~ selil 'my feet
have been made to swell, this is the work of a

witch'Lo



cu.x

cu.x

O-cu.x 'S thrusts 0, shoves 0 (into something)':

attested with a variety of preverbs and postposi=

nal phrases: 34.83,85, 93L, 47b.39, 39M, y~.?(!

qe? sicu.x~ 'I pushed it down again, some more'

M, y~.? qe? qu?xcu.x 'I'll push it back down'
M, y~.?(! ?ecu.x 'push it (e.g. stick) down (in

e.g. ground)!' L, ta? sicu.x~ 'I dipped it in
the water' L, ?ule~ede.? ?ew.. Gacu.xfh-"stick,itin

his eye~' L, yahd Gecu.x 'push it (boat) out!,

launch it:' L, ?ixqa?~ ye~ Gecu.x 'shuffle

them (cards):' ('thrust them down between each

otherl', indirect reciprocal) A, ?ewqa?(! Gexcu.xx
'I'm pushing it between them' L, Rezanov MT~exaH~

'HaKpHTbbedecken' ?ixye~ ?ecu.x 'stack them up:'
('thrust them one below the other~', indirect re=

ciprocal) L, ?ewlu? sicu.X} 'I poked it through
it'M, ?ew dek}h ?ew di~a?gqa? Ii? Gecu.x

'poke this stick into the book' ('deeply between

the papers') L; with class-marks for 0: d-class:

23.18, 27b.18, 28.13A, ti.l-class: 48.5, 10L, g-=

class, partly thematized: 3ahG~le~ede.?~ gu.cU'X
'thread a needle:' (0 is ~?~, g-class) M, gu.=

cU'X 'thread a needle:' L, qu?gu.xcu.x 'I'll

thread a needle' L, gesicu.xx 'I threaded a needle'

L, ~de~ guxcu.XG 'I can't thread a needle' L,
da. gu.licu.x 'let's thread a needle' L, I-class:



33.14, 36, 45A, da?deyeq ?ew ?}.secu.x} 'he
shoved it (paddle) into the mud' L, aI-class:

Aa.~a?} Aa.sicu.x1 'I put in a fence' L, see
also O-dl-cu.x; with anatomical marks: ?uya?~

ye~ ?iqe?li xcU'X 'I'll shove your head down
into it (e.g. bucket)' L; reflexive, with ana=

I-:::-;;;f;~:jI'i::' ~-~ f'..atl.I...;,~ .
, !t .. 1 k ..?>a? d d d .' I f d .Ji"..t-l! !omlca mar s. y~ I.J e ge ex ecu x m olng --,.~,~~,--" I

deep knee-bends' ('I'm thrusting my rump down') L,

y~.?~ ?edgedezecu.xg}h 'he's doing knee-bands,
he keeps squatting' A (repetitive, ~e-classifier

from influence of form which A was trying to iden=

tify, from M, y~.??! ?edgedezecu.5g}h 'he's mo=
ving his rump up and down', which neither L nor A

accept, as also si~ ?edgede}ecu.5g}h 'he's but=
ting me with his rump' M, which should probably

be si~ ?edgededecu.xg}h) , with qi.d- 'foot':

51.78, 79A, ?edqi.dixsdicu.x} 'I moved my foot'
M, ?u.de~ ca? ?edqi.deGedecu.x} 'he's walking

very slowly, plodding, dawdling along there' ('he's
thrusting his feet downhill along there') L; pas=

sive: ?ewlu? sdicu.x} 'it has been poked through

it'L, with ~d-class-mark for 0: ye~ ~edisdi=
cU'X} 'they (candles) have been thrust down (into

their sockets) L, with I-anatomical: ta?~ ye~

xulisdicu'xz 'my head got ducked down into the

water'L.



1L__~':':~-~:..-c ~.e r-l ~ ~ t V- ~ C Lh( ."" , "";:), 11:", .
Ii" .J 1

_'~"'~"""'-""'C'~"""""'=""""'~"" f

y~.?~ ?eddecu'xginu' 'they keep crouching low
(in water)' (repetitive, see cU'~),



O-d-cu'x '8 thrusts 0, shoves 0 (into something)'

(with a-thematic, meaning not clearly distin=

guished from that of O-cu.x): 47c.48L, 49.34,

34A (not a-class 0), ya? qe? deGecu.x 'set

it up straight again:' L.

O-dl-cu.x '8 bastes (in sewing)' (probably with

dl-class-mark for 0 ~ahG1 'needle' thematized):

Aa'Gexcu.x1 'I'm basting with a running stitch'

L, Aa'sicu'x1 'I basted' L.

le~edecu'x (noun) 'musket (old gun)' L. Probably

nominalized passive active imperfective, 'l~-class

0 (shot, pellets) are thrust (into it)'.

O-~-cu'x '8 moves 0 by thrusting with e.g. stick':

?e1cu'x 'pole it (boat):' L, ?ew ?e~ekih ?u'~

qu?x1cu'x 'I'll pole the canoe there' L, ?i~

qu?x1cu.x 'I'll push it to you (with e.g. a

stick)' L.



c}hG

c}hG
O-c~hG '8 handles, grabs, carries (quantity of) 0

by hand, in handful'; ?ecthG 'grab a buch of

them:, grab a mass of it~' L, ?ewya?d ql}..~

?ec~hG 'clean it all up out of it (0 with opening
at top) with your hands~' L, ~i.da? ?ew se=

c}hG}th 'he carried it (e.g. dirt) over there
in his hands' L; with class-marks for 0; le~a.=

c}hG 'grab a bunch, handful of them (berries):'

L, ?U'~ le~i.c}hG 'carry them (berries) thi=

ther in your hands~' L, si~ di.c}hG 'bring me

a bunch, handful of them (eggs) in your hands:'

L.
O-}-c}hG '8 carries (quantity of) 0 in hands a

long distance' (uncertain, attested only once,
with l~-class-mark for 0); qu?le~i.x}c}hG 'I'll

carry them (berries) a long distance in my hands'

L.
c-(l6-~- ~ ~~ ~ L (1.J:.,,~.1J <:.,7'" c. -) s":,,l C, ~ )

fI IFf / );-J; Ct~~-



ct?G

C}?G (perhaps to be analyzed C}? with -G-negative

thematized)
d-C}?6 'S is naked' (attested only in neuter im=

perfective, third person): diOc}?6 'he's naked'

LM, usually nominalized: di~ diOc}?G ?a?1eoG}h
'he's not naked' L, used adverbially: diOC}?6

yeJ.C J.CeAaoda?ya°J.C 'he's running around naked' L.
O-l-C}?G 'S undresses 0, strips 0 naked': Ge1=

C}?G}h 'undress him~' L; reflexive: ~dxs1iC}?G1
'I'm naked' ('I've undressed myself') L, ?eds1i=

c}?G1}h 'he took his clothes off' M, ?edqu?x1e=

C}?G 'I'll take all my clothes off' L.



~

ce?q

ce?q

-ce?q (noun) 'urine': ~ce?q 'urine' (of any
species: not considered for washing, cf. kus)

LM, ~ewa'ce?q 'dog-urine' LS, Rezanov Xao =
.~eXKoeTe (Xao~ex- written above crossed-out

Koc~HT~eK~~-, see ~a?) '~e~TO~ gelb', Ga=
,

lushia Nelson ~~wa tsa.t 'urine, yellow

(i'dog urine")' BSdL 542, 553, ~ewa'ce?qga?
~ -4c 23

?i.t'eh 'it's yellow' ('it's like dog.;;.urine') ~. .6'1",
~

ce?q (noun, unclassified) 'urination': Rezanov

~ex~xyce~~KaT~~ 'Mo~ (written over MOqMT~CH )

harnen' ce/g xu- siJ:ga?]:; 'I need to urinate'

M.
-ce?q 'S urinates': J:i?! ce?q 'it (baby) is wet

(urinates) all the time' L, qu?xce?g 'I'll uri=

nate'L, qa?ce?g 'it'll urinate' L, la?~dJ:
sece?q'3: 'a meteor fell' ('a star urinated', later

rejected, see deg) L; indirect reflexive. with fl"""

o-ye~ 'under 0': ye~e?!~\lh gew dece'qk'}h 'he

apparently (cust) wets his bed' 50.10A, ye~

?idece-qk' 'he (cust) wets his bed' 50.11A.



ce;

ceJS:
-ceJS: 'S is cut' (not freely used, attested only

once, active perfective): seceJS:z 'it's cut, it
has a hole in it' L.

O-z-ceJS: 'S cuts 0' (perhaps causative of preceding):

25.23,24, 25A, 34.9L, 38.15, 171M, 49.43, 44,52,

53,53,54,55,58,59,67, 65.39A, Rezanov A~b~ax$
'llH~H s~gen (Imperat.) , ?ezce~ 'cut it~' L, Re=

zanov ~B~ax~b 'llH~HTBs~gen' ?ezceJS:(z) , A~b=

~ax~ 'PBaaTb schneiden', XOKo~b~axe 'llOPTHOM

Schneider' JS:U? ~zceJS:}h 'he cuts things to (fi=

nished) form', sizceJS:z 'I cut into it' L, 6u.5z=

qa?JS: ?ezceJS: 'cut it at the joint',' L, ~zga?=

da.~ ?ew sezceJS:z}h 'he cut it in three (pieces,

places)' L, with o-d 'from 0': ?ud ~6ezceJS:
'cut something (a piece) off it!' L, ?izd 6~zceJS:

'cut them apart:' (indirect reciprocal) L, with

o-~ah 'away from 0': 49.93, 95A (indirect recipro=

cal s), wi th o-qe~ah 'off from on 0': 65.2.8', 29,

30A, with o-qe<!ahd qa? lupout from on 0': 12.=

15G, with ?iza?q 'in layers, strips' (indirect

reciprocal): 37b.77, 65.47A, with yeJS: 'apart, in
two', or 'downward': 65.31, 39A, yeJS: 6ezceJS: 'cut
it in two:' L; repetitive: ~h1ga?da.d ?ezceJS:g

'cut it in three (places, pieces):' L; with class-=

marks for 0: qi.lisizceJS:z 'I cut it (rope)' M,



ye~ qi.leGe~ce~ 'cut it (rope) (through):' L,

le.~ ?i~a? ye~ qu?gu.x~ce~ 'I'll cut your

hair' L; with anatomical marks: xuyese~ce~~}h

'he cut my hand' L, ?iqe?li.x~ce~ 'I'll cut

your hair' L; with ?i.li.~ and vocalized clas=

sifier: ?i.li.~ xuqu?ye~ece~}h 'he tried to

cut my hand' L; reflexive, with anatomical marks:

?ed}.x~ece.~~ 'I (cust) cut my hair' L, ?edla.=

~ece~ 'cut your hair:' L, ?edyixs~ice~~ 'I cut

my hand' L; passive: 65.3,4,4,9,9, lOA, ?i~=

qe~ah Gedece~~ahd 'after it's been cut apart (in

layers)' (indirect reciprocal, inceptive conditio=

nal) 65.11A, ?u.na?qe~ KUs~ice~~ 'its (dog's)

nose has been cut' ('something has been cut back

along its head'; procedure makes good hunting-dog

of poor one) L, s~ice~~, sdice~~ 'it's been

cut' L, qu?dece~ (not -~e-) 'it'll get cut' L.

O-(d-)~-ce~ 'S cuts 0' (with d-thematic, optional,

usually with preverbs ya? and qid, presence of

d- having no clear effect on meaning): d-thematic

present with neither ya? nor qid, nor d-class

0, perhaps analogical: ~e~e.~~ ~e~.-a., ~~.ail~ah

Ga.Geee.:;2~ 'its meat-slabs, tl-J.ey are Ecl:I.st] Cu.t

~~;~y f~em ~fte~el 65.~~, ya?d qa? disi~ce~~ 'I

cut a hole in it, I cut a piece out of it' L; with

ya? 'completely': O-~-ce~: 65.36A, ya? ?e~ce~,



ya? Ge~ce~ 'cut it up~, slice it~' L, ya?

Gex~ce~~ 'I'm slicing it up' L, ya? qu?x~=

ce~ 'I'll slice it, I'll cut it to pieces' L,

repetitive: ya.ci3g da.~ ya? x~ce~g 'I'm
slicing it up thin (babiche) , LM, O-d-~-ce~:

10.38,38, 25.187A, 38.11, 15fn, 17fnM, Reza=
nov ReRTe~b~ax~ 'PacnopoTb auftrennen' qe?

ya? d...~ce~ 'S cuts up 0 some more' (1),

ReRTe~b~~-Y 'PacnopH auftrennen (Imperat.) ,

qe? ya? di.~ce~uh 'cut it up some more~';
'1ft. /'15 A)with qid 'down off': O-~-ce~: 5.5L, Rezanov

""
Y~aTKe~bK~b~~ 'PtE~ schneiden (Imperat.)
?u~ahd qid (1) Ge~ce~ 'cut it down off it~',

?u~ahd qid KUGe~Ce~, ?u~ahd qid ~.~ce~

'cut something off it~' L, qid si~ce~~ 'I

cut it off (of something)' L, with l-class-mark

for 0 (no d-): 11.168A, with d-class-mark for 0

(and/or d-thematic): 5.3, 26.2L, 29.3, 65.39A,

O-d-~-ce~ (with d-thematic, 0 not d-class):

11.164,65.74, 76A, qid deGe~ce~ 'cut it

off:' L. Passive: with neither ya? nor qid.

d-thematic perhaps analogical, 0 not d-class:

de?e.3g ?ewa., ?u.di~ah da.dece.~~ 'its

meat-slabs, they are (cust) cut away from there'

65.4A; with ya?: 11.196, 196, 196A (no d-the=

matic), with qid: 65.9, 9A (d-class 0 in both).



O-gdl-~-ce~ 'S cuts O's throat, S beheads 0'

(usually with qid 'down off'; in careful

usage the meaning without qid is probably
'S cuts O's throat, with qid 'S beheads 0'):

21a.35,53.10L, qid xugeAa.se~ce~~}h 'he
cut my throat, he cut my head off' L, ?iqe?=

geAi"x~ce~, qid ?iqe?geAi.x~ce~ 'I'll cut
your throat, I'll cut your head off' L, qid

geAa.si~ce~~th 'I cut his head off' L.

O-~-~-ce~ 'S cuts up 0 to bits' (with ya"~

'destruction', requiring ~-thematic): ya.~
qu?~i"x~ce~ 'I'll cut it all up' L.

O-?-dl-~-ce~ 'S cuts 0 open': 10.29, 30, 31, 31,

25.11,12, 28.84A, 38.9LM, 65.28,38, 39A,
?u?qeAa.se~ce~~ 'she cut them (pl.) open' 25.=

40A, with ku"l-anatomical 'belly': ?ew ?u?=

kU.Aa"Ge1ce~ L, ?u?kV.Aa.Ge~Ce~ 'cut its
belly open:' M, xu?ku"Aa"se1ce~~}h L, xu? =

kV.Aa.se~ce~~}h 'he cut my belly open' M,
>-?i?qe?ku"Ai.x~ce~ L, ?i?qe?k\l"fli"x~ce~ 'I'll -

cut your belly open' M, ?u?qekV.Aa"Ge~ce~inu"

'cut their bellies open:' M, ?u?ku"Aa"si~ce~~

'I cut its belly open' L; passive: 65.37A,

?u?Aa"s~ice~~ 'it's been cut open' 11.190,
191, 191A, with ku"l-anatomical: ?u?k\l.Aa" =

s~ice~~ 'its belly's been cut open' L.



?~ ~ce~z (noun, unclassified) 'scissors' L,
Rezanov AxKO~axAD 'llMAa Sdge', ~?luw ?u~

~ce~1 'big scissors' L. Deverbalized passive
of o-~ O-z-ce~ 'S cuts 0 by means of 0',

with -z-instrumental.



ca?J:}{

ca?J:lr

Gl-(de-)ca?zlr 'S pecks (?) at ground' (meaning un=

certain, Gl-thematic 'ground'): G?ca?J:lr, Gele=

deca?zlr 'it (sparrow) is pecking' L.
,;if"

G?ca?zlr (noun, unclassified) 'sparro~; LMAS, 10.=

11OA,34.9fnL. Nominalization of preceding.
\" ~,v' 4-,')sp"",.rYOvV I'



I-thematic, and x-classifier, inexplicable, per=

haps to be analyzed instead ca? 'deep, downhill',

with unidentified ~elel, perhaps stem, or per=

haps to be analyzed ~-lil with ~-indefinite

and unidentified stem lil.

" , ~:"::""":";rJ;,tifc;:'

"tc~:l1
,:,',~~y,t~;""~



ca?k'

ca?~ (loan from Tlingit cax 'mittens')

ca?~ (noun, tiol-class) 'mittens, gloves' LMA,

56.2, 6L, Galushia Nelson tsaoq 'mitten' BSdL
550, ca?~ si~ tiolio?a?j ca?~ si~ ti.liota?

(former later rejected) 'give me a glove:' L,
ca?~ ?uod t}Osetah} (not -?ah}) 'a glove is

there' L, ~id i~hG tiona. ca?~, ~ao~ ?ew=

tioleqes 'there's just one mitten, where's its

mate?' L, ~tioleqes ca?~ 'one mitten of a

pair' L, i~hGnuoleya? ca?~ 'one pair of mittens'

L, la?dnuoleya? ca?~ 'two pairs of mittens' L,
ca?~tio?nuw 'big gloves' M, qa.yeqa?~ ce.Jt' ca?~

'(finger-)gloves' ('mitts which slip between our
fingers, through our hand-interstices') L, ?uye=
qa?~ ca?~ 'his (finger-)gloves' ('mittens through

his hand-interstices') L, qioye~i~qa? ~oieh

ca?~ '(finger-)gloves' ('gloves whose foot-digit-=

interstices exist') L, ?ew ca?~ye~i~qa?d '(at

rest) between the fingers of the glove' L.
ca?~ao personal name, Jenny Charles (same as

Tlingit cax ~a, 'glove mother') LS.

ca?~eleima. personal name of Eyak woman L (not

same as preceding; '00. mother', but here L does

not identify first elements as containing ca?~

'glove', -alai, resembling l-class-mark or



ceq's

ceq's

-y-l-ceqs-g-l (noun, unclassified, with y-ana=
tomical 'hand', ~-classifier, -g-repetitive

thematized, -i-instrumental) 'fingers': yel=
ceqsgl?a'w 'long-fingers' (epithet for octo=

pus) 20.llA, Rezanov Rae~D~axcRe 'n~e~

Finger' qa'yelceqsg..., Furuhjelm Khaiatzkhu

'fingers' qa'ye[lJc[eJq[sJg[lJ 'our fingers,
human fingers', Furuhjelm Iakhatztakhe 'toes'

(badly garbled form), Galushia Nelson qaiE

'finger' qa'ye[lceqsglJ, ktyttltse'qsktl
'finger' B8dL 542 ~eyelceqsgl 'someone's fin=

gers', ~yelceqsgl ~?a'w 'long fingers' M,

siyelceqsgl 'my fingers' LMA, siyelceqsglqa?d
'between my fingers' L.

-qi'y-l-ceqs-g-l (noun, as above, with qi'y-ana=
tomical 'toes', attested only in B8dL): Galushia

Nelson Guq~iyltltsaqsktl or ~oq~iyltltsaqsktl
'toes' BsdL 542 ~qi'ye3:ceqsgl. .-

0-3:-ceqs-g '8 cuts 0 into fringes, 8 makes 0 (frin=

ges)' (attested only with ya? 'completely', -g-=

repetitive probably thematic): ya? si1ceqsgl
'I made fringes' L; passive: ya? s3:iceqsgl

'it's been cut into fringes' L.



ce}k'-ci}k'

ce}k'-ci}k' (latter less frequent 01 widely diffused form

of unknown origin, widespread in Northern and perhaps

Pacific Coast Athapaskan, Tlingit oo}g, Haida tco'lgi,

and perhaps further)

ce}k'-ci}k' (noun, unclassified) 'squirrel': ci}k'

L, ce}k' 'ground squirrel' LMA (same squirrel

as deldu.deh LA, "sounds like an Ahtena word"

L, perhaps being replaced by deldu"deh, a more

recent loan), Rezanov ~aTJII:>Ke 'E BpaIIIKa Ziesel=

maus (Spermophilus citillus)', Galushia Nelson

tset}~ 'ground-squirrel' BSdL 538, Rezanov

~I:>KeXaJIHHK~ 'llapKa Winterkleidung (Parka)

yon Spermophilus-Fellen' ce}~qela.~ 'squirrel

(-skin)-shirt' L, ce}~ta"?, ce}~eta.? name of

Eyak man, same as deldu"dehtao? ('squirrel's

father') L.

"'



ca?~

ca?~ (loan from Tlingit cax 'mitten')

ca?~ (noun, tiel-class) 'mitten' LMAS, 56_2, 6L,

Galushia Nelson tsa"q 'mitten' BSdL 550, ca?~=

tit?nuw 'big mittens' M, ca?~ si~ ti-li"ta?

(or -?a?, former preferred) 'give me a mitten!'
L, ca?~ ?u"d t}-setah} (not _?ah}) 'a mitt

is there' L, ~id }}hG ti-na" ca?~, ~a-~ ?ew=

ti"leqes '(there's) just one mitt, where's its

mate?' L, ~ti-leqes ca?~ 'one mitt (of a pair)'

L, }}hGnu-leya? ca?~ 'one pair of mitts' L,
la?dnu.leya? ca?~ 'two pairs of mitts' L, ca?~= i

ekih 'little mittens' M (either declassified or

incorrect in lacking ti"l-class-mark), ?uyeqa?~

ca?~ 'gloves' ('between-its fingers-mittens') L,

qa-yeqa?~ ce~ ca?~ 'gloves' ('mittens which

slide between our fingers') L, qi-ye~iSqa? ~-=

}eh ca?~ 'gloves' ('mitts which have finger-in=

terstices') L, ?ew ca?~e~isqa?d 'between the

fingers of the glove' L; ca?~a. name of Jenny
Charles (same as ca?~a" < Tljngit cax ~a,

'glove-mother') LMS; ca?~ele}ma- woman's name

(not same as ca?~a-) L (perhaps ca?~-ele}-=

mae, not so analyzed by L, perhaps ca~-~eli}-=

ma-).



c'i-.

c't -(perhaps related to c'el-c'elih)

c't- (numeral) 'six' LMAS, 2a.llM, Rezanov nY~

'6.' (for phonology cf. ?u~ ~(?)le(})c'thG un=
der c'thG), Wrangell ~D 'Sechs', Furuhjelm
Tzi 'six', Galushia Nelson ~si n. BSdL 553, C'}.

qidda? Ge?a?} 'it's getting to be six o'clock'

('it (clock hand) is starting to extend in line with

six') L; ct-nu- 'six people' L, 49.23A; c}-da?~
'six times' L' 1Il~~'IC:'F?c..'J. ~j" fuJ.e.-4o-F 11,

J ' t:

la?dict. (numeral, compound with la?dih 'two) 'sev=

en' LMAG, 'eight'S, Rezanov ~HTe~~ '7.', Wran=

gell ~HaTe~D 'Sieben', Furuhjelm Lhtatzi

'eight', Galushia Nelson lan~ttsi. or lanDttsin.
-' -:~.

'~even' BSdL 553, la?dic'}. ?a.na- qe~ah 'seven

months'L; la?dic}-nu. 'seven (people)' LM, 18.=

60L, 49.64A; la?dict.da?~ deGa-q 'seventy' ('sev=
en times ten') Li .,f~G~'~~)"~ {~"".':£;c!i. i~ ,.1...,.,- ".

qedic}. (numeral, qedi- not clearly identifiable

or analyzable) 'eight' LMAG, 11.80,80, 82, 25.~31,
133,133,49.41, 42A (this numeral apparently has

magical significance; see discussion in BSdL 206

and Eyak Texts 49.41fn), 'seven'S, Rezanov ~a=

Te~~ '8.', Wrangell KaTe~D 'Acht', Furu=

hjelm Khatatzi 'seven', Khatatzi 'twenty',

Galushia Nelson Ga~\ntsin- '8.', ?el qedic'}-

ya- gah 'this eighth day' 49.45A; qedic}-nu.



'eight (people)' 49.64A; qedid}.da?~ 'eight
times' 11.88A; qedid}.da?~ deGaoq 'eighty'

('eight times.ten') L, Furuhjelm Khatatzi Ta=

khakh -'thirty' qedic'i. [da?~J deGaoqj d","(,...~ k?A.'~
~' }o! r c: £ .(~;"r~ A.

I jiilJil!lii' I'



de?

c'e?

gunuxde? (noun, unclassified) 'waterproof material
for rainwear made of dried bear-intestines' LMA,

, ,
Genu~tsa' or Gunuqtsa' 'dried intestines' BSdL

" ,iJ
548,/ gunuxde?luw 'big beargut rainwear' LM,1

gunuxc'e?ga? ?i.~eh 'cellophane' ('it's like

gunuxde? ,) L. gunux- is probably a loan from

Chugach Eskimo, but -de? certainly is not;
-de? does not, however, occur in other forms.



'-~-..c'e 0 ? r

deo? (status as stem uncertain, see below)

~deGec'e.? (noun, unclassified) 'crack or gap between
logs or planks of house; smoke hole , LMA, ~deGe=

c'eo?luw 'big crack, big smokehole' LM, ~deGe=

deo?e?d Ge~du? 'chink the crack:' M, ~deGedeo?=

?e?~ ?u~ Aao~e~hinuo 'I'm looking at them

through a crack in the wall' M. To be analyzed

either ~-deG-c'eo? Ideo? above something' (0-=..,
deG 'above 0', with ~-indefinite 0) :""~;I'f;fu~=br~j

~-""C-,
de-Gea-?e? ~:place~::1(empty) of something which has

""'-~'--'--~--
been twisted' (no longer recognized as such, as

shown by the use of ~deGedeo? itself as 0 of

o-?e? 'place of (absent) 0').



c'a?

c'a? (cf. Tlingit ~ 'glacial mud' (Boas), ffE 'clay'

(Naish-~tory))
da? (noun, d-class) 'clay, mud, silt (alluvial mud

in mud-flats)' LMA, 27b.18, 21A, Rezanov na

'rpH3b Koth', n~-a 'K~eH Leim' perhaps also to
be read da?, Galushia Nelson ~so' or ~sa'

'mud (or gray)' BSdL 537, c'a?da?luw 'large ex=

panse of mud-flats' LM, da? ?u"d dasa?ah1 'a

hunk of mud is there' L, c'a?dayaq ?aw ?}. sa=

cu.x1 'he pushed it (paddle) into the mud' L,

da?dalu?qa. da" ?i.?a?~ 'let's go get some
mud' L, da?da~a? da. ?i.?a?~ 'let's go after

mud'L, da? yi1eh 'it's muddy' L (see further

instances under 1e(?)), c'a? qu?li.1~ah 'you'll

get it muddy' M, da?ga? ?i"~eh 'it's gray'

('it's like alluvial mud (in color)') M.

da?di"?qaya?d (noun) place-name 'Marten River' LA
(nominalized o-ya? 'in 0 (with broad opening at

top, e.g. body of water)', with da?-d-?e?-q as
0, 'on place of alluvial mud').

-da?--da (latter form probably analogical, attested

only once) 'S is, becomes muddy': with qa? 'up

out': Rezanov Kao~aT~b 'rpH3HO koth~g, schmutz=

ig' qa? sada?~ 'it got muddy' L, qa? ?i"da?1
'it's gotten all muddy (with alluvial mud)' (neuter

perfective) L, q?-.(! Gada"1 'it's getting muddy'
L (implying -c'a). Transitive (causative): ?a1da?



'spread mud on it:' M, qu?x~da? 'I'll spread mud

on it' L; passive: sdida?~ 'it (pipe) has been

plugged, it (window) has been glazed (with putty-=

like material to stop leak)' L.

Gl-de-da? (with Gl-thematic 'ground') 'S (ground)

is, becomes muddy': G~.sdida?~ 'it (floor, ground)

is, got muddy' L, with ?ediJ.C 'indoors' and yeJ.C-=

progressive: ?ediJ.C yeJ.C GeleGedec'a?~ 'floor (in=

doors) is getting muddy (here and there)' L, ?ediJ.C

yeJ.C G~.dida?~ 'floor (indoors) is muddy (here and

there)' (neuter perfective) L.



c'a.?

c'ao ?

c'a.? (noun, d-class) 'umbilical cord (the part of

the cord remaining after cutting)' L, Galushia

Nelson ~sa. 'umbilical cord' BSdL 542, di?we~

c'a.? ?u~a? ?u~ di.?ah 'its (seal pup's) um=

bilical cord is still attached' ('its umbilical
cord still extend from (in contact at one point

with) it') L. Not a possessible anatomical noun.



c'~'

d~' (perhaps related to d~.G and/or to ~~.G)
ze-c'~' 'S is strong, powerful, tough': neuter imper=

fective; 57.10,23, 63.26G, xJ:id~h 'I'm strong'
LM, 'I was strong' L, di~ ?a?xled?hG (or -d~.G)

'I'm not strong' LM, qe? xlid~ 'I'm strong

again' 1'1, lid~h 'you're strong' LM, di~ ?a?=

led~hG (or -C'~.G) 'you're not strong' LM, zi=

d}hih 'he's strong' LM, di~ ?a?led~hGih (or

-d~.G-) 'he's not strong' LM, da. lid~, da.

qelid~ 'we're strong' L, le~zid~h 'you pl. are

strong' LM, di~ ?a?le~lid~G (or -d~.G) 'you

pl. aren't strong' LM, qelic'~, qezic'ihinu.

'they're stropg' LM, di~ qa?zec'~hGinu. (or
inceptive imperfective:-c'~.G-) 'they aren't strong' LM; qu?xzed~ 'I'll,.

get strong, I'll be strong' LM, di~ qu?xlec'~G

(or -d~.G, but here L prefers the former, -d~.G
"is dragging your words") 'I won't be strong' L,

qu?}ed~ 'you'll be strong' LM, 'it'll be strong
(hard to break)' M, qu?lec'ihih 'he'll be strong'

L, inceptive perfective: Gexlec'~?z 'I'm getting

strong' LM, di~ Gexled~?}G 'I'm not getting

strong' M, Ge}ed~?z 'you're getting strong' LM'
Gezed~?}}h 'he's getting strong' L, da. Ge}e=
d~?l, da. qeG elec'~?l 'we're getting strong' L,

G ele~lec'~?l, qeG ele~led~?l 'you pl. are getting

strong' L, Gezed~?z, qeGelec'~?z 'they're getting
strong' L, active perfective: 49.67fnL, xszid~?}
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'I got strong' LM, qe? xs~id~?~ 'I got strong

again' LM, di~ ?exs~ed~?~G 'I didn't get strong'

LM, s~ic'~?~ 'you got strong, it got strong' LM,

di~ ?es~ed~?~G 'you didn't get strong, it didn't

get strong' M, da. s~ic'~?~, da. qes~id~?~ 'we

got strong' L, le~s~id~?~, qele~sx~id~?~ 'you

pl. got strong' LM, di~ ?ele~s~ec'~?~G 'you pl.

didn't get strong' M, qeslid~?~inu. 'they got

strong' L, inceptive imperative; Ge~ec'~? 'get

strong' LM, Gele~lec'~? 'pl. get strong~' L, neu=

ter imperative: ?a?~ed~ M, ?a?~ed~. 'be strong:'

L (but L prefers the inceptive imperative), incep=

tive optative; Gexlid~hwahd 'so I may get strong'

L, ?eleSgah~ Gex~id~h 'I wish I were strong' L,

?elesga~ Ge~ic'}h}h 'I hope he's strong' L, ?el=

e~gah~ Gele~~id~ 'I hope you pl. are strong' L,

active (in preference to neuter) optative: ?ixli=

d~hwahd 'so I may be, get, stay strong' L, ?ili=

d~wahd 'so he may be, get, stay strong' L, ?el=

e~ga~ ?i~id}h}h 'I hope he's strong' L, ?a?d
~a. di ? da. qe? ? i~ ic'}h~h ' he'll never be strong

again' M, neuter perfective (often avoided in favor

of active perfective, probably because of hesitation

in the formation of the prefixes): ?ele~ga~ ?a?=

~id~h~h 'I hope he's strong~ (much prefers the in=

ceptive optative to this), ?elesga~ ~i~ ?a?x~i=



d~h 'I hope I'm always strong' L, 1i~ ~a?

?a?1ic'~ 'always be strong' L (certain of cor=

rectness of form), 1i~ ~a? ?a?le~1ic'~h 'pl.

always be strong' L, inceptive conditional: Ge=

x1edah da.~ 'when I get strong' M, customary:

qe1ed~.~ 'they're (cust) strong' M, repetitive

customary: x1ed~.g~ 'I keep getting strong' M;
with o-ga? 'like 0': di~ ?ewga? ?a?x1ed~.G

'I'm not that strong' M, ?uga? x1id~ da.~

'if I were strong enough for (e.g. to lift) it'

L, di.ye~ ?ewga? Ge1ed~?1G~h 'he's not strong

enough (for it) yet' M, ?uga?suh 1id~h qel

?i~tah'- 'are you strong enough to carry this?' L,

with o-le~ 'more than 0': ?ile~ x1id~h 'I'm

stronger than you' L; with class-mark for S: di=

1id~h 'it (table) is strong' L, ?eleSga~ de=

Ge1id~h 'I hope it (table) is strong' (inceptive

optative) L, ?a?d ~a.di?da. qe? da.1ic'~h 'it

(table) will never be strong again' (active opta=

tive) M, ?eleSga~ ?ew Sdu.lihG da?1ic'~ 'I

hope that table is strong' (neuter optative) L

(but L much prefers the inceptive optative; neu=

ter optative definitely not *da?yi1i- or *da?=

li1i- etc.) , geli1ic'~ 'it (liquor, tea) is

strong' M, gv .1ic'~h giyah 'hard liquor' (, wa=
ter which is strong') L, di~ gv.1ed~.G M, di~

,,""' .."
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gula?1ec'~oG 'it (liquor, tea) is not strong' LM

(L rejects M's active imperfective form), di~

gvo1ed~o~G 'it (liquor, tea) is (cust) not

strong' LM; with y-anatomical: 1i~ ~a? ya?1i=

d~h 'always have strong hands' (neuter optative)

L. Transitive (causative): ?e~d~? 'make it

strong~' L, Ge~d}?}h 'make him strong~' M,

?ix1d~ 'I'm making you strong' (active imper=

fective) L. ?iqe?x1c'~h 'I'll make you strong'

M; reflexive: indirect reciprocal with ?i1-le~

'more than one another': ?ille~ da. ?edqu?le=

d~h 'we'll wrestle' ('we'll make ourselves

stronger than one another') L; passive: sdid~?=

~}h de~ 'a person who's been made strong' L,

?uod qe? xuqu?dec'~ 'I'll be made strong again

there (eog. at hospital)' L, ?u.d qe? ?iqe?=

ded~ 'you'll be made strong again there' L.

?iolih-1e-d~' 'S is emotionally strong, brave,

stout-hearted, hard-hearted, unsympathetic, strict,

stoic, insensitive to pain (good or bad quality)':

?iolih1id}h}h 'he's hard-, stout-hearted' LM, di~

?iolih1ed~G}h 'he's not hard-, stout-hearted'

(negative of active imperfective) L, ?iolihqe1i=

d}hinu.~iyahyuo 'mean hard-hearted people' (with

-~iyah-yu. 'bad pl.') L, ?ilah qe.lihx1ed~h

'I'll be hard-hearted with you' M, qeolihx1edah

'I'll be brave' L, 1i?q ?ahnUO seqeoGeyuo qeo=

L



lihqe1ed}hinu. 'all those kids will be hard-=

hearted' L, ?i.lihGe1ec'~? LM, ?i.lihGe1ed~.?

'be brave~' L, 1i~ ?i.lih?a?1ed~. 'always be

stout-hearted~' (neuter imperative) L, 1i~
~

?i.lih?a?le~1ed~. 'pl. always be stout-hearted~'

(neuter imperative) L, ?ele~gah~ ?i.lihGex}i=

c~ 'I wish I were stout-, hard-hearted (I wish

it wouldn't bother me so)' L, 1i~ ~a? ?i.lih=

?a?1id~h (or -d~.) 'always be stout-hearted'

(neuter optative) L, 1i~ ~a? ?i.lih?a?le~1id~

(or -c~.) 'pl. always be stout-hearted' (neuter

optative) L

1-1e-d~' (with I-thematic, cf. 1-1e-~~.G) 'S does

not weep easily': ?}.1id}h~h 'he never cries,

is stout-hearted, brave' L.

d-1e-d~' (with d-class-mark for da.na. 'dollar,

coin, money' thematized) 'S is expensive, S costs':

Rezanov Tax~~a 'Aoporo theuer' di1ic'~h (not

de1i-) 'it's expensive' M, nominalized, 'silver':

Rezanov Tax~JIIIJ;y 'Cepe6po Silber', di~ da?1e=

d~hG 'it's not expensive' M, deGe1ed~?1 'it's

getting expensive' M, dis1ic~?1 'it got expen=

sive' M, di~ des1ed~?1G 'it didn't get expen=

sive' M, de1ec'~.~ 'it's (cust) expensive' M,

?eleSg~ ?ewga? da?1id~ 'I hope it costs that

much' (correct neuter optative) M, ?e1e~gah~ di=



1id~h M, ?ele~ga~ di?1id~h 'I hope it's
expensive' L (both with incorrect analogical

prefixes).

?isd~.l (gerundive of 1e-d~') 'strength':

?isd~.l~iya? 'Strength-Master' 50.20A (in
50.l5A the form occurs as disd~.l~iya?, with
d- probably analogical from d-~e-c'~' ) .



cil. -c'uh

..I ,..Jc, cJ. , ,,"c!"'-~ -: \I'Io'1.r ~.\ 4.- I tfc~~~.""c1/'" C~ ",-' C~ W,

cu--duh (CU' in noun, duh in verb)

du- (noun) 1- (I-class) 'breast, teat, nipple' LM,

Rezanov ~ 'rpY~H Brftste, weibliche', cu-=

?a-?nuw 'big breasts' LM, du.lekih 'small

breasts' M, du.le~ah sele?g1}h 'she weaned

him' ('she took him away from the breast') L.

2. (gl-class, occasionally unclassified)
'milk' LM, Rezanov ~ MO~ORO Milch', cu-=

gu-?nuw 'lots of milk' L, du-~.3u- 'good milk'
L, c'u- ~.selsi?1 'milk soured' L, du- ge=

li.1d¥h}h 'he loves to guzzle milk' L; unclassi=

fied: du.~ giyah ?i1qa? ge\a-silyah1 'I mixed
water with milk (baby formula)' L.

du.lewa? (noun, unclassified) 'ice cream' L. See

0-1-1-wa? 'S grinds, strains 0'; cu- here treat=
ed as unclassified.

cu.delah woman's name, Minnie Johnson (at Yakutat)

LA. du- treated as unclassified; analysis of

-delah uncertain, perhaps O-d-l-la, causative
of O-de-la 'S drinks 0' with de-classifier rein=

I ~..~ A" , ! I .'../
terpreted as d-thematic 'oral',"" t~ k..;rt 7"~~~'-{clf~.e~~",' '1"'"

, S r4..- ~,~ ,,~ / ('... :YJ A, .

-du- (noun, form uncertain, attested only in Reza=

no v) 'breast, teat': Rezanov ~-Y 'COCOR~,
coce~ Zitze' perhaps ~cu- 'breast, teat' (pos=

sessed, with ~-indefinite as possessor). See also

O-c'uh.
O-duh 'S (especially infant) sucks 0': with indeter=
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minate 0, 'S suckles': ?ic\ili}h 'he's suckling' M,

di~ ?idUhG}h 'he's not suckling' M, ?iGedUhl}h

'he's starting to suck' M, ?iqe?~h}h 'he'll suck=

Ie' M, ?}-~h}h 'let him suck' M, ?}-dUh 'suck~'

(said to baby) M, ?iGedu? 'suck~' M (rejected by

L, who objects to the use of the inceptive, not to

the analogical stem-form -au?), Rezanov Ra~cy
'CocaTD saugen', prefix not identifiable, perhaps

qa-du., possessed noun with qa-- 'our, human' as

possessor- Transitive (causative): ?~h ldVh}h

'she's nursing him' M, seldUhl}h 'she suckled

him'M-

le~edec'uh (noun, l~-class) 'orange' (same as ?~-~)

L- Nominalized passive active imperfective of pre=
ceding, with l~-class-mark for 0 ('l~-class 0 is ~,~~

'.". ~sucked')- i ~r- ~
;.;~~
f

O-gl-}-dUh (attested only in neuter imperfective and
i

with gl-class-mark for 0 'liquid';) '8 loves to guz=

zle 0,8 is constantly guzzling 0': du- geli-l=

dVh}h 'he loves to guzzle milk' L, ~e.y geli-l=

~}h 'he loves to guzzle tea' L, ?e~a- ?ew ge=

li-l~}h 'my how he loves to guzzle it (e.g.

whiskey, milk):' L-

"



...'." ! c'elih-c'el
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c'elih-c'el (unique type of noun-stem variation; c'elih

in possessed form, also archaically in non-possessed

form; del in non-possessed form, rarely also in pos=

sessed form, probably analogically)

del(-c'elih archaic) (noun, unclassified) 'bone'

(anatomical, not as part of food); del 'bone'

MS, 'bone (of any kind, including fish, but not

bone left after eating)' L, Rezanov I(HJIJIH 'Eep =

~O' (not in Radlov, 'shin, tibia') perhaps to be

read delih, Furuhjelm Zali 'bone', del?a?luw

'big bone' LM, del?ekih 'small bone' LM, del~

slidu'c'l~h 'her nasal mucus has dried into bone'

72.40M (song), delyeqya? ~e. 'marrow' ('grease

of bone-interior') L.

sa?Gedelah del (noun, unclassified) 'walrus'

( 'bone s around mouth') M. ," , , { .('. I)"1"",,,"1/ "tjljt..({S~I~!e"".

-delih(--del rare, probably analogical) 'bone' (ana=~

tomical): 28.85, 85, 118,121,127,130,133,49.=

119A, ~delih 'bones (of someone, something)' L,

Galushia Nelson qa~suli yat 'Eagle House, Eyak'

( "skeleton-house") BSdL 545 qa. c'elihyahd 'our,

human bones-house' (name of potlatch house at Eyak

village), ~cil£ts~li' name of Basket Pattern 11.

("raven-bone") BSdL 547 (described and illustrated

BSdL 82) ~i 'lehdelih, siG ela?c'elih, siG ela?del

'my shoulderblade, shoulder-bone' L.

iI: " --
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-z-c'elih( --c'el rare, probably analogical) (noun~,;~~'{1
1'\

unclassified) 'bone (anatomical), shell, pit,
structural hard part of animal or fruit' (except
for one uncertain textual occurrence, attested

only with anatomical or class-mark for possessor):

qa.zc'elihSiyahyu. '(nasty) old human bones' 34.=
122L (should perhaps be qa.c'elih-); with d-=

class-mark partly thematized, -d-z-c'elih 'outer

shell (of egg, crustacean, insect), skull': -le=

qahdezc'elih 'skull' ('head-bone, -shell') 28.88,

33.10A, Khde?uhdgdezc'elih 'eggshell'M, Khdez=
c'elih '(empty) shell (of egg)' A, Rezanov YT~e =

~~Hya 'CKo~yna Eierschale' ?udezc'elih ?ewa.
'its shell (of egg)' L, Khde~c'elihyeq qa? sahz

'it hatched' ('it came out of the shell') M, Galu=

shia Nelson quDt~tStli' kuyu.t or quDtztstlr

klyu.t 'shell bead' BSdL 551 ~udezc'elihkewu.d

(or -keyu.d), apparently also d-class in meaning

'eggshell': ~dezc'elih si~ di.?a? 'give me an

eggshell:' L, ~dezc'elih Khda?luw 'eggshell is
big'M; with 'l~-~~~~~£m<1;~~+~or possessor, -l~-=
z-c'elih 'pit, seed (of fruit, berry)': see ?ule= --

~ezc'elih Kh.~eh below; with l-class-mark for pos=

sessor: intzytck rntzts~li' or intzytck rntz= --
..f"

t's~l!' name of Basket Pattern 2. (II amphineura-=

shells") BSdL 547 (described and illustrated BSdL

,_.""",," ,
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82) ?}.}xi"sg?}"}delih 'red abalone shell' L;
with qi"d-anatomical: siqi.de}c'elih 'my foot-=

bones' L, with y-anatomical: siye}c'elih, siye}=
del 'my finger-bones, my knuckles(?) , L.

?ude}c'elih ~"}eh (noun, unclassified) 'brown

bug species (lives under moss)' L or M (Auster=

litz). !Nominalization of 'it has a shell'.

?ule~e}d~\lih ~"}eh (noun, l~-class) 'cherry;
,

prune' L. Nominalization of 'it has a pit'.
,

!Jt" ~ ).t~l-k.I;~ .~""",,'-t~) "",,~¥.1.~~*,"f:,,4K ~(io r.'J' ~

"

,*1~\r~;~"'"
::



c'ela?l

c'ela?l (perhaps to be identified with C'ela?2)

c'ela? (noun, unclassified) 'smashed salmon roe,

put up in pot for winter' L, c'ela?luw 'large

mass of potted roe' M.

O-}-c'ela? 'S makes 0 (potted roe)': qu?x}c'ela?

'I'll make potted roe' L.



c'ela?2

cela?2 (perhaps to be identified with Cela?l, or re=

lated to c'elih-cel)

~dec'ela? (noun, unclassified) 'kettle, pot' (same
as ~i.ni.weG) L, ~?luw ~decela? 'big kettle'

L. Analysis uncertain: perhaps noun with ~-in=

definite possessor and d-thematic, or intransitive
verb with ~-indefinite as Sand d-thematic or de-=

classifier, or, especially if stem is to be iden=
tified with dela?l, passive of O-l-dela?, 'some=

thing (potted roe) is made (in it?)', nominalized.



.c'iyuh

c'iyuh

c'iyuh (noun, unclassified) 'blackbear' LMS, 9.103,

103,104, Ill, 25.148, 150, 178, 207, 28.79A,

34.48M, 37b.26, 26, 71, 86A, 63.17,18,20,22,
67.6G, place-name 'Tsiu River'S, Furuhjelm
Tziu 'black bear', Galushia Nelson ~s1yU' or

~StyU, Old Man Dude tsiyun 'black bear' BSdL

538, c'iyuhYU. 'blackbears' 25.207A, c'iyuhluw

'big blackbear' LM, c'iyuhya? duxz 'blackbear-=

trap'L, Galushia Nelson ~siyUqat u~i.tin
, living among black bears' BSdL 276, 558 c'iyuh=

qa?d we~ ?i.~~hth 'she (who) is living amongst

blackbears', ?eni~eh c'iyuh qe?ew 'that's a

scary blackbear' L, c'iyuh ?edu?qu?xze~ah 'I'll
turn myself into a blackbear' L, c'iyuh xu?qu?=

zele? 'you'll think me a blackbear' M, c'iyuhce?

'blackbear-meat' 9.119, 49.123A, 63.36G, c'iyuh=

~? 'blackbear-fur' 25.207A.

k¥.zda?c'ye~ c'iyuh (noun, unclassified) 'cinnamon

bear' ('blackbear under stump') A.

.za?dec'iyuh (noun, unclassified) 'glacier-bear' LA.
c'iyuhya? la?mahd (noun, l~-class) 'berry species

(inedible, grow on big long-stemmed bushy plants

near trees, with funny leaves, white blossoms ap=
pear in late June, then falloff, berries then ap=

pear, first green, then pretty red)' ('blackbear's
berries') L, 'same berry as c'e.c" A (see c'e?c').



c'id-?!id

c'id-?!id (former more frequent, perhaps also c'i~, cf.

Yakutat Tlingit ~ts, Boas chs, ~as 'only', see

also 63.15,25, 64.16G)

c'id-~id (adverb) 'only, just, merely' LMA, ~id

7.20,38,8.7,13,9.22,10.77,11.26,29,29,

192A, 22.5L, 23.60,24.19,19,71,25.18,44,50,

28.98,101,49.154,50.20,61.10,46,46,65.60,

81,68.74,110,115, 116, 129,70.10A, ?!id 9.130,

10.118,157,157, 11.29A, 18.78L, 23.24, 97, 24.=

19, 44A, 40.14L, 49.70, 50.30A, 53.18L, ~id xu'

'just me' M, c'id ?i. 'just you' L, c'id ?a.

we~ ?ew %ih 'just he is doing thus to it' M,

~id G eyeG 'just we' M, c'id le~i. 'just you

pl.' M, did? ahnu. , c'id ? eye G ' just, only,

merely they' M', ~id A e G e? eye G 'just they alone'

L, ~id la?dih si~ ?e~a? 'give me just, at

least, at most two:' L; ~idwe~-?!idwe~ « c'id-=

~id + ?we~ 'thus', L rejects proposed *did=

le~) 'only, just, merely' LMA, c'idwe~ 1a.l,

2a.34M, 7.30,10.116,237,11.23,38,40, 42A,

15.8,15,19,16.24,25, 28M, 24.28,66,25.151,

208,28.96,128,33.4, 26A, 34.2M, 42.9L, 49.35,

60.3,61.3,122,65.32,40,68.106,127,69.2,

lOA, ~idwe~ 11.34,23.139, 28.62A, 59.4 Galushia

Nelson, c'idwe~ ?ide?~.da? qe? sdiyah% si~



deli~h 'he only told me he came back here' L.
, de-did (also -c'i~ once from A and M, L rejects; "

i\ L also rejects *di?!id, witlr de- '~') 'gratis,

for free, for nothing, in vain': dic'id 'for free,

free of charge' L, di?we~ didid qew ?u.da?

siyah} 'I went there for nothing (gratis, or on

wild-goose-chase)', dic'id qew ?ahnu. }xa.g}
'he made them work for nothing' lO.55A, dic'i~

?i?! qu?xtah 'I'll give it to you gratis' M, de=

di~ ?i~ si}tah} 'I gave it to you gratis' A.



c'i11

c'it', see c'id-?!id

i



c'}?t1

c':i-?t'

-c':i-?t' (probably not freely used, attested mainly in
active perfective, with ye~ 'downward', meaning

not clearly distinguished from that of ye~ ~-c':i-?t')

'S sinks, settles': ye~ sed:i-?~~ 'they (e.g. tea-=

leaves) settled to the bottom' L, 'it (sugar in wa=

ter) settled to the bottom' M, ye~ qa?c':i-?t' ' it'll

sink'L.
~-a:i-?t' 'S (fish) flops (on land)', (with preverbs in=

dicating downward motion) 'S sinks, settles' (basic

meaning perhaps'S founders, flounders (out of natu=
ral element)'): with ye~ 'downward'; 25.50, 52A

(cust), 48.20L, ye~ seld:i-?~~ 'it (e.g. sugar in
water) settled, it (e.g. seal, boat) sank' L, ye~

Ge~d:i-?~ 'it's sinking' L, ye~ Gex~a:i-?~ 'I'm

sinking' L, ye~ ?e~c':i-.~a.~ 'lest it (cust) sink'
L, with d-class-mark for S: ye~ dese~d~?~~ 'it

(car) sank' 61.65A, repetitive: 11.119A, 38.18LM,

ye~ x~c':i-?~g 'I keep sinking' L; with ya.nu? 'be=

low surface'; ya.nu?~ ?e~d:i-.~ 'he (cust) sinks'

24.44A; with ye~-progressive: ye~ ~ec':i-?~ 'it

(fish) is flopping about on land' L. Transitive

(causative) ye~ O-~-c'::j.?~ 'S sinks 0': ye~ Gel=
di?t' 'sink it:' L, ye~ Gexldi?~ 'I'm sinking it'

JL, si~di?~~ 'I sank it' L, ye~ qa. qu?yilc':i-?t'

'you'll sink us' L.



c'e A -c'e ~

deA-c'e~ (form uncertain, perhaps spurious, arising out
of confusion wi th ~id-~ed (metathetized) and de~-c'il

or related to da.~2, da.~l, da?~l, of which it

would be a reduced form)

deA-G--g, c'e~ (noun) 'dirt': Furuhjelm Tzatl~
;e(;/~(J

'earth, land', attempts to reelici t which eliei~~ -

the following: c'eAg, C'eAG 'dirt, dust' M (re=

jected by L), c'e~ yileh 'it's dirty (not exact=

ly filthy)' L (rejected by M; L later rejects this
and all similar forms: deA, c'iA, de~, di~,

deAg, c'iAg, c'e~g, c'i~g, deAG, diAG, c'e~G,

di7\:'G).



c ..,,~ c'i.~-c'}.~ ~'C~:~". "

di.~-d~"~ (di"~ more frequent, d}.~ not attested from

A)

di.~-G (noun) 'seaweed species, long and brown,

grows on rocks, resembles gewa?d' A (uncertain,
elicited in attempt to analyze di.~Ga.leh; M --

thinks she has heard; unknown to L).

di"~Ga.leh-d}.~Ga"leh (noun, unclassified) 'crane or

heron species' (exact identification uncertain, per=

haps 'great blue heron'; see discussion in Eyak

Texts 26.1fn.): di"~Ga"leh 26.1,7,121, 'small

crane or heron' LA, 'long-legged crane' L, d~.~=

Ga"leh 'small crane or heron' M, 'long-legged

crane' L, di"~Ga"lehluw 'big crane' LM, Harrington
,

s~t~qaalleh, sat1'qaalee 'Canada crane' G. Analy=

sis uncertain.

,.
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d}?'Ji'.2

.
C'} ?~2 (perhaps to be identified with d} ?i!)

"
0-3:-d:i-?~-g (with -g-rep'~etitive thematized) 'S slaps '--'

0, hits 0 (with open hand)': ?e3:d~?~g 'slap it:'

Lr1, di~ qu?x3:d~?~gG 'I won't slap it' Ii, with

ye~-progressive: 3:i?q' ya'yu' ye~ Gex}d:i-?~g -,

da'~ 'when I slap everything around' 34.50Ii; with

I-anatomical (partly thematized, not ~;C:)~~:rily ",.;""/c. 6~""","I;;"r:~o!

strongly specifying 'head, face'): 18.29L: ?iqe?= 7", /C.~-"".\I.,;
A

li.x3:c'~?~g 'I'll slap you' Ii, ?ilux3:d:i-?~g 'I'm

slapping you' M, ?ew du'~ ?u~a? le3:d}?~g:i-h

'he's slapping his (own or another's) cat' L, le=

Ge3:d~?~g}h 'hit his face:' Ii, li.3:d~?~g:i-h 'hit

his head:' Ii, with qela? 'beating up': du"d\lh

qela? la'yi3:d~?~g 'that anyone should slap their

faces (beating them up)' 49.27A, wi~h other anato=

mical marks: gedeGe3:d~?~g 'hit his rump~' Ii, qi.=

deGe3:d~?~g~h 'hit his foot:' Ii, yeGe3:d~?~g:i-h 'hit

his hand:' Ii; with indeterminate 0: ?usa? ?iGe3:=

d:i- ?~g~h 'slap him on the' mouth:' Ii, ?isa? ?iqe?=

x3:d~?~g 'I'll slap your mouth' Ii, sisa? ?ili3:=

d~?~g ?u?seqe'?3:~h 'he tried to slap me on the

mouth' L, with ye~-progressive: ?ew ?uq ye~ ?i=

x3:ed:i-?~g 'I slap it allover' ('I slap about on it',

-~ of p~~~ dropped) L, giyahya?~ ye~ ?i3:e= --

d}?~~h 'I'm slapping water all around' ('I'm slap=

ping around in water', -g of repetitive dropped) L;

c



c'i-?7

c'i-?~l (perhaps to be identified with c'}?~, basic

meaning 'sharp striking action')

O-}-c'~?~-g (with -g-repetitive thematized) 'S fries
0 (fish in pan)': si}c'i?~g} 'I fried it (fish in

pan)' L, ?ew te?ya? da. ?i.}c'~?~g 'let's fry

that fish' (Minnie Stevens said to L, which puzzled

L at first) L.

d-}e-c'~?~-g (with -g-repetitive thematized, d-the=

matic 'fire, bright' and/or 'noise') 'S sparks, S

(fire) crackles, S (sparks) fly': Rezanov TeT~R=

~~K~ 'MCKpa' (not in Radlov), de}ec'~?~g 'it's

sparking' LM, 'sparks are flying' L, 'it (fire) is

crackling' A. Transitive (causative) O-d-}-c'~?~-g
'S makes 0 (spark), S makes 0 spark': di.}c'}?~g

'make a spark!, make it spark~' L.

I i



~,',..:"

'i~~

reflexive, with anatomical marks: ?edlixslic'}?~gl

'I slapped my (own) face' L, ?edyexlea}?~g 'I'm

clapping my hands' L, ?edyeled}?~g}h 'he's clap=

ping hands' LA, ?edya.lec'}?~g 'clap your hands:'

L; passive, with anatomical marks: ?iqe?ledea}?~g

'you'll get your face slapped' L, xugedislia}?~gl,

xugedisdid}?~gl 'I got spanked' L, ?iqe?gedede=

at?~g (not -gedele-) 'you'll get your rump
slapped'L, with ya? 'completely': ya? ?iqe?=

gededea}?~g (not -gedele-) 'you'll get spanked

hard'L.
O-?-l-~-c'}?~-g (semitransitive of preceding, with 1-=

anatomical) 'S slaps at O's face, tries to slap O's

face': xu?lesela}?~g~ da.~ ?uya.~ ?i.xsli~a?~l
'he tried to slap my face but I dodged it' L.

,;J,"~',"



c'a .~l

da'~ (perhaps to be identified with da.i? and ex=

panded form of da?~, earlier 'meaning 'moss', in
which infants were bedded, the modern Eyak term for

'moss' being ~d1 'wiper'; cf. Navaho -da'l

'cradle', Sarsi c'£3.°l 'baby's moss-bag; cradle' ',to ~!.J~,r,...l~:-~.1'-.i""-

Chipewyan t'9al 'moss', l-t'9a1 'to be waterY'j') ~~');d","";~.~.).

da'~(-g)(-1) (noun, I-class or unclassified, with

optional -g-repetitive and/or -1-instrumental)

'baby-basket, cradle, cradleboard': dao~eleya?~
'in baby-baskets' (I-class) 23.l2A, da'~g 'cradle

for infant' LMA, c'a'~ 'cradle, cradleboard' L,

c'a'~'1 'cradle' LM, da'~g1 'cradle' L, c'a'~1=

?a?luw 'big cradle' LM, Furuhjelm Tzatlkhijanak

'infant' *dao~gya?nahG , c'ao ~ya?lahG 'baby' (, one

who stays in cradle') L, c'a'~a?lahGeyuo 'babies'

L, di?we~ c'ao~'ya?~ daO~}h 'infant' ('he who

still (cust) stayS in cradle' L, c'ao~'ya? ?i.dah3::j.h ~~

'infant' ('he who stays (neuter perfective) in crad=

Ie') L.

i i ~~l.I..



c'a .~-

da.~ (perhaps to be identified with da.~l and ex=

panded form of c'a?~)

da.~-g (noun, with -g-repetitive, uncertain, at=

tested only in Furuhjelm; see also deA-de~)

'(muddy, mossy, wet?) terrain': Furuhjelm Tzatlkh

'earth, land', to be read c'a. ~g ? (~ttempts to
,J ) ,co ,I "co ,)i ~ '- v

reelicit this form from L and M ~~ instead ~

c'eA-c'e~. )

Gl-c'a.~-g (uncertain, attested only on Li file-slip,
not verified by L, M, or A; with Gl-thematic

'ground' and -g-repetitive, either noun or active

imperfective verb): Li q~.~sa.~~kt 'muddy', im=

plying G~.da.~g.

Jic



c'a?~ -

c'a?~l (perhaps related to da.~ and aa.~l, or to be

identified with da?~2; see also da?~)

da?~-g (noun, unclassified, with -g-repetitive)

'drop (of liquid)': Rezanov ~~~K~ 'R~g

Tropfen' c'a?~g 'drop'M, l}hGih aa?~g 'one

drop'M.

l-aa?~-g (with -g-repetitive thematized) 'S (li=

quid) drips, leaks (by drops)': Rezanov ReHTax=
D;~~K~ 'RanaT~trapfeln' qi?de)$: [3:Jaa?~g (pre=

sumably with l-classifier to be supplied), qi?de)$:

lc'a?~g 'where it's dripping' M, ?u.d 3:aa?~g
'it's dripping there' L, di~ ?elaa?~gG 'it's

not leaking' L, gusi.kih 3:c'a?~g 'it's dripping

a bit' LM, Gelaa?~g3: 'it's leaking, dripping' L,

qa?~aa?~g 'it'll leak' (not of canoe) L, ?u.de)$:

se~c'a?~g~ 'it leaked (through) there' L; with

gl-class-mark for S (clearly optional, perhaps

poor usage, attested only from M): gela.yi~aa?~g
'let it (water, juice) leak, drip' M., With ex=

panded stem: qi?de)$: ~aa.~g 'where it's dripping,

leaking (in many places?)' L, gele3:da.~g 'it

keeps leaking (in many places?)' M.



c'a?'J?2~

da?i? (perhaps to be identified with c'a?~)

d-}e-c'a?'J?-g (with d-thematic 'oral, noise' and -g-=
repetitive thematized) 'S makes clicking, clucking

sound': dex}ec'a?~g 'I'm making a clicking noise'

(apical click, same as xqa.?sg, see qa.?s) L,

de}ec'a?~g 'it (bird) is clucking' L.

I, i. "' , "



c'e}.c'i}

cre%-cri% (c'e1 more frequent)

cre1-cri% (noun, unclassified) attested only as 0 of

o-qa? 'between 0, amongst 0, interstice in 0' in

de1qa?Gedi.?- « de1-qa?-Gd-?e?-) 'smokehole':

de%qa?Gedi.qd 'smokehole, in the smokehole' L,

11.34A, Galushia Nelson tstt1qa'Ge~£iqt or

ts~t1qaqaR£iqt 'smokehole' BSdL 545, de%qa?=

Gedi.?~ 'through the smokehole' 11.14,34, 36,

42A. Earlier forms from L were de~qa?Gedi.qd,

c'i~qa?Gedi.qd, 19.20L, later corrected, verify=

ing A's forms. Smokeholes are described and illus=

trated in BSdL 40.

"
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d} ?d-di ?d-d~ .c'-di3

c'}?c'-di?d-c'}.d-di3 (!9~, ~certai,n, perhaps spurious;...(.j]"';"'_'LI"I- J "'j'",,> , 'j f'.. -,. ~ .J Jcf. C}.o, du?d, G~.qs)' --
"

d-le-di?c'(-etc.)-g (with d-thematic 'noise' and -g-=

repetitive thematized) 'S makes a squeaking, creak=

ing, hissing, or rubbing noise': delec'}?dg 'it's

hissing' A, delec'i?dg, deled}.dg, delec'iog 'it

(e.g. door) is making a squeaky, creaky, or rubbing

noise' M (uncertain of form; L is doubtful of the

authenticity of all these forms).

,-,'~
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c'e?c'

c'e ? c'

c'e?d (noun, unclassified) 'berrymash' LMAS (food

made of smashed highbush white currants boiled

down, mixed with smashed salmon-roe, boiled again,
without sugar, allowed to ferment and kept for

winter), c'e?c'?a?luw 'big pile of berrymash' M,
~~? c'e?c' 'lots of berrymash' L, c'e?c' qe=

me~d~ Ge~e?~ 'berrymash is getting bubbles in

it, fermenting' L. Berrymash is mentioned in
BSdL 97.

O-~-c'e?c' (basic meaning'S squeezes or crushes 0',

but attested mainly in various specialized or

idiomatic uses, often with class-marks for 0 part=

ly thematized) 1. 'S smashes, mashes, squeezes,

expresses 0': a. With I-anatomical: ?iqe?li.x~=
c'e?c' 'I'll smash your head' (strong expression)

L. /b. With dl-class-mark for 0, ca. 'rock',fil.. /'

!(Ib'partly thematized: Ai.~c'e?d 'pick up (heated)

stone with tongs:' L, ?ew Aa.Ge~c'e?c'~ih 'he's

holding it (hot rock) with tongs' L, ?ewYa?d

?ew Aa.~c'e.~inu. 'they (cust) lift them (hot

rocks) into it (vessel, with tongs)' L, Aa.~c'e?d

'lift a hot rock with tongs!' A; with dl-class-=

mark missing, probably incorrect: ?e~c'e?c' 'lift

a hot rock with tongs:' A.) c. With gl-class-mark

for 0 (liquid) combined wi~h d-thematic ('mouth'?):

4/ 1(.



?u.de~ ?ew qa? geAa.se~de?d~ 'he squirted it

(water) up there (with e.g. water-pistol)' L,

~i.~ ?ew guAa.sec'e?d~}h 'he squirted it (water)

out (of his mouth)' L (~-classifier missing, prob=

ably in error), with ye~-progressive: ?ew ye~

guAa.~ede?c'J$:}h 'he's squirting it (water) around'

L~~d. With l~-class-mark for 0 ('berries'), 'S

4t(~~~epares berries in making berrymash': ~le~i.~=

de?d 'make berrymash~' ('crush something l~-class:')

L, ~le~i.de?c' 'bust berries~' L (~-classifier

missing, probably in error), le~ex~de?c' 'I'm

boiling berries for berrymash' L, with ya? 'com=

pletely': ya? le~~.~de?c' 'smash berries:' A.

2. 'S makes 0 (berrymash)': ?e~de?d 'make

berrymash~' L, 'lift it (hot rock) with tongs' A

(probably in error), si~c'e?d~ 'I made berrymash'

L, qu?x~c'e?d 'I'll make berrymash' L; detransi=

tivized with indeterminate 0: ?iqe?x~ede?d 'I'll

cook berries in roe:?(make berrymash) , A, da. ?i=

~ec'e.~ 'we (cust) make berrymash' L; passive:

sdide?d1 'berrymash has been made' L.

?u~ ye~ ~Aa.dede?~ (noun) 'tongs for handling

hot rocks in cooking' L (nominalization of passive

active imperfective with ye~-progressive of 0-1-=

de?d lb. above, 'by means of it something (dl-class)

is squeezed and handled about'). These tongs are de=

"" ,... """u



scribed in BSdL 94.

d-de-de?d 'S spits tobacco-quid' (with d-thematic

'oral', cf. intransitive d-de-tux 'S spits'):
with ~i.~ 'away': ~i.~ disdide?d1}h 'he spit

a quid of tobacco' L.

de.d (noun, l~-class; expanded stem; authenticity

uncertain) 'red berry species, same as diyuhya?
la?mahd' A (L rejects, recognizing only c'e?d

'berrymash').

,
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c'u?c'

O-c'u?c'-g (with -g-repetitive thematized) 'S sucks 0

(draws 0 into mouth by suction)': ~c'u?c'g}h 'he's

sucking something' M, ?ew c'u?c'g}h 'he's sucking

it (nipple)' L, l~hd c'u?c'g}h 'he's smoking

(sucking smoke)' L, frequently idiomatic'S smokes':

~.c'u?c'g~ 'do you smoke?' L, qu?xc'u?c'g 'I'll

smoke a cigarette' L, with gl-class-mark for 0:

del ?iya. gelec'u?c'g 'it (mosquito) is sucking

your blood' L; with expanded stem: de?u.denuh ?ew

?i.c'u.crg}h 'I give up~ let him smoke (them, many

cigarettes)' L; Rezanov YRKHK~e 'Tpy6Ra
RypHTe~HaH ' (not in Radlov, 'smoking-pipe') ?u=

yeq ~c'u?dg}h 'he's smoking (sucking) something

in it'.

giyah geledu?c'g (noun) 'boat pump' ('it sucks wa=

ter') L.

?uyeq gulededu?c' (noun) 'sucking-tube': Galushia

Nelson uyeq~G~ltDi~s~~s or uyequGultDitsu'ts

'sucking tube' BSdL 546 (nominalization of passive

active imperfective with gl-class-mark for 0, 'in

it liquid is sucked').

sa? Gededu?dg (noun, unclassified) 'suckerfish' M
, ..., ...f +~

(Gd-thematic with o.~sa? '~mouth' t"--use.Q aQ¥6:r=

~y).
d-le-c'u?c'(-g) (with d-thematic 'oral, noise' and usu=

ill'" ...,,'



ally with -g-repetitive) 1. 'S makes sucking sound,

squeaking sound': de%ec~?dg 'it's making a hissing

sucking sound' L, 'it (e.g. door) is squeaking' LMA,

qu?de}ec~?dg 'it'll squeak' A, dis%idu?c'g} 'it

squeaked' A, dis}ic~?c'} 'it (weasel) made its

(characteristic) noise' (non-repetitive) L, ?e?=
lewah de%edu?c'g 'weasel is making its (character=

istic) sound' L; with expanded stem: de%ec~.dg

'it makes a kissing sucking sound' (imitated by

means of an ingressive glottalized bilabial frica=

tive) 21a.llL, 'it (door) is squeaking' L, 'sucking

squeaking sound' A.

2. With o-~ 'in (punctual) contact with 0',

'S adheres to 0 by suction': attested mainly in

neuter and active perfectives, with and without

-g-repetitive: ?iya.~ di}idu?d} 'it's stuck to

your hand' L, siqi.da.~ dis}ic~?dg} 'it stuck to

my foot' L, si.ne~ dis}idu?dg} 'it stuck to my

face'L, siqi.da.q da.~ dis}ic~?dg} 'it stuck
(to a surface) on my foot' L, indirect reciprocal:

?i}~ di}ic~?dg} 'they're stuck together (bu suc=
tion) , L; wi.th expanded stem: da. ~ di%idu. d}

'it's stuck on something (indeterminate 0), it

adheres'L.

O-d-}-du?d-g (semantically irregular causative of

d-}e-du?d-g) 'S calls 0 (weasel, with kissing suck=



1

ing sound)': di.~du?c'g 'call a weasel:' L.

da.~ de~edu?c'g (noun) 'bloodsucker, leech' M,
tbarnacle; anything that adheres like a leech or '--""
a suction-cup' L (nominalized active perfective

of d-~e-du?d-g 2. above with indeterminate 0

of o-~).

dis~idu?c'3:ga? ?:j..~il}h:j.h Eyaks' nickname for a

certain White man ('suckerface') L.



c'iya?c'

c'iya?c'

1-c'iya?c' '8 reaches extreme degree of decay, rotten=

ness, putrefaction, decomposition, mouldiness':
wi th ya? 'completely': ya? se1c'iya?c'1 'it

(e.g. meat, food, clothing) got completely rot=

ten or mouldy, went to pieces' L, with l~-class-= ,
i

mark for 8: le~ese1c'iya?d1 'it (fruit) got com= !

pletely spoiled' L, ya? le~i.1c'iya?c'1 qe~eGi.=

ya.G 'don't eat any badly rotten fruit!' L (neu=

ter prefective nominalized).

qa.~a? 1c'iya?c' giyah (noun, attested only in Reza=
'b-nov) 'vodka, brandy': Rezanov Kax'b~~~Igc Rag

(with ~- inserted above) 'Bo~Ra Brandtwein' ('wa=

ter which decays very badly for ("on'l) us').



c'is

c'is

ni.~c'is~ (noun) 'porcupine's hole in rock crevasse'

LA. Eymology unknown: perhaps a nominalized neuter

perfective of an unknown verb theme (O-)l-~-c'is,

but with unique prefix-initial n-, perhaps archaic

form of I-thematic or class-mark, but, according

to L, never actualized li.~- or ?}'~-.



c'ahs r

I

I

c'ahs

O-~-c'ahs 'S partly dries 0 (fish)' (i.e. semi-dries

fish, cut any style, for relatively short time):

?e~aahs 'dry fish partly:' L, qu?x}c'ahs 'I'll

semi-dry fish' L, si}c'ahs} 'I semi-dried fish

(cut any style)' L, da. }aa.s~ 'we (cust) semi-=
dry fish' L; passive: s}iaahs~, sdicrahs} 'fish

has been semi-dried' L.

se~c'ahs~ (noun, unclassified) 'semi-dry fish':

se~aahs} ~exah 'I'm eating semi-dry fish' L (ac=

tive perfective nominalized).



c'a'g

($' L!'~ ,)
c'a'g --

O-~-c'a'g 'S bails 0 (boat)': ?e~c'a'g 'bail it

(canoe):' M, ya?d ?e~c'a'g 'bail it out (emp=

ty)~' L, qu?x~c'a.g 'I'll bail it' M, si~c'a'g~

'I bailed it' M, repetitive: ~i~ x~c'a'gg 'I

keep bailing all the time' L; detransitivized

with indeterminate 0: ~i~ ?i~ec'a'gth 'he's

bailing all the time' L,

c'a'g-~ (noun, I-class or unclassified, with -~-=

instrumental) 'bailing-basket, dipper, bucket'

LM, 'tin can' L, 65,36,36,36, 36A, Galushia

Nelson ~sa'q% or tsa'q% 'bailing-basket for

canoe' BSdL 546, c'a'g~?a?luw 'big bailer' LM,

?ew c'a'g~~ ya?~ Geqa? 'scoop it (liquid) up

with that dipper:' L, c'a'g~ si~ li.ta? (or

li'?a?, but li.ta? perhaps preferred) 'give

me an (empty) bucket, dipper:' L, c'a'g~ ?u.d

?~'setah~ 'an (empty) bucket is there' L.

O-c'a'g-~ 'S bails 0 (boat)', attested only from

S, probably incorrect, with ~-classifier missing

and -~-instrumental from noun analogically re=

tained: ?ec'a' g~ '"bail' em out:'" S,



c'i.k'

c'i.I{

}-c'i.I{ 'untended sore on S ulcerates': se}c'i.I{}

'it ulcerated (of untended sore)' L; with y-ana=

tomical: yeGex}c'i.~ 'my hand is ulcerating (with

untended sore)' L.



c'i?lC
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c'i?lC

O-c'i?lC 'S pinches 0, S holds 0 between thumb and

forefinger, S handles 0 in pinches': Rezanov

X~~ ~aTb kniefen' xu.c'i?lC 'pinch me~' L,

xuc'i?lC 'it's pinching me' M, ?ec'i?IC}h 'pinch

him~' LA, xusec'i?IC~}h 'he pinched me'S, si=
c'i?IC~}h 'I pinched him' L, ?iqe?xc'i?~ 'I'll

pinch you' L, !Cud xusec'i?IC~ 'something pinched

me' (with ~-indefinite 0 of o-d serving as S) L,

with ye~-progressive: ye~ dec'i?~ 'you're (mo=

ving it about) holding it between thumb and fore=

finger' L; repetitive, 'S is bitter, tart, piquant

to O's taste': !Cuc'i?ICg 'it's bitter-tasting, tart,

"hot" (to someone, people)' MA; with l~-class-mark

for 0, 'S picks 0 (berries) one by one', hence al=

so'S picks only few (berries)': le~exc'i?~ 'I'm

getting only a few berries' (derisive) L; indirect

reflexive, repetitive, with o-sa? 'to o's mouth':

de?we~ sa?~ ?edec'i?ICg 'just take it (snuff) in

small pinches (there being little left)~' L; pas=

sive: xusdic'i?lC1 (not xus~i-) 'I got pinched'

L, le~esdic'i?~~ 'they (berries, being few) were
picked one by one' L, le~edec'i?lC 'berries are

poor picking' L.
O-d-c'i?lC (d-thematic optional (7) with qid 'down

off'): qid deGec'i?~ 'pinch it (part of some=

thing) off~' L.

-



c'a?k!

c'a?l{

?u.nahd qe?1c'a?1{ month name LM, 'April (when water

drips down from trees)' A. L, M, and A all associ=

ate this with the theme }-c'a?~-g under c'a?~.
';.1~ c..)~"k'

The underlying theme, however, is probably~
w:/~ ')[- p..t{t,t: r-tfO;ff"~..t ~y " ~~&o:.i"c I "'" JOts ""..~:,.I ) ...h.c.t. At"f'r",1 "" "'..~~
~-.Lup.,-,QU.t ' and:- e4th:er-a::-trans.i:ti~'"v~~.-G -}- =

'}~"t t ""'" ~:t} ../.v te f .

c'a?~ with indeterminate O. Q-~,-ifi-tr-an-sitive~"3=-c'a~IC-;' -
in--n-eu~~erfecti;r;;e.

}-c'a?~ (uncertain: L may have offered this theme as

justification for her analysis of the preceding)
'S leaks': ?u. de~ se1c'a?1{} , it leaked (through)

there' L (meaning the same as that of ?u.de~

se1c'a?~g1 L).



c'u'X

c'u'X

c'u'x (noun, unclassified) 'barnacle' LM, cu.x=

?a?luw 'big barnacle' LM.

de-cu.x (attested only with dl-class-mark for S,

ca. 'rock') 'S (roc~ becomes heavily encrusted

with barnacles': Aa.sdicu.x% 'it (rock) got

full of barnacles' L.

%-c'u.x (attested only with I-anatomical) 'S gets

lump or cyst on face': ?}.se%c~'x% 'he got a

lump, cyst on his face' L.

-d-%-cU.X(-%) (noun, with d-thematic ('oral-'?),

%-classifier, and optional -%-instrumental)

'philtrum, vertically dimpled center of upper

lip': side%au.x, side%cu.x% 'the dimpled cen=
ter section of my upper lip' L. '"



c'iyux

c'iyux
diyux (noun, unclassified) 'mosquito' LMS, 14.2,

8L, Rezanov ~x~ 'Myxa Fliege', KoMa~ Mftcke' ,

Furuhjelm Zaiuh 'fly', c'iyuxluw 'big mosqui=

to' LM, c'iyuxyu. 'mosquitoes' 14.1, 3L, diyux=

xa?de?e?d 'mosquito-bite'L.

c'iyuxluw (noun) "crane-fly' ('big mosquito') L.

c'iyuxyequh (noun) 'gnat, no-see-um, midge' ('mosqui=
to young') L.

diyux~a? ya. (noun, unclassified) 'mosquito-bar;
cheesecloth' ('thing for mosquitos') L.



c'} ° G

c'}oG (perhaps expanded form of c'}hG).O-~-c'}~G 'S dips fingers in 0 to lick 0 off fingers, j--

S dips 0 (fish) in sealoil to eat': 10.24A, ?e~d}oG

"dip it (piece of fish in sealoil, to eat):' LM,
sild}oG~ 'I dipped it (fish in sealoil) , L, ~xl=
C'} ° G 'I'm dipping something (fish in sealoil) , ~

~eoguona?~ x~d}oG 'I'm (dipping it, fish in seal=

oil and) eating it with sealoil' L, with ya?d

'empty': ?ew ya?d selc'}oG~ 'he dipped it empty'

L; detransitivized with indeterminate 0: 11.183A,

same with ye~-progressive: 10o25A, ?ewya?~ ye~

?ix~ec'}oG~ 'I dip my fingers in it (0 with opening

at top, to get indeterminate 0 to eat)' L, detran=

sitivized with indeterminate 0, repetitive, with

lah 'around, in circular motion': 11.175A; reflex=

ive, with y-anatomical: ?edyexled}oG 'I'm licking

my fingers (for food)' L; passive, with ya?d 'emp=

ty': ya?d sdid}oG~, ya?d s~ic'}oG~ 'it (food)

has been dipped out (vessel empty)' L, ya?d qu?=

dedtoG (not qu?~e-) 'it'll be dipped out empty' L.

?ic'}oG (gerundive of preceding) 'dipping': detransi=

tivized with indeterminate 0 and ye~-progressive:

qe?yiltehle~edeo?~ ye~ ?id}oG~a? 'from dipping
about (for food) in a whale's eye' 11.177A.



C'fhG

c':J-hG (perhaps two or three different homophonous stems,

semantic connections very vague, perhaps also related

to c':i-.G)

c':i-hG (noun, unclassified) 'alders' LM, 16.21M, Ga=

lushia Nelson ~stn 'alders' BSdL 541, c':J-hG?a?=

luw 'big alders' LM, c':J-hG?e~~ah~ 'alder-leaf'

9.77, BOA, c'~hGde~hyu. 'Alder People' 34.1, 1M,

Galushia Nelson ~stn wula'iyu 'alder people'

BSdL 541, c'}hGwelahyu. 'Alder People' 34.119,

126, 127L, c'}hGqa? ?~.sdiyah~}h 'he got en=

tangled in alders' L.

-y-(~-)c':i-hG(-~) (noun, with y-anatomical 'hand'

and ~-classifier and/or -3:-instrumental) 'fifth

(or fourth?) finger': Galushia Nelson ~Uytt~=

tstn~t~ or kuytt~si~t~ 'fourth finger' BSdL

542 l(uye~c'}hG~, siyec'}hG~ 'my little finger'

L, 'my fourth finger' A, 'my fingers (excluding

thumb)' M, siye~c'}hG~, siye~c'}hG 'my little

finger' L (L fairly certain the meaning is 'fifth

finger' rather than 'fourth finger '.)

O-(l-)~-c'}hG (with I-thematic absent in the pres=

ence of another mark) 'S marks O~ (less frequent

than the semitransitive below, no clear differ=

ence in meaning): lisi~d~hG3: 'I marked it, I

blazed it, put a sign up' LM; with indeterminate

0 and ye~-progressive: ye~ ?ilex~ed~hG~ 'I'm



going around marking things, I'm blazing trails'

M; passive, with ~d-class-mark for 0 (I-mark ab=

sent): ~edisdid}hG~ 'it (log) has been marked' L.

O-?-(l-)~-d}hG(-l) (with I-thematic often absent
in active and neuter perfectives, -l-instrumental

(1) sometimes analogically retained) 'S marks 0':

Rezanov Y~~~~~~R~ 'B~CMT~ w&gen' perhaps to

be read ?u?li.ld}hG 'mark it~' (or conceivably

?ew li.ld}?~g 'slap it:, you're slapping it'

especially if B~C~T~ is to be correctedB~cMT~

'to infuriate'), ?u?li.lc'}hGl 'mark it~' L,

qu?li.x~dihGl 'I'll mark it' L ?u.dex yu .~?=.,.
li.~d}hG 'blaze marks along the way:' (!mark
something all along there~') L, ?u.de~ ~?Gex~=

d}hG~ 'I'm blazing a trail (marking something)

along there' L, ~?qu?li.xld}hG 'I'll blaze a

trail' L, ?u.~ ~?lisild}hGl 'I marked it (to

indicate location)' L, ?u?lixild}hGl 'I have it

(card) marked' (neuter perfective) L, with ye~-=

progressive: ?u.de~ ye~ ~?qu?lex~ed}hG 'I'll

blaze a trail about along there' L, repetitive:

?u?li.ld}hGg 'mark it~' M, qu?li.x~d}hGg 'I'll

mark it' M, ta. ?u?lexld}hGgl 'I'm blazing a

trail' L; with d-class-mark for 0: ?u?Aa.si~=

d}hG~ 'I marked it (tree)' L; reflexive, with

y-anatomical: ?iya. ?edu?yexled}hG 'I'm mark=



ing my hand for you' (cheating at cards) L; pas=

sive: ?u?sdid}hG~, ?u?s~id}hG~ 'it (place) has
been marked' L, ?u.de~ ~?dic'}hG~ 'it's blazed

along there' (neuter perfective) L, with dl-class-=

mark for 0: ?u?Aa.sdid}hG~, ?u?A.a.s~id}hG~ 'it

(stone) has been marked' L.

?u~ ~(?)le(~)d~hG~ (noun, correct form uncertain)

'marker, signet, cachet': Rezanov OXKO~~~nT~
tlle~aTn Petschaft' ?u~ ~...l...d.,.G~..., prob=

ably to be read -d}hG- (cf. e.g. ny~ c'~.), de=

verbalization of preceding, transitive or semitran=

sitive, classifier dropped with -1-instrumental,

?u+ Kllle~d}hG~ 'marker, signet,":~achet' M (per=

haps more correctly ?u~ ~?led}hG~, deverbalized

passive semitransitive with -~-instrumental, 'by
means of it something is marked').

~ 40.. f'> I' ,.;' '" --r ~ -"I C L ),,) /, ,( '"'- .::.. ~. ,A t J' / ~ (.,1"... ~(. v-".. ;;" ~ "\,. (u- r " ~ ~ "" )



~lllllllllllllllllllllllr c' ah G

c'ahG
-dahG 'S is extremely soft and flimsy, is disinte=

grating, on the verge of disintegrating (upon be=

ing touched, from e.g. boiling or soaking)', at=

tested only with ya? 'completely': ya? sec'ahGx

'it came apart or will fall apart at the slightest

touch (from being boiled or soaked too long)' L.

Transitive (causative): ya? Ge}dahG 'mash them:'

M, ya? si}dahG} 'I mashed them (e.g. potatoes)'

M, 'I boiled them too long, too soft' L.



c'~ .G

d~.G (perhaps to be identified with c'~.G-d~.~, or to
(: ,if

be analyzed d~'-G, thematic negative of c'~':)'~' ;;\6;' c...)

le-d~.G 'S (duck) moults': ~Geled~.Gl 'something

(duck) is starting to moult' (not the same as ~=

Gele~~.Gl 'something is getting weak') L.

led~.G (noun, unclassified) 'moulting duck' LM.
Nominalized active imperfective of preceding.

?u.nahd ?iled~.G month name L, July ('ducks are

hatching and moulting') A. ?i- prefix ~~-iden=
-t..i..fj.ed. V"~D"ti"(.e~ ~ '1 '\ ,-",' 'v' '" l ~ """ '+$ I 'Th ;. ,IIII. 

~-
,



c~, .-c'~.G-c'r.:JS:

d~.G-c'~.:JS: (both forms well attested, in free variation; -

perhaps to be identified with and/or influenced by

c'~.G and/or c'~'JS:)

c'~.G (noun, attested only in Rezanov) 'tanned (and

depilated?) hide of (land?) mammal': Rezanov

l(aaHR'D 'PoBJIYr'D' (not in Radlov, ommitted perhaps

because of difficulty of Russian gloss).

(ti.l-)d~.G--c'~.JS: (with optional ti.l-class-mark

for s) 's (hide, pelt) is, becomes tanned': Reza=
nov TK~aK'D '~aBTaK'D' (not in Radlov, 'dressed

hide of sea mammal (e.g. seal); baidarka covering

made of dressed sea mammal hide' t~.d~.:JS: 'tanned

hide' (active imperfective nominalized), t~.se=
d~.JS:% 'skin has become tanned' L. Transitive
(causative) 'S tans 0, dresses 0 (skin)': ?e%c'~.JS:

'tan it (skin):' L, ?el ti.li.%C'~.G 'tan this

(skin):' L, qu?x1d~.JS: 'I'll tan it' L, ti.lex1=

a~.G (or ti.lex}d~.~) 'I'm tanning it' L, x}=

d~.~ 'I'm tanning it' L, si}da.JS:} , ti.lisi}=

d~.G} 'I t~ed it' L, repetitive: }i~ gah ~}=

d~.Gg~h 'she keeps tanning (something, skins)
every day' L, ~ti.le}da.~g~h 'she keeps tanning
(something, skins)' L; passive: sdic'~.~}, s}i=

d~.~}, sdic'~.G}, s}ic'~.G}, t~.s%ida.G% 'it

(skin) has been tanned' L, ~5u.dah t~.s%ic'~.~%

'it (skin) has been tanned well' L, ~5u.dah



qu?ded~.G 'it (skin) will be tanned well (by

someone)' L, siya. qu?dec'~. G (not qu?}e-,

and not qu?ded~.~, but the sudden rejection

of the stem-form d~.~ is very unexpected and

inconsistent with much of the preceding, elicit=

ed on several widely spaced occasions) 'it (skin)

will be tanned for me' L.



c'e q'r--

c'eql (perhaps to be identified with c'eq2)

-deq 'S moves very swiftly through air': sedeq1

'it (meteor) fell, they ("fireballs", larger than

shooting star) fell through the air (at night,
said to be shaman travelling)' L; with dl-class-=

mark for S: cae ?u"de~ ?es Aa"sec'eq1 'a stone

sped, whizzed past by there' L.

,

---~



c'eq'l::

c'eq2 (perhaps to be identified with deql)

~de1deq (noun, gd-class) 'young grass' LM, ~=

de1deq gu~edah 'it's eating young grass' L.

To be analyzed either as noun -d-1-deq with

d-thematic and }-classifier, attested only with

~-indefinite possessor, or as nominalized active

imperfective verb (O-)d-1-deq with ~-indefi=

nite S or O.



"",'.- '" -c'~?q

.i,:;,

c'~?q'
c'~?q (noun, unclassified) 'soft feces, runny stool

(human or animal)' L, c'~?q'?e~u? 'lots of soft

feces' LM, c'~?q' sixga?x 'I have diarrhoea (need
j;,;.,,- ~

to have a runny stool)' M.



~; "':~';!"f'!;\: " .,' .'.iJ~i: c'8JS:l
I"",; ';\,."'\""'41 1"';; , ,.jt'" "",",,":,,""?'Je~1 "'i ""':f'1""'"\,.'Oc!tt, }

"

c'8JS:l

C8JS:- (probably noun, unclassified), meaning unknown,

occurring only in c8JS:}iqa.~, see qa.~.



c'eJS:2

c'eJS:2 (perhaps to be identified with deJS:3 and/or deJS:4)

Gede~, qedeJS: (noun, unclassified, prefix not identi=

fied, both forms well attested) 'cloth': Rezanov

K~axcHHrA~ ~Y~KM StrUmpfe' Gec'e~sto1 (or qe-)

'cloth shoes', ~HXe~e K~~ 'KMTaKKa chi=

nesisches Seidenzeug, chinesisches Baumwollenzeug',

~RKa~~~e ~e~ ~aH3a Crepp', see under ci5

for reading of these, XHT~~KoeTe~ 'XoAcTHHa
\,,'

Leinewand' xi~ga? ?i°t'eh [GJede~ (or [qJe-) ---

'cloth which is white (like snow)'; attested from

modern informants only as;() o,;f!""""!',?-qa.? 'some of

~, piece of 6, kind of cO': GedeJS:qa.? 'rags' A,

qede~qa.? 'piece of rag, any kind of rag' L.



c'e~.3 I

.\11" ;(.(#,';", ~I , .
c'e~3 (perhaps to be identified with c'e~2 and/or c'e~4)

Gic'e~ (noun, Gi- prefix not identified) 1. (un=

classified) 'copper' LM, Wrangell ReKq~ 'Ku=

pfer', G1ae~~? 'lots of copper' LM.

2. (dl-class) 'copper nugget': Gic'e~ ?u.d

Aa.se?ah1 'a copper nugget is there' L.



d xLI-e.

c'e~LI- (perhaps to be identified with de~2 and/or de~3)

O-ce~ 1. 'S throws, hurls (usually sg.) 0: xc'e~

'I'm throwing it' M; attested with a variety of

preverbs and postpositional phrases, not all in=

stances of which will be cited: with ya?~ 'up=
)'1";

wards' (often ~normal parabolic trajectory of pro=

jectile'): 63.7G, ya?~ Gec'e~ 'throw it up:' L,

Rezanov ffxe~a~ 'BpOCb werfen (Imperat.) , ya?~

?ec'e~ 'throw it (up)!' L, with o-~ 'to 0':

46.22M, Galushia Nelson ~cilacia qitc ~sa.tl

u~a setsa~t} 'Where Old Raven threw his box'

BSdL 259, 558 ~i.leh~iyah qi?~ ca.?} ?u~a?
J.r \" v

sec'e~3: 'place .;t,o9W.ar:ds which Raven threw his box' ,

si~ ya?~ Gec'e~ 'throw it up to me:' LM, Gu?3:

?u~ ya?~ sice~}}h 'I threw a blanket up to him'

M, si~ ya?~ qe? Gec'e~ .L, si~ qe.ya?~ Gec'e~

'throw it back up to me:' LM, ?u~ ?ew da. qe?

?'i.c'e~}h 'let's throw it back up to him' lVI, with

qa? 'up out': si~ qa? 6ece~ 'throw it up to

me (from e.g. down in hole)!' L, si~ qa? qe?

Gec'e~, si~ qe.qa? Gec'e~ 'throw it back up to

me~' L, with ~i.~ 'over there, away': 29.3 (d-=

class 0),51.30 (d-class 0, indirect reflexive),

5l.32A (cust), 63.7G, Rezanov Xeqe~a~ 'BpocaTb

werfen' ~i.~ ?ec'e~ L, ~i.~ Gec'e~ 'throw it

over there~, throw it away~' L, di~ ~eGi.ya.G

da.~, ~i.~ ?i.ce~ 'if you don't eat it, you



should throw it away' L, with ?a?q 'out (of the

house)': 49.146A, ?a?q Gede~ 'throw it out:' M,

?a?q qu?xc'e~ 'I'll throw it out' M, ya?~o ?a?q

qi?yide~ 'don't throw it out' M, ?a?q side~} 'I

threw it out' M, with ta? 'in the water': 28.122,

123,29.36, 39A, 53.12, 14L (last four all with d-=

class 0), ta? ~side~} 'I threw something in the

water' L, with qid 'down off': 15.5M, si~ qid

Gede~ 'throw it down to me:' L, with y~o? 'down':

y~o?~ Ge~e~ 'throw it down:' L, si~ y~o?~ Gede~

'throw it down to me:' M, with o-ya? 'into 0 (with

opening at top)': ?~oguleya? Gede~ 'throw it in

the river:' L, ?ewya? qe? side~} 'I threw it back

in there' L, with o-~ 'in (punctuaUcontact with 0':

34.86L (cust); with class-marks for 0: d-class: 29.3,

36,39, 51.30A (indirect reciprocal), 53.12, 14L, dl-=

class: si~ ya?~ AaoGede~ 'throw it (stone) up to

me:' L, ?ew ca. ta? Aaoside~} 'I threw the stone

in the water' L, ya?~o cae ya?~ qu?Aiode~

'don't throw stones' L, a problematical form, in

which 0 ('stone') is perhaps treated as I-class: 12.=

29-32fnG, qiol-class: qi.leGede~ 'throw a rope:' M,

l~-class: si~ ya?~ le~eGede~ 'throw it (apple)

up to me:' L, y~.?~ le~eGede~ 'throw it (apple)

down:' L, si~ qe? le~iode~ 'throw it (ball) back

to me:' L, with ?i}ya? and ye~-progressive 'back

and forth' (indirect reciprocal): ?i}ya? ye~ ~=



qu?le~edede~inu. 'they'll play catch' ('they'll

throw something l~-class back and forth') M, ?i1=

ya? si~ ye~ ~le~~.dede~ 'play catch with me~'

M, ?i1ya? ye~ ~le~~.le~dede~ 'pl. play catch~'

M; indirect reflexive: 49.131, 51.30A; passive:

~i.~ sdide~1 'it's been thrown away' L, ta?

Aa.sdide~1 'it (stone) was thrown in the water' L.

2. From some textual occurrences it appears

that the meaning of O-de~ might be extended to

'S places, puts 0 hurriedly': de?u.~ giyah1tah

?u~a? sede~1 'she dropped her water-bucket right

there' 46.22M, ?ew ~a? sdide~1 'she jammed it

in her pocket' (indirect reflexive) 49.131A.

3. Primarily in Rezanov (archaically?), 0-=

de~ is attested with the same meaning as 0-1-c'e~;

see remarks with passives and indeterminate 0 under

0-1-de~ and O-?-(1-)1-de~: Rezanov ~ax$ 'RYM

schmieden (Imperat.) , ?ede~ 'pound it~', ~axy

'ROBaTb schmieden' ?ede~h 'pound it!' L. See al=

so the following nouns.

~de~}h (noun, unclassified) 'smith' ('he's pounding

something') L, Rezanov Ro~-axe 'RY3He~ Schmied'.

Nominalized active imperfective of O-de~ 3.

qi? ~dede~ (noun) 'smithy' ('place where something

is pounded') Rezanov ReKYTe~ax$ 'RY3~a

Schmiede'. Nominalized passive active imperfective

of O-de~ 3. or of 0-1-de~.



?uqe~ ~de~} (noun) 'anvil', attested as such only

in Rezanov OXO~~ax~D ~aRoB~DHR Amboss', de=

verbalization with -}-instrumental of passive active

imperfective of either O-de~ 3. or O-}-de~; ?u=

qe~ ~dede~ 'anvil' ('something is pounded on,

against it') L (without -1-instrumental deverbaliza=

tion).

tewi's ~edede~ (noun, unclassified) 'long-legged

snipe' L. Exact analysis difficult: tewi's '(stone+ -
, ,/

axe' is attested both as dl- and ~d-class; L sug=

gests that the ~d-class-mark is for 0 'logs', thus

'(a bird like) a stone hammer is pounding logs',
wi th theme O-de~ 3, ~c£- ~..'fl-., ~( i1w,' , S " ---'

O-d-c'e~ 'S throws 0' (with d-thematic optional with

qu?q 'on the fire'); qu?q desede~~ 'he threw it

in the fire' L, qu?q deGede~ 'throw it on the

fire~' L.
ye~ le~edede~ (noun, l~-class) 'ball' L. Nominalized

passive active imperfective of O-de~ 1. wlth l~-=

class-mark for 0 and ye~-progressive « -de~-~,

'it (l~-class) is thrown around').

O-}-de~ 'S strikes, hits, pounds, breaks 0 (with held

or thrown object)' (meaning not clearly distinguished

from that of O-de~ 3.; presence of 1-classifier

perhaps due to the frequent presence of o-~ 'by

means of 0' in the construction (o-~) 0-1-de~ 'S

strikes 0 (with 0)'): ?e1de~ 'break it (cockle):'



L, si}de~} 'I broke it (e.g. clamshell)', 'I

pounded it (with something, not my hand)' L, ?e}=

de~uh 'pound it~' L, with ya? 'completely'~

ya? ?e}de~, ya? 6e}c'e~ 'smash it (with e.g.

rock)~, break it up!' L, ya? si}ae~} 'I smashed

it all to pieces' L; with o-~ 'by means of 0',

'8 strikes, hits, pounds, breaks 0 with (held or

thrown) 0,8 throws 0 at 0 (striking 0), attested

mainly with anatomical marks for 0: 1- 'head', part=

ly thematized (not necessarily strongly specifying

'head') in the absence of other anatomical marks:

12.30G, 43.11, 33M, ca.Ai.ne~ ?iqe?~i.x}ae~ 'I'll
throw a stone at you (and hit you)' L, ca.~i.ne~

xulese}ae~}th 'he threw a stone at me' M, ca.~i.=

ne~ ?t.si}ae~}th 'I hit him with a rock (held or

thrown)' L, ca.~i.ne~ ~qu?li.}ae~th 'he'll hit

something with a stone' L, ca.~i.ne~ le6e}ae~

'hit him with a rock~' L, ca.li.ne~ ya? le6e}ae~

'pound him with a rock~' L, te6}?i.ne~ xulese}=

ae~} 'he threw a hammer at me' M, te6}?a.ne~ XV'=

se}ae~}}h 'he threw a hammer at me (and hit me)' L,

}e.s~eda.~ xulese}ae~}th 'he hit me in the face

with a (held or thrown) log' L, xi~le~eda.~ xule}=

ae.~~th 'he (cust) throws snowballs at me (and hits

me)' LM, repetitive: xi~le~eda.~ xule}ae~g}h 'he

keeps pelting me with snowballs' L, with no anatomic=

al mark and preverb da?d 'front' specifying 'face':



ca.Ai"ne~ da?d ?isi~de~~ 'I hit you in the face

with a rock' L, with other anatomical marks: ca.=

Ai.ne~ xugedese~de~~~h 'he hit me in the rump
with a (thrown) stone' L; with I-anatomical thema=

tized, no o-~: de"wahdduw ~i.leh li"~c'e~ 'why

do you pelt Raven?' 43.8M; reciprocal, with l-ana=

tomical thematized: ca.Ai"ne~ ?i~u? ?~.s~ide~~=

inu" 'they hit each other with rocks' L, ca"Ai.=

ne~ ?i~u? qu?le~ede~inu" 'they'll hit each other

with rocks' L; passive ,(de-classifier apparently

preferred in active perfective when no o-~ is

present, but also acceptable in presence of o-~):

ya? sdide~~ 'it's been smashed' L, ca"Ai"ne~

ya? s~ide~~ 'it's been smashed with a rock' L,

ca.Ai.ne~ sdide~~ 'it's been pounded with a rock'

L, with I-anatomical: xulisdide~~ 'I've been hit

in the head (with something thrown)' L, ca.Ai"ne~

xulisdide~} (or X¥"sdi-) 'I've been hit on the

head with a rock' L, di~ ca"Ai.ne~ X¥.sdede~~G

'I didn't get hit on the head by (any of the thrown)

rocks' L; with indeterminate 0 and ye~-progressive

(some of these forms are problematical in showing

de- instead of ~e-classifier, again suggesting the

theme O-de~ 3.), o-~ ye~ ?i-~e-de~-~ (or ?i-=

de-de~-~) 'S hits indeterminate 0 here and there

with thrown 0, S throws 0 around (at things)': xi~~

ye~ ?i~ede~}h 'he's throwing snow around' 43.3M,



ya?~. ca.Ai.ne~ ye~ ?iqe?lec'e~ 'don't throw

stones (about, at things)' L, ca.Ai.ne~ da. ye~

?iqe?dec'e~ 'we'll throw stones' L, ca.Ai.ne~ ye~

?ilec'e~}h (or ?ide-, -c'e~~}h) 'he's throwing

rocks' L; with indeterminate 0, o-~ 'by means of

0', and o-~ 'in (punctual) contact with 0' with

indeterminate 0: 34.89,94, 95L, repetitive: 34.83L.

O-?-(l-)l-c'e~ (semitransitive of preceding, with 1-=

anatomical partly thematized usually present except

where other anatomical marks are present) 'S throws

something at 0, tries to hit 0 (success not explicit)':

43.7M; with o-~ 'by means of 0', o-~ O-?-(l-)l-=

c'e~ 'S throws ,0 at 0 (mayor may not hit 0)': 43.5M,

deki~ ?u?le6elc'e~ih 'throw a stick at him~' M,

le.s~eda.~ xu?leselc'e~l}h 'he threw a log at my

face' L, ca.Ai.ne~ xu?i.selc'e~l}h (or xu?lesel-)

'he threw a stone at me' L, ca.Ai.ne~ ?i?lisil=

c'e~l 'I threw a stone at you (perhaps hit you)' L,

ca.Ai.ne~ ?u?leGelc'e~ 'throw a rock at it~' L,

ca.Ai.ne~ ~?qu?li.lc'e~}h 'he'll throw stones at

something' L, with other anatomical marks: dek}h~

?u?qi.deGelc'e~}h 'throw a stick at his foot~' M,

deki~ ?u?gedelc'e~}h 'throw a stick at his rump~'

M; reciprocal: ca.Ai.ne~ ?ilu? ?u?slic'e~linu.

'they threw stones at each other' L; passive (de-=

classifier in active perfective, as in O-l-c'e~):

xu?lisdic'e~l 'something was thrown at my head' L,



ca.Ai'ne~ xu?lisdiae~1 'a stone was thrown at my

head' ('there was an attempt at striking my head

with a (thrown) stone') L.



c'iI.'~

c'iI.. ~ (perhaps to be identified with c'~. G -c'~.~)

-c'iI.'~ (noun) 'eyebrow': Rezanov Raqy~ (y
raised slightly above line, but not an insert)

'BpOBH Augenbraunen' qa.c'~.~ 'our eyebrows,
'human eyebrows', sic'~.~ 'my eyebrows' LMA.

...



c'ahJ:~

,~~;;.

c'ahl~l (perhaps to be identified wi th dahl~)

l-dah1~ 'S throbs': siyao ldahl~ 'it (part of

me) throbs' L, siyeqa?d siyao ldahl~ 'my

hand throbs me' L, siyeqa?d siyao Geldahl~

'my hand is starting to throb' L, with anatomical

mark: qiodexldahl~ 'my feet are throbbing' L.

'~



c'ah.1:k"=-'

dah.1:K? (perhaps to be identified with dah1~)

-g-.1:-c'ah.1:~ (noun, with g-thematic 'caudal, appen=
dage' and -.1:-classifier) 'tailbone, tail (of seal)':

~gu.1:dah.1:~ 'seal's tailbone' LA, ~ge%dah1~

'tailbone, seal's tail' L.



c'eh:"J}:k'

c'eh~k' (form uncertain, perhaps c'ehxk')

-c'e~k' (noun, unclassified) 'inside of pelt':
e

?uc~~~k' ?ewao k'u5u. 'its inside (of hide) is --

good' (this can be determined only after fleshing,
when the skin is on stretching-frame) L. L once

or twice pronounced the form also c'e.~, appears

uncertain which is right, but seems to favor

-c'ehJ.ck'.



c'ic'()IM~

c'ic' (perhaps loan from Tlingit: Naish-Story SUS 'har=

lequin duck', Boas SUS (Swanton), 'a water-bird',

Krause tsutsk 'Anas histrionica')

did(-g) (noun, unclassified, sometimes with -g-re=
petitive) 'duck species' (probably 'western harle=

quin', not well remembered by L and M): dic', didg

'some kind of saltwater duck' L, 'some kind of

duck or gull' M, dic'g 'small black and brown

duck, lives at shore, same as Tlingit sus' A

(probably correct).



c'isao-c'esao

c'isao-c'esao (loan from Tlingit stsa 'cloth', see

64o9fnG)

c'isao-c'esao (noun, unclassified) 'canvas, sail,

tarpaulin': Galushia Nelson ttsdo or tesa,
Old Man Dude ~s£sa 'sail (or canvas)' BSdL 550,

c'esao 'canvas' M, c'esaoluw 'big tarpaulin' LM,

c'isaoyahd 'tent' ('canvas-house') L, 32.29A, 47c.=
221L, (see further instances under yahd), Galu=

,shia Nelson tisao ~eR£t}ta' or tesa etco,

Old Man Dude ~sesa ~a~£t}E 'mast' c'isao~ede}te?

'mast' ('sail-pole, -handle') LA (for further in=

stances see under te?), c'isao~ede}te?ya? 3~}

'boom' ('mast's crosspiece') A, c'isa.c}?da?de5u~}

'gaff' ('crosspiece at tip of sail') A.



c'eG

aeG (cf. Yakutat Tlingit aaG~ 'real black paint, made

from nextnt~', form present in Yakutat Tlingit but

not attested elsewhere in Tlingit, Constance Naish,

personal communication, 18 April 1967)
aeG-~ (noun, with -~-instrumental?, occurring only

as 0 of o-ga? 'like 0'), meaning not known, prob=

ably a substance only the color of which is remem=

bered; c'eG~ga? ?i.~eh 'it's blackish (color of

e.g. lake surface, cloud, smoke; not of dog, cat,

bird)' L, ~ahs aeG~ga? ~edeGele.~ 'cloud is
i

getting bl~ck' L, aeG~ga? lexi.~eh 'they (sal=! .
;

monberries1 are ripe maroon color' L, aeG~ga?
!

?u?Gede?ehl 'it (e.g. boat) look indistinct in
f!'

C \l: 
color (too ifar away to see well)' L.

f,
~

~ 1\ I., (l.~t"t ~ f Jt" ~e~k .;.d/§ ~e 9 Juloe (9'6'9/ 't-k-r
f*~DS' VVI4- I J .J . I) /, -L // ')! ,,), ~i" i:. ~~ IioJ ,qJ ,10., t/~,..e~"" 7 '7~ t"'1:"4-"1c; J

, f .
hJ-i1"f,;.-7 ~,.I.e 7}~J\.- ;"4 .tc.t;f'I ii ""p~iP'I:,P~!~,o $r II



c'ik'

c'i~ (loan from Tlingit S\x 'plate, dish', perhaps in

some way also related to Eyak daog, cfo Athapaskan

*c'~ 'plate', Tsimshian c'a~ 'plate'; perhaps lent

back into Yakutat Tlingit: c',~ 'small plate', StX
f .I "W, "iQ~(41:'~,t'larger plate' Sampson Harry) --"

di~ (noun, unclassified) 'plate, dish' LMAS, Galu=

shia Nelson tsi~, Old Man Dude ~si~ 'plate

or wooden dish' BSdL 546, Rezanov XeT~bRoeTe~~

'~amKa Schale' xi~gWa? ?io~eh c'i~ 'white dish'
L, ?ew ~ewe~ c'i~ si~ ?eta? , give me that

wide dish:' L, Geqeo1 c'i~ 'elliptical dish' L,

c'i~?a?luw 'big plate' LM; c'i~ ?u~ ?e~hd1

'dishrag' ('dishes are wiped by means of it')

65.20, 20, 20A; ceAdec'i~ name of A's father

(same as ?eneSih) LA, tsat1~tsen~ name of

Chief Joe on BSdL Geneological Table ('board-=
',", .

di$~_')~ ] Lf'I f I fJ+\O,,' f; , 1

Cr .,jl,.!;~-, r. 1)/' ,1 :~~ ';,c..." 1),-(-'j' !.$",,~~I",,"'~, LJV'T", ,1{ 1't;~""l.e"", -
,;;"' Y

'\" (fMr{i'~ JJ".L I ',,"
~ ~.I=~~~"'""



c'ega ° d-c'iga ° d

c'egaod-c'igaod (loan from Tlingit (Naish-Story) ShgWad
'brown (thick hemlock bark)', (Sampson Harry) 5agad

'brown substance resembling hemlock bark which drifts

ashore, often ground into a powder (for pigment~)')

dega.d-c'iga.d (noun, d-class or unclassified) '(un=
identified) brown substance' (see above): Galushia
Nelson ~seGdot or stdGot 'brown (can be ap=

I plied to overcast sky)' BSdL 553, c'ega.dga?

?io~eh 'brown' (a "fancy name", 'it's like c'e=

ga.d') L, c'igaodga? ?i.~eh Gu?} 'brownish (~,

tan~) blanket' L.



c'exWe ° 3:-c'exe ° 3:

dexweo}-c'exe°3: (loan from Tlingit c'exwe} 'crow')

c'exweo} (noun, unclassified) L, c'exeo} '(north=

western) crow (Corvus caurinus) , M, dexweo}=

yequh 'young crows' 28.48A.

°



C'}. cih

C'}. cih (occasional variant C'}. c}h probably with re=

gressive assimilation of nasality, or perhaps origi=

nally ~i.c}h, unanalyzable, to be segmented, if of

Eyak origin, c'}.-cih, c'i.-c}h, -c}h perhaps re=

lated to c}O-ciO-c}oy)

C'} °cih (noun, perhaps d-class or unclassified)

'subalpine fir (Abies lasiocarpa)', only vaguely

identified by most informants: d}.C}h, di.cih

'pitchwood' (vague, "burns like candle, from in=

side of some kind of cut tree") L, d}.cih 'alder'

S, 'spruce branches broken and dried, good for

tinder' A, di.c}h, 3}.c:j.. M ("has heard, per=

haps old wood in water, e.g. encrusted with bar=
..." /

nacles"), Harrington from G t8'+!tts~, tsiitshth,
---I. -" , ---

tSt!tshiI 'fir', BAE ms. 4100 tsiitshih, Tlin=:- ~ -' .>

git %eeyis 'Subalpine fir (Abies Casiocarpa).

Known only [in Yakutat, probably also in Cordova]

as a sp. which drifts ashore, but its name is

known. A little piece of bark 5 inches long and

much weathered by the ocean was picked up on the

beach and was recognized [by G] at once as a piece

of the Subalpine fir.', d:j..cihya? gahG 'pitch
"

of pitchwood', Harrington tsllttshI ya'%~h,t.- ...:::=- =
ts}itsh:j. ya'%~h 'fir bark' d}.c}hya? %~h.



-I

si'

.,
SJ.

:%-si' 'S rots, spoils, putrefies, becomes foul':

Ge%si?, ?e:%si? 'rot~' L, qa?lsih, qu?welsih

'it'll rot' L, di~ qa?lsihG, di~ qu?we:%sihG

(former preferred in negative) 'it won't rot' L,

?i.}sih, Gi.%sih 'let it rot' L, Rezanov

C~b~b 'RMC~O sauer' selsi?:% 'it rotted, is

rotten (and offensive-smelling)' LM, te?ya? sel=

si?l da.~ gemeGga? se~?% 'fish rotted so it

got like mud' L, ?i.lsi?l 'it's spoiled' L,

di~ ?a?xsi?xG 'it's not spoiled' L (neuter per=

fectives), Gelsi?l 'it's getting rotten, starting

to rot' L, ?elsi.~ 'it (cust) spoils' LM, active

imperfective, often used in curses and adjectival=

ly: Galushia Nelson inyan.~a'tsi 'your mother

has a rotten vagina' BSdL 555 ?iy~.~a? lsih 'it

is rotting "on" your mother' (curse) L, :JS:a.?d

lsih~iyah 'rotten lousy weather:' ('outside it's

rotting-bad', with suffixed adjective -~iyah

'bad') L, de~hilsih 'nasty person:' (with ~-=

sih suffixed as adjective) L, ~i?~dug de~i~=

sih da? suhg~dah deleh 'that rotten guy (drunk)

sure gives one a pain:' L; with class-marks for S:

gulilsi.~ 'it (urine) (cust) sours' 33.l3A, due
~.selsi?l 'milk soured' L. Transitive (causa=

tive): te?ya? Gelsi?, te?ya? ?elsi? (former



preferred) 'make fish rot~' L; passive: s}isi?}

'fish that has been made to rot' L.

se}si?} (noun, unclassified) 'rotten fish' (buried

in ground, eaten) L, 58.3L. Nominalized active

perfective.
se}si?}?ekih dog's name ('little foul one') A.

?}.}sih (noun, probably I-class) 'rotten fish-=

heads' (eaten, same as ?}.}~iya?~) L. Nominal=

ized active imperfective with I-anatomical 'head'

for S.

di.ya?~ ?i.}sih (noun, unclassified) 'salt-fish'

L. di.ya?~ 'with salt', ?i'}sih either a

nominalized neuter imperfective or, more likely,

same as p~eceding, lacking nasalization.



sio

sio

g-sio-kih (adverb, with g-thematic (class-mark

'filament-like'?) and -kih 'little') 'a bit,

slightly, a little, somewhat': 2a.27M, 230127A,

27a.31L, 27b.41, 28041,65015,36, 68.83A, ge=
siokih gah ~o~eh 'there's a little daylight'

L, gusiokih y~o? di.?yah~ 'it's coming down

(raining) a little'S, gusiokih ~ehd ?etao

'leave it (door) slightly open~' L, gusiokih

?u?s~icah1 'it became somewhat visible' L,

gusiokih qid ~qedg 'he keeps biting off

little pieces' L, gusiokih ~da?~g 'it's

dripping slightly' M, gusiokih gelio?ah
'there's a slight flow, trickle' M.



s:j.hl

.

S}hl (invariable, except for a few analogical forms in " -J ~f.
f'""".t..r ;... ~ j~f¥t~ ""'+"

inceptive perfective and inc~e~ive imperative-' >t"h%...~trt;.~;;::--
-sth 1. '(animate) S dies': active perfective, ~ ~

'S died, S is dead': 5.1L, 8.18, 19, 11.167,

20.90,90,23.130,131,132,145,155,161,24.87,

90,101,25.210,211,213, 32.45A, 4O.15L, 47b.=

18M, 47c.22L, 49.12,24, 27A, 53.18, 56.30L,

61.105, 111,68.120, 121A, Rezanov CHC~~

'YMe~ gestor ben', Ga1ushia Nelson ses\ntl

'dead' BSdL 554 ses:j.hl 'it's dead, it died' L,

Rezanov CHCHHT~H 'MepTBo~ todt', CHCHHT~H

'~!aBoA~ Teufel' (cf. Wrange11 RaTeAeHHHY ~a.dih

yil:j.hinu') ses}hlth 'he died, he's dead' M, di~

?ess:j.hlG 'it's not dead, it didn't die' L, ~e"=

d¥h ses}hl 'how did he die?' M, ~sesthl 'some=

one died' L, used also where SiB c1earl.yplur.a1,

oftenmaay: k'ug\l " fu?inu " sesthl 'many people ':I-

died' 28.106A, li?cf deJ$:\lhyu" ses:j.hl 'all the

people have died' 67.11G, li?q ses}hlinu.

!they're all dead' 67.14G, deqi.kih, ses:j.hlinu.

'all gone, they're dead' 67.15G, qeses}hlinu.

'they both died' 68.122A, qeses}hl 'they (dogs)

died, are dead' L, di~ qess}hlG 'they didn't

die'L, ?ewa. ~qeses:j.hl 'some of them died' L,

with o-J$:a? "'on" 0 (in intimate relation with 0)':

?¥hJ$:a? ses}hl1ehd 'because it had died on her'



8.l8A, ?uma. ?u~a? sas}h}~ahd 'after their

mother died on them' 20.97A, si~a? sas}h} 'it

(pet) died on me' L, with o-~ahd 'away from 0,

leaving 0': ?uma. ?u~ahd sas}h} 'their mother

had died from them' 20.94A, ?ahnu. si~ahd sa=

s}hlinu. 'those who have died from me, leaving

me' 70.l0A, in other syntactic constructions:

dadu.d sas}h} 'anyone who died' 28.ll6A, ?ula~

?isi}?~h}}h sas}h}Gda}ya~ (should be ?ass}h~G-?)

'I saw him before he died' M, wa~ ~?~il}h}h

sis}h} 'he thinks I'm dead' L, Galushia Nelson

s~sint}lnu yW6~au or s~stnt}lno yWuxau 'ghost

("dead-person picture") BSdL 552 sas}h~inu.wa~a.w

('dead people's souls, images'), sa S}hlinu. ya?

la?mahd 'berry species' ('dead people's berries', i'c""'~""-;' ,lc'
{:' "-~""""\~j.i;"; ,Y-

not to be eate~? LM, sas}h}inu.ya? ye.t' 'waterty~_J.~.-""

hemlock (Cicut~)" (, dead people's wild celery', (s:$~~t~ol.,~~j

poisonous?) L, sas}h~inu.ya? ~awa. 'moth' ",fro Q~;(V' L<,!';~~
:,c("J"~f"~ i'!}ot "'",

('dead people's dog') MA; neuter perfective, 'S t.",-~l",' if l'
r.';? y \,~? I '"", '}")is dead': Rezanov KOYC':E>HHJIb (with JIb written" .!'

over ':E» 'YMepeTb sterben' ~.s}h} 'someone,

something is dead' (perhaps first qu?was}h 'it

is going to die'), ?i.s}h} 'it's dead' M, ?i=

xis~h1 'I'm dead' L, di~ ?a?xs}h~G 'I'm not

dead'L, qi.s}h1 'they're dead' (surprising) L,

di~ qa?s~h~G 'they're not dead' (surprising) L,



?i.s~h} dao~ ~se}e?} 'it was born dead, still=

born' M; inceptive perfective: Guxs}h} 'I'm dy=

ing'L, GiOs}h} 'you're dying' L, Gexs}o} (or

-s}h}) (former analogical) 'I'm dying' M, qeGe=

S}o} (analogical) 'they're dying' M, Ges}h}
'it's dying' L (four times), M, 'she's dying'

61.106A, Ges}h}}h 'he's dying' LA, ?u~ ~a?=

dih~ qu?x}h}h Ges~h}Gde}ye~ 'I'll visit him

before he dies' M, ya?~uo qa? qu?yiyah dioye~

Gexs}o}G da.~ (analogical stem-form) 'don't go

away before I die (while I'm not yet dead)' L,

Gexs}h}Gdewao 'before I die' L; negative active

imperfective, 'S doesn't die' (in repeated attempts

to kill it): 53.11, 16L; inceptive imperfective:

qi? qu?xs~h dao~ qu?xs}h 'when I die I'll die'

(resignedly) 23.154fnA, qa?s}h}h 'he was going

to die' 47a.2L, 'he'll die' L, qa?s}h, qu?wes}h

'it'll die' M, di?we~ dexa-g}dewao qa?s}h}h

'he'll work til he dies' ('he'll die still work~

ing') L, di~ qa?s}hG (-S}oG "sounds funny")

'it won't die' L, di~ qu?XS}.G (or -s}hG) 'I

won't die' M, ya?~.~g~ qa?s}h}h 'let him not

die'L, }i?q qu?qi.S}h, }i?q qeqa?s}h (former

preferred) 'they'll all die' L; active optative:

?i.s}hwahd 'so they'd die' 49o94A, da. qa?}=

wa?d}h qi? ?iosih~ 'we'll whip him to death



(til he dies)' 53.33A, qi? ?ixis~h?! qu?xdexaog3:

'I'll work till I die' L, qi? ?ixis}h?! ?ilah

qe?qe?xle? 'I'll love you till I die' L, qi?

?i.s}h?! silah qe?l~?}h 'he loved me till he

died'L, ?iOs}h}h 'let him die' L, ?ixis}h

'I wish I were dead' L, qaolis}h (not qaoyi-)

'let them die' L, 1i?q dao qaolis}h 'let's

all die' L, da. ?i.s}h 'let's die' L; incep=

tive optative: si.s}h}h 'let him die' L, se=

xis}h 'I wish I were dead' L; inceptive impera=

tive: Ges}? (analogical stem-form) 'die!' L;

active conditional: ?is}h da.~ 'before he dies,

just as he's about to die' L; incpetive condition=

al: sexs}h da.J.C 'if I die, when I die' 47b.l7M,

47co7L, Gi.s}h dao~ 'if you die, when you die'

5l.l8A; inceptive hortatory subjunctive: ses}~}h

'let him die!' L; customary: ?esio~ 'it (cust)

dies' LM; with d-class-mark for S: deses}h3: 'it
'1:," "c'Fo:j;lfJ\ ,

(tree) died' L (see 1a?q, usually used for
"',

plants). Transitive (causative): reflexive, 'S

plays dead': ?eds1is}h1 'it's playing dead' L,

sedegi1 ?eds1is}h1 'sun is eclipsed' ('sun is

playing dead', Minnie Steven said) L.

2. 'S (inanimate) stops, ceases to function':

?ew batterydig ?ewao ses}h1 'its battery also

died' 60.47A, ?ew leodiyuh ses}h1 'the radio



went on the blink' L, sile~ahd xu.siya? yeda?q

dexa?~ ses}h} 'I thought my watch had stopped' L.

O-}-s}h (semantically irregular causative of -s}h)

'8 puts 0 in a deep sleep, 8 anaesthetizes 0':

Ge~s}?}h, ?e}s}h}h 'put him in a deep sleep:' L,

da. Gi.~s~h}h, da. ?i.~s~h}h 'let's put him in

a deep sleep' L, ?ixi~s}h}h 'let me put him in a

deep sleep' L, qu?x~s~h}h 'I'll put him in a

deep sleep' L, se}s~h~}h 'he put him in a deep

sleep (anaesthesia)' L, xuse~s~hl 'he anaesthe=

tized me' L; passive: slis~h~}h, sdis~h}}h 'he's

been anaesthetized, put into a deep sleep' L, di~

?esdes:j.h~G~h 'he hasn't been put in a deep sleep'

L, Gedes~hl}h 'he's being put into a deep sleep,

being anaesthetized' L, neuter perfective: ?idi=

s~h~:j.h 'he's been put into a deep sleep, he's

anaesthetized' L, di~ ?a?des~h}G}h 'he's not

anaesthetized'L.

i 11



...s}h2t~: -
Sih2 (perhaps to be identified with s}hl, semantic con=

nection not clear) ~ / ." z.t-~ .,;-.) -:.1.&"'1 -'>': ,",~-:.I_L' ;"i'\ ~al!1;~~t; n I'" "J -' / "

o-s}h (postpositio~) '(motion to position) hidden"
behind 0': ?us}h sahl 'it went in hiding be=

hind it' L, ~s}h sahl 'it hid behind something

(specific)' L, des}h sahl 'it hid (behind in=

determinate 0)' L, ~s}h sa?yah1 'it got hidden

behind something' L, caeAa"s}h 'hidden behind a

rock'L, ?ew ?i~~"s}h sli?ahl 'sun went down

(hidden) behind that mountain' L, qahs~edes}h

sli?ahl 'sun went out of sight behind the clouds'

L, with -d final 'at rest, nominalization':

?usihd sedahl 'it sat, stayed hidden behind it'

L, ~sihd sedahl 'it's sitting behind some=
" thing' L, ?i~lesihd 'behind a mountain' 1'1,

ostnntkatla BSdL Genealogical Table ?usihd
~"leh name of Gus Nelson ('a place to hide be=

hind him exists') LM, Gels}hd yae 'the one (of

a series) hidden behind' L, with -~ final 'mo=

tion within': qahs~edes}~ '(moving hidden, fly=
ing) behind, above the clouds' L, ~s}h~ setah1

'it's hidden (somewhere?) behind something' L,

~s}h~ Ga"l}h 'he's going, going along hidden

behind something' L, with -da? final 'arrival

at': ~s}hda? sahl 'it went (and arrived)

'"



in hiding behind something' L, with -~ final

'continuous motion': ~Slh~ sah1 'it went

(started off to) hiding behind something' L,
s}h~ ?ew Gedeta-1lh 'he's hiding it behind

himself' L (indirect reflexive) -a~ :(2..}M , { -If..J;

o-l~-slh (postposition, with l~-anatomical 'eyesi~)
'hidden from o's view': Rezanov Ce~HraCHB$ '3ac=

T~ einholen, erreichen' (mistranslation of Rus=

sian, 'you're blocking my view of it, standing in

my way') sile~es}h 'out of my view', with -d

final 'at rest, nominalization': sile~eslhd
yi1eh 'it's hidden from my sight' L-

dl-s}h (preverb, or locativ~, ,with dl-thematic,
~-(;1f ~ f), ;?~"'W ~&I d t!"'~c(c#

cf- dl-?~1 'in hiding, into den, lair, cave,
hole, burrow': Aa-s}h 'in hiding, behind, under'

M, Aa-slh si~ ?eta? 'sneak it to me:' M, Aa-=

s}h sah1 'it went in hiding, it's hibernating

(bear in den, cave)' LM, Aa-slh ?u?dis1i?~h1
'he, it went in hiding out of sight' L, with -d

final 'at rest, nominalization': Aa-slhd sedah1

'it (bear) is in den, hibernating' L-



sa?l

sa?l

sa? (noun, usua~;~p1~:t~;~ss, sometimes unclassi=
fied) 'inner bark', ,rcambium, and sap, especially -

of hemlock, scraped in spring, dried flake-like,

and kept in sealoil for winter food' LM, 11.36,

37A, Galushia Nelson sa' 'sap' BSdL 541, sa'h

'hemlock sap' BSdL 548 ("In the spring the sap

from the inner bark of the hemlock was scraped

off in mussel-shells. It was dried and served as

a sweet dessertj'Jr" BSdL 97. See also ~e.t'.), sa?"'"

gu~}h}h 'he's eating sa?' LM, ~gat'u? sa?

'lots of sa?' L, sa? si(! gu.?a? (or -ta?)

'give me a piece of sa?!' L, sa? da~ah Gata?

'split wood for sa?!' ('remove the sa?!') L,

sa?ca.?1 'sa?-storage box' 11.36A; lisgusa?

'tree-sa?' or perhaps 'sa? of spruce' ("means

same as sa?") L, k'ugufu? lisgusa? 'lots of

sa? on tree' M.

0-1-sa? 'S makes 0 (sa?)': sa1sa?~~uh 'did you

make sa??' L; passive: sdisa?~ 'sa? has been

made'L.

-



saol-sa.

sa?-sa. (sa. only with -q-d final)
""i,)" l \T;;"" v~ 1t ~;r.' (

sa? (preverb, requiring Gd-thematic) 'at the mouth':
),"

sa? Gedixi~a?d 'my mouth is sore, hurts' ('I

hurt, am sore at the mouth') L, ~ewa. sa? Ge=

di.qe~1 'the dog has his mouth wide open (is

agape at the mouth)' L, sa? GedeGeG~g 'white=

fish' (see under GeG~), sa? Gedecu?c'g 'sucker=

fish' (see under cu?d); perhaps also in sa?

de?ah, sa? le~ede?ah, see under ?a, sa? ye~

?eAa.1eqe~~ih, see under qe~.
-sa? (noun, derived from preverb, requiring Gd-thema=

tic as if class-mark, used mainly as 0 of postposi=

tions, in certain compounds, and in epithet with

adjective) 'mouth': sisa?Gede~a? 'the corner of

my mouth' L, ?isa?Gedelah ?iya. ya? qa?qu?~
'your lips will get chapped' ('it'll break up

around your mouth') L, sa?Gedelah c'el 'walrus'

M (probably to be corrected to ?usa?Gedelah del

'bones around [its] mouth'), qa.sa?Gede~ec' 'low=

bush cranberries' (see under ~id-~ed), sa?Ge=

da?luw 'big-mouth' (pejorativ~ epithet) L, la.7M.
if:Y" ~'" ,ci ,'. i '"' ,/ " ,",' ;"i:, -'"" "- ;rv." t " ;. :

o-sa? (postposition) 1. 'into, to o's mouth': ?ew=
J i'
t-

sa? 'into its mouth' L, sisa? Geta? 'put it in

my mouth:' M, ?isa? Geta? 'put it in your mouth:'
L, Rezanov CHCaAbKaTa 'nO~aAyM kUssen (imperat.) ,



sisa? leGeta? 'let me kiss you:' ('put your head

to my mouth:') LS, Rezanov HA~eaHcTaKoYTAHHHH

'~aAOBaTb kUssen' ?izsa? ?}'sdiquhzinu' 'they're

kissing' ('they put their heads mouth to mouth')

L, si~~'zeyah sisa? se~gu?~}h 'he punched my

teeth out (into my mouth)' L, ?usa? ?iGegu?~}h

'punch him in the mouth:' ('slap at his mouth~')

M, ?isa? ?iqe?x~d}?~g 'I'll slap you in the

mouth'M, sisa? yesa?yahz 'I got it to eat

effortlessly' ('it wandered into my mouth') L,

sisa? ?a?z?e. 'put (extend) it into my mouth:' L,

in indirect reflexives: sa? Gedeta? 'put it in

your mouth:' L, sa? ~Aa'~idu?~}h 'he's stuffed

his mouth full' ('he's stuffed something into his

(own) mouth') L, sa? ~Aa'~iGa'~z}h 'he's

stuffed his mouth full of food' ('he's stuffed

something (food) into his (own) mouth') L, ya?~u.

sa? ~qu?Aa'zeGa.~ 'don't stuff your mouth with

food:' L, sa? xsdi?ah~ 'I put it in my mouth' L,

sa? de?ah 'Black Bull tobacco', sa? le~ede?ah

'candy', see under ?a, with -d final 'at

rest, from a position of rest' (also in nominali=

zation, often indistinguishable from noun, see

-sa?-d below): sisa?d 'in my mouth' M, si=

sa?d setah~ 'it's in my mouth' L, ?usa?d ?ew



~e~e~g 'it quivers in his mouth' 33.32A, di~

?usa?d ?ew lah da?yahG 'it doesn't move in his

mouth' 33.43A, ?ula?"t: ?usa?d qa? ?i.?:i-h}h 'his

tongue is hanging out of his mouth' M, Rezanov

KaaaTKeH 'C~roHa Speichel' qa.sa?d giyah 'sa=

liva' ('water in our mouths, human mouth', but also

interpretable as compound qa.sa?dgiyah 'our mouth-=

water'), ~sa?d giyah (or ~sa?dgiyah) 'saliva'

I1, in indirect reflexives: sa?d ?ede~eG 'use a

for (in your mouth)' L, sa?d ye~ ~a?na?~ 'he

pushes it around inside his mouth without eating

it'L, sa?d qa? Gedeta? 'take it out of your

mouth~' L, wi th -~ final 'movement wi thin' --.!nd Ii?

'from open front end to closed back end, deeply

into': sisa?~ Ii? dis~iqahG~ 'it fell into my

mouth' L, ?isa?~ Ii? ~qu?Ai.xdu? 'I'll stuff

(something into) your mouth' L, with -~ final

'continuous motion to' (also interpretable as noun):

sisa?~ Gexta.~ 'I'm moving it toward my mouth' L,

?ewsa?~ ~le~ ?ise~?~h~ 'she saw something in

its mouth' 43.18I1, in indirect reflexives (prob=

ably not interpretable as noun): sa?~ Gexdeta.~

'11m moving it toward my mouth' L, de?we~ sa?~

?edec'i?~g 'just take small pinches of it (e.g.

snuff, into your mouth)' L, with final -~ahd



'away from', indirect reciprocal: sa?~ahd ~i.~

da. dec'e.~~ 'we'd (cust) (take it) out of our

mouths (and) throw it away' 51.30A.

2. 'into 0 (trap)': we?}sa? sah} 'it got

caught in a snare' L, ?ewsa? 'into a trap' M,

?usa? sah} '..it got caught in it (trap)' L, desa?

sah} 'it fell, got caught (went into) a trap (in=

to mouth of indeterminate 0)' LM, desa? siyah}

'I got caught in a trap' L, with -d final 'from

a position of rest': ?ewsa?d 'out of it (trap)'

L.

-sa?-d (noun, unclassified, postposition o-sa?

nominalized with -d final) 'mouth': Furuhjelm

Khusat 'mouth', Galushia Nelson Gusa?t 'mouth'

BSdL 541 ~sa?d 'mouth' M, ~sa?dluw 'a big

mouth' (not epithet) LM, Galushia l':.jelson t' sa't

'your mouth' ?isa?d, an Batt 'his mouth' BSdL

55? ?~hsa?d, ?usa?d 'his mouth' 23.140A, ~=

sa?dlah 'around the mouth' M, Rezanov RaCaT~-Ag

'POTD Mund' qa.sa?dlah 'around our mouths, human

mouth', ~sa?dya?d place-name, perhaps of bay

across from Ocean Point ('a mouth, as body of water,

0 with broad opening at top') M, sisa?de~ah ?ew

se}yah}}h 'he took it (e.g. cigarette) out of my

mouth'L, sisa?d yi~a?5 'my mouth is stiff (I

I



can't pronounce it)' L, ?usa?d ye~ Aaoleqe~~}h

'he's moving his jaw from side to side, distorting

his mouth about' L, sisa?d siyao sdiGeme~ 'my

mouth puckered (from eating sour fruit)' L.

o-ga? le-sa?d (verb derived from noun -sa?-d)

'S has mouth like 0': ?iga? ?ilisa?d}h 'he has

a mouth like yours' L.
-sao-q-d (noun, probably unclassified, derived from

postposition with -q final 'on (top of)' and -d

final 'at rest, nominalization') 'palate, velum,
roof of mouth': Rezanov Kacaxx~ 'He60 BO PTY

Gaumen' qaosaoqd 'our palates, human palate',

sisaoqd 'the roof of my mouth (palate and/or
velum)' L, maosaoqd place-name, pond at Mile 6

('lake-palate'?) L.

j l I j :
Iii j'O'iC'./!I, '.i



s~.L

s~l (also s~' in compound; perhaps to be identified

with S~h2)

s~ (noun, l~d-class or unclassified) 'fluff, cot=

ton grass (Eriophorum, "Alaska cotton")' LM, fu=

tu? s~, s~hle~ede~? L, s~h?e~? 'lots of

fluff' LM, s~h ?u'd le~edese?ah1 (or -tah})

'a piece of fluff is there' L, s~h si~ le~e=

di'?a? (or -ta?) 'give me a piece of fluff~'

L; Rezanov CaHKyeTa 'MarKO weich' s~hga? ?io=

~eh 'it's soft (like cotton grass fluff)' L.

s~h(?)es~'l, s~os~.} (noun, unclassified or qi'd-=

class) 'stockings, socks, hose' ('cotton-shoes'):

s~?es~o}, s~hes}'} L, s~os~o} MA (MA reject

L's forms, which are, however, probably the more

conservative), s~(?)es~o} ?iya' ?iqe?di°x1ih
'I'll knit some socks for you' L, ~?luw s~he=

S}o}, fuqioda?luw s~es~o} 'big socks' L,

}}hsnuoleya? s~hes~o} 'one pair of socks' L,
la?dnu ° leya? s~hes~o} 'two pairs of socks' L.



S9oh2

s~h2 (invariable except for analogical form in inceptive

imperative)
O-l-s~ 'S scrapes fat and flesh from 0 (sealskin)'

(not used of land-animal skins, for which see

O-1-duh2): li.s~, la.s~h (former preferred) L,
laGas~? L (analogical), laGas~h 'flesh it (seal=

skin)~' LM, qu?li.xs~h 'I'll flesh it' LM, di~

u?li.xs~G (not -s~.G) 'I won't flesh it' L,

?}.sis~}, lisis~} 'I fleshed it' M, ~laxs~h
'I'm fleshing (something, sealskin)' L, di~ ~=

laxs~G 'I'm not fleshing' L, da. la.yis~

'let's flesh it' L, li.xs~.~ 'I (cust) scrape

fat off (sealskin)' L; passive: ?}.sdis~h} 'it

(sealskin) has been fleshed' L.



su?

su?

O-su? '8 makes 0 (dry-salmonl, "newspaper-fish",

8 cuts, dries and smokes 0 (salmon, into "news

paper-fish'~' (see Eyak Texts 65.1-6, 68-76 and fns,
B8dL 95-96 for description and discussion): si=

1su?} 'I made dry-salmon' L, qu?xsu? 'I'll

make dry-salmonlI L; passive: sdisu?} "'news=

paper-fish" have been made, are hung up, drying' L.

Gesu? (noun, unclassified, with Ge-prefix not clear=

ly identified) 'smoked salmonl, old-style "news=

paper-fish'" LMAG, 29.65,60.3,3, 4A, 63.31,35,

45G, 65.1,2,6,34,34,65,68,68,68,71,72,
76A, Rezanov Kaccy 'roKOAa getrocknete Fisch',

Galushia Nelson qas~' or qasu' 'salmon dried

with backbone hanging out' B8dL 548, Gesu?kih

'little bit of dry-salmonl, 51.15, 15A, Gesu?~?

'lots of dry-salmonl, LM, Gesu?luw 'big "news:::

paper-fish'" L, Gesu? si~ ?eta? 'give me a

dry-salmonl~, L, Gesu? ~}hih 'he's eating

!'newspaper-fish'" L.
O-gd-su? (perhaps with gd-anatomical 'rump') '8

makes 0 (dry-salmon2, "necktie-fish"), 8 cuts,
dries and smokes 0 (salmon, into dry-Salmon2) ,

(see Eyak Texts 65.28-36 and fns, B8dL 95-96 for

description and discussion): gedi.su? 'make

dry-salmon2~, LM, qu?gedi.xsu? 'I'll make dry-=
salmon2, I'll cut salmon in dry-salmon2-style' L,



'I'll dry fish (dry-salmon2) , LM, dao gedesuo~

'we (cust) make dry-salmon2, L; passive: gedisdi=
2su?~ 'dry-salmon have been made' L.

gd-su? (noun, unclassified, perhaps also gd-class)

'dry-salmon2,: gudesu? 'dry-salmon2, LMA, 650=

28,28, 34, 36A, yaogdaoddelahGeyu., we~ ?ew

?u?lio?eh, nigtaoy Gesu?, 0.. ?ew gedesu?

'Yakutaters, thus they call it, necktie-dry-sal=

monl, that dry-salmon2, 65.34A, ~~? gudesu?
"

'lots of dry-salmon2, L, gudesu? ~}h}h 'he's

eating dry-salmon2, L, gudesu?guda?luw 'big

dry-salmon2, (gd-class) L, dioya?~ gudesu?

'salted dry-salmon2, ('dry-salmon2 with salt') L.



siyu-su-siyuh-suh-si.

siyu-su-siyuh-suh-si. (perhaps related to suhg; vari=
ants extremely irregular, informants very inconsistent

and uncertain; at least two types of variation are

represented, 1) alternation between broken siyu(h)
and unbroken suCh), a type not widely enough attested

in the modern morphology to permit recognition of clear
i
I patterns, and 2) variation between s(iy)uh-s(iy)u.

and invariable s(iy)uh, usage clearly vacillating

between variable s(iy)u and invariable s(iy)uh:

broken siyuh seems favored by L and A in the active

imperfective, active optative, and inceptive imperfec=
tive, and unbroken suh is clearly favored by L, M,
and A in the active perfective, both forms implying

either s(iy)u or s(iy)uh; in the inceptive perfec=

tive L favors siyu. or suo and A siyu., both

implying s(iy)u, whereas M favors suh, implying

s(iy)uh (M generally seems to prefer unbroken invari=
able suh); Lis and AIS apparent preference for si=

yuh in the active imperative and, especially, in the

repetitive, implying s(iy)uh, unexpectedly agrees
with Mis treatment of the inceptive perfective, ra=

ther than their own; L's siyu? and Mis su? in

the inceptive imperative imply s(iy)u, but analogic=

al glottalization of otherwise invariable CVh-stems

in the inceptive imperative is extremely frequent, per=

haps more so than the retention of CVh; in the cus=



tomary, always with lengthened vowel, L favors an ex=

pected siyu', but M and A clearly favor an unexpec=

ted form si', and SUo is not attested)

O-siyu--su(-etc.) 'S kills pl. 0, S hunts pl. 0
I'-

(game, successfully)': active imperfective: -si=

yuh 28.94A, qa' siyuhinu' 'murderers' ('they

kill us, people' L, inceptive imperfective: -si=

yuh 53.4, 8L, le~a. ~qu?wesiyuh 'will hunt

(kill pl. something, game) for you pl.' 20.56A,

qu?qi'xsiyuh 'I'll kill them' L, di~ qu?qi'x=

siyuhG 'I won't kill them' L, le~iqe?xsiyuh

'I'll kill you pl.' L, ?ewa' ~qu?xsiyuh 'I'll

kill some of them' L (could also be interpreted

'I'll kill some things for them'), qu?xsiyuhinu.

'I'll kill them' LA, active perfective: -suh1

7.22,22,25.178,179,184,28.128,128,128 (nega=
tive), 129A, 42.23L, 49.32,33,33, 68A, 55.l2L,

-siyuh1 53.9L, ?ahnu.~uhnu. qesesuh1 'did he

kill them~, did they kill them~' M, qesesuh1inu.=

~uhnu' 'did you kill them~' M, qasisuh1, si=

suh1inu. L, sisiyuh1, sisiyuh1inu. 'I killed

them' A, inceptive perfective: qaGi.su.1 (or

-siyu'1) 'you're killing them' L, Gexsiyu.1inu'

(or -siyuh1 or -si'1, but first form apparent=

ly preferred) 'I'm killing them' A, active impera=

tive: ?esiyuhinu. 'kill them~' L (uncertain), A,



inceptive imperative: qeGesiyu? 'kill them~' L,

customary~ -si.~ 9.121,121,24.82,83,25.159

(inceptive), 166 (negative), 166, 171,190 (incep=

tive), 193, 28.l9A, KUsi.~}h M, ~siyu.~}h 'he

(cust) kills people' L, -si.yu.~ 24.7,25.164

(inceptive), 37b~35A, repetitive: le~a. ~qa?=

siyuhg 'will hunt (kill some things) for you pl.'

20.56.A (out of context could also be interpreted

'will kill some of you'), ?ew 1¥.diyahsluw si=

yuhginu. qe?ahnu. 'they're the ones the giant

rat had been killing' 28.87A; reciprocal: in=

ceptive imperfective: 6l.l0lA (-siy}hinu., with

analogical umlaut), ?i1u? qu?desuhinu. M, ?i1u?

qu?desiyuhinu. 'they'll kill each other' L, 61.=

100A, ?i1u? da. qu?desiyuh 'we'll kill each

other' L, active imperfective: ?i1u? desiyuhinu.

'they're killing each other' L, active perfective:

?i~u? ~sdisuh~ 'some people killed each other'

M, ?i1u? sdisuh~inu. 'they killed each other'

M, inceptive perfective: ?i1u? Gedesuh1inu. M

(twice), ?i1u? Gedesiyu.1 'they're killing each

other' L, repetitive: ?i1u? desi.ginu., ?i1u?

desiyuhginu. (latter preferred) 'they keep kill=

ing each other' L; passive: active imperfective:

-siyuh 11.6A, inceptive imperfective: -siyuh 28.=

110A, le~iqe?desiyuh 'you pl. will get killed' L,



-

active perfective: -suhz 10.67, 25.131A, 34.73M,

qa. sdisuhz 'we got killed' M, sdisuhz, sdi=

suhzinu. 'they got killed' L.

O-~-siyu--su(-etc.) (~-thematic with ya.~ 'de=
struction') ya.~ O-~-siyu--su(-etc.) '8 kills
0 all off, 8 massacres 0': ya.~ qu?~i.suhinu.

'he'll kill them all' LM, ?ahnu. ya.~ ~ese=

suhz 'she massacred them' 49.64A, ya.~ ~ese=

suhzinu. 'he killed them all' L, ya.~ ~eGe=

su.zinu. (or -suhz) 'he's killing them all' M,

ya.~ ~eGesu?inu. M, ya.~ ~eGesiyu?inu. 'kill
them all!' L; reciprocal: ?izu? ya.~ ~eGede=

siyuhzinu. (or -su.zinu., former preferred)

'they're killing each other all off' L; pas=

sive: ya.~ ~esdisuhzinu. 'they all were killed' M.

O-z-siyu--su(-etc.) (z-classifier with o-~ 'by
means of 0') o-~ O-z-siyu--su(-etc.) '8 kills

pl. 0 by means of 0': xu~z~ si*siyuhzinu. 'I

killed them with a gun' L, ca.Ai.ne~ si*siyuhzinu.

'I killed them with a rock' L; passive: ca.Ai.ne~

le~iqe?desiyuh 'you pl. will get killed with a
rock' L, ca.Ai.ne~ szisuhzniu. 'they got killed

with a rock' L.

?u~ ~zsiyuhYU. (noun, unclassified) 'weapons, hunt=

ing-gear' L. Nominalization of preceding, active im=

perfective, with ~-indefinite 8 or 0 and -yu~



'plural'; ?u~ da. ~siyu.~ 'that which we
(cust) kill things with' 37b.35A is a similar

nominalization, but ~ith o-~ 'with 0' instead
of the probably more standard o-~. See also

~e for similar nominalizations.



~ ~idl

~ J .t.., t ili ~§ .~.".Jt ,t~.." ,i~s "'1""-- 1;
~~d"'-1

sid (expanded seod~_/~..",~J~ ~~.J.41t-'1~
.~t~l --r v-A/iY

-sJ.d 'plo S ~of definite length) extend' (for sg.
"I; /I ~

,-to.S see ?a~, now used also for plo S, especially ~"

with indirect reciprocal): ?~o~ahd ?i.sid 'they

(sticks) extend from here' L, tao ?uo~ ?i.sid

'roads reach there' L, ta. ?~.~ahd sasid~

'roads start (have come to extend) from here' L,

ta. ?u.da~ sesid~ 'roads go by there' L; with!

i class-marks for s: ya?~ di.sid 'they (boards): 

stick up' L, si~ di.sid 'they (boards) extend

-.towards me' L, siICah~ di ° sid' they (boards) ex=

tend away from me' L, qid diosid 'they (boards,

or d-thematic optional with qid 1) extend off (be=

yond) edge' L, ~~.~? ?uode~ geli.sid 'many

streams run by there' L, ?ewlu? gali.sid 'it

(water) runs through several holes in it' L, ?~o=

~ahd qi.liosid 'ropes extend from here' L, ?uo=

de~ ye~ qioli.sid 'ropes hang down by there' L,

qid qioli.sid 'ropes hang down' L, ?u'da? qio=

liosid 'ropes reach there' L, with ~d-class-mark

(see also ~d-sid with ~d-thematic): 94.,J:G,7L,

?ewtaos ~ediosid 'they (logs) lie across it

(creek)' L, ?uoda? ~ediosid 'they (logs) extend

thither' L1; with gd-anatomical 'rump', partly the=
'"""

mati zed: yao~ ~eqa? gediosid 'they (things) are ,---'
-,,/

upside-down' L, with I-anatomical: ?ew~ahd qa?
<i:j- ° sidinu.\, 'their (pl.) heads are sticking up from

!, 'I rd
l,* .i 1 r , "I , j:L-.1

h -? i; Y" ~ ~ ~ ;< ~ ~ i .!' ~ ' (, it' ' ~ .M ,.. W lJ'v...'t '+ :t
.-"-,.. 'r-' ~1\ ') Y.I ~ L."



behind it (wall)' L; with ye~-progressive: ?e~a.

ta. ?u.de~ ye~ Gedesid1 'my how roads are

starting to extend all about there~' L, ye~ qu?=
desid 'they (roads) will extend in all directions'

M, ye~ didisid1 'they (boards) lie (extend) all
about' L, ?~. ?u.de~ ye~ gV.sdisid1 'rivers

(with shifting beds) run (have come to extend)
about by there' L; indirect reciprocal: ?i1ga?

?idisid 'they're the same length' (~hey extend

like each other', same as ?i1ga? ?idi?ah, see

also 1-sid) L, ?i1u? desid 'they're linked

together' ('they extend through each other', ac=
tive imperfective, ?i1-lu?) , ?i1qa? ~edidisid

'dovetailed corner of log cabin' ('they (logs) ex=

tend to between each other') L, ?i1c}?da? ~edi=

disid 'they (logs) are end to end' L. Transitive

(causative): ?u.~ qu?x1sid 'I'll stretch them
(make them reach) towards there' M, ?ew ~ahG

?ewa. ?u~~.? ye~ ?i.1sidwahd 'so that he might

make their slime run down off them (fish)' M, ?ew=

qa?~ ?elsid 'link them~' ('make them extend among

them:') L; indirect reciprocal: ?i~qa?~ qu?x~sid
'I'll link them together' L, ?i~c}?da? ~edeGelsid

'set them (logs) end to end~' L, ?i~ka? ~edi.~sid

'set them (logs) side by side:' L, ?i~ka?~uh ?}.=

se~sidl 'did you lay them (paddles) side by side?' LiJ

?uni.~ ?ewa. qa? qi.sid (noun, unclassified) 'ra= /
,." ~I.. ,.,,) .y.."'It f tO' t )'t.":'~i'J!"'( """, t~4"'\i,,#""~1,~P-""..",. , low o. " wv"",~.. ,.

,..,~ ~ J.c ~'~ --1'" ,.,T'ft.,.., ~, .



zor-clams' (same as ~ioda.deG) ('their pl. noses
extend up out') L.

?i~qa?~ (qe)desid (noun, qiol-class or unclassi=

fied) 'chain': Rezanov HT~eKaTecETD '~~no~a
kleine Kette, Uhrkette' ?i~qa?~ qedesid 'chain'

('they're linked together, they extend amongst each

other') L, Rezanov HT~HXaTeceTErora '~~nD Kette'

?i~qa?~ qedisidluwtA !big chain' (unclassified), -"

?i~qa?~ desidqi.?nuw (uncertain) 'big chain' L.
Nominalized neuter (Rezanov) and active~L) imper=

fectives, indirect reciprocal, optional q-pluralizer.
?i~u? dese.d name of Old Man Dude LMAS, Galushia

Nelson" t~1.J'.Dtsat 'Old Man Dude' BSdL Genealogical

Table. Nominalized active imperfective with expanded

stem, indirect reciprocal with ?i~-lu? 'through

(holes in) each other', which A interprets 'it is
bent loop-like into a hook' and L 'linked together'.

~d-sid 'pl. S (of definite length) extend' (meaning

not clearly distinguished from that of -sid; used

with S definitely not ~d-class; the ~d-thematic is
,;;..",.,'1;"'01;:probably the combined result of ~ influences: ~d~~ -~

¥L!" '!:4..'"",~" I ic"",,~~class-mark for S (frequently e.g. 'logs') and ~-the= -
A

matic with q-pluralizer, also frequent in themes

with -sid): ?~.~ahd ~edi.sid 'they (sticks, un=

classified) extend from here' L, qid ~edi.sid

'they (sticks) extend beyond edge, down' L, with

ya? 'completely, to a state of (vertical) rest':



ya? qe~edi.sid 'they (trees, d-class) are high'

(neuter imperfective) L, ya? qe~edesid 'they

(sticks) stick up' (active imperfective, normal

with q-~-thematic) L. f t~ yL" /c; ~~.if/ ,~
Y "; -~ If!

~ ~/I ~dl-sid, attested only with ya?~ 'up' 'A'pl. S :

extend upward': ya?~ ~eAi.sid 'they stick up'

L (cf. following).

Gdl-sid, attested only with ya? 'completely, to

a state of ("Vertical) rest', 'pl. S are high':

ya? seAi.sid 'they're tall, high' M (L uncertain,

cf. preceding).

?~dl-sid (with gdl-thematic 'aquatic length', inclu= ~

ding gl-class-mark 'liquid') wi th ye~ 'downward' ':

?u.d ye~ ?igeAi.sid 'several waterfalls are

there'L.

1-sid (1-classifier with comparative postpositional

phrase o-ga? 'like 0', apparently optional with

themes with -sid, cf. indirect reciprocals under

-sid) 'pl. S extend comparatively': indirect recipro=

cal: ?i1ga? ?i1isid 'they're the same length'

('they extend like each other', same as ?i1ga?

?i1i?ah) L.



s:J-.d-s}.tJ

s}.d-s}.~ (some uncertainty, both forms apparently well

attested, s}.d from LMA in elicitation, S}.~ from

LM in elicitation and A in text; but L later rejects

S};~ in favor of s}.d, and transcription by Li from

Scar and/or Minnie Stevens in notebook and file-slip

implies s:J-.d)

-dl-s}.d--s}.~ (noun, with dl-thematic 'series' ?)

'ribs, ribs together with spine': ?uAa.S}.~ 'its

spine and ribs, ribcage (including meat)' 37b.25A,

Rezanov RaT~HcHHT~ 'Pe6po Rippe, Beite' (in Reza=

nov also with'BoK~l, but crossed out) qa.Aa.s}.d

(or -~) 'our, human ribs', siAa.s}.~ M, siAa.=

s}.d 'my ribs' LMA, ~Aa.S}.tJ 'ribs (of person,

animal, canoe)' L.



': c' --sehd

-;~

sehd

O-sehd 'S trips, stumbles over 0': ~sisehd} 'I

stumbled over something' L, ?ew sisehd} 'I

tripped over it' L, ?ew qeGi'sehdG 'watch out

you don't trip over it~' (cautionary negative

imperative) L.



Sahdl

sahdl
-sahd (noun, unclassified) 'liver': ~sahd 'liver'

mA, 42.1,9,10, 23L, ~sahd ?ewyeq' da"' Ii?
Iduo~ 'we (cust) stuff liver into it (codfish

stomach)' L, ~sahdluw 'big liver' LM, ~=
sahddeGeo? 'spleen' M, 'spleen (1, or pancreas?,

dark bluish organ, much smaller than liver, not

eaten)' ('liver's younger sibling') L.



Sahd2

Sahd2 (perhaps related to sid)

sahd-~ (adverb, always with -~-thematic suffix)
'for a long time': 9.166, 10.240A, 15.9M, 25..l6A,

27a.19L, 2B.17A, 34.5M, 34.47, 56.4, 14L, 60.5,
6B.2A, with verbs 'to go', 'for a long time, a

long distance': IB.15, 23, 27a.19, 31.7, BL, 49.=

45A, sahd~ de~vh (-le(?)) 'S (is) a person
for a long time, old person': 20.90, 24.B6, 29.26,

51.12, IB, 60.24A, li. sahd~ 31.BL, ~i. sahd~

60.24A, de~i. sahd~ 'for a long time already'

20.53, 21b.lO, 24.17, 36.6, 61..l16A, de~i.
sahd~ ya. yahd 'old house' ('house (which is)
already one for a long time') L, ?idah sahd~

Gelisita?l 'I've lived long enough' L, di~ sahd~

qu?Geli.xta.G, di~ sahd~ qu?di?xle?u.GG 'I
won't live long' L, see further instances under

Gl-ta', d-(?i-)le-?u?G, Gl-qu', sahd~ xcu.dg~
'I (cust) sleep late' M, di~ (sahd~) ~a?q qa?=

ahG 'it won't last, take long' L, Rezanov Te~M=

caTaX$ 'He~o~ro, HeHa~o~ro kurze Zeit, auf kurze

Zeit' probably to be read di~ sahd~G 'not for

long', sahd~ da.~ 'after a long time, a long
time (went by) and' 26.11, 41.3L, di~ sahd~G

da.~ 'not long afterwards, not a long time (went

by) and' 47a.4L, di.ye~ sahd~Gdewa. 'before



long, before a long time (had passed)' 24.24,61.=

44A, degWa? sahd~ 'for long enough' 25.139A"

?ida?ya.le~ sahd~ 'for too long', 17b.14M, with

suffixed -kih 'diminutive': sahd~kih da.~

'after a little while, a little while (passed)

and' 61.7, 19A.



sit'

si~ (never *se~ L; expanded se.~)

~e-sit'-g (with -g-repetitive thematized) 'S

shivers, shudders, shakes (from cold)': x~esi~
'I'm shivering, shuddering (from cold)' LM, 'my

teeth are chattering' M, Gex~esit'g~ 'I'm get=

ting shaky (from cold)' L, x1ese.~g~ 'I (cust)
shiver'LM; with ~.dl-anatomical 'teeth': si=

~.~eyah siya. ~~.f.a.x~esi~g 'my teeth are

chattering'L.



su.t'

su.t'

O-su.t' 'S sips, slurps 0 (noisily, impolite)':

~xsu.t' 'I'm sipping something, I'm slurping

(noisily, bad manners)' LM, ~.su.t' 'sip~' M,

?ew su.t'}h 'he's slurping it noisily' L, si=

su.~x 'I sipped it' M, ~su.~}h 'he (cust)

slurps'LM, with Ii? 'deeply in cavity':

Ii? ?esu.-t: 'slurp it down:, swallow it:' L,

with gl-class-mark for 0 (clearly optional):

geli.su.~ 'slurp it (liquid)" L, repetitive.
(partly thematized): ~.su.-t:g 'slurp:' L,
~qu?xsu.~g 'I'll slurp' L; indirect reflex=

ive, with o-li? 'deeply in 0': Ii? desu.~

'you're slurping it up, sucking it in (e.g.

spaghetti)' (with ingressive ~ph-noise) M.

~
~

~~~
;:;
,
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se?}-se.

se?}-se.~ (se?~ in verb, se.} in noun)

se.~ (noun, unclassified) 'evening, twilight, dusk'

LM, 25.83, 37b.75A, frequently used adverbially

'in the evening, at dusk': 9.-79, 23.8, 32.l0A,
47b.9M, 59.4 Galushia Nelson, Rezanov CO~-3~b

'Beqe~ Abend', se.~?e5u. 'nice evening' L;

with de- '~': dese.~ 'just for the evening'
65.45A; Rezanov C~3H~bKoa 'Y~HHaTb zu Abend

essen' se.~~ewah 'evening meal, supper' L.

}-se?~ 'S (impersonal) becomes evening, twilight

falls': 11.112,25.84,109,65.15, 54A (active
conditional), Ge~e?~ 'it's getting to be even=

ing' LA, ~5u.dah Ge1se?~ 'it's a nice even=

ing' ('it's getting to be evening nicely') L,
qa?~se?~ 'it'll be evening' LA, ?i.~se?~, di=

?we~ gah ~.~eh 'it's evening (neuter perfec=
tive), there's still daylight' L, se~se?~ 'it

became evening' L, ?e~se.~~ 'twilight (cust)

falls'LM.



suh5

suh5 (M prefers su?a, but this is rejected by L and

A, influenced probably by du?a, ct. also C'} ?c'-di ?a-=

d:j..d-di5 and 5uhd)
0-suh5-g (with -g-repetitive thematized) 1. 'S

makes 0 (hissing, sizzling, boiling noise)', with

~-indefinite as 0: ~i.nig ~suh5g 'teakettle

is hissing' L, ~suh5g 'it's sizzling, boiling'
LA, ~su?ag 'it's sizzling' M (rejected by L),

~~.? ~sesuh5g% 'it stopped (finished) hissing

or sizzling' L.
2. 'S puts 0 (baby) to sleep by making his=

sing noise at it' (also perhaps'S blows on 0'):

?ew suh5g 'I'm blowing on it' M, xsuh5g}h 'I'm

hissing him (baby) to sleep' L, ?esuh5g}h 'hiss

him (baby) to sleep!' LA. ?iqe?xsuh5g 'I'll hiss

you to sleep' L, sisuh5g%}h 'I hissed him to

sleep'L.
de-suh5-g (with -g-repetitive thematized, perhaps

passive of preceding, attested only with gl-class-=

marks for S (or 07)) 'S (07) sizzles': qu?gelede=

suh5g 'it (water) will sizzle' A.

, " ,""



sic'

sic' (never *sec' L)

-sic' (noun, tiel-class) 'skin (of fis~': ~sic'

'(fish) skin' LMS, 65032, 32A, ?usic' 'its

skin (of fish)' L, ~sic'tio?nuw 'big fish

skin' L, ~sid ?u'd t}Osetah} (not -?ah})

'a fish skin is there' L, ~sic' sii! tiolio=

ta? (not -?a?) 'give me a fish skin~' L.



- J, S:j..S ~

,-,:~ I.;:C,

S:j..S
s:j..s (noun, unclassified) 'mold' LM, s}.s?e~?

'lots of mold' L.

lisda"qeGi?s:j..s (noun) 'beard lichen or moss, us=
nea'(gray tree fungus, hangs in bunches, same as

lisgus:j..~)' L. lis-d-q 'on tree', Gi?-thematic
with o-q.

g-S}.s (noun, probably g-class, with g-class-mark
'filament-like' thematized) 'gray hair': Rezanov
KYCCHC~ 'C~~OM grau(haarig) , guS}.s 'a gray

hair'L.
de-s}.s 'S gets moldy': sdis:j."sl 'it got moldy'

L, 41.2, 4L (nominalized, 'moldy food'), qu?de=

S}"S 'it'll get moldy' LM, Gedes}.s~ 'it's

getting moldy' L, des}.s~ L, ?edes}.s~ 'it
(cust) gets moldy' 65.70A, di~ ?edes}.s~G 'it

(cust) doesn't get moldy' 65.26A; with l-anatomic=
al 'head': leGedes}"s~}h 'his hair is turning

white' L, leGexdes:j."s~ 'I'm getting gray-=

haired'L, qu?:j..des}.s 'you'll get gray-haired'
M, ?:j."xsdis}.sz 'I got gray-haired' L. Suscep=
tive neuter: ~is}.s~ 'it gets moldy easily' L.



sahs

sahs

sahs (noun, unclassified) 'sea-otter' LMAS, 12.=
29.,64.1,1,10,10,11,14, 18G, Rezanov Caac~

'Bo6~ MOpCKOM Seebiber', Galushia Nelson sa's

'sea-otter' BSdL 539, sahs?a?luw 'big sea-=

otter'LM, sahs?ekih 'little sea-otter' M,

sahs~iya? 'master sea-otter hunter' 64.6G.

sahs qi? dededa?~g place-name, area outside of

Strawberry Point (Hinchinbrook Island) ('place

where sea-otters are (repeatedly) drowned') L.



suhg

suhg (perhaps to be analyzed suh-g with -g-repeti=

tive, related to siyu-su, as L suggests)

suhg-% (noun, perhaps %-deverbalization or ger=
undive, perhaps of siyu-su, attested mainly

with -dah adverbializer) 'severe injury, se=

vere illness' (strong expression): suhg%dah si=

li% 'something real bad happened to me' L,
suhg% ah Geleo? 'get sick~' L, suhg%dah si= ---

%i% 'I hit him real hard, hurt him real bad' L,

suhg%dah Ge%io? 'really let him have it~'

(heard Scar Stevens say, a very strong expres=

sion) L, suhg%dah ?io~eh 'it hurts (sensation

upon striking funny-bone)' L, suhg%dah yeGe=
%}o?}h 'really hurt his hand!' L; as 0 of 0-=

wahd 'for the sake of 0, in order that 0',

suhg%dewahd, with -de- either d-class-mark, or,

more likely, reduction of -dah: suhg%dewahd

yeGe%}o?}h 'really hurt his hand:' (meaning same

as that of preceding) L; also with da? preverb

(?, of limited occurrence, not clearly identi=

fied): Rezanov TacYK~bTaT~H 'maA~ du lftrmst',

Tac~bTaTeH~~e 'mYMBTb l&rmen' da? suhg%dah

dioleh 'you give one a pain (with your talk,
noise)' L, ~i?Sdug de~vhi%sih da? suhg%dah
deleh 'that rotten guy (drunk) sure gives one a
pain (with his noise, talk)! ' L.



siIr

siIr (expanded si'Ir, uncertain)

d-l-siIr (with d-thematic 'oral, noise') '8 hic=

coughs, 8 has hiccoughs': Rezanov TOX~bCHK~

'HKaTb schlucken, Aufstossen haben' duxlsiIr

'I'm hiccoughing, I have the hiccoughs' LMA,

qu?di'xlsiIr 'I'll get hiccoughsl LM, disil=

silrZ II hiccoughed' A, daxlsi'~ 'I (cust)

hiccOUghl L, dalsi'~}h 'he (cust) hiccoughs'

L (now uncertain).



S}°k'

S}°k' (earlier siq,phonologically ungrammatical, and

sioq transcribed from L and A, but S and later L

fairly certain of S}°k'; si~ implied by tran=

scription by Harrington from G; vowel -}o- con=

ceivably influenced by S}os)

-g-S}O~ (noun, probably with g-class-mark 'fila=

ment-like' thematized, attested only as second

element in compound with lis 'tree, spruce'):

lisgus}o~ 'usnea, beard moss or lichen' ('gray

hairlike moss that hangs in bunches from spruce')

LS, same as lisdaoqeGi?s}OS L, Harrington

l~Sk~sst~ (implying lisgusi~) 'moss or lichen

hanging on spruce, poultice for eyes, usnea' G.



wsahx -sahx

sahxw-sahx (sahxW LA, sahx LMA; sa.xw is the form

used by S, who says it is the same as the Tlingit;

Harrington's transcription from G also implies sa.xw,
G "says that we have only one name for this in both

languages. Later says that saa~w is really supposed
to be C[ordova, EyakJ language, but that it is used

in Y[akutat, TlingitJ too." Constance Naish, personal

communication, 7 April 1967, states that saxW is
used only in Yakutat, Tlingit elsewhere yalu.le.d.

It is not clear whether the Yakutat form is a loan

from Eyak or the Eyak is a loan from an older Tlingit

form retained in Tlingit only at Yakutat)

sahxw-sahx (noun, unclassified) 'cockle, pecten':

sahxW LMA,20.41A, sahx 'cockles' LA, 10.235,

235A, sahx? a? luw 'big cockles' LM, sahx si~

?eta? 'give me a cockle~' L, sahx ?ili~~ 1

'cockle is meaty' L, sabxweyu. 'cockles' 20.41,

68.52A, sahxwelahyu. '(mythical) cockle-people,

cockle-spirits' 11.62,62, 29.43A, sahxde~h

'cockle-person' 10.231, 245A, sahxde~hyu.,
I

sahxwde~vhYU. 'cockle-people' 10.231, 231A, Ga=

lushia Nelson sahwxa' or saxxa' 'cockles'.."\ .
BSdL 540, probably given in connection with the

following, sa~a' catl 'clam stick' BSdL 548

sah~a? ~a?l 'digging-stick for cockles', sax=

oya'c 'small clam like a cockle' ("cockle's ba=



by") BSdL 540 sahxWeyahS (perhaps species other

than cockle, but unknown as such to L), sax ya'

qaqiiya' or sax ya' qaqiiya' name of Basket

Pattern 3. ("cockle's meat") BSdL 547A (dis=

cussed and illustrated in BSdL 82) sahxyeqeGi?ya?

('cockle entrails') L, sahxde?eo?S 'dried cockles

strung on a string (good eating, but tough)' L,

sahx qi? we~ deleh 'place where cockles are

gotten' (perhaps a place-name) L.

sahx qi? k'u°}eh place-name "near Bering River",

but !'this side of Katalla" (which would be near

Softuk) ('place where there are cockles') L.

sahxwleGd place-name, Softuk (saoxleGd B). 0-=

leG-d 'upland, inland from 0' nominalized.



-i

sa?q I
I

I
i

I

I
sa?q

?edgudesa?q, ?e~desa?q (noun, unclassified)

'(woman's) dress': ?edgedesa?q 'dress'L,
~?luw ?ud ~desa?q 'big dress' L (various

forms transcribed from L: ?edgedesa?q, ?ed=

~desa?q, ?ud gedesa?q, ?ud ~desa?q, ~=

desa?q, but L finally favors the first, from
the -gu- of which the forms with ?ud and

~- can perhaps be most simply explained by

phonological change and morphological reshaping.
L cannot analyze the form, a nominalization of

a verb-theme, perhaps- ?ed-d ~-de-sa?q, in=

direct reflexive, cf. ?e~de~, ?edgude~x

'vest', or reflexive active imperfective of

O-g-sa?q with thematized g-anatomical or class-=

mark 'caudal, appendage, hem' or 'filament-like'.

It is in any case difficult to assign any clear

meaning to to stem, which is remembered in this
form only.)



s i y a;;t=~;-;-;t:~~~-l

siyaq-siya?q-sa?q (form uncertain: siyaq L 6 times,
M 3 times, A twice, siya?q L 4 times, M once, sa?q

L four times, A once; perhaps influenced by si~;

expanded siye"~ LM, implying siyaq)

(d-)1-siyaq--siya?q--sa?q (with d-thematic 'oral,
noise', perhaps optional and/or due to influence
of d-1-si~) 'S belches': dax1siyaq, dax1si=

ya?q L, x1sa?q A, dux1siyaq 'I'm belching'

LMA, da1siyaq, da1siya?q 'it's belching' L,

da1siya?q (not -siyaq) 'it's belching' M,

qu?x1sa?q L.~ qu?di"x1siyaq 'I'll belch' M,

?a1sa?q, daGa1sa?q, dio1siyaq, dio1siya?q L,
dao1siyaq 'belch~' LM, siXsa?q1, disi1siya?q1,
disi1siyaq1 'I belched' M, sa1siyaq'1}h 'he

belched' A, dax1siyeo~ 'I (cust) belch' LMo

(Note: infants were not belched ~o)



S:i-h~l J

s~~l (perhaps to be identified with S~h~2 and/or
related to s~?)$:)

O-s~~(-g) (with -g-repetitive partly thematized)
'S scrapes, shaves, planes 0 (either removing 0

from something or removing something from 0)':

xs:i-~g 'I'm shaving it' LM, k'uxs:i-~g 'I'm

planing (something) M, ~s:i-h)$: 'I'm scraping

something'L, ?es:i-hJS:g 'scrape it~' L, Rezanov
AM~~roKolliKacHXK~ 'BpHTbgH rasiren, sich' ?ile=

G~.S Ges:i-h)$:g 'shave your whiskers:' L, ?~h

?ileG~.Sde)$:u? qa?s}h)$:g 'he'll shave your whis=
kers' M, with class-marks for 0: ?ew gahs ?u'=

di~ah di.s}h)$: 'scrape that gum away from there:'

L, ?ew Sdu.lihs di.s}h~g 'scrape that table~'

L, ~ti.luxs:i-hJS:g 'I'm scraping something (skin)'

LM, qu?ti.li.xs}h)$:g 'I'll scrape it (skin)' L,
with I-anatomical: xuleses}h~g3:}h 'he shaved

my face' L; reflexive, with I-anatomical: ?ed:j..=

xdes}~g 'I'm shaving my face' LM, ?edla.des}~g

'shave your face' M, ?edlexdes}.~~ 'I (cust)

have my face' LM; passive: t}.sdis:j.~g3: 'it

(skin) has been scraped' L, ?ila.dis}hJS:gwahd

'so that your face may get shaved' L.

?uda.~ ?edles}h~g3: (noun, d-class) 'razor' L. -3:-=
instrumental deverbalization of O-s:i-hJS:-g, reflexive

with I-anatomical and o-d-)$: 'by means of 0 (d-class,

e.g. 'knife').



qa.leG~.~de+u? s}h+g1 (noun, d-class?) 'razor',

attested only in Rezanov R~DKoamaxocHXK~D

'BpmTBa Rasirmesser'. Deverbalization of O-S}h+-g

with -1-instrumental, 'instrument for shaving our

whiskers'.

?u+ ~ti.ledes}h+ (noun) 'skin-scraper' L. Nomi=

nalized passive active imperfective, 'by means of

it something (skin) is scraped'.

,



o

I

S}h~2 (perhaps to be identified with S}h~l and/or re=

lated to S}?~)

s}h~ (noun) 1. (~d- or d-class, or unclassified)

'resin (hardened sap inside grain of wood of any

tree, highly flammable, used for tinder or kind=

ling)' LM, 33.14, 47A (perhaps d-class in texts,

or the d-mark with the verbs may be optional d-=

thematic with qu?q 'on fire'), 'tar' L, ~~?

s}~ L, S}~ ~de~? 'lots of resin' M, s~~

?u.d ~edesetah1 (or -?ah1) 'a piece of resin

(resinous log?) is there' L.
"

2. Attested only in Harrington: sIh; 'wil=..
low species with catkins, Salix alexensis' G (un=

known to M).

ma.ya?ya? s~h~ (noun) 'green scum on pond' ('s~h~

belonging on lake') A.
ya.nu? G.i?s~~ (noun) 'algae(?) , A, 'green scum

on mud' L. With ya.nu? 'below surface, under=

water (where water has been)' and Gi?-thematic.



S}?~

st?~ (perhaps related to S}~l and/or S}h~2)
O-~-S}?~ 'S pets, strokes, rubs, caresses 0':

X~S}?~ 'I'm petting it' L, 'I'm caressing it,

petting it (by moving skin, not by patting)' M,

with y-anatomical for 0: xuyi'~s}?~ 'rub my

hand~' LM, ?iqe?yi'x~s}?~ 'I'll rub your hand'

LM, yisi~s}?~~th 'I rubbed his hand' LM, xu=

ye~st'~~}h 'he (cust) rubs my hand~ LM, repeti=

tive: xuye~s}?~g}h 'he keeps rubbing my hand'

LM; passive, with I-anatomical; ?iqe?ledes}?~

'you'll get petted on the head' L.

~~? X~s}?~ woman's name, of L's mother Sophie,

L's daughter Rosie ('I'm petting something soft')

L, Galushia Nelson ~con'xt~\~ (name of L's

maternal aunts, Galushia Nelson's sisters) BSdL

Genealogical Table.



s:j.-<;is

S}-qs (earlier S}.q rejected in favor of S}.qs, but

cf. G}-qs, from which there may be some influence)

d-da-s}.qs-g (with -g-repetitive thematized, d-the=

matic 'oral, noise') 'S (dog) whimpers, whines':

disdis}.qsg} 'it (dog) whimpered, whined' L

(earlier stem-form in dadas}-q 'it (dog) is

whimpering, whining' L later rejected by L)-



, "

\\

sa.qs

saoqs-g (noun, unclassified, with -g-thematic) 'dulse

(Rhodyme~ia palmata)': sa.qsg 'edible green, sil=
ver or black seaweed, lettuce-like, that grows on

rocks, black when dried for eating' LMA, Galushia

Nelson saoqsk 'black seaweed' BSdL 541, ~~?

sa.qsg 'lots of dulse' M, sa.qsgde?ehdg 'dulse

pressed and dried into hard block for winter,

soaked to eat' Lo



silke.d

silke.d (so read from only attestation in BSdL, probably

to be identified as loan from Tlingit &1nked 'dancing

apron', cf. Tlingit kasnn 'his waist', ~usked 'dan=

cing leggings', du~s 'his foot, leg', Eyak da?ke.d-=

da.ke.d)
silke.d (noun, perhaps ti-l-class) 'goatskin shield',

atteisted only from Galushia Nelson tStlqa.-t or

tstlq~t or (tstlk~t) 'goatskin shield' BSdL

549, initial interpreted as s- rather than ts-
in spite of rarity of mistranscription of s- as

ts- in BSdL (see however inyan_~a?tsi 555 for

?iy~-~a? 1sih, and the converse is fairly fre=
quent, see qetlese~1 539, Ge1£si~ 286, 539,

559 for GelSCe~-6eleci~, ~in stntaiya- 549
_S"~, t"c...r 2'{"1,,5$'#

for ~}.c}?da?ya?), because Tlingit s- > Eyak"
c- would be unique, and none of the Eyak infor=

mants recognized the form, which was proposed to

them only as cilke.d, Tlingit -e- > Eyak -i-

and Tlingit -n- > Eyak -1- are normal-



sendi.

~~~l)., ':' , ," c '"t" . ),.! "'-""1 L i t -, "/;.". ~~ ~' I " -:1..~
sendi. (loan from English 'Sunday')

i.
sendi.- (noun, unclassified), perhaps not natural=

ized as 'Sunday', see 6l.37A, but clearly natural=

ized as 0 of o-qa?-d '(nominalization of) between

0' in sendi.qa?d (noun, unclassified) 'week' LM,

}~hGih sendi.qa?d 'one week' 62.l5G.
+)q -11 'J T J':'v..t.t. ;~)I.J I ~k"7J' J t ~,7~-~ I~A? " ,.



seng-seneg

seng-seneg (loan from Tlingit (Sampson Harry) scrng
'silk', from English 'silk', perhaps directly, or through

W\ r. ~J t~ .r (.,.~'"
Chinook Jargon) 'i J

seng-seneg (noun, unclassified) 'silk': sang
'silk' L, seneg?e~? 'lots of silk' LM.



""""';c- .-sa-dgeG

sa-dgeG (probably loan from Chugach Eskimo, perhaps

of Russian origin)

sa-dgeG (noun, probably unclassified) 'cassock,

priest's robe' L-

-{~..: .c;,'"

"'" , , ..",I , .., c." I. '" ~,...,



sa-g

sa-g (loan from Tlingit sag 'eulachon')

sa-g (noun, unclassified) 'eulachon, candlefish
(Thaleichthys pacificus) , (locally 'hooligan')

LMAS, Galushia Nelson sa.k 'eulachon (candle=
fish)' BSdL 540; sa.gqe~ah month-name ('hooli=

gan-month') L, 'February' A-

i



sa.w
(}y $vt:--
~

sa.w (loan from Tlingit possessed form sayi, sayi

'name, namesake')
-sa.w (noun, unclassified) 'namesake': sisa.w

q8?~ 'he's my namesake, named after me' L,

?isa.w~8?~ 'is she named after you~' L.

"



sla.wa.dih \

I

i

sla.wa.dih (loan from Russianc~aBa- 'glory', probably

through Chugach Eskimo, not used by Yakutat Tlingit,

Sampson Harry)

sla.wa.dih (noun, perhaps d-class or unclassified)

'some kind of song in the Russian Orthodox Church,

perhaps having to do with Christmas' L.



~eo?

5eo? (conceivably ~eo?1; also deo?(~) MA, under ob=
vious strong influence of ~e?~ deo?, but L is fair= -..

ly certain of ~-)
-d-1-~eo?((-)1) (noun, unclassified, with d-themat=

ic) perhaps d-class-mark for possessor 'egg' the=

matized, and -1(-instrumental?) suffix, or perhaps

part of the stem, present in the one elicitation

from M and two from A, five of seven from L) 'yolk':

~de1~eo? L (once), ~de1~eo?1 MA, ~de1~eo?1

'eggyolk' L (five times), A, ~de1~eo?~ (twice,
or ~de1~eo?1~ once, preferred) ?i1ah guAao=

sdi?yah1 'it (the white) has gotten mixed together

(around each other) with the yolk (in an unbroken

egg)' Lo

j ",,;;;ki. -~ --



~a?

~a?
O-~a? 1. 'S moves 0 with abrupt violent jerking mo=

tion, S jerks 0'; with various preverbs and post=

positional phrases in text: 9.95, 10.100, 102A,

18.67,69, 73L, 28.62A, }g.;5L, 45b.12M, 50.27, 29, -
30A, dede.ga?da.~d ta? ?ew ?e~a.~inu" 'each
time they (cust) shoved them (canoes) in the water'

25.50A, ?u.di~ah ?e~i?th 'throw him out~' ('jerk
him away from there~') L, ~a.nu? ~e~a?%~h 'he

.
jerked him underground' L,.,," siyahd qa? ~e~a?%th

'he snatched it out of my hand' L, ~i~~"da.~ xu=

~e~a?~~h 'he grabbed me, yanked me by the arm' L,
with ye~-progressive, 'S shakes 0 (about roughly)':

ye~ ?ede~a? 'shake it:' L, ye~ ?ede3~?ih
'shake him~' M, ye~ xde~a?~ 'I'm shaking it

around' M, ye~ ?ixde~a?~ 'I'm shaking you' LM,

ye~ ?iqe?xde~a? 'I'll shake you' L, ye~ xude=
~a.~ih 'he (cust) shakes me about' L, repetitive:

xu~a?gih 'he keeps grabbing me' M, xu"3a?g 'pull
on me~' M, ?iqe?x~a?g 'I'll yank you' L, di~

x3a?gG 'I'm not jerking it' L (see also O-~a?

2. below); with class-marks for 0: qi"li.~a?
'pull it (rope):' M, ?ew qa? Aa.~e3a?% 'he

yanked it (branch) out' 50.21A, with da"~ 'in

(punctual) contact with indeterminate 0': da"~

qu?~edi.x~a? 'I'll strike it (match)' L, with



- '
,

, Iv"'>
v.-

ye~ 'b:Pe.a,k'-'" apart,~: ye~ qi.leGe~a? 'break it -

(rope)~' LM, repetitive: ?ew qi.le~a?g 'it
(fish) is tugging on it (line)' M, le.} si~a?

gu~e5a?g}}h 'he pulled my hair' M; indirect re=

flexive, with dl-class-mark for 0: ?edle~ahd ?ew

?eyeG quhnu. ?ew qa? Aa.~di~a?} 'they thought

themselves the ones who had pulled it (branch) out'

50.31A; reflexive. with l-anatomical and y~.?~

'downward': y~.?~ ?edla.de~a? 'duck~' ('jerk
your head down~') L, with ye~-progressive: ye~

?edede~a?~ 'it's jerking (itself about)' M; pas=

sive: qa? ?idi5a? 'that it might be pulled out'

(active optative) 50.26A; passive and indirect re=

flexive: ~a?qe?~ ~a? xu~di~a?} 'I got yanked
backward (by someone, towards himself)' L.

2. In certain figurative uses, 'S arrests 0,
S mistreats 0': repetitive, with lah5 'forward':

?~ lah5 5a?g 'they keep mistreating him' ('they
keep jerking him forward') 50.35A (see fn); passive:

?iqe?de5a? 'you'll get arrested' L (see qa.

5a?g}h below).

qa. ~a?g}h (noun, unclassified) 'policeman' LS. -:'
!!Ii

Nominalized repetitive active imperfective, 'he ,;,

(who) arrests us, nabs us (repeatedly jerks us)'.

ye~ de~a?~ xu~} (noun, unclassified) 'pump-loading

(-cocking) shotgun' ('gun which is jerked about') L.
Relativized passive active imperfective with ye~-=



progressive.
-""'"

da.:J$:ada~a?g, da.:J$:adi~a?g, da.:J$: ?ada~a?g (noun,

:J$:d-class) 'match, matchstick': da.:J$:ada~a?g, da.=

:J$:adi~a?g L, da.:J$: ?ada5a?g 'match'LMS, da.:J$:a=

di~a?g si~ :J$:adi.?a? (or -ta?) 'give me a

match:' L, da.:J$:adi~a?g ?u.d :J$:adasatahz 'a

match is there' L; declassified, 'matchbook': ?aw

~du.lihGda.q ?i.tah} da.:J$:adi~a?g si~ qu?xtah

'I'll give you that matchbook which is on the ta=

ble' L. Probably nominalized active imperfective

repetitive with da.:J$: 'in (punctual) contact with

indeterminate 0' and :J$:d-class-mark for 0', da.:J$:

:J$:ada~a?g 'you jerk (strike) it against something

(repeatedly [necessary with early matches?])', the

structure no longer clearly recognized.

qid 0-d-5a? (d-thematic with qid 'down off') 'S

jerks 0 down off': 23.41A (0 definitely unclassi=

fied), 10.9A (0 'heart' normally I-class, either

shifted to d-class for 'lamp' or class-mark omitted).

qid O-gdl-~a? 'S jerks O's head off'; da~i. qid

?iqe?gaAi.x~a? 'I'll yank your head off' (to dog,

strong expression, 'I'm already about to jerk your

head down off') L.
e 0-:J$:d-5a? 1. (J.Cd-.;th. matic (class-mark?) for 0 'line') -

With yaJ.C-progressive and ?a.wayu. 'indiscrimi=

nately': ?a.weyu. yeJ.C :J$:edexde~a?J.C 'I'm drawing

a jerky line' L; passive: ?a.weyu. yeJ.C J.Cedi~di=



~a?1 la funny zigzag line has been drawn' L.

2. Stem -~a? replacing -ta in theme de=

da?d O-JJ:d-(1-)ta 'S opens 0 (by lifting lid)':

dida?d ?ew JJ:ede~e~a?1}h 'he yanked it open (by

jerking up lid)' 2b.l7L.

0-1-~a? 'S plucks 0': k'ux1~a? 'I'm"p;!.ucking some=

thing (feathers, flowers)' M, ?e1~a? 'pluck it~'

L, ?ew Genuh ?e1~a? 'pluck that duck~' L.

1-~a? 'S breaks (suddenly)': with yeJJ: 'break, apart':

l8.5L, ?uye~ ?ew yeJJ: ~e1~a?1}h II broke off in

his hand' 23.33A, with qi-l-class-mark for S 'rope':

ye~ qi.la-yi1~a? 'let it (rope) break' M, ye~

qi-se~~a?1 L, ye~ q}-se1~a?1, yeJJ: qi-lese1~a?~

'it (rope) broke' LM, di~ yeJJ: qi.le~1~a?1G (or

q}-~1~a?1G, former preferred) 'it (rope) didn't

break'M, yeJJ: qu?qi-li.1~a? (not -q}-1-) 'it

(rope) will break' M, yeJJ: qi.leGe~~a?1 'it (rope)

is breaking, starting to break' M; indirect recip=

rocal with ?i1q 'on each other, one part onto the

other': ?ew ?uJJ:a? ?i~q ~e~~a?~ "'it bust to=

gether on him'" (L's translation, approximately

'imploded') 23.30A (~e-classifier expected in indi=

rect reciprocal in intransitive theme, perhaps

treated here as transitive)-

..L i \If ~:'? ~ -;1'l"."...:! 'U"f-' / L,..co ~;.c'." ",!7;'"'rC'vt.-



~ilah

~ilah (also gilahG A twice in text, L once, under in=

fluence of ~ilahG, but ~ilah in Rezanov and ~ran=

gell, M five times, A once in elicitation, three times

in text, L twice)

-~ilah (noun, ~d-class, attested only with ya.

'something, a thing' or 'world' as possessor):

ya.~ilah 'rainbow' LMA, 51.1, lOA, Rezanov

ff~~R 'Pa~yra Regenbogen', Wrangell ffa~a

'Nordlicht', ya.~ilah ~.~eh 'there's a rain=

bow' 51.8A, ya.~ilah~8da?luw 'big rainbow' M,

ya.~ila~8d8?a.w 'big (long) rainbow' L, ya.=

~ilahG 'rainbow' LA, ya.~ilahG y~.? ~8d8s8=

wus~ 'a rainbow formed (grew downward)' 51.5A,

ya.~ilahG yi~eh 'it's a rainbow' 51.7A.

i



~i?d

~i?d
O-?-gi?d 'S guesses at 0': ?u?Ge3i?d 'guess at

it~' L, qu?x~i?d 'I'll guess at it' L, ?u?Si=

~i?d~ 'I guessed at it' L, ?idah ?u?Si~i?d~

'I guessed it right' L. (Semitransitive only.)

,



3a'r;

~a't'
-~a't' 'heavy S is immovable, stuck': ?u'd ~e=

~a't'1 'it (big heavy thing) is stuck there (too

heavy to move)' L.
0-5a'~ 'S pries 0 loose (without displacing it)':

?e5a't' 'pry it~' M, with ya?~ 'up': ya?~

qu?x~a'~ 'I'll pry it up (but not remove it)' L.

O-~-~a'~ 1. 'S pries 0 loose (presumably displacing
it)': ?el~a'~ 'pry it up~' L, ?i~~a't' 'pry it

(keep moving it by prying)~' L, sil~a'~~ 'I

pried it' M, ?u'di~ah si%~a'~% 'I pried it

away from there' L, ya?~ qu?xx5a.~ 'I'll pry

it up' L, with qa? 'up out': qa? Ge%~a.~

'pry it up, dig it up~' L, repetitive 0-1-~a'~-g
'S repeatedly pries 0, tries to pry 0 loose':

xl~a'~g 'I'm prying it' M, da' l~a'~g 'we

keep prying it' LM, qu?x~~a.~g 'I'll pry it' M;

passive: ya?~ sli~a.~~ 'it got pried up' L.

2. With qe~ 'closed' or ~ehd 'open',

'S opens or closes 0 (with lock, bolt, latch)':
qeh~ ?ew ~e~~a.~~inu. 'they bolted, barred it

(door, from inside) shut' 19.20L, qeh~ Ge~~a'~

'lock it up:' L, ~ehd Ge~~a'~ 'open it up~' L;
indirect reflexive, with o-~ 'at 0', and in= /

determinate 0: qe~ ?ed~ ?ixs~i5a'~x 'I

locked myself out' L; reflexive: de?a' qe~

, "-,.. -.,..



?ed~}i~a'~ 'it locked by itself (of lock, bolt,

latch of any kind)' L; passive: ~ehd s}i~a.~},

~ehd sdi~a.~} 'it's been unlocked' L.

~a'~} (noun, unclassified, with -x-instrumental)

'crowbar, lever' LM, ~a'~x?a?luw 'big crowbar'

M, ~a'~} si~ ?eta? 'give me a crowbar~' L.

?UJ ~ehd ~?}5a.~g (noun, unclassified?) 'key'

(obsolescent, replaced by gelu'3) L. Form (or

transcription?) uncertain: _?- not explained,

nominalized active imperfective of apparent o-~

~ehd O-?-}-~a.~-g '8 (repeatedly, semitransive=

ly) unlocks 0 by means of 0', with ~-indefinite

8 or O.

0-d-x-3a'~ (d-thematic perhaps thematized d-class-=

mark for 0, e.g. yahdeya?da?~ 'rowboat, skiff')

'8 puts lever under 0 (grounded boat) to free it':

di.x~a'~ 'put a stick under it (grounded boat)

to loosen it' L (cf. ~u'~).



5.L'1(

~i?",
-~i?",-g (noun, unclassified, with -g-the~atic)

'navel, bellybutton': Rezanov Ra~~...K~

(letter, or perhaps two letters between ~ and

K illegible, identified by Radlov as H) 'llYD$

Nabel' qa.~i?",g 'our navel, human navel', ~=

~i?",g 'bellybutton' LM, si~i?~g 'my navel' L,

~~i?",gluw 'big navel' L.



~i1:

~i1: (~e1: attested only once, in BSdL; widely diffused
~, with irregular correspondences: Tlingit ~ci1: ;--

'storehouse' (N-S), tc'a1:, tca1: 'cache' (B, for=

mer misprint), Hupa dah~i1: 'shelves in house for

storage', Minto dexdre1: 'platform cache'; perhaps

also to be identified with ~i1:- in ~i1:qah; see

also ~i~ and ~i.~qe"d)

~i1: (noun, unclassified) 'platform, bed, (plat=

form-)cache, shelf' LMS, Rezanov ~AX~ 'llOTO=

~OK~ Decke des Zimmers', Old Man Dude tcat1:

'roof' BSdL 545, Galushia Nelson tctt1:, Old

Man Dude tct"t1: 'bed (modern)' BSdL 546, ~i1:=

?a?luw 'big shelf' LM, ~?luw ~i1: 'big plat=

form'L, ?ew ~i1: ~~a? ?ixi1:~eh 'I'm using

that bed' M, siye~ega? ?idiyah ~i1: qu?xcah

'I'll buy a bed the right size for (under) me'

L; as possessor of -yequhyu" 'pl. offspring,

small': Rezanov ~T~MeKYm 'llo~Ka Fach, Repo=

sitorium', ~T~~HK~-oro (with T and ~-

superscript inserts) 'lliK~ Schrank' 3i1:yequh=

yu. 'shelves' L, 'little shelves' M.

0-1:-3i1: 'S makes 0 (platform, shelf, bed)': ?e1:=

~i1: 'make a shelf, bed~' L, qu?x1:~i1: 'I'll

make a platform, shelves' L; passive: qu?de~i1:

'platform will be made' L.

O-d-~i1: (with d-class-mark for 0 (boards) thema=



tized?) 'S makes 0 (platform cache), S makes 0 in=

to platform-cache': ~deGe~i} 'make a platform-=

cache~' l8.72L.

disdi~i} (noun, d-class~) 'platform-cache'L,
Galushia Nelson ~tsDttctt} 'platform cache'

-~

BSdL 546. Nominalized passive active perfective

of preceding.



~i~

~i~
-~i~ (adjective, with -g-repetitive thematized)

'very narrow thin, skinny': yao~i~g yi~}h}h

'a real skinny slim person' L.
-~i~-g (with -g-repetitive thematized) 'S is very

narrow, thin, skinny': with ~~d-anatomical

'lower leg': ~~di~i~g 'skinny leg, spindle-=
shanks' ('lower leg is very narrow', neuter im=

perfective) L; ?u~ ?idio~i~g~ naowda?keod

'narrow-necked bottle' L (problematical form,

perhaps mistranscribed, evidently neuter perfec=

tive with d-thematic (should be -di- instead of

-dio-, de-classifier?) and ?~ ~~~tual)
(~""~~ i"ct) ?J

i. ?~""Ji??- /"":'!.'iJj tr'\~'fi) """' t.{I10~~-"f..(
-PllNt~M7 ~-:-'" - Ie " ;I" ~ ", "'-' ":f'" r ~ .,~ ~ 1--41"1.. J. ~ ~...~,'.. jJ,.. ? ~v ~(.:.., f'

I " ...I
ifr .If'" I )VCif '.~ /
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~i.~ (perhaps related to ~i~)

~i.3- (noun, probably unclassified) attested only

as possessor of -dekuhd 'lips' i~ 5i.3dekuhd
(noun, unclassified) 'fireweed (Epilobium) ,

('roots are medicine for land-otter, grows mostly

on rocks, about 3' high, has red star-shaped

flowers') L (M and A have heard the term, but

cannot identify the plant, and none can identi=

fy the meaning of ~i.~-), ~~u? 5i.gdekuhd

'lots of fireweed' L.



5e.~

~e.~ (cf. Tlingit -dj~tc, -djetc, -djetc 'to de=

press, surprise' B, not known, however, to Sampson

Harry of Yakutat)
-~e.5 'S is amazed, surprised' (pleasantly, not

depressed): ~e~e.~~ 'they were amazed' 2a.32M,

qu?yi~e.~ 'you'll be surprised' (not"depressed)
M. More frequently transitive (causative) 0-=

~-~e.~ 'S amazes 0, surprises 0 (generally

pleasantly)': xuse~~e.~~ 'I'm surprised (pleas=
antly) , ('it surprised me') LM, ?a?d xu.~~e.~=

~}h 'he amazes me greatly' ('he keeps me in a

continuous state of great amazement', neuter per=

fective) L, Ge~~e.~}h 'surprise her~' LM; re=

flexive, 'S surprises self (pleasantly), is self-=

satisfied, proud, smug, S boasts, brags, gloats,

exults'.: ?ideGex~edeh da.~ ?edqu?x}e5e.~ 'if

I understand you (your speech) I'll be surprised,

proud of myself' L, ?ed}i~e.~}}h 'he's proud'

(neuter perfective) M, ?edxs}i5e.~} 'I surprised

myself (by doing something great)' L, di~ ?eds}e=

~e.5}G}h, di~ ?edes}e3e.~~G}h 'he's not sur=

prised (by himself)!. L, ?edqu?}e3e.~}h (not
?ede-) 'he'll surprise himself!. L, with o-~ 'by

0, at 0': ya?~u. ~le~ ?ile~i~eh~ ?edqu?le~}e=

~e.~ '"don't brag that you have more than the

other fellow'" Ib.21M; passive: s}i~e.~}:i-h 'he

was surprised!. M, xu~di~e.~~ 'I got surprised' L.



~8m8~

~8m8~ (cf. Chipewyan -zuz 'to make a ringing noise

(of a small bell, or bunch of small pieces of metal,

dry leaves, etc.) (ll-classifierJ)')
~em8~- attested only with -kih diminutive in

personal name (or epithet), of talkative girl
in Alder-Sun Myth Cycle, 34.971 (see detailed

discussion in 34.0fn), Galushia Nelson ~~i=
mttceki' or ~~tm£tceki 'talkative (name of

Sun's daughter in Tale 16)' BSdL 554, and the

exclamation ?i.yah ?i"yah ~eme~ekih 'what

a chatterbox you are~' L (either literary al=

lusion or at origin of name).



---

:3i~

5i~ (perhaps related to :3i.~qe.d; cf. also ~ix)

O-:3i~ 'S makes 0 (platform, or rack for drying
fish?)': ?e:3i~ 'make a platform~' M (at first

rejected by L, then later acknowledged; unknown

to A; M's form ?ex~i~ of same meaning, re=

jected by L, is probably influenced by O-x-=

:3ix); passive: ~di~i~x 'a rack for drying fish

has been made' M, qu?de:3i~ 'a platform will be

made'L.



~ig

~ig
~ig(-l) (adverb) 'just, exactly': ~igl ~ ~=

ga?de~ sesthl 'she had been dead for just about

exactly ~~' 6l.lllA (only attestation from

A, L always gig), gig si~ew ?u.da? sahlth
'he got there just exactly the same time I did' L,

~ig ge.le?a.g~ew ~~a.~inu. 'they (cust) eat at

noon sharp' L, ~ig ?u.da? siyahl da.~ sesthl}h
'I had just arrived there and he died' L, gig

?iqe?xgah da.~ ...'I was just about to dance

and ..., when ...' L, ~ig ye~ sekug} da.~
ya?~ s}i?e5} 'just as it (e.g. bridge) broke he

jumped off' L, ~ig ya.?a.gde~ ye~ sekugl 'it

broke exactly in half, exactly along the middle' L,

~ig ?ew~a.q ye~ sekug} 'it broke right along

it (line, mark)' L, ~ig ?u~a.q siyah}th 'I

ran right into him, met him quite unexpectedly' L.

(L never heard ~e~ig (de- '~t).)



~eog

~eog
-~e.g 'S is tangled, jumbled, mixed up, confused':

~e5eog1 'it's all tangled, mixed up' L, Galushia

Nelson Gutcakt 'cat's cradle ("tangled up")'
BSdL 551, probably gu- (g-class-mark for S,
'string') and -5eog-, perhaps guo~eog~ 'it

(string) is tangled' (neuter perfective) ° More

frequently transitive (causative) 0-1-5eog 'S

tangles, jumbles 0, mixes 0 up': with ya? 'com=

pletely': ya? Ge1~eog 'tangle it up:' L, ya?

qu?x~~eog 'I'll tangle it up' L, with class-=

marks for 0: qiolese1~eog1 'you tangled it up

(rope)' L; Passive: ya? s1i~eog1 'it got all

tangled up, mixed up (by someone)' L, qiolis1i=
~e.g1 'it (cord) is tangled' L, indirect recip=
rocal: ?i1qa? gu~i~eog1 'they (strings) are

tangled together (amongst each other)' (neuter
perfective) L, ?i1ah gudi~e.g1 'it (string) is

tangled' (neuter perfective) L (?i1-lah 'around

each other, one part around the other', form ei=

ther intransitive or passive) °
~eog-1 (noun, with -1-instrumental?, or gerundive)

'tangle, jumble, confusion', attested only as 0

of o-ga? 'like 0': ~eog~ga? ?io~eh 'things

lie around allover' ('it's like a tangle, confu=

sion') L, sideGeleh siyao ~eog1ga? ?i.~eh



'(I've so much to do that) I'm all confused,

flustered, je ne sais plus ou tourner la tete'

('my mind is like a tangle') L.



'!)u?k'

~u?~ (transcribed also ~u~, but carefully verified

with L, who is certain of ~u?~)

5u?~-1 (noun, unclassified, with -1-instrumental)

'crosspiece (of canoe), thwart': ~~1 LMA,

~u?~1 'crosspiece, thwart' LM, la?dih ~u?~1

'two thwarts' L, 5u?~1?a?luw 'big crosspiece'

LM; c'isa.~ede1te?ya? ~u~ 'boom' A (rejected

by L, see te?), c'isa.c}?da?de~~1 'gaff'

('sail-tip-crosspiece') A.

0-1-~u?~ 'S makes or installs 0 (thwart, cross=

piece)': ?e1~u?~ 'make, install a thwart~' L,

qu?x1~u?~ 'I'll make, install a thwart' L, si1=

~u?~ 'I made, installed a thwart' L.



3ahG

~ahG (not attested without -i-suffix, probably to be
interpreted in synchronic terms as unanalyzable 3ahGi)

~ahG-i (noun, dl-class, with -i-instrumental)
'needle': Rezanov ~a~b 'Mr~a, HrO~Ka Nah=

nadel', Galushia Nelson tco'kti 'needle' BSdL

547, ~ahGi 'needle' LM, ~ahGiAi.?nuw 'big
needle' LM, ~ahGiAaokih 'little needle' M,

~ahGiAa.kuc'g 'small needle' M, ~ahGi ?u.d Aao=

setahi (or -?ahi, former preferred) 'a needle

is there' L, ~ahGi si~ Ai.ta? (or -?a?, for=

mer preferred) 'give me a needle~' L; declassified,

as possessor of -la.~ 'eye' or -le~edeo? 'eye=

hole': Rezanov ~ax~e~HX~ 'YmRH Effi Hr~~ Nadel-=
Oehr' 5ahGilao~ 'eye of needle' LM, ~ahGile~e=

de.?~ guocu.x 'thread a needle~' ('thrust a
thread through a needle-eye-hole~') LM. "Formerly

the Eyak had no needles. Holes for the thread were

punched with a bone awl" BSdL 91; but the Rezanov

forms (1805) either contradict this, refer to early

trade-items, and/or mean still 'sewing-instrument'
and 'needle-eye-hole' (in skin or cloth, not in

needle); note also that the latter term is not a

calque on the Russian 'earlet on needle', and the

persistent retention of what may be the -i-instru=

mental as part of the stem throughout the verb-=

forms, including those in Rezanov, suggesting deri=



vation of the verb from the noun.

0-~ahG-1 (-1 retained throughout as part of the

stem) 'S sews, mends 0': 25.53A, 38.19LM, Reza=

nov A~~aK~b 'llOqMHMTb flicken', A~~aK~b 'meH!
nghen (Imperat.) , ?e5ahG1 'sew it~' LM, AJIM=

CHaa~qaK~b 'lloqMHM flicken (Imperat.) , ?el...

siya. ?e5ahG1 'mend this for me~', ?el siyao

?e3ahG1 'sew this for me~' M, KOH~aK~b 'mMTb

nghen' ~.~ahG1, KUo3ahG1 'yo~e sewing (some= --

thing); sew (something)~' M, ~3ahs1 'I'm sew=

ing something' M, qu?x5ahG1 'I'll sew it' LM,

KU3a.G1~}h 'he (cust) sews (something)' M, ?ew

?ew~ ?e3ahG1 'sew it to that (parts of same

thing)~' L, ?ugulah Si3ahs1 'I sewed its hem,

I hemmed it' (o-g-lah 'around o's hem') L, ?ew=

lah ?es ?e3ahG1 'sew it with a stitch over the

edge (overcast whipstitch)~' ('sew it around it

through~') L, ~eli?de~ ?e3ahG1 'sew it along in=

side from edge (without stitche~ that go over edge)~' ,~

&eli?de~ 'motion within area distant from front --'

thereof') L; indirect reciprocal: ?i1li?~ (or

?i1i?~) ?e5ahs1 'sew it with backstitch (not go=

ing over edge)' (?i1li '/~ 'motion deeply within

each other, far from front edge of each other') L

0-g-3ahG (with g-class-mark for 0 'thread' thema=

tized), attested only with ye~-progressive, ye~



O-g-de-~ahG-}-~ 'Statoos, embroiders' ('S sews 0

(thread) about'; tatooing was done with thread,

see BSdL 61): ye~ gu~di~ahG} 'you did embroi=

dery, tattooing' L; ?uya.q ye~ ~~di~ahG}
'her wrist is tatooed' L (either passive 'some=

thing (thread) has been tatooed (sewn about) on

her wrist', or non-passive 'someone has tatooed

on her wrist').

O-(d-)}-~ahG-} (d-thematic, apparently optional,

not explained) 'S sews 0 (two separate pieces to=

gether), S joins (entirely separate) 0 by sewing':

?ew ?ew~ ?e}~ahG} 'sew it to that (two separ=

ate pieces)!' L; indirect reciprocal; ?i}~ de=

Ge}~ahG} 'sew them together!' (?i}~ 'in contact

with each other') L, repetitive: ?i}q~.~ (or

?i~qa?~) ~di.~~ahG}g 'you're making a crazy-=

quilt' ('you're (repeatedly) sewing (separate)

things amongst each other') L, ?i}q~.~~ ~edi.~=

~ahG}g 'are you making a crazy-quilt?' L.

-~ahG(-~?) (attested only in what may be neuter per=

fective, -~ therefore perhaps interpretable as

perfective suffix) 'S is pointed': with ya?~

'upward': Ge3:eqa.? ya?~ ?i.~ahG3: "'hollerer"

(mythical fish) has pointed head' (head that comes

to a point at top, "like a needle") (traditional

epithet) 35.3, 4L (see fns to Eyak Texts 35. for



discussion), ya?~ ?i.5ahG1 'cap that has point
sticking up, parka hood' L; indirect reciprocal:
it1taq rntcak1 name of Basket Pattern 1. ("above-=

each-other pointed"), ?i:rdeG ?}85ahGj: (absence

of de-classifier problematical, if theme is ta=

ken to be intransitive). These forms can be in=

terpreted as neuter perfective, and the -1 suffix

identified as that of the perfective, theme simply

-~ahG, suggesting that the earlier meaning is

'pointed', rather than 'needle, sew', in spite of
L's suggestion regarding ya?~ ?i.~ahG1 "like a

needle". However, if the nasalization, frequently

missing in L's pronunciation, especially of pre=

fixes, in the BSdL form is taken as original, these

themes may be interpreted as neuter or active imper=

fective with l-anatomical 'head' or l-class-mark for
S (~iyahd 'hat' or -~a.w 'head'), in which case

the -1 suffix would be the same as that of the pre=

ceding entries.I. 

!



.'3ilahG

~ilahG (best-autheticated form, also ~elahG, ~ilehG,

~elahG, ~i?lahG, ~i?lehG)

~ilahG (noun, unclassified) 'root of Kamchatka lily,

black lily (Fritillarium) , "Indian rice, wild rice",

paste or pudding made from Kamchatka lily roots

boiled and mixed with sealoil (as described in BSdL

96-97), jelly, gelatin (any gelatinous substance)':

Rezanov ~~HR~ 'PBna Rftbe I , ~~HR~ ' CapaHa

Sarana', Galushia Nelson ~~tla~q 'plant with

three black petals (Kamchatka lily?)' BSdL 541,

3ilahG 'kamchatka lily roots, "Indian rice" pud=

ding' LMA, also (less frequently, attested from L

only) 3ilehG, ~elehG, 3elahG, the last perhaps

represented in Galushia Nelson tculaq 'root of

Kamchatka lily' BSdL 541, ~~? ~ilahG 'lots of

"Indian rice'" L, Rezanov XeTJII,ROeTet3J1JIJIs:rK'J:>

'E~JIOM XJI~6~ Brot, weisses' xi~gw&? ?i.~eh ~i=

lahG 'white pudding', ~RXRaroxTY ~apT~JII,

Kartoffel' ~ilahG -leqahyeqeGi?~ilahG (noun, unclassified?) 'brain'

('pasty substance inside head', Gi?-thematic with'

o-yeq 'in 0', attested as such only from L, but

probably the correct form): sileqahyeqe3i?lahG A,

sileqahyeqe~ilahG M, sileqahyeqeGi?~ilahG 'my

brain'L, ?ileqahyeqe3i?lahG A, ?ileqahyeqeGi?=

~ilahG 'your brain' L, ~leqahyeqde~i?lehG

l -I



'brains' LM (early elicitation). The _?- in

the forms attested from M and A can be accounted

for as due to the influence of the missing Gi?-

attested in L's forms.



5a"q'

~a"q'

~a"q' (noun, unclassified) 'bullhead, sculpin (Hemi= .
lepidotum) , LM, ~a"~ S (influenced by Tlingit

we~ 'bullhead'), Galushia Nelson tca"~ 'bull=

head' BSdL 540, ~a"q?a?luw 'big bullhead' LM,

?i"yah ~i?Sdug de~¥h ?a?d ~a"qga? ?i~u? qa?

li? didigu~~ 'my how the guy sure is awful tight-=

lipped (taciturn)' ('keeps his mouth clamped shut

just like a bullhead (on a hook)', neuter perfec=

tive) 72.l6L. ~a"q qi?de~ Gela"~ name of a

certain constellation, "bunch of small stars to=

gether somewhere," which L cannot identify ('where

a bullhead is moving along') L, also ~a"q' ?U"=

de~ Gela"~ ('a bullhead is moving along there')

L, 5a"q ye~ dela.~ ('a bullhead is swimming

about') L, 5a"q ya"qde~ ye~ dela.~ ('a bull=

head is swimming about in the sky') L) r--~$' l.P'e;'~~l~ ~) "
cl S'¥\J"---i~ #;:.,tP"";' Ay"I\, ;1~f' I Tj,Nc,G 11f6'i-lii6~ I <;t~~
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1>eh]J:-1>e~

1>e~-~e~ (ge~ reduced form)

-~e~ (noun, unclassified) 'ear': Rezanov Ka~e~

'YmH ahren', Furuhjelm Khachikh 'ear' qa'5eh~

'our ears, human ears', Galushia Nelson Gotc-ax or

Gotcax 'ear' BSdL 541 ~5eh~ 'an ear, ears' A,

?ew5eh~ Geqa'~inu' 'they're biting their ears'

60.27A, ~ewa'~eh~, ~ewa"yu"~e~ 'dogs' ears'

60.26, 26A, ~a.~ si5e~luw 'where are my big
j" t_~",!* ~",;; , li"f ("..,~ ,"?' ~

ears?' l8.l6L, ~~eh~luw 'big ears' LMA, ?i~eh~
)"

?iya" ~~iAeG~g~ 'your ears got dirty' L, ?u5e~

Gel~}h 'he's pulling his ears' L, ?u~e~

Gu?:j.h 'he's holding (warming) his ears' L, de~i'

?i~e~t'e?c'G ?iqe?x~~ahd 'I'm about to drag you by

your ear' L, ?u~e~ga? li?~ li.t':j.h:j.h 'he's smi=

ling from ear to ear' ('he's smiling like his ears')

L, ?i5e~yeqd 'the inside of your ear' LM, 1i~

?u3eh~ ?ewa' Gexqa"1:j.h 'I'm always biting his

ear (harping at him, trying to make him obey)' 72.2L,

?e~a" ?u5eh~ ?ewa' ~?~ga? ?i"~:j.h:j.h 'my how his

ears are like tendon~' ('tough-eared, thick-skinned,

doesn't care and isn't ashamed about what people say

of him') 72.4L; 'ear' ('earlike upper corners of e.g.

tied potato-sack'): la"~tah~e~ 'sack-ears' ('where

it's tied and corners stick out, easy to grip') L.

~5eh~ (noun, -5eh~ 'ear' with indefinite possessor)

1. (unclassified) 'dried apricots' A.



2. (l~-class) 'berry species', same as ~ewa.=

5eh~ below, L.

~ewa.5eh~ (noun, l~-class) 'berry species, plant and

fruit something like blueberry, leaves sticky (hairy?),

fruit whitish or yellowish, waxy, mealy, insipid,

eaten only by children, "Russian candle" (l'1enziesia
ferruginea?) , ('dog's ear') L.

-d-5e~ (noun, d-class, with d-thematic, perhaps the=

matized class-mark for possessor, e.g. Sdu.lihG

'table', ceA 'board') 'corner' (viewed externally

as a point; cf. Tlingit -gOg 'ear', gOg-~ 'cor=

ner' (N-S), Old French corne 'corner, horn'): ~de=

5e~ 'corner' LA, ?ude5e~ 'its corner, point

(e.g. of box, square)' L, la?d da. ~de5e~

'two corners' L.

}e-5eh~ 'S has ears', occurring only with o-ga?

'like 0': siga? ?i}i5eh~}h 'he has ears like

mine' (neuter imperfective) L.

(0-?)g-de-5e~ (perhaps a passive, with g-class-mark

for 0 or S 'thread') '0 (or S) (thread) (accidental=

ly) gets a small loop or knot in it in sewing': si=

~a? guSdi~eh~} 'my thread got a little loop in it'

(good omen, means item will sell easily) L.

-~e~e- (noun, limited use in certain archaic con=

structions) 'ear' 1. (unclassified or dl-class, as 0

of certain postpositions): si3e~eyeq ?ew dili=

~a.q} 'it is (constantly) heard (audible) in my ears'



(neuter perfective) 70.IIA, si5e~eyeqd 'myear=

hole, my inner ear, inside my ear' L, ~3e~eyeqd,

~3e~eAa.yeqd 'inside ear' L, 3e~eyeq Ii? ?ed=

yi}i?ihih 'he's got his fingers in his ears (to

shut out noise)' (indirect reflexive) L, ?u3e~e=

Aa.qa?~ ~.}ih}h 'he is wearing earrings' ('he

has ear-interstices, there is something amongst his

ears') L.

2. (dl-class) With adjectives in epithets,

possessive prefix zero: 3e~eAi.?nuw 'big ears'

(pejorative) LM, 18.8L, 3e~eAa.?a'w 'long-ears'

(epithet for rabbit, alert dog) L; in compounds:

3e~eAa.~?~ 'tough-ears, thick-skinned shameless

person' ('ear-tendon', cf. ?u3eh~ ?ewa. ~?~ga?

?i.~thih under -3e~) L, 3e~e~i?} (noun, unclas=

sified) 'earrings', see main entry under ~i.

3. Homophonous forms to some extent identi=

fied with -5e~e- 'ear' by informants, but probably

not of Eyak origin: see place-names 5e~elihya?d

and 5e~elih~ahd, and ~3e~eya.S 'marten'.

3e~ (syntactic class undetermined, perhaps preverb,

or noun, unclassified; not freely used, occurring

only in certain archaic constructions) 'ear': o-~

3e~ O-}-?ya 'S hears 0 at distance, becomes aural=

ly aware of 0': ?~ 3e~ si}yah} 'I heard it (at

a distance), I became aware of it (by ear)' L, ~



~e~ si~yah~ 'I think I heard something' L, qa.~

~e~ qa?~yah 'he'll hear us (become aware of our
presence)' L (o-~ 'in contact with 0', O-l-?yal
'S gets 0 in situation or condition', identity of

0 not clear, unless ~e~, thus'S has 0 (ear) in

.contact with d, but the word-order is then unusual,

the o-~ normally following the 0.)

-~e~ (perhaps as above, but more likely postposition,

attested only with zero-allomo~ph of reflexive 0,

possessed noun as 0 of o-~ 'in contact with 0',

zero-allomorph also of -~, thus zero-~e~-~ 'on
one's own ear') 'ear': ~e~ ~~i~ih~}h 'he's wear=

ing earrings' L, ~e~ ~le~eli~ih1 'butterball
duck' (, it's wearing ball-like earrings') L {.~~ ~,J- A', ,)

.



:5enu.g ,
;

!

:5enu.g (loan from Tlingit or Chinook Jargon)

~enu.g (noun, unclassified?) 'Chinook Jargon' LS.



;;" ~i edaedeG

~iedaedeG (loan from Chugach Eskimo ci~taataq 'razor-=

clam', not used by Yakutat Tlingit, Sampson Harry)

~iedaedeG (noun, unclassified) 'razor-clam' LMS,

10e230, 230, 248, 11.62, 133A, Galushia Nelson

~~i~ae~eq 'clam' 540, same clam as ?unie~ ?ewae

qa? qiesid L, 3iedaedeGkih 'little razor-=

clams'M, 3iedaedeGluw 'big razor-clams' L,

~iedaedeG ?i~i~~ 'razor-clam is meaty' L,

~iedaedeGde~~h 'razor-clam person' 10.248, 249A,

~iedaedeGwelahyue 'razor-clam people' 11.64,66,

29.49A, ~iedaedeGwelahqe?~ 'razor-clam person-=

woman'11e92A.



~i.sqe.d

\.5i-sqe.d (loan from Tlingit 3i~qedi, name of Tlingit -

clan or sib of Eagle moiety, represented only from

Controller Bay northwestward; perhaps related to 3i~,

3i~, name perhaps ultimately of Athapaskan origin,

see Eyak Texts 55.5-6fn, 57.3fn)

3i-~qe.d, name of Tlingit clan or sib of Eagle

moiety extended to the Eyak, of which L's mother

and G were members L, 67.2G, or (noun, unclassi=

fied) 'member of the 3i-~qe-d clan' 54.6G, 3i-S=

qedyu. 'members of the 3i.~qe.d clan' L, 54.IG.

~ ;~'
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;5i.ni.g-;5i.nig

3ioniog-3i.nig (loan from Chugach Eskimo cainik 'tea=

kettle, teapot with spout', from Russian ~aMHHK, not

used by Yakutat Tlingit, Sampson Harry)

3i.ni.g-3i.nig (noun, unclassified) 'teapot (with

spout, for serving), teakettle' LM, 56.27L, la?=

dih ~i.ni.g 'two teapots' 56.28L, ~ionig

k'usuh5g 'the teakettle is hissing' L, ~i.=

ni.gluw 'big teakettle' LM.



ii", .-7;i .ni .weG

5i"ni"weG (loan from Chugach Eskimo cainiiyuaq 'tea=

kettle', partly from Russian qaMHH-, not used by

Yakutat Tlingit, Sampson Harry)
~i"ni.weG (noun, unclassified) 'teakettle, kettle'

L, same as ~dec'ela? L.



-1111111111 :5 a .

~a. (loan from English 'jar', perhaps not naturalized)

~a. (noun, unclassified) 'jar' 65.24, 25A.



.'5aobenio

5aobenio (loan from nineteenth-century English 'Japanese,

Japanee' /5ahp~nfy/ ?)

5aobenio (noun, unclassified) 'Japanese' L, 5ao=

benioyuo 'Japanese (plo)' LAo



~i.-~i?

: k);e,;?";I .,.
tj

~i.-~i? (variation inexplicable, ~i. with interroga= --
,,"'\

tives, ~i? in exclamations, perhaps two different

stems, but evidently related semantically)

-~i'- (enclitic, syntactically unique, emphasizer
with interrogatives) 'ever, in the world': with de.=

d 'what,', de'-~i'-d 'what ever" what in

the world,': de.~i.de?ew 'what in the world is

that,:' L, dede'ci.d da. da?qe?li.x~ah 'what

ever will we have (in the way of possessions),'

II. 54 A, with postposition: de.wah~i.d we~ yileh
'what ever did you do that for,' M, with du' d

'who,', du.-~i.-d 'who ever" who in the world?':

du.~i'de?~h 'who ever is that'?:' M, du.~i.d\lh

?udahd qu?li.tah 'who ever would hear her,' 20.=

14A, du.~i'duw lewe~ga? ?i.~eh 'whoever is

kind of bashful' 69.15A, with da d 'where,',

da.~i.d 'where,:' L, with 1\a.~ 'where'?', -d-=

interrogative enclitic not normal with ~a.~ but

suffixed to -ci.-: Aa.~~i'd sita.? 'where ever

is my father,' 42.20A, with lCe:,~..-d 'how?': lte.=

~i'cr 'however" how in the world" how about"
what about'?',: Rezanov ReM~AYA~ '~apo~ urn =

sonst' ~e.~i'duhda'~ 'what ever (could I do about

it, having no time to fool with it),' L, lCe'~i'd

di.leh '~did you say,' M, further examples:



..

10.236,11.182,20.10, 21b.38, 42,53,23.14, 148A,

30.8L, 33.67A, 34.9, 13M, 19, 22, 28, 32, 35, 43L,

48,53,54,57, 59M, see under ~eo-d.

(?i%-)~i?-~(-deg-) (exclamation, stem ~i?-, often

with ?i}- exclamatory prefix, and always followed

by -~-interrogative enclitic, usually combined

with enclitic -deg- 'also, too', frequent in ex=

clamations, *~i?~ alone not attested) 'my good=

ness:, dear me:, my heavens:, God:, gosh:, ~a

alorsl' (expression of disgust, dismay, irritation,

alarm): ?i}~i?~, ?i}~i?~dug, ~i?~dug 'my good=

ness:' L, ?i}~i?~deg de~vh di~ ?edewi?}ga?

?}Olih~uhG 'my goodness: the guy sure isn't in

any hurry:' L, ~i?~dug de~vhi}sih da? suhg} =

dah deleh 'God: that rotten guy (drunk) sure is

a pain:' L, ~i~dug yao~ se}e?} 'gosh: it (my

nice new blanket) got all messed up:' L, ~i?~=

dug ~ao?d }i~ ya.~~eqa?d gedi}i?ah1 'God!,

what lousy (arse-end-up) weather~' 72.35L, ?io=

yah ~io~dug de~vh ?a?d 5a.qga? qa? Ii? di=

digu5} 'God: the guy sure is tight-ripped (like

a hooked bullhead):' 72.16L, ~i?~dug ?u~ah

?}Ositah1 'dear me: I forgot it:' 49.89Ao



<!e'

~e'

d-ce' (attested only with d-thematic 'oral') 'S is,

becomes hungry': active perfective, 'S is (became)

hungry': lO.217A, 46.26M, Wrangell TamM-meT~b
'Essen (~CTb xo~)' di~i~e?1 'I'm hungry' LM,

di~ dux~ce?}G 'I'm not hungry' M, de~e<!e?~~

'are you hungry?' LM, di~~ de~~e?~G 'aren't you

hungry?' LM, de~ece?~ 'it's hungry' L, deSece?~=

}h 'he's hungry' M, di~ de~ce?~G}h 'he's not

hungry' M, da.le~~ece?~~ 'are you pl. hungry?' L,
di~~ daole~~ce?~G 'aren't you pl. hungry?' LM,

de~ece?~inu., qede~ece?~inu. 'they're hungry' L,
?uqa?~ Y}.hinu. ~de~e~e?} 'some of them are

hungry' L, inceptive perfective, 'S is becoming

hungry': deGexce?~ 'I'm getting hungry' LM, de=
Gi.ce?~~ 'are you getting hungry?' LM, di~~ de=

Gi.~e?~G 'aren't you getting hungry?' LM, neuter

perfective and imperfective, 'S is (constantly)

hungry': }i~ di.ce?~}h, de~i~ di.c}h}h 'he's

always hungry' L, inceptive imperfective: qu?di.x=
~eh 'I'll be hungry' L, di~ qu?di.xcehG (not

-ceoG) 'I won't be hungry' L, qu?dioceh~ 'will

you be hungry?' M, di~~ qu?di.~ehG 'won't you
be hungry?' M, active optative: daoxi~eh 'let me

be hungry' L, da.liceh, daoyi<!eh 'it's OK for

you to be hungry' L, qeda.yic}hinu. 'let them beI,i



hungry' L, da'le~iceh, qeda'le~iceh 'it's OK for

you pl. to be hungry' L, with qe? 'again, some

more' and de-classifier: ?a?d ~a'di?da' qe? da"=

diceh 'you'll never be hungry anymore' M, inceptive

optative: deGi'ceh 'it's OK for you to get hungry'

L, inceptive imperative (L unwilling to use other

imperatives): deGe~e? 'stay hungry~, be hungry~,

get hungry~' L, customary: dexce'~ 'I'm (cust)

hungry' LM, dece'~a'~ 'lest he be hungry' L,

repetitive: dexce?g 'I'm hungry off and on' M,

'I keep getting hungry' L, inceptive subjunctive

(transcribed first summer, stem-form probably in=

correct, should be -ceh-): deGex~e'~ si~e?l~h~h

'he wants me to be hungry' L, deGi'~e'~ ?i~e?xleh

'I want you to be hungry' L, deGe~e"~ ?u~e?xl~h}h

'I want him to be hungry' L, qedeGe~e'~ ?u~a? ?i=

xl~hinu' 'I want them to be hungry' L. Transitive

(causative): xudeGi'1~e?1 'you're making me hun=

gry' M, qu?di'x1c~h}h 'I'll make him hungry' M,

xudeGe1~e? 'make me hungry~' M.

dece'l (gerundive of preceding) 'hunger', as 0 of

o-ya?~ '(movement) in 0 (with broad opening at top)'

with 0-?-y-1-qa 'day dawns on 0,0 overnights':

de~e'lya?~ xu?yese1qah} 'I had to camp overnight

hungry'L, as 0 of o-y-~a? 'on forearm of 0, in=

to clutches of 0' with -?ya 'S involuntarily gets

-



into situation, condition': de~eolye~a? si?yahl

'I got real hungry, I went hungry' L, de~eolye~a?=

~vh sa?yah% 'did he go hungry?' L, de~eolye~a?

Gelya? 'make him go hungry~' L, as 0 of o-~

'towards 0' with ?iolih-le 'S has emotional ex=

perience': de~e'l~ ?iolihselil}h 'he recovered

his appetite (suddenly got hungry again, eogo after

long illness)' L.



~

?!-a

?!-a (form uncertain, perhaps ~e, ~a?, or ~?-?, occur=

ing only in ?!-a?ni~l), see (?)ni~.



C9-.

c~. (perhaps related to c~')

~~. (noun, probably unclassified) 'bait' LM.

O-~~. (stem-form also C~.?, L uncertain about vari=
ation of this type of stem in verbs) 'S baits 0

(hook, trap)': ~iC9-.}' ~i~~.?} (no clear prefer=
ence) 'I baited it (hook, trap)' L, qu?x~~.? 'I'll

bait it (hook, trap)' L, Ga~~.? 'bait it~' L.

~~

.



~?-'

~~' (~a? in some syntactically ill-defined non-verbal

forms; ~~' well established in verbs, but strongly in=

fluenced, for Land M, by Class I variable stem patterns)
1e-~~' 'S smells, has odor, stinks' (similar to English

'smell', generally implying unpleasant odor unless
otherwise specified): imperfectives (always -~?h):

1e~?h 'it smells bad' LM, 'it smells' L, di~ 1e=

~?hG 'it doesn't smell' L, ~5u.dah 1e~~h 'it

smells good' L, ~~a.dah %e~~ 'it stinks' L,

Rezanov KomHHT~eqaH$ ~oHHeTb stinken' ~Siyah

%e~~ 'something bad stinks', %e~?hSiyah 'smells-=

nasty' (epithet, with suffixed adjective 'bad') Ib.9M,

qu?%e~ah 'it'll smell' L, with class-marks for S:

27b.20A, le~e%e~?h 'any berry or flower that has
a pungent odor' M (see separate entry), s%a?dah

g¥'%e~~h 'perfume' ('liquid smells beautiful') M,
with qi.d-anatomical: qi'de1e~}h}h de~h 'a per=

son with smelly feet' L; perfectives.(-~?-?_): ~%i=

~?-?% 'it got stinky' A, Ge%e~~?l 'it's getting

stinky' A, ~~a.dah G8%e~~?% 'it's starting to
smell bad' L; repetitive (stem-form analogical,

should be -~?-?_): Ge%e~~hg 'it's smelly on and

off'L.

le~e%e~~h (nominalized active imperfective of pre=
ceding, with l~-class for S 'berry~like' at least

partly thematized, apparently used in reference to



any vegetable or plant with a disagreeable or pungent

odor, but also as the name or epithet for certain spe=

cific flora items) 'onions' ('when onions first came

to Alaganik trading post, the Eyaks would buy them,

and children would chase each other about with them,

crying le~e~e~~; this word was used for a while
for 'onions' until replaced by ye.~te~i. from the

Tlingit') L, 'any berry or flower that smells, especi=

ally ses~h~inu.ya? la?mahd' M, Harrington 16~a~tc~,.
ili~~~~%atc~ 'wild currant, Ribes laxiflorum?' G,

-}la~~a~~attch~ 'wild onion' G. :.:( t)-e Iv- ~~ ,: l" ,. ...
qi.ye~e~~h (noun, unclassified) 'daddy longlegs, har=

vestman' LM, 40.14L, qi.ye~e~~ya? ~ewu% 'spider=

web' L. Nominalized active imperfective with qi.y~=

anatomical, 'its toes stink'; apparently considered

a loathsome and sinister creature by the Eyak.

0-1-~~' (perhaps semantically irregular causative o~
1e-~~') 'S smells 0'; 25.62, 27b.19fnA, x%~~h 'I

smell it, I'm smelling it' LM, qu?xJ:e~~ 'I'll

smell it' LS, di~ qu?x1e~~hG (not -~~.G) 'I

won't smell it' L, Ge1~~h1Gdewa. (stem-form ana=

logical) 'be~ore he smells it' L, si%~~?% 'I

smelled it' L, Rezanov K~e~bqa 'HroxaTb riechen',
K~e~bqy 'lloHroOCaH riechen (Imperat.) , qele? ?e%=

~~(uh) 'now smell it~', ?e1~~ (not -~??), Ge1=

~~? 'smell it~' L, da. ?i.1~~h 'let's smell it'



L, ?ew }~~o~ 'he (cust) smells it' M, ?ew ?ex}=

~~~ si~ del}h}h 'he told me to smell it' L, re=

petitive: ~}~~?g 'I smell something on and off'

L, with d-class-mark for 0: 27ao15L, 27be19fnA, with

qi.d-anatomical for 0, 'S smells a's foot, S (dog)

tracks 0': xuqi.dese}~~} (stem-form analogical)

'it sniffed my foot' L, ?iqiede6e%~~?} 'it (dog)

is tracking you' L, with I-anatomical, 's kisses 0'

('S smells a's face)': 47b.42M, 47c.5lL (active op=

tatives), xu.lie%~~h 'kiss me:' M, lie%~}h}h

'kiss him:' L, with ye~-progressive and qiod-anatom=

ical: ye~ xuqiode}e~~?~ (or -~~~, analogical)

'it (dog) is tracking me down' L, ye~ xuqu?qiede=

%e~~h 'it (dog) will track me down' L, ye~ xuqie=

di~%i~~?} 'it (dog) tracked me down' L, detransi=

tivized with indeterminate 0: siqi.Aa.6e?e?~ ?i=

6e}e~~?1 'it (dog) is sniffing along my track' L,

?uqieAae6e?e?~ ?i?}e~}?}h 'smell his track:' (to

dog) L, with ye~-progressive: ye~ ?i1e~~h~ M,

ye~ ?i}e~~?~ 'it's sniffing around' MA, siq ye~

?i}e~~.~ (analogical stem-form) 'it's sniffing
around on me' L, ye~ ?ix1e~~h;, ye~ ?ix1e~~?~

(no preference, former analogical) 'I'm sniffing

around'L, dae ye~ ?}e}i~~h 'let's sniff around'

L, ye~ ?is}i~~?} 'it sniffed around' L, with 61-=

thematic 'ground': ye~ ?i6~o}e~~o~ (stem-form ana=



logical) 'it (dog) is sniffing around on the ground'

L; reciprocal, with I-anatomical: ?i1u? le1e~thinu.

'they're kissing each other' ('they're smelling each

other's face') L.

?ew le1~~.~ man's name, A's brother (son or uncle)

w~.de3:sen, "maybe just a nickname for him" L ('he

(cust) kisses it').

?i~C}.? woman's name ("has to do with smell") L (pre=

fix perhaps indeterminate 0), ?i~~?~ S (L considers

this probably incorrect; perhaps influenced by the

preceding).

KU~~? personal name L (does not know whether man's or

woman's; prefix indefinite S, 0, or possessor).

qi.de1e~~? pejorative epithet 'stinky-feet' L.

?ena.~ah3:c~? (noun, unclassified) 'flower of Kamchatka

lily' ('smelly flower') L (-~-~~? perhaps adjectival).



~U'

~u.

-6u. (kinship noun, ascending) .maternal) grand= --

mother, (maternal) grandmother's sister': sttcu'
'mother's mother's older sister (man speaking)'
BSdL 566A, si6u. 'my mother's mother' (man or

woman speaking) L; with suffixed adjective -~i=

yah (here without any clear meaning, perhaps re=

spectful) '(maternal) grandmother, (maternal)

grandmother's sister': 17.1M, 25.115,116,153,

155,155,156,29.30, 60A, 40.6, 16L, sttcucia
'mother's mother's younger sister (man speaking)'

BSdL 566A, si~u.~iyah 'my mother's mother' (man

or woman speaking, same as si~u.) L, ?i~u.~iyah

'your mother's mother' L; with suffixed -(GS-)YU.

'pl., etc., et al.', 'maternal grandmother, her

siblings and their families', perhaps also 'mo=

ther's parents': ?i6u.~iyahyu. 'your grandmo=

ther's people, your mother's mother etc.' 18.82L,

~i~u.yu. 'my grandmother's people' 57.2G, si=

~U.Gsyu. 'my mother's mother's people' L. Voca=
tive (no prefix, unbroken form of suffixed adjec=

tive): 6u.Sah (not -Siyah) 'grandmother~' L,

17.9M, tcucia 'mother's mother (either sex
ak . ) , BSdL 565A " "',' '.. -

spe J.ng "li'~'f"'t\""'"."e"$t;".,,;; """"~,",'i

-~u.-kih (kinship noun, descending, reciprocal to

preceding, with -kih 'diminutive, affectionate')



'(woman's) daughter's child', probably also '(wo=

man's) sister's daughter's child': 6l.29fnA (here

'(man's) sister's daughter's child'), sitsuki

'daughter's child' (woman speaking) BSdL 567A

si~u.kih 'my daughter's child' (woman speaking,

also used in direct address) M.



',~ c ,'i

C""'~.. ~iyah

ciyah

ciyah (noun, l~-class) 'dentalium' LA, Galushia
Nelson tciya 'dentalium shell' BSdL 551, Si=

yah la?~ la~aAa.}i?yah}}h 'he's wearing a

dentalium necklace' L.

:~;fC;"~~~



~id-~ed

~id-~ed (L prefers ~id, M prefers ~ed, expanded ~i.d)
"'.

~id-i-~ed-~ (noun, unclassified, with -~-thematic),,'

'nits, louse-eggs': Rezanov geT~ 'rHK~a Nisse',
~ed~ ML, cid~ 'nits' L (prefers latter form, not

possessible), ~ed~?e~? 'lots of louse-eggs' LM.
-~id-~ (-~-thematic retained as part of stem) 'S be=

comes nitty, infested with nits': ~e~id~} 'it got

full of louse-eggs' L. Transitive (causative, per=

haps also of (O-?)de-~id-~ below, if that is not
a passive) 'S (louse) infests 0 with nits': qa?}=

~id~ 'they (lice) will lay eggs (on it?)' L.

(O-?)de-~id-~ (perhaps passive of causative above)
'S (or a?) becomes nitty': ~di~id~} 'it got full

of louse-eggs', same as ~e~id~} above L.
r~

de-~id-f~-~ed-~ 'S (louse) lays eggs': ~di~id~}
"'"

'it (louse) laid eggs' L, qu?de~ed~ 'it (louse)

will lay eggs' M, ?ew gugsgeyu. de~i.d~~

'those lice (cust) lay eggs' L.



~a.d

~a.d

-~a.d (noun, unclassified) 1. 'fin': ~~a.d

'fins (any fin, of any fish)' L, ~~? ?u~a.d

?ewa. qa? ?i.?ah 'lots of (dorsal) fins are

sticking up out (of water), fish are running

abundantly' L.
2. 'hump (of humpback salmon)': ?u~a.d

'its (humpback salmon's) hump' L, ~~a.dluw

'big hump (of humpback salmon)' LM.
-~a.d (verb theme attested only in neuter perfec=

tive) 'S has swelling, hump': ?i.~a.d} 'it has

a hump, swelling on it' L.

O-}-~a.d 'S cuts off 0 (hump of humpback salmon)':

?e}~a.d 'cut it off (hump of..humpback salmon)!'

L; passive: s}i~a.d} 'hump of humpback salmon

(cut off)' (a delicacy; active perfective nominal=

ized) L.



~;~,:;.'
~ahd

~ahd

}e-~ahd-g (with -g-repetitive thematized) 'S

(starving, ill, very fatigued) walks staggering,
reeling, to destination': Gex}e~ahdg} 'I'm

barely making it (struggling along on foot)' L,

qu?x}e~ahdg 'I'll try to stagger there (walk

along, very weak, from sickness, hunger, fatigue,

reeling or staggering)' L.

d-}e-~ahd-g (with -g-repetitive thematized, d-the=
matic 'oral, noise') 'S (emotionally overcome,

sobbing) talks with great difficulty': de}e=

~ahdg}h 'he (child, sobbing) is stammering,

blubbering'L.
I-de-~ahd-g (with -g-repetitivethemat~ed, I-the=

matic) 1. 'S (supply of food, fuel) runs out, runs

short, fails': with o-~a? 'in intimate relation

with 0, "on" 0': siJS:a? ?}.~di~ahdgl 'my food

ran short' L, with o-qa?~ 'amongst 0': ?uqa?~

?}.Sdi~ahdglinu. 'there isn't enough food for (to

distribute amongst) them' L.

2. 'S keeps travelling in spite of failure

of food-, fuel-supply': di?we~ ?u.da? ?}.xSdi=

~ahdg} 'I barely made it there, I still arrived

there somehow, though out of gas' L.



~a?~

~a?~

~a?~ (noun) 1. (l~-class) 'blueberries' LMA, 'huck=

leberries' M (probably most local Vaccinium species

except V. vitis idaea, V. °xYcoccum), 20.IA, Reza=
nov ~aaT~~ '~epHHKa' (not in Radlov, 'bilberry'),

~a?~le~e~? 'lots of blueberries' M, ?u.d ?i.=
na.d ~le~e~? ca?~ 'there are lots of blueber=

ries on the slope there' L, ~a?~ ya.~ le~eGe=

le?gl 'he's eating up all the blueberries' L.

2. (unclassified or declassified) 'blueberry-=

bush', (in certain constructions) 'blueberries':

20.2A, ~a?~ ?t.sa?mahdl 'blueberries ripened' L,
~a?~delqa? 'stem of blueberry plant' L; as 0 of

o-ga? 'like 0': 66.10L, ~a?~ga? ?i.i1eh 'it's
dark blue color, black-and-blue color; a bruise' LM.

?ede~a?~ (noun, l~-class) 'real blue blueberry spe=
cies' ('genuine blueberries, blueberries ~ ~=

lence') L.

~edeGd ca?~ (noun, l~-class, attested only in Har=
rington from G, ~dd~qht-tch~'q, q frequently.
misheard for ~ in Harrington) 'large blueberry

species' ('upstream blueberry'), unknown to L.
!~~a?~ '8 (bruised) turns black-and-blue': Sdica?~~ --~
t\

'it (bruise) turned bluish' L.



~i~

~i~l (perhaps to be identified with ~ii2; expanded

~i.~ or ~e.~)

O-~i~ 'S breaks 0': with ye~ ~bF~fapart in, --
two': 9.40, 41, 42A, Rezanov EXRaqH~ 'rHyTD

biegen' ye~ qa?~i~}h 'he'll break it', Mx=
KaqH~ 'MsAoMaTD brechen, zerbrechen (Transitiv) ,

ye~ qa?~i~ 'he'll break it', ye~ Ge~i~ 'break
it (e.g. stick)!' L, ye~ qu?x~i~ 'I'll break

it'L, ?ew dek}h da. ye~ ~e.~, ?ew dek}h
da. ye~ ~i.~ ("some people would say" the for=

mer, "but I would say" the latter) 'we (cust) break

the stick' L, ?uqa?~ ya.yu. ?ewa. ye~ qe~i~i~

'I broke some of them' L, ?uGuhdqe~ ?ew ye~ ~e=

~i~ih 'he broke it over his knee' L, inceptive

(and active) subjunctive: ?ew ye~ Gex~i~ (or

?ex~i~, but L prefers the former, inc~~ive) si~ -

delih}h 'he told me to break it' L, repetitive

(partly thematized): ye~ ~i~i~% 'I broke it (e.g.
stick)' L, ye~ Ge~i~g%}h 'he's breaking it' M;
with ya? 'completely': ya? qu?x~i~ 'I'll break

it in many pieces' L, ya? Ge~i~ 'break it all up:'

L, ?uGuhdqe~ ?ew ya? Ge~i~%}h 'he's breaking
them (bunch of sticks) all up over his knee' L;

passive, with ye~ and d-class 0: ye~ di~di~i~%

'it's been broken (e.g. board, by someone)' L; sus=

ceptive neuter, with ye~: ye~ %i~i~ 'it breaks



,~t

easily'L.

qid O-gdl-ci~ 'S breaks a's head off': repetitive:

50.46A.
O-?-(l-)ci~ 'S breaks 0 part way through, cracks 0

so that 0 loses its rigidity at cracked point':

with ye~ 'break, apart': ye~ ?u?Si~i~1 'I

broke it (e.g. twig, not into two separate pieces)'

L; indirect reciprocal, with ?i1~a?~ 'one (part)

behind the other, folded': ?i1~a?~ ?u?leGecid

'fold it, bend it (till it snaps, but not into two

separate pieces)~' L, repetitive: l8.22L.

, ,



'1' 2c&r:+.., ~i(!

~i(!2 (perhaps to be identified with ~iil)

~d-~i(!(-g)(-l) (noun, unclassified, with ~d-thematic,
perhaps thematized ~d-class-mark, and optional -g-=

repetitive and/or -l(-instrumental?)) 'corner
(viewed from inside)': Rezanov XaTe~~D 'Yro~~

Ecke' ~ede~i~ 'corner'LM, also ~edeci(!g L,

~edi~i~gl 'corner (e.g. of a room)' M, la?dih

~ede~i~l 'two corners' L.

i;,
~,\' '"



--
~a?(!

~a?i!

~a?(! (noun, unclassified) 'red salmon, sockeye

salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka) , LMASG, 65.68, 70A,

67.l3G, Rezanov tIaa~ RpacHasr pH6a Salmo lyca=

odon', Galushia Nelson ~ca~c 'red or sockeye
salmon' BSdL 540, ~a?~?a?luw 'big sockeye' L,

~a?~?efu? 'lots of red salmon' M, ~a?(:f yedi"=
~eh 'it's sockeye meat' L, di?we~ ~a?(:f yedi"=

~eh 'it (salmon-meat) is still red' L, ~a?~gaG

yedi.~eh 'it (fish-meat) looks like (that of)

sockeye'L"
~a?i!qe~ah name of month ('red salmon month'),

"around May" L, "June" A"



~i.~ I

~i.~

~i.~-g (with -g-thematic sometimes omitted, when

following morph begins with g, q, ~) (noun) 1.
(l~-class) \loose) sand, gravel': Rezanov ~~
'ilecOR~ Sand' ~i.~g 'sand' LMA, 'gravel' L,

Rezanov ~eT~e 'ileCqaHOe MBCTO sandige Stelle'

~i.~g yi~eh 'it's sandy', ci.~gle~e~u?, ~le=

~e~? ci"~g 'lots of sand' M, ci.~g si~ le=

~i.~a? (or le~a.~a?) 'give me some sand~' L,

ci.~g ta"q ?i~qa.~ le~eGex~uh~g~ 'I'm spread=
ing (shovelling) sand about on the road' L; de=

classified, as 0 of o-ga? 'like 0': ci.Sga? se=
li~ (not ~i.sgga?) 'it broke into smithereens,

became pulverized' L.

2. (I-class (in text from A, cf. archaic 1-=

classification of ca. 'stone'), ~d~Class {iI;l text
from M, of. ~d-class-mark and ~d-thematic with nouns

and constructions referring to 'bank, shore'), l~-=

class (in elicitations from M, probably influenced

by ci.~g 1. and 1- and ~d-class-marks for ~i.Sg

2.) 'sandbank, sandy beach, gravel-beach': ci.~(g)=
~eda.qd 'on gravel-beach' 1.3, 3.3, 6.2M, ~i.sga.=

na?q 'onto gravel-beach' 10.12, 27A, ci.Sgle~a?luw

'big sandbank' M, ci.~gle~e?a"w 'long sandbank' M;

Furuhjelm Tchiishk 'town, village' ci"~g, see
ci"S qi? ~.~eh below.



xu~~yeqd ~i.~g (noun, probably l~-class) 'gun=

powder' ('sand inside gun') L, Rezanov XoT~eRa=
~ZM~~ 'nopo~ (Flinten) Pulver'.

~i.~ qi? KU.~eh name of village at western end

of Eyak Lake, Old Town, Cordova ('place where

there's sand, place where there's a sandy beach')

L, Galushia Nelson ~ci.cqiiGat~E 'Former village

at Cordova' BSdL 18,31,544, Furuhjelm Tchiishk

'town, village'.

-~i.~-g (with -g-repetitive thematized) 'S becomes

pulverized', with ya? 'completely': ya? ~e=

~i.~g~ 'it (e.g. bottle, bread, any substance)

broke into smithereens, it's smashed up to gravel'

L. Transitive (causative): ya? Se~~i.~g~ 'you

broke it to smithereens, smashed it to bits, pul=

verized it' L.



~ih~ .'

~ih~

-~ih~ 'S (trapped prey) escapes, gets away': ~e=

cih~~ 'it (animal, fish) got away' L, with o-~a?

'in intimate relation with 0, "on" 0': si~a? Se=

cihS~ 'it got away from me (game, fish, when I

was sure I had it)' L.

~,
;';e";.~t~C .



,;;"
j ~ --~ahS-~a?~ !

,.

~ahS-~a?~ (~a?~ clearly preferred in neuter imperfective

and (ana16gically?) in neuter perfective, ~ahS general=

ly preferred elsewhere, including in adjective)
-~ah~ (adjective) 'thick (in least dimension), coarse':

1. Independent or relativized: Rezanov KyqD-a~
'TO~CTO dick' ~~ah~ (not -~a?s LM) 'a thick

thing' M, 'thick' L, ~~ahs ~ihs~ 'thick devil=
club' M, ~cah~ dek~h 'thick stick' L, Rezanov
Ay~HX$ KyqD-a~ 'To~~e dick (Comparativ) , ?ewle~

~~ah~ '(something) thicker than that', with class-=

marks in association with classified noun: ~gede=

~ahS ~c~? 'thick neck' L, ~le~ecah~ 'coarse

(grain)' M.
2. Suffixed: dek}h~ah~ 'thick stick' L, to

classified noun: di'ya?gelecahS 'coarse salt' M.
"; :.,
..3. With la?q 'thickness': with d-class-mark:

57.27G, Sdu.lihG la?q de~ahS 'thick table (made

of thick boards)' L, ~d-class-mark: la?q ~ede~ahS
'thick (log)' L, with anatomical marks, in pejorative

epithets: la?q qi'de~ahS 'thick-feet' 18.8L, la?q

ye~ah~ 'thick-hands' 18.8L.

le~e~ahS (noun, unclassified) 'gunnysack' ('coarse-

grained (cloth)') L.
-~ahS--ca?s 'S is thick (in least dimension), coarse',

usually with la?q 'thickness': neuter imperfective

(usually -~a?s, clearly preferred to -cahS): 18.=



~

16,19, 19L (all -cah~, perhaps mistranscribed),

65.4A, la?q yica?~ L (twice), la?q ?i.~a?~ 'it's
thick' LMA (A four times), di~ la?q ?a?ca?~G (not

-cah~-) 'it's not thick' L, ?e~a. la?q ?i.ca?~
(or -cah~) ku~xi.d 'my what thick cloth!' L. with

class-mark for S: qahs la?~ ~edi.cah~ 'clouds are'

thick'L, la?q di.~ah~ 'it (board) is thick' M
(both the preceding perhaps mistranscribed), la?q
li.~a?~ 'it (fat on seal) is thick' L, di~ la?q

la?ca?~G 'it (fat on seal) isn't thick' L, with y-=

anatomical: la?q yi.ca?~ ~ila.? 'mans with thick

hands'L; neuter perfective: la?q ?i.ca?~~ 'it's

(become) thick (as a result of something)' L (stem-=
form perhaps analogical); inceptives and actives

(-~ah~ generally preferred, at least by L)., la?q

qa?~a?~ LM, la?q qa?~ah~ (not -~a?~ L, contra=

dicting self) 'it'll get thick' LM, la?qe~ Geca?~~

M, la?q Geca?~1 (or -~ah~~) 'it's getting thick'
L (twice), la?q Ge~ah~1 (not -~a?~~, contradic=

ting self) 'itlsgetting thick; it's getting calloused'
L, la?q ~e~a?~~ LM, la?q ~e~ah~~ 'it got thick'

L, with d-class-mark for S: 57.9G. Transitive (caus=

ative): la?q Ge~ca?~ 'make it thick~' M; with l~-=
class-mark for 0 (thematized?): le~eGe~~ah~ 'make
it coarse~' M, da. le~e~~a.~~ 'we (cust) make it

coarse'M.



c!ehg

~ehg

-~ehg (not freely used, attested only in active per=

fective) 'S rots (crumbles, disintegrates, without

putrefaction)': se~ehg1 'it got rotten' L, with
ya? 'completely': ya? ~e~ehg1 'it rotted and

disintegrated'L.
1e-~ehg 'S rots (crumbles, disintegrates, without pu=

trefaction)': ~1i~ehg1 'it got rotten' L, 'it

crumbled'M, ya? s1i~ehg~ 'it rotted away' L,
qu?1e~ehg 'it'll rot (vegetable or plant, not ani=
mal)' LM; with d-class-mark for S (tree, perhaps

partly thematized): de~e~ehg 'rotten wood' (active

imperfective nominalized) LM, di~1i~ehg} 'rotten
wood' (active perfective nominalized) S, yeqedqao

di}i~ehg~ 'old hollow tree is rotten' (neuter per=

fective) L, qu?de}e~ehg 'it (wood) will rot' M,
de}e~eog~ 'it (wood) (cust) rots' M; with d-class-=
mark and ku°l-anatomical 'thickest part': kvode=

Ge}e~ehg} 'it (tree at base) is rotting' L, kv°=

di~}i~ehg~ 'it (tree at base) rotted' Lo Transitive

(causative): with d-class-mark for 0: ya? deGe}=

~ehg 'make it (wood) rot:' M; passive: ya? ~di=

~ehg3: "sounds like someone made it rot" ('it has
been made to rot') L.

de~ehg(3:) (noun, probably d-class) 'rotted dead tree':
de~ehg 'rotten wood' M, Harrington tattch~hk.}
'dead Tree' G. Deverbalization, perhaps with -}-in=

strumental (or gerundive?).



~e .k'-~e.)t'- ~e. %
,?
,-, ~:

~e.~-~e.)t'-~e.~ (L uncertain, prefers ~e.~, A ~e.~)
~-~e.~ 'S is, becomes toothless': ?i.~~e.~~}h 'he

(baby or old person) has no teeth' (neuter perfec=

tive) L, ~e~~e.~ 'you lost all your teeth' L

(?i.~~e.~~ and ~e~~e.~ also recorded on both

occasions this stem was elicited from L. -ce.~-

on both occasions was the first and most spontaneous

form; on the second occasion L for a while thought

that "-~e.~- sounds better than -~e.~-", but fi=

nally returned to her preference for -~e.~-), form

from A (recorded on tape by Constance Naish 7 April

1967) ~e~~e.~g~th 'he lost his teeth', with -g-re=

petitive thematized, may be the correct form, but

there has been no opportunity to check L's reaation

to it.

;



~e6

~eG (final -q definitely not acceptable)

-~eG 'S uses a fork', attested only in indirect re=

flexive with de-classifier (perhaps in error for 1e-=

classifier, indirect reflexive of 0-1-~eG): with
o-sa?d 'in o's mouth': sa?d ?ede~eG 'use a fork

(putting food in your (own) mouth)~' L.
0-1-ceG 'S lifts, handles 0 with a fork': ?e%ceG

'fork it~' M, 'pitch it (e.g. fish) with a fork~'

L, qu?x1~eG 'I'll fork it' M, si%~eG1 'I forked
it'M, da. 1~e.G~ 'we (cust) fork it' M.

ceG1 (noun, unclassified, with -1-instrumental) 'fork,

forked stick, table-fork' LMA, la?dih ~eG1 'two

forks, two table-forks' L.

.



~e?q'

~e?q (final -G definitely not acceptable)

O-l-~e?q' 'S hooks 0': ?el~e?q 'hook it!' L, qu?=

xl~e?q' 'I'll hook it' L, sil~e?ql 'I hooked it'
M, with indeterminate 0 and ye~-progressive: ye~

?ile~e?~}h 'he's going about hooking things here
and there' L; passive: 63.42fnG, xu~li~e?ql 'I

got hooked' L.

~edeGd ?ilu? li~e?ql (neuteryerfective nominal=
r (t f 'j",,";.) ~:""'.}\:

ized, either 'dir'eet'~~e 'they have hooked each -
other above' or indirect reflexive «?il-lu?) pas=

sive 'they have been hooked through each other

above') attested only in Harrington ~tta.qt 'lll~'=

li'tcheql 'tree caught (lodged) in fork of other
tree in falling, Eng. "a hang-up"' G.

~e?ql (noun, unclassified, with -i-instrumental)
'hook' LMS, 63.42G, 'halibut hook'S, Galushia

Nelson ~ca'ktl 'hook-like spear or rake for eula=

chon', Old Man Dude tc~tl 'halibut hook' BSdL 549

(descriptions in BSdL 120-121), ~e?q'1:?a?luw 'big

hook'Lr1.



ce;a'

ce~~ (L momentarily also ce~~, but fairly certain of

ce~~)
-~-}-~e~~-} (noun) attested only with -Guhd 'knee'

as possessor in -Guhd~e}~e~~ 'kneecap': siGuhd=

~e}~e~~} 'my kneecap' (momentarily also -~e~~,
but finally rejected in favor of -~e~~}) L (un=

able to analyze).



, .;t;':"
cr' ~eq'-~eq'-~uq'-~q',---"

'.

~eq-~eq'-~uq-~q' (form and status uncertain, ~eq, ~q

probably incorrect, perhaps loan from, or cognate with,

Athapaskan -~~q'w 'genitals, testicles')

-~eq--~eq--~uq'--~q' (noun) 'genitals, penis, vulva':
Rezanov YqqyK~ '~~TOpO~HOH y~~ ~eHcKo~ Glied,

weibliches' conceivably to be read ?u~eq 'her

genitals', (but probably to be read as a loan from

Eskimo, Yupik ucuk 'genitals', cf. yqqya

'~~TOpO~HOH y~~ MYCKO~ Glied, mannliches' probably
to be read Eskimo ucua 'his, her genitals', Galu=

shia Nelson Gatcaq 'penis' BSdL 542 probably to

be read fu~eq' 'someone's penis, genitals', "Johnny
Stevens' Ahtena wife used a word -~eqW or some=

thing like that for -gu~ ('penis')" A, Sampson

Harry, not known to LM.



-~" ~a.S

~;:w

~a.S (probably loan from Ahtena cas [~a.SJ 'edible

(Hedysarum alpinum) root', widely diffused and phono=
logically irregular form of unidentified origin, Minto

troe, Tlingit ca3)
~a.s (noun) 1. (unclassified) '(Hedysarum alpinum)

plant' L, Galushia Nelson tcac 'artichoke-like

plant' BSdL 541 ("Another plant, said to resemble

an artichoke, was dug in early spring on the mud

flats. It has branching roots. Only the main

part of the root was eaten. It is now dug with

an axe. The root was eaten raw or roasted and

is said to have a sweet taste" BSdL 97), ~a.s=

?a?luw 'big Hedysarum plant' LM, ~a.S ?uya?d

, ~.~eh place-name, or Alaganik Slough, first

place on way up towards Alaganik ('there are

Hedysarum plants in it (0 with broad opening at

top, body of water)') L, ca.sde~qa? 'Hedysarum

stem'L.
2. (l~-class) 'edible (Hedysarum) root,

Indian potatoes' LM (L knows the Ahtena "had the

same word"), ~a.Sle~a?luw 'big Indian potato'

M.



~
~a.~geG

~a.~geG (loan from Chugach Eskimo [~a~kaqJ, from Russian

~amRa, Eyak aspirated initial probably due to influence
of ~a.~ga., q.v.)

~a.~geG (noun, unclassified) 'cup' LA (same as

~a.~ga., and preferred to ~a.~ga. LA).

,



~a'~ga'

~a'~ga' (loan from Yakutat Tlingit (Sampson Harry)

~asga 'cup', from Russiant!ann<a; see also ~a'~geG)

~a.~ga' (noun, unclassified) 'cup' LA (same as

~a'~geG, which L and A prefer), ~a'~ga'~?
'lots of cups' LM.



~e.Y-<!a.y

<!e.y-~a.y (~aey S only; ~a'y perhaps loan from Chugach
Eskimo cai, though aspirate initial irregular, cf.

5ienieg-!i.nig, ~aeSgeG, perhaps influenced by ~e.y;
~eey perhaps loan from Yakutat Tlingit ~ey, obsoles=
cent in Yakutat, Sampson Harry; ~eey "real Eyak",

~a.y "not real Eyak" L; one or both perhaps direct
",l,;:! i'JI"'" Ik~)loan from Russian qa:t:r) ,

~eey-~a.y (noun) 1. (unclassified) ~a.y S, ~e.y
'teaC-leaves) , LM, ~e.y?e~? 'lots of tea(-leaves) ,

LM, ~e.yeyu. 'quantities of tea' 52.36L.
2. (gl-class) 'tea (beverage)': ~e.y da.

~ieS~ 'we (cust) drink tea' M, ?el ~e.y si~a?

ya?d qu?X}SiS 'I'll drink this tea of mine up'

61.68A, ~e.y gelie~c¥h}h 'he loves to guzzle
tea'L, ?ew ~e.y geli.~qa?d 'boil that tea~'

L, ~e.ygve~?, ~e.ygele~? 'lots of tea' LM,
~eeygule?e? xdeleeg~ 'I (cust) [get the urge
to?] drink tea' L, ?ew ~e.y ?ida?ya.le~ gve=

sedux~ 'that tea has (too many) leaves floating

into it, floated to the top' L, g\l.sditug~ ~e.y

'tea with lots of leaves in it'.



~a.ngu.

( "it ~J~,~ ~'hc}J ."l~ ~ /~ {.. ", ~~~~N' ~., ~~ ,"v~ '---' V ;I!l:1"""'; fcc.,:/", ."1&', "", $ F ,,~
7' ' l' l~...W. )()11-1'-: ~a.ngu. (~e:eos:b"iy loan from Tll.ngit ~ ~",.'.Il.Q.~".,~dentl.=

fi"'1 ,~, ~4, c\,. i;:;" A~"~.. ""'y""
fi~~~.:2~.h~..ul.t.imately Rus sian,_~~~.g.-.Iia,H '-..!-vat... )

~a.ngu. (noun, unclassified) 'drinking-glass' L.



~a.nwa.n-~a.newa.n

~a.nwa.n-~a.nawa.n (loan from Tlingit ~anwan 'China=

man', from English, perhaps directly, or through Chinook

Jargon)
~a.nwa.n-~a.nawa.n (noun, unclassified) 'Chinese,

Chinaman': ~a.nawa.n 'Chinaman'L, ?iyah ~a.n=

wa.nyu.gu.~? ?~.~ Ge?a?~} 'my there are a lot

of Chinamen coming here~' L, ~a.nwa.nyu. 'China=

men' L; ~a.nawa.nyu.ya? (or ~a.nwa.n-) ~iyahd

'toadstool' ('Chinamen's hat') L, ~a.nwa.nyu.ya?

na.w 'a certain alcoholic beverage' ('Chinamen's

whiskey') L.



,

~

~ (postpositional stem, final element to postpositions,

preverbs, locatives, and certain other forms, and in=
itial element in postpositions o-~-a?, o-~-a., 0-=

1-~-a.-, o-~-ahd, so analyzed and identified on the
strength of clear semantic grounds, cf. especially the

sets d2, da?, da.3, dahd, and ~l, ~a?-~a., ~ahd,

not so analyzed only because insufficient semantic cla=

rity)
o-~ (postposition) 1. 'to, at, towards 0' (with

verbs referring to motion of any kind '(motion)

setting out towards but no necessarily reaching,

continuous motion, repeated motion to, towards 0';

with transitive and similar classificatory verbs,

0-1-te, O-(1-)ta, O-(1-)?a, 0-1-?ya, 0-1-ya.?,
0-1-(y)a, especially without other postpositional
phrases or preverbs, 'giving to 0'; with verbs re=

ferring to passage of time, 'to, towards, until 0';

with verbs referring to fixation of position, 'ad=

herence to 0'; with other verbs, referring to rela=

tively stationary activity or process, especially

communicative, vocal, perceptual or emotional, or
passage of time, or position with directional ori=

entation, '(communicatio~ with, perception of, at=
titude or emotion with regard to, orientation to=

wards, continuous or repeated activity or process

or passage of time at 0'), occurring with probably



all verbal mode-aspects, but especially frequent

or usual with inceptive perfective, 'repetitive,

customary, rather frequent also with imperfectives,

optatives, imperatives, conditiona~ subjunctives,
but with active perfective usual~ orrly'.-where re=

ferring to motion setting out toward but clearly

not specified as reaching 0; occasionally attested

with reflexive 0,0 never deleted, ?ed~, with

indeterminate 0, de~, frequent with reciprocal

0, ?i}~ (never *?i}i.~ L); rather irregular with

class-marks the last element of which is --1-: -l-~
usually ~ -.ne~, in certain cases _.~, occasi=

onally but perhaps less correctly -le~, and with

giyah 'water' (gl-class) as 0, consistently giyah=

~.~ (-;~); with marks the last element of which
is not -1-, -C-~ regularly > -Ce~, never

*-Ca.~: for sematically regular instances see d-=

}e-de (causative), -da, O-ta?~, a-tux, d-de-=

tux, O-}-te, O-(z-)ta, JS:-d-ta, O-gd-(}-)ta, 0-=

?_(~-)(}-)ta, }e-~x, -~e?q, O-}-~eq, -~e'--~'

2d., 11., dl't-~e'--fu', O-~i la., 2., O-}-~i la.,

O-}-c}hd, O-}-ce~, O-}-cu.x, O-c}hs, O-}-ca?
(ca?l), O-de+ 1. (de't4), -sid, 'tV.dl-}-gih3-g,

~-l-}-gV.S, O-}-gahG, }e-ge~d, ?i-ga', -k}hd,

o-}-kv.?d, O-kah}, d-}-~a?~, ?i-}~xu~, O-xu?~=
(-g), -xu}- (causative), }e-xu}, O-}-qe~, l'td-=



qeme~d-l, -qe, O-qa (qal) , O-qa (qa2) , y-l-qa

(qa3), le-qa.?, l-qu, O-qe~ 1., O-~ahd 1.,

O-}-~ahd 1., O-~?~, d-le-;U?G, O-~e, gld---=
wa?}- (causative), l-wehs-g, O-(r-)wus-, -le?g

2.,7., a-leG, ?i-Ieh- 1., d-le lb., ?i.lih-le,

ye; l-de-Ia-~ (la-na2), le-?ni~, de~?yahG 2.,

-?ya 4., 34a., d-?ya 2e.,3a., GI-?ya 8., 0-=
~ yl-de-?ya, ~dl-?ya, l-?ya (causative), 0-1-=

ya.?, ?il-~ O-?-1-1-?e.5 (?e?5), _?~?~, le-?a?~,

O-dl-l-?e 1., ?i-}-?e~-?~ 1.,8., O-(r-)?a 1.,

16., -?a' 2., 6b., 11., O-l-(y)a, O-?-(l-)l-(y)a

-a, }e-a; with class- and anatomical marks: ?u.=

ne~ 'towards it (I-class)' L, teG}aole~, teG}a.ne~

(latter preferred) 'towards a hammer' L, teGlele~

Gao~, teGlaone~ Gao} 'it (fly) is walking towards
the hammer' L, ~iyahd?a.ne~ 'tpwards a hat' L,

?i~a.ne~ 'towards a mountain' L, ~ahlti.ne~ 'to=

wards a feather, leaf' L, ~~eh}qi.le~ 'towards a

rope' L, ?i.ne~ deGel~a?~l 'it's flying towards

your head' L, caoAi.ne~ 'towards a stone' L, ca.=

Ae~ ?t.l?~? 'look at the stone:' M, see also 0-=

l~dl-~ below, giyahgv.~ (consistently throughout),
ca?lde~ 'towards a knife' L, deqa.gde~ ?ida?

'move (sitting) towards the fire:' L, ?ew lisde~

?ew ~ewa. ?el lao~qi.ne~ da.~ Gel~io? 'tie
the dog up to that tree with this string:' L, lis=



de~ ?}.}?~? 'look at the tree:' M, ~ahd}de~

Ga.}}h 'he's walking to the car' L, 3ewu}gu}eh=

ge~ 'towards the ball of yarn' L, ~i~gede~

'towards the grass' L, siqi.de~ 'towards my foot'

L, siqi.de~ Aa.~a?~eh 'watch (what I'm doing

with) my feet~' L, siye~ Aa.~a?~eh 'watch (what

I'm doing with) my hands~' L, siYe~ deGe}~a?~}

'it's flying towards my hand' L, see also o-y-~

below, ~gede~ dexu}g 'outboard motor' ('it con=

tinuously revolves at something's rump') L; with

reflexive 0: ?ed~ Aa.~a?det'uh 'look B.t your=

self:' L, qeh~ ?ed~ ?ixs}i3a.~} 'I locked my=

self out' L (probably preverbialized); with inde=

terminate 0: de~ O-~'i 'S ties 0 up (to indeter=

minate 0)', de~ dege~d 'bandage' ('it is made to

adhere to indeterminate 0') L; instances of special

semantic interest, some of which do not clearly fall

into the semantic categories described above: ol_~

02-deGeleh-yeq-d ~-ta 'something is on 02,s mind

against 01" o-~ ~-?-}e-tuh 'S is too lazy for,

to do 0', o-~ d-qe.~ 'S is peeved at 0', o-~

?i.lih-le 'S recovers desire for 0' o-~ d-?yahG

'S yearns for 0', o-~ ya? -?ya 'S gets used, ha=

bituated to 0', ol_~ ~Siyah 02-1a?~ d-?ya '02

is angry with 01" o-~ d-?a.G '$r;:tires of 0

(food)', ol_~a? 02_~ -~a' 'S is stingy towards



2 10 about 0, o-~ d-le 'S addresses, answers 0'

(cf. o-~ d-le 'S says to 0'), ?ew~ ?e%xu}

'screw it in(to it):' L, o-~ -le?g 'S bothers,

molests, hurts, touches (moves hand to) 0', o!_~
2 1 20 -d -le?g 'S leaves, grants 0 0', o-~ d-?ya

'there are extra S for 0', o-~ de-~ewi' 'S has

good luck from 0', o-?! (?we~) -t'e'--t'u' 'S is

related to 0' ('S is thus, lives towards 0', -t'e'=

-t'u'll.).

2. With optative verbal clause, usually con=

taining qi? 'place where, time when', subordinated

os 0, 'until': see qi? 2a.; perhaps also, infre=

quently, without qi?: ~~.? ?ixiiih~ 'until I

finish making it (canoe)' L (perhaps incomplete),

?u?la.xi%gah~ 'until I know' L (perhaps incomplete),

qi? ?ewga?kih ?a?diyah?!, ?ixi?ehga? ?a?diyah?!

'until she's old enough, old enough for me to marry

her' 9.27A.

o-y-~ (postposition, with y-anatomical 'hand' thema=

tized) 'into o's clutches, victimf to 0': see -t'e'=

--t'u' 12., ~~iyah ?iye?! deGedeleh 'you're get=

ting yourself bad luck by playing with fire' L; once

apparently o-y-y-~ with ~-indefinite 0 and the=

matized y-anatomical 'dangerous beast', perhaps in=

correct: ~yey&~ qu?yiyah 'you'll fall victim (go

into the clutches of) a wild beast' L.

--"



o-l~dl-~ (postposition, with mark including l~- or

l;d-anat0mical 'eye', always realized o-le~e=
Aa.~) 'in presence, view, sight of 0': o-l~dl-~

qenuh O-(~-)ta 'S shows 0 0', o-l~dl-~ ?i-ga'
'S dances for (in presence of) 0'.

o-d-~ (postposition, with d-thematic 'oral, noise')

'in order to hear 0': attested only in personal

name of Marie Smith ?ude~ k'uqe~e?a?C! 'people go

to hear her' M.

-C! (final element to postpositions, preverbs, loca=

tives, and certain adverbial forms) meaning and u=

sage as for o-~; probRbly occurring as final to all

postpositions, preverbs, locatives, and adverbs ad=
mitting the suffixation of any final, but not suf=

fixed to forms ending in a consonant other than _?

or -h without the interposition of -a-, e.g.

o-q-~ > o-qe~; with certain postpositions and

preverbs ending in -a?-, requiring or optionally

conditioning expansion and nasalization, -a?-~ >
-~.~: see ?i~~~a?-, qa?-, y-qa?- (qa?-q~.),

?i~-qa?-, ya.~-~e-qa?- (qa?-q~.-qa.); for all
instances see deG, o-deG, o-di.-~, o-d-di.-~,

da?, o-da?, (o-)d-da?, o-g-da?-, o-l-da?-,

~.da?C!, o-y-da?, o-c~?-da? (da?l), da.- (da.2),
o-da.- (da.3), d~.?, Aa.d~.?, ta?, o-~a?, ?i~=

-~a?-, ~a?qe?~-, o-~a.-~ (~a?-), o-~ah-, 0-=



c}e?_, ~a-ciya?-, ?}eca?- (ci?-), o-s}h, 0-=
sa? o-~-ae o-~-~-ae- ~i-~-ao- X~-~~o-, , , , .g or .

o-kae-i (ka?-), o-~ah, ?ala-~ah, ~iya?, 0-=

xah, o-d-xwah-, qid, qi?, ~ae qi?, qa?-,

y-qa?- (qa?-q~o), o-qa?, ?i~-qa?-, yaoi-~a-=

qa?- (qa?-qf}.°-qae), qanuh, O-q', o-l-q, o-dil-q',

(o- )q'ay ~n xie- o-xa? xa?-dih- o-

Xae_T (xa?;. ) xao? XRo? o-x~e? o-l-x~o?.~l". , 0 , or, .r, .r'

~?, ?}e5~i?- (lah5-) , laG, o-laG (laG2),

la?q' (la?q2), li?, o-li?, o-leh, lah (la-=

nal) , o-lah (la-na2) , o-la?, o-la?q' (la?-na?) ,

lue (lue2), o-lu?, yaenu? (lu?-nu?), yanae?

(nae?), yaq' (yaqI) , o-yaq' (yaq2), yaq (yaq3) ,
2qeeya~ (yai), o-ya~, o-~-ya~, o-d-~-ya~

(ya~3), ya? (ya?2, ya?3) , o-ya?, ya? (ya?4) ,

yae-q, y~o?, o-?aeg, ?a?q, o-?ih- (?ihl), 0-=
?ee-~ (?e.l), o-?e?, o-lae~-e?-, ?ad-i-~, (0-=

)d-ie?_q (e?-), Gdl-?aew, Aae?~h (?~hl), 0-=

?~..?, ?~o- (?al-), ?ue_, ~a-ya-?ue- (?aw-),
to certain adverbs: see daGida? (daG), -dah 2e

(dah3), ~i~ (~i-~i?), ~aedih- (~a.), daqiekih

(qie); occurrences of special semantic interest:

?ue~ o-dahd ?u-?-l-ta 'S hears 0 there' 21be29A,

34 118 120 122L xied Yaenu?~ ?ahnuedahd ?u?=e , , ,.

liditah, "giyah si%ga?~ eeo" dal:j.hinue, ~ied

yaonu?~ 'way yonder down below (surface) they are



--

heard, "I'm thirsty..." they're saying, way down

below' 51.65-66A, GaAa.?a.w~ ~a? yi~eh 'it's

a glacier in the distance' 61.34A, ?u.~ ?a~dih

yi~eh 'is missing there' 15.9M, ?uYaqa~ ~c}hth
'is singing inside it' 11.185A (see also 10.13,

11.169A and cf. ?awyaqa~ahd ~c}h 'sings from

inside it' 10.12A), da.~duw k}.~}h 'where is

it crying?' 36.7A, qi?~ ~c}?deleh 'where some=

one is talking' 37a.4, 7L.(see also 30.3L), ?u'~

qadada?a.~inu. 'they're crying there' 24.24A (cf.
?u.d qadeda?a.~inu. 'they're there crying, they're

crying there' 24.25A, ?u.d k}.~}h 'cries there'

23.64A), (~i.d) ~~hd qi?~ Gede?eh '(way yon=
der) where smoke is visible' 18.82, 47c.42L, te?=

ya?gu~ah ?u'~ Ga?}h~h 'she seoo a fishtail there'

46.7M, ?awsa?~ ~la~ ?ise~?~h~ 'she saw some=
thing in its mouth' 43.18M, ?U'~ ?u?Ga~acah da.~

'when it shows there' 65.10A, dede.d ?u'~ ~i.yah

'you may eat anything there' 11.162A, da~~ih ?U'~

?uleh GalaGa?ya.~ da.~d~huw 'a number of years are

passing for her there and' 25.40A, ?ahnu. ?uqa?~

sileh G~.sa?yah~inu. 'those amongst whom I spent

a year' 25.1B3A, o-qa?-~ ?i.ll.?e'J: 'S (male) marries

amongst 0' 11.3, 21b.67, 32.17A, ?u'~ ?isi?eh3:,

?ahnu.qa? 'be married there, amongst them' 11.4A

(cf. dede.d G~.di~i~gwelahyu.qa?~ahd ?i.?e.~}h



'he (cust) marries (from) amongst any sort of

bird-people' 10.172A), de?u.~ ??hd seleGl}h

'he left her alone there' 4.19M, de?u.~ ?ahnu.=

~ah sele?gl 'they let her be there' 20.57A,

de?a.~ sid sele?gl 'they let me be here' 20.=

66A (cf. ?i~ ?ud qu?xle?g 'I'll grant it to

you 61.11, 18A, de?u.d ?ew~ah ?ele?g 'leave

it be there:' 2lb.31A), de?u.~ ?ahnu. seleGz~h

'they abandoned her there' 49.49A, de??~ ?ele~=

leG}h 'pl. abandon her here~' 49.81A; in certain

cases where preverb itself refers to motion and

mode-aspect is not one which is usual with -~ fi=

nal, -~ final may mean 'further': see especially

y~.?
-~-l 'suffixes to verb stem, probably -~- with

-} gerundive, attested with class I open stems on=

ly, stem long) '(in order) to, for (purpose of)',

clearly attested in only two deverbalizations:

~qu?we~e.~, ~qa?~e.~}, ~~e.~} 'hunting, to

kill something', ~wa.~l 'to eat', requiring z-=

classifier in eonstruction with verbs of locomo=

tion; possibly also in le.~, q.v.

o-~-a? (postposition, o-~ with -a? augment)

meaning exactly as for o-~, far less frequent

than o-~ (though relatively frequent in Reza=

nov) except with proper and place-names and for=



eign words as 0, and with deleted reflexive 0 in

indirect refelxive constructions: Rezanov AFb-~a

')\aTb geben' ?~i!a? 'to him', XYJKM~a ')\aff ge=
ben (Imperat.) , xu Si~a? 'to ~~', Ty~aTY=

KoceTa ~oMY? wem?' du.~a?duw ...'to whom

...?', dedu.~a? ?eta? 'give it to anybody~' M,

si~a? ?e~qe~, si~a? Ge~qe~ 'push it to me~'

M, Rezanov ~~aRXKaTe~AR 'O6epHMcb sich drehen,
wend en (Imperat.) , Si~a? te~ .edela? 'turn to

face toward me:', lliMqJ.1:BAARTa 'llOEOpOTMCb drehen,
wenden (Imperat.) , si~a? la?teh 'turn close to

me (in bed)~' L, Rezanov XeHxM~aMTa 'BeAM' (not

in Radlov 'order' command" ) x;.x;h~a? ?ita?, ., .'T ' 'take it to him!', Mollyi!a? ?ide?eh5 'you're in=

vited to Mo).ly'~' L, ?u?se?eh53:, ~i3:Qa.g~a'i 'in=

vited them, to Chilf~~' 57.3G, ~ Q! ~ ~i!a?

se~ah3: 'they boated to the ~ Q! ~ ~' 68.=

IO2A, qi'i we~ ~.~eh~a? 'to camp' 64.9G, qi'i

we~ 'li.~eh~a? 'to where t~ey lived' 57.3IG; si~

?eta?, never *si~a? 'ieta? 'give it to me~' L;

see also 11.125A; probably also in ~~'lw} ?}h,

perhaps also in ~a?; with deleted reflexive 0 ~

indirect reflexive constructions (?ed~ or ~a?,

never *i! L, ?ad~a? not attested): i!a? O-?_=

de-?eh5 'S invites, summons, calls 0 over (to self)',

~a? (?ed-~) 0-3:-u?g- 'S holds 0 tight against



self' (see O-}-u?g la.,2a. under le?g-), ~a?

?ad~ Gax}a~ux}}h 'I'm holding him tight against

me' L, ~a? GadaSe?g}~h da;vh 'a person becom=

ing stooped (towrds self, with age)' L, ?u~ ~a?

yaxdal}h~h 'I motion him towards myself with my

hand'L, qid ~a? Gaxdata.} 'I'm taking it (e.g.

gun) down (sideways, off the wall, towards myself)'

L, qid ~a? Gaxda;ahd} 'I'm taking it (e.g. gun)

down (lengthwise, off the wall, towards myself)' L,

~a? di?Ga}a?u?G 'take a deep breath~' L, ?u.~ahd

~a? xsdik}hd} 'I jerked my hand quickly away from

there (towards myself)' L, ~a?qe?~ ~a? xusdi=

5a?} 'I got yanked backwards' L.

-~-a? (final element to postpositions, locatives,

and certain adverbial forms, probably also to pre=

verbs, though not so attested) meaning and usage

exactly as for -~ final, but far less frequent

(except in Rezanov), perhaps slightly emphatic;

suffixed, as -~, with interposed -a- to forms

ending with a consonant other than _? or -h:

with postpositions: ?awqa~a? yahd saqeh}}h 'he

boated out onto it' 12.4G, ~a?~qa~a? qe? ?ida=

l~hinu. 'they wanted to get back (on)to the is=

land' 57.lIG, yahdda?luwda~a.~a~a? s}t?eh}:j.h ',.

'she married into a big house' 49.lIA, ?udat'a.~d

?adqu?li.ta?}da~a.~a~a? ?aw ?i}~a?d sa}ah}



---

'they (took them to and) hung them up in a smoke=
house' 37b.73A, zg~ya?~a? ?ex~ya.~ 'I (cust) put

them in~' 65.24A,!(cf. ~ya?l! 65.25A), ma.=

ya?~arl sah~~h 'went to the lake' 25.87A; with 10=

catives; ?u.~a? qu?xah 'I'll go over there' L,
"o..&.. ~?U:~a?c 1 thither , 25.97,98, 28.69",6l.51A, Rezanov

TOOH~a 'Ry~a HH6Y~b irgend wohin' de?..~a?, ?~.=

~a? ?e~~a.~e?e.~ 'he (cust) sneaks hither' 9.69A,

~i.l!a? qa. ?u?sdi?eh5~ 'we're invited yonder' L,
Rezanov XM~-aa 'Ty~a dorthin' ~i.~a? 'way over

thither', Ta~-aT~ 'Ry~a? wohin?' da.~a?d 'whi=

ther?', Ta~aTRecce 'HHRy~a nirgendshin' da.~a?d

...; ~i~a?, de~i~a?, di~i~a? 'always' (= ~i~,

de~i~, di~i~), see under ~i-~i?
o-~-a. (postposition, with expanded augment, attested

with zero, -d, -~, -~, and -~ahd finals) ~in general

direction of, oriented, moving towards (without reach=

ing) 0' 1. with zero final (relatively rare) :;~_a.

?u.l!av sah~ 'you went right towards it (without

seeing it), you got "hot"' L.
lb. With reciprocal 0, 'in a row, consecutive=

ly'; Rezanov ~b~a~bRaR~ 'BCRROfi ~~Hb t~gliah'

?i~~a. ye~qa.g 'days in a row' ('days keep dawn=

ing consecutively') M.
2. With -d final (uncertain): ?i~a.d Ge=

~e?q~da.~ ye~ gu~e?a?~inu. 'they're standing in



a straight line (towards you)' M (perhaps for ?ii=

?!a.d 'in a row').

3. With -~ final: a. si~a.~ Ga.iih 'he's.
walking towards me' L, ?i~~.?!a.~ Gaoi:J.h 'he's

going towards the mountain' M, si~a.?! Gelqe~,

si~a.~ ?e~qe~ 'push it im my direction!' M, ?i=

~a.?! qi.qah da.; ~a? ?el de3ahGi ?u?!a.~ ya?~

?i.tah 'as it starts to burn towards you you should

hold up this staff towards it' 34.66M, si?!a.~ ye~

leGedela? 'turn around towards me:' M, with demon=

strative locatives as 0: 68.85A, ?~.~a.~ ?a.?,

'i>~.~a.?! ?iya? 'come over here:' L, ?u.~a.~ sah=

i:J.h 'he went in that direction' L, ~i.~a.~ sahi}h

'he went in yonder direction' L, ~i.~a.~ yahd Se=

qehi}h 'he boated way out yonder' L, ~i.~a.~ Ge=

qe.l~h 'he's boating way thither' L.

3b. Idiomatic, 'next to, next after 0 (in or=

der, rank, not physical proximity)': 10.246, 247,

11.62,63,63, 63A, ~le~ ?io~~h}h~a.~ y}.h}h
'second chief &fo~~~-~~~~t~~' BSdL 543, si~a°?!

y~.hfh 'my next oldest sibling after me' L, Gei=

delye~ lah~a.d y}.h}h si~ewe~ 'my next-to-oldest

older brother' (man speaking) L, ~di?lahG~a.?!

y}.h}h 'second chief of opposite moiety' BSdL 543,

?~~a.?! xu' 'I'm the next (sibling) after him' L;

with demonstrative locative as 0: ?~.~a.~ ya.li?d



yi%eh 'next to here is a sleeping-room' 11.131,

131A.

3c. With reciprocal 0: ?i%~a'~ 'lined up
., L1.n a row.

4. With -~ final: a. Rezanov mHqaX~ ~a=
npOTHB~ gegenfiber (mir) , ~i~a'~ '(moving within

direction) towards me' , ?t~a.x xadaxi%tah% 'I'mA " "

aiming, pointing it at it' L, Rezanov OyqaX~b=
XOT~ '~~AHTb zielen' ?~~a.x ?a%xu~ 'shoot1\ .
straight at it~', see also o-~-a.-q below; with

demonstrative locative as 0: ~i.~a'~ ya~ da'~

'he's moving around across (bay) there' L.

4b. Idiomatic, 'helping 0': o-~a'~ ya~

da-a-~ 'sg. S guards, protects 0', o-~a"~ -a

'sg. S helps 0', o-~a"~ -?a?~ 'pl. Shelp 0',

o-~a.~ ?i"lih-?ya 'S is for (pro) 0, on o's side,

in favor of 0, sides with 0'; frequently with de=

leted reflexi~o in indirect reflexive construc=

tion: ~a.~ da-a 'S helps self, controls self,

has control over situation, can "help it'" (often

negative).

4c. Perhaps in proper name of Jerry Nelson,

Eyak man, ~a.~alah LMAS ('moving around point'

LM, see ~alah and o-lah, but more likely <

~a"~ lah 'helper', see lah 2b. under la-nal).

5. With -~ahd final 'from', with locative



as 0: ?~.~a.~ahd 'from this direction' 65.4,

68.109A.

o-~-a.-q' (postposition, o-~-a. compounded as 0
of o-q' 'on 0', attested with zero and -d finals)

1. 'in a straight line towards, aimed straight at

0': with zero final: ?u~a.q' ?isi%~i~ 'I aimed
and shot (arrow) stright at it' L, ?ew~a.q' ?i=

se}xu~ 'he got a direct hit (with gun) on it' LM,

with -d final: 27a.4L, si~a.qd 'even with me,

lined up with me' L, ~~a.q'd ~edixi1tah1 'I'm

aiming it (at something)' M, ~~a.qd ~edeGeta?

'aim it (at something):' M, ?ew~a.qd ?u?lixi}=

~ah 'I'm aiming it at it' L, ?ew~a.q'd ?u?leGe%=

xa? 'aim it at it" L...
2. 'at, along 0 (mark)': gig ?ew~a.q ye~

sekug} 'it broke exactly along, at it (mark)' L.

3. 'unexpectedly encountering ("running

straight into") 0': ~ig ?u~a.q siyah%:i-h 'I
ran right into him, met him unexpectedly' L, si=

~a.q sah%:i-h 'he encountered me' L.

4. Perhaps in personal name, of Eyak man,

qu?}~a.q'ta.?, see qu?~.
5. With reciprocal 0, 'in (a straight) line

with each other': with zero final: Rezanov R...

E~~qaR~ (crossed out, replaced with MTTa ?idah

'alright') 'llpHMO gerade' ?i}~a.q', ?i%~a.q' qe=



1iyah1, ?i1~a.q qesdiyah1, ?i1~a.q qes1iyah1

'they've been lined up straight in a row' L, with

-d final: ?i1~a.qd qesa1ah1 'they're lined up

in a straight row' L.

0-1-~~a.- (postposition, with -d, -~, -~, and -~ahd

finals) 'side of 0' (usually one of two opposing

sides or directions, as left/right, upper/lower,

inside/outside, front/back, frequently with post=

positions or preverbs as 0; not directly suffixed

to forms ending in -~, where interposed -?i---i?--

-i---a- is required, probably reduced forms of

?e?-) 1. with -d final 'at rest, nominalization':

Rezanov TJIereJIbqaT'E> 'Ra JIt:&BO links' Jl:'ih.';::i1~a. d

L, Jl:'ih.';::a1~a.d 'left side' M, Rezanov KyqyJIbqaT'E>

, 'Ra npaBO rechts' ~5u.1~a.d 'right side' M, ~=

5u.1~a.d ya. '(the one on the) right (side)' (of

hand, foot, boot) 51.78,80,61.45,46,46,46,

55A, ~5u.~~a.d ya~ dex1ale?g~ 'I'm right-hand=

ed' L, ~ala.g1~a.d 'autumn' M (L rejects), x~ah=

da1~a.d 'towards summer' 33.40A, ~edaGu.1~a.d

(ya.) ?~.~ayah 'his upper teeth' L, ~edaGu.~=

~a.d ya. ?udakUhd 'his upper lip' L, ~aye~u.:1:=

~a.d (ya.) ?u;v.1ayah 'his lower teeth' L, ~e=

ye~.1~a.d ya. ?udekuhd 'his lower lip' L, ~a=

ya~u.:1:~a.d ya. di~ 'the lower ones not' 28.78A,

(~i.d) ~eya?u.~~a.d '(yonder) way over (on the)



farther (side)' 11.179, 61.77A, sida?~~a.d 'my

front side' L, sida?~~a.d ya? qu?xtah 'I'll

put it in my bosom' L, side~a.na?q~~a.d 'my back

side' L, ?¥.da.?~~a.d 'heads (face) side (of

coin)' L, siwa.~~a.d yi.hih 'the one (sibling)
next after me (in age)' L, ~eli?}~a.d 'back, be=

hind-side of area~ downriver side' L, Si.da?~~a.d
'west side' 64.7G, 'windward side' M, ?edi~i?~=

~a.d 'interior side, inside surface' LM, ?edi~i?=

~~a.d ~ce? 'inside meat' M, 'diaphragm' G, tao=

ya?d}~a.d (perhaps for ta.ya?~~aod) 'front,

doorway-side (of ho~e, facing road)' M, BSdL 545,
?i~le~~.?l~a.d 'both sides (opposing sides, e.g.
of paper)' L, ya.';a.geGeda.leya?}~a.d yao 'fourth

finger (one on side of middle finger)' L; with-~

final: di~ ~ih~e~~a.~ ye~ de}sle?g~Gih 'he's

not left-handed' 61.47A, ~i.d ;eye?u.l~a.~ qew

ysq seweh~ 'he swam ashore yonder way over on the
far side' 61.77A, ~eli?~~ao~ '(moving up from the)

downriver (side)' L; with -~ final: ye;?i~~a.~

'northwestward' 32.26, 26A, ~e1~?i~~a.~ lah se=

qehlih 'he (boating) turned out oceanward' M, ?e=

di~il~a.~ lah seqehiih 'he (boating) turned in
shoreward' M, ~i.d ~eys?u.l~a.~ lah seqehiih
'he boated around over yonder to the other side

(of point)' M, 43.31M, ~eye?u.l~ao~ ?ideGe}?a.i



'smoke is going farther away' L; with -~ahd fi=

nal: ya~?i}~a.~ahd 'from the Northwest' 68.109A.
}i-~-a.- (postpositional phrase, with adverbial }i-

'one'? as 0 (see under }i-}i?), attested with -d,

.~, and -~ finals) 'one side, aside': with -d fi=

nal: ii~a.d 'aside (out of the way)' L, ?u.d
}i~a.d y~.? Gata? 'set it down aside~' L, ii-=

~a.d sdi~a?gi 'it's written on one side' ('one

side is spotted') L; with -~ final; 'to one side,

sideways, aslant; over (to the other side, to the
revers, obverse side)': ii~a.~ ya.?aog lasali%
'moon is getting back to half-full' L, %i~a.~

yahd 'hunter's lean-to' ('one-sided house') BSdL

545, L, %i~a.~ la~ifxu% 'his eyes are turned to 4--
one side' L, ii~a.~ qid d-?a~, %i~a.~ ya?

d-?a' 'S stands (extends) aslant', ii~ao~ y~.?

~a.sa~a?~'% 'it fell over sideways' L, ~id %i=
~a.~ ya~ daiale?g~:j.h 'he uses only one hand' L,

ya~ ?adaxwe.%~, %i~a.~ 'it's (cust) turned over,
to the other side' 65.10A, %i~aO~ ?a~ ?a%ya.?

'move them over to the other side:' L, nominalized:

?aw }i~a.~ ?awa. ya.nu? qasacu.x% 'he thrust

the other ends of them into the ground' 47b.39M

(perhaps for }i~a.d); with -~ final: %i~a.~ ?u=

gula~ade.% ?awa. ?u'~ ?u?Ga}acah da.~ 'when
its spine sho~along one side there' 65.10A, ii=



~a.~ gusi.kih daGa~?ehd da.~ 'when they're a

bit dry on one side' 65.l5A.

o-~-ahd (postposition, with zero (-d) final only. <

-~ d, for -d 'privative, ablative', perhaps

-hd, see o-d and -d under d2, ~ahd2, yahd3,

Yahd4) la. '(originating in or at and continuously

or repeatedly moving or emanating) from 0 (with no

reference to endpoint or destination)', occurrences

incomp~ely cited: 9.133, 11.37A, l4.6L, l5.l5M,

24.57,28.135, 5l.28A, 63.l2G, 68.59A, Rezanov
YqaTRe~~R~~~ax~ 'P~x~ schneiden (Imperat.) , ?u=

~ahd qid ~G&~ca~, ?u~ahd qid ~.lca~ 'cut

something off (down from) it:' L, du.~ahdduw 'whom

(did you get that) from?' L, ?u~ahd Gal~?d(uh)

'wipe it off it:' (Rezanov ~HqHCTH reinigen,

~EHO staubig'), sdu.lihGda~ahd qid disliqahGl

'it fell from the table' L, si~ahd Ga.l}h 'he's

going away from me' L, si~ahd sahl}h 'he went

away from me' L, with adverbialized postpositional

phrase as 0: dane.~da.~~ahd 'from the very be=

ginning' L, with reciprocal 0: ?i}~ahd qe.ya~

~di?a?~inu. 'they went away from each other

again'L.

lb. With verbal clause with qi? 'place

where' as 0: 25.57fnA, giyah qi? li? gali.?ah=

~ahd 'from where the stream runs down' 2lb.8A,



.c, ,

'..,.

?u'd qi? ~dede?ehdg~ahd ?ew ya?~ se~eh1

'he picked it up onto his back from where things

were being dried there' 9.156A, qi?de; ?u;a?

Ii? ~eAa'sa?yahl~ahd 'from where she had run in

by him' 23.35A, ?ew giyahya? qi? sahl~ahd

'from where she went into the water' 25.63A (or

'after she went into the water', see 2b. below).

lc. With various more or less extended

meanings: o-~ahd ?i'lih-?ya 'S gives 0 good
luck' ('S is mentally situated emanating from 0'),

qeq yil}hinu', ?uni.~~ahd 'they're grebes,

(judging) from their noses' 24.36A, seqe.Geyu.

da?se~~a?l}h, ?uqa?~ahd 'she had children, by

her husband' 49.23A, ?ew lis~ahd qe? ~~.? se=

lilinu. 'they made new ones from (out of) spruce'

68.35A, qa.ta'?~ahd '(rainbow is) from God' 5l.6A.

2. 'from (time of) 0, after, since 0', a.:

1912~ahd 'since 1912' 62.11G, ~~hGih~ahd ya.=

?a'g '1:30' ('half after one') L, deGa.q~ahd

ya'?a.g '10:30' L, la?dih ~ela.g ?u~ahd ?~'=
sdi?ahl 'two winters are over since that' L, ?u=

~ahd leh G~.sa'?yahl 'a year ago' ('a year has

passed since that.) L, t'uh~ga? ?u~ahd yese~qahl

qi?de~ ses}hl 'he died three days ago' ('three

since then have dawned, the time he died') L.

2b. With verbal clause subordinated as 0,

..



'after ..., since ...': in semantically non-=

customary context, subordinated verb in active per=

fective: 2a.11M, 20.97, 25.211, 51.77A, 59.10

Galushia Nelson, ?ew ~aseh~~ahd, ?aw ~axa.~}=

~ahd, ?awahd ?isa}qah~ 'after he killed it,

after he cleaned it, he made a fire for it' Ib.12M,

twice active imperfective: 47b.38M, 47c.32L, once

inceptive imperfective: 60.63A; in formally and/or

semantically customary context, subordinated verb
in conditional: neuter conditional: '?wa~ '?a?x~=

~eh~ahd qaw, ?i~~a?d ?ax~ya.~ 'after I've kept

them thus, I (cust) ahng them up' 65.13A, inceptive

conditional: 56.4L, 65.11,21, 50A; with qi?

'place where, time when' in subordinated clause,

perhaps incorrect, perhaps redundant, or perhaps

specifically 'ever since when': qi? ?~.da? ?i=

se%?~h~~ahd yi~a?d}h 'ever since he came here

he's been sick' L, ?ew giyahya? qi? sah%~ahd

'from where she went into the water', or perhaps

'(ever) after she went into the water' 25.63A.

-~-ahd (final element to postpositions, preverbs,

and locatives, suffixed to forms ending in -~,

-q with interposed -a- or -i-, as for -~)

meaning same as that of o-~-ahd: attested with

o-c}?-da? (da?l), o-da.- (da.3), o-~a.-~

(~a?-), o-sa?, o-~-a., o-}-~-a.-, qi? ~a.



qi?, o-qa? (qa?-q~.-qa.), o-q If., li., 3d.,

3f., o-d~l-q, yaonu? (lu?-nu?), o-Yeq (yeq2),
o-ya? (ya?4), ?ed-i-~ (?e?-), with locatives:
da.- (dao2), ~i.-, ?~.- (?el-), ~e-s~o-,

?u'- (?ew-).
-de~ahd (final element to postpositions locativized

with ~e- 'area' as 0, -d final with -~ahd final)

meaning same as that of o-~-ahd: ~i.d ~edeGde=
~ahd 'from way above' 23.128, 25.55A, ~elahsde=

~ahd ?i-d-}-?a' '(offshore) wind comes (shore=

ward) from out in Gulf oj Alaska'. ~
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C'e?l (for L also C'e"?; ~hapS to be identified with

C'e?2 and/or related to C'e.?'}-o-~c_,
)

?ed-de-C'e? (attested only in reflexive) 'S is, be=

comes rusty': ?edsdi~e?} (also -~e.?} L) 'it's

rusted' LMA, ?edGede~e?} (or -C'e"?} L) 'it's

getting rusty' LMA, ?edqu?deC'e? (or -~e.? L)

'it'll get rusty' LMA, ?edidi~e.?1 (expanded

stem?) 'it's got lots of rusty spots on it' (neu=

ter perfective) L, with class-marks for S: ?edqi.=

lisdi~e?1 'it (chain) rusted' L, ?edqu?dedeC'e?

'it (knife) will rust' L, ?edisdi~e?1 « ?ed-d-)

'it (knife) rusted' L. ~
~ ", ~1t');j :;~, c~~f.,{ flft::l ~;

j (VI ~ " t:~~. ,: it'i ~ 'f) ~ t tJ!!'", a. I I' ~ Wf.I !,;;r_!1t. ~ ! -.' ,)
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~e?2 (perhaps to be identified with ~e~l)

~e? (noun, unclassified) '(firm) feces, dung' LM,

Rezanov ~e 'MCllpaEHeH!e Excremente', lixahya?
~e? 'grizzly-bear dung' l8.6L, ~e?e~? 'lots

of dung' LM.

~e?ga? le~i.~eh (noun, l~-class) 'brown beads' L.

Nominalization, 'they (berry-like) are like feces
(in color)'.

-~e? (noun, unclassified) '(firm) feces, dung':

~ewa.~e? 'dog feces' M; Rezanov RaTeRAbqe 'M~~b

Kupfer' Gedegi}~e? 'brass, dark shiny copper'

('sun-excrement') L (cf. Swanton Social Conditions.
Beliefs ~ ;j:Jin~istic Relationships Qf ~ Tlingi t
In~ians 26th Annual Report, Bureau of American Eth=

nology, 1908, p. 448, reference to "sun's manure"f~' 
in a box of articles bringing wealth), RezanovIf;!t 
RaTeKJIbqeOXCJIeHeJIb 'M'I:>JIHoM kupfern' Gedege}~e?

we~ s}ini} 'brass has ~ --thus', Rezanov

RaTaKJIbqeKOmTJIHJ!-9~---~--;~' jrwtifr 't..."" ment' G edegi}=
\1-vt"""'J J ~'<Ii:};?!e ? ~C~ 0 ~ ; \ "'-, ,,'~ ~ -~ ~

~~ .)-..II G~;jI. -:- ~ -D Y ~, 1\
-~ ~ ~ ~ .w~" , V'--" I' L ~ ~ -.)

k """ 1 \) F"" -Or P ,\ ,1 JJI\fIJ\o III1A ~ J~W' vJ~ ~..I ~ 1-' 1dw-' , ~M,
t::J brrJ ~1.,tS~"--~~.,JI4/ \ ~ ',~ 4'" 'vi

'f\ 'k, /! , .j: -rf-,1~ li\W'-l ~-,- Ij'" J/"..;)
,,- ~ I.#\.Ao\Jt ') rr,'~~ CO! ',' c'" t .c.~ " ('"" ' ,-." .~'"' v "

~ ~ ;-" "~"t..A.f /II) , r.NI' ()
"'"'" -



"sleep" (dried mucus particles normally accumulating

in inside corner of eye)' ('eye-excrement') L.

l~d-(de-)~e? (de-classifier apparently optional) 'S's

eyes become "sandy'" (see above): J:i~ le:J$:edi.~e?J:=

:i-h 'his eyes are always "sandy'" (neuter perfective)

L, le~edixsdi~e?J: 'my eyes got full of "sleep'" L.

-~e? 'S defecates': Rezanov A~qe 'HCnpaxHHT~CH

Cacare' ?e~e? 'defecate:', yi~e? 'you're defeca=

ting' M, with ye~-progressive: ye~ de~e?~ 'it's

defecating all about' M, ~e'~ 'it (cust) defecates' M.

qi?~ ~~e? (noun) 'toilet' L. Nominalization of ac=

tive imperfective with ~-indefinite S, 'place at,

toward which one defecates'.

d-de-~e? (with d-thematic unexplained) 'S is, becomes

befouled, covered with feces': di~di~e?J: 'it got

full of feces' L.



~e~
~c,

? "1;+'::\~~ ~Jt- ~ ,$

?!eo? (perhaps expanded form of ?!e?l and/or ?!e?2~ )

l~-de-~eo? (attested only with l~-class-mark for s) ~

'S (berries) turn red': le~eGede~eo?l 'they (sal= '!
., cmonberries) are turning red on one side' L, qu?= ~~
'-..le~ede~eo? 'they (berries) will turn red' Lo ~

t..",?ed-l-de-~e.? (attested only reflexive with l-ana= ,~~

tomical 'head, .face') 'S rouges face': ?ed:j..de?!eo?=
"c

}h (non-umlauted), ?ed:j..de?!:j..?}h 'she's rougeing ~
her face' Lo 1

)I

nio~ede?!e.? (noun, unclassified, with d-class-mark ~,...
;'~~- .l"for ni.~- 'beak, nose') 'shag, (G~~st'ed?) K~

J.'" / ~ ..., "eM-"'",,' ,,¥1'1 ;/ "' ."',cor~~ranti! (, r~d-beak' ) LM,1 )i.{" , ,;' I ) .> ~

('fil" ";"';;;0;')',.",.:' i.J:;'fitir;""$;,f",.:",,,r +r~:;) (tJfif:4 ?

?:j.°da? di~e.? (noun, unclassified)"kingfisher' (same
1'\

as niogaodeSe., 'front is red') A (name not known

to L).

~ede?!e.?, ~edi?!eo? (noun, unclassified, with ~d-the=

matic, perhaps thematized class-mark; latter form

more frequent) 'red-tip clam' L, 10.230, 11.63A,

~edi~eo?de~¥hYUo 'red-tip clam people' 10.231, 23lA,

~edi?!eo?welahyu. 'red-tip clam people (mythical

spirits)' 11.63,63, 29.46A, ~~? ~edi?!eo? 'lots

of red-tip clams' Lo

~:j.°da? le~i?l?!eo? (noun, probably d-class) 'small
hemlock' ("because it's half red") A (name unknown

to L; S:j.°da? 'to the creeks, northeastward', l~-=

thematic probably thematized class-mark 'berry-like',
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1"',;A.vfIfl ;'Y\ (,

~-classifier and -i?-aspectival~moda1.p~efix, n9ne;
'"1' ;;:.) ,.,;t,?ift1,t ',", "f;<.' ,i""t" --of which is easily explained).

-d-~-~e-?(-~) (noun, unclassified, stem more correct=

ly ~e-?, q.v.) 'yolk': KUde~~e*?~ A, KUde~~e-?

'egg yolk' 1'1-

Aa-~e*? (noun, unclassified, with dl-class-mark, prob=

ably for 'rock', thematized) 'red snapper (red rock=
;: ,"' ~; ~ ~', "

fish)' LM; as 0 of o-ga? 'like 0', with -t'e'-"ti1' --
.1,

or -Ie, 'S is, becomes red (like red snapper in

qolor)': 10.229, 11.63, 64, 96A, 66_10L, Rezanov

T~RqerYH~a ~e~ToR~ RHqHOM Eidotter' Aa.~e*?ga?

?i*t'eh 'it's red' M, T~ffqeRO~~HTa 'BpycHHRa',

T~HqeRO~~XeTe KpaCHKRa Preisselbeere, Vaccinium

vi tis idaea' Aa. ~e-?ga? le~i -t'eh '(any kind of) red

berries' Ll'1, Galushia Nelson Gla*t'cE-' or Gla-t'c?'*

'red' BSdL 553, Gla-t'ce*' ke'i-t'e' qelaq "'red ap=

pears shirt"! BSdL 558 Aa-~e*?ga? ?i-t'eh q'ela-l{

'red shirt', Aa-~e-?ga? Gele-~ 'it's turning red'

1'1, Aa-~e*?ga? ?}-selii~h 'his face turned red,

he blushed' L.



-

~a? I

~a?

-~a? attested only in KU~a?~iya? 'warrior'M,

not verified. KU-indefinite prefix.

."
i!,
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t!?-?

~~? (noun, unclassified) 'soft fluffy substance'
(no specific substance identified) LM, Rezanov
qqa 'TpYT~ Feuerschwamm, Zunder' perhaps to be

read t!~?, t!?-? xls}?~ woman's name ('I'm pet=

ting something soft') see S}?~; often as 0 of
o-ga? 'like 0': 65.20A, t!?-?ga? Gele"l 'it's

getting soft' M, t!~?ga? Gexli-l 'I'm softening
it' M, for further instances see Ie.

~t!~? (noun, unclassified, apparently with ~-in=
definite possessor, not attested with other pos=

sessors) 'baby seal' ("because it's soft and fluf=

fy") L; ~C'?-?yequh 'seal pup; pussy-willow (cat=
kins of Salix alexensis); anything soft and f



<I!~

~~.? (perhaps related to ~elih-~~., cf. Tlingit ke5in,
ki~tn 'five', -~in 'arm')

~~.? (numeral) 'five': ~~.?ih (abstract or with un=
classified nouns) 'five' LMS, ~-25.~;?5*', Rezanov

t{aaH'b-S '5.', Wrangell IJ;oaH-s 'ftinf', Furuhjelm
; ~ li.l.}Tchai 'five', Galushia Nelson tcon.§ '5.' BSdL

553, ~~.?ih ~ewa. 'five dogs' L; ~~.?ih yesez=

qahl 'Friday' (, five, the fifth dawned') L 01 ~¥. ?

men!~ga? 'about five minutes' 65.25, 25A; with
classified noun: 2a.llM; ~~o?nu. 'five people'

LM; ~~.?da?~ 'five times' L; Rezanov ~aaH'bax=
TaKaR~ '50.' ~¥.?da?~ deGa.q 'fifty' ('five

times ten') M, la?di~~.?da?~ deGa.q 'one hun=
I '~j.f. -.':) ,1 Y'... f;" l J.'Ll~' Adred' (uncertaJ.n) M) &~~A"~\!';A,. A ""... 6 £1 .
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~?

O-~? 'S steals 0': 9.85, 98, 11.87,118 (with de-iE=

~?), 198, 201A, 34.55M (inceptive conditional), with
o-~a? 'in intimate relation with 0', here 'from 0':

9.84, 119A, with o-~ahd 'from 0' (perhaps under

English influence): ?u~ahd ~~?~h 'he's stealing

(something) from them' L, Ge~? 'steal it:' M, ~i=
~?1 'I stole it' L, xu' qu?x~? 'fIll steal it'

L, qa?dU?~h 'he'll steal it' L; with indeterminate
0: ?iya. ?iqe?x~? 'I'll steal for you' 17.12M,

Galushia Nelson 1tcun'i' 'theft' BSdL 552 ?i~?~h

'he's stealing' LM, ?i~.~~h 'he (cust) steals,

he's a thief' M, with ye~-progressive: ye~ ?ide=

~?~~h 'he's going around stealing' M; with d-class-=
mark for 0: 11.118 (0 'money', lapse?), da.na. si=

~a? de~e~?1~h 'he stole my money' L; passive, with
d-class-mark for 0: da.na. si~a? di~di~?l 'my

money's been stolen' L.

O-~-~? 'S steals much~ many 0': with ya? 'complete=

ly': 11.204A, more frequently with ya.~ 'destruc=

tion, consumption': 11.2?A, 1i?q ya.~ qu?+i.x~?
'I'll steal everything' L.

?i~?~iya? (deverbalization with indeterminate 0, and
~~iya? 'master') 'thief' M, 'camp robber, Canada jay'
(mother, Minnie Stevens, called it that) M.

le.1 gu~? (noun, unclassified, 'it steals hair', g-=

class 0) 'hummingbird' MA, 'dragonfly' L.



"~...' "~i.~ ~elih-C!~.

~elih-~~. (C!elih in noun, ~~. in anatomical mark;

perhaps related to ~~.?)

-~elih (noun, unclassified) 1. 'arm, forearm': 24.=

51, 51A, Galushia Nelson ~u~cili' or ~utcili

'arm' BSdL 541 ~C!elih LM, ~wusi ~ctli or St

~ctli 'my arm' BSdL 556 (xu') si~elih, i'\

~ctli 'your arm' ?i. ?i~elih, an ~ctli 'his

arm' BSdL557 ?~~elih, ~~elih?a.w 'long arm'

M, ~~elihluw 'big arm' M.

2. 'sleeve': Rezanov Y~eAAM PyKaBa Aermel'

?u~elih 'its sleeve', ?u~elihdi~ 'its short

sleeves' L; non-possessed (epithetical?): ~elih=

luw 'big-sleeves' L, ~elih?a.w 'long-sleeves'L,

~elihwe~ 'wide-sleeves'L.
?uC!eli~da.d yileh M, ?uC!elih~da.d ?a?leh (noun,

unclassified) 'vest' ('it's sleeveless) L, Rezanov

Y~eAeXTaTeT~e 'Ee~eT~ Camisol, Weste'.'"~'i'J"'-'~"o c
C!~. -of- (anatomical mark 1~)occurring only in combination

i~_.v~~~ wi thjd~~m~cf, pef~~p~s ~rc",haic d-class-= -
1)' iI'fl,J",. "'-" "-i.. "'-Y'~""",,,-,.t" --

mark for ~~.;) 'arm, forearm', not in frequent use,

occurrences listed in full: in verbs: ye~ ~~.di=

sikugl 'my arm broke' L, ye~ qu?~~.di.kug 'you'll
break your arm' L, lah xu~~.deseGedlth 'he twist=
ed my arm' L; with postpositions: si~~.da.qd 'on

my arm' L, si~~.da.q sedahl 'it (fly) alighted
on my arm' L, si~~.delah Ge~i.? 'wrap it (band=

I'



age) around my arm~' L, Si~~.da.~ xuSe~a?~ih

'he grabbed, jerked me by the arm' L; in epithet:

~~.de?a'w 'long-arms'L.



?!i.1eh

?!i.1eh

?!i.1eh (noun, unclassified) 'Raven' 1a.9, 13, 2a.3,

6,7,17,22,35,3.1,7,10,16, 4.IM, 5.1, 8L,
6.1,5,7,9, 12M, 7.6, 30,32,38,44,8.8,9.11,

26,38,41,44,50,51,56,59,63,84,87,89,96,

106,108,123,138,154,155,10.7,31,33,34,36,

44,53,56,64,67,74,79,80,80,80,81,92,96,

127,135,157,163,169,195,211,237,254,254,

264,11.18,26,30,39,49,99,100,120,122,125,
137,141,142,149,150,151,162,163,163,166,
168,169,185,192,197, 204A, 12.2G, 'raven' 10.=
170,188, 11.137A, 42.16L, 43.4,6,8,11, 33M, Re=
zanov ~e 'BopoHa Kr[he, Rabe', Wrange11 ~l~e

'Raabe', Ga1ushia Nelson ~cila 'raven' BSdL 539,

~i.leh~iyah '(Old) Raven' la.14, 1b.1, 4, 11, 14,

15,16, 20M, 2b.4, 8, 18L, 7.28, 8.1,5,14,18,

9.1,1,35,64,10.1,9,11.1,6, 144A, Galushia
Nelson ~cilacia, ~cilacia 'Raven' BSdL 257,259,

259,259,259,261,261,264,558,558,559,559,
559, ?!i.leh~iyah xuse3uxl 'I got a sharp pain in
my side' ('Raven stabbed me') L, ?!i.1eh~iyah qi?

~se%ma.l 'where Raven made a lake' L, ~i.lehkuc'g=

Siyah 'Little Old Raven' la.1M, ?!i.lehyequh 'young
of raven' 28.48,55,56, 57A, ~i.lehyequhyu. 'pl.

young of ravens' 28.59A, Galushia Nelson ~ctlayu

'Raven Man' BSdL 543 ?!i.lehyu. 'ravens', ~ci1£=



--

tseli' name of Basket Pattern 11. ("raven bone")

BSdL 547A (illustration in BSdL 82) ~i.lehdelih;

Rezanov ~~eT~Hlli~b 'nB~TH Blumen' probably to

be read ~i.lehAa.Sa?1 'Raven-fort, Raven-fence'

(though L has never heard of any plant or flower

so named), corresponding Tlingit entry E~bTare

ye1ta~i 'onion' ('smell like raven').

~i.lehyahd name of Raven potlatch house at Eyak

('Raven-house') L, Galushia Nelson ~ci'la yat

'Raven House, Eyak', ~cilayat 'Raven potlatch

house' BSdL 545, also ~i'lehya? yahd ('Raven's

house') L, as distinguished from ~cilacia ya'

yat 'Old Raven's House' BSdL 545 ~i'leh~iyahya?

yahd 'Raven's house (in myth)'.



C!iya?

') ') '- '? :;, 'I~e--o ...(~ ,.,I i'7~ ,)

C!iya?

-C!iya? (noun, unclassified) 'master, owner, expert,
person who is apt at something': with lm-indefi=

nite as possessor: ~C!iya? 'hunter, good hunter,

great hunter' LM, 9.35,35,36,137,138, 138A,

19.1L, 24.6, 37b.33A, 42.2L,47b.2M, 'chief, war=
rior-chief' 34.121L, with other possessors: qa.=

~iya? 'president, chief' ('our master') L, ?u=
C!iya? 'their warrior-chief' 34.118L, ?u~iya?yu.
'their chiefs' 38.10LM, Harrington ~~ttaqt cittdi=

yd' 'God' G ~edeGd ~i~iya? 'my Master above',

de~hyu.~iya? 'chief' ('master of people') L,

sahs~iya? 64.6G, sahs?e~iya?yu. 'master sea-ot=
ter hunters' L, la.xga.de~iya? 'storekeeper,

store owner, trader' L, ?~.gule~iya?seqe.G '(myth=

ical) river-chief's son' 29.52A, ~~a?~iya? 'war=
rior' M, qa?nu.~iya? 'big fighter, ready fighter'

L, with de verbalizations: c}?dele.~iya? 'gossip-=

monger, blabbermouth, big talker' 51.20, 23aA, dis=

d~.l~iya?, ?isd~.l~iya? '(mythical) master of
strength' 50.15, 20A, Rezanov XaR~e~D-3HH ~OT =
HHR~ Arbeiter (Zimmermann)' xa.g}e~iya? 'master

worker', XaR~D~eRAera 'Pa6oTaM arbeiten (Imperat.) ,

xa.g}~iya?lew... 'great master worker', ?i~?~iya?
'thief; camp robber (Canada jay)' M, ~wah~iya?

'big eater' L, k}.~e~iya? yi~th}h 'he's a cry=



baby' M, ye~ ?isa.~~iya? 'good walker, one who
walks allover' L, dequ.le~e?ah~iya? 'tough guy,

very fierce person' L, deqe.~~iya? 'fierce, ill-=

tempered irascible person' L.

I

,

I
!.

i
i



~e'yu? I

~e'yu? (perhaps related to ~'q)

~e'yu? (noun, unclassified) 1. 'wild celery turned
to wood' (perhaps 'seacoast angelica, cowparsnip',

or 'false hellebore') L, Galushia Nelson ~cEiyU

'tube for popgun' BSdL 551 (probably made from the

woddy hollow stalk of "wild celery" or hellebore),

KU~? ~e.yu? 'lots of wild celery turned to wood' L.

2. "'alderberry" bushes (red-berried elder,

Sambucus)' M, ?!e'yu?~? 'lots of "alderberry"
bushes' M, ~e.yu?luw 'big "alderberry" bushes' L;

~e'yu?ya? la?mahd "'alderberries" (elderberries)'

LMA (same as ~'qya? la?mahd and ses}hlinu.ya?

la?mahd L).



~id

?!id, see c'id-?!id



?!iyahd!

?!iyahd
?!iyahd (noun) 1. (I-class) 'hat' LMS, Rezanov ~eaT~

'llianKa Mfitze', Galushia Nelson ~ciya~ or cia~
'hood (cap or hat)' BSdL 550, Rezanov qeHTeHT~~a

'Ty~bH Boden der Mfitze' ~iyahd?~. ~i ?c'G ...'crown

of hat', ~iyahdde~id 'brim of hat' L, Galushia

Nelson u~icttGu.tza' ~ciya~ or un~ecttGu.tza'

~ciya~ 'cap with a peak' BSdL 550 ?v.deSid ~.=

zeh ~iyahd 'peaked cap' L, leGeqe.z ~iyahd

'high-hat, fedora' ('oblong hat') L, leGezeGeme~z

?!iyahd 'weakless) round hat' L, 5~.~~iyahd 'skunk-=

cabbage(-leaf)-hat' 52.28L, ~~a.Sg~iyahd 'beaver-=

(skin-)hat' L, ~iyahd?a.?nuw 'big hat' M, ~iyahd=
lekih, ~iyahd?elekih 'little hat' M, ~iyahd?ele=

ga?z 'old beat-up worn-out hat' L, ~iyahd si~

li.?a? 'give me a hat!' L, ~iyahd ?u.d ?}.se?ahz

(or -tahz, but _?ahz clearly preferred) 'a hat

is there' L, ?~.d qel ~iyahd si~a? lex?ah 'here's

where I keep my hat' L, ?ew ?!iyahd si~a? ?}.s.e=

GeGSgz 'my hat. got out of shape' L, ?!iyahd sila?d

leGeqe?sz 'the hat is tight on my head' L, ~iyahd

la?~ lixzi?ahz 'I have a hat on' M, ?!iyahd ?i~

da?qe?li.z~ah 'I'll marry you' ('I'll get a hat with

you', reference to Russian Orthodox ritual, modern
church wedding) 17.5M, ?~ qe?z~ ~iyahd da?leGexz=

.,.~ah:'S: ,- si~ del}h}h 'he told me to marry that woman'



L (~iyahd here in preverbial position), ~iyahd

da?leGexl~ah~ ?ixleh 'I want to get married' (man
or woman speaking) L, ?~~ ~iyahd da?sel~a?l}h

'he married her' M (~iyahd here in preverbial posi=

tion), ~iyahd da?qe?li.l~ah 'they'll get married'

M, ~iyahd da?li.l~}hinu. 'they're married' ('they
have a hat') M, ~iyahdlega? 'like a hat' M, ~iyahd=

leyeqd 'inside of hat' M, Ge~ ~iyahdleyeqe~ahd

qa? sel~ahdl}h 'he pulled a rabbit out of a hat' M,

~iyahd?a.na?~ ?eldah l~hinu. 'they're playing with
a hat' L, declassified: ~iyahdwah ya. 'the makings

of a hat' L.

2. (unclassified?) 'shellfish species', same as

yah~ya? ~iyahd L.
-d-l-~yahd (noun, probably I-class, see also ~iya?~)

attested only in ~ulehdel~iyahd 'rain-hat'L.

yah~ya? ~iyahd (noun, unclassified?) 'shellfish spe=
cies' (same as ~iyahd 2., 'round, maximim r~diameter,

shell very thin, stuck to rocks', 'perhaps 'slipper

limpet') ('doll's hat') L.

~iya?~Gya? ~iyahd (noun, unclassified?) 'mushroom'

('frog's hat', perhaps inf+uenced by Eng. 'toad=
(!1Mll..

stool', see also C'iya?~ L. '~
A

~a.n(e)wa.nyu.ya? ~iyahd (noun, unclassified?) 'toad=
stool' ('Chinamen's hat') L.

(;t,J( ~yl. ~ t'j"J.,A (~~ I ~~IJ,4'J;r~rJ ltl-.loJlt~ '\ ['r-4'-~'t#) (.;..( (.J..";-'J~).

I
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?!it'-?!et'

?!it'-~et' (L prefers ~i~)

-l-C!it1--?!at' (noun, attested only with I-anatomical ~c~ss ~

'head', here not usually, if ever, realized -la-)

'forehead' (of humans only): Rezanov KaMH~T~

'~o~~ 8tirne' qao?}O~i~ 'our foreheads, human

forehead'M, s}o?!it' LA, s}O~a~ 'my forehead' LM,

(L prefers former; !'may have heard" -la?!i t') 0



~e.t'

~e.t'

?ed-~e-~e.t' (attested in reflexive only) 'S jokes, is

playful, silly, foolish, disobedient, mischievous,
naughty' (reflexive perhaps in sense of'S purposely
makes self a certain way' or 'pretends to be a cer=

tain way' or 'acts a certain way with ulterior mo=

tive'): 43.2M, ?eds~i~e.t'~ih 'he was silly, fool=
ish, didn't obey' M, 'he's silly' L, di~ ?eds~e,= I

~e.t'~G~h 'he's not silly' L, ?edi~i~e.t'1}h 'he's

playful ~-Trat~p~' (neuter perfective) M, ?edqu?=

x~e~e.t' 'I'll playa joke' M, with ye~-progressive:

ye~ ?ede~e~e.t' 'horse around~' M, repetitive: ?ed=

~e~e.~g}h 'he keeps joking' M.

~e.~e~iyah (noun, l~-class) 'lowbush "stump" currants,
K'.

gooseberries (Ribes laxiflorum,hudsonianum?)' LMA --
/I

(with suffixed adjective 'bad', informants unable to

.explain ~e.~-, but associate it with the preceding).



t!iya?~

~iya?~

t!iya?~G (noun, unclassified) 'frog' (perhaps also

'toad') LMASG, 10.125, 136,152,154, 156A, 34.5,

7M, Galushia Nelson tcidt}q 'frog' BSdL 540,

~iya?~Gluw 'big frog' LM, ~iya?~G}~.? 'frog-=

legs' L, ~iya?~Gqe?} 'frog-woman' 10.128A, qe?}

~iya?~G 'female frog' 10.125A.

~iya?~Gci. woman's name, Mary Thomas ('frog's daugh=

ter') LA.

~iya?~Gya? ~iyahd (noun, unclassified?) 'mushroom'

('frog's hat', cf. below) L.

~iya?~Gya? ?emble.l (noun, unclassified?) 'mushroom'
,,--.,.,1 ~\,t:I

('frog's umbrella', cf. below)'L.
",

-d-}-~iya?~G (noun, unclassified, cf. ~iyahd) attested
( ""' I " '" 1:- }
.."'".,. "\"' I,,! "

only in ~lehde}~iya?~G 'umbrella' (&aF&tU~ re= -"
checked and verifie~1~1 L, ~?luw ~ehdel~iya?~G

,,"
'bigumbrella'L. Jt -'



?!ao]:l

?!ao]:l (perhaps to be identified with ~ao}2)

-y-?!ao} (noun, unclassified, with y-anatomical 'hand')
'index finger': Galushia Nelson ~5iy£tca.t} or

q5yatca.t} 'first finger', ~6yt'tca.t} 'thumb'
BSdL 542 ~ye~ao} 'index finger', ~iye~a'} 'my

index finger' LMA; ?iye~ao}kih 'little finger' A

(with -kih 'diminutive', in Li fieldnotes, not

verified) °



C!ih~-(!ih~

C!ih5-~ih~ (authenticity uncertain, rejected by L; see

c!i~)
c!ih5-~ih~ (noun, probably d-class) 'wild celery

turned to wood' (has hollow stem; 'seacoast angelica,

cowparsnip, sea lovage', or perhaps 'false hellebore'):

C!ih~ 'dead celery' A, 'some kind of alder'S (vague),

~ih~ 'wild celery turned to wood, hollow' L (M has

heard, 'some kind of plant'), C!ih~ qi? Kli.%eh

'place where there's wild celery turned to wood'

(place-name?, location not remembered) L (cf. ~i.~

qi? Kli.%eh, by which this is probably influenced).

L later rejects (!ih~-~ih~ completely, in favor of

~i~i~xah.



~i'{;

C'i'{;

-C'i'{; (noun, unclassified?) 'elbow': Rezanov Ka~~H~

'AOKOTb Ellnbogen' qa.~i~... 'our elbows, human

elbow', ?i~i~ 'your elbow' LMAS.

O-~i~ 'S elbows 0': ?iSiC'i~% 'I elbowed you' L;

passive: xu~di~i'{;} 'I got elbowed' L.

?ed-}e-~i~ (attested in reflexive only, theme O-}-=

C!i~ would presumably mean'S moves 0 out of position

by elbowing it') 'S puts hands on hips, elbows out':

?edx~}i~i~} 'I put my hand(s) on my hip(s), elbow(s)

out'L.



C'i?!~?!i~

~i?!~?!i~ (perhaps to be identified with ~iC'l and/or ?!i~2,

or with ?!i~; ?!i~ less frequent, but apparently also

correct)

GliI..di~i(!g (or -<!i~-) (noun, unclassified, probably

nominalized active imperfective of otherwise unattes=

ted theme de-<!i~ with -g-repetitive and Gl-thematic

'ground', 'S does (something repetitive) on ground',

-i-vowel of classifier probably by assimilation to

stem-vowel; informants unable to specify meaning of

underlying theme) '(any) small non-aquatic songbird'

6.1M, 10.48,68,110,11.26,26,29, 29A, 17.11M,

34.119, 47c.41, 42L, 51.54,61.20,20, 21A, with

-YU' 'pl.': GliI..di?!i~gyu. 10.54,62,119,120,172,

11.3, 5, 7, 49A, with -kih 'diminutive': Ga.di=

~i~gkih 34.9,43.17,21, 47b.28M, 47c.33, 34, 37L,

with -yequh-yu. 'small (young of), pl.': G~.di=

?!i~gyequhyu. 7.22 (-~i~~, 11.23,29, 24.70 (-~i~-),

25.203,51.53A, with -welah-yu. 'people (mythical

spirits of), pl.': G~.di~i<!gwelahyu. 11.3,3,49,

25.202A, GliI.'di~i~gni'~ ~bird's beak (nose)' 2.23M;
f ./),~c \-." c

2-.emi-nya? G~'di?!i<!g 'vioJ.~,g~een swallow' ('church-,

prayer-bird', because they build nests and fly about

the church, considered to be bearers of religious mes=

sage) 61.20A, ?emi.nya? G~'diC'i<!gyequhyu. 'little

church-swallows' 61.26A; ~'da?(! gahya? GliI..di<!i~g=

yequhyu. (same as preceding) 'little church-birds'

61.21A.



C'iC'l

C'i~l (perhaps reduced form of dU?~-dU.~, or to be identi=

fied with ~ii2 and/or, as suggested by L, with ~i~-~i5)

O-gd-~i~-g (with -g-repetitive thematized and gd-the=
matic including g-class-mark for 0 'spruceroot') 's

ties excess length of 0 (spruceroot) into neat bundle

(to keep it at handy length during weaving; coiled or

folded back and forth, then tied loosely around

middle)': gedex~i~g 'I'm tying them (excess length
of spruceroots) into neat bundles' L.



-~7

~i~2 (perhaps to be identified with ~ii1; see also

~ih~-~ih~)

~i~- attested only in ~i~i~xah (noun, probably d-=
x"'p- )<," jw~ ~

class; for ?i~xah see _~a) 'wild celery turned to

wood' (has hollow stem; 'seacoast angelica, cowpar=

snip, sea lovage', or perhaps 'false hellebore'),L,

~i~i~xah se~e?~ 'it (wild celery) turned to wood'

('it (plant) became ~i~i~xah') L (unable to analyze).



(!i?(!

~i?~

~i?~ (noun, unclassified, with -~-thematic) 'shark'

LI'1 ("has very rough skinf' L), Galushia Nelson

t'citc+ 'shark ("rough") B8dL 540, ~i?~ ?a?luw -

'big shark' LM; ~i?~yequh 'young of shark', also

'small shark species (dogfish?)' L, xi~ga? ?i.t'eh

~i?~ 'white shark species (mud-shark?)' ('white

shark') L.

l-~i?~-~ (with -~-thematic) '8 is rough', attested

only from A and with d-class-mark for 8 (thematized~):

di'l~i?~ 'it (e.g. board?) is rough' (neuter imper=

fective) A.

O-l-~i?~-~ (with -~-thematic, probably causative of
s.T~:"c.:'/

preceding) '8 abrades, roughens 0,8 scrubs, brushes --
i',

0 (e.g- table, floor) with a stiff brush', attested

only with d-class-mark for 0 (thematized?): di-l=

~i?~ 'brush it (board, with a stiff brush):' 1'1,

dexl~i?~ 'I'm abrading it with a wire brush (in

scrubbing motion)' L, di~il~i?~l 'I scrubbed it

(table, floor) with a scrubbrush' L.

?u~ Gele~i?~ (noun, unclassified~) 'scrubbrush' A.

Deverbalized passive of preceding with Gl-thematic

'ground, floor', -~-instrumental missing, perhaps

because of retention of -~-thematic ('by means of it

it (ground, floor) is scrubbed').

?u~ ~Gelele~i?~g, ?u~ ~G~'le~i?~g (noun, unclas=



sified!) 'scrubbrush' L. Nominalized passive active

imperfective of O-l-~i?~-~ with ~-indefinite 0,

Gl-thematic, and -~-thematic replaced by -g-repeti=

tive ('by means of it something (ground, floor) is

scrubbed').



gadi~di~'(!:1: 'I got pinched on the rump (by someone)' L.

-dU.(! (not freely used, attested only in neuter per=

fective) 'S is bent, crumpled, twisted, contorted,

gnarled': with ya? 'completely': ya? ?i'(!u'~

'it's all bent up (been that way a long time)' L.

:1:a-dU'~ (meaning not clearly distinguished from that

of preceding) 'S is bent, crumpled, twisted, contort=

ed, gnarled': ?i:1:i~'~:1: 'it's all bent up' (neuter

perfective) L, di~ ?a?:1:a~.~:1:G 'it's not all bent

up' L, with ya? 'completely': ya? ?i:1:i(!U'~ 'it's

all bent up', ya? ~:1:i~'(!:1: 'it's (become) all bent,

crumpled up' LM, with y-anatomical: ya? yixs:1:i~'(!:1:

'my hand's (become) all twisted up, gnarled' L. Transi=

tive (causative): ya? Ga:1:(!U?~ M, ya? Ga:1:dU'~

'bend it all up~' L (would not use M's form, though

she thinks she has heard it), ya? qu?x:1:(!U?~ 'I'll

bend it all up' M, repetitive: ya? x:1:(!u?~g 'I'm

crumpling it up' M, detransitivized with indeterminate

0: ya? ?ix:1:a~'(!g~ 'I (cust) crumple things up' M,

with ya~-progressive: ?uq ya~ ?ix}a~'~ 'I'm

bending things on it here and there' M; passive: ya?

~di~'~:1:, ya? S}i~'~:1: 'it got all bent up (by

someone)' (latter homophonous with intransitive, "not

so sure (in the case of S:1:i~'(!:1:) that someone did

it (as in the case of Sdi~'~:1:), could have gotten

that way itself") L.



--

~?~-?!u.?!

J.> ,v.) 'Zo.~ ~~) h '0 i"
~?~-~.~ (non-expanded form ~?~ apparently obsolescent)

~.~ (noun, unclassified) 'snail, conch' LM, ~.~=

?e~u? 'lots of snails' L.

~.~elekih (noun, unclassified, with -kih 'diminutive'

and I-anatomical 'head', thus 'little snail-head',

or perhaps archaic class-mark for ~.~ 'snail',

thus ~ittle snail') 'small bird species, about 3"

long, brown-gray, like sparrow, found out in flats' L.
-~.~ (noun) in -ni.~ede~.~ (with d-class-mark for

-ni.k' 'nose') 'dimpled place where snot runs on upper

lip (philtrum?): sini.~ede~.~ 'place where snot
runs on my upper lip' A. See c'u.x.

-l-~.~ (noun, with I-anatomical 'head, face') 'soft

part (hollow) of cheek (part that can be sucked in)':

sile~.~ 'the soft part of my cheek' L. See lu.~,

GU.~.
O-~.~ 'S pinches 0'; xuSe~.~l 'he pinched me' L,

?iqe?xdU.~ 'I'll pinch you' L (once pronounced

-~.~, lapse?), with qa? 'up out' (mostly from M):
qa? ?isi~.~l 'I pinched you' M, qa? ?iqe?xdU.~

'I'll pinch you' M, qa? xuGedU.~ 'pinch me:' M,

repetitive: q~.~ ?ix~.?!g 'I'm pinching you (with
a twisting pulling motion)' LM, q~.~ xudU ~g~}h

'she (cust) pinches me' M, with indeterminate 0 and

ye~-progressive: ye~ ?ide~.~}h 'he's going about
pinching people' M; passive, with gd-anatomical: xu=

.



~e.lC

~e.lC

-~e.lC (not well remembered or not freely used) 'S

(a certain kind of wood) is very knotty, cross-=

grained (and hard to split, long-burning)': ~e=
?!e.lC3: "probably means the same as ?i.lih~e~e-lC3:" L.

?i-lih-?!e-lC 'S (person) is unpleasant, cranky, iras=

cible, cross-grained, hard to deal with', also, ap=

parently, by transfer (in the opposite direction of

Eng. 'cross-grained'), 'S (a certain kind of wood)
is very knotty, cross-grained (and hard to split,

long-burning)'; ?ita-?ma.ga? ?i.lih~e?!e-lC3: 'damn:
it's hard to split' ('like your fatheL"s mother it

(a certain kind of wood) is (has become) cross-=

grained', Billy Dude said) L, nominalized; ?i-lih=
~e?!e-lC3: 'a certain kind of wood with a very gnarled

grain, hard to split, burns lo~g; a cranky mean

nasty person' L.



I

~l}.?~

~l}.?l{

?i-de-~l}.?l{ (attested only detransitivized with inde=
terminate 0, underlying theme O-(!¥?l{) 'S clambers'

(probably'S clutches, claws, gropes at indetermi=
nate 0'): ?u.da? ?ixsdi~~?l{l 'I clambered thith=

er' L, with yeJS:-progressive: ye~ ?ixdeC'c;.?l{~ 'I'm

scratching, clambering around' L, ye~ ?i.de~~?l{
'clamber around:' L, ye~ ?ixsdiC'l}.?1{1 'I clambered

around'L.

?ed-le-~l}.?~ (attested only in reflexive) 'S (prone)
moves self by grasping, clawing, clutching, S clam=

bers', with yeJS:-progressive: ye~ ?edle~l}.?~~}h

'he's clambering around' M.

qi.yede~l}.?~, qi.yidi~~?l{ (noun, unclassified) 'Dun=
geness crab' LMS, qi.yidi~~?~? 'lots of Dunge=

ness crabs' LM. Nominalized active (and neuter?)

imperfective of qi'y-de-~l}.?~ with qi.y-anatomic=

cal'toes', 'S's claws clutch'.



(!iya?k'w-(!iya?k'

(!iya?~w-~iya?k' (S clearly -k'W, LMA -k')

~-~iya?k' 'S smarts, burns, stings (pain)' (attested

with this meaning mainly in inceptive perfective,

indicating that such a pain is part of a process

leading to a certain condition, perhaps fermenta=

tion or rottenness): Ge~~iya?k'~ 'it burns, smarts'

MA, sini.~ siyao Ge~~iya?~ 'my nose burns me,

is raw' L, qa?~~iya?k' 'it'll burn, smart' M, with

anatomical marks: yeGex~~iya?~ 'my arm burns' L,

leGex~~iya?k'~ 'my face burns, smarts' L, le~eGex=

1~iya?k'~ 'my eyes smart, burn' L. Transitive (cau=

sative): ?iqe?x1~iya?k' 'I'll make you smart' LM;

passive, with l-class-mark or -anatomical (see be=

low): ?}Osdi~iya?~ 'rotten fishheads have been

made'L.

?~.1~iya?~w~ S, ?}.1(!iya?~ (noun, I-class) 'rotten

fishheads' (a piquant food, "same as ?~o:rsih L)

LMA, ?}.~~iya?~le~? 'lots of rotten fishheads' M,

?}.1~iya?~ si(! li.?a? 'give me a rotten fishhead!'

L. Nominalized active or neuter imperfective (or,

S's form, neuter perfective) of preceding with l-ana=

tomical 'head' or class-mark for S, -~aow 'head'.

.



~a'xw-~a.x

~a.xw-~a'x (Rezanov GS ~a.xw, LM ~a'x)

~a'x (noun, probably gl-class) 'muddy silty water' L.

~a'xya?d place-name, North Arm of Eyak Lake, Power
Creek L.

gl-~a.xw--~a'x 'S (water) is, becomes silty, muddy':

gv.Sa~a.xw~ 63.4lG, gv.~a~a'x~ 'it (water) got

muddy, silty, cloudy' LM, Rezanov TRH-rYHqyx~D
'CO~D Salz' di.ya? gv.~a.xwl 'saltwater is sil=

ty' (neuter perfective), qu?gali.~a.x 'it (water)
will cloud up' L, gala~a.~ 'it (water) (cust)

clouds up' LM, neuter perfective nominalized: gv.=

~a.xwl S, guli.~a'xwl S, geli.~a.xl 'muddy wa=

ter'L, active imperfective nominalized: gule~a.x

'muddy water' LM. Transitive (causative): gale=

Gel~a.x 'make it (water) cloudy:' LM.

gele~a.xya?d place-name, "slough where we pick ber=
ries" (location forgotten, perhaps same as ~a.x=

ya?d) L.



~~. G I

~~.G (associated by informants with d~', to which it is

perhaps related, to be analyzed ~~'-G, with -G-nega=
tive thematized)

}e-~~'G 'S is, becomes weak': neuter imperfective:

x1i~~'G M, ?a?x1ed~'G (with negative prefix) 'I'm
weak' L, ?a?1e~~oG~h 'he's weak' L, active imper=

fec~ive: x}e~~.6 'I'm weak' L; perfectives: 6ex=
}ed~.G1 'I'm getting weak' LM, siGuhd siya' 6e=

}e~~'6% 'my knees are getting weak' L, xs}i~~'G}
'I got weak' LM, di~ ?exs}e~~.G}6 'I didn't get

weak' L; 6e1e~~'6 'get weak:' M; with class-marks

for S: de1e~~'G 'it (table) is weak' L, di~ de=

}e~~o6G 'it (table) isn't weak' L, de6e}e~~'6} 'it

(table) is getting weak' L, dis}i~~O6% 'it (table)

got weak' L, guleGe~e~~.G% 'it (beer) is getting

flat'L. Transitive (causative): XU1~~.6~ 'it

(cust) makes me weak' M.

s1id~.G~ (noun, unclassified) 'moulting duck' L, s~i=
~~.G~lu?qa' qu?xqeh 'I'll go (by boat) to get some
moulting ducks' L. Nominalized active perfective of

preceding, 'it has gotten weak'; see d~oGo

d-1e-~~oG (with d-class-mark for daona' 'money' the=
matized) 'S is cheap, S is (financially) poor, S is

a cheapskate': da?%ed~'G~h 'cheapskate, poor man'

(nominalized neuter imperfective, with negative pre=

fix) 28.97A, di1id~.G~ 'it's cheap' (neuter perfec=



tive) L, di~ da?}e~~.G}G 'it's not cheap' L,

deGe}e~?G} 'it's getting cheap' L, dis}i~~.G}
,'it is (got) cheap' LM, di~ da?s}e~~.G}G 'it's

not cheap' (analogical, negative prefixes for neu=

ter and active perfective both present) L, di~

de}e~?G~G 'it's (cust) not cheap' L.

Gl-}e-~~.G (with Gl-thematic 'passage of time', cf.

?~.G) 'S is, becomes feeble with old age': G~.=

xs}i~~.G} 'I've become feeble with old age' L.

l-}e-~?G (with I-thematic, cf. l-}e-d~') 'S is a

cryb"aby, weeps readily': la?}e~~.G}h 'he's a cry=

baby' (neuter imperfective, with negative prefix) L.

?i.lih-}e-~?G 'S is emotionally weak, cowardly,

faint-, soft-, tender-hearted, sympathetic, senti=

mental, S breaks down, gives in to feelings, is

broken-hearted, despondent': ?i.lih?a?}e~~.G 'he's

soft-, faint-hearted' (neuter imperfective, with

negative prefix) L, di~ ?i.lih?a?}e~~.GG}h 'he's

not soft-, faint-hearted' L, ?i.lihxs}i~~.G} 'I

broke down (my emotional resistance broke)' L, di~

?i.lihs}e~?G}G}h 'he didn't break down, didn't give

in' L, qe.lihx}e~~.G 'I'll give in, break down,

get soft-, faint-hearted' L. Transitive (causative):

xu.lihse}~~.G}}h 'he broke me down, made me give

in, broke my heart' L.



.,.., ;; » q'"We va.

<1a.q'
O-d-l-~a.q (with d-thematic 'noise') '8 hears 0,8

listens to 0,8 heeds, obeys 0': 10.220A, 13.8,

44.4L, Rezanov Tox~b~aaxa 'C~HmaTb haren' duxl=

~aoq 'I hear it', TOX~b~aaK~-TY (~- superscript
': insert) 'C~bDJrY ich hare' duxl~a. q'duh 'I hear it ~ ' ,

TbU1Jlb~aK~1ty 'C~Hmamb~M? harst du?' di.l~a.q'Suh
'do you hear it?', ?iduxl~a.q, ?idexl~aoq 'I

hear you' M, ?idex~~a.q ?idedioleh 'I heard what

you said' L, ?ida. dao deselilS di.l~a.q 'did

you hear what we said?' M, with ye~-progressive:

ye~ dexle<1ao~ 'I hear it about, I'm following

iiis sound about' M; passive: 46.13, IBM (see also -
"-

below), si3e~eyeq ?ew dili~aoql 'it is (constant=

l~ audible in my ears' (neuter perfective) 70.11A,
qa. qu?dede<1aoq 'we'll be heard' Lo Causative, with

intermediate object as 0 of o-d, o-d O-d-l-~a.q

'8 lets 0 know' ('8 causes 0 to hear 0'): ?id qu?=

di.x~<1a.q 'I'll let you know' L, sid ?ew desel=

~a.ql}h 'he let me know' L.
~-d-l-<1a.q (with ~-indefinite 0 thematized, theme

treated as intransitive, la-classifier with qe?
'again, some more') '8 hears something, 8 can hear,

8 listens, is obedient, heedful': 39.4L, 4609, IBM

(~e-classifier with qe?, also interpretable as

passive), de?uo~ahd di~ ?ewa. qe? ~dux}e~a.q=



Ginu' 'since then I haven't heard any more of them'

68.123A, Rezanov ROTO~~qOOxe (~ apparently writ=

ten above second 0, partly illegible) rqYTKOM'

(not in Radlov, 'sharp-sensed, sharp-eared') ~de}=

~a'q}h 'he hears something, he can hear', ~dux}=

~a'q 'I hear something' M, ?isega?} ~dex}~a.q

'I hear you danced' L; with o-~ 'in (punctual) con=

tact with 0', o-~ ~-d-}-~a'q 'S hears of, about

0': 47a.6, 56.20L, ?i'gah~ ~dex}~a'q 'I hear you

dancing' L, de?ed~a?d ?u~ ~disi}~a'q} 'I heard

something unexpected' ('I heard something unexpected=

ly of it') L, ?i~ ~dex}~a'q, ?i~ ~di~i}~a'q}

'I heard (something) about you, of you' L.

O-?-d-~-~a'q 'S hears 0 in a qualified way, vaguely':

?u?di~i~~a.q~ 'I sort of heard it, I heard it go by

at a distance' L; with indeterminate 0: we~ ?ida?=

diSi}~a'q~ 'well, that's the way I heard it' ('I

heard things thus') L, with o-?e'~ 'in search of 0'

and ye~-progressive: ?a?d ?idah ?ew?e'~ ye~ ?i=

da?di?~e~a'q~ 'he (cust) listens around very care=

fully for it' 36.7A, ?u?e'~ ye~ ?ida?dex~e~a'q~
'I'm listening around for it' L; passive, with o-da?

'arrival at 0': sida? ?u?dis~i~a'q~ 'I was sent a

message' ('hearing (indirectly) of it arrived at me')

L, ~~a?~eya?~ sida? ?u?dis~i~a'q~ 'my echo came

back to me, it echoed back to me' L.
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0-d-1-~a.q-G (with -G-negative thematized) 'S is

deaf to 0, unable to hear 0': Rezanov TOYX~bqax=

axTY 'He c~HmY ich h~re nicht' dux1~a.qGduh 'I

can't hear it:' M; usually with ~-indefinite 0:

Rezanov KO~e~bqax~~H~H ~e~oBeK~ Mensch', prob=

ably to be read ~de1~a.qG}h 1ila.? 'deaf man'

L, ~deGex1~a.q1G (probably in error for -~a.qG%)

'I'm getting deaf' L.



~'q'

~.q (perhaps to be analyzed ~.(?)-, perhaps related to

~e.yu?, as 0 of o-q' 'on 0')

~.q'- (noun, perhaps 'red-berried alder (bush)'), at=
tested only as 0 of o-ya? 'belonging to 0' in

~.q'ya? la?mahd "alderberries" ('elderberries,
Sambucus racemosa) , (inedible, same as ~e.yu?ya?

la?mahd, sesthlinu.ya? la?mahd) LA, 3~.30L. --



","" <'!iya q'

~iyaq' (perhaps to be analyzed ~-yaq)

o-ku.l-~-<'!iyaq (apparently treated as postposition,

perhaps under unfluence of o-yaq if not to be

analyzed thus, with kuel-anatomical 'belly, widest

part', actualized here always -k¥e_, and ~-classi=

fier) 'abdomen of 0': sik¥e}~iyaq ?isagu?~} 'he

punched me in the belly' L; usually with -d-nomi=

nalizer: Rezanov KaRO~b~eRXT~ (written above
crossed-out KaT~RcHHT~, see s}ed-s}e~) 'BOR~'

not in Radlov, 'side') qaek¥e~~iyaq'd 'our abdo=

mens, human abdomen', ~k¥e~<'!iyaqd 'abdomen,

meat at side of abdomen' L, sik¥e}~iyaqd 'myab=

domen'LMA.



~e~

~e~

-~e~ (noun, unclassified) 'wing': 60.20, 22, 50A,
Rezanov Ryqqa~ ~p~o FlHgel' ~~e~ 'wing'LM,

~~e~?a'w 'long wings' M, ~~e~luw 'big wings' L,
?u~e~ ?ewa. 'its wings' L; as 0 of o-l-ye~-d
'under 0', -~e~elye~d 'armpit (of humans), under=

arm, vulnerable spot under foreleg of game animals':

27b.5, 7, 10L, 63.9G, Harrington c.!ttctt~~lya~t

~~~' 'my armpit hair' G si~e~elye~d ~~? 'the..
hair in my underarm'.

(?u)~e~c}?da?~ de~.~ (noun, unclassified) 'mew gul~'
( ,( its) wing-tips are black') L"., II'

,. '" I
/

f~eqa?gedelah ~e~ (noun, unclassified) 'bat' ('W~hgs
around rump') LM.
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~eh~

~ehJ.c

d-~ehJ.c (with a-thematic 'oral') 'S opens mouth':
di.~eh~x}h 'his mouth is open' (neuter perfective)
L, di~ da?~e~xG}h 'his mouth isn't open' L,

di?~ehJ.c 'open your mouth~' LMA, deGe~eh~ 'open
your mouth~' L, qe? deGede~eh~ 'open your mouth

again~' L, ya?~u. qu?di.~eh~ 'don't open your
mouth' L, qu?di.x~eh~ 'I'll open my mouth' M,

deGe~eh~x}h 'he's opening his mouth' L, di~i~eh~x
'I opened my mouth' LA, repetitive: de~eh~g}h 'he

keeps opening and closing his mouth' M. Transitive

(causative): deGe}~ehJ.c}h 'open his mouth~' L.
d-~e.~ (stem expanded, with a-thematic 'oral') 'S

yawns': deGe~e.~x}h 'he's yawning' M, dex~e.~
'I'm yawning' L, de~e.~}h 'he's yawning' L. Tran=

sitive (causative): xudi.~~e.~ 'you're making me

yawn'L; reciprocal: ?i~u? da. dexe~e.~ 'we're
making each other yawn' L.

d-x-~e.~ (meaning not clearly distinguished from that
of preceding, x-classifier perhaps originally in con=

nection with frequent use of cu?d 'sleep', now ad=

verbial, perhaps originally as 0 of transitive theme)
'S yawns': dexx~e.~ 'I'm yawning' (same as dex~e.~)

L, dex~e.~~h 'he's yawning' A, dex!~e.~~ 'I (cust)

yawn' A, with cu?d 'sleep' used adverbially: Reza=

nov nY~e~~~e~ '3~BaT~ G[hnen' cu?d de}~e.~ 'it's



,"

,

yawning sleepily', cu?d de1~e.~~h L, cu?d de}=

~e~~h (M now rejects expanded stem) 'he's yawning

(from sleepiness)' M, cu?d dex1~e.~ 'I'm yawning'

L, cu?d di~i1~e.~1 'I yawned' A.
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~i~~ (expanded ~i.~~)

~i~~ (noun, unclassified) 'fly-eggs' LM, ~iSt'?e~?

'lots of fly-eggs' LM.

de-~i~t' 'S (blowfly) lays eggs': qu?de~i~t' 'it

(fly) will lay eggs' M.

O-!-~iSt' 'S~lowfly) blows (lays eggs on) 0': ?ew
.~, ~ce? qa?!~iS~ 'they (flies) will lay eggs on
,:

-II"-,~.; that meat' L, ?ew !r:!iS~ 'it (fly) is laying eggs

on it' M; passive: ?ew ~ce? ~di~iSt'! 'that

meat got flyblown' L, di~ ?e~de~i~~!G 'it's not

flyblown' M, de~i.~~ 'it (cust) gets flyblown' L.
~!~i~~ (noun, unclassified) 'blowfly, bluebottle

fly, housefly' LMA. Nominalized active imperfective
of preceding, with ~-indefinite 0, 'it lays fly-=

eggs on something'.



~g~

~g~

~g~g (noun, unclassified, with -g-thematic) 'roots
of a plant resembling skunk-cabbage' (probably

'false hellebore') LMA, 'hellebore: (same as Tlin=

git g\g~)' A, Galushia Nelson tcukck 'plant used

for medicine that looks like a skunk-cabbage' BSdL

541, 280, k'ufu? ~g~g 'lots of "skunk-cabbage-"

roots' L. "This plant is rare. It is like a skunk

cabbage; the wrinkled leaves grow in radiating

groups along the stalk. It has a green flower which

turns black when it goes to seed. The natives use

the roots for medicine" BSdL 280fn. According to

L the roots are chewed as heart medicine, or an in=

fusion thereof is drunk for serious illness; if the

patient keeps it down, he will recover, if he vomits,

he will die; the roots will also cure tuberculosis,

if good ones are found. According to M also medicine

for bruises.



?!eq:i-.q

"

~eq:i-.q (probably loan from Yakutat Tlingit ~a~in~' s)

~eq:i-.q (noun, unclassified) 'mallard (Anas platy=
rhynchos) , LA, 'duck (generic)' L, 'goose' M

(gloss rejected by L), Furuhjelm Ichikhekh 'mal=

lard duck', ~eqt.qyu. 'mallards' 68.52A.

~eq:i-.qta.? Eyak man's name ('mallard's father')

L.
?ede~eqt.q (noun, unclassified) 'mallard' ('real

mallard, duck par excellence') L.

.~~!



~:j.hdG-?!ihdG

?!:j.hdG-?!ihdG (?!ihdG A twice, L once, M once, ~:j.hdG

L twice, M once, Galushia l~elson; perhaps ~oan from

Tlingit ~idGa 'skate', or perhaps more probably, es=

pecially if ?!:j.hdG is originally the more correct

variant, diffused term of unknown origin, see also

e.g. Haida (Swanton 1911) tc~:j.'t~a 'skate'; after

Eyak stem-initial ~-, c-, ~-, ~-, non-nasalized

modified -i- is much more frequent than nasalized,

so that ~:j.hdG is accordingly less likely to be due

to analogical influences than is ?!ihdG; cf: ku~i.d-

kud:j..d-ked:j.°d for the converse)

~ihdG A (noun, unclassified), Galushia Nelson

~cintq or ~C\ntq 'skate' BSdL 540, ~:j.hdG

"skat.e, ray' LM (L first heard of these when no-

longer a child), ?!ihd6 q'e?ew ?eJS: ?u?li°3::tah

'rays it was they (land-otters) had for canoes'

33.33A, ?!ihdG?a?luw 'big skate' M (L uncertain).



~~?w:j.?~h

~~?w:j.?fh (partly unanalyzable; articulated ~~?~w}?:j.h
with unique phone ~w, velar nasal with incomplete

closure and slight rounding, or as nasalized w with

velar stricture more prominent than labial stricture,
M once ~a.?~}h probably incorrect; probably to be

analyzed as postpositional phrase o-~-a? 'to 0',
with nominalized active imperfective third person

singular of theme -wa?, -we?, --wi?, or -?wa?,

-?we?, -?wi?, with vowel nasalized and perhaps
umlauted by -:j.h suffix, stem not further identifi=
able, 'he who... to 0 I) )~

-~~?w}?:j.h (kinship noun, non-ascending) 'sibling-=
in-law (of same sex as possessor)': cttcan'wtn'in

'older or younger brother's wife, husband's older

or younger sister (woman speaking), older sister's

husband, wife's older or younger brother (man

speaking)' BSdL 567-568A) si~a.?~ih M, si~~?w~?:j.h

'my husband's sister, brother's wife' (woman speak=

ing), 'my wife's brother, sister's husband' (man

speaking) LA, used also as vocative L, ?i~~?w:j.?}h

'your brother-in-law' 20.63A, le~~~?w:j.?}h 'your

pl. brother-in-law' 20.56A, with -G-YU. 'per=
sonal pl.': si~~';w} ?}hGeyu. 'my siblings-in-=

law' L, 25.75A.
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~i.-~}. I

~i.-~~' (~i' LMSG, ~}' A only)

~i'-~~' (noun) 1. (gl-class) 'creek' LM, Old Man Dude
ci' 'stream' BSdL 537, ~i'gu'?nuw 'big creek' LM,

~i. ye~ geli'?ah 'waterfall' ('creek extends

downward') M.

2. (unclassified) as 0 of o-da? 'to, arrival
at (front of) 0', ~i'da?, ~~.da? 'to the creeks,

up the creeks', i.e. 'toward the northeast, eastward,

southwesterly, westerly' (most creeks and small rivers
in Eyak territory flow generally southwest or west-=

southwest into the Gulf of Alaska): ~~'da? ~'y A,

~i.da? ~.y 'westerly wind' LS ('wind to, up the

creeks'L), qahs ~i'da?~ ?ideGe?a'~ 'clounds are
moving northeast' L, ~i'da?1~a'd 'west side' 64.=
7G 'windward side' M ~;.da? lexi?~~e'? 'small, , T .
hemlock, half red' A ('berries red on windward, west

side'?, see ~e.?) .

.
'\,
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O-se 1. 'S kills 0' (sg. or pl. 0, but for pl. 0 see

also siyu-su-siyuh-suh-si.; this theme was elicited

rather extensively for verbal inflection; forms with

~-indefinite S or 0 and customaries are given sepa=

rately at the end of this section): inceptive imper=

fective: Galushia Nelson Goxc~.t~ or Gexca.t~ (or
~oxcat~ 'I kill' "BSdL 5&1 Gexse.~ 'I'm killing it'

L, ~wusi ya' ~ewa. Goxca.t~ 'I kill my dog' BSdL
561 4li. siya? ~ewa. Gex~e.~ 'I'm killing ~ dog',

~ewa qi.ca.t~cu 'you are killing a dog' BSdL 562
~ewa. Gi.~e.~~uh 'are you killing a dog?', ~ewa'

~~a' qi.cat~cu 'you (empha~ic) are killing a dog'

~ewa. ?i~a? Gi.~e.~~uh 'are you killing your dog?',

xuGe~e.~}h 'he's killing me' L, xuGe~e.~idvh 'he's

killing me~' L, di.ye~ xuGe~e.~Gdewa. 'before they
kill me' 18.6lL, ?e~}.?}h ?iGe~e.~Gdewa. 'kill him

before he kills you~' L, ?iGe~e.~Gde~ye~ Ge~xu~}h

'shoot him before he kills you~' M, active perfective:

la.lO, Ib.llM, 9.84, 104, 120, 10.46, 46,101,101,

198A, 18.80L, 20.87, 88A, 21a.38L, 27b.14, 28.35,66,

70,100,129,29.2,73, 33.9A, 53.36L, 54.7, 16G, 55.=
28, 56.29L, 63.10, 13G, ?ew ~e~eh~~ahd 'after he'd
killed it' Ib.12M, 11.152A, Furuhjelm Khasashli

'dead' perhaps to be read qa. ~eseh~}h (or se~eh=

~}h) 'he killed us, he killed a human', Galushia Nel=



, ,
son c tcat3:'t', c tcat3:'t', clcatl'!' in 'murdered man' ,

'murder', 'to kill a member of the opposite moiety'
BSdL 543,552, 554 ~e~eh}}h 'he killed him', ~i=

~eh} 'I killed it, them' L, xu' ~i~eh} 'I killed

it'M, ?i. ~e~eh} '~killed it' L, ~e~eh1 'you,
it killed it' L, da. ~e~eh} 'we killed it' L, le~=

~e~eh} 'you pl. killed it' L, ?i~i~eh} 'I killed

you' L, le~i~i~eh1 'I killed you pl.' L, xu~e~eh}

'you, it, they killed me' L, xu~e~eh}}h 'he killed I
!me' M, xule~~e~eh1 'you pl. killed me' L, du.de?~h

?ew ~e~eh} 'who is it that killed it?' M, qi? ~i=

~eh}}h 'where I killed him' M, ?~h ~e~eh}}h 'he

(who) killed him' L, ~e~ehl~uh L, ~e~eh1~uw 'did

you kill it?' LM, le~~e~eh}~uh 'did you pl. kill

it?' L, ~i~eh1~uw 'did I kill it?' L, qa. ~i~eh}
'I killed a person' M, qa. ~e~ehi 'it killed a hu=

man, us' L, didu?~ xu~e~eh}}h 'he almost killed me'

L, ?~ qi? ~i~ehl~ da. ?i.?a?~ 'let's go to the
place where I killed him' L, ?~h ~i~ehl}h~ da. ?i.=

?a?~ 'let's go to him whom I killed' L, ~ewa. ?u~a?

~e~eh}}h 'he killed his (own or another's) dog' L,

?i~i~eh} ~?x}ileh 'I intended to kill you, I thought
I'd killed you' L, negative: 8.19, lO.200A, 27a.13L,

28.128A, di~ ?ex~~ehlG 'I didn't kill it' L, di~

?e~~ehlG 'you didn't kill it' L, di~~uh ?e~~eh}G

L, di~~uw ?e~~ehlG 'didn't you kill it?' LM, di~=

.



~uh le~~~eh}6 'didn't you pl. kill it?' L, di~~uw

?ex~~eh~6 'didn't I kill it?' LM, with qe?, 'S

kills another, some more 0': 55.16,21, 26L, with

o-a' ,(to provide) for 0': 20.99, 100A, inceptive

imperfective: la.5, Ib.3M, 18.59, 61, 19.23L, 20.95,

37b.12A, 52.5, 55.27, 27L, ya?~u. xuqa?~e', ya?=
~. xuqa?~}hinu' 'let them not kill me' 20.68,

68A, qu?x~eh, qu?x~e. 'I'll kill it, them' L,
qu?yi~eh 'you'll kill it, them' L, qa?~eh 'it'll
kill it' L, da' qa?~eh 'we'll kill it' L, qu?le~=

~eh 'you pl. will kill it' L, ?iqe?x~eh 'I'll kill

you' L, le~iqe?x~eh, le~iqe?x~e' 'I'll kill you

pl.' L, xuqu?yi~eh 'you'll kill me' L, xuqa?~eh
'it'll kill me' L, ?iqe?~eh 'it'll kill you' L, qa.

qu?yi~eh 'you'll kill us' L, qa' qa?~eh 'it'll kill
us' L, le~iqe?~eh 'it'll kill you pl.' L, da. ?iqe?=

~eh 'we'll kill you' L, da. le~iqe?~eh 'we'll kill

you pl.' L, xuqu?le~~eh 'you pl. will kill me' L,
qa' qu?le~~eh 'you pl. will kill us' L, qa' qu?=

yi~eh (or qi?yi~eh) 'you'll kill a human, us' M,

~i?q qu?qi.x~eh 'I'll kill them all' M, ?ew qa?=
~}h}h, ?ew qu?we~}h~h 'he'll kill it' L, du.d

qu?x~eh 'whom shall I kill?' M, du.de?~ xuqa?~eh
'who is it that'll kill me?' M, de.de?ew xuqa?~eh

'what is it that'll kill me?' M, de. ?ewa'duh qu?x=

~eh 'which one shall I kill?' M, ?~qe?~ xuqa?~eh

.



'he's the one that'll kill me' M, qu?yi~eh~uw 'will

you kill it?' LM, xuqi?yi~e'S 'will you kill me?' M,

xuqa?Seh ~?xilth~h 'he intends to kill me' L, ?i=

qe?x~eh ~?xxileh 'I think I'll kill you' L, nega=

tive: di~ ~ewa' qu?x~e'G 'I won't kill the dog'

L, di~~uw qi?yi~ehG 'won'~ you kill it?' LM, di~

qu?x~ehG (or -~e"G) 'I won't kill it' L, di~ ?~

qu?x~ehG ~?xxileh 'I thought I wouldn't kill him,

I didn't intend to kill him' L, with o-a" '(to pro=

vide) for 0': 17.3, 10, 11M, with qe?, 'S kills an=

other, some more 0': 37b.16A, inceptive optative: da'

Gi'SehSgah~ 'I wish we'd kill it' L, active optative:

?i'~}h}hwah ya'?e'~ 'looking for someone to kill'

51.2L, ?i"~ehwahd 'in order to kill him' 56.28L,

X¥"li~~h}h 'let him kill me' L, X¥'li~~hinu' 'let

them kill me' LM, ?ixiS}h}h 'let me kill him' L,

?ixiSeh 'let me kill it, it's OK for me to kill it' L,

?i'~eh 'it's OK for you, him to kill it' L, ?ile~i=

~eh 'it's OK for you pl. to kill it' L, qa.li~eh,

qa'yi~eh 'it's OK for them to kill it' L, ?ile~i~eh

~a? 'you pl. should kill it' L, da' ?i'~eh 'let's

kill it' LM, inceptive imperative: Ge~e? LM, Ge~e.?

(perfers latter) 'kill it!' L, active imperative: ?e=

~e.?, ?e~e. (latter less frequent) 'kill it!' L,

xu'~e.? 'kill me~' L, xu.le~~e'? 'pl. kill me~' L,

?e~}.?}h 'kill him~' L, ?ele~~}.?}h 'pl. kill him!'



L, inceptive conditional: 20.38, 25.31A, xuGele~~eh
da'~ 'if you pl. kill me' 19.17L, xuGi.~eh da.~

'if you kill me' L, ?iGex~eh da.~ 'if I kill you'

L, inceptive subjunctive: 20.69fnA, ?ahnu. GeSe'~
?il}h}h 'they want to kill him' 56.21L, ?ew Ge~e'~

?u~ dexl}hth 'I told him to kill it' L, ?ew qe=

Ge~e'~ ?ileh 'they wanG to kill it, them, it wants
to kill them' L, Gi'~e'~ ?i~e?xleh 'I want you to

kill it' L, qeGi.~e'~ ?i~e?xleh 'I want you to

kill them' L, active subjunctive: 54-.2fnG, XU'= ~'{~'/~
, -1X""s"~'J.->.'£

~e'~ q\1hew ?ileh 'he wants to kill me' L"'; active\'" rf~r 2~{
,"-.., J A-imperfective, with indeterminate 0 and ye~-progress~ ~I

ive: ye~ ?ide~e'~}h 'he's going around killing' L;

reflexive: active perfective: ?edx~di~ehl 'I killed

myself' L, inceptive imperfective: ?edqu?xde~eh 'I'll
kill myself' L, ya?~. ?edqu?xde~eh 'don't let me

kill myself' L, ?edqu?de~eh 'you'll kill yourself,

it'll kill itself' L, da. ?edqu?de~eh 'we'll kill

ourselves' L, ?edqu?le~de~eh 'you'll kill yourselves'

L, ?edqu?de~}hinu' 'they'll kill themselves' L, in=

ceptive imperative: ?edGede~e'? 'kill yourself~' L,
active imperative: ?edede~e'? 'kill yourself~' L,

?edele~de~e'? 'kill yourselves~' L, inceptive condi=

tional: ?edGede~eh da'~ 'if you kill yourself' 61.9,

lOA, inceptive subjunctive: ?edGede~e.~ '(intending)
to kill yourself' 61.8A, active subjunctive: ?edede=

-



~eo~ '(intending) to kill himself' 61.3, 4A; recip=

rocal: inceptive imperfective: ?i1u? da. qu?de~eh

'we'll kill each other' L, ?i1u? qu?le~de~eh (or

-~e.) 'you'll kill each other' M; passive: inceptive

perfective: xuGedeSeo1 'I'm getting killed' L, ?i=

GedeSeo1S 'are you getting killed?' L, GedeSe.1}h

'he's getting killed' L, qa. Gede~eo1 'we're get=

ting killed' L, le~iGede~e.1 'you pl. are getting

killed' L, qeGede~e.1 'they're getting killed' L,

active perfective: 9.103, 103, Ill, 28.l08A, 34.6M,

xu~di~eh1 'I got killed' L, ?iSdi~eh1 'you got

killed'L, qa. SdiSeh1 'we got killed' M, Sdi=

~eh1}h 'he got killed' L, qi? Sdiseh1da? ?isi1=

?~h1 'I wnet to where he got killed' L, du.de?~h

Sdiseh1 'who is it that got killed?' M, didu?~ xu=

sdiSeh1 'I almost got killed' M, inceptive imper=

fective: lixah qu?deSe. 'a grizzly-bear is to be

killed' 63.24G, xuqu?deSeh 'I'll get killed' LM,

?iqe?de~eh 'you'll get killed' LM, qu?deSeh 'it'll

get killed' LM, qa. qu?de~eh 'we'll get killed' LM,

le~iqe?deseh 'you pl. will get killed' M, qa?qede=

Seh 'they'll get killed' L, ?u.d qi? qa. qu?de=

seh 'there's where a person will get killed' L, ?i.=

lio~ qvh xuqu?deSeh 'he's trying to get me killed'

L, active optative: xv.diseh 'let me get killed' LM,

qao ?idi~eh, qao ?idiSeh 'let's get killed' L,



?}'di~eh 'it's OK for you to get killed' L, ?idi=

~}h}h 'let him get killed' L, le~idi~eh (should

be le~i'-) 'it's OK for you pl. to get killed' L,

inceptive conditional: 64.11G. With ~-indefinite

S or 0 (with ~-indefinite 0 'S kills something,

S makes a kill, is successful in hunting'; see also

further examples under customaries): active perfec=

tive: ~~i~eh~ 'I killed something' 9.114A, ~~e=

~eh~ 'it killed something, something killed it' L,

~~e~ehl}h 'he killed something, someone, someone,

something killed him' M, ?i'na'?d da' ~~e~eh1

'we hunted, killed something on the mountainside' L,

with o-a' 'of 0" ?ahnu'?a' ~~e~ehlih 'he..
killed some of them' 49.31A, ?ewao ~~i~eh~ 'I

killed some of them' M, ?ewao~uh ~~e~ehl 'did

you kill any' M, negative: di~ ?ewa' ~u~~ehlG}h

'he had no success in hunting, didn't kill anything'

9.118, 23.18A, inceptive imperfective (with ~-in=

definite 0, frequently'S is hunting'): ~qu?we~}h=

ih lila'? 'a hunting man' 47c.lL, ~qu?yi~eh,

~qi?yi~eh 'you'll kill someone, something' M, ~=

qu?we~}h}h 'he'll kill something' L, ?u~ ~qu?x=

~eh~ahl 'my hunting-leaf' ('leaf with (not 'by means

of' but 'having which along with me') which I hunt,

will kill something') 37b.63A, Furuhjelm Khukuvasheh

'kill' KUqu?we~eh 'it'll kill something, someone,



I
I

something, someone will kill it' (frequently nominal=

ized, see separate entry), with qe? 'some more,

another': qe? ~qu?x~eh 'I'll kill another, some=

thing else' 10.158, 158A, active optative: ~.xi~eh=

~a?~ qu?xah 'I'll go hunting' ('I'll go for some=

thing I might kill') L, inceptive imperative, with

o-a. 'of 0' and o-a. '(to provide) for 0': siya.

?ewa. KUGe~eh (stem irregular, -~e(.)? expected)

'kill some for me!' 25.149A, inceptive conditional:

~Ge~eh da.~ 'when he made a kill' 19.3L; reflex=

ive: qi? ?ed~~di~eh~ 'place where someone killed

himself' L, ?ed~ ~~di~eh} 'did someone kill him=

self?' L; passive: qi? ~~di~eh} 'place where some=

thing got killed' 10.66A, ?ewa. ~~di~eh}inu., ?u=

qa?~ yt.hinu. ?ewa. ~~di~eh} 'some of them got

killed'L. Customary: inceptive (relatively frequent

with this theme, especially in the sense'S tries to

kill 0, is bent on killing 0'): 8.16, 17A (repetitive),

xuqa?~e.~}h 'he's trying to kill me' L, qa. qa?=

~e.~}h 'he's trying to kill us' L, ~qa?~e.~ 'he

(cust) hunts' 23.18A, active: 64.14G, de~vhYU. ~e.=

~th 'he (cust) kills people' L, ~x~e.~ 'I (cust)

kill something' M, ~.~e.~ ?ileh 'they want (cust)

to kill something' 20.69A (probably should be subjunc=

tive ~.~e.q), di~ ~.~e.~G '(cust) doesn't kill

anything, is (cust) unsuccessful in hunting' 23.4A,



di~ ~.li~eo~G 'you (cust) don't kill anything,

are (cust) unsuccessful in hunting' 23.9, 16A, di~

dadeokihd¥h ?a~e.~G 'he (cust) kills nothing at

all' 23.5A; passive: active: ?ada~eo~ 63.22G'I\ "L'tlLi.e-Jt-1,,\.,.l"",~ J~rt'~ ..~ r
da~eo~ 'is (cust) killed' 63.28,64.3, lOG"" ~= ~1~-)~

(r v~---"
de.dah ?ada~e.~G 'it's impossible to kill them ("';1t~ (,..-

(for them to be killed)' 63.2IG.

2. (figurative) ao 'S "kills" (inanimate) 0':

60.44,45,46 A (lightning "kills" a radio).

2b. 'S hurts 0 badly': Rezanov XomemeMTA~

'MY~T~ qu&len' xu~a~ehl 'you, it really hurt me',

ATXOmemeHA~ 'npH6HT~ Koro Jemanden schlagen' ?a?d

xu~a~ehl 'you, it really hurt me badly', HXoKyame
'"'-v'. 1"""-.1;;((., ,[","' ,i".,:J.?-{.:'!}..'"..

'He ~ qu~le nicht' /\ ya?~. qu?yi~eh 'don't kill --

it'Ii, Ame 'My~~' (not in Radlov, 'torment:')

?a~e.? 'kill it:, hurt it bad:'; with y-anatomical:

xuyaGa~e'l 'it (e.g. heavy burden) is killing my

arms'L, with ya? 'completely': qahdeqaw ya?

xuya~a~ehl 'it finally just about killed my arms' L.

O-d-~e (as 2b. above, with d-thematic 'oral, noise')

'S kills O's voice': ?i~ ?isqa.? xuda~a~ehl 'I

yelled my lungs out at you' ('yelling at you just

about killed my voice') L.

o-~ O-(l-)~e (l-classifier preferred with o-~ 'by

means of 0') 1. 'S kills 0 by means of 0': 19.30 L

(classifier zero), siyeqa?c~ ~il~ehl (or ~i~ehl)



'I killed it with my hands' LM, si~ah~~ ~i}~eh}

(or ~i~eh}) 'I killed it with my foot' LM, si=

~'}eyah~ ~i}~eh~ (or ~i~eh}) 'I killed it with

my teeth' LM, ca'Ai'ne~ ~i}~eh} (or ~i~eh}) 'I

killed it with a rock' LM, dek}~ ?e~e.? 'kill

it with a stick!' LM, ca'Ai.ne~ qu?x}~eh (or qu?=

x~eh 'I'll kill it with a rock' L; reflexive: xu~~

?ed~}i~eh} 'he killed himself with a gun' L, dek}h~

?edqu?xde~eh 'I'll kill myself with a stick' LM;

passive: ?~ ~de~e'~ 'by means of it something

(game) is (cust) killed' 63.l6G.

2. (figurative) indirect reflexive with o-y-~

'by means of o's hand': ya.~ x~~i~eh}}h 'I beat

him up good' L, ya'~ ?iqe?x~e~eh 'I'll beat you

up' ('I'll practically kill you with my (own) hands') L.

~qu?we~eh, ~qa?~eh (latter less frequent; noun, un=

classified, nominalized inceptive imperfective with

~-indefinite 0 (and/or S?) 'someone will kill it,

something, one hunts it') 'huntable animal, game' L,

13.1, 4L, ~qa?~eh~a?~ ye~ qu?xdah 'I'll go around

for game' 9.l6A

?u~ ~-qu?-(}-)~eh-yu. (noun, unclassified; nominal=

ized inceptive imperfective with ~-indefinite 0, in=

flected for S translating as possessor, with -yu.

'pl.', }-classifier optional with o-~ 'by means of

0', 'by means of them~l.) S will kill something')



'weapons, hunting-gear'., ?u~ ~qu?x1Sehyu. 'my
weapons' 37b.31A, 47c.lOL, ?u~ ~qi?yi1~ehyu.

'yourweapons' 37b.48A, ?u~ ~qu?we~ehyu. 'hunt= ~

ing-gear' 47c.25L.
~qa?~e.l (-I-gerundive with ~-indefinite 0 and re=

taining inceptive imperfective prefix) 'hunting':
~qa?~e.l~a? 'for hunting, to hunt' 28.18A ("guess
that's alright" L).

~qu?we~e.~, ~qa?~e.~~ (latter less frequent, attest=
ed only in 25.17, 33.2A; gerundive with ~-indefinite

0, inceptive imperfective prefix retained, suffixed
-~ 'toward' and -1-gerundive) 'hunting': used adverbi=

ally, requiring 1-classifier with verbs of motion: 15.=
2,29 (de-classifier with verb in error for 1e-),15.=

4M, 19.2, 4L, 20.47,25.17, 33.2A, 37a.l, 26, 42.6L,
47b.lM, 47c.2, 14L, ~qu?we~e.~1 ?i1a? 'go hunting~'
M, ~qu?we~e.~1 da. ?i.1?a?~ 'let's go hunting' L;

(noun, unclassified) as C: ~qu?we~e.~1 yi1}h}h
'he's hunting, he's a hunter' M, as 0: 15.3M, as 0 of

o-wahd 'for the sake of': 47b.12M, of o-~a? 'for 0':

47b.38M; ?u~ ~qu?we~e.~yu. 'weapons' 47b.20M
(probably blend with ?u~ ~qu?we~ehyu.).

~Se.~1 (as above, lacking inceptive imperfective pre=

fix, attested only once, perhaps in error) 'hunting':

fuSe.~~~ qu?x1ah '1 '11 go hunting' L( vi" l;~ "~i'" ".t~t~
?AJ, ,.',.1,." l-i. "r'~~r\1,- fL. ~J"%7 t)\",l 1~- _t~/M ;\~!L- c:.c#~" ~ ,f ",,",It." v~-f ).{)).I{ ",. ~ .-v"TC~f ". ~,

~~' "' /'!'if ..'
., " $/;, A. "'~ ,,; 1;.- .u. -J'\, ' f'



Seh

~eh , r '--
'Ywe~eh (noun, d-class or unclassifie~) 'name' LM, Furu=

hjelm Vashsheh 'name', xu' siya? we~eh 'my

name'L, weSehde5u' 'nice name' L, ~de5u' we~eh
qe?ew 'that's a nice name' M, we~eh ?ila?~ si~=

tah1 (or disiltah~) 'I named you' ('I put a name

on over your head') M, we~eh ?ula?~ si~?ah~ 'I

named it' L, we~eh ?ula?~ qu?x?}h}h 'I'll name

him'L, de' weSehd la?~ ?i~i?ah1 'what's your

name?' ('what name do you have on over your (own)

head?') L.
-we~eh (possessed form of preceding, probably incor=

rect) 'name': siwe~eh 'my name' M (M later verifies
form, but L again definitely rejects it).



~a-~a '-~iyah

~a-~a'-~iyah (~iyah probably expanded form, attested in ac=

tive imperfective only; co~siderable hesitation for all in=
~

formants between ~a and ~a': implying ~a: ~ah in

active perfective L 6 times, M 3 times, A 4 times, ~ao

'f~ in inceptive pe~fective L 3 times, M once, ~a. in yeJS:-=
1

; progressive active imperfective L once; implying ~a':

~a? in active perfective L once, M once, A 3 times, ~a?

in inceptive perfective M once, A twice, ~ah in sub=

junctive L once)

O-~a--~a' '8 digs for 0,8 makes hole in ground for 0

(to remove or to plant, bury 0),8 digs 0 (clam)':

Si~ah~ 'I dug (for it)' A, with qa? 'up out': ?ew

qa? ~e~ah~ 'dug it up' 6.7M, dao qa? ?i.~ah

'let's dig it up (clam)' L, ~:j.hGih qa? ~i~ah~ 'I

dug up one clam' L, ~~? qa? ~i~ah1 'I dug up

many clams' L, qa? GeSa? 'dig it out~' L, with

ya.nu? 'below surface': yaonu? qu?xSah 'I'll bury

it' L, ya.nu?~ Gex~a.~ 'I'm burying it' L, with

class-marks for 0: gu~e~ah~ 'he dug them (spruce=

roots)' A, ?uodi~ah Aa.Ge~a? (or -~ao?) 'dig

them (stones) out of (away from) there~' L; passive:
~e~? se~si?1 qi? yaonu? ?idi~ah1 'place where

lots of rotten fish have been buried' 58.3Lo
O-dl-~a '8 digs s~ries of holes in ground for 0, S

.;, t

makes 0 (fence, palisade, stockade, corral, fort),
8 fences 0 in', with lah 'around, in a circle':



lah Aa.Ge~a.? (or -~a?) 'make a fence:, fence it

in:' L, lah Aa.~iSah} 'I made a fence' L, lah

Aa.GeXSa.} 'I'm making a fence' L.

O-gdl-~a (as above, with gl-class-mark for 0 'liquid'

thematized) 'S digs 0 (drainage ditch)': ?u.de~ ge=

Ai?~a? 'dig a drainage ditch along there:' L, ?u.de~

geAa.~iSah} 'I dug a drainage ditch along there' L.

O-Gl-~a--~a' (with Gl-thematic 'ground') 'S digs in

ground for 0, S digs ground': 11.23, with qa? 'up

out': q~.~ GeleGe~a.}}h 'he's digging (the ground

up)' M; detransitivized with indeterminate 0: ?iG~.=

xde~ah 'I'm digging in the ground' L, qi? ~?G~.=

de~ah 'place where people are digging' L; with ye~-=

progressive (also derivable from Gl-de-~a--~a'): ye~

G~.de~a.~}h 'he's digging around' L; passive: qa?

G~.~disa?} 'it (ground) has been dug (up)' M.

Gl-de-~a--~a' 'S digs in ground, S digs a hole': 6.2, 3M,

GeleGede~a.}}h 'he's digging in the ground' L, q~.~

Gelexde~a.~ 'I (cust) dig holes' L, Gela.xde~ah~ si~

del}h}h 'he told me to dig' L; with ye~-progressive:

see O-Gl-~a--Sa' above.

O-}-~a--~a' 's digs for 0, S digs 0 (removing it from the

ground), S digs clam' (meaning not always clearly dis=

tinguished from that of O-~a--Sa', but emphasis here

appears to be on removal of 0 from its place in the

ground): ?e}~a? 'dig (e.g. for clams):' L, Ge}~a?



'dig (for it, dig it out):' L, da. ?i.l~ah 'let's

dig (clams)' L, ~el~a?l, ~el~ah1 'he dug it' A,

~qu?xl~ah 'I'll dig for something' L, di~ ~qu?=

xl~ahG (or -~a.G) 'I won't dig (for anything)' L,

~l~ah 'I'm digging for something' L, ~Sil~ahl 'I

dug for something' L, di~ neo~ ~lSahG 'I'm not

digging (for anything) just yet' L, lu.dio?d ~lS}h=

}h 'he's digging (for clams) on the tide-beach' L,

with qa? 'up out': 23.137A, with class-marks for 0:

Ge.c' gul~a.~inuo 'they (cust) dig for spruceroots'

66.2L, Ge.a ~~o? guGelSah da.~ 'when they're done

digging spruceroots' 66.3L, Ge.c' dao gul~ah 'we=

're digging spruceroots' L, Ge.c' gul~}h}h 'he's

digging spruceroots' L, Ge.a gu~S}hinu. 'they're

digging spruceroots' L, ?ew daonao qa? di~il~ahl

'I dug the money up' L.

O-Gl-~-Sa' (with Gl-thematic 'ground") 'S digs 0 (ground)',

attested only with ye~-progressive: ye~ Gelaole~a?

'dig around~' M, ye~ Gelele~a?~inu. 'they're dig=

ging around' M, ye~ qu?Ga.x~eSa (stem irregular)

'I'll dig around in the ground' L.

0-1-Siyah (stem probably expanded, used only in active

imperfective) 'S digs many 0 (removing one after an=

other from the ground), S digs 0 habitually': SeleG

l~iy}hinu. "'they dig clams all the time'" L, with

g-class-mark for 0: 37a.9L, Ge.a gu~~iy}hinuO 'they



dig spruceroots' L, Geed gu}~iy}h}h 'he digs (lots

o~ spruceroots' L, Ge"a guX}~iyah 'I dig spruce=

roots (all the time)' L.

~a?} (noun, unclassified, with -}-instrumental) 'dig=

ging-stick' M, Galushia Nelson ca't} 'bark stick or

peeling wedge', s~~a' cat} 'clam stick' BSdL 548

sah~a? ~a?} 'digging-stick for cockles', la?dih

~a?} 'two digging-sticks' L.

Aa.~a?} (noun, unclassified, see O-dl-~a) 'fence' LM,

'palisade, stockade, fort, corral' L, Aa.~a?} ~?"?~

Ge}i"}inu" 'they're building a fort' 34.1171, Aa"=

~a?} Aa"sicu"x} 'I put a fence in' L, ~3U. Aa.=

~a?} 'nice fence' L; Harrington dlaaccd'} 'beaver

dam' G; Rezanov qm~~eT~RmaHb ~BBTH Blumen' probably

to be read ~i"lehAa"~a?} 'Raven-fort, Raven-fence',

see under ~i"leh; also place-name: place on Mountain

Slough at foot of Mt. Eccles just below village, where

Eyaks hid from Aleuts L, Galushia Nelson glacat1

"'Fort," below Eyak on Eyak River, where a Russian

post is said to have been established' BSdL 18, "'Fort,"

on the west (right) bank of Eyak River, about half a

mile (800 m") below the site of Eyak. The village is

supposed to have been just below a large rock, which,

because of its resemblance to a fort, has given the

name to the village' BSdL 30 (photograph Plate 4.2.);

Rezanov T~Rma~b 'KeK~ Felsblock' ~eK~ 'large



, ,~,f! c,hi~itt 1 {qc." I.) ,
I.t. y~Ci(, 1/

columnar monolith at shore or standing in sea near
) (

cliff, or (more recently?) ridge of boulders and
".

pebbles along a river bank, formed by the thrusting

action of river ice', the Eyak here perhaps referring

to such in the Yakutat area, or perhaps to the pre=

ceding, localizing the Rezanov vocabulary in the

Cordova area); Furuhjelm Tliausha 'hill, mountain'

perhaps to be read Aa.~a?% and referring to the

above and/or Mt. Eccles; Harrington 'annuuccii

yci'~l<i'ca'% 'Russian Fort at Ankau' (near Yakutat)-
G ?enu.~i.ya? Aa.~a?% 'Russian's Fort'.

Aa.~%i~a?% (or -Sah%) attested only in BSdL, Galushia

Nelson Glact%tca.t% 'fort, fish wier' BSdL 545,549.

Nominalized passive active perfective of O-dl-%-~a=

--~a', cf. O-dl-~a).

~~ah (gerundive of O-~a--~a' or O-%-~a--~a' with

~-indefinite 0) 'digging'; ~~ah xuGe~ga?% 'I'm

getting tired of digging' ('digging is tiring me') L.

Ge?Gi?~ah (noun, Ge?- not identified as occurring

elsewhere, perhaps Ga?-?i-Gi?-, neuter perfective

with Gi?-thematic, unexplained) 'cemetery, grave=

yard'L.



~a '-~ah

~a'-~ah (A ~a' only, L and M hesitate between ~a' and

~ah; perfectives from LA always with -g-repetitiv~~l'r t;;1A.11",t~"".
FC; ..,. .)

-~a' --~ah 'S is stingy, possessive, jealous': neuter;t~~/.h~,,!
If?:. rl{4..;;;~.!.t.

imperfective: xwi~ah B, xi~ah 'I'm stingy' LM, \~::_r~_..

di~ ?a?x~ahG 'I'm not stingy' LM, yi~ah 'you're

stingy' LM, di~ ?a?~ahG M (probably incorrect),

di~ ?a?yi~ahG 'you're not stingy' L, le~i~ah 'you

pl. are stingy' LM, di~ ?a?le~~ahG 'you pl. aren't I

stingy' L, yi~}h}h 'he's stingy' LM, di~ ?a?~ah=

G}h 'he's not stingy' LM, yi~}hinu. 'they're stin=

gy' M, ?ideyi~ah gedisdi~e?xd~ 'he's so stingy he

has warts on his rump' (standard expression) L, incep=

tive imperfective: qu?x~ah 'I'll be stingy' M, ya?=

~. qi?yi~ah 'don't be stingy' M, di~ qu?we~ahG}h,

di~ qa?~ahG}h 'he won't be stingy' M, inceptive im=

perative: Ge~a? 'be stingy:' M, inceptive perfec=

tive: GuxSah~ 'I'm getting stingy' M, repetitive:

Ge~ahg~}h L, Ge~a?g~}h 'he's getting stingy' LA,

active perfective: Si~ah1 'I got stingy' M, di~

?eS~a?~G}h 'he didn't get stingy' M, repetitive: ~e=

~ahg~}h L, Se~a?g~}h 'he got stingy' LA; with o-~a?

'in intimate relation with 0', 'S is stingy, posses=

sive, jealous about, over 0': Rezanov TmoCoxaxymaR.':c

~em~D nichtbedauern' di~ ?u~a? ?a?xw~ahG 'I'm

not stingy, possessive, jealous about it', da.na'de=

~a? xi~ah 'I'm stingy with money' L, da'na'de~a?



yi~}h}h 'he's stingy with money' M, di~ da-na.de=

~a? ?a?~ahG}h 'he's not stingy with money' M, ?~=

~a? yiS}h}h 'he's jealous, possessive of her' M,

di~ ?u~a? x~a.~G 'I'm (cust) not stingy with it'

L, with 0-<';' 'toward 0': ?udeGe.?~a? ?~(! yi~ah=

~a? 'because he (A) is possessive of his (A's) young=

er sister towards him (B)' (won't give him his younger

sister) 9.7lA; indirect reflexive: la?(! ?~a? xdi=

~ah 'I'm too stingy to wear it' ('I'm stingy about

it toward my (own) head, covering') L.



~u. I

~u. (perhaps expanded form of ~uh)

?e-~u.-kih (attested only as C with O-?-(l-)}-~a';

with ?e- 'exclamation, vocative' and -kih 'di=

minutive'; see also suh5) 'asleep' (of baby): ?e=
~u.kih ?u?leGe}~=i-?}h 'put him (baby) to sleep~'M,

?e~u.kih qu?li.x}~ih}h 'I'll put him (baby) to

sleep' M, ?e~u.kih ?u?lisi}~a?}}h 'I put him
(baby) to sleep' M, ?e~u.kih ?u?li.}~a.lC}h 'she

(cust) puts him (baby) to sleep' M.



~uh

~uh (M also ~uhx, ~ux, probably imitative, rejected

by L; L occasionally ~u', but LMA generally favor in=

variable Suh except for frequent analogical ~u? in

inceptive imperative; perhaps related to ~u.)

ya.~ ~dl-~uh (attested only with ~-thematic with

ya.~ 'destruction, consumption' and d-thematic

'fire, bright', also sometimes d-class-mark for

'fire, lamp' or ~d-class-mark for 'match, candle')

'S (fire, light) goes out': 34.67M, ya.~ qu?~eAi.=

~uhx M, ya.~ qu?~eAi.~uh 'fire will go out' L,

ya.~ ~eAa.GeSuh1 'fire is going out' L, ya.~

~eAa.~e~uhx1 M, ya.~ ~eAa.~e~uh1 'fire went out'

LM, 'light went out' A, repetitive: ya.~ ~eAa.=

~uhxg M, ya.~ ~eAa.Suhg 'fire keeps going out'

LM, with qe? 'back, again': ya.~ ~eAa.~diSuh}

'(fire) went back out' 34.69M. Transitive (causa=

tive) 'S extinguishes, puts, blows 0 (fire, light)

out': Rezanov ffxaT~RK~~qy Tac~ ausl~schen (Im=
perat.) , ya.~ ~eAa.Ge1Su? 'put out the fire~,

blow it out:, turn off the light:' 68.94, 94A, LMAS,

ya.~ ~eAa.Ge}~uhx 'put the fire out~' M, ya.~

~eAa.Ge}~ux 'blow it (candle, match) out~' M,
ya.~ ~eAa"Ge}~uh 'put out the fire:, blow it out~'

L, ya.~ qu?~eAi'x~Suh 'I'll put out the fire,

I'll blow it out, I'll turn it (light) off' L, di~
ya"~ qu?~eAi'x~suhG (or -SU"G, analogical) 'I

J

., "" ~ ,



won't blow it out' L, ya.J.C J.C8t,a"silsu?1 L

(analogical, implying su'), ya"J.C J.C8Aa.SilSuhx1

M, ya"J.C J.C8Aa"Si1Suh1 'I put out the fire,

lamp'LM, da. ya"J.C J.C8Aa.yi1Suh 'let's blow

it out' L, ya.J.C J.C8t,a.68x1SuhJ.C si~ d8l}h}h

'he told me to extinguish it' L.



~iyah-~ah-~a'

~iyah-~ah-~a' (~ah in certain vocatives of kinship nouns

and one personal name, ~a' with -dah adverbializer,

with one postposition, and in one personal name; alsQ ,/ !",,(o.-k~/1-
-, ic~ "'" t.

7 ...,'~,. "'" r..,r-,,>, I'_~~iya' in song and in one personal name.i.,~~\:"'~l~~f ~t r..:.1"\ 'i~'

-~iyah (adjective) 'bad, evil, anger, offense, ugly,

mean, unclean, spoiled, naughty, nasty, queer,- sick=

ly, disgusting' (general pejorative, term of disap=

proval, disfavor, or contempt, sometimes with very

much weakened meaning) 1. Independent, with ~-in=

definite prefix. a. not in association with classi=

fied nouns: asyntactic or as S: 43.l2M, 6l.l3A, ~=

~iyah o-la?~ d-?ya '0 is, becomes angry' ('anger

comes over 0') (see ?yal), Rezanov KomMHT~ ~y~o

schlecht' ~u~iyahd..., Furuhjelm Kushiatu 'bad'

~~iyahduh 'that's bad:', Rezanov ATKOmM.frT~ 'XY>Ke

schlecht (Comparat.) , ?a?d ~Siyahd... 'very bad',

KOmmH.fr 'HeqHCTO' (not in Radlov, 'unclean'), Galu=

shia Nelson keciye 'bad or ugly' BSdL 554, Rezanov

ROmM.frT~e~aH~ 'BOH.freTb stinken' ~~iyah }e~~h

'something bad smells', ~Siyah ?iye~ deGedeleh

'you're getting yourself bad luck (by playing with

fire)' L ~~j- y ah ?uX"a? .?uye'""d ?i~t'a?' ?ise?ah}ih, .'c:!. .
'the offenses against him he contains (are gathered)

within himself' L, as 0: ~Siyah qvhew de~i'

~i~ se}?ah1 'he's already started trouble' L, as

C: ?ewdig ~~iyah 'that too is bad, evil' 5l.33A,

I



~a.?d ~~iyah 'bad (weather) out' LM, ~ela.g ~=
~iyah 'winter is bad, hard' M, ?i. ?iya? ~~iyah

'yours is no good' L, ~~iyah ?i~e? da.~ 'as

they (spruce-needles) begin to turn old and rotten'

11.11?A, ~a.?d ~~iyah yi~eh 'it was bad (weather)
outside' M, 60.42A, ~~iyah se~e?~ '(1 baked bread

and) it turned out badly, it was a failure, it got

spoiled (too bad to eat), he became bad' L, ~~iyah

Ge~e?~Gdewa. ~a.ne. 'eat it before it spoils~' L,

de?a. ~~iyah yi~~h}h 'because he's no good' M,

de?a. ~siyah yi~eh ~ewa. 'because it's a bad

dog' ('dog which is bad') L, -deGeleh o-a. ~~iyah

-~e(?) 'o's mind is unhappy, 0 is sad, unhappy, in a
bad mood' 18.85L, 25.38, 29.38A, 62.22G, ~~iyah

?u?lisi~~a?~ 'I wrecked it' M, ~~iyah ?edu?s}i=

~a?~}h 'he acted, got bad (deliberately)' ('he made

himself bad') L, sideGeleh siya. ~~iyah ?u?li.~=

~ah 'I feel guilty' ('it's making my mind unhappy')

L, as 0 of postpositions: ~siyahya?~ 'in anger, in

a fury, in a fit' 4?b.35M, ~~iyahla? 'bad luck' L,

preceding (unclassified) nouns (relativized): ~~i=
yah qe?} 'evil woman' 2la.34, 48L, ~~iyah seqe.=
crekih 'naughty child' 51.l8A, ~~iyah de~ 'bad

person' L, 51.18, 35A, ?a?d ~~iyah ~ela.g ?ide=
seli~ 'a very bad winter ensued' L, 45a.9L, ?a?d

~~iyah ~ela.g ~~e~e?~ 'there was a very bad win=



ter' L, ~~iyah ~ahd 'bad disease, syphilis' L.

lb. With class-marks: ~de~iyah 'no good,

bad' (of wood, board, mussel, phonograph record,

house, boat, knife, ice) L, ~de~iyah lis 'bad

tree' L, ~de~iyah ~a?g 'bad firewood' L, ?ew

yahd ~de~iyah 'that house is no good' L, KU=

la~e~iyah 'no good, bad' (of sand, rice, berries,

eyes) L, ~gv.~iyah 'no good, bad' (of water, milk,

sealoil, whiskey) L, ~t~.~iyah 'bad skin (poor

pelt)' LM, ~ti.la~iyah Ga~e?~ 'it (skin, rhu=

barb) is turning bad' L, ~ih~ ~gada~iyah 'grass

is bad' L, ~gu~iyah 'no good, bad' (of thread,

yarn, sinew) L, ~gaAa.~iyah 'bad paint' L, ~=

Aa.~iyah 3awu~ 'bad net' L, ~qi.le~iyah 'bad

rope, chain' L, ~~ada~iyah 'bad' (of day, log) L.

2. Dependent, as suffix a. not with classified

nouns (often with more or less weakened pejorative

meaning, "'old"', indicating only mild disapproval,

irritation, or contempt, even good-humored tolerance):

~i.leh~iyah '(Old) Raven' (standard name for mytho=

logical 'Raven', as distinguished from generic 'ra=

ven') (see ~i.leh), ~awa.~iyah 'old dog, mutt'

33.9,49.101,101, 108A, 'bad dog, lousy mutt' L,

qa.~dalih~iyahyu. 'old human bones' 34.122L, ~a=

?ah~iyah 'old slave' (pejorative) 49.84,88, 115A,

we.g~gaSiyah si~a? 'myoId ulu' 49.89A, -yah~a=



.~iyah '(woman's) child, brat, kid' 49.131, 133,

143A, Galushia Nelson seqe'tseciy~ 'baby-ugly,

bad baby ("baby-bad")' BSdL 259, 554 seqe.c'e~iyah

(seqe.c'e- does not otherwise occur without -kih

'diminutive'), Rezanov TarOMYlliMH Y~Ha Mann'

de~~hi~iyah 'nasty fellow' 9.28A, 'old guy, charac=

ter' (person one doesn't like) L, te?ya?~iyah 'old

fish' (contemptuous) 21b.5A, ?ew yida.siyah qe?ew

'it's that (evil) sham'an's power' L, }eni'?~iyah

'bad boy' L, de~\lhyu.~iyah "'people'" (with sar=

castic tone, like "~people") M, with certain

kinship nouns (in more or less pejorative sense, see

also -~iyah--~ah below): -?ehde~iyah 'old lady

(wife)' 10.271,11.1, 2A, ?uqa?~iyah 'her old man

(husband)' 11.48, 50A, ?uma.~iyah 'her old mother'

49.76, 78A, ?uta.?~iyah 'her old father' 49.77A,

?i~la.~iyahyah~ 'your old (female) cousin's child'

61.102A, suffixed to nominalizations, exclamations,

other adjectives (often epithets): ?e~a. ~e?del}h=

}h~iyah 'my what an old snob, dandy~' L, ?a.weyu'

?}.sexah}}hsiyah 'he's a badly boorishly brought-=

up person' L, ?e~a. di~ deleh ~?}ele'G}h~iyah

'what a disrespectful forward person~' L, ?}.}il}h=

}h~iyah (-~iya. in song) 'funnyface, uglymug'

(children's taunt) L, ~a.?d }sih~iyah 'weather

is rotten lousy' L, ?i}~e.duh }5u?~iyah 'what in

,

I



God's name does that (lousy mutt) think it's doing?'

L, ?~.yao~iyah exclamation of anger at someone L,
?uh~iyah exclamation of slight ot mock irritation --

LM, ?ih~iyah exclamation of extreme disgust or con=
tempt M (L rejects), ~i.lehkuc'g~iyah 'Little Old

Raven' la.lM, Ge.dge~eqkuc'g~iyah 'Little Old Mag=

pie' 9.9, 48A, ?~hga?kih ?i.}kudg}hkudg~iyah 'a
poor little guy like him' 9.44A, ~a.dahkuc'g~iyah

'a remarkably clever little youngster' M, bao~a.=

kudg~iyah man's name, Paul Alec LM, ~we~luw~iyah

'big fat old thing~' Ib.9M, ~elewe~Siyah 'old fat-=

head~' Ib.9M, }e~~h~iyah 'old stinky~' Ib.9M, le=

quh}qe~~iyah 'old fat-cheeks~' lO.96A, with special

meaning: ~eo~eSiyah 'lowbush currants' LM (see

~e.~), Aa.qeya?~iyahyu. 'sheep, mountain-sheep'

('bad, queer mountain-goats') L, Aa.qeya?ga? ?i.=

~eh~iyahyuo 'mountain-sheep' ('bad, queer ones which
are like mountain-goats') L, kena.qao~iyahyu. (same

as kena.qaoyu.) 'Greeks'L.

2b. with classified nouns: ~du.lihGde~iyah

'no-good table' L.

-~iyah--~ah (suffixed to kinship nouns, -~ah with
certain vocatives): according to L, the ascending

kinship nouns for parents' parents and parents' sib=

lings can be followed by suffixed -Siyah which is

entirely without meaning, and, in the case of those



for the grandparents, suffixed -~ah or -~iyah

is required in the vocative; L seemed quite certain

of these forms, and also of the slight irregulari=

ties in the vocatives of the terms for parents'

siblings, all of which were later rechecked and ve=

rified: -~u.~iyah 'mother's mother' (same as I
-Cuo, vocative cuo~ah), -~}h~iyah 'father's mo=

ther' (same as -~}h, vocative ~}h~ah), -?uh~iyah

'father's father' (same as -?uh, vocative ?uhSah),

-?weo~GeSiyah !mother's father' (same as -?weoSG,
vocative weo~Ge~ah), -yaoqe?Siyah 'mother's sis=

ter' (same as -yaoqe?, vocative yaoqe?, yaoqe?=

~ah, ya.qe?~iyah), -?ahdeSiyah 'father's sister'
(same as -?ahd, vocative ?ahd, ?ahd~ah, ?ahde=

~iyah), -t}h~iyah 'father's brother' (same as
-t}h, vocative ?et}h, t}hSiyah), -gaog~iyah

'mother's brother' (same as -gaog, vocative ?e=

gaog, ga.g~ah); once however, L contradicted her=
self in part, stating that in the grandparent terms

the -~iyah--~ah has no pejorative connotation

whatsoever, but that in those for the parents' sib=

lings, and all other kinship nouns, -~iyah (never

reduced to -~ah) retains some pejorative meaning,

thus sit}h~iyah 'my uncle (father's brother) (who

e.g. "looks funny")' L. In the kinship terms from A

in BSdL 565-568, suffixed ~~iyah is used to dis=



~
~iya? I

siya? (occasionally also ~iya' implied by some inceptive

imperfective forms from L, but L clearly prefers invari=
able si ya?LI-,uv~"'i'5 ~...~J 4,," $'e CfI.-'It> ~', "'(~h"'flJ~' ""-

) r 1

-~iya? 'S is, becomes exhausted, tired out, very fa=

tigued': si~iyahl 'I'm exhausted' LM, ~e~iya?l

'it's exhausted' M, se~iya?l}h 'he's (become) ex=

hausted' L, se~iya?1 'you're exhausted' L, Gex=

siya?1 L, GuxSiya?1 'I'm becoming exhausted, all

tired out' LM, qu?xSiya?, qu?xSiyah (former pre=

ferred) 'I'll get, be exhausted' L, qu?yiSiyah

'you'll be exhausted' L, de?u"d ?ixisiya? 'al=

right let me be exhausted' L, Transitive (causa=

tive): xuse1Siya?1}h 'he exhausted me' M, Gelex=

tah xu~e[1JSiya?1 'I'm tired of living' ('(that)

I'm living has exhausted me') LM, ?iqe?xlSiya?

'I'll exhaust you' L, Ge1~iy}?}h 'exhaust him~'

L, ?ew da" ?i"1Siya? 'let's tire it out' L,

~"1Siya.~ 'it's exhausting' ('it (cust) exhausts

one') L"



tinguish the younger sibling from the older in

atcia, akicia 'father's younger sister' (see

?ahd, t}h), aqaqcia 'mother's younger brother'
(see gaog), yaqE'cia 'mother's younger sister',

yaqE'caEyac 'mother's younger sister's son or

daughter' (see yaoqe?), siucia 'father's fa=
ther's younger brother' (see ?Uhl), sttcucia

'mother's mother's younger sister' (see ~uo),

stnskicia 'younger brother (woman speaking)' (see

:5), Sittkicia 'younger sister (man speaking)',

sitqetkicia 'husband's younger sister' (see yid-=

yed-wud);in certain others suffixed -Siyah dis=
tinguishes the children of a man's younger brother

from those of his older brother (which are not dis= [

tinguished from his own children): stsaqEqcia

'younger brother's son (man speaking)' (see -se-=

qeo-G 'man's son, man's brother's son'), sitsicia

'younger brother's daughter' (see cio-cioy 'man's

daughter, and cfo sicio~iyah 'my daughter', man

speaking, angrily L); in others -Siyah distinguish=
es a man's stepbrothers from his blood brothers: sta=

wu~cia 'older stepbrother' (see -~ewe~ 'man's 01=
der brother'), s tRaqaE cia 'younger stepbrother' -

(see -deGeo? 'younger sibling'); the glosses for

aqaqcia 'mother's older sister's son (man speaking)',

siqaqcia 'mother's older brother's son (man speak=
j ..')\ tl\.~1 j~~;~,-(}i1"t.,) i,j ~ } "-



ing)', and qacia or GQcia 'mother's father's.
older brother (either sex speaking)', probably all

forms with -ga.g 'mother's brother' and -~iyah,

are almost certainly incorrect.

~~a'dah (adverb) 'badly (etc.)': ~sa.dah de~vh

-1e(?) 'S is a bad person' ('S is a person badly,

S lives evilly') 9.28, 49.9A, ~~a.dah Gl-ta' 'S

is a bad person, mean' ('S lives badly') 9.29, 51.=

35A, L (see ta'), ~~a.dah ?ed-?-de-gewi'--gew

'S feels badly, ill' 47c.6L, 69.27A, ~~a.dah 0-=

?-gewi'--gew 'S feels (0) badly' L (see gewi'-gew) ,

~~a.dah -Ie'S turns bad, spoils' 48.llL, ~~a.=

dah d-le 'S speaks evil, says something mean' 61.=

14A, Rezanov KomaTacaRa~b 'KpHBO schief, krumm'

~~a.dah seGec'1 'you twisted it badly', ~~a.dah

1e-gemi'--gem 'S tastes bad' (see gemi'-gem), ~=

~a.dah 1e-~~ 'S smells bad' (see ~~'), ~~a.dah

?i?Gex?eh 'you look pretty sickly to me' L, le~=

la.~ le~a? ~~a.dah ?u?le~eGede?eh 'your pl.

eyes look pretty bad' L, 1i~ ~~a.dah xu?li.?}h}h

'he always calls me bad names' L, ~~a.dah seqecr1

'it's ripped bad' L, ~~a.dah ?ed}.li~}h}h 'he's

making a snarling frowning face, he's a mean bossy

person'L, sideGeleh siya. ~~a.dah seli1}h 'he

hurt my feelings' L, ?ude~a.q ~sa.dah da. deleh

'were having trouble because of what he said' L,



fu~aodah ?iolih-t'e'--t'u', fu~aodah ?iolih-le

'S is angry, disgusted' (see t'e'-t'u', Ie), fu=

~aodah O-?iolih-%i (-%-le) 'S angers, disgusts

0' (see Ie), fu~aodah ye~ ?ediOlih%a?yaO~}h
'he's thinking angry thoughts' L, fu~aodah leh

GeleGa?yaO% 'there's a bad winter' ('a year is

passing badly') Lo
fu~aoda? (postpositional phrase) 'bad luck' in ~=

~aoda? o-leh Gl-?ya '0 has a bad year (year of
bad Imck) , (see ?yal) °

?ed~a?le~iyah (noun, unclassified) 'good-for-nothing,
ne'er-do-well' L, 50o41Ao ?ed~a? 'in intimate re=

lation with self'; le- may represent I-thematic,
or is perhaps a reduced form of -Ie'S acts', but

deverbalized, as otherwise de-classifier would be

expected with the indirect reflexive; also called

?edxa?lih "for short" L° °

tio~iyah (noun, probably tiel-class, with tiol-=

class-mark thematized, not actualized tiole-, and

nasalization missing) 'seaweed species' (resembles
ribbon seaweed (Porphyra) in shape, but much broader

and very long, heavy, same color as gewa?d (Fucus),
must grow way out to sea, and some drift ashore; no

good for people to eat, though deer eat it) Lo (U(~;}I:~ ,."
Siyah (epithet) in ~iyah lah lah 'here, here, ~(~~:/~ ~

~ .
here's something for you' (to dog) L; also dog' s ~;('



name L.

qe?}Sah woman's name L (qe?} 'woman', also woman's --

name).
qe?}~a.kih woman's name, Annie Johnson A (as above,

with -kih 'diminutive).

?~.de~~iya. woman's name LA (unable to analyze,

?~.de~ perhaps 'along here', and -~iya., prob=

ably variant of -Siyah; see also ?~.dexu~).



~a'w

~a'w (perhaps a loan from Tlingit du-Sa 'his head',

?ad-~ayi 'its head'; not felt in any case by L or M
to be of. foreign origin)

-Sa.w (noun) 1. (I-class) 'head' (of human or any

creature): Rezanov mKlliare 'rO~oBa Kopf' ~iSa'w...,

Furuhjelm Sishag 'head' siSa'w 'my head', ?u=

Sa'wa'na?qe~ahd 'from on her head' 23.41A, ?i~a'w
'your head' M, la?d ?a.na' ~~a'w 'two heads' M,

~Sa.w ?u'd ?}'se?ah~ 'a head is there' L, Galu=

shia Nelson taya'caw 'head (of fish, shrimps etc.)'

te?ya?Sa'w 'fish-head' M, te?ya?Sa'w si~ li'?a?
'give me a fish-head~' L, Sa'w(?)a'?nuw 'big-head' --~~I

" .',(pejorative epithet) LMA, Ib .6M; di .y~hSa.w?elekih ".;.'1.)

(noun, unclassified) , "native canary'" (small song=

bird so named becaus of its call, "little stickle=

back-head") M (see under yC}.'); lCuSk'eSa.w place-=

name ('bluejay-head') Big Point at Hartney Bay L (see

~~k').
2. (unclassified) 'head of hair' (human): si=

~a'w se~~ux~th 'he pulled my hair' L, ?i%~a.w Ge=

le~x~inu. 'they're pulling each other's h ir' L, ---

?iSa'w ?iya. Sli~eGSg~ 'your hair is dirty' L, si=

~a'w qu?xkus 'I'll wash my hair' LM, Sa'w qu?xde=

kus 'I'll wash my hair' (indirect reflexive) L (see

kus for further examples); lCu~a'wluw 'big head of

hair' M, ~a'wa'?nuw 'big head of hair' (epithet) L --
'cAt'"'" ';..::,~



(l-class-mark perhaps incorrectly retained, or gloss

perhaps incorrect).

"
,; .~



,:;;~.,." ~ .-x' d x d~J. -~e

'iti~;&!~

~id-~ed (~id more frequent than ~ed)

-d-~id (noun, unclassified, d-thematic usually treated

as constituent with stem rather than with other marks,

or as de-classifier, combining with e.g. I-mark to

form -:d- rather than -A-, but in one instance

treated as constituent with I-mark, -A-) 'edge, rim,
brim, flare, flange': Rezanov YTemMT~ '~roK~ 6aMAap =

O~HOM Oeffnung der Baidare' ?ude~id 'its edge' LM,
'its hatch (of baidarka) , L, ~de~id 'edge, rim

(e.g. of glass)' LM, na.wde~id 'funnel' L (influ=

enced by na.wSida.), ~iyahdde~id (or -~ed) (with

l-class-mark for possessor missing) 'brim of hat' L,

Galushia Nelson un~icitGu.t~a' ~ciya~ or unR~cit=

Gu.t~a ~ciya~ 'cap with a peak' BSdL 550 ?¥.de~id

~.~eh ~iyahd (with l-class-mark for possessor) L,

?u.de~idqa?~ ~.~}h}h 'she's wearing a labret'

('there is (something in) an interstice in her face'
(with I-anatomical, nasalization missing) L; ~?UG~=

Aa.~ed (d-thematic treated as constituent with l-class-=
mark for possessor) 'white part near heart of animal' --

( , thymus' or 'fatty tissue' ~) A.

ya?~ de~id ~.~eh (noun, probably unclassified) 'pit=
cher with spout' L. Status of de~id not clear, treat=

ed as verb with ya?~ 'upward', ya?~ de~id as noun,

'there is a flaring upward'.



~e.t'

~e.t' (probably expanded, full or reduced form not attested)

O-~e.~ 'S scrapes 0 (inner side of bark, to obtain

sa?)': ?e~e.t' 'scrape it, shave it (bark, for sa?)~'

L, ?ew qahd1 ?e~e.~ 'scrape that bark (for sa?)~'

(not *sa? ?e~e.~) L, xse.~ 'I'm scraping it' L,

qu?x~e.~ 'I'll scrape it' L, ~x~e.~ 'I'm scraping

something (bark, for sa?)' L; passive: ~~di~e.t'1

'something (bark) has been scraped (for sa?)' L.
?uda.~ ~~e.t'1 (noun, probably d-class) 'spoon for

scraping sa? from inner bark' (made of tablespoon
with handle removed, edge of bowl sharpened) L. De=

verbalized passive of preceding with ~-indefinite 0

and o-~ 'by means of 0' with d-class-mark for 'it
i( spoon) , .

qa? le~i?~e.~ (noun) 'plant species' ('grows in swamp,
has long black stringy stem, thick as a finger, the

inside part of which is good eating, perhaps 'marsh
marigold, cowslip (Caltha palustris) , or, less like=

ly, Tallas buttercup (Ranunculus pallasii)', 'willow

(Salix alexensis)', or 'yellow pond lily') L. Nominal=
ization of theme with qa? 'up out', l~-class-mark

for 0 'berry-like', and -i?-aspectival-modal prefix,

probably in connection with expanded stem, cf. ~t.da?

le~i?1~e.?; L does not definitely associate the stem

with that of O-~e.~ above, but the inside of the

stalk may be scraped for food.
I
i
I

,.-'



..-;:~; l

~a?t'

-~a?t' (not freely used, attested only in active per=

fective) 'S becomes soft, pliable, soggy': ~e~a?t'Z

'it's gotten old and soft, soggy, its tone is gone'

(uncertain) L.

}e-~a?t'(-g) (with optional -g-repetitive partly the=
matized) 'S is, becomes pliable, flexible, soft, sog=

gy, wrinkled, sags, droops': ~~~~a?t'g} 'it bends --

easily' L, Ge}e~a?t'g} 'it's getting pliable, flex=
ible' L, with ya? 'completely': ya? ~}i~a?t'Z

'it's become soft and flexible, it (e.g. stem of cut

plant) has drooped' L, with I-anatomical: ?i.~}i=

~a?t'g} 'his face has gotten wrinkled' L, ya? qu?=

la'le~}eSa?t'g 'your pl. faces will get wrinkled' LA,

ya? ?i'}iSa?~g}ih 'his face is wrinkled' (neuter

perfective) L. ya? leGe}e~a?~g} 'your face is
getting wrinkled' L, with class-marks for S: ya?

le~eGe}e~a?~g} (or -~a?~}) 'it (orange) is getting
old and soft' L, with ye~ 'downward': ye~ deGe}e=

~a?~g} 'it (board) is sagging' L, ye~ ~edeGe}e~a?~g}
'it (candle) is drooping' L. Transitive (causative):

ya? Ge1~a?t'g 'wrinkle it (cloth) up:' L. Suscep=
tive neuter: Rezanov TAemaTRa T~cg biegsam'

probably to be read }i~a?~g~ 'it's flexible, plia=
ble (liable to lose its rigidity,bend)'.



Su't'

Su.t'

O-z-Su.~ basic meaning uncertain, perhaps'S moves

0 in an arc by means of a pole, one end of which

is fixed': with class-marks for 0: di'zsu'~ 'lift,

loosen, pry, free it (boat) with a stick, lever:' L

(cf. ~a.~), da. qid qu?~edi'zSu.~ 'we'll slide
them (logs) downhill' L (end over end~, but cf. Hupa

-Wu~, Navaho -~o'd, Minto -zud 'to slide'); re=

flexive: with ya?~ 'upward': ya?~ ?edxsziSu'~~
'I jumped up (with a pole, pole-vaulted)' L, with

o-ta's 'over, across 0' and qa? 'up out': ?ew=

ta's ?edszisu'~z}h 'he pole-vaulted over it' L,

repetitive: ~ta'S q~'~ ?edzesu'~g}h 'he's

pole-vaulting (over something)' L.



~i~-~e~

~.~ "iA-,,{" "" "j a )74' 1)

~i~-~e~ (~i~ more frequent than ~e~; expanded ~i'~)

-~i~--~e~ 'S wears thin (by abrasion)': ~e~i~ 'it's

thin, it's worn thin' M, qa?~i~ M, qa?~e~ 'it'll

get thin' A, Ge~i~~ 'it's wearing thin' L; with

I-anatomical 'head', 'S is, becomes bald': Rezanov
MHlliemeTeTAH ' llA~mHBO~ kahlk~pfig '~}' ~esi~~}h L,

lese~i~~}h 'he's (become) bald' M, with la?q

'thickness' and qa? 'up out': la?q qa? li.~i~=

~}h 'he's bald' (neuter perfective) L. Transitive

(causative) O-~-~i~(-g) (usually with -g-repeti=
tive thematized) 'S files, grinds, saws, abrades 0,

Swears 0 thin': ?e~~i~, ?e~~i~g 'file it:' M,

~a?gW ?e~~e~g 'saw wood:' S, qu?x~~i~g 'I'll saw
it' M, ~i~si~g~ 'I sawed it' M, Ge~~i~~ 'he's

grinding, abr~ding it, wearing it thin' L, x~~i~g
'I'm grinding it' M; passive: Rezanov ~HmeTA~ReA~ =

xoeTe 'nAOCRO platt' ~~i~i~~gWa? ?i.~eh 'it's

like it's been ground (smooth)', s~isi~g~ 'it's

been sawed, smoothed' M, with ya? 'completely':

ya? ~~isi~~, ya? ~di~i~~ (former preferred)
'it's been sawed through' L.

O-~i~--~e~ (meaning not clearly distinguished from
that of O-~-~i~(-g), causative of preceding; less

frequently attested, perhaps in error) 'S files,

grinds, saws, abrades 0, Swears 0 thin': ~e~i~'3:
'you rubbed it' M, ~~i.~~}h 'he (cust) saws

(something)' L.



?u~ ~~e~g} A, ?u~ ~~i~g} (noun, unclassified)

'saw' LM, ?u~ ~~i~'g}luw 'big saw' LM. Deverbal=

ized passive of 0-(1-)~i~-g with -}-instumental,

~-indefinite 0, 'by means of it something is sawed'.

l~-~i~(-g) (with l~-class-mark 'berry-like, granular'

thematized, meaning apparently not clearly distin=

guished from that of -~i~--~e~) 'S wears thin (by

abrasion)': le~eGe~i~} 'it (garment) is wearing

thin (e.g. at knees, elbows, seat)' L. Transitive

(causative) (l~-mark may here refer to granular p:'t;i:r,= -"

duct) 'S grinds, grates 0': ~le~ex1Si~g 'I'm gra=

ting something (e.g. cheese, potatoes)' L (l~-class-=

mark regular for ~otatoes, but not for 'cheese').

~le~e}~i~'g1 (noun, probably l~-class) 'sawdust' LM.

Nominalized transitive of preceding, -}-suffix, per=

haps gerundive, not easily explained with retention

of }-classifier.

0-~d-1-~i~-g (with ~d-thematic 'sharp', -g-repetitive

thematized) 'S files, grinds 0 sharp': 18.10L, 28.57,

58A (may include d-class-mark for 0 'knife'), ~~ede=

x1~i~g 'I'm filing something (sharp)' L, ~edi.1~i~g

'grind it sharp (knife):' M, ?i1qesd ~edi.}~i~g\
(i"d;r~,"r "e£;p..i'~')

'sharpen it (double-bladed axe) at both edges:' L.
"-

O-~d-Si~-g (as above, }-classifier missing, as in 0-=

~i~--~e~) 'S files, grinds 0 sharp': ~i.?eyu. ~eda.=

le~~i~g 'pl. sharpen bear-spears:' (may include ~d-=

class-mark for 0) 19.22L.



~a?",

I I. f J- ~. 1.> +;)
x ? ' :' ;"¥'~'" ,rkl&;...f..t-./ s: I " -S *"
~a:JI:f i'

O-~a?~ 'S sweeps 0 (removing 0 from something or re=

moving something from 0)': ?eSa?~ 'sweep it~' M,
with ?a?q 'out (of house)': ?a?q ?iqe?xSa?~ 'I'll

sweep you out' L, with l~-class-mark for 0: ?a?q le=

~a.Sa?~ 'sweep them (berries) out:' L, repetitive and
indirect reciprocal with ?i3:t'a? 'behind one another,

together': ?i3:t'a? qu?le~i.xSa?~g 'I'll sweep them

(berries) together' L; passive: Sdi~a?~ 'it (floor)
has been swept' L.

Gl-de-Sa?~ (with Glthematic 'ground, floor') 'S sweeps
the floor': Gela.de~a?~ (not G~.de-) 'sweep the

floor~' LM, Gela.le~deSa?~ (not G~.la.-) 'pl.
sweep the floor~' L, Gelede~a?~th, G~.deSa?~th 'he's

sweeping the floor' LM, G~.xde~a?~ 'I'm sweeping the

floor' M, GelixsdiSa?~3:, G~.xsdiSa?~ 'I swept the

floor' LM, di~ GelexsdeSa?~3:G, di~ G~.xsdeSa?~3:G
'I didn't sweep the floor' LM, da. Gela.di~a?~ (not

G~.li-) 'let's sweep the floor' LM, Gelexde~a.~ 'I

(cust) sweep the floor' M, GeledeSa.~~ 'you (cust)

sweep the floor' L, Gela.de~a.~ '(cust) sweep the

floor~' L, Gela.di~a.~~ 'you should (cust) sweep
the floor' M, with lah5 'forward': lah5 GeleGede=

Sa?~ 'sweep the floor from back to front (toward the

doo~:' M, with ye~-progressive: ye~ GeledeSa?~~th

'he's going along sweeping the floor' M, ~~.? ye~



GelisdiSa?~ 'he's finished going along sweeping

the floor' M.

?u~ Gele~a?~! (noun) 'broom' L. Deverbalization

of preceding with -!-instrumental, 'by means of it

the floor is swept'.



~i11 I

Si11 (expanded ~e'1)

gl-~i}-g (with -g-repetitive thematized, attested only
with gl-class-mark for S) 'S (water) sploshes, makes

sploshing noise': giyah geleSi}g 'water is splosh=

ing, splashing, sloshing, swashing, making such a
sound (as with the paddling of a canoe)' L.

gl-}e-Si}-g (as above, meaning not clearly distinguished
from that of preceding) 'S (water) sploshes, makes

sploshing noise': nominalized as 0 of o-dahd 'sound
of 0'; giyah gv'}e~i}gdahd ?u?ditah 'sound of

sploshing water is heard' L.

}e-~i}(-g) (usually with -g-repetitive, partly thema=
tized) with. qa? 'up out', 'S (bunch of small fish,

e.g. herring, trout) swarm at surface of water (as
around bait), making sploshing sound'; ?u'd qa?

?i}i~i} 'they (a bunch of fish, e.g. herring, trout)

are swarming busily at surface, making a sploshing

sound' (neuter perfective) L, qa? ?e}e~e'!~ 'they

(bunch of small fish) (cust) swarm at surface (aroun

bait)' L, q~.~ }e~i}g (repetitive not thematized)

'they (small fish) are swarming at surface, making

sploshing sound' L, qa? ~}i~i1g} 'they (small

fish) swarmed at surface (around bait)' L.



~i~

~i~ (L never heard ~e~; expanded ~i.~)

O-~i~ '8 sips, drinks 0 (tea or coffee), 8 has tea':

61.61, 70A (with ~-indefinite 8 or 0), ~x~i~
'I'm sipping something, having tea' 1"1, qu?x~i~

'I'll drink it (coffee, tea)' 1"1, ?eSi~ 'drink it~'

1"1A, 'sip tea~' 8, ?exSi.S~ L, xSi.S~ (L prefers
latter) 'I (cust) sip it' LA, ~e.y da. ~i.S~

'we (cust) drink tea' 1"1, with ye~-progressive: ye~

~deSi~~~h 'he's going about (from house to house)
having tea' 1"1.

O-gl-Si~ (with gl-class-mark for 0 thematized) '8
sips, drinks 0 (tea or coffee) from saucer': geli.=

SiS, gela.Si~ (former preferred) 'sip it (tea)
from saucer!' L.

O-~-~i~ '8 sips, drinks 0 (tea or coffee), finishing

it': Se~~iS~ 'you drank it (tea, coffee) all up'

1"1; usually with ya?d 'empty': ?el ~e.y si~a?

ya?d qu?xlSi~ 'I'll drink this tea of mine down'

6l.68A, ya?d SelSi~l (not ~eSi~l) 'you drank
it up' L, ya?d qu?xl~i~ 'I'll drink it up' L;

passive: ya?d SliSi~l, ya?d SdiSi~~ 'it's been
drunk up' L, ya?d qu?de~iS (not -la-) 'it'll

get drunk up' L.



~ig

~ig (authenticity doubtful)
sig (noun) 'long moss in water' A (A apparently cer=

tain, but unknown to M, and L definitely never heard;

A later, 7 April 1967 with Constance Naish, no long=

er recognized the form).



~e?g-~ug

~e?g-~ug (reduced form ~ug implying full ~e?gw)
i~)

-~e?g '8 becomes bent, crooked': Ge~e?g1 'it's
j"

getting crooked' M, with d-class-mark for 8; di.=

~e?g1 'it (arrow) is crooked' (neuter perfective)

L; indirect reflexive: ~a? Gede~e?g1~h de~

'a person who is becoming stooped (bent over toward

himself, with age, not voluntarily)' L, ~a?qi~

Ge~e?g1}h 'he's leaning backwards' M (probably in=

correct, de-classifier also missing). Transitive

(causative): Ge1~e?g 'bend it!' LM, 'bend it over!,
make it into a hook!' L, qu?x1~e?g 'I'll bend it'

M, da. qa?1~e?g 'we'll bend it' M, qu?le~1~e?g

'you pl. will bend it' M, ~i1~e?g} 'I bent it' M,

Gex1~e?g} 'I'm bending it' M, Gi.1~e?g1 'you're

bending it' M, Gele~1~e?g1 'you pl. are bending

it' M, qeGe}~e?g1 'they're bending it, them, it's

bending them' M, ?ew Ge1~e?g~ ?u~ del}h~h 'I

told him to bend it' L, with y~'?_~ 'downward':

y~.?(! ?i.li1~e?g 'let it bend you over' L, y~.?~~ 1-1 :f?t:~
<. '"-.r' ~

X\l.li1~e?g 'let it bend me over' L,; passive, with"- ~"IJ~~;;:!"'fOe

d-class-mark for 0: di~di~e?g1, di~}i~e?g1 'it

(arrow) has been bent (by someone)' L, ?ewlu? ?i.=

?ah ?e~ ?~.d ?idi~e?g1 'that which sticks through

it has ben bent through here (of tongue-clasp through

tab with hole)' L.

O-~e.g (stem expanded, }-classifier lacking, perhaps



in error) 'S bends 0 in several places': ~i~e.g}

'I bent it in lots of places' L.

de-~e?g (treated as non-passive, perhaps in error,

attested from M only) 'S is, becomes bent over,

stooped': x~diSe?g} 'I'm bent over' M, ?i. Sdi=

'~are bent over' M, le~SdiSe?g} 'you pl. are

bent over' M, da. Sdi~e?g} 'we're bent over' M.

deGe}eSug} (noun, probably d-class) 'curved knife
for carving wood' LMAS. Only attestation of reduced

stem; nominalized inceptive perfective with d-class-=

mark for S 'knife'.



~ug

Sug (perhaps loan from Tlingit, present at Yakutat but

apparently not in all Tlingit dialects: Yakutat Shuk
6 Shok 'Fresas' (Malaspina 1791), CCfOKY 'R~y6HHKa'

(Davydov 1802-3), ~egW (Sampson Harry), ~~gW 12.12=
fnG, Juneau ~egW (Amos Wallace), Sitka maK~ '3eM=
~HHHKa Hro~a' (Veniaminov 1846))

Sug (noun, l~-class) 'strawberries' LMAS, Sugle~e=
~? 'lots of strawberries' LM, BUg ?~.d le~ese=

?ah1 'a strawberry (intact) is here' L, BUg ?~.d

le~esetah1 'a strawberry (split) is here' L; de=

classified, 'strawberry plant' or 'strawberry (no
longer in berry form)': 12.12fnG, 37b.39, 51.74,

74A, Sug?e1~ah1 'strawberry-leaf, -leaves' (as
magic miniature weapon) 37b.39A, (in heavenly gar=

den) 51.73A, BugAa.?ehdg 'strawberries pressed
together into a brick and dried for winter (soaked

to eat)' L.

Sug 11e.~}h woman's name, wife of Junior Nelson
Harry at Yakutat (not an Eyak woman) A (unknown to

L) 'she's picking strawberries'.



~e.k'

~eolC

-~e.lC (noun, d-class or unclassified) 'chest, tho=

rax': Rezanov KameR'!. 'rpY.D;D Brust' qa.~eo~ 'our
,chests, human thorax', Galushia Nelson 66ca.~

'chest' BSdL 542 lCu~e.~, ~iSeo~ 'my chest' LM,

?iSeolC 'your chest'S, Rezanov Ka!teRaTeX':b 'BHY=

TpeHHHH' (not in Radlov, here evidently 'thoracic
."i" cavity') qao~eo~edi.?q 'our chest-cavities, human

thoracic cavity', si~eo~edio?q ye~ %e~ahd~ 'I

have a shooting pain all around inside my chest' L,

?iSeo~qe~ diO%6u? 'warm (against) your chest (with

a hot-water-bottle)~' L, lCu~eo~luw 'big chest' LM.



~e?k'

~e?~

3:-~e?~ 'S, weeping, sobs, chokes, gasps .for breath':

3:~e?~}h 'he's sobbing, gasping for breath while

crying' L, ?idek}O~ (or ?idedede?a.~) qeodah
3:~e?~ 'he (baby) is crying (or bawling) so hard

he's simply gasping' L.



~ux

~ux (expanded ~e.x)

d-1a-~ux (attested only with unexplained d-thematic)
'S puts, keeps legs extended and parallel': dixs1i=

~ux1 'I straightened my legs out' L, da1a~e.~th

'he (cust) straightens his legs out' L, with lu.

'over, ca. 1800 turn': lu. dixs1i~ux1 'I turned
over (in bed) by swinging one leg over the other,

shifting weight' L. Transitive (causative): ?i=
qe?di.x1Sux 'I'll straighten, stretch your legs

out'L.



~ahG

~ahG

~ahG (noun, gl-class or unclassified) 'slime' LMAS

(mainly that on fish, but also elsewhere M), also

'slaver (as on dog's or horse's mouth), bile' M,

2lb.39 (unclassified), 65.42A (gl-class), ~ahG=

?a?luw 'big gob of slime' LM, ~~? ~ahG 'lots

of slime' M ?ew ~ahG ?ewao ?ux~.? Yex ?iox=, .r °
sidwahd 'to make their slime run down off them

(fish)' M, ?ew SahG ?ewao ?uJJ:cil°? yeJJ: xqe~g

'their slime is sliding (running) down off them

(fish)' L, SahG yixeh 'it's slimy' Lo



~i.q'

~i .,q (related forms present in Tlingit, Su~, and wide=

ly in Alaskan Athapaskan, e.g. Minto srux, but appar=

ently only sporadically attested elsewhere, e.g. Carrier
soh)

~i.q' (noun, unclassified) 'robin' Lr1A, 10.203, 206A,
34.27L.

~i. qya?d place-name, Sheep Bay in Prince William Sound

M (uncertain, probably influenced by English 'sheep').



~eJ$:

~eJ$:

de-~eJ$:-g (with -g-repetitive thematized) 'S is, be=
comes frosted': sdi~eJ$:gz 'it's frosted' M, Gede=

~eJ$:gz 'it's getting frosted' L, qu?de~eJ$:gz (-z-=

suffix analogically retained from noun) 'it'll frost

up' M, de~e.~ (-g-repetitive dropped) 'it (cust)
frosts up' M, with class-marks for S: Aa.~di~eJ$:gl

'it (rock) is frosted' L, di~di~eJ$:gl 'it (ice) has

frost on it' L.

Gl-de-~eJ$:-g (as above, with Gl-thematic 'ground')
'ground is, becomes frosted': Geli~di~e~gz, G~.=

~di~eJ$:gz 'ground got frosty' LM, qu?G~.de~eJ$:g
'there'll be frost on the ground' L.

~e~gz (noun, unclassified, with -g-repetitive the=
matized and -z-gerundive?) 'frost, hoarfrost, rime'

LM, ~eJ$:gz?a?luw 'big frost' L, ~e~gz?et'u? 'lots
of frost' M.



~ehJ$: i
!

~ehJ$:

0-1-~ehJ$: 'S splits 0 (small land animal, killed) open

(to dry)': ?el~ehJ$: 'split it (porcupine, rabbit)

open to dry~' L, ~il~eh~~ 'I laid it open, split

it in half (to dry)' L; with l-anatomical: de~i.

?iqe?li.xl~eh~ 'I'm going to split your head open

already~' (threat) L.



~ida.

~ida. (loan from Tlingit -~tda, occurring only in

na.w~ida., and probably associated by informants with

Eyak Sid-~ed)



~i:t-~e:t

~il-~el (~el from S only, perhaps non-assimilated

Tlingit form; loan from Tlingit ~1 'spoon')

~il-~el (noun, d-class) 'spoon': ~el S, Rezanov

mHT~D '~OmKa LBffel', Galushia Nelson cttl, Old

Man Dude citl 'spoon' BSdL 546 ~i:t 'spoon'

LMA (same as, but much preferred to lu.~ga.G L),

~i:t ?u.d desetahl (or -?ahl) 'a spoon is

there' L, ~ilda?luw 'big spoon' LM, Old Man Dude

Dana citl 'silver spoon ("money spoon")' BSdL=

546 da.na.~il (see da.na. 1.), Galushia Nel=

son GunDili' cttl (or GunnDeli' Ctt%) 'horn~ ...

spoon' BSdL 546 ~.deleh~i%, Rekin citl 'wooden

spoon' B~dL 547 dek}h~i:t.



~edingeG -

~edingeG (loan from Chugach Eskimo setinkaq 'pig',

from Russian CBHHRa, not used by Yakutat Tlingit,

Sampson Harry)
~edingeG (noun, unclassified) 'pig' L, ~edin=

geGqe~ 'bacon' ('pig-fat') L.



~8we.na.-~8we.nah

~8we.na.-~ewe.nah (~8we.nah less frequent, perhaps in=

correct; loan from Tlingit (Naish-Story) §cryena, (Samp=
son Harry, S) ~yena 'anchor')

~8we.na.-~8we.nah (noun, unclassified) 'anchor':
~8we.nah L, ~8we.na. 'anchor' LMA, ~8we.na.=

luw 'big anchor' LM, ~8we.naO%~ahd%, S8we.nao~

qi.g8Aao?ah 'anchor-chain'L.



~eleG

~eleG (loan from Chugach Eskimo salaq 'butterclam',

not used by Yakutat Tlingit, Sampson Harry)

~eleG (noun, unclassified) 'clam (generic), butter=

clam'LM, 3.l2M, 10.230, 11.63A, ~eleGkih 'little
clams' M, ~eleGluw 'big clams' L, ~eleG %~i=

Yihinu. 'they're digging clams' L, ~eleGde~
'butter-clam person' 10.246A, ~eleGde~VhYU. 'but=

ter-clam people' 10.23lA, ~eleGwelahyu. 'butter-=

clam people' 11.62, 62A.



'~IIIIII ~uki'?ed

~uki'?ed (so read from only attestation in BSdL, prob=

ably to be identified as loan from Tlingit ~ki?ad

'dance hat with ermine tails')
~uki'?ed (noun) 'wand'(1): attested only from

Galushia Nelson cuki~t 'wand' BSdL 552.

..-

~:;I



~a.~e.n

~a.~e.n (loan ultimately from Russian caxeH~ 'sagene',

unit of linear measure of about seven feet, direct

source of Eyak loan probably through intermediate

Tlingit, appwrently urnmown to modern Yakutat Tlingit

informants)
~a.~e.n (noun, unclassified) 'cordwood' LMA,

~a.~e.n~? 'lots of cordwood' M, ~a.~e.n qid

qa? di.?yah} 'cordwood is piled up' M, ~a.~e.n

qi? desahGda.d 'at place where cordwood is

chopped'M.



~ao~ele6

~ao~eleG (loan from Chugach Eskimo saaRalaq 'sugar'

from Russian caxap, not used by Yakutat Tlingit, S,

Sampson Harry)
~ao~eleG (noun, unclassified) 'sugar' LMAS, 51.31,

31A, ~a.~eleG qa.~a? ?}.sdi?ahl 'we're out of

sugar' L, ~a.~eleG si~a? leGede?aol 'I'm run=

ning out of sugar' L, ?ew Sa.~eleG qu?liox?ah

'I'll use up all the sugar' L, Sao~eleGlu?qa.

Gaol 'he's going to get sugar' L, ~a.~eleG~?

'lots of sugar' LM.

~ao~eleGga? le~egemih (noun, l~-class) 'candy'
('it (l~-class) tastes like sugar') L.



Sdi.n

~.,.(r"!. -r~ ,
-Vir" F~drn (loan from Tlingit (Sampson Harr~) sd1n 'steel',

I'
from English, perhaps directly, or through Chinook Jar=

gon)
Sdi~ (noun, unclassified) 'iron, a hard metal' M

('steel'?), 'bullets?, something hard like iron'
L, ~di.n?e~? 'lots of steel' LM.



~a"lehG

~a"lehG (loan from Chugach Eskimo saaliq 'shawl', from

Russian ma~h, not used by Yakutat Tlingit, Sampson

Harry)
~a.lehG (noun, unclassified) 'shawl' L, Sa"lehG=

luw 'big shawl' LM.



, ~u.wu.

~u.wu. (loan from Tlingit ~uwU 'part of', occurring

only in loans da.na.~u.wu., gud~u.wu.)



~du.lihG

~du.lihG (loan from Chugach Eskimo stuuluq 'table',

from Russian CTO~, not used by Yakutat T~ingit, Samp=

son Harry)

~du.lihG (noun, d-class) 'table' LM, 61.43,65.12,

20A, frequently used in eliciting constructions
with d-class-marks: ~du.lihG ?u.d dasatahl

(or _?ah}) 'a table is there' L, ?ala~gah~
?aw ~du.lihG da?}id~ 'I hope that table is

strong'L, ?aw ~du-lihG ~i~ di.ta? (or -?a?)
'bring me that table~' L, ?aw ~du.lihG di"=

s}h~g 'scrape the table:' L, ?aw ~du.lihG di-}=
~.d 'wipe the table:' L, ~du-lihG ~u? da?}eh

'make a table:' L, ?aw ~du.lihG Aa-Ga}?e? 'hide

that table:' L, da~ da- ~du.lihG da?}i.}~ah

'how many tables do you have~' L, ~du.lihGda?luw

'big table' L, Sdu-lihGdakudg, Sdu-lihGdakih
'little table' L, ~du.lihGda3u- 'good table' L,

~du.lihGda~iyah 'no-good table' L, ~du.lihG=
da?a-w 'long table' L, ya-dadi~ ~du"lihG,

~du.lih6dadi~ 'short table' L, ~du.lihG ya?

GaAa-?a-w 'table is high' L, ~du.lihG ya?

6aAa.di~ 'table is low' L, ~du-lihGdaci3g 'nar=
row table' L, ~du-lihGdawa~ 'wide table' L,

~du"lihG la?q daci3g 'table is (of) thin

(wood)' L, ~du.lih6 la?q da~ah~ 'table is



'table is (of) thick (wood)' L, Sdu.lihGde=

guhdgkih 'tiny, miniature table' L, [de]Ge=

}egeme~ SduelihGda?luw 'big round table' L,

deGeqee} ~duelihG 'oval table' L, SduelihG=

deye~d 'under the table' L, ?ew ~du.lihGda.q
?ietah} da.~edi~a?g ?i~ qu?xtah 'I'll give

that matchbook that's on the table' L, ~du.lih=

Gde~ahd qid dis}iqahG} 'it fell from the table'

L, ~du.lihGdaeqe~ahd qid dis}iqahG} 'it fell
from the table-top' L, ~du.lihGdelu? q~'~ Gex=

~wah~} 'I'm pounding a nail into (through) the

table' L, ~du.lihGde?aegd 'mid-table'M; sdu.=

lihGdaeq yaenahd tah 'tablecloth' ('it lies on
a table (covering some surface)') Le



1111111111.. ~gu.lihdeG

~gu.lihdeG (loan from Chugach Eskimo skuulutaq 'fry=

ing pan, skillet', from Russian CRoBopo~a, not used

by Yakutat Tlingit, Sampson Harry)

~gu.lihdeG (noun, d-class) 'frying-pan, skillet'
LM, ~gu.lihdeG ?u.d desetah% (not -?ah1) 'a

frying-pan is there' Lt ~gu.lihdeGda?luw 'big

skillet'LI'1.



~gu.na.-sgu.na.

~gu.na.-sgu.na. Csgu.na. M and Galushia Nelson only,

perhaps incorrect; loan from English 'schooner' or per=
haps Russian mxyHa , perhaps through T11?gi t or Chugach

, ...,.j .L ..~ ...w ..r I I T"-'- fv If.." "'1."'#"- , , ,. ~ '-.j.. "Eskimo, for initial cf. ~din) ~ If

~gu.na. (noun, d-class) LM, sgu.na. (L rejects
form) 'schooner' M, 59.10 Galushia Nelson, ~gu.na.
?u.d dese?ah~ 'a schooner is there' L, ~gu.na.=

da?luw 'big schooner' M.



gih-gi

~ U"k4;Jl1 ~ .J~f
gih-gi (perhaps related to gu. and/or to gWa?-ga?)

r' '.

-gih (enclitic, suffixed to independent personal

pronouns only) 'also, too': xu.gih 'me too' LM,

46.l8M, xu.gihS, xu.gihSdeg 'me too?' L, di~S
xu.gih 'not me too?, (can't) 1 too?' L, ?i.gih
'you too' L, de?i.gih ?a?~}h '(you too) make

fun at him (back)~' L, le~i.gih 'you pl. too'

L; L rejects proposed *?~hgih 'he too', see

below.

-gi- (enclitic, as above, with other enclitics,

-deg- 'also', and/or -S-interrogative suffixed

thereto) 'also, too': xu.gidig 21b.74A, xu.gi.=
deg 'me too' MS (same as xu.gih, xu.deg M),

dexu.gidug 'me too' L, xu,O;gidug di~ 'me

neither' ('1 too not') L, xu.gidegS 'me too?'

L, ?i.gidig 72.l9L, ?i.gideg 55.27L, de?i.=
gideg 'you too' 16.25M, ?i.giSuh 4l.7L, ?i.=

giSdug, ?i.gidug~ 'you too?' L, le~i.gidug L,
le~i.gidig 'you pl. too' 53.34L, ?a.gidug (not

*?~hgidug) L, 2la.19, 48.9L, ?a.gidig 'he too,
she too' 10.161,20.90,23.85,151,24.43,49.=

153,61.116, l19A.



gW, ,1a -ga

w, ,1g a -ga

?i-gWa'--ga' (with indeterminate 0 thematized, treated

as intransitive) 'S dances': active imperative: ?io=.
gah M, ?iogah 'dance~' L, ?}Ole~gah 'pl. dance~'

L, inceptive imperative: ?iGega? 'dance~' L, ac=

tive imperfective: ?ixgWah S, ?ixgah 'I'm dan=

cing' LM, 'I was dancing' L, di~ ?ixgahG 'I'm not

dancing'L, ?udexah ?ixg}hinuO 'they're making me

dance' ('I'm dancing at their command') L, ?ewao

?ixg}hth 'I'm dancing for her (spectator)' L, ?io=

gah 'you're dancing' M, ?iogahS 'are you dancing?'

L, ?i.g~ ~dexl~aoq 'I hear that you're dancing'

L, ?igW}hth S, ?igthth 'he's dancing' LMA, ~=

geka?~ ?igth}h 'he's dancing with an (eagle-)tail' L,

?ile~gah~ 'are you plo dancing?' L, ?igthinu.

'they're dancing' MA, 55o3L, ?uqa?~ ytohinu. ?ewao

?iqegthinuo 'some of them are dancing' L, ~?gah

'someone, some people are dancing' L, di~ ~?gahG

'no one is dancing' L, ?ewa. ~?gthinu. 'some of

them are dancing' L, inceptive imperfective: ?iqe?x=

gWah SG, ?iqe?xgah 'I'll dance' LM, 'I was going

to dance' L, 5ig ?iqe?xgah 'I was just about to

dance' L, ai~ ?iqe?xgahG 'I won't dance' L, ya?=

~u. ?iqe?yigah 'don't dance' M, ?iqe?yigahS 'will

you dance?' L, ?iqe?gWthth S, ?iqe?gth}h 'he'll

dance' LM, ?iqe?le~gahS 'will you plo dance?' L,I 

-
-



Rezanov MKeOK]HHHY ~~HcKa, HrpymKa Tanz, Festge=

lage' ?iqe?gw}hinu' 'they'll dance, ~?qe?gah

'someone, some people will dance' LM, ?ida? ~?=

qe?gah 'someone will dance over to you' M, with

qe? 'again, some more' (de-classifier showing treat=

ment of theme as intransitive): qe? ~?qe?degah M,

gu'deg qe? ~?qe?degah 'someone will dance again' L,

active perfective: ?isiga?} 'I danced' L, di~

?ixsga?}G 'I didn't dance' L, ?isega?}~ 'did you

dance?' ~ di~~ ?isga?}G 'didn't you dance?' L, ?i=
.--

saga?} ~dex%~aoq 'I hear you danced' L, sida? ?i=

sega?%}h 'he danced over to me' LM, dao ?isega?%

'we danced' L, ?ile~sega?% 'you plo danced' L, ?i=

le~sega?%~ 'did you plo dance?' L, di~~ ?ile~sga?%G

'didn't you plo dance?' L, ?isega?%inuO, ?iqesega?}=

inu. 'they danced' L, ~?sega?% 'someone, some peo=

pIe danced' L, inceptive perfective: si~ ?iGega?}}h

'he's dancing over to me' L, active optative: ?}Oxi=

gah 'let me dance' L, ?i~ ?ioxigah 'let me dance

with you' L, Rezanov M~:CKoa 'ilJIHCH tanzen (Imperato)'

perhaps to be read ?ioligWah, ?ioligah 'you may

dance'L, de?uod ?}ogah 'alright you may dance' L,

dao ?ioligah 'let's dance' L, ?}Ole~igah 'you plo

may ~ance' L, de?uod ?iog}hinu', de?uod ?iolig}h=

inuo 'alright let them dance' L, de?uod~ga~ ~?=

ligah (not ~oli-) 'I hope someone dances' L, ac=



r '~ \;
\, I'" .J i,¥(q#l1,w' .) ,j('p" G- \) ~ w T * ~' i-
".. 'J~' "",

(tJcc. f"" "i "i , '" )f .-"""""')

tive conditional: ?i"xgah da"~, ?}"xgah da"~

'just as I was getting started dancing' L, incep=

tive conditional: ?iGexgah da"~ ?exgao~ 'if, when

I dance I (.aus-t) get tired' L, active subjunctive:"
,,' (.""00' ,'Cc ",-,(::i!7"/V'(:-

?iOxgah~ ?ixleh (also ?ioxigah~, but prefixes --
/,

p-reMb~.ta-t-i'v~) 'I want to dance' L ,~_~=oxgahJJ:

si~ del}hth 'he told me to dance' L, ?ule~eAa"~

?ioliga~ 'you should dance for him (in his presence,

view)' (hortatory) L, inceptive subjunctive: ?iGex=

gah~ si~ del}h}h 'he told me to dance' L, custo=

mary: ?ixgao~ 'I (cust) dance' M, di~ ?ixga"~G

'I (cust) never dance' L, dao ?igao~ 'we (cust)

dance'M, deqaoyu" qi? ~?ga.~ 'place where one
(cust) dances sometimes' L, with ye~-progressive:

ye~ ?idega?~, ye~ ?idega?~}h (or -gah~}h, stem-=
form analogical) 'he's dancing around' M, ye~ ?i=

dega?~inu. 'they're dancing around' L, ye~ ?i" ?i=
dega?~ '~'re dancing around' L, ye~ xu" ?ixde=

ga?~ 'I'm dancing around' L, ye~ ?ixdega?~ (or

-ga~, analogical) 'I'm dancing around' L, ye~

~?dega?~ 'someone's dancing around' L, qe"ye~

?idega?~}h 'he's dancing around again' L, silah

ye~ ?idega?~}h 'he's dancing (around) around me' L,

ye~ ?}"dega? (stem-form uncertain) 'dance around~'
M, da" ye~ ?iqe?degah 'we'll dance around' M,

da" ye~ ?isdiga?~ 'we danced around' M" Transi=



tive (causative, indeterminate 0 dropped): ?elgah

'make it dance~' M, 'make him dance~' L, xu:lgah

'make me dance!' L, ?ewa' ?elg}h}h 'make him

dance for her' L.

k\1'da?~ ?i-gWa'--ga' (as above, with kil-l-da?-?!
'(continuous movement) towards the front of kil-in=
definite o's head') 'S crosses self, makes sign of

the cross, prays' (theme ?i-gWa'--ga' perhaps ear=

lier meaning 'ceremonial hand movement' rather than'

dance in the modern sense, with emphasis on foot

movement): ~'da?~ ?i'le~gah 'pl. cross your=

selves~' 51.9A, k\1.da?~ ?iGega? M, ~.da?~ ?i'=

gah 'cross yourself~' LM, ~'da??! ?ixgah 'I'm

crossing myself' L, k\1'da?~ ?ig}h}h 'he's cross=
ing himself' LM, k\1'da?~ ?iqe?xgah 'I'll cross

myself' LM, Rezanov Y3T~DTHKoHTa~e-acHKoT~D ~e =
HHTDC.fI hierathen' ?u?ehd]l:' kil.da?(! ?isegWa?l 'he" ..J , )( '" I "!" \ '2;t ~~ -, ""'(J \,crossed himself (prayed in church) with his wife:, /

~.da?(! ?isega?l}h 'he crossed himself' L, K¥.=
da?~ da' ?iga'~ 'we (cust) cross ourselves' 51.=

lOA, ~'da?~ ?igah da'~ 'as we crossed ourselves'

51.10A.
?i-gwah--gah (perhaps gerundive, but probably incor=

rect, better gwah-gah below) 'dancing, dance':

Furuhjelm Ikva 'dance' ?i...gWah (exact form not

identifiable), ?igah xuselga?l 'I'm getting tiredIII 

-



of dancing' ('dancing is tiring me') L.

gWah-gah (noun, unclassified, perhaps gerundive)

'dance, dancing': Rezanov Roa ~~caTb tanzen'
gwah, Galushia Nelson Ga' 'dance', Ga'\t?"li
or Ga'\t?li 'dancing' BSdL 552 gah ?ideleh 'a

dance is taking place', gah ?iqe?di'leh 'a dance

will take place' LA, ~5Uo gah ~e~ ?ideseli}

'there was a nice dance last night' L, gah ?iqe?=

dio}:j.hinu' 'they'll put on, hold, have a dance' L,
gah ~~.? qa?yah 'there'll be a dance' ('a dance
will be done, accomplished') M, gah sid ?e}de?g

'teach me to dance~' L, gah sid }de?g:j.h 'he's

teaching me to dance' L, di~~ deqaoyu' gah~ ye~

?eda?ya'G~G 'don't you sometimes (cust) get the
urge to dance~' L, gahyeq ye~ Gao} 'he's doing

a fancy dance' ('he going down in a dance') L.

~'da?~ gwah-gah (noun, unclassified, perhaps gerun=
dive) '(act of) crossing oneself, sign of the cross,

prayer': Rezanov, YTaQbKOHTeJIe 'O6pa3'Dt KpeCT':fJ,

Heiligenbild, Kreuz' [~J¥'da?~ gWah ?ideleh 'pray=

er, corssing oneself is taking place', YTeTaxKo~aQ=
KO3TeJIJIe 'nepKoBb Kirche' ?ude~a'~d ~oda?~ gWah

?ideleh 'in it (building) prayer, crossing oneself

takes place'; ~'da?~ gahya? G~'di~i~gyequhyu'

'little prayer-birds' ('swallows', same as ?emi'n=

ya? G~'di~i~gyequhyuo) 61.21A; k\1°da?~ gahyahd
'church' ('prayer-house') LM, 70.10, llA.

K<2Zok3V !"':'-{"' ',"(,pe\3'3!.j "fl'; r-e.t~~~)( +.(C'5t .' ,
'-' if ""K'~~?l" j'lolQi.~) '" .J



'b, W, , 2g a -ga

gWa'-ga,2 (even LM often gWa')

l-da-gWa'--ga' (attested only with postpositional

phrases referring to absention from area, without

which the original meaning is seen to be clearly re=

lated to that of -l-gWah 'corpse' below, '(very

irritating) 8 dies away, ceases irritating presence';

verbal themes with gWa'-ga,2 are considered to be

very strong and contemptuous language, and the in=

formants are somewhat reluctant to respond freely

with them in elicitation): ?uedi~ah laedagWa?

'get the hell away from there~, beat it~' L, ?~e=

da~ah laodagWa? (or -gWah, -ga?, -gah) 'clear

out of here' L, ?iyah yaoqa? leGedega? 'oh go

away~, oh beat it~' L, ?~ode~ah qu?ledagWah, ?~o=

da~ah qu?iodegwah 'you'll clear out of here' Le

ya? dl-de-gWa'--ga' (cfe preceding, with additional

d-thematic 'oral, noise' and ya? 'completely') '8

shuts up' (very strong and contemptuous): ya? Aao=
wdagah L, ya? Aaedega? L, ya? Aaodag ah 'shut

up:' LMASG (also known even to some non-Eyak speaking

Yakutat Tlingits; L prefers stems ending in -h to
v.""".",-.I'I£

those ending in _? for the active optative in this -

particular theme; L also claims personally to prefer

the forms with non-labialized ~g-, though she does

not follow this in practise; M also adds that her

mother, who "talked pretty deep," seemed "real mad"



when she said -gwah, and would talk that way to

M's father, but would say, apparently more gently,

-gah to M), ya? AaoGedegWa? 'shut up:' L, ya?

qu?Aaodeg}h}h 'he'll shut up' L, di~ ya? qu?=

AaoxdegahG (not -gaoG) 'I won't shut up' L, ya?

AaosdigWa?1}h, ya? Aaosdiga?1}h 'he shut up' L,
ya? AaoGedega?1}h 'he's shutting up' L, ya? Aao=
digth}h 'let him shut up' Lo Transitive (causa=

tive): ya? ?iqe?Aiox1gWah 'I'll make you shut

up'L, ya? qU?Aiox1gWth}h 'I'll make him shut

up'L, ya? Aaosi1gWa?1 'I made him shut up' L.

-l-gwah--gah (noun, unclassified) 'corpse' (perhaps

contemptuous): ~legah LM, ~legWah 'corpse'
LMS, Galushia Nelson GelsGa or GdlsGa or GU=
l~Ga or Gdla~a 'corpse' BSdL 543, ~ewaolegahye~
Ii? ?i1i~x1 'you're clutched onto the underside

of a dog-corpse' (contemptuous, of promiscuous wo=

man) 49.70A, ~ewa.legahye~e~ Ge1e~x1 'she's
holding onto the underside of a dog-corpse' (as

preceding) L.



ga,l I

ga,l (gWa' sporadically, LG only, under influence of gWa'-=
ga,1,2; S and Rezanov regularly ga')

-ga' 1. 'S is, becomes tired, sore, weary, bored'; ac=

tive perfective; sigWa?~ G, Rezanov CNRR~b

'YcT~~mftde' siga?~ 'I'm tired' LMAS, 'I got tired'

L, 'I'm sore' M, ?ule~ siga?~ ~~a.xiyah 'I'm too

tired to eat' L, ?idesiga?~, di?desiga?~, ?ida.

siga?~, di?da. siga?~ 'I'm so tired that ...' L,

x??~q sigWa?~ 'I'm very tired' G, ?edi~d siga?~
'I'm bored, tired (of being) indoors' L, di~ ?exs=

ga?~G 'I'm not tired, I didn't get tired' L, se=

ga?1~ 'are you tired?' M, di~~ ?esga?~G 'aren't

you tired?' M, sega?~ 'he got tired' 51.50A, se=
ga?~th 'he's tired' L, sigu?a?~ siya. sega?~ 'my

haunch is tired, sore' L, di~~ ?ele~sga?~G 'aren't

you pl. tired?' LM, qahdequhnu. sega?~ 'they're
tired by now' L, neuter perfective (note also neuter

imperfective): xiga?~, ?ixiga?~ (on one occasion
L rejects former in favor of latter, on another, lat=

ter in favor of former, and on two others showed no

preference) 'I'm all tired out, I'm always tired' L,

di~ ?a?xga?~G 'I'm not always tired, I'm not tired'

L, inceptive perfective: Gexga?} 'I'm getting
tired' LM, di~ Guxga?1G M, di~ Gexga?~G 'I'm

not getting tired' L, ?edi~d Gexga?~ 'I'm getting

tired (of being shut in) indoors' L, Gega?} 'she's

I



getting tired' 47c.58L, neuter imperfective (both

forms later rejected by L); ?ixigah qah 'I'm

tired~' L, di~ ?a?xgahG (or -gaoG) 'I'm not

tired' L, other mode-aspects: qu?xgah 'I'll be

tired' M, di~ qu?xgahG 'I won't get tired' L,

qu?yigah 'you'll get tired' L, qa?g~h~h (no la=

bialization of -g-) 'he'll be tired'S, de?uod

?iog}h~h 'alright let him be tired' L, ?ele~ga~

?iogW~h~h, ?ele~ga~ Gi.gW~hth (labialization
slight) 'I wish he'd get tired' L, ?exga.~ 'I

(cust) get tired' LM, di~ ?exga.~G (or ?ix-,

X-, no preference) 'I (cust) don't get tired' L,

qu?xgao~ 'I'll (cust) get tired' L, repetitive:

xga?g 'L get tired easily' L, ?eJ.Ca. 3:i~ ga

'my how easily he always gets tired:' L, de?elga?=

kih Gah da°J.C ga?g}h 'when he goes just a little

ways like this he keeps getting tired' L, qu?xga?g

'I'll get tired easily, I'll keep getting tired' L,

qu?yiga?g 'you'll keep getting tired' L; with ana=

tomical marks: gedesiga?3: 'my rump is sore' L,

?uleJ.C gedesiga?3: ?isdaol 'my rump is too sore for

sitting'L, ?}.siga?3: 'my head is tired' L, yisi=

ga?3: 'my hand is, got tired' L, yeGexga?3: 'my hand

is getting tired' L, ya.xiga?3: (prefixes apparent=

ly optative, in error for yixi-) 'my hand is always

tired' (neuter perfective) L, di~ ya?xga?3:G 'my



hand isn't always tired' L, yexgao~ 'my hand (cust)

gets tired' L, di~ yexgao~G 'my hand (cust) does=

n't get tired' Lo Transitive (causative, note also

O-~-ga' below): xuse~ga?~ 'you tired me out' L,

Gio~ga?~ 'you're tiring it out' M, qi?yi~gah 'you=

'II tire it out' M, Ge~ga? 'tire it out:' M, xu~=

gaO~}h 'he (cust) tires, wearies, bores me' M, qah=

deqew xuGio~ga?~, ?ew ~lah ?i~a? 'you're making

me sick and tired by now, (of, with) that drinking

of yours' L, ?ew Giyah xuse~ga?~ 'I'm tired of

that food' ('that food has tired me') L, giyah xu=

se~ga?~ 'I'm tired of water' L, ?isdaol xuse~ga?~

'I'm tired of sitting' ('sitting has tired me') L,

attested also with a number of other gerundives, see

ce~-ci~, d}oG, xa-g, Ie, la2, ?yal, yao?, aI,

a2, ~o?, qa- se~ga?~, ?el ?istu-~ 'we're tired

of lying down' ('it has tired us, this lying') L,

?isdaol xuGe~ga?~ 'I'm getting tired of sitting'

('sitting is tiring me') L, attested also with a num=

ber of other gerundives, see ta', t'e'-til', C}-C}oy,
~ ~, ~" ah w, ,1 k " w ah 1 ~a-oa-oJ.Y , g a-ga , ~o~, x a-xa-xew , qe,

qal, qa', qu, ~e, we, Ie, le(?), lal, la2,

?yal, yao?, ?a?~, ?e-?~l, aI, a2, ya-a, ?isda-l
xuqa?~gah 'I'll get tired of sitting' LMo

2- With ya? 'completely', 'S is, becomes ru=

ined, wrecked, botched, turns out badly, doesn't work,



is a failure, is in trouble, difficulty, goes wrong,

haywire': ya? saga?l 'it turned out badly, didn't

work, it's botched, ruined, got spoiled, didn't come

out right' L, 'it's busted'S, sli?mahd1 si1mahd1

da'~ ya? saga?l 'I baked bread and it turned out

badly (though not so badly as in the case of ~Siyah
sale?l) , L, ya? da' saga?l 'we got into marital

difficulty, our marriage is on the rocks' L, ya?

?i'ga?l 'it's ruined' (neuter perfective) L, di~

ya? ?a?ga?1G 'it's not ruined' L, ya? qa?gah 'it

won't come out right' L, ya? Gaga?l 'it's not com=

ing out right, something is going wrong with it' L,

ya? ?aga'~ 'it (cust) never comes out right' L, with

class-marks for S: ya? Aa'saga?l 'it (net) went

haywire, something's wrong with it (wheel)' L, ya?

la~adi'ga?l 'it (snowball) isn't right' (neuter per=

fective) L, di~ la~ada?gat}G 'it (snowman) isn't

ruined' L, with y-anatomical: ya? yisiga?l 'some=

thing is wrong with my hand' L. Transitive (causa=

tive): ya? Ga1ga?, ya? ?algah (not -ga') 'ruin

it~' L, ya? qu?x1gah 'I'll ruin it' L, di~ ya?

qu?xlgahG (not -ga.G) 'I won't ruin it' L, ya?

sa1ga?l L, ?aw ya? salga?l}h 'he ruined it'S,

?}'xgah da'~ siqa? ?aw ya? sa1ga?1 'I was just

getting started dancing and my husband spoiled it' L,

ya? xusa1ga?l 'you made trouble for me' L, ya?I



Gaxga?x~h 'he's ruining it' L, ya? Gaxxga?~ 'I'm

wrecking it' L, ya? ?aw ?io}g}h}h, ya? ?aw Gio}=

g~h}h 'let him ruin it' L.

O-}-ga' (apparently transitive, somewhat confused with
causative of -ga' 1. above) 'S has, gets physical
need of 0, of ingesting or excreting 0': with cu?d

'sleep' as 0: cu?d sa}ga?} 'he got sleepy' 51.52A,
cu?d si}ga?} 'I'm sleepy' LM, di~ cu?d ?axs}=

ga?}G 'I'm not sleepy' L, with giyah 'water' as 0:

2b.lL, giyah si}ga?} 'I'm thirsty' LS (S twice,
with no labialization), 11.107,51.65,66,69,70,

7 A, 'I got thirsty' L, giyah da. saga?} 'we're

thirstY'L, giyah Gax}ga?} 'I'm getting thirsty'
L, giyah qu?x1gah 'I'll be, get thirsty' L, di~

giyah qu?x}gahG (not -gaoG) 'I won't get thirsty'

L, giyah qa?}g}h}h 'he'll be thirsty'S, giyah

?io}g}h}h 'let him be thirsty' L, giyah Gi.}g~h}h
'let him be, get thirsty' L, giyah ?ixiga?} 'I'm

thirsty "a long time'" (neuter perfective) L, di~

giyah ?a?x}ga?}G 'I'm not thirsty' L, di~ giyah
?ax3:ga.~G 'I'm not (cust) thirsty' L, Rezanov.':KeH=

rycY~bKaT~b 'llHTb trinken' perhaps to be read giyah

~sa}ga?} 'someone is thirsty' M, or, with gl-class=
mark for 0, giyah gvosa}ga?} 'you're thirsty' M,

or giyah xusa}ga?} 'I'm thirsty' L (gloss presu=

mably in error for 'I'm tired of water', but of. be=



low), or, perhaps, giyah xu' siiga?~ 'I'm thirs=

ty', with ce?q 'urine, urination' (indelicate) as

0: ce?q si~ga?~ 'I have to urinate' L, Rezanov

~e~xyce~DRaT~D ~o~ (over crossed-out MO~TDCH )

harnen' perhaps to be read ce?q xu' si~ga?i 'I

have to urinate', or perhaps ce?q xuse~ga?~, which

presumably should be glossed 'I'm tired of urine,

urination' (cf. abpve), with kus "'urine, urination'

(polite) as 0: kus siiga?~ 'I have to urinate' LM,

with d~?q 'soft feces, runny stool' as 0: d~?q

si~ga?~ 'I have diarrhoea' M.

d-ga' (with d-thematic, 'oral, noise') '8 is, gets vo=

cally tired': deGuxga?~ ?i~ ci?dele.l 'I'm get=

ting tired,' talking to you' L (?i~ c}?dele...l...:'in

loose syntactic relationship, not 8 or 0).

gah (exclamation) "when you sit down tired, you say

gah, with a sigh (not gWah)" L.

-~-ga?-~ (perfective stem with perfective suffix and

i-classifier, used as suffixed adjective) 'old and

battered, worn-out, beat-up': kena.?diga?~ 'old

worn-out beat-up coat' L, si.~?e~ga?~ 'old beat-=

up worn-out shoes' L, with I-class noun: ~iyahd?e=

le~ga?~ 'old battered hat' L.

iII 
.



ga,2

g ,2 ( .., L" I~/' 1-.; ,~",~,c,)a r--/t. /~ (/.

O-?-(l-)}-ga' (with I-thematic absent frequently in
active perfective and reflexive neuter imperfective,

rarely absent elsewhere) 1. 'S knows, recognizes,

learns, realizes, finds out about 0': neuter imper=

fective: textual occurrences, positive, with 3rd per=

son 0: 1st person sg. S: 47c.34L, 54.17, 32G, 61.50A,

2nd person sg. S, interrogative: -gah~uw 23.9A,

-gihi~vh 52.24L, 3rd person S: 20.71,25.145,146,

147A, 53.4, 29L, -ga. 25.127A, negative: 1st person

pl. S: 23.104, 25.199A ('didn't know'), 62.16G, 3rd

person S: 2a.9, 24,33, 37M, 10.134,20.104, 28.86A,

47b.46M, 49.121, 51.56A, 54.12,62.17, 20G, 68.119,
70.2A, ?u?lixi}gah 'I know (it)' LM, ?u?lixi}gihih
'I know him' L, ?ew we~ah ?u?lixi}gah 'I know that

story'L, ?u?lixixgah ~e.d qu?xleh, ?u?lixi}gah

?idequ?xleh 'I know what I'll do' L, ?u?lixi}gah

de.d qu?xcah 'I know what I'll buy' L, ?u?lixi~gah

~e.d yileh, ?u?lixi}gah ?ideyileh 'I know what

you're doing' L, ?u?lixi~gah ~e.d se1i}, ?u?li=

xi}gah ?ideseli~ 'I know what you did' L, ?u?li=

xi}gah ?ew ?u~ ?u?se~ah~ih 'I know what you told

him of it, that you told him of it' L, ?u?lixi}gah
?~h silah c}?deleh 'I know he's talking about me'

L, ?u?lixi}gah ?ida. (or ?idesilah) deleh 'I

know what he's saying about me' L, ?u?lixi~gah



?u?liolgah 'I know you know' L, ?u?lixilgah ?~oda?

(or ?ide?~.da?) qe? sdiyahl 'I know he came back'

L, ?idao ~dexu~ ?u?lixi}gah, ye~ ~}exu~ ?u?=

lixi}gah 'I know how to shoot' M, yahd ?ide~u? de=

le.l ?u?lixilgah 'I know how to build a house' L,

?u?lixilgah ye~ ?iswe.~} 'I know how to swim' L,

?ide~deqah ?u?lixilgah 'I know how to count' L,

deqi?dga? ?u?lixilgah 'that's as far as I know' M,

?u?xilgah 'I know (it)' (same as, but much less fre=

quent than ?u?lixilgah) L, ?ew yahddelah li?q

~?lixilgah 'I know everything about that house' L,

?i?lixi}gah 'I know you' S, ye~ ?isweo~~ ?u?li.}=

gah 'do you know how to swim1' L, ye~ ~lexu~~

?u?li.}gah 'do you know how to shoot?' L, ?u?li.l=

gah~uh 'do you know (it)~' L, ?u?lio}g}h}hS¥h 'do

you know him?' L, ?u?lio}gah~ ~e.d dao qa?leh

'do you know what we should do1' L, ?ida. da. se=
w

lil~ ?u?liolgah 'do you know what we did?' M, ?u?=

lixi}gah ?u?liolgah 'I know you know' L, xu?lio}=

gah~ xu?li.lga.~ 'do you know me?' L, IO.225A,

?u?li.lg}h}h 'he knows' L, da. ?u?liolg}hth 'we

know him' L, di~ ?u?la?xlgaoG (normal only in slow

deliberate tempo) 'I don't know' LMAS, ?ida. dao

(or ?idedao) qa?leh di~ ?u?la?x}gaoG 'I don't

know what we'll do' M, di~ ?uola?xlgaoG (normal

in all tempos) 'I don't know' LMG (G slight labiali=



zation of -g-) di~ ?u.la?x~ga"Gth 'I don't know

him' L, di~ ?u.la?x~ga"G ~e"?we~dvh (x~?~q) ~=

~ah (or ~~a"~) 'I don't know why he's eating

((cust) eats) so (very) much' LM, di~ ?u"la?x~ga"G

qi?de~ (or de~~i~a?d) qe"?~h qu?xdeqeh (or
qu?xdah) 'I don't know what time (what hour) I'll

get back home (by boat, on foot)' L, di~ ?u.la?x~=

ga"G ?ida. ?~"da? qu?wah 'I don't know if he'll

get here' L, di~ ?u.la?x~ga"G qi?de~ (qu?x~ 'I

don't know the way (I'll go)' L, di~ ?i.la?x~ga"G

'I don't know you' L, lO.226A, di~~uh (or -Suw)

?u.la?yilga"G 'don't you know (it)~' L, di~Svh

?u.la?yilga"G 'don't you know him?' L, di~suh

?u.la?yi~ga"G ?~ ?ida. ?ilah deleh (or ?<i!-h
?ilah ?ida. deleh, ?~h ?ide?ilah deleh, ?~h

?ilah ?idedeleh) 'don't you know what he's saying

about you?' L, di~S xu.la?yi~ga.G 'don't you know

me?' L, di~ ?u.la?~ga"Gth 'he doesn't know' L,

di~~uh (or -Suw) ?u.la?le~~ga"G 'don't you pl.

know'?' L, inceptive imperfective: ?u?qu?li.x1:gah
'I'll learn it' M, qu?li"x1gah 'I'll learn it, I'll

find out' L, ?ew qu?li.lgth~h 'he'll find out'S,

21b.22, 51.81A, di~ qu?li"~gahG 'you won't know'

36.22, 23A, di~ qu?li"lgahG (or -ga.G, former

preferred) 'he won't learn (it), won't find out' L,

di~ ?ew qu?li.lgahGinu" (or -ga.G-, former pre=L



ferred) 'they won't find out' L, di~ ?i?qe?li.~=

gahGinu. (or -gaoG-, former preferred) 'they won't

know you' L, active perfective: ?u?se%ga?~ 'found

out, realized, recognized' 10.17A, 18.20, 57,48.12,

52.27L, ?u?lisi~ga?~~h'I got to know him' L, ?u?=

si~ga?~, ?u?lisi1:ga?~ (apparently not ?u?:j..si1:-)
'I learned how' L, inceptive perfective: ?u?leGex1:=

ga?1: 'I'm learning it' L, ?ew ?u?leGe1:ga?1::j.h 'he's

finding out' L, neuter imperative: ?u.la?1:gah qah

'learn it finally~' L, inceptive imperative: ?u?=

leGe1:ga? qah 'learn it finally!' L, active opta=

tive (neuter optative apparently avoided): ?eleS=

gah~ ?u?laoxi~gah 'I wish I knew' L, ?u?la.xi1:=

gah~ 'until I know' L, ?eleSga~ ?u?laoyi1:gah'I

wish you knew, I hope you know' L, ?uodkih ~a?

?u?laoyi~gah 'if only you knew how' L, da. ?u?lao=

yi~gah 'let's find out, let's learn it' L, inceptive

optative: ?ele~ga~ ?u?leGexi~gah 'I wish I knew'

L, ?ele~gah~ ?u?leGi°1:gah 'I hope you know' L,

active conditional: ?u?li?x~gah da.~ ?~o~ahd

ya.qa? sah~ 'just as I was getting to know her she

went away from here' L, inceptive subjunctive: ?u?=

leGex~g~ ?u~e?xleh 'I'd like to know him' L, ?u?=

leGex~ga~ ?ixleh 'I want to learn it' L, customary:

?u?le~gao~ 33.l8A, ?u?li?lgao~ 'he (cust) know,

recognizes' 33.34A, di~ ?ahnu. ?u?le~ga.~ 'they



(cust) don't know' 9.75A, qu?lio1gaO~}h 'he (cust)

learns' (inceptive customary) M; with class-marks

for 0: ?ew yahd ?u?Aa.xi1gah 'I know that house'

L, ?u?le~exi1gah 'I know them (berries)' L, ?u?=
gulixi%gah 'I know it (beverage)' L, with qiod-=

anatomical: ?i?qioAaoxi1gah 'I know your footsteps'
L; with indeterminate 0: ?ida?lixi1gah 'I know some

things, certain things (which I don't want to tell

about)' L; with qe? 'some more, again, any more'
and 1e-classifier (theme treated as intransitive,

perhaps incorrectly): di~ qe? ?uola?x1egaoG}h
'I don't know him anymore' L, di~ qe? ?u?xs1e=

ga?1G}h 'I didn't recognize him' L; reflexive, '8
,_c-

pretends to know, 8 is knowle,lfdgeable, outgoing, -'
\.

smart': ?ed~?li1igahwao}~ qew de~h ~o}eh
"'one should know what one's talking about'" ('one

should live (be a person) according (by attention)

to one who is knowledgeable, knows oneself') 50o63A,

?ed~?li1igahwao1~ qew ~c}?deleo~ 'one ought to
know what one's talking about' ('one (cust) speaks

accordingly as one's knowledgeable') L, ?edu?}i=

g~h}h 'he's knowledgeable, outgoing' L, ?e~a. ?e=

du?1ig}h}hkih 'my what a cute outgoing little one

(child)l' L, ?iolio~ qvh ?ew di~a?g ?edu?1igah
'he's trying to pretend he can read' L, ?ed~?li}i=

g}h}h 'he pretends to know everything (something)' L



(with double 0, reflexive and ~-indefinite, or per=

haps indirect reflexive, see causative below), ?e=

du.la?}ega.G}h 'he pretends not to know, he's ig=

norant, uninformed' L (di~ lacking, perhaps the=
matic negative, see separate entry); passive: 23.=

125A, qu?ledegah 'it would be known' 68.75A, di~
qi?~ ~e?a?~} ?u~a? ?u.la?dega.G 'the place they
went to isn't known' 20.103A, di~ ?u.la?dega.G

'it wasn't known' 60.2A, }i?q ?~.d xu?lidigah 'I'm

,iwellr known here' L, }i?q ?~.d qa. ?u?lidigah
'we're k'wellf" known here' L, Galushia Nelson uwa. t}~=

o'REG.3. }an.t 'signal ("signal-smoke") ?uwa.}~ ?u?=

digah }~d 'smoke according (by attention) to which
it is known'. Causative, o-d O-?-(l-)}-ga 'S

teaches 0 0'; ?id qu?li.x3:gwah G, ?id qu?li.x}=

gah 'I'll teach you (it)' LMS, ?ewd qu?li.x}gah

'I'll teach it (it)' L, di~ ?id qu?li.x}gahG 'I

won't teach you' L, sid ?ew ?u?li.3:g}h}h 'he's

teaching me it' L, sid ?u?se}ga?}}h 'he taught me
it' L, more frequently repetitive: ?id qu?li.x}ga?g

'I'll teach you' L, di~ ?id qu?li.x3:ga?gG 'I won't

teach you' L, sid ?ew ?u?le1ga?g}h 'he's teaching

me it' L, sid ?u?se}ga?g}}h 'he taught me it' L,

?id ?u?lexw}ga?g 'I'm teaching you it' M, sid

?u?li.}ga?g, sid ?u?la.}ga?g, sid ?u?leGe}ga?g
'teach me (it)~' L, ~ sid ?ew ?u?se}ga?} 'Lena



taught it to me' L, ?ud ?ew dao ?u?laoyi%ga?g}h

'let's teach him it' L, sid k'u?liO%ga?g}h 'my

teacher' ('he who teaches me something') L, ?id

?u?lexw%gaog~ 'I (cust) teach it to you' M, sid

k'u?le%gaog~th 'he (cust) teaches me something' L,

Klid k'u?liO%ga'gth 'a teacher' ('he who teaches

someone something') L; indirect reflexive (uncertain):

?edk'u?li%igth}h 'he pretends to know everything

(something)' L (perhaps < ?ed-d k'u?li}ig}h}h);

passive: qi? k'u~ ~?ledega?g (probably in error

for qi?(~) ~d k'u?ledega?g) 'school' ('place

where something is taught to someone') Mo

20 '8 thinks, considers 0 (to be) C' (uncer=

tain, glosses perhaps misleading): ~?luw ?u?li=

xi%gah 'I think it's big' M, yi%daOs ?u?lixi%gah

'I think it's heavy' Mo

?ed-?-(l-)}e-ga'-G (thematic negative reflexive, un=

certain, di~ lacking perhaps in error) '8 pre=

tends not to know, 8 is uninformed, ignorant':

?eduola?}egaoGth 'he pretends not to know, he's

uninformed, ignorant' Lo



gah-ge.
j

'1{1~ rJ, -A l)ii!- -t:a eiw'it"

1#1"£1 "'c"'. le("I)J --,I ",'- "/

gah-ge.
gah (noun, ~d-class) 'day (period of 24 hours), day=

time (period of daylight), daylight' LMAS, Wrangell
w .Ra 'Tag', g ah 'daytJ.me' G (L never heard form

with gW_), ~gahJ$:ede3u. 'nice day' L, gah fu~e=

de?a.w 'day (is) long' L, ~~eda?luw gah~ ye=

Ge:r:qa.:r: 'a big day is coming' ('it's dawning toward
a big day') L, gah ~edesekudgl 'days got short'

M, gah ~eAa-Gede?a-:r: 'day is waning' L, ?u.d
gah ~eAa.sil?ah:r: 'I spent the day there' L, gah

~edeGele3u?1 'the day is improving (sun is coming
out) a bit' L, gah qu?~ede:r:e3u? 'the day will im=

prove a bit' L, gahJ$:ede?a-w sequh:r:inu. 'they've

been sitting all day long' L, often as C in C ~-=

le(?) 'something is C, C exists, is present': 2a.=

21M, 11.156A, 19.18L, 28.41, 41A, di?we~ gah ~-=
leh 'it's still daylight' L, qi? gah ~.lehda?

?exa.~ 'I (cust) come to where it's daylight' L,

gesi-kih gah ~'leh 'it's dim (slightly) daylight,

twilight'L, gusi-kih gah ~edeGe?}h}h 'he sees
a little daylight' 2a.27M, frequently adverbial: gah

'by day, during the daytime': 25.18, 19, 29.29A,

de?)w gah 'that same day' 61.37A, with humerals,

frequently adverbial, 'for N days, in N days': 2a.lll':'1,

25.81,49.41,42,65.19, 19A, :r:}hG ~eda. gah 'one
day' (in the sense 'and then one (certain) day', per=



I

haps influenced by English, attested only from M)

43.16, 45b.lO, 46.J, 47b.23, 27M, la?d ~edao gah
'two days' M, ?el qedidto yao gah 'on the eighth

day' 49.45A, IthG ~eda" gahwahd dao qa?qeh 'we=
'11 go (on boat trip) for one day' L, li~ gah 'ev=

ery day' 3.15M, 38.14LM, 47b.14, 21, 29M, li~ gah
~lc'~' Gg}h 'she keeps tanning skins every day' L,

li~ -ga~edeqa?ga? 'every single day' 38.14fDLM, 47c.=

27L, gah~edec}?da?ya? 'about half a day' 59.4 Galu=
shia Nelson, de" gahyeqduw 'what day?' L, Rezanov
Kax~-3~ '~eH~ Tag' probably to be read ga~ ye?~

'all day long' L, ga~ ye?~ ?idexweo~ 'I (cust)

weave all day long' L, ga~ ye?~ yi~a?d}h 'he was

sick all day' L, gah~ ye?~ ye~ ?u?Gexde?C}.°l 'I've

been looking for it all day' L; qa'lgah 'today'

(gaol 'now') MS, 25.113A, si~ ?u?Ge~a? ~e"d
qaolgah yileh 'tell me what you did today~' L, di~

qaolgah ~? ?u?qu?dio?aoG 'it won't be settled to=

day' L; ~i. ~e~ gah 'yesterday' (~i. ~e~ 'last

night, already night') M.

geo-l-?aog (postpositional phrase, geo- as 0 of
o-?aog 'middle, center of 0, half-way point of 0',

/ " ","-I~ ~, ,-'4' ., -
with vowel of ge"- and I-mark not explalneq) 'noon,

'"
midday': geole?a"g LMASG, geoli?aog (-i- not ex=
plained, perhaps due here to same influence as that

responsible for -eo-) 'noon, midday' LS, geole=



?a.gd 'noon' (nominalized), 'at noon'S, ge.le=

?a.g GeleGa?ya.~ 'it (time) is becoming noon' L,

ne.~ ge.le?a.gda? qu?1e?ah 'soon it'll be (sun

will arrive at high) noon' L, ~ig ge.le?a.g~ew

~~a.~inu. 'they (cust) eat at (simultaneously

with) noon sharp' L; ge.le?a.g ya. 'noon meal,

lunch' ('noon thing') L, ge.le?aog ya. 1eqa.?

'noon siren (thing) is blowing (howling)' L, geo=

le?a.g ya.da? G~.sa?yah~, ge.le?a.g ya.?~.?

G~.sa?yah1 'it became noon' ('time passed to

noon') L.



gu.

gu. (perhaps related to gWa?-ga? and/or to gih-gi)

gu.-deg--dig--dug (adverb, stem gu.-, always with
enclitic -deg--dig--dug 'also, too', M rejects

proposed *gu.gih, *gu.gideg) 'again': frequent
in texts and elicitations, small sampling only of

occurrences in text: 6.12M, 11.3, 52, 78, 78,

133,136,151, 151A, 27a.34, 34.85,85,86,871.,
,Rezanov KYTaR~ 'E~e noch' gu.deg 'again'M,

gu.deg~ (not *gu.~deg) 'again~' L; frequently )f
f \

jwith preverb qe?-qe.- 'back, again, some more, \
I

another', redundant in translation: 9.39, 11.2,

172, 27b.45A, gu.deg ?ew c'}hG?e~~ah~ qe? ?edu?=

~i~ah 'he turned himself this time into an alder

leaf' 9.80A (not 'again'), or with ~ey}.y-~}h-

'different, another': qe.?s~ da.~ gu.deg ~e= I
{

y}.y G~.dicicg 'Bluejayand (again) another I
bird' 6.1M, ~:}.hda.d yahd ?u~a? gu.dig 'in a

different place (they had) a house again' 49.20A.

../,
I
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.,gawl -gaw

gawi'-gaw (gaw, also guw, gawi., in some imperfectives,

especially negatives; expanded gawi. LA, gaw, gu. M).
?ad O-gawi'--gaw (?ad, homophonous with the reflexive

pronoun prefix, here to be interpreted as a preverb,
not as an inflectional prefix of the verb proper,

because of the lack of vocalic classifier and the

presence of other sometimes overt prefixes to the
verb proper) 'S feels 0 (usually concrete 0, by tac=

tile sensation), S gets, catcrLes 0 (cold, cough)':

?aw ?ad gaw}h}h 'he felt it' 10.18, 11.170A, ?ad

xgaw MA, ?ad xgawih 'I feel it' LMA (A prefers

latter), di~ ?ad xgawG 'I don't feel it' LA,

~eh ?ad xgawih 'I have a cold' L, ?ula.~ ?awa.

?ad xgawih 'I feel his eyes (looking at me)' L,

?ad ?ixgawih 'I feel you' L, da?u.da~a.kih ?ad

xgawih 'I feel something' L, ?ad qu?yigaw, ?ad

qu?yigawih 'you'll feel it' L, di~ ?ad qu?yigawG

(or -gewihG) 'you won't feel it' L, ?ad xuqu?yi=

gawih 'you'll feel me' L, ?ed sigewi?z 'I felt
it' L, ?aw~uh segewi?z 'did you feel it?' L, ?ad

xusegawi?z 'you felt me' L, ?ad Gaxgewi?z 'I'm

beginning to feel it' L, ~5u.dah ?ad Gexgawi?z

'it feels good' ('I'm beginning to feel it pleasant=

ly') L, qah5~ ge.?ad xgawi.~ 'I (cust) get a cough

again' L, with o-ga? 'like 0', 's feels (usually

concrete) 0 (taCtilely, to be) like 0': 32.41, 42A,



xu?le~esdic~.5xga? ?ed xgewih 'I feel (it to be)
like I've been dreamt about' L. Causati ve , o-d 9-
O-x-gewi'--gew 'S makes 0 feel 0': ?id qu?xxgewih
'I'll make you feel it' L.

?ed O-de-gewi'--gew (perhaps indirect reflexive, with

?ed-d, but rejected by L, probably analogical, in=

fluenced by preceding and reflexive of following) 'S

feels 0': ?ed xdegewih 'I feel it' MA, di~ ?ed

xdegewG 'I don't feel it' M, ?ed qu?xdegewih tI'll

feel it' M, de?u.de~ya.kih silixga? ?edexdegu.~ tI

(cust) feel like Itve accomplished something' 34.11M.

O-?-gewi'--gew (0 restricted to third person, or, more

frequently, reflexive) 'S feels 0 (it) a certain way'
(not tactile sensation of concrete 0), with o-ga?
tlike 0" or adverbs: lCuSaodah ?u?sigewi?3: 'it felt

bad' (tI felt it badly') L, siyeqd siyao ~Saodah

?u?Gexgewi?x 'my stomach is beginning to feel bad'

('I'm beginning to feel it in my insides badly') L;

reflexive, ?ed-?-de-gewi'--gew tS feels a certain
way ,(physically or emotionally)': 34.7,11 (-ga?

lacking), 16,64, 47b.9, 16M, 47c.6L, 69.27A, wu~ga?
?edu?xdegewih tI feel like vomiting, nauseated' U1,
di~ wu~ga? ?edu?xdegewG 'I don't feel nauseated' L,

?iqe?xxwu~gWa? ?edu?xdeguw tI feel like Itm going to
vomit' G, Aa.~qe.c'ga? ?edu?xdegewih tI feel nause=

ated'L, Ge?ga? ?edu?xdegewih tI feel seasickt M,



~ehga? ?edu?xdegewih 'I feel cold' L, ~ahdga?

?edu?xdegewih 'I feel sick' L, ?e~gga? ?edu?xde=

gewih 'I feel a sneeze coming on' L, ?ula.~ ?ewa.

?ed xgewihga? ?edu?xdegewih 'I feel like I feel

his eyes (looking at me)' L, ?a?d sileqahyeq ?e~

~le?ggga? ?edu?xdegewih 'I feel very much like

someone keeps reaching his hand through the inside

of my head (with persistent harping questions)' L,

~3u.dah ?edu?xdegewih 'I feel good' LS, di~ KU=

3u.dah ?edu?xdegewi.G 'I don't .feel good'S, di?=,

dahkih ?edu?xdegewih 'I feel alright, a little bet=

ter' M, repetitive; deqa.yu. ~3u.dah ?edu?xdege=

wi?g 'I sometimes (intermittentl~ feel good' L.

O-z-gewi' (uncertain, attested only once) 'S makes 0

feel (a certain wa~':. ~3u. dah ?iqe?xzgewih 'I'll

make you feel good' L (perhaps in error for ?i?qe-,

see below).

O-?-z-gewi' 'S makes 0 feel (a certain way)', with 0-=

ga? 'like 0', o-le~ 'more than 0', or adverbs:

wu~ga? xu?zgewih 'he's making me feel nauseated' L,

~lahga? xu?wezgewthih 'he's making me feel like

drinking' L, ~ewa.ga? xu?zgewihinu. (or xa?z-)

'they're making me feel like a dog' L, ~ewa.ga?

xu?wizgewih 'you're making me feel like a dog' L,

~ewa.ga? ?i?xzgewih 'I'm making you feel like a

dog' L, ~ewa.ga? ?u?xzgewihih (or ?a?xz-) 'I'm



making him feel like a dog' L, wu~ga? ?u?wi1=
"'~""'" I 1/"";

gew}h:j.h 'you're making him feel like ~~~ L, --
~3u.dah ?i?qe?~gewih 'it (medicine) will make
you feel good' L, ~ahdle~ ?i?qe?we1gewih 'it'll

make you feel sicker' L, ~ewa.ga? xu?qu?yi1gewih

you'll make me feel like a dog' L, ~ewa.ga? xu?=

qa?1gew:j.hinu. 'they'll make me feel like a dog' L,
~ewa.ga? xa?~gewih 'make me feel like a dog~' L,

~ewa.ga? ?a?~gew:j.hinu. 'make them feel like a

dog~' L, ~ewa.ga? da. ?u?li~gewih 'let's make
him feel like a dog' L.

?ed-de-gew-G (thematic negative) 'S is, becomes numb':
?edxdegewG 'I'm numb' M, ?edGexdegewG~ 'I'm get=
ting numb' L.



.,
gemJ. -gem

gemi'-gem (gem occasionally in imperfective negative; ex=
panded gemi.)

-}e-gemi'--gem 1. 'S tastes': }egemih 'it tastes' A,
di~ }egemihG 'it doesn't taste' A; with o-ga?

~ike 0' or adverbs, 'S tastes (a certain way)':

~a.~eleGga? }egemi.~ 'it (cust) tastes sweet (like
sugar)' 51. 32A, Rezanov JiITaKOTJIm<Q1ImZf-I aaxaP'I> Zucker'

?idah }egemih 'it tastes nice' (perhaps used for

'sugar' before borrowing, through Chugach Eskimo,
of Russian Caxa~ ~ao~eleG), Rezanov A~eTa~~E=

ROMM 'C~a~Ro sffss' ?a?d ?idah }egemih 'it

tastes very nice' M, ~~a.dah }egemih 'it tastes

bad' L, di~ dioya?ga? }egemG L (M rejects), di~

di.ya?ga? ~egemihG 'it doesn't taste salty (like

salt(water)') LM, di.ya?ga? Ge}egemi?} 'it's be=
ginning to taste salty' L, di.ya?ga? s}igemi?} 'it

got to taste salty' L, di~ dioya?ga? qu?}egemihG

'it won't taste salty' L, with class-marks for S:

Rezanov JiITaRoY~mROMNRaE 'llaToRa Syrop' ?idah

g\lo}egemih giyah 'syrup' (!waterwhich tastes nice')
M, di~ ~~a.dah qu?gvo}egemG 'it (liquid) won't

taste bad' L, ~a.~eleGga? le~e}egemih 'candy'

('it (l~-class, 'granular') tastes sweet (like su=

gar)') L.
2. Without any qualifier, 'S tastes bitter':

}egemih 'it's bitter' MS, di~ }egemihG 'it's not



bitter'L.
0-1-gemi'--gem 'S tastes 0': ?e1gemih M, ?e1gemah

G (probably incorrect), Ge1gemih L (stem-form

probably analogical), ?ew Ge~gemi? 'taste it:'

L, ~1gemih 'I'm tasting something' M, ?idah

~1gem}h~h 'he likes to eat, he's a good eater'

('he tastes something nicely') L, qu?x1gemih 'I'll

taste it' M, di~ qu?x}gemihG 'I won't taste it'

A, si}gemi?} 'I tasted it' M, ?ex}gemi.~ 'I

(cust) taste it' L, with gl-class-mark for 0: ?ew

geleGex1egemih~ si~ deleh 'he told me to taste

it (liquid)' (inceptive subjunctive) L, repetitive:

?ew gvo}gemi?g}h 'she keeps tasting it (liquid)'

L.

..,IJ..".. ,
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guol

tjY ..ill 4"'~"' j t.. ,,/.. :PA ~ 4'"' e -tt~J- it-7/1i/:t j
i{c J b .J I (I

gu °1 (perhaps related to gWa'- ga' 1, see below)
I,I

-guol, attested only in~e;gu-l ,,(no:m'ur;class,"if,i~d) ,
pr""'c.t'lJ ~j~r"",Jiiw't:, .,. ,.y~...t"'t:;..~ "?~,;' " "1~'-, ",""c/4

'thunderbird, thunder, lightning' LHAsG, 60.14, 29'~i-~7 f~~~J

35, 36,45, 48A, Rezanov KeKoY~b ~O~H!H Blitz',

Wrangell KarHY~b 'Donner', perhaps to be read
qe?gewl (L at first thinks she may have heard qe?=

gewl, later says she has never heard it pronounced

thus), or, more likely, with transposition of rH,
an unlikely Russian transcription in any case of

-ge-j to be read qa? '/igu-l, Galushia Nelson
,.' kcai crossed out, then qai'ktul 'thunderbird'

transcribed by Norman Reynolds in notebook of de

Laguna, not published, perhaps confirming the lat=
ter reading of Wrangell, qe?guol~dahd ?u?-l-de-ta

'sound of thunder(bird) is heard, there is thunder'

8_12,23,57A (see also o-dahd O-?-l-l-yao?),
Rezanov KeKoY~bTa TYY~H~a ~O~H!H 6~HcTaeT~ es

blitzt' qe?guoldahd ?u?liditah 'sound of thunder=

(bird) is heard' L, qe?gu-l ?i1?9--g 'there is

lightning, lightning strikes, thunder(bird) bolts'
('thunderbird (repeatedly) travels') LM, qe?gu-l=
luw 'big thunder' M- Etymology clearly qa? 'up

out', umlauted by prefix ?i-, or, less likely,

yi-, dropped by the living informants, with -guol,

probably I-gerundive, perhaps, irregularly, of ?i-=
gWa'- ga' 'dance, ceremonial hand movement 1 -For de=



scription and discussion of the Eyak thunderbird

and beliefs connected with thunder, see Eyak Texts

60. and BSdL 233.



giyahl

giyahl

giyah (noun, gl-class) 1. '(fresh, non-salt) water,
(body of fresh) water, drinking-water' LMASG, 2a.7M,

11.9lA, l6.28M, 19.25L, 25.41, 58, 29~4lA, 34.65M,

50.3, 51.71A, 57.6G, Rezanov Ka~H ~o~a Wasser',
Wrangell KaH 'Wasser', Furuhjelm Kia 'water',

Galushia Nelson Giya, Old Man Dude kiy& 'water'
BSdL 537, Rezanov TaRerHT-RaH 'EMARO flftssig' per=

haps to be read deqiakih giyah 'no more water',

TaRe~ReRe3TY 'IIpocTOpHO ger&umig' perhaps to be read

deqi.kih giyahduh 'no more water:' L, ~gua?nuw

giyah L, giyahgu.?nuw 'lots (large volume) of wa=

ter'M, giyah ya.guleguhdg Ge~e?~ (see gu~)
'water is getting very low' L, giyah ~geAia?nuw

sele?l 'water got very high' L, giyah ?u.de~ ge=

Ai.?yahl 'water ran allover there' L, du.~ giyah

?ilqa? geAa.silyahl 'I mixed water together with
milk' (baby formula) L, giyah geli.~eh 'water is

cold'L, giyah xa-g yileh 'water is steaming' L,
giyah gelialqa?dg 'boil water!' L, giyah ?i~

qu?geli.~?d 'I'll splash water at you' L, giyah

gelewug:j.h 'he's gulping water noisily' L, giyah

geli-lGu? 'warm water:' L, giyah geli.l~a?d 'heat

water!' L, giyah gv-sel~ela?l 'water got stale'

L, giyah ~aleSilg, giyah geleSilg 'water is
sploshing' L, as 0 of O-gl-l-?ya 'S handles water



in container': 11.108, 120A, 34.821, giyah si~

gelio1ya? 'bring me water:' L, as 0 of postposi=
tions: giyahguone~ O-}-~?d 'S splashes water on
0', see ~u?d, giyahgele?e.~ '(ask) about water'

3.1M, giyahgele?e? '(bawl) for water' 19.24L, gi=
yahgeleda? 'to (shore and) water' 20.18, 19A, gi=

yahgu.na?q 'on surface of water' 24.42A, giyah=

g~odeGd M, giyahgeledeGd 'above (upland from)
body of fresh water' M, 25.96A, ?ew giyahgele~a?d
'behind the water(falls) , 25.59, 69A, giyahgvo~

'to (get) water' 2a.5M, 2b.7L, 21b.6, 25.86A, 44.5,

45a.2L, 46.7, 25M, 48.2, 7L, giyahgelelu?qao 'to
get water' 19.26L, 21b.l0 (lacking gl-class-mark),

25.21,23, 43A, 45b.l0M, giyahgeleya?d 'in (body,
container of) water' M; as 0 of verbs and 0 of post=

positions lacking gl-class-mark: giyah O-de-la 'S
drinks water' 2a.7M, 51.71A, Wrangell KaH-, see

lae~ giyah O-qa 'S fetches water, carries water -::-
in container' 2b.5, 6, 19.28L, 25.22, 26, 27, 94, --94A, 34.18LM, 48.5L, see qa, giyah 0-1-ga' 'S
is thirsty' 2b.lL, 11.107. 51.66,69,70, 72A, Re=

zanov K3H-, see ga,l, giyah~ 0-1-ga.G 'S mix=

es 0 (not liquid) with water', see ga.G, giyah=

ya?(-) 'in(to body, container of fresh) water' M,

2a.6, 4.3M, 11.117, 118A, 16.3, 27M, 25.63, 86A,
45b.8, 46.3, 15M, 48.5, 10L, 49.34, 50.14A, ?ew

~---



?ew giyahye~ ye~ ?eta? 'set it down under (ma=

gically lifted body of) water~' 11.90A, giyahwahd

?ew ya? ?i.~~~wahd 'in order to melt it for wa=

ter' 43.16M; Furuhjelm Kiaaliaga 'sea', probably
r~

to be read giyah~lew... ('big water', probably -"
,,-,"

incorrect, lacking gl-class-mark and referring to

salt-water); giyah sdilah~ 'humpbacked salmon'

('it drank water' ,.no~ explained, "deep tal~ nowa=

days the word for J.t J.S ka.~~") L, see la; gi= -

yah (qi?) ye~ ?igeAi.~?ah 'waterfalls' ('(place

where) water extends downward') 25.55, 55, 78, 79A, -
38.2lLM, see ?a,l; giyah qi? Ii? geli.?ah

'stream, creek, brook, tributary' ('place where water
runs (extends) downstream') 2Ib.8A, see ?a,l; giyah -

qi? .J\:'ehd dexu~g 'faucet' ('place where water is

(repeatedly) turned (screwed) open', see xu~; gi=

yah gelecu?dg 'pump (for boat)' ('it sucks water'),

see c~?cr; giy~da.~elah 'water-bucket' L (prob=

ably < giyah ?u~ da. ~elah 'by means of it we
~A ;.., '1 f '(It", IL'I I. ".""'" b..I:t. ;.,1"'6" ," 1.. -drink water') see la"-- jjYIf~ lA, 1"j.",Iti;t" r, J '.. "") '" I'","~~r_. $'( ."t;-~ 1

2. Figurative, :f-iquid' (not water): IO.24A .--'"

(in reference to fatty viscous matter in whale's eye,
ca delica~, in 11.175A called ~e.), Rezanov R~~=

3KeH 'C~e3H ThrHnen' qa.la.~egiyah 'our, human

eye-water' ('water' in eyes from watering of eyes,

not 'tears (from weeping)') M, ~ewa.le~ede.?Gi?giyah



'berry species' ('dog's-eye-water') LMA, see ~ewa.,

Rezanov RaaaTReg 'C~~Ha Speichel' qa.sa?d giyah

'our, human saliva', ~sa?d giyah 'saliva' ('wa=

ter which is in one's mouth') M, Rezanov R~aAb=

~gC~-Rag (with ~- inserted above) 'Bo~Ra Brandt=

wein' qa.~a? Idiya£lc' giyah 'water which decays

very badly for ("on I') us', g\l.lic'~ giyah 'hard

liquor' ('water whicl?; is strong, piquant') L, Reza=

nov MTaRoY~roROMHRag 'llaToRa Syrop' ?idah gv.le=

gemih giyah 'syrup' ('water which tastes nice') M,

giyah ?uyeq geli.?yahl L, giyah ?uyeq geAi.=

?yahl M 'water-blister' ('water (serum) has collec=

ted in it (0 without opening at top)', neuter perfec=
c;:'~tive) LM, see ?ya'.

giyahltah (noun, unclassified) 'water-bucket' ('water-=

skin') 46.22M.
?edegiyah (noun, gl-class) 'fresh (not salt-)water'

('real water, water ~ excellence') L.

~~.5U. giyah (noun, gl-class) 'holy water' ('good

water') L.

giyahgele~a? ya" (noun, unclassified) 'rubber boots'

('thing for water') L.

giyahgele~da.d ?uq ~a?~eh place-name, Little Mummy

Island ('there is no water on it') L, see 1e(?) 3e.



giYah~

giyah2

-giyah (probably kinship noun, ascending), attested
in vocative only, meaning not clearly remembered:

"Minnie 8tevens addressed Mrs. Sheperd (native
name ?ixu~, mother of Mike Sheperd) as ?egiyah,

though Minnie Stevens spoke of her as sideGe.? 'my

younger sister'" L. Form classified as ascending

kinship noun because of attestation in vocative.

Relationship, if any, between Minnie Stevens and

Mrs. Sheperd not remembered. No relationship shown
between Minnie Stevens and ?ixu~ (Evaline Dude)

on BSdL Genealogical Table.II

.



gut'

I
I

gut' (attested first from L as guhd, probably under the
influence of luhd-nuhd; L later accords with A in re=

jecting guhd in favor of gu~)

-gu~-g (adjective, with -g-repetitive thematized)

'tiny, miniature, very smallt 1. Independent, with
yao: yaogu~g 'a tiny little bit, thing' L, yao=

guhdg ~ewao 'tiny dog' L, frequently with -kih

'diminutive': di?dah yaogu~gkih ?ahnuo~ se}tah}
'he gave them just a tiny little bit' lO.62A, with

classified noun: giyah yaogeleguhdg Ge}e?} 'wa=
ter's getting very low' L.

2. Suffixed: ~ewaoguhdgkih 'tiny dog' L,

naowda?keodguhdgkih 'tiny whiskey-bottle' L, to
classified nouns: ca?}degu~g 'tiny knife' L, le=

qahdegu~g 'tiny head' (epithet?) L, la?mahdle~e=

guhdg 'tiny berries' L, ~duolihGdeguhdgkih 'tiny
miniature doll-sized table' L.

-gut'-g 'S is, becomes tiny', attested only with gl-=

class S: maosAa. geleGegu~g} 'piece of (melting)

butter is getting very tiny' L.

gu~g personal name, of Eyak girl L.



,

gel-gi%

I

ge~-gi~ (ge~ M 3 times, A 3 times, 8 3 times, Gonce,

gi~ L 25 times, M 6 times; expanded gi'~)

-ge~--gi~ (perhaps not freely used, attested only in

active perfective, see ~e-ge~--gi~) '8 shrivels .."

(with heat?)': segi~ 'it shrivelled up' L. Transi=

tive (causative, perhaps also, or primaril~ that of

~e-ge3:--gi~) '8 makes 0 shrivel, parches, "toasts",

fries 0 (especially fat or salmon skins) for eating':

?e3:gi~, ?e~ge~ (former preferred) "'toast" it (sal-=
mon skin):' L, qu?x%ge% 'I'll "toast" it' 8, da'

3:gi'3:lC 'we (csut) "toast" it' LM; passive: with

ya? 'completely': ya? sdige~ 'it got warped by

the sun' M (possibly intransitive de-ge3:, see

Gedege3:), with y-anatomical: xuyis~igi~ 'my hand

has been made to atrophy (by e.g. a witch)' L.

O-ge3:--gi~ (meaning not clearly distinguished from

that of O-~-ge3:--gi~, causative of -ge~--gi% or

of ~e-ge~--gi3:) '8 makes 0 shrivel (etc.)': Reza=

nov MCHRH~~ 'O%eq~ versengen' perhaps to be read

?i' segi~ 'Z2£ scorched it', or ?isegi~ 'it

scorched you' (or, intransitive, 'you're scorched'),

or ?}'segi~ 'your face is scorched, shrivelled'
..,,{ "'

(intransitive), k'uxgi~ 'I'm "toasting" something'
J"., ,.

L, k\1'xigi~ "let mec"toas:t" something' L, k\1'yigi~

'you may "toast" something' L, lCu'ligi3: 'let him

"toast" something" L, with class-mark for 0: ti'=



lexgil 'I'm "toasting" a fish-skin' L.

le-gel--gil 'S shrivels, atrophies, curls up':

sligil 'it (plant) shrivelled up' L (perhaps pas=

sive), Gelegil 'it's curling up (by itself)' L
(not passive), with ya? 'completely': ya? sli=
gil 'it shrivelled up' L (perhaPs passive), Reza=

nov E~~KK3~b 'O~or~, o~r~a?versengte (PrHterit) ,

perhaps to be read ya? legil, ya? ligil, ya?

sligil, ya? ?iligil (> yH?iligil) 'it is
shrivelling up, it (is) shrivelled up, scorched'

(active imperfective, neuter imperfective, active

perfective, neuter perfective, respectively) or
p.e;pha-p-S--'~~"'"~'~~~~ -"'toa,s.t.!!.,"",:r,~i:-&"' , or ya?")...y '~""--"' :' S"fO'f.,1;
li.gil 'your face is getting scorched', with y-=

anatomical: yisligil~h 'his hand is atrophied,
shrivelled' L, yixsligil~h ..tmy hand is atrophied,

shrivelled' L (not passive, cf. xuyis%igil

above). Transitive (causative): see -ge%--gel.
yege% MA, yegil L personal name, Anna Nelson

Harry LMA, y\kel BSdL Genealogical Table.

Gedegel, Gedegil (noun, unclassified) 'sun': Gede=

gel ASG,65.53A, Gedegil LM, 2a.2, 4,19, 34M,
2b.16L, Rezanov KaTaKH~b (with H superscript

insert) 'Co~~e Sonne', Wrangell RaKeT~Xb (second
K probably transposed with T) 'Sonne', Furuhjelm

Khatakal 'sun', Galushia Nelson qatt'ketl 'sun'



BSdL 537, Gedegi1 yi~a?d 'the sun is hot' L,

Gedegi~ ?eds~is}h~ 'the sun is eclipsed' ('the
sun is playing dead', Minnie Stevens said) L, Ge=

degi1 Ge~e?a.~ 'the sun is moving' L (for move=

ment and positions of the sun, see ~e-?a under

?a), Gedegi~dek}h 'sun-sticks' 34.77L, Gedegi~=

seqe.Geyu. 'sun-children' 34.l26L, Galushia Nelson

qetEq£t~ wula'iyu 'Sun people' BSdL 537 Gedege~=

welahyu.. Nominalization of theme with ge1-gi~

("because the sun is hot, dries everything up" L),

but identification of affixes and exact underlying

theme uncertain, perhaps active imperfective of

(0-) Gd-ge1--gi1 with Gd-thematic 'place, weather',

or inceptive perfective of either passive of 0-=

ge1--gi1 or of otherwise not clearly attested

de-ge1--gi1.

Gedege1~e?, Gedegi1~e?, Rezanov KaTe~bqe in

'M~~b Kupfer' and 'M~~HOM kupfern', KaTa~bqe

in 'llo3YMeHT~ Posument', see ~e?2.



giyi1

giyi1

-giyi1 (not freely used) 'S becomes a witch': se=
giyi1}h 'he became a witch' L.

0-1-giyi1 (probably semantically irregular causative
of preceding) 'S bewitches, hexes 0, does 0 harm by

sorcery, black magic': ?iqe?x1giyi1 'I'll hex you'

L, Ge}giyi1}h 'hex him~' L, se1giyi1 'it's be=
witched' ('you, he hexed it') L, xuse~giyi1}h 'he

worked witchcraft on me' L; passive: xus1igiyi~,

xusdigiyi1 'I've been hexed' L.

?i1giyi1, ?i1giyi1}h (noun, unclassified, nominal=
ized active imperfective of preceding with indeter=

minate 0, optional third person singular human suf=
fix relativizer) 'witch' LMSG, 55.1,4,11,12,16,

25L, Galushia Nelson tt~Gi.tt~e or tt~Gi' tt~a
'witch' BSdL 543, ?i~giyi~}h qe?~ xuqi"dese1cug}

'a witch it is made my foot swell' L, xuqi.dis1i=

cug~, ?i~giyi~}hye?e?d le~ seli~ 'my foot's been
made to swell, this is the handiwork of a witch' L,
di~ ?i~giyi~G 'she's not a witch' L, xu' ?i~giyi1

'I'm a witch' L. See BSdL 207 and Eyak Texts 55. for

accounts of witches; L further states that witches

were sometimes people whom land-otters had gotten in=

side of, and that they could cause gallstones, that

one of their tricks was scalding dogs, and that they

often did things under the house.



gih5

gih5 (partly confused with, or related to geh5-gih5-=

gehs-gWehs)

~.dl-}e-gih5-g (with thematic mark including ~._=
anatomical 'teeth', and -g-repetitive thematized)
'S {4Qg} snarls, showing, baring teeth, fangs':

~.Aa.Ge%egih5g% 'it (dog) is baring its fangs' L,
with o-~ 'at 0': si~ ~.Aa.Ge%egih5g% 'it

(dog) is baring its teeth at me' L, si~ qu?~¥.=

Aa.%egih5g 'it (dog) will bare its teeth at me' L,
si~ ~.Aa.s%igih5g% 'it (dog) bare its teeth at

me' L.

1~-%-gih5-g (with l~-anatomical 'eye' and -g-repeti=
tive thematized) 'S has something wrong with his

eyes' (informants no longer remember exact condi=

tion): le~i.%gih5g} 'something is wrong with his

eyes' (neuter perfective) L, le~ese}gih5g%}h 'he

got something wrong with his eyes' LA ('puffed-up' (Sf-7)

? A, 'cataracts'? L).

'..;



geh3-gih3-gehs-gWehs

geh3-gih3-gehs-gWehs (earlier form perhaps gWeh3; gih3

under influence of gih3, to which this stem is perhaps

related, gehs-gWehs with suffixed -dah (cf. lah3-=

lahs), occasionally also elswhere, Rezanov implies per=

haps reduced gus)
-geh3 (also -gih3(-g), -gehs) 'S is very poor, mis=

erable, wretched, pitiable': segih3~}h, segehs~}h,
segeh3~}h (last preferred, first now seems wrong)

'he's (become) very poor' L, Gexgih3g~ 'I'm getting

poor (no food, money, clothes, etc.)' L, qahdeqvh
segih3g~ 'he's awful poor' L, ~ge.3~ 'some peo=

pIe are (cust) poor' L.
da.~ ?i-?-gdl-geh3 (also -gehs, semitransitive with

indeterminate 0, gdl-thematic 'vertical suspension',

and da.~ 'in (punctual) contact with indeterminate

0', attestations all neuter perfective) IS'barely

hangs on, S hangs by a thread': da.~ ?i?geAi.gehs~,
da.~ ?i?geAi.geh3~ (latter preferred) 'it's, he~-s

about to fall, can't hang on any longer, is barely

hanging on (to rope, edge)' L, ?ew ~~eh} da.~
?i?geAi.gehs~ 'that rope is about to snap, is hang=
ing by a thread' L, da.~ ?i?geAa.xigeh3~ 'I'm

barely hanging on' L.
d-~e-gih3-g (perhaps a passive causative of -geh3,

attested only with d-class-mar for S) 'S (board) is

useless'; dis~igih3g~ 'it (board) is (has been ren=



-

dered?) useless' L.

1~-~-gih5 (stem perhaps correctly gih5, or, more

probably, influenced thereby, 1-classifier also
perhaps due to influence of 1~-~-gih5-g under
gih5) 'S (berries) are poor and small', attested

only as nominalized active perfective: le~ese~=

gih5g1 'poor small berries (amongst good ones)' L.

gehs--gWehs-dah (adverb, with -dah adverbializer,
often used as C or as exclamation, Rezanov apparent=

ly gus-dah) 'for pity~, please~, in poor, wretched

condition': ?el gehsdah ?i.~}hinu. 'these poor
wretches' 28.l00A, gWehsdah G (contradicted by S,
but apparently confirmed by Rezanov), gehsdah 'poor

thing~' MS, gehsdah xu' 'poor me~, please~' MA,
Rezanov RYCT~-Y nOX~YM gut' apparently to be

read gusdah xu' (L says she has "heard gusdah,

but only part-Tlingits, like S, would say it that

way, not real Eyaks", but note gehsdah from S

above), gehsdah ?i.~th}h, gehsdah ?~ de~h
'poor fellow~' L, as 0 of o-~ 'by means of 0':

de?we~ gehsdah~ ?~ deGe~5~.d1}h 'he begged him

quite pitifully' 37b.34A.



ga?c'

ga?d

ga?c'(-g)(-}) (noun, unclassified, with -g-repetitive
thematized and/or -}-instrumental) 'ladder, stair=

way': ga?c'g} L, 51.7, 7A, gWa?c~ G (labializa=

tion not confirmed by Rezanov), ga?c~ A, Rezanov

KaqR~ ~~cH~a Treppe', KaqR~ (crossed out, re=

placed by TaHTT~ ta.ya?d) 'Rp~DqO Hausflur'

ga?c'g, ga?dg}?a?luw 'big ladder' L, ga?dg~u.le=
?a.w 'long ladder' (f'maybe", speculating that ga?c'g

may be ~u.l-class 'tooth-like') L, ga?c'g}~ ?u.na?q

qa? sah}}h 'he went up (on it by means of) a lad=
der' L, ga?dg}~ ?u'na?q qid sah}}h 'he went

down (on it by means of) a ladder' L.

O-ga?d 'S makes 0 (step of staircase)': qelahqa?ga?

qu?xga?d 'I'll make (construct) four steps' L.



guc'

guc' (Furuhjelm implies gWed)

gud-, occurring only with deo3 in guddeo (numer=

al) 'nine' LMASG, Rezanov KOqyT~-3 '9.', Wrangell

KYTRTe 'neun', Furuhjelm Kvatzte 'nine' probably

to be read gWeddeo, Galushia Nelson Gvtsdan '90'

BSdL 553, guc'deo ~ga? giyahguona?q geAio}?a?

'about nine miles out over the water' L, guc'deo

~ga? GeAio}?a? 'about nine miles (overland)' L,

guddeonuo 'nine people' L, guddeo~a? yio}qao~

'it (cust) gets light at nine o'clock' L, guddeo=

da?~ 'nine times' L, Furuhjelm Vetzte Takhakh

'one hundred' probably to be read [gJweddeo[da?~J

I } tdeGaoq 'ninety' ('nine times ten')j ,r;lf;.&"'-,~,s..:..';;:'
~ , ,"\ i .1-"' )

d~(;;;lt-e~ (~~.: "I



gewa?c'

I,

gewa?c' (see wa?c,2)



gis

gis (L "may have heard" gas but prefers gis, A gus,

rejected by L; expanded gi's or ge.s)
O-gis 'S roasts, warms, burns 0 on stick by fire':

5.3L, ?egis 'put it (e,g, hot dog) on a stick by
the fire to roast!' LM, ?egus 'roast it~' A (L

has heard "only kids talk like that"), k'uxgis

'I'm roasting something' L, da' gi.s~ L, da.

ge's~ 'we (cust) roast it on a stick by the fire'

M, with class-marks for 0: ti'li'gis, ti'la'gis

(former preferred) 'roast it (fish skin)!' L, qu?=

ti'li'xgis 'I'll roast it (fish skin)' L, da'

ti'la'yigis 'let's roast it (fish skin)' L, lex=
gis 'I'm roasting it (piece of fat)' L, ?}.sigis~
'I roasted it (piece of fat)' L; passive: sdigis~

'it's been roasted on a stick' M,

"i jll



gu~2

2gu~ (attested from A only, unknown to L)

gu~ (noun) "something you nearly trip over" A, used

syntactically as C: gu~ sile?l 'I nearly tripped'
('I became gu~,) A.



-

gu~l

gu~l

d-de-gu3 (with d-thematic 'oral') 'S closes mouth,

clenches teeth, keeps mouth tightly closed, lips

pursed': daodegu3 'close your mouth:' LM, di?=

degu3 M, di?we~ di?degu3 'keep your mouth

closed:' L, daodigu~ ~a?, di?we~ ~a? da.di=

gu~ 'you should keep your mouth closed' L, de=

Gedegu~lih 'he's closing his mouth, clenching his
teeth' M, 'he has his mouth closed tight, lips

folded in, pursed' L, disdigu3lih 'he closed his

mouth'L, ?i.yah ~i?~dug de~ ?a? ~aoqga?
?ilu? qa? Ii? didigu~l 'my how the guy sure is

awful tight-lipped (taciturn) jU$t like a (hooked)

bullhead:' (neuter perfective) L, see ?2.16fnL and

l~d-de-qed, with o-qesd 'against, at the other
end of 0' and lah 'around, in circular motion':

siqesd lah disdigu~l~h 'he closed his mouth and

averted his face from me (angrily, disdainfully)'

L, with ye~-progressive: ye~ dedegu3~ih 'he's

got his mouth closed and is averting his face (in

various directions, to avoid being fed)' L.

lr



-".,

gih:!)

gih~ (Rezanov perhaps implies gW...:!)) I

(~-)1~-1-gih:!)-g (with l~-class-mark 'granular' and
-g-repetitive both thematized, perhaps transitive)
'S (rain) drizzles, sprinkles (0) lightly': le~e~=

gih:!)g (first -gih5-) 'it's drizzling' L, as tran=
sitive with indeterminate 0: ?ile~e~gih5g 'it's

drizzling' ('it's sprinkling indeterminate 0') L;
Rezanov KoA~r~~ RY~M 'Byc~ feiner Regen' per=

haps to be read ~le~e1gW...~gih 'he's sprinkling

something, something is sprinkling him', but see
2also kud-ku~ and ~e} .

O-l~d-}-gih~-g (as above, with d-thematic included
in mark, attested from A only, perhaps incorrect)

'S sprinkles 0': le~ede}gih5g 'he's sprinkling

water on it (plant)' A.



gu l!l gu~

gu~

-gu~ (noun) 'penis' (not known to L, M has heard):

sigu~ 'my penis' S, ?igu~ 'your penis' S, ~e=

waogu~ 'dog's penis'S, Rezanov yqqya '~'B'l'Opo.IJ;=
) ",,;c," Lt/cL"iHOH Y.ZI;/f. MYCKOH GlJ.ed, mannlJ.ches' ~rhaps to be

read [?ugJu~ ?ewao 'his, its penis' (informants

unable to recognize any existing form resembling" ,
b f ,'//l .I. ) j /.:-f " . t ~,, ~wi:: "".,.-, -~"' 1 "" i?. "".[,...~ 4 , to""",,", cw".-.~ ie.f.."""'",;'", ';-"'""",.."" '4t;..., """ """'~"'" ,,-." ,.~,f~ ,.., ,.-." I r' "

[u~uaJl; Rezanov Ko'tU>Koe.r.e 'PB.IJ;:&Ka' (not in Rad= t'a~""',

lov, 'black radish, horseradish, charlock') perhaps

to be read gu~gWa? ?io~eh (or ~gu~-) 'it re=

sembles a penis', perhaps 'Indian potato (Hedysarum

alpinum)', 'wild sweetpotato (Potentilla pacifica)',
or 'roseroot (Sedum roseum) , ;:.~'5-~ k 0/1£,/1";<4 k:J It' , j
('l/,UPH f;/z(:.> IV"~ J.; t-t./1..""'-;:;( ,k)~i~'.?~~y~t) (A-: ;/:""~J

t."""~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ !'V~~~,,) ~ 4..( ) f'l'~""
~&,L. ,~ ~ ~1.~ N' ~jZA.-"'-~"'~ h.-"'+' ,"-l.LA..1.-~
~~ 7~ ~ tot- .l..-&.4~' vi;,; 4~~ +t.Jf.-.

) I -.~:~...£~~ ~ " ~.,;t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r- or- ~ ~ J;t-.I / ~ ~7} i- .d~r .-' ~ ;'~?(A.~~



,

ga?~

ga?~ (from L only, not remembered by MAS)

%-ga?~-g (with -g-repetitive thematized, probably
intransitive) 'S is shaky, weak'?: with o-~a?
'in intimate relation with 0': siGuhd~a? x%ga?~g

'my knees are weak' (from age) L, ?2.lL (Raven

sings, hungry), siGuhd~a? Gex%ga?~g% 'Il-m get=
ting weak in the knees' L; with l~d-anatomical

'eyes': le~edux%ga?~g 'I have weak eyes (involun=

tary blinking, not necessarily poor vision)' L.



--

gu~ I

gu~

gu~ (noun, J$:dl-class) 'sand dune, sandy hillock' LS

(there are some at e.g. Mile 27, Strawberry Point;

barren, soft, sandy L), gu~J$:eAa.~? 'many sandy
hills, dunes' L, gu~ qi? yi1eh 'place where

there are gu~' (flats, "native peat poss", solid

stringy dirt, chop it up for gardens, not loose
like cra?, but firm to walk on) M.

0-1-gu~ 'S makes 0 (hillock of sand)': si~gu~1 'I

made a little sand hill' L.



gV.s

gV.~

~-l-%-gV.~ (remembered by L only as transitive with
thematized ~-indefinite 0 and probably l-anatomi=
cal 'face', basic meaning not clear) 'S squints,

narrows eyes to slit': ~eleGe%gv.~%}h 'he's squin=

ting, with eyes narrowed to a slit' L, with o-~
'at 0': si~ ~eleGe%gv.~%}h 'he's squinting at me'

L, with ye~-progressive: %i~ ye~ ~.%gegv.S~}h

'he's always going around squinting (from weak eye=

sight)' L.



gehg

gehg (G once gWehg, but G elsewhere and all others, in=

cluding S, gehg)
0-1-gehg 'S spears 0 (fish)': ?e1gehg 'spear it

(fish):' M, qu?x1gehg 'I'll spear it' M.

gehg1 (noun, d-class, with -1-instrumental) 'fish-=

spear' LMAS, 63.29G, gWehg1 G, Galushia Nelson
ka't1 or ka't1 'harpoon (used from canoe)', Old

Man Dude Gakt1 'spear' BSdL 549, gehg1da?luw

'big fish-spear' M, gehg1 si~ di.ta? (or -?a?)
'give me a fish-spear:' L, gehg1 ?u.d desetah1,

?~.~ di?1~ahd 'a spear is over there, drag it
here!' L, gehg1da'~ si3uxi 'I stabbed it with a

fish-spear' L, gehg1da.~ 'with a fish-spear' 21a.=
lL; gehg 'shaft of spear' L (lacking -1-instrumen=

tal, probably a lapse, gehg1 referring to the
shaft and/or the whole spear, including head, see

discussion in BSdL 109-112,115-117, and illustra=

tions in Plates 12,13).



" .--gaogl

gaogl (note similarity to Tlingit -kag 'mother's bro=

ther', which may parallel that in Eyak -?ahd, Tlingit

-?ad 'father's sister'; contrast -t}h and -yaoqe?

'father's brother' and 'mother's sister', which appear

to be cognate with their Athapaskan counterparts, and

who call the children of their same-sexed siblings the

same as their own children (as apparently also in Tlin=

git), whereas 'father's sister' and 'mother's brother'

seem to be related to the Tlingit, and have special terms

(as do their Tlingit counterparts) for the children of

their opposite-sexed siblings, see ~}h and G}h; for

the phonology, note the following diffused items with

aspirates in Tlingit, non-aspirates in Athapaskan and/or

Eyak: Tlingit ttn~, Athapaskan (widespread) denex (or

the like) 'bearberry (Arcostaphylos uva ursi)', Tlingit

tawe 'mountain-goat', Minto debe 'mountain-sheep',

Tlingit (Yakutat) tuqata}, Eyak deqetao} 'trousers',

Tlingit (Yakutat) gute~, Eyak ~di.q 'Chugach Eskimo',

Tlingit ctn, Minto 3en 'muskrat', Tlingit wactx,

Minto be3ey 'caribou', Tlingit ~a~, Minto dre} ,
~ Eyak 3i} 'platform cache')

-gaog (~]ship noun, ascending) '(maternal) uncle': ~

siga.g 'my mother's brother' LMASG, 61,1;53,57,

68.88, 107, 126, 69.9, 21A (G ha-s slight labializa=

tion of -g-, but S on two occasions shows no labi=

alization), ?igaog, ?igaog~iyah 'your uncle (mo=

, ".,p",
\ (



::..;
~'.:

ther's brother)' L, siqaqcia 'mother's older bro=

ther's son (man speaking)' BSdL 566A sigaog~iyah

'my uncle (mother's brother)' (either sex speaking,

BSdL gloss probably incorrect), aqaqcia 'mother's

younger brother (either sex speaking)' -ga'g~iyah

(prefix incorrectly taken from vocative, same as

-gaog, or perhaps '(maternal) uncle (who e.g. "looks

funny")' (slightly pejorative), or perhaps correctly

distinguishing younger from older brothers of mother,

~iyah-~ah-~a'), aqaqcia 'mother's older sister's

son (man speaking)' (as preceding, gloss probably

incorrect), qacia (or G~cia) 'mother's father's.
older bother (either sex speaking)' BSdL 565A prob=

ably to be read -ga'g~iyah (gloss incorrect, L rec=

ognizes no existing form resembling [qa~iaJ or

[Ge~iaJ); vocative ?ega'g, ga'g~ah 'uncle~' (not

*ga'g, *ga.g~iyah, *?ega'g~ah or *?ega'g~iyah)

L; -ga'g-Ge-yu' 'maternal uncles, maternal uncles

and their families, maternal uncles etc.': 20.21,

99,100, 104A, 34.80, 99, 128L, 57.2G, 70.10A.



;.;; 2
gaog

2
gaog

-qioy-gaog (noun, unclassified, with qioy-anatomical

'toes') 'big toe, toes': siqioyagaog 'my big toe'

LG (G with very slight labialization of -g-), ?i=

qioyagaog~ ya~ ?a}eh 'walk (about) on tiptoe~'

L, ?uqioyagaog~ ?aw ?u?sale?g}}h 'he grasped it
.~ I ' f ,f, 1, ii-" f t jj .j,..~ t j L Ii\ -with hl.S toes' L,' 7' .' J~"'tf'Ut'J !!'if "f~fi(j(;c '~tiJI'/""" Ii'.

v v ,I ..e', .
-y-gaog (as above, with y-anatomical 'hand', prob=

ably in error for qi"y-) 'big toe': siyagaog 'my

big toe' M8 (8 twice with no labialization of -g-) °



---;::;i1

gu?~l (perhaps to be identified with gu?~2)

O-gu?~ 'S punches 0, knocks on 0, S strikes 0 with

closed fist': ?egu?~~h 'punch him!' M, xusegu?~=

%}h 'he punched me' L, xugU.~}h 'he (cust)

punches me' M, with I-anatomical, apparently partly

thematized, not necessarily referring specifically
to 'face': 9.32A, li.gu?~}h 'punch him~' L, li.=

gu?~ 'punch him in the face!' S, qu?li.xgu?~}h
'I'll punch him' M, ?iqe?li.xgu?~ 'I'll punch you

in the nose (face)' LMG, ?}.sigu?~%}h 'I punched

him' M, xelesegu?~%}h 'he punched me' L, ?~

ne.~ qew X¥'segu?~% '~punched me first' M, xu=

li'gu.~a.~ 'lest he punch me' L, with ya? 'com=
pletely', '8 punches O's face in': 9.10,12,18,29,

30, 46A, with ku'l-anatomical: ku'li'gu?~~h 'punch
him in the belly~' LM, kv.sigu?~~h, ku'lisigu?~%~h

'I punched him in the belly' L, xuku'lesegu?~I}h L,

xuku.segu?~%ih L, xuk¥.segu?~%~h 'he punched me in
the belly' LM, ?iqe?ku'li.xgu?~ 'I'll punch you in

the belly' L, ?iku'la.yigu?~}h, ?iku.leGi'gu?~~h

'let him punch you in the belly' L, with d-class-mark

for 0, partly thematized: ~di'gu?~ 'knock (on some=

thing, door)!' M, di.gu?~ 'knock on it (door)!'
L, Rezanov TeKOR~ 'nOCTYqHC~ klopfen, poltern (Im=
perat.) , probably to be read di.gu?~ 'knock on it

(door)~'; with indeterminate 0 and postpositional



phrases: ?usa? ?iGegu?~}h 'punch him in the mouth!'
L, sisa? ?isegu?~l~h 'he punched me in the mouth'

L, sik¥'}~eyeq ?isegu?~} 'he punched me in the

belly (abdomen)' L, y~'? si~ ?isegu?k'lfh 'he
punched me down' ('he punched down with me') L, qid

?u~ ?isigu?~} 'I knocked it off (accidentally)'

(',I punched down off with it') L; reciprocal: ?ilu?

degu?~inu' 'they're punching each other' L, ?i}u?

qu?degu?~inu' 'they'll punch each other' L, ?i~u?
qe? (or qe'?i~u?) qu?degu?~inu' 'they'll punch
each other again' L, ?i~u? da' qe? qu?degu?~

'we'll punch each other again' L, with ye~-progres=

sive: ?i}u? da' qe'ye~ ?idigu?~ 'let's go around

punching each other some more' L; passive: xusdigu?~~

(not -s~i-) 'I got punched' L.

O-?_gu?~ (semitransitive of preceding) 'S punches at 0
(contact not specified)', with I-anatomical (thema=

tized): xu?lesegu?~~}h 'he punched at me' L, with

ku'l-anatomical: xu?k¥'segu?~~}h 'he punched at my

belly'L.

O-(~-)gu?~ (l-classifier apparently optional) 'S dis=
places 0 by punching': si~'~eyah sisa? se~gu?~}h

'he punched my teeth out (into my mouth)' L, qid

.sigu?~, qid silgu?~ 'I punched it off (inten=
tionally) , L, ?a?q xusegu?~}, ?a?q xuselgu?~l 'he

punched me out (of the house)' L.

gu?~l (noun, with -l-instrumental) 'fist' LG.



gu~

gu?~ (perhaps to be identified with gu?~l)

le-gu?~ 'S is, becomes humpbacked': Gexlegu?~l 'I'm
a hunchback' (inceptive perfective, indicating state

as part of process) L, Ge~egu?~l}h 'he's a hunch=

back' L, s~igu?~~}h 'he became hunchbacked' L.



-

gWehG-gehG-gwahG

gWehG-gehG-gWahG (S gWehG, LMA gehG; G gWahG, con=
firmed by Rezanov, though L claims she has never heard

gWahG; earlier clearly gW_, but e-a variation inex=
~licable and unique)

l-1-gWehG--gehG--gWahG 's is, becomes lonesome, sad,
depressed': active perfective: 42.14L, lisi1gehG1

MA, lisi1gWehG1 S (twice), lisi1gWahG1 G, Reza=
nov Hc~~Koa~~ 'CKY~HO traurig, betrubt' ?}.si1=

gwahG1 'I'm (I've become) lonesome', lese1gehG1Suh
'did you get lonesome?' M, di~~uh les1gehG1G 'did=

n't you get lonesome?' M, neuter perfective: lio1=

gehG1 'you,fre lonesome' M, lio1gehG1S 'are you

lonesome?' M, lixi1gehG1 'I'm lonesome' L, di~S

la?yi1gehG1G 'aren't you lonesome?' M, other mode-=
aspects: qu?liox1gehG 'I'll be lonesome' M, lex=
1ge.G~ 'I'm (cust) lonesome' LM, di~S lio1geoG~G
'don't you (cust) get lonesome?' L, with o-?e? 'in

place of (absent) 0': neo~ihga? ?~hqe?1 leGe1=

gehG1lh, ?umaoyuo?e? 'pretty soon the woman start=
ed to get lonesome, for her mother's people' 42.11L,

?i?e? lixi1gehG1 'I'm lonesome for you, I miss you'

L, ?i?e? leG ex1gehG 1 'I'm getting lonesome for

you' M, si?ehd?e?~ leGex1gehG1 'I'm getting lone=
some for my wife' L.

legehG(-1) (deverbalization of preceding, with option=
al -1-gerundive?) 'loneliness', as 0 of o-ga? 'like



0': legehGga? ~.~eh 'it (something, place, am=

biance) is lonesome' (of e.g. very still calm silent

evening) L, with -dah adverbializer: legehG~dah

(or legehGdah) ~.~eh 'it's lonesome' (as pre=

ceding) L.



gUG -gWaG ~

guG-gWeG-geG (earlier gWeG, expanded gWe.G AS, ge.G

L, gu.G M)

-guG--geG 'S is, becomes deceitful, treacherous, a

liar': Rezanov COROR~H I~~O~ du l~gst' seguG1th

'he lied' M (L rej'ects gloss), 'he's a liar' LM,

1i~ seguG1th de~h 'a person who always lies' L

(L does not like the use of this theme in reference

to specific acts of lying), ~ge.G~ ?a?d ?ewle~

q\1h ge.G~ 'he (cust) lies much worse than an in=-

veterate liar' ('someone (cust) lies, he (cust) lies

much more than that') L, si~ ?egu.G~~h M (L re=

jects), si~ ?ege.G~~h 'he (cust) lies to me' L,

repetitive: ?u~ ?eguGgth 'keep lying to him~' M.

d-guG--gWeG--geG (with d-thematic 'oral', L uses theme
only in causative reflexive) 'S lies': Rezanov YT~b=

TecaRo~b 'Co~rH l~gen (Imperat.) , ?u~ deseguGz,

?u~ deseguG1~h 'you lied to him' M, CHT~bTeCaRoR~b

'Co~raJI'D l~gen (Perf.)' si~ deseguG1 'you lied to

me', YT~bTHHXRYaR'D3xy~e 'Co~aTD lftgen' ?u~ di.=

xgWeG~ ?ixwleh 'I want to lie to him'. Transitive

(causative), reflexive ?ed-d-1e-guG 'S tells lie,

makes self deceitful orally, with ulterior motive':

di~ ?i~ ?edqu?dex1eguGG 'I won't lie to you' L,

si~ ?eddis1iguG1~h 'he lied to me' L, ?ede1egWe.G~

'he (cust) lies' A, 7.45A, 1iC' ?ede1egWe.G~~h S,

1i~ ?ede1ege.G~~h 'he always (cust) tells lies' L,



with qe-pluralizer, used thematically: ?edqede1e=

gaG 'you tell many lies' 9.37A.

gUG (noun) 'lie, deceit' M, as 0 of o-wahd 'for the

sake of 0': ?idehdah ~hew ye~a? xus1i?yah1,

guGwahd 'I was really taken in by his lies' L, as 0

of o-q 'on 0': guGq lah5 O-q-~-leG 'S mistreats

0 with lies, deceit' ('S throws 0 forward on lies, de=

ceit') 10.154, 155, 156A, as 0 of o-ga? 'like 0':

guGga? de~vh Yil}h}h 'he's a doublecrosser, liar'

('he lives (is a person) deceitfully') L, guGga?

qa.~a? de~vh Yi1}h}h, guGga? qa.~a? Gelet}h}h

'he's treacherous (with us, with people)' ('he lives

deceitfully with us') L, with -dah adverbializer

'deceitfully, untruthfully'; guGdah O-li 's fools,
deceives 0' ('S treats 0 deceitfully') 17.1M, guGdah

d-1e 'S tells a lie' ('S says untruthfully') 53.29L,

guGdah (o-~) O-?-~a 's tells (0) lies about 0'

10 142A, gu&-dah:~~~=~-laft-,,~~i-d'a:;.;~;;;;;::~~

0-1 lieS~-8::00ut'"~ l.Q..{~ gWeGdah L, guGdah

'(that's) a lie, not true' LM.

?is-guG--gWeG-~geG (?is- not clearly identified, per=

haps gerundive, meaning not clearly distinguished from

that of preceding) 'lie, deceit': ?i~gWeG G, ?i~=

gaG 'lie' L, with -dah adverbializer: Rezanov 11m=

RoRTaTY 'H~acHo mi t Unre.cht' ';>i~guGdahduh 'it's

a lie:', ?i~guGdah d-le 'S tells lie' 49.92A, Reza=



nov ~oXTaTe~M 'O6MaH@BaTb betrftgen', ~ox=

TaTe~M 'He waB~aunwahr' ?i~guGdah delth:i-h 'he's

lying' L, HlliROKTe3T~bTox~e 'Hapo~Ho vors&tzlich,

absichtlich' ?i~guGdah ?i~ duxleh 'I'm telling

you a lie' L, ffxOKWKaKTaKOT~e 'He ~rM Iftge nicht~'

ya?J.Cli" ?i~guGdah qu?di"leh 'don't lie' 1'1, ?iSguG=

dah di'leh 'you're lying' A, di~ ?iSguGdah ?i~

qu?di"xlehG 'I won't lie to you' L, di~ ?i~guGdah

?ew ?a?~a'~G 'he (cust) doesn't tell lies of it'

61.58A, with de- '~~: de?i~guGdah (o-~) o-lah
just?ida-?-de-~a 'lies are told (to 0) about 0' 10.182,

"

183A.
c



ga.G

ga.G (unknown to S)

O-l-gaoG 'S mixes 0 (not liquid) with water' (often

with giyah 'water' specified as 0 of o-~ 'with

0', not felt to be redundant even though theme it=
self specifies mixing with water): liogaoG 'mix

it with water:' LM, giyah~ ?ew lisigaoG~ 'I mixed

it with water' L, with ta?-~ '(continuous movement)

into water': ta?~ lexgaoG 'I'm mixing it with wa=

ter (e.g. in river)' M, giyah~ lexgaoG 'I'm mixing

it with water (e.g. in pot), M; passive: lisdiga.G~

'it's been mixed with water' LM.

?i~qa? O-l-(~-)gaoG (1-classifier apparently optional
with ?izqa? 'amongst, mingled with one another', in=

direct reciprocal) 'S mixes 0 (not liquid) thoroughly

together with water': giyah~ ?i~qa? qu?liox~gaoG
'I'll mix it with water' L, ?el gahG giyah~ ?i~=

qa? leGe~gaoG 'mix this pitch with w~ter' L, ?iz=

q~o~ leGex1gaoGz 'I'm mixing it (eogo pancake mix)
with water' L.

?izqa? O-gdl-(z-)gaoG (as preceding, 1-classifier

presumably optional, with gdl-thematic < gl-class-=
mark 'liquid' and d-thematic 'bright') 'S mixes 0

(colors, dyes) together': ?izqa? ge\aOsigaoG1 'I
mixed colors together' L; passive: ?i1qa? ge\aOdi=

gaoG1 'colors are blended' (neuter perfective) 'L.



gah°l

gahG

gahG (noun) 1. (d-class) 'pitch, spruce-gum, chewing-=

gum' LMSG (G with slight labialization, S with no la=

bialization), 51.22, 25, 25, 26, 28, 30, 31A, lisya?
gahG 'spruce-pitch' 51.25,30, 31A, gahGda?luw
'big hunk of pitch' L, gahG ?u.d dese?ah} 'a
hunk of pitch is there' L, gahG si~ dio?a? 'give

me a piece of pitch~' L, gahG dio}eh 'pitchy place

on tree' ('it (d-class) is pitchy') M, ?ew gahG

?u.di~ah di.s}h~ 'scrape that pitch off there~' L,

gahG de?a?~ xuGe}ga?} 'I'm getting tired of chew=

ing gum' L, gahG siya.~ di}ige~d} 'pitch is
stuck to my hand' L, c'}.cihya? gahG 'pitch from

pitchwood'L, gahG de}~i~~g 'he's popping his
chewing-gum' L, declassified: ?el gahG giyah~
?i}qa? leGe}ga.G 'mix this pitch with uater~' L.

2. (l~-class) 'bullet, shell, shot (for gun)'
LM, Old Man Dude Ga~q 'shell for rifle' BSdL 549,

gahGle~e~? 'lots of gunshells' L, gahG ?uod le=

)$:ese?aM 'a bullet is there' L, gahG si?! le-;a.?a?
, give me a bullet',' L, gahG ?uyeqd ' it's loaded'

('bullets (are) in it') L, gahGle)$:e?e? 'bullet-=

hole, bullet-mark' L.

3. (unclassified) 'lead sinker for net' M,
~~? gahG 'lots of sinkers' L, gahG ?uod se=

tah} 'a sinker is there' L.



~."

-d-!-gahG(-l), attested only in qa.ni.~?ede!gahG(!),

qa.ni .~?ede:%gahG , see ni. ~.1 ~ \' I<}, --

!-gahG 1. '8 is, becomes pitchy, sticky with pitch':

se!gahG! 'it's (become) sticky with pitch' LM.

2. '8 sticks, adheres': ?ew ?u.~ Ge:%gahG:%

(with slight labialization of -g-) 'it's sticking

to there' G (L rejects, see ge~c').

}e-gahG '8 is, becomes pitchy, sticky with pitch, 8

sticks, adheres': s}igahG} 'it's full of gum' L,

repetitive: }egahGg 'it keeps sticking' M (L re=

jects, see ge~c').

;" ",\ O-!-gahG (causative of l-gahG and/or of !e-gahG;
~'..~ """:',,,3

L apparently feels these forms to be unnatural and

prefers themes with ge~c' in all cases) '8 glues 0

with pitch, 8 smears 0 with pitch': ?ew ?i!~ se}=

gahG!~h 'he glued them together' M (indirect recip=

rocal, L rejects), ?elgahG 'glue it~' M (L re=

jects) , ?ew ?u~ Ge}gahG 'stick it to it with

pitch~' L, with ye~-progressive: ye~ x!egahG~

'I'm sticking it all around' M; passive: sdigahG}

'it has been glued (to something) with pitch' LM,

with ye~-progressive: ye~ sdigahG:% 'it has been

smeared allover with pitch' M.



gemeG I

gemeG

gemeG (noun, unclassified) '(soft wet) mud' LMSG,

gemeGluw 'big gob of soft mud' LM, te?ya? se}=
si?} dao~ gemeGga? se~u?} 'fish rotted so it

became (soft) like mud' L.

-gemeG 'S is, becomes muddy, S (earth) becomes soft

mud': segemeG} 'it (e.g. surface of road) got

muddy' L, with qa? 'up out': qa? ?i.gemeG}
'it's all muddy' (neuter perfective) L.

gdl-gemeG (with gdl-thematic, perhaps thematized
dl-class-mark for ?~h 'earth' and gl-class-mark

'liquid', meaning not clearly distinguished from
that of preceding) 'S gets all muddy, mired': with

qa? 'up out': qa? geAa.segemeG~ 'it got all
muddy' L, with yaonu? 'below surface': ya.nu?

geAa.segemeG} 'it got stuck in the mud, mired' L.



ga?q'

ga?q'

-ga?q'-~ (noun, I-class, stem not attested without
-~, not clearly identified) 'adam's apple, larynx,

throat': KUga?q'~ 'throat' A, siga?q~ 'my throat'

LA, ?iga?q'~ 'your adam's apple' L, ga?ql?ao?nuw
'big adam's apple' (epithet) L.

-d-ga?q-l (noun, d-class or unclassified, with d-the=

matic, probably 'oral', -l as above) 'throat, wind=

pipe, trachea': ~dega?q~ 'throat'L, ?idega?ql
'your throat'S, Rezanov RaTaKaK~D 'meH Hals',
KaTKaK~D TOpHO Kehle' qaodega?q~ 'our throats,

human throat', ?idega?q~ qu?xle?g 'I'll choke,

strangle you' ('I'll sieze your throat') L, side=

ga?q'~ deGe~q'a?lC~ 'I'm choking' ('it's splitting;

my throat') L, sidega?q~ siyao ?i}~ deGa?yao}
'I'm getting hoarse' ('my throat's closing together')

L, sidega?q~di.?qd 'inside of my throat' L, si=

dega?qldi.?q'd siyao yilCa?d 'my throat is sore' L,
sidega?q'~di.?q'd de~a? lCuo?yah~ 'something is
stuck in my throat' L; lacking possessive prefix,

with perhaps indirect reflexive themes: dega?q'~delah

?a?l 'necklace' A (probably -x-instrumental dever=

balization of -dega?q~-d-lah O-(l-)?a 'S places
0 around throat'), Rezanov T@RaK~KXo~e~D ~%epe~De

Halsschmuck', T@RaK~KXya~e~D ~aToK~ Halstuch'
de ga ? q'l f:~jHxW a? e!l 'i-t,!,&.tieG::tre--Ileel{.el.-:r+.~proba:ely

~. ~

'"



~T"
nominalized neuter perfective of indirect reflexive

I and/or passive of -dega?q':r-~ o-:r-xwa?:",c/.J,g-"""ties 0

"to throat', -~ lacking in transcr~pt-ions, probably
;."

to be supplied); dega?cf:rdexa?,"?!~c...'/L, fudega?cflde=
w ",c' )X a?~:r 'ribbon tied to n,,~k' IV! (perhaps compound

with -:r-deverbaliz~ti-O~'Of O-xwa?~--xa?~ 'S ties "-""--.

0', -de- to b"e"Clnterpreted as d-class-mark), de=

ga?q:rdexwa?~g 'neckerchief' L (as preceding, with
c"

-g-r~p~titive), dega?q:r[~] fuxdixa?~:r 'I've got

so~~'thing tied around my neck' L. y..£, XW""')~>~"I<"'t),
..~., :: k.

I -'tJYjA.'jJ ~1"Q...4 (~#Iot, 1 '""~i.:J) r""'~~ \~~~~..1t"ti::

~ ~J~ fe:.k~ YI\I7e-A.. «(~ nA.p-) ("""..:. )~ J~"
tL""""-),I C-cI~417f ~7 r/lt.Ap'k~ *~;~' "A..,~)).
t~,--~ :"'(,(-~) ,(,.,I-~.,.t. , \
--.,



I w-

g a.~-ga.~

wg ao~-ga°J.C

.Gl-gWa°J.C--ga°J.C (noun, lJ.C-class, with Gl-thematic, per=

haps 'ground') 'highbush cranberry (Viburnum edule)':
11..,

GelegWa°J.C ASG (S -gW- twice, with clear labiali= --

zation), Gelega°J.C 'red highbush cranberries' LM,

Gelegao~leJ.Ca?luw 'big highbush cranberries' Mo
0-1-ga.J.C 's crushes 0 (berry, highbush cr~berry on=

ly?), S puts up (crushed?) 0 (highbush cranberries)

in sealoil for winter food': ?elga°J.C 'bust them

(berries):' M, qu?xlga°J.C 'I'll put up highbush

cranberries in sealoil for winter' L; passive: s~i=

ga°J.C~ 'highbush cranberries have been put up in seal=
oil for winter' L, with lJ.C-class-mark for 0: leJ.Cesdi=

ga.J.Cl 'highbush cranberries have been put up in seal=

oil for winter' L."

G-se-(l-)gWa°J.C--ga°J.C(-l) (noun, unclassified, exact
form uncertain) 'spruce-cone', probably also 'cone

(of any conifer)': Gesega°J.C, GesegWa.J.Cl, Gesel=

ga°J.C~ L, GeselgahGx G (with slight labialization
of -g-, undoubtedly influenced by gahG, qovo),

~esega°J.C A (probably incorrect), Gesexgao~ 'spruce-=

cones' LM (L seems to prefer Geselga°J.C, which is

probably the correct form; Geselga°J.C~ "same as Ge=

se~gaox" but see the following), Geselga°J.C~ q\1hew° ,

?~oda? seqehl 'he arrived (by boat) here with (a

boatload of) spruce-cones' (which were evidently used

for some purpose) L.



gahJS:

'\ .-;~, ",
;

'"'

gahJS: (not *gwah~; perhaps to be segmented gah-JS:,

gah- perhaps related to ga,2, perhap~ subjunctive
j

with -JS: suffix, or perhaps as 0 of o-~'
,~

-s-gah~ (desiderative enclitic, always with prefixed

-~, probably -~-interrogative enclitic) 'would

that, I wish that, I hope that', requiring optative
except with ya?~u. 'let not', which requires in=

ceptive imperfective: 1. suffixed to ?ele-,

probably archaic form of ?el 'this' (L rejects

proposed *?ew(e)~gah~) a. initial in optative
clause: ?ele~gah; xu?yela.yit}h}h 'I hope he's

expecting me' L, ?ele~gah~ ?iGexi?eh 'I wish I

could marry you' L, ?ele~gah~ ?~.da? Gi.yah 'I

hope you come' L, ?ele~gah~ ?~.da? qe? Gi.dah

'I hope you come back' L, ?elesgahJS: si~a? ~a.=
liyah 'would that you could eat with me' la.12M,

further attestations under C -}e(?), O-}e-de',

O-d-}e-de', o-dahd ?u-?-l-ta, Gl-ta', o-~
dl~-~e~-~', O-?-ca, ~e-c'~', d-}e-d~', ?i.lih-=

}e-c'~', -ga' 1., O-?-(l-)}-ga', l-xwa--xa, i
d-~e-Ga?, y-}-qa, -qu?~, O-d-}-JS:ewi'--JS:ew, 0-=

}-?mahd, O-c}?(l)-?lah}, ?i-leh--le.- 4h., ~u?
O-}-i (-le 19.), de-la?, o-ga? l-}e-la', 0-= I
lah ye~ ?ed-?i.lih-}e-?ya-~, d-(?i-)}e-?u?G, :

O-?e O-G-?e--?~ o-lex ?i-}-?e--?~ , Yex, ..,. ..'

~



(?i-)}e-?a, ?i-d-?a, Gdl-}-?a? 2., qe?-O-dl-=

}-a', O-~-a (a2), o-d O-~-}-a (a2), once

?e~gah~ in song 70.6A, probably to be corrected

or normalized to ?ele~gah~.

lb. As above, with prohibitive clause with

ya?~., verb in inceptive imperfective: ?eles=

gah~ ya?~u. qa?qu?~ 'I hope it won't break' L,

?ele~gah~ ya?~u. ?~.da? qe? qu?yidah 'I hope

you don't come back' L, ?ele~ga~ ya?~u. qa.

qu?de}ed~h~h 'I hope he doesn't understand us' L.

lc. As la., with negative clause with di~,

requiring rare and marginally acceptable negative
optative: ?ele~gah~ di~ qa. da?}ede.Ginu. 'I

hope they don't understand us' L, ?ele~gah~ di~

qa. deGe}ide.G~h 'I hope he doesn't understand

us' L, ("sounds funny", L prefers form under lb.),

?ele~gah~ di~ ?ew leGi.}mahG~h 'I hope he

doesn't wreck it' L.

2. Suffixed to first word ~ major constituent in

clause, a. Gedeqey~.y~gah~ ~.li}e? 'I wish it

to be foggy' L, xu' siga?~gah~ ?udeGeleh ?ewa.

?a?li~inu. 'I wish their minds were like mine'

70.8A, Gi.q~?~~gah~ 'I hope it breaks' L, si=

lah~gah~ qe?lt ?~h 'I hope he loves me' M, c'i=

yux~gah~ xu?Ge}ilt?}h 'I hope he thinks me a



.,11_11111111'- bear' M, ?~.de~~gah~ si~a? qa? leGi.t}h}h

'would that he stick his head out here by me' L,

attested also im o-le~ ?i-~-?e--?~ 28.2A,

de-a', C -1e(?) 47c.58L, O-~-a lb.14M, ~~.?

O-~-a, with certain forms frequently introducing

optative clause: de?u.d~gah~ ~?ligah 'I hope

there's dancing' L, de?u.d~gah~ ?ida?~?li~ah

'I hope someone's telling a story' L, de?u.de~=

y}.hinu.~gah~ ?ew?~. Gi.?a?~ 'would that some

people come upon it' 11.173A, de?u.de~y}.k}h~gah~

?u?~.? Gi.ya. 'would that someone come upon it'

11.172A, de~vhkih~gah~ si?~.? Gi.ya. 'I wish

some (kind) person would come upon me' lO.2l8A.

2b. Suffixed to ya?~u.: ya?~u.~gah~ 'I

hope not, would that it not' LS, in prohibitive

clause, verb in inceptive imperfective: ya?~u.~ga~

qa?s}h}h 'I hope he's not dead' L, ya?~u.~ga~

~a.?d ~~iyah qa?~e? 'I hope it won't be bad

weather' L; with verb incorrectly in optative:

ya?~u.~gah~ ?i~iqa?~g 'I hope it doesn't fer=

ment'M.

2c. Suffixed to di~: di~~gah~ 'I hope not,

would that it not' LM, with negative clause, re=

;quiring rare and marginally acceptable negative '"

optative: di~~gah~ ?a?~a?dG 'I wish I weren't



sick' L ("sounds funny" L), dilrSgahJ.c k'llSa-dah

Gela-yita-G 'I hope you're not mean' L ("sounds

funny"L), di~SgahJ$: ?ew leGi-}mahG:j.h 'I hope

he doesn't wreck it' L, di~SgahJ$: leGedimahG

'I hope nothing goes wrong with it' L (acceptable

and normal, L)-



gust'
I

."6, 1<4'5£1 5;...;I"""'~~+i:_tl, I~)'..I,",~4/~) -".1 ...~/I ~.I /'~-" "
gus~ (LMAS, G ges~, perhaPS confirmed by Rezano~ l?,-~C~

gust' (noun, unclassified) 'flames' LMAS, gest'
'flame' G, Rezanov RcT~-a '~aMH' (Radlov 'Flamme

aqlys? , WOhl~aMR mit ~aBaM schwimme verwechselt?';
see we) perhaps to be read ges~, gust' ?u.de~ qa?

sekthdl 'flames shot up there' 5l.79A, gus~?a?luw

'big flames' LM, gus~ yileh 'flames are flaring'

('it is flamey') MS, gus~ ?u?leGe:r~a? 'build a

big bonfire '(outside, to scare bears)~' ('make it

flamey~l) L, gus~ga? ?i'~}hth 'he has a fever'
('he's like flames') L, gus~ga? guleleh 'it (water)

is spurting, gushing, spouting' ('it (liquid) is ac=

ting flame-like') L.
-gust' 'S (flame) flares', with qa? 'up out'; qa?

segus~l 'they (flames) flared up' L.



I
gugs

gugs

gugsg (noun, unclassified, at least usually with" -
-g-repetitive thematized) 'louse' LM, Rezanov
KYRycRe 'BOlli$ Laus', gugs 'louse' G (-g lack=

ing, perhaps also correct), gugsg?e~? 'lots of

lice'LM, gugsg ?u.na?q ya~ da.~th 'a louse
is walking around on his head' L, ?ew gugsgayu.

deci.d~~ 'those lice (cust) lay eggs' L; ~awa'ya?
gugsg 'flea' ('dog's louse') L.

-l~-%-gugs-g (noun, probably l~-class, with l~-class-=
mark for possessor) 'small seeds (of fruit)': kula=

~a%gugsg 'seeds' L, ?ula~a%gugsg 'its seeds (small

enough to eat, of fruit, berry)' L (cf. -l~-%-dalih

'pit, seed (of fruit, too large to eat)').

da-gugs-g (with -g-repetitive thematized) '8 is, be=
comes lousy, infested with lice': dagugsg 'they

get full of lice' L, sdigugsg% 'it's become lou=

sy' (especially of ducks in autumn) M, Gaxdagugsg%
'I'm becoming infested with lice' L.



ge~c'

ge~c'
-ge~c' 'S is, gets sticky' (perhaps not freely used,

attested only in active perfective): sege~c'l 'he

(child) got all sticky' L.
1e-ge~c' 'S is, gets sticky, sticks, adheres': sli=

ge~c'l 'it's sticky, it got sticky' L, 1ige~c' 'it's

sticky' (neuter imperfective) L, repetitive: 1e=
ge~c'g 'it keeps sticking' L, with o-~ 'in con=

tact with 0' or o-~ 'to 0', 'S adheres to 0': ?ew~

?i1ige~d1, ?ew~ ?i1ige~c'~ 'it's stuck to it' (neu=
ter perfective) L, ya.ne~ ?i~ige~c'~ 'it (e.g. lin=

oleum) is stuck to the floor' (neuter perfective) L,

da.~ qu?~ege~c' 'you'll be glued up (to indetermi=
nate 0)' 51.23, 23aA (perhaps passive), deda?~ ye~

?i1ige~dwahd 'so the lid will stick down' 65.25A,
with class-mark for S: da.~ di1ige~c~ 'it (board?)

is stuck on (to something)' L, ya.ne~ di~ige~d~

'it (board) is stuck down to the floor (e.g. by nail=
ing) , L, gahG siya.~ di1ige~d~ 'pitch is stuck

to my hand' L, with y-anatomical: ye~ yixs1ige~c'1

'my hand's (become) stuck (down)' L, repetitive:

?ew~ ye~ege.~dg~ 'his hand (cust) sticks to it'

36.37,37, 38A; indirect reflexive: ?ed~ ye~e[ge.~~J
'his hand (cust) sticks to himself' (unfinished) 36.=

38A. Transitive (causative): ?ew~ Ge~ge~d 'stick
it (e.g. stamp, wallpaper, tape) to it!' L, da.~



Ge~ge~d L, da.~ ?e~ge~d 'stick it on (something):'

s, ?ew~ qu?x~ge~d 'I'll stick it on it' L, ?ew~

~.~ge~d1}h 'he's got a bandage on it' (neuter per=

fective) L, ?ew~ x~ge.~~ 'I (cust) stick it on

it' M, indirect reciprocal: ?e~~ Ge~ge~d, ?i~~

Ge~ge~d 'stick them together!' L; passive: 51.23,

23aA (perhaps intransitive), see also following nom=

inalizations.
?u~ ?i~~ ~dege~dg (noun) 'glue, paste' L. Nominal=

, ized passive active imperfective of causative of

preceding, with -g-repetitive thematized, 'by means

of it something is made to stick together'.

de~ dege~dg (noun) 'bandage' L. As above, 'it is

made to adhere to indeterminate 0'.
?edi~ da.~ dege~dg (noun) 'wallpaper' L. As above,

'it is made to adhere to indeterminate 0 indoors'.

~e.ge~c' name of mythological personage, 'Pro~erty

Woman' LM, 36.1,42,45, 47A. ProbablY,nominalized
active imperfective of ~-~ y-ge~d 'S's hand is

sticky on something' (for -~-ye- > -~e.- cf.

ca.-le-ye~ > ca.le.~, -~e-yeq > -~e.q), see

Eyak Texts 36. and fns.

:"'~



gedi.yeGNGedi.yeG

gedi.yeG-Gedi.yeG (earlier transcribed G-, confirmed

in place-name, but g- confirmed in bird name; prob=

ably loan from Eskimo, Yupik teqiiya~ 'arctic tern',

but also used in Yakutat Tlingit, Sampson Harry gadi=

yaG, same bird as ~a~adiya 'cormorant', q.v. under

~e~)

gedi.yeG (noun, unclassified) '(black-legged)

kittiwake (Rissa tridactyla)' L, perhaps also

'Bonaparte's gull (Larus philadelphia)' and/or

'Sabine's gull (Xema sabini)', Galushia Nelson

Ge~iq 'kittiwake (gull)' BSdL 539.-
Gedi.yeGya? ca. place-name, of Pinnacle Rock

('kittiwake's rock') L (6- verified, but perhaps

to be corrected to g-).



gel u" '/)1

gelu.3 (probably loan from Chugach Eskimo keluucaq
'key', from Russian R~ro~, not used in Yakutat Tlingit,

Samp son Harry)

gelu"3 (noun, unclassified) 'key' L, gelu"5luw

'big key' LM.



geldu.xa.

geldu.xa. (loan from Chugach Eskimo kaltuuxaq 'potato',
from Russian KapTowe~~, not used by Yakutat Tlingit,

Sampson Harry)

geldu.xa. (noun, l~-class) 'potato' LM, geldu.=
xa.le~e~? 'lots of potatoes' M, le~e~e.G

geldu.xa. 'raw potatoes' L, geldu.xa.~~ahl

'potato leaves, plants' L.



genah-gunah

genah-gunah (perhaps loan from Chugach Eskimo, source
not identified, see below)

genah--gunah- (perhaps noun, unclassified, or

exclamation) occurring only in song fragment,
with -kih 'diminutive, affectionate' and ?u~

'to him, her, it': ?u~ genahkih, ?u~ gunah=

kih Scar Stevens used to sing to his infant

daughter Sophie as he brought her to Lis mother
72.42L; L thinks this may be an "Aleut" word,

which she associates semantically with Eyak lah

'here you are~', cf. nah.



gud

gud (loan from Tlingit gud 'dime', probably from

English 'bit' through Chinook Jargon)

gud (noun, d-class, or probably preferably, un=

classified) 'dime, ten cents' LS, gud si~ ?eta?
'give me a dime:' L, ~de~? gud, ~~? gud

M, gudde~?, gud?e~? 'lots of dimes' LM.



gud~u.wu.

gud~u'wu. (loan from Tlingit gud ~uwU 'nickel' i.e.,
'half of, part of dime', cf. gud, da.na.Su.wu.)

gudSu.wu' (noun, d-class, or probably preferably,

unclassified) 'nickel, five cents' LS, gudSu'wu'
si~ ?ata? 'give me a nickel:' L, gudSu.wu.~?

L, gudSu'wu'da~? 'lots of nickels' LM.



gu~-ge~h

gu~h-ge~ (gu~? A (probably incorrect, by analogy

with ~?, rejected by L); probably loan from Tlingit

(Swanton 1908, p. 445) k:itc:u' 'knee-shaped die <
"buttocks-shape" 't~~tA ~ W" ~,~O I~:I 

gu~h-ge~ (noun, unclassified) 'die, gambling

toy for throwing, made of wood' L, Galushia Nelson

GU'tcu 'dice' BSdL 551(f~ ooooription, illustration,

and use see BSdL 241), ge~hluw 'big die' L, gu=

~ qe~ah month-name ('die(-throwing) month')

L, gu~? qe~ah 'October?, August1' A.

ca.Aa.ge~h (noun, perhaps l~-class) '(modern
gambling-) dice' ('stone-dice') L, also name of
Government Rock, islet near Cordova L.

ca.gu~-ca.ge~h place-name, island near Cor=
dova, probably to be identified with preceding,

possible reading of Furuhjelm Tzakutzhu (Dall,

1870 Tzakatshu) 'island'.



gunux

gunux (perhaps loan from Chugach Eskimo kanax- 'gut=

skin', not used in Yakutat Tlingit, Sampson Harry) see

c'e?



gi.wae

giewae (loan from Tlingit giwa 'beer', from Russian

m1BO)

giewae (noun, gl-class) 'beer' LMSG, de. ?ewa.duh
?enahSekih ?uxe?ieleh naew daex giewae 'which., .
do you want, whiskey or beer?' L, dedeed, giewa.,

naew 'either one, whiskey, beer' L, giewaegele=

~? 'lots of beer' M, ~gele~? giewae 'many

beers, bottles of beer' L, gi-wa-gue?nuw 'large

quantity of beer' LM, gi-wa- ?ulah~a? ~?xs=

}ituhg} 'I got lazy from drinking beer' L, gi.wa-

sida? seqa? 'bring me a keg of beer:' ('bring me

beer in a container~') L, gi-wa-lehd ku-?nuw

se}e?} 'he's getting a beer-belly' ('he's getting
big-bellied because of beer(-drinking) , L, gi-=

wae}tah '(empty) bottle of beer' L.



wg ee1-ge.1

...,jq.,

gWeol-geol (loan from Tlingit gWe1 'sack', occurring

only in loan qeAgWeel-qeAgeel)



wg e.1ta.g-ge.1ta.g-ke.1ta.g

gWe.1ta.g-ge.1ta.g-ke.~ta.g (unanalyzable; gWe.1ta.g
Rezanov, A once, S once, G five times, ge.1ta.g L

four times, M once, A twice, G twice, ke.~ta.g L

once, later rejected, A thirteen times; to be segmen=
ted gWe.~-ta.g, ~w=-~..~-~, ~w1~ I ~, gWe.-~-=

ta.g, gWe.~-ta.-g, ewl~. ..1~7 gWe.-~-ta.-g, per=
haps repetitive active imperfective of verb theme -~-=

ta with -g-repetitive, unidentified prefix or stem

gWe.- or gWe.~, no clear connection with Tlingit

gWe1 'sack', Eyak qeA-gWe.~--ge.~ 'bottle', perhaps
containing g-thematic, cf. qe?yi~teh 'whale' under )(

te; informants unable to etymologize in Eyak or Tlingit,

but probably of Eyak origin)

gWe.~ta.g-ge.~ta.g-ke.~ta.g (noun, unclassified)

'(hair-, Pacific harbor) seal (Phoca vitulina)':
Rezanov Ko3AbTaK~ ~epna Seekalb, Phoca vitu=

lina' gWe.~ta.g AS, 62.30,31,63.29, 32G,
Galushia Nelson G~~taq or Gat~ta.q or GE~tak

'seal' BSdL 539 ge.~ta.g LM, 20.38A, 62.26, 28G,

ke.1ta.g 'seal' L (later rejected), 9.141,141,

50.49, 51.43aA, ge.~ta.gyu. 68.48A, ke.~ta.gyu.
'seals' 20.33,28.19,68.49, 58A, Galushia Nelson

GE~taq wula'iyU 'seal people' BSdL 283,559

ge.~ta.gwelahyu., ge.~ta.g~ah~ 'seal flipper'

L, ke.~ta.g~e? 'seal-oil' 9.l58A, ke.~ta.gs}.~

, "



'seal(-skin)-boots' 5l.43a, 44, 45, BOA, gWe.~=

ta.gce? 'seal-meat' 63.36G.



g~.deG-ga.deG-guledeG

g~odeG-ga.deG-guledeG (ga.deG L only, guledeG A only;
loan from Tlingit (Naish-Story) knntaGw, (Sampson

Harry) gana.daGw, (S, G) ga,ntcrGw 'blue lupine (Lu=
pinus nootkatensis)', cf. also Chugach Eskimo akaataq

'lupine')

g~odeG-ga.deG-guledeG (noun, probably unclassified)
'unidentified plant species' ('blue lupine'?):

g~.deG 'plant' (!'we dig them up and eat them")

S, gaodeG, g~.deG L has heard, but cannot iden=

tify, vaguely identified with Ge~eci~a? y~o?~=
~ah~ 'fireweed', guledeG 'same as Tlingit ga=

na.aaGw, A (gana- probably identified with Eyak

gl-class-mark 'liquid', and -da,Gw perhaps with
Eyak o-deG 'upland from,above 0').



ga.x

[ , r,," i t..(r.,. 1'/, ,I,
£ V -~" '-"}~-B '" h f, $, I~ \."-\ ",",,"", ',~ (,$;" b fi, &';; "vl-",.-I; ).11\-~ ~; r.- \v ~ '." d I
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ga.x (loan from Tlingit gaxW 'duck' (generic?), s~e
u c"below, and Swanton (1909 p. 208) ga~ 'black duck')

ga.x (noun, unclassified) 'black,saltwater duck
species, has brown(?) head, good to eat' L, Reza=
nov Kax~ 'YTKa Ente' (corresponding Tlingit entry

Kax~, but this may represent Tlingit Ga~ 'mer=

ganser' instead), Harrington from G Tlingit
kaaxw = CCordova EyakJ ditto, actually used in

both languages, black diver, squawduck, locally

called helldiver, and sometimes spoken of as salt=

water duck (pelagic cormorant, Phalacrocorax pela=

gicus)'.



gu.s~-gu.se~-gu.su~-gu.sih~

gu' su~-gu. se~-gu. su~-gu. si~ (unanalyzable, probably

to be segmented gu.-su~-, gu.- perhaps containing

g-thematic or g:clas~-m~k, s~em; i~S;~j perhaps loan
from Tlingit/5#-t, §~(~. SK~) '~;-is>l« r'$"",-.;t§:"'.,; ~f'f~

gu.su~ (noun or perhaps active imperative of verb

theme (O-)g-s~) attested only in gu.s~=

da.~ de~ah Geta?, sa?wahd 'fan, separate out

fiber of cambium layer, for (to obtain) bast~' A

(in etymologizing following personal name, 'take
it away from indeterminate 0 in form of?, by

means of? gu.su~, for bast~', or to be analyzed,
if verb, gu.su~ da.~ de~ah Geta?, sa?wahd --

'... it~ and take it away from indeterminate o~,

for bast', unknown to L).

gu.se~eta.? man's name, same as Tlingit gusexkn?i~

A, gu.si~eta.?, gu.su~eta.? name of part-=

Eyak, part-Tlingit man ('father of g-') L.



gu.~geleG-Gu.~geleG

gu.5geleG-Gu.~geleG (g- more frequent and probably more
correct, but G- also well-established and verified

by L; loan from Chugach Eskimo kuuckalaq 'eagle',

cf. also Ahtena ~gulcrG 'eagle', not used by Yakutat

Tlingit, Sampson Harry)

gu.~geleG-Gu.~geleG (noun, unclassified) L, gu.~=

geleG 'eagle' M, 8.1,2,4,15, 18A, 42.20L, 60.=
21A, Rezanov Ry~o~roR~ 'Ope~~ Adler', Wrangell
TRO~~aR~ 'Adler', Galushia Nelson GutcGalaG

'eagle' BSdL 264,539, 559, gu.~geleGkih 'eaglet'

8.8A, gu.~geleGgeka? 'eagle-tail' (used for

dancing) L, Galushia Nelson GutcGalaG yat 'Eagle

potlatch house' BSdL 545 gu.5geleGyahd 'eagle-=

house'.

cO'



gu.xyeG I

I
!

gu.xyeG (loan from Chugach Eskimo kuuxiaq 'coffee',
from Russian ROqe , not used in Yakutat Tlingit, Samp=

son Harry)

gu.xyeG (noun (gl-class), 'coffee (as beverage)'
L (as beans probably l~-class, as ground probably

unclassified).



III_III -gu " n

W ,(" \) J.:J ..f(
gu.n (loan from Tlingit (Sampson Harry) ~ 'gold',

I
from English, perhaps directly, or through Chinook Jar=

gon)

gu"n (noun, unclassified) 'gold' LMS, gu.n?e~?
'lots of gold' LM.

gu"neca. (noun, dl-class) 'rock with gold in it,

gold nugget' ('gold-rock') L, gu.neca. ?u.d

Aa.se?ah} 'a rock with gold in it is there' L.

...I, I



gu.nehG-gu.nihG

gu.nehG-guonihG (loan from Chugach Eskimo kuuniq 'horse',
from Russian KOHp or KoHeK, not used in Yakutat Tlingi t,

Sampson Harry)

guonehG (noun, unclassified) 'horse' L, guonihG=

luw M, guonehGluw 'big horse' L, gu.nehG ya?

G8Aao?aow 'big (high) horse' L.

~i~~j;;;:
~,..~
~;!;;



I

.~::: = ~

gsgsgsgs (cf. bsbsbsbs)

gsgsgsgs (animal call) used for calling a cat,
or to comfort crying baby M, used for calling

puppy L.

I,



kih

kih

-kih (adjectival suffix, morphologically and syn=

tactically unique) 'small, little, cute, little
bit of' (general diminutive and/or affectionate;

rather frequent in corpus, occurrences extensive=

ly but not exhaustively cited) 1. meaning regu=

lar: suffixed to polyvocalic nouns: ~ewa"kih

'little dog, cute, nice little dog' LM, see also

Gezedu~z, -deleh, -za?~, de3ahGz, -qa"? 1.,

Ge.zgelid, Genuh, ?enuh, -we~a.w-, 5i.da"deG,
-ce?, Gesecah (ca-cah), ~"zda?a, Ge"age~eq,

G~"di~i~g, -qe~, Gesu?, qa"lilah (la-nal,
61.104A), ?ena"~ah, ~eleG, gu"5geleG-; suffixed

to classified nouns: ~du.lihGdekih 'little table'

L, ~tahti"lekih 'little pelt, bit of pelt' M,

~z~ahzti"lekih 'little leaf' M, ~e.yu?dekih

'little hemlock' M, za?dekih 'little glacier'

M, 5ahGzAa"kih 'little needle' M, leGe~~z=

~edekih 'small pole' M, ?~.gulekih 'little

river, creek' L, Rezanov, ca?ldekih 'small knife'

M, 38.8, 14LM, 66.5L, ma.gedekih 'small lake,

pond' L, ~~~"zeyah~u"lekih 'small teeth' L;

suffixed to l-class nouns, connective -(?)e-

usually preceding -la-, often even where suf=

fixed to polyvocalic forms: dU"lekih 'small

breasts' L, ~uhlgelekih 'small shovel' L,



teGlelekih 'small hammer' L, Rezanov, ~iyahd=
lekih L, ~iyahd?elekih 'small hat' M, ?:j.°di=

~o~lekih 'little black gumboots' M; with certain

nouns referring to humans, connective -i-: ~~

~-l~ de;~hikih 'little (miniature) person'

37b.47A (cf. de~vhkih under 3. below), see also

qe?l, leni.?; suffixed to unclassified mono=
vocalic nouns, with connective -(?)e-, _?-

usually and probably more correctly present: ?e~=
?ekih 'small boat, model boat' L (cf. ?e~ekih

'canoe' under 2. below), see also du.~, duhs~,

ta., te1-, 1e?~, delih-, sahs, kugl, Ge~,
qe?1, ~oy; suffixed to kinship nouns, meaning

usually affectionate, 'nice, dear': see -qa?,
-G}h, -cio-, -deGeo?, with irregular connective
-(?)e-, see -?ehd, -yah~; suffixed to nouns
with suffixed adjootiveor...to independent adjective:

~ewaoluwkih 'fairly big dog, good-sized dog, nice
big dog' L, ~?luwkih 'pretty big, fair-sized,
just about grown up' L, 49.29, 30A, 1enio?i3uo=
kih 'nice little boy' L, qe?13uokih 'nice girl,

pretty girl' L, especially frequent with -kuc--
'little', and -gu~~~ 'tiny'; suffixed to forms
with thematized suffixed -kih: ?e~ekihkih 'little

canoe'L, S}O3kihkih 'my little brother' (af=
fectionate, Scar Stevens called L this) 'L; suffixed )(



to numeral: ?~h l}hGihkih 'that small one

(person), youngster' IO.26A; suffixed to nominal=

ized verbs: ya.kudgkih yil}h~hkih 'little one

(who is small), small child' L, Rezanov, ?e~a.

?edu?lilig~h~hkih 'my what a cute outgoing,

knowledgeable little child:' ('my how he (dim.)

knows himself:') L, ?ew xWi~ga? ?i.~ehkih

'that little white one' 23.28A, de?uyega? ?idi=

yahkih 'a small one just the right size for her

to handle' 25.25A, see further instances under

2. below; suffixed to postpositional phrases:

(de)?elga?kih '(just) this little bit, like this

(small size, degree, distance)' 25.48A, de?el=

ga?kih Gah da.~ ga?g}h 'when he goes just

(a short way) like this he keeps getting tired'

L, ?~ga?kih ?i.lkudg~hkudg~iyah 'poor little

fellow as small as he' 9.44A, qi? ?ewga?kih

?a?diyah~ 'until she's big enough (though still

small)' ('until she's sized like that little bit')

9.27A, ?ew?u?~kih ?idiyah 'the lesser one'

('the one sized less than that little one') 37b.=

26A, with other (locational) postpositional

phrases, with vague diminutive reference: ?ew

qi?de~kih la?q ?i.~a?~da.~ 'along the place

along where (dim.) it (meat) is (rather?) thick'

65.4A, lu.di.?dkih qew sedahl 'stayed on the



(dim.) tide-beach (doing a little beachcombing)'

IO.2A, ~iod ~eleGdeqesdkih ~h sedah~ 'way

at the back end of that little place she sat'

23.45A, ~eye?uodkih 'a little further over

there'M; in combination with -Ge-yuo 'pIt:

qe?%ekihGeyu. 'young women' 29.IA (corrected by

L to qe?~Geyuokih, probably incorrect, of

original transcribed dictation).
2. Thematized, where relationship of meaning

of form with -kih to that without -kih is

clearly irregular, or in proper names or certain

nominalizations, or,where no form without -kih

is given, in forms not occurring without -kih:
~deGelehkih 'spider sp.' L (~deGeleh 'some=

one's mind'), ?e~ekih 'canoe' (not ?e~?ekih,

cf. ?e~ 'boat', ?e~?ekih 'small boat, model

boat'), ~o?!elekih 'bird spo' L (~o?! 'snail'),

dioy~hSaow?elekih 'bird sp.' M (dioy~-saow

'stickleback-head') qeA?ekih cat's name A

(qeA 'pot'), ?ige~ahdekih dog's name A (?ige=

~ah 'your tail'), kus?ekih 'vulva' (nursery

term) A (kus 'urine, urination'), duo~aoGkih

man's name L (duo~aoG man's name), ka.ta.dekih

'twenty-five cents' L (same meaning as kaotao),
yaoqe?kih woman's name LM (yaoqe? '(maternal)

aunt (vocative)'), ~yah~ekih cat's name L



(~yah~ 'a (woman's) child; with irregular con=

nective -e-), ~~aokih 'cross-cousin' (vocative

only, not *~~ao) L (-~-lao 'cross-cousin'),

se1si?1?ekih dog's name A (se1si?1 'it is rotten,

foul', nominalization, with irregular connective

-?e-) , ?i1e3~hkih 'hummingbird' L (?i1a5~ 'it

buzzes', nominalization), ~1Ge5gkih 'propeller,
fan' L (~1Ge5g 'propeller, that which paddles'),

seqeod~kih 'child' (with irregular connective -e-,
see qeoc'-) , qeoc~ih, qedkih ('child', vocative,

with irregular lack of connective -e-, see qeoc'-) ,

~awaokihtao? Eyak man's name ('little dog's fa=
ther', where ~ewaokih is perhaps also a personal

name) LA, qe?1~aokih Eyak woman's name, Annie
Johnson A (see under ~iyah-~ah-~ao), in two

partly unanalyzable nouns: ?u~ahyekih 'nobleman',

ya?~ekih 'large canoe', thematized in kinship
terms for siblings: -ca?kih '(woman's) older

sister', -:5kih '(woman's) brother', -ed---
kih '(man's) sister', thematized in grandchild

terms reciprocal to grandparent terms: -~uokih

'(woman's) daughter's child' (-~uo 'maternal

grandmother'), -?weo~Gekih '(man's) daughter's
child' (-?weos-G 'maternal grandfather'), -?uh=

kih '(man's) son's child' (-?uh 'paternal

grandfather'), with irregular -le- connective:



-~thlekih '(woman's) son's child' (-~th 'pa=

ternal grandmother'), with -Geyuo 'plot: -05=,
kihGeyuo '(woman's) brothers' 9.116,116,116,

116,121,154, 161A, 18.60,71,80, 86L, 20.45,

48,60,68,89,29.27,33, 39A, 34.6fnL; suffixed

to certain pronouns in the formation of certain

indefinite pronouns: de?u.de~ya.kih 'something,

anything' (de?uode~ ya. 'a thing anywhere'),

de?u.de~ytokih 'someone, anyone' (de?u.de~ yto=

hth 'a person anywhere', with irregular deletion

of -th) , dede.kih..o-d 'anything at all, the

slightest little thing' L, 10.58, 177, 23.5A (de-=

de..o.-d 'anything, whatever'); suffixed to forms

not occurring without -kih in the formation of

certain adverbials and nouns occurring syntactic=

ally only as C: gusiokih 'a little bit, slight=

ly' (see sio), deqiokih 'all gone, no more

left' (see qio), ?enah~ekih 'fun, pleasant'

(probably with irregular -e- connective), ?e=

~uokih 'asleep (of baby)' (see ~u,), yaokih=

dah 'payment' (ya. 'a thing', with -dah ad=

verbializer, cf. de?uode~ya.kih above), ge=

nahkih-gunahkih 'here~'; suffixed to adverbs:

sahd~kih '(after) a little while' 61.7, 19A

(sahd-~ 'long (time)'), di?dahkih 'fairly

well, decent, a bit better' M (di?dah 'fine,



alright, safe' < de- '~', ?i-dah 'fine,

alright, well'), ?ida.kih 'so little' lO.118A

(?idao-?ide- 'how, in such a way, to such a de=

gree'); suffixed to deverbalization, used adver=

bially: de 1 ahkih '(for a little something) to

drink' L (see delah under la); suffixed to

adverbs, as 0 of o-ga? 'like 0', in postposi=

tional phrase used adverbially: neo~ihga? 'af=

ter a little while, pretty soon' ((ne.JI:' 'after a

while, soon, first'), qaolkihga? 'just a short

while ago' M, 11.95A (qaol 'now, nowadays, short=

ly ago'), le~kihga? 'a little too much' M vifl9~
~~"I!..., t-hlls-r--:tha:e--way , ) .

3. Suffixed to clause-initial adverbs and

nouns in certain optative constructions: ?U.dkih,

de?uodkih, ~~ih 'would that, if only' (see ?U',

~~h), de~vhkih~gah~ si?~.? Gioya. 'would that

(some nice, some) person would (kindly, or other)

come upon me' lO.218A.

kih (perhaps to be identified with -kih, used

independently as epithet) Eyak man's name, Billy

Dude LMS, ki' name of Billy Dude and brothers

of Johnny Stevens in BSdL genealogical table, per=

haps also Ke in Seton-Kerr 158, and Kai, a

shaman mentioned by Abercrombie, BSdL 226-228.



k:j.h
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'v
k:j.h

d-k~h (noun, unclassified, with d-thematic) 'stick,
wood': Ib.5M, 34.81, 88L, 65.21A, 'dry wood' 6.5M,
dek~h 'sticks' M, 'wood'S, Rezanov TaKKe '~epe =
BffHHO~ hBlzern', Furuhjelm Takhi 'tree', Galushia

Nelson £~kin 'plunger for popgun' BSdL 551, D~kin.,

Old Man Dude ;Qakin. 'wooden' BSdL 554, dik~hluw

'big stick' LM, Ib.4M, dekth~? 'lots of sticks'

L, ?ew dekth?a.wyu. 'those long sticks' L, dek}h

?u.deJS:YU. qeseJ:ahJ: 'sticks are lying allover there'

L, dek}h ?u.deJS:YU. yeqa? di.?yah} 'stick are
piled up allover there' L, ?ew dekth ~a?~ ?u?=

si}JS:a?} 'I turned the stick into an island' L, ?ew

dek}h ?ew di~a?gqa? Ii? Gecu.x 'poke that stick I

into the book (between the pages):' L, ye.~ dekth

Ge}e?} 'wild celery is turning to wood-' 11, ;?el dekth

JS:eAa.Geta? 'latch, bolt the door with this stick:'

('put this stick as bolt for door:') L, JS:eAa.tah

dek~h 'latch-stick'L, dila? dek}h 'hard wood' L,
~eG}ga? ?i.~eh dek}h 'forked stick' ('stick which
is like a fork') M, dek}hJS: ~iJ:~eh} (or ~i~eh}) 'I

killed it with a stick' L, ?ew Ge.c' dek}hq gu.xa?~

'tie that spruceroot on a stick:' L, dek}hJ$:a? da.

?a?~ 'we're going for sticks' L; in compounds: Galu=

shia Nelson D~kin cit} 'wooden spoon' BSdL 547
;:'"

dek}h~i}, ~~ktn ~sonkt 'wooden snowshoe' BSdL 550

dekth3~hd, Gedegi}dek}h 'sun-sticks' 34.77L.

I



kao

ka. (perhaps related to ka?)

g-ka. (-ka. meaningless augment required with
g-class-, thematic, or anatomical mark, as mark
with numerals, or as 0 of nonsyllabic (consonantal)

postpositions, where other marks of the form Ce

as mark with numeral> Cao, or with consonantal
postpositions > -CaoC): 1- As mark with numerals:

~ihG guka- le-~ 'one hair' M, ~ihG guka~ Geoc'

'one (strand of) spruceroot' L, la?d geka- Geod

'two spruceroots' M, ~}hG guka. la-~ 'one

string'L, la?d geka. la-~ 'two strings' M,

la?d geka. ~?~ 'two sinews, threads' M, de~~

guka-de?ew 'how many strands is that?' L; un=

certain, guka. perhaps to be deleted: le-~

guka- yi~eh 'it's got (loose) hair on it' L.

2. As 0 of nonsyllabic postpositions: ?ew ~=

leqah qe-leG ?eda-g, le-~guka-~ 'the head
kept walking back ashore, on (by means of its)

hair' 53.13L, Ge-c'geka-~ deGida? (ge)di-?yah~

'it's full of spruceroots' L; siguka.qd 'the

lower part, hem of my dress, coat' ('(at rest,

nominalization of) on me (g-anatomical or thema=

tic)' L; cf. leo~gu-~e?c'G 'by (holding onto)
the hair' « leo~-g-l-~e?d-G) 49_36A, leo~=

gulah 'around the hair' 49.33A, le-~gu~a? y~o?

'medicine for hair' L, Geodgu~a? 'for spruce=

roots' 66.1L-



ka?l

ka?~ (perhaps related to ka.)

-g-ka? (noun, d-class or unclassified, with g-themat=

ic 'caudal, appendage') 'tail (of a bird)': ?uguka?
'its tail' L, 24.65,65,65,68, 69A, ~geka? 'tail

(of a bird)' L, ~guka?da?luw 'big tail (of a bird)'

L, ~geka? ?u.d desetah} (or setah}) 'a (bird's)

tail is there' L, ~geka?~ ?ig~h}h 'he's dancing

with a(n eagle's) tail' L, gu.~geleGgeka? 'eagle's

tail' (used for dancing) L; guka?deci5g 'pintail

duck (Anas acut~; ,"-( W.
)

\ 1\

~



ka?-ka.

ka?-ka. (ka. only in form with -J.C final, perhaps

related to -kewa?- of -kewa?-na--G, see -na--G

under la--na-l)

o-ka? (postposition) '(facing and/or moving) in

same direction as 0, (along) with 0': with verbs

of locomotion, 'along with': sika? ?iqe? 'boat

with me:' L, sika? ?iwe? 'swim with me:' L,

du- ?ewa-d leJ.Ca- sika? leh 'which of you

wants to go with me?' L, sika? la-6eyu- 'people

who are going along with me' L, sika? yeJ.C 1e=

ca?J.C}h 'he wants to go about with me, wants to

go everywhere I go' L, o-ka? -?a?~ 'pl. S go

along with 0': 9_114, 115, 10.109, 113A, 29_47fnL,

with reciprocal 0: ?i1ka? Gede?a?~1inu- 'they're

walking side by side in same direction' L, ?i1ka?

ye~ de?a?~inu. 'they go around together' M,
sika? ?a-?, sika? ?iya?, sika? ?iya? 'come

with me:' L, 10_250, 266A, 40.7L, qa"ka? ?a-?,
qa-ka? ?iya? L, qa-ka? ?iya? 'come with us:'

23.89A, sika? Ga"1}h 'he's walking along with

me, in same direction as I, coming with me' L,

?ika? qu?xah 'I'll go with you' L, sika? sah=

1}h 'he came with me' L, ~ka? ?u-~ sah1 'he

went thither with someone (specific)' L, with

indeterminate 0: deka? ?u"~ sah1 'he went

there accompanied' L, further occurrences of o-ka?

..." "



-a 'sg. S goes with 0': 10.251,252,262,11.=

129A, 18.81,86, 21a.5L, 23.43, 44A, 31.6L, 32.=

48,49, 33.54A, 40.9, 55.23L; with verbs indica=

ting position, 'side by side, parallel, facing

in same direction': sika? ye~ leGedela? 'turn

to face the same way as I:' M, with reciprocal 0:

?ilka? ye~ ?~.dilahlinu. 'they're lying "like

spoons'" ('they're facing the same way') M, ?il=

ka? ?idi?ah 'they are (extend) close and paral=

lel' L, ?i~ka? ~edidi?ah 'they (logs) extend

in the same direction' L, ?ilka? ~edi.lsid

'set them (pl. logs) side by side!' L, ?i~ka?=

~uh ?~.selsidl 'did you set them (pl. paddl~s)

side by side (with blades all in same direction?)?'

L; du.ka?d 'who with~' L.

o-ka.-~ (postposition, derived from o-ka? with

-~ final, attested with zero, -d, and -~ fi=

nals) 1. with verbs of locomotion, requiring thema=

tic ?i-?-(d)-, 'coming, catching up with, to,

overtaking 0': with zero final: ?ika.~ ?i?de=

sewe.l~h 'he caught up with you swimming' L, see

further attestations under ?i-?-~dl-?ya, ?i-?-=

(d-)?a?~; with -~ final: ?ika.~e~ ?i?deGex=

we.l 'I'm catching up to you swimming' L, see

further attestations under ?i-?-~dl-?ya, ?i-=

?-(d-)a.

Il 

-



~~ With -d final, 'in a state of wanting,

trying to catch up with 0': sika.~d yi}}h}h

'he's trying to catch up with me',L.

00
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(. -d ~"J1:" ft)~, :::Jf-

k~. (perhaps related to ku.l-kv.-kemah-kew, with basic

meaning 'belly, pregnancy', cf. Athapaskan *-kan 'belly,

womb, bowels, abdominal cavity', *(-)kan 'rain', *}e-=
kan 'to be pregnant, be conceived', which are perhaps

also related to certain widely attested Athapaskan forms

of the meaning 'during the sleep of', 'big', and certain

kinship terms such as '(woman's) grandchild', 'younger
brother' (see Hoijer, Athapaskan Kinship Systems, AA

58.2 (1956), sets 34, 35,66), and perhaps also to Atha=

paskan (de-)ken 'stick, tree, wood' -ken-a? 'base,

handle, thickest part', earlier *kan-k!n 'belly, thick=
est part', with shift of reduced -!- to -e- condi=

tioned by initial k-)

o-k~. (postposition) 'o's fault, because of "some=
thing bad" 0 (a woman) did' (in view of the pre=

ceding and following it becomes clear that the real
or earlier meaning is 'because of o's intentional

abortion or infanticide', remembered only in the

context o-k~. ~-le 'something (rain, bad weather)

happens because of o's "sin"): ?~hk~. qel fuleh
'this rain's her fault' ('this something is happen=

ing because of her abortion, infanticide') L, si=

k~. fuleh 'the rain is my "fault'" L, ~~.

fuleh 'there's bad weather (rain, snowstorm) be=

cause of someone's "sin'" L, ?uk~. ~l:i-hih



'the bad weather is her fault' L, ~~. ~selil

'there was bad weather (because of someone's sins)'

L. See also BSdL 234: "bad weather was believed

to be caused by intentional abortion, and by the

murder and concealment of an illegitimate child. II

I



ku.l-k~.-kemah-kew

ku.l-k~.-kemah-kew (also kumah, and perhaps also, kuw,

k¥"w, for variations see below; perhaps related to

k~h, and/or to k~"; basic meaning 'thickest part,

belly')

-kemah--kumah (noun, unclassified) 'belly': Galushia

Nelson Gukuma' 'belly' BSdL 542 ~kumah, ~=

kemah 'belly, stomach, abdomen' LM, 15.15M (per=

haps incorrectly referring specifically to the

stomach itself as an organ), Aa.qeya?kemah 'moun=

tain-goat stomach' 15.5,8, 21M, ?ukumahda.J.C, ~

4umaha~ ?ukemahda.~ '(cut fish open) ventral=

ly' ('in the area of, along its belly') 65.28,37,

37,38, 39A, ~emahluw 'a big belly' LM.

-d-3:-k¥. (noun, unclassified, with 3:-classifier
and probably d-class-mark for possessor) 'butt-end,

base, rooted stump, thickest part': ~de3:k¥.

'butt-end of something (tree), thickest part of

something (e.g. log)' LMA, ~de3:k¥"?luw 'big
stump' LM (probably analogical with ku.?nuw be=

low, to be corrected to -kV.luw) , lisde3:k¥.

'roots (or base?) of spruce' L, ~e.yu?delkv.

'roots (or base?) of hemlock' L.

-s-3:-kV.--kV.w--kuw--kew (noun, unclassified, stem
form uncertain, with ~-classifier and s-the~atic)

'(stump, base with?) roots': ye.~se~k¥" 10.206,

212A, ye.~se3:kv.w 'wild-celery roots' (good for



eye-poultice) A, ~se1k¥. 'roots' LM, ~se1=
kuw 'root-stump', same as Tlingit ?aqa~adi,

also "'Black Bull tobacco roots'" 8, ~se1kuw,

~se1kew, ~se1k¥" 'some kind of roots' also

having to do with 'some kind of leaf-tobacco' L.

ku"l--k¥"- (anatomical mark, subposition C, not to
be analyzed *ku"-l-) 'belly, thickest part': in

verbs: O-ku"l-gu?~ '8 punches 0 in belly', 0-=

?-ku.l-gu?~ '8 punches at a's belly', 0-ku"1-1-=

qa?~ '8 splits a's belly open, opens 0 ventrally',

0-ku.1-1-~a?~~-~-g '8 tickles a's belly', lah3

ku.l-?ya '8's belly becomes bloated', with adjec=

tive ~u"?nuw 'big-bellied person', qeAku"?nuw

'big-bellied pot', ku.?nuw 'big-bellied, paunchy'

(epithet), in postpositional phrase: o-ku"l-yeq

'into o's belly, abdomen' 8.7, 8A, in nouns: k¥"-=

1-da?c' 'stump', -k¥.-1-~iyeq 'abdomen', -ku.l-=

kuhs-} 'brisket'; in combination with d-class-mark,

sometimes thematized, k¥"d- (not *kU.A-) 'base,

thickest part (of d-class object, e.g. tree)':

k¥"d-}e-cehg '8 (tree at base) rots', ye~ k¥"d-=

kug '8 (tree at base, rifle at stock, axe-handle

near head) breaks', 0-k¥"d-1-GahG '8 chops 0

(tree at base)', with adjectives: lisk¥.da?luw
'tree big at base', k¥. dekuc'g , small-based

i'



(tree)', in nouns: -kv.d-}-~a? 'stock (of gun),

part of (axe-)handle nearest head', in ~edeGd

kV"deGe}a.} 'cocktail glass, goblet' ('their

thickest parts are at the top', nominalization),

in combination with dl-thematic in verb, kV.A-:

O-?-kV"dl-}-ceJ.C 'S cuts O's belly open'.



kid

kid (perhaps reduced form of kihd, or of k}hd)

O-(l~-)kid (with optional l~-class-mark for 0) 'S
knocks 0 (blueberries) off bush': sikid} 'I

knocked them (blueberries) off' (first break blue=

berry-branches off plant, set them on canvas, then

slap them with hand so that blueberries fall onto

canvas; done with blueberries only) L, qu?le~i.x=
kid 'I'll knock them (blueberries) off' L; passive;

le~esdikid} 'they (blueberries) have been knocked

off'L.
de-kid (perhaps in error for de-kihd, elicited af=

ter the preceding, by which it may have been influ=

enced) 'S (light snow) falls': sdikid} 'light
snow has fallen' L.

",ill,



kihd

kihd (perhaps related to kid)

kihd (noun, l~-class M, perhaps as flakes, unclas=

sified L, perhaps as mass) 'light dry soft snow'

L, 'snow' (perhaps 'wet snow, easily packed into
a ball') M, kihdle~e~? 'lots of dry snow' M,

kihd?a?luw ~se~e?} 'there got to be lots of

dry snow' L.

de-kihd (see kid) 'S (light snow) falls': x~?}q

sdikihd} 'lots of dry snow came down' ('it light-=

dry-snowed very much') L.

..
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balloon, thing lying on tent roof, by slapping off

from inside)' L, ?ew qid 1k}.d~inu8 'they (cust)

knock it off' L, repetitive: x1k}hdg 'I keep shov=

ing it' L, x1k}hdg}h 'I keep shoving him along (wal=

king behind him)' L, with I-anatomical: ?ew qeAya?~

?~h ye~ ?}8se1k}hd1 'he jammed her head down into

the pot' L, 27b.53A; indirect reflexive: with ~ah

'away from self': ~ah xs1ik}hd1 'I gave it a quick

shove away from me' L, with ya.~ 'by means of, in

(spatially or temporally) punctual contact with one's

own hand' (o-y-~). 'S swipes, snitches, steals 0':

ya.~ xs1ik}hd1 'I swiped it' L, ya8~ ~xs1ik}hd1

'I swiped something' L, with d-class-mark for 0: ya.~

dixs1ik}hd1 'I pinched some money, I swped, snitched

it (money, knife)' L.

o-~ d-1e-k}hd (with d-thematic, probably 'free fall',

and o-~ 'in (spatially or temporally) punctual con=

tack with 0') 'S knocks, bumps against, jostles, shoves
0Z': ?u~ dixs1ik}hd1 'I knocked against it in fall= -

ing' L, si~ dis1ik}hd1}h 'he jostled me as he went

by' L, ta?~ x~?1q ?~h~ dis1ik}hd1 'he shoved her

violently into the water' L, ?~ qe?1~ ta?~ x~?1q

dis1ik}hd1}h 'he shoved the woman violently into the

water'L.



k~hd

k}hd (perhaps related to kid)
-k}hd 'S (inanimate) makes quick sudden motion, darts,

shoots, S (human) makes quick sudden motion with

hand': with qa? 'up out': gus~ ?u.de~ qa? se=

k}hd1 'flames shot up there' 5l.79A, with o-~
1. .I(r Ie L'

'towatd 0': ?u~ sik}hd1 'I quickly grabbed at it'

L, ?u~ sik}hdg1 (with -g-repetitive perhaps the=

matized) 'I touched it quickly' M, ?u~ ?ek}hdg

'touch it quickly' M, with qid 'down off' and o-~

'with 0': qid ?u~ sik}hd1 'I knocked it off' ('I

moved my hand quickly with it down off') M, qid ?u~

Gek~hd 'knock it off~' M; indirect reflexive: ?u.=
~ahd ~a? xsdik}hd1 'I jerked my hand quickly back

away from there' ('I made a quick motion with my hand

thence toward myself') L, ~a? xsdik~hd1 'I quickly

darted my hand into (and out of) my pocket' L.

0-1-k}hd (semantically irregular causative of preceding)

'S causes 0 to make quick sudden motion' (not attested

with the meaning'S causes (human) 0 to make quick
sudden hand-motion', but rather'S displaces 0 (human

or otherwise) with quick sudden motion (of hand or

otherwise)'): Ge1k~hd 'give it a quick shove~' L,

si1k}hd 'I knocked it over' L, y~.?~ ?e1k}hd 'push
it down~' A, y~.? si1k}hd1 'I knocked it over, I

knocked it down' L, y~.? xuse1k}hd1}h 'he shoved

me down' L, ya?~ si1k}hd 'I knocked it upwards (e.g.



kuhd

kuhd

-d-kuhd (noun, d-class, perhaps also unclassified,

with d-thematic, perhaps 'oral') 'lip(s) (of human),

chops (of e.g. dog)': Rezanov KaT~-3KYT~ Ty6g

Lippen' qa.dekuhd 'our, human lips', sidekuhd

'my lips' LM, ~edeGu.l~a.d ya. ?udekuhd 'his

upper lip' L, ~eye~u.lc'a.d ya. ?udekuhd 'his low=
er lip' L, ?idekuhd ?iya. ya? qu?di.qu?~ 'you

lips will get chapped' L, ?udekUhddelah ye~ ?i=

la?na?fg 'it (dog) is licking its chops' L, ~de=
kuhdluw 'big lips' LM; ~i.~dekuhd 'fireweed (Epi=
lobium) , LMA (see 3i.~; informants identify -de=

kuhd here with 'lips', but cannot explain rest of

form).



.iI.£. J
;i'" ku?d,

'c:'

ku?d

O-%-ku?d 'S sends 0 on errand': ?i~ku?dih 'send him

(on an errand)~' LM, ?iqe?x~ku?d 'I'll send you on

an errand' M, si~ku?d~ih 'I sent him for something'

L, xu'~ku'd~ih 'he (cust) sends me on errands' L,
with o-lu?qa' (not o-~a?) 'for, to get 0': na'w=

gelelu?qa' si~ku?d~ih 'he sent him for whiskey' L,

with ye~-progressive: ye~ xu~eku?d~ih 'he sends

me about on errands' LM, passive: na'wgelelu?qa'

xus~iku?dl (or xusdi-) 'I've been sent for whis=

~ey' L, with ye~-progressive, nominalized: Galushia

Nelson ye~~eku.txE' 'messenger ("one sent for some=

thing")' BSdL 543 ye~ deku?d~~h 'he who is sent

around (on errands, with messages)', ~i~qa~a'an.

qe ye~~eqtx£ 'unseen messenger ("not-seen one-=
sent-for-something") , BSdL 310 di~ Gede?~.G~h ye~

deku?d~~h 'he who is not seen who is sent around

(on errands, with messages)', ye~ deku?d~inu.

'priest's helpers, acolytes' L.



'toward 0': ?u~ ?ixs~ikv°?d~ 'I grabbed at it'

L, with o-~a.~ 'wide of 0, missing 0': ?ula~a~ao~

?ixs~ikvo?d~ 'I missed it (ball)' L; passive: xu=

sdikV.?d1 (or xus1i-) 'I got grabbed' L, ?iqe?=

dakv.?d (not ?iqe?~a-) 'you'll get grabbed' L,
repetitive: xudakv.?dg 'I'm being grabbed at' M.

O-d-~-kv.?d (with d-thematic 'oral, noise') 'S is

cantankerous, irritable, contentious, abusive with

0, attacks 0 verbally, "jumps down O's throat":

qeodah xudi.1kV.d~:j.h 'right away he "jumps on me"

for the least thing I say, looking for trouble,

quarrelsome' L.



kV'?d

kv'?d
0-1-k¥'?d 'S grabs, snatches, siezes, catches 0' (0

not necessarily moving, action quicker than that of

O-?-le?g): 9.94A, 15.21M, 23.80, 81, 83, 28.6A, 34.=
33L, 36.16, 42A, 37a.14L, 37b.27, 28,29, 51A, 38.7=

LM, 49.143, 61.54A, ?e1kv'?d 'grab it:' LMA, 'catch
it:' L, ?~ah~da'~ ?ew se1kv'?d1 'he siezed it by
the foot, leg' 50.57A, ?}.ca?d ?ewa8 ?e1k¥'?d

'grab its bow (boat)~' L, ?e1kv8?d}h L, 6e1k¥'?d}h

'grab him~' M, qu?x~kv'?d 'I'll grab it' M, 'I'll
catch it' G, ?iqe?x1kv'?d 'I'll grab you' L, si~=

k\l'?d1 'I grabbed it' LM,(a fast move, faster than

?u?sila?g~, 0 not necessarily moving L), se1k¥8?d1
'it grabbed it (e.g. eagle grabbed fish)' L, didu?~

si~k¥°?d1 'I almost caught it' L, 1i?q xuqese1=

k¥'?d1 (not *qexuse1-) 'they all grabbed me' L,

xu6e1k¥'?d1 'it's grabbing me' L, ~de~ ?ex1k¥'?d6
(with analogical negative prefix) 'I can't grab it'
L, ?ew ?e1k¥°?d~ ?u~ del}h~h 'I told him to catch

it' L, xu'~k¥8d~}h 'he (cust) grabs me' L, repeti=

tive: ?ahnu8 1kv°?dg 'he kept grabbing them' 50.=

45A, ?e1kv8?dg 'grab several~' M, xu81kv.dg~}h
'he (cust) keeps grabbing me' M, with class-marks

for 0: 23.32A, ?ew dese1kv'?d1 'he grabbed them

(fish-tails)' L, le~esi1kV8?d1 'I caught it (ball)'
L8 detransitivized with indeterminate 0: with o-~,



kaM

kah1 (Li's transcriptions, all from G, all imply kwah1;

in all instances but one, however, the stem-initial is

closely preceded by a labialized element in the prefix=
es, and the forms from S show no labialization)

0-kah1 'S (dog) barks at 0': xukaM 'it's barking

at me' Lt ?ikah1 'it's barking at you' L, qa.

kah1 'it's barking at us' L, qa. kahl ~ewa. 'a

dog that barks at people' L, xuqekah1 'they're

barking at me' M, qa. qa?kaM 'they'll bark at

us'L, xusekaM 'it barked at me' M, xuqesekah1
'they barked at me' M, xuka.1~ 'it (cust) barks
at me' Lt repetitive: xukah1g 'it barks on and

off at me' L; with indeterminate 0, 'S (dog) barks':
/,

?ikahl 'it's barking' LMS, ?i-kah1 'bark~' Mt

?iqe?kah1 'it'll bark' LM, ?isekahl 'it barked'
LM, di~ ?iskah1G 'it didn't bark' Lt ?ika.l~
'it (cust) barks' LM, with o-~ 'at 0' (attested

from M only, probably influenced by English, rejec=

ted by L): si~ ?iqekah1 'they're barking at me'

M, sil! ?iqe?qekahl 'they'll bark at me' M, si~

?isekahl 'it barked at me' M, also detransitivized

(with de-classifier, probably also incorrect): si~
?isdikah1 'it barked at me' M, with o-?ih~ '(mo=

tion) behind 0': si?ih~ ?iGelahl 'it's following
behind me barking' L, with ye~-progressive: ye~

?idekahl~ 'it's barking around, going around bark=
i """ /" f)., 1 "\1: t, ) '
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ing'LM. Forms transcribed by Li from G on file-=

cards: xwllktwat3: 'it barks at me', dat3:i. xwll=

kfwaf3: 'it already (barks at me)', xwUq~u'ak wa~:%

'it'll (bark at me)' xuqu?wekah3:, 'aukwa:% 'it

barks at it' 63.l8G.

O-:%-kah:% 'S makes 0 (dog) bark' (uncertain, attested

from M only, expected regular c'ausative o-d 0-:%-=

kah3: 'S makes 0 bark at 0'): ?e:%kah3: 'make it

bark:' M.

de?a. ?eddekah:% (noun, unclassified) 'coyote' A,

Li (on file-card) da'a~ dal!wa:% 'coyote' de?a.

?edekwah3:. Nominalized active imperfective reflex=

ive of O-kah~ 'it itself barks at itself'.



ka?};

ka?};

O-};-ka?~ 'S inherits, claims 0 (at funeral potlatch)':

Galushia Nelson stt~qat~ 'I want it' (at funeral

potlatch) BSdL 171, stt~qa.t}; 'I want (such-and-=

such)' BSdL 554 si~ka?~ 'I claimed it (at funeral

potlatch)' L (but see also O-~-qa? 'S presents 0

(at funeral potlatc~'), ?ew se~ka?~ 'he inherit=

ed it (at funeral potlatch)' L, ?ew qu?x~ka?~

'I'll inherit it (at funeral potlatch)' L, with d-=

class-mark for 0: ~de~? da.na. dese~ka?~}h 'he

inherited a lot of money' L; passive: s~ika?~

'it's been inherited, claimed (at funeral potlatch)'

L. (L adds that the one who has done the most dancing

and talking, has been the smartest and most enter=

taining, best at consoling the bereaved, gets the

most presents at the funeral potlatch. The last such

traditional Eyak potlatches that L knows of or at=

tended took place ca. 1914-1915.)



-

ki3

ki3 (first transcribed kih3)

ki3 (noun) 1. (classification not ascertained) 'sea=
weed' ('long hair-like, in river') A, 'some kind of

green seaweed' ('catches on nets, no use') L, per=

haps 'widgeon grass (Ruppia maritima)', 'pondweed

(Potamogeton)', 'rush', or, especially, 'eel grass
(Zostera marina)' (probably resembling or used to

II -, ! J.make binder twine). P£""c( ":;!~ tlc!"'!"1 """! ;'
:

2. (qi.l-class) 'coarse cheap twine or pack=

ing-cord, binder twine': ki3qiele?aew 'long piece
of binder twine' M, ki3qiele~? 'lots of binder

twine' M; ki3~eh1 (first transcribed kih3~=

~eh1 from both L and M, later apparently ki3-

from both) 'coarse cheap twine, packing-cord, binder

twine' LM (probably either resembling or made from

ki3 1.).



-

kuc'-ku~

kuc'-ku~ (ku~ implied by Rezanov at least 11 times, by

Wrangellonce, kuc' implied twice by Furuhjelm and per=
haps once by Rezanov; all modern informants kud exclu=

sively, except for ku~ consistently in one place-name
from L; L does not otherwise remember hearing ku~; a

change ku~ > ~d apparently took place during the nine=

teenth century; for the (rare not clearly assimilative)

alternation of the type c'-~, attested otherwise only in

stem-initials, see also did-~id, and d~', d~oG, d~oG=
-d<i-.~, and ~~OG)

-kud---ku~-g(-kih) (adjective, probably always with
-g-repetitive thematized and frequently also with
-kih 'diminutive') 'small, little' 1. Independent

or relativized: 9.24, 90, 24.74, 25~41, 28.119, 37b.=

6, 26A, 64.3G, 65.84A, Wrangell $aRY~~ 'Klein'

ya°ku~g, ya.kudg (not -kud- LS) 'little'LMS,
Galushia Nelson ya.kutsk\t3:\ or ya.k\3tsk 'small
(used :for bird or pencil)' BSdL 553-, ya°kudg (yi1eh)

'(it's) small', as C in C -1e(?) often nominalized,
'child' ('8 who is small'): Rezanov flry~bRec~eHb

'~TH, pe~eHoR~ Kind' ya°ku~g yi3:}h}h, ffRy~eT~eHRe
'M~b~HR~ Knabe' ya.kuc'g yi1}h}hkih 'he(-diminutive)
who is little', ya°kudg yi1}hinu. 'youngsters' 51.=

74A, ~ewa. ya°kuag 'dog (is) small' M; in reference
to classified nouns: ya.le~ekuc'gkih 'small bit of

(broken-up) roe' 10.116A, la?mahd yaole~ekudg 'ber=

-



'"

ries (are) small' L, Furuhjelm Iakulkutzku 'small

,little' perhaps to be read ya'gulekuc'g 'small

amount of liquid' L, Galushia Nelson yaD~k~tsk or
==yat~k~tsk 'small (used for tree, knife, house)' BSdL

554 ya' dekuc'g , 5ewu} ya'gekudg 'net (is) small'

M; with anatomical marks; ya'qi.dekuc'g yi}eh 'yoUr

feet are small' ('you're small-footed') M, with ya.-

lacking, perhaps in error: k~.dekudg yi}eh 'it

(tree) is small at base' L.

2. Suffixed a. to unclassified nouns: Rezanov

ffraxeRYQHRH 'BaH~apRa kleine Baidare' ya?~ekihku~g=

(kih) 'small umiak', RoAbr~b RYQHKH ~yc~ feiner

Regen' perhaps to be read ~le~e}kudg(kih), see

~e}2 and gih~, ~ewa.kudgkih 'small dog' L, ?elio=

mahdelihku~g (not -kud-) place-name, small bay
north of Hartney Bay ('little ?eli.mahdelih') L (cf.

?eli.mahdelihluw) , 3a'nlequh}kudg Eyaks' epithet
for a certain white man ('John small-cheeks') LM,

with nouns referring to humans, sometimes with -i-:

Furuhjelm Kelikutzkuki 'girl' qe?}ikudgkih 'lit=

tIe girl' L, Rezanov ffxOC~bRYQHRY 'A~BOqRa kleines

M1!dchen' ya?~ ~u? sah}kudgkih "'small girl just

grown up'" L (i.e. 'girl who has just reached puber=

ty'1; cf. personal name ya?~ ~? sah}i?luw) , with

suffixed -~iyah (pejorative force lessened or ab=

sent); ~i.lehkudgSiyah 'Little Old Raven' la.lM,



Ge.c'ge~eq~dg~iYah 'Little Old Magpie' 9.9, 48A,

?';lhga?kih ?i.3:kudgthkuc'g~iyah 'a poor little fel=
low who's small like that' 9.44A, ba.~a.kuc'g~iyah

personal name, Paul Alec LM, ~a.dahkudg~iYah 'a

remarkably clever little youngster' M.
2b. to classified nouns: Rezanov (T~RHCR8=

xaToRo~e 'BpeBHo Balken' 3:e.s~...~edeku~...,

3:e.s~~edekudg, 3:e.s~edekudgkih 'small log, small
plank' L, ~ahG3:Aa.kuc'g 'small needle' M, ?i~le=

kudg 'small mountain' M.

2c. with Gi?-thematic; with -l~-de.?, in

epithet; le~ede.?Gi?ku~g 'small-eyes' L; with 0-=

yeq 'inside (of) 0': Rezanov YRXaRefiRY~~ WCRO

'eng, schmal', YeX$-aRafiRy~e 'He BL nopy, He BL
nponop~rM eng, schmal, zu klein, zu eng (von Klei=

dern)', AT~YRXaRefiRy~~ W~e eng, schmal (Comparat.)',
all perhaps to be read (?a?d) ?uyeqeGi?ku~g(kih)

'it's (very) small inside', ?uyeqeG i ?kuc'g 'i t' s

small inside, its, inside is too small (to accomodate

something)' L (all, however, perhaps to be read

?uyeq ?iGi.-, see below).

?i-G-kud---ku~-g (with -g-repetitive thematized, with
G-thematic with certain postpositional phrases, ?i-
not clearly identified, perhaps thematized indeter=

minate 0, theme perhaps transitive; attested mainly

in neuter imperfective) 'S is too small (for some=



thing else, indeterminate 01)'; with o-yeq 'inside

(of) 0': ?uyeq ?iGiokuag 'it's small inside, its

inside is too small (for something else)' L, see al=

so 2co above, ?ew yuoxgao ?uyeq ?iGi°kuag 'that

skirt is too small' L, di~ ?uyeq ?iGa?kuagG 'it's

not too small (inside)' L, ?uyeq ?iqe?Giokuag 'it=

'II get too small (inside)' L; with o-l-yeq (l-ana=

tomical thematized): leyeq ?iG i °kuag 'voic'e (is)

soft, voice (is) high-pitched' L (probably in error

either for either ?uleyeq ?iGiokuag, or, as epi=

thet, belonging under 2co above, leyeqeGi?kuag 'soft-=

voice, high-voice'); with o-d-q 'on d-class 0': ?u=

daoq ?iGi°kuag fits surface (of d-class 0) is too

small (for something else)' Lo

-kuc'-g (uncertain, sparsely attested, probably not free=
ly used) 'S is small, too small': with class-marks for

S: la?mahd le~i°kuag 'berries are small' L, Rezanov

RoacroTecoKo~~D (with r written over what is per=

haps ~) 'npoHcHtBaeT~ es heitert sich (der Himmel)'

perhaps to be read qWahs ~edesekudi (the only pos=

sible instance of -kua- in Rezanov and the only in=

stance then of -kud---ku~- without -g, therefore

an unlikely reading; see qed), qahs ~edesekuai

'clouds got small' M (uncertain, elicited in attempt

to identi£y the Rezanov), gah ~edesekudi 'days got

short' M (elicited in connection with the preceding,



probably incorrect). Transitive (causative): at=

tested in passive only: s~ikudg~ 'it has been made

too small' L.

-~-kud-g (as above, with ;-classifier with certain

postpositional phrases of comparison) 'S is small

in comparison with something else' (atuested in neu=

ter perfective only): with o-?u?~ 'less than 0,

short of 0': Rezanov Ayyxe~~Ry~a 'M~eH~RoM

klein' ?ew?u?x ?i.~ku~ g ?ew?u?x ?i.~kud g 'it's., .
smaller than that' L, ?i ?u?~ ?ixi~kuc'g 'I'm smal=

ler than you' L, with o-ga? 'like 0': ?~hga?kih

?i.~kudg}hkudg~iyah 'poor little guy who is as small
as him(-diminutive) , 9.44A; indirect reciprocal:

?i~?u?~ ?i~ikudg 'one is smaller than the other' L,

with ?i~da.~ 'next to, in comparison with one an=

other': ?i~da.~ ?i~ikudg 'one is smaller than the

other' M (M, and L, uncertain of correctness).

, i:""} ~, k.'Jj ttf ;f!r';:'i,lIf.,t., 1;;",1"", f\~~ \_m,}¥ 1':811' tc," b "-)' Co,.
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kus

kus (element, possibly to be identified with kus-kwes,

in kusAa.1?ehdg, q.v. under ?ehd2, and in ~e.kus)

-



kihs-kih~

kihs-kih~ (kihs attested in Rezanov only, L and M kih~,

probably reshaping of stem, of forgotten meaning, under
influence of kih~)

tiol-kihs--kih~ (noun, perhaps tiol-class, with

ti-l-class-mark thematized) 'rhubarb, wild rhubarb'

(perhaps 'Polygonum alaskanum', or 'sorrel, dock
(Oxyria digyna, Rumex occidentalis)~, literal mean= --

ing perhaps 'sour leaf': Rezanov ~HKHC~ ~aEe~b

~HKOH' (not in Radlov, 'wild sorrel, wild dock')

probably to be read tiolakihs (not -kih~), ti-=

lakih~ 'rhubarb' L (L cannot specify meaning of

-kih~, or explain its connection with O-kih~ 'S

dipnets 0, S pokes holes in 0', but guesses "because

they grow near kih~ (in earlier elicitations also

kih~) 'swamp')-
qi-lakih~ (noun, with qiol-class-mark thematized,

'rope-like', authenticity uncertain, perhaps simply
ephemex'al variant of ti -lakih~) 'some kind of plant'

L (remembers only vaguely; M thinks she has heard, ,

not the same as tiolakih~)-

.



kuhs

i

kuhs I

kuhs} (noun, attested only with -}-suffix, perhaps

instrumental, no verb-theme remembered) 1. (tiol-=

class) 'breechclout, loincloth; apron (worn at home
or e.g. at work in cannery)' LM, kuhs}tio?nuw 'big

apron'LM, kuhs} ?uod t~.setah} (not ~ah}) 'a

breechclout, apron is there' L, kuhs} si~ ti.lio=
ta? (not -?a?) 'give me an apron, breechclout:' L;

kuhs}ekih M, kuhs}tiolekih 'bib' ('small apron')

L. "Galushia believes that the men wore an ordinary

apron, somewhat similar to that worn in war (see be=

low), but he was unable to give any definite infor=

mation about it. Curiously enough, no mention was

made of a woman's apron or genital covering" BSdL 67.

"Abercrombie says that when .fishing the men wore only

a breech clout. This was a strip of skin pulled be=

tween the legs and tucked into a belt in front and in

back" BSdL 70.

2. (~d-class, attested only from M, not veri=

fied) 'fringes': kuhs} ?ulah ~edio?ah 'there is
a fringe (a fringe extends) around it' M.

-ku°l-kuhs-} (noun, as above, possessed, with kuol-=

anatomical 'thickest part, belly' thematized) 'bris=

ket' (or perhaps 'plate, flank'): ~.lekuhs}

'fatty meat cut out of front of abdomen, brisket' LMo

quolekuhs} (noun, attested in BSdL only) 'war apron':

---



Galushia Nelson kUl~ kustl 'war apron (The first

word is translated as "war")' BSdL 550, perhaps to

be read ku.lekuhsl 'belly apron', but more likely,

given the remark about the meaning of the prefixes,

qu.lekuhsl. "In war time, the men wore a rectangu=

lar apron, fastened by a cord around the waist, the

lower end hanging free in front. No band of skin

passed between the legs" BSdL 70.



kewes-kewesk!

kewes-kewes~ (also kewus, kuwus, kewis, kewus~, ku=

wusk!, most frequently kewus(~); also free alternation

between k...s-g and k...s~, A usually. k...s~, LM

usually k...s-g)
kewes-g-kewes~(-3:) (noun I-class, stem alternating

freely between kewes~ and kewes with -g-repetitive

thematized, rarely attested without -1-suffix, probab=

ly instrumental; no verb-theme remembered) 'canoe pad=
dIe': Rezanov KaBOCKe 'Bec~o Ruder', Galushia Nelson

kuuskt1 or kUvski3:, Old Man Dude kotsk 'paddle'

BSdL 550, kuwus~ A, kuwus~3: LA, 33.22, 35, 44A,

kewus~ L, 33.51,49.33, 37A, kewes~1 or kewesg1

(no preference) L, kewisg1 M, kewusg3: L,33.19A,
37a.16L,71.17LM, kewusg1 si~ li.?a? (or -ta?,

former perhaps preferred) 'give me a paddle~' L,
kewusg1 ?u.d ?}.se?ah3: (or -tah3:) 'a paddle is

there'L, kewusg3: ?u.d lesetah1, ?<ii.?! li?3:J.Cahd
'a paddle is there, drag it here~' L, kewus~3: Aa.=

seqah1 'a paddle burned' L, kewusg3:?i.?nuw 'big

paddle' LM, kewus~1yu. 33.14, 14A, kewusg1yu.
47b.12, 20M, 47c.25L, kuwusg1yu. 'canoe paddles,

paddle(s) etc.' 47c..1.0L.



I
kena?sl

i
i
I

kena?s

kena?s (noun, unclassified) 'wolverene' LM, 10.52A,

15.1,3,5,8,14,18,20,22,26, 34.52M, Galushia,
Nelson kuna'~s or kuna.'~sr (with strong final

aspiration) 'wolverine' BSdL 538, kena?syu. 'wol=
verenes' lO.51A, kena?sluw 'big wolverene' LM.



kao~

kao~

kao~ (noun, gl-class) 'soup' LM, ~guo?nuw kao3

L, kao~guo?nuw 'large quantity of soup' M, kao3

?u?qu?gelioxqeo? 'I'll try the soup' L, ?ew kao3

gelio~qe? 'cool off that soup~' L, ?ew kao~ ge=

le6e~qe?~ 'the soup is cooling off' L, gvosditug~

kao3 'thick soup (has lots of stuff in it)' (, soup

which is thick') L, kaogya?d 'in the (container of)

soup'M.



kih5-kih~

kihg-kih~ (kih~ in earlier elicitations from both Land
M, but L later kihg, rejecting kih~; see also kihs=

-kih~)

kihg-kih~ (noun) 'swamp, bog, marsh': kih~ 'swamp,

swampy place' L, 'springy dry meadow' M, kih~ yi}eh
'it's swampy' L, kihgya?~ Gexao} 'I'm walking

I along in a swamp (water not very deep)' L, kih5ya?

?ioxs}i?e5} 'I fell (unexpectedly) into a small

swampy puddle' L.



kv°(!l I

kv°il (also kuo~, L only)

-y-kv°(! (noun, unclassified, with y-anatomical 'hand')

'thumb': 340100, 37a.9L, 37b037A, siyeku°(! L, si=

yek¥o~ 'my thumb' LMS, yekv°d1uw 'big thumb' (epi=

thet) LM; in curses (perhaps associated with kv°~2):

?itao?maoyek¥o(! 'your father's mother's thumb:'

(curse) L, ?itao?~}hyekv.~ga? GeleGeta? 'live

like your father's (paternal) grandmother's thumb!'

(curse) LA ("old lady who had bandaged thumb used

to say" A, "old lady, native name dao qa?~y}o?}h,

would say this to her thumb, which had something

wrong with it and was always bandaged, when she

knocked it and it hurt" L) 0

-qioY-k\lo(! (noun, with qioY-a~atomical! 'toes', at=
I " I, :;, " .r, \"V\O'.\)S\11~ ",... y

tested in BSdL only) 'big toef:G~'q'£iyik~notc or -
I'

Gdq£iy~k~notc 'big toe' ~SdL 542 lCuqioyek\lo(!.



k1o1.~2

k\l.(!2 (see k1o1.~l)

k1o1.~ (noun) 'fart (perhaps noiseless)' M.

-k1o1'~ 'S breaks wind, farts (perhaps noiselessly)' L.

O-~-k¥.~ 'S farts on 0': ?e~k"'.l.~ 'fart on it~' M.



kih~

kih~

O-kihS 1. 'S pokes holes in 0, riddles 0 with holes':

with ya? 'completely': ya? ?ekihS 'poke it full

of holes~' L.

2. 'S scoops, catches 0 with dipnet': da.

ki.~~ 'we (cust) catch it with a dipnet' L, with

qa?, q~.~ 'up out': 2la.9, 28, 34L, 2lb.25, 63,
24.l2A, qa? Gekih~ 'scoop it out (with a dipnet)~'
M, with ya?~ 'upward': ya?~ Gekih~ 'scoop it up

(with a dipnet)~' L, repetitive: 24.8A, ?ew q~.~

?eki.Sg~ 'he (cust) dipnets them out' 24.8A, da.

q~.~ ki.Sg~ 'we (cust) scoop them up with a dipnet'

M; detransitivized with indeterminate 0: de~ ?i=

deki.S~, te?ya?~a? 'a person (cust) dipnets, for
fish' 2la.8L, with ye~-progressive: ye~ ?idekihS=

~}h 'he's going around scooping with a dipnet' M.

kih~1 (noun, aI-class, at least usually with -1-in=

strumental) 'dipnet' LM, kihS 'dipnet'S, kihS1=

Ai.?nuw 'big dipnet' M, kihS1~a.yeqd 'in a dipnet'
M, kihS~ si~ ~i.?a? (or -ta?, former probably

preferred) 'give me a dipnet~' L, kihS1 ?u.d ~a.=
se?ah1 (or -tah1, former probably preferred) 'a

dipnet is there' L; kihS1~e?a.G 'bucket with holes

in the bottom' L. For description, illustration, and

discussion of dipnets and their use, see BSdL 118-119.



kug

kug (expanded ke.g)

-kug 'S breaks': sekug1 'it broke' L; usually with
-1, ,6""-

preverbs: with ye~ 'b-Pe~ apar~I\': active perfec= ~

tive: 7.25.A, Rezanov MxcYKYKJI:D 'HSJIOMaJI':f, zerbrach'

ye~ sekug1 'it (e.g. stick) broke' L, ?uc~?da?d

?ewa. ye~ sekug1 'the tip of it is broken off' L,

qahdeqew 1i~ ye~ sekug1 'it's finally broken for

good' L, ~ig ye~ sekug1 da.~ ya?~ s1i?e3~ 'just

as it broke he jumped off it' L, ~ig ?ew~a.q ye~

sekug1 'it broke right along it (mark)' L, ~ig ya.=

?a.gde~ ye~ sekug1 'it broke right in half (in the

middle)' L, si~ ye~ sekug1 'it (e.g. bridge) broke

with me (on it)' L, si~a? ye~ sekug1 'it broke

"on" me (to my dismay)' L, ?uqa?~ ya.yu. ?ewa. ye~

t~Sekug1 'some of them are broken' L, ?ewa. ye~ fu= --

sekug} 'one of them is broken' L, neuter perfective:

26.1, 71, ?uqa?~ ya.yu. ?ewa. ye~ qi.kug1 'some

of them are broken' L, ?ewa. ye~ fu.kug1 'one of

them is broken' L, other mode-aspects: ye~ Gekug1G=

dewa. 'before it breaks' L, ye~ qa?kug 'it (e.g.

stick) will break' L, ye~ ke.g~, ye~ ?eke.g~ 'it

(cust) breaks' L, di~ ye~ ?eke.g~G 'it (cust)

doesn't break' M, with ya? 'comp~ely': qahdeqew

1i~ ya? sekug} 'it's finally all broken up for

good'L, ya? qa?kug 'it'll break to pieces' L,

with ~ehd 'open', repetitive: ~ehd kugg 'it



keeps breaking open' (figurative, of house full of

food) 49.137, 138A, with d-class-mark for S: 7.26A,

di~ ye~ deke.g~G 'it (board) (cust) doesn't

break' M, with anatomical marks: ye~ kv.desekug~

'it broke (e.g. tree at base, gun at stock, axe-=

handle near head)' L, ye~ ~~.disikug~ 'my arm

broke' L, ye~ qu?~~:di.kug 'you'll break your

arm' L, ye~ ~~desekug~th 'he broke his (lower)

leg' L, ye~ qu?~~di.kug 'you'll break your (low=

er) leg' L, ye~ qe~~desekug~inu. 'they broke

their legs' L, ye~ qu?qe~~di.kuginu. 'they'll

break their legs' L, ye~ gele~i.kug~ 'its back

(spine) is broken' (neuter perfective) L. Transi=

tive (causative) 'S causes 0 to break' (indirectly,

not'S breaks 0'): passive: ye~ sdikug3: 'it's

been caused to break (e.g. bridge, by someone, but

not directly)' L; used more freely by M, probably

incorrectly: ?e3:kug 'break off sticks~' M, ye~

si3:kug~ 'I broke it (stick)' M, passive: sdikug~

'it's been broken off' M, dekug 'it's being broken

off' M; also, from M, transitive forms with zero-clas=

sifier, almost certainly incorrect: ?ekug 'break

it (stick):' M, ye~ Gekug 'break it (stick) off~'

M, ye~ ~~deGekug}h 'break his leg~' M, and one

intransitive form with ~-classifier: se~kug~ 'it

(stick) broke off' M. Susceptive neuter: qe~ikug~



M, %iku~ 'it (e.g. stick) is brittle, fragile,
breaks easily' L, %ikug~ dek}h 'brittle stick'

L, di~ ?a?%ekug~G 'it (e.g. stick) doesn't break

easily' L, with d-class-mark for S: qedi%ikug~
'it (board) breaks easily' M.

qid d-kug (with d-thematic with qid 'down off')
'S breaks off': qid desekug% 'it broke off' L,

~?a.w ?uyeqa?d ?ewa. qid desekug% 'the minute-=

hand (its long hand) broke off' L.

y~.? dl-kug (with dl-thematic 'fall over' and y~.?
'down') 'S breaks and topples over': including d-=

class-mark for S: y~.? Aa.sekug% lis 'wind-fallen

trees' ('trees which have broken, falling over') L,

68.14A.
kug% (noun, unclassified, with -%-suffix, perhaps

instrumental) 'broken stick, dead dry stick, stick
for hanging drying fish on, roasting-stick, spit'

LM, 47b.39M, 47c.48L, kug%?a?luw 'big piece of
stick'LM, kug%?ekih 'little piece of stick' M.



k}-q

k:j.-q
?ed-l-xe-k:j.°q (attested in reflexive only, with 1-=

thematic, perhaps causative of underlying -k:j.-q,

but no simpler themes could be elicited with this
stem) 'S is bashful, shy, (sexually) modest': ?ed=

lexekioq:j.h 'he's acting bashful, (sexually) modest,

coy' (active imperfective) L.
?ed-?-xe-k}-q 'S i& bashful, shy': ?edu?xik~-q:j.h

'he's bashful' L, di~ ?edu?xek:j.°qG~h 'he's not

bashful' LM (neuter imperfectives), ?edu?sxik:j.-qx~h

'he got shy' L.
O-?-l~-x-k}-q 'S is bashful, (sexually) modest with 0,

S practises avoidance-behavior with 0 (member of op=

posite sex, same moiety)': xu?le~ioxk:j.°q:j.h 'he's

bashful with me' L, ?u?le~i-xxk~oqinu- 'I practise

avoidance-behavior with them (of opposite sex, same

moiety)' L (neuter imperfectives); reciprocal: ~e=
lahsAa-Geyu- ~Gexe?x, ~a-dih ?udao~ qe? ~?=

le~~-xik:j.-q 'one is becoming white men, no use one

being bashful with one another anymore' (active op=

tative, Billy Dude said to L, ca- 1950) L; reflexive:
'S is bashful, (sexually modest), practises avoidance-=

behavior': ?edu?le~xik:j.°q}h 'he's bashful, modest'

L, di~ ?edu-le~a?xek:j.-qG}h 'he's not modest' L

(neuter perfectives), ?edu?le~sxik:j..qx}h 'he got

modest'L-



k:j..~

k:j..~ (kw}.~ perhaps also remembered, but only following

xw_-x-)
-kt.~ 1. 'S weeps, cries': active imperfective: xk}.~

'I'm crying' LM, 32.34A, xu xkWt.~ 'me, I'm crying'

("deep talk, the way old folks said it") L, xu' ?i=

dehdah xkWt.~ 'me, I'm really crying' L ("Billy Dude

used to say, just before he died" L remembers; M re=

jects these forms, "doesn't sound Eyak, not like Bil=

ly Dude either"; the form L remembers may have been

xWk}.~, or, if -kw}.~, with the labialization trans=

ferred from xW_), di~ xk~.~G 'I'm not crying' L,

yikt.~ 'you're crying' LM, qele~k}.~ L, le~k}.~

'you pl. are crying' LM, da. qek}.~ L, da. k}.~

'we're crying' LM, ~k}.~ 'someone's crying' M,

third person forms: lb.20M, 2b.5, l8.l9L, 32.29, 33.8A,

34.3, 5M, 78, 9lL, 36.9A, 37a.15, 40.1, 3L, 47b.19,

24M, 47c.26L, 49.133,51.82,83, 89A, k}.~ 'it's

crying' LMS, ~i~ k}.~ 'it's always crying' M,

qe?~Geyu. k}.~ (or qek}.~, kt.~inu., qek}.~inu.)

'womenfolk are crying' L, k}.~, qekt.~ 'they're

crying' LM, kt.~}h 'he's crying' MSG, di~ k}.~Gth

'she's not crying' L, ?a?d k}.~}h L, x~?~q k}.~}h

'she's crying hard' 4.l4M, di?we~ k}.~dewa. 'while

he's still crying' L, di?we~ k}.~}h 'he's still

crying' L, ?idek}.~ qe.dah ~Se?~ 'he's crying so

(hard) he's simply gasping' L, Rezanov XeHrHReH~



! .

(with tt superscript insert) 'llAa~b weinen (Imper=

at.)' ~~.~ih k}O~ 'that fellow's crying', ReHXH =

T~-Y n~aK~~ weinte' ki.~idVh 'he's crying (rush

to him)~' L, k~o~inuoduh 'they're crying (rush to

them)~' L, with o-?e?, 'S cries for 0 (absent 0,

0 which S doesn't have and wants) ': 2a.12M, 2b.15L,
!'.',-::',23.46, 49.~36A, with o-~a? '8 cries over 0': 33.B2A, -'

with o-?ihd 'behind 0', 'S cries after (departed) 0':

51.B9A, with o-yaoq « o-y-q 'on o's hand'), 'S

cries because of what 0 does, 0 makes 8 cry': deo=

yaoqd yik~.~ 'what's making you cry?' L, 34.79L,

with o-d-yaoq 'S cries because of what 0 says': si=

deyaoq kio~ih 'I made him cry (by saying something)'

L, with o-wahd 'in order that d (with optative clause

~s 0): 33.79A, with optative clause, o-wahd lacking,

'S cries ~n order) that.. 0': 49.133A, with qe? 'again,

some more'; 49.133A, dilr qe? dek~o~G~h 'he's not

crying anymore' L, inceptive imperfective: qu?xk~-~

'I'll cry' LM, ~tiJ.°? qu?xkio~ 'I'll stop (finish)

crying' L, qi?yiki.~ 'you'll cry' LM, siya-q qu?=

yik}.~ 'I'll make you cry' L, ya?~uo qi?yik~o~

51.B5A, Rezanov flXoK~yeKeH~ ~e nAa~b weine nicht~'

ya?~o qu?yik~.~ 'don't cry' L, dao qa?k~o~ 'we'll

cry' LM, qu?le~k~o~ 'you pl. will cry' LM, qa?ki-~

'it'll cry' M, qa?kiO~}h 'he'll cry' LS, qa?k}O~inu.,'

qa?qi.k~o~inu- 'they'll cry' L, with o-~a? "'on" 0



(to o's dismay)': ya?~u. ?i~a? qa?k}.~}h 'don't

let him cry "on" you' L, with qe? 'again, some more':

qe? qu?xdekt.~ 'I'll cry again' M, da. qe? qu?de=
k}.~ 'we'll cry again' M, customary: k}o~~}h (not
?e-' L) 'she (cust) cries' LM, 47c.28L, xk}.~

(not ?ex- L) 'I (cust) cry' nvI, dik' xk}.JS:~G 'I

(cust) never cry' M, ?u~a? xk}.~~ 'I (cust) cry
,
!over it' L, yik}.~~S (not yio- L) 'do you (cust)

cry?' LM, dik'~ yik}.JS:~G 'don't you ever (cust)

cry?' M, dik' k}.~~G}h 'he (cust) never cries' M,

inceptive customary: ?UJS:a? qu?xk}-JS:k' 'I (cust)
start to cry over it' L, with qa? 'up out', 'S

bursts out crying, S starts to cry': qa? xk}.~k'
'I (cust) start to cry' M, active perfective: si=

k}.~3: 'I cried' M, sek}.JS:3: 'you cried, it cried'

M, dik'S ?esk}.~~G 'didn't you cry?' M, da. se=

k}.JS:} 'we cried' M, le~sek}.~3: 'you pl. cried' M,

~~.? sek}-~} 'he stopped (finished) crying' L,

qa? sek}-~}}h 'he started crying' L, qe? xsdik}-~~
'I cried again' M, da. qe? sdik}.~} 'we cried

again' M, ?ed~a?d ye?~ sek}.JS::t.~h M, ?ed~a?d ya?JS:
sek}.~3:}h 'he suddenly brust out crying' L, inceptive

perfective: q~.~ Gexk}.~} 'I'm starting to cry' M,

q~.~ Gek}.~3:}h 'he's starting to cry' L, ?u~ ?ew

?et}?}h (di.ye~) Gek}.~3:dewa. 'give it to him be=
fore he starts crying (while he's not (yet) crying):' L,

I



active imperative: ?ek}.~ 'cry!' M, active optative:

?ixik}.~ 'let me cry' L, ~a.dih ?uda.~ ?ixik}.~

'no use for me to cry' M, ~a.dih ?uda.~ ?i.k}.~

'no use for you to cry' M, ~a.dih ?uda.~ ~lik}.~

'no use for one to cry' LM, di~ qe? ?idik}.~ ?i=

~e?~l,e.G \';1 don't want you to cry anymore' M (per=
'Iyp",c! ,,;,it",

haps~subjunctive, -~-~ > -~), with ye~-progressive

(-~-~ > -~): ye~ xdek}.~ 'I'm going around crying'

M, ye~ dek:j..~ 'you're, it's going around crying' M,

da. ye~ dek:j..~ 'we're going around crying' M, ye~

le~dek~.~ 'you pl. are going around crying' M, ye~

~dek}.~ 'someone's going around crying' M, ye~

qu?xdek:j..~ 'I'll go around crying' M, ye~ qe? qu?=

xdek~.~ 'I'll go around crying again' M, ye~ xsdi=

kt.~} 'I went around crying' M, ye~ sdik:j..~} 'you,

it went around crying' M, da. ye~ sdik}.~} 'we

went around crying' M, ye~ le~sdik}.~} 'you pl.

went around crying' M, ye~ qesdik}.~}inu. or
¥

sdi-, former preferred) 'they went around crying' M,

ye~ qe? xsdik}.~} 'I went around crying again' M,

da. ye~ qe? sdik~.~} 'we went around crying again'

M, repetitive: ?~h~a? k}.~g}h 'she keeps crying

over him' 47b.22M, di~ k}.~gG}h 'he doesn't cry

(even occasionally, off and on)' L. Transitive (cauc

sative): ?iqe?x}k}.~ 'I'll make you cry' LM, xu}=

k~.~ (not xu.}- L) 'it (cust) makes me cry' LM,



?ilk}O~~ 'it (cust) makes you cry' M, ?elk}O~~}h

'it (cust) makes her cry' M, with l~-class-mark for

s: le~elk}O~~}h 'they (onions) (cust) make her

cry' M (rejected by L); indirect reflexive with

yaoq 'because of what S does' « o-y-q 'on o's

hand', here S's own): yaoq xlek}O~}h 'I'm making

him cry' (especially be eogo tickling him too hard)

L, yaoq xulek}.~ 'he made me cry' L, yaoq ?iqe?=

xlek}.~ 'I'll make you cry' L, ya?~u. qe? yaoq
qu?lek}.~}h 'don't make him cry again' L; reflex=
ive: ?ed-le-k}.~ 'S makes self cry, pretends to

cry, whines, cries for ulterior motive': ?edlek}O~}h
'he (child) is whining', pretending to cry' L; re=

flexive and indirect reflexive with yeq 'inside

S's self': yeq ?edlek}.~}h 'he's sobbing (same as

l~e?~}h)' L, yeq ?edslik}O~l}h 'he whimpered' L;
passive: sdik}.~l}h 'he was made to cry' L. Sus=

ceptive neuter (-~-~ > -~): lik}O~}h 'he cries

easily'L.
2. 'S (wolf, dog) howls, wails, cries': usual=

ly as a group, usually with qe-plural: qek}.~ 'they

howl' 25.66, 67A, li?q qek}.~inu. 'they (wolf-=
people) all howled' 38.25LM, qu?qek~.~ (should be

qu?qiOk}.~ 1) 'they'll howl' M, qesek}O~~ 'they

howled' M, with ye~-progressive: ye~ qedek}.~ 'they
go around howling' M, ye~ qesdik}O~~ 'they went,



around howling' M; with o-la? 'evil omen for 0':

?ula? k}.~ qew, ?ula? qew k}.~ 'it (dog) is

howling (for no apparent reason), a bad omen' L;

~ewa. ?uya?d k}.~ place-name, below old cannery
on Eyak River, 2 to 3 miles from its mouth ('a dog

howls there (in it, body of water)') L.

?isk}.~ (gerundive) 'crying, weeping': ?isk}.~ xu=
Ge1ga?1 'I'm getting tired of crying' ('crying is

tiring me') L.

k}.~ (noun) 1. (unclassified) 'crying, weeping, howl=

ing (of wolves, dogs), act of crying, urge to cry':
?ulah qew k}.~ ?idele.~ 'around it they (cust)

go howling (wolves, to cook it)' 25.36A, Rezanov
Ke~X$ (with H superscript insert) '~aRaTb weinen'

k}.~, k}.~ sii~'? sa?yah1 'I got over a crying

spell' M, k}.~ ?ula?~ di'?yah1 'he has an urge
to cry' M, seqe.crekihya? k}'~ 'a child's crying'

36.6A, k}.~e~iya? yi1}h}h 'he's a crybaby' M,
?u'd k}.~~ahd 'after crying there' 47c.32L, k}.~=

ya'~ 'lest she cry' ('to avoid crying') L, k}.~e=

ya?~ qe? seda'1 'she's going home crying' 47b.25M,

k}.~eya?~ sa.1}h 'she's walking along crying' L,

k}.~eya?~ ye~ da'~}h 'he's walking around crying' L.

2. (gl-class) 'tears' M, k}.~ ?u.ne~ ye~ ge=
li'?ah 'a tear is running down his face' L, ?u.ne~

ye~ gula?se?a?l}h 'a tear is starting to run down
his face' L.



ka.st'

~."~,£~.

ka'st' (cf- gus~, similar semantically and syntactically,

as well as phonologically)

ka's~ (noun, attested only as C) 'storm': ka-s~ Ge=

}e?} 'it (weather) is developing into a storm (of
.' rain, wind, snow)' L, ka-s~ geleGe}e?} 'it (water)

is becoming stormy, splashing, lashed all about in

big waves (in strong north wind)' L.
de-ka's~ 'S (storm, blizzard) rages': sdika's~

'there was a blizzard' L, Gedeka's~} 'there is a

blizzard'L, qi-Aa'Ge?e? ?isdika's~ 'track has

become covered with (blown) sand, dry snow' L (con=

struction not clear, perhaps incorrect, 0 lacking

in o-qi-dl-?e? 'track of o's feet' and ?i- oft . ) .._f -\} 'V.,' I t" t?!..tJ -~ , verb not identified~ 4. J .J~.. ~ '" &-5 ).
)

yeqa? l~dl-de-ka's~ 'S (snow) piles up in drift':

yeqa? le~eAa'sdika's~ 'a snowdrift piled up' L-
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ku~~

/"

ku~~ (~ qe'?~~)

ku~~ (noun, unclassified) 'bluejay, Steller's jay
(Cyanocitta stelleri) , LA (obsolescent, largely re=

placed by qe.?~~ from Tlingit ~e~xw).
ku~~eta.? personal name, of Eyak man ('father of

bluejay') L.
ku~~e~a.w place-name, Big Point at Hartney Bay ('blue=

jay head') L; ku~~e~a'wya?d, ku~~e~a'wc}.?d place-=
names, Hartney Bay (nominalizations of 'in ku~~e~a'w

(as body of water)', 'downhill from, below ku~~e~a.w')

L .,

.

.



kao~k'

kao~~ (earlier kWaoSk', either borrowed from Yakutat Tlin=

git, or, more likely, borrowed by the Yakutat Tlingit from

Eyak before loss of labialization; general Tlingit ~a5

'humpback salmon', but at Yakutat also kwa~k' G, Sampson

Harry, Davydov (ca. 1803) RBaCK~ Top6yma '; also the

name of Humpy Creek on the east side of Yakutat Bay; the
kW a~~q wan, according to de Laguna Under Mount ~ Elias --

ms, were originally a group of Atna Athapaskans, Raven

sib, from the Copper River who migrated to Yakutat Bay

and who take their name from that of Humpy Creek there;

see also de Laguna "Archaeology of the Yakutat Bay Area"

and Swanton Tlingit Myths ~ Texts p. 349ff, "Story of

the Ka'ck:-qoan")

ka'~~ (noun, unclassified) 'humpback salmon, pink sal=
mon, "humpy" (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha) , LMS, 60. 3A,

kwa'~~ (Yakutat Tlingit form) 'humpback salmon'S,

67.14G, Galushia Nelson kac~ or kas~ 'hump-back

salmon' BSdL 540, ka.~~?a?luw 'big humpy' LM,

ka'S~?ekih 'little humpy' M, ka'S~~a? da. qa?qeh

'we'll go (by boat) after humpies' L (not ~lso giyah

sdilah1 "deep talk" (obsolescent) for 'humpback sal=

mon' ('it drank water'), not explained L); ka.S~de=

lahGeyu' 'humpback salmon (Humpy Creek) people' (sib
at Yakutat Bay, kWa~~qWan) L; ni.~edeka'S~ 'a per= -

son with a hooked aquiline nose' (epithet, 'nose-hum=

py') L.



kawu"d

kawu"d (loan from Tlingit kawUd 'beads') "-:~

kawu.d (noun, l~-class) 'beads' M, kawu.dla~a~?

'lots of beads' LM, Galushia Nelson qu~t}ts'li'

kuyu.t or quDtltstli ktyu"t 'shell bead' BSdL--
551 ~delc'alih kawu.d, ?~hya? kawu.d la?~

la~aAa.ya?l 'his bead-necklace' 21a.36L, kewu"d=

le~aAa"?e?~ 'hole in bead for stringing' L.



Ke.Le.st;"

kele.s~ (loan from Tlingit (Naish-Story, Sampson Harry)

~nesd 'cross, crucifix', from Russian RpecT 'cross;

club (at cards)'; Eyak final -~ probably due to in=

fluence of ~ihs~, t~i~~, gus~, ka.s~)

kele.s~ (noun, probably unclassified) 1. 'cross,

crucifix'LA.
2. 'clubs' (suit at cards) L.



kena-qa-

kena-qa- (loan from nineteenth-century English 'Kanaka'

/k~nahk~h/, probably through Tlingit, in which English
-k~h yielded irregular qa under influence of qa

'person', cf- ~-~qa-; probably obsolete in Yakutat
w,r. ~-~!1f

Tlingit, not known to Sampson Harr~)

kena-qa-- (noun, unclassified) probably originally
'Hawaiian, Polynesian': kenaeqa-yue 'Greeks'

LA, 'Mexicans, Spaniards' ("because they speak
different") A, ke~aeqae~iyahyue 'Greeks' ('bad

kenaeqa-yue', same people as kena-qaeyue) L.



kena.?d-kena.?ed

I' I'il. I,) 1 ") ~~,' ~ /,.? ~ t(""6'!~" '
~ \

\.

kena.?d-kena.?ed (loan from Tlingit (Naish-Story) kina?&d,
-"c ~-"'-"/

kinag?&d, (Sampson Harry) kanag?&d .""topcoat')

kena.?d-kenao?ed (noun, unclassified) 'coat': ke=
nao?d LMA, kenao?ed 'coat'L, kena.?d sila?q

Geta? 'put a coat on me:, give me a coat (to put

on):' M, kenao?edluw 'big coat' M, kenao?d%ga?~

'old beat-up worn-out coat' L, qeqya? kenae?d,

qeq~ena.?d 'loon's coat (of feathers)' 24.=
40A, di~ kenae?d daela?%~aeG 'he (transformed

man couldn't fly because he) didn't have a (loon's)

coat' 24.45A, 6e%a?qdya? kenae?d L, Ge}la?qd=

ya? kenae?ed (both probably to be corrected to

Ge%(l)a?qd ya. kenae?(e)d) 'overcoat, topcoat'
('coat which is the outermost one of a series hung

over something') LMe



K81Jgu.3

k8~gu.3 (loan from English, perhaps 'canned goods',
perhaps not naturalized)

k8~gu.3 (noun, probably unclassified) 'tools' 7:

qe?1G8yu.ya? k8~guo3 'women's tools' 7, old

Eyak lady, dao qa?1y}o?}h used to say L (L

thinks this may have been intended to be English,

but could not identify the English) 0



-
ku~i'~-KU~i.~-KUdi'~

j,) ~ \L""{/1) kt v I ~
~$~"'~' 10

ku~i.~-KU~i'~-KUdi.~ (for variation see below; loan,
i

phonologic~lly irregular, from Tlingit (Sampson Harry,~
s) ka.~i~,1 'chewing-tobacco 'i p.&Phaps < 'pound~iff~~sf

ku~i'~-~~i'~-~di.~ (noun, probably unclassified)

'chewing-tobacco': ~di'~ 'tobacco for chewing
and swallowing' M (probably influenced by ~-in=

definite prefix, perhaps also by ~di.q), KU~i.~
LA (later rejected by L), ku~i'~ "'star" brand

plug tobacco' L.



kucri -d-kud} -d-kec'} -d

kuc'i-d-kud}-d-ked}-d (loan from Tlingit kasid 'screw',

nasalized vowel due to influence of high frequency of

nasalized modified -i- as opposed to that of non-=

nasalized modified -i- after initial 5-, c-, c'-,

s- of Eyak stems; cf- ~}hdG-~ihdG for the converse)

kuc'i-d-kuc'~-d-kec'}-d (noun, unclassified) 'screw':

kuc'i-d A, kud}-d 'screw' L, ked}-dluw 'big

screw' L; kuc'}.d?e?~ Ii? dexu}g 'bolt (for

screw)' L (see under xu}-xwe}-~e})-

,,';



-
wkus-k es

kus-kwes (kwes S and G only,under Tlingit influence;

expanded ,~e.s Ll'1A, kwe.s S; loan from Tlingit kwa.s
'urine (;~ "~sed for washing)', widely diffused term along"
Pacific Northwest Coast)

kus (noun) 1. (gl-class) 'urine' (polite, origi=

nally as used for washing) 33.10,12,16,17,37,

49A (sometimes declassified), kusgu.?nuw 'large

quantity of urine' M.

2. (unclassified) 'act of, need for urinating'
(polite or childish): kus ?e1e? M, kus Ge1e?

'go pipi:' (to child) L, kus si1ga?1 'I need
to urinate' M.

kus?ekih (noun, probably unclassified, with -kih

'diminutive, affectionate') 'vulva' (nursery term)
f'r " ,~'" ,J', ) ~--('\,~.. Ii) K"( 'C"'",1' l t'~f.J;"" /'A.: ;"'1' rJ,",,-" ,.,,"', ,,~¥ \. ,"",;:;;,-",/ "'" f" v '"

O-kus--J?les 's washes 0' (originally in urine, but

no longer necessarily with any reference to urine,

ambiguous as in English, 's washes (something off)

0, Swashes o (off something)'): Rezanov RaRoc~

'MoM waschen, etwas (Imperat.)', RaR~-oc~ 'MHT~

waschen, etwas' Gekus 'wash it:', ?ekus 'wash

it~' M, ?u~a.w ?ekus 'wash his hair:' L, Si=
Sa.w qu?xkus 'I'll wash my hair' LM, ?~~a.w

kusih 'he's washing his (another's) hair' L,

?u~a.w kusih 'he's washing his (own, another's)



l

hair' L, ~kus~h 'he's washing something' L,

%i?q ?ew Gema. ?ewqe~ahd sekus%~h 'he washed

all the maggots off it' 45a.8L, ?ew Gema. ?ew=

~ah sekus%}h 'he washed the maggots off it' 45b.=

1M, ?uyeqa?d qvhnu. ?ewya?~ ke.s~ 'they (cust)
wash their (own) hands in it (bowl of urine)'

33.l7A; detransitivized with indeterminate 0:
?}.dekus 'do laundry:' L, ?iqe?xdekus 'I'll
do laundry' L, ?ixdekus 'I'm doing wash, laun=

dry' L, di~ ?ixdekusG 'I'm not doing laundry' L,
with ye~-progressive: ye~ ?idekus~}h 'he's

going around washing things' M; indirect reflex=
ive: ?i. Sa.w ?edekus 'you, wash your hair:'

L, ~a.w qu?xdekus rI'll wash my hair' L, ?~h

~aew dekus 'he's washing his (own) hair' L;

reflexive: ?ededekus, ?edaedekus 'take a bath:,
wash yourself' LM, ?edqu?xdekwes 'I'll take a

bath' G, ?edxdekus 'I'm taking a bath' M, ?ed=

dekus~h 'he's washing himself' M, ?edixsdikus%
'I washed myself' L, di~ ?edexsdekus%G 'I didn't

wash myself' L, di.ye~ ?edexsdekus%G 'I haven't

washed myself yet' L, dieye~ ?edGexlekus%G 'I'm

not washing myself yet' L, with I-anatomical:

Rezanov OxaT~eRaTaRY3~ 'YMOMCH waschen, sich
(Imperat.) , we~ (or ?u~) ?edleGedekus 'wash



-

your face thus:' (or 'by means of it:'), AT~e=

RaTaKY3':E. 'YMbIT})CH waschen, sich' ?edleGedekus

L, ?edla-dekus 'wash your face~' L, ?edqu?=
lexdekus 'I'll wash my face'S, ?edlexdekwes
'I'm washing my face', ?edledekusinu- 'they wash

their faces' 33_50, 50A, Rezanov RaEeTeHcTeRY3~})
'YMHB~CH ~H? hast du dich gewaschen?' qahS

?ed}-sdikus1 'have you finally washed your face?',
?edlexdeke.s~ L, ?edlexdekwe-s~ 'I (cust) wash

my face'S, ?edla-dikuswahd 'that they might
wash their faces' L, with y-anatomical: ?edya-=

dekus 'wash your hands~' LA, ?edyexdekus 'I'm

washing my hands' L, ?u~ ~?x1ituhg, deqa-yu-,

?edya-xdikus 'I was lazy about it, sometimes, to
wash my hands' A, ?edyuxdeke.s~ A, ?edyexdeke.s~
'I (cust) wash my hands' LM, ?edy~-deke-s~, ?ed=

ya-deke.s~ '(oust) wash your hands~' L; passive:

qu?dekus 'it'll be washed' M, dekus 'it's being

washed'M, sdikus1 'it's been washed' M (see
also nominalizations below); problematical forms

in Rezanov: RbDCTORY3':E. 'BbrMOM waschen, etwas
(Imperat_) , perhaps to be read qu?xdekus 'I'll

be washed', [?ed]qu?xdekus 'I'll wash myself',

or, most likely, [?i]qe?xdekus 'I'll do wash=
,ing, laundry', 3TTerOHcTeRY3~}) YMbI B~CH ich?



."~ ~
habe mich~ gewaschen' perhaps to be read ?idah

[?adJ~.sdikus1 'someone washed his (own) face
well' or ?ad(a)k~.sdikus1 'you washed your

belly' or ?ad(a)q~.sdikus1 'they (pl.) washed
their (own) faces'.

sdikuslyu. (noun, unclassified) 'clean laundry':

sdikuslyu. ?adi~ Ga1a.? 'bring the clean laun=
dry in:' L. Passive active perfective nominalized
with -yu. 'pl.'.

?uya?~ ~dakus (noun, probably unclassified) 'wash=

ing machine' L. Nominalized passive active imper=

fective, 'something is washed in it (movement in
0 with broad opening at top)'.

?uya?~ ?adsdtkusl (noun, probably unclassified)
'bath tub'. Nominalized passive active perfective

'has washed self in it (movement in 0 with broad

opening at top)'.

?uya?~ ?adlakus (noun, probably unclassified)

'wash basin, sink' L. Deverbalization of reflex=

ive with I-anatomical, 'washes one's face in it

(movement in 0 with broad opening at top)'.

?uya?~ ?ikus1 (noun, probably unclassified) 'wash=

tub'L. -1-instrumental deverbalization of de=

transitivized theme with indeterminate 0, 'wash=

ing is done in it (movement in 0 with broad open=



" ;. ~", , ,

ing at top)'.

?idekus me~i.n (noun, probably unclassified) c""

'washing machine' L. Nominalization of theme

detransitivized with indeterminate 0, 'washing',

as attribute.

?u~ Gelekus% (noun, probably unclassified) 'scrub=

brush' L. -~-instrumental deverbalization of

passive theme with Gl-thematic 'ground, floor',

'by means of it floor is washed'.

qa.~v.~eyah ?~ dekus (noun, probably unclassi=

fied) 'toothbrush' L. Nominalized passive active

imperative, 'by means of it our teeth are washed'.

geledekus (noun, perhaps gl-class or unclassified)

'big September tide'. Nominalized active imper=

fective of theme gl-de-kus intransitive, or

passive of O-gl-~-)kus, not otherwise attested,
with thematized gl-class-mark for S or 0 'liquid',

"washes everything out" L.

I
I

,,'!".~

.l ..~... .
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kust'a.t'

l ~ U- ~"t.. tc.-:4~Wf) \..V ."ilil"/f ~~~ J "

kus~a.t' (loan from Tlingit kns~a~ 'crazy-quilt~)
"Akus~a.~ (noun, unclassified) 'quilt' L, kus~a.~=

luw 'big crazy-quilt' M.



--ku~xi.d

ku~xi.d (L once ku~xwi.d; loan from Tlingit kcr~xid

(Naish-Story) 'cloth', (Sampson Harry) 'striped cloth',
(S) 'calico')

ku~.xi.d (noun, unclassified) 'cloth' L, ku~xwi-d

'cloth' L, ku~xi.d ?u.d setah} 'a piece of

cloth is there' M, ku~xi.dluw 'big piece of

cloth' LM, ku~xi.d la?q Ge}eci5g} 'the cloth

is thin' L, ?e~a- la?q ?i.~ahs (or -~a?~)
ku~xi.d 'my what thick cloth~' L, ya.ci5g ku~=

xi-d 'narrow (strip of) cloth' L.



---

kuha.g-kw;:a.g

kuhaog-ku1a.g (form and status uncertain, probably loan
from Tlingit knhagW, non-possessed form of -knhagW-u

'-roe', Boas kahakuo 'salmon-roe', Swanton quha'kU 0,

Harrington khuxwaak, ~~~~~ also 'kidney', equi=
valent to Eyak qema.; see also qeo~kuha.gu._qe.=

~ku1a.guo)

kuha.g-ku1aog (noun, 11-class) 'berry species',
probably 'soapberry (Shepherdia canadensis)',
'Canada buffaloberry (Lepargyraea canadensis)',
or 'black crowberry, curlewberry (Empetrum nig=

{.(; u ,4" a ,,: ,~
rum)', attested only in Rezanov , -
(not in Radlov, 'berries of Empetrum nigrum') ,

c;?( 6.'11'" '7/14
corresponding Tlingit entry, perhaps -
to be read xngW¥i 'soapberry', Harrington from
G (BAE mso 4100) ~ukwt¥ii 'soapberry, Canada

buffaloberry (Lepargyraea canadensis)', ,I""""'~' ".~; ~ ,,\,{ -
!) t I i1 ~ k III ~ (Ji t I> ~) I..,. ('~r~ A,.yj..tc~'; ,"-, i."'t:ii'j, t;,~ .

"')(1A rll. 6-t ~ (! I" If! v 0

\
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t':: ki.waola. -
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'1.-.IIrfof.1Jl1r
ki.wa.la. (loan from Tlingit (Harrington from~) kiwa"~

?~ 'heaven for spirits, dog-heaven, place where dead

go')
ki.wa.la. place name in flats 1 L, 'sea-monster'

A (very vaguely remembered in Eyak).



keonli.

keonlio (loan from English 'cannery' /k~hnriy/)

keonli. (noun, probably d-class or unclassified)

'cannery' L, see also 6l.77A.IIl



ka.ta.

I 't.J ~I 6-~Vof~t,..., ~ (C 4-~-
W~lrK!;p k.. te-ff

kaota. (perh~ loan from Tlingit (Sampson Henry) kwada

'quarter', or perhaps direct loan from English)
kaota. (noun, d-class) 'quarter-dollar, twenty-five

cents'L, kaotao si~ dio?a? 'give me a quarter:'
L.

ka.taodakih (noun, d-class) 'quarter-dollar, twenty-=

five cents' (same as preceding, 'quarter, diminu=

tive, affectionate') L.



j~~t~j ka.w
,i~':, .,.~;

ka.w (loan from English 'cow', perhaps not naturalized,

see also xa.s, deleh)

ka.w (noun, unclassified) 'cow' 51.41,42, 46A,

ka.w?eyu. 51.61A, ka.weyu. 'cows' 61.79, 79A.

."



ku.~ti.3:

ku.~ti.l (loan from Yakutat Tlingit,(Sampson Harry)

ki~til 'mocassins')

ku.~ti.} (noun, unclassified) 'mocassins, low

shoes' LMA, ku.~ti.}luw 'big mocassins' LM.



.'h .
.:J;~l

"- 1~ (perhaps related to ~e. and/or to ~e?-~e.?)

-~ (numeral) '(indefinite) number, many, amount',
used only as suffix in the following combinations:
de~~ d 'how many?, a number, a few, quite a
few' see dex. ?lex~ 'this many' see ?lex', .,. ,.,
?we~~ 'that many', see ?we~.

~ ---~ " ~ -
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-~ (verbal suffix) 'customarily', suffixlm'lrking
1

customary form of verb, see grammar.
'"

...'"
~,..:':! ,

'"

.'
I
i

'1."'-,"'...,
i



k'./

k'3 (status doubtful, see phonology in grammar)

-k' possibly archaic suffix, occurring as final

of certain stems, always preceded however by

voiceless fricatives, and no such stems are at=

tested (or appear to be clearly related to stems)
without final -~, see ~ahlk'-~a?%~, ca?~~, dah=

~~, duhs~, ~e.s~, kewes-kewes~, duh~~, ka.~~,
ku~~, Ge~k', deh~~ (de~ ,), and certain forms

which are diffused or of uncertain origin, see

gu.sux~, cel~, qe.?~~, tuxk'.,:i



fu-k'e

fu-~e (modern form freely alternating, original form

uncertain as to labialization, probably related to

k! of di~, ~a., k'ah)
~--~e- (negative prefix to interrogative pronom=

inal stems) 'not, no', see fu-de. 'nothing',
~-de.-dah 'in no way' under de.l, ~-du. 'no

one' under du., ~-de~ 'cannot' under de~.



~.j.h

~ih.
-~.j.h (kinship noun, ascending) '(paternal) grandmother'

(probably also 'paternal grandmother's sister'): Re=

zanov KaaKe~ 'Ea6Ka Grossmutter' qa.~.j.h 'our

(paternal) grandmother', si~h 'my father's mother'

(man or wo.man speaking) L; with suffixed adjective
-~iyah, here without any clear meaning, perhaps re=

spectful: si~}h~iyah 'my father's mother' (man or

woman speaking, "same as sik'}h") L, ?i~}h~iyah
'your father's mother' L; ?ita'?~}hyekv.~ga? Ge=

leGeta? 'live like your father's (paternal) grand=
1)mother's thumb~' L (curse, see ta.?, kv'~ .Vo=

cative: akin 'father's older sister (woman speak=

ing)', aktn (1) 'father's mother (man speaking)',

akin (1) 'mother's mother's older sister (woman

speaking)' 'BSdL 565-566A all probably ?ek'}h '(pa=

ternal) grandmother~', '(paternal) grandmother's
sister~', ktnca 'father's mother (woman speaking)'
BSdL 565A ~}h~ah '(paternal) grandmother~' L

(Billy Dude also called Minnie Stevens this L; no

kinship between them is shown on the BSdL Genealogi=

cal Table), akincia 'father's younger sister (wo=

man speaking)' BSdL 565A perhaps ?ek}h~iyah (co=
occurrence of ?e-prefix and -~iyah suffix prob=
ably in error, also unbroken -Sah expected in voca=

tive; see also t}h, ?ahd).



-~}h-le-kih (kinship noun, descending, reciprocal to

preceding, with -kih diminutive, affectionate;

-le- not class- or thematic mark, probably due
to unique phonological development *~~wen-e- >
*~W}h-ne- > ~~}h-le~;}~i rejects -~}h((?)e)kih; ~

A

this development does not take place with suffixed
-Siyah or -Sah, L rejects "*'-~:j.hleSiyah, ~-~:j.h= -~.

leSah) '(woman's) son's child' (probably also

woman's sister's son's child'): suk\nlaktn 'son's

child (woman speaking)' BSdL 567A si~}hlekih 'my

son's child' (woman speaking, serves also in direct

address) L.

.

,'if , lil,l



lCi?.

l{}?
~-l{}? '(specific part of) S is skinny, scrawny, lean,

emaciated' (often somewhat derogatory): ?u~~.?
?ewa. se~l{}?~ 'his legs (thighs) are (have be=

come) skinny' L, ?uyeda? ?ewa. se~lC}?~ 'its

legs are skinny' L; with anatomical marks: l{u~de=

sell{}?~~h 'his (lower) legs are skinny' (not po=

lite) L.
da? G-~-lC~? (with G-thematic with da? 'face')

'S's face is skinny, gaunt': da? Gi.~l{}?~~h
'his face is skinny' L, da? Gixill{~?l 'my face

is skinny' L (neuter perfectives), da? qu?Gi.x=

~l{~? 'my face will get skinny' L.

l-~-l{}? 'S is (generally) skinny, scrawny, lean,
emaciated' (often somewhat derogatory): neuter

perfective: lixi~lC}?~ 'I'm skinny' L, dil{

la?x~l{}?~G 'I'm not skinny' L, qe~a. li.~l{~?~~h
'my how skinny she is~' M, li.l~~?~ 'it (clam,

cockle) is lean, skinny (not much meat on it)' L-

(cf. ~~2), active perfective: lisi~~~?~ 'I got

skinny' L, ?~.se~l{~?~ 'it's skinny' LM, ?~h
~ila.? ?}.sell{}?~ 'that man is skinny' L, ~~=

ga? ?~.sellC}?l ~ewa.yu. 'three skinny dogs' L,
inceptive perfective: leGexl~}?~ 'I'm getting

skinny' L, leGi.ll{}?~ 'you're getting skinny' M,
leGell{~?x~h 'he's getting skinny' LM, other mode-=

i",i,"!I"""iJ~



aspects: qu?li.l~~? 'it'll get skinny' M, di~

qu?li.l~}?6 'it won't be skinny' M, la.yil~~?~h

'let him be skinny, get skinny' L, leGi.~~~?~h

'let him get skinny'L, li.x~~}.~ 'I (cust) get

skinny' L, li.~~}.~}h 'he (cust) gets skinny'

L (neuters'?). Transitive (c§,usative): leGe~~~?

'make it get skinny~' L; passive: xulisdi~~?~

'I was made to get skinny (by someone, doctor)'

L.



~e.
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~e. (perhaps related to ~eo?-~e?, cf. cio-ci?)
/", A i'\

~eo d (interrogative adverb) 1. 'how?, how':

~eod 2b.4L, 36.17, 5l.60(?), 76A, 53.27L, ~eo=

duw la.5, lb.3, 2a.9M, 2lb.30, 24.l9A, 34.65M,

37b.20, 61.46, 46, 65.lA, ~e'duh 11.126A, ~eo=

dvh 7.9,9,11.6, 2lb.2l, 69.25, 25A, ~e.duhnu.

28.94A, 34.61"1, ~e'd\lh sas:J-h3: 'how did he die?',

~e.d ?adi~ sah3: 'how did you get in?' M, ~eo=

duw ?aw te?ya? qu?x~eh 'how'll I kill that

fish?' L, with certain themes, especially -Ie

'S does, acts, happens to S', 0-3:-i 'S does to

0', d-le 'S says', O-?-~a 'S tells of 0', and

for a in O-?-(l)-?e 'S calls 0 0', usually trans-

lating 'what?, what': 2a.33, 15.101"1,20.10, 2lb.3,

9,33,23.103,25.116, 28.86A, 57.l1G, 70.3A,
~eod sali3: 'what happened to you?, what did you

do?' 10.222, 32.3lA (cf. ~e.d wa~ sali3: 'how

it happened (thus)' 2a.91"1) , ~e.d ?i. qi?yileh

34.24,29, 37, 45L, di~ ~e.dvh ?asli3:G 'no=

thing happened to her' 49.l2lA (cf. 20.23,49.=

l22A) , ~e.d di.3:eh 1"1, ~e.duh di°3:eh 'what

are you saying?' 43.231"1, ~e.d¥h daleh 'what's

he saying?' M, (cf. ~e.dvh dale., qu?dioleh
'how he says, (how) he'll say (it)' 69.25A),

~e.d yileh 'what are you doing?' 1"1, ~eodvh



leh 'what's he doing?' M, ~e.dVh qa?leh

'what'll he do?, what'll happen to, become o.f

him?' M, ~e.dVh se1i1 'what did you do to

him?' L, ~e.dVh qa.~ ?ida?~ah 'what(ever) he

told us' 51.12A, ~e.duw ?ulah qa.~ ?ida?fu?=

~ah 'what one preaches to us about it' 70.6A,

Rezanov Ke~epy~e-3 ~MH Name' ~e.d ?edu?de?eh

'what's your, its name?', ~e.d xu?li.?eh 'what

did you call me?' L, with theme -~e'--~' 'how

is, fares S?, what's wrong, the matter with S,

what becomes o.f S?': ~e.duw ?i.~eh 'how is it~

(how does the story go?)' 10.97A, ~e.duw ?i.=

~e. 'what's wrong (with you)~' 10.268A, ~e.d

?i.~eh 'how are you?' L, ~e.duw qu?we~ 'how

it'll be' 62.16G; occasionally with exclamatory

force (cf. 5 below): ~e.duw ?udeselehyeq ?~

seli1}h '(my) how she pleased him' 1:0.127A, ~e.=

duhnu. 15u 'what the hell are they doing?~',

~e.duhnu. de15u? 'what a hell of a noise~' L,

asyntactically, without verb: Rezanov KeHTY?

l-q:eTo? was?' ~e.duh 18.39,26.6, 27a.20, 34.110L,

~e.duw 'how (is that)?, what (happened, is the

matter, wrong)?' 24.19,94, 61.96A, ~e.dVh 'how,
what (is it with him, the matter, wrong with him)~'

23.104, 24.48A, ~e.duhnu. 'how, what (is it with



them, etc.)?' 24.30, 29.97A, also ~e.d 36.36,

50.48, 5l.60(?), 65.34, 56A, ~e.duw 'how (is

it, does the story go)?, what (is it called)?'

36.33, 60.53A; once lacking -d, probably in

error: ~e. qi? ~.~ehle~ ?ise~?~~inu. 'they

saw what was going on there, "what the place was

all about'" 34.l25L; once used incorrectly in

di~ du.duw ?u.la?~ga.G ~e.duw te?ya? ~e~?

qu?~e? 'nobody knows how many the salmon will

be' 62.20fnG, literally 'nobody knows how the fish

will be many', probably under English influence.

lb. With de- '~' de-~e d 'however,

in whatever way, in any way whatever' (see also

3b.): de~e.dvh de~vh yi1eh 'whatever, no matter

what kind of a person he is' L, de~e.d ~qa?leh

6l.l2A, de~e.d ~qu?weleh 'however things will

happen, whatever will happen' 6l.27A, lacking -d,
probably in error: de~e. guAi.~eh 'it is of any

color' 66.l0L, in negative or prohibitive clauses:

di~ ?a?d de~e.dvh ?edla?le~~h~h 'there's no sign

of anger or pain on his face' ('he's not grimacing

much in any way') L, di~ de~e.dvh ?~h~ deslilG

'she didn't say anything to him' 25.l06A, di~

de~e.duh qe? dele.G 'nothing more happens'

25.206A, di~ de~e.duw ?esli~G 'nothing happened
to it' 49.l22A (cf. 49.121, 20.23A), di~ de~e.duh



ti.li.le.~G 'nothing (cust) happens to it

(feather)' 48.6L, di~ de~e.duh ye~ ?edi.=

lih~a?ya.~G 'he didn't think anything of (amiss

about) it' 31.5L, ya?~u. de~e.d xuqu?le~~ih

'pl. don't do anything (harm) to me' 19.14L.

lc. With enclitic -~(-d) 'I wonder':

~e.~dvh seli1 'wondering what happened to him'

61.43A.
2. With -~i.- emphatic '-ever, in the

world~' (see also 4b), ~e.-ci.-duh 'how ever~,

how in the world~, what ever~, what in the world~':

11.182fnA, ~e.ci.duw ?i.~eh 'what ever is it

with it~, what in the world is wrong with it~' 2Ib.=

42A, ~e.ci.d da. qa? ~h 'what in the world

will become of us~' 23.148A, ~e.~i.d qa?~h 'what

ever will come of it~' 2lb.53A, ~e.~i.duw qu?~~w

'what in the world will become of me~' 23.l4A,

~e.ci.d ?i. qu?yileh 34.19L, ~e.ci.d ?i. qi?=

yileh 'what ever will ~ do~' 34.48,54, 59M,

~e.~i.duhnu. ?ewa. ~qu?x~ih 'however will I

get any of them~' lO.236A, ~e.~i.d di.leh '~

did you say~' L.

2b. In non-verbal clauses, subordinate to nominal,

'how about...~, what about...~': ~e.~i.d GeyeG

'what about us?' 30.8L, ~e.~i.d xu' 'what, how



about me?' 34.9, 13M, 22, 28, 32, 35, 43L, 53, 57M,

~e.~i.d¥h ?~ 1}hGih ?ewa. 'what about that

other one?' 33.67A, ~e.~i.duw ?ew te?ya?yu.le?e.

?u?Gede?eh ?ewa. 'what about that one of them

that looks different from (normal) salmon~' 21b.=

38A; Rezanov KeM"tiK7I;y;n;aX'b '.n;apoM:E. umsonst' k'e .=

~i.duh da.J.C "'what can! do about it, I've got

no time to monkey with it'" L (perhaps for k'e.=

~i.d ?uda.JS; 'what ey"er's the use?').

3. With -yu. 'plural': a. ~e yu.-d

'in all kinds of ways, all kinds of things': k'e.=

yu. qe? ~Gedele.1 da.J.Cduw 'all kinds of things

were happening again, more was happening in all

sorts of ways' 11.133A.

3b. As above, with de- 'ipse' (cf. lb.),

dek'e.yu.dew 'in whatever way, in any way whatever,

in all kinds of ways, anything, whatever' L, de=

k'e.yu.d¥h deJ.C¥h yi1eh 'whatever, no matter what

kind of person he is' L; de~e.duwyu. yeJ.C ?idi=

1i?ah 'it (wind) is blowing every which way' L.

4. With incorporated ?weJ.C 'thus' a. k'e.=

-?weJ.C-d « ~e. ?weJ.C-d 'how is it thus~') 'how

come?, why?, why' ('bGW comes it to be thus that

...?'): 3.1, 43.10M, ~e.?weJ.Cduw di~ ?edexwe.J.Ck'G

'why doesn't it (cust) ebb?' L, ~e.?weJ.Cduh weJ.C

yileh 'why do you do that?' L, di~ ?u.la?x1ga.GI



~e.?wa~d¥hga? ([?awJga??) x~?~q ~~a.~ 'I
don't know why he (cust) eats so much' M, di~

?u.la?x~ga.G ~e.?wa~dvhga? ([?awJga??) ~~ah
'I don't know why he eats so much' L.

4b. As above, with enclitic -~(-d) 'I won=

der'. ~e.?wax~duhnu. wax ?i.~eh 'how come I...,
wonder, are they that way?' 24.33A.

4c. As 4a., with emphatic -~i.-: ~e.?wa~=

~i.duh 'why ever?, why in the world is that?,

how on earth does it come to be thus?' L.

5. With ?i~- exclamatory (cf. la.), ?i~-=

~e d 'how the hell?, what does S think he's

doing?, there goes S doing' (speaker irritated):

?i~~e.d¥h gu.dag qe? ?i?di.~qe?d~ 'what does

he think he's doing, asking you again?' L, ?i~=

~e.duh da~3u? 'there's that damn noise~, what's

that (damn boat) doing?' L, ?i~~e.duh ~3u?~iyah

'what's that (damn) no-good (dog think it's) doing?'

L.



lCe?-lCe.?

k'1- ~tV t:r

lCe?-lCe.? (perhaps related to ~e.l; cf. ~i.-~io?, for
/\

variation see below)

~e?--lCeo?-~ (adverb, stem lCe?--lCeo?- apparently

in free variation, but ~e.?- more frequent from

A, ~e?- clearly preferred in elicitations from

L; attested only with enclitic -~ interrogative

thematized; usually following form modified by

meaning) 'perhaps, maybe, probably, approximately,

about': ~eo?~ A, 51.46A, ~eo?~uh 10.51,11.80,

24.88A, ~eo?~uw 10.51,85,32.35, 37b.54, 51.46,

69, 70.2A, ~e.?~uh 51.95,69.24, 28A, ~e?~~

21b.12, 23.105, 61.75A, ~e?~uhnuo 28.1A, ?we~

~eo?~ LM, ?we~ ~e?~ (preceding twice rejected)

'maybe (so), L, ?we~ ~eo?~uh 'maybe (so), ap=

proximately (thus)' L, ?we~ ~e?~ la?dih 'about
/

two' L, ?we~ ~e?~vh deleh 'that (thus) is

about what he said' L, ?le~ ~e?~vh deleh

'this ~s about what he said' L, ca? ~eo?~uw

yi}eh M, ca? ~e?~uw yileh 'it might be deep'

L, ?iqe?de~eh ~e?~ 'you might get killed' M,

de~u? ~eo?~e?ew (later changed to ~e?~e?ew)

'maybe that's right' L, de~? ~eo?~e?~ (later

changed to ~e?~e?~) deleh 'maybe he's telling

the truth' L, ~aodi?da. ~e?~ ?u.de~ da.~ ?i=

xiyah 'I don't think I'll make it across' ('I'll

probably never get across along there') L, di~

""..
"



~e?~ ?i.la~ qe? ?iqe?xza?~.G 'maybe I won't

see you again' L, qu?ladamah ~e?~uh 'something

might go wrong with it' L, ?u~ ~e?~uh qu?da~a=

wih 'maybe you'll be rewarded for it' L, di?wa~

~e?Suh ?i~ sdi~awi?z 'you'll probably yet have

good luck for it' L.

\
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k'a.

~a. (form of stem uncertain, conceivably ~a.d, see be=

low; initial not labialized in Russian sources, Rezanov,r

twice, Wrangell once; perhaps related to ~a.d and/or
i, 'to

to ~ah and/or to fu~~ , see also q\i~ia. S, ?lahs) -
-"

~a.dih-~a.di- (probably < lCa.-dih, though conceiv=

ably ~a'd-ih, cf. ?e~-dih) 1. (locative, attes=
ted ~ti th zero and -~ finals), attested only as

C: 'gone, away, absent, vanished, disappeared,

missing, lost, destroyed': with zero final: ~a'=
dih -le(?) '8 is gone, becomes lost, etc.': 2O.=

53,23.53,73,25.116, 116A, 27a.23L, 28.9,29.=
37, 54, 37b.~, 44, 45A, 38.24LM, 47a.4, 55L, see
further instances under -le(?) Ig(l)., without

verb (-le(?) deleted): 11.22,24,203, 21b.14A,

47b.23M, 47c.29, 30, 31L, 49.148, 61.64A, with

meaning 'destroyed (shot away)' 61.55, 123A,
~a.dih qu?li.xl~}h}h 'I'll make him get lost'

M, Wrangell KaTe~eHHH 'Boser Geist' probably
to be read ~a.dih yil}hinu. 'those who are lost,

gone (dead)', la?dih ~elahsd ya. ?u~v.leyah
~a.dih 'his two front teeth are missing' L, la?=

dih ?u~¥.leyah ?ewa. ~a.dih 'two of his teeth

are missing' L; with -~ interrogative enclitic:

~a?di~ '(fu she still) vanished? any sign of her?'

18.52L; with -~ final: ~a.dih~ ?ele.g~inu.

'they (cust) keep disappearing' 28.54A.



2. In combination with postpositional

phrase ?uda.J$: 'in contrast with it':~, ~a.dih

?uda.J$:, ~a.di?uda.J$: 'it's no use, pointless,
useless, futile' L, usually used as optative
clause introducer: ~a.dih ?uda.J$: ?ixik}.J$:

'it's no use for me to cry' M, ~a.dih ?uda.J$:

?i.k}oJ$: 'it's no use for you to cry' M, ~a.dih

?uda.J$: ~lik}.J$: 'no use crying' M, ~a.dih ?u=

da.~ ?i3:u? q'e? ~?leJ$:~.%ik}.q' 'no use on~" ..,
L-J; ,-jJ,

being demure with one another anymore' 72.9L, :with -
Ide- '~': d~~a.di?uda.J$: sida? q'e? ?idiyah -

'it's pointless for you to come back to me' 33.77A.

3. In combination with ?idao-?ide- 'how,
(in future)

in such a way, such that': ~aodi?da. 'never,,~.,

usually as optative clause introducer: 11.74,128,

23.153,28.54,36.10, 37b.81, 81, 49.26A, ~aodi?=
da. ~e?~ ?u.deJ$: da.J$: ?ixiyah 'I don't think

I'll make it across' ('I'll perhaps never get ac=

ross along there') L, with -~ interrogative en=

clitic: ~a.di?da.~ ?u.deJ$: ?ik'a? ?edi~ ?ixiyah
'can I ever go in there with you' 23.43A, preceded

by adverb ?a?d 'very, very much': ?a?d ~aodi?=

dao 'never (would I do that, etc.)~' M, ?a?d

~aodi?da. ?~o~ qe? ?ixdiyah 'I'll never come

back here' M, ?a?d k'aodi?da. qe? ?ioxiqah

'I'll never bite you again' M, ?a?d k'a.di?da.I!I



qe? da.di~eh 'you'll never be hungry again' M,

?a?d ~a.di?da. qe? ?ilid}h}h 'he'll never be

strong again' M, ?a?d ~a.di?da. qe? da.~id~h

'it (table) will never be strong again' M, ?a?d

~a.di?da. qe.ye~ ?ixdiweh 'I'll never go swim-

ming again' M, ?a?d ~a.di?dah ?ulah qe.ye~

?edi.lih?ixli?yah 'I'll never think about it

again'M.

3b. As preceding; with perhaps different

meaning (cf. 2. above) 'must never, it'd never

do to...': ~a.di?da. ?ew qe5~da.d ?i~a? ye~

?idiyah 'you must never, it'd never do for you to

go about without your hair-ribbon' 23.51A.

4. With -duh emphatic enclitic, meaning

or meanings uncertain, a: ~a.diduh "'no morel"

L (cf. 3. above, 5. below).

4b. "'around all over"'(?): ~a.diduh qa.

qa?~xut'inu. '"they're shooting around allover

at us'" L (qa. qa?lxut'inu. 'they'll shoot us

(with gun)', cr. 1. above).

5. Form uncertain: Rezanov K~.n;'b-3T'b 'H~T'b

nein' perhaps to be read ~a.di..., perhaps

~a.did[uhJ.

~a.dah (exclamation or adverb, probably < ~a.=

-dah with -dah adverbializer, though conceiv=
~ ably < ~a.d-ah, cf. di.~-ah) 1. 'well!, what

~



do you know?:, don't tell me:' (incredulous,

pleasant surprise), 'so you succeeded:' L, ~a.=

dah ?u.da? sah~ 'well, don't tell me, you got

there:' L, ~a.dah kuc'g~iyah 'my what a remark=

able (clever) little youngster~' (pleased) M.

2. 'nothing' (?): Rezanov R~-aaTa 'HHQerO

nichts', probably to be read ~a.dah.



k'ah

k'ah (Rezanov four times, Wrangell once without labiali=

zation, Rezanov four times perhaps implying labializa=

tion, see discussion under l-ta; perhaps related to ~
JJil;"".il/V (/\\K ,Ik'a. and/or to k'u..:r, see also"k'ula.G, ?lahG,

?uk'ahyekih)

o-k'ah (postposition, attested with zero and -~
~.

finals, also, under Jr., wi th -~ final, often -

compounded as final with other postpositions and

locatives, see 2. and 3.) 1. '(more or less de=

finite removal to some distance) away from 0, off

of 0' (corresponding to Athapaskan *-k'a?; cf.

o-~ahd, Athapaskan *o-~en, 'motion originating

at and emanating from (not necessarily definite

removal to any distance) from 0') a. with zero

final: si~ah 'away from me' L, sik'ah sedahx}h

'he sidled away from me' L, ?ewk'ah ?exihs 'rip

it off it~' L, ?ew~ah disxiqahGx 'a piece flew

(fell) off it' L, ?ew ~ce?~ah k'useqec'x 'it

(dog) bit a piece off the meat' L, ?i~ah qu?=

~eAi.xyah 'I'll run away from you' L, ?ew 6ema.

?ewk'ah sekusx}h 'he washed the maggots off it'

45b.8M, o-k'ah -?a 'S goes away from 0, leaves 0'

11.60, l33A, 47a.1L, 6l.22A, sik'ah sahx}h 'he

went, walked away from me, left me (temporarily

or for good)' L, o-~ah l-x-ya.? 'S keeps for=

getting 0' 69.26,26, 70.3A, frequently attested



in o-k'ah l-ta 'S forgets (moves head away from)

0' and o-k'ah -le?g 'S unhands, stops bothering,

releases 0, leaves 0 alone', q.v., Rezanov CHRa=

~erT 'nyamx loslassen (Imperat., lass (mich?)

los~) si~ah ?ele?gW; with reciprocal 0: ?i1=

k'ah '(take them) apart~' L, ?i1~ah Ge1a? 'push

them apart:' L, ?i1~ah ~di?a?~1inu~ 'they

(spouses) separated' L, ?i1~ah Ge1~ahdinu.

'separate them (from fighting):' ('drag them

apart:') L, ?ir~ah 0-1-ce~ 'S cuts 0 ~part'

49.93, 95A; with indeterminate 0: gu.se~~da.~

dek'ah Geta? 'fan out (separate) wood fiber from

sap:' A; with zero reflexive 0 in indirect reflex=

ive constructions: k'ah s1ik}hd1 'I gave it a

quick shove away (from myself)' L, k'ah xs1i=

lug1inu. 'I pushed them away (from myself)' L,

most frequently attested in ~ah l-de-ta 'S for=

gets self, is forgetful' (see o-k'ah l-ta, four

uncertain forms from Rezanov perhaps imply -~wah).

lb. With -~ final, usually with inceptive

and neuter imperfectives, customary, repetitive:

?ewk'ah~ wusg 'it (paint, peel) is crumbling off

it' L, si~ah~ ~eAa.Ga?ya.1 'he's running away

from me' L, 1idah si~ah~ ~eAa.?ya.k'}h 'he

continually (cust) runs away from me' L, o-k'ah~

1-1-yao? 'S keeps forgetting 0', ?ew~ah~



?e1te?~g 'chop off wet outside part off it

(wood):' L, si~ah~ di.sid 'they (boards) ex=

tend away from me' L; with reciprocal 0: ?i~~ah~

qid didi?ah 'they (boards) point away from each

other' L; with zero reflexive 0 in indirect re=

flexive constructions: ~ah~ x~ele?gg 'I keep

pushing it away (from myself) with my hand' L,

~ah~ xuGe~ya.~ 'he's making me forget my distress'

L (causative, 'he's making me be away from myself').

2. Compounded as final with other postpositions

and with locatives, a. with zero final: with post=

position o-q 'on 0': ?ewtah ?ewqe~ah se~tah=

~inu. 'they took the skin off (from on) it' 37b.=

21A, o-q'e~ah O-~-ceJS: 'S cuts 0 off (from on) 0'

65.9,9,lO,ll,28,29,30A, de?e.og ?ewqe~ah
weJS: dele.~ 'meat-slabs are (cust) removed off

it (salmon)' 65.9A, ?uyeq'eGi?ya? ?uqe~ah qi?=

yi~ah 'you'll remove its entrails from (on) it'

65.38A (misused), ?ewq'e~h sah1 'got down off

(from on top of) it' 28.11A, Gu?1 siqe~ah Geta?

'take the blanket off me~' M, qu?qe~ah deGe~ya?

'take it (pot) off the fire:' L, ?ewqe~ah leJS:e=

Aa.se~yah~~h 'he took them (berries in container)

off it' L, ~ah~ti.na?qe~ah 'off (from on) a leaf,

feather'L, with o-ya? 'in 0 with broad opening

at top': o-ya?~ah s1i?e3'J: 'jumped out of, clear



of 0 (conveyance)' 49.142,61.75, 76A, with other

postpositions: ?udeda?~ah ~Geta? 'take the lid
off it~' M (perhaps incorrect), ?i}qa?~ah le~e=

Ge}a? 'separate, sort them (berries) out (from

amongst each other)~' L, qa.qa?~ah ?ao? 'go

away from (between) us~' L, side}ye~e~ah ?a.

'get out of my way (from in front of'me)~' L, si=

dewao~ah ?a.? 'get out of my way:' L, si?e?~ah

?a. 'get out of my way~' L (see also 20.), with

postpositions with -d final: si?e?de~ah ?a.
'get out of my place, way:' L (see also~., Reza=

nov) , sisa?de~ah ?ew se}yah}}h 'he took it

(cigarette) out of my mouth' L, sixa?de~ah ?ew

se}yah}}h 'he took it (food) away from me as I
was eating it' L, with locatives (with -d final):

?u.di~ah 'away (from there)' 9.106,108,112,

10.44,52,53, 68.A, 21a.16L, 36.39,60.29,30,32,
33,65.3, 4A (with various themes), ?u.di~ah

gusi}dah} 'I chased it away' L, ?u.di~ah qu?x=

}5ux 'I'll poke it out of there' L, ?ew g~

?u.di~ah di.s}h~ 'scrape that gum off~' L, ?u.=

di~ah si}5a.~} 'I pried it away' L, ?u.di~ah

?e5}?}h 'throw him out:' L, ?uodi~ah Aa.Ge~a(o)?

'dig them (stones) out:' L, ?u.di~ah laodegWa?

'beat it~, clear out:' L, ?u.di~ah di?}~a?~

'fly away~' L, ?u.di~ah se}xu~ 'it blew away' L,



?u.di~ah ?exihs 'rip it off:' L, ?u.di~ah ya?~

si%Ge5% 'I lifted and removed it from there with

the end of a stick' L, ?u.di~ah selah%inu. 'they

moved away' L, ?u.di~ah ?eleG}h 'throw him out:'

L, Rezanov Y'lIaKa-a 'IIpoq~ fort: weg:' ?u.di~ah

?a.? L, also irregularly contracted ?u.di~a.?

'go away:, get out of there:' LM, ?~.de~ah la.:

degWa? 'clear out of here~' L, %i?q ?il.de~ah
?ew ?}.se%?ah% 'he pillaged it all away from

here' 11.33A.

2b. With -~ final, as lb., 2a.: ?u.di~ah~

10.45, 48A, ?u.di~ah~ gu.%da.g 'try to chase it

away:' L, ?u.di~ah~~uh gu?gu.%dah 'will you
chase it away?' L, see further instances under

O-g-%-da.
2c. With -~ final, attested only in compound

o-?e?-~ah 'away from o's place': si?e?~~ ?a.?

'get out of my way (place where I'm working)!' L,

perhaps also in Rezanov CEeTeKar~-a 'iiOCTOpO,~.

HIlrT~Ca ausweichen, aus dem Wege gehen' perhaps

to be read si?e?de~ah~ ?a.? with -d final

of o-?e?, or perhaps si?e?de~ah Ga.? 'get out

of my way:'.

?ele-~ah (preverb, attested with zero and -~

finals; probably < ?ele- archaic form of ?el

'this' as 0 of o-~ah 'away from', basic meaning,1



probably 'uncovering') 1. 'uncovering, up off

(opening, uncovering something)': ?ele~ah ?ew
se~tah~~h, ~e.d deGe~ewa?~ga? ?ew ?ele~ah
se~tah~ 'he uncovered it like how a trapdoor (is

opened) he uncovered it' 51.59-60fbA, ?ele~ah

?u?Aa.Geta? 'open it (hatch over hole)~' L,
?ele~ah Ge~a? da.~ ?exu~ 'take them (blankets)

off (the bed) and shake them~' L.

2. 'up out of bed, awakening, arising': Reza=
.nov H~bKaa 'BcTaBa~ steh auf~ (vom Liegen)',

Wrangell AAMK-Kaa 'aufstehen' ?ele~ah '(get)

up (out of bed):', or perhaps ?ele~ah ?a.? 'get

up (out of bed)~', usually with theme -a 'sg. S

goes' or -?a?~ 'pl. S go': 18.32L, 23.21, 25,

25.8, 36.2,3, 50.36, 51.54,61.94A (-a),21b.60,

61,29.19,50.2, 25A (-?a?~), ?ele~ah Ga.? 'get
out of bed:' LM, 21b.57A, ?ele~ah Gi.yah da.~

'when you get up' 51.77,61.22, 65.47A, ?ele~ah

da. qa?a?~ 'we'll get up' M, ?ele~ah~ qu?le~=

?a?~ 'will you pl. get up,' M, ?ele~ah qu?xah

'I'll get up' M, see further instances under -ai, )(

causatives: ?ele~ah ?iqe?x}ah 'I'll get you

out of bed' M, ?ele~ah qu?X}}h~h 'I'll get him

out of bed' M, ?ele~ah si~ah~}h 'I got him out

of bed' M, ?ele~ah da. ?i.~}h}h 'let's get

him out of bed' L, ?ele~ah da. ?i.~?a?~ 'let's



get them out of bed' L; with -(!; final: 18.50fnL,

?ele~ah(!; da. Ge?a?~ 'we're getting out of bed'

M, ?ele~ah(!; Gexa.1, ?ele~ah~ Guxa.1 'I'm

getting out of bed' M, siqa? ?ele~ah~ X¥.1ya.~

'my husband (cust) ge~me out of bed' M (probably

to be corrected to xv.1a.~), si?ehd ?ele~ah~

?ex1ya.~ 'I (cust) get my wife out of bed' M

(probably to be corrected to ?ex1a.~).



~a?

~a?

~a? (syntactically unique form, perhaps more

properly suffix like -~gah~, though written

as separate word, never sentence-initial) oc=

curring in optative or prohibitive clauses only,

with no meaning or weak meaning 'would that, if

only, let, please, should, ought to, had better,

must', in polite commands or wishes: in text with

second person S: 9.13A, 18.83, 27a.4L, 27b.5, 5A,

47b.ll, 17M, 47c.8L, 49.7, 61.22A, with first

person S: 36.39, 39A, with ~a? following clause

subordinated by da.~ 'if, when, and': 34.66,

66M, 47b.llM, 51.77A, with prohibitive clause:

de?u.de~ya.kihdah Gexleh da.~ ~a? ya?~.

ya.nu? xuqi?yi1teh 'if anything happens to me

don't bury me' 47b.lOM, Gexs}h da.~ ~a? ya?~u.

ya.nu? xuqu?yi1teh 'if I die don't bury me'

47c.7L, following subordinated prohibitive clause:

ya?~u. xuqa?~e. ~a? ?u~ da.yileh 'you'd better

tell them they must not kill me' 20.68A, in elici=

tations: 1i~ qe?1 ?edi~ Gah da.~~a? ?u?e?=

~ahd ya? gu.1iy~.~~h 'always when a woman comes

in you should stand to make place for her' L, ?i=

le~i~eh ~a? 'by all means pl. go ahead and kill

it'L, ?i.liga? ~a? 'by all means go ahead and

dance'L, ?edi1iGu? ~a? 'do go warm yourself' M,



daedigu~ ~a? 'you should keep your mouth closed'

L, xudaeyi3:J$:ewih ~a? 'believe me' L, sidaed

~a? g¥"3:iy~"? 'stand near me' M, siJ$:a? ~a?

dae3:iGa? 'be quiet for me' L, ?ed~a? ?a?3:i~eh

'wear it' L, yeJ$: ~a? ?idiyah 'take a walk' L,

?uelj ~a? ?i"yah 'go there' M, Gu?yeqd ~a?

ya? ?i"dah 'stay in the warmth' M, de?ued ~a?

ya? ?i"dah 'stay right there' M, de?~ed ~a?

ya? ?iedah 'stay right here' M, deJ$:u?yaeJ$: k'a?

?u"lj ?i"yah 'be sure to go there' M, ya? ~a?

da?li"3:?ah 'stand it up' L, ya? ~a? J$:eda"li3:=

?ah 'stand it (log) up' L, ya?~ k'a? J$:eda"li3:ah

(or J$:eda"yi3:ah) 'pick them (watches) up' L,

?ideGi"ya"3:~a? ~a? qe?lile? 'watch your step

(how you go)' L, yeJ$: de?a?~yue~a? ~a? ?u?ye=

laeditah 'watch out for (expect) dangerous ani=

mals' L, side~a?J$: ~a? q~? ?ielile? 'heed what

I say' L, deGelehyeqd ~a? ya? ?iditae 'remem=

ber (keep it in your mind)' L, di?weJ$: ~a? da"=

digu5 'keep your mouth closed' L, di?weJ.C ~a?

?i"3:wa?~ 'boil it some more' ('keep it boiling')

L, y~"?lj ~a? yeJ$: ?i3:iyae? 'you should set

them down here and there along the way' L, ?ew

cae ~a? Aa"yi3:~ahd 'heat up that stove' L,

~~iyah ~a? ?ula?J.C daeyi3:yaeg}h 'try to anger

him' L, ~3uedah ~a? ?ielih?a?li"~eh 'bel. 

~--



happy' L, ~ou. ~a? ?edu?la.~i~ah 'be good'

L, dequw ~a? ~~? ?u?la.yi~~ah 'have lots
of provisions' L, ?isda.l ~a? '}~~Q@~!2

?ud ?i.~de?g 'teach it (dog) to sit' L, ?ud

~a? ~li~de?g 'teach it something' L, ~ou.la?

~a? ?i.~e? '(have) good luck:' L, ~ou.dah

~a? ?i.lict.o 'have a nice dream' L, ~ou.dah

~a? ?}.lict.o~ '(oust) have nice dreams' L,

~i~ ~a? ?a?~id~h 'always be strong' L, ~i(!

~a? ?a?le~~id~ 'pl. always be strong' L, ~i~

~a? ya?~ic'~ 'always have strong hands' L, ~i~

~a? ?i.lih?a?~ic'~ 'always be stout-hearted' L,

~i~ ~a? ?i.lih?a?le~~icr~h 'pl. always be stout-=

hearted' L, ~~? deqew ~a? ?i.~ah 'take lots
of provisions' L, ~~? deqew ~a? ?i.~a.~

'(oust) take lots of provisions' L, di~i~ ?ed
I

~a? ti'li?di?e.~ 'you must always (cust) wear it

over your shoulders' L, di ?we~ ~~e?c'G ~a?

ye~ ?idiyah 'keep going around hanging onto
things a while yet' (to convalescent) L, follow=

ing independent personal pronoun: xu' ~a? ?u?=

le~a.~ec}.o (or xu?le~a.~ect.o) 'dream about
me'L, xu' ~a? 'let it be~, let ~ do it' L;

in combination with other optative clause intro=

ducers: ~~hkih ~a? (see ~~), ?u.dkih ~a?
'would that' (?u.dkih also attested without

~a?, see ?U'-). ';.(II 

.; _.~



k'UInah-k'emah

k'UInah-k'emah (conceivably to be analyzed -mah with

~-indefinite prefix)

k'UInah-k'emah (noun, unclassified) 'sea lion (Steller's,

Eumetopia jubata)': ~emah 50.52, 55A, ~mah 'sea

lion' LMA, 50.55, 58, 60, 6lA, Rezanov KYMa 'CMyqb

See18we, Phoca leonina', Galushia Nelson k'uma' or

~aq 'sea-lion BSdL 539, Rezanov RoMMaM~HaKamxo

(with a superscript insert) 'YCI>I CHyq:OM Seeb~ren-=

Bart', k'umahleG?~de~? 'sea lion whiskers', ROM=

Maa-arJ;':EI 'CTp'1:I~a CMyqbH Seelawenpfeil oder Speer'

k'umah ?e?e5 'spear a sea lion~', RYMa.ffKO 'CMy=

qOHOK~ junger (kleiner) See16we' k'umahyequh 'sea

lion pup', ~ahluw 'big sea lion' LM.



--fu'y,,-,
~~'-<.:.;

fu'y (Rezanov clearly and consistently implies [fuya, /1.t,-"!""Ji~ .

fuyaJ, and certain modern forms also imply earlier

~'ya- and perhaps fuya-)

fu'y (noun, unclassified) 'wind' LMASG, Rezanov

R~-YH 'B~Te~ Wind', Furuhjelm Kiui 'wind',

Galushia Nelson ~yt' or ~'1 'wind' BSdL 538,

Rezanov K~-YH RO~ 'B~Te~ nonyTHoM gunstiger

wind' fu'y... ~5u' 'wind is favorable', K~-YH

KOmmHH 'B~Te~ npOTMBHOM widriger Wind' ~'y...

~Siyah 'wind is unfavorable', daqi'kih ~'y,

?ida?ya.la~ GadisdiGu?~ 'there's no "air" (bree e,

wind), it's too hot (stuffy)' L, gusi.kih ~'y

'a slight breeze' M, ~'yde?ehdg 'dry wind' L,

G adaGu? fu'y 'warm wind ("Chinook"?)' L, ~'y=

ya'~ si~qeh~ 'I boated protected from (avoiding)

the wind' L, fu'yyaquh 'slight breeze' ('young of
~"'r'!Y"J,.~ I

wind') L, fu'yayahS 'very slight breeze' ('wind's -
I'

(woman's) child') L, fuyakih (thus transcribed,

not verified) 'slight wind' M, Rezanov R~-Ys:IJIHI"a

'BypH Sturm' fu.ya?law..., ~ya?luw (thus tran=

scribed, not verified) M, fu'ya?luw (not ~'y=

?a?luw) 'big wind' L (twice), fu'y lu' Ga'~

'wind is changing direction' L, ~'y ?idaGale'~

'it's getting windy' L, ~'y ?iqe?di'leh 'wind

will increase' L (~'y ?i-d-le 'wind is, becomes

active'), fu'y ?i-d-~-?a' 'wind blows, moves



(especially with regard to direction)' 57.20,25,

64.8G (see examples under ?i-d-1-?a') , Rezanov
jlloro~~HBo stftrmisch, windig'

ROIOT~:OXOK'bAk'u.y... 1eJS:U'G 'wind blows (with some -

forc~)', 33.3A..(see examples under JS:U?Gl) , Rezanov
YTaK'b-OHXoK~:O 'llapyc'b Segel' ...k'u.y... JS:U?G1

probably deverbalization with -1-instrumental.
The Eyak terms for directional winds are not all

clearly identified. The basic orientation is appar=
ently the coastline from Cordova to Yakutat, especi=

ally the section between Point Whitshed and CaPe

Suckling, and the mountain range behind it, which
run on an axis generally Northwest-Southwest, and

the numerous streams flowing into the Gulf of Alas=

ka, generally on a Northeast-Southwest or (especial=

ly around Alaganik and in Controller Bay) Northeast-=

by-east-Southwest-by-west axis. Any wind, generally
cold, which comes from over the mountains, north=

westerly to easterly, is called ~a., q.v. About

four other directions for wind are distinguished,

though apparently somewhat confused in the modern -
memory; 1) ~i.da? ~'y 'westerly wind' LSG

('wind to the creeks', i.e. blows from the west or

soutwest and is channelled up the streams). 2)

yeqe~ ~'y 'southwesterly wind'S, 'souteasterly
wind' G (in Li's notes, twice), 'offshore wind' M

(literally 'wind toward the shore', which would sup=!I

l '



i

port S's gloss, probably wind from the Southwest

or Southwest-by-south, but which does not blow up

the creeks). 3) ?}.5i?~ ~.y 'southerly wind'

L, 'north wind' ('northward' ?) S (?}.5i?~

'(movement in area) forward, straight ahead', also

'south, "outside", Seattle'; the direction of this
wind is uncertain, but it is probably along a North-=

South to Northeast-Southwest axis). 4) ye~e?~ ~.y
v

'southea~terly wind' L (uncertain), S, M (in Aus=

terlitz's notes), Minnie and/or Scar Stevens (in

Li's notes), 'southwesterly wind' A (uncertain),

G (in Li's notes, twice); ye~?i}~a.d is clearly

in the direction of Katalla and Cordova from Yaku=

tat in 68.l09A, and also interpreted by L as 'north=

wards' in 33.3, 3A, which supports LSM and M's par=

ents here rather than AG, who have apparently con=

fused ye~e?~ ~.y with yeqe~ ~.y.



"".'
lCiya?

lCiya? (conceivably < lCu-ya? 'into something (vessel
with broad opening at top)', see end of 2. below and

ya?)
lCiya? (preverb, attested only with zero and -~

finals, not elicitable as postposition) 1. 'land=

ing, ashore, to edge of body of water', attested

only with themes -qe 'S travels by boat' and

?i-~-J.Ca 's (pl. boats) travel as fleet': with

zero final: k'iya? seqeh};:j.h 'he (boating) landed'

L, k'iya? qa?q:j.h:j.h 'he'll land' L, J.CeS~ode~

k'iya? Geqe? 'land close by~' L, sic:j.°?~ (or
sic:j.°?de~) k'iya? Geqe? 'land downhill below

me!' L, lCiya? ?iJ.C~.~aolC 'fleet would (cust)
land' 59.4 Galushia Nelson, with -~ final: k'i=

ya?~ Geqe°}; 'he's landing' L, 47c.46L.
2. With no clear meaning with themes d-?i};

'S spills' and O-d-?i}; 'S pours, dumps, spills
0 , d ?"11, q.v. un er l.:I:.



k"aYi-.Y-k'i-h

~ay}.y-~}h (~ay}.y phonetically usually ~any}(.)~g,
M once ~8y~h, A twice and L once in isolation ~=

Y}'y, cf. qay}.y-)
~8Y}.y (numeral, not used of persons, see ~la.G)

1. 'other, different': 6.1M, 11.49A, ~ay}.y le?~=
ya?~ 'into a different box' 65.76, 76A, ~ay~.y

gu?walwahg 'another tribe, foreign tribe' 28.102,

102,104, 121A, ~ay}'y ?~hq 'in another land,

foreign territory' 10.166,28.104,133,134,32.=
16, 25A, ~ay}.y lahq 'in foreign villages' 68.=

84, 84A, ~ay}.ylah ?u~ da. c}?daleh 'we spoke

to him about other (matters)' 32.50A, ~y~'y

LA, ~ay}h M, ~ay}.y 'other, different, another

one, it's different' LMA, ~ay}.y qa?aw 'it's

different' L, di~ ?alG, ?aw ~ay}.y 'not this

one, the other one' M, ~ay}.y ~awa. 'a different

dog' L, ~ay~.yga? ?i.~eh 'it's different' ('it's

like another') M (cf. 3. below), ~ayt.yga? ?u?=

qu?lacah 'it'll look different' LM, ~ay}.yla=

~aqa.? si~ la~a.?ah 'bring me another kind,

different (orange):' L, ~ay}.ygaqa.? sida? (or

si~) gu.la? (or guGala?) 'bring me some others
(spruceroots)!' L; with classified nouns (overt
or not): ~ay}.y guda. ma. 'a different lake'

L, ~ay~.y da. yahd 'a different house' L,

~ay}.y da. ?~.da? dasa?yah1 'a different one



(ship) came' L, ~ey}.y ?aona. si~ li.?a?

'give me a different one (hammer)~' L, ~ey}-y

gu-na- si~ geli-zya? 'bring me a different one

(drink)~' L, ~ey}-y guka- si~ gu.ta? (or

-?a?) 'give me a different one (spruceroot)~' L,

~ey}-y le~a- 'different ones (berries)' L, ~e=

y}oy ti-na- 'a different one (skin)' L, ~ey}.y

qiona. 'a different one (rope)' L.

2. 'wrong, incorrect, mistaken': ~ey}.y

tao?e?x ?ioxsdima?z 'I made the mistake of taking° .
the wrong road' L, ~ey}oyqes 'unmatched pair' L;

see also ~ey}.yyu. below-

3- 'willing, eager, doughty, industrious per=

son', only in idiom: ~ey}-yga? ?i°t'}hth '"he

never hesitates, is willing to do any job you ask

him'" (a good quality) L ('he is like something

else', cf. under 1. above).
~ey}.yyu. (noun, unclassified, attested only with

-yu. 'plural') 'Devils' L (perhaps European idiom,

'adversaries', or perhaps native, see 1. and 2-

above 'foreign, wrong').
~}h- (numeral, or noun, unclassified, attested on=

ly as 0 of o-da-- 'area of, near, at 0' with

various finals, L rejects *~ey}-ydaod selahz}h

'he lived at a different place', "doesn't sound

too good, better ~}hda-d") 'other., different'



in postpositional phrase ~}hda.- 'another, dif=

ferent place, elsewhere': with -d final: ~}h=

da.d 'at a separate, different place, elsewhere'

LM, 9.166, 10.166, 28.102, 134A, 42.5, 47a.5L,

49.20A, ~}hda.d selah1}h 'he lives at another

place' L, with -?! final: 9.165, 10.161, 165A,

k'}hda.~ seqeh1}h 'he boated to another place' L,

~}hda.~ Geqe.1}h 'he's boating to another place'

L, with -da? final: ~}hda.da? seqehx}h 'he

boated to (and arrived at) another place' L.

o-~}h-da.-d (postpositional phrase with -d final,

as above, with -~}h possessed) 'different, other,

sep"arate place, apart, away from 0': qe?xGeyu.=

k'}hda.d de~vh yi1}h}h 'he avoids women (ab=

staining for hunt)' ('he lives (is a person) se=

parate from women') L, de~hyu.~}hda.d sedah1}h
'she's menstruating' ('she's staying separate from

people') L, with reciprocal 0: ?ix~}hda.d ~edis=

xiyahx 'they (logs) have been put in different

places from each other' L, sahd~ ?ix~}hda.d we~

?idi~eh 'they lived apart a long time' l6.18M.

""



~a.d (Rezanov implies ~wa-d; perhaps to be analyzed
i '"lCa--d and/or identified with ~a- and/or with ~)!<1;,; -

o-~a.d (postposition, used only in complex numberals)

'0 plus n digits': Rezanov ~

'II' probably to be read deGa"~lCwa.d ~}hGih,

deGa-~~a"d %}hGih 'eleven' MA, ~e.qa"(g)lCa-d
%}hGih 'twenty-one' M, see further instances un=

der la?d, tuh~, qelah, ~~"?, a}", gua, Ga"-

,""..



l{ahd-l{a?d

l{ahd-l{a?d (l{a?d in neuter imperfective of verb and in

preverb, l{ahd in active and inceptive of verb and in

noun)
-l{ahd--l{a?d 1. 'S hurts, pains (physically or emo=

tionally), aches, is in pain, is sick, ill sore'

(frequently in the construction So-a. -l{ahd--l{a?d

'S (frequently part of o's body) hurts 0'): neuter

imperfective (always -l{a?d): 3.9M, 10.202, 216, 224,

240,241,32.45,46,46 (emotionally), 36.35A, 47c.17,

19L, 69.27A (emotionally), xwil{a?d L, xil{a?d 'I'm

sick'LMA, yil{a?d 'you're sick' L, Rezanov HKaaTe

'BOAbHO schmerzhaft' (under 'krank'), Galushia Nelson

yil{a.'din or yika.'di 'sick person, patient' BSdL

543, 554 yi~a?d}h 'he (who) is sick', yi~aot (or

yika.t) 'sick or hot' BSdL 551 yil{a?d, Rezanov

HKaTeAAH 'BoJIeH'b' krank' yil{a?d:}.h la. 'he's sick~' -

L, siyao yi~a?d 'it hurts me' M, sideGeleh siyao

yil{a?d 'I'm sorry, I'm worried' ('my mind pains me')

L, siyeqd siya. yil{a?d 'my stomach (my inside)

aches' L, siGu.5~qa?d siya. yi~a?d 'my joints

ache' L, ~ewa. si~a? yil{a?d 'my dog is sick' L,

xu' siya? ~ewa. yil{a?d '~dog is sick' L; other

mode-aspects (all normally -l{ahd): Galushia Nelson

itakall' iya qal{at 'you'll feel sorry' BSdL 264,

558 ?ideGeleh ?iya. qa?~ahd ('your mind will pain

you'), qu?x1{ahd 'I'll get sick' LA, Gex1{ahd~ 'I'm



getting sick' LA, si~ahd% 'I got sick' L, se~ahd=

%}h 'he got sick' A, ?i'~ahd~h 'let him get sick'

L, di~Sgah~ ?a?x~a?dG 'I wish I weren't sick'

("sounds funny", form probably neuter imperfective

rather than optative) L; with class-mark for 8 (often

omitted where 8 is part of o's body: 3.9M, 10.202,

224, 240, 241A): siya. de~a. ~ 'it (my head) (cust)

aches me' L, qema. siya. li.~a?d 'my kidneys hurt'

L, qes siya. le~i'~a?d 'my tonsils hurt' L; with

anatomical marks; lixi~a?d, ?~.xi~a?d 'my head

hurts (externally), my face hurts' L; with Gd-themat=

ic with sa? 'mouth' used preverbially: sa? Gedi=

xi~a?d 'my mouth is sore, hurts' L. Transitive (cau=

sative): xuyeGi.%~ahd% 'you're hurting my hand' L;

reflexive: '8 makes self sick, pretends to be sick,

acts, is sick (for ulterior motive)': 47b.16M, ?ede=

x%e~a?d 'I'm groaning' M (L rejects gloss and stem-=

form), ?edix%i~a?d 'I'm making believe I'm sick' LM,

?ed%i~a?d}h 'he's pretending to be sick' L, ?edqu?=

x%e~ahd 'I'll pretend to be sick' L, ?ede%e~ahd

'pretend you're sick~' L.

2. '8 (animate) has a fever, 8 (inanimate) is

hot' ("hotter than -GU?", not used with Gd-thematic

of place, weatherL): Galushia Nelson yi~a.t (or

yika.t) 'sick or hot' B8dL 554 yi~a?d 'it's hot,

he's hot, feverish' L, 'it's burning-hot' M, Gedegil



yi~a?d 'the sun (itself) is hot' L; with class-marks

for 8: Rezanov KY~HKKaT~ TOpH~O kochend, siedend'

gelio~a?d 'it (water) is hot, hot water' M, Aio~a?d

'it (stone) is hot' L. Transitive (causative): Aao=

Gex~ahd, Aiox~ahd (earlier -~a?d, -~a?d, analo=

gical) 'heat it (stone) up~' L, "lew cao ~a? Aao=

yix~ahd (earlier -~a?d, analogical) 'you should

heat it (stone) up' L, qu?Aiox3:lCahd 'I'll heat it

(stone) up' L.

x-lCahd--lCa?d '8 (shooting pain) moves': with qa? 'up

out': siqiode~a?~ qa? ?ioxlCa?dx 'a pain shoots up

along my leg' L, siye~a?~ qa? ?io~~a?d1 'a pain

shoots up along my arm' L, siqiodeyeq qa? ?iox~ahd~

'a pain shoots up in my leg' L (neuter perfectives,

note indecision, earlier forms -~a?d-, later -~ahd-),

siqiodeyeq qa? sex~ahdx 'a pain shot up in my leg'

L, with ye~-progressive: siSeo~edio?q ye~ xe~ah~

'pains are shooting around in my chest' L, ?uyeq ye~

xe~ahd~}h 'he has cramps, pains around inside him' L;

repetitive: xi?! x~ahdg 'he often gets sick' L' (either

to be glossedmore correctly 'pains alwayskeep-shoot=

ing' or ~-classifier is in error) °

O-d-x-~ahd--~a?d (probably causative of 1. above with

d-thematic 'oral, noise') '8 (O?) makes 0 (8?) sick

(figuratively) with talk' (glosses appear to indicate

'0 makes 8 sick with talk', or that the t~me is intran= ---
/I



sitive, 'S is, becomes sick from (someone's) talking',

but as suffix -~h cooccurs with overt subject pro=

noun and with no overt 0 in the construction, -~h

must be interpreted as representing 0, and the theme

thus transitive): dixi~~a?d}h 'he makes me sick,

gives me a pain, the way he talks' L (twice), ?a?d

di-~~a?d~h 'he makes him very sick, the way he

talks'L.
~ahd(-}) (noun, unclassified, perhaps gerundive, -}-=

suffix with -dah adverbializer, not with postposi=

tions) 'pain, sickness, disease': ~ahd 'pain, sick=

ness' LM, ~ahd} 'pain' M, Galushia Nelson ~a'tGu=

t}£- or ~atGut~£. 'sickness' BSdL 552 ~ahd ~-~eh

'there is sickness', ~~iyah ~ahd 'bad disease' L,

'syphilis' M, ~ahd}dah sili~ 'I got hurt' L, ~ahd~=

dah xuse~i~ 'you hurt me' L, ~ahd}dah ?iqe?x~ih

'I'll hurt you' L, ~ahd~dah XUGi'~i-l 'you're hurt=

ing me' L, ~ahd~dah xusdi~i} (or xusli-) 'I got

hurt (by something, someone)' L, ~ahdldah xuGedele'l

'I'm being hurt' L, ~ahdldah ?iqe?deleh 'you'll be

hurt (by someone, something)' L, ~ahdga? ?edu?xde=

gewih 'I feel sick' L, ~ahdle~ ?i?qe?welgewih 'it=

'11 make you feel sicker' L, ~ahdye~a?~ Gexya-l 'I'm

succumbing to a disease' L, ~a?dye~a? sa?yahl~h 'he

was overcome by pain' L (recorded earlier, probably in

error for ~ahd-).

., ,



~a?d (preverb) 'pain, insanity, trance', attested in

two constructions only: siyao ~a?d ~des%iqahG%

'something got stuck in my throat, made me choke'

('something fell painfully for me', or perhaps 'some=

thing (part of me) fell painfully'), ?ewao (first.

recorded ?uya., probably incorrect) ~a?d ~qu~=

de%eqahG 'he'll choke on something (food)' L; ~a?d

ya? -?ya 'S is, becomes crazy, is in, goes into a

trance': ~a?d ya? sa?yah1~h 'he went crazy, he

went into a trance' L, ~a?d ya? xuqi?yi%yah 'you=

'II drive me crazy' L, for further examples see ?yal

('S becomes involuntarily situated completely in a

state of (extreme mental) anguish, trance').



1ruhd-kil?d-kilo?d

kilhd-kil?d-kilo?d (apparently in more or less free variation
in verb, kilo?d perhaps expanded form, but expanded" kil-d

also .'frequent; fuhd in noun)

O-}-kilhd--Kli?d--kilO?d 'S wipes 0 (removing something

from 0, removing 0 from something)' (expanded forms,

O-}-kilod 'S wipes 0 thoroughly with repeated motions',

will be listed together with the non-expanded, pre=
sumably 'S wipes 0 with one motion', from which it is

often not distinguished semantically, at least in the

glosses): active imperative (-Klihd L twice, M once;

-k'u?d L 9 times, M3 times; -k'u°?d M twice, A once;

L clearly prefers -kil?d): ?e}kilhd LM, ?e}kil?d LM,

?e}kilo?d MA, ?ew ?e}~od 'wipe it~' L, ?ew AeG~g

?e}~?d (or -~.d) 'wipe that dirt (e.g. off the

table):' L, ?inio~ ?e}~?d 'wipe your nose:' L,
?i~eqa?d ?e}~?d 'wipe ~our anus:' L, inceptive im=

perative: Rezanov R~~KYYT~ 'TepeT~ reiben' (-KYYT-

more likely to indicate -~?d or -~o?d than

-~hd) Ge}~?d (or -~hd, former preferred) 'wipe

it~' L, Rezanov RaT~~KooTY 'B~CTHT~ reinigen'

Ge}~?duh (or -~-?d-) 'wipe it~', Y~aT~-K~~=
KOOTY ~~HCTH reinigen (Imperat.) , ?uo~ahd (or

?u~ahd) Ge}~?duh (or -~.?d-), Y~~T~K~~KOOT~

'ilEA~HO staubig' ?u~ahd (or ?uo_) Ge}Kli?d (or

-kil-?d) 'wipe it from it (or 'from there')~', incep=
tive imperfective: qu?x}fuhd L (3 times), A (once),



qu?x~~?d L (twice), M (twice), qu?x~~.?d M (once),

A (once), qu?x~~.d 'I'll wipe it' L, di~ qu?x~=

~?dG 'I won't wipe it' L, active perfective: si~=

~hd~ L (twice), M (once), A (once)', si~~?d~ L

(twice), M (twice), si~~.?d~ 'I wiped it' M, re=

petitive: ?e~~hdg}h, ?e~~u?dg}h, ?e~~.dg~h 'wipe

him (repeatedly)~' L, x1~hdg A, x1~?dg 'I keep

wiping it' M; with class-marks for 0: ?ew ~du.lihG

di.}:~?d (or -~.d) 'wipe that table (free of

dirt)~' L, frequently with a-clagg-mark perhaps part=

ly thematized ('floor, board', etc.): disi~~.d~ 'I

wiped it (floor, free of water), I wiped it (well,

many times)' L, disi~~hd~ (or -lCu?d~) 'I wiped

it' ("not as well as in disi~~.d~") L, dex3:~.d~

'I (cust) wipe it' L, repetitive: dex~~.dg~ 'I

(cust) wipe it' M, gv.si~~.d~ 'I wiped it (water,

off e.g. the floor)' L; with I-anatomical: Rezanov

MC~bRYTAb 'CA~noM blind', M3~bRYTAb ~pHBOM,

o~HorAa30M eingugig' perhaps to be read ?}.se~~...d~

or ?~.si~~...d~ 'he (A) wiped his (B's) face, you

wiped his face' or 'I wiped his face, I wiped your

face', ?}.se~~?d~ 'you wiped its face' M; reflex=

ive, with I-anatomical: ?edla.~e~.d (or -~d,

-~?d) 'wipe your face~' L, ?edqu?lex~e~.d (or

-~hd, -~?d) 'I'll wipe my face' L, ?edlex%e~.d

(or -~d, -~?d) 'I'm wiping my face' L, ?ed}.x=



s3:ikil.d3: (or -kilhd3:, -kil?d3:) 'I wiped my face' L;

passive: s3:ikil?d3:, sdi~?d3: 'it's been wiped' L,

dekil.?d 'it's being wiped' M.

ya? O-gdl-3:-kil.d (with gl-class-mark for 0 'liquid'

thematized and d-thematic, perhaps optional with ya?

'completely') 'S wipes inside of vessel clean': ya?

geAi.3:kil.d 'wipe it (the inside of e.g. a bowl, cup)

clean~' L.

xu~%yeqd ?~ dekil.d (noun, d-class) 'cleaning-rod

(for rifle)' L, la?d da. xu~%yeqd ?u~ dekil.d

'two cleaning-rods' L. Nominalized passive active im=

perfective, with expanded stem, 'the inside of a rifle

is wiped by means of it'.

di~ ?u~ ?ekilhd% (noun, unclassified) 'dishrag' 65.=

20,20, 20A. Deverbalization with -%-instrumental,

'dishes are wiped by means of it'.

?~ ?ed~.3:e~.d (noun, unclassified) 'towel' L. Nom=

inalized reflexive active imperfective with kil-indef=

inite S, I-anatomical, expanded stem, 'by means of it

one wipes one's (own) face'.

?u~ ?edlekil...d% (noun, unclassified, attested only

in Rezanov) 'towel': Rezanov OxoT~eKoYT~b 'no~o=

Te~o Handtuch'. Deverbalization with -%-instrumental

of preceding.

~hd% (noun, usually l~d-class, with -3:-instrumental)

'moss (Sphagnum)' LM, 49.40A (unclassified), Rezanov

1" ," i
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KOYTJII> 'Mon Moos', l{uhd:%leJ$:eda?luw LM, lCuhd:%=

?a?luw 'big piece, expanse of moss' L, lCuhd:% si~

leJ$:edio?a? (or -ta?) 'give me some moss:' L,

l{ihdl ?u.d leJ$:edese?ah:% (or -tah:%) 'a piece of

moss is there' L. Originally 'wiper'; earlier term

for 'moss' now means 'baby-basket'; moss was used as

absorbent and wiper for excretion and menstrual blood;

see dao~, ca.~, ca?~l.

GedelCuhd:% (noun, probably with Gd-thematic 'place')

'mossy ground' L.

lCuhd:%Aa.?mahd (noun, lJ$:-class) 'berry species (tasty

red berries that grow near Chitina in October, fer=

ment easily)' ('moss-berries') A. lCuhd:% here per=

haps d-class.



lr:j.?t'

l(i?t'.
O-~~?t' 'S scratches 0': 16.11M, 36.16, 16,17,18,18,

19, 45A, ?~h ~u~e*ge~c' selrt?t'}~h de~ 'the man

whom Property Woman has scratched' 36.42A, Rezanov

ACHKeTAb ~apanaTb kratzen' ?~h se~}?~} 'it

scratched him, he scratched it', ?elrf?t' 'scratch

it~' LMS, qu?x1r~?t' 'I'll scratch it' LG, de?u.de~=

ya*kih xu~f?t' 'something is scratching me' L; with

~d (~-indefinite 0 of o-d, translating as s):

~d xulr~?t' 'something is scratching me' L, lrud

xuse~:j.?t'} '(I was walking along and) something

scratched me' L (L rejects *~d xusdil(}?t'l, and

also *?ewd xuse~~?t'l 'it scratched me', as ungram=

matical); with l-anatomical: 36.17A, ?iqe?li.x1r~?~

'I'll scratch your 'face' L; with indeterminate 0 and

ye~-progressive: yeJ.C ?~*xde~~?t' da*~ 'as I get

to scratching around' 34.11M (active conditional),

ye~ ?ide~f?~~fh seqe*crekih 'a child who scratches'

L; reflexive: ?ede~f?~}h 'he's scratching himself'

M, ?edxdelr}?~ 'I'm scratding myself' L, ?edisdi=

~}?~}}h 'he scratched himself' M, with I-anatomical:

?ed}*sdi~}?~l}h 'he scratched his (own) face' L,

?edlisdil(t?~}S, ?edS lisdil(t?~}, ?ed~ ?}.sdi~}?~l

'did you scratch your face?' L, cautionary negative

.inctfetive imperative: ?8dqeleGede~t?~G '(be careful' --

yoW don't (accidentally) scratch you face~' L; pas=



sive: sdi~}?fl 'it got scratched' M, xusdi~t?fl
'I got scratched (by someone, something)' L, xu=

Gede~t?~l (not xuGele-) 'I'm being scratched' L,
with I-anatomical: xt.Sdikt?fl 'my face got

scratched'L.
O-?-~t?f 'S scratches at 0, tries to scratch 0' (suc=

cess not necessarily implied), with I-anatomical:

xu?t.se~t?fl 'it (cat) tried to scratch my face' L.

ya? O-d-~}?~ (with d-thematic, perhaps optional, with
ya? 'completely', Or perhaps thematizedclass-mark
for 0, e.g. 'board, floor') 'S scratches 0 all up':

?ew ya? dese~i?fl 'he scratched it all up' L. i
.r

iye~ O-GI-de-~t?~-~ (with ye~-progressive and Gl-the= i
matic 'ground' as 0) 'S scratches around on ground':

ye~ G~.de~}?~~ 'it's scratching around on the

ground'LM.
le~ede~t?~ (noun) 'pimples M (rejected by L). Nominal=

ized passive active imperfective with l~-class-mark

for 0 'granular, berry-like' thematized, 'they (gran=

ular) are scratched'.



lCa?~

lCa?t'l

d-l-lCa?t' (with d-thematic, perhaps 'free fall(,

flight) through air') 1. 'sg. S (bird, plane) flies'
(for flight of pl. S see ~-?ya, for flight of ob=

jects blown by wind see xu?~-xe~): in texts, with

various preverbs and postpositional phrases: o-~

'with 0 (in tow, in clutches)' 2.14, 19M, 9.96, 12.=

97A,40.11fnL, o-yeq(d) qa? 'up out of (inside of)
0' 5.12L, 10.12, 11.192A, o-yeq Ii? 'deeply into

0' 5.3L, 10.5, 6, 34A, o-yeq ye~ 'down into (inside

of) 0' 11.155, 158A, o-~ 'toward 0' 2a.19M, 10.4,5,

165, 11.38,40, 65.84A, o-da? 'to (arriving at) 0'

40.11fnL, 47.28M, ya?~ 'upward (taking off)' 7.38,

9.96A, 47c.41L, 49.49A, ~i.d leGe?~ 'way upland'
9.97A, yahd 'out to sea' 10.4, 5A, ?u.dilCah 'away

from there' 60.33A, ?u'~ahd 'from there' 7.38A,

o-~ahd 'away from 0, leaving 0 behind' 10.165A,

o-ta.s 'over, across 0' 34.82L, o-delye~ 'in front

of 0' 47.39L, qe?-qe.- 'back, again' (with le-clas=

sifier) 4O.11fn, 47c.41L, without preverbs or postpo=

sistional phrases specifying such or otherwise, often

'sg. S flies away': 2a.14M, 2b.18L; desellCa?~ 'it

(e.g. duck) flew away' M, qu?di'llCa?t' 'it'll fly'

M, si.ne~ desellCa?t'~ 'it flew by (brushing) my

head' L, siya'~ dese~lCa?t'~ 'it flew by (brushing)

my hand' L, st'da?~ dese~lCa?t'l 'it (fly) landed on



my face' L, siyeda?~ dese~~a?~~ 'it (fly) landed

on my inside forearm' L, deGe~~a?~~ 'it's flying

(somewhere)' M, ya?~ dese~~a?~ 'it took off' L,

ya?~ deGe~~a?~ 'it's taking off' L, s~.da?~

'it's flying toward my face' L, siyeda?~ deGe~~a?~~

'it's flying toward my inside forearm' L, siye~

deGe~~a?~~ 'it's flying toward my hand' L, si.ne~

deGe~~a?~~ 'it's flying toward my head' L, ?u.de~

deGe~~a?~ 'it's flying along there' L, deGe~~a?~

L, di.~~a?~ M, di?~~a?~ 'fly (away, straight

ahead)~' L, ?u.di~ah di?~~a?~ 'fly away~' L, q'e.=

yahd dis~i~a?~ 'it (bird) flew back south (out to

sea, on annual migration)' M, with ye~-progressive:

2a.ll, 3.4M, 5.IL, ye~ da.1e~a?~ 'fly about~' M,

ye~ qu?de~elCa?~ 'it'll fly (about)' M, Rezanov

ExTaT~HK~-aTe~ '~eT~T~ fliegen' (see also ye~

de~e~a?~ below) ye~ de~e~a?~ 'it's flying

around' L; repetitive: ?u.~ de~~a?~g 'it's trying

to fly there (e.g. against wind)' L. Transitive

(causative), reflexive, 'S makes self fly, pretends

to fly, flaps wings': ?edeGe~e~a?~~ 'it's flapping

its wings' M, ?edqu?de~e~a?~ 'it'll flap its wings'

M (verified by M, but not by L, cf. ~ah~~-~a?~~).

2. 'S (human, sgo or pl.) flies (in airplane)':

yaokuc'g ?e .planeya?d g-:Bg~ d?;o' qu?di .1~a?~

'we'll fly to Situck in a small airplane' 65.84A



I

(approved by L, but L prefers o-~ d-}-~a?~ 'S
(plane) flies with 0 (humans)' for indicating plane
travel by humans).

ye~ de}e~a?~ (noun, unclassified) 'bird, airplane'

L, Furuh,jelm Iahkhataliakhatl 'bird', Rezanov

ffxTaT~eK~-aTeX$-ro 'llT~a Vogel' ye~ de}e~a?~~yu.

J 'birds' ('it flies around, pl.') L.

}-~a?~ 'S (inanimate) flies (involuntarily)' (later

rejected by L): ya?~ se}~a?~} 'it (e.g. paper,
leaf) flew up' L.



Ira ?t'2!

Ira?~

?}.zIra?~ (noun, unclassified, with I-thematic, never
realized as Ie-, perhaps thematized class-mark or

I-anatomical, and z-classifier) 'sea urchin, sea

egg' LMS, 4.2, 10, 13M, ?~.z~a?~luw 'big sea ur= !
chin'LM.

I.
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k'u?t'

k'u?t'

k'u?t' (noun, g-class) 'thread, sinew, nerve, tendon,

blood vessel, vein, artery' LM, Rezanov KYT~

'HMTRH Garn', KYTT~ 'EM~a Sehne, Ader', Galushia

Nelson ~5~ 'thread or sinew' BSdL 548, Rezanov

KYTR~~ 'mO~R~ Seide' ~?~guci3g 'thin thread',

~ge?a.w k'u?~ 'long thread' L, la?d geka. ~?~
'two threads, sinews (etc.)' M, k'u?~ ?u.d guse=

tab3: (or. -?ab3:, former much preferred) 'a piece

of thread, sinew is there' L, ~?~ si?! gu.?a? (or

-ta?) 'give me a piece of sinew:' L, ?e~a. ?u5eh)J:

k'u?~ga? ?i.~:j.h}h 'my how his ear is like tendon~'
L (see ~e~eAa'~?~ below); sic}?gedek'u?~ 'my

neck-tendon'L.
-k'u?~ (noun, g-class, possess~d form, attested only

with anatomical marks) 'tendon~~;nerve, blood vessel,

vein, artery': with l-anatomical~c ?ilek'u?~ 'the

veins of your temple' L; with y-anatomical: siye=

k'u?~ 'my hand-veins' L, k'uge~? siyek'u?~ 'my

many hand-veins' L.

~e~eAa.k'u?~ (epithet) 'ear-tendon, tendon-ears' (of
thick-skinned person who isn't ashamed no matter

what people say of him) L.



lCiya?t;

lCiya?t;

lCiya?t; (noun, unclassified) 'fish-meat, cooked fish-=

meat' LMA, 65.32, 40A (for 'raw fish-meat' see ~e.G).



l{awah5-k'uwah~

l{awah5-l{uwah5 (expanded ~awa.5)
0-l{awah5--l{uwah~ '8 nails, tacks 0,8 pounds, drives

in 0 (nail)': ?al{awah5 'nail it~' L, si~awah5}
'I nailed it' L, dil{ ?axs}l{awah5}G 'I didn't
nail it' L, G axl{uwah~~ L , xl{uwah~ ' I'm pounding

in a nail' M, k'uxl{uwah5 'I'm nailing something,

driving a nail into something' L, ~du.lihGdalu?
q~.~ Gax}{uwah5} 'I pounding a nail into a table'

L, de"duw yil{uwah5 'what are you nailing?' L,
?aw di~a?g ?u.d ya~ Gal{uwah5 'tack the paper

down there~' L (cf. below).
0-~-l{awah3--l{uwah3 'S fastens 0 by nailing, tacking',

usually with o-~ 'to (in contact with) 0': ?aw

di~a?g ?u"d ya~ Ga~l{uwah5 'tack the paper down

(to something) there' L, ?aw~~.? ya~ Ga~l{awah5
'nail it down all the way along it~' L, da. da.~

~l{awa"g~ 'we (cust) nail it to something' L, with

d-class-mark for 0: ya"na~ daGaX}k'uwah3~ 'I'm

nailing it (board) to the floor' L, indirect recip=

rocal: ?i~~ Ga~l{uwahg 'tack them together~' L;
passive: da.~ ?idil{uwah5~ 'it's been nailed to

something (wall)' (neuter perfective) L, ya"na~
?idil{uwah3~ 'it's been nailed to the floor' (neu=
ter perfective) L, ?i~~ ~dil{uwah~~ 'they've been
tacked together' M. .

~adaGt:I da.~ dadal{uwah5g (noun, d-class) 'plyboards -
A
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for ceiling' L. Nominalized passive active imper=

fective repetitive with d-class-mark for 0, 'they

(boards) are (repeatedly) nailed to indeterminate

0 above'.

~wah~1 (noun, unclassified, with -1-instrumental)

'nail, tack' LM, ~wah~1~ela?~ Ii? Geta? 'hang

it up on a nail~' L, ~?a.w ~wahg1 'long nail'

L, ~wah51luw 'big tacks' LM, also Eyaks "used

to call some big bearded white man that; he always

rowed, never used an outboard motor" M; ~wah~1=

yequh 'small tack, thumbtack' ('young of ~wahg1')

L.



k'u~-~e~

k'u~-~e~ (perhaps to be identified with reduced form of

~ah~-k'u~, as apparently by L, or perhaps reduced form

of ~a.?~)

~e}k'u~} A, se}~e~} MA, se}~~} L (noun, unclas=

sified) 'small diving duck species' LJVI.A, "something

wrong with its foot, has different kind of foot from

duck" L (doubtless by association with ~ah~-~~

and/or qe~), "never straightens neck, always dives,

jumps around" M (perhaps also association with qe~),

"small gray bird" A (probably 'dipper, water ouzel
(Cinclus mexicanus)'), 'grebe (horned or Holboell's) ,

("not eaten, supposed to be people") L {cf. }ek'u~

below, qeq). Nominalized active perfective of

theme (O-)}-~~--~e~ of unknown meaning.

}ek'u~ (noun, 1mclassified) 'grebe' ("some kind of

smallish duck, not supposed to eat it") L. Cf. pre=

ceding, qeq, and also }eku~?i.?ah, by which the

form and/o~ meaning may be influenced. Nominalized

active imperfective of theme }e-~~ of unknown

meaning. ,
\IJ' --'I I !/l,,~ if 't"..~ )
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k'ahS-k'u~

k'ah~-k'u~ (earlier basic form *k'wah~, implied perhaps

once in Rezanov, reduced form also k'e~, ~is, occurring

in anatomical mark only, perhaps to be identified with

k'u~-k'e~)

-ICah~ (noun) l.(unclassified or qied-class, and

once, perhaps archaically, d-class, see also k'u~-d-

below) 'foot, (lower) leg' (of human, animal, bird,

piece of furniture), 'paw' (especially hind-paw),

'flipper' (of seal): Rezanov" !{OKO- ' .KaCT':b

Fuss von Thieren, Tatze' lCuk'wah~ (labialization

of stem-initial perhaps due only to influence of

prefix), Galushia Nelson Gu'qa'c or Go'qa'c

'foot' BSdL 542 k'uICah~ 'a foot' LM, Rezanov

Karam':b 'Hora Fuss', Furuhjelm Khakhash 'leg',

qaek'ah~ 'our feet, human foot', Galushia Nelson

si qa'c 'my foot' BSdL 556 sik'ah~, sik'ah~

siya. ~eqae?~1 'my leg got stiff' L, di~ si=

lCah~ siya. la?q ?a?~ahsG 'my feet aren't thick'

18.19L, si~ahS~ si1seh} '1 killed it with my

foot' L, Galushia Nelson i" q'a'c 'your foot'

BSdL 557 'your foot' ?ik'ahs 51.78, 80A, ?~h=

k'ah~ 'his (bird's) foot' 9.40, 41A, ?~ahS 'it,

his foot, feet, leg' 23.66,139,24.37,48,49,

96, 51.79,60.51, 51, 51A, qeq'ga? ?~ah~ ?ewae

?i.~}h}h 24.50A, ?uk'ahs ?ewa. q'eq'ga? ?ie~}hth



'his feet were like a grebe('s)' 24.53A, ?~ah~=

?a-w 'its long legs' L, ?u~ah~ ?ewa- ?i1~

Ge~i'? 'tie its legs together~' L, ?~ah~~e?c'G

ya?~ Geta? 'lift it (chair) by its leg~' L,

?u~ah~~e?c'G ?i1~ 'grab it (chair) by the leg~'

L, ?u~ah~ ?ewa- le~eqe~1 'its leg (of chair)

is broken' L, ge-~ta'g~ah~ 'seal-flipper'L,
G e' c'ge~eq'ki~ah~ ' Little Magpie's foot' 9 .42A,

?ew~ah~ ye~ qid deseqec~ 'it bit its foot off'
L (d-mark perhaps thematic with qid) , ?ew~ah~

ye~ deseqec~ 'it bit its foot off (apart)' L

(probably with d-class-mark for 0), ?u~ah~d-,

?ew~ah~da.~ ?ew se~kv'?d1 'he siezed it (sea-=

lion) by the foot (flipper)' 50.57A (?ew~ah~

as 0 of o-~, clearly d-class) , k'uk'ah~luw fu=

~ah~qi-da?luw 'big foot' LM, ~}hG qi.da. fu=
~ah~ 'one (disembodied) foot' LM, ~}hGih fu~ah~

'one (disembodied) foot' M (L rejects gloss, see

below), ~ihG qi-da. k'uk'ah~ siC! qi.di.ta?
'give me one foot:' L, fu~ah~ si~ qi.di'?a?

'give me a foot:' L. o'

2. (unclassified) 'foot' (measure of length):

~}hGih fu~ah~ 'one foot (I')' L, la?dih ~~ah~=

ga? ?i-~?a? 'it's two feet long' M.
o-ga? 1e-~ah~ 'S has foot like 0': Genuhga?



?i~i~ah~}h 'he's duck-footed' L.

~~- (reduced form of preceding, only certain at=

testation not in combination with a-mark) see

k'u~JI\'i?~ under Jl\'i.

k'u~-d- (anatomical mark, subposition C, perhaps

always in combination with d-mark, perhaps archaic

class-mark, see -~ah~, cf. ~~.-de- under ~e=

lih-~~.) 'lower leg, foot': in verbs: ye~ k'uSd-

kug, ye~ k'u~d-qu?JI\' '8's leg breaks', ~Sd-~-=

k}? '8 is skinny-legged', k'u~d-3i3-g '8 is

skinny-legged, spindle-shanked', k'u~d-~e-qe~ '8

(baby) is fat-legged', with adjectives, attested

only in epithets, with zero possessive p:refix:

~Sdedi~ 'short-legs', ~Sde?a.w 'long-legs,

snipe, deer', also personal name of woman, ~Sda?=

luw 'big-legs', in postpositional phrases: o-k'uSd-=

da.d '(at rest in area) near o's lower leg', o's

ankle', o-k'uSd-lah 'around o's lower leg, o's

pants-cuff', in noun, structure uncertain: -k'uS=

dequ? (also -~eSdequ?, -~iSdequ?, Rezanov

-KmTaK~-o) 'calf of leg', see qu?2; lacking d-=

mark, perhaps haplological, in o-da?-d '(nomi=

nalization of) front of 0', -~~da?d 'front of

lower leg, shin', attested from M only.



k'ao?~

k'ao?~ (perhaps related to ~~-k'e~)

O-1-1-k'ao?S (with l-thematic, cfo ~a?q) 'S hooks

0 (halibut, cod) in sea with hook and handline':

?~osi1~ao?S1 'I hooked it (halibut)' L, with qa?

'up out': qa? leGe1k'ao?S 'hook it (halibut, cod)

out:' L, qa? qu?li°x3:k'ao?S 'I'll hook it (hali=

but, with handline)' L, qa? q~oSi1k'ao?S1 (not

q}O_) 'I hooked them (out), (with qe-plural) L;

detransitivized with indeterminate 0, 'S goes fish=

ing, handlining (in sea for halibut, cod)': Rezanov

MHT~HKaEH 'Y~HT~ angeln' ?}'1e~a'?~~h 'he's fish=

ing, handlining (in sea, for halibut, cod)' L,

?}°x3:e~ao?S 'I'm fishing with hook and handline' M,

?}O1ek'a'?~ LM, ?ilao1e~ao?S 'go handlining (for

halibut, cod)~ M, ?iqe?i'x3:ek'a'?S L, ?iqe?lex1e=

~ao?~ 'I'll go handlining (for halibut, cod)' M";

passive: qa? q~os1i~a'?~1 'they (halibut, cod)

got hooked (out), L (with qe-plural).

~a'?S1 (noun, unclassified, with -%-instrumental)

'fish hook (large type for halibut and cod)' L,

Galushia Nelson ~a.ct1 'halibut hook' BSdL 549,

la?dih k'a.?S1 'two halibut-hooks' L. These are

described, illustrated and discussed in BSdL

118-121.



k'ahg

k'ahg (perhaps to be analyzed ~ah with thematized -g-=

repetitive)
I-de-~ahg 'S (child) plays (relatively sedentarily

and structuredly, e.g. make-believe, with toys,

dolls)': 38.3LM, 39.4L, ya?~u. qu?la.le~de~ahg
'pl. don't play (with dolls)' LM, 39.2L, ledek'ahg

'he (child) is playing (with something)' LM, ?i~

qu?lexde~ahg 'I'll play with you' L, ?ew~ lede=
~ahg 'he (boy) is playing (make-believe) with it

(toy)' L, ?u~ la.xde~ahg~ si~ del~h}h 'he
told me to play with him' (active subjunctive) L.

lek'ahg (gerundive) 'play (with toys, dolls, make-=

believe)' L.



k'ug

k'ug (earlier transcribed also ~?g, ~?~, later
checked and rejected in favor of ~g by L and A;

expanded ~e.g)
de-~g 'S has, gets (muscular) cramp, spasm':

xsdi~g1 'I got a cramp' LM, sdi~g1 'it's
got a cramp in it' A, qu?xdek'ug 'I'll get a

cramp'LM, qu?dek'ug 'you'll get a cramp (in
muscle)' L, xde~e.g~ 'I (cust) get a cramp'
LM, with anatomical marks: yixsdik'ug1 'I got
a cramp in my hand, arm' L, qi.dixsdik'ug1 'I

got a cramp in my foot, leg' L, repetitive:

de~gg}h 'he keeps getting (muscular) cramps'

L, qi.dexde~gg 'I keep getting a cramp in my

foot, leg' L.



lCe?lC

lCe?lC

lCe?lC% (noun, unclassified, with -}-suffix) 'mink'

LMASG, 33.22,26, 26A, 67.6G, lCe?lC}?ece? 'mink-=

meat' 33.23, 24A, ~e?lC}?etah 'mink-skin' 33.41,

72, 74A, ~e?~}?a?luw 'big mink' LM.



k!ahG

lCahG

lCahG (noun, d-class) 'porcupine quills' LM, Galu=

shia Nelson lCa'q or lCaq 'porcupine quills'

BSdL 548, lCahGda?luw 'big porcupine quills' M,

lCahG si~ di.?a? (or -ta?) 'give me a porcu=

pine quill~' L; as C in constructionas C -%e(?)

and C O-?-(l-)%-~a': de?u.de~deg lCahG ?uq

l(u.%eh 'even then there were quills on him (por=
cupine) , 16.4M,~ ~ahG se%e?% 'he got full of

quills' 16.13M, ~ahG ?~.se~e?% 'its (dog's)

head got full of quills' L, lCahG ?i?se~~a?~ 'it

got you full of quills' L, ~ahG ?i?qe?li'x~~ah

'I'll get you full of quills' L.

qa? -~ahG (with qa? 'up out') 'S gets full of

porcupine quills', attested only with I-anatomical:

qa? ?~'selCahG~ 'its (dog's) head got full of

quills'L.



k'ula-G l

~la- G (historically probably analyzable as .k'u-la- -G :

see below, cf- also k'udi?lahGunder ?lahG)

-k'ula-G- (noun, unclassified, probably analyzable

historically as reduced form of postpositional
phrase o-~ah < o-*~wah 'away from 0', -la--,

see la--naol, and -G personal) attested in

plural only si~laoGeyu. 'not my people, people
other than mine (not of my kind)' L.

~;1 '1>- /<",>,/7'1""') ~
k'ulaoG~ih) (noun, unclassified, probably derived -"

from above, no longer identified as postpositional

phrase) 'someone else, another, a different person':

k'ula.G L, 11.48, 33.56, 56, 66A, k'ula.Gih 'some=

one else, another, a different person' L, 25.103A,

33.76A, k'ula.Gih qe?} 'another woman' 48.lL,
k'ula-Gih?ehd 'someone else's wife' 33.59A, Reza=
nov KOJIHReKOCHaKa 'HOf'EaT'1> Krieg fUhren' k'ula-=

Gihkuwa?na"G qe?~h 'he's someone else's friend'

L, k'ula.Geya? du-~ 'someone else's (not his

own) cat' L, di~ k'ulaoGeya? seqeoGeYU.G 'they're
not someone else's children' 24.32A, ~la.Gi~a?

'with someone else' 17.7LM, 25_102A, Wrangell

KYJIaKaIb 'Fremder', ~la-Geyu. 'other people' L,

11.5,49,113, 28.140A, ~laoGeyu- xiolGeyuo
'other shamans' 56_20L, ~la.Ginu- 'other people'

(same as ~la.Geyuo) L, ~laoGinu. (or ~la.=



Geyu.) qe?ahnu. qa.?e? qa?a?~ 'others will

change place with us, take our place, shift' L.



1Cig~-1Ci1C~

1Cig~-1Ci1C~ (L also 1Ci?1C~, consistently -1C~, MA -g~;

perhaps related to (reduced form of) 1Cahg~, l(:i-.g~,

and/or l(i~~-~i.~~-~:i-.g~; cf. also qeG~)

1Cig~g (noun, with -g-repetitive thematized) 'plant,

bush species' ("like a little tree, blue, not good

for anything 'I) A.
"\'

dl)$:-~ijl~---1Ci~~'-g tn,o un , l)$:-class, with dl)$:-thematic and -.

-g-repetitive thematized) 'berry species': Aa.)$:=

l(ig~g MA (A twice, L rejects), Aa.)$:~i~~g L (con=

sistently, 6 times, also -~i?1CS- 3 times, probably

under influence of l(i1C~-1Ct.l(~-l(:i-.g~) "'chickenber=

ries'" LMA «'checker:berries'?~ "edible red berries,

pop when chewed, grow in bunches just like balls, on

bushes 2 to 3 feet high, found allover" L, "red ber=

ry, on bush 18 inches high" A, probably 'salal, par=

tridgeberry, checkerberry (Gaultheria shallon)'),

Rezanov ~~HX$KeKymK~ (last letter partly illegible,

probably t written over e, or e written over

~) 'TO~oKH~HKa, Hro~a' (not in Radlov, 'bearberry

(Arctostaphylos uva-ursi, A. alpina)', but corres=

ponding Tlingit entry is RaKexeT~~R~ qekttxe~g

'St. Jacob's berry, dogwood berry, bunchberry (Cor=

nus canadensis)') Aa.)$:1CigW~g or Aa.)$:~i1CW~g.

,,'



k't.gS f

k't.gs (G k'}.k'~, L also k'}.k'~, k'}?k'S, k'i?k's, but

clearly favors k'}.gS; perhaps related to and/or in=

fluenced by k'ahgs, k'ig~-k'ik's, k'i~s-k'}.k'~-~}.g~;

cf. also q'eG~)

-~}.g~(-g) (noun, with -g-repetitive thematized ex=
cept in form from G), attested only as second ele=

ment in compound with q'ema. (I-class) '(intact)

salmon-roe, roe-sac', with l-class-mark: q'ema.le=

k'}.~S G, qema.le~t.gSg ("-~}.gSg sounds best")
'dry salmon-roe' L.

l~-}-~}.g~-g l. With l~-class-mark for S ('loose roe')

apparently thematized (see above, and also le~e}=

~t.g~g below, the product, I-class, apparently
,'(intact) salmon-roe') 'S (salmon-roe) dries': .1e= i

~ese}~}.gSg} 'salmon-roe dried' L. Transitive

(causative): le~i.}~}.g~g 'make dry salmon-roe:'

M, qu?le~i.x}k't.g~g 'I'll dry salmon-roe' L.

2. With l~-anatomical: le~ese}~}.g~g}}h M,

?ula.~ le~ese}~}?~Sg}}h (or -k'}.~S-, -~i?~~-)
'something is wrong with his eyes' L, le~ese}~}.g~g}

'his eyes got dry and scabby (like dry salmon-roe)' L.

3. With l~-mark thematized, perhaps incorrect=

ly: le~e}k'}.gSg '~e has a) scabby rash' M.

.l~d-}-~}.g~-g (variant of 2. above, with l~d-anatom=

ical 'eyes'): le~edese}~}.g~g~}h 'something is

wrong with his eyes' L.



1a-~t.g~-g 'S (scab) dries': Ga1a~}.g~g1 'scab

is drying' L, s1i~}.g~g1 'scab dried up' L.

1~-1a-~}.g~-g (variant of 1~-1-~t.g~-g, cf. 1-=

~ahg~-g, 1a-~ahg~-g, equivalent to preceding with

l~-anatomical): la~axs1i~t.g~g1 'something is

wrong with my eye' L.

la~a1~}.g~g (noun, I-class) 'dried (intact?) salmon-=

roe' LM, ~la~? la~a1~}.g~g 'lots of dried

salmon-roe' L. Nominalized active imperfective of

Ix-1-~i. g~-g I...

I:,



l{ahg~! 

~ahg~ (perhaps related to ~:j..g~, ~ig~-~i~~; cf. also:

q8G~)

~ahg~g (noun, unclassified, with -g-repetitive the=

matized) 'scab' LMA, 36.34, 36,43, 43A, ~ahg~g=

?a?luw 'big scab' LM.

%-~ahg~-g 'S has, gets scab, S (scab) forms': S8%=

~ahg~g% 'a scab formed' M, qU?W8%~ahg~g 'a scab

will form' LM, with y-anatomical: yisi%~ahg~g%

'my hand got a scab on it' L.

%8-~ahg~~g 'S has, gets scab, is, gets scabby, rough-=

surfaced, S (scab) forms' (meaning not distinguished,

at least in part, from that of preceding; cf. l~-=

%-~i.g~-g and 1~-%8-~}.g~-g): s}il{ahg~g~ 'it got

scabby, a scab formed' L, G8}8~ahg~g} 'a scab is

forming' L, with y-anatomical: yixs%i~ahg~g% 'my

hand got a scab on it' ("same as yisi}~ahg~g}") L,

of inanimate d-class S: di~%i~ahg~g% 'it (board,

ice) got rough-surfaced' L.

I
i



~i~~-~}.~~-~}.g~

~i~~-~}.~S-~l.g~ (L also ~}?~~, ~i?~~, consistently
-~S as in ~igS-~i~S, A -gS as in ~igS-~i~S; in=

fluenced by, and perhaps related to ~ig~-~i~S, ~}.gS,

also influenced by G}.gs, cr}?d-di?d-d}.d-cri5, C}.52,
or perhaps a blend of several of these)

d-}e-~i~~---~}.~S---~l.gS-g (with d-thematic 'noise'

and -g-repetitive thematized) 'S makes (sharp or

grinding) squeaking, creaking, or popping sound':
de}e~i?~sg 'it's making a grinding creaking sound'

L, de}e~~.~sg (or -~}?~s-, -~~.gS-) L, de}e=

~}.gSg 'it's making a squeaky noise' A, de}e~i~~g
'it (floor, house) is creaking, squeaking' L (twice),

'it (e.g. chewing-gum) is making a popping noise' L

(cf. Aa.J.Cl{i~~g 'berries ("pop when chewed")' L).
Transitive (causative): gahG de}~i~~g 'he's pop=

ping his chewing-gum while chewing it' L.

\

~;,:,:; ~ ,,"



lCele3:

/1., ~~-~.
v--~'"

lCele3: (possible unidentified element in personal name,

see ca?lCele3:ma. under ca?lC)

.,~
"

\;"

;



k'udi°q'-k'edi°q'

k'udi°q'-~edioq (rare alternant ~edeoq L once; unana=

ly~able, to be segmented, if of Eyak origin, k'u-dioq,

conceivably k'u-indefinite 0 of o-dio?q « -d-?e?-q)

'in o's language', but more probably a diffused form

of unknown origin, perhaps Tlingit; cfo Yakutat Tlingit

~ute~, guteJS.', gute~ '"Aleut" (ioe. Eskimo)', but

further down the coast Naish-Stor~y gute~ qwan ---

'Eyak Indian', for c~rresponden<?e Eyak "-;d- Tlin,gi t ,.. It",
1 1 ('-'-,,-r j;"",. i"""/'"~'lj!, /~<'--,\,~Jj '"" ':)\. IAr"'~"_""'-~"'..(. ~+~ {"' ,f} "'

-t- see Eyak gao g .,' t~- Y.c- de-x "h. ~ ~k~.,l M1~~.;;£~";. J
J{ fA ,. " ,

k'udioq-~edioq (noun, unclassified) 'Eskimo, Chugach

Eskimo' (locally called 'Aleut'): ~edi°q' 52.11,

37L, ~odioq 'Aleut' 49.31A, 52.10, 53.42L,

Galushia Nelson GoD£\yaq or GODEiq 'Eskimo'

BSdL 543, ~ede.q' personal name (of Eyak? man)

('Aleut') L, ~edi.qeyu. 52.2,19,22, 23L, 54.1,

2,7, 16G, ~di.q'eyu. 'Aleuts' LMAS, 49.30,32,

40,59,64, 50o44A, 58.2,8,27, 29L, 54.10G (not

*~di°q'Geyu. L), Galushia Nelson GoDiiqiiyu

'Eskimos' BSdL 543, ~dioqeyuoya? lah 'Aleuts'

village' 53.1L, also place-name near Mummy Island

L.

'j.., C "' J. .""".,,



k'uda-

, t t~...~~ 0 '
0-1- ~ «" .--(1-

~da. (loan from Tlingit ~da 'file')
I

~da- (noun, unclassified) 'file' LA, k'uda-luw

'big file' LM, ?ew ~da- qu?x1xahd 'I'll

make that file into a barbed spearhead' L.



lill.1:Qlya.n I

~ldiya.n (probably loan from Ahtena ?t~dtyant 'spruce

hen', probably influenced by ~~de~g, q.v. under.
de~)

~~diya.n (noun, unclassified) '(spruce) grouse.
(Canachites canadensis)' LMAS. ""~!'t. ~ e...c-

." )~
.~I_0 ..~-

L\d:i~ ~r; ", J& ' ..1
t: .'

.';..J' .j.+.fI'-- 6

.~ , 1'- J1), v ' vi
--~ ~ 1 ~ t v ~ '

..

, I.



k'u~eJ$:eya.~

~~eJ$:eya.S (unanalyzable, perhaps to be segmented ~-=

~eJ$:e-ya. ~ with k'll-indefinite as :P'ssessor or S or 0 of

verb-theme, -~eJ$:e- reduced form of ~ehJ$: 'ears',
-ya.~ unidentifiable noun or verb stem, or perhaps

, early (and folk-etymologized?) loan from Athapaskan,

cf. Ahtena (Pinart) ~aha~e 'sable'(Doroschin) ~e=
",d"t; ),;.,.".r-- +, Ct ..t<." ,;,,!:',,",., "";':1;;,

hau~e 'Zobel', Tanaina (Osgood, Kachemak and Kenai --
A

only) ~a~ay6~a, Ingalik geceyeye, Nulato Koyukon

(Zagoskin) Ko~orea, Holikachuk suge, Tanana Village

su~a, Minto cugi, Ahtena cugi, cuga, all probably

partly irregular developments of *(~e-)~~J$:W~- + *-ye,

*-~e, *-yA~e-, or *-ge)

~5eJ$:eya.~ (noun, unclassified) 'marten' LAS, 67.5G,

Rezanov KHt!aramlrI> 'HopKa, 3B'BpI> Norz, Mustela

lutreola'.

;~":, .'

, " ...~"I.. " , I



k'a?t'

k'a?t' (probably loan from Tlingit xa~ 'island')

~a?~ (noun, unclassified) 'island' LMG, 12.21,

22,23, 25G, 47c.58, 60L, 67.2, 4G, Rezanov

KaaT~ 'OCTpOBb Insel', Galushia Nelson qa.t,

Old Man Dude k'a:~' 'island' BSdL 537, also

place-name: Galushia Nelson qa.t 'Hawkins Is=

land ("island")' BSdL 544 k'a?~ 'Hawkins Island'

L, k'a?~?a?luw 'big island' LM, also place

name: Galushia l~elson k'a'Da'liI or ~aDala= =
'Spike Island' BSdL 544 ~a?~?a?luw 'Observa=

tion Island (island across from Sheperd Point)'

L, ~a?~qe~a? 57.2G, ~a?~qe~ 'onto an island'

57.7, 31, 64.8G, ?ew ~a?t'qed qu?x~eca? 'I'll

ask to go to that island' L; ~a?~ ~lah6 de~~h

'Kodiak Islander' L, ~a?~ Gelahyu., ~a?~ ~=

lahGeyu. '(true) Aleuts' L (probably all to be

corrected to ~a?~qelahG(eyu.) 'dweller(s) on

island', and probably all meaning, indiscriminate=

ly, 'Kodiak Eskimo, (true) Aleut').



"","""'"
wx a-xa-xewa

xwa-xa-xewa (xwa SG, Rezanov, Furuhjelm, LM occasionally,

A 3 times, xa LM usually, A 3 times; xewa in certain

nouns, perhaps to be interpreted xewa', see subentry

?~ose}xwa?}, cf. also ta', tewah; perhaps related to

xwa'-xa'-xwah-xah, and/or to xah, and/or to xa.nih;
cf. also l-}-?ya)

l-xwa--xa 'S grows, grows up, matures'; la.xeo,

lioxa? (laoxa? barely acceptable), leGexa? 'grow

up:' L, qu?lioxxah 'I'll grow up' L, dilr qu?liox=

xahG (or -xaoG) 'I won't grow up' L, qu?li.x~h~h

'he'll grow up' L, leGuxxao} LM, leGexxao} ,L,

leGuxxwao} 'I'm growing up' M, leGioxa.} 'you're

growing up' M, leGexwa.} MG,24.39A, lesexao}
!,'it's growing up' L, Rezanov RaJIeJIJIHRaxoi"~ 'MoJIo= -

~o~ jung' qaol... leGexwao} 'it's growing now

.(yet)' L, leGexao}~h 'he's growing up' L, ?~.si=

xwah} 'I've grown up' L, lesexwah}}h 'he's grown

up'S, qelesexwahlinuo 'they grew up' 28.131A,
with JS:tiJ.°? or J.Cli? 'complete': JS:tiJ..? lesexah}~h

'he's grown up' ('he's done growing (up)') L, JS:u?

?~osixah} 'I'm full grown' L, JS:U? ?iosexah},

JS:u? lesexah~ 'it's full grown' L, with suffixed

-~iyah 'bad': (de)?a.weyuo ?}Osexah}~h~iyah

qe?~h 'he's a poorly brought-up boor' ('he's a bad

indiscriminately (barbarically) grown one') L, dilr
J.Cli? la?xah}G 'it's not full grown' L (neuter per=



fective), ?ele~gah~ leGexixah 'I wish I'd grow
up' L, ?ele~gah~ la.xixah 'I wish I were grown

up'L, da. la.yixah 'let's grow up' L, inceptive

subjunctive: leGexxa.~ ?ixleh 'I want to grow'
L, hortatory inceptive subjunctive: leGexa.~}h

rJ..
'm!y he grow:' L, hortatory active subjunctive: ---

li.xa.~}h 'may he grow up~' (i.e. 'may he live to
maturity~', said when baby sneezes) L, active im=

perfective: ?u.d lexwah 'it (normally) grows
there, it belongs growing there' L, ?u.d lexa.~
'it (normally) grows there' L (form unexplained,

perhaps hortatory subjunctive, though L does not
so interpret or gloss it), with d-class-mark for

S: Aa.sexah} 'it (tree, wild celery) grew' L.

l-}-xwa--xa 1. (With obligatory }-classifier) 'S

grows, grows up to certain extent or in certain
way relative to 0': ?ile~ dewa?d qew ?}.si}=
xah} 'I've grown fastef than you' L; indirect re=

ciprocal: with qa? 'up out': ?i}ga? q~'~ le=

Ge}exa.~inu' 'they're growing up alike (like each

other)' L.

2. (With }-classifier at least in certain
cases optional) 'S grows, grows up to certain ex=

tent or in certain way' (not relative to 0, meaning

not clearly distinguished, at least in certain cases,

from that of l-xwa--xa): lese}xah~}h 'he's 'grown

, ""'.,,._c,."'"""'" c, '"



up' (same as lesexah1fh) M, Furuhjelm Isalhvali

'old' ?}Ose!xwah!}h 'he's grown up', with qa?

'up out': ?uleG~-~de~? qa? lese!xah!}h 'his

whiskers have grown out' 23o141A, with ~u? 'com=

plete': ~u? ?}Osi!Xah1: (same as J$:U? ?i--sixah1:)

'I'm full grown' L, ~u? ?}Ose!xah!, ~? lese1:=

xah! (same as ~u? ?f-sexah1, J$:U? lesexah1:)

'it's full grown' L, di~ ~u? la?!xah!G (same as

di~ J$:U? la?xah!G) 'it's not full grown' L (neu=

ter perfective), with di~a? '(stuck) behind inde~

terminate 0, blocked, with difficulty': di~a? li-=

!xah1: 'it's not growing properly (not fast enough,

stunted)' L (neuter perfective)-

I-de-xa '8 (inanimate, plant, or perhaps 8 in fixed

position) grows'; with qehJS: 'closed': qeh~ ?to=

sdixah1: 'it's clogged' L, ?uyeq ?iqa-g! qeh~

?}-dixah1: 'stove is plugged (with soot), L (neuter

perfective), with d-class-mark for 8: di-?q Aao=

dixah1: 'egg is maturing inside (chick embryo is

growing)' L (neuter perfective), di-?q Aaosdixah!

'egg is turning into a bird' A; see also ledexaog,

?idexaog, and qi? ~-dexa-g belowo

O-l-1:-xwa--xa (causative of l-xwa--xa, l-!-xwa--xa,

and/ol~ I-de-xa above) '8 makes 0 grow, raises 0,

brings 0 up': lio!xfh}h, la-!xfhih 'make him

grow up~' L, qu?li-x3:x}hfh 'I'll raise him' L,
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di~ qu?liox~xahGth (or -xa.G-) 'I won't raise

him' L, leGex~xao~ 'I'm raising it' L, lisi}xah~,

?t.si~xah} 'I raised him' L, xulese}xahlih, xvo=

se}xah~ih 'he raised me' L, often repetitive, with

repetitive apparently thematized: dexu. qew qu?=

liox}xa.G 'I'll raise her myself' 9.26A, xuqu?=

lio~xaogS 'will you raise me?' L, qu?li.}xaog~uh

'will you make it grow?' (said in pity for under=

sized animal) L, lex}xaog 'I'm raising it' M, xu=

le~xaog 'he's raising me' L, xuleGe}xaog~ih 'he's

raising me' L, ?~h xulese~xaog~}h, ?~ xv.se}=
xaog~}h '~raised me' L; indirect reflexive: de= --

xuo ?ed?ao qu?lex}exa"g}h 'I'll raise her for my=

self' 9.27A; reflexive: de?a. ?ed}.s~ixah~}h 'he

i raised himself (by himself)' L, de~i. de?ao ?ed=

la"~ixa"gga? ?a?Geda?} 'he's getting big enough to

take care of himself' L (active optative repetitive);

passive: xuledexaog 'I'm being raised, taken care

of' L, ?~od X¥°sdixah~, ?~od xvoslixah} 'I was

raised here' Lo
ledexa"g, ?idexa.g (probably < ?todexaog) (noun,

unclassified) 'greens, (any) plant' L; ?idexa"g=
ma. woman's name ('mother of growing things') L

(L considers this a beautiful mane). Nominalized

active imperfective repetitive of I-de-xa and/or
of passive of O-l-}-xwa--xa, 'it's growing, be=



ing raised'.

qi? ~odexaog (noun) 'garden' L. As above, with

~-indefinite S or 0, 'place where something
grows, is raised'.

-1-xaog (gerundive of repetitive of Q-I-l-xwa--xa)

'raising, caring for'; ?ilexaog xuGelga?3: 'I'm
getting tired of caring for you' ('raising you is

tiring me') L, xuGe3:ga?3: seqeoGeyu' ?ulexaog
'I'm tired of raising chilcren' ('it's tiring me,

children, raising them') L.
-i~xah (perhaps gerundive, but lacking I-thematic)

attested only in ?!i?!i~xah (noun, probably d-class)

'wild celery turned to wood' L, see ~i~2.

?}.sexwa?3: (noun, attested from G in Harrington only,
form probably incorrect, perhaps to be read ?}Ose3:=

xewa?3: or ?}.se3:xwah3:) 'seaweed species'; Harring=
'"

ton 'tIssa3:xw~'} (Tlingit tbayyeetii) 'Dutchman's
=-";:. II

breeches, seaweed with pods (says this means some=

thing like growing on rock~'. The Tlingit is to be ~
read tayedi, Naish-Story tayedi 'yellow seaweed

(a seaweed on which herring spawn)', probably re=

duced form of te 'rock' with possessed yed 'fat';

see also ?~.lxewah below and ca.legeJ.C; apparently

nomiI;Lalized active perfective of 1-3:-xwa--xa, 'it

grew'.
lCilhleg le3:xwah (noun, attested from G in Harrington

--"



t:only, -le- 01 3:?hleq' probably incorrect) 'moss ~

or lichen on spruce bark': Harrington 3:~ laq.
la3:~dh 'moss or lichen on spruce bark; lit. that
which grows on the bark'. See 3:~h. Nominalized

active imperfective of 1-3:-xwa--xa, 'it (normal=

ly) grows on bark'.

?}.3:xewah (noun, ti.l-class) 'red ribbon seaweed,
red laver, sea lettuce (Porphyra laciniata) , LSA,

,"""
?t.xewah ?u.d tt.sletah3: 'a (piece of) ribbon -

c/

seaweed is there' L, ?}.3:xewah si~ ti.li.?a?

(or -ta?) 'give me (a piece of) ribbon seaweed~'
,. ,

L, Harrington 'tI3:xliwwdh, 'II3:~wwah 'red rib= -
,.. --

::::::. --

bon seaweed' G. Underlying theme 1-3:-xewa, ex=

plained by L "something is growing". M rejects

this form, insisting, on two separate occasions,

that the correct form is '(}.3:tewah, perhaps un=

der the influence of ta', l-ta' 'S lives'.

This seaweed was dried and eaten.

ma.ya?~ q~.%xewah, ma.ya?~ qa.~xewah, ma.ya?~
q~.%xewa. (noun, unclassified) 'water lilies (yel=
low pond lily, spatterdock (Nuphar polysepalum)')

L, ~~u? ma.ya?~ q~.3:xewa. 'many water lilies'

L. Theme as above with qe-plural and ma.ya?~

'(movement) on lake', 'pl. grow (all about?) on

lake'. Harrington maaya't qhWall~%~wah (-~Wah
accentless) 'pond lily, "that which grows on the



lake"', to be read ma.ya?d qele3:xwah or per=

haps ma.ya?d qele3:xewah, but read my M as

ma.ya?d ~le3:xwah ('something (normally) grows
on lake', same plant as ma.ya?dya? ?ena.Sah).



W, , Wah ahx a -xa -x -x ,
,

w, , Wah h ( w, ,. wx a -xa -x -xa x a -xa ln verb, x ah-xah in noun;

xw- SG, Rezanov, A usually, x- Galushia Nelson, 1'1,

L usually; perhaps related to xwa-xa-xewa and/or to

Xah; note also Athapaskan, FA *xWa 'sun', *~en 'sum=

mer')

l-xwa'--xa 'S (it) becomes summer, S (summr) comes':

Galushia Nelson GetlJS:dl 'spring' BSdL 538 Gerxa?%

L1'1, Gelxwa?~ 'it's becoming summer, summer is com=

ing' G, 10.86, 87, 23.55,49.115,51.46, 68.25A,

se~xa?~ 1'1,32.5, 33.40A, se~xwa?~ 'it became sum=

mer, summer came'S, 10.89, 68.24A, with JS:u? 'com=

plete': ~? se~xa?~ 'it became summer' 1'1, ?u'~

siq se~xa?% 'I spent the summer there' ('it sum=

mered on me thither') L, ~i(! qi? ?i.~xa?~ 'place

where it's always summer' L (neuter perfective), qi?

~xwah 'place where it's summer' L",,-(active imperfee=

tive), qa?~xah L, qu?we1xah 'it'll become sum=

mer, summer will come' 1'1, di~ qa?~xahG 'it won't

be summer' 1'1, qi?deJS: qa?%xah 'before it becomes

summer' 1'1, 'that's when summer will come' ('as soon

as, at the time that summer will come') L, Ge~xah

da.JS: 'when it becomes summer' 24.73A.

xwah, xah (noun, unclassified) 'summer': Rezanov

Xoa 'A~TO Sommer' xWah LS, 62.7, 16, 63.40G, 68.=

26A, Galushia Nelson JS:e' 'summer' BSdL 538 xah

Ll'1,43.321'1, ?eldelyeJS: ya. xwah 'this last summer'

1: I



('summer before this one') 69.5A, ?el?ihd xwah
'next summer' ('summer after this') S, ~e5u. xah

M, xah?e5u. 'nice summer' L, xah~ GeleGa?yaol
'it's becoming summer' ('time is passing toward

summer') L, }i~ xah 'every summer' L, ?el xah~
ti/l. ",

ye?~ yi~a?d}h 'he's been sick all summer long' L, -
A-

xah ~a?q ?i.?ah 'it's a long summer' ('summer

extends long') L, xah dilC ~a?q ?es?a?1:G 'it

wasn't a long summer' L, xah ~a?q ?aow 'long

summer'L, xah ya.?aogd 'midsummer' L (probably

incorrect, literally 'summer, the middle'), xah=

le?aogd 'midsummer'L,(cf. ge.-l-?a.g under

gah-geo), xwahde1:~aod 'toward summer' 33.40A (d-=
mark either analogical with e.g. -d-1-ye~ or

thematic, but probably not indication of d-class
for xwah).

.'
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wx ah-xah

xwah-xah (perhaps to be identified with xah, but seman=

tic relation not clear; attested from L and M only, L

with initial in seven of eight instances, M in one of

two)

o-d-xwah--xah (postposition, attested only with d-=
J~~.('" ...1 '1'"thematic, perhaps 'oral, noise' ~A4r!~ -~ final, ~

but not attested with repetitive, customary, or in=

ceptive perfective, with which -~ final might
occur) 'by o's command, orders, 0 making, forcing
S to act': ?udexwah we~ sili~}h 'he made me

do it (do thus)' L, ?~hdexwah we~ si1i~}h 'he

made me do it (do thus to it)' L, ?idexwah ?ew

we~ ?a?~e.h}h 'make him do it:' ('let him do
thus to it at your command') L, ?';lhdexwah ~esi=

yah~ 'he made me eat it' L, sidexwah 'because
I said so, because I told him to' M, ?el ?ide=

xwah ?iqa.~ 'have it (let it at your command)

carry this in its teeth' L, ?i. ?idexwah ?ew

~iya? dese?i~ 'you ~ him to spill it' L,
xu. sidexwah qvh ?ew dexa.g1 '1 told him to

do that job' L, ?udexah ?ixg}hinu. 'they're

making me dance' L, sidexah ?edqu?1e?u.G 'I'll

make you rest' M.



xaH

xah (perhaps to be identified with xwah-Xah, but

semantic relation not clear; initial never labialized

by L,M or S, labialized initial from A only twice in

text, nonlabialized from A three times in text)
o-xah (postposition, attested with zero and -~

finals) 'loss, removal of 0 (contents, covering,

clothing, foreign matter)': attested only with
theme -Ie ('S acts, does, happens to" Sf) 'S

experiences loss of 0' and causative O-l-i 'S
removes 0 from 0', see -Ie l5a.-c., and with

Gl-le: ~ic'xah G?selil 'the ground has become

free, clear of mud' L.t~' 
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,~];V' h 1.,-;~~i: xa

xah (perhaps related to xwa-xa-xewa, though attested

with non-labialized initial only)

lixah (noun, unclassified) 'grizzly-bear, brownbear'

LM8 (8 also once with slight labialization), 10.10,

12,18.8,37,39,40,42,59,66,19.9,10,13,18,
21,27,29,33, 27a.2, 22, 34,43L, 37b,9, 9, 71A,

47c.55, 58L, 63.4, 6, 8,13,24, 67.6G, 68.102,
102, 103A, Rezanov AMXa 'MeAB~AD B[r', Wrangell

~exa 'B~r', Furuhjelm Liha 'bear (brown)', Galu=

shia Nelson Itxa' or Itxa' 'brown bear' B8dL,..
538,~ lixahyu. 'grizzly-bears' 25.178, 37b.20A,
lixahyequhyu. 'brownbear cubs' 18.83L, lixah=

?~.da.? 'brownbear-face' (as mask) 47b.36M, 47c.=

44L, Itxa'li£;Ra' or lixayt~a' name of Basket Pat=

tern 9. ("brown-bear-ulna") B8dL 547 (illustrated

in B8dL 82) lixahyeda? 'brownbear forearm', Ga=

lushia Nelson Itxa' wvla'iyu 'brown bear people'

B8dL 279 lixahwelahyu., lixahya? ta.?e?~ 'along

a grizzly-bear's trail' l8.4L, lixahya? ~e?yegd
'in some grizzly-bear's dung' 18.6L, lixahya? dux}

'grizzly-bear trap' L, lixahluw 'big brownbear' LM,

xu' lixah, lixah gel xu' 'I'm a brownbear' L,
lixahga? ?u?slica?} 'it turned out to loo.k like a

brownbear' L, sile~ahd lixah ge?ew 'I think

(right or wrong) it's a brownbear' L. The form lixah,

which informants cannot etymologize, is conceivably



to be analyzed lix-ah with stem lix- and un=

explained -ah, but a much more probable analysis
is li-xah, with stem -xah and I-thematic pre=

fix, le- > li- where no longer identified as

such, the shift of earlier -e- to -i- being

quite regular in stems before or after earlier

(non-labialized) g, k, ~, x, earlier lex there=
fore regularly modern lix; theme perhaps l-xwa--

-xa 'S grows', here perhaps 'overgrown' (though

the lack of labialization is puzzling), cf. 1-1-=

?ya 'S grows -,old' and ?eds1i?yah1 'monster, gi=

ant'. Gr~zzly-, or brownbears are also frequently
referred to indirectly by ~-indefinite pronoun
as 0 of o-y-da?-~ 'into the clutches of 0',

o-y-?e?-d 'place of (absent) o's handiwork'.
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xa?

xa? (initial never labialized by L, labialized in one of

four instances from A; perhaps related to xi-ya?~)

xa? (noun, unclassified, or preverb; clearly in

close preverbal position to verb, though apparent=

ly functioning as 0 of transitive verb, perhaps

originally intransitive) 'mouth, jaws (of animal),
perianth (of flower)' 1- attested only in preverbial
position and as 0 of ?i~-yeq O-(~-)ta, ?i~-yeq

'apart, open, outspread' (of eyes, legs, arms,
cheek, joint or corner), O-(~-)ta 'S positions 0':

?i~yeq xa? Geta? 'open your mouth:' L, ?i~yeq

xa? ?i-~tah~ 'he has his mouth open' L, ?i~yeq

se~tah~ 'it (flower) opened up (like mouth)' L.

2. 'eating, appetite' only in ye~ ?i-lih
xa? dexda?ya-~ 'I'm hungry but don't know for

what' L, analysis uncertain, see separate subentry

under ?ya and ?i-li._?i-lih- 2a. under le(?)=

-Ii.
-xa?- (noun, d-class, or perhaps postposition 0-=

xa?-d- with d- final) 1. 'bite (of 0)': as 0

of o-?e?-d 'nominalization of place of 0': di=

yuxxa?de?e?d 'mosquito bite' L.
2. 'food for (0), for (0) to eat, within (o's)

eating-range': as 0 of o-k!ah 'away from 0':
?ixa?dek!ah si~yah~ 'I took it away from you while

you were eating it' L, sixa?dek!ah ?ew se~yah~~h

ii'



'he took it from me while I was eating it' L,

as 0 of o-~ 'to 0': ?uxa?de~ ~Gexta.} 'I'm

putting something to within range of where it can

eat' L, as 0 of o-xa? 'by, near 0': ?i:x:a?deJS:a?

y~.? si}tah} 'I set it down by you where you can

eat it' L, ?i:x:a?deJS:a? si}tah} 'I took food away

from you' L (perhaps in error for ?ixa?de-JS:ahd),

as 0 of o-wahd 'for (the sake of) 0': dexu.

?ixa?dewahd qu?x}ih 'I'll cook it for you (pre=

pare it for your eating) myself' L, lah ?ixa?=

dewahd si~i} 'here', I cooked it for you' L, in

indirect reflexive constructions: de?a. ?ewa.

xwa?dewahd ?ew }ele.~}h 'she herself (cust)

prepares it for herself to eat' 25.32A, ?el

?~.d xa?dewahd xs~iyah} 'this which I put here

for myself to eat' lO.82A, xa?dewahd ?idi~ehyu.

'things kept for themselves to eat' 11.lOA~ ~i?q

?el de~yu. xa?dewahd ?i~i~ehyu. 'all those

things which people keep for themselves to eat'
r 11.11A, in indirect reflexive construction as 0 of

o-ga? 'like 0, suitable for 0': xa?dega? ?a?=

}e~e. 'cook it just right for yourself to eat~'

L.
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xu' ..xu...x -x

xu.-xu-xw-x (probably related to si- first person

singular pronominal possessive and 0 of postpositions,

from irregular PAE alternation *xw_~-s)

xu' (independent personal pronoun) 'I, me' LM, Reza=

~_.,--'-~
Xy nov 'ff Ich', Wrangell Xy-y 'Ich', in non-verbal clauses. ?i. da.x xu' ,

y ou and I'M xu .'. ,

da.~ ...'I and ...' 70.2A, xu' lixah 'I (am) a

grizzly-bear'L, xu' Ge%qa? ?i.nah 'I'm the

middle one (of siblings)' L, di~ XU.G 'not me'

L, XU'~ ?idah 'am 1. alright" will I do?' 34.5M,

xu' ~a? 'let it be~, .let ~ do it' L, Rezanov

KYQTax~-y 'nOE~YH gut' gw[eJhsdah xu', gehs=

dah xu' 'poor me:, please~' M, c'id xu' 'just

me, only I' M, ?~h~a.~ xu' 'I'm the next one'

('next to him in age am I') L, ?iqa?kih xu' 'I

your "dear husband'" (sardonic) 27a.45L, ~e.~i.d

xu' 'how about me'?, what about ~?' 34.9, 13M,

23,28,32,36, 43L, 53, 58M, xu' ge?ew 'that's

me' 21b.63A, xu' ge?el 'it's me, this is me'

25.90A, ?i.~uh-- ?~', xu' ge?el 'hello -hello'

('is it you? --,yes, it's me') L, du.de?i.--

xu' qe?el --du. xu.d 'who are you? --it's

me --who is "me",?' Minnie and/or Scar Stevens

(in Li), ...gel xu' 'I am ...' ('... this is,

I') 10.227, 25.l62A, lixah gel xu' 'I'm a

grizzly-bear' L, ?i?ih~ lah gel xu' 'I'm



your junior' L, de?~.delahG qel xu' 'I'm a
local' L, ?~.d xu', also combined ?~.dexu.

'I'm here' LM, di?we~ ?~.d xu.dewa. ?edy~.de=

kus 'while I'm still here wash your hands:' L,

emphasizing S: 42.2L, 57.1, 62.26G, 65.11, 68.l15A,
7l.l9LM, ye~ xu' ?ixdega?~ 'I'm dancing around'
L, qele? xu' we~ qu?x~ih 'now I'll do it' L,
Rezanov XyaTRooxa '~OMOH nach Hause' xu' ...

qu?xah '1 shall go ...', XYRYTe~ 'Ba6Ra

noBHBaJI~Ha.8JHebamme' 'I'll give birth' M, empha=
sizing 0: xu' ~a? ?u?le~a.~ec}.5 (or xu?le~=

a.~ec}.5) 'dream about~' L, emphasizing posses=
si ve prefix: Rezanov xyc~-a 'Ha~oBHD bedurfen

(ich b.?)' xu' siya? '(it's)~' L, Galushia

Nelson ~si ya? ~ewa? 'my dog' BSdL 556 xu'

siya? ~ewa. ~5u., ?i. ?iya? ~Siyah 'my dog
is good, yours is no good' L, xu' siya? ~5u.,

?i. ?iya? RuSiyah 'mine is good, yours is no

good'L, xu' si~a? 'I've got it (the key)' L,
xu' si~a? qema. f!'ve got roe' 40.6L, xu'

siga? 'like~' 51.84, 70.8A, Rezanov XYJKH-qa
'~aH geben (Imperat.) , xu' Si~a? 'to~', em=

phasizing possessive pronoun: Galushia Nelson
~Wust ni.k 'my nose' xu' sini.~ '~nose',

~Wust laqa 'my head' xu' sileqah, ~WuSt
~cili 'my arm' xu' si~elih BSdL 556, an~a~.
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la.~ 'our (he and I) eyes' BSdL 557, probably

to be corrected to ?~h da.~ xu' qa.la.~ 'he

and I, our eyes'; with certain enclitics -gih--gi-

'too, also' (used only with independent personal

pronouns), -deg- 'too, also', -~ interrogative:

Furuhjelm Hutak 'I' xu.deg M, xu.gih LM,

46.18M, xu.gideg MS, xu.gidig 'me too, I also'

21b.74A, xu.deg ?idex1ih qe?ew 'I (too) am

feeling the same way, just as bad as you' L, XU'=

gideg ?iqe?di.x1ih 'I'll feel just as bad as

you; I'll knit too' L, xu.gidug di~ 'me neither

(I too not)' L, di~~ xu.gih '(can)not I too?'

L, xu.gih~, xu.gih~deg, xu.gideg~ 'me too?' L;

with proclitic de- '~': Rezanov T1IXy 'Ca:M'!l,

caMa selbst (ich?)' dexu. 'I myself' 9.25, 26A,

53.28L, 'let m& do that' M, neh, dexu. we~

qu?x1ih 'never mind, give it here, I'll do it

(to it) myself' LM, dexu. ?edxs1ilah3: 'I saved

myself'L, dexu. siya. ?idex1ih 'I'm knitting

it for myself' L, dexu. ?ed qu?ti.xde?eh 'I'll

put it over ~ shoulders' L, dexu. ?ixa?dewahd

qu?x1ih 'I'll cook for you myself' L, dexu.

siya? ~ewa. 'my own dog' L, ?idehdah dexu.

si ta.? 'my real father (really my own father)' L,

dexu.gidug 'me too' L, with proclitic AeGe-

'alone' (used only with independent personal pro=

~



nouns): AeGeXU. 'just me all alone, I'm alone'
LM (L rejects combination with de- '~', not

*AeGedexu. or *deAeGeXU.) , ~ede.dah AeGexu.

?~.da? ?ex~ya.?G 'I can't bring them here all

alone' 11.44A.

xu--xw_-x- (verb prefix) 'me' (first person singu=

lar direct object pronoun of verb, see grammar).

x--xw- (verb prefix) 'I' (first person singular

subject pronoun, see grammar).



xi.l

xi.l (xi-I LMSG, Wrangell xi.la..., xwi-l A and

Galushia Nelson only)
xi-I (noun, unclassified) 'shaman, medicine-man, in=

dian-doctor' LMSG, 53.10, 18, 56.1, 1, 21,23, 25L,

Wrangell X1H~a 'Schaman' xiola._o, Galushia
Nelson xWiol 'shaman' BSdL 543 xwi-l 'shaman'

A, xiol si~ahd ?i-lihsa?Yah1 'shaman gave me

good luck' L, xiolya? c~.y cih~h 'he's singing
a shamans song, incantation' L, xiola?luw 'great

shaman'L, xi°l?a?luw yi1fhih 'he's a great

shaman'LM, xi-lGeyu- 'shamans' 56.20, 30L, xi-l=
Itqe?1 'shaman-woman' 19_1lL, ;'/{
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wx ed-xud-xed

xwed-xud-xed (A xwed, LM xud, 8 xed)

O-xWed--xud--xed '8 shakes 0': ?exed 'shake it~' 8,
?exwed 'shake it (e.g. box)~' A, ?exud 'shake
it (e.g. rag)~' LM, ?ele~ahd Ge}a? da.~ ?exud

'take them (covers, blankets) off (the bed) and

shake them~' L, ?ew sixwed} 'I shook it' A.

, ", ,



wx ehd-xehd

xwehd-xehd (LSG xwehd, LM xehd)
w-x ehd--xehd 'S fades, becomes colorless': sexehd~

'its color is gone, it's faded' LM, Gexehd~ 'it's

fading'L, qa?xehd 'it'll fade' LM, with gl-class-=
mark for S: gelesexehd~ 'it (water) cleared up,

sediment in it settled' M, Li gUl~xWit 'water is

clear' G (probably to be read gulexwehd, see also

gelexWehd below). Transitive (causative): with

ye~ 'downward' (referring to dippi~g, settling,

pouring): ye~ si~xwehd~ S, ye~ si~xehd} 'I
filtered it' L, ye~ qu?x~xehd 'I'll rinse the

color out of it' L, with o-lu? ye~ 'downward

through (hole in) 0': ?ewlu? ye~ qu?x}xehd 'I'll
strain it through it' L (see ?ulu? ye~ ~de=

xwehd below), repetitive: delu? ye~ xxehdg 'I'm

straining, filtering it (through indeterminate 0)' M-
gl-}e-xwehd~-xehd (with gl-class-mark for s) 's (wa=

ter) is, becomes clear, pure (not muddy, silty)'

(meaning apparently not clearly distinguished from
that of gl-xWehd~-xehd above): gV-s}ixwehd~

'clear water' ('water cleared') G, with ye~ 'down= 'f

ward' (probably referring to settling of sediment): 'I

ye~ g¥-s}ixehd} 'water is clear' L, ye~ qu?=
gv-}exehd 'water will get clear' L.

gelexWehd place-name, somewhere to the east of the
mouth of Mountain'Sloug~ in Copper River flats

,
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('water clears') L. I -
f:(~W'?ulu? ye~ ~dexwehd (noun) 'strainer, sieve' L.

Nominalized passive active imperfective, 'through

(holes in) it something is strained downward'.



xahd

xahd (xwahd A only)

xahd (xahd-(g-)} G only; noun, unclassified) 'barbed

spear head, harpoon head' (on end of gahg}) LMS
(S twice, no labialization), xwahd 'spear point'

A, xahd}, xahdg} (with -}~instrumental, optional

-g-repetitive, both probably incorrect) 'spear head'
G, 63.29, 64.3G, Jacobsen katt 'harpoon head'
BSdL 110, katt-klistilkra~ 'copper harpoon ar=

rowhead for sea otter' BSdL probably to be read
xahd ..., Galushia Nelson ~a~ 'harpoon head'

BSdL 549, xahd?a?luw 'big barbed harpoon point'

LM, xahd ?~ela?~ Ii? deya.? (or Ii? detah)

'groove at end of shaft where xahd is inserted'

('xahd is hung deeply on it') L. These are de=

scribed and their uses discussed in BSdL 109-111, -

115-117; Plate 13 contains photographs of several.
O-}-xahd 'S makes 0 (xahd), S makes 0 into xahd':

?ew k'uda. qu?x3:xahd 'I'll make that file into

a xahd' L; passive: sdixahd} 'it's been shaped

into a xahd (piece of metal with barbs cut into

it, for use as harpoon head)' L.



xut:

xut: (expanded xe'~, xu.t:; basic meaning obscure, per=

haps two or more different stems, perhaps reduced form
of xwe?~-xe?~-xa?t:. Themes with stem xut: seem to

fall into two main semantic categories: 1) y~'? dl-=

xut: 'S falls over', ?ed-gdl-xu~ 'S somersaults',

?ed-Gdl-xu~-g 'S seesaws', and 2) }e-xut:-g 'S's skin
(of hand, foot) puckers, shrivels (from long immersion
in water)', which may be related to ~-l-}-xwe?~--xe?~=

--xa?t: 'S grimaces, pouts (about to cry)'; however, the

simplest theme, O-}-xut: 's shoots 0 (with gun)' is,

perplexingly, of recent origin, and semantically related
to this is perhaps O-l~-}-xut:-g 's squeezes roe out of

0 (ripe salmon)', but the relationship of these to the

others is not clear; basic meaning(s) perhaps 'extrusion,

abrupt contraction, puckering' and/or 'abrupt tilting')
O-}-xut: 1. 's shoots 0 (with gun)': 37b.41A:,'52.l0L,

61.37,38,45,46,107, Ill, 112, 113, 118A, Rezanov
AADXOT~-Y (with -y crossed out) 'CTpB~HTD H3~
PY~DH schiessen, ein Gewehr abfeurn', A~DXOT~-Y
'CTp~H~ schiessen (Imperat.) , ?e}xut:uh, ?e}xu~

'shoot it:' LMS, ?e}xu~~h 'shoot him:' M, ?e~u~

?e~u~ila' 'shoot:, shoot him:~' (L heard-Nikolai Nel=
son say as child, for ?e}xut:, ?e}xut'th la'), "_._'~1:t~~w-.

X¥'}xut' 'shoot me:' M, qa' ?e}xut: 'shoot us:' M, f'

?iGe~e'}Gde~ye~ Ge}xu~th 'shoot him before he kills

you!' M, qe? Ge}xut'th 'shoot him again!' M, qa'
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Reza=
no v H~DXOT~ '~~~DCH zielen (Imperat.) , ?iya?

?e1xu~ 'go on shoot (it)~', OyqaX~DXOT~ '~~~HTD

zielen' ?ew~a.~ ?e~xu~ 'shoot directly at it:',
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q'e? ?e3:xut' 'shoot us again:' M, Rezanov .R::x: 0 =

X~Y~~XYT~ 'He CTpt~RH schiesse nicht:' ya?~o

qu?yi3:xut' 'don't shoot (it)', ya?~u. xuqu?yi~=

xut' 'don't shoot me' L, ya?~uo ?iya.~ xuqa?3:=

xut'}h 'don't let him shoot me (with your permis=
sion) , L, xuse3:xut'3:}h 'he shot me' LM, si3:xu~~=

suw 'di I hit it?' LM, di~~uw ?exs~xu~G 'did=

nIt I hit it?' LM, ?e3:xe.~~h 'he (cust) shoots

it'L, ?ewa. ~°3:xuo~ 'he (cust) shoots some'

64o18G, ?uGuhd si3:xu~~h 'I shot his knee' M,

?uGuhddaod si3:xu~3:~h 'I shot him at his knee' M,

?usa? si3:xu~3:~h 'I shot him in the mouth' M, ?U=

~eo~daod da?d Ge3:xut'}h 'shoot him in 'the chest:'

L, side~a.na?qd xuse~xut'3:~h 'he shot me in the

back' L, with anatomical marks for 0: qu?qiodiox3:=

xu~}h 'I'll shoot him in the foot' M, qiodisi~=

xu~3:~h 'I shot him in the foot' M, qu?liox3:xu~}h

I'll shoot him in the head' M, lisi3:xu~3:}h 'I shot

him in the head' M, leGe3:xu~ 'shoot him in the

head:' L, qu?yi.x3:xut'~h 'I'll shoot him in the

hand' L, yisi~xu~3::i-h 'I shot him in the hand' M,

yeGe3:xu~ 'shoot him in the hand~' L, gedeGe3:xut'

'shoot him in the rump~' L; with indeterminate 0:

?isi3:xu~ 'I shot (a gun, at indeterminate 0)' M,

?ude~a.na?q ?iGe3:xu~~h 'shoot him in the back~,

shoot at his back~' L, ?ude~aona?q' ?iqe?xxxut'



know how to shoot' ('I know (how) one shoots about')

L, ye~ ~?}exu~s ?u?li.}gah 'do you know how to
detransitivizedshoot?' L; repetitive: ?e~xu~g 'shoot:' M, with

"
indeterminate 0: ?ix~exu~g 'I'm shooting (at nothing

in particular)' L, ~?}exu~g 'someone is shooting'

L, ~?qe?}exu~g 'there'll be shooting' L, with

ye~-progressive: ye~ ?~.~exu~g 'go around shoot=

ing:' M; reflexive: ?eds}ixu~ih 'he shot himself'

61.116, 119A; passive: 61.37A, xus~ixu~l, xusdi=
xu~1 'I got shot' L, ?ida. ~dexu~ ?u?lixi}gah

'I know how to shoot' ('I know how something is

shot') M, ?iqe?dexu~ (not ?iqe?}e-) 'you'll get

shot' L, repetitive: 62.30fnG.

2. 'S shoots, fires 0 (gun)': cautiQnary nega=

tive inceptive imperative: ?ew xu~3: qeGeIxu~Gth

'don't let him shoot that gun:' L.

O-?-}-xu~ 'S shoots at 0, tries to shoot 0, takes pot=

shot at 0': xu?se3:xu~~}h 'he shot at me' L (M re=

jects); passive: xu?s}ixu~~, xu?sdixu~ 'someone

took a potshot at me' ('I've been taken a potshot

at') L.

xu~ (noun, unclassified, with -I-instrumental)' 1.

'gun, rifle' LMAG, 37b.40, 40A, 52.9L, 64.15, 17G,

xu~} lah5 s3:iAahG} 'gun went off' ('gun exploded

forward') 61.41A, Rezanov XOTAb 'PyE~e Flinte',

Old Man Dude xwu~3: 'shotgun or rifle' BSdL 548,'"



'I'll shoot him in the back' L, side~a.na?qd ?i=

se~xu~~}h 'he shot me in the back' L, ?ew~a.q

?ise~xu~~ 'he shot right at it, got a direct hit'

LM, ?ew~a.~ ?isi~xu~~ 'I missed it (shot wide of

it)' A, ?ew~a'~ ?ise~xu~ 'he missed it' L, ?i=

le?e.5 da.~ ?u~a.~ ?ise~xu~ 'they (flying ducks

were "st epping on your head II and you mis sed' (Billy

Dude said to L) L, with vocalic classifier (appar=

ently optional): ya?~u. (?iya.~) ?iqe?}exu~}h

'don't let him shoot (with your permission)' L,

?u~a.~ ?ixs~ixu~ 'I missed it' M, si~a.~ ?iqe?=

~exu~ 'you111 miss me' M, si~a.~ ?is~ixu~ 'you

missed me' M, vocalic classifier obligatory with o-~

'toward at 0'. Ya?xu. si~ ?ine?~exu~ 'don't' '. 'j.

shoot at me' L, ?e~xu~}h di.ye~ ?i(! ?iGe~exu~}G=

dewa. 'shoot him before he shoots at you' L, si~

?is~ixu~~}h 'he shot at me' LM, di~ si~ ?is~e=

xu~~Gih 'he didn't shoot at me' L, si~ ~?~exu~,
'someone's shooting at me' L, with ye~-progressive:

ye~ ?i~exu~~}h 'he's going around shooting' M, ?el

?u~ ye~ ?ix~exu~ 'this with which (having which

along) I shoot' 37b.63A, ye~ ?ix~exu~ 'I'm going

around shooting' M, 'I'm shooting around (at nothing

in particular)' L, ye~ ?iqe?x~exu~ 'I'll go around

shooting' M, qe.ye~ ?iqe?~exu~~h 'he'll go around

shooting again' M, ye~ ~?}exu~ ?u?lixi~gah 'I



xu~~~ si~siyuh~inu. 'I killed them with a gun'

L, xu~~~ ?eds~i~eh~ 'he killed himself with a

gun'L, ?ew xu~ qid si~ Ge~ahd 'hand me

(lengthwise) that gun down (off the wall)!' L,

xu~~ si~a? ~'~Yah~}h 'he's bothering me with

a gun' L, Rezanov XOTR~~~era 'llymRa Kanone'

xu~~?a?lew..., xu~~?a?luw, LM, ~?luw xu~

'big gun' M, Rezanov XOT~~B~ 'llHcTo~eT~ Pis=

toll xu~yequhyu. 'pistols', xu~~yequh 're=

volver' ('young of rifle') L, Rezanov XoTAex~-a~a

'llY~H Flinten-Kugel', XOTJIHRaI:J;~a '3apa.Zl;~ Flinten-= -",

Ladung' xu~yeq'eca. 'musket-ball' ('st°I:le inside

rifle'), Rezanov XYT~eRaqH%HR~ 'llopoX$ (Flinten)

Pulver' xu~~yeqe~i'~g 'gunpowder' ('powder inside

gun') L, Rezanov XOT~eXaJIH.ZI;eH '~Flinten-=

Propfen' xu~1yeq Ii? di'?ah 'ramrod' ('it (d-=

class) extends deeply inl:io inside of gun'), xut'%=

yeqd ?u~ de~'d 'cleaning-rod (for rifle)' ('by

means of it the inside of a gun is wiped') L, Reza=

nov XOTJIbRaXaRaBa 'KpeMeHb Flinten-Stein' xut'%...

?ewa' 'gun... of it' (-RaxaK~~ not identified); --"'"
?i1~a?~ ?idi?ah xu~~ 'double-barrelled shotgun'

('they (guns, i.e. barrels) extend by each other') L.

2. 'trigger': ?ew xu~1 Ii? ?u?se1.u?g1 'he

pulled the trigger' ('he depressed the trigger back

(away from front)') 61.107A.



,

?uwa°3:)$: k'uqa?xut13: (noun, unclassified) 'sight at

end of gun' L, 'tgrget; columbine (Aquilegia) ,

("because columbine is used for target-practice")

M. Deverbalization with -3:-instrumental of pas=

sive inceptive imperfective 'according (by close

attention) to it something will be shot'.

ye)$: ?ixe°t13: (gerundive, with expanded stem, inde=

terminate 0, ye)$:-progressive) 'shooting (about)':

ye)$: ?ixe°t13:)$: qu?x3:ah 'I'll go shooting' L

(should perhaps be ye)$: ?ixe.i1JS:3:).

ye)$: ?isxut1 (gerundive, with ye)$:-progressive, per=

haps indeterminate 0) 'shooting (about)': ye)$:

?isxut1 sid ?e3:de?g 'teach me how to shoot:' L.

ye)$: ?ixut1)$: (gerundive, with ye)$:-progressive, inde=

terminate 0) 'shooting (about)': ye)$: ?ixui1JS: ?i=

qe?dioleh 'there'll be shooting' L.

y~o? dl-xut1 (with dl-thematic, y~o? 'down') 'S

topples, falls over': yahd y~'? Aa.sexut13:

'house (d-class) toppled over' L.

gdl-xut1 (with dl-thematic and gd-anatomical 'rump'

thematized or g-class-mark (e.g. 'roots') thema=

tized): with qa? 'up out': qa? guAa.sexut13:

'it (tree, d-class) fell over (roots coming out)'

L. Transiti~e (causative), reflexive, repetitive:

(?itaos) q~o~ ?edgeAa.x3:exut1g 'I'm doing somer=

saults (with, over you)' L, with ye)$:-progressive:
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ye~ ?edGeAa'}exu~ 'he's somersaulting (about)'
L (thus transcribed, -Ge- probably in error for

-go-).
q~.~ ?edgeAa'}exu~g (noun, unclassified) 'black

bass' ('it somersaults, flips self over') L

(probably "a rockfish cSebastodes)).

?ed-Gdl-}e-xu~-g (reflexive causative repetitive,
with Gdl-thematic) 'S rocks back and forth, see=

saws': da. ?edGeAa.}ixu~g 'let's seesaw' L;

?edGeAa.}exu~ M (-~ probably in error for -g),

?edGeAa.lexu~g 'seesaw' ('it rocks back and forth')
i

LM.
ye~ ?edGeAa.lexu~ (noun, unclassified) 'black cod,

:;;., ;;;'!e
blue cod, cand~fish (Anoplopoma fimbria)' ('it
rocks around', "flips self over") LM (perhaps mis=

transcribed for ye~ ?edge-).
ye~ ?edGeAa.lexu~ ?uq ?isda?} (noun, unclassi=

fied) 'rocking-chair' M.
O-l~-l-xu~-g (with -g-repetitive and l~-class-mark

for 0 'loose roe' thematized ~:p:e.:pH'a'f!S--"~~~""

-un at t es-t'e-d:~",~*~oO'S'e'-To-eBqui ~~tfriUsf' )

'S squeezes roe out of 0 (ripe salmon)': ~le~ex=

lxu~g 'I'm squeezing roe out of something (salmon)'

T.t. L.
le~elxu~gl (noun, probably l~-class, -}-suffix per=

haps in error) 'roe of ripe salmon squeezed out'



..

("squeeze and it squirts out", a delicacy) M.
Nominalized active imperfective of preceding.

1e-xu~-g (with -g-repetitive thematized) 'S's
skin becomes puckered, shrivelled and white from e.g.

long immersion in water', attested only with

anatomical marks: qi.dixs1ixu.tJg1 'my feet got
white and shrivelled (from being sweaty and in

boots all day)' L, yixs1ixutg'} 'the skin of

my hands got white and shrivelled, wrinkled

(from being in water a long time)' L.

?~.da?xu~g personal name, Minnie Stevens (same
person as gu.gah) A, ?~.da?xutJgma. Minnie

Stevens's mother A, antJaxu~qma BSdL Genealogical
Table (name of three wom:en); ?~.dexu~ Marie

Smith (?) LM, ?~.dexutJma. Minnie Stevens M.
e.Form uncertain, A's apparptly ag+;eeing with that -

in BSdL, ?~.da? 'hi~er" ?~.d 'here', stem -

with -g-repetitive. Informants unable to analyze.

Cf. also ?~.de~Siya..
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xWe?t'-xe?t'-xa?t' (xWe?t' L, xe?t' LM, xa?t' M only, not

verified; perhaps related to xut')
~-}-xwe?t'--xe?t' (with thematized ~-indefinite 0)

'S grimaces': ~Ge}xe?~}ih M (first rejected by

L, later approved), ~Ge}xwe?t'}ih 'he's grimacing'
L (inceptive imperfectives, literal meaning trans=

latable as 'he's starting to xwe?t' something', as

part of a process leading to some state).

~-l-}-xwe?t'--xe?~ (as above, with I-thematic) 'S

grimaces, pouts (especially a child, contorting the

face and projecting the lower lip, about to start

crying or trying not to cry)': ~leGe}xe?t'} LM,

~}eGe}xwe?t'}ih 'he's grimacing, pouting (about to

cry)' L, ~qu?li.}xe?t'}h 'he'll grimace, pout

(before crying)' LM, ya?~u ~qu?li.}xwe?t' 'dorlt

pout' L, ~li?}xe?t' 'grimace~, pout~' LM, with

ye~-progressive: ye~ ~.}exe?t'~ih 'he's pouting

around, sulking' L, ya?~u. ye~ ~qu?i.}exwe?t'
'don't pout (around)' L.

?ed-l-}e-xa?t' (reflexive; M, once only, not veri=
fied, stem perhaps in error for xe?t') 'S sulks':

with ye~-progressive: ?edle}exa?~ih 'he (child)

is sulking (aroun~' M.
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XU?~-Xi~-xu~=::;l

xu?~-xi~-xu~-xe~ ~educed form xi~-xu~-xe~, also xWi~,
xwe~, variants listed in order of frequency, not inclu=

ding occurrences in Austerlitz's notes: xi~ L 22 times,
M 22 times, A 12 times, Minnie and/or Scar Stevens (Li)

once, Rezanov XHT~~ 3 times, xeT~~ 3 times, Wrangell
xeT~~ once; xuX L 13 times, M twice, A twice, S 4

times, Galushia Nelson (BSdL) ? times, Old Man Dude

(BSdL) once; xe~ L twice, G (Li) 5 times, Furuhjelm

twice; xwi~ A 4 times (once in Li); xwe~ A once, Ga=
lushia Nelson (Reynolds ms.) once; expanded xe.~)

O-XU?J~"~:~ i(~~~~$],~~,,-g-repetitive, partly the=
matize~~ 1; blows on 0': xusexu ?~:r::i-h 'he blew on

, '",

me' L, ?exu?~ 'blow (on it)~' L, with d-class-=

mark for 0: di.xu?~ 'blow on the fire:' L; usual=

ly with indeterminate 0 and preverbs, postpositional

phrases: with qa? 'up out': 10.5,11.154, 154A,

qa? ?isexu?~:r: 'it (e.g~ whale) spouted' L, q~.~

?ixu?~g 'bubbles are coming up to surface where
school of fish is swimming' ('they (repeatedly) blow

up out') L, with o-yeq' 'into 0 (not with broad

opening at top)': 34.101L, ?uyeq' ?iGexu?~, ?u=

yeq ?iGexu?~g Mt ?uyeq ?i.xu?~g 'blow into it~'

L, ?uyeq ?iqe?xxu?~g 'I'll blow into it' L, ?ew=

yeqe~ ?ixu?~g:i-h 'he's blowing into it (pipe)' L,

?uyeq' ~?xu'~ 'one (cust) blows into it' L, with
o-ya? 'into 0 (with broad opening at top)': ?uya?~

"
n,"



?ixxu?~g 'I'm blowing on it (e.g. bowl of soup)'

L, ?uya?~ ?i.xu?~g 'you're blowing on it' L,

?ewya?~ ?ixu?~g~h 'he's blowing on it' L, ya?=

J.CU. ?uya?(1 ?iqe?yixu?~g 'don't blow on it' L,

detransitivized witn indeterminate 0 and vocalic

classifier, with 0-(1 'toward, at 0': ?u~ ?ix=

sdixu?~ 'I blew at it' L, si~ ?idexu?~g 'it

(cat) is "spitting", hissing (in anger) at me' L,

?i~ ?iqe?dexu?~g 'it (cat) will "spit" at you' L;

indirect reflexive, with o-ye~e.q 'into o's hand':

ye~e.q ?iGedexu?~ 'he's blowing on his hands

(to warm them)' L.

~xu?~ (noun, unclassified) 'killerwhale, blackfish,

pilot whale' L (probably includes 'Pacific killer

whale (Orcinusorca)', ~acific blackfish (Globi=

cephala scammoni)', and perhaps also 'grampus (Gram=

pus griseus)'), Rezanov KOXYT~b 'KacaTRa Delphinus,

orca oder leucas', Galushia Nelson GOXU.~ 'whale

or walrus' BSdL 539, Guxut'3: wula'tiyd 'blackfish

people' BSdL 282, 539 ~?~elahyu.. Nominalized

active perfective, apparently 'it blows on some=

thing'.

qe?xu.~ (noun, unclassified) 'porpoise, dolphin' LSG

(probably includes 'longsnout dolphin (Stenella

styx), right whale dolphin (Lissodelphus borealis),

Pacific white-sided dolphin (Lagnorhynchus obliqui=



dens), Pacific harbor porpoise (Phocoena vomerina) ,

Dall porpoise (Phocoenoides dalli)'), Rezanov

KeHXYT~D 'CEMBRa MopcRaH Delphinus', Galushia

Nelson qa'xut} 'porpoise' BSdL 539, ~a'xU~} wv=

la'iyd 'porpoise people' BSdL 280, 539 qe?xu.~=

welahyu.. Nominalized active imperfective with ex=

panded stem, indeterminate 0 and qa? 'up out', <

qa? ?ixu.~ 'it spouts'."'"
?uJ$: kildeXU?{i)~noun, attested in Rezanov only) 'bel=

lows': Rezanov OxRoTeXYT~D 'M~xa Blasebalg'.

Nominalized active imperfective, 'by means of it

one blows on something (d-class, fire)'.

deqa.g ,'?UJ$: dedexu?,\'g -(noun) 'bellows' L.i~J.i[ominalized

passive active imperfective repetitive, 'by means

of it fire is blown upon'.

dexu?,\'g (noun, attested in BSdL only) 'blowgun': Ga=

lushia Nelson ~~~~}k 'blowgun' BSdL 551. Nominal=

ized passive active imperfective repetitive, appar=

ently 'it is blown upon' (see also dexu?~g 'bal=

loon' below).

?u(de)yeq(e~) kil?xu?~g (noun) 'whistle, flute, bugle':

?udeyeqe~ kil?xu?~g 'bugle' L, Rezanov YTeRaxyT~DR~

'~Y~Ra F.l~te' ?udeyeq kil?xu?~g (or perhaps to be

read ?udayeq ?exu?~g 'blow into it (flute): '),

Galushia Nelson uyeqE~c GU~~}~ or uyUGa.tc

GUxUt'}~ 'whistle ("into blowing")' ?uyaqe?! kil?=



~

xu?~g. Nominalized active imperfective repetitive
with indeterminate 0 and ~-indefinite S, o-(d-)=

yeq(-~) '(continuously) into 0' (with optional
d-thematic 'noise').

O-l-xu?~ 'S moves 0 by blowing on it': silxu?~l
'I blew on it (so it moved)' L, ?u.di~ah silxu?~

'I blew it away from there':~L, qid si3:xu?~l 'I

blew it (down) off' L. ,~~,

ya.~ O-~dl-3:-xu?~ (with ya.~ 'comsumption, de=
struction) 'S blows 0 (fire, light) out': Rezanov

.ffxaTJI.FIRaJI})XYTJI})Ke 'T'acHT"ausI8schen ffmp-erati:-}, -~

ya.~ ~eA.a.Ge3:xu?~}h 'he's blowing it (fire) out'

L, ya.~ ~eA.a.si3:xu?~l 'I blew it (candle) out' L.
le-xu?~ 'S becomes inflated, puffed up, swells':

s3:ixu?~ 'it's swollen up' L, Ge3:exu?~3: 'it's in=
flating, it (bread) is rising' L, di~ ?e3:exu?~G
'it (bread) isn't rising' L (?e- analogical).

Transitive (causative), 0-3:-xu?~(-g) (with -g-=

repetitive partly thematized, referring to repeated
puffs): xJ:xu?~g 'I'm inflating it (e.g...;balloon)';

,assive: Galushia Nelson s3:i~~J:x Gdt3:d'~c or
st ixU~lx G oJ:d' ~c 'bladder for harpoon (!'inflated"
stomach!')' BSdL 549 s3:ixu?~3: fu}a?~ or sdixu?~3:

fu3:a?~ 'stomach which has been inflated' (see also

nqminalizations below).

s3:ixu?~gJ: (noun, unclassified) 'bread; bal~oon'.LM.
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Nominalized active perfective repetitive, 'it in=

flated, pu~fed up'.

?p.s}ixu?~} (noun, unclassified) 'immature seal
(not pup)' L. Nominalized active perfective with

I-anatomical, 'its face puffed up'.

dexu?~g (noun, unclassified) 'balloon' LM, de:XU?~g=
?a?luw 'big balloon' M. Nominalized passive active

imperfective repetitive, 'it is inflated (with re=

peated puffs)'.

xi~-xu~-xe~ (also xWi~, xwe~; noun) 1. (unclassi=
fied) 'snow (generic)': 18.55L, 23.119, 120, 128,

128,135, 160A, 43.3,5,13,16, 33M, 51.46,46,46,
47, 48A, xi~ MAG, xu~ 'snow'S, Rezanov XHT~~
'CH~~ Schnee', Wrangell xeT~~ 'Schnee', Galushia

Nelson xufl, Old Man Dude xufl 'snow' BSdL 538,'"
Furuhjelm Kaltu 'snow' probably to be read xe~duh
'snow:', as S in y~o? d-?ya 'snow falls, comes

down, it snows': xe~ y~o? deGa?yahwahd 'for win=

ter (when it snows)' 63.38G, xe~ y~o? deGa?yah

dao~ 'when it snows' 63.39G, Rezanov XHT~~ HH=
.ZI;aCaH~~ 'CH~~ H.ZI;eT':E. es schneiet', :xu~ n~o? (for

y~o?) desa?yah} 'it's snowing' S, xi~?a?luw y~.?~
deGa?yao} 'a big snow is falling' L, xi~?a?luw 'big

expanse of snow on ground' LM, Galushia Nelson xwv~}=

iya' xu't}k or xvt'}ya.' xu't}k 'snow shovel ("snow's

shovel")' xu~'ya? J.cuh}g(}); as a of o-ga? 'like



0' (here 'like 0 in color') usually in construc=

tions with Ie or t'e'- t'u' 's is, becomes white

(like snow), snow-white': 10.229,23.28,28,29, 31A,

Rezanov XeT~~R03Te 'B~~OM weiss' xi~gWa? ?i.t'eh,

Furuhjelm Hatlkvaite 'white' xe~gWa? ?i.t'eh,

xu~ga? ?i°t'eh LS, xi~ga? ?i.t'eh 'it's white'

('it's like snow (in color)') M, Furuhjelm Khatl

'green' probably to be read xe~ (misunderstanding),

Galushia Nelson xWut} or xwut'% 'white' BSdL

553, Rezanov XeT~~RoeTe~~ARR~ 'B~AOH x~~6~

weisses Brot' xi~gWa? ?i°t'eh 5ilahG 'pudding

which is white', xeT~~RoeTe~~ ~amRa Schale'

xi~gWa? ?i.t'eh di~ 'dish which is white',

XET~~RoeTe~ 'XO~cTHHa Leinewand' xi~gWa? ?io=
t'eh Gede~ (or qede~) 'cloth which is white',

xi~ga? se~?l, xi~ga? seli} 'it turned white' M,

xi~ga? Geleo} 'it's turning white' M, xi~ga?

?\l.dao? ?ewa. seli3: 'he turned pale' ('his face

got white') L, xi~'ga? da? Gexleo} 'I'm getting

pale' ('I'm turning white in front') L, see further

instances under Ie, -t'e'- -t'u' 5., t~ xi~ga?

Ge}e?3: 'waves are getting whitecaps' L.

2. Q~-class) 'snowflake': xi~le~ewe~ 'big

(wide) snowflakes' L, xi~le~a?luw 'lots of snow

in air' M (L rejects, perhaps because of gloss only).

3. (l~d-class) a. 'snowball' ('wet snow that



packs easily' 1): 18.56L, xi~le~eda.~ xule1=

de.~~~h 'he (cust) throws snowballs at me' LM,

xi~le~eda.d y¥.? Geta? 'set it down by the
snowball:' L, see also deq.

3b. 'large mass of (heavy1) snow', in

xi~e~eda.qeya? 'snowslide, avalanche' L (see
?

ya?~~1~see also 1~dl-1e-?e3). --

3:-xio1\:'--xu~--xe~ ,l~- 'S is blown ,(by wind:)., blows,
wafts, is airborne': giyahya?d y¥.? selxi~1~h

'he wafted down into the water' 2a.6M, ya?~ se1=

xe~~ 'it (piece of paper, blown by wind) flew up'

L, ?u.di~ah se1xu~ 'it blew away' L, with ye~-=

progressive; ye~ 1exi~~h 'he's being blown
about' M, ye~ 3:exu~~ 'it's blowing around' LM,

ye~ ?ilexe.~ 'it's (cust) blown around, blows
around' LM; indirect reciprocal: ?i1~ Ge1exweo1\:'

da.~ 'when they (clouds) drift together (into

contact with each other)' 60.59A. Transitive

(causative), reflexive, 'S causes self to be blown':
Galushia Nelson qa.~ ?ede~ ?u.~ ?edGe1exwe~

'it was sailing thither with us' 59.12fn, ?ed=

qu?1exio1\:' 'it'll sail' LM, with ye~-progressive:

ye~ ?edx3:exu~~ 'I'm sailing around' L, ye~ ?ed=

qu?:xJ:exio1\:' 'I'll go sailing around' M, repetitive:

?u.de~ ?edGe1exeo1\:'g1 'it's sailing by there' L.
2. With ye~-progressive, 'S twitches' (from



..~f'~~:?;t,.-;~

M only, not verified): ye~ }exi~}h 'he's

twitching'M.
de-xi~--xu~ 1. 'S (snow) falls, it snows': Galu=

shia Nelson ~exU~ 'falling snow' BSdL 538,

de~u~} 'it's snowing' BSdL 555, dexu~ L, de=

xi~ 'it's snowing' M, ~a.?d dexu~ 'it's snow=

ing outside' L, qu?dexi~ 'it'll snow' M, de=

xe.~ 'it (cust) snows' M.

2. 'S (snow) slides, avalanches': ?u.ne~

ye~ Gedexu~} 'it's avalanching down it (moun=
tain, l-class) , L, ?i~a.nahd sdixu~'} 'snow

slid way down the mountain' L.



--,

wxu}-x e}-xe}

xu}-xwe}-xe} (LM alw~s xu}; A xwe} 10 times, xu} 4

times, xe} once; 8 xe} twice, G xwe} once, xe}

once (in Harrington); expanded xweo} LA, xeo} LM;

Rezanov xeT~~, perhaps expanded stem)

-xu}--xwe}--xe} '8 (moving) rolls, 8 (stationary)

revolves, turns, whirls'i xu~ xu~ xu} 'rolling

rolling rolling' (spoken refrain at end of beach=
combing Raven's song) 72.39fnL, yeqe~ o-~ Gexwe1
'it's rolling against the shore with 0 (inside)'

10.19, 19A, leG Gexu}, leG Gexwe1 'it's rolling

against (up) the shore' 11.171,171,171, 172A,

Yi-°? ?exe.}}C 'it (cust) "drops dead" (rolls down)'

35.5L, lah Gexu}, lah Gexwe1 'they swirl around'

51.68,68,69A, Gexu1 'it's rolling' M, J.Cao?d lah
Gexu} 'the world (the outside) is turning' L (tra=

ditional cosmological observation), ?ew ~ao?d ?i=

?~.? qa?xu1, qi?ya.da°J.C, ?i.gidig 'your turn (for
miSfortune) will come, sometime, (for) you too' ('the
world (the outside) will turn on (coming upon) you,

sometime, you too', said to one unsympathetic to the
misfortunes of others) L, lu. sexu~ 'it's upside-=

0 /, .down' ('it turned over (ca. 180 ) ,) L, luot ?1oxu1 -"'.

'it's upside-down' (neuter perfective) LM, with

class-marks for S: gulexu1 'it (water) swirls,

whirlpool'L, qid leJ.Ca.xeo~}C 'it (ball) (cust)
rolls down off' LM, with anatomical marks: }i~aod



le~i.xu~ 'his eyes are turned to one side' L,

ya.~ ~eqa? le~i.xu~ 'his eyes are rolled up

(upside-down)' L (neuter perfectives), ye~ qi.=

disixu~ 'my ankle turned' ('my foot turned down=

ward, over') L, with qe.s and g(l)-mark 'ankle':

ye~ qe.s gv.sixu~ 'I turned my ankle' L, ya?~.

qe.s qu?geli.xu~ 'don't turn your ankle' L, with

~ ye~-progressive: ye~ dexwe:l::Jf G, ye~ dexu:l::Jf

'it's rolling around' M, ?uq ye:Jf ~sdixu:l: 'some-=

thing rolled around on it' M, ye:Jf ?idexe.:l:~ 'it

(cust) rolls (about)' M, ?i:l:ya? ye:Jf le~edexu~:Jf

'it (ball) is rolling back and forth' L, repetitive:

qe'ye~e~ dedexu:l:g 'it (log) keeps rolling back' L,

leG xu:l:g 'it keeps rolling against the shore (in

the breakers)' L, sileqahyeqd siya. lah xu~g

'my head is spinning' ('the inside of my head keeps

spinning around', from drunkenness) M, with l~-ana=

tomical: B.13A, ya.:Jf ~eq1il.~ le~exxu:1:g 'my eyes

keep rolling up (upside-down) (from e.g. extreme

sleepiness)' L. Transitive (causative): Gux:l:xu:l:

'I'm rolling it' M, qu?x:l:xu:l: 'I'll roll it, I'll

turn it (over)' L, ye~ qu?x:1:xu:l:, lu' qu?x:l:xu:l:

'I'll turn it over, I'll turn it inside-out' L,

Rezanov ffxKaT~bxeT~b 'lloBepHR drehen, wenden (Im=
perat.) , ye:Jf Ge:l:x...:l: 'turn it over~' (perhaps

with expanded stem), ~~bxeT~b 'lloBepHYTb drehen,
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wenden' ...elx...l (prefixes not identified),

?ew~ ?elxul 'screw it in~' ('twirl it toward it:')

L, with class-marks for 0: ya?i deGelxwel 'turn
" t( " k " 1 ) " A .;~ w). w).c,).. e. amp up. , yc'}. '"' ye]J: de G e:%x el ","c

'turn it (wick, i.e. lamp) (further) down~' A, si~

le]J:i?lxu3: 'roll. it (ball) to me~' L, repetitive:
qid ?ew le]J:edelxulg}h 'she keeps rolling them

(snowballs) down' 18.56L; reciprocal: ?ilu? y~.?

Geleilexul 'pl. wrestle~' ('roll each other down:')
L; reflexive: 6.13, 16.19M, 23.157, 159A, with yei-=

progressive: ca.Ai.na?q yei ?ede:%exwe.l~ 'it

(cust) rolls (itself) around on a skerry' 35.3L,
with I-anatomical: ye]J: ?edlex:%exuli 'I'm shaking

my head' ('I'm turning, rolling my head about') M;

Passive. lu. ?edexwe.l~ Yex ?edexwe.l~ 'it's., .
(cust) turned over' 65.3,4, lOA, see also nominal=
izations below.

Aa.Gexul (noun, dl-class) 'wheel' L, Aa.Gexe:%

'grindstone'S. Nominalized inceptive perfective
with dl-class-mark for S, perhaps originally 'stone'.

?uq ~qeAa.xul (noun) 'railroad track' ~. 'Nominalized
active imperfective, 'on them something pl. wheeled

rolls'.

?U]J: qc'}."~ ~xulg (noun) 'corkscrew' L. Nominalized
active imperfective repetitive, 'by means of it one

(repeatedly) tur~s, screws it up out' (lacking :%-=



classifier, or perhaps passive, 'by means of it

something is screwed up out', lacking de-classi=

fier, or perhaps deverbalization of eit~er, lack=

ing -1-instrumental).
wye~ dex e1~ G, ye~ dexe1~ S, ye~ dexu1~ (noun,

unclassified) 'barrel, keg, cask' LM .(nominalized
active imperfective with ye~-progressive, 'it rolls

around', or perhaps passive, 'it's rolled around'),

ye~ dexu1~luw 'big barrel' M; ye~ dexu1~ qi?

ya.nu? ?iditah1 'well' ('place where a keg is

submerged') L; Harrington ya~taxxn1~ 'wheel of.""" .
l salmon trap' G ye~ dexe1~.

k'ugede~ dexu1g (noun) 'outboard motor, "kicker'" L.
Nominalized active imperfective repetitive, either

with d-class-mark for S or passive, 'it (d-class?)

turns (is turned?) (repeatedly) against the back

end of something'.

kuc't.d?e?~ Ii? dexu1g (noun) 'bolt, nut (for screw)'

L. Nominalized passive active imperfective repeti=
tive, 'it',s (repeatedly) turned deeply into the place

for screw'.

giyah qi? ~ehd dexu1g (noun) 'water-faucet' L.
Nominalization as above, 'place where water is (re=

peatedly) turned open'.
1e-xu1 'S (animate) turns (voluntarily)': 3.7M, lu.

xs1ixu1 'I turned around' M, si~ lu. Ge1exu1



'turn over toward me (to face me, in bed):' L,

siqesd lu. Ge~exu~ 'turn over away from me

(facing away from me, in bed):' L, with l-ana=

tomical, repetitive: le}exu~g~h 'he's shaking
his head (in gestl,;l.re of,negation)' L,. ,

"-'"'~"c.:'ci;~",;;;.",d""",,,c~"'~,,-1""~,~t;;,v!. ;""Yj"- """"-J'~-"",:l,,~,~,%,,'} ~
O-?-xu1 '(part of) 8 (e.g. motor) rolls, turns'"

over (part way)' {identity of 0 vague): ?u?se=

xu~ 'it (motor) "turned over" (once, but didn't

start)' L. '"
r '~+t..-~A~ ",,0/" ie";: r'~""""~-"~"i"Il.,l 0

ye~ O-?-dl-xu~ (with dl-thematic, and yeJ$: 'down, ~
,,1

over') '8 capsizes' (identity of 0 vague): yeJ$:

?u?Aa.sexu1 'it (canoe) capsized' L.

'"



xabJ:

..~-t- X"f41:. v-I ",,""L 'JI~r """f1 / ~" '"' ""' ,
.y

xah~ (xwah~ attested from A only, unknown to S)

?ed-de-xah~ (attested in reflexive only) 'S takes

steambath, sweatbath': ?edxdexah~ 'I'm taking a

sweatb~th' L, ?edxsdixah~ 'I took a sweatbath'

L, ?ededexah~ 'take a sweatbath:' L, ?edqu?xde=
wx ah~ A, ?edqu?xdexah~ 'I'll take a sweatbath'

LMA, ?eddexa'~~}h 'he (cust) takes a sweatbath'

LM.
qi? ?edKUdexah~ (noun, apparently unclassified)

'sweat house' ('place where one takes a sweat bath')

LM,53.71. Sweathouses are discussed in BSdL 44.



xi?ctl

xi?c~ (perhaps to be identified with xi?j2)

Ge~exi?d1 (noun) '(some kind of) hill' L, Ge~exi?d~

yi~eh place-name?, location not remembered ('it's

a hill') L. Nominalized inceptive perfective of

otherwise unattested theme ~e-xi?d, of unknown

meaning.

,



, xi?~ j,

xi?c,2 (xwi?c' only in BSdL, where labialization may be

due to influence of prefix, also once from L; perhaps

to be identified with xi?c,l; perhaps loan from Tlingit

-xis' 'shin!).
-xi?c' (noun, d-class) 'shin': Galushia Nelson ~u=

xWi'ts or GdxWits 'lower leg' BSdL 542 ~xi?c'
,

'shin'LMASG, Harrington s~~' ts' G sixi?c' 'my
~ ,

shin' A, ?ixi?c' 'your shin'S), ~)V)(; ")dll4~ ~ //;, ~A~) t. yI;. \,..,..

xi?c'de?a'w (noun, unclassified) 'long-legged snipe'

(uncertain), 'deer' L (epithet, 'long-shins').



xi?d-xid

xi ?c'-xid (xWic' from G in Li text only, where labializa=

tion may be due to influence of prefix; M also xu?d,

probably in error; reduced form xid usually in noun,

xi?d usually in verb)

sexid (noun, unclassified, with s-thematic) 'drum' L

(4 times), A, sexi?d G, also ~xi?d L, dexid,

~xu?d M, xi?c' S (all early transcriptions), ?ew

Gexwic'dig ~~a?~ginuo 'they're beating the drum'

57.19G (transcribed q'dxW(t's, with t written over

e and ~s over ~c), dexi?dluw LM (early tran=

scription), ~?luw Gexid 'big drum' L, sexid

Gah~g}h 'he's beating a drum' L; sexid GetaO~}h

'drummer' ('he's carrying a drum') Lo

(O)-xi?d 'S beats 0 (drum)' or perhaps intransitive

'S drums': ?exi?d 'beat the drum:' LMS, ~xu?d}h

'he's drumming (something)' M, ?ew dexidg}h 'he's

beating a drum' M (early transcriptions, latter re=

petitive, with perhaps d-thematic 'noise').

dao~ ?}.~exi?c'(g) (noun, unclassified) 'woodpecker'

L (theme o-~ l-~-xi ?c'(-g) 'S drums with head on

0', here 'it (repeatedl~ drums with its head on in=

determinate 0'), dao ?}O~exi?c' ('we drum with our

heads') M, ?liI.°da? ?}O~exi?d ('it drums with its

head hither') 'woodpecker' A (both latter forms

clearly less likely to be correct than L~s).

-~-



xihs

xihs (regularly xihs, xwihs only once from L, also

occasionally x~hs in early transcriptions fro~ LM)
(,1 sf-itc .t.~tt. 7 Ct.c¥'?~_se,) {", ---O-xihs 'S rips, tears, splits 0': Rezanov ~M...~HK=

I'!

ax:E.IC':b (with M...~HR crossed out, perhaps T be=

tween H and ~) 'Paa~1;,pH zerreissen (Imperat.) ,

?ex~hs LM, ?exihs 'rip it:, tear it:' LASG, si=
xihs~ 'I tore it' L, with ye~ 'apart': ?ew ye~

Gexihs 'rip it apart:' L, with o-d 'apart from 0':

siyed sexihs~ 'you ripped it (e.g. bandage) off my

hand', with O-~ah 'away from 0': ?ew~ah ?exihs

'rip it (e.g. bandage) off it:' L, ?u.di~ah ?exihs

'rip it off there:' L, indirect reciprocal: 50.58,

59A, ?i~d Gexihs, ?iJ:i.d Gexihs 'rip it apart:'

L, Rezanov ~bRaaxNC':b 'Paao~paTb zerreissen' ?i~=
~ah ?exihs 'rip them apart~', with class-mark for

0: ?i~d desexihs~ 'you split it (board)' L, ?ew

guxi.s~ 'they (cust) split them (spruceroots) , 66.4L,
?ew ~~.? guGexihs da.~ 'when they finish splitting
them (spruceroots) , 66.6L, repetitive: l8.20L.

ya? O-:-(d-)xihs (with d-thematic optional (usual) with

ya? 'completely') 'S rips 0 to bits, tears 0 up, S

(brown bear) mauls 0': 18.74, 76, 34.46L, 68.102,
104A (all with d-, all of brown bear mauling), ya?

qu?xxihs 'I'll rip it to pieces' L, ya? ?iqe?di.x=
xihs 'I'll rip you to bits' L, ya? sixihs~, ya?

disixihs~ 'I ripped it to pieces' L, ?ew ya? de=

~



Gexihs~Gdewa. 'before he rips it up' L; passive:

ya? disdixihs~, ya? sdixihs~ 'it's all ripped

up'L.

ya.~ O-~-xihs (with ~-thematic with ya.~ 'destruc=

tion, consumption') 'S (systematically, deliberately)

rips, tears 0 all to bits': ya.~ qu?~i.xxihs 'I'll

tear it all up, I'll rip it to shreds (an~spend a long -

time doing it)' L.

O-~-xihs 'S rips, tears, splits 0 (t.Fansv~rse~;r:;';~ -
t't"'1/ ~f~ ( \

lengthwise' (f~entl~ to make useful product,:
?e~x}hs, ?e~xihs ' split it (into shingles):; rip it:'

L, ?i~d ?ew se~xihs~ 'they split it apart (to

make digging-sticks)' 23.136A, da. ~xi.s~ 'we

(cust) rip it' L, ye~ Ge~xihs 'rip it apart (trans=

versely):' L, ya? si~xihs~ 'I split it (for
J wkindling)' L, with d-class-mark for 0: .1-i. 3:x ihs -'

'split it (wood, for shingles):' L.



xahs-xa?s-xa.s-xwa.s

xahs-xa?s-xa.s-xwa.s (expanded form xa.s-xwa.s regularly
in neuter imperfective and in non-verbal forms, xahs-xa?s

in other mode-aspects, but also occasionally (analogical=

ly?) xa.s-xwa.s, with xahs favored byL in active
.,.~_.

perfective, xa?s in inceptive imperfective; expanded
form L usually xa.s, occasionally xwaos, M always

xa.s, A xwaos once, xa.s once, G xwa.s twice,
S xwa.s, Rezanov xwaos twice, xa.s twice)

xwa.s-xa.s (noun, unclassified, of limited syntactic

occurrence) 'lucky, ominous, tabu, dangerous, strange':
xa.s qe?ew 'it's a lucky one' (e.g. of strange fish,

not to be eaten or hurt) L, xa.s yi3:eh 'it's bad
,;;:",t"""", J; or" e,,;~ ~c, ""if,

luck, tabu' L; a.s-Q--&£..".'-f}-'d~-,v,-.L-emen of O"J : xa. sda~ ~.,.

~seli% 'something strange (unprecedented and omin=
!

~,! ous) has happened' L, xa. sdaA ~leh ' something --

strange is happening' (one says this when one sees

e.g. a fish one has never seen before) L.

xwaose~e? L, xaose~e? (noun, unclassified) 'soap'
('magic grease, tabu grease') LM, Rezanov Xaccyxe
,~o Seife', Xac~-axe 'CBB~a Licht, Talglicht',

xaose~e?tu? 'lots of soap' M, xa.se~e?luw 'big

hunk of soap' L.

O-?-3:-xa.s 'S abstains from, avoids tabu 0': ?u?Ge3:=

xa.s 'avoid.it~, don't break tabu (in order to stay

lucky)~' L, ?u?si}xaos} 'I avoided it, abstained

from it (something tabu)' L; with ?ed reflexive

;;.

:;...:,~~;;~;



pronoun as preverb, phonologically fused with verb:

?edu?Ge3:xa.s 'don't break tabu~' L, ?edu?si3:xa.s3:
'I observed tabu' L, ?edu?G8x3:xa.s3: 'I'm observing

tabu'L, ?ed KU?se3:xa.s3: 'someone, people fasted

(during L.ent)' L; reflexive, with ?ed treated regu=

larly, with vocalic classifier, perhaps analogical:

?edKU?3:ixa.s3: 'someone, people are fasting, abstain=

ing (during Lent)' (neuter perfective) M, ?edu?x3:i=
xa.s 'I'm abstaining, observing tabu' (neuter im=

perfective) L.

1~-3:e-xahs--xa?s--xa.s--xwa.s (with l~-thematic, pho=
nologically irregular, realized -le~- instead of -

-le~e- in positive neuter imperfective (except with
second person pl. S), and probably optionally in ac=

tive perfective negative, inceptive imperfective,

customary; regular (-le~e-) in transitive with
3:-classifier, but -le~- probably optionally in
reflexive with 3:e-classifier; see also O-?-I~-3:8-=

xahs(-etc.)) 'S is, becomes afraid, scared': neuter

imperfective: le~xw3:ixwa.s AS, le~x3:ixwa.s G,
le~x3:ixa.s 'I'm scared' LM, di~ le~a?x3:exa.sG
'I'm not scared' L, le~3:ixa.s~ 'are you scared?'

L di~~ lexa?3:exa.sG 'aren't you scared?' L,, .
u t ' I 3: .w . hRezanov ~RXAexoace ' POBKOM furch sam e~ 1X a. S} ,

le~3:ixwa.s G, le~3:ixa.s}h 'he's scared' L, da.
le~3:ixa.s, da. qele~3:ixa.s 'we're scared' L,



qele~~.le~}ixa's~ 'are you pl. scared?' L, di~~
le~a?le~}exa'sG 'aren't you pl. scared?' L, le~=
}ixa'sinu' 18.65L, qele~}ixa'sinu' 'they're

scared' L, inceptive imperfective: qu?le~ex3:exa's
L (once), qu?le~ex}exa?s 'I'll be scared' L (4

times), qu?le~e}sxa's 'you'll be scared' L, qu?=

le~e}exa.s}h, qu?le~}exa's}h 'he'll be scared' L,
da. qu?(qe)le~(e)}exa.s 'we'll be scared' L,

qu?qele~a.le~}exa.s 'you pl. will be scared' L,
qu?qele~}exa's 'they'll be scared' L, inceptive

perfective: le~eGexlexa'sl L (twice), le~eGexle=
xahsl 'I'm getting scared' L (4 times), le~eGe~e=

xa.s}~ 'are you getting scared?' L, le~eGe}exa.s}h

'he's getting scared' L, le~eGele~~exa.s}~,

qele~eGele~}exa.s}~ 'are you pl. getting scared?'
L, active perfective: le+xs}ixahs} 'I get scared'
L (6 times), di~ le~exs}exahs}G, di~ le~xs}exahs}G

'I didn't get scared' L, le~slixa's~~ 'did you get

scared?' M, di~~ le~es~exa's~G 'didn't you get

scared?' M, le~s~ixahsinu', le~s}ixahs} 'they
got scared' 19.19, 34.106, 106L, active optative:

de?u'd le~~.}ixa's 'it's alright if you're scared'

L, de?u'd le~~'le~~ixa's 'it's alright if you pl.
are scared' L, active conditional: le~i?x3:exahs

da.~ 'just as I was starting to get scared' L,

customary: le~~exa's~th 'he's (cust) scared' L,



,
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di~ le~~exa.s~G}h 'he's (cust) not scared' L,

active perfective repetitive: le~xs~ixa.sg~ 'I

got scared' L, le~s}ixa.sg~ 'you got scared' L,

le~s~ixa.sg~}h 'he got scared' L. Transitive

(causative): xule~eGi.~xahs~ 'you're scaring me'

L, xule~eselxahs~ 'you scared me' L, xule~ese}=

xahs~}h (or -xa?s-, but not -xa.s-) 'he

scared me' L, le~eGe~xahs}h (or -xa?s-) 'scare

him~' L, usually repetitive, 'S threatens 0, tries

to scare 0, S scares 0': ?iqe?le~i.x~xahsg 'I'll

try to scare you, I'll threaten you' L, ya?~u.

xuqu?le~i.~xa?sg 'don't threaten me' L, repetitive

thematized: le~ex~xa.sg}h 'I'm scaring him' M,

?ile~exw3:xa.sg M, ?ile~ex1xa.sg 'I'm threatening

you, I'm scaring you' LM, xule~i.x3:xa.sg 'you're

scaring me' M, ?ile~esi3:xa.sg~ 'I scared you' L,

xule~eGi.3:xa.sg~ 'you're starting to scare me' M,

qu?le~i.x~xa.sg}h 'I'll sc~re him' M, ?iqe?le~i.=

x~xa.sg 'I'll scare you' L; with ?ed reflexive
pronoun used preverbally, 'S scares 0' (meaning

not clearly distinguished from that of causative

without preverbal ?ed): ?ed xule~ese~xahs3:}h
(or -xa?s-, but not -xa.s-) 'he scared me' (same
as xule~ese3:xahs3:}h) L, ?ed~ ?ile~esi3:xahs~ 'did

I scare you?' L, ?ed qu?le~i.x~xahs 'I'll scare

it' L, repetitive: ?ed xule~e3:xahsg}h (not -xa?s-)



'he keeps scaring me' L, with repetitive thematized:

?edle~a.1Xahsg~h 'scare him:' L, ?ed le~exw1=
xa.sg~h 'I'm scaring him' M, ?ed ?iqe?le~i.x1=

xa.sg 'I'll scare you' M, ?ed qe? le~i.x1xa.sg}h

'I'll scare him again' M; (direct) reflexive, with

repetitive thematized: ?edle~xs1ixa.sg1 'I scared

myself' L, ?edle~x1exa.sg 'I'm scaring myself' L,

?edqu?le~ex1exa.sg 'I'll scare myself' L.

O-?-1~-1e-xahs--xa?s--xa.s--xwa.s 'S is, becomes
scared, afraid ,of 0': neuter imperfective: 28.16A,

?~h ?u?le~x1ixa.s 'I'm afraid of him' L, ?u?le~=
x1ixa.s 'I'm scared of it, I'm afraid to' L, 71.14LM,.
di~ ?u.le~a?x1exa.sG 'I'm not afraid of it' L,

di~ ?u?qele~a?x1exa.sGinu., di~ ?u.qele~a?x1e=

xa.sGinu. 'I'm not afraid of them' L, ?i?le~x1i=

xa's 'I'm afraid of you' L, ?u?qele~1ixa.sinu.~uh

'are you afraid of them?' L, xu?le~1ixa.s~h 'he's

afr.id of me' L, ?i?le~1ixa.s}h, ?~ ?i?le~1ixa'6

'he's afraid: of you' L, ?i?le~1ixa.s, ?ew ?i?le~=

1ixa.s 'it's afraid of you' L, le~i?le~~ixa.5}h

'he's afraid of you pl.' L, qa' ?u?le~1ixa.s}h

'he's afraid of us' L, ~?~e~~ixa.s 'he's afraid

of something' L, other mode-aspects: ?u?qu?le~ex1e=

xa?s 'I'll get scared of him' L, di~ ?u?qu?le~ex=

~exa?sG 'I won't be scared of him' L, xu?qu?le~e=

~exa?s 'she'll be scared of me' L (twice), ?i?=
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le~xslixahsl 'I got scared of you' L (3 times),

xu?le~e6elexa?sl~h (or -xahs-, but -xa?s- per=
haps preferred) 'he's getting scared of me' L.

le~isxwa.s (gerundive) 'fear, danger': Rezanov

Hxy~bXECXOC~ 'He 60Cb fftrchte nicht~' ya?~u.

le~isxwa's 'let there not be fear, don't fear',
with -dah adverbializer: le~isxwa'sdah ?ida?=

de~ah 'a scary story is being told' L.



wx e5-:x:u~-xeC!-xuC!

xwe5-xu~-xeC!-xu~ (xWe~ A, xu~ LA, xe~ S, xu~ L;
perhaps two different stems, xwe~-:x:u~ and xe~-xu~;

wperhaps reduced form of x a?~-xa?~; perhaps also
influenced in part by Tlingit -xwas 'to hang (tr.)')

O-xwe~ 'S hangs 0 up (e.g. clothes on line)' (from
A only, unknown to L): sixwe31 'I hung stuff up'

(same as si?wi?g1) A, qu?xxwe3 'I'll hang it

up' (same as ?i1~a?d qu?li.x?ah) A (elicited
as explanation of following personal name, perhaps

influenced by Tlingit -xwas 'to hang (tr.)').

?ixwe3 A, ?ixu5 A (later also L), ?ixeC! S,
?ixu~ L (3 times, later ?ixu5) Woman's name,

Evaline Dude, Mrs. Shepherd (mother of Mike Shepherd)

LSA, BSdL Genealogical Table txu~c. The e.tymology

of this name is explained by A by the preceding,

of which it would be the active imperfective with

indeterminate 0, 'she hangs up stuff'.

.



wx a?<!-xa?<!

xwa?~-xa?~ (labialization pattern unusual: Rezanov xwa?~

(at least 3 times), but S, who almost always agrees with

Rezanov xa?~ twice, xwa?~ once, Land M more often

w wxa?~, but frequently also x a?~, A xa?~ once, xa?~

once; perhaps related to xwe3-xu~...xe~-xu~)

O-xwa?~--xa?~ 's ties 0 (knot, cord, 0 to something),

S knots 0': ?exa?~ 'tie a knot!' L, ?exwa?~ 'tie

it!' La, xxa?~ 'I'm tying a knot' M, qu?xxa?~

'I'll tie a knot' L, sixa?~} 'I tied a knot' L,

~~ixa?~~ 'I tied something' L, da" xa"~ 'we

(cust) tie a knot' L, (indirect reciprocal) with

?i~u? (Ii?) qa? 'up out (deeply) through each

other': ?i~u? Ii? qa? Gexa?~ 'tie them togeth=

~er (through each other)!' L, Rezanov MT~roKaoxKXa~b

(0 uncertain) 'Y3e~b Knoten' ?i~u? qa? (?ew?)

~ixa?~} 'I knotted them together', with o-q 'on

0': ~~eh~ ?uq Gexa?~ 'tie a string on (around)

it'L, daoq Gexwa?~ 'tie it up (to indeterminate

o)!' L, da"q qu?xxwa?~ 'I'll tie it up' L, with

class-mark for 0: qi"li"xwa?~ 'knot it (rope)!' L,

qi"leGexa?~ 'tie it (rope)~' S, da"q qi"leGexa?~

'the it (rope, onto something)~' L, ?ew Geoa de=

k}hq guoxa?~ 'tie that spruceroot on a stick!' L,

?uci?da?d ne"~ ?ewao gu"xa?~ 'first knot the.
end of it (thread)~' L. repetitive: da"q ?ew

xwa?~g}h 'she kept tying them (one after another)



p.'."

onto things' 18.21L, xxa?~g 'I'm tying (trying to

tie?) a knot' L; indirect reflexive: ?:J.°na?q' Ge=

dexa?~ 'tie it around (onto) your head~' L, see al=
so nominalizations below; passive: ?idixa?~1 'knot

is tied' A, ?ewci?da? ?idixa?~~ 'it's tied to the

end of it' L (neuter perfectives), da.q' sdixwa?~1

'it's tied up (on something)' L, ?i~u? qa? ~di=

xa?~% 'they're knotted together' L, with class-=

mark for 0: gu~dixa?~ 'it (string) has a knot in

it' L, with I-anatomical: ?i%u? qa? Ii? ?~.~di=

xa??!~ga? ?ed~.%it'ih:j.h 'he looks mean' ('he makes
his face look like it's tied in an overhand knot

(tied deeply through each other and up out)' L.
O-d-xa?~ (with d-thematic, meaning apparently not

clearly distinguished from that of preceding, see
also nominalizations below) 'S ties 0 (knot, cord,

0 to something), S knots 0'; with g-class-mark for

0: gedi~ixa?~~ 'I tied it (string)' M; passive:

disdixa?~% 'knot is tied'S.

o-~ O-%-xa?~ (1-classifier with o-~ 'in contact
with 0) 'S fixes position of 0 by tying to 0': ?i%~

si%xa?~% (not sixa?~) 'I tied them together' L;

passive: ?i%~ s%ixa?~% 'they've been tied to=
gether' L -( indirect reciprocals).

?iona?q' dexwa?~ (noun, unclassified) 'babushka, ker=

chief' L. Nominalized passive active imperfective,

..



indirect reflexive, 'it's tied over one's head'.

yeda?q dexa?~ (noun, unclasSified) 'wristwatch' L,

sile~ahd xu' siya? yeda?q dexa?~ ses}h1 'I

thought ~ wristwatch stopped (die)' L. As above,
'it's tied on one's forearm, wrist'.

yeda?q xwa?~} (attested only in Rezanov, probable

reading) 'bracelet' (?): Rezanov MTaRoxoa~e~~
'3apYRaB~e' (not in Radlov, 'bracelet'?). Probably

-}-instrumental deverbalization of preceding.

dega?q}... xwa?~} (noun, correct form uncertain)
'neckerchief' (anythi~gtiedaround neck): Rezanov

TbmaR~HXO~e~~ 'OJlepe~~e Halsschmuck', TbmaR~H=
wxya~e~~ 'nAaToR~ Halstuch', dega?q} dex a?~

L, ~dega?q} dexwa?~ 'something tied around
one's neck' M. Forms all problematical in lacking

postposition, probably o-q, with -dega?q};
Rezanov forms probably -l~instrumental deverbali=

zations as in preceding, but forms from Land M

are either a blend of dexwa?~ and xwa?~} or

are -}-instrumental deverbalizations of passive

of O-d-xwa?~.

xwa?~, xa?~ (noun, unclassified, with optional

-l-tnstrumental) 'knot' L, ~?luw xa?~l 'big

knot'L.

-d-l-xa?~(-g)-l (noun, with d-class-mark with -ni.~,
-ni.~ 'nose', }-classifier, optional -g-repetitive,



-1-instrumental) in ?ini.~ede1xa?~g1 'the septum
of your nose' L, sini .lCede1xa?(!1, sini'.~ede1xa?(!3:

'the septum of my nose' L.

Gede~exa?(! LM, Gede~exwa?(! A (noun, unclassified,

probably with d-thematic, perhaps as in O-d-xa?~
or perhaps 'fire, bright', and G- and s-thematic,

cf. Gesecah; L also earlier Gede~exa?~1, with

~1-suffix, probably analogical) 'wick', Gede~e=
xa?(!1 ~? ?a?1ih 'make a wick~' L, Gede~exa?(!=

luw 'big wick' L.



xu?c!

~ -{-(/~q,t,. ~ )(~J;l.~ /..;t,.,i~ J I ').J""'5
N r +J v I. ./ cO:;- I
f.~ f' VLJI V~'tU~)

XU??! ./.,J L' I # ~A/J
XL1 ::; ~ 0"M.-1!~t1 $hvflfJ

xu?('! (noun, attested s~-t~H-;y: only as C) 0

'ro,ugh wood': xu??! G e3:e?3: 'it's getting rough'

(of wood dragged around) L.

-xu?~ (attested only,,"with ~-indefinite prefix,
""perhaps as 8 of ~~rb, or possessor of noun, attes=

"
,fted syntactically only as C, nominalized if verb)

j

.j'

'something roygh', or 'something is rough'., ~=
!

xu?~ di.3:ehl 'it (board) is rough' L.

de -xu??! ~-~Phap.s.,":p.as.sive causative of preceding,

H--v-e::E'&f- '8 (especially wood) is, becomes rough
from abrasion': Gedexu?~3: 'it (especially wood)

is getting rou~h' L.
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xe~

(1'1"/;

xe~ (status and form uncertain, perhaps related to

xa.~)
O-~-xe~ 'S gouges 0': G~~xe~ 'gouge it:' A (un=

certain, perhaps Ge~~e~, see under ~iS-~ihSl,

perhaps under influence of e.g. xa.~, xihs).



xi.S

xi.~

?~.3:xi.~g (noun, l-class) 'red abalone, red "gum=

boots'" LMA (unknown to S) (eaten raw or cooked,

but tough and insipid L), ~le~? ?~'3:xi.~g 'lots

of red abalone' M, ?}.3:xi.~g?a.?nuw L, ?}.3:xi'~g=
?i.?nuw 'big red abalone' LM, ?}.3:xi.~g si~ li.?=

?a? (not -ta?) 'give me a red abalone~' L, ?}.~=

xi.~g ?u.d ?}.se?ah~ 'a red gumboot is there' L,

?}.3:xi.~g ~elt~h 'he's eating red abalone' L,

?}.~xi.~g ~a.ne' 'eat red abalone~' L, ?}.3:xi.~g=
ya? qah~ 'red abalone shell' L (no specific term

remembered for 'nacre, mother-of-pearl'); int~y\ck.
int~ts~li' or int~y\ck int~~s3li' name of Basket'"
Pattern 2. ("amphineura-shells") BSdL 54? (described

and illustrated in BSdL 82) ?}.~xi.~g?}.~delih
'red abalone shell' ("sounds like it could be the

name of a basket pattern") L. Nominalized active

imperfective of theme (O-)l-~-xi.~-g, of unknown

meaning; not realized le~-.

,r



xa.~

xa.~ (xwa.~ from G and A only, S xa.~; perhaps loan
-d..'fc .,..". "',. "",!~.~"t"".(.,.".""",1.;' '.","1 ,~:'.f};~from Tlingit -xas--xa~--xa~ 'to cut up', carve')

.J
AO-xa'~ 's cuts up, carves, butchers, skins 0 (ani=

mal), S cleans, "slimes" 0 (fish)': Ib.12M, 21b.32,

28.83,89, 37b.19, 20, 20A, 42.17L, ?exa.~ 'skin
it:' L, 'clean it '(fish)! , S, ?exwa.s 'skin it!'

AG, k'u'xa.~ "'slime!!, clean (something, fish)!' M,

sixa.~~ 'I skinned it' LS, qu?xxa.~ 'I'll cut it

(fish, animal) up' L, 'I'll skin it' M, customary:
?ew xa.~~inu' 'they (cust) clean them (fish)' 60.=

3A, ?ude~a'na?qde~ qew da. xwa'~~ 65.73A, ?u=

de~a.na?qde~ da' ?exWa'~~ 'we (cust) cut them

(fish, open) along their back' 65.75A; passive: 37b.=

20A, qi? ~~dixa.~~da'd 'at a place where something
(fish) had been cleaned' 46.4M, ~dixa's~ (not ~~i-)
'it (fish) has been cleaned, it (animal) has been

skinned' L, customary: dexa.s~ 60.2A, 63.43G,

?edexwa'~~ 'they (fish) are (cust) cleaned' 65.2A,

repetitive (-g- perhaps in error for -~- custo=

mary): qi? k'uexa'sgda.d 'at a place where some=
thing (fish) are being cleaned' 46.1M, qi? ~~.?

~Gedexa.~g~da? 'to a place where something (fish)
were finishing being cleaned' 46.2M.

?u~ ~dexa.~ (noun) 'large curved carving-knife' L,

Galushia Nelson un~qeDexa'c or e~qe~exa'c 'lancet'c=:; -
BSdL 54? Nominalized passive active imperfective,

'by means of it something is carved'.

,



wx e.g-xeog

xWe.g-xeog (xWeog LMASG, Galushia Nelson, Rezanov,
xe.g Ll'1only)

d-3:e-xWeog--xeog (with d-thematic 'oral, noise')
'S whistles': 22.5L, 23.60, 61A, da°3:exe.g, de=

Ge3:exe.g (former preferred, not di?3:e-) 'whis=
tIe:' L, dis3:ixWeog3:}h 'he whistled (once)' L,

dex3:exWeog 'I'm whistling' L.

de3:exwe.g, de3:exeog (noun, unclassified) 1. 'ground=
hog, whistler, hoary marmot (l'1armota caligata)':

de3:exwe.g LSG, 9.4A, 22.1, 2, 7, 8~, 23.2,3, 27,

28,30,35,60,61,64,65,67,70,74,74,114,
138,140, 152A, Galushia Nelson ~£t3:e~wiok or

~et3:~xW~.k 'ground hog' BSdL 538,559, de1exe.g

'groundhog'Ll'1, de3:exwe.gkih 'little groundhog'
23.83A, de3:exweogyu. 'groundhogs' 23.55,94,116,
139A, de3:exweogwelahyuo 'groundhog-people' 23.=

151A, de3:exWeogluw 'big groundhog' Ll'1. Nominal=
ized active imperfective, 'it whistles'.

2. de3:exeog 'some kind of duck' L, de3:e=
xwe ° g G enuh 'whi stling duck, reala ~}...l!;~t~,~~E!}t,,~Y,,/ !

)feet and beak' (probably 'surf scoter (l'1elanitta
"tl djf; i'\/"",;t i.,

perspicillatal, American common scoter (Oidemia

nigra americana)', perhaps alsoiAmerican and/or -"
"Barrow's goldeneye) (Bucephala clangula americana, -,

J/ :' ,5 c :; C ffli/,"";:." "{;'j,;~;'J'c{",~~}).

B. islandica)'). (A/~{f1v h.{~r:'!/;cc ...If~

O-d-3:-xeog 'S whistles at 0': xudese3:xeog3:}h 'he



whistled at me' L; passive: xudisdixeog}, xu=

dis}ixeog} 'I got whistled at' L, xudedexe.g
(not xude}e-) 'I'm being whistled at' L.

dexWeog, dexeog (gerundive) 'whistling noise' L,
Rezanov TaxyeR~ 'CBHOT~Tb pfeifen' dexWeog.

"



xWaog-xaog

~""~!~ c, ""' Lit-..<~/~~/~;~::.t.(j .'\ ;/;;"

xWaog-xaog (xWaog AS, Rezanov, xaog LM)

xWaog AS, xaog (noun, unclassified) 'steam, steam=

iness'LM, xaog?a?luw 'large amount of steam' LM,

xaog ?iGe~qe?s~ 'steam is getting thick (perme=

ating air)' M, giyah xaog yi~eh 'water is

steamy' L; Rezanov AHTJIHXyaK'I> 'HHeA Reiffrost'

?~hAaoxWaog, ?~hAaoxaog 'mist' ('ground-steam')
L.

0



xa-g

xaog (xaog LMA8G, Rezanov, xWaog A once only, 8 once

with slight labialization)

0-xaog-1 (probably with -l-suffix thematized, as

below; not freely used, attested only in active

perfective) '8 works on 0': sixaog1 'I worked

on it' L, with d-class-mark for 0: ?ew yahd

xu- disixaog1 '1 worked on that house' L-

de-xaog-1 (with -1-suffix thematized, treated as

part of the stem) 'S works': 10_13lfnA, Rezanov

XOTTHXaK~~ 'HeAocy~ Arbeit' xWdexaog1, xwde=

xWa-g1 A, xdexaog1 'I'm working' M, ?edexaog1

'work: 'M, qu?xdexaog1 'I'll work' MG, qi?

?ixis}h~ qu?xdexaog1 'I'll work till I die' L,
i di?weJ}: dexa-g1dewao qa?s}h:j.h 'he'll work till

., he dies' ('he'll still be working whereupon he'll

die') L, du-?a-d dexa-g1 'for whom are you

working?' M, siya- dexaog1}h 'he's working for

me'M, ?ewao xdexaog%lehd 'because I'm working

for him' L, ?enahSekih ?ewJ}:e?l}h}h ?ewao xde=

xaog1 'he likes the work I do for him' L, ?e=

nah~ekih ?ew~e?l}h}h ?ewao ?ixdixaog1 'he

wants me to work for him' L ~~~j4jjiUe't,i~

~~B:b-l~~"S~~, ?enah~~kihSuh

?ewxe?lexleh lexa- ?ixdixaog1 'do you pI- want...
me to work for you1' L (active optatives), xde=

xa-g1 xu?1il}h}h 'he thinks I'm working' M,

;:!~
:'Jt"',,



~'v'c"

dexa'g~ ?i?x~ileh 'I thought you were working'

M, ~i~ dexaog~}h (with slight labialization of

-x-) 'he's always working, busy'S, Gedexaog1

'you're working a lot (all day long)' L (inceptive

perfective, act as part of (long) process), with

o-~ 'with 0', here 'on 0' (cf. nominalization t.. o-'JCi:~"I ;~~

-{..".yA #1 o'!: tet.>'..'~,.?
below): ?u~ xdexa'g1 'I'm working on it' LM ~1wI(.'~4'ji ')f-~w

, {ts""'J.. 6ihl'S;'." ,.,...1.. co"
Transitive (causative): lO.131fnA, dic'id clew t..~/.' A.

?ahnu' ~xaog~ 'he makes them work for nothing'

lO.55A, ?iqe?x~xa'g~ 'I'll make you work' L,

?ida?ya'le~ xu'~xaogl 'you make me work too

much'L.

xa'g~ (noun, unclassified, with thematic -~-suf=

fix) 'work, job'S, Rezanov xaK~D 'PaooTaT~

arbeiten', xaog~?a?luw 'big job' LM, xaog~ye=

~a? sa?yahl}h 'he died, passed out, succumbed

from (over)work' L, xaog! yfil.°? se~dah3: 'he

stopped the work' L, Rezanov XaKJIe-q:o-a:t:IH 'ilJIoT=

HHK~ Arbeiter (Zimmermann)' xaog~e~iya? 'master

worker, hard worker', XaK~~qe&Aera 'PaooTa:t:I
arbeiten (Imperat.) , xaog~~iya?lew... 'great

master worker'.

?isxa'g~ (gerundive) 'working': ?isxa'g~ xuse~=
ga?l 'I'm tired of working' ('working has tired

me' L.

?u~ Klidexa'gl (noun) 'tools' ('one works with

.



with them (along)') M (cf. o-~ de-xa.g-z 'S

works on 0' above; 'toolg should perhaps more

correctly be ?u~ KUdexaogz 'one works by

means of them').



I':. -xwiIr-xiIr

..~m~i

xwiIr-xiIr (xwiIr LA, xiIr L)

O-xwiIr, 0-1-xiIr, O-de-xwiIr (correct use of clas=
sifier probably not precisely remembered) 'S peels

or flattens 0 (spruceroot or basket-straw) by draw=

ing through teeth or with knife' (precise meaning
not clearly remembered; see also ~eq and, more

general terms, xihs, ~e~), attested only with
class-marks for 0: guxxwiIr 'I'm peeling it

(spruceroot) by drawing it through my teeth' A,
'I'm splitting them (basket-roots) with a knife'

L; Ge.c' gex1xiIr 'I'm splitting spruceroots' L;

da?d da-dexwiIr 'draw basket-design straws through

your teeth~' A (apparently with de-classifier, or

perhaps incorrectly glossed, to be interpreted

O-d-xWiIr: da?d da- dexwiIr 'we're drawing bas=

ket-design straws through our teeth')-



.w.X1X-X lX

.w. ( w.X1X-X lX X lX L only, A and M regularly xix; A once

xihx; L never heard XliX or xex; reduced form, per=

haps related to xWiox-xiox)

-1-xix--xwix(-1) (noun, with 1-classifier, optional
-i-suffix) 'white part': 1. -d-1-xix--xwix(-1)
(with d-class-mark for possessor) 'eggwhite':

k'ude1xwix L, k'udeixix1 LA (same as k'ude1xix

L), k'udeixix (not k'udeixwix M) 'eggwhite'LM.

2. -1~-1-xix-1 (with l~-anatomical) 'white
of eye': -le~e1xihx1 A, ?ile~e1xix1 'the white

of your eye' L.

1~-1-xix (with l~-anatomical) 'S has, develops cata=
ract in eye': le~esi1xix1 'I have a white spot

on my eye, pupil all turned white (cataract)' LM.

le~eGex1xixi 'I'm getting a cataract on my eye' L.
d-1-xix--xWix (with d-class-mark for S) 'S (egg)

matures, develops into chick': deGeixwix1, de=
Geixix1 'egg is turning into chick, the white is

turning into feathers' L, deseixix1 'eggwhite

turned into feathers' L.

d-1e-xix (as above, meaning not distinguished from

that of above, no preference between 1- and 1e-=

classifiers) 'S (egg) matures, develops into chick':

dis1ixix1 'egg is developing into a chick, no more

yolk, just white part left; eggwhite has turned in=
to feathers' L (it is believed that the yolk becomes



flesh, the white feathers)o

caoAaoxix LM, caoAa.xixl, caoAaoxwix, caoAaoxwixl

L place-name, I'Grass Island, White Island" (islet

near Government Rock, so called 'because it's bare")

LM. With dl-class-mark for cao 'rock, skerry'o



w. .x J.'x-xJ.-X

xwi'x-xi'x (attested from L only; perhaps related to

xix-xwix, expanded or full form, basic meaning 'white,

bare')
~wi.x, ~i'x (noun, unclassified) 'large mature

northern bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus alas=
canus) , (has white head, same bird as Gu'ogeleG,

gu-5geleG) L- Stem -xwi-x--xi-x attested only
with ~-indefinite prefix, either S or 0 of verb,

or possessor of noun-

:~

,.'
, .,



'. -xeJ.C

xeJ.C (LMS earlier occasionally xahJ.C, probably mistran=

scribed in at least some cases, regularly xeJ.C LMASG,

Rezanov, Old Man Dude, xw- only once from L and A)

-xeJ.C (not freely used, attested only in active per=

fective) 'S is, becomes empty' (meaning not distin=

guished from that of de-xeJ.C 2. below): de~i.

sexeJ.C} 'it (salmon) has already emptied (itself

of eggs), spawned' L, with ya?d 'empty'; ya?d

sexeJ.C} 'water went out of it' (of e.g. leaky old

boat at low tide) L. c,.cp,.
1/.+p'

de-xeJ.C 1. 'S (tide) ebbs'; 3.14,16,4.15, 18M, Re= -
J\~

zanov KaTexax~b 'Y6~b BOAR Ebbe' GedexeJ.C} 'tide

is going out, getting low' LM, sdixweJ.C} A, sdi=

xeJ.C} 'tide is low, ebbtide' LMG, qu?dexeJ.C 'tide

will ebb' LM, ?idixeJ.C} 'tide is low, out' A (neu=

ter perfective), dexe.J.C~ 'tide (cust) ebbs' M,

repetitive: dexeJ.Cg 'tide keeps ebbing' L, with

ya?d 'empty': ya?d sdixeJ.C} 'tie is low, out' AS,

with xu? 'complete'; Old Man Dude x&tsixaxt}.,.. '"' ("\

'low tide' BSdL 537 J.Cti? sdixeJ.C} 'tide is low,

out'S, with ca? 'downhill, deep': 10.233, 244A,

qidga? ca? dexe.J.C~ 'low-water mark' ('as far down

as it (cust) ebbs') L, 10.227A, qidga? ca? sdixeJ.C}=

da.d 'at low-water mark' ('at as far down as it has

ebbed') 10.235A, with lah5 'forward, out to sea':

qidga? lah5 dexe.J.C~ 'low-water mark' L, with gl-=



class-mark for S (clearly optional and rarely used):

qe? geleGedexeJ.{."} 'tide is going back out' L. Tran=

sitive (causative): with lu. 'ca. 1800 turn': ?ew

lu. Ge}xeJ.{." 'make the tide turn to ebb!' 3.l2M.

2. 'S is, becomes empty' (frequently indistin=

guishable from passive of O-}-xeJ.{." below, meaning

not distinguished from that of -xeJ.{."): ya?d sdi=

xeJ.{."} 'it (e.g. tub) leaked empty' L, yaJ"di ?idixeJ.{."}

'it (e.g. bottle) is empty' L (neuter perfective).

3. With qa? 'up out', 'S is, becomes uncov=

ered at low tide': }i?q ?el ya.yu. qa? GedexeJ.{."

da.J.{." 'when all these things become uncovered at low

tide' 10.235A (uncertain, perhaps with syntactic

break: }i?q ?el ya.yu. qa? --GedexeJ.{." da.J.{."

'all these things up out [will emerge] --when the

tide ebbs').

O-}-xeJ.{." 'S empties O'(causative of either -xeJ.{." or

de-xeJ.{." 2.): ya?d Ge}xwahJ.{.", ya?d Ge}xahJ.{." 'empty

it (bottle):' L, ya?d qu?x}xahJ.{." 'I'll empty it' L,

with o-yeq qa? 'up out from inside of 0': ?ewyeq

qa? G e}xeJ.{." 'empty them (eggs) out of it (salmon)','

L; passive: sdixahJ.{."} 'it (bottle) is empty' ('has

been emptied?') L, ya?d ?idixeJ.{."} 'it (bottle) is

empty' ('has been emptied'?) L (neuter perfective).

."k' i. 'k'



xi "ya?J$:

xi"ya?~ (initial labialized by A only, not by LMS or in

Rezanov; perhaps to be analyzed xi"ya?-~ or xi"-ya?-~

and related to xa?; S twice xi"ya?1, but uncertain)

-xi"ya?~ (noun, unclassified) 1. 'chin, lower jaw,

mandible': Rezanov Kaxe~ 'Bopo~a Bart' qa.=

xiya?J$: 'our, human chin', sixi.ya?1 S, sixi"=

ya?~ 'my chin, jaw' LM, ?ixiya?J$: '.-tYour chin' L,

~wi"ya?~ A, ~xi"ya?~ 'chin, jawbone' L,

~xi.ya?~luw 'big chin' LM, ?uxi.ya?~da"d ?ewa"

li?~ we~ ?i.~}h}h 'his chin is dimpled' M,

diyux sixi.ya?~q y~.? sedah1 'a mosquito landed

on my chin' L.

2. In epithet with deleted possessive pre=

fix, with ~-~a? 'behind, obstructed by something':

~~a? xi.ya?~ 'mimicker, mocker' LM, ~~a?

xi.ya?~ ?ida? ?u?dis1i~a.q~ 'my echo came back'

('the sound of mimicking reached met) L.



x{3.?J:q'

x{3.?J:q' (perhaps to be analyzed x~?J:-q with x~?J: as

0 of o-q 'on 0'; initial not labialized by S or ~ --

x~?J:q (adverb) 'very, very much, quite, extremely,

violently, greatly, mightily, a lot' LMS, x~?J:q

?idixe~ahd 'so it'd greatly ebb' 3.14M, x~?~q ~

k~.~}h "'cried like hell'" 4.14M, x~?J:q xwik'a?d
'I'm very sick' 47c.19L, x~?~q' secu?dJ:}h 'fell

deep asleep' 56.25L, x~?~q ca? yi:i:eh 'it's

quite deep' M, x~?J:q' ~c}h 'I'm singing loudly'

M, dik' ?u.la?x:i:ga.G k'e.?we~d\lhga? x??J:q' k\1~a.k'

'I don't know why he (cust) eats so very much' M,

x~?J:q sigWa?:i: 'I'm very tired' G, x~?~q siwu~
'I vomited a lot' M, x~?J:q sdikihdJ: 'lots of

dry snow fell' L, x~?J:q' diJ: qi? k\1.:i:eh 'place

where it's very bloody' L, x~?J:q qi? qa? k\1=

seJ:e?:i: 'place where it got very bushy' L, modified

by other adverbs: ?a?d x~?J:q (always in that or=

der) 'very much' L, ?a?d x~?~q sile~ ?i.~}?}h

'he's very much taller than I'M, ?a?d x~?:i:q

ca? yi:i:eh 'it's extremely deep' M, ?idehdah

x~?}q ?udahd ?u?la.J:eya.k' 'its sound is (cust)

heard quite loudly' 60.20A, ?ida. x~?J:q k\1~

~esahJ: la?q' seq'ec'J: 'he'd eaten so very much he

burst' 15.27M.



xalaki"nah

xalaki"nah (loan from English 'Filipino', perhaps nine=

teenth-century, /fil~piyn~h/)

xalakionah- (noun, unclassified) 'Filipino': xa=

lakionahyu" 'Filipinos' A"

"

.1 ,,
1 .,. ;J~":' ,
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xa.s

xa.s (so read from only attestations in Rezanov, less

likely xahs or xa?s, not known to modern informants,
loan from Tlingit xas 'co~, horse', perhaps from English

'horse'; see also ka.w)

xa.s (noun, unclassified) 'cow', attested only in

Rezanov Xacc~ 'RopoBa Kuh' (corresponding Tlingit

entry Xacc~), and Xacc~-Ka 'BHR~' (not in Rad=

lov, 'bull', corresponding Tlingit entry Xacc~-=
xox~ xas ~u~ 'cow's male, husband') to be read

xa.sqa? 'bull' ('cow's male, husband').



~

xa.nih

xa.nih (perhaps loan from Athapaskan, FA *xan-i 'old

one, thing that is old', and related thus, or perhaps

directly, to Eyak xwa(-etc.); cf. also Tlingit (Boas)

-~n 'old', -~an 'poor', ~an 'old person, poor
,(.tI n fj,..,(, ,..,; c" '! V V'~r""C"'_.'w,,' f--.~:",.'

thing~~-lf5."
xa.nih (noun, unclassified) 'very old salmon, ready

to die, red and turning yellow in spots' LS, xa'=

nih se~e?~ 'it (salmon) got very old' L.



G::j.h

G}h " ~",A,,[ I' ,) ..\,- JJ C~

~G}h (kinship noun, de~~BQing) '(woman's) brother's

child': siG::j.h 'my nephew, my neice' (of brother,

woman speaking) LMA, serves also as vocative L,

siG}hkih 'my brother's child' (woman speaking,

affectionately) L (with -kih diminutive).

t ! f l '" l!f;v,,1;...~,:; ...r ( i
~~:. i{.-1".AI f1.k""J r"""-,,) \, J .j .0,_,-,4..,;:;"

I '{:;~:':;t,~ 1



Ge.

Ge. (perhaps two or more different morphemes, perhaps

originally prefix or sequence of prefixes, e.g. Ge-ye-)

Ge.- (element or elements of unknown morphological

classification, of unidentified meaning), occurring

in Ge'cabg 'starfish', see cahg2, Ge.~ah-Ge.~a.

'dentalium?, mother-of-pearl?, kind of rock?', see

~ah-~a. (perhaps also analyzable Ge.~-ah), Ge'}=

gelid 'horned owl', perhaps to be analyzed Ge.-}-~

gelid (or Ge.}-gelid, see gelid).



Ge?l

Ge?l

-Ge? 'S is, becomes seasick': siGe?} 'I'm

seasick' M, 'I got seasick' L, qu?xGe? 'I'll

be, get seasick' LM, GexGe?} 'I'm getting

seasick'L.
Ge? (noun, unclassified) 'seasickness': Ge?ga?

?edu?xdegewih 'I'm seasick' ('I feel like sea-=

sickness') M.



Ge?2

Ge?2 (perhaps to be identified with Ga?, umlauted)

Ga?- (perhaps originally noun, unclassified) occur=

ring only in Ge?Gi?~ah 'graveyard, cemetery' LA.

Informants unable to analyze completely, see ~a-=

~a-~iyah; meaning of Ge?- perhaps 'corpse'.!1



Ga.

Ga. (occurring only in deGa.q, deGa.~ perhaps to be

analyzed deG-a.-q, deG-a.-~, de-G-a.-q, de-G-ao-~,
or de-Gaoq--Ga.~; perhaps related to Gela? 'shoul=

der' « 'arm'? cf. Tlingit 3tnkad 'ten' -3tn 'arm'),

-q-~ perhaps postposition o-q 'on a' with variant

phonologically conditioned (irregularly) by following
-~a.d, or o-~ 'in contact with 0')

deGa.q-deGa.~- (numeral, deGa.~- before ~a.d)
'ten': deGa.q 'ten' LMS, 49.56, 61.92A, Rezanov
TaKKaK'L '10.', Wrangell TaKaKX'L 'Zehn', Fu=

ruhjelm Takhakh 'ten', Galushia Nelson taqaq
'ten' BSdL 553, deGa.~a? 'at ten (o'clock)'

61.92A, deGa.q~ahd yao?a.g '10:30 (o'clock)'
('half from, since ten') L, deGaoq sileh G~osa=
?yah} 'I am, turned ten years old' L, deGa.qda?~

'ten times' L, deGa.qnu. 'ten people' L; in numer=

als, multiples of ten, numeral-da?~ deGa.q 'n
times ten, n-ty'(beginning with thirty): ~h}ga?=

da?~ deGa.q 'thirty' M, Rezanov TOO~~KoaaXTaKaK~
'30.' ~h}gWa?[dJa?~ deGa.q, Wrangell TyT~oKeXaK'L

'dreissig' ~h}gw[a?da?~ dJeGa.q, qela}qa?gWa?=

da?~ deGa.q 'forty' 62.11G, Rezanov R~RKaKaHax~
TaKaK'L (with second a written over illegible

letter, perhaps B, unidentifiable strokes written
.as superscript insert between m and a) '40.'



qelahqa?g(w)a?[dJa?~ deGa.q, ~Iilo?da?~ deGa.q

'fifty' M, Rezanov 1:IaaH'bax'l'aRaR'I> '50.' ~lilo?[dJa?J.C

deGa.q, la?dic'}Oda?J.C desaoq 'seventY" L~ q~did:j..da?J.C

deGa.q 'eighty' L, Furuhjelm Khatatzi Takhakh

'thirty' probably to be read qedid} [da?J.CJ deGa.q,

Furuhjelm Vetzte Takhakh 'one hundred' probably
wto be read [gJeddeo[da?J.CJ deGa.q 'ninety',

Wrangell TaRaRx'I> ~eRaRX'b perhaps to be read

deGa.qda?J.C deGa.q 'one hundred' L, or deGa.q

~e.qaog 'ten twenty', la?dih dlilo?da?J.C deGaoq

'one hundred' ('two fifties') M, we~da?J.C deGa.q

(holding up ten fingers) 'one hundred' ('thus times

ten') L; with -k!a.d 'plus n digits": deGa.J.Ck!a.d

~:j.hGih 'eleven' MA, Rezanov TaRRaROaT~MHK'I>-3 '11.'

deGao[J.CJl{wa.d ~:j.hGih, Furuhjelm Takhakhlikha

'eleven' deGa.~[k!a.dJ ~:j.hGih, deGa.J.Ck!aod la?dih

'twelve'MA, Furuhjelm Takhakhliaati 'twelve'

deGa.J.C,[k!a.d] la?dih, deGa.J.Ck!a.d t'uh3:ga? 'thir=

teen' A, deGa.J.Ck!aod qelahqa?ga? 'fourteen' A,

deGa.J.Ck!a.d qelahqa?ga? ?uleh Geli.?yah1 'he was

fourteen years old' 61.31A, deGa.J.Ck!a.d ~~.?ih 'fif-

teen' A, deGa.J.Ck!aod d:j." 'sixteen', deGa.J.Ck!aod

la?did:j.° 'seventeen' A, deGa.J.Cl{a"d qedid:j.. 'eigh=

teen' A, deGa.J.Ck!a.d guddeo 'nineteen' A.



6a?

Ga? (perhaps related to 6e?; meaning similar to that

of gWa'-ga,2 but much milder and less contemptuous)

~e-6a? 'S quits, ceases work, activity': xs~i6a?~

'I quit working, stopped activity' L. Transitive

(causative): ?iqe?x~6a? 'I'll make you quit work:

ing, playing' L.
d-~e-Ga? (with d-thematic 'oral, noise') 'S quiets

down, stops making (oral) noise, stops talking,
stops crying': 32.49A, di?~eGa? 'stop talking~' L,

di?~eGa? qah 'shut up, pipe down finally~' L,

di?le~~eGa? 'pl. stop talking~' L, dis~iGa?~}h
'he's stopped crying, he shut up, he quieted down' L,

qedis~iGa?~inu. 'they quieted down' L, deGe~eGa?~}h

'he's quieting down' L, di~iGa?~}h 'he's quiet' L,

(neuter perfective), qu?de~eG}?}h 'he'll shut up'

L, '?ele~ga~ deGe~iG}?}h 'I wish he'd hush, pipe

down'L sixa? ~a? da.~iGa? 'don't cr y "on" me', .
('you should be quiet with me') L. Transitive

(causative): di.~G}?}h 'shut him up~' L, deGex~=

Ga?~}h 'I'm quieting him down' L; reflexive: ?edi?=

~eGa? 'quiet down~, hush~' 49.134, 134, 51.115A.

O-dl-~-Ga? (with dl-thematic, cf. gWa'-ga,2, proba
ably causative of dl-~e-Ga?) 'S silences 0' (mean=

ing not distinguished from that of causative of

d-~e-Ga?): Ai.~G}?~h 'shut him up~' (same as



die1G}?}h) L, passive: AaesdiGa?1}h 'he's been

silenced, shut up (by someone)' Le



Gu?

Gu?

Gu? (noun) 1. (unclassified) 'heat, warmth': ?el

Gu? 'this heat (is such that ...), M, Gu?ya?~

leh GeleGa?ya.% 'this winter's warm' ('season

(time) is passing in warmth') L, Gu?yeqd ~a? ya?
?iodah 'stay in the warmth!' M.

2. (gl-class) 'sweat, perspiration': GU?

sione~ ye~ gelio?ah 'sweat is running down my
face'L, Gu? sione~ ye~ guleGe?a?% 'sweat has
started to run down my face' L, GU? ?i.na?q q~.~

Geleo% 'sweat is forming on your face' L.

de.Gu? (noun) 'sweathouse, sweatbath' (same as qi?

?ed~dexah%) L. de.- not identified, see de.2.
Gu?% (noun, unclassified, with -~-instrumental)

'blanket' LM, l8.28L, 61.21, 21A, Galushia Nelson

qo't~ 'blanket' BSdL 550, ?ew Gu?% si~ ?eta?
'give me that blanket!t M, GU?% sila?q Geta?

'put a-blanket on me~' M. Gu?3: siqe~ah ?eta?
'take the blanket off me~' M, Gu?3: siqe~ah ?e~a?

'take the blankets off me~' M, ?ew Gu?3: ?ed qu?x=

de?eh trtll put that blanket over my shoulders' L;

diga.dga? ?i.~eh Gu?3: '(certain specific kind of)
brownish blanket' L; Gu?3:q ya.nahd tah 'bed=

spread' ('it lies on, covering, blanket') L; ~Gu?3:

'~-blanket' (first element Tlingit form) 63.3, aG.



guAa.GU?} (noun, unclassified, with gdl-thematic
'color, dye') 'Chilkat blanket' L.

de-Gu? 'S is warm': Rezanov CTeRoT~b 'nOT~ Schweiss',

sdiGu?} 'it's warm, has gotten warm' M, 60.6A, Reza=

nov YCTHROO~b 'EapRo heiss' ?ew sdiGu?} 'it got

warm', xsdiGu?} 'I'm warm, I got warm' L, ?ida?ya.=

le~ xsdiGu?} 'I'm too warm' L, ?idah xsdiGu?}
'I'm nicely warm' L, deGu? 'it's getting warm' M,

qu?deGu? 'it'll get warm' M, qu?xdeGu? 'I'll get,

be warm' L, GedeGu?} 'he's getting warm' 40.13L,

GexdeGu?} 'I'm getting warm' L, ?ideGu? da.~ 'as

he begins to warm up' 21a.15L, deGu.~}h 'he (boy)

is (cust) warm (fretful, may have fever)' L (specu=

lating on GU.G2); forms in Furuhjelm, badly garbled,

but probably all representing themes with Gu?: Ste=

huvaliaa 'warm, hot' sdiGu?} la. 'it's warm~',

Iesitu 'summer', Iesetgu 'autumn', Ittekhu

'spring', to be read sdiGu?~ 'it got warm', diGu?

'it's warm' (neuter imperfective) or the like, cf.

Furuhjelm forms glossed 'winter, morning'; with

gl-class-mark for S: gV.sdiGu?} M,34.64M, gelis=

diGu?} 'water got warm, hot' LM ("not as hot as

geli.~a?d" M), qu?gt}.deGu? M, qu?geledeGu?
'water will get warm' M, 16.29M, gela.diGu? 'let

water get warm' M. Transitive (causative): ?e}Gu?

.;

':i

I



'warm it up~' M, ?iqe?x}Gu? 'I'll warm you up'

M, x}Gu? 'I'm warming it up' M, yi}Gu?~uh 'are

you warming it up?' L, qe? x}Gu? 'I'm warming

it again' M, ?u~e~ }Gu?}h 'he's holding (warm=

ing) his ears' L, Gie}GU?Suh 'are you warming

it up?' L, si:+'Gu?:+' 'I warmed it up' L, xu:1:GUe~ ---

'it (cust) warms me' M, ?ew ?e}Gu?~ ?u~ dex=

l}h}h 'I told him to warm it up' L, repetitive:

x}Gu?g 'I'm warming it up' LM, ?iya8 x:+'Gu?g

'I'm warming it up for you' L, qu?x}Gu?g 'I'll

warm it up' L, si}Gu?g} 'I warmed it up' ("guess

you could say that") L, with class-mark for 0:

?i~ li.}Gu?~ 'you (cust) heat up mountains'

34e65M, ?ew gelie}GU?~ ?u~ dexl}h}h 'I told

him to warm it (water)' L, with y-anatomical:

?ige?yiex}Gu? 'I'll warm your hands' L; reflex=

ive: ?edae:1:eGu?, ?ede:1:eGu? 'warm yourself~' M,

?edqu?x}eGu? 'I'll warm myself' L, ?edx:1:eGu?

'I'm warming myself' L, qe? ?edx:1:eGu? 'I'm

warming myself again' M, ?edxs}iGu?} 'I warmed

myself'L, ?edix:1:iGu?} 'I'm keeping myself warm'
M (neuter perfective), ?edi}iGu? ~a? 'you

should warm yourself' M, with y-anatomical:

?edyex:1:eGu? 'I'm warming my hands' L; passive:

xusdiGU?}, xus:1:iGu?} 'I got warmed up (by



someone, something)' L.

diGu?wahya. (noun, unclassified) 'heavy garment

for warmth' ('something for the sake of warmth')

L. diGu?, apparently neuter imperfective of

d-Gu?, 'it's warm' (should perhaps be ?idi=

Gu? active optative) as 0 of -wahya. 'makings

of 0'.

o-~ ?i-de-Gu? (underlying theme apparently O-GU?,

detransitivized with indeterminate 0, with o-~

'with 0') 'it is warm for 0,0 sweats': si~

?isdiGu?} 'it's warm for me' L, 'I'm sweating'

M, si~ ?iqe?deGu? 'I'll sweat' M, ?U~ ?ide=

Gu.~}h 'he (baby) is (cust) warm' ('it's (cust)

warm for him') L, Rezanov XYTJIeCTaKOTJII3 'IIOT'BTI3

schwitzen' xu... ...~ ?isdiGu?} perhaps for

xu' si~ ?isdiGu?} 'me, I'm sweating' (xu-

form for 0 rather than for 0).

Gd-de-Gu? (with Gd-thematic 'place') '8 (place)

is, becomes warm': qi? GedisdiGu?}da.d 'at a

warm place' ('at where place is, got warm') 21a.=
" t

13,14, 30L, 24.~, 33.12A, GedisdiGu?~ 'it's

warm, it was warm, it got warm (place, weather)'

L, ~a.?d GedisdiGu?} 'warm weather' ('it got

warm outside') M, deqi.kih ~.y, ?ida?ya.le~

GedisdiGu?} 'no more air (wind), it's too hot' L,



?ida. GedisdiGu?~ 'it's so hot that ...' M,

GedeGedeGu?~ 'it's getting warm' L, qe? Gede=

GedeGu?J: 'it's getting warm again' L, qu?Gedede=

Gu? 'it'll get, be warm' LM, GedidiGu? 'place

is hot' L (neuter imperfective), ?~.d Geda.di=

Gu?wahd 'so it'll get warm here' L, ?~.d Gede=

GedeGu? da.~ 'when it gets warm here' L, Gede=

GedeGu? da.~ 'if (when) it gets warm' L, 16.=

28M, Geda.deGu? da.~, Gedi?deGu? da.~ 'when
it starts to get warm, just as it begins to get

warm' L, repetitive: Geda.deGu?g da.~ 'if

(or when) it gets warm' L. Transitive (causa=

tive): GedeGeJ:Gu? 'warm the place up~' M,

qu?Gedi.xJ:Gu? 'I'll warm the place up' M.

GedeGu? (apparently noun, perhaps deverbalization

of preceding, uncertain) 'warm weather': Rezanov,

KaTaK~-O 'Te~o warm' GedeGu? 'warm weather'

(?, perhaps inceptive imperative~ of de-Gu?,

'get warm~'), GedeGu? ~.y 'warm wind, Chinook'

L ('warm-weather wind'?, should perhaps be deGu?

~.y 'warm wind').

Gl-de-Gu? (with Gl-thematic 'ground') '8 (ground)

is, becomes warm': G~.sdiGu?J:, GelisdiGu?~

'ground got warm' M.

o-qe~ (O-?)d-J:-Gu? (with d-thematic and/or class-=



mark for 0, perhaps transitive, and o-qe~

'against, continually upon 0') 'S puts Warm

thing (O?) against 0 to warm 0 " (or perhaps ori=

ginally) 'S warms 0 for application to 0'):

?ileqahqe~ di.~6U? 'warm your head (with these)~'

10.209A, ?i~e.l(qet:!: di.~6U? 'warm your chest

(with e.g. hot-water-bottle)~' L. Problematical

forms: both -l-qah 'head' and -~e.~ 'chest'

are d-class nouns so that with postposed o-qet:!:,

the expected forms would be ?ileqahda.qe~ and

?i~e.~da.qet:!:, but a d-mark appears instead with

the verb and not in o-qa~ as expected; earlier

perhaps these constructions were ?ileqah ?uqet:!:

di.~6U?, ?i~e.~ ?uqet:!: di.~6u? 'warm your

head, chest against it!', but see ?uya? ?edqe~

~dedeGu? below, in which a thematic d-mark

clearly occurs in the verb.

?uya? ?edqet:!: ~dede6u? (noun) 'hot-water bottle'

L. Nominalized passive of preceding, literal

interpretation problematical, 'in it (0 with broad

opening at top) something is warmed against one=

self'.



G ema ~

G~"\

G"'ma. C 4 , ;",0 ,-<~ -L' "'" (,',r" '"...~-",- r

Gema. (noun, unclassified) 'maggots, little

creamy white bugs on rotting meat or fish' LM,

45a.7, 8L, 45b.81'1, 47c.36L, Rezanov KaMMa
'"\:IepB:b \.Jurm'.

Gema.gWa? ?i.~eh (noun, attested in Rezanov only)

'millet': KaMarYSTTe ~eHoHirse', probably to
be read Gema.gWa? ?i~eh 'it's like maggots'

rather than qema.gWa? ?i.~eh 'it's like roe',

cf. corresponding Tlingit entry ryHHexaTesR~
first elements wiln 'maggot' y~~ 'like'.

de-Gema? 'S is infested with, eaten by maggots',

with ya? 'completely': ya? sdiGema?} 'it was

all maggot-eaten, full of maggots' 45.6%1'1.



Gela?

Gela? (perhaps to be analyzed Ge-la?, with G-t~ematic
,but more likely cognate with Athapaskan *-Gan---G~n- --

'arm', related perhaps also to Eyak Ga., cf. Tlin=

git ~tnkad 'ten', -~tn 'arm')

-Gela? (noun, ~d-class or unclassified) 'shoulder,

shoulderblade', also perhaps 'front leg (of quadru=

ped)': siGela? 'my shoulder' LMS, 'my shoulder=
blade' LM, ~Gela? 'shoulder', ~Gela? qu?x=

1mahd 'I'll cook a shoulder (of meat)' L, Har-

rington ~qqdlla: 'front leg of bear or dog'

~Gela?, fuGela?~eda.qd 'on(something's, someone's)
shoulders' L, Rezanov KaRaJIRXaTaI"b 'rIJIeqa

Schultern' qa.Gela?~eda.q 'on our, human shoul-

ders', siG ela?c'el, :~siG ela?delih 'my shoulder-=

blade, shoulderbone' L; qu?1~a.d1Gela? 'notch
at end of bow' A, also real name of ~eme~ekih,,'

(see Eyak texts 34.92fn) ('bow-shoulder') A.



Giyah

Giyah (probably to be analyzed Gi-ah with Gi-

thematic and a2 'eat') ".~olt.l",t1?A;

Giyah (noun, unclassified) 'food' LM, Galushia
/\

Nelson qia 'food' unpublished in de Laguna

fieldnotes, ~~? Giyah 'lots of grub' L,
Rezanov RHHTaaHe 'nOT~BaTD bewirthen' prob-

ably to be read Gi.yah ~a.ne. 'eat food~' L,
,,"

?ew Giyah ~use~ga?% 'I'm tired of that food'

('that food has tired me') L, Giyah si~a?

Ge~eluhdg~ 'I'm running short of grub' ('food
is becoming little with me') L, Giyah deGe=

de?a.~~ 'food is getting scarce' L, Giyah ?u.d

di.?yah~ 'it's full of food there (no room for

more)' ('food is accumulated there') L, ~ela.g=

ye~ega? Giyah ?u?sile?g~ 'I bought just
enough grub for winter' L, ?ile~ Giyah da?=

lixi~~ah 'I have more food than you' M, ?i?u?~

Giyah da?lixi~~ah 'I have as much food as you'
("{<-'-j)&!. b~.,"~a,

M, Giyahqe~ahd 'plenty of food' ('from on
,I

food') L, 4{~.t~f'A/ 6;r~'~i~' r~Jsl.,J:.),(Jrr,rit;;./bs) q-.,-, /1.1-',1.}A.I



.-Gehd

Gehd

O-l~-}-Gehd (with l~-thematic) 'S dandles, fondles,

cuddles, jounces, plays with 0 (baby, pet)': 8.5,

6,6, 14A, le~a.}Gehd 'play with it (pup):' L,

le~~.}Gehdth A, le~i.1Gehdth 'dandle him (baby):'

8.10A, qu?le~i.xlGehd 'I'll dandle it' L, ?i=

qe?le~i.x}Gehd 'I'll dandle you' L, le~e}Gehdth

'she's dandling him' L, le~exlGehdth 'I'm dandling

him' L, le~esi}Gehd} 'I dandled it' L, repetitive

(probably thematized): le~~.lGehdgth 'dandle him:'

8.11A.

;~:{t'

.t.;



G'ilhd

G~d

G~hd-g(-1) (noun, unclassified, with -g-repetitive

thematized and optional -1-suffix) '(spruce-)needle':

G'ilhdg M, 11.118, 123A, G~hdg1 'spruce-needle'LM,

2b.8L, 11.121A, ?el lisya? G~hdg1 'these

spruce-needles' 11.116A.



Guhd-Gu?d-G\lhd

Guhd-Gu?d-Gl,lhd (Guhd-Gu?d apparently (now) in entirely

free variation in verb, Guhd-G\lhd in noun, A consis=
". " j,/.~"",:,("T""" ,,' r" v.£ ~""'" u:;""~90'~ -, ,

tently G¥hd, all others always Guhd),./'
-Guhd, -Gl,lhd (noun, unclassified) 'knee': ?uGl,lhd

A,' 24.95A, ?uGuhd ~his knee' l'I, Rezanov KaKoYT':E>

~O~~HO Knie' qa.Guhd 'our knees, human knee',
Li -quttr G, _qort~ Minnie and/or Scar Stevens, -

to be read -Guhd, ~Guhdluw 'big knee' L1'1, ?i=

Guhd ?i~dahd Ge~a? 'put your knees together:' L,

siGuhd siya. se~de~ 'he hurt my knee' L, siGuhd

siyao se~qe~~ 'I skinned my knee' L, siGuhd si=

ya. Ge1e~~.G1 'my knees are getting weak' L,

siGuhd siyao GeleGede?~oG1 'my knees are getting

weak with old age' L1'1' siGuhd~a? Gex1ga?~g1 'I'm

getting shaky in the knees' L, siGuhd~a? x1ga?~g

'I'm shaky in the knees (from h~ger)' L, 72o39fnL,

?uGuhdqe~ ?ew ye~ ~e~i~~~h 'he broke it (stick)

over his knee' L, siGuhdga? yaonu? siwehs~ 'I

sank in (snow) down to (as far as) my knees' L,

siGuhdye~d 'the underside, inside of my knee' L,

siGuhd~e~~e~~~ 'my kneecap' L.

G¥hd (noun, unclassified, treated once as non-pos=

sessed, perhaps incorrectly) 'knee': de~¥hyuoya?

Gl,lhdga? 'like people's knees' 24.95A.

O-Guhd--Gu?d 'S knees 0, strikes 0 with knee': ?ew

seGuhd~~h 'he kneed it (kicked it with his knee)'

~:



L; with indeterminawO and ye~ 'downw rd', 's --

kneels', perhaps also'S squats': ye~ ?iGeGuhd
L (twice), ye~ ?iGeGu?d 'kneel~' LM (each twice),

ye~ ?iqe?xGu?d M, ye~ ?iqe?xGuhd 'I'll kneel'
L, M (twice), ye~ ?isiGuhdl (or -Gu?d-) 'I

kneeled' M, ye~ ?iseGuhdl}h (or -Gu?d-) 'he

kneeled' L, ye~ ?ixiGuhdl LM, ye~ ?ixiGu?d}
'I'm kneeling' M, 'I'm sitting on my heels' M,

di~ ye~ ?a?xGuhd}G 'I'm not kneeling' L, ?i}=

yeq ye~ ?ieGuhd}}h 'he's squatting' (1) L (neu=
ter perfectives), ye~ dae ?iGued~ M, dao ye~

?iGUo~ 'we (cust) kneel' L, di~ dao ye~ ?i=

GUe~G 'we (cust) don't kneel' L, with y~o?~

'(continuously, further) down': y~.?~ ?iGexGu?d}
'I'm kneeling' (in the process of kneeling downward)

M, repetitive: y~.?~ ?iGuhdg}h 'he's sagging at
the knees' Me



Gemed-GemeA

f'.t-t--S-..p~ r~l..c..t 'f~ Crl4h-L.. ,,~""" r.,;r~c.t
Gemed-GemeA (definitely not Geme~ L~

-,"-
-guelGemedl (noun, unclassified, also -guelGemeA,

probably < -d-l, phonological opposition between

-d-l and -A unstable; L also -g~oxGemedl, -gvo=

XGemeA, nasalization probably analogical), attes=
ted only with -gees (noun, probably g-class)

probably 'Achilles' tendon', -qeesguexGemed~

'anklebone, ankle-joint': siqeesgvoxGemed~, si=

qeos~o~GemeA L, siqeesguexGemedx 'my anklebone'

LA, siqeesguo~Gemed~ siyae ye~ sliduxx 'my

ankle turned (lost support)' L, siqeosguo~Gemedx

siyao ?i~ya?d qa? disxiqahG~ 'my ankle went

out of joint, dislocated (fell up out from in each

other)' L. Probably nominalized neuter perfective

of verb theme ~-Gemed with g-class-mark for S,

'it (Achilles tendon?) is in ...state' or transi=

tive (perhaps causative) of O-(~-)Gemed 'it keeps

it (Achilles' tendon?) in ...state'.



Ge°t'

Geo~ (perhaps expanded form of Ge?~)

Geo~l (perhaps noun, unclassified, -l-suffix ap=

parently obligatory, attested in one construction

only, used adverbially) '(re)incarnate, very

image of 8': Geo~l qe? ?~h sdiyah~}h 'he's

his very image come back here, he's come back
here (re) incarnate , ('he (deceased 8) has come

back home in reincarnation', said of offspring

or namesake closely resembling deceased 8 phys=

ically or otherwise) L, dUodelah qiedah Geo~~

qe? ?~h sdiyahl}h 'he's the very reincarnation

of dUode~ah' ('dUode~ah (woman's name) has come

back home reincarnate') L; see also Geo~ 28.14=

fnA.



Ge?t'

Ge?t' (earlier transcribed Ge?d from LM, but later re=

jected by L for Ge?~, and consistently -t' in taped

texts from A; perhaps related to Geot')

-Ge?t' (noun, unclassified) '(whole) body, torso,

whole (of living thing)': 24.27, 36a, 36.l9A, Fu=

ruhjelm Khakhet 'body' qa.Ge?~ 'our bodies,

human body', ~Ge?d LM (later rejected by L),

~Ge?~ 'body, whole body' LM, 'whole thing' (of

e.g. berry) L, ~Ge?dluw 'big body' LM (earlier

transcription), ?iGe?d ?ekus 'take a bath~'

('wash your body~') L (earlier transcription);

Ge?~luw 'big-body' (pejorative epithet) lO.94A.

Ge?t' (noun, unclassified, perhaps incorrect as non-=

possessed form, or non-possessed form perhaps

Ge.~) '(whole) body': Ge?d 'whole body (of e.g.

fish, whale, not cut up)' L (earlier transcription),

Rezanov Ke3T~ (with s superscript insert)
'ffinKa I (not in Radlov, 'skirt') perhaps to be

read Ge?~; Geo~ see 28.l4fnA.

f



Ga?t'

Ga?t'

}e-Ga?~ 'S crawls': ?i}eGa?~ 'crawl~' M, ?~.~

?i}eGa?~ 'crawl hither~' L, Ge~eGa?~}}h 'he's

crawling(alon~' M, ?~.~ Ge~eGa?f%}h 'he's
crawling hither' L, ~Ge~e6a?~} 'someone's

crawling' L, with qa? 'up out': Rezanov Ra=
KeT~HKaT~ 'ma~ Schritt' perhaps to be read

qa? Ge~eGa?~ 'crawl up out (of there)~', with

ye~-progressive: ?u.d yina'?de~ ye~ ~eGa?~~~h
'he (baby) is crawling about on the floor there'

L, ye~ ?i~eGa'~inu' 'they (cust) crawl about'
M.



Gemet'

Gemet' (LMA all very uncertain of exact form of stem: M

~emet' once, met' 4 times, A q'emest' (expanded q'e=

me "st') , q'emes (expanded q'eme"s) , L ~emet' once,

met' twice, temet' once, t'emet' once, semeA (or

Gemed-1) 3 times, Gemet' 7 times; after considerable

thought on several occasions, L concludes with some

conviction that Gemet' "sounds best"; see also Ge=

med-GemeA, Gemed, qeme~a)

de-Gamet' 'S twists, contorts, puckers' (or perhaps

in certain instances, passive '0 is twisted, con=

torted, puckered'): sisa?d siya" sdiGemet'1 'my

mouth puckered (involuntarily, e.g. from eating

sour berries)' L (twice), frequently with lah

'around, in circular motion': sila?t' siya- lah

sdimey1 '. 'my tongue got all puckered up (from e. g.

sour berries)' L, q'e.dah ?ew~ lah sdimet'1 'it's

sure wrung and twisted badly'(with it)' M, ?ew

te?ya? ?ew 3ewu1~ ?idehdah lah sdimet'1 'that

fish is really badly twisted around (entangled)

with the net' M, with I-anatomical (partly thema=

tized, referring apparently to 'mouth, tongue,

neck', and in one case 'ankle', as well as to 'face,

head'): he?eh q'e"dah lah ?~.xsdiGemet'1 'my

goodness it sure made my mouth (tonge, face) pucker

right up~' ('(exclamation) my face straightaway

contorted around', from e.g. eating sour fruit) L



1J:
~:

(quite spontaneous), lah lexdeqeme's~, lah

lexdeqeme's~ 'my tongue (cust) puckers' A, si=

qe.sguya?d siya' lah ?}'sdiGemed} 'my ankle

twisted' L (with I-thematic probably analogical

and stem-form influenced by Gemed-GemeA). Tran=

sitive (causative), 'S twists, wrings 0': lah

?el ?e~GemeA (or -Gemed-}, see preceding)

'twist this~' L, qu?x}GemeA (or -Gemed-})

'I'll twist it' L, sidega?q} lah se}~eme~ih .
'he wrang my neck' M, with I-anatomical (partly

thematized): xule~qemes~ 'it puckered my tongue'

A, with gdl-anatomical: lah ?iqe?geAi'x}me~,

lah ?iqe?geAa'x}eme~ 'I'll wring your neck' M,

lah xugeAa's}ime~}}h 'he wrang my neck' M (}e-=

classifier in latter two forms to be attributed

to lack of stem-initial consonant, -}-Ceme~ >

-}-eme~ > -}e-me~). Two forms are also tran=

scribed with zero-classifier, both repetitive,

both uncertain, and both with uncertain glosses:

lah ?iqe?li.xGeme~g 'I'll wring your neck' (?)

L (clearly a transitive), lah siqemes~g} 'my

mouth puckered' (~) A (probably intransitive).

gl-~e-Geme~-g--~ (attested only with gl-class-mark

for S, in active imperfective, twice with -g-repet=

itive thematized, once with thematic -}-suffix)

'S (water) is hard': gule}eGeme~l (or -~eme~-,



-~eme~-), gele1e~eme~g, gele1eGeme~g (last much

preferred) 'it (water) is too "soft" (i.e. hard),

"soap won't take, can't wash in it'" L.

,

.



GU"5

GU"5

GU"5-} (noun, unclassified, with thematic -}-suf=

fix) attested only as 0 of o-qa? 'between 0,

interstice of 0': Gu"5}qa?d 'joint(s) (of bones)'

L, Gu"5}qa?~ ?elce~ 'cut it at the joint!' L.

-GU"5(-}) (noun, unclassified, -}-suffix apparent=

ly optional) as above, possessed: siGu"5qa?d 'my

joints'L, siGu"5}qa?d siya. yi~a?d 'my joints
ache'L.



~;,:0 G'" .1
..,.'. cC-

Gadl (perhaps to be identified with Gac2, and/or perhaps

related to Ge.d and/or Gamad)

a-Gad 'S twists, wrings 0, wrings 0 out': 51.52A,

Rezanov AK~-KO~~ 'BHEaTb pressen, ausringen'

?aGed 'twist it, wring it, wring it out~' M,

~Gec' 'I'm wringing something' LM, ?ew saGec}~h

'he wrang it out' M, Rezanov KomaTacaK~~b

'KpMBO schief, krumm' ~~a.dah seGaC} 'you

twisted it badly', ?iqe?xGed 'I'll wring your

neck' ('I'll wring you') A, qa? qu?xGad 'I'll
~Atwist it (stump) up out (Jf:6'r ground)' L, see qa? --

O-l...Gac'; repetitive: ta?d ql}.°~ ?aGac'g 'wring

them (clothes, repeatedly up) out (of water)~' L,

with anatomical marks: lu. ?iqe?yi.xGad 'I'll

twist your arm (around, ca. 1800), L, lah xu=

yaGe.~~h 'he (cust) twists my arm (around, in

circular motion)' M, lab xu~l}.°desaGec}~h 'he
twisted my (fore-)arm' L; passive: daGad 'it's

being twisted' M, sdiGed~ 'they've been twisted'

L; ~daGec'e.?, see deo?

qa? a-I-Gad (with l-thematic, perhaps originally
I-anatomical 'head', i.e. 'neck', see below, and
qa? "up out', meaning not distinguished from that

of qa? a-Gad) 'S wrenches 0 (stump) up out (of
ground)': qa? li.Gad 'pull it (stump) up out of

the ground~' L, qa? qu?li.xGad 'I'll twist it



."'.'"-

(stump) up out' (same as qa? qu?XGec') L.

l-de-Gec' (with I-thematic as above, perhaps, in

certain'instances, passive of O-I-Ged) 'S is,
becomes twisted, warped': ?t.sdiGec'1, lisdiGed1

'it's-twisted, warped, it got twisted (by itself)'
L, ya?~u. dewa?d lah qu?i.deGec' 'don't twist
your head around fast' (danger of wrenching your

neck) L (I-mark clearly anatomical here, cf. lah

l-de-Gemed).



Gac'2

Gad2 (perhaps to be identified with Gail)

Gac' (noun, unclassified) 'dry-salmon3, (as described

in Eyak Texts 65.), 'cut fish ("it's twisted") LM,

'some kind of smoked fish' M, 65.37, 37, 37, 48A,

Galushia Nelson qa~s 'salmon dried, split up the
back' BSdL 548, ~~? Gec' 'lots of smokefish' L,

Gac'wahya. 'the makings of drY-Salmon3, 65.37A.
0-1-Ged 'S makes 0 (drY-Salmon3), S cuts 0 (salmon) .

dry-Salmon3-style': 65.48,49,65, 66A, }i?q Gi.l=
Ged~ahd 'after you've cut them all drY-Salmon3-style'

65.50A, qu?x~Gad 'I'll make smokefish (drY-Salmon3) ,
L; passive: sdiGed1 'they (salmon) have been made
into smokefish' L.

.



Ge.c'

Ge.a (perhaps expanded form of Gea)

Ge.a (noun, usually g-class) 'spruceroot' (perhaps

also certain other stringy roots, but especially

basketry-roots from spruce saplings) LM, 11.82,

28.27A, 34.103, 37a.9, 12L, 51.45A, 66.1, 2, 3L,

Rezanov Re~ 'RopeH~ Wurzel', Galushia Nelson

gats or gets 'prepared spruce roots' BSdL 548,

%~hG guka. Ge.a 'one (strand of) spruceroot'

L, la?d geka. Ge.a 'two spruceroots' M, Ge.a=

gu~? 'lots of spruceroots' L, Ge.aga?luw 'big

spruceroot'M, Ge.agu?a.w 'long spruceroot' M,
Ge.a si~ gu.?a? (or -ta?) 'give me a spruce=

root~' L, Ge.a ?u.d gusetah% (not -?ah~) 'a

spruceroot is there' L, Ge.a gu?a?~~h 'he's

chewing a $pruceroot' M, Ge.c' gu~~h~h 'he's eat=

ing spruceroots' LM (spruceroots were not actually

eaten), Ge.a gu~Siy}hinu. 'they're digging

spruceroots'L, Ge.a gex%xi~' 'I'm splitting

spruceroots'L, Ge.c' ge~eq 'I'm peeling spruce=

roots'L, Ge.a gexga.g 'I'm holding spruceroots

in my teeth' L, ?ew Ge.a dek~hq gu.xa?~ 'tie

that spruceroot onto a stick~' L, Ge.a~a? da.

?a?~ 'we're going for spruceroots' L; Ge.agu~eq,

Ge.age~eq 'magpie', see ~eq; occasionally also

d- or gd-class,. perhaps incorrectly: G e. a ?U' d

desetah~ 'a spruceroot is there' L, ~gedeSiyah



Geoc 'poor quality spruceroot' L, la?d gadao

Geod 'two spruceroots' N; reclassified qiol-

'rope-like': Geodqiona~ 'by means of rope made
of spruceroot (spruceroot in the form, function

of rope)' ll.l4A; as root of plant other than

spruce, attested specifically only in Harrington

from G, perhaps incorrect, ts~wt y~'qEEtg

'skunk cabbage roots' 3~o~a? Geoc', but qEEtg

'spruce roots'o



Gemec'

Gemed (A qeme~s~ twice, qeme~d 5 times, L qeme~c'

once, Geme~c' once, Gemec' 6 times; confusion with
Geme~, qeme~c'; L certain of correctness of Gemec',
unceDtain of qeme~c', Geme~c'; qeme~s~ undoubtedly

incorrect, blend of A's qemes(~) and qeme~c' per=

haps related to Gec'l)

O-Gemec' 'S twists, wrings 0': siGemec'l 'I twist=

ed it' L, with qiol-class-mark for 0: qiolioGe=

mac' 'twist it (wire)~' L, with gd-class-mark or

gdl-anatomical and lah 'around, in circular mo=

tion': ?ic}? ?iyao lah qu?gedioxGemec', (or

qu?geAiox-) 'I'llwringy_ou;rneck"Di: cIe~io lah ?i=

qe?geAioxGemed 'I'll wring your neck' ('I'm already
about to wring your neck around', belligerent threat,

L is pretty sure she has heard Billy Dude, drunk,

say this) L, ?Uc}? ?ewao lah geAaoGemed 'wring
its (duck's) neck~' L, repetitive: qu?xqeme~s~g

'I'll twist them (strands, together)' A; reflexive:

?ew~ ?edsdiqeme~c'1 'it got itslef all twisted

together with it' A; passive: sdiqeme~s~l, sdi=

qeme~c~ 'it's braided, twisted together' A.

O-g-l-Gemec' (stem -qeme~c', attested only with g-=
class-mark for 0) 'S affects position of 0 (strand)

with respect to another by twisting': ?i~~ qu?=

gu.x~qeme~d 'I'll twist them (strands) together'
A, ?i~d da. gulqeme~c' 'we're taking the strandsII

i
i I



-

apart (by untwisting)' A, repetitive: ?i1d da.
guse1qeme~c'g1 'we took (untwisted) the strands

apart' A (indirect reciprocals).

lah l-de-Gemed (stem -Geme~d) attested only

with I-anatomical 'head' and lah 'around, in

circular motion', cf. l-de-Ged, de-Geme~) 'S

twists, wrenches, gets crink in neck': lah

?~.xsdiGeme~d1 'my neck got twisted, got a crink
in it from turning my head (too fast?)' L.

--



Gu?c'

Gu?c'

-Gu?c' (noun, unclassified) 'scale (of fish)': ~=

Gu?c' 'scales (of fish)' LMA, ~Gu?c'~? 'lots

of scales' M.

-1-Gu?c' (noun, with I-anatomical 'head') 'dandruff':

sileGu?c' 'dandruff (on my head)' ('my head-scales')

LMA.
O-~-Gu?d 'S scales (removes scales from) 0 (fish)':

?e~Gu?d 'scale it (fish)!' M.

qa? y-Gu?d (attested only with y-anatomical 'hand'
and qa? 'up out') IS's hands get full of her=

ring-scales (from handling herring)': qa? yisi=
Gu?d~ 'my hands got full of herring-scales' L.!

L --



-

Gah~

Gah~

0-Gah5-g (attested only with -g-repetitive) 'S makes ~
¥ "")!~" ,,"', _M ;;~, """.,..i ,... 0

0 resound by pounding, beating, striking, tapping':
:

?ew Gah~g~h 'he's rattling it' M (L rejects gloss),

'he's making it sound by hitting it (not by shaking
it)' L, G exic' G ah~g~h ' he's beating a drum' L,

~xGah5g 'I'm drumming on something' L, ?eGah~g
'hit it, pound it (and make it resound):' L, with

class-marks for 0: lis deGah5g 'woodpecker' ('it

makes a pounding noise on a tree') L, ?ew le~e=

Gah5g~h 'he's ringing a bell' L; reflexive, with

qi.d-anatomical: ?edqi.dedeGah5g~h 'he's tapping
with his foot' L, see also ?eddeGah5g below; pas=

sive, with l~-class-mark for 0: le~edeGah5g 'a

bell is ringing (being rung)' LM, le~esdiGah~g}

'a bell rang' L, see also nominalizations below.

deGah~g (noun, perhaps l~-class) 'bell! L, 'rattle'
M (L rejects gloss), Rezanov TaKRaq~R~ 'RO~ORO~~

Glocke', TaRaaq~K~e3Te 'Bapa6a~ Trommel' de=

Gah~g..., -~e3Te perhaps to be read -ga? ?i.~eh,

deGah5gga? ?i.~eh 'it's like a bell' M. Nominal=
ized passive active imperfective, 'it is made to

resound by striking'.

?eddeGah5g (noun, perhaps l~-class) 'bell' L. As
above, reflexive instead of passive.

le~edeGah~g (noun, probably l~-class) 'bell' L (per=



haps smaller than preceding). As deGah~g, with

l~-class-mark for 0 'granular, berry-like'.I.



Ge'.3

Ge.'3

O-Ge.'3 'S acts upon 0 with end of stick-like instru=

ment, S acts with stick-like 0': ?eGe3 'push it

sidewaJTs with the end of a stick:' L, 'stroke:,

paddle (a single stroke)~' M, ?iqe?Ge.'3 'it'll

butt you with its horns' L, with qa? 'up out':

qa? GeGe3 'remove it (sliver, with needle):' L,

with la?q 'thickness, collapse, explode': la?q

GeGe3 'puncture it (blister):' L, la?q siGe31

'I burst it with the end of a stick, I burst it

(blister, with needle)' L, with ya?=5= 'up': ya?=5=

siGe31 'I lifted it up (not completely out of

place) with a stick' L; reciprocal, repetitive:

(~.deleh=5=) ?i1u? deGe.'3g 'they (e.g. goats) are

butting each other (with horns)' L.

0-1-Ge3 1. 'S moves 0 (some distance from original

position) with end of stick-like instrument':

?u.di~ah ya?=5= si1Ge.'31 'I lifted it up away from

there with the end of a stick' L, usually repeti=

tive: ya?=5= qi?yi1Ge3g 'you'll lift it up with

a stick' A, ?u.~ Gex1Ge3g1 'I'm pushing it thi=

ther with a stick' L, ?u.~ qex1Ge.'3g 'I'm push=

ing them thither (on after another) with a stick'

L, with q~.~ '(continuously, repeatedly) up out':

q~.~ ~x%G~.3~ 'I (cust) crochet' ('I (cust) lift

something (stitch) up out at the end of a stick-like



instrument') L, ?~hJ.C ya?J.C se3:Ge3g3: 'it (goat)

butted him up into the air' L (should either read

?~, or be interpreted 'it (goat) butted them

(horns) up in the air striking (in contact with)

him' ('S moves stick-like 0')); repetitive most

frequently with the meaning'S paddles boat';

Rezanov AAbRaQHKY 'rpeoH rudern (Imperat.) ,

?e1Ge3guh L, ?e1Ge3g 'paddle (it)~' M, ?}.=

5i?J.C ?e1Ge3g 'paddle (it) straight ahead~' L,

~a?qe?~ Ge3:Ge3g 'paddle (it) backwards~, back=

water:' L, usually with ~-indefinite 0 'S pad=

dIes (something, boat)'; 71.19, 20LM, Rezanov

KoYAbRaqKRa TpecTb ~ oaM~ap~, rpecTb ~ .Qa~=

~apR~ rudern, in einer Baidare' ~"3:Ge~g (H and

final a probably indication of careful listening

to voiceless resonance of -3- and -g) 'paddle~,

you're paddling', ~3:Ge3g}h 'he's paddling' M,
?idehdah ~1Ge~g}h 'he's paddl ingc hard , M, ~x1=

Ge"~g~ 'I (cust) paddle' M; with yeJ.C-progressive:

yeJ.C ?e1eGe~g 'move it around with a stick~' L;

detransitivized (or perhaps progressive) with in=

determinate 0 and lah 'around, in circular mo=

tion': lah ?ixs1iGe~g1 'I stirred it' L; pas=

sive: ?ida" ~deGe~[g?J sid ?e1de?g 'teach

me how to paddle' ('teach me how something is pad=

dled~') M.
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2. '8 punctures a with end of stick-like in=

strument' (meaning not clearly distinguished from

that of a-Gag): la?q si}Ge5g} 'I put a needle

in it to burst it' L, with ya? 'completely':

?~h ya? Se}Ge~} 'it (bull) gored him (with
its horns)' A.

a-d-}-Ge~-g (with d-thematic) '8 tows a at end of

e.g. rope' (over water only?, 8 in boat only?):

28.72, 82A, ?u.~ ?iqe?di.x}Ge5g 'I'll tow you
thither (in canoe)' L.

~}Ge~g (noun, unclassified) 'propeller (of boat,
airplane)' L. Nominalized active imperfective,
'it paddles'.

~}Ge~gkih (noun, unclassified) 'propeller, fan'
L. As above, with -kih diminutive.

?u~ ~deGe~g (noun, I-class) 'oar, canoe paddle'
M. Nominalized passive active imperfective, 'by
means of it something is paddled'.

?uqe~ ~a?qe?~ ~deGe~g (noun) 'oarlocks, rowlocks'
L. As above, '(continually, repeatedly) upon, against

them something is paddled backwards'.

?uqe~ ~Ge5g} (noun) 'oarlocks, rowlocks' L. -}-in=
strumental deverbalization .of preceding, lacking

~a?qe?~ 'backwards', perhaps incorrectly.
?u.ne~ ~a?qe?~ ~Ge~g} (noun, I-class) 'oar' L,

la?da.na. ?u.ne~ ~a?ge?~ ~Ge~g} 'two oars' L.

.
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As above, 'by means of them (I-class) something

is paddled backwards'.

~Ge~g(-~) (gerundive) 'paddling': 71.18,20 LM,
Rezanov ffxOX~-KoKo~e 'He rpeOH rudere nicht:'

perhaps to be read ya?~u. ~Ge3g 'no paddling~'.

?\l°.1t'i ?C'~i t'a?qe?(! ~~G e~g L, ?\l..1t'i ?c'd t'a?qi(!

~~Ge3g (noun, unclassified) 'helicopter' M.
Nominalized active imperfective, 'it paddles back=

wards at the top of its head'.

4 Jt? I t )~ L", C;~ t;" c,
/'; ~ ,~'T p ~ I '"v'L {A. ./C
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GU'(:!

GU'(:! (of doubtful authenticity, A only, rejected by L)

-l-Gu'~ (noun, with I-anatomical) 'fleshy part of

cheek': ~leGu'~ 'the fleshy part of one's

cheek' A (rejected by L, cf. lu'(:!, C:!u'~, -1-=

quhl).



Ge~
!

I
I

Ge~ (form and status uncertain, cf. Ge~~, qe~, but

cf. also Chipewyan -gyez, Hupa ~t gtW, dt-l-gtW

'to be forked', Navaho -gi~ 'V-shaped gap, forked')

~e-Ge~ attested only in Harrington ya'ttlcl~q=

qd'c~ 'forked pole' G, clearly nominalized active

perfective of theme ya?~ d-~e-Ge~ '8 is forked

upwards' with d-thematic or, more likely, d-class-=
mark for 8 'tree', and ya?~ 'upwards'" or perhaps

passive of transitive O-(d-)~-Ge~, itself per=

haps causative of (d-)Ge~ 'S is forked', or per=

haps to be read ya? ~edi~~iGeS~, with ya?

'completely' and ~d-class-mark for 8 or 0 (e.g.

'pole'), theme otherwise as above; stem conceivably
in error for qe~ or Ge~~.



Ga.~ I

Ga.~ (not G~.~, L insists)

o-sa? ~-dl-1e-Ga.~ (attested in indirect reflexive

only, with o-sa? 'into o's mouth', ~-indefinite

0, and dl-thematic, cf. e.g. 0-dl-1-du?, underly=

ing theme 0-dl-1-Ga.~) 'S stuffs mouth with food

so it bulges' ('S stuffs, crams something (food)

into own mouth'): sa? ~Aa.1iGa.~1}h 'he's got

his mouth stuffed, crammed bulging full of food' L,

(neuter perfective), ya?~. sa? ~qu?Aa.1eGa.S
'don't stuff your mouth with food' L.



G~.~

G~.~ (Rezanov Ram 3 times, ROm once, Roam once,

0 in transcription perhaps indication of nasalized

vowel rather than of stem-initial GW_)

+l-G~.s (noun, unclassified, apparently also d-class,

with I-anatomical 'head, face') 'lower half of

face, region around mouth': sileG~.s 'my chin'

S, sileG~.~ siya. Ge~ewa?s% 'my mouth and nose

itch' L, Rezanov MJI~OmRaCbIXR'b 'BPHTI,C,fI rasiren,

sich' ?ileG~'S Ges}h~g 'shave your whiskers~' L;

in compound with -~? 'hair, fur' perhaps d-class,

unless -de- is to be interpreted as d-thematic,

perhaps 'oral': 23.14IA, ?ileG~.Sde~u? 'your

beard, moustache' L, ?~ ?ileG~.~de~u? qa?s}h~g

'he'll shave your whiskers' M, ~leG~.~de~u?luw

'big beard, big moustache' M, but forms in Rezanov

appear to imply -leG~.~~? or -leG~.~e~u?:

KaJI.fIRamxy 'YcR Schnauzbart' qa.leG~.~~u? 'our

whiskers, human whiskers', ReHJII,TeHJII,aRaillXO

'YCR RHTOBRe Walfisch-Barten' qe?yi%tehleG~.~~u?

'whale-whiskers', KOMMaHJII"fIaRaillXO (with second

a superscript insert) 'YCR CHyq:£,H Seebgren-Bart'

~ahleG~.~~u? 'sea-otter-whiskers', KaJII,ROama=

XOCbIXRJII, 'BpHTBa Rasirmesser' qa.leG~4S~? S}~g~

'human whiskers shaver'.

leG~.~?a'w (noun, unclassified, attested in Rezanov

only) 'pig': Rezanov JIroRam'b-aya 'CBHHI"fI Schwein'



perhaps to be read leG~.~?a.w... (epithet,

'long-snout').



Geme~

Geme~

-Geme~ (adjective, as epithet (see Geme~, gede=

Geme~ below) or, rarely, suffixed) 'round': suf=

fixed to gd-class noun: ma.gedeGeme~ 'round

lake' (perhaps a place-name) 67.3fnG.

Geme~ dog's name (epithet, 'round') L.

gedeGeme~ (noun, unclasified, with gd-anatomical)

'gnat' (epithet, 'round-rump', or nominalized
active imperfective of following, 'it's round-=

rumped') M, gedeGeme~~? 'lots of gnats' M.
-Geme~ (not freely used, attested only in active

perfective, and perhaps in active imperfective in

preceding and following nominalizations) 'S is,

becomes round': seGeme~ 'it got round' L.

lisya? Geme~ (noun, attested only in Harrington
,from G) 'spruce-burl': Harrington 11ss ya'

qctmmlq 'spruce burl (lump), cancer: lit. "tree's

kind-of-round-thing on it'" lisya? Geme~ 'that
which is round belonging to spruce'. Apparently

nominalized active imperfective of preceding.

}e-Geme~ 'S is, becomes round, spherical': 24.63,

66A, Rezanov KaT~RRaMYK~b ~pyr~o rund' Ge}e=

Geme~} 'it's round' LMS (inceptive perfective,

indicating stage of a process), Ge}eGeme~} ?uq
?isda?} 'stool' ('round-chair') L, qu?}eGeme~

'it'll be round' L, with class-marks for S: Aa.=



Ge}eGeme~ ca. 'round rocks' 65.20A, Rezanov

TAHKaxAHKaMNRAb 'nyroB~a Knopf' Aa.Ge}eGeme~}
'it (dl-class, e.g. stone, button) is round' L,

leGe}eGeme~ ~iyahd 'round peakless hat' L,

gv's}iGeme~} 'it (gl-class, milk) soured and

curdled' ("because of round things (curds) in it")

L, with gd-anatomical: gudeGe}eGeme~, gedeGe}e=

Geme~ 'it's round-rumped, short-tailed' L, 24.=

62, 71, 85, 85A.
Ge}eGeme~ (noun, d-class) 'circle, hoop' M. Ge=

}eGeme~da?luw 'big hoop, big circle' M. Nominal=
ized inceptive perfective.

O-}-Geme~ (causative of -Geme~ and/or of }e-Geme~)

'S makes 0 round, spherical': Ge}Geme~, ?e}G.eme~

'make it round" L, x}Geme~ 'I'm making it round'

L, with l~d-class-mark for 0: le~edex}Geme~ 'I'm

rounding a snowball'; passive: s}iGeme~ 'it's

been made round' L.



-~

GeGl

GeGl (perhaps reduced form of Gehs or of Gahs, per=

haps to be identified with GeG2)

GeGeG (ndun, unclassified, witt. G-thematic, cf.

Gese~GaqG~) 'round wooden disc, quoit, quoit

game' LA, Galushia Nelson qoqok 'partner game'

BSdL 551 (described in BSdL 240), seGeG si~

?eta? (or ?e?a?) 'give me a quoit:' L, seGeG

?u.d setah~ (or se?ah~) 'a quoit is there' L,

GeseG ?iqe?di.leh 'a quoit game will be held'

L; GeGeG~qe~ah (first -~- probably only pho=

netic, at least earlier) name of winter month

('quoit-month') LA.

I'



Ges2l

ses2 (A gus, gee, perhaps by assimilation with pre=

fix; L rejects g-initial, insists, on two separate

occasions, on Gee; perhaps to be identified with

GeGl,basic meaning perhaps 'round thing')

-gune-GeG (nou~, unclassified, -gune- not identi=

fied, perhaps archaic form of -gule-, gl-mark)

'hip': siguneguG, siguneges A, sigWeneGes LM,
siguneGes 'my hip(s) , L.



--
GehG

sehs (perhaps related to Ges; confused with Ge?q')

GehG- (meaning and morphological classificati~n

not clear), attested only in Gehsde?uhdg 'some

kind of pretty bluish egg, a little larger than a

chicken's, supposed to be laid at night, not to
be eaten, perhaps mythological' L ('GehG-egg',
h t:h .. hwere G)l G- 1.S e1.t er a noun, 'Gehs-egg', or ~

relativized active imperfective of a verb, 'egg

which. ..s, w~ich is ...').
0-1-sehG 'S co~pers, puts hoop, ring on 0 (keg)';

qu?x1GehG 'I'll put hoops on a keg' L (L has

definitely heard this).

sdisehG1 (noun) 'keg' L (uncertain). Nominalized

passive active perfective of 0-1-Gehs, 'it has
been coopered'.

Aa.GehG1 (noun, perhaps dl-class, with dl-thematic
and -1-suffix, perhaps -1-instrumental deverbali=

zation of theme 0-dl-1-GehG 'S puts hoop around

dl-class 0, or'S makes hoop, ring of dl-class 0

(C}. 'branch')' or 'for dl-class 0 (5ewu1 'net')',

cf. Aa.Ge?q') 'barrel-hoop' LA, 'hoop; keg; ring,
made of pliable limbs, at end of fish net, thrown

overboard, sometimes used as handle to pull net
in' L.



Ga.~

Ga'G (imitative, probably widespread in Pacific North=

west, cf. Tlingit (Boas) Ga 'cry of Raven', cf. al=
so Eyak GeleG, GeyeG)

Ga.s (exclamation) 'caw' (call of Raven) M, 2b.18,

18,5.13,13, 13L, 11.37,40, 193A.



",; III_~ G ahs

GahG (perhaps related to GeGl)

O-Gahs 'S hews, chops o (transversely, or not spe=

cifically lengthwise)': 5.llL, ~xGahs 'I'm

chopping something (wood or otherwise), I'm split=

ting wood' M, ~GahG~h 'he's chopping wood' M,

?eGahG 'chop wood~' S, 'make it (hew it, by chop=

ping)~' L, ?e~ekih xGahs ~'m making a (dugout)
canoe' L, di~ ?e~ekih xGahGG 'I'm not making

a canoe' L, ?e~ekih siGahG} 'I made a canoe' L,

with ye~ 'apart': ye~ GeGahG 'chop it apart

(transversely):' L, ye~ siGahs} 'I chopped it

apart (transversely)' L, with d-class-mark for o

(and perhaps optional d-thematic with qid 'down

off'): ?ewgu~ah qid deseGahGzinu' 'they chopped
its tail off' 28.64, 65A, with gl-class-mark for 0:

ya' gelexGahG 'I'm chopping, pecking at something

(water)' (snipe would say) L (see ya' geleGahG be=

low); passive: ~a'~e'n qi? desahGda'd 'at a

place where cordwood is being chopped' L.

ya' geleGahG (noun, unclassified) 'snipe' LM, 34.=
l3L. Nominalized active imperfective with gl-class-=

mark for 0, 'it's chopping (pecking at) a liquid

thing (body of water)'.
?u~ cae Aa'deGahG (noun) 'pickaxe' L. Nominalized

passive active imperfective with dl-class-mark for

0, 'by means of it stones are chopped'.



y~o? O-dl-GahG (with y~o? 'down' and dl-thematic

'falling over') 'S fells, chops down 0 (tree, d-=

class)': 36.4, 68.30A.

O-}-GahG 'S chops, ,splits 0 (specifically length=

wise)': ?e}GahG 'chop wood~' MS, with ya? 'com=

pletely': ya? ?e}GahG 'split it (wood):' L, with

ye~ 'apart': ye~ Ge}GahG 'chop it apart length=

wise:' L, ye~ si}GahG} 'I chopped it apart length=

wise' L; with ku°l-anatomical 'thickest part, belly'

and d-class-mark for 0 (}-classifier perhaps in er=

ror, or perhaps glosses of O-GahG and O-l-GahG

should be reversed): k¥.dio}GahG 'chop tree at

base:' L, qu?k¥odiox}GahG 'I'll chop it (tree, at

base)' L.

Gese}GahG} (noun, probably unclassified) 'wood chips'

L. Nominalized active perfective, with G-thematic,

cf. GeGeG, Gesecaho



-.,

GU'GI

Gu'GI

-1-Gu'G (noun, with I-anatomical) 'inside of skin

of fishhead from eye forward': ~leGu'G 'inside

part of skin on fishhead from eye to front, like

gristle, good to eat cooked (on most fish, e.g.

salmon, trout, but not on bullhead, flounder,

halibut, cod)' L.



GU. G2

~
otv.,bl.-.J(.,~GU.G2 (unknown to L, who doubts its authenticity) "'--

) "
d-}-Gu.G (with d-thematic 'oral, noise') '8 (human

infant, not e.g. adult or pup) is, becomes hungry,

fretful, fussy': dese}Gu.G}th 'he (baby, not pup,
adult) is (has become) hungry' M, 'he (baby) is

hungry, fretful, fussy, hard to satisfy' A.



.-GeleG

GeleG (probably imitative, cf. Ga.G, GeyeG)
GeleG (exclamation) cry of Raven "when its throat

is wet", portent of rainy weather L, Galushia

Nelson q~leq "'rain" announced by Raven' BSdL

538, 'when [Raven] calls qeleq it means rain'

,,' BSdL 235.
: :, ~



GeyeG

GeyeG (6eyeG + qa. > Geyeqa., A~"~- + GeyeG > AeGeyeG;

perhaps to be segpiented Ge-yeG, cf. ?eyeG-?uyeG)

Geye6 (independent personal pronoun) 'we, us (first

person plural, exclusive or inclusive)' LM, 25.=

160,163,163, 28.135A, 30.22, 51.8,61.20,65.=

36, 68.98, 69.10A, GeyeG ne.~ 'first Q2, g§
first' M, c'id GeyeG 'just us' M, Rezanov

KyroxTaKTyax~ 'Tome dasse1be' probably to be read

GeyeGdeg de?we~ 'we too yet, us too the same

way', GeyeGdug L,14.71, Geye6deg 'we too'
25.173A (6eye6gidug probably incorrect L), Ge=

ye6~dug, Geyesdug~, GeyeG~deg 'we too1' L,
Gel?ihd ya. ?i.ya.G de~vhyu. gel GeyeG

'we're the last Eyaks' L, de?~.de1ahseyu. gel
AGeyeG 'we're locals' L, Rezanov KaroKY 'EN

Aihr', KaroKY ~ wir' GeyeG ge?ew 'that's us',

Galushia Nelson qiyaq ioyiyaqRe1aqEiyU° 'we

are Eyaks' BSdL 554 6eyes ?i.ya.sde1ahGeyu.,

with de- '~': deGeyeG 'we (ourselves)' M;

with AeGe- 'alone', by haplology AeGeyeG (not

*Aese6eyeG L) 'we alone, all alone by ourselves'

LM,49.107A, combined for emphasis with possessive
prefix or pronominal 0 of postpositions qao- >

Geyeqao- (not *Geyesqa.): 6eyeqa.ga? 'like
us' 25.195, 199A, with de- '~': deseyeqa.ga?



'just like us' 25.195, 68.126A, often with ci?d-=.
Ie'S speaks like us, speaks our language, Eyak':

68.78,87,91,97, 99,110, 125, 125, 69.l9A,
di~ Geyeqa.ga? (or Geyeqa.dega?) c}?delehG}h

'he doesn't speak like us, Eyak' L, Geyeqa.ga?

we~ deGeleo? 'say it in our language~' ('say

thus like us~') L, as 0 of o-qa.? 'of o's kind,

part of 0': deGeyeqa.qa.? 'of our own kind,

tribe' 68.85A, deGeyeqa.qa.?~e?ew 'are they of

our kind1' 68.88A, di~ deGeyeqaoqa.?G 'they're

not of our own kind' 68o90A, as 0 of o-~a? 'with

0': Geyeqa.~a? 'for us' 68.129A, as 0 of o-ya?

'belonging to 0': Rezanov KaroKaH 'HamM unsere'

Geyeqa.ya? '(it's) ours' L, Galushia Nelson

q~i'y~qai ya' ~ewa' 'our dog' BSdL 557 Geye=

qaoya? ~ewa., as possessive: Galushia Nelson

q~iy~q" lao~. 'our eyes' Geyeqa.la.~, q~iy~qa
tsi 'our necks' GeyeqaOc}?, q~iyt'qa. ma.

'our mother' BSdL 557 Geyeqa.ma., irregularly,

with suffixes or enclitics not normally affixed

~o possessive pronouns: Geyeqa.dug 'we too' L,

Furuhjelm Khuiukhaiu 'we', Galushia Nelson

q~iye'qa.yu 'my clan people' BSdL 543 Geyeqa.yu.
'we' L.



Ge?q'

Ge?q (confused with GehG)

Ge?q (noun, d-class) 'bracelet L (7 times), M (3
times), A (twice), 'hoop' L (3 times), Ge?qda?luw

'big bracelet' M, Ge?q' si~ di.?a? 'give me a

bracelet:' L (twice), Ge?q' ?u.d dese?ah1 (not

-tah~) 'a bracelet is there' L.

Ge?q~ (noun, d-class, with -~-suffix perhaps op=

tional, meaning not clearly distinguished from
that of preceding) 'bracelet' M (once), 'hoop' L

(once), 'piston-ring' L (once), Galushia Nelson

qa.~~ 'bracelet' BSdL 551 probably to be read

qe?q1, Ge?q~da?luw 'big bracelet' M.
Aa.Ge?q (noun, with dl-thematic, cf. Aa.GehG~,

for which it is perhaps an error) 'rim, ring,

hoop of drum (not quite complete circle)' A.



6U.~

6U.~

6U.~ (noun, unclassified) 'water-bug species' (same
as Tlingit ~aqWantt) A, 'tiny black water-bugs

in stagnant pond or well, maximum i inch long,

wi th broad large 'head' and small thin tail, which

rise slowly to the surface of the water, where

they float without jumping or moving around, go

back down when disturbed' L, ~~? 6Uo~ ?uya?d

'there are lots of water-bugs in it' L, 6U.~

gelio}eh 'it (water) is full of water-bugs' L.

Separate drawings by L and A of these in Krauss

fieldnotes, volo VIII, p. 7.



!!!III' I Ge.§k'

( ~~ 0-iJ t)
Ge.§~

leGe'§~l (noun, ~d-class) 'post, pole, tent-pole,

mooring-post, forked pole as support, support
pole (leaning or vertical)' LMA, leGe.§~~ede?a.w

'long pole' M, leGe'§~l~eda?luw 'big pole' M,

leGeS~~edekih 'small pole' M, leGeS~l ?u.d
~edesetah% 'a pole is (lies) there' L, leGe~~
si~ ~edi.ta? (not -?a?) 'give me a pole~' L,

in compounds, 'totem-pole': Galushia Nelson

-lekeckt~ or -lekekt% 'totem pole (prefix with

eagle or raven)' -leGeS~ 'totem pole' L, ?e=

yewihleGe.§~ 'totem pole' ('mask~, grotesque

face-pole') L.
Aa.Ge~~ (noun, as above, perhaps with dl-thematic

'series') 'series of poles, pole as one of series~
wooden fence-post' L, disa.yahdya? Aa.GeS~

de?u'd 'tent-poles are still there, right there'

L.



.-:::.:l

GeGs

%e-GeGs-g (with -g-repetitive thematized) 1. '8

curls, is, becomes curly': Ge~eGeGsg~ 'it's

vurling up by itself' L, with I-anatomical 'head'
or class-mark for 8 (-Sa'w 'head, head of hair')

thematized; leGe~eGeGsg~~h 'his hair is get,ting
curly' L, ?~.xs~iGeGsg1 'I'm curly-haired, my
hair got curly' L, lis~iGeGsg%~h, ?~'s%iGeGsg%

'he's curly-haired' L, with g-class-mark for 8

(le'~ 'hair'): gus1iGeGsg~~h 'his hair got

curly' L, di~ gu1eGeGsgG 'straight, hard-to-=
curl hair' (nominalized active imperfective, 'it

(hair) doesn't curl') L. Transitive (causative):

?e1GeGsg 'curl it:' L, si1GeGsg% 'I curled it
(with a swiping scraping motion)' L, ?iqe?li'x=

1GeGsg 'I'll curl your hair' L, reflexive: ?ed=

lux%eGeGsg 'I'm curling my hair' M.

2. '8 is, becomes cold and numb (in extremi=

ties)' « 'curls' ?), with y- or qi.d-anatomical

only, of 8's hands or feet (not applicable to e.g.

ears): yeGex1eGeGsg1 (earlier yeGex%eqeGsg%,
under influence of qeqf, but stem-initial G-

subsequently rechecked and verified several times)
'my hand is getting cold and numb' L, yixs1iGeGsg1

'my hand got cold and numb' L, qi.deGex%eGeGsg1

'my feet are getting cold and numb' LA.



leGessg (attested only in Rezanov) 'curly-head':

Rezanov JIaKaKcKe 'Ky.n;paBoH kraushaarig'. De=

verbalization, epithet, with .I-anatomical or

class-mark.



GeG~

GeG~

-GeG~-g (with -g-repetitive thematized) 'S is, be=
comes assymetrical, lopsided, crooked, bent out

of shape, flared': with l-class-mark for S: ?ew

~iyahd si~a? ?}.seGeG~g~ 'my hat got out of

shape' L, ~e?a.G ?}.seGeG~g~ 'basket is lop=
sided, bent out of shape; basket is flared (sym=

metrically or asymmetrically) at upper rim' L;
see nominalizations below.

sa? GedeGeG~g (noun, unclassified, with Gd-the=

matic with sa? 'mouth') 'whitefish' MA, Galu=

shia Nelson sa'qegeqakck or saqeteqakck

'whitefish' BSdL 540. Nominalized active imper=

fective, "because its mouth has a flared lip" M.

ya?~ deGeG~g (noun, unclassified) 'pitcher' LMA,

ya?~ deGeG~gluw 'big pitcher' M. With ya?~
'upward' and d-thematic or class-mark ('lip'?),
or perhaps passive of causative of -GeG~-g,

nominalized active imperfective, 'it's flared

upward'.
~e-GeG~-g (with g-repetitive thematized) 'S limps,

hops, skips on one foot': Gex~eGeG~g~ 'I'm

limping' L, Ge~eGeG~g~}h 'he's limping' A,
with ye~-progressive: ye~ x~eGeG~g 'I'm limp=

ing (around)' M, ye~ x~eGeG~g~ 'I'm hopping
(around) on one foot' L, ye~ ~eGeG~g 'it'sL~ 

-



hopping (around) on one foot' L (M rejects gloss),

'it's limping (around)' M, ye~ %eGeG~g~~h 'he's

hopping, skipping around on one foot' L.

d-de-GeG~-g (with -g-repetitive thematized and

d-thematic 'oral') 'S's lower lip hangs, pro=

trudes loosely': deGedeGeG~g% 'his lower lip

is hanging loosely' L.

'"..,
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G :j. .q's

G}'q's (L first G}.q's, later momentarily G:j.'q'~, but

later clearly favors G:j.'q's; cf. ~i~~-~i'~~-~}'gS,
.,

S}'q's, Ge?q'~} vJ -,Z-'pi G i-Jf-> !:5t--'I...' J &7",L.:. ke)7J"""'/

1e-G:j.'q's-g (with -g-repetitive thematized) 'S
squeaks, creaks' ~ 1eG}'qsg 'it's squeaking,

creaking'L.
d-1e-G}°q's-g (as above, with d-thematic 'oral,

noise') 'S squeaks, creaks, wheezes' (meaning

not clearly distinguised, at least in part, from

that of preceding): de1eG}'q'sg:j.h 'he's wheezing,

wheezing through his nose while asleep' M, de=

1eG}.q~g, de1eG}'q'sg (latter clearly pref rred)
'it (e.g- door) squeaks (slowly or sharply), it

creaks' (same as 1eG}.q'sg) L, de1eG:j.'q~gya-~

?a?1e- (should perhaps be de1eG:j.°q'sg~a'~ ?a?=

1e-) 'fix it from squeaking:' ('act upon it lest

it squeak~') L, with qi-l- or qi-dl-class-mark

for S: qi-Aa'1eG}.q'sg 'it (e_g- wire, spring)

squeaks'L-



G e?q'~ I
;
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Ge?qSg (noun, unclassified, with -g-repetitive the=

matized) 'earwax, soot, clogging substance' LMA,

GeGq~g?a?luw 'big hunk of earwax' M, si~eh~yeqd
Ge?q~g 'wax in my ear' M.

d-Ge?qS-g (with -g-repetitive thematized, a-mark

perhaps thematic, or class-mark) 'S is, becomes

clogged': ?ewyeq deSeGe?q~g~ 'it (pipe, chim=

mey) got clogged inside' L (theme perhaps transi=
tive O-d-Ge?q~-g 'S clogs 0', 'it (substance)

clogged its inside')-

de-Ge?q~-g (perhaps passive of preceding) 'S (O?)
is, becomes clogged': qe.dah ?ewyeqd SdiGe?q~g~
'it just got all clogged up' ('its inside simply

got clogged') L.

d-~e-Ge?q~-g (with -g-repetitive thematized and d-=
thematic 'noise') 's squeaks, creaks': de~eGe?q~g
'it (box, spring, floor) squeaks, it creaks (sharp=

ly or slowly)' LM~, yahd de~eGe?q'~g 'house (d-=

class) creaks, squeaks' L (L at times has doubts
about the correctness of the stem in this theme,

suspects, perhaps rightly, influence of ~i~~-=

~i.~~-~}.g~, Gi-qs).



Genuh

Genuh (perhaps to be segmented Ge-nuh, cf. ?enuh,

G eye G)

Genuh (noun, unclassified) 'ducks, waterfowl, fowl,

bird (generic)' LM, 52.2L, Wrangell KaH~-HY
,'Vogel', Galushia Nelson qanli' or qa.nu 'duck'

BSdL 539, Genuhyu. 'ducks' 24.69, 28.20A, Ge=

nuhluw 'big duck' M, Genuhkih 'little duck' M,

?ew Genuh ?e15a? 'pluck that duck:' L, Genuh=

ga? ?i1i~ah~}h 'he's duck-footed' L, ?emi.nya?
Genuh '(barn?) swallow' M (see under ?emi.n),

di.ya?ya?d Genuh 'salt-water duck, canvasback'

L, delexWe.g senuh 'whistling duck, real black,
with yellow feet and beak' (probably 'surf scoter

(Melanitta perspicillata), American common scoter

(Oidemia nigra americana)', perhaps also Ameri=
can and/or Barrow's goldeneye (Bucephala clangula

americana, B. islandica)'), Rezanov Kamosm':E. ~

'Kyp~a Henne' Genuhyequh 'young duck, duckling';

di.ya?ya?d Genuh 'saltwater-duck (generic), can=
vasback (Aythya valisineria) , L, perhaps also

'greater' and/or 'lesser scaup (Aythya marila,

A. affinis)'.
?edeGenuh (noun, unclassified) '(unidentified)

duck species' ('real duck, duck par excellence')

L. Perhaps 'mallard', same as ?ede~eq}.q.



Ga-leh

Ga-leh (see di-~-c'}o~, Ga-leh perhaps stem, or per=

haps to be segmented Ga--leh, or G-ao-leh, cf-

Gaogeleh)



Ge~

Ge~ (widely diffused form of unknown origin, Athapaskan

*G~, Tlingit Ga~, present also in Tsimshian, Bella

Coola and probably further)

Ge~ (noun, unclassified) 'rabbit' LM, Rezanov Kax~

l'3aeI:l;'I> ymaH'l> Hase' Gex?a?luw 'bi g rabbit', ,.
M, Ge~?ekih 'little rabbit' M.

I
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Ge~~

Ge~~ (probably loan from Tlingit GUG}', or perhaps
a widely diffused term of unknown origin, cf. wide=

spread northern Athapaskan *GaGwes 'swan')

Ge~~ (noun, unclassified) 'swan' LM (probably
'whistling swan (Olor columbianus) , and 'trum=

peter swan (Olor buccinator)'), Rezanov KOXT~b

'Je6e~b Schwan', Wrangell KOKT~b 'Schwan',

Galushia Nelson GO~~ 'swan' BSdL 539, GUG~=

GU?} 'swan(-skin) blanket' 63.3, 7G (blend of

Tlingit and Eyak forms).



GeleJS:eleJS:ah

6eleJS:eleJS:ah (analysis uncertain, perhaps nominalized

active imperfective of O-JS:-a 'S eats 0', with 61-=

thematic 'ground' for 0 and IJS:-class-mark 'granular'

for S, thus 'granular S eat ground', but this analy=

sis might be problematical in that the noun so de=

rived is not itself IJS:-class; a conceivable alterna=

tive analysis might be -leJS:- as second person plural

S pponoun instead of IJS:-class-mark, but this might be

phonologically irregular for 6eleJS:aoleJS:ah 'you pl.

are eating ground', and would also be unique for a

nominalization)

GeleJS:ele~ah (noun, unclassified) 'tadpole' L, Ge=

leJS:eleJS:ah ~}h~h 'he's eating tadpoles' L, Ge=

leJS:eleJS:ahluw 'big tadpole' Lo



GeyeJ$:gug

G eyeJ$:gug (loan from Chugach Eskimo qaY~Pak 'large

kayak, baidarka', not used in Yakutat Tlingit, Sampson

Harry)

Geye~gug (noun, unclassified) 'kayak, baidarka'

LM, 12.4, 14, 22G, 22.3L, also dog's name M,

GeyeJ$:gugluw 'big baidarka' M.



Gi.l'Ja.daG

Gi.l'Ja.daG (distorted forms Gi.y~.daG, di.y~.daG from

G in Li, rejected by LA; loan from Chugach Eskimo

qil'Jaataq 'red ripe salmon' ('it's pregnant'), not

used in Yakutat Tlingit, Sampson Harry)

Gi°l'Ja.daG (noun, unclassified) 'red ripe salmon

upstream' LA, 63.30fnG, 65, 71.72A, 67.13fnG, 68.=

41A, Galushia Nelson qi.l'Jantaq or qil'Jataq 'red

salmon when it turns red in fresh water' BSdL 540,

Gi°l'JaodaG yaGada~e?l 'meat of red-salmon is

turning ripe red' L, Gi°l'Ja.deGYU. 'red ripe

salmon, pl.' 68.52A.



Ge-JS:a--Ge°JS:ah

~ ~ ..~~. .
'"

~"""

Ge-JS:a--Ge-JS:ah (L earlier Ge-JS:ah, later Ge-JS:a-, A

Ge-;a-; unanalyzable, to be segmented perhaps Geo-=

1;a---JS:ah, Ge-JS:-a---ah, or Ge--JS:-ao--?ah, see JS:ah,

JS:ah2, JS:a-2, Ge; perhaps not of Eyak origin, see e_g-
Ac .

Strange, Chugach Eskimo Quehak 'An Ear-ring of pearl

shell')

Ge-JS:a--Ge-JS:ah (noun, perhaps dl- or lJS:-class)

'dentalium, nacre, limestone' (?, probably some

white or shiny decorative material): Galushia Nel=

son Gexa 'dentalium shell' BSdL 551, Ge-JS:ah,

Ge°JS:ao 'dentalium, some kind of bead'? L, 'kind

of white stone (of any size)' L, Ge-~ao 'shiny

earrings' A, Geo~ahAa-JS:e?iod 'mother-of-pearl (?)

buttons'L.

~ (11Y-(j~~~
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Ge?q'3a.
I ) ~ -,---,/ 1 ¥ Qi:::; ",~".s; "."",,-~~t-- &L~ J A.
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Ge?q'3a. (loan from Tlingit G t~~a '~i~-4~~nt~j

Ge?q~a. (noun, d-class) 'musical instrument (e.g.

accordian, guitar, piano)' L, Ge?q'~a. si~ di"=
1a? 'give me those guitars:' L.

, ,
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:t, G a- ;5 ih

Ga.~ih (unanalyzable, to be segmented Ga-~-ih or

Ga.-~ih, cf- ?a;5ih, Gu.~ih, Ga-galeh, Ga-leh,
Tlingit GaG 'lynx')

Ga.~ih (noun, unclassified) 'lynx' LM, Galushia

Nelson qatci- 'lynx' BSdL 538.

..,-
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Ga.geleh

Ga.geleh (A also Ga.guleh, rejected by L; unanalyzable,
originally segmentable, Ga'-geleh, 6a.g-Ieh, Ga'-=

g-leh, stem perhaps geleh or leh, perhaps related

to le(?)-li, le-(l)i-ni, or Ie, prefix Ga"-,

perhaps Gl-thematic, or another stem Ga.g or Ga.

with -g-repetitive, or g-thematic; informants unable

to etymologize or inflect; cf. Ga"leh, Ga"5ih)

Ga.geleh (noun, unclassified) 'fish, somewhat

smaller than cod' LA (also Ga"guleh A, rejected

by L). "Shouldn't eat them" L, "can eat them" A;
probably 'tomcod (Microgadus proximus) , or 'ling=

cod, cultus (Ophiodon elongatus)'.

:1\.J':c'
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Ga.neJS;te.

Ga.ne~te. (loan from Tlingit Gana~tedi, name of clan

or sib of Raven moiety, represented amongst the Tlingit

from Chilkat on Lynn Canal northwestward)

Ga.ne~te.yu., attested only with -yu. 'plural',

name of Tlingit clan or sib of Raven moiety ex=

tended to the Eyak, of which L's father and G's

father were members L, or (noun, unclassified)

'members of the Ga.ne~te. clan'L.



6aonihG

GaonihG (loan from Chugach Eskimo qaaniq 'porpoise',

not used in Yakutat Tlingit, Sampson Harry)

Gaonih6 (noun, unclassified) 'porpoise' A, 'killer=

whale, blackfish' L, Galushia Nelson qaoniq' or

qanoniq' 'blackfish whale' BSdL 539.



Gu.5ih I

Gu.5ih (widely diffused form of unknown origin, Tlingit

Gu5, Haida godj 'wolf', perhaps loan from Tlingit
with -ih added on analogy with ?e~ih, ?eni.5ih,
G a. ~ih)

Gu.~ih (noun, unclassified) 'wolf' LMA, 9.107A,

17.1M, 25.68, 119, 119, 120, 121, 122, 124, 131,

133,144,159,161,162, 175A, Wrangell
'Wolf', Galushia Nelson Go.tci 'wolf' BSdL 538,

Gotci.yu 'Wolf People' BSdL 543 Gu.~ihyu.

'wolves', also 'Wolf People' (a subdivision of
the Raven moiety, see BSdL 123-126,306-308, Eyak

Texts 25.0fn, in Text 25. often ambiguous) 10.51,

25.123, 152,161,161, 161,212A, Gu.oihGeyu.

'wolves, wolf-people' (with -G-personal suffix,
as with nouns referring to humans) 25.165, 192A,

Gu.5ihwehahyu. 'wolf-people' 25.5,5,13,14,

34,36,49,120,179,189,201, 204A, Gu.~ihyu.=
deGeleh 'wolves' minds' 25.137A.
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qi, see qid
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qi O,

qio
deqiokih (noun or adverb, attested only as C, with

d-thematic or perhaps de-'~' , and -kih diminu=

tive) 'all gone, no more, none left, vanished,

missing, dead, out of existence, nonexistent':

110203A, 18.28, 28,19.25,31014,41.2,4,42.=
22L, 67.15G, deqiokih 'he's missing, all gone,

there is none (anymore, never was any)' LM, Old

Man Dude taq£ikt 'that's all (end of story)'

BSdL 555, ("Taqeikt, that's all" BSdL 289, not

a closing formula, but referring rather to a

man's death), deqi.kihduh 'all gone~' L,

qeodah deqiokih 'that's all, no more; there

simply is none, it's all gone already' L, Rezanov

TaKeHKeKesTY 'llpOCTOpHO geraumig' perhaps to

be read deqiokih giyahdah 'there's no more

water (in it):' L, or deqiokih Gio?ehduh 'all

gone, you see~', deqiokih ~.y, ~ida?yaole~
GedisdiGu?~ 'there's no air (no more wind), it's

too hot' L, deqiokih ~le~a?luw 'there are no

big ones (l~-class, berries) left' L, deqi.kih

Ge1e?~ 'it is becoming nonexistent (e.g. point

of land washing away, person dying)' L, ya?~
deqi.kih~ qe~e~e? 'it (rainbow) dwindles up~

ward bit by bit to nothing' 51.IIA, deqiokih

.



qe? ?ede}e.~ 'it (rainbow) would (cust) dwindle

back to nothing' 51.IIA, deqi.kih lese}e?}

'moon has become new' ('I-class S has waned to

nothing') L.



qih

( '1 f l'" 11 1.t(;. Zit""'" .)tuv:- " '" J't
"""..1/ ,,"" ~'" ,. "'~

qih (perhaps related to qew-quw.; M also quh, prob=
J,'1,.)

ably under influence of qew-quw)
~/,~qih(noun, d-class) 10 'meadow, prairie, flat un= ~

1')

forested area (swampy or dry), bog, swamp' LMA,

51.46A 'clear place, bare spot on mountainside' A.

(momentary and uncertain, probably confused with

qew-quw), quhdaoqd, qihdaoqd 'on a clearing,

meadow'M, qihda?luw 'big prairie' M, qihda.q
ye~dao~ 'he's walking around in a meadow' L;

qihda.qya? ~ah~ 'various plant species that

grow on unforested meadow' ('leaves that belong

on meadow') L.

2. 'clearing 'in sky)': qih yaoqd ~Ge~e?~
'clouds are drifting apart, there'll be good

weather' ('there is becoming a clearing in the

sky') L.

qihdaoq le~e~eyah (noun, l~-class) 'bog cran=
berries (Vaccinium oxycoccus) , ('pl. l~-class are

on bog') LA, Rezanov KeMTaxo~bxaT~eH 'K~roKBa

Moosbeere, Vaccinium oxycoccus'.

l



qi?

qi? (qe? rare allegro variant, see qi?Ge?e?d, qi?

lc.; also partly confused with qid, see qi? lc.)

qi? 1. (relative locative, syntactically unique,

attested with zero, -~, -~ahd, -de~ and -da?

finals, resulting nominalized clause serving fre=
quently as 0 of postposition, S or 0 of sentence,

or, in looser syntax, in apposition to S or 0 or

0 of postposition, or loosely used adverbially;

position in word-order of sentence somewhat prob=

lematical: following Sand 0, but where S and 0
are both present, following S and preceding 0,

preceding or following 0, preceding postpositional

phrase where 0 is pronoun, but preceding or fol=

lowing postpositional phrase where 0 is not pro=
noun, preceding or following certain adverbs, pre=

ceding preverbs and preverbal S or 0 pronouns)

'(place) where' a. with zero final '(place) at

where': la.4, lb.2, 2a.15, 18,6.3, 9M, 9.49, 123,

123,10.66,11.6, 200A, l5.4M, 2lb.8, 23.6, 25.=
83A, 30.3L, 34.60M, 125" 39.lL, 43.4, 46.1,2,

47b.6, 31M, 51.57, 57A, 57.3lG, 60.59, 65.52A,
~a.se~n qi? deGahGda.d 'at place where cord=

wood is chopped' M, ya?~. qi? Geli.lqe~da.~

ye~ qu?yidah 'don't walk about in area where
the ground is slippery' L, qi? sedahxda? Ga.?

'go to where he's sitting~' L, ?~h qi? si~ehx~



da. ?i ° ?a'}~ L qi? ~i~eh}ih~ da. ?i. ?a?~, ,
'let's go to where I killed him' M, qi? ~di=

~eh}da? ?isi}?~h} 'I went to where he was

killed'L, qi? ~i~ehJ:ih q\1h 'that's where I
killed him' L, ?u.d qi? qa- qu?de~eh 'there

(is) where someone (we) will get killed' L, de=

qa.yu. qi? ~?gao~ 'place where one (cust)
dances sometimes' L, qi? }xwah 'place where

it's summer' L, }i~ qi? ?i.}xa?} 'place where

it's always summer' L, xu' qi? xdah '(that's)

where I (normally) sit' L, xu' qi? xteh 'that's
where I (normally) lie' L, qi? ~?G~ode~ah '

'place where one digs in the ground' L, sahx

qi? we~ deleh 'place where cockles are dry' L,
?u.d qew qi? da. ~.}yahd 'there's where we

have a village' L, ~ah qi? leG Aao}yao?

'where waves lap ashore' L, ?ew qi? le?ah

'the place where it (hat, normally) belongs' L,

following S and preceding 0: Galushia Nelson de=

~vh qi? Ge}eci~ ?i.se}?ah} 'where a man killed
lots of land-otters' BSdL 286, 559, ~i.leh~iyah

qi? ?~ ~~.? se1i} 'where Old Raven made the
earth' BSdL 257,559, preceding or following cer=

tain adverbs: de?u.d ~i. qi? y~.? seteh}

'right there where you have already lain down'

5l.77A, qi? ~i.dewa. lu.di.?~ ?e}dah lihinu.



'where they were playing early in the morning

on the beach' 11.174A, preceding or following ,~
f postpositional phrase where 0 is not pronoun:

?ew giyahya? qi? sah~~ahd 'from where she

went into the water' 25.63A, giyah~.~ qi? si=

yah~da.d 'at where I went for water' 46.25M,

very frequent in the formation of more or less

well-established nominalizations: qi? Gedisdi=

Gu?~da.d 'at a warm place' 21a.13, 14, 30L,

24.21, 33.12A, qi? we~ ~.~eh 'camp' ('place
where people live') 11.200A, 64.9, 12G, qi?

~dede?ehdg 'place where things are being dried'

9.150,156, 11.6A, (giyah) qi? ye~ ?igeAi.~?ah
'waterfalls' ('place where it (water) extends

down') 25.55, 75, 76, 78, 80A, qi? ?ed~?detah
'smokehouse' L, 47b.4M, qi? teh ?~a? 'its

lying-place'L, qi? ~deqa?dg 'fireplace'
('place where something is boiled') LM, Rezanov,

qi? qa. ~eAaos~iqah~ 'pyre' Galushia Nelson
BSdL 546 ('place where people have been inciner=

ated'), ya.nu? qi? ~yi.li~ 'bear-pit' BSdL
549 ('place where someone has dug underground'),

qi? ya.nu? ~Gedeteh 'grave' BSdL 546, ye~
dexu~ qi? yaonu? ?iditah~ 'well' ('place

where a keg is submerged') L, qi? qa? ~eY}Oli~

'grave, ditch, hole, pit' ('place where someone



has dug out') L, qi? ya.nu? ~eY}Oli~?e? ?~o=

sdiyah~~h 'he got stuck in a ditch' L, qi?

~o~yahd 'camp' ('place where one has houses')
L, ~i~ ~leh qi? y~o? dio?yah~ 'rainy place'

('where rain is always falling') L, qi? ?id~?=

sdi?eh5~ 'potlatch' M, qi? ~dec'e~ 'smithy'

('place where something is pounded') L, Rezanov,

qi? ?ed~dexah~ 'sweathouse' LM, 53.71, qi?

s~idu~~q qa? ~e?a?~~ 'he climbed a hillock'
('he went up on where it's humped') L, qi? ~d

~?ledega?g 'school' ('place where people are
made to learn things') M, giyah qi? ~ehd de=

xu1g 'faucet' ('place where water is turned on')

L, qi? xvodexa.g 'garden' ('place where things

grow') L, ~iod qi? ?i~ ye~ li.?ahda.d 'yon=
der at foot of mountain (where mountain extends

down)' L, giyah qi? geAaoGe~?ao~ 'puddle'L,
in place-name: ?e~ekih qi? ~eta.s deya.?

Canoe Passage through Hawkins Island ('place

where canoes are taken across') L, sahs qi?

dededa?~g 'place where sea otters are drowned'
L; where verb is C -~e(?) 'S is C', qi? pre=

ceding C: de~vhYU. qi? ~gv.~?inu. yi~~hinu.=
lehd 'because it's a place where people are

many' 29.58A, ~iod qi? ca? yi~eh 'yonder
where it's deep' 23.160A, with ~-indefinite



I

S of -}e(?) 'something is C, C exists, is

present', qi? once preceding C: qi? gah ~.=
}ehda? ?exa.~ 'I (cust) come to where there's

daylight'L, qi? usually following C: ?~
~.?ehd ~3u. qi? ~.}ehda? ?~ se}teh} 'the

wife carried him to where it was nice' 47c.23L,

also frequent in place-barnes, for further examples

and references, see under -}e(?) 3b.(2); in

clauses without verb, probably to be interpreted

as C qi? ~.~eh or qi? C ~.}eh 'place where

something is C, where C is present, exists' with

~.~eh deleted, with C, usually independent ad=

jective, following qi?: qi? ~G~.3u. 'place
where there's good ground (for camping)' L, 10.=

12,11.169, 170A, qi? ~Ga.?nuw 'place where
there's lots of ground' L, qi? ~eGi?luw 'big

hole, place, room' L, ?ew qi? ~gV.~? 'the

place where there are many people' 51.73A, with
noun as C: qi? ~i.~gGele5u.da.~ 'at a place

where there is a nice gravel-beach' 11.170A, see

also qi?Ge?e?d below, with noun as C, preceding

qi?, syntactic structure uncertain, attested only

asyntactically: qe?}Geyu.~uh qi? 'women there?'
('(isit) a place where (there are) women?') 10.=

228A, di~ de~¥h qi?G 'nobody there' ('not a

place where there are people, a place where there



is no person') 51.53, 61.109A; in clauses not

lacking verb occasionally apparently synonymous

with ?u.d 'there', with relative force, as in

preceding, apparently lacking: qi?~uh Gedi.=

~eh 'is it a cold place?' L (i.e. 'is it a place

where it's cold?', cf. ?u.d~uh Gedi.~eh 'is

it cold there?'), di~ de?u.de~ya.kih qi? ?es=

tah~G 'nothing was (left) there' ('a place where

not anything was') 7.42A, ~e. qi? ~.~ehle~

?ise~?~~inu. "they saw what the place was all

about" 34.125L ('they saw how something was there').

lb. With various finals: with -~ final:

'place toward, to which, at which (continually,

repeatedly)': 18.82L, 20.103, 23.159A, 30.3, 31.=

9, 37a.4, 7, 47c.42L, qi?~ ye~ ~de?a?~

'toilet' ('place to which people go about') L,

~i.leh~iyah qi?~ ca.?~ ?u~a? sec'e~~ 'Where

Old Raven threw his box' BSdL 259,558 ('place

toward which Raven threw his food-box'), ~a.~

?ew qi?~ Ga.~ 'where's the place he's going

to?' L, qi?~ ??h~ ?a?q ~e?a?~da.:JS: 'at the

place he went out with him towards' 23.128A;

with -~ahd final, 'place from which': :JS:i.d

qi?~ahd Ii? se~ah~da.d 'at the place where

they had boated downriver from' 68.49A, qi?~ahd

?i~eseqeh~da.d 'at the place where they had

~



boated away from' 9.149A, qi?~ahd ?u~ ?ahnu.

Se?a?~lda"~ 'at the place where they had gone

with her from' 25.75A; with -de~ final '(move=

ment within area, in various places) along place

where, ~ QQ': Galushia Nelson ~i"leh~iyah qi?=

de~ we"S ?u~a? ca? sel~ahdl 'Where Old Raven

dragged his drying-rack' BSdL 259,558 ('place

along where Raven dragged his drying-rack down

toward shore'), ?ew delexWe"g qi?de~ ?u~a?

Ii? ~eAa"sa?yah}~ahd 'from the place along where

the groundhog had run in by him' 23.35A, qi?de~

%da?~g 'where (place along where) it's dripping'

LM, Rezanov, ?ew qi?de~ ye~ ~.1eh 'where

something (hole) exists downward' 28.59A, di~

?u.la?xlga"G qi?de~ (qu?xah) 'I don't know

the way (to go7along which I'll go)' L, qi?de~

~5u" yi%eh 'where it (skin) was in good condi=

tion' 28.91A, with -kih diminutive: ?ew qi?=

de~kih la?q ?i.~a?~da"~ 'along the place along

where it(s meat) is rather thick' 65.4A, in more

or less well-established nominalizations and

place-names: qi?de~ GeAi"di~ 'shortcut' ('place

along where overland dist~ce is short') L, 3a"q

qi?de~ Gela"% '(a certain) constellation (Plei=
ades?) , ('place where a bullhead is moving along')

L, qi?de~ ?ew q~.~ ?ixu~g 'blowhole' ('the



place through which it repeatedly blows upward')

11.155A, qi?de~ delu? ~.leh place-name,

"cutoff", canoe passageway through Hawkins Island

('place along where a hole exists through some=

thing') L; with -da? final, 'place to (arrival

at) where': ?u?~ qi?da? di.}quhl 'place to

which driftwood has floated' L, qi?da? ?idisli=

yeq~glda.d 'at the place where he had arrived

breaking mussels' Ib.2M, geAa.?a.w qi?da? ?i=

~eqe.~ 'boats (cust) go far out to sea' 64.7G

(exact analysis and interpretation uncertain,

either '(it is) far over water(, the place to

which) boats go' or, with geAa.?a.w qi? (~.=

leh) '(there is) a long distance over water' as

0 of o-da? ?i~eqe.~ 'boats go to 0', cf. 23.=

159A, 31.9, 16L, the exact interpretation and

analysis of which are in part similarly uncertain).

lc. With -d final, as 0 of o-ga? 'like,

equal to 0 (in quality or quantity)', usually re=

duced to qidga?, perhaps by partial confusion

with qid, 'point as far as, limit to which,

limit at which, end': qi?dga? Ii? Geqehda.d

'at about as far as he could boat downstream' 56.=

2L, with de- '~': deqi?dga? ?u?lixilgah

'that's as far as I know it' M, reduced: qidga?-

~ye~ ?ah (earlier transcribed qe?gWa?qeye~?ah,



qe'ga?~ye~e?ah S) place-name L, see ?a'-,
ta. qidga? ?i'?ah 'end of the road' L, qid=

ga? ca? sdixe~~da.d lO.235A, qidga? ca?

de~e'~~da.d lO.227A;, qidga? ca? dexe'~,

qidga? lah3 dexe.~~ 'low-water mark' L, see

under xe~.

2. (relative locative, meaning extended to

temporal, attested with zero and -de~ finals,

apparently clause initial, preceding S in the oneI

attestation with overt independent S) '(time)

when': a. with zero final, resulting nominalized

clause as 0 of postposition: with verb in active

optative, clause as 0 of o-~ 'to 0', 'until

(past or present, realized or not)': 9.27A, 34.=

114, 56.3L, 65.42A, 66.1L, qi? ?ew ~ahG ?ewa.

~i?q ?u~~.? ye~ gela'di?ah~ 'until their

slime has all run down off them' 65.42A, qi?

la'xditeh~ ~qu?~i.xah 'I'll eat until I'm full'

L, ~qu?~i.xah qi? la?q ?ixiqed~ 'I'll eat

until I burst' L, ya?~u' ~qu?~i.yah qi? ?~

qe? ?idiyah~ 'don't eat until he goes back' L,

qi? ?ixis~h~ qu?xdexa.g~ 'I'll work until I

die'L, qi? ?ixis~h~ ?ilah qe?qe?xleh 'I'll

love you until I die' L, qi? ?i's~h~ silah

qe?l~?~h 'he loved me until he died' L, qi?

qi? gel.a'yi~ehl! 'until it (water) gets cool' L,



di~ ?i~ qu?xta.G qi? ?uq xu.lileh~ 'I

won't give it to you until you pay me' L, in

text, prepausally, with -~ probably to be

supplied: qi? ?aw ya.~ ?i.le?g[~J 'until

he had eaten it all up' lO.57A, but qi? ?a?d

?idah da.yil?eh[d~] 'until they get really

very dry' 65.23A and qi? da.yil?ehd[~] 'until

they dry' 65.51A conceivably to be interpreted,

without supplying [-~J, 'where they might dry';

with verb in active perfective, clause as 0 of

o-~ahd 'from 0', 'since the time when': qi?

?~.da? ?isal?~h~~ahd yi~a?d}h 'ever since he

arrived here he's been sick' L, with verb in in=

ceptive imperfective, clause with conjunction

da.~ 'when, if': qi? qu?xs}h da.~ qu?xs}h

'when I die I'll die, if I die I die' 23.154A.

2b. With -da~ final, qi?da~ 'the time

at which, as soon as, when': di~ ?u.la7xlga.G

qi?da~ qe.?~h qu?xdaqeh 'I don't know when

I'll (boating) get back home' L (also, under lb.,

'I don't know by what route I'd boat back home'),

qi?da~ qa?~xah 'when summer will come' L, 'be=

fore it becomes summer' M, ~i. ~hlga? ?u~ahd

yasalqahx, qi?da~ sas~h~ 'already three days

have passed since (i~, the time when) he died' L,

with da- '~': daqi?da~ ?adlah ?u?xsditahx



'as soon as I found out about myself' 32.2lA;

qi?de~ ?enahSekih da. ?i?a?~ da.~ 'as soon

as we get going having a good time' 30.9L (ap=

parently blend of qi?de~ ?enahSekihya?~ da.

Ge?a?~ 'soon as we've started going along having

a good time' and ?enah~ekihya?~ da. ?i?a?~

da.~ 'just as we get going having a good time',

but originally glossed "anyplace we go happy",

which is not parallel to following clauses, and

which would require correction to ?i?a.~da.~

'at the place along which we (cust) go having a

good time').

qi?Ge?e?d (noun, unclassified) 'bed' L, l8.28L,

occasional allegro variant qe?Ge?e?d, originally

transcribed qe?Geo?d in l8.28L, ~i~ ?ew qi?=

Ge?e?d (or qe?Ge?e?d) ?i~a? ~? Gele.g~ 'al=

ways (cust) make your bed~' L, Old Man Dude qe'=
, ,

qa'at 'bed (modern)' BSdL 546. See qi? la.

towards end, ?e?-, 'place where (there is) a

place (of something absent)'.

~a. qi? (locative, attested only with -~ and

~ahd finals) 'some place or other, wherever that

way be, if such a place does indeed exist', see

under ~ao.

qi?ya.da.~ (adverb, postpositional phrase, < qi?

ya.-dao-~ '(movement in area) in vicinity of a



thing at a place, time') 1. 'sometime, anytime

(indefinite)' L, qi?ya.da.~ ?~.~ ~a? ?i?qe?x=

de?eh5 'I'll invite you over sometime' M, qi?=

ya.da.~ ~e5u.da? xu?qu?Geli'?yah 'some day

I'll get lucky' L, ?ew ~a.?d ?i?~.? qa?xu:r.,

qi?ya.da.~, ?i.gidig 'the world will turn on

you, sometime, you too' 72.19L, with de- '~':

deqi?ya.da.~ 'sometime, anytime (at all)' LA.

2. With d-emphatic: qi?ya.da.~d(e?ew) 'some=

times' 62.6,7,29,63.20,64.10, lOG, not verified

from other informants, perhaps misused for deqa.=

',YU. 'sometimes', under influence of local English

in which 'sometimes' > 'sometime'.

qi?ya.da.d (adverb, < postpositional phrase qi?

ya.-da.-d '(at rest, nominalization of) in vici=

nity of a thing at a place, time) 'someplace,

anyplace (indefinite)' L.

.



qe

qe
-qe 'S goes, travels by boat (in single boat, of

any kind), S boats (for purpose of transporting
self, not boat)', occurring frequently and with

a great variety of preverbs and postpositional

phrases in texts, most instances of which are

cited here only by number: with no locative pre=

verbs or postpositional phrases, often with the

meaning'S boats off, S goes away (by boat), or,
in inceptive perfective, 'S is boating along':

inceptive perfective: 7.12,20.45,45, 23.58A,

26.3L, 28.1, 2, 49.73A, 53.23L, 68.9A, in other

mode-aspects: 7.13, 10.148A, 42.7L, 43.30M,

49.60, 98A, 56.1L, 68.l08A, inceptive conditional,
in infrequent usages without da.~ 'if, when':

56.2L, 69.11, llA; ~-t-&El~~~.s.,-~re:.."lgoe.ft
~~~~~ with o-ya? 'in 0 (with broad

opening at top)' 'S boats in (boat, vessel

made on 0': 7.16,25.157, 37b.5A, 38.l7LM, 52.28L,

68.2A, with o-~ 'to, towards 0' 7.l7A, l4.1L,

28.71A, 38.l0LM, 42.15,161, 43.31M, 47a.7, 47c.5,

12,13, 46L, 49.30,116,117,118,120,140, 141A,

52.15,56.7,15, l8L, 57.31G, 60.63, 68.32, 4llA,
with o-da? 'to, arriving at 0': 20.60,61A, -

26.5L, 33.4, 21, 37b.70A, 42.8, 22L, 47b.13, 41M,



49.123, 141A, 52.7, 16, 53.1, 56.3,4, 16L, 59.6
Galushia Nelson, 64.7G, 68.9,11, llA, with

o-~ahd 'away from 0, leaving 0 behind': 10.166,

20.58, 60A, 34.68, 47b.5, 13M, 49.100A, with 0-=
~ahd 'away from 0': 9.49A, 47a.5L, 47b.38M,

60.63, 68.2A, with o-~a? 'for (to get) 0, by

(near) 0': 9.122, 142, 10.90, 20.51, 28.1A, 47b.=

38M, 52.2, 53.24L, 62.18, 25, 63.1G, 66.1L,
with o-lu?qa. 'to get 0': 20.61,33.7,43.14,

14M, with o-?~.? 'encountering, coming upon 0':

33.40A, 47b.6M, 47c.3L, 49.30, 61, 68.5A, with

O-a. '(to provide) for 0, on behalf of 0': 9.15,

149A, with o-ta.s, 'over, across 0': 25.47,

37b.67, 80, 80A, with o-~ 'with 0 (along)':

25.1,14, 33.55A, 37a.26, 42.15, 22L, 50.47A,

62.5, 63.1G, with o-lah 'around 0': 71.21LM,

with o-lahsde~ '~ovement in area) forward of,

further out to sea than 0': 28.2A, with O-c}.?~

'(movement in area) downhill from 0': 23.58A,

with o-qe~ 'onto 0': 10.166A, 12.4G, 50.51A,

57.31G, with o-?ih~ '(movement in area) be=
hind 0' 38 .20LM, wi th o-da.~ I (movement in area)

near, by 0': 68.10A, with ~iya?-~ 'landing':

47c.46L, with ?ed-?e?-~ '(to S's own) home':

56.7,15, 18L, with o-ya?~ 'into 0 (body of



water)': 68.32A, with o-ya?~ '(movement (with)in

0 (body of water)': 68.3A, with o-wa.%~ 'accord=
..

ing to, by close attention to 0': 68.4A, with

yeq 'ashore': 20.51, 25.54A, 38.20LM, 53.24L,

with yahd 'out to sea, away from shore': 12.4G,

20.83A, 21a.2lL, 21b.75, 37b.66, 49.88, 50.47A,

62.5G, with Ii? 'downstream': 56.2L, 68.2,

3.21, 105A, with des 'upstream': 68~10, 37A,

with deGe?~ '(movement in area) upstream':

60.63A, with da.~ 'across': 25.14A, 34.68M,

38.10,17,20, 20LM, 53.28L, with lah 'around

(in circular motion)': 43.31M, 57.31G, 60.63, 63,

63A, with ?eS 'completely by, past': 37b.67,

80A, with ?~h 'home' (always also with qe?-=

qe.- 'back'): 33.55A, 47c.16L, 49.125A, with

qe?-qe.- 'back, again, home, some more, another

8': 9.142,20.58,59,60, 21b.75, 25.180, 33.29,

55, 37b.66, 68, 70A, 42.8, 10L, 43.14,14, 47b.=

8,13, 41M, 47c.5, 11, 12, 15, 16L, 49.85,117,

118,125,125, 126A, 52.7, 53.28, 56.3,4,7,9,

15,16, 18L, 57.31G, 68.3,37,105, with ye~-=

progressive, frequently in sense '8 boats around

hunting, 8 goes hunting (by boat)': 9.15, 25.1,

157, 157A, 26.11L, 33.2A, 37b.5, 7A, 43.14,14,

47b.5M, 47c.13L, 62.5G, 68.4, 32A, elicited oc=

currences, arranged by mode-aspect: imperatives:

~~ --~---
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?eqe? L, Rezanov HKK3 'nO~3~aM fahren (Im=
perat.) , ?iqe? 'go (by boat)~' LMS, ?u.~

?eqe?, ?u.~ ?iqe?, ?u.~ Geqe? 'boat thither~'

L, li?~ ?iqe? 'boat downstream:' L, deGe?~
'boat upstream:' L, leGe?~ ?iqe? 'boat up (e.g.

inlet to Orca)~' L, ?}.5i?~ ?iqe? 'boat

straight ahead:' L, sika? ?iqe? 'boat with
me:' L, duhs~eda.qd (or ?uhs~eda.qd) ~iya? -
Geqe? 'land on the riverbank~' L, ~e~~.de~

~iya? Geqe? 'land close:' L, sici.?~ ~iya?
~ Geqe?, sic}.?de~ ~iya? Geqe? 'land downhill

below me~' L, ?ulu? ?eS Geqe? 'boat past

throu gh it" L ?u.~ ?ilex qe? ?u.~ ?elex qe? ,., ., .
?u.~ Gele~qe? 'pl. boat thither:' L, Rezanov

AqTKeKe 'npH~xaT~ zurUckkehren' ?~.~ qe? ...=

deqe..., ?~.~ qe? ?ideqe. L, ?~.~ qe?

?ideqe?, ?~.~ qe? Gedeqe? 'boat back hither~'

M, KYATyA~aqTKeAeKe (with KYA crossed
out) 'npH~aEaM zurUckkehren (Imperat.) , de?u.=

de~ ?~.~ qe? ...deqe... 'boat baak hither,

right along there, right there~', de?u.de~

?~~ qe? ?edeqe? 'come back here the same way

~ou went):' ~ ye~ ?edeqe. LM (not ye~ ?ideqe.
L), ye~ ?ideqe?, ye~ Gedeqe.? (these latter

two forms later rejected by L) 'boat about~, go



~

boating:' L, ?~.~ qe'ye~ Gedeqee? 'boat back
here:' L, inceptive imperfective: Rezanov KooxRe

~ '6$xaTb fahren' qu?xqeh 'I'll go (by boat)' L,
?ue~ qu?xqeh (or -gee) 'I'll boat there' L,

di~ ?u'~ qu?xqeeG (or -qehs) 'I won't boat

there' L, di~ yeqahwahd qu?xqeeG 'I won't

camp overnight (on boat trip)' L, qi? yeq

qu?xqeh 'place where I'll land' L, 5i~qahya?~
qu?xqeh 'I'll boat to Bering River' L, Rezanov

ffxoR~yeRRe 'He ~3AH fahre nicht' ya?~o qu?=
yiqeh 'don't go (by boat)', duhs~~edaeqd dae

~iya? qa?qeh (or ~iya? dao qa?qeh) 'we'll
land on the riverbank' L, giyah sdilah~~a? (or

kae~~a?) dao qa?qeh 'we'll go (by boat) after

humpbacked salmon' L, yeqae dae qa?qeh 'we'll
go in the morning' M, ye~e?~ dae qa?qeh 'we'll

boat southwest (out Orca Inlet)' L, (~}hG) yeqah=

wahd dae qa?qeh 'we'll go for one day (on boat

trip inviting one overnight)' L, ~}hG ~edae gah=
wahd da'e qa?qeh 'we'll go for one day' L,

?ue~~uhnu' qa?qeh 'will-they go there?' L,

~iya? qa?q}h}h 'he'll land' L, di~ ?uela?x=

~gaeG qi?de~ qee?~h qu?xdeqeh 'I don't know
when I'll get back home' L, di~ ?u'la?x~gaoG

de~~i~a?d qee?~ qu?xdeqeh 'I don't know what



time (o'clock) I'll get back home' L, ye~ qu?x=

deqe. (or -qeh) 'I'll boat around, go boating'
L, di~ ye~ qu?xdeqe.G 'I won't go boating' L,

ye~ qu?deqih}h 'he'll go boating' M, inceptive

perfective: ~i.~ Gexqe.Jl: 'I'm boating over
there' L, ?U'~ Gexqe°3: 'I'm boating thither~

L, yeqe~ Gexqeo~ 'I'm landing' L, ~eAa.da.~
Gexqeo~ -'I'm boating along shore' L, GeqeO~}h
'he's boating along, he's going by boat' M, ?Uo~

Geqeo~ih 'he's boating thither' L, deG Geqe.~}h
'he's boating upstream' L, li?~ Geqeo~, Ii?

GeqeO~}h 'he's boating downstream' L, da.~

Geqe.~}h 'he's boating across' L, ?uode~ ?~o~

da.~ GeqeO~}h 'he's coming across there hither'

L, ~io~ao~ Gele.~}h 'he's going way over in
yonder direction' L, ?~oguleya?~ da. Geqe.~
'we're boating along in the water' L, ma.guda?~

da. Geqeo~ 'we're boating at lake's outlet' M,

~iya?~ Geqeo~ih 'he's landing' L, qenu~
Geqe.~ih 'he's boating along in open place,
open to view' L, ~edi.?qe~ (Gedi.?qe~ L)

GeqeO~}h 'he's boating out toward the breakers'

M, ~elah Geqe.~ih 'he's coming around a point'

LM, ~elah~ Geqe.~}h 'he's coming, going around
a point (canoe partly visible to speaker)' LM,
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lah seqe.3::J-h 'he's boating around (in circular

path)' M, de~i. ?'iJ.,{:! seqe.3:iduhnu., de~i.

?'iJ.8{:! seqe8~inu.duhnu. 'they're coming already~'

L, J.Ceyuh ?~e{:! seqe83:inu8 'they're coming~'

(urgent, 'do something~') L, mae~ah{:! dae seqee3:

'we're boating towards head of inlet on lake' L,

~}hdae~ Geqe.3:}h 'he's boating to a different

place'L, yeJ.C sedeqee3:}h 'he's boating about

(a long time, all day lon~' L (L considers this ~

a somewhat unnatural form), active perfective:

siqeh3: 'I went (by boat)' L, ?u.{:! siqeh3: 'I

went thither (by boat), set off thither' L, ?ew?'iJ..?

siqeh3: 'I came upon it (while boating)' L, yeq

siqeh3: 'I landed' L, ca-Ai.na?q qa? siqeh3:

'I ran up on a rock' L, wa?q qa? siqeh3: 'I ran

aground in shallows' L, seqeh~}h 'he went (by

boat), he boated off' M, J.Ci.d J.Ceye?u83:~a8~ lah

seqeh3:}h 'he boated around yonder point' M, ?~8~

seqeh3:}h 'he boated thither, set off thither' L,

J.Ceciya?da? seqeh3:th 'he arrived down below Cat

shore)' L, ~iya? seqeh~}h 'he landed' L,

~}hdae~ seqe.3:}h 'he boated to a differe~t

place' L, ~}hda.da? seqeh3:}h 'he arrived at a

different place' L, si?'iJ.8? seqeh3:}h 'he came

upon me (while boating)' L, J.Celah seqeh3:}h 'he

c. "
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boated around a point' M, ~e?~?i}~a.~ lah

seqeh}}h 'he turned around outward (away from

shore)' L, ?edi~i}~a.~ lah seqeh~}h 'he
turned around inward (toward shore)' M, ~i.~a.~

yahd seqeh}}h 'he went out in yonder direction'

L, ~i}qahya?~ahd ?~.da? seqeh}}h 'he arrived
here from Bering River' L, ta?xd}deya? qvh da.~

seqeh} 'in (a vessel made of some kind of) bark
~~ ",.\Jit was he boated across' L (see also }uh} , te.~), ~

qenuh seqeh}inu. la. 'they've come into view,
see:' L, Gese}ga.~~ qvhew ?~oda? seqeh}th 'he
came here with (a boatload of) spruce cones' L,

Galushia Nelson G£}taq wvla?iyU v~} q£i.yaq

stiqat}i 'he returned to shore with the seal

people' BSdL 283,559 ge.}taogwelahyu. ?u~

qe.yeq sdiqeh~}h 'seal people, he boated back
to shore with them', ye~ xsdiqeh1 'r went

boating, r boated about' L, ye~ sdiqeh}}h 'he

boated about' M, active imperfective, attested

only with ye~-progressive: ye~ xdeqe.~ 'r'm

boating about', ?i}ya? ye~ xdeqe.~ 'r'm boat=
ing back and forth' L, ye~ deqe.~}h 'he's boat=

ing about' LM, di~ ye~ deqe.~G}h 'he's not

boating about' L, neuter perfective, attested
only in indirect reflexive with ?i}le~~O? 'in
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competition with one another': ?i}le~~e? ?idi=

qeh} 'they're racing each other (by boat)' L,
~ Galushia Nelson tt}i~an ix~Dtqa} 'canoe race'

BSdL 551, perhaps with ye~-progressive, ?i}le~~e?

ye~ ?idiqeh} 'they're racing each other about',

active optative: ?uo~ ?ieq}h}h 'let him go

there (by boat)' L, ?uo~ dae ?ioqeh 'let's go

there'L, qele? dae ?ieqe? 'let's go~' L, dae

ye~ ?idiqeh LM (or -gee L), ye~ dae ?idiqee

'let's go boating' L, dao ye~ ?idiqehwahd (not

-qeo-) 'so that we may go boating' L, inceptive

optative: ?uo~ Gioq}h}h 'let him boat there' L,

active subjunctive: ?uo~ ?ile~qee~ le~~ dexleh

'I told you plo to go there' L, di~ ?ile~qeo~G

le~~ dexleh 'I told you plo not to go' L, active

customary: dao ?eqeo~ 'we (cust) go by boat' M,

?ew??o? ?exqeo~ 'I (cust) come upon it (while

boating)' L, ye~ ?ideqeO~}h 'he (cust) boats,

used to boat about' M, dao ye~ ?ideqeo~ 'we

(cust) go boating' L, inceptive customary, with

ye~-progressive: ye~ qu?deqeO~}h 'he'll (cust)

go boating' Mo

}-qe (with }-classifier required in certain con=

structions) 'S goes, travels by boat (for certain

purpose, in certain way)': with KUqu?we~eo~}
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'hunting': ~qu?we~e.~ se1qeh} 'went hunting

(by boat)' 37a.1L, ~qu?we~e.~1 qu?x1qe. 'I'll

go hunting (by boat)' 42.6L, with ye~-progressive:

~qu?we~e.~1 ye~ 1eqe.~~h 'goes about hunting

(by boat)' 33.2A, 37a.26L, 47b.3M, 47c.2L; ~.y=
ya.~ si1qeh1 'I boated to someplace protected

from wind' ('I boated avoiding wind') L (perhaps

to be analyzed O-~-qe).

qeyuh }e-qe (}e-classifier required with qeyuh

'belligerently, fighting-mad, attacking') 'S goes

(by boat) to fight': qeyuh Ge}eqe.}~h 'he's

coming (by boat) for a fight' L.

qeyuh deqeh personal name of Eyak man, Chief Joe

LA, qeyu. deqeh S. A explains: 'going (by boat)

for a fight', but de-classifier not explained.

?isqe.l (gerundive of -qe) 'boating (in definite

direction': ?isqe.l xuGe}ga?} 'I'm getting
tired of the trip' ('boating is tiring me') L.

ye~ ?isqe.~(-}) (gerundive of -qe with ye~-=

progressive) 'boating (in no d~finite direction)':

ye~ ?isqe.~ xuGe}ga?} 'I'm getting tired of

boating (about)' L, ye~ ?isqe.~} xuse}ga?}
'I'm tired of boating (around)' L, ye~ ?isqe.~~a?

?enah~ekih ?ixleh 'I like boating' L, ye~

?isqe.~ sid ?e~de?g 'teach me how to paddle a

canoe (how to boat):' L.
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?uwa.1~ ye~ ~deqe.g (noun, unclassified) 'com=
pass' L. Nominalized active imperfective repeti=
tive (-g-repetitive perhaps in error however for

-~-customary) with ye~-progressive, 'according,
by close attention to it one (cust?, repeatedly?)

navigates about'.
?i-~-qe (with ~-thematic and apparently indeter=

minate 0) 'S (boat, unknown person(s) in boat)

travels': 7.17,9.149,23.58,33."7,14, 23A, 64.=
7G, ?ew ?u.da? qe? ?i~~.deqe.~}h, guodeg,

?ulu?qa. 'some more boats (cust) arrive there,
again, to get him' 33.29A, ~5u.wahd ?ew?~.?

?i~~.qe.~ 'it's good luck to come upon it' ('a
boat (cust) comes upon it for good') 35.2L, with

7ye~-progressive: yahd ye~ ?edeqe.~ 'boats ~,
(cust) go about out to sea' 62.5G, ?U'~ ?iqe?=

~ioqeh 'someone (unknown) will go there (by

boat)' L, le~~ ?iqe?~i.qeh 'someone (unknown)
will come to you pl. (by boat), a boat will come

to you pl.' L.

0-1-qe (transitivity uncertain) 'S boats 0 (boat,
for purpose of transporting boat rather than self),

S moves, uses 0 (boat, model boat), S poles 0

(boat)': ?i1qe? 'pole it:' M, ?i1qe?, ?i1qe.?
'use a boat:' L, dao Ge1qe.1 'we're poling

along in a boat' M, ?U'~ ?e1qe?, '?u'~ Ge1qe?
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'paddle the boat there~' L, ~io~ Gex~qeo~ 'I'm

paddling a boat over there (for the purpose of

having the boat there)' L, with ye~-progressive:

ye~ ?e~eqeo 'play with a toy boat~' ('move it

(boat) about~') L, repetitive: ~io~ qex1qeog

'I'm taking them (boats, one by one, by water)

over there' L; see also ~oyyao~ si~qeh~ un=

der ~-qeo

qid ?ed-~e-qe (reflexive of O-~-qe, with qid

'downhill') '8 (animate) slides self downhill':

qid ?edGe~eqe?, qid ?eda.~eqe? 'slide down~'

L, qid ?edqu?]:eqeh 'it (e.g. otter) will slide

down'M, qid ?edqu?x~eqeh (or -gee) 'I'll

slide down' L, di~ qid ?edqu?x~eqe.G (or

-qehG) 'I won't slide down' L, qid ?edGele=

qe.]: 'they (otters) are sliding down' M, qid

?edGe~eqe.~}h 'he's sliding down (right now)'

L, qid ?eds]:iqeh~}h 'he slid down' L, dao

qid ?eda.~iqeh, qid da. ?edao~iqeh (not

-qe.) 'let's slide down' L, qid da. ?ed~e=

qeo~ 'we (cust) slide down' M; repetitive, '8

slides down repeatedly, goes sliding': qid ?ed=

Ge]:eqeog, qid ?eda.~eqe.g, qid ?edeleqeog

(no preference) 'go sliding~' L, qid ?edqu?x~e=

qeog 'I'll go sliding' LM, qid ?edqu?~eqeoginu.

'they'll slide down (repeatedly)' L, qid ?ed~e=

0'
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geog}h, gid ?edelegeog}h (former preferred)
'he's sliding down (repeatedly)' L, qid ?edx=

legeog, gid ?edGex}ege-g} 'I'm sliding down
(repeatedly)' L (former preferred, latter might
imply " all day long" L), gid ?edsliqe ° g3:}h

'he slid down (repeatedly)' LM, da. qid ?edao=

ligeog, qid da. ?edao}ige-g 'let's go sli=
ding'L, da- qid ?eda-}eqe.g da-~ 'just as
we (land-otters) get started sliding (repeated=

ly)' 30.9L (active conditional)-



", " ..j qe.
i,

qe. (perhaps related to geed-gad, and/or to qe?x)

-se-qe.-G (kinship noun, descending, with s-thema=
tic prefix and -G-thematic suffix) '(man's) son,

(man's) brother's son': siseqeoG 'my son' (man

speaking) LMS, 'my nephew (brother's son)' (man
speaking) L, serves also as vocative LM, Wrange7~!"J"'£""" ...~}

CMcaKxem 'Sohn', StsaqaEq 'son (man speaking)' !~A..",.( ?
i ,I:: "'1;:""~

nBSdL 566, sett saqaEq 'father's older brother's

son (either sex speaking)' BSdL 655 si~}hseqeoG

'my father's brother's son', st~U~saqaEq 'older

brother's son, daughter (man speaking)' BSdL 567

si~ewe~seqeoG 'my older brother's son' (man

speaking), stsaqEqcia 'younger brother's son
(man speaking) BSdL 567 siseqeoGSiyah 'my bro=

ther's son' (man speaking, suffixed -Siyah with

perhaps mild pejorative force), ~a.~ ?iseqeoG

'where's your son?' (S would say to a woman, in=

correctly) M,(see 68.l28-l29fn), ?9-°gule?!iya?se=
qeoG 'river-master's son' 29.5lA.

seqeoGeyuo (noun, unclassified, as above, with

-yuo 'plural') 'children, babies, kids, young=
sters' L, lb.2lM, 10.23, 24, 11.174A, l8.49L,

,',)('20.96,23.19,24.24,25,26, 54,28.128, 138A,

34.76,39.1, 2L, 43.33M, 49.22,23,23,26,27, -,'~27,51.8,8,8,29,29,60.1,5,68.44,45, q8'A, -
Rezanov CYKeKeMToro '~~TM Kinder (Plur.) , se=

:?'~;..';!i'~~

ICo.
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qeoGe[YU.]?i~?yuo 'many children' (cf. Re~DR~
HHTY 'ORB sie, f.g.' qe?}Ge[yuoJ?i~? 'many

women'), di~ ~laoGeya? seqe.GeyuoG 'not an=

other's children' 24.32A, de?i. '?iya? seqe.Geyu.

'your own children' 24.32A, qe?}seqeoGeyuo 'fe=

male children, girls' 38.2LM, }ila.?seqe.Geyuo

'male children, boys' 18.49L, Gedegi}seqeoGeyuo

'sun-children' 34o126L, qaol seqe.Geyuo 'young=

sters, young people' (up into twenties, 'now (still)

children') 51.74, 61.100A, qaol y}.hinuo seqeo=

Geyu. 'children nowadays, present-day children'

65.75, 79A, seqeoGeyuo~a?~ qe?le? xuGe}ga?} 'I'm

getting tired of babysitting' L, xuGe}ga?} seqeo=

Geyuo ?ulexa.g 'I'm getting tired of raising kids'
L , dex~uod seqeoGeyu o ?ixa? M dex~u. se=° 0 , °

qeoGeyuod da?lio}~ah 'how many children do you

have?' L, ~gvo~?inuo seqeoGeyuo da?li.}~}h}h

'she has many children' L, dik! seqeoGeyuo daola?=

}~aoG}h 'she has no children' L; seqeoGeyuo ?uyeq

quh 'womb' ('children stay in it') A.



-
qe?

qe?

-qe?- (originally probably g-class noun, meaning
not clear), occurring only in -qe?-g-ya?-d

'side of small of back (interior), flank, haunch,

hip, loin': siqe?guya?d '(inside) between my
hip bone and spine in the small of my back' L,

~qe?guya?d 'animal's hips' A; and in -qe?-g-=
wa? 'bile, gall, gall bladder', perhaps also

'spleen': ~qe?gewa? 'bear-bile; green sub:
stance found in humans and animals (Eyaks used

to sell to Chinese, who made medicine of it); "a

little green bag under liver'" L; qe?gewa?

'bile' A (unpossessed, perhaps incorrectly). In=

formants unable to analyze either form; see ya? --
2- -and wa? .
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qal

O-qa '8 handles 0 (liquid, water unless otherwise

specified) in container, 8 brings, fetches 0

(water)': 2b.5, 6,10, 19.28L, 25.27, 94A, 38.=

14LM, 48.5, 10L, ?iqa? 'fetch water:' M, giyah
si~ ?iqa? LM, si~ ?eqa?, giyah si~ ?eqa?

'bring me water~' L, giowa. sida? Geqa? 'bring
me (e.g. a keg of) beer:' L, qu?xqah 'I'll fetch

water'M, giyah ?i~ qu?xqah (not -qa.) 'I'll
bring you water' L, di~ giyah ?ida? qu?xqa.G
'I won't bring you water' L (L very reluctant to

say, considering the form extremely impolite),

GeqaO~}h 'he's fetching water' M, ~Guxqao~
'I'm carrying something (water) in a bucket' M,

giyah ?ida? Gexqa.~ 'I'm bringing you water'

L, giyah ?uda? siqah~}h 'I brought him water'

L, seqah~}h 'he fetched water' M, da. ?i.qah,
da. Gi.qah 'let's fetch water' L, giyah

xqao~ 'I (cust) fetch water' M, degWa? q'ew

giyah ?i~ xqa.~ 'I've (cust) brought you water

enough' L, leGe~ ~xqao~ 'I (cust) carry some=

thing (water in container) up from shore' M,

repetitive: 25.22, 26A (customaries) , leG

~qa.g~}h 'he (cust) fetches water up the bank'
M, di~ giyah ?i~ qu?xqaogG 'I won't keep



bringing you water' L, giyah ?uya?~ ?eqa.g

'ladle water into it~' L, ?ew da.g}~ ya?~

Geqa? 'scoop it (water) up with that bailer~' L,

with ye~-progressive: ye~ ?edeqa? (not -qe.,

because of homophony with ye~ ?edeqe. 'boat

about~') 'carry water about~' M, ye~ deqa.~}h

'he's carrying water around' L, ye~ ~deqa.~}h

'he's carrying something (water) around' M,

giyah ye~. xdeqa.~ 'I'm carrying a bucket

of water around (not necessarily fetching from

source)' Lt ye~ ~sdiqah}}h 'he carried some=

thing (water) around' M.



2qa

R-tta..l 0..1 u/(/jC.tt6&4, (kjt~7~ /.tA;\1-~(.t).,"" ~~r';:/O i'Q
2 '() ; J) ''f4'V~c"'t, (f#~/)

q a }ICe! It Mio'A4( J 1""" n -e. ~.. J

O-qa 'S bitefs 0, holds, carries 0 in teeth, beak':
,I

33.31,42/60.27, 28A, Geqa? LM, ?eqa? 'bite
!

it~' L, ;/?iqa? 'hold it in your teeth~, bite ~
"

it~' L, ?ile~qa? 'pl. bite them~' 60.26A, qu?x=

qah (not -qa.) 'I'll bite it' L, di~ qu?xqahG
(or -qa.G) 'I won't bite it' L, xuqa?qah 'it'll
bite me' M, xuqu?qi.qah 'they'll bite me' M,

xuGeqa.~ 'it's biting me' LM, xuGeqa.~duh 'it's

biting me~' L, ~i?! ?u5eh~ ?ewa. Gexqa.~:j.h
'I'm always biting his ear, holding his ear in

my teeth' (trying to make him obeYla.12G~ot"'1 G;~~~.,.:",," ~'y~

'it's biting it, it's holding it in its Yteeth' L, : r:c.. ~1'3

?i~ Geqa.~ 'it (e.g.dog) is bringing it (e.g.

stick) to you in its teeth' L, siqah~ 'I bit

it'M, xu' seqah~:j.h 'I bit him' L, ~ewa~ ?~

seqah} 'a dog bit him' M, ?ew ~ewa. du.~

seqah} 'the dog bit a cat' M, ?ew du.~ ~ewa.

seqah} 'the cat bit a dog' M, ~ewa. si~a? ?~

siqah} 'my dog bit him' L, xuseqah} 'it bit
me' (not as severely as in xuseqed~) L,. xuqese=

qah~ 'they bit me' M, di~~ xusqah}G 'didn't
~ you bite me?' L, ?ew ~ewa. dek:j.h ?~hda? seqah} ,

?ew ~ewa. dek~h ?uda? seqah}}h 'the dog brought

him a stick in its mouth' L, ?ew?!ahd ~seqah}



'he bit something from it' 11.37A, da. ?ioqah,

dao Gioqah 'let's bite it' L, ?a?d ~aodi?dao

qe? ?ioxiqah 'I'll never;bite you again' M, di~

xuoliqahG ?ewJ.Ce?xleh "'don't looks like he gonna

bite me'" ('it shouldn't bite me, I want that') L

(rare and perhaps incorrect negative optative),

?ew ?ixqa°J.C si~ del}h}h 'he told me to bite

it' L, hortatory active subjunctive: ?el ?idexwah

?iqao~ 'tell it (dog) to carry this in its teeth'

('let it carry this in its teeth by your com=
d " )L t ' t .0 ° ' I ' . bbl ' . t., man ° ,repe llve. xqa g m nl J.ng 1 ,

I'm biting it repeatedly' L, ?ew ~ewao qa.

qa.g 'that dog keeps biting us, people' L, xu=

qa.g 'it's biting me' M, ?ew qa.g 'they (fish)

are just nibbling' (cfo ?ew se<tec'3: 'it (fish)

bit it (hook, bait) hard') L, qao GeqaogJ.C ?ude=

Geleh ?ewao ~h}h 'her mind would be bent on

biting us, humans' 25ol3BA, with yeJ.C-progressive

and indeterminate 0: ye~ ?ideqa°J.C ~ewa.

'vicious dog' ('a dog that goes around biting'),

, ?ew ~ewa. di~ yeJ.C ?ideqa°J.C~G 'that dog doesn't

bite' L (retention of -J.C- probably in error);

X¥°qao~ 'it (cust) bites me' M (perhaps with

I-anatomical, 'it (cust) bites my head, face'),

with class-marks for 0: la?mahd ?~oda? le~e=



seqahl 'it brought a berry here in its beak'

43.22M, Ge.a gexqa.g 'I'm holding a spruce=

root in my teeth' L; with ~-indefinite as 0

of o-d, translating as S: ~d xuGeqa.l

'something is biting me' L, ~d ?iqe?qah

'something will bite you' L, ~d xuseqahl

(not *~d xusdiqahl) 'something bit me' L;

passive: xusdiqahl (not xusli-) 'I got bitten'

L. Causative, o-d O-l-qa 'S grips 0 in 0

(jawed 0, e.g. pliers)' ('S causes 0 to bite 0,

grip 0 in teeth'): ?ewd selqa? 'grip it (e.g.

with pliers, in sewing machine)~' L, ?eld selqa?

'grip this (in pliers)~' L (probably mistranslated,

for 'grip it (with this)~'; passive: ?ewd sli=

qahl "'it's gripped in there'" ('it (e.g.pliers)

has been made to grip it') L.

?u~ ~deqah (noun) 'pliers, pincers, tongs' L.

Nominalized passive active imperfective, 'by means

of it something is gripped' L.

?u~ qa? ~qa?l (noun, attested in Rezanov only,

reading uncertain) 'pincers, tongs': Rezanov

YXKaKoK~D 'K~e~ Kniefzange'. Probably -l-=

deverbalization of preceding, with qa? 'up out'.



qa3

qa3
O-l-~-qa 'S dissuades, stops, prevents 0 (not by

physical restraint) from acting': ?}.si~qah~}h

'I dissuaded, stopped him' L, ?~.si~qa~inu.

'I made them (kids) stop (playing)' L, qu?li.x=

~q}hinu. 'I'll make them stop' L; frequently

repetitive, 'S repeatedly tries to dissuade 0,
tells, warns 0 not to do something, forbids 0 to

do something': xulese~qa.g~}h 'he tried to stop,

prevent me from doing it' M, 'he told me to stop,

desist' L, lex~qa.g}h 'I'm trying to stop, dis=

suade him' L, lex~qa.ginu. 'I'm making them

(kids) stop (playing, fighting)' L (success ap=

parently in question), li.~qa.ginu. 'make them

(i.e. try to make them) stop playing~' L, lex=

~qa.g:j.h, de?ew~ (sili?dahd) sah~}h 'I tried

to stop, prevent, dissuade him, but he went any=

way (despite me)' M, ?ew ~i.leh, di~ qu?li.=

~qa.gG 'that Raven, you can't stop him' 11.163A,

with o-qesd 'against, from 0': ?ewqesd le~=

qa.g 'forbids him to touch it' 11.164A, 'told

him not to (go there)' 61.35A, de~i.dug ?ewqesd

lex~qa.g}h 'but I told him not to~,\I already

warned him against it~' L, ?ewqesd ?ilex~qa.g

'I'm telling you not to touch that' L, ?~hqesd



xulese~qa.g~ 'you warned me to stop fooling with

her'L, ?ugeleqesd ?ilex~qa.g 'I advise you not

to drink' ('I urge you to abstain from it (liquid)')

L.
O-dl-~-qa (as above, with d-thematic 'oral, noise')

'8 dissuades, stops, prevents 0 (not by physical

restraint) from making noise, 8 quiets, silences

0, shuts 0 up': Aa.si~qah~inu. 'I shut them up'

L; Aa.x~qa.g}h 'I'm making him (i.e. trying to

make him) stop making noise' L; passive: qa.

i\a.s~iqa.g~ 'we've been quieted down (e.g. we

were having a loud party and someone came in and

told us to be quiet)' L.



qa'

4qa
y-l-qa 's (impersonal) dawns, it gets light, day=

light comes, a period of 24 hours passes': yeGel=

qa.l 'it's dawning, getting light' LM, 2a.29,

29M, 9.67, 2lb.56, 23.25, 29.l8A, Rezanov flKanb=

Ra~Ab 'Pa3cBtTaHT~ es wird hell, taget', ?uq

yeGelqa"l 'it was getting light on them' 25.l23A,

gaol lah3 yeGelqa"l 'now it's dawning in the

South' 23.24fnA, ~~eda?luw gah~ yeGelqa"l

'a big day is coming' ('it's dawning towards a

big day') L, yeselqahl 'it dawned, got light,

a day passed' LM, 10.49, 2lb.60, 25.72, 32.l0A,
Rezanov EC~bRaTAb 'CB~TAO hell', ?u"~ahd

yeselqah1 'then it got light, a day passed after

that', often used adverbially, 'a day later, the

next day': 25.117, l24A, ?u"~ahd qe? yisliqahl

'then another day dawned, the next day' 50.47A,
%'li. ~h1%a? ?u.~ahd yesexqahl qi?de~ ses}hx --

'he died three days ago' ('already three days

have passed since then, the time when he died')

L, ~hlga? yeselqahx 'three days passed, three

days ago; Wednesday' L, Rezanov TyAbRoH3NAbRaTAb

'TpepbHro ~HH vorgestern', x}hGih yeselqahl
'one day passed; Monday'~ la?dih yeselqahl
'two days passed; Tue SdJy , L, qel~hqa?ga?

j<-<,.-~ ;;; ,~. 1t: ~ &-



yese~qah~ 'four days passed; Thursday' L,

~~.?ih yese~qah~ 'five days passed; Friday'
L, siq yese~qah~ 'it got light on me' L,

qu?yi.~qah (or -qa. L) 'it'll dawn' LM, ya.=

yi~qah, y?-.li~qah (former preferred) 'let it g- ~

get light' L, ?ele~gah~ ya.yi~qah, ?ele~ga~
ya.li~qah 'would that it get light' L, yeGe~=

qah da.~ 'when it gets light' L, 9.78, 25.l50A,

yi?~qah da.~ 'just as it begins to get light'

L, 28.39A, yi?~qah da.~ ye~ ?e?a.~ (not ya.~-)

'just as it starts to get light (e.g. in mid=

winter) the sun goes down' L, ye~qa.~ 'it (cust)

dawns' M, gucrde.~a? yi.~qa.~ 'it (cust) gets

light at nine o'clock' L, deqa.yu. ya.%qa.~
'sometimes it (cust) gets light, sometimes there

are days, some days' 25.207A, repetitive: Reza=

nov M~DqaH~DKaK~ 'BCHKOM A~HD taglich' ?i%~a.

ye%qa.g 'days pass consecutively, days in a row'

M, ye%qa.gga? le.g 'it's bright a little (e.g.

aurora)' ('it's (repeatedly) doing like it's

(repeatedly) getting bright, trying to get light')

L.
?ewa.~~ qeye%qah (name of a certain large star

which is visible at dawn L, probably 'morning

star, (visible) planet', especially 'Venus'. Nom=



inalized active imperfective, with unexplained

qe-pluralizer, 'according, by close attention to

it, it (they?) dawns'.

yeqah (noun, unclassified, probably gerundive of

y-}-qah) 'dawn, daylight, day, 24-hour period'

S, Furuhjelm Iakha 'day', Iakhaa 'light',

}}hGih yeqahwahd dao qa?qeh 'we'll go (on

boat trip) for one day' (same as }}hG ~edao

gahwahd) L, di~ yeqahwahd qu?xqe.G 'I'm not

going to camp overnight (on boat trip)' L, yeqa.

da. qa?qeh 'we'll go in the morning' M (not

verified, probably in error for yeqah, used ad=

verbially, or, more likely, for yeqeo~)o

yeqeo~ (adverb, perhaps <*yeqah-ye~, o-ye~

'under 0') 'tomorrow, on the morrow, in the morn=

ing (after tonight)' LMS, 9.122, 21b.75, 25.114,

37b.77, 50.25A, Rezanov EKas~ '3aBTpa morgen

(adv.)', yeqeo~ }iodewao M, 25.150A, yeqe.~

~iodewa. 'tomorrow morning, early on the morrow'

9.143,23.21,25.114, 61.94A, ?uo~ahd yeqeo~

'on the morrow after that, the next day': 29.33A,

57.28G, 59.14 Galushia Nelson, 61.85A, ?u.~ahd

yeqeo~ ~iodewao 'early on the morrow after

that' 65.47A, ?uo~ahd yeqeo~ se.} 'in the

evening of the next day' 50.47A, Rezanov



HKeXBoRRe~ 'nOC~~ SaBTpa ubermorgen' yaqe.~wa.
yaqe.~ 'day after tomorrow' LM (not rechecked,

perhaps in error for yaqe.~ ?awa. yaqe.~

'tomorrow, its tomorrow').
O-?-y-x-qa '0 spends a night, 0 camps overnight,

0 spends 24-hour period' ('it dawns on 0'): ?u.d

?u?yaGaxqa? 'spend the night there:' M, ?u"d

xu?qu?yi.xqah 'I'll camp there (overnight)' L,
di~ ?u"d xu?qu?yi.xqa.G (not -qahG) 'I won't

overnight there' L, ?;;,"d qa. qu?yi~xqah 'we'll

camp here' LM, ?aw~a?d ?u?yasaxqab} 'she spent

nights behind it' 25.80A, ?u"d ?aw z}hGih ?u?ya=

sezqahz 'she spent that one day (24-hour period)

there' 25.119A, da~i. daGa.q ?u?yasaxqahz
'already she had spent ten days' 49.56A, la?dih

?u.~ahd ?u"~ qa. ?u?yasaxqahx 'we overnighted

twice (on our way) thence thither' 59.5 Galushia

Nelson, ?u.d qa. ?u?yasaxqahx 'we spent the

night there' M, ?u.d xu?yasazqahz 'I camped

there' L, ~i. ~hzga? ?;;,.d xu?yasaxqahz 'I've

already been here three days' L, da~e.lya?~
xu?yasazqahz 'I spent a hungry night' L, ?u.d

qaw qa. ?u?ya.yixqahwahd 'that we might spend

the night there' 59.5 Galushia Nelson, ?;;,"d qa.

?u?ya.yizqah 'let's stay here overnight' LM,

"



?~.d xu?ya.yi~qahJ.ca? ?enah~ekih ?ixleh 'I

want to camp here' L, ?u.d ?i?ya.yi}qah 'you

may camp there' L. ?~.d xu?yeGe~qa.J.c ?ixleh

'I want to camp here' L, repetitive: xuGe~qa?~

?~.d xu?yezqa.g 'I'm getting tired of camping

here' ('it's tiring me (that) I've been (repeat=

edly) camping here') L, qa. ?u?ye}qa.g~ 'we

(cust) spend the night' M.
o-da?-y-~-qa '0 is forced to camp overnight without

food': ?u.d sida?yese~qahz (not xuda?-) 'I

got stuck there without food and had to spend the

night'L, ?u.d qa.da?yesezqahz (not qa. ?uda?-)
'we got stuck there without food and had to spend

the night' L, ?u.d ?ida?qe?yi.zqah (not ?ida?=

qu?_) 'you'll get stuck there without food' L,

?u.d ?uda?qe?yi.}qah (not ?uda?qu?-) 'he'll

get stuck there without food' L, ?u.d qa.da?=

qe?yi.~qah (not qa.da?qu?-) 'we'll get stuck

there without food' L. This unique morphological
construction is probably the result of the co=

alescence of the postpositional phrase o-da?

'to, arriving at, encountering 0' and the verb

theme y-~-qa, o-da? being morphophonemically
treated as an indeterminate 0 in a semitransitive

verb theme, of the form ?ida?-, following which



the allomorph of the inceptive imperfective

prefix is -qe?- (not -qu?_), thus regularly

?ida?qe?-, and here o-da?qe?- rather than the

expected o-da? qu?_; L also clearly prefers

not to insert ~-interrogative particles after

-da?-, thus ?uda?yese~qah~~vh 'did he get

stuck without food~' rather than *?uda?~¥h

yese~qah~, a further indication that o-da?- is

now to be treated as part of the verb proper,

even though the allmorphs of the personal pro=

nouns remain clearly those of 0 of postpositions,

not of 0 of verb.



qa-

2qa' (perhaps related to qah)
O-~-qa' (M only, L in every case prefers the semi=

transitive below, and is doubtful of the correct=
ness of the non-semitransitive) '8 counts 0':

Geiqa?, ?e~qah 'count it~' M, ~x~qah 'I'm

counting (something)' M, si~qa?~ 'I counted

(it)' M, with d-class-mark for 0: deGe~qa? L,

di-~qah 'count it (money):' LM (same as ?u?de=

Ge~qa?, ?u?di-1:qah, but these latter "sound

better" L)-
O-?-~-qa'" '8 counts 0' (meaning not clearly dis=

tinguished from that of preceding): Rezanov

Y~bKero 'CO~TH zahlen' ?ew ?a?~qe.?uh L,

?a?~qe-, ?a?~qah, ?u?Ge1:qa? (not *?a?~qa.)
'count it:' L, qu?x~qah 'I'll count it' LM,

?a?x~qah, ?u?x~qah, ?u?Gex~qa?~ 'I'm counting

it'L, te?ya? qew ?a?x~qah (or ?u?x}-) 'fish

it is I'm counting' L, di~ ?a?x~qahG, di~

?u?x~qahG 'I'm not counting it', L, ?u?yi1:qah=

~uh 'are you counting it?' L, de-duh ?u?yi~=

qah 'what are you counting?' L, ?a?~q}h}h 'he's

counting it' L, di~ ?u?~qahG~h 'he's not count=

ing it' L, te?ya? qew ?uGwe1:q~h~h' 'fish it

is he's counting' L, ~?x~qah, ~a?x1:qah 'I'm

counting (something)' L, di~ ~a?x~qahG 'I'm



not counting' L, k'a?3:q}h}h 'he's counting ~

(something), calculating' L, ?u?si3:qa?3: 'I

counted it' LM, da. ?u?li3:qah 'let's count

it'L, ?ew ?a?x3:qah~ si~ del}h}h, ?u?Gex3:=

qah~ si~ del}h}h 'he told me to count them' L,

with class-marks for 0: ?u?di.3:qah, ?u?deGe3:qa?

'count it (money):' L, ?u?di.x3:qah 'I'm count=

ing it (e.g. money, eggs)' L, qu?di.x3:qah 'I'll

count it (money)' L, dik' qu?di.x3:qahG (not

-qa.G) 'I won't count it (money)' L, ?u?le~i.x=

3:qah 'I'm counting them (berries)' L, ?u?le~a.=

3:qah 'count them (berries):' L, repetitive:

?u?de3:qa?g}h 'he keeps counting it (money)' M;

with indeterminate 0: ?ida?x3:qah 'I'm counting

(abstractly)' L (L never heard, but "guess you

could say that"); reflexive, with y-anatomical:

55.12,20L, ?edu?yex3:eqah 'I'm counting on my

fingers' ('I'm counting my fingers') L; passive:
?ide~?deqah (or ?ida. fu?deqah) sid ?e3:de?g

'teach me how to count:' ('teach me how something

is counted') L, ?idek'u?deqah ?ew ?u?lixi3:gah

'I know how to count' L.

k'u?weqah (gerundive, with k'u-indefinite 0) 'count=

ing (something)': k'uweqah xuGe3:ga?3: 'I'm get=

ting tired of counting' ('counting is tiring me')

L.



~?we}q}hth (noun, unclassified) 'priest' ('he who
counts something') L.



qa.'"

1
qa.

de-qa. (adverb, prefix either de- '~' or

a-thematic) 'once in a while, occasionally, in=

termittently, partly, vaguely': deqa. 'e.g.

something vaguely visible' M, 'once in a while,

on and off' L, deqa. ~Gede?eh 'something that can

hardly be seen' L, deqa. q~.~ di?}e?u.G 'he

takes a deep breath every once in a while' L;

with -yu. 'plural': deqa.yu. 'sometimes'LM,

(frequently with customary or repetitive verbs)

11.116,117,25.207,51.10,18,28,60.4,5,
, "

65.13, 19, 19, 69.25A, deqa.yu. ~~a? x}~"~

'I (cust) use it occasionally' M, di~~ deqa.yu.

gah~ ye'J.( ?eda?ya"6~G 'don't you (cust) get

the urge to dance sometimes?' L, deqa.yu. qi?

~?ga-~ 'a place where one sometimes (cust)

dances, sometimes people dance there' L, ?ule'J.(=

~~ ?l"}?a-~ deqa-yu. 'do you (cust) see him

sometimes?' L, dega"yu" we'J.( dex1i-k 'I (re=

peatedly) make music sometimes' L, deqa.yu.

~3u.dah ?edu?xdegewi?g 'I sometimes feel good

(on and off)' L, dega.yu. ?idah ?i"lihle.glh

'he (repeatedly) gets happy spells' L, deqa.yu.

dedele.g 'it (fire) sometimes sputters' L, de=

ga.yu. ?ewlu? gule?a?g 'water gets through

there sometimes' L.

;.1"



qa.c!.

2qa.
-qa" element of unidentified morphological class=

ification and unidentified meaning, occurring in
1yeqedqa., deqedqa., Aa.qedqa., see qed.



qa.3

qa.3 (element attested only in combination with lu?
in postposition o-lu?qa., see lu? for comparisons)

o-lu?qa. (postposition, always with zero final;

postpositional phrases with o-lu?qa. are unique
as such, usually occurring in loose syntax as

prologue or epilogue, or in adverbial rather than

postpositional position in the verbal clause) 1.
'for, after, in quest of, (in order) to obtain,

fetch 0': Ib.4M, 7.25,27,9.93,102,102,102,

114,120,10.70,119,190,11.30, 175A, 14.7L,
20.61, 21b.44, 25.92, 203,33.7,23, 29A, 43.14,

16M, 49.109A, 52.1L, 59.10 Galushia Nelson, 68.=

48A, giyahlu?qa. (without class-mark) 21b.lOA,

giyahgelu?qa. (haplological) 19.26L, giyahgule=
lu?qa. 'to fetch water' 25.21,23,44, 86A, 45b.=

10M, qe?~Geyu.lu?qa. 'questing after women,

skirt-chasing' 10.187, 261A, ?ew ~i~delu?qa.
'to get that arrow' 27b.17A, ?ewtahlu?qa. ?ew

~exwa.~~ 'they butchered it for its skin' 28.83=

fnA, ?}.s~iwa?~tahlu?qa. ?u~a? ya.nu?~ ?ele.g=
~ih 'he (cust) reaches his hand underwater to.
retrieve his snuff-can' 56.16L, na.wgelelu?qa.

o-~ da.~ ?i-?-d-le '8 begs 0 for whiskey',

da.na.delu?qa. o-~ da.~ ?i-?-d-le '8 begs 0
for money' ~ahd~delu?qa. ?iya? 'go get a car:'

L, qa.~a? ?}.di?ah~lu?qa. ?iya? 'go get



(some more of) what we're out of' L, ~ao~alaG=

lu?qa. Ga01}h 'he's going to get some sugar' L,

te?ya?lu?qao (or te?ya?~a?) sah~ 'he went af=

ter fish' L, o-lu?qao (or o-~a?) dao ?io?a?(!

'let's go get 0 (whether we know where to get it

or not)' M, ~ih~gadalu?qao (or -gada~a?) dao

?io?a?(! 'let's go get some grass' L, cao"aolu?=

qao (or -~ao~a?) dao ?i"?a?~ 'let's go get

some stones' L, da?dalu?qao (or -da~a?) da.

?i"?a?~ 'let's go get some mud' L, ~tahtiola=

lu?qa. da. ?io?a?~ 'let's go get some skins'

L, ya"yu.lu?qa. dao ?io?a?(! 'let's go get some

things'L.
2. Precise meaning uncertain, perhaps 'after,

out to "get" (irritate, harm) 0', or, with verbal

clause as 0, 'taking advantage of the fact that':

?a?d la~?ih~lah xi1ehlu?qa., siona?q ya~ ?i=

la~da?a?~ 'out to "get" (me) who am very much

your pl. junior, you pl. walk allover me (walk

about on my head)', or perhaps 'taking advantage

of the fact that I'm very much your pl. junior,

0..' 50.64fnA.



qah.L

qahl

-qah element of unidentified morphological class=

ification and unidentified meaning, occurring

only in ?u?qah (adverb or exclamation) 'okay,

alright, willingly': ?u?qah sig ge.ya.nahd

leGedeta? 'alright, lay your head back down on

me~' 27a.32L, ?u?qah 'okay (it's a deal)' 47c.=

37L, ?u?qah da. ?i.?a?~ 'okay, let's go' M.



qahC

qah2 (perhaps to be identified with qa')

-qah occurring only in ?e~qah (noun, unclassified)

'playing-cards, card-game' LMS, Galushia Nelson
at~qd 'stick game' BSdL 551 (described in BSdL

239-240), ?enah~ekih yileh ?e~qah 'it's fun

to play cards' L, de~~id ?e~qah ?i~a? 'how

many cards you got?' L, ?e}qah ?iqe?di.leh

'there'll be a card-game' L, ?e~qah ?idex~ih
'I'm playing cards' L. Perhaps active imperative

of theme O-~-qa' 'S counts 0' ; cf. also ?e~dah
' 1 ' ,( {! ,I ZP ay ,,~-~, ~¥I .,

r

.I



qah""

qah3
-l-qah (noun, d-class, with I-anatomical 'head,

face', -qah therefore of unidentified meaning)

'head' (apparently of any creature, including

fish, and synonymous with -~a.w except that

-~a.w includes the meaning 'head of hair,

(head-)hair': sileqah 'my head' LMS, 10.205,

224,70.11A, ?ileqahda.q ya? ?ete. 'put it
on your head:' 10.208A, ?uleqah 'its head, his

head' 10.202,240,241,61.123, 65.9A, ?ewleqah

'its head' 29.3A, 67A, ?~leqah 'his head' 53.=

12L, Galushia Nelson Gulaqa 'head (only of.
creatures with a neck)' BSdL 541 (the evidence

from other informants clearly disagrees with

this, -leqah referring also to the heads of

e.g. fish, whale), ~leqah 'a head, some=

thing's, someone's head' LM, ?ew ~leqah

'that head' 29.12, 14A, 53.13L, ~leqah ?i~a?

qe?ew 'it's your head' (severed head in your

possession).29.11A, ~leqah ?u.d dese?ah}

(or -tah}) 'a head is there', ~leqah si~

di.?a? (or -ta?) 'give me a head:' L, ~=

leqahda?luw 'a big head' M, qa.leqah 'our

heads, human head' L, Galushia Nelson ~a~on

laqa 'someone's head' BSdL 541, 556 de~\lhleqah

'a person's head', ~ewa laqa 'dog's head'



BSdL 556 ~ewa.leqah, qe?yi~tehleqah 'whale=

head' 12.13G, qe?yi~tehleqahda?luw 'big whale=

head' 29.35A; in epithets: leqahda?luw 'big-=

head' (pejorative) L, 10.93, 11, 139A, leqah=

deguhdg 'tiny-head' L (see gu~); frequently

declassified, especially as 0 of postposition:

sileqahyeqd didi?yahG~ '(the inside of) my

head aches' M (see further instances under

?yahG) , sileqahyeqd siya. lah xu~g '(the

inside of) my head is spinning (from drunken=
ness) , M, ?a?d sileqahyeq ?e~ ~le?ggga?

?edu?xdegewih 'I feel just like someone keeps

reaching through (the inside of) my head (with

incessant harping questions)' L, sileqahxah

sili~ 'I lost my (good) senses' M, ?uleqah=

xah~ Gele.~}h 'he's losing his (good) senses'

M, ?ileqahqe~ 'onto, against your head' 10.209A,

?uleqah ?ewa. ~de.dah lah ?ed~a?ya.~G 'they

couldn't move their heads (from amazement, fear)'

60.23A; -leqahyeqeGi?3ilahG 'brains', see
3ilahG, -leqahdeldelih ' skull', see c'elih-=

c'el.
?uleqah ~.~eh (noun) 'straight-pin' ('it has

a head, its head exists') L.



qah-r

qah4
-qah (defective verb, attested only in active

imperfective and imperative, with ?e--?i-=

prefix as in customary, and lacking -~ in
animate

ye~-progressive) 'pl.AS customarily come, go,
move': ta?~ ?eq}hinu. 'they (humans) go in=

to the water' L, 50.3A, ta?~ ?eqah 'they

(animals) go into the water' L, ta? ?eqah

'they (animals, ducks, seals) go into the water'
L, ta?~ ?ele~qah 'pl. go into the water:' L,

ta?d qa? ?eqah 'they (animals) come out of

the water' L, ?U'~ ?eqah 'they go thither' L,

?u.da? ?eqah 'they get there' L, ~?~.?

?eqah 'they come upon one, people, around

people' (same as ~?~.? ?e?a.~) L, ~?~.?

ge? ?edeqah 'they come around people again,

some more' L, di~ ~?~.? ge? ?edeqahG 'they

don't come upon one, around people anymore' L,

25.135, 211A, di~ ~de.leh ge? ?edeqahG

'they don't come around one, people anymore' 25.=

212A, ?a?g da. ?eqah 'we'd go outside' 51.=
lOA, with ye~-progressive: ya.nu?~ ye~ ?ide=

qah 'they (waterfowl) swim around underwater,

dive up and down' L, 24.73A.



qa?l

qa?l (perhaps earlier *qan?, cf. Athapaskan -qAn?

'husband', see discussion at end of entry)

-qa? (noun, unclassified) 'husband': siqa? 'my
husband' L, 18.10L (used as vocative too, but

this use is apparently considered somewhat.. in=

delicate and avoided by the use of other expres=

sions, especially si~a? we~ ?ie~}h}h 'he who
lives with me'; similar avoidance of the cognate

term seems to be widespread in Athapaskan, e.g.

Navaho, lilt doesn't seem to be good taste for a

woman to refer to her husband as _ak~?11 Haile

1950, p.201), Rezanov CHRKa 'My~~ Mann, Ehemann?',

Furuhjelm Sekha 'husband', sitqa 'husband'I 

BSdL 565, siqa? ?elelCah~ xv.};ya.lC 'my hus=

band (cust) gets me out of bed' M, siqa? sid

dilC lCu~e};a.lC6}h 'my husband (cust) never feeds

me' L, siqa?~ ?ilah we~ qu?di.xleh 'I'll tell

my husband (thus) about you' L, ?texgah da.~

siqa? ?ew ya? se};ga?}; 'I was just getting

started dancing when my husband spoiled it' L,

I~ ?iqa? 'your husband' 33.81A, ?u~ ya? qu?yi?=

y~h}h, ?iqa?, ne.~ 'you'll get used to him,

your husband, pretty soon' L, ?uqa? 'her hus=

band' 10.194,18.13,20.67,23.110,142,25.1,4,

102, 102A, 27a.12L, 27b.l, 23,33.62,63,75, 79A,
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34.90,100, 42.l2L, 43.20M, 48.4,12, 19L, 49.=
23, 24A, 'their husband' 29.63A, di~ ?uqa?G
'not her husband' l8.20L, di~ ?uqa?~a? ?a?~e?=

q1G}h 'she's unfaithful to her husband' ('she
isn't straight with her husband') L, di~ ?uqa?

~a?}eoG}h 'spinster, old maid, widow, unmarried
woman, widow' ('she has no husband, her husband

doesn't exist'), Rezanov OKaoa 'n~TYX$ Hahn'

?uqa? ?ewa. 'the husband of them, male of a

pair' L, vle~qa? 'your pl. husband' (lapse) 20.=
56A, ?~h ~qa? 'the husband' 18.14, 36, 34.79,

92,42.6, 19L, 43.26, 29M, 48.14, l6L, 49.152,
6l.l23A, Rezanov CUTaKeHKa 'CBOHqeH~a
Schwager in , sideGeo?qa? (or perhaps, incorrect=

ly, sideGeo?ya? qa?) 'my younger sister's hus=
band', ?uca?kihqa? 'her older sister's husband'

29.73A, ststankiqa 'older sister's husband (wo=
man speaking)' BSdL 567A sica?kihqa?, sici.qa?

'my daughter's husband' (man speaking) L, ?icioy=

qa? LA, ?ici.qa? 'your daughter's husband'
(speaking to man) LM, ~u.5qa? 'king (at cards)'

('queen's husband') L, siqa?ahd 'my husband's
maternal aunt' L, sitqa~awe~ 'husband's older

brother' BSdL 567A siqa?~ewe~ (not -le~ewe~)

'my husband's older brother' L, sitaDaqa£ 'hus=
;-'0



band's younger brother' BSdL 567A siqa?deGe.?

(not -ledeGe.?) 'my husband's younger sibling'

L, sitqaetki, sitqetkicia 'husband's older

or younger sister' BSdL 568A siqa?yidkih,

siqa?yidkih~iyah 'my husband's sister', sit=

qa~we~tsi 'husband's father's older brother'

BSdL 568A siqa?~ewe~ci. 'my husband?s older

brother's daughter', sitqaRaqaeYEtsi 'husband's

father's younger brother' BSdL 568A probably t?

be read siqa?deGe.?ci. or (incorrectly) siqa?=

deGe.?ya? ci. 'my husband's younger brother's

daughter'; with -~iyah 'her husband ("old man")'

(mildly disrespectful and pejorative) 11.48, 50A,

with -kih 'diminutive, affectionate': siqa?kih

(not -lekih) 'my dear hubby' (guiltily, appeas=

ing) L, 27a.43L, 27b.52A, ?iqa?kih 'your dear

hubby' (sarcastic) 27a.45L; ?uqa?Geyu. 'their

husbands' 25.185A, siqa?Geyu. 'my husband's

family, my husband etc.' L, ?uqa?GeyequhGeyu.

'their (dwarves') little husbands' 37b.70A,

siqa?le?ehdG 'my husband's sister', (Minnie

Stevens called L this) L (cf. sile?ehdGeyu. 'my

sisters (woman speaking)', but L rejects sile=

qa?Geyu. 'my brothers (woman speaking)'), ?uqa?=

le?ehdG 'her sister-in-law' L. It is possible

that the -le- here is a phonological development

~-~-



from earlier *-qan?-, cf. ~}h, but ct. also

-le-?ehd-G.
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qa?-q~.

qa?-q~. (q~. only in form q~._~ with -~ final)

qa?-q~.- (preverb, with zero and -~ finals,
variant q~.- with -~ final; instances with

zero and -~ final not generally listed sepa=

rately, -~ final usually (rarely zero) with

repetitives, customaries, inceptive perfective,
O-l-ya.?, often with O-l-(y)a, expanded stems,

very rare elsewhere; generally following in com=

bination with other preverbs, including qe?-qe.-,

except sometimes Ii?; in certain cases umlauted,.
~f !c "",,", 2,. ;,and fused in sandhi with following verb, see es= f'

pecially 2c.) la. 'up and/or out' (i.e. '(motion,
extension) upward and/or outward (from cavity,

depression, surface, below surface, enclosure)',

frequent especially in reference e.g. to climbing,

escaping, emerging, running aground, protruding,

extruding, erupting, scooping, uprooting, hollow=
ing, excizing, rinsing, rising, hoisting, spout=

ing, surging, upward pains, intestinal disturbance,
buccal haemorrhage, exhalation, but generally not
in reference to upward motion of free object into

air or along trajectory, for which see ya?~,

with which qa?- seems to overlap semantically

in part): qa? qu?(li.)xGec' 'I'll twist it

(stump) up out (of the ground)' L, ta?d q~.~

?eGedg 'wring them (clothes, repeatedly) up



out (of water):IL, ?ugu.)l:'ah :JS:i.de:JS: qa? dese=

cu'x} 'it poked its tail out over there' 28.13A,

?ahnu.gedeyeq ?ew qa? secu.x}~h 'she thrust

them up into their rectums' 47b.39M, see further

de-da.~, O-}-du?~, }e-dux 1., -da 9., O-}-=

te?~, O-}-te (9.48, 28.111A, 53.24L), O-}-ta

(including indirect reflexives and passives),

I-ta, de-~ic', }e-~id, }e-~eq, O-l-}-~a?q,

}e-Aahs, 0-}-5a?)I:' 2a., -ce.)l:'-, O-c}hs, O-}-=

ce~ (12.15G) , O-(d-)}-ce:JS:, O-}-c'e?c' lc., 0-=

c'e:JS: 1., -sid, ?uni.~ ?ewa. qa? qi.sid, 0-=

}-5a.~, O-}-~a.q, O-~a?, qa? le:JS:i?~e.~, 0-=

}-~u.~, -~i.)l:'-, }e-~i}(-g), O-~a-, O-sl-~a-,

sl-de-~a-, O-}-~a, -gus~, -k}hd, O-kih~ 2.,

}-~ahd-, d-}-~a?~ 1., O-l-}-~a.?~, gdl-xu~,

q~.~ ?edgeAa.}exu~g, O-xu?)I:'(-g), ?u~ q~.~

~xu}g, O-xa?~, de-xe:JS: 3., O-}-xe:JS:, O-Ged,

qa? O-l-Gec', O-Ge~, 0-}-Ge5 1., }e-qa?~-g,

}-qe~, -qe~, d-%e-qahG, o-q qa? -qe (IS

(boating) runs aground on 0'), -qah, l-qu 1.,

2a., d-qa, :JS:dl-qa, o-yeq qa? Gdl-qa, qa?

O-d-qa?~, o-yeq q~.~ d-qa?~, O-qea 4b., 0-=

:JS:ahd 1., O-}-:JS:ahd 1., O-}-:JS:ed, O-:JS:uh}(-g),

O-:JS:a?c', -~e (28.123A), gdl--Gdl-wa?}--wah}

(transitive), O-we?c' (34.100,66.9L), -wus- 7.,



-le?g 2a., O-leG (reflexive), o-yeq qa?

Gd-?la?G-, -Ie 26., y-le 2., -la 1. (12.2,

5,7, 29G), ~e-?ni~, -?ya Ib.(1),18., d-?ya

2b.,2d.(2), gl-?ya 1., 2., ~dl-?ya 1., 0-=

~-ya.?, O-l-~-ya.? (24.12M) , 0-?e3 2., ~e-= .
?e3 3., dl-~e-?e3 2., 1~dl-~e-?e3 2., q~.~

?a.~, -?a?~ (18.66L, 25.129, 27b.39, 28.40, 41A,

53.3L, 59.11 Galushia Nelson), g-~e-?a?~, d-=

(?i-)~e-?u?G, O-(~-)?a 8., 18c., ~a-?a 1.,
?i-?a 2., O-l-(3:-)?a 1. (11.15A), 3b., but cf.

(qa?- 2c. below), O-?-gdl-(~-)?a 2b., -?a'

2., }~hdeyaq qa? ?ah, qa?ad~e~e?ah, qa.~=

qa?ah, O-}-(y)a, -a, g-~e-~.?; with qe?-qe.-
'back, again, some more, another (8 or 0)', usu=

ally qe? qa?: in text: qe? qa? 11.187,

188A, 16.5M, 21a.28, 34L, 23.100, 27b.47, 48A,
qa? ...qe? (irregular) 27c.29L, qe.qa? 56.2L,
61.53fnA, in elicitations: ?ewya?d qe? qa?

si~tah3: 'I fished it back out of it (body of

water)' L, ta?d qe? qa? xuse3:~ahd}ih 'he
dragged me back out of the water' M, ta?d qe?

qa? ?edawe.s~ 'it (cust) bobs back up to the

surface'LM, qe? qa? sdiwus}ih 'he surfaced'
M, ya.nu?~ahd qe? qa? sdiyah3:ih 'he came back
up from under (surface)' L, ~iddelu? qe? qa?

sdiyah~ 'it came back up through the ice' L,



c, ~ t '" ~ !j;~ --,

upon specific query~ si~ qa? qe? (or qe'qa?
or qe? qa? Gec'e~) 'throw it back up to me:'

L; umlauted and fused with following form, <

qa? ?i-: qe?xu'~ 'porpoise, dolphin', yahd=

qe?deqah 'aurora borealis', see also qe?yilteh

'whale', and 2c., 3b. below.

lb. 'biting, stinging, pinching (with twist=
ing motion)': qa? O-c~'~ 'S pinches 0 with

twisting motion', qa? O-qed 'S (insect) stings

0', q~'~ ~qec'g 'horsefly', q~'~ ~qedgluwyu.

'hornets'.

lc. 'eruption on skin': see de-lu?~ 'S gets

blister', de-le?xc' 'S gets wart', de-cug 'S

gets IlgooseeP1?;II', o-y-lu? qa? le-qa'?~ 'S

leaves red (pressure-)mark on o's hand', delu?

qa? la?yah 'boil, abcess', o-lu? qa? ~-l~-=

?ya 'S gets pox, pimples'.

ld. Often with following li?, in o-lu?

qa? (li?) '(deeply) up out through hole in 0',

in reference to knotting, usually idiomatic with

reference to facial expressions, see o-lu? lc.

under lu?-nu?
2. With more idiomatic meaning: a. 'start=

ing, activating, bursting out ...ing (from a
state of inactivity)': qa? -k}'~ 'S bursts

out crying, starts to cry', qa? seqeme~c'l 'it



started to spin (like a top)' L, ?ew qa? Geta?

'make it (motor) go faster!' L, q~o~ -cuhd-g

'S keeps dozing off (repeatedly starts to sleep)',

ya?~u. qa? qu?yiyah 'don't leave' ('don't

start togo', also 'don't climb up, don't (walk=

ing) escape') L, qa? -?ya 'S (motor) starts',

(-?ya 18b.), qa? -?ya 'S (waves) roll' (-?ya

18c.), with other preverb li?-~ .following: qa?

li?~ ?}.silil 'I burst out laughing' L.

2b. 'into consciousness, life': qa? -?ya

'S awakens, revives' (-?ya 18a.), with qe?-qe.-:

qeoqa? sdi?yahl}h 'he revived, came back to life'

L, di~ qe? qa? ?esla?yahlG}h 'he couldn't be

revived' 61.83A, qa? ?isyaol 'staying awake'

(gerundive).

2c. 'awareness': with theme ?i-Ie(?) 'S

has emotion', qa? ?i-Ie(?) always qe?-le?,

with qa? umlauted and fused as prefix to verb,

e.g. with ~- indefinite S preceding, ~-qe?-,

very frequent set of themes, see under le(?)-li;

likewise in qe?-dl-le-a' qe?-O-dl-l-a', q.v.

under a,2; see also 0-1-(l-)?a 3b., and

-?ya 18d.

2d. 'surface covered with, full of foreign

substance, -y', in certain verb-themes derived

from noun-stems: see -c'a?- 'S is, becomes



(alluvial) muddy', -games, gdl-gamas 'S is,

becomes (soft) muddy', qa? 1-~ahS ISIS face

gets full of porcupine quills', qa? y-Gu?d

IS'S hands get full of herring-scales', qa?

O-l-~?~ 'S gets 0 all full of thorns', qa?

y-~e.? 'S's hands get greasy' (~e.-).

3. Miscellaneous problematical instances:

la?q qa? li.~i~~~h 'he's bald' L (see -~i~-,

~du.lih6dalu? q~.~ Gu~wah5} 'I'm pounding

a nail (up?) through a table' L, ?ulah qa?

?u?yixsliqa.?~l 'my hand's become paralyzed

(up?) around it (from carrying it too long)' L,

Klila.6 ?u~a? ya? qa? sahl~h 'someone else

went with him, he changed partners' L, ?il~ qa?

?adili?yahlinu. 'they get along well together'

L (see 2. above, -?ya 18d.), qa?Gadi?}ya.?

'Alaska daisies' (see under ya.?), qa? la~i?=

~e.~ 'plant species' (see under ~e.~), qe?=
gu.l « *qa? ?igu.l) 'thunder(-bird) , (see

under gu.l), qe?sa.l « *qa? ?i-s-a.-l)

'walking along' (gerundive, « 'starting to go',

'climbing' ?, see under al), ?u.nahd qe?l=

c'a?~ « *qa? ?i-t-c'a?~) month name (see un=

der c'a ?~) .
y-qa?--q~.- (preverb, with y-thematic, stem-variant

q~.- as above, probably requiring d-thematic



1

'accumulation' in verb) 'piling up, accumulating':

yeqa? le~eAa.sdika.s~ 'a snowdrift piled up'

L, yeqa? ~disi~?ah~ 'I collected something
(money, in church)' M (O-(~-)?a 12.), dek}h

yeq~.~ deGex~a.~ 'I'm stacking up sticks' L,
see d-?ya 2c. for most occurrences.

"



qa?-q~o-qao

,
,: qa?-q~.-qa. (q~. in certain forms with -~ final,

qa. in certain forms with reciprocal 0 and -~ fi=

i nal)
,

o-qa? (postposition, with zero, -d, -~, and

-~ finals) la. 'between, amongst, in(to) inter=

stice, interval between, amongst, mixed, involved

with 0': with zero final: 9.62,62,10.178,190,

238,11.3,4,23.110,110,24.57,84,25.74,82,
152, 28.47A, 33.20fnL, 50.60fnA, qaoqa? sedahl~h
'he sat down between us' L, ?ewqa? ~?se~~a?~~h

'he added something into it' M, giyah ?ewgele=
qa? ?u?se~~a?~ih 'he mixed water into it (whis=

key)' M, ~i?q lahqa? ?ew ?u?qu?we~~h}h 'he'll

tell it allover the place (amongst all habita=
tions) , L, ?ewqa? selahl 'it fish swam to

amongst them (joined the school)' L, ?uqa? sa?=

yah} 'you're involved in, with it' L, qaeqa?

sa?yahl 'he's involved with, mixed with us' L,

qa.qa? sah1~h 'he came amongst, between us' L,

qa.qa? qu?w~h~h 'he'll join us' L, qaeqa?

Ga.?, qa.qa? ?ae? 'join us:' L, ca?qa? ?}'s=
diyah~}h 'he got stuck in a deep spot' ('he went

unsuspectingly into, involvement in a deep spot')
L, d}hGqa? ?i.sdiyahl~h 'he got entangled in

the alders' L, qi.ye~i.~qa? ~.%eh ca?~

'finger-gloves'L, ?ew dek~h ?ew di~a?gqa?



Ii? Gecu"x 'push the stick into the book

(deeply between the pages)~' L, qa"qa'} la"G}h

'person living amongst us' L, ?uqa? yisi?yah~
'I got, ended up, mixed up with, involved with

them'L, ?uqa? ~"?yah~ 'it's full of lint'

('something is mixed with it') L, qa"qa? y}"=
hinu" 'people who are (living) amongst us' L,

na.~egqa?ya? 'yellowleg goose' ('amongst Canada

geese') L, si~v"~geAa"qa? ~"?yah~ 'something
is stuck between my teeth' L (analysis uncertain,
see -~- under ~ah-); with -d final 'at

rest, from a position of rest': lO.19OA, 13.1,

14, 21a"19L, 21b.64A, 24.86, 25.161, 192, 28.13,
51.73,69.12A, ?ew de~vhYU. ?uqa?dlehd 'be=

cause people (are) amongst them' 24.67A, ?ahnu.

?uqa?~ sileh G~"sa?yah}inu.qa?d si?~.? ~e=

?a?~} 'they came upon me amongst those amongst
whom I had spent a year' 25.183A, qa.qa?d 'be=

tween us' M, c'iyuhqa?d 'amongst the bears' M,

siye~ceqsg~qa?d 'between my fingers' L, siqi"=
ye~i~qa?d 'between my toes' L, ?ew ca?~ye=

~i~qa?d 'between the fingers of the glove' L,
?ahnu"qa?d sedah~}h 'he sat (and stayed) be=

tween them' L, qa.qa?d sedah~}h 'he sat down

(and stayed) amongst us' L, ?ewqa?d ?ew y~"?

se}tah} 'he set it down between them' L, ?ew=

uli.llilililllil!



qa?d qa? Geta? 'choose it from amongst them'

L, le~qa?d y~.? qu?xdah 'I'll sit down be=

tween you' L, qa?d y~.? silah}inu. 'I settled

down, moved in amongst them' L, ?ahnu.qa?d y~-?~

Gela-}}h 'he's settling down (already) amongst

them' L, nominalized with -d final: siGU-5}=

qa?d siya. yilCa?d 'my joints hurt' L, ye~e?~

delu?qa?d place-name, Canoe Passage on Hawkins

Island L, }}hGih sendi.qa?d 'one week' ('one

between-Sundays') 62.15G, with anatomical marks:
siyeqa?d qa? Ge~ahd 'pull it (out) from be=

tween my hands~' L, siqi.deqa?d 'my crotch, be=

tween my legs' M, see also -~e-qa?-; with -~

final 'movement within area': 11.13, 51.77A,
52.26L, Gu-5}qa?~ ?e}ce~ 'cut it at the joint~'

L, ?ahnu.qa?~ sedahX}h 'he sat, sidled between

them' L, le~qa?~ y~-? qu?xdah 'I'll sit down

between you' L, ?ewqa?~ ?ew y~.? se}tah}

'he set it down between them' L, ?uqa?~ delu?

~-}eh place-name, Passage by Channel Islands

L, lisdeqa?~ ye~ ~eAa.da?ya.~}h 'he's running

around amongst the trees' L, qa.qa?~ ?e~ sah}

'he walked through between us' L, qa.qa?~ Ga.=

}}h 'he's walking along between us' L, qa.qa?~
?iya? 'walk along between us~' L, qa.qa?~ Ga-?

'walk (by) between us:' L, with anatomical marks:

'ijJj""".- 'iiila~Jj.;"



qa.yaqa?~ ca~ 'it slips through our fingers'

L, siyaqa?~ 'between (through) my fingers' L,

?uyaqa?~ ca?~ 'finger-gloves' L, siqiodeqa?~

?a~ sahl 'it went through between my feet' L,

with -?! final: 11.3, 3A, 13.11,12, l3L, 21bo=

17,67,23.21,26,92,24.75, 25.183A, 32.17,21,

37b.47,61.10A, ?ahnu.qa??! (not -q?o?!) Gada.=

:%:i-h 'he's sidling in between them' L, qa.qa??!

Ga.l}h 'he's coming between, amongst us, he's

joining uS' L, ?awqa??! Gaxcu.xl 'I'm pushing

it between them' L; with -?!ahd final or compounded

as 0 of o-?!ahd 'from 0': ?uqa?~ahd ~a.dih

sale?! 'he'd been missing from their midst' 37b.=

44,45A, dadeod G?odi?!i?!yu.qa??!ahd ?i.?eO~}h
'he (cust) marries (women) from amongst any kind

of birds' lO.172A; with -~ah final or compounded

as 0 of o-~ah 'away from 0': qaoqa?~ah ?ao?

'go away from between us:' L; with -da~ final

(perhaps to be corrected to -~): ~ah:%qa?da~

?ahnuoda? ?aAa.sli?ah:%inu. 'they sneaked to

them through the foliage' 38.4-5fnLM.

lb. With indeterminate 0: with zero final:da G a? i! ' poor jt :in (mixed with s:>methir:g) with i t ~ '

?aw~ daqa? (of two liquids) M, daqa? sah!}h"
'he got involved with, joined some people' L,

with -~ final: daqa?~ y??yao~ personal

name L, daqa?~ yasa?yah! 'he wandered about

1~l.jl,.lJ"", ill!;"'



(amongst indeterminate 0)' L, see also 2a., 3.

lc. With Ge-l- (Ge-thematic, l-classifier)
as 0, 'of a series': with zero final: xu' Gel=

qa? ?ionah 'I'm the middle one (of a series of

siblings)' L, with -d final: Gelqa?d setahl
'it's between them (two things)' L, with -~ fi=

nal: Gelqa?~ ya? ?eteo 'lie down (middlemost)

between them (two things)~' L, Ge}qa?~ Geta?

'put it between them (so it's the middle of the

three)~' Lo
2a. With -~ final, 'into, through,hole,

eye, pierced aperture in 0': ?ude~idqa?~ ~o=

l}h}h 'she's wearing a labret' L, ?u5e~eAaoqa?~

~.l}hth 'she's wearing earrings' L, ?ewqa?~
?elsid 'put them through them (holes, linking
them)~' L, ~qa?~ ?tode~e?5g 'hook (for eyelet)'
L, ?ideqec'deqa?~ Aao G el?a? 'button your collar ~ '

('put button through hole in your collar~') L;
with indeterminate 0: deqa?~ leGel~e?5 'lock

it' ('put hook through (eye)~') L, Aao~e?tod
?i~a? deqa?~ Aa.Gel?a? 'button your buttons

(through holes):' L; with reciprocal 0: ?ilqa.?~

~edidisid 'dovetail joint' L, ?ilqa?~ qu?xl=
sid 'I'll link them' L, ?ilqa?~ qedesid
'chain' L, ?i~qa?~ lidi~e?5~ 'they (two hooks)

are hooked together' L, ?i~qa?~ ?io?yah~

"u, I. il!~1



'they're linked together' L.
2b. With -d final, and indeterminate 0,

'(from a position) at rest in aperture in 0':

deqa?d ?}.sdi~e?51 'it (hook) came unhooked

(out of eyelet)' L.
3. With -~ final and indeterminate 0,

'over the fire, in the fire' (cf. o-lu? 2.):

deqa?~ 'over the fire, in the fire' 33.14,36,

45A.
4. With -~ final, attribute to ya.yu.

'ones (things)', y~.hinu. 'ones (people)',

'(some) of 0': ?uqa?~ ya.yu. 'some (things)

of them' L, ?uqa?~ ya.yu. ?ewa. ye~ qesi~i~l
'I broke some of them' L, ?uqa?~ y~.hinu. 'some

(people) of them' L, 28.88,109,51.65,67,60.=
23,65.78,68.60,69,3, 23A; cf. ya.-qa? below.

5. With -~ final, 'distributing, sharing
amongst 0': le~qa?~ qu?xlah 'I'll pass them

around amongst you' L, ?ewqa?~ ?~.~d~ahdglinu.
'there wasn't enough food to go around (amongst

them)' L, ?ahnu.qa?~ ?ew Gela.l}h 'he's

giving each a share' L; in indirect reflexive

with zero reflexive 0: Rezanov KaR~aYHc~Ha=
TDIHHsa 'Pa3.n;'B~HTD theilen' qa?~ ?ew ya.

sliyahlinu. M, qa?~ ?ew y~.? sliyahlinu.
'they passed it around, each was given a share'

~
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6. Yith zero final, 'contributing, investing,

cost-sharing with 0': siqa? ~Geta? 'contri=

bute a share to it with me!' L, siqa? daona.

deGe}?a? 'put some money in with me on it!' L,

?iqa? da.na. qu?di.x?ah 'I'll put some money

in with you on it' L.

7. Meaning and/or identification uncertain:

c'e}qa?Gedi o?- 'smokehole', see de}N; see also

-qe?- in -qe?-g-ya?-d, -qe?-g-wa? under qe?,

conceivably < o-qa?-?i-g- with -qa?- umlauted

to -qe?-.

~leqa? (postpositional phrase, with ~- indefinite

0 and 1- thematic, perhaps thematized class-mark

for 0 'moon', thus 'between moons, at new moon')

'pitch-dark', attested only in ~leqa? Ge}~e?~

da.~ 'when it gets pitch-dark' L, 28.38A.

o-qa?-gWa?--ga? (postposition, o-qa? compounded

as 0 of o-gWa?N 'like, equal to 0 (in quantity,

quality)') 1. 'each, every single 0': qa.qa?ga?

'each one of us' L, le~qa?ga? le~~ ~qu?xtah

'I'll give something to each one of you' L, dik'

}i?q le~qa?ga? le~~ qu?xtah 'I'll give you

each a plate' L, }i~ gah~edeqa?ga? 'every

c. ",.1,4.,1"



single day' 38.l4fnLM, 47c.27L.
w2. qelah-qa?-g a?- 'four', see qelah.

?i~-qa?--q~.- (postpositional phrase, often used

preverbially, o-qa? with reciprocal 0, attested

with zero, -d, -~, and -~ finals, stem -qa?

in all forms, but with -~ final -q~"- more

frequent, cf. ya.JS:-~e-qa?--q~"-) 'amongst each

other, (mixed, mingled, tangled) together': ?i~qa?

gu~i~e"g~, ?i~qa? gudi?yah~ 'they're tangled

together' L, ?i~qa? geAa"si~yah1 'I mixed them

(liquids) together' L, ?i~qa? Ge~ahd 'shuffle

them (cards):' M, ?i~qa? qu?yeda?y}hinu" 'they

(peoples) will be (end up) mixed together' L,

~i?q ?i~qa? yisdi?yah~inu. 'they all mingled'

L, ?i~qa? deGe?i~ 'pour them together:' M,

?i~qa? ?ew c}?se~?ah~}h 'he mixed them (dry

substances) together' L, ?i~qa? geAa"siga.G~

'I mixed dyes' L, ?i~qa? geAa"diga.G~ 'dyes
are mixed' L, giyah~ ?i~qa? qu?li"xga.G 'I'll

mix it together with water' L, ?i~qa? Aa"sdi?=

yah~ 'it (net) got tangled' L, ?i~qa? geAa.s=

di?e3~ 'various colors are mixed in streaks; they

(ducks) got chased into confusion together' L,

?i~qa? le~esi~ah~ 'I mixed berries together' L,

?i~qa? le~es~iyah~ 'berries are mixed together'

L, ?i~qa? ?}.sdiquh~ 'they dispersed in all



directions (amongst each other)' 25.49A; with

-d final: ?i1qa?d qa? Ge1~ed 'untangle it~'

L; with -~ final (cf. ?i1-qao-~): ?i1qa?~

ye~ Gecuox 'shuffle them (cards)~' At ?i~qa?~

ye~ ?edi1iqe?s1inu. 'they're crowded together'

L, ?i1qa?~ ?edyixs1i?ah~ 'I clasped my hands

fingers laced together' Lt with -~ final (stem

-qa?- or -q~o_): ?i~qa?~ (or ?i1q~o~ ~dio~=

~ahG1g 'you're making a crazy-quilt' ('you're

repeatedly sewing things amongst each other)' Lt

?i1q~o~~ ~dio15ahG1g 'are you making a crazy-=

quilt1' Lt ?i1q~o~ c}?leGex?ao1 'I'm mixing

them (dry substances) together' Lt ?i1q~o~ le=

GexgaoG1 'I'm mixing them together' Lt ?i~qa?~

Gex1a.1 'I'm mixing them together' Lt ?i1qa?~

(or ?i1q~'~) le~eGex1aol 'I'm mixing them (ber=

ries) together' L; with -~ah final or compounded

as of of o":'~ah 'away from 0': ?i1qa?~ah le~e=

Ge1a? \rnrndxt &Ft them (berries) ~' L.

?i1-qa.-~ (postpositional phraset often used pre=

verbially, probably derived from ?i1-qa?- with

expanded stem and -~ finalt attested with zero

and -~ finals) 'dispersedt scattered, confused';

with zero final: ?i1qa.~ sa?yahlt ?i1qa'~

?io?yahl 'it's s,cattered allover' L, Gedeqe=

Y}'Y~ ?i1qa.~ s1i?ah1 'the sun dissipated

"C", , ,



the fog' L, qahs~edao~ ?ilqa.~ sli?ah} 'the

sun dispersed the clouds' L, ?ilqao~ c}?(li)di=

?ahl 'they (flowers) are scattered, spread
around' L, ?i}qao~ O-c}?(l)-Cl-)?a 'S scatters

0' ?i} qa.x ?ew ?i.lahl ?i} qa.x ?ew qi.=,. '0
}aol 'they're jumbled and scattered allover'

L, ?i}qa.~ Ge}a? 'pile them up all about~' M,
?ilqa.~ qa? ?}.sdiquhl 'they dispersed, es=

caping in all directions' 23.30A, ta.q ?i}qa.~
le~eGex~h}g~ 'I'm spreading it (gravel) on the

road with a shovel' L; with -~ final: ?ilqao=

~e~ c}?leGede?a.l}h 'he's scattering, spreading,

mixing it all about' L.

-~e-qa?-d (noun, unclassified, postpositional
phrase nominalized with -d final, with -~e-,

reduced form of -~ah- 'back end' as 0 of 0-=

qa? 'between 0') 1. 'arse, buttocks, cleft of

buttocks, anus, rectum': si~eqa?d 'my anus,
rectum' M, ?i~eqa?d 'your arse, arse-hole' S,

?i~eqa?d ?e}~?d 'wipe your anus~' L, ~ewa.=
~eqa?d 'small red berry species, which grows

in bunches of three or four on moss' ('dog's

anus') L.
2. In place-name ma.~eqa?d Cordova end

of Eyak Lake L Ccf. ma.~ahd).
~eqa?gedelah ~e~ (noun, unclassified) 'bat'

jjc~,.JI'"



('wings around rump') LM. Probably epithet, with

deleted possessive pronoun and 0, o-~e-qa?-gd-=

lah 'around o's gd-class (or anatomical, 'rump')

-,\'e-qa?-).
ya.~-,\'e-qa?N-q~.- (preverb,or adverb, attested with

zero and -~ finals only, stem -qa? with zero

final, -q~.- more frequently than -qa?- with

-~ final, cf. ?il-qa?--q~._; identification

of ya.~ uncertain, conceivably expanded form

of ya?~ 'up', thus 'arse-end up') 'upside-down':
with zero final: ya.~~eqa? le~i.xul 'his eyes

are rolled, turned up' L, ya.~,\'eqa? ?u.de~ Ii?

Geleduxl 'it (bottle) is floating downstream

along there upside-down' L, requiring thematized

gd-anatomical, 'rump', with themes -?a' '(sg.)

S extends', -sid 'pl. S extend': ya.~,\'eqa?

gudese?a?} 'it was upside-down (for a moment)' L,

ya.~~eqa? gedi.?ah 'it (table) is upside-down'

L, ya.~,\'eqa? gedi.sid 'they're upside-down' L;

with -~ final: ya.~~eqa?~, ya.~,\'eq~.~ 'up=

side down' L, ya.~,\'eq~.~ si~a? le~exwe}g}h
'his eyes are rolling up at me' 8.13A, ya.~=

~eq~.~ le~exxu}g 'my eyes keep rolling (from

sleepiness)' L.
ya.-qa? (preverb, attested with zero final only,

ya. 'thing' as 0 of o-qa?) 'away (from area,

",ii"'"



e_g- out of town)': 49_78,80, 65_83A, (li?~,

leGe?~) ?ew ya-qa? seltahlih 'he took it

away (downriver, upriver)' M, ya-qa? leGedega?

'beat it:, clear out:, go away:' L, ya-qa? da-

qa?a?~ 'we'll go, move away' L, ya-qa? qu?xah

'I'll go away' L, ?<}.-C!ahd ya-qa? siyahl 'I

left here' L, ya-qa? sahl 'it went away' L,

si~daod ya-qa? sah1}h 'he went away without

me' L; with qe?-qeo- 'back, again': qeoya-ga?

2Ia_22, 32L, 2Ib_74A, qeoya-qa? qu?xdah 'I'll

go back away' L, siqey<}.hC! qe? ya-ga? qu?xdah

'I'll go back (away) to my homeland' L, ?~°C!ahd

ya-qa? qe? qu?xdah 'I'll leave here for home'

L; k'ula-G ?uJ$;a? ya-qa? sahlih "he changed

partners, someone else went with him" L ('another

went away(?) with him')-



qa.?~

1qa.?
qa.? (noun, unclassified) 'hollering', attested only

as 0 of o-dahd 'sound of 0': qao?dahd 'holler=

ing voice' L.

}e-qa.? '8 shouts, yells, hollers, screams, calls,
cries out, 8 (dog) bays, 8 (siren) blows': 15.=

22M, 20.13A, 41.11, 52.lL, ?e}eqa.? 'holler~'

LM, x1eqao? 'I'm hollering' M, Ge1eqa.?1}h

'he's hollering' (continuing act) L, qu?x1eqa.?
'I'll holler' M, xs1iqa.?} 'I hollered' M,

with o-~ 'at, to 0': 22.4L, 23.59A, 38.10LM,
53.23L, with o~ahd 'for the sake of, for 0',

'8 (dog) bays at 0 (located prey)': le~ahd da.

qu?~eqao 'we (dogs) will bay at you pl.' 13.13L,
ge.li?a.g ya. }eqa.? 'noon siren is blowing

(at cannery)' ('noon-thing is screaming, it's

screaming noon-hour') L, de?u.de~y}.kih }eqa.?=
dahd ?u?li.t}h}h 'she hears (the sound of)
someone yelling' 45b.2M (cf. qa.? above), with

ye~-progressive: ye~ 1eqao?~}h 'he's going around

hollering' LM, repetitive customary }eqa.g~}h 'he

(cust) hollers' M. Transitive (causativ-e): .?e}qa.?

'blow it (horn, siren), make it holler~' LM.

?isqa.? (gerundive of 1e-qa.?) '(act of) yell=
ing, screaming': ?i~ ?isqa.? xudeSeSeh:+;



'I screamed my lungs out at you' ('yelling at

you killed my voice') L.

~}eqa'? (noun) 'siren' ('something screams') L.

Ge~eqa'? (noun, unclassified, with G-thematic)

"'hollerer" (mythical fish or sea-monster)' L,

35.2,4 and fns L.

,.1 "



~qa.?

2qa.? (perhaps related to qa?-q~o-qa.)

-qa.? (noun, unclassified) 1. 'some, p9rt, portion of':
?ewqao? 'some of it, part of it' 9.105,10.39,

40,68,69, 1l.197A, di?we~ ?ew la?mahdle~eqa.?

~ele~a.ne. 'eat just some (not all) of those

berries:' L, with suffixed -yu. 'plural': ?u=

qa.?yu. 'some (individuals) of them' L, le~io

le~qa.?yu. 'some of you pl.' L, ?uqao?yu. ?ewa.

de?u.d silahl 'I left some of them there' L,

with suffixed -kih 'diminutive': ?uqao?kih

?ewa. si~ ?eta? 'give me a bit (single), little

(piece) of it:' L.

2. '-'s kind, type, tribe': 24.2, 68.123A,

le~qa.? 'your pl. kind, tribe' 25.63, 63fnA,
di~ Geyeqa.qa.?s '(theyfre) not (of) our kind,

tribe' 68.90A, ?uqa.? ?ahnu. ?u?~ileh 'he con=

siders them to be (of) his (own) kind, tribe' L,

siqa.? nohinu. q'e?ahnu. 'they're my (own) kind,
people' L, frequently with de- '~': 10.170,

25.163, 163fn, 68.85, 88A, de?ewqa.? 'they're the

same' ('it's of) that very kind, its own kind')

L, de?ewdeqa.? ca?~ ?u?disicahl 'I bought the

same (that very) kind of knife' L, de?ewle~eqao?
la?mahd ?u?le~sicah1 'I bought the same (that

very) kind of berries' L.

3. Ambiguous occurrences: ~ey}.yle~eqa.?



si~ le~ao?ah 'bring me a different orange'

('bring me one (l~-class 0) of a different kind~,

bring me a different individual of them') L, ~e=

y}oygeqao? sida? (or si~) gu.}a? (or guGe=
}a?) 'bring me a different kind (of them, pl.

spruceroots) , bring me different ones (individuals
of them):' L; G ec'e~qa.? , qec'e~qa.? 'piece of

2rag', see c'e~.
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qu

qu (perhaps related to qu', quhl and/or quh2; ",£: ,...4J J,~A:2

active imperfective usually qe.)
-qu 1. 'pl. 8 (human or anthropomorphized animal)

sit (are in, get into sitting position', cf. -da

for sg. 8): (1) Active perfective, used with

force of neuter, '8 is stationary in sitting

position, 28.33A, 47b.40M, 30.3L, ?udeya?d
~sequh} 'some people were sitting in it (car)'

61.59, 64A, la?dnu. sequhJ: !two people are

sitting'M, sequhJ:inu. 'they're sitting' L,
gah~ede?a.w sequh}inu. 'they've been sitting

all day long' L, ?u.d ~usequh} 'someone (pl.)

are sitting there' L; indirect reciprocal: ?i}~a?

sdiquh}inu. 'they're sitting by each other;

they're having a love affair' M. (2) Neuter per=

fective, transitive (causative), indirect recip=

rocal: ?i}leG ?i.}quh}}h, ?i~leG ?i.~quh~inu.
'he has them as co-wives' ('he makes them sit one

further back from the front entrance of the house

than the other', neuter perfective) 33.64, 64A,

Rezano~ MT~HReKYY~~KY~~ 'CBOHK~ Schwager'
?i}leGt.. ~.~quhJ: 'he has (someone pl.) co-= ---

wives, someone has them as co-wives'. (3) Active

imperfective, used in customary or ethical sense:
?~.dsel seqe.Geyu. quh 'is here where the

I " I "lI



children (normally) sit?' L, di~ ?u.d seqe.=

Geyu. quhG 'that is not where the children

(norm~) sit' L. (4) With ya? 'completely,

to a state of rest', indicating movement into or
c'

maintenance of a sitting position by pl. S, '-lm=

perative apparently always active: ya? ?eleJS:=

quh L, ya? ?eleJS:qe. (latter clearly pre=

ferred) 'pl. sit!, pl. stay seated!' LS, 18.43L,

de?u.d ya? ?eleJS:qe. 'pl. stay seated right

there~' L, ?ewq ya? qa?quh 'pl. will sit on

it' 28.96, 98A, ya? ?equ.J$: ?u~ dexl:j.hinu.

'I told them to sit down' L.

2. 'pl. S (human or animal) stay, remain'

(within certain location, bodily position un=

specified), often indistinguishable from 1. above

(cf. -da for sg. S): (1) Active perfective,

with force of neuter: 10.237, 11.132A, 13.1L,

29.58, 37b.2, 85, 85A, 62.25G. (2) Neuter per=

fective: see nominalization below. (3) Active

imperfective, used in customary sense: 62.28G,

see also ca.le.JS:quh 'octopus' ('it (pl.?) stays

under rock') under ca., seqe.Geyu. ?uyeq quh

'womb' ('children stay in ~t') under qe.. (4)

With ya? 'completely, to a state of rest' in

other mode-aspects, imperative apparently always



active: 10.234, 235, 60.3A (customaries), ya?

?aqu.~ ?u~ daxlihinu. 'I told them to stay' L,

indirect reflexive, with ?ad?e?d 'at (one's own)

home': ?ad?e?d ya? ?ala~daqe. 'pl. stay home~'

L, ?ad?e?d da. ya? qu?daquh 'we'll stay

home'L. Transitive (causative): ?adi~d la~i=

qe?x}quh 'I'll make you pl. stay indoors, home'

L.
3. 'pl. S move while in sitting position'

(cf. -da for sg. S), with ya~-progressive:

ya~ ?ala~daqu. (not -qe., which would be

homophonous with 'go boating, boat around' M, but M

is perhaps incorrect in rejecting the form for this

reason) 'pl. sit around restlessly, sidle about~'

M, da. ya~ ?idiquh 'let's sit around' M (no

distinction made between continuous and interrupted

sitting position).

4. With y~.? 'down., ~L S move downward

(from standing) into sitting position' (cf. ..;;da

for sg.S), imperative probably always inceptive:

y~.? Gela~qu? 'pl. sit down~' LM, da. y~.?

qa?quh 'we'll sit down' L, di~ da. y~.? qa?=

qU.G 'we won't sit down' L, y~.? qa?quhinu.

'they'll sit down' LM, y~.? saquh}inu. 'they

sat down' LM 25.23L, 29.64A, da. y~.? ?}.quh

, ""



I

'let's sit down' L, y~.? Gi.quhinu., y~.?

?i.quhinu. 'let them sit down' L. Transitive

(causative): y~.? le~iqe?x~quh 'I'll make you

pl. sit down' L.

5. With lih~da.d 'without activity,
(cf. -da for sg. S)

silent, minding own businessA: lih~da.d ya?

?ele~qe. qah 'pl. quiet down, be still, silent

finally:' L, lih~da.d sequh1inu. 'they quieted

down'L.

6. With o-yeq 'in 0, pl. S is dressed

in 0, wears o'(cf. -da for sg. S): ?ewyeq

?equ.~inu. 'they're (cust) dressed in it' 24.=

40A, ~yeq Gele~qu? 'pl. get dressed (in

something)!' L. Transitive (causative): ?ewyeq

le~iqe?~~quh 'I'll dress you pl. in that' L.

7. With o-?e?d 'in the place of 0', 'S

lives on 0 {for nourishment)' (cf- -da for sg. g):

25.208A, te?ya?e?d da. quh 'we live on fish' L.

8. 'pl. S fare': (intransitive not attested,
r cf. -da for sg. S). Transitive (causative), -,-S

treats 0', with ya? 'completely, to state of

rest': lCuou.dah ya? le~iqe?x~q'uh 'I'll treat

you pl. well' L (perhaps more precisely to be

glossed 'I'll make you pl. end up well').

?isqu.l (gerundive) 'sitting (of pl. persons)': ?is=

qu.l qeGe~ga?linu. 'they're getting tired of



sitting' ('sitting is tiring them') L.

?i%gu~a? ?idiquh% name of North and Observation

Islands L. Nominalized neuter perfective, in=

direct reciprocal) 'they sit one at the back end of

the other'.

%e-qu 'pl. S (waterfowl) sit, alight, swim, float,

on surface of water' (cf. %e-da for sg. S): ta?

s%iquh% 'they (ducks) landed on the water' L,

yahd ?e%equ.~ 'they (loons) (cust) swim out to

sea' 24.4IA, with ye~-progressive: 24.42A, ye~

%equ.~ 'they (live ducks) are floating, swimming

about' L, 'fish are swimming around' L (probably

in error, see l-qu 2b. Transitive (causative),

with ye~-progressive: ye~ ?e%equh 'make them

(ducks) swim about~' L; reflexive: ?edGe%equ.%

'they (fish) were floating (expressly to be

taken)' 46.25M (perhaps incorrect).

d-%-qu 'pl. S (dead or inanimate, perhaps also

sg. S considered as mass) float, drift': k¥.%=

da?ayequhyu. leg de%qu.~ 'small stumps (cust)

drift ashore' IO.258A, with ye~-progressive: ye~

de%eq~.~ 'they're (sticks, dead ducks, bugs,

bunch of anything drifting around in water) float=

ing around' LM; with class-marks for S: ?u?~

qi?da? di.%quh% 'good camping place' ('where



pl. pieces of driftwood, dead logs, have drifted
to') L (d-class 8, neuter perfective), Aa.Gez=

quoz 'net (dl-class) is set (in proper condition
in still water) t L.

ye~ dezequ.~ (noun, probably d-class) 'large
pieces of driftwood' ('they drift about') L.

O-g-z,-qu '8 chases pl. 0' (causative of underly= ~

ing g-ze-qu 'pl. S flee', unattested, cf. g-=

ze-da for sg.S): de~¥hyuoqa?~ dao le~iqe?=

zquh 'we'll banish you to amongst humans' l3.llL,

~io~ guozqu? 'chase them away~' L, qa.yega?

~u? gesezquh} 'it (dog) chased them (goats) in= r-~ ~'",",h
, , f ;"AiT~"+- ~&c(14;ki"(::to our range' L, w1.th ye~-progress1.ve: ye~ gu.=j'~""!' ,)IW-oI/ct". J~;

...'\, "",'1:. "".k' !?-'
}equ. 'chase them around~' L,,",/reciprocal: ?i}U}',,-.e._J~fN...,-'

i """t) <. "' ~""
ye~ gu:%:equ.~ 'they're chasing each other aroundL:Y:~;~%'J~
L, ?i:%:u? ye~ gu.:%:iquh 'let them chase each C

other around' L.

gd-de-qu 'pl. S flee' (meaning not clearly dis=

tinguished from that of g-:%:e-qu, cf. gd-de-da

for sg. S): gudeGe:%:equ.:%:inu. 'they're running

away scared' L. Transitive (causative): le~i=

qe?gedi.xzquh 'I'll chase, scare you pl. away' L.
dl-de-qu 'pl. S are, run short of food, starve'

(cf. dl-de-da for sg. 8): ~1.3L, ~3.l, 15, ~5b.=

9, ~6.6M, da. qu?Aa.dequh (or -qu., former



preferred) 'we'll run short of food' L, /\ao=
sdi quh} inu 0 'they're short of grub' L, dil{

dao q'e? qu?AaodequoG 'we won't run short of

food anymore' 460321'1, da. Aaodequo~ 'we (cust)

run short of food' L, with ya? 'completely':

ya? qu?Aa.dequhinu. 'they'll run our of food
and starve' L, ya? qu?/\aosdiquh}inuo 'they ran

out of food' L, dao ya? ~aodequhyao~ 'lest we

run out of food and starve' L. Transitive (causa=

tive): ya? /\i.}quhinu. 'starve them:' L, ya?

AaoGex}qu.}inuo 'I'm starving them' L, ya? /\ao=
si}quh}inuo 'I starved them' L; passive: ya?

qa. /\aoGedequo} 'we're being starved' L.
~

l-qu 1. (With I-anatomical 'head') '8 has head ~..
~

in position, Zmoves head' (cf. I-ta for sg. 8; -

pl. 8 either I-ta or l-qu): y~o?~ qeli.=

quh}inu. 'their heads are drooping' L (neuter im=

perfective), la?q' qa? ?}Osequh}inu. 'they
looked upward' L, indirect reciprocal: Rezanov

H~D~e3HcTaKoYT~HHHH '~aHOBaTD kUssen' ?i}sa?

?}.sdiquh}in~, ?i}sa? ?}Osdiquh}inuo 'they're

kissing' ('they put their heads mouth-to-mouth')

L.

2. (With I-thematic) ao pl.8 run, sg. 8

runs with another object' (for sg. 8 see ~dl-=



?ya): textual occurrences: without locative

preverbs or postpositional phrases frequently

'pl. S run away': 37a.llL, ?~h~ ?}.s8quh~}h

'he ran away with him (carrying him on his

shoulder)' 52.l3L (sg. S, pl. involved), other

textual occurrences: with ?8di~ 'in(to house)':

11.20,20,2lA, with o-~ 'to, toward 0': 25.=

99, 100A, with o-da? 'to, arrival at 0': 25.=

60,61,181, 60.5A, with ca? 'downhill, down

to shore': 25.181, 37b.69, 60.5A, with qe?

'back, home': te?ya?~ qe? lisdiquh~}h 'she

ran back home with the fish' 46.22M, with Y8~-=

progressive: 61.21, 26A (with o-q 'on 0', S

'birds'), ?i~ya? Y8~ ?}.d8quo~ 'they ran

back and forth' 25.65A, indirect reciprocal, with

?i~qao~ 'scattering, mixing' and qa? 'up, out':

?i~qao~ qa? ?}Osdiquh~ 'they dispersed, escaped

in aU directions' 23.30A; elicited instances,

arranged by mode-aspect: imperatives: li?18~qu?

'pl. run~' L, ?u.~ li?18~qU?, ?uo~ la.18~qu?

(former probably preferred) 'pl. run there~' L,

inceptive imperfective: da. qu?lioquh 'we'll

run'L, qu?li.quhinuo 'they'll run' L, incep=

tive perfective: Galushia Nelson qEiye~ale=

qaquot~ or qEiyeq~aleqequot~ 'we run' BSdL



560 GeyeG da. l~~equ.~ '~'re running', da.

leGequ.~ 'we're running' M, Galushia Nelson

le~i.leqeqla~qu.t~ or la~Eila~ele~qu.t~ 'you

pl. run' BSdL 560 le~i. Gele~qu.~ '~pl. are

running', an'nuleqequ.t~ 'they run' BSdL 560
?ahnu. leGequ.~, leGequ.~inu~ 'they're running'

L, active perfective: ?}.sequh~inu. 'they ran' L,

active optative: da. la.yiquh 'let's run' L,

de?u.d la.yiquhinu. 'alright let them run' L,

?U'~ la.yiquhinu. 'let them run thither' L,

with qa? 'up out': da. qa? la.yiquh 'let's

escape' L, customary: li.qu.~inu. 'they (cust)

run' L, with ye~-progressive: ye~ la.le~dequh

'pl. run around~' L, de?u.d ye~ la.diquhinu.

'alright let them run around' L, ?u.d y~.?de~

ye~ ledequ.~inu. 'they're running around down

there' L, indirect reciprocal: with ?i~i.~ 'in

contact with one another': ?i~i.~ ?i.sdiquh~inu.

'they brushed against each other as they ran' L,

with ?i~le~~.? 'in competition with one another':

Galushia Nelson tt~i~an G&ltttqot~ ?i~le~~.?

~lidiquh1 'some people are running a race'

(neuter perfective), ?i~le~~.? ?}.diquh~inu.

'they're racing (on foot)' L (neuter perfectives),

?i~le~~.? leGele~dequ? 'pl. race each other:' L,



?i}~~.? qu?t.dequhinu. 'they'll race each
other (running)' L. Transitive (causative):

attested once with ?i}t'a? 'gathering together',

which should probably be supplied in both other

instances, 'S corrals 0, herds o together': ?i}t'a?

leGe}qu? 'corral them up~' LM, leGux}qu.} 'I'm

corraling them up' M (without ?i}t'a? probably

more precisely to be glossed 'I'm making them

run'), qu?qeli°x}quh 'I'll corral them up' M.

2b. 'pl. S (fish) are, move, swim in

school, pl. fish swim, run': de?u.dga? te?ya?

li.qu.~ 'fish would stay, swarm right there' 56.=

12L, with ?i}t'a? 'gather together': ?i}t'a?

li.quh} 'fish are in a school (not moving)' L

(neuter perfective), with qe.yahd 'back out to

sea' (de-classifier): 21a.5, 21, 32L, repetitive:

?esyeqe~ lequ.g 'fish are going (one after an=

other) into the weir' L, ?ewyeq ?e~ lequ.g

'they (fish) go (one after another) right (into

and) through it (weir too coarse)' L.

?i}le~~o? lequog (gerundive repetitive of ?i}=

le~~.? I-de-qu 'pl. S race each other running')

'footrace': ?i}le~~.? lequog ?iqe?dioleh

'there'll be a footrace' L.

o-~ahd ?i-?-l-qu (with o-~ahd 'away from 0,



leaving 0 behind,') 'pl. S, running, pull away

from 0': 5i~ahd ?i?leGequ.~inu. 'they're

pulling away from me (running)' L, qa.~ahd

?i?qe?li.quhinu. 'they'll pull away from us
(running)' L.

o-~a? ?i.lih-qu (with o-~a? 'behind 0, dependent

on 0'): 'pl. S depend on, count on 0' (for sg.

or pl. S see ?i.lih-ta): ?i~a? da. ?i.lih=

yiqUh~ 'we're counting on you' L (neuter per=

fective, -yi-prefix, more normal for neuter im=

perfective, verified, not -?i.-).



qu'

qu' (perhaps related to qu; cf. ta')

Gl-qu' (with Gl-thematic 'time') 'pl. S live, are
alive' (for sg. and also pl. S see Gl-ta'):

Rezanov TaKKe~~Ko '~BOH lebendig' da. Gele=

quh 'we're alive' L, Gelequh 'they're alive' L,
di~ Gelequ.Ginu. 'they're not alive' L, sah~

G~.sequ?z 'they lived a long time' L, qe? Gele=

Gedequ?zinu. 'they're coming alive again' L,
nominalized with -YU' 'pl.': zi?q ?el Gele=

quhyu. 'all these living things' 25.200A.

I



quh.l

quhl (perhaps to be identified with qu and/or with

qu')

-y-quh (noun, unclassified, with y-thematic)

1. 'young, offspring (of animals)': ?uyequh

'its young' L, la?dih ?uyequh 'her two young
(of octo.pus) , 20.73A, ?uyequhyu. 'her young

(pl., of octopus)' 20.91, 93A, 'their pups (of

seal)' 62.31, 3lG, ~yequhyu. 'the young (of

octopus)' 20.73A, Rezanov XaBaHK~-O' ~eHoR~

junger Hund', XaBaHKo 'RomRa Katze' ~ewa.=

yequh 'puppy-dog'LM, also dog's name A, lixa=

yequhyu. 'grizzly-bear cubs' 18.83L, ce.le.~=

quhyequhyu. 'octopus-young' 20.73, 73, 92A,

qeqyequhyu. 'young loons' 24.73A, c'exWe.~yequh

'young crows' 28.48A, ~i.lehyequh 28.48,55,

56,57, 60A, ~i.lehyequhyu. 'young ravens' 28.=

60A, Rezanov ATaReRO 'ROTMK~ MOpCRO~ junger

Seeb'cir' "/a.da.gyequh 'fur-seal pup', RYMaHKo

'CHy~OHOR~ junger Seelowe' ~ahyequh 'sea-=

lion pup', te?ya?yequh 'young of any fish

species, fry, fingerling'L.

2. 'small variety or individuals (not neces=

sarily young) of species or generic type' (usually

collective): ye~ ~eda?ya.J$;Yequhyu. 'little birds'

10.45, 150A, G'il.di~i~gyequhyu., G?-.di~i3gyeqUhyu.



'small land song-birds, little birds' 7.22,11.=

23,29,24.70,25.203, 51.53A, ~.da?~ gahya?

G~.di~i~gyequhyu. 61.21A, ?emi.nya? G~.di~i~g=

yequh 51.54A, ?emi.nya? G~.didi~i~gyequhyu.

'little church~swauows' 61.26A, te?ya?yequhyu.

'small fish, little fish' 24.8A, 34.33L, 1V.di=

yahsyequh 'mice (rather than rats, or young)' L,

also of plants: lisyequh 'small spruce, sapling'

A, also of humans, humorously, ironically, or

with the meaning 'dwarves', or of anthropomorph=

ized animals: de~¥hyequhyu. 'little people, wee

folk, dwarves' 7.22A, 37a.9L, ?~u.yequhyu.

'those wee folk' 37.10, IlL, ~yequhyu. 'little

(human) beings' 37b.lA, ?uyah~yequhyu. 'her

(eagle's) little children' 8.4A, ?iyah~Geyequh=

Geyu. 'your (octopus woman's) children' 20.76A,

?u?ehdkuwa?na.Geyequhyu. 11.8A, ?u? ehdkuwa? =

naoGeyequhGeyu. 'his (raven) wife's little rela=

tives' 11.8fnL, qe?1Geyu.yequhGeyu. 'little

women' 29.40A, ?uqa?GeyequhGeyu. 'their little

(dwarf) husbands' 37b.70A, also of inanimate ob=

jects: k¥.~da?cyequhyu. 'little stumps' 10.258A,

?e~ekihyequhyu. 'model canoes' L, Kllwah~1yequh

'small tacks, thumbtacks' L, with classified noun

as possessor (note order of d- and ~dl-class-marks

and y-thematic indicating immediate constituents



ca?~de-, t~~eAa.-+-yequh): ca?~deyequhde~?

'many small knives' L, t~~eAa.yequh 'little

wave'L.
3. Figuratively, 'specific small variety

of or resembling species or generic type', of

animals: ~i?~yequh '(specific) small species

of shark' ('dogfish'~) L, c'iyuxyequh 'gnats,

no-see-ums, midges' ('mosquito-young'), qedi=

li~equhyu. 'small cod species or species re=

sembling cod' (not actually young of qedili~) L,

Rezanov KaHroHR~O 'Kyp~a Henne' Genuhyequh

('small waterfowl'); ~~~?yequh 'seal pup,

willow catkin, pussy willow' ('small fluffy

thing') L; qa?~~yequh 'small insect species,

moth larvae' ('small patches'~ see qa?~3), of

inanimate objects: Rezanov qnTJIHeRYIO 'llOJIRa

Fach, Repositorium', qnTJIbHR~-oro (with T and

~- superscript inserts) 'illI<a~ Schrank' ~i}=

yequhyu. 'shelves' L, 'little shelves' M, ('small

platform'), XOTJIbRYIO 'llHCTOJIeT~ Pistol' xu~}=

yequhyu., 'pistols', xu~~yequh 'revolver'

('small rifle') L, dis~i?ehdg~yequh 'crackers,

soda-crackers, cookies', ('small pilot-bread') L.



qUh2

quh2 (perhaps to be identified with quhl, related

to qu and/or to qu')

6eAa.~quh (noun) 'lungs' LM. Probably a nominalized

active imperfective, with 61- and d-thematic,

to be identified with d-~-qu 'pl. inanimate S

float' and/or 61-qu' 'pl. S live'.



I"" '"

qu?

" "',.r"f", {';'I..'

;\,~
qu? (perhaps related to qu"(l) and/or

qu?_q\l", and/or qu?3:)

qu?- (prefix) attested only in three nouns, prob=

ably all -3:-instrumental de verbalizations, meaning

uncertain, conceivably 'plural longitudinal ele=

ments' or perhaps 'surface, partition': qu?ta?3:

'floor' L (verified; other variants: qu?tah3:,

qu?teh3: L, later rejected, ~"ta?3: 'floor'L,

not verified, Rezanov Roo~bTa~b ~o~~ Fuss=

boden', probably to be read qu?3:ta?3:, not veri=

fied; -ta 'sg. 8 lies in position'); qa"lah

we~ qu? fu? 3: 'fence around grave' L (qa"lah

we~ -~e'--fu' 'S is thus around us'), qu?wa?3:

'drape, curtain' LA (earlier transcriptions, not

verified: qu?wah3:, qu? dewa? 3: L; cf. wa?3:

'covering', 0-3:-wa?3: '8 hangs, suspends 0 over

aperture'); see also qu?3:~a"dl and qu?3:~a"q~a"?

under qu?3:, which may belong here.



':1~ 'j.~ 'j.r

qu?_qu.-q\l. (cf. Athapaskan *qun? 'fire')
qu? (preverb, of limited occurrence as such, in

one instance requiring d-thematic with verb, in

one not) 'on, into the fire': qu? deGe}ya.?
'put them on the fire~' L (perhaps incorrect, early

elicitation, attempted explanation of following),
qu?Ge}ya.? 'shield-fern sprouts' ('put them in

the fire ~ ,) L, (perhaps < qu?q ?e}ya.?, 'j see

under ya.?).
qu?_q (postpositional phrase, with qu?_, perhaps

noun, unclassified as 0 of o-q 'on 0', usually

requiring d-thematic with verbs, attested with

zero and -d finals, and compounded as of of
o-~ah) 'onto, into, over the fire': with zero fi=

nal: 33.14,46, 47A, qu?q Geta?, qu?q deGeta?

'put it in the fire~' L, qu?q setah} 'it's

over the fire' L, qu?q deGec'e~ 'throw it in

the fire:' LA, qu?q dis}iqahG} 'it fell into

the fire' L, qu?q deGe}ya? 'put it (pot, 0 in

container) over the fire:' L, qu?q ~geAa.Ge}ya?
'put it (pot of something liquid) over the fire:'

M, qu?q le~eAa.se}yah}~h 'he put it (container

of berries) over the fire' L, with -d final:

qu?qd setah} 'it's in the fire' L, compounded

as 0 of o-~ah 'away from 0': qu?qe~ah deGezya?
'take it (container of something) off the fire:' L.

-", .."



que?e?d (postpositional phrase, with que_, per=

haps noun, unclassified, 'fire' as 0 of o-?e?-d

'(at rest in, nominalization of) place of fire')

'domestic fire, fireplace, fire-bed': Old Man Dude
,

goat 'fire' BSdL 538, ?ew que?e?d yaenu? 6e=

ta? 'bury it in the fire-bed:' IO.209A.

que__q\le- (M once rejects qVe_, probably noun,

d-class) 'fire', attested only as 0 of postposi=

tions: qvedede6de~ '(movement about) over the

fire' L, usually as 0 of o-~a? 'by, near 0':

with zero final: quede~a? (not qv.de~a?) '(to)

by the fire' M, with -d final: qvede~a?d 'by

the fire' L, quede~a?d ya? ?ede. 'sit, stay

by the fire:' L, qvede~a?d y~e? sedah1}h 'he

sat down by the fire' 40.l2L, deqaegda?luw qVe=

de~a?d sedah1~h 'he's sitting by the big fire'

M (to be glossed 'a big fire, he's sitting by the

fire', or, conceivably, and probably incorrectly,

deqa.gda?luwqv.de~a?d with qV.d- as class-=

mark), with -~ final 'motion within area' Ccf.

o-lu? 2ae under lu?-nu?): q\lede~a?~ ?ew ?e1=

mahd 'cook it by the fire:' M, with -~ final:

qvede~a?~ 6ae1~h 'he's going toward the fire=

side'L.



qew-quw

~#', '"'"'",,'-"
qew-quw (1'1 ,quh, cf. qih)

qew LA, quw L (noun, d-class or unclassified)
'clearing, bare open place on mountainside' LA

(a good place to sight bear from L), qew=

?a?luw 'big open place on mountainside' L,

qewda*q (uncertain) ye~ da.~ 'he's walking

about on an open place on the mountainside' L.

1'1 claims the form is quh, not qaw or quw,

but this is probably by confusion with qih;

qew verified twice by both Land A.



qe.lan

qelah
r",~~J.~"f4

qelah- (element ~robably originally noun, un=

classified) occurring only in qelahqa?ga? LM,
qelahqa?gWa? (numeral) 'four'S, 64.3G, Rezanov

RAHXaK~-o '4.', Wrangell RaAaKaKya 'Vier',
Furuhjelm Khuliakhakva 'four', Khanakvaka

'one thousand', Galushia Nelson kala?qa?qa?

'4.' BSdL 553, qelahqa?ga? ~ewa. 'four dogs'

LM, qelahqa?ga? yesexqahx 'four days have

passed; Thursday' L, qelahqa?ga?nu. 'four

people'1M, qelahqa?ga?ga? qu?xga?c' 'I'll

make (a stairway of about) four steps' L; de=

Ga.~~a.d qelahqa?ga? ?uleh Geli.?yahl 'he

was fourteen years old' 6l.31A;{ qelahqa?ga?da?~
.': I~ f"'j """ W'four times' 19.16, 16L, 27b.38A, qelahqa?g a?=

~
da?~ deGa.q ~ela.gW 'forty winters' 62.11G,
Rezanov RAHKaRamaxTaKaK~ (with second a

written over illegible letter, perhaps E, un=

identifiable strokes written as superscript in=

sert between m and a) '40.' The numeral

'four' probably has some magic significance, cf.
'eight'. Informants unable to etymologize, but

cf. o-qa?-ga? 'every single 0' e.g. in gah=

~edeqa?ga? 'every single day', o-qa? 'amongst
0', o-ga? 'like, approximately 0', cf. also

t'uhxga? '3'.



gala?

gala? (perhaps related to qa-q and/or qa?ni--qa?nuo

and/or qayuh and/or quo(l))
I-t,o ~( { ~f

gala? (preverb) 'beating up', "rested-with theme

O-l-i 'S acts upon 0, does something to 0', in

gala? O-l-i 'S beats 0 up', see under -Ie
21- (le-(l)i-nio), bJ.\,(;,.e,. t,...L.;;W~.4.o('.: JI..t-dtt;;~ ,~(. "')

((j..'
Y ; f,~ i 't i-,) ., 'f"i,;t ~1A,1""..t:;, ,,(,.. ~lJJ, $("'f> ~~ 1'" fu S

..v '
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Y. ~~u..l.l

qenuh (perhaps to be analyzed qe-nuh, cf. nuh Genuh, ,
?enuh, or perhaps related to qih and/or qew-quw,

see also qenixah-qenuhxwah)
qenuh (preverb, attested with zero, -d, -J.C, and

-~ finals) 'into position of visibility, into

open view, showing, on exhibit, display, in pub=

lic': with zero final: 28.94A, 34.65M, 37b.35,
51.80A, de?u"deJ.Cy}.kih ~i~ qenuh se}tah}

'someone showed it to me' L, ?el ?i~ qenuh

qu?xtah 'I'll show you this' L, de~i" ?i~

qenuh qu?xtah 'I'll "show" you' (threat) L,
qenuh Geta? 'display it~' L, ?i(leJ.CeAa.)~ ?ew

qenuh si}tah1 'I showed it to you(r eyes)' L,
qenuh Ge}y}?}h 'expose him~ (denounce him pub=

licly~)' L, qenuh ?~h ?i"}yah}}h 'S is de=

nouncing, bawling 0 (spouse) out in public (for

infidelity)' L, qenuh seqeh}inu" la. 'they

(boating) have come into view, see~' L, qenuh
xwah 'I (walking) come into sight' A (see also

qenixah-qenuhxwah) , qenuh ?u?s}icah} 'it be=

came visible' L; with -d final: qenuhd ya?

?ete" 'put (leave) it in an open place~' L, qe=
nuhd ?ew se}tah}}h 'he put (left) it in an open

place' L; with -J.C final: qenuhJ.C Geqe"}}h
'he's boating along in an open place' L; with

~~ final: ?ahnu.~ qenuh~ ?e}y}"?inu. 'they



keep showing her A' 38.71M, qenuh~ ?u?Gelecrrl

'it's becoming visible (e.g. through fog)' L.

,~"., 'y



qeyuh

qeyuh (perhaps related to qa.q and/or gala? and/or

qu.(l) and/or qa?ni.-qa?nu., or conceivably to be

analyzed qe-yuh)
qeyuh (preverb, having unique property of requir=

ing 1e-classifier in intransitive verbs of loco=

motion, with which it generally occurs, and be=

cause requiring not only 1-classifier, as do cer=

tain other postpositional phrases, but vocalized

form thereof, therefore perhaps originally a

postposition with zero reflexive 0 (though now
always in preverbal position), thus e.g. '8 goes

...for self') 'belligerently, fighting-mad, for
fr'--

a fight, attacking': 28.l03A, 47'<1:'.55, 52.9L, -
qeyuh Geieqe.i}h 'he's coming (by boat) for a

fight' L, ?ii~ qeyuh Geie?a?~iinu. 'they're

going fighting mad at, attacking each other' L,
?u~ qeyuh qu?x1th 'I go fight him, go at him

fighting-mad'L, qeyuh s1iYah1}h 'he went to

fight, attacked' L, apparently always following
other preverbs: lah3 qeyuh siiyahi 'went for=

ward to fight' l8.66L, ?i~ lu. qeyuh qa?%ah

'will turn around fighting-mad at you' 36.l5A,

ii~ ye~ 1a.~}h 'he's always going around

fighting-mad'L.
qeyuh deqeh name of Eyak man, Chief Joe LA,

variant from 8 qeyu. deqeh, etymologized by

, " , ,",,0"



informants 'goes (by boat) fighting mad', but

with vocalized form of zero- rather than of ~-=

classifier; perhaps therefore folk-etymological
influence of qeyuh ~e-qe on Eskimo name qayug=

tag (from Eyak point of view Geyuxdeq-, qeyux=

deq-, qeyuh deq-).



qu.(l)

qu.(l) (form uncertain, perhaps to be analyzed

qu.-l, perhaps related to qa.q and/or qela? and=

lor qa?ni.~qa?nu. and/or qeyuh)
qu.l- (stem or prefix) occurring in two forms only:

qu.lekuhsl 'war apron', attested in BSdL only,
perhaps rather to be read ku.lekuhsl, see under

kuhs; dequ.le~e?ah 'fierce, mean, tough per=
2son', see under ?ah, to be analyzed de-qu.=

-le~e-?ah or de-qu.le-~e-?ah, de- '~',

qu.(l)- 'belligerent'(?), ~-thematic, or l~-=

thematic, stem -?ah.



\f~u.

qid (qid always, with one exceptional instance qi~,

not verified, but if authentic and not to be analyzed

qid-~, then implying that qid is to be analyzed

qi-d; in certain instances partly confused with qi?,

see qidga? below)
qid (preverb, always with zero (-d1) final, with

one exception under 5c. below, with -~ final;

unpredictably requiring d-thematic, often option=

ally, in certain themes, indicated with asterisk

in list following, perhaps by reanalysis of qid

as qid d-, and/or under influence of d-thematic

'free fall') 1. 'down off, off, down' (i.e. Ire=

moval from supporting point by severing, detach=

ment, moving past edge, losing hold on slope, ex=

tension (of non-rigid attached object), past edge,
all resulting actually or potentially in downward

motion, free or otherwise'): qid ~a? Gexdeta.}

'11m taking it (e.g. gun) down (sideways, off wall,

towards myself)' L, qid Ga.? 'come down:' L,

qid qi?yiyah 'you'll walk off (the edge)' L,

see also O-~-ta?~, O-(~-)ta (la.13, lb.l6M),

O-~-c}hd (15.6, 11M), O-(d-)~-ce~*, O-gdl-ce~,
O-d-c'i ?~* , O-ce~ 1., -sid * , ~d-sid, qid 0-=

d-3a?*, qid 0-gdl-3a?, qid O-gdl-?!i?!, O-~-=

~u.~, O-gu?~, O-(~-)gu?~, -k}hd, O-~-k~hd,
qid d-kug*, O-~-xu?~, -xu~-, -xu~- (transi=



tive, 18.56L, 23.157, 159A), O-GahG, ~-qe~,

d-~e-qahG, qid ?ed-~e-qe, O-qec' 1.*, O-~ahd
1., O-~-xed, -wes- 4., O-~eG, O-~-ya.? (11.=

162,65.20,20A), qid (d)-?ya*, O-d-?i~, dl-=

~e-?e3 lc., 1~dl-~e-?e3 1., qid O-gdl-(~-)?a,
O-l-(~-)?a (28.45A) , -?a' 6a., O-~-(y)a (47b.=

39M).

2. '(extending) rigidly off, beyond edge':
qid di.sid 'they extend off, beyond the edge

("'
(not necessarily downward)' L, qi/ci :JS:edi.sid -

\ f
.J

'they (logs) extend off, beyond edge (not neces=

sarily downward)' L, see also -?a' 6a.

3a. '(extending) rigidly from attached point

in certain direction, aimed': ~i. ?ul! ya?Jj: qid

qe:JS:edidisidinu. 'bear-spears have been set point=

ing up at them' 34.107L, see also -?a' 6b.*,

6c.*, sometimes in combination with ya?:JS: 'up':

ya?Jj: qid 'pointing rigidly upward'.
3b. Perhaps as 3a., meaning problematical:

?uye~e.qd ?i~~ qid ?u?li.~tah~}h 'he has his

hands palms together' L, literally 'he has his

palms folded pointing at each other', perhaps more

accurately 'he has his finger-tips together, palms

facing'L.
4. 'extra, left over, overaccumulated', see

d-?ya 2d. '8 accumulates'.

,,'.',_dCU ,"



5a. With li?~ '(motion within area) back

from open front end': li?~ qid 'back from edge',

see Ii? 3a.

5b. li?~ qid 'bay', see Ii? 3b.

5c. With -~ final « qi-~ 1, qid-~ 1)

'continuous motion' (note however that with in=

ceptive perfectives elsewhere, as well as repeti=

tives and customaries, the form is consistently

qid): li?~ qi~ Ga.} 'he's going (from front

side over and) down the back side (of hill)' L,

not verified, perhaps incorrect.

qidga? (probably reduced form of qi?-d-ga?), see

under qi?



?uya? le~eqe~ (noun) 'mortar': probable reading
of Rezanov Y.s:rJIHXaKaTJI:b 'CTyIIa, J.fraT:b M8rser'

(~-instrumental deverbalization, 'it (l~-class)

is rubbed in it').
?u~ le~eqe~~ (noun) 'pestle': probable reading of

Rezanov Ox~HKaKaTJI:b 'necTKK~ M~rserkeule' (~-=
instrumental deverbalization, 'by means of it it

(l~-class) is rubbed').

Jlilfi""



qe?d

qe?d
O-?-qe?d '8 asks, inquires about 0': xu?weqe?dth

'he's asking about me (e.g. boss, wanting me to

come to work)' L, xu?weqe?dinu.~uhnu. 'are they

-asking about me?' L, ?u?siqe?d~th 'I inquired

about him (concerning e.g. his health, whereabouts)'

L, with ye~-progressive: ye~ ?u?xdeqe?d~ 'I'm

asking around, investigating about it' L, ye~

?i?xdeqe?d~ 'I was inquiring about you' L; pass=

ive: ?u?sdiqe?d~ 'it's missed, being inquired
..."" -'!)}_.-:"' :of ~about' L. t"'~~~f,f"'" ..t<!.V'~~ Je...,"'~t%..-'- T

r;' J-,... A,tIjf~.# ~ ~ ~
,"'" II' ~JO-?-d-~-qe?d-~ (with -~-th~atic suffix, deleted ~'~ o.1..-~

, «
/

in perfective, apparentl~falso in customary, d-=
j

thematic, perhaps 'oralit- '8 asks 0 a question,

questions 0': 3.1, 4.11M, 10.175, 228A, 14.2,

18.52L, 25.111A, 26.6L, 27a.2~, 30L, 29.44A,

34.5,6, 10M, 24, 29,37,41,45,41.7,53.27,
31L, 68.88, 107A, ?u?di.~qe?d~th 'ask him:' LM,

de?u.de~t.kih ?u?di.~qe?d~ 'ask somebody:' L,

de?u.de~yt.hinu. ?u?di.~qe?d~ 'ask some people~'

L, xu?di.~qe?d~}h 'he's asking me' M, ~?di.~=

qe?d~ 'he's asking (someone)' M, ?i~~e.duh

gu.deg qe? ?i?di.~qe?~ 'what's he doing ask=

ing you again?' (irritated, 'how the hell does he

ask you again?') L, qu?di.x~qe?d~th 'I'll ask

! .JJlil



him'M, ?u?disi}qe?d}}h (no -~) 'I asked him'

LM, ?u?di.}qe?d~}h 'he (cust) asks him' M,

with o-?e.x 'in search of 0' o-?e.x O-?-d-=.,.
}-qe?d-~ 'S asks 0 about, for 0': da.na.de?e.~

xu?di.}qe?d~}h 'he's asking me for money' L,

da.na.de?e.~?u?di.x}qe?dJS: 'I'm asking him for

money' L, di~ da.na.de?e.~ ?u?di.x}qe?d~G}h

'I'm not asking him for money' L, yahdde?e.~
1 ?u~a? xu?di.}qe?d~}h 'he asked me about his

house' L, de?u.de~a.kih?e.~ ?u?di.}qe?d~ 'he

asked him about something' L, }i?q ya.yu.?e.~

?u?di.}qe?d~}h 'he asked him about, for all

sorts of things' L, ?i?e.~ (?i?~.~ M) xu?di.}=

qe?d~}h 'she's been asking me about you' LM,

?i?e.~ ?u?di~}qe?d~ 'I asked him about you' L,

si?e.~~vh ?i?di.}qe?d~ 'has he been asking you

about me?' L q ah~x ?idedi.~x?e.x ?i?di.~=
.'v. .

qe?d~}h 'he (doctor) asks you if you're spitting

with your cough' L, ya?~. ?u?e.~ xu?qu?di.}=
qe?d~ 'don't ask me about it' L, ?i?e.~ k'u?=

dese~qe?d~ 'someone asked about you' L, ~i.

~e~ ?i?e.~ xu?dese}qe?d}}h 'he asked me about

you yesterday' L, cautionary negative inceptive
imperative: si?e.~ qe?u?deGi.~qe?d~G}h 'don't

ask him about me:' L, with ye~-progressive:



?i?e.~ ye~ ?u?dex~eqe?d~inu. 'I go around

asking them about you' L, with indeterminate
0: ?ida?di.~qe?d~}h 'he's asking around, in=

quiring, investigating (of no one in particular)'

L, ?i?e.~ ?ida?di.x~qe?d~ 'I've been asking

around about you' L, ~i?q ?i?e.~ ?ida?di.x~=

qe?d~ 'I've been asking all around about you' L,

?i?e.~ ?ida?qedi.~qe?d~inu. 'they pl. have been

asking around about you' L, ?i?e.~ (?i?~.~ M)

?ida?di.~qe?d~}h 'he's been asking (around)

about you' LM, di~ ?i?~.+ ?ida?des~qe?d~G}h

'he didn't ask (people) about you' M, ~i?q

ya.yu.?e.~ ?ida?di.~qe?d~}h 'he's been asking

(around) about all sorts of things' L, yahdde?e.~

?u~a? ?ida?di.~qe?d~}h 'he asked (people) about

his house' L, si?e.~Svh ?ida?di.~qe?d~ 'has

he been asking (people) about me?' L, ya?~u.
?u?e.~ ?ida?qu?di.~qe?d~ (probably in error for

?ida?qe?di.~qe?d~) 'don't ask about it' L,

le~?e.~ ?ida?di.~qe?d~inu. 'they're asking
about you pl.' L, with ye~-progressive: ?i?e.~
ye~ ?ida?dex~eqe?d~inu. 'I'm going around ask=

ing people, investigating about you' L; passive:

?u?dedeqe?d~}h 'he was asked' 6.IIM, 37b.48A.
?i?e.x xu?disdi qe?d~ ?i?e.x xu?dis~i qe?d~.,.
'I was asked about you' L.

l .c"I""



qa?tt.L

,ft ~ ~ \( '" t: d""-'t..-c
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qa?i! (Rezano~ KoaT twice, KOT twice, XOT once,

KaT once, l~robablY usually implying qWa?t'; fre=

quently transcribed qa?d from L and M, but care=

fully verified as qa?t' with L and A)

~e-qa?~-g (with -g-repetitive thematized, rarely

omitted, probably in error) 'S boils, cooks,

ferments, effervesces': ~eqa?~g 'it's cooking,

boiling' MAS, 5l.67A, di~ ~eqa?~gG 'it's not

fermenting' M, ~ce? ~eqa?~g 'meat is cooking'

L, s~iqa?~g~ 'it's fermented, it cooked' M,
,

Galushia Nelson s~tqatk~ G~tsat or s}\qa'tk1

etc. 'boiled meat', s~iqa?t'g1 ~ce? 'meat

which has boiled' (also interpretable as passive

'meat which has been boiled'), di~ ?es~eqa?~g~G

'it,didn't ferment' M, Ge~eqa?~g~ 'it's fer=

menting' ('it's starting to ferment') M, 'it's

boiling' ('it's starting to boil') L, di~

Ge}eqa?~g~G 'it's not fermenting' M, qu?}e=

qa?~g 'it'll ferment' M, ?ew gahGdeya?d

qu?~eqa?~g 'you'll boil in the pitch' 5l.25A,

di~ qu?~eqa?~gG 'it won't ferment' M, ?i~i=

qa?~g 'let it ferment' M, ya?~u.~gah~ ?i~i=

qa?~g 'I hope it doesn't ferment' M, with class-=

marks for S: gahG de~eqa?~g 'pitch is boiling'

5l.26A, Rezanov KYTJIeKoT'J:, 'KmIRTOK'J:, kochendes,



siedendes Wasser' perhaps to be read g~.1eqWa?~

'water is boiling' or ~1eqWa?~ 'something is

boiling' (cf. KY~MKKaT~ 'POPHqO kochend,

siedend' guli.~a?d 'water is hot', but the -T~-

here m:ust be read -1-), gli.:reqa?d 'water is

boiling' L, qu?gele1eqa?~g 'water will boil' 1'1,

with qa? 'up out': ?~.guleyu. qa? gelis:ri=

qa?~g1 'rivers boiled up' 34.681'1, cautionary

negative inceptive imperative: ?ew ~e.y/ka.~

q'egeleGe1eqa?dgG 'don't let the tea/soup boil:'

L, see also gv.1eqa?~g below, with yeJ.C-pro=

gressive: siyeq'd siya. ye~ ~1eqa?~g 1'1,

siyaqd siya. yeJ.C ~?1eqa?d~ 'my stomach is

rumbling, grumbling, growling' ('something is

boiling, effervescing in my inside') L1'1. Transi=

tive (causative): 10.263,264,270,25.35,

27b.26, 50, 52A, Ge1qa?dg L, ?e1qa?~g 'cook

it:' L1'1A, Rezanov KO~DKoaTK3 'nOBa~ Koch'

~1qWa?~g=l-h 'he (who) :oooks (something)' (nomi=

nalization) , Rezanov TeHKo~DKoTKa '~OBMTD

pH6y fischen' probably to be read te?ya?

~1qWa?~g 'someone is cooking fish' (cf. cor=

responding Tlingit entry KaTcYTTa Tlingit ~ad

'salmon' st-ta 'to boil'), ~1qa?~g !I'm

boiling something' 1'1, qu?x%qa?~g 'I'll cook it'

,



LM (carefully checked for -~-), x}qa.~ 'I

(cust) boil it' 65.25A, da.}qa.~ 'we (cust)

boil it' 65.36A, with class-marks for 0: ?ew

dese}qa?t'g}inu. 'they boiled them (eggs)'

68.7, 7A, geli.%qa?~g 'boil it (water)!' M,

giyah geli.}qa?t'g 'boil water!' L, ?ew ~e.y

geli.}qa?d 'boil that tea!' L, giyah geli.%=

qa.~ 'you (cust) make water boil' 34.65M,
?el ?~.guleyu. geleGex%qa?~g da.~ 'when I

make these rivers boil' 34.64M, with da?(~)

'continuously, repeatedly) into jar, can': da?~

?e}qa?dg 'put it (food) up in jar, can it!' L,

la?mahd da?~ le~ex}qa?dg 'I'm canning berries'

L, da? le~esi}qa?dg} 'I canned berries' L;

passive: ~~iyah se~e?} ?idiqa?dgle~ seli1
'it's too spoiled for cooking' ('it turned bad,

it got more so than it can be cooked') L (active

optative), see also nominalizations below.

gv.}Gqa?~g (noun, gl-class) 'soda-pop, pop (any
carbonated drink) nominalized active imperfective

with gl-class-mark for S, 'effervescent liquid'.

qi? ~deqa?dg (noun) 'hearth, fireplace, kitchen'
LM, Rezanov KeKYTaKaTKe 'O~a~ Herd' qi?

~deqa?~g. Nominalized passive active imperfective,
'place where something is boiled'.
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?uya?~ ~udeqa?~g (noun, unclassified) 'cooking-=
pot, pressure-cooker' 65.25, 36A, Rezanov ~o=

'..
\

TaxoTKe 'KoTe~~ Kessel' ?uya?~ ~udeqWa?~g,~

Galushia Nelson uiya~qeReqetq or uiyaxq'e~aqetq

'cooking basket' BSdL 546, ?uya?~ ~udeqa?dg

'cooking-basket'L.
qa?~g (probably deverbalization of 1e-qa?~g and/or

of causative thereof) 'boiling, act of cooking':

Rezanov KoaTK~ 'BapHTb kochen' qWa?~g, la?=

mahd da? qa?~g 'canned fruit',,; L.

da? le~eqa?dg (noun) 'fruit preserves, jam, jelly,

canned berries' L.

:.
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qa?~

qa?i2 (frequently transcribed qa?d from L and M, but

verified as qa?~ with L and~, perhaps to be identi= .

fied with qa?~3)

O-}-qa?~(-g)(-}) (with optional -g-repetitive thema=

ti~ed and usually with thematic -l-suffix, per=

haps analogical from qa?~(-g)-} below) 'S patches

0': ?e}qa?~} A, ?e}qa?~g} L, Ge}qa?dg} M,

Ge}qa?~g} 'patch it~' L, qu?x}qa?d L, qu?xl=
qa?~g}, qu?x}qa?~, qu?x}qa?dg} 'I'll patch ~

it' M, ~x}qa?dg} M, ~x%qa?~g} 'I'm patch=

ing something' L; passive: sdiqa?dgl 'it's

been patched' M, with gd-anatomical 'rump':

gudis}iqa?~gl, gudis}iqa?~l 'they (pants) are

patched on seat' L.

qa?~} (noun, probably with -}-instrumental) 'patch'

M.
l-}e-qa?~-g(-}) (perhaps passive, attested only

in neuter perfective, -}-perfective suffix re=

quired, attested only with -l-da.? 'face' as S,

I-mark either anatomical (redundant) or thematic):

~.da.? ?ewa. ?}'}iqa?~g} 'his face has ring-=

worm on it' L (L associates this with 'patches').



qa?t'3

qa?t'3 (also transcribed qa?d from L and M, but
verified as qa?t' with L and M; perhaps to be iden=

tified with qa?t'2)

qa?t'}yequh (noun) 'insect species': qa?d}yequh
'math larvae' M, qa?t'}yequh 'moth larvae' (get

into clothes) LMA, 'very small larvae, some red=

dish, most bluish, smallest visible insect,

smaller than louse, found in bunches of ten to

twenty on e.g. windowsill, on strawberries' L,

qa?d}yequh leJJ:i.}eh !they (berries?) are. in=
fested with qa?d}yequh' L. With -yequh

'young, offspring', meaning perhaps originally
'offspring of patch, miniature patch', but not

associated with qa?i2 by modern informants.

!'



qahil.

.

qahil. (perhaps originally qahd-}, but L prefers qahil.
to qahd})

qahil. (noun, d-class or unclassified) 'bark (of

tree)' LMA, Furuhjelm Khatl 'bark', Galushia
Nelson qat} or qa.t} 'bark' BSdL 541, qahil.

si~ di-ta? (or ?eta?) 'give me a piece of

bark:' L, qahil.de~u? 'lots of bark' LM, qahil.=
de~ah Geta? 'split bark from sap layer:' ('take

it away from the bark~') L, ?ew qahil. ?eSe-~

'scrape the bark (removing inner sap layer)~' L,

qahil.deya? qe-da.~. xsdiqeh} 'I boated back
across in (a vessel made of) bark' 53.28L; qahil.=

eyahd 'name of potlatch house at Eyak, Mile 5,

('bark-house')' L, Galushia Nelson qat}iya
;ge~a.~telaq~iY'l1 'Bark House People (Bark-house (7)

under-people)' BSdL 544, qahAeyahdde~a.~delahGeyu-
'those living in Bark-House', see discussion in

\ L'f I

BSdL 37-38, Eyak Texts 68.14fn; early also ---
..,"

attested with thematic suffixes, probably in=

correct, but verifying that the modern informants

do not analyze the form as qahd-}: qahA~ L,

qahAg 'tree bark' li~.



qe.~

qe.~ (perhaps to be analyzed qe.-~, qe.- perhaps

related to qi.l 'foot', with postposition o-~
'wi th 0')

-qe.~- (morphological and syntactic classification
not determined), occurring only in qi.deqe.~G

'barefoot' L, with qi.d-anatomical 'foot' and

-G-thematic suffix, perhaps negative.



qe.7t'

qe~

O-qe~ 'S slides, pushes, rubs 0 along surface

without moving 0 very far out of place': seqe~=

~ih 'he slid it (without moving it very far out

of place)' L. Transitive (causative), passive:

sdiqe~~ 'it's been pushed a bit' L.

~-qe~ 'S slips, slides, rubs against, along sur=

face'; qa?~qe.7t' 'it'll slip (not keep position

on slippery surface)' N, siGuhd siya. da.q

se~qe~~ 'I skinned my knee' ('my knee rubbed on

some'tihing=fa surfacet') L, with qid 'down off, \::

downhill': 23.128, 129A, qid qu?x~qe~ 'I'll

f' slip (doWnhill)' L, with y~.? 'down'; 18.6,

71, y~.? si~qe~~ 'I slipped and fell' L, with

ye~ 'downward': ?ew ~ahG ?ewa. ?u~~.? ye~

?i.~qe~ 'that their slime may run down off (the

length of) them' 21b.39A, repetitive: ?ew ~ahG

?ewa. ?~~.? ye~ ~qe~g 'their slime slides

down off them' N, sitah siq Ii? ~qe~g 'my

skin is peeling, flaking off' ('my skin keeps

sliding deeply in (away from front) on me') L,

siyahd q~.~ ~qe~g 'it keeps slipping out of

my hand' ('up out from my hand') L. Transitive

(causative); 'S makes 0 slip, S slides, pushes,



rubs 0 along surface, 8 rubs 0': si~qa~~ 'I

pushed it' M, qu?x%qa~ 'I'll push it' M,

?i~qa~ 'push it~' M, Ga~qa~ 'make him slip~'
M, xusa~qa~~ 'he made me slip' L, y~.? xusa~=

qa~~ 'he made me slip and fall' L, si~ Ga~qa~,

si~a? Ga~qa~, si~ ?a~qa~, si~a? ?a~qa~

'push it to, toward me~' M, sida? Ga~qa~,

sida? ?a~qa~ 'push it (all the way) to me~' M,

si~a.~ Ga~qa~, si~a.~ ?a~qa~ 'push it to-=

wards me, in my direction~' M, sid Ga~qa~,
Xsid ?a1qa~ 'push it all the way to (touching)

me, rub it on me~' M, ?i1ga? ~? Ga1qa~

'smooth it out~. '('rub it to a finished state

like each other~') Mj with o-~ 'in contact

with 0, by means of 0', '8 rubs 0 against 0,8

rubs 0 by means of 0': ?aw~ x~qa~ 'I'm rubbing

it on it' L, with gd-anatomical: ?}.~~a?~ ?~
gadasa1qa~~~}h 'he rubbed her rump with a sea-=

urchin' 4.13M (-~- of verb probably analogical),

with ya~-progressive: ya~ ?a1qe~~ 'rub
it (around)~' M (-~ probably analogical from 1-=

qa~-~ below), with class-marks for 0: ?awq ya~

la~ax1aqa~~ 'I'm rubbing it (e.g. onion) around



-~
1

on it (e.g. meat)' L, ?ew ye~ dis~iqe~~~h

'she rubbed it (arrow) around' 27.11L;' reflex=

ive: ?u.~ ?edxs1iqe~~ 'I slid myself thither'

L, with anatomical mark: ?i~~ ?edy~.~eqe~~

'rub your hands together~' M (-~ probably ana =

logical), with ye~-progressive: ye~ ?edqu?yex=

~eqe~~ 'I'll rub my hands (around)' M (-~ prob=

ably analogical), repetitive: ?i~~ ?ed~.Aa.~e=
qe~g~h 'he's gnashing his teeth' L; passive:

s~iqe~~ 'it's been slid, pushed' L.

~-qe~-; (with -;-thematic, perhaps related to -;
of susceptive neuter, there perhaps originally

causative of unattested ~e-qe~-~ 'it's liable to

slip', attested only in neuter imperfective), 'S
is slippery': Rezanov EJI:&KaTJI:E>X'.E. 'rJI a.n;K 0

glatt' yi~qe~ 'it's slippery' LM, di~ ?a?~=

qe"';G 'it's not slippery' L, with d-class-mark for S:

di.~qe~~ 'it (ice) is slippery' LM. Transitive

(causative) Ge~qe~~ 'make it slippery:' M.

Gl-~-qe"'-~ (as above, with Gl-thematic 'ground')
'S (ground) is slippery': Geli.~qe",~ 'the

ground is slippery, it's slippery underfoot' LM,

ya?~u. qi? Geli.~qe"'~da.~. ye~ qu?yidah 'don't
walk around in place where it's slippery underfoot' L.

~.(~ ~~..., i~1 I \.~:t f .> ( _:-#'- ~ ~ .."'~y~ ~1.~'./\:I: L~~ I~~ ',./lI\tJ~"" jA/'-'A.)t'tA.kA.Ti'I(' (("Jrr~1 I-lfAIs,'

t'I;lrs!r' ~ 3:-I)-.$~~~~ ~~~,.!{~) \ ~ (~:~) .; Iv...f~J ~ .:i-»)
'"~ I~~')-t 8k'1::,,( y,~) (r\,..-tf",,}; ptl>\.b~ '\(.4~1 ". ~3A~'V DxA~KD:K~Tlib .

"fIf.c.-'r'I-lk. '\. f"'t ~~! t,r~t III ~ r t -."... ~~r ~.,,<.:l:;,.. ~J (I~ ..-c.4...F ..;~1o:-..I
'J~IJ~i). Ii I ,



qa.7{

qa.~ (perhaps loan from Athapaskan, cf. FA *ne-qa7{ I
1-'1 f+~r~tA(."", X'(various) Rubus species', widespread in Alaska) ,
A

-qa.~ (occurring only in -1iqa.~, apparently

neuter imperfective of verb theme (O-)~e-qa.~)"

in c'eJ$:~iqa.~ (noun, lJ$:-class) 'Illagoonberriesll,

nagoonberries, wineberries (Rubus arcticus, R.
Stellatus Smith)' LMA (perhaps also 'cloudberries

(Rubus chamaemorus)') ('grows on mountains, not

at Cordova or Yakutat' M, IIsounds Tlingitll L),

Rezanov ~aXJIeKaTJI:b 'MopoIIIKa' (not in Radlov,
, cloudberry") .



qe.:%

qe.:% (perhaps to be analyzed qe.-:%, with -:%-perfective

suffix, stem qe, or perhaps loan from Tlingit qe:%a

'large dish, platter')
Gaqe°:% (probably nominalized inceptive perfective

of verb-theme -qe or -qe°:% cf. inceptive per=

fective use of Gama~ 'round') 'elliptical,
",I:, !. '" ""1 "'"

oval': Rezanov KaKaMJI:&KO3Te 'llpO.ll;OJIrOBaTO !
"

langlich' Gaqe.:%gWa? ?i.~eh, Gaqe.:%ga?
?i?t'eh 'it's elliptical' L, Gaqe°:% c'i~ 'oval

dish' L, with classified nouns: daGaqe.:% ~duo=

lihG 'oval table' L, laGaqe°:% ~iyahd 'high-=

hat or fedora' L; Rezanov YHXeKaMJI:& 'lliKpOKO

breit' probably to be read ?uya? Gaqe°:% 'it

(inside of 0 with broad opening at top) is oval',
YHXeKeTJIMJIe 'lliKp~ breit (Comparativo) , ?uya?

G aqe 0:% yi:%eh 'it,' s an oval (vessel)' L.

J

.



qe?}:

qe?} (perhaps to be analyzed qe?-} with -3:-suffix

perhaps instrumental, qe?- perhaps related to qe.)

qe?} (noun, unclassified) 'woman, girl, female

(human or anthropomorphized animal)' LMS, 2a.5,

7M, 2b.5L, 3.7M, 10.127, 130, 132, 245,254,262,

264,11.92,94,125,126, 176!, 18.4, 10, 19, 26,

30,41,63,78, 19.37L, 20.1, 23,24,46,70,

71A, 21a.36, 22.1L, 23.7b, 123, 160, 24.13, 14,

25.1,15,16,16,22,96,127,127,147,151,

174,177,179,204,210,11, 213A, 27a.l0L, 27b.55A,

28.2,2,9,29.68,70, 32.19A, 34.2,3,6,8,10,
12M, 24,29,37,41,45, 47L, 56,61,66, 70 aM ,

76,78,91,96, 106L, 36.13, 23A, 37a.12, 19.22L,

38.14,20, 20LM, 42.1,1,11,14, 47c.41, 43, 49,

51,52, 53L, 48.1L, 49.1,32,33,62,66,71,72,

88,93,106,121,127, 141A, 52.2,3,6,14,16,

20,24,27,29,53.14, 58.5L, 61.104, 120, 122,
68.86A, Rezanov Re3~~D 'A~EKa Madchen, Magd',

Wrangell KRRTxe~D 'Weib', Galushia Nelson qat}

or qat} 'woman' BSdL 542, lu.ya? qe?} 'tide-=

woman' 3.14M, ~i.da.deGya? qe?} 'razor-clam-=

woman' 11.133A, ~Siyah qe?% 'evil woman'

21a.34, 38L, k'udi.q qe?} 'Aleut woman' 53.14L,



~~u.dah ?u?Gede?}h}h qe?~ 'good-looking
woman' 58.lL, ?}.se~yah~}h qe?~ 'old woman,

old lady' 3.17,4.7,1.1,14, 71.22LM, ?CiJ.h qe?~

'that girl, this girl, that woman, this woman' L,

?el qe?~ 'this female (animal)' L, ?ew qe?~

'that female (animal)' L, 10.132A, qe?~~e?CiJ.h

'is it a gir1~ (of newborn)', L, qe?~?ek}h,

qe?~ekih, qe?~?ikih, qe?~ikih 'girl, young

girl, little girl, young woman, little female' LM,

10.126,11.96,23.35,80,83,111,160,28.40,

29.13A, 34.72, 75M, 37a.15L, 46.lM, 49.93A,
~~ 'li ttle gir1s'~

qe?~ekih6eYU.A 29;1., qe?3:ekihma. 'little girl!s

mother' 34.73M, qe?~?a?luw LM, qe?3:?i?luw 'big

woman' L, qe?~5u.kih 'pretty girl' L, Furuhje1m

Ke1ikutzuki (Da11 1870 kelikutskuki) qe?~i=

; kuc'gkih 'little girl' L, qe?~Geyu. 'women,

womenfolk' L, 10.187,187,187,228,229,230,

231,233,235,237,261,11.56,66,70, 74A, 18.1,

9L, 23.11,12,17,19,19,19,25.181,181,185,

186,186,28.128, 128A, 31.2,4,9,11, 37a.9L,

37b.69, 74A, 47b.15, 38, 39M, 47c.12, 13, 42L,

60.3,26,26, 27A, 66.4L, 68.67, 105, l20A,
1a?dnu. qe?~Geyu. 't~o women, two girls' 31.2L,

33.58A, 47b.6, 33M, 47c.3, 47L, 99.32, 68.86,



99A, ~u5u. qe?3:Geyu. 'good(-looking) women'

31.5L, qe?3:Geyu.ya? megeG "'women's" side of

checker-game'L, qe?3:Geyu.ya? na.w 'wine'

('women's whiskey') L, qe?3:Geyu.ya? ?~. name
of small river near hangar at Co.,rdova, also one

near Yakutat, 'Old Woman River' ('women's river')
)(Se;,-, JA.-h

(perhaps places where menstruants stayed) L,
A

di~ qe?3:Geyu.de.leh qe? ?eda.~G 'he stays

away from women' ('he doesn't (cust) go around

women anymore', abstaining for good luck in hunt)

L, qe?:%Geyu. ~~hda.d de~h yi3::j.h:j.h 'he stays

away from women' ('he lives apart from women', as

preceding) L, qe?3:Geyu.ya? keQgu.5 'women's

tools' (da.qa?3:y:j..?:j.h used to say) L, Rezanov

Ke~~Ra~HTY 'OH~ sie, 3te Person Plur. des per=

sonl. Flirwortes, f.g.' perhaps to be read

qe?3:Ge[yu.]?i~? (cf. CyReRemToro '~~T~
Kinder (Plur.) , seqe.(~.l?ifu?yu. 'many -

children'), qe?3:Geyu.?i~?(yuo) 'lots of women'

L la?dnu. s:%a?dah ?u?Gede?ihinu. qe?3:Geyu., ,
'two beautiful-looking women' M, qe?3:Geyuo=

yequhGeyu. 'young little girls' 29.40A; as first

part of compound: qe?3:seqeodekih 'girl, girl-=

child' 28.37A, 38.6, 8, 11, 71.10LM, Galushia Nel=

son qat 3: s~qa.tse'ki 'girl ("woman-child")'



BSdL 542, qe?~seGe.Geyu. 'girls, girl-children'

38.2LM, qe?~~iya?~G 'female frog' lO.125A, with

possessed nouns, qe?}qa??e~e}e?ahde~~yu.

'female horseclam-people' lO.247A, qe?~siyah~

'my daughter' (woman speaking, to distinguish from

son) L, 1 (cf. qe?~yah~Geyu. 'wom,an's children'

49.32, 32A), qe?~sideGe.? 'my younger sister'

(to distinguish from 'younger brother) L, as

second element in compounds: <}'iya?~Gqe?~ 'frog-=

woman' lO.190A, ?u?~elahqe?~ 'driftwood-spirit-=

woman' 11.76A, 5i.daedeGwelahqe?~ 'razor-clam-=

spirit-woman' 11.92A, xielqe?~ 'shaman-woman'

19.1lL, qeqwelahyueqe?~ 'loon-people-woman' 24.5A,

qeqwelahqe?~ 'loon-spirit-woman' 24.l7A, withclassi=

fied noun as.'firs.t element: ?u?~deqe?~ 11.71A,

?u?~qe?~ 'driftwood-woman' 11.85A, ?u?~~}eqe?~

'mountain-woman' 23.6, 9A; in personal names;

qe?~ (perhaps mistranscribed for ke?~) woman's

name L, qe?~~ah, qe?~~aekih women's names, see

~iyah-~ah-~a..
deqe?~ ye.~ (noun, de-prefix not clearly identi=

fied, perhaps d-class-mark for yeet 'wild

celery', d-class) "'female" part of wild celery

plant'L.



quh3:

quh3: (pernaps to be analyzed quh-3: and related to

qu)
-l-quh3: (noun, unclassified, with l-anatomical

'head, face') 'cheek' (perhaps especially 'cheek=

bone, bony part of cheek'): silequh3: 'my cheeks'

LMA, ?ilequh3:1uw ?iya. 'your big cheeks' (in=

sult) 10.96, 96A, ~lequh3:1uw 'big cheeks' M, in

epithets: ~a.n1equh3:kudg 'litt1e-cheek-John'

(Eyaks' nickname for a Swede who "had a small

chin") LM, 1equh3:1uw 'big-cheeks' (pejorative)

11.139A, 1equh3:qe~ 'fat-cheeks' (pejorative)

11.139, 1equh3:qe~luw 'big-fat-cheeks' (pejora=

tive) 10.93A, 1equh3:qe~~iyah 'nasty-fat-cheeks'

(pejorative) 10.96A.



qu?}

qu?} (uncertain, perhaps to be analyzed qu?-%, qu?-

to be identified with qu?, and/or related to qu.(l)

and/or qu?_q\l.)
qu?}- (stem, prefix, or set of prefixes) occurring

only in two forms: qu?}~a.d(-}) 'bow', see un=

der ~ahd (-~a.d(-%) -}-instrumental deverbali=

zation of O-}-~ahd 2. 'S draws 0 (bow)' with

expanded stem, cf. also -%-~ahd(-}) 'string,
cable'); qu?%~a.qta.? name of Cordova Eyak man

S (unknown to L and A, who are unable to etymolo=

gize, 'father of qu?%~a.q; conceivably connected

with O-d-}-~a.q 'S hears 0', but more likely

qu?%- as 0 of o-~-a.-q 'in straight line directly

towards 0, aiming at 0').



qah5

qah3 (Rezanov perhaps qWah$)

}e-qah5-~ (with -~-thematic suffix, deleted,
probably optionally, in perfectives and customary)

'8 coughs': x}eqah3~ 'I'm coughing' M, }e=

qah3~:i-h 'he's coughing' LM8, de}gu.ne~' }e=

qah3~th 'he's coughing blood' L, ?e}eqah3~

'cough~' MA, qu?x}eqah3~ 'I'll cough' M, xs}i=

qah5} 'I coughed' M. Transitive (causative):

xuse}qah3~} 'it made me cough' L, ?e}qah3~:i-h
'make him cough:' M, xuzga.3~ 'it (cust) makes

me cough' M.
qah3~ (noun, unclassified, or gerundive, with -~-=

thematic suffix) 'cough, cold (malady)': Rezanov

Ko~ex~ 'Kame~b Husten', qah3~ ?ed Gexgewi?}

'I'm catching cold' L, qah3~ qe? ?ed xgewi.~

'!(cust) get a cough again' L, qah3~ ?idedi.=

~x?e.~ ?idi.}qe?d~:i-h 'he (doctor) asks you if

you're coughing up phlegm' ('spitting a cough') L.



qec,.L

qedl (perhaps to be identified with qec,2)

-qec' 'S cracks, splits, rips, tears': saqed~

'it's ripped, it tore' L, ~Sa.dah seqed}

'it's badly split, ripped' L, ?~h ?u.de~ seqed}

'the ground is cracked along there' M, with la?q

'thickness, collapse, explode': 15.27M, la?q

seqed} 'it burst' LM, di?de~esah} la?q

seqe~}h 'he ate so much he burst' L, ~qu?~i"xah

qi? la?q ?ixiqed~ 'I'll eat till I bust' L,

la?q qa?qed 'it'll burst' M, la?q Geqec':l:

'it's bursting' M, with class-marks for S: di.=

gad} 'it (e.g. table) is cracked). M, dilC da?=

qe~G 'it (table) isn't cracked' M.(neuter per=

fectives), de?u.d da?liqed 'let it (table)

crack:' M, Rezanov KoacroTecoKo~~~ (with r
written over 'II) 'IIpoHcH'i:>BaeT~ es heitert sich ---

w -
(der Himmel) auf' probably to be read q ahs

~edeseqed} 'clouds split', indirect reciprocal,

with no de-classifier: Rezanov M~~KaCaK~~~

'Tpe~Ha Riss, Spalte' ?i}lCah seqec':l: 'it

split apart (away from each other)', or perhaps

?i}d ~seqe~ 'something split apart (apart from

each other)', with d-class-mark for S: ?i}d

deseqec'} , it (board) split apart' L, ?i}d qu?=

di"qed 'it (board) will split apart' L, with



,

gd-anatomical 'rump': ?ixd gudeseqec'x 'pants

ripped (at seat)' L. Transitive (causative),
attested only with la?q: la?q Gexqec' I, 'burst

it:' M, la?q zqe.c~ 'it (cust) bursts it' M;

passive: la?q sdiqec'X, la9q sziqec'X 'it's

been burst' L. Susceptive neuter: ziqec'~ xa?g

'wood that's liable to split' L.

ya? (d)-qec' (with d-thematic with ya? 'completely')

'S rips to bits': ?ula?qeya?(yu.) ?u~a? ya?
deseqec'X 'all his clothes were in tatters, shreds'

32.41,42A; ya? ?i.qec'Xyeq ?i.dahx 'he's

dressed in rags' L (nominalized neuter perfective)" --

~xqeaz(-G) (noun, unclassified) 'rags, tatters':
~zqeazyeq ?i.dahz 'he's dressed in rags' L,

~zqec'XG 'all ragged' AI(probably influenced by

qec'zG, see qec,2) .z-classifier and -z-suffix

not clearly explained, with ~-indefinite S or

0, apparently transitive (causative), not per=

fective.
,11
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qecr.::

qei2 (perhaps to be identified with qedl)

qecr~6 (noun, unclassified, with -~- and -G-=

thematic suffixes) 'male salmon' LMA, qecr~=

G?a?luw 'big male salmon' M.I



ge.c'-gec'

ge.c'-gec' (ge°c' expanded form, gec', reduced form, per=

haps to be analyzed ge-, perhaps related to ge?~J --

with unidentified -c'-suffix)

ge.c'-kih (noun, unclassified, attested only with

-kih diminutive), occurring only as vocative (not

*ge.c'ekih, lack of connective -e- normal in epi=

thets, vocatives) 'child': Furuhjelm Khetzkisaha

'daughter' ge°c'kih si~a? 'my child' L.

gec'-kih (noun, unclassified, as above), occurring

only as vocative (as above) 'child': gec'kih

'child' (mother or father says to boy or girl) L,

gec'kih si~a? 'my child' L.

se-ge.c'- (noun, unclassified, with s-thematic pre=

fix), 'child, baby' (singular only), occurring only

with suffixed adjectives and -kih diminutive~: -,

sege.c'i?luw 'big child, big baby' L; with ir= -

regular connective -a-: Galushia Nelson segt'tse=

ciye 'bad baby ("baby-bad")' BSdL 259,554
\,.r';( .'.

sege.c'e~iyah L; usually-not -kih diminutive: -c.

sege.c'ekih 'baby, child, youngster, young person'

(up at least into teens) LA, 2a.l0, 36M, 26.15L,

11.177A, 19.24, 28L, 21a.l, 5, 7,25, 37L, 21b.l,

10,23.111,125,130,131,135,25.88,28.6,6,

15, 37,40,48,29.51, 36.6, 9,12, 14, 14, 23A,

39.4, 40.1L, 43.2, 3M, 51.13, 13, 14, 18A, 55.15,

,



171,61.31,41,48, 54A, Galushia Nelson seqi?ts

'child' BSdL 542 (-kih diminutive missing, prob=
, ,

ably in error), seqa.tseki or seqa.tseki 'baby'
BSdL 54L, seqe. dekih rr ~hyeq sah% 'she got preg=

nant' ('a child went into her') 2a.7M, 2b.15L,

24.17A, seqe.dekih ?uyeq sedah%}h 'she got

pregnant' (fa child sat, stayed in her') 23.111A,

seqe.c'ekih da?sel~a?%.}h 'she had (gave birth to)

a baby' 2a.8M, 23.138A, seqe.dekihta.? 'child's

father' 55.23L, seqe-dekih ?uyeqd d~ 'womb'

('a child stays in it') A, Ge~?ih+lah seqe.dekih

'youngest child' (last of a series) L, Galushia
,

Nelson t%tla-' ;seqa.tseki 'boy (literally: "man-=

child")' BSdL lila..?s'gqe.dekih 49-156A, %ila.?

seqe.dekih da?sel~a?%}h 'she had a boy baby' L,

Galushia Nelson qat % seqi.tseki 'girl (literally:

"woman-child") qe?lseqe.dekih 28.37A, 38.6,8,

11,71.11LM, qa-l seqe-aekih 'young person,

youngster' ('now (still) a child'~, in teens and

twenties) 3.17M, 42.1, 55.8L, 61.104A, seqe.de=

kihya? deqe~ 'black dirt in creases of baby's

hands' ('child's lunch, provisions', should not

remove) L, seqe.c'ekihwahya. '(mythical) materials

for making, makings of, a baby' L.



qe.s

qe.s (perhaps to be analyzed qe.-s, qe.- perhaps re=

lated to qe.~ and/or to qi.l 'foot', with un-=

identified -s-suffix)
-qe.s (noun, g-class), exact meaning uncertain,,

probably 'Achilles' tendon': siqe.s 'back part
of my lower leg' L, ?ewqe.sgu.na?q ye~ de=

qedg 'it (wolf) (repeatedly) bites it (deer) on

lower hind leg' (Billy Dude explaining how wolf
kills deer) L, siqe.sguya?d 'my ankle' L (with

-qe.s, here -g~class, as 0 of o-ya?d 'inside

of 0 with broad opening at top", probably correct

form), siqe.sdeya?d 'back of my knee' L (per=

haps incorrect), siqe.sgu.deya?d 'my ankle, the

back of my ankle' L (-gu.de- probably analogical),

siqe.s~.}Gemed} L, siqe.sg~.}GemeA, siqe.s=
gu.}Gemed} 'my ankle, anklebone' LA, -gu.}Gemed}
probably originally neuter perfective verb, with

g-class-mark for St correctly gu.-, but L, who

is erratic with nasalization, especially in pre=

fixes, nasalizes, ~._, then reinterprets class-=

mark as gl-, see occurrences under Gemed-GemeA.
i, ~

qe.s (probably g-class-noun, requiring(analogical),""

gl-class-mark for S, and occurring in preverbal

position) 'ankle': ya?~u. qe.s qu?geli.xu}
'don't turn your ankle' L, ye~ qe.s gu.sixu}

'I turned my ankle (down)' L.

-



qlC'

qi?!, see qid

,.~- ,



qe~

qe~
-qe~ '(part of) S is, becomes wide open, spread

wide apart': with ?i:1:yeq '{from~) inside one

another': ?i:1:yeq ?i-qe~:1: 'he has his legs

spread wide apart' L (neuter perfective), with

l~~anatomical: ?i:1:yeq le~ediqe~:1: 'he has his

eyes wide open' L, le~ede~eqe~:1:th 'he opened

his eyes wide' L; with Gd-thematic with sa?

'mouth': ~ewa- sa? Gedi-qeS:1: 'dog has its

mouth wide open' L (neuter perfective)- Transi=

tive (causative), reflexive: ?edle~edi~:1:iqe~:1:}h

'he opened his eyes wide' A, :1:i~ ?edle~edis:1:i=

qe~:1:}h 'he always has his eyes open wide' A,

with q/ii°?! '(continuously) up out': q?--?!

?edle~edi~:1:iqe~:1:}h 'his eyes are open wide,

staring' A.



qahG

qahG
d-}e-qahG (with d-thematic 'free fall') 'sg. S

falls': qe.dah dis}iqahG 'it fell immediately'

27b.llA, ~e~eqahG 'some one person or thing is

falling (down some distance, not just falling

over)' L, usually with preverbs and (or post=

positional phrases: with y~.? 'down': 7.37, ~

10.196,200,223, 27b.16, 36.21A, 47c.52, 54L,

50.17, 61.114A, ~a?q'e?~ y~.? dis}iqahG} L,

deG 'ya? y~.? dis~iqahG} 'he fell down back=

wards (landed chest up)' L, with qid 'down

off, downhill': 49.151, 152A, didu?~ qid

dixs~iqahG~ 'I almost fell off' L, qid deGe=

~eqahG~ 'it's falling' M, la?~d~ qid dis=

}iqahG~ '(shooting) star fell' L, ?i~a.na?=

qe~ahd qid dis~iqahd~ 'it fell from the

mountain-top' L, ~du.lihGda.qe~ahd qid dis=

~iqahG} 'it fell from the table-tap' L, ~du.=

lihGde~ahd qid dis}iqahG~ 'it fell from the

table' L, yina.?~ qid dis}iqahG} 'it fell

to the floor, ground' L, cautionary negative

inceptive imperative: qid qedeGe}eqahGG
'don't falloff" L ?~h seqe.dekih ?ixa?., T .

qeqid deGe~eqahGG 'don't let your baby fall

off~' L, with ta? 'into water': 21b.12,

61.75A, ~ila.? ta? dis~iqahG} 'a man fell



in the water' L, with ya? 'completely, to a

state of rest': ya? dis}iqahG}}h, deG ya?

dis}iqahG}th 'he fell backwards' L, with qa?

'up out': siqe.sgu.}Gemed} siya. ?i}ya?d qa?

dis}iqahG} 'my ankle went out of joint (fell up

out from inside each other)' L, ?ula?d qa?

dixs}iqahG} 'I tripped over it (fell up out

hanging on it)' M, with o-ya? 'into 0 (with broad

opening at top)': 2b.9L, ?ewya? ~dis}iqahG}

'something dropped into it' L, with o-yeq 'into

0 (not with broad opening at top)', and ?e~

'completely past, by': ?uyeq ?e~ dis}iqahG}

'it fell into it (,e.g. trap)' L, and ye~ 'down=

ward': xi~eq ~ ye~ dis}iqahG} 'she fell

down into the snow' 23.l60A, with various other

preverbs and postpositional phrases: siyahd dis=

}iqahG} 'it fell, dropped from my hand' L, yeq

dis}iqahG} 'it fell ashore' lO.15A, yaonu? dis=

~iqahG~}h 'he fell in (through surface into hole)'

58.6L, ?ew~ah dis~iqahG~ 'it flew off it (piece

fell away from it in chopping)' L, sisa?~ li?

dis~iqahG~ 'it fell (deeply) into my mouth' L,

siya. ~a?d ~dis}iqahG} 'I choked on something'

('something fell painfully for me') L, ?ewa. (or

?uya., probably analogical) ~qu?de~eqahG 'he'll

-~ .



choke on something' L, with ye~-progressive:

ye~ de~eqahG~th 'he's staggering, stumbling

around'M; figurative, with abstract S: ne.~

ca? qu?de~eqahG, ?ew n~.s 'pretty soon it'll

be out, that news' ('pretty soon it'll come

tumbling downhill, that news') 61.42A, ?ew ?el

~.da?~ gah yahdde~a.~d da. c}.~ sideGeleh=

yeq dis~iqahG} 'that which we (cust) sing in

this church goes through my mind' ('falls into,

penetrates my mind') 71.10A; with classified S:

qe.ye~ Aa.s~iqahG} 'it (stone) bounced back' L,

repetitive, with ya?~ 'up': ya?~ le~ede}e=

qahGg 'it (ball) is bouncing' L. Transitive

(causative): with y~.?~ '(continuously, further)

down': y~?~ disi}qahG~ 'I dropped it, made it

fall further down' L; Rezanov YqHTeC~bKaK~b

'YPOHHTb fallen lassen' perhaps to be read ?u.~

dis[i]~qahG} 'I dropped it, made it fall thither',

or intransitive ?u.~ dis~[i]qahG~ 'it fell

thither'.



qen~

qeh; (perhaps originally qeh-~, perhaps related to
qeh~-qe.~, basic meaning perhaps 'closed, filled

aperture')
-}-qe~ (noun, unclassified, perhaps derived from

postposition below with }-classifier) 1. 'bottom

(of vessel)': ~}qeh~ 'bottom of something' L,

?u}qeh~ 'its bottom (of box)' (in case of box

turned on side, L feels that ?u}qeh; would then

refer to the side prone on the floor, not the ver=

tical bottom) L, ?ew}qeh~ ne.~ we.c~inu. 'they

(cust) first weave the bottom' 66.8L, ?u}qeh~

lu? se}e?} 'its bottom developed a hole' L.

2. 'surface placed beneath', ~h ~-indefinite

possessor: ~}qeh~ 'saucer' L, ~}qeh;luw 'big

saucer' L; see also following.

megeGde}qe~ (noun, probably d-class) 'chessboard,
checkerboard' LA, cat's name A. megeG-d-}-qe~

megeG 'checker-like game, pieces' (unclassified),

meaning of -}-qeh; as 2. above, with d-thematic

probably thematized class-mark for 'board'.

~de}qeh~ (noun, probably d-class) 'almost mature

egg, white mostly absorbed'. '... of indefinite

d-class possessor (egg)'; for meaning of qeh;

here especially cf. qeh~-qe.~.
o-}-qeh~-d (postposition, derived from -}-qeh~

above, or perhaps vice-versa) 'bottom of 0

.."



(vessel)', attested with -d final 'at rest,

nominalization': ~e?aoG1:qehJS:d '(on,?) the bot=

tom of a basket' Mo

(o-)yeJS:-de-qehJS:-q (postpositional phrase, exact

analysis uncertain, -qehJS:- as 0 of o-q 'on 0',

(o-)yeJS: postposition 'under 0' perhaps with -d

final 'at rest, nominalization', compounded with

-qehJS:-q, thus o-yeJS:-d-qehJS:-q, or with zero fi=

nal (or, with yeJS: (preverb) 'downward') d-thema=

tic or de-classifier with -qehJS:-q, or perhaps

o-yeJS: de-qehJS:-q with de-indeterminate 0 of 0-=

qe~-q; (attested with zero and -d finals, but

with usual usage more or less reversed, zero here

'at rest', -d final 'movement toward') 'at low

level, bottom': with zero final: yeJS:deqehJS:q

yao 'the one on the bottom' L, ?ewya?d yeJS:de=

qe°JS:q' setah1: 'it's way down on, to the bottom

of it (container with broad opening at top)' L,

compounded as 0 of o-daod 'vicinity of 0':

JS:iod JS:eyeJS:deqehJS:q'daod '(at rest) yonder in vi=

cinity of bottom of area (foot of mountain)' L,

with -d final: ?ewya?d yeJS:deqe~q'd Ge1:e?1:

'it (load of fish) is getting way down to the

bottom (of barrel)' Lo

I " ,



q~llJj.-q~-~

qe~-qe.~ (L qeh~ only, rejects qe.~, perhaps ex=

panded form, from M qe.~ only, A verifies free vari=

ation; perhaps related to qe~)

qehJs:-qe.~ (preverb, always with zero (-~ 1) fi=

nal, once in combination with other preverb:

qe~ Ii?) sometimes perhaps requiring d-thema=

tic, perhaps the~atized d-class-mark for 'door')

'closed, shut, covered, blocked, clogged, turned

off, deactivated': qe.~ deGeta? 'close it~' M,
qehJs: (de)Geta? 'close it (door)~' L, qeh~ Ii?

deGeta? 'close the door tight:' L, qeh~ ?ew

sextah1 'they (beavers) dammed it' L, qe~ ?ew

sditahx 'it (alarm clock) has been turned off' L,

qe.~ ?edyeGeta? 'close your hand:' M, ta.ya?d

?i~a? qeh~ deGex~i.? 'tie your door(way) shut~'

L, qeh~ ~deGe~ahd 'close the shades, curtains:'

('pull something (d-class 1, d-thematic) closed:')
L, ?}.da?d qe~ sedele?g 'cover your face

(with your hand):' L, deda?d qe~ ?idile?gl~h

'he's covering his mouth with his hand' L, qeh~
?ew se?a?~x 'they (beavers) dammed it' A, see

further instances under O-x-3a.~ 2., l-de-xa

(xwa-), and (most frequently attested) -?ya 6.

i,



qa.q
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qa.q (perhaps to be analyzed q~1?':'q with o-q 'on o~
!

G8%qa.q (preverb:) 'grazing, nicking, creasing, ,
I

wounding slightly~: 52.IIL, G8%qa.q si%i% 'I

grazed, nicked, c/leased it, wounded it slightly'
r ;1-
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qehsq

qehsq (perhaps to be analyzed qehs-q with o-q 'on 0';

M qe.sq, rejected with conviction by L)

qehsq (noun, unclassified, perhaps also d-class) 'moon=
light'LAS, qehsq ?i~i~~?ah~ 'it's moonlight, -

moonlight is shining' L, qe.sq ~.~eh 'there's

moonlight'M, qehsq ~qa?~e? 'there'll be moon=

light'L, qe.sqdeyeq 'in the moonlight' M;



qeme~c'

qeme~c' (cf. Gemec')
-qeme~c' 'S (top) spins': with ya? 'up out, begin':

qa? seqeme~d1 'it (top) started to spin' L. Transi=

tive (causative): qu?x~qemexc' 'I'll spin a top' L.

qeme~d~ (noun, unclassified, with -~-instrumental)

'top (spinning toy)' LA, qeme~d~luw 'big top' L;
qeme~c'~qe~ah month name ('top-month') L (L can=

not remember what time of year this month was).

l~d-qeme~d-~ (with l~d-anatomical 'eyes', and
-~-suffix retained throughout) 'S (child) stares

(at someone)': le~edeqeme~c'~ 'he (child) is look=

ing, staring straight at one' L, si~ qu?le~edi.=

qeme~c'}h 'he'll stare straight at me' L.



qeme~~

qeme~~ (cf. deme~~) -

qeme~C'(-3:) 1. (noun, d.-class, with optional -3:-=

suffix) 'hole, rotten spot in ice': qeme~C' LA,

qeme~C'3: 'airhole in ice, rotten spot in ice,

spot that never freezes solidly over, where air=
11

bubbles often come up' rr~ qeme~~da?luw 'big ~
;"

hole in ice' L, qeme~C'3:de?e? qeGi.ya.G 'watch

out, don't walk into rotten spot on ice!' L, ?ew

qeme~~3:de?e? ?a.~ya.~ 'lest he walk into a

rotten spot on the ice!' L.

2. (noun, attested only as C) 'rotten (of

ice), bubbling, fermenting': qeme~C'3: deGe3:e?3:

'it (d-class, ice) is getting holes in it, rot=

I, ting' L, qeme~C'3: Ge3:e?3: 'it (e.g. berrymash)

is getting bubbles in it, it's boiling, ferment=

ing, bubbles are coming up in it' L.

d-de-qeme~~(-3:) (with d-class-mark for 8 'ice',

attested only in inceptive perfective, -3:-suffix

possibly thematic, or only perfective) '8 (ice)

rots': deGedeqeme~C'3: 'ice is rotting' L.



" " qUhJ.c~
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quh~~
~}quh~~} (noun) 'lamp-chimney (cylindrical glass

on oil-lamp)' LMA. To be analyzed ~-}-quh~~-},

with ~-indefinite prefix, }-classifier, thematic

-}-suffix; informants unable to analyze or to
remember quh~~ in any other context, or the

form with any other meaning.



-_lr~III'~ quweka.n...qeweka.n

quwekaon-qeweka.n (loan from Tlingit quwakan 'deer')

quwekaon (noun, unclassified) '(Sitka black-tailed)
deer (Odocoileus columbianus) , LM, qewekaon

'deer' l7.3Mo

, ,,'



qa.

opr
qa. (loan from Tlingit qa 'person', occurring only

in loans ~e-qa-, ~-~qa., see also kena.qa-)



qa?nio-qa?nuo

qa?nio-qa?nuo (forms with -io and -u- in free vari=
ation for L only, MA Rezanov -io only, A rejects -uo;

to be analyzed perhaps qe-?nio--?nuo, qe- 'plural',

but more probably qa?-nio--nu-, qa? (preverb) 'up

out, suddenly breaking out', -nio perhaps to be iden=

tified with le-(l)i-nio, perhaps gerundive, :fits -D,uo

variant perhaps due to influence of -nuo relative

enclitic 'pI- humans', or, perhaps most likely, qa?-=

nio--nu', qa?n-nio--nu', or qa?n-i---uo, where

qa?- or qa?n- is related to quo(l) and/or qela?

and/or qeyuh, basic meaning 'belligerence', with

-ni.--nu. as preceding, or -i.--u. of uncertain

identity, cf. especially Galice -hwa-kaS--k~~ (momen=

taneous) , -hwa-kaa--ka? (continuative) 'to fight, go

to war', for further comparison see qa.g, qela?,

qeyuh, qU-(I))

qa?ni--qa?nu- (noun, perhaps gerundive) 'fight(ing)':

qa?ni- (not qa?nuo) 'fight' A, Rezanov EXOR~=

aRaHHe 'He ~epHcD prUgle dich nicht:' ya?JS:u-; 
qah qa?ni. M, ya?JS:U- qa?ni- 'don't fight,

i
[ no fighting:' LM, qa.nu.~iya? 'big fighter'

('fighting-master') L, qa?ni-~a?JS: sah1 'he went

looking for a fight' L, qa?nu-JS:a?JS: Ge?a?~1inuo=

duh 'they're getting into a fight:' L, attested

most frequently as 0 of 0-1-?ya '8 fights', see

instances under -?ya 38-



qu.sk'eej;

,qu.s~e.d (loan from Tlingit qusk'edi, name of Tlingit

clan or sib, represented from Sitka northwestward, of

Raven moiety at least from Dry Bay northwestward)

qu.sk'e.d name of Tlingit clan or sib of Raven

moiety extended to the Eyak, of which G's mater=

nal grandfather was a member L, or (noun, un=

classified) 'a member of the qu.s~e.d clan'L.,!I



q

q (perhaps related to q'e?2, q'e?-q'e.)

o-q (postposition, with zero, -d, de~, -~, -~ahd,

and -~ah finals, but irregular in that zero final

occurs instead of -d and -de~ finals, 'at rest'

and 'movement within area', where these are ex=

pected with unclassified pronominal or nominal 0,
and also optionally whre 0 is a proverb or another -

postposition, or is classified or includes a the=

matic or anatomical mark; morphophonemics with

marks are like those of o-~: > -.na?q where

last element is 1-, -Ca.q where otherwise; re=

quiring connective -e- where followed by~, ~;

under major subdivision 1. are listed semantical=

ly regular occurrences, subdivided the'reunder by
,

finals, or reflexive, reciprocal, or indeterminate

0, under 2. incidences as final element of other

postpositions, preverbs, certain other forms, un=

der 3. various idiomatic usages; instances with

thematic or partly thematized anaDmical marks are

listed under separate subentries) 1. 'on, on(to

top, surface of) 0': a. with zero final: 6.4, 9M,
9.88,32.6,37, 41A, 12.12G, 16.4M, 20.33, 34, 36, -

38,41,42,47, 47A, 21a.20L, 21b.50, 58A, 27a.=

25,26,32, 33L, 28.7, 7, 24, 96, 98, 29.22:.A" 30.=

2, 47a.3L, 47b.12M, 56.6L, 61.21,21,26,65.4,
26, 12, 12, 13, 62A, siq 'on top of me' L, ?ewq --'



(not *?ewqd) sedah} 'it's sitting on it' L,

?ewq (not *?ewqd) setah} 'it's on it' L,

?uq ?isda?} 'chair', ?uq ?iste?}, ?uq k'u=

teh 'something (not bed) to lie on', 5i}q da.

?io}tah 'let's cache it (put it on platform)' M,

?ewq qu?qi.dex1etah 'I'll put my foot on it' L,

siq gedi.~x} 'they (clothes) are tight on me'

L, (le.lu"d) ?uq l{uJS:eAaoxu} 'railroad tracks'

L, giyahgeleJS:da.d ?uq ~a?~ih place-name'

('there's no water on it'), ?ew Geoc' dik}hq

guoxa?~ 'tie the spruceroot on a stick:' L, k'u=

JS:eh} ?uq Gexa?~ 'tie a string around it:' L,

qa.q Aa.JS:a?~g 'it (tree) fall over on us' L,

leJS:e~etug ?uq JS:~.?~ leJS:a?yah 'table for rice'

L, di.ya? ?uq qu?geliox~ah 'I'll put salt on

it' L, ta.lewa?~q Gao}}h 'he's walking along

on the edge of the road' L, ta.q ?iya? 'walk

on the road:' L, ?ewq y~o? Geta? 'set it down

on it:' L, diyux sixi.ya?JS:q y~o? sedah~ 'a

mosquito alighted on my chin' L, siq ye~ ?i=

~edu?~}h 'he's squeezing me allover (squeezing

about on me)' L, ?ew ?uq ye~ ?ix}ec'} ?~g 'I'm

slapping allover it' L, siq ye~ ?i~~~.~ 'it's

sniffing me allover' L, ?uq Ye~ ?ix}e~o~g

'I'm bending things all along on it' L, ?ewq

ye~ le~ex1eqe~ 'I'm rubbing it (onion) about



"

on it' L, di-ya? ?uq qu?gv.x1ewus ~l sprinkle

salt allover it' L, o-q Ye~ de-le?g-~ 'S

gropes, feels, palpates, touches about on 0',

o-q li? -le?g 'S strokes, pets 0 from head

back', taoq ?i1qao~ le~eGe~uh1g1 'I'm

spreading it (gravel) on the road with a shovel'

L, o-q yeJ$: ?i-?e?5 'S steps on 0', ?ewq

?e~ J$:edio?ah 'it (log) is (extends completely

by) over it' L, dedaode~yuoduw ?uq ~Ge1~a?g

'mark it on either side:' ('mark something on

it all over~') M, yeJ$:iyaoq yaonahd tah 'bed=

sheet' ('it's on mattress') L, Gu?1q ya~nafid

tah 'bedspread' ('it's on blanket') L, with

class-marks ending in 1- (see also o-l-q, 0-=

dJ$:l-q below): lO_12A, ?eW ~iyahd?a-na?q y~o?

Geta? 'set it down on the hat:' LM, teG1?aona?q

y~o? Geta? 'set it down on the hammer:' LM,

teG}?aona?q sedahl 'it (fly) is sitting on a

hammer'L, ?uona?q 'on it (l-cl~ss)' L, ?uo=

na?q ye~ sdiyah} 'I walked around on top of

it (mountain)' L, ?u.na?q' qa? sah} 'she went

up it (ladder)' L, ?i~aona?q' 'up a, on a moun=

taint 28_123, 124A, ~tahti-na?q (not *-t}-q,

*-ti-leq M) y~.? Geta? 'set it down on a

pelt:' LM, ~ahlti-na?q 'on a leaf, feather' L,

~J$:ehlqiona?q da°J$: Ga-1 'he's walking across



on a rope' L, o-gl-q': 11.162,24.42, 54A, 48.=

15L, ??-.guona?q' Gaolth 'he's walking along the

surface of the river' L, guc'deo ~ga? gi=

yahguona?q geAi.l?a? 'it's nine miles over the

water' L, ~e.gu.na?q dao~ Gaol 'it's walking

across on grease' L, see also qeosgu.na?q' un=

der qe.s, caoAiona?q 'on a rock, skerry' 20.=

50A,35.3L, ?ew cao",iona?q' y~o? Geta? 'set

it down on the ston~' LM, caoAi.na?q' qa? si=

qehl 'I went aground on a rock' L, caoAi.na?q

qa? desa?yahl 'ship grounded on a rock' L,

?~Ai.na?q ?ena"~ah 'flower species' ('flower

on ground') L, ??-hAi.na?q' ~ah} 'plant species'

(',leaf on ground') L, ~eAi ona?cf ye~ da.~}h

'he's walkj.ng around on the ri verbank' L, with

class-marks with other last elements: q'emaole=

~a.q' y~o? Geta? 'set it down on the roe:' L,

o-d-q' 10.36,208,11.194, 21b.51, 24.23, 25.129A,

42.2lL, 49~71, 51.7A, 57.3G, 65.12A, i:ic'da.q'

y?-o? Geta? 'set it down on the ice:' M, ?ew

ceAdaoq y?-.? Geta? 'set it down on the board~'

LM, ca?}da.q' y~.? Geta? 'set it down on the

knife:' L, ?ude?uhdgda.q sedah} 'it's sitting

on its eggs' L, ~ahd}da.q sedah} 'it's sitting

on top of the car' L, ?ew ~du.lihGda.q' ?i.tah}

dao~edi~a?g 'the matchbook on the table' L,



qihdaoq 'on a meadow', see qih, ?udaoq ye~

?edeo 'walk about on it (ice):' L, ?ewda-q

da-~ sah1 'he walked across on that (board)'

L, ~iadaoq yahd GaO1}h 'he's going out on the

ice' L, ~ota?1daoq yaonahd tah 'rug' ('co=

vers floor') L, ~duolihGdaoq yaonahd tah

'tablecloth' ('covers table') L, yahddaoq ye~

da-~ 'he's walking about on the roof' L, didi=

~o~ yahddaoq yaonahd tah 'sheet-iron'L,

x'ih~gudaoq dao~ GaO1}h 'he's walking across

on the grass' L, 1a?gJS:edaoq dao~ GaO1}h 'he's

walking across on wood' L, Rezanov KaRaJI.frx:aTar'b

'~eqa Schultern' qa-Gela?JS:eda-q 'on our shoul=

ders', ?~od ta°JS:edaoq 'here on the pier' 61_=

57A, ?uhsJS:edaoq Ga°3:}h 'he's walking along the

riverbank'L, ?uhsJS:eda-q guGe1~o?3:~h 'he's

standing on the riverbank' L,{see also 2d_(4) be=

low), with -~~o-d-anatomical: si~~odaoq sedaM

'it (fly) alighted on my forearm' L, with qiod-=

anatomical: siqiodaoq 'on (top of) my foot' L,

siqioqaoq da°JS: dis3:ic~oc'3: 'it's stuck to my

foot'L, 1i?q siqiodaoq weJS: Geleo1 'my whole

foot is getting involved' ('it (infection) is

getting thus on my whole foot') L, with g-class-=

mark or anatomical, requiring extension -kao-:

5ewu3:gu1ehgukaoq y~o? Geta? 'set it down on



the twine~' L; nominalized, as 0 of o-ya?

'of 0' (ya?5): qihda.qya? ~ah} 'plant species'

('leaves of meadow-surface') L, lisda.qya?

Ie.} 'tree fungus', nominalized with ya?-eya?:

see Aa.qeya?, xi~le~eda.qeya?, also -la?qeya?,

Ge}a?qeya?, -~a?qeya? under ya?-eya?, as

attribute in compound: qa.qeyahd 'grave-house'

('house over us') L, as attribute in compound or

construction requiring Gi-thematic: lisda-qeGi?=

S}-S 'tree fungus' L, ?uda.q ?iGi-kudg 'its

surface (of d-class 01) is too small' L, see also

?uqeGi~? under 3d. below-

lb. With -d final 'at rest, nominalization

of' (here only with classified 0, see also 2.,3.

below): ?i~a-na?qd 'on a mountain' 9.105A, ?i~=

a-na?qd yt-hinu. 'mountain people' M, ~i-~~e=

da.qd 'on a gravel beach' la.3M, lis ?w.ceda-qd

~.}eh place-name ('there are trees on it (~d-=

class)') L, duhs~eda.qd, ?uhs~eda.qd 'on a

riverbank' L, ~Gela?~eda-qd 'on someone's

shoulders' L, didi~.~ ?uda.qd yi}eh 'can=

nery' (, iron roof is on it (d-class)') L, ~ic'=

da-qd yahd Ga-}}h 'he's going out on the ice'

L, with anatomical marks: sile~eda-qd 'myeye=

lid' L, si~~.da.qd 'on my forearm' L, sigu=

ka.qd 'the lower part, hem, of my dress, coat' L.



lc. With -de~ final 'movement within area'

(here only with classified 0, see also lb.):

yahdda.q(de~) ye~ da.~ 'he's walking about on

the roof' L, yahddeqa?da.qde~ Ye~ da.~ 'he's

walking about on the corner of the roof' L.

ld. W,ith -~ final, o-qe~ 'continuous or

repeated motion or pressure onto 0': 10.209A,

27a.24, 26L, 47b.ll, 17, 20M,47c.9, 24L, 65.64A,

?uqe~ da.~ ?i.tah} 'stretching-frame'LM, ?u=

qe~ qi.dis}itah} 'he put his foot on it' L,

?ewqe~ ?ew Ge:r~a?g}dewa. 'before he writes on

it' L, ?uqe~ ~de~:r Rezanov, ?uqe~ ~dede~

'anvil' L, ?uGuhdqe~ O-~i~ 'S breaks 0 over

his knee', ?uqe~ ~Ge~g}, ?uqe~ ~a?qe?~ ~=

deGe~g 'oarlocks' L, ?i~e.~qe~ di.}GU? 'warm

your chest (with hot-water-bottle against it):' L,

duhqe~ sdiq'u?} 'herring spawned on kelp' L,

~qe~ ?eAa.}e~a?~ 'thing which falls over on

one' L, ?uqe~ O-gl-~?d 'S splashes 0 (water)

on him', ?ewqe~ ~dewe.~g '(stick) on which

something (fish) is hung' L, ?uqe~ ~qi.de}e=

yah 'footstool' L, siqe~ ~iya? dese?i} 'you

spilled it on me' L, o-d-qe~ 'onto d-class 0'

l6.7M, 49.150,150, 65.20A, ~duC8lihGda.qe~ lCiya?~

deGe?i:t~h 'he's pouring it on the table' L,

?i~a.na?qe~ 'onto, up a mountain' 7.34,9.109,



29.35, 49.109A, ?i~a.na?qe~ Ga.~ 'he's climb=

ing a mountain' L, ?i~a.na?qe~ da. Ge?a?~

'we're going up on a hill' L, ca.Ai.na?qe~

'onto a rock' 10.38,20.47, 50.51A.

Ie. With -~a? final (-~ final with -a?

augment): ?ewqe~a? yahd seqeh1ih 'he boated

out towards it (island)' 12.4G, ~a?~qe~a? \o~

to an island' 57.2G.

If. With -~ahd final 'from', o-qe~ahd

'off of (from on) 0': 12.15G, 36.39A, 45a.8L,

?uqe~ahd si~ ?ida?~e. 'read (off) it to me~'

L, ?uqe~ahd ?ida?de~ah 'newspaper, Bible' L,

?i~a.na?qe~ahd 'from a mountain-top' L, 7.35,

23.157, 25.55, 29.39A, '?i~a.na?qe~ahd qid di=

s~iqahG1 'it fell down (from top of) a moun=

tain' L, ?u~a.wa.na?qe~ahd 'off her head' 23.=

41A, ~du.lihGda.qe~ahd qid dis1iqahG1 'it

fell down off a tabletop' L, ?uda.qe~ahd ~=

~edah '(aboriginal) table' L.

Ig. With -~ah final or as 0 of o-~ah,

o-qe~ah 'away (to some remove, clear) from 0':

28.11,65.9,9,9,28,29, 38A, ?ewqe~ah le~e=
Aa.se1yahl}h 'he took it (pot of berries) off

it (fire)' L, Gu'?1 siqe~ah ?e1a? 'take blan=

kets off me~' L ~ahlti.na?qe~ah 'from, off a

leaf, feather' L.

""..".-", "",;;



Ih. With reciprocal 0, attested with zero,

-~, -~ah finals, meaning sometimes somewhat idio=

matic, used preverbially, often not requiring vo=

calization of classifier in intransitive themes:

?i:r.q ~e5a?:r. 'they (groundhogs in sack) "bust

together" (imploded, burst out of sack and dis=

persed) , 23.30A, ?i:r.q qeyuh ~:r..i?a?~:r. 'they

attacked each other' 28.103A, ?i:r.q yi:r.eh

'they're stacked up' L, ?i:r.q de-~ed 'S comes

apart (from on each other) at corner, seam','

?i:r.q yeqa? ~edidi?ah:r. 'they (logs) are piled

up'L, ?i:r.q q~? ?idi?a?~ 'they're mating' M,

?i:r.q si:r.ah:r. 'I put them one on top of the other'

L, ?i:r.q q~.~ deGex:r.a.:r. 'I'm stacking them

(boards)' L, with -~'final: ?i:r.qe~ qa? Gi.:r.ah

da.~ 'when you've stacked them up' 65.62A, with

-~ah final: ?i:r.qe~ah O-ce~ 'S cuts 0 apart in

layers, strips' 65.10, llA.

Ii. With reflexive 0 (for zero variant of

or deleted reflexive 0 pronoun see o-l-q, o-y-=

q, also qe?-qeo), attested with zero, -~, and

-~ahd finals, in indirect reflexive constructions,

requiring vocalization of classifier in verb:

?edq lixditah1 'my head is inclined to side'

{'my head is on myself') L, ?edq we~ ?a?:r.et'eh

'wear it:' L, ?edq ~a? we~ ?a?:r.it'eh 'wear



'wear it' L, ?edq dexdeleh 'I'm groaning'

(making vocal noise on myself)' L, with -~ final:

?uya? ?edqe~ ~dedeGu? 'hot-water-bottle',
with -~ahd final: ?edqe~ahd we~ O-}e-le 'S

removes 0 off self' 36.39, 40A.

Ij. With indeterminate 0, da.q 'on some=

thing (indeterminate surface)', attested with

zero and -d finals: da"q lO.32A, 18.21L,

21b.34,46A, da"q ?i.dah} 'it's perched (on

tree), he's sitting (on something, surface)' L,

?u'd da"q ?i.dah}}h 'he's sitting there' L,

?u"d da.q ?i.tu?~}inu" 'they're lying there'

L ?u"d da"~ ?i.teh1ih (not *?u"d ?i"teh=, 'i .
}}h) 'he's lying there' L, ?u"d da"q ?i.tah1

'it's up (on surface) there' L, ~edeGU.~ da"q

Geta? 'set it up there~' L, da.q O-xwa?~ 'S

ties 0 up (on something)', siGuhd siya. da"q

si}qe~~ 'I skinned my knee' ('I scraped my knee

on something)' L, with -d final: Galushia Nelson

ta.qt 'mainland' BSdL 532 probably to be read

da.qd.
lk. With indeterminate 0 and (partly the=

matize~ d-class-mark, attested with -d and -~

finals: deda"qd 'on deck' M, deda"qe~ sah}

'he went on top (to top of house, deck of ship)' L.

11. With ~e- 'area' as 0, see 2d.(4) below.



2. As final element with certain postpo=

sitions and preverbs, sometimes uncertain, or

as possible final element in certain other forms,

meaning, where isolable, as under l.above: a. as

final in postpostions and preverbs of the shape

CV?, vowel not expanded: see o-y-da?, o-~a?q,

~a?qe?~- (~a?-), qu?_qvo_, probably also in

la?q (la?-), xi?q (xi-xi?), possibly also in

sa?q, ~e?q, ga?q, Ge?q, wa?q, ?a?q, con=

ceivably also in other stems listed as of the

form CV?q.

2b. As final in certain forms ending with

fricative: see qe~, conceivably also in xe?xq-,

x?-?xq, qehsq-, wahsq, niosq, though the phono=

logical patterning of these probably indicates un=

analyzable stem with final cluster, see phonology

in grammar.

2c. As final element in postpositions and

other forms of the shape Ca? or Ca?-Cao, vowel

expanded with -q: see o-~ao-q, o-d-~ao-q, 0-=

y-~ao-q (~a?-), -sao-q-d (sa?-), -~-a.-q X
(~), yao-q (yao), probably also in de-Ga.-q ,

(Gao), Ge~r-qaoq, ?i-x-qaoq (qa.q).
2do As final elemsnt in certain forms of

the shape -da.q, difficult of certain analysis

because of the homophony of o-d-q (with d-class-=



mark or d-thematic) , de-q (with indeterminate

0), o-da?-q (though cfo o-y-da?-q, perhaps

incorrect), o-dao-q, and -dao?-q, all>

-daoq: (1) ?}Odaoq 'on one's own face', <

o-l-da?-q or -l-dao?-q, see da? ,da.?; ~

(2) J.<:edeGida.q 'upstairs, in loft, above, etc.',

< ~e-deG-?e?-da?-q, -d-q, d-q, or -da.-q,

see O-deG 2c.; (3) ?CJi.gv.da.qd M., ?CJioguda.qd

'riverbank, riverside' LM, ?~.guda.q 'on the

riverside' L, 45b.6M, ?CJi.-g(l)-da?-q, cr. 0-=

g-da?, or -da.-q, meaning perhaps suggesting

.latter rather than former analysis; (4) J.<:eda.q-

(attested with -d, -de~, and -da? finals): J.<:e=

da.qd 'riverbank' L, 'out in the flats' M, Ga=

lushia Nelson J.<:ela.stexeta.qt 'Egg Islands

(literally "outside the mainland")' BSdL 544

J.<:elahsd J.<:eda.qd ('on flats in area out forward

to sea') L, qa.dewug J.<:edaoqd place-name (Egg

Island near Katalla, see qaodewug, wug) L, J.<:e=

daoqdeJ.<: ye~ daO~}h 'was walking about along the

riverbank' 45a.2L, ~eda.q(e)da? sahl}h 'he

went out to the flats, beach' L; analysis perhaps

~e- 'area' as 0 of o-da.-q 'on vicinity of 0',

o-da?-q 'on front of 0', o-d-q' 'on d-class 0'

(e.g. da? 'alluvial mud', with d-class-mark

thematized) , (~e-)~d-q 'on ~d-class 0, area'

)
)



(e.g. ?uhs, duhs~ 'riverbank'), with ~d-class-=

mark thematized, and/or ~e- 0 deleted by haplo=

logy, or lacking 0 pronoun, cf. forms with ~d-=

class-mark under la., lb above, and (o-)d-i.?-q

6c. under ?e?-.

2e. As final element in forms with expanded

and ablauted vowel: see (o-)d-i.?-q under ?e?-,

perhaps also ~.q.

3. With more or less idiomatic meaning (see

also especially o-l-q 2., o-y-q 2.):~ with zero

and perhaps also -~ final, of natural phenomena,

especially seasonal or diurnal, taking place con=

cerning 0: o-q 3:-~e?~ 'it beomes dark, night

fall "on" 0' 10.10, 25.69A, ?uq se%~ela.g3:}h

'it became winter "on" him' 23.54A, ?u'l! siq'

se 3:xa? 3: 'I spent summer there' L, siq yese3:=

qah3: 'day broke lIon" me' L, siq' ye:Jl: se?ah3:

'sun set "on" me' L; perhaps also in o-q 3:-=

da.s 'S is heavy for 0 and in o-q leG g-?ya

'tide rises over 0'; with -~ final, perhaps in

siqe~ GeleG;a?ya.3: 'I'm approaching term (in

gestation)' ('time is coming upon me') L.

3b. With zero final only, '(compensation;

prayer, payment) for 0, for (revenge on) 0':

o-q 0-3:e-le, o-q' y-de-le, o-q ya.kihdah

0-3:-i 'S pays, repays (0) for 0' (see also 0-=

~",",_i" iUi'



l-q' 2.), ?uq' dao deGede"5.iJ.°c' daoJf 'if we -
/\

pray for it' 70o3A, o-q O-l-ceJf 'S cuts 0 for

revenge on 0' 49.58,58,59, 67A; with reflexive

0, in indirect reflexive constructions: ?edq

yisdilil}h 'he paid for himself' 33.74A, ?edq

(?ewao ~a?) daodi5iJ.°a 'you should pray for

yourself' 61.22, 23A, probably also in ?edq
dexdeleh 'I'm groaning' ('I'm making vocal

noise on, for myself') L.

3c. With -~ final only, perhaps closely re=

lated to 3b., 'blame, tattling on o~: o-qe<!

O-J.C-(l-)ta 'S blames 0 on 0', o-qe~ O-?-~a

'S tells, tattles on 0 (concerning 0)'; see also

o-l-q' 1. near end.

3do With zero, -~ahd, and perhaps also -?!

finals, '(from) abundance, by virtue of 0' «
'(from) on top of 0'), see also especially ?-=

y-~ao-q under ~a?-: with zero final: ?uqe=

Git'u? "!'ve got a bunch of them" L, ?i. ?iya?

?uqeGi~?, xuo siya? ya.luhdg 'you've got

"a bunch" of them, I a few' L, perhaps also in

xi~e~eda°q'eya? 'snowslide' ('that which results

from an abundance of snow' 7) L, most frequently
with -~ahd final: Glyahqe~ahd .plenty of f d' ---

L, 'for (due to abundanc~ of food' 49.137A,

yaoyuoqe~ahd 'plently of clothes, goods' L,



ya.yu.qe~ahd c~?delihih 'he brags about his

possessions' L, perhaps also in ?ewqe~ahd qew
k'uleJS: ?i.t'e. 'from that he's rich' 36.48A,

also perhaps, with -~ final, in ?ewq8~ da.

qu?ledete. 'we'll eat our fill on it' 11.183A.

3e. Miscellaneous partly idiomatic uses,"""'

not referring to literal physical placement or

position 'on 0': qa.q ?edi.lih}a7a.l{ 'he

(cust) thinks upon (1) us' 70.4, 4A, guG'q' lah3

xuqeJS:i.leG 'you mistreat me with (throw me for=

ward upon) lies' 10.155, 156A; sitah siq' Ii?

~qe~g 'my skin is peeling' ('my skin keeps

sliding down (1) on (~) me') L.

3f. Frequent, perhaps partly idiomatic use
with nouns lah la. 'camp, village, town' (under

la-nal), ?~hl 'land, territory, habjation',
and ~a?t' 'island', q.v., as 0, attested with

zero, -d, -deJS:, -~, -~a?, and -~ahd finals.

o-l-q' (postposition, with I-anatomical 'head',

partly thematized; form o-.na?q, homophonous,

semantically indistinguishable from, and probably
equivalent to o-l-la?q', see la?-; attested with

zero, -d, and -~ finals, once perhaps as 0 of 0-=

da?-d 'front of 0', and often with deleted re=

flexive 0, form ?i.na?q, with other than pro=

noun as 0, form probably -?i.na?q, not attested)



1- 'on o's head' (non-idiomatic): with zero fi=

nal: o--na?q Ii? -le?g~ 'S pets 0 on head

(from front toward back)', GU? ?i-na?q q~o~

Gele-1 'sweat is forming on your face' L, gugsg

?uona?q ye~ da-~th 'a louse is walking about on
his head' L, o--na?q Ii? -ce~ 'S (e_g- scarf)

slides down of o's head', ?u-na?q y~-? Ge=

le?g 'put your hand down on his head:' L, ?u-=

na?q lah5 ?ele?g 'pet its head (forwar~:' L,
with deleted reflexive 0: ?i-na?q O-de-xwa?~

'S ties 0 (scarf) on own head'; with -d final:

si-na?qd y~o? sedah1 'it (fly) alighted on my

head'L, si-na?qd y~o? sele?g1 'he touched
(put his hand down on) the top of my head' L,

siona?qd 'on top of my head' L, with deleted re=

flexive 0: ?i-na?q'd we~ s1it'u?} 'she wore it

on her head' 47b_36M; with -~ final (perhaps

idiomatic, cf- o-q 3b_): ?u-na?q'e~ ~s}ic'e~}
'its (dog's) nose has been cut to make it a good

hunter' ('something has been cut on its head')

L; as 0 of o-da?-d 'front of 0', or perhaps

with da?-d 'up': si-na?q'da?d Gao} 'it (bug)

is walking upward on my face' L-

2- Idiomatic, 'mistreatment of 0': si-=

na?q yeGedele? 'make it up to me:' ('pay for

your mistreatment of me:~" pay for my head:')

I



9.32A, si.na?q' ye~ ?ile~de?a.~ 'you pl.

(cust) mistreat me (walk about on my head)'

50.64A.

o-d~l-q (postposition, form o-de~a.na?q', analy=

sis uncertain, order of marks non-canonic, per=

haps o-d-~l-q', cf. o-d-}-ye~ 'in front of

0", o-~l-ya?-d 'vagina', or o-d~-l-la?-q',

cf. la?-, especially o-d~-la?-d, but L re=

jects e.g. proposed *o-de~a.na?d, *o-(le}ya.=

na?q'd, etc., cf. also ~~.?; attested with

zero, -d, -de~, -~, and -~ahd finals) 'on, at

o's pack, behind 0': with zero final: 23.18A,

?ude~a.na?q' ?iqe?x}xu~~h 'I'll shoot at his

back' L, ?ude~a.na?q' ?iGe}xu~ 'shoot him in

the back:' L, with -d final: 9.1.05, 27b.34, 65.=

73A, side~a.na?qd 'behind me, my back, on my

back' L, side~a.na?qd ?ise3:xu~~h (or xuse}-)

'he shot me in the back' L, side~a.na?qd ?ewa.

silah c~?dele.~~h 'he (cust) talks about me

behind my bijck' L, side~a.na?q'd guGe}~.?}~h

'he's standing behind me' L, with -de~ final:

o-de~a.na?q'de~ ~(movement) behind, on o's back,

in, through, along the back of 0, dorsally of 0':

12.9G, 47b.39M, 61.113,65.2,73, 75A, side~a.=

na?qde~ ye~ da.~ 'it's walking around behind

my back, on my back' L, with -~ final: 27b.34A,



side~a.na?qe~ Ga'~~h 'he's climbing up on my

back' L, with -~ahd final: ?ude~a-na?qe~ahd

'off (from on) her back' 36.l4A; as 0 of o-}-=

~-a.-d 'on side, direction of 0': side~a.na?q=

}~a.d 'on the back, dorsal side of me' M.

o-y-d~l-q (postposition, as above, mark combined

with y-antomical 'hand'; attested with zero and

-d finals) '(on) the back of o's hand, outside

surface of o's forearm': siyede~a.na?q 'on the

outside surface of my forearm' L, siyede~a-na?qd

'(on) the back of my hand, outside surface of my

forearm'L.

o-y-q (postposition, with y-anatomical 'hand',

form o-ya-q, frequently with deleted reflexive

0; attested with zero and -d finals) 1. 'on o's

hand, wrist': siya-q y~'? se}tah~ 'you set it

down on my hand' L, ?uya.q ye~ ~gu~di~ahG~~h

'h~wrist is tattooed' L, ~i?q siya'q we~ Ge=

le-~ 'my whole hand is becoming affected' L, with

-d final: siya.qd 'on the back of my hand' M,

'(anywhere) on my hand, wrist' L; with deleted re=

flexive 0 in indirect refelxive constructions:

ya-qd we~ ?a?~e~eh 'wear it on your wrist:' L,

ya-qd we~ ?ix~i~eh 'I'm wearing it on my wrist'

L.

2. Idiomatic, 'bothered, hurt by 0': si=



'"'#1

yaoq deseli}~h 'I hurt, bothered him' L, deo:

yaoqd yik}.~ 'rhy are you crying, what's making

you cry'?' ('hurtl by what are you crying,?') L,

34.79L, siyaoq' qu?yik~o~ 'I'll make you cry'

(especially to c~ild, e.g. by tickling) L, with

deleted reflexive 0: yaoq x}ek}.JS:~h '11m ma=

king him cry (byl my own hand)' L, yaoq xule=
I

k~°JS: 'he's maki~g me cry' L, yaoq ?iqe?xle=
!

k~.~ 'I'll make! you cry' L, in preverbial posi=

tion: ya?JS:u. q~? yaoq qu?lek~.JS:}h 'don't

make him cry an~ore' L.

o-d-y-q (postpositibn, as above, mark combined with

d-thematic 'orall, noise') 'hurt, bothered by what
!

0 says': sideyarq k}.JS:}h 'Iisaid something

and made him cry!' ('hurt by what I said he's

crying') L. I



qe.

qe. (also qi. in some early transcriptions from L;

stem conceivably qeod, but see below; perhaps re=

lated to qah-, qele?, qedil, 2, and/or q3)

qe.dah (adverb, probably to be segmented qe.-=

dah with -dah adverbializer; cf. e.g. Navaho

~ad-~a. 'now', ~ad 'that's all' (frequent in

or as closing formula""of texts), Minto ~uda

'that's all, enough:', Navaho ~adi 'enough:,

time is up', Minto ~odid 'now') 1. 'just, plain,

just plain, simply, quite, outright, straightaway,

forthwith, immediately, directly, right away,
that's all' (general indication of immediacy, di=

rectness, simplicity, finality; absence of quali=

fication, complication, delay, or addition): in

text, usually clause-initial or following inde=

pendent S, L considers frequency of occurrence

in texts from A clearly excessive: 7.20,45,10.=

33,11.38,165,177,181, ?0.90, 23.19, 27, 29,

30,48,24.64,25.158, 27b.ll, 54, 29.63, 32.18,

33.39,41,42, 36.20A, 48.13L, 49.35,137,138,
.

50.3A, 57.31G, 61.87, 88,.116,119,123, 69.17A,
71.1lLM, in negative clauses, 'not immediately':

25.82,36.45,61.114, 120,.65.60A, qe.dah ?ed=
qi.deGe}e~~?}~h,?~de~eAa.G.a?yao}}h 'his feet

are fairly fluttering, vibrating, he's running

so fast' 72.22L, qeodah ?uqi.deya?dle~ ?ixi=

i

Air



?~O~}h '(he runs away so fast) all I (cust) ever

see is the soles of his feet' L, waow ?u"d lCu=

fu?, qe"dah ?uod Ge:r:etugxga? Gele"x 'there

are so many herring there, it's (quite) like it's

(downright) swollen up with them' L, qe"dah ?ew~

lah sdimefl 'it's really (downright) twisted up

badly with it' M, with enclitic -dig 'also':

qe"dahdig ?ew?~"? ?ao~ 'he (cust) comes upon it

right away too' 9_144A; in transcriptions from L

of first and second summers also qiodah, at

least with very close allophone of le"1 if not

lie/, but not verified by other informants or

attested again from L: di?desiga?:r: qi-dah qu?=

xcU?d 'I'm so tired I'll (forthwith) fall asleep'

L, di?desiga?:r: qe-dah xcu?d 'I'm so tired I'm

(simply) falling asleep' L, qi-dah (or qe-dah,

deq'iodah, deqe"dah) lCulexmaO~}h "'it don't

take him long to ruin it'" ('he (cust) ruins it

forthwith') L, qe-dah (or qiodah, not deqe"=

dah, deqiodah) deqi-kih 'it's all gone already'

('(it's) simply all gone') L, qi-dah we".J.( ?u?=

x~il}h}h, ?uoda? qu?w}h}h 'I ~ he'll go

there' ('I outright believe thus of him, he'll

amve there') L"

2- With proclitic de- '~': a- meaning

as above, general (relatively rare and uncertain):

I



probably in 20.89, 23.3A, 59.8 Galushia Nelson,

possible in 10.256fnA, 41.1, 45a.6L, deqeodah

(or deqi.dah, qe.dah, qiodah)

'he (cust) ruins it forthwith' L.

2b. Meaning clearly restricted to 'that's

all (there is to it, the extent of it)': deqeo=

dab 'that's all there is (to it, of it), that's

the end of it, it's all done, gone' A, 11.61A,

41.5L, perhaps al~o in 10.256fn, 20.89, 89A, 42.=

1,45a.6L, deqeodah. deqi.dah 'it's all gone'

L, deqe.dah~uh te?ya? ?i~a? --?~', deqe.=

dah qew 'is that all the fish you have? --yes,

that's all' L, Galushia l~elson ~aq£iRaqa'au

'that's all (end of story)' BSdL 306,555 de=

qeodah (qe?ew-qew) 'that's all, the end' (fre=

quent in or as closing formula in texts) 8.20,

9.169,11.205,200105,23.163,25.214, 27b.59,

28.143,33.87, 36.49, 50.67,61.126, 126, 65.85A.



q'e?J.

q'e?l

~-q'e? 1. 'S cools off': 16.18M, Rezanov CDI.JI:bRaSJI:b

'npOCTDI.JI~ abgekUlt' se~ge?~ 'it cooled off',

with gl-class-mark for S: ?ew ka.5 guleGe~q'e?~

'the soup is cooling' L. Transitive (causative):

si~q'e?~ 'I cooled it off' L, often repetitive:

~ge?g}h 'he's cooling it (before eating it)' M,

16.17M, x1q'e?g 'I'm cooling it off' L, qu?x~=

q'e?g 'I'll cool it off' L, with gl-class-mark

for 0: ?ew ka.5 geli.~ge? 'cool that soup~'

L; passive: sdiq'e?~ 'it's been cooled off' L.

2. 'S (fire) goes out, dies': se~ge?l

'fire went out' LMS, qa?~ge? 'fire will die' M,

Ge~ge?l 'fire is dying' L, de?u.d ?i.~qe?

'alright let the fire die' L, repetitive: lqe?g

'the fire keeps dying' L. Transitive (causative):

dega.g Gelqe? ,'extinguish the fire~' MS, Gelge?

'put it (fire) out:' L, ?ew Gex~qe?~ si~ de=

l}h}h 'he told me to extinguish it (fire)' L;

with d-class-mark for 0 (fire): deGe~qe? 'put

it (fire) out' (same as Ge~ge?) L; passive:

sdige?~, s~iqe?l 'it (fire) has been extinguished'

L. Lack of expected d-class-mark for S or 0 (fire)

perhaps indicates that x-qe? 2. is to be con=

sidered a derivative of ~-ge? 1., 'it (food) is



cooling off (because fire is going or has gone

out)', but the opposite is also possible, 'it

(fire) is going or gone out (therefore food is

cooling)', where class-mark for obvious 8 is

omitted, as also in e.g. O-da-la '8 drinks --,
0' (necessarily liquid), in which the gl-class-=

mark for liquid 0 does not appear.

:,.,'
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qe?-qe.

qe?-q~'. (perhaps related to qe?2 and/or to be ana=
lyzed -q-?e?, with deleted reflexive 0 of o-q
'on 0' compounded with o-?e? 'in place of (absent)

ori~ i.e. '(returning to, refilling) place on absent ~
!

self', cf. Athapaskan *o-qe(-d), Eyak o-q(-d) '(at

rest, nominalization of) on 0', Athapaskan *o-qe=

(?)-~, -J$-", -d, variously 'place where 0 has been,
trail of, behind, on the back of, on account of, be=

cause of, after, according to, measured by, like, in

exchange for, sympathy with 0', note also Navaho ~e
'friend, kin' and other comparisons made under qe?2;

cf. especially also ~a?qe?~- under ~a?-, o-?e? lb.
under ?e?-; perhaps present also in personal names

qe?teh, qe.dahd)

qe?-qe.- (preverb; always with zero final; qeo-
frequent as optional combinatory variant with fol=

lowing preverb; vocalizing classifier of intran=
sitive and detransitivized verbs, not of transi=

tives, usage therewith often taken as criterial
in determining whether a given theme is basically

transitive or intransitive; for exceptions to the

preceding and following statements see 2. below;

though etymologically p"erhapsa compound postpo=
sitional p,hrase with deleted reflexive 0, the po=

sition of qe?-qe.- is clearly established as pre=

verbial, always following, never preceding inde=



pendent S, 0, C or postpositional phrases; its

position with regard to other preverbs is as

follows: sometimes following other preverbs

(form qe?), sometimes preceding and not com=

bined (form qe?) , sometimes preceding and

combined (form gee-), in free variation, but

with certain statistical patterns which corre=

late apparently with the phonological nature of

the initial consonant of the other preverb,

rather ~han with phrase-structure or meaning:

with preverbs with apical initial most frequent=I 
ly in order pv ge?, but qe? pv and qee-pv

not rare, see dae':J.C, ta?, ca? (ci?-), ce?-':J.C ~

(ci?-), cte? (ci?-), 1&62, li?, lah (la-=

nal), lah (la-na2), luel, with preverbs with

initial q- or ':J.C- usually qe? pv, relative=

ly rarely pv qe? or qee-pv, see qa?-q~e,

qa?nie-, gala?, ':J.Cu?2, ':J.C~e?, with preverbs with
initial ?- pv qe?, qe? pv, and qee-pv with

approximately equal frequency, see ?a?q'2, ?Ii-~l,

?es2, and ?ed-i-':J.C (?e?-), and with preverbs

with initial y- most frequently qee_pv, not

rarely pv qe?, and relatively rarely qe? pv,

see ya?l, 2, y~e?, yaenahd (nahd), ya?':J.C,

ya':J.C2, 3, ya°':J.C, yahd3, yaenu? (lu?-nu?),

yej, yaeqa? (qa?-q~e-qae), with preverbial



personal pronouns dao 'first person plural S',

qao 'first person plural 0', and ?ilu? 're=

ciprocal 0', q'e?-q'eo very rarely precedes, per=
haps never precedes in natural style, and never

percedes in combinatory form q'eo-) The meaning
of q'e?-q'eo- covers several closely related and

overlapping semantic ranges, with a variety of

translations, sometimes determined by context,
sometimes partly so, sometimes entirely ambiguous,

and so often difficult or impossible to distin=

guish that is has not been ~onsidered practical

here to classify most of the occurrences in sub=

divisions according to the following discernible

meanings, all (except perhaps the last) of which

require or imply an antecedent action, movement,

or event, the repetition, continuation, or rever=

sal of which, or compensation for which, is indi=

cated by the theme with qe?-q'eo-: ao repetition

by ~another' S (involving same 0, C, 0, where pre=

sent), or involving 'another' 0, C, or 0 (by same

S, involving same other 0.., C, 0), where' another' x:
means (1) 'another individual (of same category)',

or (2) 'a different category of individual', thus

eogo 'he gave me another hat', or '(having given
, me something else already) he next gave me a hat',
Ii 'another man went', or '(a woman or something



else having already gone) a man this time, next,

too, in turn, went'; b. repetition or continua=

tion by same S, involving same 0, C, 0, where

present: (1) not involving reversal of direction

of antecedent action, translating 'again, some

more, anew', thus e.g. 'he went again, he (hav=

ing stopped) went some more, continuing path or

covering same path in same direction as previous=

ly)', frequent also in negative, translating 'no

more, not anymore', (2) involving reversal of di=

rection of, or compensation for antecedent, thus

e .g. '(the dog having kicked him) he kicked the

dog back', '(having taken the hat from me) he

gave me back the hat', '(having come from there)

he went back there', (3) as (2) and clearly de=

rived from (2), only with verbs of motion and

without locative postpositional phrases or other

preverbs, '(back) home'; c. only with transitives
of simple classificatory themes, without other

preverbs or postpositional phrases, 'S finds 0',

perhaps especially'S recovers lost 0', probably

derived from b.(2) and c.; all regular instances

will be cited under la.-c., irregular instances

(exceptions to the rules mentioned above) under

2.; as qe?-q'e.- occurs with very high frequency

in the corpus, in perhaps as many as seven hun=



dred instances, most instances 1il1der la.-c. will

be referred to only by the themes with which they

are attested, with full citation for relatively

few examples:

la.-c. Occurrences clearly with meaning ex=

clusively a.(l) and a.(2) are relatively infre=

quent, b.(l) and b.(2) the most frequent, since

for this meaning another preverb, e.g. ?~hl or

a locative postpositional phrase, e.g. ?ed?e?~

'home' is usually also present, the meaning of

qe?-qe.- thus falling under b.(2), meaning c.

also relatively infrequent: }~h6ih ?ew qe?

se}~i'~} 'he shot it once more' (b.(l)) 27b.14A,

?~h }}h6ihda? qe? sdiyah} 'he (next) went
over to the other one' (a.(l)) 47c.44L, gu.deg

?ew }}h6ih ?ewya?~ qe.ye~ secu.x}}h 'she

dipped another one down into it' (a.(l)) 35.85L,

?ew ~ah} giyahya?~ ye~ qe? ti.l~cu'x 'dipped

the feather down in the water again' (b.(l)) 48.=

10L, gu.deg ?edi~ qe? ~Se~~a?~}h, ~ewa.

'again he yanked something in, (this time) a dog'

(a.(2)) 18.69L, qe? ~qu?xSeh 'I'll kill some=

thing (else)' (a.(2)) 10.158, 158A, ?ew qe? qa?=

~}hinu. 'they're going to kill (another one of)

those again' (a.(l)) 37b.16A, ?~hdug qe? ~i=

~eh} 'he too is (another) one I killed' (a.(l))

,



55.16,12,26L, guodeg qe? sdiqeh1 'he went

(hunting, by boat) again' (b.(l)) 42.10L, qe?

sdiqeh1inu. 'they boated back home' (b.(3)) 37b.=
68A, ?ahnu.da? q'e? sdiqeh1 'he boated back to
them' (b.(2)) 47b.41M, qe? Ii? sdiqeh1 'they

next (another group) boated downriver' (a.(l))

68.21A, 'they (same group) boated back downriver'

(b.(2)) 68.105A (for several clear and ambiguous
instances with this type of contrast see especial=

ly 68.18-21,33-34,36-37, 42-43A and fns) , keo1=

ta.g~a? l~~a. qe? qu?xdeqeh 'I'll go some more

(hunting, by boat) for seal (this time, previous=

ly something else) for you pl.' (a.(2) and/or

b.(2)) 9.142A, ~la.Gi~a? qe? we~ ?idi~fhfh
'was already remarried to (living again with)

another person' (a.(l)) 25.102A, ~~a? qe? we~

?idi~eh 'had been living with someone (same people)

again' (b. (1) or b.(2)) 25.139A, S C qe? de-=
3:e(?) 'S becomes C again' (b.(2)) 3.13,17, 17M,

25.136,139,28.124, 51.10A, 63.40G~ 68.34A, S ~

deJ.CVh qe? de-1e(?) 'S becomes a person again,
turns back into a person' (b.(2)) 19.16, 21a.31L,

38.12LM, 1ah qe? sdi1e?3: 'S (another place)
also became a town, it (place) became another

town' (a.(l)) 68.54A, ?ew qe.yeq seleG1}h 'he

threw another on ashore' (a.(l)) 46.21M, qeoYe~



seleG} 'threw him back down' (b.(2)) 40.llfnL,

gu.deg qe? Gede?a?~inu. 'they're going along

some more again' (b.(1),18.34L, qe? Gede?a?~i=

nu. 'they're on their way back home' (b.(2) or

(b.(3)) 18.3, 46L, gu.dig o-?~.? qe? sdi=

?a??!l 'going along some more, they came upon 0,

going along they next came upon 0' (a.(2) or

b.(l)) 29.46, 48A, ?u?~.? qe? ~di?a?~ 'com=

ing back they found her' (b.(2)) 9.159A, O-?Q..?

qe? ~e-a 'S, going along again, back, home,

comes upon another 0, upon 0 again' (a.('l) or a.(2)

, or b.(2)) 9.123, '10.66, 67A, (a.(2) or b.(2))

10.246,247,248, 11.96A, (b.(l) or b.(2) or

b.(3)) 11.43, 43A, yahd qe? ~u? d~x:lih 'I'm

building another house' (a.(l)) M, qe? ~?

qu?x}ih 'I'll make, fix it again' L (b.(l) or

b.(2)) L, di~ qe? ?U?x:lega?}G}h 'I didn't

recognize him' L (b.(2)) L, ki1~.t'u?inu. ?u.da?

qe? ~di?a?~} 'many more people arrived there'

(a.(l)) L, qe? Geta? 'take another thing!'

(a.(l)), 'take another!' (a.(2)), 'take it again~'

(b.(l)), 'take it back~' (b.(2)), 'take it home~'

(b.(3)), 'find it~' (c.) L, qe? silteh1 'I found

it (pup)' (c.) L, ~i.da? qe? si:tteh1 'I car=

ried it (pup) yonder again, back yonder' (b.(l)

or b. (2)) L ,'- qe? ~. si:tyah1 'I found it (ve~s=
..



sel of liquid)' (c.) L, for further examples of

c. see 0-3:-te, O-E3:-)ta, O-(3:-)?a 4., 0-3:-=

ya'?; for further examples of all meanings, see

the following themes (where theme is followed by

comma only, attestations with qe?-qe'- are from

elicitations only, where followed by text number

only, found only in text, where followed by comma,

then text number, found both in elicitations and

text): 3:-de~, -da 2a., 4c., 10.154A, 47c.40L,

O-l-duh, 3:e-ta?~, -te 1.(5), 0-3:-te, 8.9A,

16.6M, 23.87, 90A, O~-)ta, 6.9M, 23.36, 37,38,

44,47, 49A, 34.70M, 45a.8L, 45b.8fnM, I-ta

24b.42A, ?u-?-(l-)ta 1.25.124, 60.43A, Gl-ta',

21a.39L, 0-3:-t'a?3:-, de-t'ic', 0-3:-t'ilC 27b.14A,

-t'e'--t'u' 2b. 25.102, 139A, 56.6L, 68.61A, 3. 70.=

lOA, ?i'lih-t'e'--t'u', 24.75A, I-t'e'--t'u', dl~-=

t'e'--t'u', O-~'i lc. 21a.29L, 2. 33.73, 74A, 42.10,
53.25L, -3:e(?) la., 19.16, 21a.3lL, 25.139A, 38.=

12LM, lc., Ie., 3.13, 17, 17M, 25.136, 68.34, 58A,

Ig.(l), 51.10A, 56.14L, 3b.(2) 28.124A, 63.40G,

3:-3u?, G-3:-3u?, d-3:-3u?, 0-3:-c}hd, -cu?d- 2a.=

20M, O-cu'x, 34.85A, 48.10L, O-d-cu'x, 0-3:-ce~

65.4, lOA, O-C}, 10.20, 11.173A, O-?-ca (cal),

3:e-ca?, O-c'eJ.<: 1.,34.86, 53.15L, O-?-(l-)3:-c'eJ.<:

43.7M, 3:e-c'~', O-siyu- 25.164, 190A, 0-5ahG3:

38.19LM, 0-5a? lc?J)9L, d-~e', O-d-3:-iJa'q' 46.l3,



18M, 68.123A, d-~eh~, O-~e 10.158,158, 37b.=

16A, 55.16, 21, 26L, ya.~ ~d1-~uh 34.69M, 0-=

gu?lC, ?i-gWa'-, ?ed O-gewi'-, O-kihs 2. 21&.28,

34L, O-?-l~-}-ki.q 72.9L, -ki.~ 1., d-~-lCa?~,

40.11fn, 47c.41L, O-~-xu~ 1., de-xe~, 11.78A,

de-Gu?, Gd-de-Gu?, O-?-d-~-qe?d-~, d-~e-qahG

50.17A, -qe, 9.142,20.58,59,60, 21b.75, 25.=

180,33.55, 37b.66, 68, 70A, 42.8, 10L, 43.14,14,

47b.8, 13, 4IM, 47c.5, 11, 12, 15, 16L, 49.85,117,

118, 125, 125, 126A, 52.7, 53.28, 56.4, 7, 9, 1,5,
16, 18L, 57.31G, 60.63, 63, 68.21,37, 105A, ?i-=

~-qe 33.29A, O-qa (qa1) 48.10L, O-qa (qa2) ,
4 4y-~-qa (qa) 50.47A, -qah (qah), 25.135, 211,

212A, dl-de-qu 46.32M, 1-qu 1.46.221"1,2. 21a.5,

21,32L, G1-qu', O-?-qe.? 68.33A, d-qa, ?i-=

~-qa 65.55, 57A, O-~ahd 1. 56.2L, O-~-~ahd 1.,

34.109L, ~-~e?~ 25.118, 124A, d1-~a?~, O-~-=

~a?~ 1. 16.22M, -~e?s-, -~ewa?s-, O-~-~a?~~-~-,
1}-~e1a.g 23.119A, O-?-~a (~a), 24.100, 102A,

-~a (~a2) 68.18,19,20,36,42, 60A, 0-?-(1-)=

~-~a' 1a.-c. 10.110A, 1e.-g., 2. 9.80, 11.5A, C

da-?-(l-)~-~a', gd1--Gd1-wa?~--wah} 34.113L, 0-=
we?c' 66.1L, -wus- 7., -we, 27a.34L, 27b.45A,

-?mahd, 1-de-ma' 61.97, 98A, de-?li?c', -le?g-

1a. 56.5L, 2a. 4.20M, 6. 37b.31, 32, 53A, 7. 37a.=

18, 20L, 61.18A, 12a., O-?-le?g- 23.75,85,86,



86A, 56.17L, O-:i:-u?g- la., 0-le6 (le61)

40.11L,46.21M, qe?-le? (le(?)-) la.,2b.,
10.162A, ?i-leh- (le(?)-) la., 57.7, IlG,
4d. 16.19M, 4f., 16.19M, 23.110, 110A, -le-

la.28.140, 36.44A, 2.11.33, 25.20bA, 4a.51.= '7

95,95, 65.64A, 6., 72.1L, 9. 66.99A, 13a.,

65.66A,18. 68.35, 40A, 19., 21.9.38,38,
39A, d-le la. la.14, Ib.20, 47b.17M, 6195A,

lb. 48.12L, ci-?d-le 1.24.101,101, lOlA, 37a.=

6L,49.158A, ?i-d-le lb. 28.141A, 4a., 4b.,

y-le 3.28.132, 132A, ?i.lih-le-, O-de-la

(la), -la (la-nal) 1. 21a.6, 37, 33L, 21b.25,

72A, 2.49.19, 81A, ?u.nahd qeolu. ?idela.~,

O-?-:i:-la, 18.38L, O-?-yahd, de-?yah6 2.,19.=

12L, -?ya lb., 17.,10.201, 36.24A, 18a., 61.=
83A, 34a. 34.114L, 38. 28.125A, o-~a? ~-:i:-=

?ya 25.134,173,198,203, 205A, d-?ya la.,

~-?ya, 7.39A, 14.1L, y-?ya 25.81A, ~dl-?ya

1.,23.69, 100, 25~93, 28.30, 37b.46, 47. 49.91,

97A, 55.18L, ?ed-?iolih-:i:e-?ya 2. 70.4A, 3.,

:i:-?ya (causative), O-:i:-?yao? 9.76A,45a.14,

56.l0L, 65.16, 3A, O-?-(l-):i:-ya.? 21Q59A, :i:e-=
?e5 1o, -?a?C!, 6.10M, 9.106, 159, 10.60A, 16.=

19M, 18.3, 34, 46L, 20.102, 25.101, 123A, 27a.=

29L, 27b.47, 48,28.48,69,29.45,46,47,48,

338.85A, 34.72M, 38~26LM, 4O.11L, 51.79A, 52.14L,



61.86A, ~-?a?~ 2.10.49,104, 11.203A, gdl-=
?a?~ 33.86A, d-(?i-)~e-?u?6, O~e 2., 47a.5L,

~e-?e 25.151, 152, 49.24, 25, 26A, O-dl-~-'~e

9.70, 23.98A, 55.5L, (~-)6-?e--?~ 61.4, 17A,

?i-~-?e--?~ I. 14.2L, 3. 68.l24A, 6. 37a.4, 6L,

8., 46.19M, 9.31.15,48.19, 19L, lOa., 21a.=

26L, 21b.73, 76A, O-(~-)?a 11., ~e-?a 2.,

O-~-(y)a, 10.74A, 15.7M, 65.50, 54A, O-~-a,

23.93,93,24.80,81A, o-d O-~-~-a, de-a' 1.,
g-~e-~.?, most frequently with -a 'sg. S goes'

Ib.5M, 7.9, 25, 27, 29, 9.50, 50, 62, 113, 123,

128,143,165,166,167,10.64,64,65,66,67,

70,121,153,161,173,174,192,192,246,247,

11.1,43,43,51,53,60,62,66,77,78,78,96,
134,135,136,137,137,151,152,187, 188A, 16.=
5, 17M, 18.27, 54, 58,86,19.3,4, 5,13L, 20.19,

61, 89A, 21a.3, 3, 22, 25, 32L, 21b.l1, 16, 18,

20,25,74,23.7,22,99,105,106,109,110,25.=
74,75, 127A, 27a.36, 37,43, 44L, 27b.44, 56,

28.29fn, 30.31,39,42,46,47, 29.55A, 31.16L,

32.9fn, 9. 10, 13, 14, 15, 20, 21, 22, 24, 33.75,

75,75,77,79,81,81,83,36.44, 37b.50, 53a,
65, 85A, 38.9LM, 43.6, 6, 47b.25, 44M, 47c.29,32,

41,48.1,7, 17L, 49.90,130,50.66,51.85,87,
88,92A, 53.13,15,26,27,55.4,6, 58.7L,60.30,
61.53A, ~-a 10.104,23.108A, gdl-a,.



2. Exceptional instances violating one or

more of the rules stated in introduction: a. com=

binatory form qeo- immediately preceding verb,

occasionally in elicitations and dictated texts,

never verified as such, often rejected for qe?

in reckecking with L or M, apparently rare in

taped texts from A, but clearly occurring e.g. in

dik' ?a?d k'ug1}°fu? qeo ?ede:1:eoG 'they no long=

er are very numerous' 68.58A, anddi~ ?ukuwa?=

naoGeyuoqa?~ qeo ?iolihdefu.G 'he no longer
wanted to go back to amongst his relatives' 24.75A,

both of which verbs show initial ?V-, and the

?i.lih- of the latter of which might possibly be

interpreted as a preverb, but it is possible that

a number of other similar instances of qe-- im=

mediately preceding a verb do occur on the tapes

of the texts and have been missed as such in the

transcriptions; such usage, however, is probably

limited to allegro and/or "imprecise" style, and

is but marginally acceptable in careful deliberate

style; in texts dictated by L: gu.deg qe? k'u=

c}?dedeleh 'again someone spoke' 37a.6L, and

guodeg giyah~o~ qe? ?edaO~}h 'again he used

to go some more for water' 48.71, were originally

transcribed qeo-k'u-, qeo_?e-, but later changed;

examples in elicitation, mostly later changed;



;,

?i%u? ge- qu?%ede~ 'they'll hurt each other

again'L, ?i%u? dao ge- qu?degu?~ 'we'll

punch each other again' L, ye~ ge. ?u?Gede=

yahd 'measure it again~' L, ?idehdah geo dao=

deq~-g dao~ 'when it gets to burning well

again' L, see further instance under 2bo

2b. Irregular order: (1) preceding C, only

in guodeg sahd~ qeo?e~dih di%~h~h 'he was

gone a long time again' 56.l4L, where ?e~dih

might be interpreted as a preverb; (2) preceding

postpositional phrases: qe? qaog, ge-qa-g

'some more upon us' 70_4, 4A (uncertain, poetic,

in song), ge.dao~ 'some more against something'

34.86L, in which da.~ < o-~ 'in contact with

indeterminate 0 might be interpreted as a preverb,

ya?~o ge? yaog qu?%ek}.~~h 'don't make him

cry again' L, in which o-y-q' with deleted re=

flexive 0 'on ~hand' is apparently interpreted

as a preverb, and in some elicitations which were

intended for the investigation of the permissi=

bility of such preverbial orders, including also

first person plural and reciprocal pronouns: ?i=

%u? dao ge.?idigu?~ (first preference), dao

?i%u? ge.?idigu?~ (second preference), q'eo=

?i%u? da. ?idigu?~, geoda. ?i%u? ?idigu?~

(third preferences, "sounds OK too") 'let's punch



each other again' L, da. qe.ye:JS: ?idi?a?~

(also, less spontaneously, qe.da. ye:JS:, ye:JS:

da. qe?, ye:JS: qe.da., dae ye:JS: ge?) 'let's

take a walk again' M, but with clear postposi=

tional phrase the reaction is stronger: si~

ge.ya?:JS: Geae:JS: 'throw it back up to me~' M,

second preference si~ ya?:JS: ge?, but gee=

si~ ya?:JS:, qe.ya?:JS: si~ ya?:JS: qe.si~ are

probably unacceptable, "doesn't sound right;

you'd know it was somebody who didn't know how

to talk right" M; but ge.?edyeqe~ Geda?ya.1:th

'he's coming to (back into self)" L, where ?ed=

yege~, though perhaps treated preverbially, is

clearly to be interpreted as a postpositional

phrase, yet never preceding ?edi:JS: 'in(to house)',

which is otherwise generally treated as a preverb

though in origin a postpositional phrase with

reflexive 0 just a~s ?edyege~, < ?ed-?e?-:JS:,
1.../

see ?edi:JS: under ?e?-.

2c. Thematized in combinatory form ge.-

and order preceding other preverb, such that the

meaning of gee-pv differs partly from that of

ge? pv or pv ge?: ge.ye:JS: de-a/-?a?~ '(sg.l=

pl.) S turns back; (sg./plj S walks about again',

but ye:JS: ge? de-a/-?~ '(sg./pl.) S walks

about again' (not 'turns back'); see geeye:JS:



'turning back, backwards' under ye~3; qe.yahd

'back out to sea; fall migration of salmon and

fowl', see under yahd3; in both cases it is ap=

parently the most frequent form, combinatory

qe.- preceding another preverb with initial y-,

qe.-y-, which takes on the specialized idiomatic

meaning, and not qe? y-, or y- qe?

2d. Requiring vocalized classifier in for=

mally transitive verbs: in O-?-(l)l-ga' 'S knows

0' perhaps in error, in O-~-a 'S eats 0', (fu-)=

Ge-?e--?~ 'S can see', o-~a? fu-l-?ya 'S both=

ers 0' usually with thematized ~-indefinite 0

with which verb is treated as intransitive; not

attested as failing to vocalize classifier of in=

transitives or of transitives detransitivized with

indeterminate O.



Ii qeo?

qeo?
O-?-qeo? 'S tries, attempts, tests, takes a chance,

risk at 0': ?a?qeo? 'try it (test it, attempt

it)~' LMA, ?ewa. fu?qeo?, ?ewao '~a?qe°-:} "'try

one (of them)~' L, xu?qeo?, xa?qeo? (latter

preferred) 'try me out~' L, qao ?a?qeo? 'try

us out~' L, qu?xqeo? 'I'll try it' LM, 'I'll

take a chance on it, I'll risk it' L, ?ew ?a?=

qe.?}h (rare non-umlauted form) 'he's trying it'

L,24.43A, ?u?siqeo?1 'I tried it' LM, ?ew

?u?seqeo?1 'they tried them (eggs)' 68.8A (d-=

class mark for 0 missing), ?ew qe? ?u?seqeo?1

'they tried that (spruce) next' 68.33A (d-class-=

mark for 0 missing), with optative clause: sisa?

?ili1d}?~g ?u?seqeo?~th 'he tried to slap me

in the mouth' L, ?a?geo~, ?ewgele~a?~ Ii?

?ioyah 'she (cust) tries to go in behind it (water=

falls)' 25.79A, '?ew ?u?weqeo~, 00. ?uode~ qa?

?ioyah 'he (cust) tries, to climb up out of there'

28.27A, with gl-class-mark for 0: kao3 ?u?=

qu?gelioxqeo? 'I'll try soup' L; reflexive:

?edu?xdeqeo? 'I'm practising (e.go making practice,

trial runs for a race)' L, ?edu?qu?xdegeo?, ?ed=

qu?xdeqeo? 'I'll try myself out, I'll practice'

L, with qiod-anatomical: gale? xuo ?uyeqe~

'. :: '

..



?edu?qi.da.xdiqe.? 'now let ~ try them (shoes)

on my feet' ('now let ~ try my feet into them')

L; passive: ?ew ?u?deqe.1C, ?u?deqe.1C, qa?

?idi5a? 'it was (cust) attempted, it was (cust)

attempted, to pull it (that it might be pulled)

out' 50.26A.

..'.
.."



qa

"

qa
d-qa (with d-thematic 'fire, bright') 'S burns':

deseqah3: 'it burned' 1:1, 'rew deqa.g
?u:JS:.a? k'u",u.dah deseqah3: 'his fire got to

burning well' 16.13M, Rezanov RaAecoK~-~DTY
, CO1teQD verbrennen' to be read fudesaqah}duh

'something burned~' or, with qa? 'up out', qa?

deseqah3:duh 'it burst into flame~', ~deseqah3:
'something burned down' L, deGeqa.} 'it's burn=

ing'M, fudeGeqa.3: 'something is burning' L,

de.ga?duw ?idi~, ?ew 3:a?g, de?ewgWa? clew
deqa.~ 'what size it is, the firewood, that's

just how much it (cust) burns' 65.46A, ?i.~a.~

di.qah da.~ 'as it starts to burn toward you'

34.66M, di?qah da.~ 'as it starts to burn' L,

with class-marks for S: deseqah3: 'it (resin)

burned' 33.48A (d-class S), yahd deseqah3:
'house is on fire' L (d-class S), deseqah3:

'they (paddles) burned' 33.51, 53A (l-class-=
mark for S missing), Aa.seqah3: 'it (paddle)
burned'L, gedeseqah3: 'it (grass) burned' L

(gd-class S); repetitive: deqa.g 'it's burn=

ing, fire is burning' L, ?idehdah qe? dao=

deqa.g 'as it starts to burn well again' L.

deqa.g (noun, usually d-class, occasionally un=
classified, especially from M; nominalized active
imperfective repetitive of preceding) 1. 'fire' LMSG,

",.1,"



I

16.13,6.4, 9M, 25.38A, 34.67,69,70, 63.44G,
65.44A and fn, Rezanov TaKaK~ 'OroHb Feuer',

Wrangell TaKraK~ 'Feuer', Furuhjelm Takhak

'fire', Galushia Nelson ~eqaoq 'fire' B8dL 538,

deqaog disdilehl 'fire fizzled, crackled, made

a noise' (one's ancestors speaking) L, deqaog=

da?luw 'big fire' LM, deqaog ?u~ dedexu?~g

'bellows', see under xu?~~xi~~xu~~xe~. Rezanov

TaKaKY3Te 'RpacHoM Feuerfarben, roth' deqaoggWa?

?i.~eh, Furuhjelm Takhahkvaite 'red' deqaoggWa?

?io~eh 'it's red (like fire in color)' L, as 0

of postpositions otherwise always with d-class-=

mark: deqaogdedaod 'near the fire' 6.10M, de=

qa.gdedeGd 'above the fire' 24.23A, deqa.g= ;f~""

delu?~ O-l-?mahd '8 cooks 0 over, above (motion' "',<
~I-' ~

through (a hole in)) a fire' L, 25.38A, deqa.g= "f' ?'"
,

delah 'around the fire' 57.l6G, deqaogdel! ?ida?

'sidle towards the fire~' L, deqaogdeyeqd 'in
deqaogdewaol~ ?e~

the fire' M, see also deqaogdao~ ?e~,~'steamer,

steamship, sternwheeler' ('boat with fire, boat

(the movement of which can be followed) by close

attention to fire') under ?e~.

2 'Hell hellfire'o xiod Ya.nu?d de"'ao g =., 0 .,':i

deyeq ?i.ne~ ~qu?deda?yao~ 'way down below,

you'll be tormented in (hell)fire' 51.19A, ~iod

?el deqaogyuoqa?l! qe?ew qi?yiyah 'you'll go



to amongst those yonder fires (Hell)' 61.10A.
ya.qd ~deqah (noun) 'northern lights, aurora

borealis' M, possible reading of Galushia Nelson

y&t1qaDaqa or y&t1qa"Qaqa 'northern lights' BSdL:::- -
538. Nominalized active imperfective of d-qa,

'something is burning in the sky'.
yahdqe?deqah (noun) 'northern lights, aurora borea=

lis'L. Cf. above, possible reading of BSdL form,

but problematical to analyze, perhaps yahd qa?
deqah 'it burns up out out to sea, in the south',

~~U,t; ."/'
or, conceivably, 'a house goes up in flames', or /" /'"'" d-/"'~"",

to account for vowel of qe?, perhaps yahd qa? '~.
?ideqah 'a fire is ignited out to sea', passive ~~

" 7 )of O-(d-):T:-qa with indeterminate O. '~'"< l;'f-C~~%'"
-,(j ",,-,=..c ~ "I

O-(d-):T:-qa (causative of d-qa, irregular in

that d-thematic 'fire, bright' is optional) 'S

burns, ignites 0': deGe:T:qa? 'light it (bon=

fire)~' L, 'burn it~' M, di.:T:qa?, ?e:T:qa. L,
?e:T:qa? 'set it afire~' LM, Ge:T:qa? 'burn it,

set it afire~' L, deGe:T:qa? 'burn it~, ignite

it:, kindle, light it (fire)~' L, 'turn it (light)

on!' L, Rezanov KeSK~aAbXaO 'CoErH verbrennen
(Imperat.) , (qe? 1) Ge:T:qa?uh 'burn it (again?)~',

?ew de~a?g deGe1qa?, ?ew de~a?g Ge1qa? 'set

that paper on fire~' L, qu?di.x:T:qah 'I'll burn

-"~,!



it'M, qu? xl qah 'I'll ignite it' L, di~ qu?x=

lqahG (or -qa-G) 'I won't ignite it' L, ~de=

Gexlqah da-~ 'when I make something burn' 34_66M,

deselqahl 'it singed it' A, disilqahl 'I turned

on a light' M, repetitive: ?elqa-g 'burn it~,
keep it burning~' L, Rezanov K~bXaK~ 'OrHHBo

Feuerstahl' perhaps to be read Gelqa-g 'keep
igniting it~, try to ignite it~', with ~ahd 'loss

of covering (e_g- of hair, paint)': ~ahd di-l=

qa-g 'singe it (e_g- quills off porcupine)~' L,

~ahd qu?di-xlqah 'I'll singe it (porcupine)' M,

with class-marks for 0: ?ew gudelqa-g~ 'they
(cust) burn them (spruceroot) , 66.3L (g-class 0),

Rezanov A~aTeRXbKao 'llOOB~TH leuchten' ---~e=

di-lqa?uh 'light it (candle)~' L (~d-class 0);

passive: Galushia Nelson stltqatl 'fire' BSdL

538 sliqahl 'it's been ignited, burned'.
dedeqa-g (noun) 'incense' L- Nominalized passive

active imperfective repetitive of O-(d-)l-qa,

'it is kept burning'-
Aa-deqa-g (noun, probably aI-class) 'coal' 67.7,

lOG- As above, with dl-class-mark for 0, 'they

(stones) are kept burning'-
dide?l qi-Aa-lqa-g (noun, qi-l-class) 'electric

light wire' L, dide?l qi-Aa-lqa-g ?u-de~

I ~



leG qi.li.~x~ 'electric light wires stretch up

(the inlet to Orca cannery) along there'. Nomin=

alized active imperfective repetitive with qi.l-=

class-mark for S and d-thematic and/or class-mark

for 0, 'they (rope-like) keep lamp burning'.
?i-~-qa (with indeterminate 0 thematized, and never

with d-thematic) 'S builds, makes, lights a fire,
keeps a fire going' ('S causes indeterminate 0

to burn'): ?iGe~qa? 'light a fire:' LM, 68.93,

95A, 'build a fire:' M, 'make a fire:' L, ?}.~qa?

'start a fire:' L, ?ew di~a?g~ ?iGe~qa? 'light

a fire with that paper:' L, ?uye~d ?iqe?yi~qah
(or -qa.) 'you'll keep a fire going under it'

65.43, 45A, ?uye~ qe? ?iqe?~eqah 'you'll light
another fire under it' 65.55A, di~ ?uye~d qe?

?iqe?~eqa.G 'you won't keep any more fire going

under it' 65.57A, ?iqe?x~qah 'I'll light a

fire' LM, ?iGex~qa.~ 'I'm lighting a fire' L,

(?ewahd) ?ise~qah~ 'he built a fire (for it,

to roast it)' la.lO, Ib.12, 6.3M, ?iqese~qah~
'they built a fire' 16.7M, ?isi~qah~ 'I lit a

fire' LM, ?i.~qah 'you may light a fire' L,

?uye~d ?}.x~qa.~ 'I (cust) light a fire under

it' 65.16,16, 17A, ?uye~ ?iGex~qah da.~
'when I make a fire under them' 65.19A, repetitive:

I,","',...!I"



?i1qa.g}h 'she's keeping a fire going' 27a.39L,

?uyeqd ~?1qa.g 'someone is keeping a fire

burning in it' L, ?uye~.d ?iqe?yi1qa.g 'you'll

keep a fire going under it' 65.45A, di~ ?iqe?x=

1qa.gG 'I won't keep a fire going' L.

?uyeq ~?1qa.g (noun, unclassified) 'stove' L.

Nominalized active imperfective repetitive of

?i-1-qa 'someone keeps a fire burning in it'.

?uyeq ?iqa.g1 (noun, unclassified) 'stove' L,

?uyeq ?i.qa.g1 qeh~ ?}.dixah1 'stove's

clogged up with soot' LM, Old Man Dude uyUqetqaq

'iron stove' BSdL 546. -1-instrumental deverbal=

ization of preceding.

?uyeq qa?1 (noun, unclassified) 'stove, oven',

possible reading of Rezanov YeR~-RaT~b 'lleqb,

lleqRaBackofen', stem qa with 1-instrumental.

~dl-qa 'S burns up, burns down, burns out, burns

to a crisp, incinerates', frequently, but not al=

ways, with ya.~ 'consumption, destruction',

which generally requires ~-thematic: ya.~ ~e=

Aa.seqah1 'they (radio tubes) burned out' 60.47A,

ya.~ ~eAa.seqah1 'it burned down, all up' LM,

ya.~ ~eAa.Gi.qah, ya.~ ~eAa.yiqah 'let it

burn up' L, Rezanov ffxaT~.R:F.aRaT~b 'rOp1:lTb

brennen' ya.~ ~eAa.Geqa.1 'it's burning up'.

i , "ii"."
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Transitive (causative): ~V'diyahstahti'na?~

?ahnu' ya.~ ~eAa'se~qah~ 'they cremated him

with the rat-skin' 28.113A, with ye~ 'down=

ward' (?): ya.~ ~eAi'~qa?, ya'~ ~eAa.Ge~qa?
'burn it up:' L, Rezanov ffxT~eH~bRa 'EapHTb
brat en , ye~ ~eAi'~qa?, ye~ ~eAa'Ge~qa? L,

ye~ ~eAa'lqa' 'fry it:' M, ye~ ~eAa.sil=
qahl 'I fried it' M, with qa? 'up out':

?~h~ ?ew qa? ~eAa.selqah~}h 'he burnt it all
up with (including) her' 27a.47L, ya?~a. xu= -".

qu?~eA}'~qah 'don't exorcize me, don't burn me

in effigy' M, qa? ~eAa.se~qah~inu' 'theyexor=

cized her (from e.g. promiscuity, infanticide, by

burning some of her clothes)' L, repetitive: ye~

~~eAa'~~qa'g 'I'm frying something' M, ye~

~eAi'lqa.g, ye~ ~eAa'lqa'g 'fry it:' L, dedu.d

ses}hl ?ahnu. ya.~ ~eAi.lqa.g~ 'whoever died

they used (cust) to cremate' 28.ll6A; with in=

determinate 0: sini'Sq~ye~ ..?i~eAa'selqahl 'I ~
\1 ;,..,., ~/ ;\.I ~ ~ ~~ feel like sneezing' ('my nostrlls have burned

downward'?) L, siyeq qa? ?i~eAi'qah (probably
in error for ?i~eAi'~qah) 'I have heartburn' ('it

burns up out in me', neuter perfective) M (not

verified); reciprocal: ?i~u? quhnu. ya.~ ;:e= ,;;

Aa.~eqa'g~ 'they (cust) cremate one another' 28.=

115A; passive: see nominalizations below.



qi? qa. ~eAa's1iqah1 (noun) 'funeral pyre',

probable reading of Galushia Nelson q\'qa'xet=
1a'~a. st1iq'at1 'pyre ("where- ? fire")' BSdL

546. Nominalized passive active perfective,

'place where we, humans, have been burned'.

ye~ ~eAa's1iqah1 (noun) 'pancake' L. Nominalized

active perfective, 'it has been fried'.

?udeya?~ ye~ ~~eAa'deq'a.g (noun, d-class) 'fry=
ing-pan, skillet' (same as ~gu'lihdeG, but "too

long a name") L. Nominalized passive active im=

perfective repetitive, with o-d-ya?~ '(movement)
in d-class 0 with broad opening at top', 'some=

thing is fried in it'.
o-yeq' qa? Gdl-q'a (with o-yeg 'in 0', qa? 'up"

(7'out' and Gdl-thematic) '0 has heartburn': siy~q --

qa? GeAi.qah1 'I have heartburn' ('it's burning

up out inside'me',neuter perfective) LM.

,i" I"""'



qah-

qah-q'a--q'e (q'a- presumably expanded form of stem,

q'e reduced; perhaps related to qele?, qedil, 2,

qe-, and/or q2)
qah-qe- (exclamation or exclamatory proclitic,

L rejects proposed *deqah with de- '~';

reduced form q'e- in 2- below only) 'now, final=

ly, at last, by now, already, ready' (indicating
impatience or calling attention to passage of

time, appropriate time) 1. full form only: a-
clause-final, without enclitic: (1) with impera=

tives: 20.51, 21b.55, 37b.64A, ?u?leGe3:ga? qah,
?u?la?3:ga? qah 'learn it (finally)~' L, ~a-ne-

qah 'eat it already~' L, ~~.? ~~eGa-? qah

'finish eating already~' L, ~~-? Ga?ya? qah
'get ready (finally):' L, di?3:eGa? qag 'pipe
down already~' L, ?ecu?d qah 'now go to sleep:~

L, ~e5u. ?a?3:e- qah 'be good (finally)~' L,
?u-~ ?iya? qah 'go there (finally)~' M; with

emphatic enclitics to verb (cf. la.(4)): ?ew

?a?3:qe'?uh qah 'count it (finally)~' L, ?iya?=
duh qah 'now go (finally)~' L. (2) With opta=

tive: da- ~~.? ?i-?yah qah 'let's get ready

to go (finally)' L. (3) Without verb: duga? qah
'(that's, let that be) enough (by) now:' L; Reza=
no~ K~~H 'npo~aM lebe wohl: (Abschiedsformel) ,

qah la', qah lah (cf. lb. and lc. below).



(4). Following forms with enclitic -nuh, see

under nuh.

lb. Clause-initial, with enclitic -~-in=

terrogative: (1) qah~uw 'ready to go~, ready

(for anything)1' L, qahS ~Cj. o? ?i. ?yah3: 'are

you ready to go (now)?' L, qah~uhlao 'ready to

go?, goodbye~' L (cf. la.(3), lc.(2), ?lah-?la.).

qah~uw Gio?eh 'do you (finally) see it?' 71.3LM,

qah~~w ta?d q~o~ yi}ya.? 'are you rinsing it

(finally)?' L, Rezanov Ka%eTeHcTeRYSJID 'YW>IBaJIC.f£

JIM? hast du dich gewaschen' qah~ ?ed}.sdikus}

'have you (finally) washed your face~' L, qahSuh

si~ qu?yi}tah 'will you (finally) give me that

(cat),' L. (2) With q-emphatic following in clause,

'by now apparently, no doubt': qah~ qew, qah=

~uw qew 'by now, no doubt, presumably' -ll.lOA,

qahS ?ew deni.gih~Vh qew, ?ew }qa?~g 'by

now that moose no doubt, she's cooking it' 27b.=

26A, qahS de~i.~uh quw 'apparently by now al=

ready' lO.l.~5A.

lc. Clause-initial, with enclitic -d-empha=

tic: (1) qahdew 'finally' 33.54A, qahduh qu?=

xah 'I'm going now' ('by now I'll go, I'll final=

ly go') L, with -uh reduced to -a-, combined

with following form: qahde~e5u. '(it's finally,

this is finally a) real good (one)' M, most :fre=

,t~Jlitj



quently combined with q-emphatic (L rejecting

proposed forms without -d-enclitic, *qah qew

and the like) 'finally, by now, at last', or

often with weakened meaning '(by) this time

really': qahdeqew ?ewga? sdiya?~ si~ ?ew

?ioltehga? 'finally it's big enough to give to

me'L, qahdeqew qu?xqeh 'well, I'm going now

(by boat)' L, qahdeg\lh sega?~ 'he's tired' L,

qahdequhnu. sega?l 'they're tired' L, qahde=

quw xu6iolga?1 'I'm tired of you' ('you're ti=

ring me by now') L, qahdeqew Ye~deqeh~qd 6e=
};e?l 'it (level of fish) is getting down to the

bottom (of barrel)' L, qahdeqew xuse~ga?};, ?u=

lah ?ewa. 'I'm tired of drinking it' ('it has

tired me by now, drinking it') L, q'ahdeqew ya?
xuyeSeSeh1 'it really just about killed my arms

(carrying it so long)' L, qeahdeqew li~ ya?

(or Ye~) sekug}; 'it's broken for good (this

time, finally)' L, qahdeqew le~xslixahsl 'I

really got scared' L. (2) Combined with ?lah-=

?la. (cf. la.(3), lb. above)~ -uh of enclitic

not reduced: Gaiushia Nelson qatu.la. 'goodbye'
BSdL 554 qahduh la., qahdu?la. (former later

rejected) 'well, I'm ready to go now, goodbye',

L, -uh--> -e-, -e-?- > -i?-: qahdi?lah 'good=

bye'LMA.
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2. reely varying with reduced

proclitic form, educed proclitic form more fre=

quent or proclitic to verb or preverb
or po nal phrase, required in two types

of construct. a. in cautionary negative incep=
? -'t.'Icll 'Ss

tive 'mperative. lauses: reduced proclitic cis-: ,',- -'""I
J' ~ M-t-

to verb: Ya?xuo ?ew xut'J: '""eGeJ:xut'Gih 'let ~~~° '"i. v'; ("

him not sho~ that gun~' L, ?ew qeGiosehdG 'don't ~
trip over it~' L, ?eW ~eoy/ka.3 qegeleGe:%.eqa?t1gG u~-

'don't let that tea/soup boil~' L, ?u.de~ qe=

yeleGedemaoG 'don't make the mist~ke of going

(along) there:' L, ya? le~i.J:c'iya?d1 qe~eGi.=
ya ° G 'don't eat any rotten fr~~~~_~~-~~---~~ e:---"--

J$:eGaoG~h 'let him not eat it~' L, qidqedeGeJ:e= /
qahGG 'don't falloff:' L, ?i~a? qeGeqah~G~h ~

'don't let him choke on you~' L, ?ewle~ qe?i=

GeJ:e?<j°G.}h 'don't let him see it~' L, demeJ$:~=

de?e? qeGioyaoG 'don't fall through hole in ice:'

L, si?e°J$: qe?u?deGi°J:qe?dJ$:G.}h 'don't ask him
about me!' L, proclitic to preverb: ?~ seqe.de=

kih ?iJ$:a? qeqid deGeJ:eqahGG 'don't let your I~

baby falloff:' L, ?ew J$:ewa. qeye~ Geda'G ~
'don't let that dog walk around!' L; full form,

preceding verb: ?ew qah GiosehdG 'don't trip
over it:' L, ?ewla?d qah leGi.~a?x'G 'don't

trip and fall over it!' L, preceding postposition=



al phrase: ~Siyah qah ?ula?~ deGi'1ya-G}h

'don't anger him~' L-

2b- In prohibitive clauses with ya?~u'

and gerundive, 'no -ing~', attested several times,

but in Rezanov only, twice as ~-a, twice as

X'.E,-, once as K'.E,-a, once as ::R'.E" preceding

preverbs where present, for instances see ya?~u-

at end of article-

de-qe-da?-ya- {noun, attested only as C or as at=

tribute, probably de- '~', -qe- reduced

form of qah or qe-, -da?- probably to be i=
dentified with da?"f, ya- 'one, thing', cf- ~

?i-da?-ya-- 'that of proper, tolerable degree'

)in ?ida?ya-Ie~ 'excessively', ?ida?ya-?u?~

'insufficiently') 'old (one)': deqeda?ya- 'old, f

an old (not new) one' L, deqeda?ya-lah place-=

name 'Old Ttfin (at Cordova)' L, deqeda?ya- ?e~ ~

'old boat' L, deqeda?ya- yahd 'old house' L,

deqeda?ya- deGe1e?1 'it (car) is getting old'

L; invariable and not occurring without -ya- L-

qa--ya' (noun, qa- 'now' and ya- 'one, thing',

cf- de-qe-da?-yao) 'new (one)': not in refer=

ence to classified nouns: Rezanov R'.E,-aHH 'HOBO~

neu' qa'ya~ 'new'M, qaoyao si~ Geta? 'give

me a new one~' L; with class-"mark as attribute to

classified noun: qa-deyao yahd 'new house' L-



qao-l (adverb, -1 conceivably to be interpreted

as part of stem-variant, cfo qele?, or perhaps

unique suffix, or perhaps to be identified with

-1 gerundiv~, or related to ?al- demonstrative

'this'; Rezanov and certain modern forms imply

earlier qaoli..., cf. ?el-, dalih-dal, ~e=

lih-~~o) 1. 'now, in, at the present, nowadays,

at this moment, very soon, just a short while

ago, ~ ~ l'h~ure': a. qaol 'right now' L,

'now (at this moment)' 11.32,25.113,62.16,68.=

57, 70.10, 24A, 'now (very soon)' 21b.52, 68.18,
69.83A, 'now(-adays) , l3.14L, 36.25,65.77,77,

69.23A, '(just a short while ago) now' 11.96a,

29.45A, di~ qa.lG 'not \r1ght) now' 25.ll4A,

qa.l~ '(do you mean) now(-adays)?' 68.68A,
qa.l ?ewa. 'nowadays however' 62.10, 64.l3G,

65.82,82, 68.74A, ~i. gelio~eh da.~ qaol
?ewa. di~ 'the water was (once) coldit,but not

now though' M, qaol ne.~da.~ 'now for the first

time' 36.29A, qa.l ne.~da.~ ~qu?xdelah 'this

is my first drink' ('now I'll drink something for

the first time') L, di~ qaol kil~exahG 'I'm

not eating anything now' L, Rezanov K~eAARRaxoA~

~OAOAOH jung' qa.li... laGaxw[a.J}, qa.l
l.aGexwaao} 'he's, it's still (now) growing' L,

.qa.l yt.hinu. seqeoGayu. 'present-day children,



those who are now children' 68.75,77, 77A (cf.

qa.l seqe.Geyu. under 2b. below); with proclitic

de- '~': deqa.l 'right now' M.

lb. With -kih 'diminutive' as 0 of o-ga?

'like 0', used adverbially (cf. ne.~-kih-ga?),

'just a short while ago': 11.95A, qa.lkihga?

?~oda? sah~}h 'he ~ arrived here' M.

lc. As noun, 0 of o-ga? 'like 0': di~

qaolga?G '(it was) not like (it is) nowadays'

60.3A.

2. As attribute to nouns or other adverbs:

ao as attribute to temporal adverb or noun used

adverbially, "this, to- (of this day)': (qaol)

~g~ ~le~ ?iqe?yi~?eh 'you'll see something

tonight'L, Rezanov K~eT~H~bTaBa 'PaBO frfthe',

probably to be read qa.li... ~i.dewa. 'this

morning', qa.lgah (written as compound) 'to=

day' M, 25.113A, si~ ?u?Ge~a? ~eod qa.lgah

yileh 'tell me what you did today~' L, di~

qaolgah ~u? ?u?qu?dio?aoG 'it won't be ~tled

today'L.
2b. As attribute to nouns designating hu=

mans, 'young, in prime, not old': qa.l seqe.de=

kih 'young person, youngster' 3.171'1,42.1, 55.8L,

61.104A (idiomatic, not as literally 'young child'

but rather 'young adult, older child, late ado=



lescent'), qa-l seqe-Geyu- 'young people,

young adults' 51_74,61_100, 100A Gdiomatic, as

preceding, cf- also q'a-l y:j.-hinu- seqe-Geyu-

under la_), qa-l lila-? 'young man' 53_6L,

qa-l lila-?Geyu- 'men in their prime' 28_129A,

Furuhjelm Khalilna 'young', to be read either

qa-li(___)lina-? (archaic, > qa-l lila-?), or

qa-linah, see following: (combined with lah 2b-

under la-nal) qa-.lilah 'a youth in her prime'

32_19A, q'a-lelah 'young (not full grown) person'

L, 'middle-aged person' M, qa-lelah yileh 'he's

young'M, qa-lelahyu- L, qa-lelahyu- 'people

in the prime of life' 51_74A, with -kih 'dimi=

nutive': qa-lilahkih 'a young person (woman in

her early twenties)' 61_104A-



qa?J.

qa?l (perhaps to be identified with qa?2)

-cia? (noun, perhaps d-class) 'edge': ?uqa? 'its

edge (e.g. of box)' L, with classified nouns:

yahddeqa?da.qde~ ye~ da.~ 'he's walking about

on the edge of (the roof of) the house' L, ca?~=

deqa? 'knife-edge'L, ?uleqa? 'its edge (of

axe-blade)' L, ?i~leqa? "'corner" of mountain,

horizontal ridges (shoulder) of mountain' L.

-, I c:



qa?~

qa?2 (perhaps to be identified with qa?l)

O-qa? 'S sets 0 sideways (at angle, especially right

angle, with respect to its ordinary position or

with respect to, especially serving as prop for,
something else)': ?ew 1e?~ Geqa? 'set that box

on its side~' L, qu?xqa? '1.111 set it (as prop)

behind it' L, ?uode~ ?eqa? 'prop it (e.g. tent-=

flap with stick' ('set it (stick) at angle as prop

along there~') L, qeGexqa?1 'I'm standing them

up (eog. books)' L, with class-marks for 0: ?uo=

de~ dioqa? 'prop it (e.g. tent flap with board)~'

('set it (board) at angle as prop along there:') L,
'block it (e.go doorway with table)~' ('set it

(table) sideways along there:') L, ?uode~ qe=
dioqa? 'set them (boards) as props (for e.go tent-=

flaps) along there:' L, with l~-anatomical: le~=
ioqa?1}h 'he's crosseyed' LM (neuter perfective),

le~eGexqa?1 'I'm (getting?) crosseyed' L, qu?=

le~ioxqa? 'I'll get crosseyed' L; reflexive:
?uode~ ?edGedeqa?1}h 'he's leaning against there'

L, with l-class-mark: ?edleGedeqa?1}h 'he's

got his head tilted, inclined to one side' L,

with ye~-progressive and anatomical marks: ye~
?edyedeqa?J.I; 'he's twisting, bending his wrist

about' L, ye~ ?edqiodedeqa?~ 'he's twisting,

.""A""



bending his feet, ankles about' L; passive:

sdiqa?~ 'it's been put (as prop) behind it' L,

see also de-qa? below.
de-qa? '8 is, becomes set sideways (at angle, es=

pecially right angle, with respect to its ordinary

position, or with respect to, especially serving
as a prop for, something else)' (perhaps, at least

in some instances, passive of O-qa?): ?uq ?isda?~

?u.d Gedeqa?~ 'a chair lies on its side there' L,

yahdeya?da?~ ?u.d Gedeqa?~ '(a beached) boat

lies on its side there' L, ?i~v.~eyah ?iya. Gede=

qa?~ 'your tooth is coming in wrong, crooked' L,

with class-marks for 8 (or 01): Aa.Gedeqa?~ 'rock

is set sideways, on its side' L, see also nomin=

alizations below. Transitive (causative, ,meaning.
not clearly distinguished from that of O-qa?, but

perhaps more properly also basic transitive): qe=

Gexzqa?~ 'I'm standing them up (e.g. books)'

(same as qeGexqa?~) L; reflexive, with qi.d-=

anatomical and ye~-progressive: ye~ ?edqi.de=
~eqa?~}h 'he (baby) is turning his feet about,

soles together' L.
leGedeqa?~ (noun, I-classified) 'axe, hatchet' LM,

18.10L, Rezanov ~HKaTaK~-aT~D 'Tono~ PYCROM

russische (eiserne) Axt', Furuhjelm Nakhatakhal



'axe, hatchet' neGedeqa?~, Galushia Nelson

leqe~eqa:.t~ 'axe' BSdL 54?, leGedeqa?~ si?!

li.?a? (twice), leGedeqa?~ si?! ?e?a? (or

-ta?) 'give me an axe~' L, leGedeqa?~ ?u.d ?}.=

se?ah1, leGedeqa?~ ?u.d lese?ah~ (not -tah1,

twice) 'an axe is there' L, leGedeqa?~luw 'big

axe'L, leGedeqa?!yu. 'axes, axes etc.', 28.58A;

?i!qesd leGedeqa?! 'double-bladed axe' (?i!qesd

'at opposite ends, both ends, sides') L; leGede=

qa?!Aa.~te? 'axe-handle'L. Nominalized incep=

tive perfective of de-qa?, with I-anatomical

'head' or archaic class-mark for 'stone', 'it

(stone, head) is set sideways'.
Aa.Gedeqa?~ (noun, probably dl-class) 'crevice

in rock (formed by rock set or leaning sideways)'
L. Nominalization, as above, with dl-class mark

for 'stone'.

j



q'a?:?

q'a?3
O-~-q'a? 1. 'S gives, presents, offers, bequeaths

0 to person of opposite moiety at funeral pot=

latch': ?e~q'a? 'present it (to person of oppo=

site moiety at funeral potlatch):' A, si~q'a?~

'I presented it (etc.)' A, qu?x~q'a? 'I'll pre=

sent it (etc.)' A, ?ew ?i.~q'a?wahd 'in order

to present it (etc.)' A; Galushia Nelson set~qat~

'widow or widower' BSdL 543, perhaps to be read

se~q'a?~ 'presented it to member of opposite moiety

at potlatch' (the bereaved perhaps having authority

over the distribution of the deceased's possessions,

or perhaps more properly referring to the master-=

of-ceremonies of the hosts, of the deceased's

moiety; see 2. below and discussions in BSdL

163-166,169-173.
2. With ye~-progressive, 'S directs, calls

0 (square dance, dancers)' (earlier meaning prob=
ably'S directs 0 (ceremony) about, as master-=

of-ceremonies'): ?ew ye~ ~eq'a?~}h 'he's calling

at a square dance, directing it'; see also nomin=

alization below.

ye~ ~~eq'a?~}h (noun, unclassified) 'square-dance
caller'L. Nominalization of 2. above, 'he (who)

directs something, people about, acts as master-=

of-ceremonies'.

'"
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qa?4
qa? (noun, unclassified) 1. 'thick bushes (of any

kind, e.g. alders, willow), thicket, heavy under=

brush' LM, x~?~q qi? qa? se~e?~ 'place where

it got very bushy' L, q'a?welahyu. 'alder(-thicket)

people' (mythical race) L.
2. 'twig of bush, stick from bush' 18.3L,

JS:edi.y~h q'a? 'sharp stick (for use as roasting-=

stick, skewer' L.
-d-~-qa? (noun, unclassified) 'stem of plant' and/or

perhaps 'non-edible part of edible plant': ca.~=

de~q'a? 'Hedysarum-stems' (part of plant above

ground with edible tuber root) L, ca?~de~qa?
'blueberry-stems' L, ca?~de~qa? ~?a'w 'blue=

berry stems are long' L.



q'u'

qu' (confused with qu? by M only; conceivably re=
2lated to qu?)

l-q'u' 'S is, becomes damp, wet': Rezanov GbmbxoYTAb

'MoPRo nass' selq'u?l 'it got damp' Lr1A, Gel=

qu?l 'it's getting damp' LA, ?i.lqu?l 'it's

damp' L (neuter perfective), qu?welquh L, qu?=

welq'u? M, qa?lquh 'it'll get damp' LA, di~

qa?lquhG (not -quOG L) 'it won't get damp' LA,

?i.lq'uhwahd 'so it'll get damp' L, with dl-=

class-mark for S: Aa.selqu?l 'it (net) got wet'

L. Transitive (causative): ?ilqu? M, ?elqu?,
Gelqu? 'dampen it:' L, Rezanov MAbRO-Y 'Ha-

MOQHTb nassmachen' ?ilqu?uh 'dampen it:'.



qu?l

qu?l (confused with q'u' by lVI only, perhaps to be identi= r

fied with q'u?2 and related to qema.)

de-q~? 1. 'S (herring) spawns': sdiqu?} 'they

(herring) spawned' LA, ?ew wa.wyu. sdiqu?}

'those herring spawned' M, duhqe~ sdiqu?} 'they

(herring) spawned on kelp' lVI, qu?deq'u? 'they (her=

ring) will spawn' L, wa.w qu?dequ? 'herring will

spawn' A, ?ew wa.wYU. qu?deq'uh 'those herring

will spawn' lVI, dequ? 'they (herring) are spawn=

ing' LMA, dequ.~ 'they (herring) (cust) spawn' L.

2. '8 gets full of herring spawn': with

dl-class-mark for 8: Aa. sdiqu?} 'it (net) ~ got full

o£ herring-spawn' L.



qu?2 I

qu?2 (M once q~h, M otherwise and LA qu?; perhaps

to be identified with qu?l and/or related to qema.

'roe(-sac), kidney', for semantics cf. Athapaskan
*~we~w 'abscess, kidney', *~we~w or *~wexw 'calf

of leg', Eyak ~ahS-~S 'lower leg', Russian HKpa

'spawn, calf of leg'; or, conceivably to be identi=

fied with q~', with basic meaning 'soft, wet', cf.

French 'mollet ,)/ -
-~~d-qu? (noun, unclassified, with ~Sd-ana=

tomical 'lower leg') 'calf of leg': Rezanov

RaKmTaR~-O 'HRpaWaden' qa.~e~dequ?, qa.~iS=

deq~h M, qa.~Sdequ? 'the calves of our legs,

calf of human leg' LMA, si~i~dequ? M, si~eS= I

dequ? 'the calf of my leg' MA, ~ki1Sdequ?

'calf of a leg' A, ?i~Sdequ?luw 'your big

calves'M.

I
iI 

,I 
---



qew-q'uw

qew-quw
d-qew--quw (noun, unclassified, with d-thematic,

or perhaps de-classifier) 'lunch, provisions,

grub (food for a trip)': 11.149A, deqew ?i~a?

~a.ne. 'eat your lunch:' L, ~5u. deqew qe?ew

'that's a good lunch' L, ~~? degew ~a? ?i.=

}ah 'you should take lots of grub' L, deguw

~a? ~~? ?u?la.yi}~ah 'you should take lots

of grub' ('you should have your provisions plenti=

ful') L, deqewyu. 'provisions' 2la.24L.
seqe.dekihya? degew (noun, unclassified) 'black

dirt accumulated in creases of baby's hands'

('child's lunch, provisions', bad luck if re=

moved) L.



q'emao

ct..1I:.r",-kO(A£3w- '" '~:h/ .IJ~)

",
',c.

1 2 iq'emao (perhaps related to q'u? and/or q'u?;)

q'emao (noun) 1. (I-class) a. 'kidney' LMA (this

apparently applies to any animal other than fish,
for which see 3a?~), q'emao?ao?nuw 'big kidney'

L, q'emao ?u.d lese~ah~ 'kidneys are there' L,

q'ema. siya. li.~a?d 'my kidneys hurt' L.

Ibo (I-class) 'salmon roe, fish-eggs (still
in intact ovarian sac)' LMAG, q'emao?io?nuw 'large

roe (intact)' L, q'emao ?u.d ?}Ose?ah~ (not

-tah~) 'a roe-sac is there' L, q'ema. si~ li.?a?

'give me (a sac of) roe' L; q'emaOle~}O~S G,

q'ema.le~}.gSg 'dried salmon-roe' L.

2. (l~-class) 'salmon roe (separated), fish-=

eggs (as eaten)' LMAG, 10.111, 112, 113, 115,117,

.118A, 34.20,40.2,4,6,8, 10L, Rezanov KaMa

'HKpa Fischrogen', q'emaole~a?luw 'big hunk of

(separated) salmon-roe' LM, q'ema.le~a°q' y~o?

seta? 'set it down on top of some roe:' L.

3. (probably unclassified) 'female salmon' L.



q'ema?

q'ema?

-l-qema? (stem of unknown meaning, with l-thematic)

occurring only in ?i~ta.leq'ema? formula for be=

ginning story or especially myth L, ?i~ta.le=

qema? ~i.leh~iyah we~ leh 'once upon a time

Raven was doing such and such' L. ?i~ta. {ad=

verb) 'long ago'.

.



...',~'"'.,.'"

gele?

gele? (perhaps related to gah-ga.-ge, ge', gedil,2,

and/or i)
gele? (exclamation) 'now~, now then~, by now (it's

time to), you'd better' 1. neh gele? 'let me

see it~' M, 'show me it~' L.
2. Emphatic initial, usually in imperative

or optative clauses: with imperatives: 9.3, 10.133,

21b.13, 17, 44A, 27a.34L, 27b.40, 28.60, 51.60A,
qele? ?i. ?ex~ahd 'now then ~ pull it~' L,

ge.le? ?i. ne.~ ?ewa. 1Cu~a.ne' 'now then ~

yeat some first~' L, with optatives: 10.148A, qe=
Ie? da. ?i.?a?~ 'no let's go' L, gele? da.

?i.qeh 'n()/let's go (by boat)' L, gele? da.

?u?licah 'let's buy it' L, gele? xu' [?u]yeg=
e~ ?edu?qi.da'xdige.? 'now let ~ try my feet in

them'L, qele? XU' ?ixix~ahd 'let ~ pull it'

L, with incpetive imperfective: 10.133A (unfin=
ished), geleh xu. we~ qu?xxih 'let ~ do it'

('now then I'll do thus to it') L; gale? ?ele=

~uh 'now give it to me~' L.



gey~"y-gey}h-qenih

gey~"y-gey~h-qenih (L usually gey~"y, phonetically

geny}-Qg, occasionally gey}h, phonetically qeny}h,
S gey}-y phonetically qeny}-Q, MAG and Galushia

Nelson qeni~V~' k"dj7/
sd-gey}-y--gey}h--qenih (noun, unclassified, occa=

sionally perhaps also ~d-class, with sd-thematic

'place') 'fog': sedegey}"y LS, sedeqey}h L,
sedegenih 'fog' MAG, Galushia Nelson qetegen-i

'fog' BSdL 538 sedegenih, sedegey}-y~ (?ilqa"~)
sli?ahl 'the fog dissipated' ('(the sun) rose with

the fog (Qillsipating it)') L, Gedegey}"y ~"leh

'there's fog, it's foggy' 34_116, 1171, ?ele~gah~
Gedegey}"y ~-lile?, ?ele~ga~ sedegey~"y ~=

Gi"le?, sedegey}"y~gah~ ~-lile? 'would that it

be, get foggy' L, di~ Gedegey}"y ~qa?le?G 'it

won't be foggy' L, Gedegey}"y ?iselqe?sl 'fog gpt
real bad' L, as S of ?i-(d-)?a (referring to

movement of cloud, fog): Gedegey}"y ?~"~ ?ide=

Ge?a"l (or ?iGe?a"l) 'fog is coming here' L,

Gedegey}"y ?~-da? ?isdese?ahl 'fog came here'

L, Gedegey}-y ya?~ ?ideGe?a-l (or ?iGe?a-l)

'fog is lifting, clearing' L, Gedeqey}"y ya?~
?idese?ahl 34_124L, Gedegey}"y ya?~ ~ise?ahl

'fog lifted' L, Gedegey}-y ya?~ ?iqe?ah 'fog
will lift' L, Gedeqey}y y~-? ?idese?ahl 'fog

came down' L, ?ele~gah~ Gedeqey}-y ?u-di~ah

,.
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?ida.li?a. 'I wish that the fog would go away'

L, Galushia Nelson it'~ a.naq qeteqenO\ inano~
li'\~aqat~t'a'~ao~ 'when the fog is hanging half-=

way down the mountain' BSdL 264,558 perhaps to

be read ?i~a.na?q Gedeqenih ?i.na.?~ li? ye~

?iGe...de?ah da.~, ?i~a.na?q Gedeqey}.y ?ione~
ye~ ?ideGe?ah da.~ 'when the fog on the mountain

hangs down over it' L, Gedeqeyt.y ?~o~ ~edeGewus~
'fog is moving in here' M (~d-class, like qahs
'cloud'), Gedeqey}.y le~i.~eh 'it's foggy' L

(interpretation and correctness uncertain, 'it

(l~-class) is foggy').
-l~d-qey}.y (noun, with l~d-anatomical 'eyes')

'eyebrow (of infant)': sile~edeqeyt.y 'myeye=
brows' (of baby, whose eyebrows are just beginning

to show) L.



qeYliih

qeYliih (phonetically qenYliih more frequently than

qey~h) F1-~./7-"'~""
-qey~h (noun, unclassified) 'homeland': xi.d

qa.qeYliihda? Geq}h}h 'he who might come (by

boat) to our homeland yonder' 69.l1A, siqey~h~
qe? ya.qa? qu?xdah 'I'll go away back to my

homeland' L, siqey~h~ ye~ ?ixs~i?~~ 'I

travelled about in my homeland' L. .
, ... L "" L", .i\" .( ., ::-",,-- ",' ~

""""~("-'I""'""""""-' y
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(fed

qed (LM earlier qde, L then Ged, later verified

with L as qed)
-qed- (element of unknown morphological classifi=

cation and unknown meaning), occurring only in

-qedqa. 'hollow place, hole', occurring only

with thematic marks:
yeqedqa. (noun, d-class, with y-thematic) '(stand=

ing) hollow tree (dead and rotting)' (wood of

these was burned, the ashes thereof mixed with

tobacco for smoking) L, earlier yeqdeqa. 'old

dead hollow tree, still standing' LM, yeGedqa.
'hollow tree' L, yeqdeqa.da?luw 'big hollow

tree' M, yeqedqa. dili~.ehgl 'dead and rotting

standing hollow tree' L, ?ew yeGedqa.deyeqd

sedah1 'it's staying in a hollow tree' L.

deqedqa. (noun, probably d-class, with d-thematic,

perhaps thematized d-class-mark for 'tree')

'hole, den of animal in prone hollow tree' L.

Aa.qedqa. (noun, with dl-thematic, probably thema=

tized dl-class-mark for 'stone') 'porcupine's

hole under rock' L.

, i' , r ~:iiiH



q'?-.?d

q'?-.?d

le-q~.?d 'S leaves in a huff, angry': Gexle=

q?-.?dl 'I'm leaving in a huff, going home mad,

stalking out offended' L, with yeJj:-progressive:

yeJj: leq~.?dJj: 'he's going around mad (e.g. at

one person) and won't talk to anybody' L (also

interpretable as yeJj:-progressive of O-~-q?-.?d

below). Transitive (causative): xuqu?yi~q~.?d

'you'll make me get mad and stalk off' L.

O-~-q?-.?d 'S leaves 0 in a huff': si~q~.?dl 'I

left it (e.g. food) and walked away mad (not

necessarily in anger at the food itself)' L.

"f



qurK

q'u? ~
-qu?~ 'S breaks': di~ qa?qu?~G 'it won't

break' L, di~ qu?qi.q'u?~G 'they won't break'

L, ?ala~gah~ ya?~u. qa?q'u?~ 'I hope it won't

break' L, ?ala~ga~ Gi.q'u?~, Gi.qu?~~ga~
'I hope it breaks' L, with ya? 'completely':

7.37A, ya? qa?qu?~ 'it'll break to bits,

shatter'L, ya? qu?qi.qu?~ 'they'll break to

bits' L, ?ala~gah~ ya? ?i.qu?~ 'I hope it

breaks up' L, ?ala~gah~ ya? qa.liqu?~ 'I hope

they break up' L, s}.da.? siya? ya? Gaq'u?~}

'my face is getting chapped' L, ?isa?GadalaP
?iya. ya? qa?qu?~ 'your lips (around your mouth)
will get chapped' L, with class-marks for S:

~id ya? daGaqu?~ 'ice is starting to break

up' 57.13, 27G, ~ic'dig ya? daGaqu?~ 'ice too

break up~' (shaman's incantation) 57.22G, ?ida=

kuhd ?iya. ya? qu?di.qu?~ 'your lips will

get chapped' L, ~id ya? di.qu?~}, ?uya?d

?iGa}q'e?s} 'ice is broken (neuter perfective),

(and) jammed in it (river)' L, t~ ~aAa.qu?~

'wave is breaking' L, ~aAa.qu?~ 'whitecap' ('it

(wave) is breaking') L, with I-anatomical: ya?
qu?li.q'U?~ 'your face will get chapped' M, with
k'u~d-anatomical and ya~ '~': ya~ k'u~da= -,

A

I~",'f '~
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sequ?1c'1:}h 'he broke his leg, his leg broke' L.

(perhaps more correctly with stem kug). Transi=

tive (causative): ?e1:qu?1c' 'break it~' L, si1:=

q~?1c' 'I broke it' LM, ya? si1:qu?1c' 'I broke

it all up' L, ?e1:qu.~~}h 'he (cust) breaks it'

L, with class-mark for 0: di-1:qu?1c' deGe1:q~?1c',
'break it, them (eggs)~' L; passive: sdiq~?1c'1:,

s1:iqu?1c' 'it got broken (by someone, something)'

L. Susceptive neuter: 1:iqu?~~ 'it's fragile'

L, qe1:iqu?~~ 'fragile things' L, di~ ?a?1:e=

qu?~G 'it's not fragile' L, di~ qa?1:equ?1c'~G

'they're not fragile' L.



qe°c'

qeoc'
Aao~.qeod (noun, unclassified, with dl~-thematic)

'nausea, retching, gagging, seasickness, stomach-=
upset' LMA, Rezanov T~gxKe~ 'PBaT~ Erbrechen,

vomitus', Aao~qeod sila?~ desa?yah} 'I got

nauseated, seasick, I felt like vomiting' L, Reza=

nov T~gxKe~~~gxTecaHT~~ 'TomHo Erbrechen

haben, vomiturire' Aao~qeod ?ila?~ desa?yah}
'you gagged' M, Aao~qeod sila?~ deGa?yao} 'I'm

getting nauseated' L, Aao~qeoc'ga? ?edu?xdegewih

'I feel like vomiting' Lo

,.I, '"Iii,' IJJ"i1



qec,}

;) 1 ') y)~~3~"~V 1\vil:" J*'f"t.tWJ"j~C/
qeal (perhaps reduced form of qa?~,) ";wi'(;'~ 1~ ,))

>""
O-qed 1. 'S bites severely, takes bite out of 0':.

?eqec' 'bite it:~ bite it off:' M, xusegedl 'it

(animal) bit me' LM ("harder than xuseqahl" L),

?ew seqedl 'it (fish) really bit into it (hook)'

L, ?ew ~ce?~ah ~seqec'l 'it (dog) bit a piece

(something) off the meat' L, with qid 'down

off', repetitive: guSi.kih qid ~qec'g 'he

keeps biting off little bits' L, with d-class-=
mark for 0 (and/or optional d-thematic) with qid

'down off', ye~ 'apart': ?ew~ah~ qid dese=

qedl, ?ew~ah~ ye~ deseqec'l 'it bit its foot

off' L, with ye~-progressive and de-classifier

(?, or perhaps ye~ 'apart' and d-class-mark) ,

repetitive: ?ewqeosguona?g ye~ deqec'g 'it

(wolf) (repeatedly) bites it (deer) (here and

there?) on lower hind leg' (Billy Dude explaining

how wolf kills deer) L; detransitivized with in=

determinate 0 and o-~ 'at 0', repetitive: si~

?ideGedg (G transcribed in error for q) 'it's
c~

snapping at me' M.
~ 2. 'S (bird) catches 0 in beak': ?ew

seqedl 'it (bird) caught it (fly) in its beak'

L, with indeterminate 0 and ye~-progressive:

ye~ ?ideqe~ 'it (bird) catches things (here

".



and there) in its beak' M; see also 4b. below.

3. 'S (hunter, ~ap) catches, traps 0':

ye~ ?ideqed~ qa. ?eqe.~ 't~s (cust) trap,

grip, clamp, clutch us' 30.9 L; see nominalization

below.

4. With qa? 'up out' a. S (insect)

stings, bites 0': qa? xuseqe~ 'it (mosquito)

bit me' L.

4b. 'S pulls, wrenches 0 up out of ground

(in beak?)' (perhaps to be identified with 2.

above): ?ew qa? seqec'3: ~.tt (robin) pulled it
)\

(wild-celery-root) up' 10.206A.

ye~ ?ideqe~ (noun, unclassified) '(steel-clamp)

trap' LM, 30.9L, ye~ ?ideqe~sa? sah1 'it got

caught in (went into mouth of) a trap' L. Nominal=

ized active imperfective with indeterminate 0 and

ye~-progressive, 'it traps indeterminate 0 here

and there'.

q~. ~ ~uqec'g (noun, unclassified) 'hornet, horse=

fly' L (earlier gloss 'hornet', later, perhaps

more correctly, 'horsefly'). Nominalized active

imperfective repetitive, 'it (repeatedly) stings

one'.
q~.~ ~qec'gluwyu. (noun, unclassified) 'hornets'

('pl. big q~.~ ~qedg') L.



?u~ ~deqec' (noun) 'pincers' L. Nominalized passive
active imperfective, 'by means of it something is

bitten, pinched off'.
?u~ qid ~qec'g~ (noun), attested only in Rezanov,

'snuffers': Rezanov OXRHTRORe~D ,~ Licht=

scheere' probably to be read ?u~ qid ~qedg~

or perhaps ?u~ qid ~qe.c~~, -~-instrumental

deverbalization of preceding, repetitive or per=

haps customary, with qid 'down off'.

l~(d)-(de)-qed (with l~(d)-anatomical 'eyes' and

optional de-classifier, L always and sometimes

M l~d-de-, M sometimes l~d- or l~-de-, Reza=

nov l~-, l~d-de-) 'S closes eyes, winks,

blinks': Rezanov HaxacaR~D 'Koco~ schielend'

ne~eseqec~ 'he closed his eyes, blinked' le~e=

deqec'}h 'he's closing his eyes, blinking, -flinch=

ing' M, le~edeGedeqed 'shut your eyes~' L, le~e=

disdiqec~ 'you closed your eyes, winked' L,
le~edisdiqed~~ 'did you wink~' M, di~~ le~e=

desdeqed~}h 'didn't you wink~' M, with o-~

'wi th 0': si~ le~edisdiqec'~}h 'he winked at

me' L, with ?i~u? qa? 'up out through each

other' (i.e. as if knotted together, tightly):

?i~u? qa~ le~edisdiqec'~ 'he winced' L, repeti=

tive: Rezanov ~RXaTeTar~e 'MHraTD winken,

mit den Augen' le~ededeqec'.. .g}h, si~ le~e=

",~jc



dedeqecrg}h 'he's winking at me' L, le~exdeqec'g

'I'm winking, blinking' L. Transitive (causative):

Rezanov AHRaTeX~bRo~e '~ypHTbCH blinzeln'

le~edex3:gecrg}h 'I'm making him blink', ?ile~e=

dex%qecrg 'I'm making you blink' L.

,



qec"--

qed2 (perhaps to be identified with qec~, basic mean=

ing 'gripping tightly between two things', or per=

haps, less likely, related to Athapaskan *-qW~5 'neck')

-d-qec' (noun, d-class, with d-thematic) 'collar':

~deqec' '(someone's) collar' LM, sideqeddelah

'around my collar' L, ?ideqeddeqa?~ AaoGe}?a?

'button your collar:' ('put it (button, dl-class)

through the interstices in your collar (qollar-=

button-holes):') Lo



q'ec'./

q'ec'3

q'ec' (noun, gl-class or unclassified) 'slough'LA,

qec'gu.?nuw 'big slough' M, q'ec'ya? ?}.xs~i?e5~

'I fell headlong into a "small swamp'" L.



q'ec'Lf.

q'e~

qec'- element in possible analysis of qec'e~

2""loth' see c'ex"', ..



qa?c,l I

qa?~
I

qa?c' (noun) 1. (unclassified) '(mature) salmon=
berry bushes (Rubus spectabilis) , LM, qa?d?e~?

'lots of salmonberry bushes' L.

2. (d-class) 'old woody salmonberry bushes'

LMA, qa?dde~? 'lots of old woody salmonberry

bushes'M.

qa?dla?mahd (noun, l~-class) 'salmonberries'

('qa?c'-berries') LMAB)4-3.19M, Rezanov RaD;JIRMaT':E> ~

'MaJIHHa Himbeere'.

i



q'a?c,2 I

q'a?c~ (perhaps related to q'ec,l)

-y-q'a?c' (noun, unclassified, with y-anatomical
'hand, arm') 'hand, forepaw': siyeq'a?c' 'my I

hand(s) , MA, 'my hands, forepaws' 18.16, 17L

Rezanov CR~~~TYK~ 'BHX~~ presste' perhaps

to be read s[iyeJq'a?c' ~du?~ 'he's squeezing

my hand', siyeq'a?d siya. ~dah~~ 'my hand
throbs' L, siyeq'a?c'~ Aa.~exi~eh 'I'm looking

at my hand' L, siyeq'a?c'7j. ~i~~eh3: 'I killed it

with my hands' L, ?iyeq'a?~ 'with your hand' L,

?iyeq'a?d~e?dG da.~ ?iqe?x~~ih 'I'll tie you

up by your hands' L, ?uyeqa?d 'his, her hand(s) ,
forepaw(s) , 11.122A, 22.6L, 23.63, 139, 24.37,

32.37,39,39,40,33.17,36.38, 38A, 56.6L, 61.=
37,37,45, 52A, 'its hand (of clock)' L, de?u=

yeqa?d 'his very own hands' 32.39A, ~e5u.~~a.d

ya. ?uyeq'a?d 'his right hand' 61.45, 46A,

?uyeq'a?~ 'with his hand' L, ?uyeq'a?c'~ Aa.=

I JJ:i.~:i-hth 'he's looking at his hand' L, ?uye=

qa?dluw 'his big hands' M, ~?a.w ?uyeqa?d

?ewa. qid desekug~ 'the minute hand broke off'

('its long hand broke down off') L, ?f}.hyeqa?c'e'

Aa.JJ:i.~:i-h:i-h 'he's looking at his (another's)

hands' L, Rezanov KaHR~-aI:J;'b 'Py1<a Hand (Arm)',

Furuhjelm Kaiekhatz 'arm' qa.yeqa?cr 'our



hands, human hand', ~3u.~~a.d qa.yeqa?c'

'our right hand' 61.55A, Galushia Nelson ~yaqa.tc

'hand' BSdL 541 ~yeqa?c' '(someone's) hand' L,

la?;dih ~yeqa?d 'two hands' M, ~yeqa?c'~ Aa.=

J.Ci.V:j.hthC- 'he's looking at someone's hand' L,

qe?yi~tehyeqa?d 'whale-hand' (lapse for qe?=

yi1tehleqah 'whale-head' 12.13G.
y-1e-qa?d 'S has hands': siga? yi1iqa?d}h 'he.

has hands like me, mine' L, ?ewle?e. yi~iqa?d}h

'he has strange, different, abnormal hands' L.

-l-qa?d (noun, with I-anatomical, 'head, face')

attested only in Harrington from G, 'jaw, angle
of jaw': sill~qqa"ts' 'my lower jaw or back angle~

thereof' sileqa?d. Unknown to L, perhaps in=

fluenced by Tlingit ~s 'jaw'.

' ""-.- "



q'es.L

q'esl

q'es (noun, l~-class) 'gland, lymph node, tonsil'

LMA, qesle~a?luw 'big gland' LM, q'es siya'

le~i'~a?d 'my tonsils hurt' L; Harrington

seqqheetsiiq'~s 'womb' sege'c'...qes ('child-=

gland'), not verified.



c
qes

qes2
.~

-qes (nount -unclassified') 'one of a pair of 0'

~qes 'one side, one of a pair' M, ~ey}.yqes

'unmatched pair' ('one different (of pair)') L,
possessor

with class marks for ,,: ?udeqes si~ di.?a?

'give me one of them (of pair of e.g. snowshoes)~'

L, ~tioleqes ca?~ 'one mitt (of a pair)' L,

~id }}hG ti.na. ca?~, ~a.~ ?ewtioleqes ?ewa.

'(there's) just one mitt, where's its mate?' Lt

with anatomical marks: ~le~eqes 'one-eyed'M,

'one-eyed person' Lt ~le~eqes xi}eh 'I'm

one-eyed' M, ~qiodeqes 'one-legged' M, ~=

yeqes 'one-handed'M.
(PQst:;;:posi tion~~ .(-.[;,..-0 --

o-qes-d 1: 'at opposite side, end of 0, at one
1\

sidet end of 0 (opposed to other side, end),

facing in opposite direction from 0': siqesd y~.?

Gete? 'lie down with your head toward my feet!'

L, siqesd lu. Ge~exu} 'rollover away from me

(facing away from me, in bed)~' L, Galushia Nel=

son mleq:!2eqest "'head" or rear of the house'

BSdL 545 ~eleGdeqesd 'end of house furthest

from door, ~ ~. maison' L ("The place of honor,

occupied by the head of the house, was at the

reart opposite the front door" BSdL 34), with

-kih diminutive: ~id ~eleGdeqesdkih ~

..



sedah1 'way at the back end of that little place

(burrow) she sat' 23.45A, ta.ya?deqesd 'front

door-end of house' L, with reciprocal 0: ?i1=

qesd ~edidi?ah 'they (e.g. logs) lie parallel,

extending in opposite directions' L, ?i1qesd

~edt.cah 'sharpen it (e.g. stick) at both ends:'

L, ?i1qesd ~edio1~i~g 'sharpen it (double-=

edged axe) on both edges:' L, ?i1qesd di?1~x

'push, hold the two ends apart:' L, ?i1qesd ye~

?todilah1inu. 'they're standing back to back' L,

?i1qesd ?u?lio?yah1 'it droops on both sides

Us'- !In'tr~C.t~ G\'ee4 (like Y)' L.
.1' ~~\!"" '2. 'avoiding, abstaining from 0': siqesd

lah di~digu~1th 'he closed his mouth tight and

averted his face from me (snobbishly or in anger)'

L, o-qesd O-l-~-qa 'S advises 0 against 0,

warns 0 not to, forbids 0 to, stops 0 from having

anything to do with, from touching 0', see qa4 ,
with gl-class 0: ?ugeleqesd ?ilexqa.g 'I ad=

vise you to abstain from it (drinking)' L.

0-1-qes 'S splits 0 in half, removes half, one

side of 0': ?e~qes 'split it in half~' L,

qu?x1qes 'I'll split it in two' L, si1qes1 II

split it in two, I removed one side of it (e.g.

opened fish)' L; passive: sdiqes1, s1iqes1

'it's been split in half' L.



q'e?s

q'e?s

-q'e?s '8 is jammed, stuck wedged, crowded in

, tight place, 8 (available space) is too small
;; for contents, 8 (contents) is too large for

available space', active perfective frequently
I

1 in sense 'stuck', inceptive perfective fre=

quently in sense 'tight': ?u.d seq'e?s} 'it's
I

..stuck there (in space that's too tight)' L,

?u.de~ ye~ sege?s} 'it's stuck (down?) along

there'L, ?u.d Geq'e?s} 'it's stuck, getting

stuck there' L ?u.dex Ii? ?i. q'e?s} 'it's, .
stuck (way back) under there' L (neuter perfec=

tive) , seq'e?s} 'you're crowding me' ~ou're

(you've proven) too big (for this space)' L,

with class-marks for 8: ?uyeg deseq'e?s} 'it

(arrow) is stuck in it' L, ~iyahd sila?d leGe=

qe?s} 'my hat is too tight on my head' L, with

qi'd-anatomical: ?uyeg (or ?uyeqd) qi.deGex=

qe?s} 'my shoes are too tight' ('my feet are too
for their interior')

big in them,~ L. Transitive (causative): ?isi}=

qe?s} 'I jammed, crowded you (in some place)' L,

?ude~ Ii? Ge:1:qe?s 'squeeze, it way back in there

(e.g. under the bed)' L; with indet~rminate 0, ?u=

yahd ?iGe}q'e?s} 'there is an ice-jam in it (river,

choked with broken ice)' L, often with meaning



'S is thick (fills, permeates atmosphere)':

?iGe~qe?s~ 'it (e.g. smoke, odor) is thick,

getting thick' L, ?edi~.d ?iGe~qe?s~ 'it (e.g.

odor) is getting overpoweringly thick indoors'

M, xa.g ?iGe~qe?s~ 'steam is thick' M, Gede=

qeyt.y ?iGe~qe?s~ 'fog is thick' M, Gedeqeyt.y

?ise~qe?s~ 'fog got real bad' L, s~a?dah gvo=

~e~~ ?iGe~qe?s~ '(the odor of) perfume is get=

ting thick' M; reflexive, indirect reciprocal,

with ye~ 'downward' (?, or perhaps ye~-progres=

sive): ?i~qa?~ ye~ ?edi~iqe?s~inuo 'they're

jammed, crowded together' ('they've crowded them:

selves down (?, about?) amongst each other') L;

passive: xuGedeqe?s~ 'I'm getting crowded (in

here)' L, xusdiqe?s~, xus~iqe?s~ 'I'm crowded,

jammed (in here by someone, something)' L.

~e-qe?s 'S squeezes (self) through tight place':

?uode~ Ii? xs~iqe?s~ 'I squeezed myself (way

back) in there' L, ?u.de~ ?a?q Ge~eqe?s~ 'it

(e.g. cat) is squeezing out (of house, e.g.

through slightly open door)' L.

dl-de-qe?s (with dl-thematic, see end of entry)

'S (with horizontal surface) lists, tilts, isn't

level' (perhaps passive of O-dl-~-qe?s): Aao=

Gedeqe?s~ 'it (table, floor, boat) slants,



tilts'L. Transitive (causative, or perhaps base

form) 'S makes 0 (with horizontal surface) tilt':

Aaosi~qe?s~ 'I tilted it (eog. table, by putting

something under leg)' L, with ~u? 'to finished

shape, right straight': ~? AaoGe1qe?s 'make
it level (e.g. table, by putting something or re=

moving something from under leg):' L. dl-thematic

perhaps thematized class-mark for 0, originally

'stone', 'S wedges 0 (stone)'.



~-" ~~'~' """"0', ,"" , h","',;; qa s
;,~~'f;,,~'t,'jr:;:

qahs (Rezanov Koac~ twice, Wrangell KORC~, probably
..w1mplY1ng q ahs, cf. Athapaskan *g'w!S or *qv.S1

r~", ", "
qahs (noun,}d-class) 'cloud' LMS, Rezanov Koac~

'Ht60 Himmel', Wrangell KORC~ (perhaps origi=

nally Koac~ in ms., changed in course of publi=

cation) 'Wolke', both probably to be read qWahs,
"

qahsJS:e de fu? 'lots of clouds' M, qahsJS:edes}h

s}i?ah} 'sun went behind a cloud' L, qahsJS:edes}hJS:

'flying (movement) above (hidden by) the clouds'

L, qahsJS:edeyeq 'in the clouds' M, qahsJS:eda.~

?i}qa.JS: s}i?ah} 'clouds are dissipated, scat-

tered'L, qahs ~edeGewus} 'clouds are moving,
spreading over' L, qahs ~edi'we.s~ 'it (cust)

clouds over' M, Rezanov Koacro,;,eCOKOD;JIb (with

r written over ~) 'llpoRcHtBaeT~ "es heitert

sich (der Himmel) auf' probably to be read

qWahs ~edeseqed} 'clouds split', or perhaps

qahs JS:edesekudg} 'clouds got small' M (uncer=

tain) , qahs la?q ~edi.~ahs 'clouds are thick'

L, qahs c'eG}ga? ~edeGele.} 'cloud is getting

blackish'L, qahs ~edeGd '(there are) high
clouds, clouds on high' M, qahs KUse1e?} 'it

got cloudy, clouded over' ,('clouds, cloud cover

came into existence') L, declassified in qahs

?ideG~?a.} 'clouds are, cloud cover is moving' L,

r



see ?i-d-?a; Harrington qahs tallahqayyJ

'old name for whites and Russians, "horizon peo=

plQ" G,' qahsdelahGeyu. ( 'cloud-dwellers'), not

used by Cordova Eyak L, probably a calque on Tlin=

git gu~i qWan 'white man, American' ('cloud-=
people', cr. Tlingit gus 'cloudy sky', see also -

Krause (tr. Gunther 1956) 252, 258, Swanton RBAE

26:414), perhaps reinforced by phonological simil=

arity to standard Eyak ~elahsAa.Geyu. 'white

people, Americans', Harrington gihs tallahqayyUu
,tshIta'te 'Ocean (Russian) Point' (name of Ocean --

Cape?, near Yakutat) qahsdelahGeyu.c}?da?d

('white people's point'), probably calque on

English 'Russian Point', Harrington ~ahs tallah=

qayyuuya'maa 'name of salt water lake at GJ's

smokehouse' (Tlingit ~uts~i-qWan-?ayi gu~i

qWan ?ayi) qahsdelahGeyu.ya? ma. ('white

people's lake'), probably a calque on the Tlingit.



---q'a'? sl

q'a'?sl (perhaps to be identified with q'ao?s2)

-qao?s-g (attested only with -g-repetitive, per=

haps thematized, perhaps transitive as below) 'S

makes clicking, clucking sound (apical or lateral

click) in surprise (at 01)': xq'ao?sg 'I'm making

a clicking sound' L, siqa'?sg} 'I made a click=

ing sound' L. This was apparently a common form

of expression, but "old people were afraid of it

and didn't like it't L; Cf. ?ed-}e-qao?s(-g)
2under qa'?s.

O-qao?s-g (as preceding, clearly transitive) 'S

makes clicking sound (apical or lateral click) at

0 in surprise': ?ew qao?sg}h 'he's clicking at

it (in surprise, not in disapproval or regret)' L.

de-qa'?s-g (as preceding, perhaps the only proper

in,transitive form) 'S makes clicking sound (api=

calor lateral click)': sdiqa'?s} 'he made a

clicking sound' L.



qa' ""s-

qa'?s2 (perhaps to be identified with qa'?sl, partly

confused with qa.?~)
O-qa'?s-g (attested only with -g-repetitive,

probably thematized, stem once -qa'?s- and once,

perhaps correctly, -qa.?~-, or influenced by

qa'?~) 'S straightens 0 out by stretching',

attested only with l-class-mark for 0: ~a?a'G

si~a? laxqa'?sg 'I'm straightening my (crooked,

bent) basket out' L, ~a?a'G ?i~a? li'qa.?~g

'straighten your basket out~' L.
?ad-3:a-qa.?s{-g) (with -g-repetitive partly thema=

tized, reflexive of unattested 0-3:-qa'?s) 'S

stretches self (e.g. upon awakening) extends limbs':

?adx~aqa'?s, ?adx3:aqa~?sg 'I'm stretching my=
self (e.g. after sleep)' L, ?adxs~iqa'?s~, ?adxs=

.~ ~iqa'?sg3: 'I stretched' L, ?ad~aqa'?sg:i-h 'he

(very small baby) is extending and moving his arms

and legs' L, with ya~-progressive; ya~ ?ad~a=

qa.?s~ 'I'm stretching (my limbs about, after

sleep)' L. Stretching oneself was considered bad

manners for adult Eyaks L; cf. qa.?sl.

,I,i"O",ccu",ri



cfa':)

qa~

qa~ (noun, unclassified) 'ribbon' L, 'hair-ribbon,

ribbon' (symbolically equivalent to 'tail', of

female groundhog) 23.36, 37,41,41,46,49,51,

51A, ~?a.w qa~ 'long ribbon' L.

O-cfa~ '8 ties ribbon around 0': with I-anatomical:

?}.siqa~1th 'I tied a ribbon around her head' L;

reflexive: ?adlisdicfa~1th 'she has a ribbon,

bow tied in her hair' L; passive: sdicfa~1 'it

has a ribbon tied around it' L.



q'ih3

q'ih3
de-q'ih3 'S is, becomes rancid, bitter, sour,

spoiled', attested only with class-marks for S:

gV.~diq'ih3~ 'it (e.g. butter, lard, Crisco,

sealoil) got rancid' (referring to bad taste,

not odor) L, le~e~diq'ih3~ 'they (berries)

spoiled, turned bitter, sour' L.

,.,



qa.(!

qa.~
d-qa.~ (with d-thematic 'oral') 'S has, gets

heartburn, indigestion, dyspepsia, discomfort in

upper digestive tract', also, perhaps, 'S has,

gets (discomfort from) water in nasal passages':

di~iqa.~} 'I got uncomfortable feeling and am

belching after eating greasy food; I got water up

my nose' M, 'I got heartburn, indigestion, from

eating too much food that didn't agree with me'

L.



~QQ

~ &,,;(
$eb

qe~ (perhaps reduced form of qao?§,)
)/\

-qe~ 'S is, becomes bent out of (right-angled)

shape, position' (meaning not clearly distinguished

from that of following, apparently not freely used,

following preferred): si~a? §eqe~1 (same as

si~a? le~eqe~1) 'it got "lopsided" "on" me' L.

l-qe~ (with l-thematic) 'S is, becomes bent out of

(right-angled) shape, position': leGeqe~~ 'it

is getting bent out of shape, breaking down' (e.g.

of square becoming rhomboid, leg of table begin=

ning to break off and no longer vertical) L, si~a?
le~eqe~~ (same as si~a? seqe§~) 'it got "lop=
sided" "on" me' L, ?ulCah~ ?ewa. le~eqe~~ 'its

leg (of chair) is crooked, bent out of vertical'

L, qu?lioqe~ 'it'll get bent out of (rectangular,

right-angled) shape' L. Transitive (causative):

qu?li°x3:qe~ 'I'll bend it out of (right-angled)
shape' L, leGex~qe~ 'I'm bending it out of

(right-angled) shape' L, ?}Osi~qe~~ 'I bent it

out of (right-angled) shape' L.
g-qe§ (with g-thematic, perhaps anatomical or class-=

mark thematized) 'S limps, is, becomes lame,

crippled (in legs)': gu~eqe~1 'you're limping'
L, gu~eqe~~}h 'he's limping, he's lame, he's a

cripple'M.

Ji I if~!.



o-sa? ye~ O-dl-1e-qe~-~ (perhaps causative of

l-qe~ above with ye~-progressive) '8 moves jaw

from side to side (as in gnashing teeth or of

horse chewing), distorting mouth': ?usa?d ye~

Aa.1eqe~~}h 'he's moving his jaw from side to
'" \
\side' L; indirect reflexi vet: sa? ye~ ?eAa. =

1eqeS~}h (same as preceding) 'he's moving his
e iJ-.,..-1':oo -., Y~ " I f s r...~! "eo' ..'r" /\&'",..."J aw from s3-de to s3-de' L i' ~~- /~ j" ",,~*,~J .' ~ ."
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q'ah~

qah~

qah~ (noun, unclassified) 1. 'bone (in meat, fish),

bony food' LMS, 41.4L, Rezanov K~~ 'KOCTb

Knochen', K~alli$ oxo~eHe~b 'ROCTHHOM knochern'

q'ah~ we~ s3:ini3:, qah~ we~ s3:ili3: 'it's made

of bone' ('a bone has been made thus') L, qah~

yi3:eh 'bony food' ('that which is bony') 41.1,

2, IlL, la?dih qah~ 'two bones' L, qah~xah

?a?3:e. 'take the bone out, (de)lbone i t ~' LS,

qah~xah~ ?ew Ge3:i.3::j.h 'he's (de)':boning it' L,

?uci?leyeqya? qah~ 'bone inside fishhead'

('bone of the inside of its head') M, te?ya?ya?

qah~ 'fish bones' 46.3M.

2. 'shell' (perhaps incorrect) in

?:j..3:xi.~~a? qah~ 'shell of red-abalone' L.

-qah~ 'S chokes (especially on a bone)': 3:idah

xqah~ 'I'm continually choking (on anything,

but especially ana bone)' L, seqah~3::j.h 'he

choked on a bone' L, siqah~3: 'I choked on a

bone'L, cautionary negative inceptive im=

perative: ?i~a? qeGeqah~G}h 'don't let him

(baby) choke "on" you~' L.



q'a.?~

q'a.?~

-qa.?~ 'S is, becomes stiff, rigid' (attested only

in active imperfective, not freely used, meaning

not clearly distinguished from that of 3:e-=

q'a.?~ 1. below): silCah~ siya. ~eq'a.?~3: 'my

leg is, got stiff (r can't bend it)' L.

3:e-q'a.?~ 1. 'S is, becomes stiff, rigid, cramped,

paralyzed': s3:iqa.?~3: 'it's stiff (of e.g.

meat, corpse, cloth)' L, ~? s3:iqa.?~3: 'it

(any corpse) has completely stiffened (with rigor

mortis)' L, with ye~-progressive (1): ye~ s3:i=

qa.?~3:~h 'his hand is cramped and paralyzed (with

or without atrophy)' L, ye~ xs3:iqa.?~3: (per=

haps transcribed in error for yixs3:iqa.?~3:

with y-anatomical) 'my hand is paralyzed and

cramped (from holding on so tight)' L.

2. With o-lu? qa? 'up out of, through

hole in 0', 'tight S leaves pressure-mark on

(skin of) 0': siyelu? qa? ~3:iqa.?~3: 'it (e.g.

watchband) left a red mark on my wrist' L, with

d-class-mark for S: siyelu? qa? di~3:iqa.?~3:

'it (ring) left a red mark on my finger' L.

0-3:-qa.?s-g (causative of either -qa.?~ or

3:e-qa.?~, attested only with (partly thematized)

-g-repetitive) 'S presses 0 flat, irons 0, creases



0 (with pressure)': ?e~qa.?~g 'iron it:, press

it flat:, crease it~' L, qu?x~qa.?Sg 'I'll

iron it, press it flat' L; passive, nominalized
with -yu. 'plural': s~iqa.?Sg~yu. 'pile of

ironed clothes' L.
O-?-(l-)~-qa.?S (with l-thematic dropped in passive

active perfective) '8 creases 0': ?u?li.~qa.?~
'crease it~' L; passive: ?u?s~iqa.?S~ 'it's

been creased' L.
o-lah qa? O-?-y-~e-qa.?s (attested only with

o-lah qa? 'up out around 0' and y-anatomical,

semantically intransitive, third person object

thematic) '8's hand is, becomes cramped, para=
lyzed around 0 (from gripping 0 long)': ?ulah

qa? ?u?yixs~iqa.?~~ 'my hand became cramped,
paralyzed around it (e.g. handle of bucket, from

carrying long time) so that I could hardly open

my hand' L.

t""'~ l(\~I\#. .'tJl (Y\~) 1~~~J.~t( -.f"'1~..f;~"14IIool ~" fr."{.)Jt~-,,
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qeog

qe.g (partly confused with qeo~; not to be analyzed

qe-g with -g-repetitive, at least from L's point of

view; cf. however, Tlingit ya-qe 'to blame')
d-~e-qe.g (with d-thematic 'oral, noise') '8 shouts,

speaks loudly and angrily, crossly, harshly, nastily,
abusively; 8 (animal) makes angry noise': de~e=

qe.g}h 'he's shouting angrily' L, ?ew lixah

dis~iqe.g~ 'the grizzly-bear made an angry noise'
L, with o-~ 'at, to 0': ?u~ dex~eqeog}h 'I

talk nasty to him' L, si~ dis~iq'eog~}h 'he

talked loud and mean and nasty to me' L, ?i~
I

qu?de~eqe.g}h 'he'll talk very mad and mean to

you'L; indirect reflexive (perhaps of causative)

with ?edle~~.?~ 'opposite oneself, in competition

with oneself': ?edle~~o?~ dex~eqe.g}h 'I answer

him back nastily' L. Transitive (causative):
xude~qe.g}h 'he's making me mad' L (stem not

mistranscribed, but cr. qe.~), ?iqe?di.~q'e.g}h

'he'll make you mad at him' L.

[.Ii i



q'e.I{

q'e.I{ (partly confused with q'e.g; Rezanov implies

q'eoI{W, but S qe.I{)

d-qe.I{ 'S is, becomes mad, angry, peeved, irri=

tated': Rezanov TaKasKY 'BpaHHTbcR schimpfen',

TaKaHKY 'Cep~HTbcR zUrnen' deqe.I{w (or per=

haps deqeogW, deverbalization), 1i~ deGe=

qe.I{1}h 'he's always getting mad'S, with o-~

'at, to 0': si~ deGeq'e.~1}h 'he's getting

peeved, mad at me' LM, ?i~ deGexq'e.I{1 'I'm

getting sore at you' L, ?i~ qu?di.q'e.I{ 'I'll

get mad at you' L, ?u~ disiq'e.I{1 'I got

peeved at him' L, si~ di.q'e~}h 'she's peeved

at me' L (neuter perfective), with ye~-progressive:

yeJS; dedeq'e.q:i-h lhe's going around peeved' L.

Transitive (causative): xudeGi.1q'e.~ 'you're

making me mad' L; with Irud (Iru-indefinite 0

of o-d, translating as s): Irud~ ?ideGe1q'e.I{

'is something making you mad,,' L; passive:

disdiqe.I{~}h, dis~iqe.~1}h 'he's been angered

(by someone, something)' L.

deq'e.~~iya? (noun, unclassified) 'angry, cross,

snappy, irritable, mean person' ('anger-master')

LM, Rezanov TaKaMK~efiR 'Cep~HTofi zornig'

deqeo~W~iya?



q'a.lC

q'a"lC
qa.~- (noun, unclassified), occurring only in

qa.~qa?ah (noun, unclassified) 'fishbones,
the spine and ribs of fish, especially as cut

out' LA, 65.4,75,76, 76A. To be analyzed

either qa.lCqa? ?ah 'it extends, lies be=

tween qa.~', or qa.~ qa? ?ah 'qa"~ ex=

tends up out'.

"



.q'a?l(.L

q'a?~
0-3:-q'a?l( 'S splays, splits 0 open' .(used'-especially

of fish, cf. ~e~): 65.40A, Ge3:qa?l( L, ?e3:qa?l(

'split it (e.g. fish, porcupine, seal) open~' LMA,

yao?aogega? ?e3:qa?l( 'split it (stick) half-way

(through half its length, to make forked stick

for pulling spruceroot through to peel spruce=

root)~' L, qu?x3:q'a?~ 'I'll split it (fish) open'

L, te?ya? si3:qa?~l 'I split a fish open' L,

?i3:d Gi°3:qa?~ dao~ 'when you've split them

.apart' 65.4lA, with anatomical marks: qu?li.x3:=

qa?~ 'I'll split its head open' L, qu?ku.liox3:=
~,:,:c",'~:!f qa?~ 'I'll split its belly open, open it (fish)

~~~~;~~.;~~ ventrally' L, kuoli°3:qa?l(, te?ya? kuoleGe3:qa?l(
F4!;"~"'I:"
i'!':7f~,jc:"..)"::i::",,'~ ' split it (fish) open ventrally~' L, te?ya?
"',.~J.

kv.silqa?~3: 'I split a fish open ventrally' L,
di.3:qa?~

with d-class-mark for 0: ya.?a.gega?r'sPllt-it-

(board) half-way (through half its length)~' L,

lis de3:qa?~ 'it (lightning) splits a tree' L;

passive: sdiqa?~l, s3:iqa?~l 'it (fish) has

been split open' L, with d-class-mark for 0:

ye.~ dis3:iqa?~l 'wild celery has been split' L.

, , , I



qa?~

qa?~2 (uncertain, perhaps lapse for qa)

qa? O-d-qa?~ (attested only with qa? 'up out'

and d-, perhaps thematic) 'S (sun) burns,

parches 0 (vegetation)': qa? deseqa?k'3: 'it

(sun) burned the vegetation (too hot, drought)'

L. Not verified, perhaps momentary lapse for

deseqah3:.

"'. ~



qa?lC-qa?q

qa?lC-qa?q (form uncertain, perhaps to be identified

with, or influenced by qa?lCl and/or qa?z?)
o-yeq q~.~ d-qa?~-qa?q (with o-yeq 'in 0',

q~.~ '(continuously) up out', and d-thematic

'oral') 'S chokes': siyeq q~.~ deGexqa?qI

(the following day: -q'a?l{I) 'I'm choking' ("my

windpipe feels like it's splitting") L.

(O~)-d-~-qa?~ (perhaps causative of preceding,

perhaps with d-class-markfor 0) 'S (impersonal~)

chokes 0 (throat)', or'S (throat) chokes': si=

dega?q~ deGe~qa?~~ 'I'm choking' ('my throat

is choking' or 'it's choking my throat') L.



qela.~

qela.~
qela.~ (noun, unclassified) .shirt' LS, Rezanov

K~MRR~ 'Ka~eH Kamleja (Sommerkleidung) , ,

Galushia Nelson qalaoq (or Gala.q or Gala.q)

'shirt' BSdL 550, ~3u. qela.~ 'nice shirt

(man's or woman's)' L, Galushia Nelson Gla.~cE.?

ke?i. ~'E? qelaq "red-appears shirt" BSdL 558

Aa.~e~ga? ?i.~eh qela.~ 'red shirt' ('shirt

which is like red-snapper (in color)'), Rezanov

T~bKex~MRR~ 'llapKa Winterkleidung (Parka)

von Spermophilus-Fellen' ce~~eqela.~ 'shirt,

upper garment;made of squirrel skins)' L, Galushia

Nelson Ge'nu~ts~' Gala.q or Gunuqts'a' Gala.q

'gutskin shirt' BSdL 550 gunuxde?qela.~.



q'eq'l!

q'eql

qeql (noun, unclassified) 'loon, goodweather duck,

weatherbird' LM, "smaller than yehs, has a

different cry" L, 24.1, 2,4,5,9,18,26,26,

27,28,28,36,40,46,50,51,51,53, 54a, 55,

57,62,70,76,77,77,78,81,82,83,93,96,

96A, Galushia Nelson ~~q 'loon' BSdL 539,

qeqwelahyu. 'loon-people' 24.2, lOA, qeqwelah=

yu.qe?} 24.5,5A, qeqwelahqe?} 'loon-people-=

woman' 24.17A, qeqyequhyu. 'loon-young' 24.73A,

qeq'kena.?d 'loon-coat' 24.40A, qeq~elih 'loon-=

arm' 24.51A. This bird is probably 'Holboell's

red-necked grebe (Colymba grisegena holboelli)',

or, less likely, the 'American horned grebe (Po=

diceps auritus cornutus) , rather than a loon. The

; qeq was not to be eaten, because a man once turned

into one. Joseph Grinnell ("Birds of the Kotzebue
I
J

1 Sound Region, Alaska", Pacific Coast!Y1.f. 1, 1900),

says that "Although the [KotzebueJ natives eat

loons and gulls as readily as ducks and geese,

of the grebes they say, 'no good cow-cow, all same

dog'," and Ivan N. Gabrielson writes (Gabrielson

and Lincoln, ~ Birds Qf Alaska, 1959, p.67)
I that "Gabrielson has never had an opportunity to

but
try Eskimos on this bird, he has seen them eat

f\



Horned Grebes as readily as any other waterfowl."

See also Eyak Texts 24.0fn, BSdL 113,285-286.

L thinks the name qeq may be imi tati ve of the

cry.



q'eq'2

qeqf (perhaps earlier qWeqW, quq', Rezanov ROR, RYR)
le-qeg 'S has, gets a (muscular) cramp': leqeq

'he has a cramp (anywhere on body)' M, not veri=

fied, perhaps blend of de-~g and y-le-qeq.

y-le-qeq (with y-anatomical, the only theme known

to L with this stem) 'S closes hand, makes a fist':

Rezanov 3Ra~RRoKH~ 'Ry~aR~ Faust' yeG elequq3:

'you're closing your hand, making a fist', ye=

Gexleqeql 'I'm making a fist' L, yeGeleqeq

'close your hand~' LA, qu?yexleqeq 'I'll close

my hand' L, yixsliqeql 'my hand is closed' L,

yisliqeql}h 'his hand is closed, cramped closed'

L, with ya? 'completely': ya? yeleqeq 'your

hand is cramped closed' M, with o-~ 'with 0':

Rezanov YT~e~~RRYR~ 'BHZMH pressen, ausringen
(Imperat.) , ?u~ yi?leq'eq 'hold it (tight) in

your hand:' ('close your hand with it (in it):')

L, repetitive: yeleqeqg}h 'he keeps (opening

and) closing his hand' L.

~



q'e~ I
i

q'e~
q'e~ (noun, I-class or unclassified) 'fat (not

rendered), blubber' M, 49.147A (unclassified),

Rezanov HTaRoxeT~eH~ '3~opo~ gesund' ?idah

q'e~ yi}th}h 'he's nicely fat, plump', q'e~
si~ li'?a? 'give me (a piece of) fat, blubber~'

L.
-q'e~ (noun, I-class or unclassified) 'fat (not

rendered), blubber': ~q'e~ 'fat' 9.84,88,93,

93, 94A, 12.15, 23G, 49.l44A (all unclassified),
lCuq'e~?ele?e? 'for fat' (I-class) 49.133A, lCu=

q'e~yu. 'quantities of fat' lO.85A, KUq'e~kih
'bit of fat' 49.l3lA, ~q'e~luw 'big piece of

fat' M, ~le~? ~qe~ 'lots of fat' L, ~uq'e~

?u'd ?t'se?ah} (not -tah}) 'a piece of fat is

there' L, Aa'q'eya?q'e~ 'mountain goat-fat' 49.=

123, l33A (unclassified), ~edingeGq'e~ 'bacon'

('pig-fat') L.

q'e~de' (exclamation, epithet) 'greedy' (especially
of child who persistently begs for fat to eat)

LM; q'e~de. xi}eh 'I'm greedy' M, q'e~de' yi=

}eh 'you're greedy' M, q'e~de' yi}th}h 'he's

greedy, never satisfied, always hungry' M; Galushia

Nelson Ge'qa~t£ 'fat' BSdL 548, "called for fat:

'Geqe~t£~'" BSdL 315, probably to be read ~=

q'e~de., with possessed instead of non-possessed

-



4noun. See de. for -de..

ca.laqa~ (noun) 'sea-anemone, crab species'?, see

under ca..

-qa~ (adjective) 'fat', occurring as suffix in

pejorative epithets only: laquh~qa~ 'fat-cheeks~'

11.138A, laquh~qa~luw 'big-fat-cheeks~' lO.93A,
laquh~qa~~iyah 'nasty-fat-cheeks~' lO.96A.

~a-qa~ 'S is, becomes fat': Rezanov C~KX~b

'EHPHo fett (adj.)' s~iqa~l 'it is, got fat',

with ~~d-anatomical: ~u~dis}iqa~~}h 'he (e.g.

baby) has, got fat, chubby legs' L.
l-~a-qa~ (with l-thematic, probably l-anatomical

'head, face' thematized) 'S is, becomes (generally)

fat': lix}iqa~} 'I'm fat' L, di~ la?x}aqa~}G

'I'm not fat' L (neuter perfectives), ?}.s}iqa~}

'it's fat' M, qa~a. lisliqa~}}h 'my how fat she

is~' M, lixs}iqa~} 'I'm fat' L (active perfec= I

tives) , ?i.}iqa~ya.~ di~ xa?}q ~~a.G}h 'he's

not eating much lest he get fat' L. Transitive

(causative), repetitive (apparently thematized):
li.}qa~g}h 'fatten him up (with repeated feedings)~'

L.



q'e6S

I
!

q'e6S
q'e6sg (noun, unclassified, with -g-repetitive

thematized) 'gristle' MA, 'scab, earwax' M (L
rejects all these glosses), qeGsg?a?luw 'big

hunk of gristle' M. L is probably correct in

rejecting these glosses, $pecially the latter

two; cf. Ge?qS.
-qe6s-g (with -g-repetitive thematized) 'S (skin,

leather) dries and stiffens' (not freely used,

attested in active perfective only, meaning not

clearly distinguished from that of %e-q'e6~-g):

seqeGSg% 'it (shoe, skin) got dry and stiff' L.

%e-qe6~-g (as above) 'S (skin, leather) dries and

stiffens': s%iqe6~g% 'it (shoe, skin) got dry

and stiff' (same as seqe6~g%) L, 'dry skin' A,

with I-anatomical: ?~.xs%iqe6~g% 'my skin (face)

got dry' L. Transitive (causative); ?e%q'eG~g -

'make it dry and stiff and hard~' L.

%-qe6~-g (as above) 'S's skin gets dry and flaky

and peels': se%qe6~g%~h 'his skin got dry and

flaky and is peeling' M. Uncertain, not verified.

le~e%qeG~g LM, le~eqeG~g L (noun, l~-class,

nominalization of preceding with l~-class mark

for S) 'dogwood berries, blackberries' LM, 'tiny

black berries, grow on meadow' L; Harrington has



,
the following from G: 1~~~~ttak~I~ 'dogwood or..
dogwood berries, bunch berry' l.e~ede~i~, 1~~~11~=..
~~c 'Russian gate ("crunches when chewed")' le~e=

le~~~ (both of which are equivalent to Yakutat

qeka.xe",g which Naish and Story gloss 'St. Jacob's

berry'), 1~~~ll~kRa~c 'red berries', probably..
to be read le~eleqeG~, these items all being

partly confused with Aa.~~ig~g, q.v. under

~ig~g-~i~~g; Aa.~qeG~g 'dogwood berries?' M.

These berries are probably to be identified as

'dogwood berry, bunchberry, St. Jacob's berry

(Cornus canadensis)' and/or perhaps 'sarvice-,

serviceberry, June berry (Amelanchier alvifolia

or A. florida)', and~ 'commandra, timberberry,

dogberry (Geocaulon lividum)', and/or 'blackberry,

crowberry, curlewberry (Empetrum nigrum)'.

-" ,



q'adi.!.

q'adil (perhaps to be analyzed qe-di, qe- perhaps to

be identified with qah-qa"-qa and/or qedi2) ,\

qadi- (element of unknown morphological classifi=

cation and unknown meaning), occurring only in

qedidt" (numeral) 'eight'; see c't" " Perhaps

qade- > qedi- by assimilation to vowel of -dt""

.



q'iJ.{:ah

qiJ.{:ah (unanalyzable, probably to be segmented, whether

of Eyak or Tlingit origin, qi-~ah, but q'i- prefix

not identifiable as Eyak and phonologically irregular

for Eyak, probably related in any case to +a2)

qi~ah (noun, unclassified) 'belligerent fleet of

boats, naval war' (uncertain, "something about

war") L, qi~ah ??-.(! G8~a.1: 'a fleet of canoes

is coming here for war' L.



q'edi2

qedi2 (LMSqedi, ~M also earlier Gedit veri=
fied q'edi with L; perhaps to be analyzed qe-dit

qe- perhaps to be identified with qah-qa--qe)

qedi- (element of unknown morphological classifi=

cation and unknown meaning), occurring on]y in

qedili~ 'gray cod'; see li~- Perhaps qede- >

qedi- by assimilation to vowel of -li~-



q'eA

q'eA (qWeA G only, under influence of Tlingit; loan
«;;-.::~ ...,);:""",,}from Tlingi t q'wci A 'cooking-pot', &l-se-..ee~i'ftg in

qeAgWeol-qeAge.l)

qeA (noun, unclassified) 'pot, cooking-pot' LM,

qWeA 'cooking-pot' G, ?ew qeAya?~ 'into the

cooking-pot' 27b.53A, qeA?a?luw 'big cooking-=

pot, cauldron' LM, ?ew qeA?a?luwya?d 'in that

big cauldron' 5l.67A, with ku.l-anatomical 'belly,

widest part': qeAku.?nuw 'big bellied round pot,

cauldron'L, qeA?ekih cat's name ('pot, dimi=

nutive, affectionate')A, Furuhjelm Iakhutakhuat

'kettle' conceivably to be read ya?~ deqeA

"might be some kind of pot" L, but see ?uya?~

~deqa?~g under qa?i!).



q'eilogWe°J:-q'eiloge°J:

I

q'eilogWeo}-q'eAgeo} (A once q'Weilogeo} under influence of

Tlingit; loan from Tlingit qWaA gWe} (Sampson Harry)

'pot' ('pot-sack'), see also q'e"-l7M w \rD~D(tff!t~ .',~:!:

qeAgWeo}-qeilogeo} (noun, unclassified) 'bottle, I~~)

quart': qeilogWeo} SG, q,Weiloge-} 'bottle' A, ~~
qeAge-} 'bottle, quart' LM, qeilogeo}luw 'big ~ ~~
bottle' LM. ~-t~A- "'"~

~~



q'aodyaog

qaodyaog (unanalyzable, clearly to be segmented

qaod-yaog, perhaps further qao-d and/or yao-g)

qaodyaog (attested only as locative) 'into slave=

ry': attested only in ~?di?lah6 xi}eh daoI

qaodyaog ?iqe?x}teh "'if I were a big chief

I'd sell you into slavery'" ('if I were a chief

of the opposite moiety I'd give you (away) into

slavery', said as threat to unruly child) Lo



q'e-k'e",

q'e-k'e", (loan from Tlingit ~exwa~ 'pin')

qe.~e", (noun, unclassified) '(common, straight)

pin'L.

.



qe ."' sIC

qe.?~~ (loan from Tlingit ~e~xw 'Steller's jay',

partly onomatopoetic, widely diffused, see also kus~,

qe.Skuha.gu.-qe.Sku~a.gu.)
qe.?s~ (noun, unclassified) 'Steller's jay (Cyano=

citta stelleri)', locally called 'bluejay' LA,

6.lM, 10.60, 83, 2l0A, 34.l8L, qe.?~~ 10.48A,

qe.?~~eyu. 'bluejays' 10.53A.
qe.?S~a? la?mahd (noun, lx-class) 'berry species'

L, 'cranberry species' A ('bluejay's berries',

probably calque on or influenced by Tlingit qe~=

knhagu, Eyak qe.~kuha.gu. or qe.~k~a.gu.,

q.v., informants associating, incorrectly, qe.~-

with qe.?S~).



qe.Skuha.gu.-qe.sku~a.gu.

qe.skuha.gu.-qe.sku~a.gu. (former less frequent, loan
from Tlingit qe~kahagu 'very small cranberries'

~ II: i£,tc\tt

-kahagu '-roe',' see also kuha.g-ku~a.~J "I" i
qe.~kuh~gu.-qe.sku~a.gu. (noun, l~class) 'berry ~

"
species' L (unable to identify or/etymologize,

I

"sounds like Tlingit", but word ~sed by Eyaks L).
t

I
V""""jA~;"'tV J.<"-e,fJ:J kA.1tk~ 'r;r)'HtI1~'
f4.t~/~') ~)etLi 'OIi,?tS~lI,j.(o ""~'fe,T~ "M~~

(p.6of6-.) ~ k'fI..~k:'8 --ukf~) i',A .' 6 ) j -' , '.
Rtj~ I~//J.(~A,~ r~'p'(~"~""" )

E",vt -rA~ ve!<:OAf, 'If: ~"1"'4.. ~ 4' e)e 'J\\f£~
;(~~;, f",~ t I'.l.d w~"j) I..,J S.~~l.'ff ~,J./,-" to

t~~f11~f- \



Jj:l
.

.
~l (perhaps to be identified with one or more homopho=

nous morphs; see also (-)Jj:- below)

o-Jj: (postposition; with anatomical, thematic, or

class-marks the last element of which is -1-,
-1-Jj: > -.ne~, or where the last element is not

-1-, -C-~ > -Ca.Jj:) 1. 'in contact with, glan=

cing, brushing, moving against point on, along
part of 0,. ,extending ,to point on, adhering to 0',

sometimes requiring verb theme with ~-classifier

where paired with theme with zero classifier, zero

classifier theme meaning'S acts upon Of, }-clas=

sifier theme meaning'S substantially changes or

fixes position or condition of 0 by such action'

(cf. 2. below), often with indeterminate 0 (da.~),

with reciprocal 0 (?i}~ or ?i}i.~), and with

reflexive 0 (0 never deleted without intervening

mark, ?ed~, but see ya.~ below) a.: si~ ~=

dese}deh} 'someone shone a light on me' L, o-~

}e-~ia 'S freezes (adhering) to 0', si~ ~se}=

~i~ 'his arrow grazed me' L, o-~ O-}-~i 'S

ties 0 to 0', da.~ O-}-~i 'S ties 0 up (to in=

determinate 0)' (cf. o-~ O-~i 'S ties 0 to 0'),

?uJj: ?iqe?x}e~a?g 'I'll spot it up' ('I'll strike

glancing blows at it') L, ?u; ?edgedexde3uxg

'I'm butting it with my rump' L, o-~ d-}e-c~?d(-g)

'S adheres to 0 by suction', da.~ de}edU?crg



(

'leech', O-}-~e~ 34.83fn, ?i}~ deGei~ahG}
'sew them together:' L, da.~ O-~d-~a? 'S strikes

0 (match)', da.~ede5a?g 'match', da.~ ?i-?-=

gdl-geh3 'S barely hangs on (to indeterminate 0)',

?ew ?i}~ seigahG~fh 'he glued them together' M,

o-~ }e-ge~d 'S sticks to 0', ?edi~ da.~ de=

ge~~g 'wallpaper', ~~e.ge~~ 'Property Woman'
« ~~ yege~~), o-~ d-}e-k}hd 'S jostles 0',

si.ne~ dese}~a?~} 'it flew by grazing my head' L,

siya.~ dese}~a?~ 'it flew by grazing my hand' L,
da.~ O-}-~ewah5 'S nails 0 up (to indeterminate 0,

wall)', ya.ne~ O-}-~ewah~ 'S nails 0 down (to

floor)', ?i~~ O-}-~ewah5 'S nails 0 together',

~edeGd da.~ dede~wah5g 'plyboards for ceiling'

L, ?i}~ Ge~exwe~ da.~ 'when they drift together'

60.59A, ?u.ne~ ye~ Gedexu~} 'snow is sliding
down it (mountain)' L, da.~ ?}. }exi ?c'(-g) 'wood=

pecker' L, o-~ O-}-xa?~ 'S ties 0 to 0' (cf.

o-~ O-xwa?~- 'S ties 0 (on)to 0'), ?i}~ O-g-=

i-Geme~ 'S twists 0 (strands) together', o-~ 0-=

}-qe~ 'S rubs 0 against 0', ?i}i.~ ?f.sdiquhiinu.

'they brushed against each other as they ran' L,.
?i~~ O-}-~ahd 'S fastens 0 together', ?ahnu.

da.~ le}~a?~ginu. 'she dashes their brains out
(swinging their heads against indeterminate 0)'

49.65A, ?ii~ si~a?~i 'I sewed it lo~sely to= ~ .



gether'L, ?u; Gele?g 'touch it:' L, ~iyahd=
?aone; sile?g} 'my hand touched, brushed against
a hat' L, siyao; sele?g~~h 'he touched my hand'

L, ?edle;edao; xdelugg 'I'm rubbing my eyes' L,
~a? ?ed; O-}-u?g-, O-}e-le?g- '8 holds 0 close

to self', ?u; yisili} 'my hand brushed against ~

it'L, 0-; -?ya (-?ya Ib.(2),80) '8 comes in=
to contact with 0', si; ~aosa?yah} 'it fell over,

touching me as it fell' M, 0-; yd-?ya '0 gets 8

(hunting)' (modest, '8 wanders into contact with

0'), 0-; ;dl-?ya '8 running glances against 0',

0-:JS: d-de-?e?o '8 braces self with feet against 0',

0-; dl-}e-?eo '8 bumps head, stubs toe against 0',

0-1-; (-.ne~) -?a' 'S extends, runs down o's

face', ?i~lao; (irregular) y~o?~ gelese?ah da.~
'when water runs down along the mountain' 34.64M,

O-:JS: -?a' '8 extends to (point on) 0', ?i~:JS: di=

di?ah 'seam, joint', ?i~~ ?ulu? ~de?ah 'dove=

tail joint', ;edeGd dao; qu?di"x~ah 'I'll set

up a fish rack' L, ?io}i.~ Ge~a? 'juxtapose them~'

L, si:JS: sah} 'it went by, brushing against me' L,

siqioya°:JS: 'in contact with my toe' L, ~ah~tione;

'in contact with a feather, leaf' L, ~iyahd?aone~

'in contact with a hat' L, ?u"ne:JS: 'in contact with

it (I-class)' L; with I-class mark ~d .evidently de=

leted 0: Gedeq'ey~oy ?i.ne~' (for ?iona.?:JS: 1)

___0-



ye~ ?ideGe?ah da'~ 'when the fog hangs part way

down it (mountain)' L; with indeterminate 0, evi=

dently used as preverb: gu'deg ?ew qe'da'~ ?e=

de'~~}h 'again he (cust) throws them against the

wall' 34.86L, see also stem da'i.

lb. 'displacing 0 with violent movement' (?,

probably extension of la. above): ?~h~ ya?~ ~e%=

Ge5g% 'it (goat) butted him up in the air with its

horns' L, ?~h qe?l~ ta?~ x~?lq dis%ik}hdl~h

'he shoved the woman violently into the water' L

(perhaps incorrect in both instances).

lc. Various figurative extensions more or less

clearly of meaning of la. above: 'aware of, concern=

ing, afflicted byo, 0 getting caught short with in=

sufficient supply': 0-+ ~-d-l-~a'q 'S hears

(something) about, of 0', ?igah+ ~de+}~a'q 'I

hear you dancing' L, 0-+ O-?-le-le(?) 'S knows

(0) about, of, finds (0) out about 0', o-~a? ya'-+

?ed-?-le-le(?) 'S appreciates o's favor, is be=

holden to 0' ('S feels self in contact with (,) a

thing in relation to 0'), 0-+ ~e+ O-}-?ya 'S

hears puts ear in contact with 0'),

~eh 0-+ ?i-?-d-?ya 'S catches cold' ('cold catches

up with 0'), 0-+ ?i-?-l+dl-+e}, 0-+ ?i-?-l+dl-

we?q 'S gets half drunk and runs out of liquor',

see also o-l-~ and ya'+ below).



I
I
;

ld. Meaning vague, uncertain, 'along oJ,?,

probably derived from la.: ca? ?~ sa?yah}

place-name, ?u~ ?idi.~i~g} na.wda?ke.d 'narrow-=
s... .1.10

necked bottle', perhaps also in de~u?ya.~ 'true'; ~r/.~,,*#1'~

-"'"' ~.'.
lee 'into existence as 0', perhaps special=

ized extension of la. (cf. also Tlingit o-~ s-ti

'S is, becomes an 0'): o-~ ~-}e(?) (usuallyon=

ly with pronoun as 0) 'S comes into existence, is
born' (, something comes into existence as 0' " see

-}e(?) 3f.), xi~ ?u~a? ~?luw se~e?} 'snow

piled high (got big) on them' 43.l3M, del~ s}i=

du.d~}h 'her snot has dried bone-hard' ('her dry

snot has dried into existence as bone' (poetic, in
song) 72.40M).u.(, t.,. .y~' ~ (e;, cr. 0 '.I! .?)

If. Meaning derived from 1:«. and/or a., more -

or less figurative, in certain cases showing shift

of zero or de-classifier in verb to }- or }e-:

basic zero or de-, no shift: o-~ deGida? d-?ya

'S is full of 0', o-~ ~dl-ta 'S acts as bolt,

crossbar for 0' and causative O-~dl-(}-)ta 'S sets

0 as bolt for 0', ?u~ ~~eAa.detah, ?u~ ~~e=

'a.ta?} 'latch lock' o-~' da.x ?i-?-d-le 'SI\. "I\..

begs 0 persistently'; shift not attested, perhaps

optional: ga?dg}~ qa?/qid -a'S climbs up/own

(on, by means of) ladder', }ines~ lisdi~e?5~

'she's wearing a nose-ring' L; underlying classi=



fier 1:- or 1:e-: ?ulCahSda.; ?ew se1:k1;1.?d1:

'seized it by the foot' 50.57A, o-~ 1:e-~x 'S

holds onto 0', ?ewgu~ahda.; ?'edu?guf,a.3:i?ah1:

'held onto her by the tail' 23.37A, 0-; O-?_=

1:-?ya?; 'S asks 0 for 0', de1:gu.ne; 1:eqah5~~h

'he's coughing (with) blood' L, with verb-clause

as 0: ya?~u. ~le~ ?i.~eh; ?edqu?le;3:e~e.3

'don't pl. brag that you have more than the other

fellow' Ib.2IM; showing shift: de3:gu.ne; ~e?;

ye~ 3:aO~}h 'he has a bloody stool' ('he's walk=

ing about outside near the house (excreting) with

blood') L (cf. -qi.yega.g; ye~ 1:e-a-; 'S goes

about on tiptoe', ye~ de-a-~ 'S goes about',

and, with no shift, 0-; phrase as epilogue: ?ew

~leqah qeoleG ?edaog, le.3:guka.~ 'the head
kept walking back ashore, on its hair' 53.12L),
o-x ?ed-?-1:e-de?1: 'S hoards 0' o-x ?i.lih-1:e-=° , °

?a.~ 'S fall for, becomes enamoured of, crazy about

0', with adverb as 0: gehsdah~ '~~h deG e3:5~ .d1ih

'begs him pitifully' 37b.34A.

2. 'by means of, with 0 (as instrument)',
in certain cases showing required or optional but

preferable shift of zero (or de-)classifier in verb
to 1:- (or 3:e-), there existing no basic theme with

i-Cor 1:e-)classifier (cf. similar phenomenon in
Tlingit with Tlingit 0-3 'by means of 0', noted

I]



IJAL 34.201): see o-~ O-(~-)~e 'S kills 0 with

0', o-~ O-(~-)siyu- 'S kil~ pl. 0 with 0',

0-(~-)5uX 'S stabs 0 with 0', o-~ 0-dl-(1-)du?

'S caulks, chinks, plugs 0 with 0', o-~ 0-1-(1-)=

da?d 'S decorates 0 (basket) with 0 (decorative

straws)', or, where basic themes with both sets of

classifiers are present, attested only or prefer=

ably with theme with 1-: see o-~ O-~-~u?d 'S

slaps 0 with 0', o-~ O-~-de~ 'S hits 0 with

(held or thrown) 0', o-~ O-~-qe~ 'S rubs 0 with

0', o-~ O-~-~a- 'S digs 0 out with 0', and see

especially, with discussion, ol_~ (02_~) O-~-~i

'S ties 0 (to 02) with 01" with themes attested

only with basic 1-classifier also without o-~:

see O-~-wa?d 'S whips 0', O-?-(l-)~-c'e~ 'S

tries to hit 0', O-~-~e?- 'S smears, paints,

greases 0', O-~-y~.? 'S cures 0', ya.kihdah

O-~-i 'S pays 0', O-~-~a?~ 'S clubs 0', attested

only with zero (perhaps optional 1-)classifier:

see 0-Ge3 'S moves 0 with end of stick', O-qa

'S handles 0 (liquid) in container', O-~d-~ahd

'S draws 0 Cline)', O-?-le?g- 'S grabs 0';

de.;d ya.kihdah xuqu?yi1ih --Gema.~ 'what

will you pay me with? --with maggots' 4?c.35-36L,

see also 3?a.16L, 3?b.53A, ?uda.~ de~e.~ 'are

(cust) killed by means of it Cd-class)' 64.3fnG,



Aa.~eo?ga? geAi.~eh~ ?e}~e? 'paint it (with)

red (dye):' M, }-classifier usually present where

o-~ is clearly bound syntactically in verb clause,

but absent where o-~ is epilogue: ?ew~ quhnu.

?ew le}dao~ 'with those they (cust) decorate

them' 66.10L, ?ew leda.c~inu., da?dda.~ 'they

(cust) decorate them, with decorative straws' 66.=

9L, miscellaneous textual occurrences, o-~ often

epilogue: 4.13M, 8.18, 11.14,82,121, 144A, 16.=

22, 22M, 19.30, 21a.9L, 23.137, 25.130, 169A, 26.=

9L, 33.74A, 34.83, 89, 95, 126, 126L, 43.3,5,11,

33M, 51.20, 45A, 63.16, 64.2, 2G, with various

class-marks, final element not -1-: ~ih~geda.~

'with gr ass' ci.S g lexa.x 'with sand' }eos~=, 0 0 ,

~eda.~ 'with a log', ~i~da.~ 'with an arrow',

gehg}da.~ 'with a spear', Geo~guka.~ 'with

spruceroot', ~i.~eda.~ 'with a bear-spear',

xi~le~eda.~ 'with snowballs', final element -1-,

-l-~ > _Onet: teG}?a.ne~, teG}?ione~ 'with a

hammer', kewus~}?a.ne~ 'with a paddle', Ge}e=

ci~ahti.ne~ 'with land-otter skins', ~~eh}=

qi.ne; 'with a rope', lao~qi.ne~ 'with a cord',

Geo~qi.net 'with a spruceroot-rope' t giyahgu.ne~

'with water' (cf. ?el ~gelekiht ?edao}eY~o?

'cure yourself with this little bit of wine:' L),

de}gu.ne; 'with blood' (If. above), ca.~i.ne~



'with a rock', 3awulAiona'JS: 'with a net', C}o~

Aiona'JS: 'with a net'; perhaps incorrect in sitae?

lisda°'JS: ~~o?/'JS:u? salil 'my father made it (ca=

noe) out of (by means of?) a tree' L (cfo o-dao-

2co under dao3); very frequent in nouns derived

from verb themes, usually passive (active imper=

fective, with classifier, if ever shifted to x-,

reverting to da- instead of la- as is usual in

non-perfective passives), 'by means of it 0 is

acted upon', frequently with ~-indefinite 0, and

frequently deverbalized with x-instrumental suffix

to verb, da-classifier deleted: see ?u~ ~Aaoda=

du? 'cork, chink, plug, ?u'JS: dada?d ~~adata?l
'ke y' ?ux ~Ya'aota?l 'lock' ?ux KUxa'aoda=, ° .1" 1\ , 0 .1\

tah 'latch', ?U'JS: KUda~i~g 'something to shine

things with', ?u~ ~~a?g% 'ink, pen, pencil',

?u~ ~da3a?~(g), ?u'JS: ~3a?~(g)% 'chisel', ?U'JS:
it;\...~3ux} 'awl', ?U'JS: ya?d ~dac~hdg 'pier', ?U'JS: --

~ca'JS:l 'scissors', ?U'JS: ye~ ~Aaodec'e?~ 'tongs

for handling hot rocks', ?~ ~?lec~hGl 'marker,

signet, cachet', ?uda°'JS: ?edles~h'JS:g} 'razor',

?u~ ~tiolades~h'JS:g 'skin scraper', ?U'JS: Gala=

~i?~, ?u'JS: ~Gela}e~i?~g, ?u'JS: ~G~o}e~i?~g

'scrubbrush', ?uda°'JS: ~~eo~ 'cambium-scraping

spoon', ?u~ ~si~g} 'saw', ?u~ Gelasa?~

'broom', ?u~ ?i}~ ~dege~crg 'glue, paste',



qa-~V.%eyah ?u~ dekus 'toothbrush', xu~%yeqd
?u~ de~-d 'cleaning-rod', cri~ ?u~ ?e~hd%

'dishrag', ?u~ ?ed~-%e~.d, ?u~ ?edle~_..d%

'towel', deqa-g ?u~ dedexu?~g, ?u~ ~dexu?~g

'bellows', ?u~ q~.~ ~xu%g% 'corkscrew', ?u~
~dexa.S 'carving-knife', ?u~ ~deGe5g 'oar,

paddle', ?u-ne+ ~a?qe?~ ~Ge5g% 'oar', ?u+
ca. Aa-deGahG 'pickaxe', ?u+ le+eqe~ 'pes=

tIe', ?u+ ~deqah, ?u~ qa? ~qa?% 'pliers,

pincers, tongs', ?u+ ~deqec' 'pincers', ?u+

qid ~qec'g% 'snuffers', ?u~ ~qa.?Sg~ 'press=

ing-iron', ?u+ ye~ ~le~ede~a?~ 'shinny-=
stick', ?u~ ya? ~+eh3% 'meat chopper', ?u~
~ede+es 'curved knife', ?u+ ye~ ~ede~e-~, ?u+

ye+ ~qu?de~eh 'pack strap', ?ugu-ne+ ~~e?%
'paint', s%i?mahd% ?u+ de~e? 'spread for bread',

?u~ ?edle+e? 'ointment for face', ?u~ ~dewa?cr

'whip', ?u+ ?ed~%ewa?c' 'willow boughs for slap=
ping self in steam bath', ?~ ?ed~ci?la?lah%

'comb', ?u+ we~ ~deleh 'tool', ?u~ de~de=
leh 'knitting needle', ?u~ ye~ ~?deyahd+ 'mea=

suring stick', ?u+ ya?d ~ya.?% 'pier', non-=
passive (see also reflexives amongst preceding),

classifier usually shifted to %-, %e-: ?u~ ~ehd

~?}5a.~g 'key', giy~da.%elah 'water bucket'
« giyah ?u~ da- %elah, cf. giyah da. delah



'we drink water'), ?u~ ~~siyuhyu., ?u~ ~~=

si'g 'weapons', in inceptive imperfective, in=
flected for S: ?u~ ~qu?weSehyu. 'hunting-gear',

?u~ fuqu?x~Sehyu. 'my hunting-gear', ?u~ fu=

qi?yi~Sehyu. 'your hunting-gear'.
3. Status and identity uncertain, preceding

other postpositions or preverbs: o-~-da.-d 'with=

out 0' (see o-da.- 3b. under da.3, note however

giyahgele~da'd ?uq' k:a?~ih place-name, 'there's
no water on it', for expected giyahgu.ne~da.d);

o-~-ye?~--ya?~ 'all 0 long': gah~ye?~ 'all day

long', xah~ya?~ 'all summer long' (cf. ~e~e?~

'all night long', ~ela'gya?~ 'all winter long'

without -~-, see under ye?~-ya?~); ya'-~-~e-=

qa? 'upside-down'o
o-l-~ (postposition, with I-anatomical thematized,

always realized o-one;, 'in contact with o's
head', or perhaps < o-l-le; 'past, beyond, too

much for o's head') 'tormenting, discomfiting,

inconveniencing 0': o-one; ~-d-?ya '0 is tor=

mented, has a hard time' and causative o-one;
~-d-~-?ya 'S torments 0, gives 0 a hard time',

see d-?ya 3c.; siena; ye~ daO~}h 'he's

walking about angrily around me, won't talk or

recognize me' L.

yao~ (postpositional phrase, perhaps preverbial=



ized, < o-y-~ with y-anatomical thematized, 'in

contact with o's hand' or especially 'by means of

o's hand', attested only with deleted reflexive 0

in indirect reflexive construction, requiring

shift of zero classifier to 1-, then to 1e-, see

also ya.~l, ya.~2) 'with own hand' (attested

as such in two themes only): ya'~ ?iqe?x1e~eh

'I'll beat you up good' ('I'll practically kill

you with my own hands') L, ya.~ s~i~eh1}h 'I

beat him up good' L, ya.~ xs~ik}hd1 'I swiped
it' ('I imparted a quick motion to it with my (own)

hand') L, ya'~ ~xs~ik}hd1 'I swiped something'
L, ya.~ dixs~ik}hd1 tI swiped it (money, knife) , L.

-~ (final element to postpositions and preverbs,

probably occurring with all postpositions which
occur with non-zero finals and all preverbs which

also occur with -d final, but not suffixed direct=

ly to forms ending in -~'?, in which cases -de~

final occurs to the exclusion of -~ final, or to
forms ending in a consonant other than _? or -h,

in which cases either a variant of ?e?- is in=

terposed (preverbs) or -de~ final occurs (postpo=
sitions) to the exclusion of -~ final) la. 'move=

ment (originating within or without and continuing)

within (area designated by stem of postposition or

preverb)': e.g. ta?~ sah1}h 'he walked into the

I I



water (and continued some distance), he walked

in the water (waded some distance)' (cf. ta?

sah1}h 'he walked into the water (and stopped)'),

qa-qa?~ Ga.? 'walk between us (we stationary or

moving):', qa.qa?~ ?iya? 'walk (along) between
us (we moving):' (cf- qa-qa? Ga-? 'join us:,

come between us, into our midst:'), for all in=

stances see the following: o-da?, (o-)d-da?,

o-g-da?-, o-l-da?-, o-y-da?, o-ct?-da? (da?l),
o-da-- , xdl-da--x da-x (da.3 ) ta? o-t'a?" ,
(o-)d-~'a? (~ah-), o-ct.?_, ce?-~, ~a-ciya?-,

?}-ca?- (ci?-), o-sth (S}h2), a-sa?, o-~-a-,
0-1-~-a. (~), o-~ah, o-qa?, ?i1-qa?- (qa?-=

q~--qa-), qenuh, (o)-qey~h, o-~a?, o-y-~a?,

o-d-~a?, ?}-o-i?- (laho-), Ii?, a-Ii?, o-la?,

o-~-la?-, o-y-~-la?-, o-lu?, ya.nu? (lu?-nu?),
yema-?-, o---na.?-, ?i.na.?- (na-?), o-ya?,

ya? (ya?4), ya.ne~ (ya.(n)), o-?ih-, o-d-?ih=
-x ( ?ihl ) o-?e--x ( ?e-l ) o-?e? o-d-?e?., ., , ,
o-l~dl-?e?, o-qi.dl-Ge-?e?, o-l~d-e-?-, o-d-=
i-?- (?e?-), requiring interposition of variant

of ?e?- or special form of stem: leG-e?-~

(leG2), deG-e?-~ (deG), ye~-e?-~, ~e-ya~-e?-~

(ye~4), ce?-~ (ci?-), lu--d-i-?-~ (lu.2), ~e-=

~le-~ (~~.).
lb. With various idiomatic meanings: see 0-=

I
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y-da? 2. (da?l), o-da.- 2., da.~ (da.3), 0-=

~a? 8., 10., o-~-a.tb. (~), o-qa? 2a., 3., 4., ~

5. (qa?-q~.-qa.), o-~a? 5., o-d-~a? 2., Ii? lb.,

3.,4., o-la? 3., o-lu? 2a., o-ya? 2. (ya?4),

o-?ih- 6., o-d-?ih-~ (?ihl), o-?e.-~ (?e.l),

o-d-?e? 2.; see also wa.}, ?a.li?};,)r:"".'IIt'; (*..),

2. With idiomatic meaning, thematized, stem

with -~ final treated as new stem, to which other

finals may be suffixed: a. with stem(-augment)

expanded, -a?-~ > -a.-~: o-~a.-~ (~a?-), 0-=

ka.-~ (ka?-), ?i}-qa.-~ (qa?-q~.-qa.), o-~a.-~

(~a?-); see also Ga..

2b. As 2a., -?e?-~ > -i-~: ?ed-i-~ (?e?-).

3. As probable or possible final in analysis

of postpositional, preverbial and certain other

forms attested only as ending in -~, listed as

stems, meaning idiomatic: see stems da?~, da.~,

du?~, di.ye~, ~i~4, xi.ya?~, qe~, qeh+-,

~~.~, ye?~-, ya?~, ya.~l, ya.~2, ?u?~~ ~/~~.

4. Meaning 'manner' in analysis of demon=

strative and interrogative preverbs or adverbs:

?we~ 'thus, in that way' (?ew-), ?le~ 'thus,

in this way' (?el), de~ 'how'.

I -de~ (final element to postpositions, preverbs, and

demonstrative and interrogative locatives, compos=

i te of -d final wi th -~ final; occurring only as



final to forms also occurring with -d final, oc=

curring to the exclusion of -~ final to preverbs

ending in -~-?, postpositions ending in conso=

nants other than _? or -h, demonstrative and

interrogative locatives, and problematical ~a-?,

qi?; also occurring as final to certain forms

which also occur with -~ final) meaning always

regular, identical with that of -~ final la_: oc=,. 

curring to the exclusion of -~ final: see o-d~G,I;

j, o-~a--~ (~a?), o-q, o-d~l-q (q), 0-lah5-,

o-I~G (I~G2), y~q (pret~rb, perhaps exception='~ 
aI, y~ql) , o-y~q (Y~q2), o-y~~, o-%-y~~, 0-=; 

d-%-y~~ (y~~3), ya--q (yao), o-?a-g, ?~d-i= --.
,: \: ~ -~ (?e?-), o-l-~?e?, y?e?, ~ae?, qi?, loca=

tives ?u-- (?~w-), ?~e- (?~l-), ~i--, da--

(da.2); to forms also occurring with -~ final,

meaning not clearly distinguished from that of-~

final except where that of -~ final is idiomatic

(-~ lbe): see (o-)d-da? (da?l), o-da-- (dae3),

ta?, o-ci-?, ~~-ciya?- (ci?-), ~~-~~o- (S?e_),

o-li?, lu--d-io?-, y~na-~, ?ionae?- (nao?),
o-?ih- (?ihl)-

(-)~- (possible or probable initial component of

postpositions and preverbs) meaning perhaps '(move=

ment in?) contact with': see especially ~ahd2,

~a?-, ~?e?, ~~w-.



"")7, ~e
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~e (p~rhapsre1ated to stem ~eh3:, see subentry

~eh3: below)
O-~e 'S "p~cks", carries 0 on back, S picks up 0

onto back': ?i~e? (?e~e? perhaps also accept=

able, but ?i~e? much preferred; not -I-?e~e. L) --

'pack it on your back~' LM, ~?~e? 'pack some=

...thing on your back~' L, with ya?~ 'up': ya?~

Ge~e? 'pick it up onto your back~' L, ?u.~

qu?x~eh (or -~e.) 'I'll pack it thither on my
back' L, qu?x~eh 'I'll pack it on my back' LM,

di~ ?u.~ qu?~ehG (or -~e.G, former much pre=

ferred) 'I won't pack it there (on my back)' L,

active perfective: 7.34,9.145, 28.55A, se~eh3:}h

'he packed it' M, ?u.da? se~eh3:}h 'he packed

it thither (on his back)' L, ~ce? ?~.da?

se~eh3:}h 'he packed the meat hither (on his back)'

L, with ca? 'downhill, to shore' 9.117A, with

qa? 'up out' 28.123A, with o-~ 'to 0': 28.56A,

with ya?~ 'up', 'S picked 0 up onto back': 9.=

151,156, 28.40A, inceptive perfective: 23.30,
36.12A, Ge~e.3:}h 'he's packing it (along) on his

back (any burden, or portaging canoe)' LM, ~=

G~e.3: 'I'm packing something (on my back)' LM,

with o-~ 'to 0': 9.152, 157A, ?u.~ Ge~e.3:}h

'he's packing it thither' L, ?u.~ da. ?i.~eh

-



'let's pack it thither~' L, .?adi~ ?aw ?a~e.lC

'he (cust) carries them in(to house)' 23.3A,

?~h~ ~e.lC 'he (cust) packs it (on his back) to

her' 49.112fn, 112A, with ya~-progressive: 1:i~

?aw ya~ da~e.~}h 'he packs it around (on his

back) all the time' L, ya~ ?ada~e. 'pack it

about:' M, da. ya~ ?idi~eh 'let's pack it

about' M, ya~ ?ixda~e.lC 'I (cust) pack it about'

M.
O-qa-~-~e (with ~-thematic with qe-plural) 'S

"packs", carries small things on back' (derisive):

qa~a~}h}h 'he's packing (ridiculously) small

things'L, da?alga?kih ?idiyah dilC qa~a~ehG}h

"'he can't even pack little things'" ('even that

which is of little size like this he doesn't carry

on his back') L. Probably used only in active im=

perfective.

taG1: laGa~e.1: (noun, unclassified) 'large-bodied

spider species' ('it's packing a hammer on its

back') M. Nominalized inceptive perfective with

l-class-mark for O.

,. ciA daGa~e.1: (noun, unclassified) 'small water-=

bug species' ('it's packing boards on its back')

L. As above, with d-class-mark for O.

?uyaq ya~ lCuda~e.~ (noun, unclassified) 'pack-=

sack' 38.7LM. Nominalized passive active imper=

,~~ I



fective with ye~-progressive, 'in it something
is carried about on the back'.

?u~ ye~ ~de~e.~ (noun) 'pack-strap, tumpline'
L. As above, 'by means of it something is carried

about on the back'. Form from Galushia Nelson

u~quqetE~E' or u~quqa't£~£t 'pack strap' BSdL

550 perhaps to be read as passive inceptive im=

perfective ?u~ ~qu?de~eh 'by means of it some=
thing will be carried on the back'.

~ehz (noun, unclas,sified) 'backpack, burden' LA,
~?luw ~ehz, ~ehz?a?luw 'big pack' L. Stem

apparently with -z-suffix, irregular in that ex=

pected form would be *~e?z; see stem ~ehz, to

which the form should perhaps be assigned. Form

from Galushia Nelson ~~' 'pack' BSdL 550 dif=

ficult to identify; L never heard noun of form I

*~eh or *~e? meaning 'pack'.

~~e.l (gerundive, with ~-indefinite 0) '(act of)

"packing", carrying (something) on back': ~~e.l
xuGezga?z 'I'm getting tired of packing' ('carry=

ing something on my back is tiring me') L.L 

" -
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xeo-xe?° °

~e. (noun, gl-class) 'oil, grease, (rendered) fat,

tallow, suet, lard, sealoil, fish-oil' LM, 9.141,

141,146,156, 158A, 63.32fnG (in texts most often
'sealoil'), 11.175A ('mucus in socket of whale's
eye'), Rezanov Xs '~Fett', Wrangell Xxe
'Fett', as C in C -xe(?) 'S is, becomes greasy,

oily, covered with grease': 7.28,10.32, 65.70A,

~eo yixixeh 'my hands are greasy' L, ~e. sexe?x
'it got all greasy' L, ~e. ?i~ qu?geli.xxyah

'I'll give you some grease (in container)' M, ~e.

si~ geli.?a? 'give me a piece of (rendered) fat~'

L, fugu.?nuw ~eo L, ~e.guo?nuw 'large quantity
of grease, sealoil' M, ~e.ga? fu.~eh 'water's ~/,.

":l,#1,'c.,,'""J"Qcalm' ('something is like grease') 1'1, ~e.ga? 'i(;i)lbl '
.[7 ~-e.;:'k'uGele.x 'water's getting calm' ('something is ~~.;' ..

(;4.../ ..L..~getting like grease') L, ~e.ga? gulele.g 'water

is intermittently calm' ('it (water) repeatedly

gets like grease') L, ~e.guona?q 'on (the sur=

face of) grease' L, ~e.gu.na?~ xxc'}.G 'I eat
it with (dipping it in) seal oil , L, frequently

declassified as 0 of o-ya? 'in 0 (with broad

opening at top)', 'in sealoil' (of food thus pre=

served and/or eaten with sealoil): 7.33,10.44,

137,140,143,146, 49.123A, 63.37G, ~eoya? dis=



:r:iyah:r: lC1lde?uhdg 'eggs preserved in sea~oil
for winter' L.

-~e? (noun, gl-class, possessed form of above)

'oil, grease, (rendered) fat (of something)'--: '5~-t::

ke.:r:ta.g~e? 9.l58A, gWe.:r:ta.g~e? 'seal~bil'
63.32fnG, te?ya?~e? 'fish-oil' M, ca.Aa.~e?
'kerosene, coal-oil' ('stone-oil') LM, ~gu.?nuw

ca.Aa.~e? 'large quantity of kerosene' L; xwa.=

se~e? L, xa.se~e? (unclassified) 'soap'('tabu-=
grease') LM, Rezanov Xaccyxe '~o Seife',

Xac~-axe 'CB~qa Licht, Talglicht', see xahs-=
wxa?s-xa.s-x a.s.

~yeqiGi~e? (noun) 'marrow' L. With ~yeq 'in=
side something' and Gi-thematic.

delyeqya? ~e. (noun) 'marrow' ('tallow belonging
to inside of bone') L (form uncertain, preceding

more probably correct).

qa? y-~e.? (attested only with expanded stem, y-=

anatomical, and qa? 'up out') 'S's hands are,

become greasy': qa? yisi~e.?:r: 'my hands got

greasy'L.

O-:r:-~e?--~e.? (perhaps semantically irregular
causative of unattested -~e?--~e.? 'S is, be=

comes greasy', -~e.? presumably expanded stem)
'S greases, oils, lubricates 0; S paints 0' (ex=

panded stem apparently in free variation with



non-expanded stem, except that meaning'S paints
0' is not attested with exp anded stem): Ge~xe?

.I'paint it:, grease it:' LM, ?e~~e? 'grease it:'
M, ,',oil it (e.g. engine):' L, Aa.?!e.?ga? geAi.=

~e~ ?e~~e? 'paint it (with) red' M, ma.sAa.~

?e~~e? 'smear it with butter:' L, Ge~~e.? 'grease

it:' L, ?e~~e.? 'grease it~, oil it (with e.g.

sealoil):' L, Rezanov AJI:oxe 'Max'.E. schmieren, sal=
ben, reiben (Imperat.) , to be read ?e~~e? or

?e~~e.?, qu?x~~e? 'I'll paint it' LMA, 'I'll

grease it' L, Rezanov KOROXJI:oxe 'MaxaT:O schmier=

en, salben,reiben' probably to be read ~qu?x~~e?
or ~qu?x~~e.? 'I'll grease something', flxORY-=

3JI:oxe 'He Max'.E. schmiere nicht:' ya?~u. qu?yi~=

~e? or -~e.? 'don't grease it', si~~e?% 'I

painted it' LMA, 'I greased it' M, si~~e.?~ 'I

oiled, greased it' L, dex~~e.~ 'I (cust) grease
it' M (apparently with d-class-mark for 0); re=

flexive, with I-anatomical: (?u~) ?edla.~e~e?

'grease your face (with it)~' L; passive: de~i.

s~i~e.?~ 'it's greased up already' L, s~i?mahd~

?u~ de~e? "'anything (e.g. butter) to spread on
bread"' ('bread is smeared with it') L.

?ugu.ne~ ~e?~ (noun, gl- or gdl-class) 'paint'

L, ~gu. ?nuw ?ugu.ne~ ~~.e?~ 'large quantity



of paint' L, ?ugu.ne~ ~~e?}guAa.~? 'lots of

paint'L. Deverbalized passive with -}-instru=

mental, 'by means of it (liquid) something is

painted'.

?u~ ?edle~e? (noun) 'mountain goat-fat as ointment

for face' L. Form probably incorrect in lacking

-}-instrumental or classifier, 'by means of it one

greases one's face'.

?i-}e-~e.? (detransitivized theme with indeterminate

0, expanded stem) 'S renders fat': ?ix}e~e.? 'I'm

rendering fat' L.--



JS:al

x 1
.a

O-?-JS:a (tends t6 be treated as intransitive, see

indirect reciprocal and forms with indeterminate 0)

'S tells (of specific, something specific about) 0':

frequently with we~ 'thus' and/or o-~ 'to 0'

and/or o-lah 'about, concerning 0', thus we~

1 2 -I~ 20 -lah 0 -~ O-?-~a 'S tells (to) 0 (of) 0 about --
~

01,: imperatives: (o-~) xu?li~ah 'tell (0) of

me~' 20.20~ 21A, Rezanov YRa-xa 'CRa3M sagen,
(Imperat.)

reden' ?u?Ge~a? 'tell it~, out with it~' L, si~
1\

?u?wexe. M si~ ?a?xe. si~ ?a?Xah si~ ?u?=., 1\ ., 1\ ., 1\

Ge~a? 'tell me it, tell me about it (a certain

thing)~' L, C~.5 ?i;a? si~ ?a?;e. 'tell me

your dream~' L, si~ ?u?Ge~a?, ~e.d qa.lgah

yileh 'tell me what you did today~' L, inceptive im=

perfective: ?i~ ?u?qu?~ah, ?i~ qu?XJ$:ah 'I'll

tell you it' L, di~ ?i~ qu?x~a.G (not -~ahG)

L, di~ ?i~ qu?XJ$:ahG 'I won't tell you (it)'

4.12M, ?ew qa.~ qa?~~h~h 'he'll tell us of it'

21b.23A, ya?~u. siy~.~ qi?yi~ah, Gelextah

'don't tell my mother I'm alive' 49.127A, ?a?d

ya?~u. ?ew ?u~ qi?yi~~h}h 'by all means don't

tell her that' 49.129A, di~ ?~~ qu?yi~ahG 'you

won't tell her (it)' 49.128A, Rezanov TeTOROflXa

"gTO CRaJKem? was sagst du~' de.dew qu?yi~ah

or de.d ?u?qu?yi~ah 'what are you going to tell~',



ya?~u. ?u~ ?u?qu?yi~th}h 'don't tell him

(it)' L, ::I:iq lahqa? ?ew ?u?qu?we~th}h (or

?u?qa?~th}h) 'he'll tell it every place' L,

active imperfective: with first person sg. S:

23.16,70.2A, dita.5 ?i~ ?a?~ah, ?ew yahd
~de~iyah 'I told you long ago that house is no

good' L, second person sg. S: gu.deg si~ qe?

?u?yi~ah 'you're telling me about it again (com=
plaining) , L, de.duh (or de-duw) ?u?yi~ah

'what are you telling about, reporting?' L, third

Person S. ?a?xa. 9 .20 2 5 189A ?a?xah 2 5 116A'.. ,.,. .,
38.1LM, 51.14,16, 60.59A, ?u?we~a. 10.46A, ?a?=

~th}h 10.34,35, 106A, ~ewa. ?u~a? si~ ?a?=

~}h}h 'he's telling me of his dog' L, ~ewa.lah

si~ ?a?~}h}h 'he's telling me (something speci=

fic) about a dog' L, de?u.de~yt.kih ?ew ?a?=

~ah 'someone is telling about it' L, du.d ?i~

?ew ?a?~ah 'who's telling you that?' L, second

person pl. S: ~a.~uh we~ ?u?le~~ah 'where's

that you pl. are telling thus about?' 20.80A,

inceptive perfective: ?ulah ?u?Gex~a.::I: 'I'm in

the process of telling a long story about it' L,

active perfective: 29.39, 56A, de~i. si~ ?ew

?u?se~ah::l:}h 'he told me that already' L, de~i.

si~ ?u?se~ah} 'you told me (it) already' M,



?u?lixi~~ah ?ew ?u~ ?u?se~ah~}h 'I know you

told him that' L, dita.3 ?i~ ?u?si~ah~, ?ew

yahd ~de~iyah 'I told you long ago that house

is no good' L, di~ ?ew qa.~ ?a?s~ah~G 'he

didn't tell us that' 61.50A, di~ ?ew si~ ?a?s=

~ah~Ginu. 'they didn't tell me that' 69.9A, active

optative: ?u~ ?ew da. ?u?li~}h}h 'let's tell

him that' L, with ye~-progressive: da. ye~ ?u?=

di~ah 'let's tell it about' M, customary: ?i~

?a?X;a.~ 'I (cust) tell you' 61.86,87, 87A, 21a.=

17L, 36.45A (negative), ~i?q' ya.yu. ?a?~a.~ih

'he (cust) tells everything' L, with (?i~)guGdah

'deceitfully', '8 (cust) tells lies about 0':

10. 142A , di~ ?i~guGdah ?ew ?a?~a.~G 'I (cust)

don't tell lies of it' 61.58A, repetitive: ~i~

de?ew si~ ?a?~a.g}h 'he keeps telling me the

very same thing all the time' L; indirect recip=

rocal (treated as intransitive, with de-classi=

fier): ?i~~ ?u?de~ah 'they tell each other of

it' 10.35A; passive: ?u?de~a. 51.6,60,21,36,

49,49, 53A, ?u?de~ah 'is told of' 36.49,60.=

34A, di~ ?ew ?u?de~ahG 'that wasn't told of

it' 23.123A, di~ q'e? ?u?de~ahGinu. 'no more

is told of them' 24.100A, de~i. ?ilah si~

?u?sdi~~ 'I've already been told that about



you'L, ditao5 si~ ?u?sdi~ah} 'that's been
told me long ago' M. With indeterminate 0

(treated as intransitive, de-classifier with qe?

'again, some more') 'S tells story, general ac=

count, things': frequently with we~ 'thus' and/=
or o-~ 'to 0' and/or o-lah 'about, concerning

0': imperatives: qa.7c' ?ida?~e. 'tell us a

story~' LM, si7c' ?ida?~e. 'tell me a story (about
anything)~' LM with o-qe~ahd 'from on 0': ?u=

; qe~ahd si~ ?ida?~e. 'read it to me~' ('tell me
a story from on it~') L (see also nominalizations

below), inceptive imperfective: ?ida?qe?~ah 'I'll
tell a story' 57.1G, ?i~ ?ida?qe~ah 'I'll tell

you a (long) story (about anything)' LM, with 0-=

qe~ '(continuously) onto 0, against 0': ya?~u.

siqe~ ?ida?qe?yi~ah 'don't tattle, tell on me'

LM, ya?~u. siqe~ qe? ?ida?qe?de~ah 'don't
tell on me again' M, ?iqe~ ?ida?~?qe?~ah 'some=

one will tell on you' L, di~ ?iqe~ ?ida?~?qe?=

~ahG 'no one will tell on you' L, ?u.d ?ida?=

~?qe?~ah 'someone will tell a story there' L,

qa.7c' ?ida?~?qe?~ah 'someone will tell us a
story' M, active imperfective: first person sg. S:

?i7c' ?ida?~a. 61.53A, ?i~ ?ida?~ah 'I tell

you' 61.124, 125A, ?ida?x~ah 'I'm telling a



story' M, third person S: ?ida?~ah 10.229,231,

25.191, 201A, 35.1L, 51.12, 12, 25, 61.56A, ?i=

da?~a. 11.145,25.189,51.14,15,69.10, 21A,
?uma.lah si~ ?ida?~}h}h 'he's telling me about

his mother' L, de?a. ?ulah si~ ?ida?~}h}h

'he's telling me about himself' L, ?ew ?u?seca?}

si~ ?ida?i}h}h 'he told me he bought it' L,

qa.~ ?ida?~}h}h 'he's telling us a story' L,

~qe~ ?ida?~}h}h yi}}h}h 'he's a tattle-tale,
tale-bearer' ('he is one who tells on one') M,

de?u.de~y}.kih ?ida?~ah 'someone is telling a

story' L, de?u.de~y}.kih si~ ?ida?~ah ?i.
?ed?e?d 'someone told me you were home' L, with

indefinite S. 12 IfnG ?ulah ?ida?~?xa. 'one.., .
tells (things) about it' 51.11, 70.6, 6A, ?u.d

?ida?~?~ah 'someone is telling stories there'

L, ?ida?~?we~ah 'someone is telling a story'
M, di~ ?ulah qe? ~?da?de~ahG 'one does not

tell anymore about them' 24.102A (irregular form

with ~-indefinite S preceding ?ida?-indeter=

minate 0, expected form ?ida?~?de~ahG), incep=

tive perfective: ?ida?Gex~a.} 'I'm in the pro=

cess of telling a (long) story' L, active per=

fective: ?i~ ?ida?si~ah} 'I told you a story'

M, siqeC' ?ida?se~ah}}h 'he told on me' LM,



si~ ?ida?~?se~ah} 'someone told stories the~e'
L, ~e.duh ?u~ ?ida?se~ah} 'what did you tell

him?' L, du.d ?i~ ?ida?se~ah} 'who told you

that (story)?' L, siqe~ qe? ?ida?sdi~ah}}h

'he told on me again' M, active optative: de=

?u.d~ga~ ?ida?~?li~ah 'I wish someone would
tell a story' L, active conditional: si~ ?ida?=

~ah da.~ 'just as he'd gotten started telling
me a story' L, customary: ?ida?yi~a.~ 'you

(cust) tellfuings' 11.ISlA, ?ida?Xia.~ 'I (cust)
tell stories' M, si~ ?ida?~a.~}h 'he (cust)

tells me a story' M, with ye~-progressive: ye~

?ida?de~e. 'tell it (story, rumors) about~' M;

passive: l2.1G, 51.4A, we~ qel ?ida?de~a.
12.19G, we~ qel ?ida?de~ah 'thus it's told'
M, ?ilah si~ ?ida?de~ah 'I'm told (stories)

about you' L, de.duh ?ida?de~ah 'what (stories,

rumors, reports) are being told?' M, le~isxwa.s=

dah ?ida?de~ah 'a scary story is being told' L,

de?i~guGdah qew silah (?i~) ?ida?de~a. 'just
lies are being told (to you) about me' 10.lS2,

lS3A, di~ ?ulah qe? ?ida?de~ahG 'nothing

more is told about them' L, ?iqe~ ?ida?qe?de~ah

'you'll be told on' L, ?~.d si~ ?u?de~a.~ 'I'm

(cust) told here' 10.179A, qi? ?ida?de~a.~

'place where stories are (cust) told' L.
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KU~ ?ida?~}h}h (noun, unclassified) 'preacher'

3l.lL. Nominalized active imperfective, 'he who
tells one things, stories'.

?uqe~ahd ?ida?de~ah (noun, unclassified) 'Bible'
L. Nominalization,?!, as above, passive: 'it is -"---~

read from' ('things, stories are told from on it').

?uqe~ahd ?ida?de~ah di~'a?g (noun, unclassified)

'newspaper' L. Nominalization~', as above, 'paper ~

from on which things, stories are told'.

we~ah (noun, unclassified) 'story, news' L, 12.1,
57.1, 32G, ?ew we~ah ?u?lixi3:gah 'I know that

story'L, KU5u. we~ah qe?ew 'that's a good

story'L, lru5u. we~ah 'good news' L. we-pre=
fix perhaps we- 'mythological', or we-phono=

logical as in ?u?we~ah etc.



~aC

~a2 (probably loan from Tlingit, ~a 'war, warrior'

(Boas), 'attacking force' (Naish-Story), ya-~a 'to

paddle, go by boat', ?a~a 'canoe paddle'; see also

?edewi?:t;)

~a. (noun, probably unclassified) 'war, battle (at

sea), attack (by boat)' 54.1,1,9, l3G, ~a.

?ideleh 'there's a canoe fight going on' L.

-~ah see qi"-'$;ah.

-~a 's travel in pl. boats, S travel as a fleet

(often with belligerent intent)': ?ile~~a?, Ge=

le~~a? (former much preferred) 'pl. go (in fleet)~'

L, ?u.~ ?ile~~a?, ?u.~ Gele~~a? 'pl. go there

in fleet (for war)~' L, qa?"-'$;ah 'they'll go in

boats' L, de~i. qa?~}hinu. 'they're about to

leave (in boats)' 37b.45A, ?~.~ qa?~ah, ?~.~

qu?we~ah 'they'll come here (in boats)' L, di~

?~.~ qu?we~a.G 'they won't come here (in boats)'

L, Ge~a.:t; 'they're going (along) in fleet' L,

?~.~ Ge~a.:t; 'they're coming here (in fleet)' L,

qi~ah ?~.~ Ge~a.~ 'a warlike fleet is coming

here' L, ?u.~ Ge~a.:t; 'are going there in fleet

(for war)' 7.l9A, se~ah:t; 'they went (as a fleet)'

L, 68.l00A, ?~.da? se"-'$;ah:t; 'they arrived here

(as a fleet)' L, 68.l09A, yeq se~ah:t; 'they

landed ashore (as a fleet)' 37b.18A, Ii? se~ah%



'they boated downriver (as a fleet)' 68.19,49,

51,81A, qe? Ii? sdi~ahx 'they (another group)

boated (as a fleet) downriver' 65.20A, di~ de=

6e?~ qe? ?esde~ahx6 'they didn't boat back

upriver (as a fleet)' 68.18A, di~ ?u.da? qe?

?esde~ahxG 'they didn't boat back there (as a

fleet)' 68.19A, qe.deG sdi~ahx 'they boated

back upriver' 68.36A, deGe?~ O-~a? se~ah}

'they boated (as a fleet) up to 0' 68.101A, o-~

qe? ?ede~e.~ 'they (cust) boated (as a fleet)

back to 0' 68.60A, with ye~-progressive 'rever=

sal of motion': di~ qe.ye~ ?ede~a.~6 'they

(cust) never went back (as a fleet)' 68.42A; re=

petitive: ?~.~ ~a.ginu 'they're coming here in

one boat after another' L (active imperfective not

used without repetitive or ye~-progressive, and

inceptive perfective not used with repetitive L);

with d-class-mark for 8 'boats': ?~.~ deGe~a.}

'boats are coming' L; indirect reciprocal, with

?i~le~~.? 'in competition with one another': ?i~=

le~~.? ?idi~ahX 'they're racing (in canoes)' L

(neuter perfective), ?ixle~~.? da. ?ide~a.~

'we (cust) raced each other (in canoes)' 59.3

Galushia Nelson.

?i-~-~a (with ~-thematic and apparently indeter=

minate 0) '8 (fleet of boats, unknown persons in



boats) travel': ?u'~ ?i~eGe~a'} 'fleet was

going thither' 59.4 Galushia Nelson, ?u'~ ?i~e=

se;ah} 'fleet of boats went thither' 59.2 Galushia

Nelson, ~iya? ?i~~.~a'~ 'fleet (cust) landed

ashore' 59.4 Galushia Nelson, with ye~-progres=

sive: ye~ ?i~ede~a.~ 'groups of canoes (cust)

travelled about' 68.27, 28A.
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~a'

,~a

O-?-(l-)}-~a' (I-thematic usually omitted in
active perfective, and frequently omitted in forms

with vocalized classifier, though rarely in non-=

imperfective inceptives): requires complement:
a O-?-(l-)}-J.[a' '8 makes 0 (be) 0' (functions

suppletively as causative of a -}e(?) '8 is, be=
comes 0', with the same semantic subclassifications

as listed under -}e(?) 1., thus '8 makes, turns
0 into (a substantive instance of) 0, 8 makes 0

function, uses, has 0 (functioning) as 0,8 makes
t0 O-y, gets 0 "full of" 0, 8 ,makes 0 a (where a is

adjective, certain adverbs, preverbs, postpositional
forms

phrases, or certain attested syntactically only as
J\

0): la.-c.: 2a.23, 24, 4.7M, 7.14, 10.149, 11.26,

31A, gus~ ?u?leGe}~a? 'build a big bonfire (out=
side, to scare bears)~' ('make it flame~') L, ?~h

xi.l ?ew xewa. dekih ?u?se}xa?} 'the shaman...
turned the dog into a stick' L, ?ew dek}h ~?~

qu?li.x}~ah 'I'll turn that stick into an island'
L, ?ew dek}h ~a?~ ?u?si}~a?} 'I turned that

stick into an island' L, ?i. le?ah ?i?qe?=

li.xl~ah fI'll keep you as a slave' L, ?ew ~e?~

?uq ?isda?l ?u?lixilJ.[ah 'I use, keep that box
for a chair' L, ye~eya. ?u?lixil~ah 'I use it



i: 'j; "\~'!~" I'~'i f'iC' ~;~~ict;':Ji't~Cj, it'1tr1't'."'1ctlJ;c:1. ';;\" ~.!i o:i ~,;f ~f1';' 'c c i.'icI~jc (, ~~!j$ ".,

for a mattress' M, ~eye~u"d ya" ?ew ?u?se~=

J$."a?~}h 'he added it to (hid it in) the pile (to

fill out the pile)' ('he made it serve as something

under there') M, ?ew~ ya" ?ew ?u?se~~a?~}h

'he made do with it (as a makeshift, hodge-podge)'

('he made it serve as something with it') M, c'a?

qu?li.x~~ah 'you'll get it all muddy' M, di.ya?

qu?li"x~~ah 'I'll salt it (fish)' L, di.ya?

?u?leGe~~a? 'make it salty~' L, di.ya?ga?kih

?u?leGe~~a? 'make it a little salty~' L, di.=

ya?~uh ?u?se}~a?~ 'did you make it salty?' L,

~~hd ?u?leGe~~a? 'make it smoky~' L, ~ahG ?i?=

qe?li"x~~ah 'I'll get you full of quills' L,

hu"l~uh qu?li.~~ah 'are you going to sell it?'

L, hu"l qu?li"x~J$."ah 'I'll sell it' M, di~

hu.l qu?li"x~J$."ahG (or -~a"G) 'I won't sell it'

L, ?ela"d¥h ?ew ?e~ hu"l ?u?leGi"~J$."ah L (no

gloss, probably 'he even has to sell the canoe'),

with class-marks for 0: ~ahd} ?uJ$."a? xu.l ?u?=

Aa"se}~a?}}h 'he sold his car' L, J$."ahd} siJ$."a?

hu.l ?u?Aa"GeX~~a?~ 'I'm (in process of) selling

my car' L, hu.l ?u?Aa"Ge~J$."a?, hu.l ?u?Ai.~J$."a?

(but not ?u?Aa"~-) 'sell it (car)~' L, hu.l

?u?le~esi~~a?~ 'I sold them (berries)' L, repeti=

tive: J$."ahd~ si~a? ?u?Aa.x~~a?g 'I'm trying to



s~ll my car' L; indirect reflexive, with possessed
noun as C, possessor same person as S: ?el G~"=

di~i~gyu. ?ukuwa?na"G ?ew ?u?xiXah 'he has" ,
treats those birds as his partners, relatives' 10.=

54A, ?ukuwa?na"G qe? ?u?xi~ah 'he made him his

partner again' 10.110A.

le.-g.: with adjectives as C: 61.11, 11, 18A
(active optative), k'u~iyah ?u?lisix~a?x 'I wrecked
it (made it bad)' M, ya.dilC ?u?leGexJ;:a? !m.akeit

short!' M, ~?luw ?u?leGexJ;:a? 'make it big:' M,

dequw Ira? ~t'u? ?u?la"yix~ah 'you should take

lots of provisions' ('you should make provisions

plentiful') L, sita.? ?ew J;:ewa" ~5u" ?u?se~=
~a?x 'my father made the dog (be) good' L, side=
Geleh siya" ~~iyah ?u?li"x~ah 'I feel guilty'

('it's making my mind bad') L, with certain adverbs --
~

as C: Ira.dih qu?li.xx~.j.h.j.h 'I'll make him get

lost'M, with ?e~dih 'whereabouts unknown', 'S
wonders about 0': 2b.13L, ?e~dih ?u?lixix~ah
'I wonder about it' L, 69.29A, ?e~dih xu?li"x=

~.j.h.j.h 'he wonders about me (my welfare, etc.)'

L, with deJ;:u? 'right, correct, true': de~u?

da" ?u?li.x~ah 'we took it to be true, held it

for the truth' 51.16A (cf. O-?-dl-x-J;:a'), with

didu?x 'almost'. didu?x ?u?sixxa?x 'I let him" .."

,iJ;j



have it, almost did him in, almost killed him' L,

~i. didu?:J.C ?i?qe?li.x~:J.Cah 'I'm about to really

let you have it' L, didu?:J.C ?u?si~:J.Ca?~inu., di=

du?:J.C ?u?qesix:J.Ca?~inu. 'I almost did them in' L,

with preverbs and postpositional phrases as C:

ta?d ?u?lixi~:J.Cah 'I'm keeping it in water, soak=

ing it' L, ~iddelu? ~?se~:J.Cah~ 'he made (some=

thing into) a hole in the ice' 16.6M, ?ew~a.gd

~a? siya. ?u?la.yi~:J.Cah 'you must aim it at it

for me' 27a.4L, ?ew~a.qd ?u?leGex:J.Ca? 'aim it

at it" L ?ew~a.~d ?u?lixi~xah 'I'm aimin g it., ":I. .
at it' L, ?ewqa? ~?sex:J.Ca?}}h 'he added some=

thing to it' ('he made something (be) amongst

them') M, giyah ?ewgeleqa? ?u?se~:J.Ca?~}h 'he

watered it (whiskey)' ('he made water be amongst

it (liquid)') M, with forms as C attested only as

C: with ?e~u.kih, see ~u., with ?eni.~ih

'punishment, just deserts', repetitive: ?eni.~ih

?u?li.~~a?g}h 'punish him~' L, ?eni.5ih ?i?=

qe?li.x~~a?g 'I'll teach you a lesson, punish

you'L, ?eni.5ih ?i?si~:J.Ca?g~ 'I taught you a

lesson, punished you' L; problematical forms:

indirect reciprocal with ge? and ~e-classifier,

form treated as intransitive, ?i~~ ~3U. qe?

~?s~i:J.C.a?}inu. 'they reconciled' (, they made



I

something good again with one another') L (not

verified), form apparently with indeterminate 0

(cf.O da-?-(l-)};-J.Ca'): fufu?y;u. weJ.C ?ida?=
lixi};J.Cah 'I've got a lot of stuff' ('I. have many

things (indeterminate 0) thus') 11.44A.
2. Reflexive and passive: reflexive: 'S

makes self (be) 0, turns self into 0, pretends to

be 0': imperatives: J.Cewa. ?edu?leGe};eJ.Ca? 'pre=

tend to be, act like a dog~' M, fu5u. ?edu?la.=

leJ.CleJ.Ca? 'pl. be good, act good~' L, inceptive

imperfective: de.de?ew ?edqu?lex};eJ.Cah 'what

shall I turn myself into~' 11.115A, J.Cewa. ?ed=

qu?lex};eJ.Cah 'I'll pretend to be, act like a dog'

M, J.Cewa. da. ?edqu?le};eJ.Cah 'we'll pretend to

be, act like dogs' M, c'iyuh ?edu?qu?xle~ah, c'iyuh

?edqu?x};eJ.Cah 'I'll turn myself into a blackbear'
L, neuter imperfective: 0 ?edu?liJ.Cah 3.6M, 9.51,

20, 24.4A, 40.16fnL, 50.1A, ?edu?liJ.C}h}h 50.13,

14A, ?edu?li};i~a. 11.119A, ?edu?liliJ.C~h~h 9.61,

50.41A, J.Cewa. ?edu?};i~ah, J.Cewa. ?edu?li};iJ.C~h~h
'he's pretending to be a dog, acting like a dog,

has himself in the form of a dog' M, hu.l ?edu?=

liJ.C}h~h 'she's a prostitute' ('she has herself for

sale') L, sile~a.?ne. ?edu?};iJ.C}h}h 'he claims
to be my relative' M, ?ew du.~ siJ.Ca? deJ.Cvh



?edu?}i~ah 'that cat of mine sure makes itself
at home with me' ('that cat with me acts like a

person') L, inceptive perfective: ~~iyah ?edu?=

Ge1e~a?}inu. 'they (children) are getting, start=
ing to act bad (deliberately)' L, active perfect=

ive: ?edu?s}i~a?} 2a.6, 22M, 2b.8L, 7.7, 9.52,

55A, 11.5fnL, 20.25, 24.1, 27, 77A, ~~iyah ?edu?s=
1i~a?}}h 'he got bad (deliberately)' L, active

optative: ~e5u. ~a? ?edu?la.}i~ah 'you should
be good' L, inceptive conditional: 51.18A, active

conditional: 69.14A, customary: ?edu?le}e~a.~

9.75A, ?edu?}e~a.~ 33.21A, ~ewa. ?edu?1e~a.~}h
'he (cust) pretends to be a dog' M, ~~iyah ?edu?=

1e~a.~inu. 'they (cust) get bad' L, ~de.dah=
~uhnu. ?uqa? de~ ?edu?la.}e~a.~G 'isn't there

any way you could (cust) turn yourself into a per=
son amongst them?' 10.238A, repetitive: ~~iyah

?edu?s}i~a?g1}h 'he (child) was bad off and on'

M; passive: didu?~ xu?lisdi~a?1, didu?~ xu? =
lis}i~a?1 'I was almost had, almost done in, al=

most killed' L de~i. hu.l ?u?lis}ixa?} 'it's" 1\ .
been sold already' L, ?ew }e?~ ?uq ?isda?}

?u?s}i~a?} (or ?u?sdi~a?}) 'that box is used
(made to function) as a chair' L, repeti ti ve: ?eni-=

3ih ?i?qe?de~a?g 'you'll get punished, taught a

lesson'L.



I
I

O-?-dl-}-~a' (as above, with d-thematic 'oral

noise'), attested only with de~? 'true, correct,
right', 'S believes 0' ('S holds O's word as true,

correct, right'): de~? ?i?Aa'xi}~ah 'I believe
you' L, di~ de~? ?i?Aa?x}~a'G 'I don't believe

you' L, di~ de~? xu?Aa?~~a'G~h 'he doesn't

believe me' L, di~ de~u? ?u?Aa?x1~a'Gih 'I

don't believe him' L, di~ de~u? xu?qu?Ai.}~ahG

'you won't believe me' L, de~u? xu?Aa'se}~a?}~h

'he believed me' L.

?ed-?i'lih-}e-xa' ( with ?i.lih 'mind' attested
.,

only in reflexive), attested only with ?e~dih

'whereabouts unknown', 'S loses consciousness':

?e~dih ?edqe.lih}e~a. 'you'll become unconscious,

you'll faint, pass out' 36.20A.
C da-?-(l-)}-~a' (da- prefix does not occur as

such in any other theme, but is probably related

to ?ida-, to be analyzed ?i-da-, which func=

tions as indeterminate 0 in most semitransitives;

theme is treated as intransitive, showing }e-=

classifier with e.g. qe? 'again, another', or
when C is possessed noun with possessor same per=

son as S; note also that where the possessed ob=

ject (C)o is a classified noun, no class-mark ap=

pears in the verq itself, and where the possessed



object is a first or second person, instead of an

object-pronoun in the verb, the independent form

of the pronoun appears as C; I-thematic is almost

always dropped in the active perfective and forms

with ~e-classifier, apparently never dropped else=

where) 'S has, owns, possesses, gets, obtains,

gives birth to a': inceptive imperfective: de.ci.d

da. qe?li.~~a. 'what ever will we have?' 11.54A,

(!iyahd da?qe?li.~~ah 'they'll get married' ('they'll

get a hat', see ~iyahd) M, ~iyahd ?i~ da?qe?=

li.x~~ah 'I'll marry you' ('I'll get a hat with

you') 17.5M, ~ahd~ da?qe?li.x~~ah 'I'll own a

car' L, ~ahd~ qe? da?qe?x~e~ah 'I'll own a car

again, I'll get another car' L, seqe.dekih da?=

qe?li.~~}h}h 'she'll have a baby' L, di~ ?uga?

~~a?~ da?qe?li.x~~ahG ?ixi~?eh 'I won't have

enough time to see you' L, neuter imperfective:

da?li.~~ah 49.83, 51.43aA, da?li.~~.}h}h 'has'

11.110,49.21, 84A, ~ahd~ da?lixi~~ah 'I own

a car' LM, ?ew ~ewa. da?lixi~~ah 'I own that

dog'L, ?i. da?lixi~~ah 'I have you (to depend

on)' L, ?ile~ Giyah da?lixi~~ah 'I have more

food than you' M, ?i?u?~ Giyah da?lixi~~ah

'I have less food than you' M, de?iga? Giyah

da?lixi~~ah 'I have just as much food as you' M,



di~ de?u.de~ya.kih da.la?x~~a.G 23.15A, di~

dede.d da?la?x~~a.G, di~ dede.d da.la?x~~a.G
'I don't have anything' L, di~ ~ahd~ da.la?x~=

~a.G 'I don't have a car' L, yahd~ da?li.~~ah

'do you own a house1' L, de~~u. seqeoGeyu.d
da?li.~~ah 'how many children do you have 1 , L,

de~~ da. ~du.lihGd da?li.~~ah 'how many tables

do you own1' L, de.ga?d ma.sAa. da?lio~~ah

'how much butter do you have1' L, de.ga?d da.na.

da?li.~~ah 'how much money do you have1' L, di?=

we~ xu' ?~od da?li.~~ah '(well at least) you

still have ~ here' L, ~gvo~?inu. seqe8Geyu.

da?li8~~th}h 'she has many children' L, ~?luw

yeda. da?l~~~}h}h 'she has great (shamanistic)

power' L, ?e~a. le.~gu?a.w da?li.~~thth 'my
what long hair she has~' L, ye~ ?i~e?~o~th da?=

li8~~}hth 'he has a watchman' L, di~ kena8?d

da81a?~~a.G 'he has no coat' 24.45A, di~ seqe.=

Geyu. da.la?~~.a.Gth 'she has no children' L,

~iyahd da?li8~~}hinu. 'they're married' M, in=

ceptive perfective: ~ewa.yequhyu. da?leGe~~a?~
(not da?Ge~-) 'she's having pups' L, active per=

fective: da?se~~a?~, da?se~~a?~}h 2a.8,36M,

26.14L, 7.15fnA, l8.49L, 20.73, 23.138A, 34.76L,
49.21,22,22, 23A, didu?~ ?u~ ~iyahd da?si~=



~a?}~h 'I almost married her' L, ~ahd~ qe?

da?xs}i~a?} 'I own a car again, I got another

car' L, ?~h~ ~iyahd da?se}~a?}~h 'he married

her' M, ~ahd} da?lese}~a?}~h 'he got a car' L,

}ilao? seqe.~ekih da?se}~a?}~h 'she had a boy

baby' L, ~ewa.yequhyu. da?se}~a?} (or da?=

lese}~a?}) 'she had pups' L, di~ seqe.dekih

da?les}~a?}G 'she didn't have a baby' L, qi?

seqe.dekih da?~?se}~a?} 'place where someone

had a baby' L, active optative: ~.ahd} da. da?=

laoyi}~ah 'we should have a car' L, ?el Ira?

da?la.xi}~ah 'may I have this' 36.39A, }i?q

ya.yu. da?la.xi}~ah 'may I have all sorts of

things' 36.40A, inceptive subjunctive: ~iyahd

da?leGex}~ah~ ?ixleh 'I want to get married' L,

?~h qe?}~ ~iyahd da?leG9x}~a~ si~ del~h~h

'he told me to marry that woman' L, customary:

da?le}~a.~ 64.17G, qi? seqe.dekih da?~?le}=

~a.~ 'place where one has children (maternity

hospital)' L, repetitive: seqe.Geyu. da?le}=

~a?ginu. 'they kept having children' 68.45, 67A;

problematical form: xah ?i~ ?ida?si}~a?} 'I

had (gave birth to) you in the summer' L (L en=

tirely uncertain of correctness of this form,

cf. o-~ ~-}e(?)).



JS:a-1

x _I.a

JS:a- (noun, unclassified, occasionally (archaically?)

d-class) 1- 'northwind (a cold northerly wind com=

ing down off Chugach mountain range and glaciers)'

LS, JS:a- }eJS:U-G 'northwind is blowing hard' L,

JS:a- ?ideGele-} 'northwind is blowing (becoming

active)' L, JS:a- Ii? ?iqe?di-}?ah 'northwind

will come down' L, JS:a- Ii? ?idi-}?ah 'north=

wind is coming down' M, JS:a- Ii? ?ideGe}?a?}

(or ?ida?Ge}?a?}) 'northwind is starting to come

down' L, ~a- di-~eh 'northwind is cold' L (here

apparently d-class, cf- d-}e-yeJS:)-

2- 'north (area of Chugach mountain range

and glaciers)', as 0 of o-yeJS:-d '(at rest in,

nominalization of) under 0': JS:a-yeJS:d 'north'L-



2J.Ca.

2 -1 (, 0/,,1 If' '" ~- .I /~ 0 .X ~ -r.,e ( -'>"'--~ '" Q I.r" ,~ v" JOAoMxa. ..~.

.guJ.Ca. (noun, unclassifi~!~With g-thematic, per=
/I

haps thematized class-mark, stem not attested in

other forms) 'stump of tree (especially uprooted,

turned over or not), butt-end of tree' L, geJ.Ca.=

da? ?~h~ ~e?a?~}th 'he arrived at a stump with

her' l8.24L. guJ.Ca.luw 'big stump' LM, )~~~.)~J1Y.
"; l~~ ? ~ ' rJ I fIE' ? ~.,.~ ~ >-f~ !) ('vl ,~"",-( hr~ r.,.,l ,.

~~~k,~)L.

1::-tl.l" ~, -6



~a.3 I

xa.3.
?e--qe-~a. (exclamation, clause-initial, stem

-~a. with ?e- _exclamatory or qe-, probably

q-emphatic prefixes in free variation) 'my~, gosh:,

(my) how...:, (my) what ...!' (expression of
amazement or irritation): 72.4,"5, 11, 13, 14L,

qe~a. same as ?e~a. L, in verbal clauses: ?e=

~a. ?ew geli.}dUh~h 'my how he loves to guzzle

it:' L, ?e~a. di}i~e~g}h 'my how he snores~' L,

?e~a. le.xgu?a.w da?li.}~}h}h 'my what long
hair she has~' L, qe~a. lis}iqe~l~h/li.l~~?}}h

'my how fat/skinny she is' M, qe~a. ya? GeAi.=

?ah 'my how high it is:' M, ?e~a. s}i~t?~g}

'it (stove) sure makes (lots of) ashes:' L, ?e=

~a. ta. ?u.de~ ye~ 6edesid} 'my how roads ex=

tend there in many directions~' L, qe~a. ?a?d

we~ ?i.~}hth 'he sure is:,-you can sure say that
again about him:' M, 'my how he is very much thus',
also 72.14L, standard idiom, in non-verbal clauses:

qe~a. ~?a.w 'my how long it is~' M, qe~a. (or

?e~a.) ~?a.w ?e~/?~~ekih 'my what a long boat/=

canoe:' L, qe~a. (or ?e~a.) ya.dedi~ ~du.lihG

'my what a low table:' L, qe~a. (or ?e~a.) la?q

?i.cah~/-ca?~ ku~xi.d 'my what thick cloth:' L,
with nominalized verb and suffixed adjective: qe=

~a. ~e?dilthth~yah 'what a fop:' L, ?e~a. ?edu?=

}ig}h}hkih 'my what a cute knowledgeable child:' L.

"'-_.~ , "co.



~ahl I

~ahl (perhaps to be identified with ~ah2, basic
5'ce ",-('.tv C",c~.." "..- ~,;vAhmeaning 'round~) .

qe~ah (noun, I-class, qe-prefix not identified)
'moon, month' LMA, 2ae2, 4,14, 19M, 26e16L,

Rezanov Kaxa 'M~c~, ~YHa Mond, Monat', Wran=

gell Kaxa 'Mond', Galushia Nelson qa~a' or

qa~a 'moon' BSdL 537, ~}hGaenae qe~ah 'one

month'M, la?daenae qe~ah 'two months' M, de~~
?aenaed qe~ah 'in a few months' 70e3fnA, ~=

le~? qe~ah 'many months' M, qe~ah ?ula?~ ?}e=

sa?yah~ 'she's a month pregnant' L, la?did}e

?aenae qe~ah ?ula?~ ?}esa?yah~ 'she's seven

months pregnant' L; expressions concerning phases

of the moon, in which l-class-mark for S 'moon'

is thematized and the noun qe~ah usually omitted:

xu? ?;ese~?~ xu? ?;eseli~ (q eXah) xu? le=.T ,. T , ..
seli~ 'moon became full' L, ~u? lieli~ 'moon

is full' L (neuter perfective), yae?aegega? qe~ah

'half-moon'M, yae?aeg leseli~, yae?aeg ?te=
seli~ (not ?}ese~?~) 'moon is half' L, ~i~ae~

yae?aeg leseli~ 'moon is getting back to half

(on one side)' L, yae?aege~ leGelee~ 'moon is

getting back close to half full' L; expressions

concerning movement and complete phases of the
moon, with theme ~e-?a, l-class-mark lacking:

-



qeJ.Cah Ge3:e?a'3: 'the moon is moving' L, qeJ.Cah

qe? s3:i?ah3: 'moon (just a rim) has started to

increase again' L, deJ.CIra-na' qeJ.Cahd s3:i?ah3:

'how many new moons (have passed)?' L- L and A

remember the names of many months., totalling in
fact ~~teen, so that some months had more ---

than one name and/or some of the recorded month-=

names are not authentic; they do not remember

the order of these months, however, and in many

cases remember but vaguely or not at all to what

season of the year they belong; thirteen of the

names take the form of a compound, the second member

(head) of which is qeJ.Cah: of six of these the

first member is the name of a toy or game (which

were appropriate to certain months only; see re=

marks in BSdL 238-242, which however are not suf=

ficient to help establish the order or seasonal

positions of the months): GeGeGJ.CqeJ.Cah 'quoit-=

month' (in winter) LA, ya?J.C ?cedec:j.hd3:qeJ.Cah, ya?J.C

J.Cededec}hd qeJ.Cah 'throwing-stick month' (winter?)

L, ya?J.C J.Cedec:j.hg qeJ.Cah (August~) A, megeG=

qeJ.Cah 'checkers-month' (winter) L, qemeJ.Cc~qeJ.Cah

'(spinning-)~op-month' L, 31ilhqeJ.Cah 'buzz-toy-=
month' (winter?) L, (April?) A, gu~hqeJ.Cah 'die-=

month' L (April?, August?) A, in three others the

.
-



first member is the name of a fish (which perhaps

runs during that month): ~a?~qe~ah 'red salmon

month' (around May) L, (June) A, sa"gqe~ah 'eula=

chon-month' L, (February) A, deGlahqe~ah '(Dolly

Varden or rainbow) trout-month' L, (November?) A,

the first member of three others also refers to

natural phenomena: la?mahdqe~ah 'berry-month'

LA, (autumn?) L, ~ela"g?ile?a"g ya. qe~.ah

'midwinter month' (January) A (unknown to L),

na"?dqe~ah 'month (when sun goes) further down

(slope)' (September?) A (unknown to L), and one

apparently contains the Tlingit numeral nasg
'three': nedg1qe~ah (winter?) L; the other &:~ -

names begin with ?u.nahd 'in (its) month' and
114""4""'-\ i,,'I,.., ";,.ia /".Loc' 1""II'f~ ...~." ';"'~y ((01' r",{;"'j)-.) "~'{urh' (f1t1r£h) A- (\-,;ok ,.. ~ L~
refer to natural phenomena: ?u.nahd qe?1da?~

A

LM, (April, when water drips down from trees) A
! )~

(interpretation uncertain, see da?~), ?u.nahd
?ideyah~ 'month when animals give birth to young'
(May) L (also apparently a place-name in Yakutat ~ ~

Bay, see yah~), ?u"nahd ?i1ec'~" G 'month when

ducks moult' L, (July) A, ?u"nahd ?i1e?ah 'month

when sun shines' L; Wrangell ff-HTHTKaxa 'Blitz'

probably to be read "..qe~ah, perhaps the name

of a specific month, but the first part cannot be

identified; Furuhjelm Takhnakhah 'moon' probably
~~ C flSaf' ... ( cJ II , I

~ ~..t ~ '\i -~ 1/ ~ ~ "'J. "",." c: L (/\
I rl} b

'\\I.'~4, ') 4""



to be read either deGnahqeJ.{:ah (= deGlahqeJ.{:ah

'trout-month') or perhaps deJ.{:~a.na.d qeJ.{:ah

'how many months?, a few months.'



"J,Ca?-"J,Ca.

"J,Ca?-"J,Ca. (perhaps to be analyzed "J,C-a?, cf. especially

o-JS: 'in contact with 0', with -a? augment; expand=

ed where compounded as 0 of o-q and thematically

expanded in certain forms with -~ final; with second

person plural pronoun as 0 le~-JS:a? > leJS:a?, with

l"J,C-class-mark o-l"J,C-"J,Ca? > o-le~e"J,Ca?, sometimes

haplologically o-le"J,Ca?)

o-"J,Ca? (postposition, with zero, -d, and -"J,C finals)

1. (with zero final only) a. 'of 0, o's, in (ali=

enable) possession of 0' (with pronoun only as 0,

as attribute in construction with unpossessed or

kinship nouns, not anatomical or integral part of

0, for which see o-a.; in irregular class with

o-a. in following rather than preceding head noun,

in origin perhaps relativization of lb.(9) be=

low ) .xewa. sixa? 'm y do g ' M Yewa. ?ixa?..., 'your dog' M, "J,Cewa. '? ~h"J,Ca? 'his dog' M, ~e=

wa. ?UJS:a? 'his, their (own) dog' M, "J,Cewa. qa.=

"J,Ca? 'our dog' M, "J,C8wa" leJS:a? 'your pl. dog'

M, ~ewa. ?u~a? se~eh}}h 'he killed his (own)

dog'L, qi? teh ?u"J,Ca? 'its lying-place' L,

la"JS: si~a? 'my string' M, Furuhjelm Khetzkisaha

'daughter' qedkih si"J,Ca? 'my daughter' L, xu=

Gi.1ga~, ?ew ~lah ?i~a? 'you're tiring me

out, (with) that drinking of yours' L, Ie"} ?i=

~a? yeJS: qu?gu'x%ce"J,C 'I'll cut your hair' L,

, .,",.. .



leo~ ?~a? ?u~~o? ye~ guo?ah 'her hair hangs

way down on her' L, ?ew duo~ ?u~a? le~dt?~=

gth 'he's slapping his (own) cat' L, ~ewao ?i=

~a? Gio~eo~~uh 'are you killing your (own) dog?'
L ~i °lehSi y ah qi?a cao? ?uxa? sec'exx 'Where' o.

Old Raven threw his box' BSdL 259, 558, ~ioleh=

siyah qi?de~ weos ?u~a? ca? se~~ahd~ 'Where

Old Raven dragged his drying rack' BSdL 259,558,

~ewao si~a? ',>~ seqah~ 'my dog bit him' L,

~ahd~ ?u~a? huol ?u?Aaose~~a?~:j.h 'he sold his

car' L, di~a?g si~a?, daode~sduw yeGa?yao~ 'I

wonder where my letter is (travelling)' M, ?~od~el

seqe.dekih ?i~a? y~o? ?io~~eo~ 'is this where

you (cust) bed your child?' L, ?~od~el di~a?g

?i~a? tah 'is this where your book belongs?' L,

?~odsel di~a?g ?i~a? yi~tah 'is this where you

put your book?' L, taoya?d ?i~a? qeh~ deGe~~io?

'tie your door shut:' L, t~h si~a? qiedelah

qu?xde~ih 'I'll wrap it around my feet as stockings'

L, yaoyuo si~a? yaoxah~ Gexliox 'I'm taking

off my clothes' L, di?we~ dae? ?u~a? ?u~ dio=

?ah 'his umbilical cord is still attached to him'

L, yidao ?u~a? ?uda? sahxih 'his shamanistic

power came to him' L, cu?d si~a? ye~ xda.~

'I'm walking around in my sleep' L, sto~ si~a?

qa? qu?~a'>~ 'I'll lace my shoes' L, ~e?ao G

,



\.
~;,

?i~a? li.ga.?sg 'straighten out your basket:'
L c;.o ?ixa? si~ ?a?xe. 'tell me Your , T. .
dream:' L, ?u.d %i?q da.na. si~a? Aa.si%?ah~

'I spent all my money there' L, Aa.~a?~.d ?i~a?

qa? Aa.Ga~?a? 'button your buttons:' L, daqaw

?i~a? ~a.ne. 'eat your lunch:' L, following

head noun as 0 of postposition: t~hYaq ?i~a?

Ga~a?e?o 'put your feet in your stockings:' L,

textual occurrences: 7.25A, 12.6,9,11, 22G, 16.=

24M, lB.571, 20.96, 23.lB, 27,49,131, l55A, 24.=

24,32.41,42,33.5, 36.14A, 3B.17LM, 43.29,46.22,

47b.4, 11M, 47c.9, 24L, 49.20,50.2,51.61,77,

BOA, 55.B, 56.6, 10L, 60.43, 61.21, 6BA, 63.7G,

65.64A, following head noun as 0 of postposition:

2b.6L, 23.21, 26m 46m 51,24.54,25.11,12, 37b.40,

60A, 47b.20, 22M, 49.26,33,51.46, 79A, 56.2L,

~laqah ?i~a? 'your (whale-)head' 29.llA, with

enclitic -dag-: ~kttcis ?u~a?dig 'his ~

too' l2.6G, ~i?q ya.yu. si~a?dug 'all my stuff

too' 47a.3L, cf. ?aw Gaya~gugdig ?u~a? 'his

kayak too' l2.22G.

lb. With broad meaning 'in (more or less in=

timate physical or abstract) relation with 0', syn:

tactically regular, but often in construction am=

biguous with la. above: (1) 'at, near, by, with,

at the home of, in possession of 0' (simple prox=

c
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imity and/or alienable possession): ?i~a?

'somewhere with you' L, 18~a? 'with you pl.' M

« le~-~a?), si;a? 'with me' LM, ~e~gsde~a?
da. ~qa?%le.~% 'we'll pick berries by the

cottonwood' L, ?u~~de;a? 'his lower leg near

ankle' L, di~ de~Vh;a? qe? ?esdedah%G}h 'he's
not living with anyone anymore' L, o-~a? ~a?dihd

-da 'S visits 0', ?~.de~~gah; si~a? qa? le=

Gi.t}h~h 'would that he show his head here by me'

L, o-~a? ?we~ -~e'--~' 'S lives with, is mar=
ried to 0', o-~a? ~-~-a 'S eats (in company)

with 0', o-~a? %e-~? '0 has abundance of S',

?i~a? ?edu?x%ileh 'I thought myself~ight there)
with you' L, %a?de~a? xlah 'I camp by the gla=

cier' L (see also ~a?~a?lahG 'Tlingit'), si~a?

d~.? sa?yah% 'it bumped against me' L, ?ixa?de=

~a? y~.? si%yah% 'I put it by where you can eat
it' L, o-~a? ya? ?ed-dl-%e-?e 'S spies on 0',

o-~a? -da 'S sits by, stays with 0': lb.18M,

10.33,154,253,260,11.73,23.118,25.153,69.=
11A, with other themes: 1a.12, 1b.13, 14M, 8.13,

10.47,56,56,11.32,149, 150A, 18.57, 65L, 20.=

51,24.40,25.115, 150A, 27a.4IL, 29.12, 13, 17,
33,49.20, 50.57A, 53.24L; (2) with numeral as 0,
'at 0 o'clock': de6a.q;a'~ 'at ten o'clock' 61.=

11,11,92, 92A, guade.~a? yi.%qa.~ 'it (cust)

"
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gets light at nine o'clock' L, di~ ?u.la?x1ga.G

da;~i;a?d qe? ?~h qu?xdah 'I don't know what

time I'll get back home' L; (3) "'on", discom=

fiting 0, to o's consternation, happening in re=

lation to 0 but not intended by 0': Rezanov Ka~-~

aA~aC~-RaH ~o~Ra Brandtwein' qa.;a? 1aiya?a

giyah 'water which has putrefied "on" us' L,

qa.~a? y~.? sadah1 'it (motor) conked out "on"

us' 1'"1, si~a? sas}M 'it died "on" me' L, si=

J$:a? lCa? da.lo;iGa? 'don't cry "on" me, keep quiet

with me, for me' L, o-J$:a? da-we?q '(supply of)

8 runs short, low "on" 0', ~e.y qa.~a? yilu?d

'we're short of tea' L, Giyah siJ$:a? Ga1aluhdglo;

'I'm running short of food' L, o-;a? I-da-?a

'0 runs out of 8' ('8 becomes exp ended "on" 0')I ,

si~a? '?}.~dicahdgl 'I ran out of food' L, siJ$:a?

~a~ih~3: 'it (prey that I'd nearly caught) got

away from me' L, o-;a? O-?-le?g 'S takes 0 away

from 0', siJ$:a? ya~ sakug1 'it broke "on" me' L,

k'iya? si~a? dasa?i1 'it spilled "on" me' L, si=

Guhd~a? Gax1ga?~gl 'my knees are getting weak' L,

?iy~.;a? 1sih 'your mother has a rotten vagina'

(curse) B8dL 555 ('it is rotten "on" your mother'),

si~a? lasaqa~l 'it got lopsided "on" me' L, ?i=

~a? qaGaqah~G}h 'don't let him choke "on" you:'

L, si~a? gadis1i~uh;1 'it (cloth) gathered "on"

1, ~



me' L, si~a? gu~di3e~} 'my thread knotted' L,

si~a? Aa.sdima?} 'I got it all messed up (talk=
ing) , L, si~a? ~sdi?li?d1 'my clothes got wet'

L, o-~a? ~-}-?ya, o-~a? ~-d-}-?ya '8 both=
ers 0', textual occurrences: 10.69,84,85,85,

23.30,35,88, 29.37A, 43.13, 47b.43M, 51.42,48,
70.10A, o-~a? -s~h '8 dies "on" 0' 8.18, 18,

19,20.97,23.155, 49.77A, o-~a? O-~? '8 steals
0 from 0' 9.84, 119A; frequently in construction

ambiguous with a., noun o-~a? verb, with o-~a?

attribute to noun and/or verb: ~ewa. siya. yi=

Ira?d 'my dog is sick ("on" me)' L, s}i?mahd} si=

~a? la?q' seta??!} 'my bread went flat ("on" me)'
L, da.na. si~a? de~e?!u?}}h 'he stole my money

(from me)' L, ?ixa?de~a? siitehl 'I took it away
from you while you were eating it' L, ?ew ?!iyahd

si~a? ?}.~eGeG~g} 'my hat got out of shape ("on"

me)' L, ~ewa.~iyah si~a? ?ew S}.} si~a? ya?

qedese?a?~ 'my/some lousy dog chewed up my shoes
("on" me)' L, Iru~iyah "'u~a? 'the evil (perpet=

rate~ against him' L, ambiguous textual occur=

rences: 7.26, 33.57A, 37a.12L, 38.17LM, 43.9, 13M,

49.78,137, 138A; (4) 'because of, over, concern=
ing , on account of 0', especially of emotional

reactions: o-~a? -~a' 'S is stingy with, jeal=

ous, possessive of 0', da.na.de~a? xi~ah 'I'm
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stingy with money' L, Rezanov THKoxa-xymaK~

'Hex~~ nichtbedauern' di~ ?u~a? ?a?xsahG 'I'm

not stingy with it' L, Rezanov AycHXaeTe ,~~~

bedauern' [~~a.dahJ ?ew si~a? ?i.~eh 'I'm

sorry about that' ('that is badly with me') L,

o-~a? -k~.~ 'S cries over 0', o-~a? lah qa?

?i-le? 'S gets feelings hurt, is disappointed by

0', o-~a? ?i-leh 'S likes 0' (?i-leh- 3.-7.,

usually umlauted and coalesced with verb as 0-=

~e?leh-), la?mahdle(~e)~e?xleh 'I like berries'

L, o-~a? ya? ?i.lih-?ya 'S is disappointed by

0', ?u~a? ya.~ ?edu?xs%ile?% 'I appreciate that'

L, ~5u.dah o-~a? O-?i.lih-%-i 'S makes 0 happy

with 0' ?idah o-xa? ?i.lih-le ~~u.dah O-xa?, ., v .
?i.lih-le ?enah~ekih o-xa? ?i.lih-le ?enah=, 0 ,
~ekih o-~a? ?i.lih-~e'--~' 'S likes 0', ~~ao=

dah o-~a? ?iolih-le 'S dislikes, is angry with

0', o-~a? (o-~) ?edawi?% ?i-d-%-i 'S is ex=
;; cited, wages war (with 0) over 0' 8.15,11.11, 37b.=

27,28.104, 104A, %v.diyahstahti.la~a? ?edewi?%

?idasa%i%i 'they waged war over a rat-skin' 28.=

136A, ol_~a? ~siyah 02-la?~ d-?ya '02 gets

angry over 01" ?u~a? ~siyah qe? sdi%e?%

'there arose more evil over it' 28.124A, de.~a?daw

gala? O-%-i 'why does S beat up O~' 9.44A, ?u=

~a? ?i.ne~ ~qu?dada'?ya.~ 'you'll (cust) be tor=



mented because of it' 5l.34A, ?u~a? qe? qa?ni.

sdi'~yahl 'they fought over it again' L, o-~a?

qeyu. le-a/-?a?~ 'sg./pl. S attacks over 0' 28.=

103,36.15, 20fnA; (5) with verb or deverbaliza=

tion subordinated as 0, 'because of, from o-ing':

gi.wa. ?ulah~a? ~?xlituhgl 'I got lazy from

drinking beer' L, ye~ ?ute.~a? ~?qu?letuhg

'it'll get lazy from lying around' L, ?udeGe.?~a?

?~~ yi~a~a? 'because he's stingy with him over

his sister' 9.7lA, ~ehye~a? si?yahl, qe?yilteh=

le~ede.?~ ye~ ?id~'G~a? 'I got a chill, from

dipping my finger in the whale's eye' 11.177A,

di~ de?u.de~ya.kih?~.? ?esahlG~a? ?ew qela?

selil 'because he found nothing, he beat him up'

9.9A, di~ ?ewa. ~S~ehlG~a? ?~h ya? lese=

gu?~~h 'because he didn't kill any, he punched

his face in' 9.l2A; (6) especially with verbs of

locomotion, ~oing) to get, fetch, (hunting) for

0' (synonymous with o-lu?qa.): Ge.dgu~a? da.

?a?~ 'we're going to get spruceroots' L, la?=

mahdle~e~a? da. ?a?~ 'we're going to get ber=

ries' L, dek~~a? da. ?a?~ 'we're going to get

sticks' L, lisde~a? da. ?a?~ 'we're going to

get spruce' L, ~i~gede~a? da. ?i'?a?~ 'let's

go get some grass' L, ca.Aa.~a? da. ?i.?a?~

'lets go get some stones' L, da?de~a? da. ?i'=



?a?~ 'let's go get some mud' L, textual occur=

rences: with -qe 'S goes (by boat)' 9.122,142,

10.90,20.51,28.1, lA, 47b.38M, 52.2, 53.24L, 62.=
18,25, 63.1G, 66.1L, with other themes: 9.36, 10.=

175A, 17.9M, 18.1L, 20.1, 32A, 21a.1, 8L, 23.133,

28.18,29.19, 52.1A, 63.17, 64.1G; (7) in con=
struction nounl_~a? noun2, '(noun2) for (use with,

storage of, protection against) 0 (nounl),: sahx=
~a? sa?~ 'clam-stick' G, diyu~a? ya. 'cheese=

cloth, mosquito-bar' L, 1e.~gu~a? y~.? '(plant
used for) hair-medicine' L, Ge~eci~a? y~.?

'fireweed' ('medicine against land-otter') L; (8)

'for, in (dimensional, moral) relation t'o 0': siJS:a?

yi?lih 'it's too big for me' L, o-J.ca? de-a'
'S fits, is certain size for 0', ol-yeq 02_~a?

i ?i-6-?li' '(inside of) 01 is too big for 02"

?e1ga?kih Yeqe~ ?u~a? geAa.sedi~ 'the distance
to shore for her had shortened to this little bit'

25.48A, guGga? qa.~a? de~vh yi~}h}h, guGga?
qa.~a? Ge1et}h}h 'he's treacherous with us' L,

di~ ';uqa?~a? ?a?~e?q~G}h 'she cheats on (isn't

straight with) her husband' M; (9) as C in con=

struction without verb, 'S is in possession of, at

the home of, with, on (person of) 0, 0 has S':

49.20A, J.cewa. ?~~a? 'he has a dog' M, J.cewa.

?ahnu.;a? 'they have a dog' M, deqe.dahsuh te?=



ya? ?i~a? 'is that all the fish you have?' L,

de.ga?d da.na. ?i~a? 'how much money do you

have?' M, de~~u"d seqe"Geyu. ?i~a? 'how many

children do you have?' M, xu' si~a? 'I've got

it (e.g. key)' L, de~~ih ~ewa.d ?i~a? 'how

many dogs do you have?' L, de~~ele~a.d la?mahd

?i~a? 'how many berries do you have?' L, de~=

~ihd te?ya? ?i~a? 'as many fish as you have'

65.50A, da.~ahdduw te?ya? ?i~a? 'where did

you get that fish from?' L, xu' siya? ~ewa.

si~a? 'EZ dog is at (my) home' L, ~g¥.~?inu.

}e?ahGeyu" ?u~a? 'had many slaves' 11.lO9A,
?ew Xewa" ?uxa? ?uxa? de?uxa? 'that dog..'.' ."
of hi~ was with him, right (there) with him' 33.=

5A, qe?}seqe.dekih ca?}dekih ?u~a? 'the girl

had a small knife on her' 38.8LM, xu' si~a? qe=

ma. 'I've got roe (at my place)' 4O.6L, ?~"d

si~a? '(1 have them) here with me' 46.27M, ?ew

~i. ?ewa. ?u~a? 'as for the spear he had it

with him' 63.2G, ~i.~ qVhew ?u~a? 'with his

spear (that he had) with him' 63.lG; (10) as pre=

ceding, with de- '~': de?u~a? 'his own,

right by him' 33.5A, see also (1); (11) with

theme C -}e(~) 'S 1S 0' overt or deleted,

'for, as far as 0 is concerned': ?i~V.}eyah qew

?u~ we~ ~deleh ?i~a? qa?~e? 'your teeth



will be your tools, will be tools for you' 16.=

24, 25M, lixah ?u~a? qew 'it's a grizzly-bear

for them' 37b.9A, aiyuh ?u~a? qe?ew 'it's a

blackbear for them' 37b.26A, or perhaps nominal=

ized 'it's their (versiona of a) blackbear', etc.,

thus also qe.Ye~e~ ?ew ?u~a? yi1eh 'it's

backwards for them, they have it backwards, theirs

(their version) is backwards' 68.91, 125A, 'sicio'

?ew ?u~a? yi1:j.hinu. 'their version is "sici.",

it's "sici." for them' 68.111A, ?eyeG ?uJS:a? ?e=

wa. weJS: ?ew yi1:j.hinu. 'theirs however is thus,

for them however it is thus' 68.95A; (12) with

vague, general, or uncertain meaning, 'for, in re=

lation to 0': deGelehga? ?ew ?uJS:a? s1ili1}h

'he did it on purpose' ('he did it to it for him

according to his own mind') L, ?ew ?u~a? sa?=

mahd1 'it cooked for him' Ib.14M, o-~a? o-?_=

le?g '8 accepts 0 from 0' 9.159, 161A, ?~hJs:a?

?u?sele?g1 'he took~er berrie~ for her' 18.14L,

di~ qi?~ Se?a?~~ ?u~a? ?ew ?u?la.dega.s 'it

wasn't known where they went' 20.103A (perhaps

'the (their) place to which they went, it wasn't

known'), seqe.c'ekih yi1eo ?ewa. ?u~a? ?u?li=

digihinu. 'it's known that it was their child'

('that it was their child however for them was

known') 23.125A; (13) with reciprocal 0 in indi=
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rect reciprocal constructions: 16.1911, 54.14G,

?i~~a? ~e3u' qe? qe'lihde~hinu., ~e3u. ?i~=

~a'l qe? qu?de~i?inu' 'they'll reconcile' L,

?i~~a? sdiquh~inu. 'they're sitting, staying

together; they're having a love affair' 11, si~

?i~~a? del}hih 'my sweetheart' ('he who talks

with me with each other') L, ?i~~a?di?yah per=

sonal name, see under ?ya; (14) with reflexive

0 in indirect reflexive constructions~ (a) with

overt reflexive 0: ?ed~a? ?~h s~ilah~ 'he

got him to live with him' 15.211, ?ed~a?le~iyah

'ne'er-do-well' ('bad with himself'), see under

~iyah-; (14b) with deleted reflexive 0: ye~

de?a?~yu' ~a? ~a? ?u?yela.ditah 'you should

watch out for (expect for yourself) prowling ani=

mals' L, usually umlauted and coalesced with verb

?i'lih-, ?i-leh-: ~a? ?i'lih-de-~e'--~' >

~e?-(i')lih-de-~e'--fu', J;a? ?i-de-leh- >

~e?-de-leh- 'S becomes, is conceited, foppish,

dresses up fancy' ('S likes self'), Rezanov

THtn<oaTxeTreTeJII:IHM '~eroJII:I, ~erOJIMHa eitel'

~i~ gWah ?a?d ~e?d- ~e?del}h}h 'every day

he's very dressed up'; (14c) probably with de=

leted reflexive 0 and with de- '~I: de~a?

ya? qu?xdetah 'I'll keep it (right near myself,

as my very own)' L, see also 4., 5a. below.
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2. Attested with zero, -d, and -~ finals,

with certain anatomical marks (see separate sub=

entries for y-anatomical and thematic marks):

with I-anatomical 'head': sile~a?d setah%, si=

18~a? setah% 'it's right by my head (as I'm

prone)' L; with c~?l-anatomical 'head, neck':

sic}?le~a?d setah% 'pillow' ('that which is by

my neck as I'm prone') L, ?~.d ?uc}?le~a?d ?ew

ya? ?eta.~~h 'it's (cust) here by his head' 36.=

28A; with qi.d-anatomical 'foot': siqi.de~a?~

q!? ?i.%~a?d% 'pain is shooting up along my

leg' L; see also -~S-d-~a? 'lower leg near

ankle'.

3. Attested with -d, -~, and -~ finals,

with qu.--qV.-d- 'fire' as 0, see qu?_qu._qV..

4. With -d final only and reflexive 0, some=

times with proclitic de- '~' and/or as 0

of o-ye?~--ya?~, ?ed-~a?-d '~rom a position

of re~~ with respect to self, spontaneously?',

not used as indirect reflexive: de?ed~a?dya?~

56.26L, ?ed~a?dye?~ M (L rejects) ?ed~a?d

'suddenly, all at once, abruptly, unexpectedly'

L, de?ed~a?d si~ ?u?sdi~ah% 'something unex=

pected was told me' L, de?ed~a?d ?u~ ~di~i%=

~a.q% 'I hear of something unexpected' L, ?ed=

~a?d y~.? sedah% 'he stopped abruptly' L,

---
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?ed~a?dya?~ ~itug qe?ew 'suddently it's swol=

len up' L, ?ed~a?dye?~ li?~ qu?li.xleh M,

?ed~a?dya?~ li?~ qu?li.xleh 'I'll burst out

laughing' L, ?ed~a?dya?~ sek}.~~}h L, ?ed~a?d=

ye?~ sek}.~~}h 'he burst out crying' M.

5. With -~ final only, o-~a?~ a. 'along,

alongside, close to 0': si~a?~ ye~ da.~ 'it

(e.g. spider) is walking along me' L, si~a?~

ye~ ?edGeAa.~ewa?~~ 'it's hanging down by me' L,

?u~a?~ ye~ ~edi.?ah 'a stripe extends down along

it' L, ?~h ~}hGih ?~h;a?~ qa? gu~iy~.?% 'one

is standing leaning against the other' L, o-~a?~

qe?-le? (qa? ?i-le?, see le(?)-li) 'S watches

0 carefully, pays attention to, cares for, is

careful with, babysits, heeds, remembers 0', ?u=

~a?;esiyah name of Eyak woman L~ BSdL Genealo=
J
...., , gical Table (!'bad things with her side" A); with

reciprocal 0 in indirect reciprocal constructions:

?i~;a?~ qa? gu~i?a?~~inu. 'they're standing

leaning agai~st each other' L, ?i~~a?~ ?idi?ah

'they extend parallel and touching' L, ?i%~a?;

?idi?ah xu~~ 'double-barrelled shotgun' L; with

deleted reflexive 0 in indirect reflexive con=

struction: ~a?~ ye~ ?is~i?~h~}h 'she looked

herself over' 22.6L.
5b. With verbs of locomotion and noun or



verbal form denoting activity as 0, 'looking for

0, for purpose of 0': qa?ni.~a?~ sah% 'he went

looking for a fight' L, qa?nu.~a?~ 6e?a'~~inu.

'they're getting into a fight' L, ?enahsekih~a?~

se?a?~inuo 'they went to have a good time' 29.=

66A, ?ew~a?~ qew ye~ ?i.da.~ 'that's what

you (cust) go around for' 11.56A, with deverbalized

inceptive imperfective verb as 0: KUqa?seh~a?~

ye~ qu?xdah 'I'll go around hunting' 9.16A,

with active optative verb subordinated as 0: KU=

xiseh~a?~ qu?xah 'I'll go hunting' L.

~a?dih- (preverb, to be analyzed ~a?-dih or ~a?=

-d-ih, see dih, attested with -d, -~, and -da?

finals) 'on a visit': with -d final: ~a?dihd

'visiting someone' L, da.d ~a?dihd 'where are

you going to visit?' L, ?u~a? ~a?dihd sidah1}h

'I'm visiting him' L, si~a? ~a?dihd sedah1}h

'he's visiting me', 1'1; with -C! final: ?ul! ~a?=

dhiC! ?iyt?}h 'go visit him:' M, ?u~ ~a?dih~

qu?x}h}h 'I'll go visit him' M, ?u~ ~a?dihl!

Guxa.% 'I'm going on a visit to him' M; with

-da? final: l!i.lehsiyah qi? guo5geleGda? ~a?=

dihda? sah% 'Where Raven visited Eagle' BSdL 559.

o-y-~a? (postposition, with y-anatomical 'hand',

attested with zero, -~, and -~ finals) la. 'to

the hand of, lending to 0, into o's charge': si=

" .,



Ye~a? seta? 'hand it to me!' L, ?iye~a? qu?=

xtah 'I'll hand it to you' L, du.Ye~a?duw l{u=

dese~?ah} 'to whom did you lend money'" M, 0-=

y-,~a? O-~-(y)a 'S lends pl. 0 to 0', l{uye~a?

si~teh~ 'I lent it (pup) to someone' L.

lb. With y-anatomical thematized, with

theme -?ya, with zero and -~ finals: o-y-~a?

-?ya 'S succumbs, falls victim, prey to 0, falls

into o's clutches, is overcome by 0'.

lc. With y-anatomical and ~-indefinite 0

thematized, with classificatory themes: o-~

k'uye:>s:a? O-~-te .,s sends 0 (living being) (away)

to 0', ?i~ ~Ye~a? qu?xtah 'I'll send it to

you' M, ~Ye~a? O-~-(y)a 's sends pl. 0 away'.

Id. As lc., uncertain: ~Ye~a? si~teh~

'"I taught someone"' L ('I gave, lent him to

someone, sent him away'); siye~a? se~~?~h

"'teach me it:I!' L ('give, lend them (pl. per=

sons) to me'), not verified.

2. With -~ final: siye~a?~ lah5 '(touched,

moved) forward along the heel of my hand' L, si=

ye~a?~ q~? ?i.~~a?d~ 'pain is shooting up along

my arm' L.

o-d-~a? (postpostion, with d-thematic 'oral, noise',

attested with zero and -:>s: finals) 1. with zero fi=

nal, 'talking back to, arguing ~Tith, impudent with,
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sassing 0', with theme c}?d-le 'S speaks' only:

50.38A, ya?~' side~a? qu?ci'~di.leh 'don't
give me any back-talk (just do it~' L.

2. With -~ final, o-d-ia?-~ 'movement

within area of o's oral noise', with theme

qe?-le? « qa? ?i-le?) 'S heeds, pays close

attention to, obeys (words of) 0', see qe?le?

2b. under le(?)-li.

o-~a.-q (postposition, with -q final or compound=

ed as 0 of o-q 'on 0', with expanded stem, at=

tested with zero final only) 'on account of, be=

cause of, over 0': ?u~a'q ?~h~ ~siyah ?ula?~

desa?yah% 'he got angry with him over it' L,

1~.diyahstahti.le~a.q ?edewi?1 '~ide%thinu.
, they' re ~larring over a ra t- skin' L.

o-d-~a.-q (as preceding, with d-thematic 'oral,

noise') 'on account of what 0 says': ?ude~a.q

~sa.dah da. deleh 'we're arguing over, having

trouble because of what he said' L.

o-y-~a.-q (as preceding, with y-anatomical 'hand'

thematized, attested also with -d final) 'de=

pendent on, thanks to, by virtue, means of 0':

37b.50, 53a, 64A, ?uye~a.q si1e?% 'I became

completely dependent on him for food' L, de.ye=

~a.qduw ?eds%ilah1th 'he barely escaped' ('by

virtue of what did he escape?') M, ?ewye~a'q

.!';c,';,



qyh ?eds~ilah~}h M, ?ewye~a.qd qvh ?edsii=
lah%}h 'that's how, thanks to that he escaped'
63.l2G, with verbal clause subordinated as 0:
~i ')q ya.yu.~ si~a? ya.kihdah siii~ye;a.q

~h, si~ah qe? sdile?g~ 'by virtue of my

paying him with all my things, he released me'

37b.53A.
o-~a.-~ (postpositio~ with -~ final thematized and

expanded stem, attested with zero and -~ finals)
1. with zero (-~) final: 'missing, going wide of

(passing by without making desired contact with)
0': ?u~a.~ sidah~ 'I missed it (chair) as I sat
down' L, ?ew~a.~ sedah~}h 'he missed it (chair)

as he sat down' Lt ?u~a.~ dixsditux~ 'I spat

at it and missed' Lt ?u~a.~ ?isi~~i~} 'I shot

an arrow at it and missed' L, ?ule~e~a.~ ?ix=

s~ikV.?d~ 'I missed it (catching ball)' L, 0-=

~a.~ ?i-~-xu~, o-~a.~ ?i-~e-xu~ 'S shoo.ts at
0 with gun and misses'.

2. With -~ final, 'swerving, veering off

oft deviating, diverging from 0': ta.~ede~a.~e~

Gi.ya.~ 'you're going off the road' L.



:J.Cao?

:J.Cao? (perhaps :J.Cao?d if :J.Cao?-~ < :J.Cao?d-~, perhaps

to be analyzed :J.C-ao? or :J.Ce-a(o)?, perhaps rela=

ted to :J.Ce?:J.C)

:J.Cao?(d) (preverb, att~sted, if :J.Cao?, only with

-d, -:J.C, and -~ finals, if :J.Cao?d, only with zero,

-:J.C, and -~ finals where -d-:J.C and -d-~ irregu=

larly > -de~, -~) 'outside, outdoors': lao with

-d final 'at rest': :J.Cao?d 'outside, outdoors' LM,

250150, 29058A, 34.3M, 38.2, 3LM, 51.9, 65.14, 52A,

:J.Cao?d GedisdiGu?1 'it's warm outside' M, ~ao?d

y~o? Geta? 'set it down outside',' L, ?uod ~a.?d

1teh 'he (normally) puts him outside there' L,

~ao?d ya? ?edeo 'stay, sit outside~' L, ~ao?d

sedah1:j.h 'he's staying, sitting outdoors' L,

~a.?d y~.?~ Geda.1:j.h 'he's (in the process of)

sitting down outdoors' L, ~ao?d da. ~aoliyah

'let's eat outside' L, ~ao?d dexu"" 'it's snowing

outside'L.

Ibo Nominalized with -d final, 'the outdoors,

weather, world, universe': (?el) ~ao?d '(this)

whole world, universe' L, ~ao?d lah Gexu} 'the

world is turning around, the earth (or firmament?)

is revolving' L, ?eW ~ao?d ?i?~o? qa?xu1, qi?=

ya.da.~, ?iogidig 'the world will turn upon you,

sometime, you too' ('your turn will come too eog.

to be poor') M 72.19L, ~a.?d ~~iyah 'weather



(is) bad' LM, ~a.?d }sih~iyah 'weather is

lousy-rotten' L, ~a.'}d ~~iyah yi~eh 'wea=
ther is bad' 1'1, 60.42A, ya?~u.~gahJ$= ;a.?d ~

~~iyah qa?~e? 'I hope the weather isn't bad'

L, ~a.?d ~i~ ya.~~eqa?d gedi~i?ah~ 'the
weather is always miserable' ('the world is al=

ways arse-end up') 72.35L.

2. With -(de)~ final 'motion within area'

a.: 60.56, 57, 58A, ~a.?de~ da. Ye~ ?idi?a?~

'let's take a walk about outside' L, with ?a?q'

'(motion from inside of dwelling to) outside':
?u.d ~a?de~ ?a?q sah~}h 'went out outside

there' 23.76A.

2b. As above, with -YU' 'pl.', ~a.?de~yu.
'all about outside': d~?el ~a.?de~yu. ?u.ne~

~da?ya.~ qel ?a?d yi~a?d 'it's just this his
misery all around outside that hurts ~e)' 33.46A,

with de- '~': de~a.?de~yu. ?u.ne~ ~da?=

ya.~}h 'he (cust) goes through misery all about

outside' 32.44A.

3. With -d final '(movement) towards', prob=

ably activity or position with fixed orientation
toward outdoors rather than actual movement from

indoors to outdoors: ~a.?~ ye~ leGedela? 'turn
to face outdoors:' 1'1, with ?a?q: ~a.?~ ?a?q

qi?yi~ah 'you'll take them outside' 65.22A, ~a.?~



?a?q qi? ye~ ?i}i?ah}da.~ '(movement) out

outdoors where it's sunshine' 65.52A.

';.'~~q



x 1
.~

~~l (some forms ~a from M, rarely from L, not from

A; perhaps to be identified with ~~2 and/or related

to ~fJ.hl)

3:-~~#! '8 melts, thaws': se3:~~h3: 'it melted' M, -

Ge3:~~.3: 'it's melting' L, qa?3:~~ (perhaps also

-~~', but -~/ilh preferred) 'it'll melt' L, dil{

qa?3:~~.G (or -~~hG) 'it won't melt' L, with ya?

'completely': 50.2lfnA, ya? se1~~h3: 'it melted

away'L, ya? Ge1~~.3: 'it (snow) is melting' MA,

ya? qa?3:~~h 'it'll melt' M, ya? ?i.1~~h, ya?

6i.1~~ 'let it melt' L, ya? ?e1~~.1{ 'it (snow)

(cust) melts' M, with class-mark for 8: ~id ya?

qu?di.1~/ilh 'ice will melt' l6.28M, dese1~~h1

'it (ice) melted' L, de6e1~~.1 'it (ice) is melt=

ing' L, di.1~~h3: 'it (ice) is melted' L (neuter

perfective), gele6e1~~.1 'it's thawing (e.g. ice

into water)' M (attempt to interpret Rezanov form

listed below under 6l-3:-~~). Transitive (causa=

tive ) .?e1xan ?e1x~. 'melt it" L Ya? Ge1=..""""".r .,
~~? LM, ya? Ge1~~.? 'melt it (away)~' L, ya?

qu?x1~~h 'I'll melt it' M, Gex3:~~.3: '-I'm melt=

ing it (snow)' L (no active imperfective L), ?ew

ya? ?i.3:~~hwahd 'in order to melt it (snow for

water)' 43.l6M, repetitive: xi~~.g 'I'm melting

it (snow)' L, ya? ?e1~~.g 'melt it~' M; passive:



ya? s~i~~~ 'it's been melted down (by someone)'
L.

Gl-~-~?- (with Gl-thematic 'ground') 'S (ground,

environment) thaws', attested in Rezanov only:
R~HK~~xaHrA~ 'TaeT~ es thauet' probably to be

read GeleGe~~?-.~ 'it (ground etc.) is thawing'.

de-~# 'S is hot, warm, feverish': attested only -

with I-anatomical 'head' or dl-class-mark for S

'rock stone'. ?i.sdix~h~ 'his head is hot' L., .,.r ,
Aa'sdi~ah~ 'stone is hot' M (perhaps a passive).

Transitive (causative): Aa.Ge~~a? 'warm it

(stone) up:' M, Aa.GeX~~a.~ 'I'm warming it

(stone) up' M, Aa.si~~ahJ: 'I warmed it (stone)

up' M, qu?Ai.x~~ah 'I'll warm it (stone) up' M.

dl-de-~a (with dl-thematic, perhaps I-anatomical
and d~thematic 'fire, bright') 'S is feverish,

too hot, hot': Aa.xsdi~?-h~ 'I got a fever' L,

Aa.sdi~ah~ M, Aa.sdi~~h~}h 'he has a fever' L,
Rezanov T~RcTeraTA~-Ko3Te 'Rap~, ropffqRa Fieber=

hitze' Aa.sdi~ahJ:ga? ?i.~eh 'it's like you have

a fever, you're hot (with fever)' M, Aa.sdi~~~

'it (e.g. stove) is too hot' L, Aa'Gede~~.~}h,

Aa.Gede~a.~}h 'he's getting a fever' L, Aa.=
Gexde~~.~ 'I'm getting a fever' A, Aa.Gede~ah~

'it's getting hot' M (stem form certainly incor=



rect), qu?Aa.xde~ah 'I'll get a fever' L,

qu?Aa.de~ah 'it'll get hot' M, qu?Aa.de~~h

'it'll get too hot' L. Transitive (causative):

Aa.Ge~~a? 'make it hot:' M (not used of heating

water L).



J.Cil2

J.Cil2 (perhaps to be identified with J.C~1, and/or re=

lated to J.Cemah)

~
:i:e-J.t:il~ 'S (mollusk) is, becomes fat, meaty, full': ~i.da.de6 ?i:i:iJ.t:~h:i: 'clam is fat' L, sahx ?i:i:i=

J.C~h:i: 'cockle is fat' L, di~ qa?:i:eJ.Cilh:i:6 'they

(mollusks) aren't fat' L (neuter perfectives),

qeGe:i:eJ.t:~.:i: 'they (mollusks) are getting fat' L,

qu?qe:i:eJ.t:~h 'they (mollusks) will get fat' L,

qes:i:iJ.C~h:i: 'they (mollusks) got fat' L, with d-=

class-mark for S: C}. di:i:iJ.Cilh:i: 'mussel is fat,

full'L.



,
JS:/}.

JS:~'
-JS:~' 'S is fast, swift, fleet(-footed), moves very

quickly, rapidly': xiJS:~h 'I'm swift' L, ?ewleJS:

yiJS:~h 'you're swifter than it' L, di~ sileJS:

?a?yiJS:~hG 'you're not fleeter than I' L, ?ewleJS:

yiJS:~ 'it's swifter than that' L, di~ xu- siga?

?a?leJS:JS:~hG 'you pl. aren't as fast as I' L, qu?x=

JS:~ 'I'll be fleet-footed' L, se~~?}}h 'he be=

came fleet-footed' L, GeJS:~?}}h 'he's getting

fleet-footed' L, with anatomical marks: yeGeJS:~?=

}}h 'he's moving his hands fast, working fast

with his hands' L, qu?yi-XJS:~-~ 'I (cust) work

fast with my hands' L (inceptive customary), in=

direct reciprocal with yeJS:-progressive: ?i}leJS:

yeJS: yeGedeJS:~?}}h 'he's getting faster at hand-=

work' ('he's moving his hands about faster than

one another') L. Transitive (causative): reflex=

ive: ?edyeGe}eJS:~?}}h 'he's moving his hand fast

(e.g. hammering fast, shaking his finger)' L,

?edqi-deGe}eJS:/}.?}}h 'he's moving, fluttering his

feet fast' L, qe-dah ?edqi.deGe}eJS:~?}}h ?ide=

JS:eAa-Ga?ya.}}h 'his feet are moving, fluttering

so fast you can hardly seem them he's running so'
XL- ./

~-JS:dl-}-JS:/}.' (probably causative of preceding with



~-indefinite S or 0 and ~dl-thematic, perhaps

'wave-like, undulating' ('something causes it to
flutter fast, vibrate', or 'it causes something

...') 'alarm clock goes off, rings' (probably

of hammer on external bell): ~~eAa.Ge~~~?~

'alarm clock is ringing' L, ~~eAa.se~~~?~

'alarm clock went off' L, ~qu?~eAi.~~~ 'alarm

clock will ring' L. Rezanov RaKeT~HX~~ (or -K~~ 1)

'CTy~aT~ klopfen, poltern' perhaps to be read as
related form; see also ~a?~.



x hI.iI-

~il-hl (perhaps related to ~~l or to ~ii-h2 and/or to ~

xema(h)-xema')., .

~ii-h (noun, unclassified) 'desire to weep, cry':
~il-h ?ula?~ di. ?yah1 'he feels like crying' ('de=

sire to cry came over him') L, ~il-h sila?~ di.?=

.yah1 'I feel like crying (but hold back)' L,

~ii-hga? [?edu?xdegewihJ '[I feelJ like crying' L,
~~hdah ~.~eh 'it (something, e.g. lonesome

place) makes one feel like crying' (Minnie Stevens

said, remembering dead friends there) L.



;c ." ~~2

~~2 (perhaps ~~, stem form uncertain, A only, un=
known to L; probably related to ~ama(h) -~ama'), per=

haps also to ~awa. and/or to be identified with
.1 )~ iiih cd: C)

O-~~h 'S (dog) growlsA': ~~iiih 'it's growling at

something' A, ~~a~~h~ 'it growled at some=

thing' A.



~~o?

~~o? (perhaps related to ~a?-~o and/or to be seg= -
mented ~-~o?, perhaps related also to o-d-~aona?-q

under la?)

~~o? (preverb, with zero and -~ finals) 'to com=

pletion, finish, stop, equilibrium, settlement,
carried out to conclusion' (semantic range part=

ly overlapping with that of ~u?): most frequent
in ~~.? -Ie'S is over with', especially causa=

tive ~~o? O-~-i 'S constructs, builds; accom=

plishes, fixes, finishes 0, gets 0 over with; S
gets (revenge) even with 0; S dresses 0; S pre=
pares, lays out 0 (corpse)' (see -Ie IBo), and
in ~~o? -?ya 'S (job) is done, finished, S

(thing) is made, S (event) is over with, takes

place, S (matter, decision, plan) is agreed upon;
S is, becomes ready; S gets all dressed up', with

other themes: ~1f0? O-~~a 'S finishes eating 0',

~lfo? -k}O; 'S stops crying', ~1f0? l-xwa- 'S

grows up', ~~o? O-xao~ 'S finishes butchering,
cleaning 0 (21b.32A, 46.2M), ;~.? leGeda?c' dao;

'when it was done being decorated' 66.1lL, ~~o?

~sesuh3g~ 'it stopped hissing, sizzling' L,

qe.~~.? se~ahG~ 'sewed it back up (repaired it)'

3B.19LM, ~If.? ye~ Geli~disa?~th 'he's gone
along and swept' M, Ge°c' ~lfo? gu6e~§ah dao~

'when they were done digging for spruceroots' 66.=

-.,



3.L, ?ew ~~.? guGexihs da.~ 'when they were

done splitting them (spruceroots) , 66.6L, ~~.?

?edewi?1 ?idese1i1 'they finished waging war'

28.111A, ~~.? 0-?-i-d-1-i 'S finishes knitting'

(?i-d-le 4.).

o-~~'? (postposition, with zero and -~ finals) 1.

'(along, for) the entire length of 0'; ?ew ~ah6

?ewa. ?u~~.? ye~ ?i1sidwahd 'so their slime

will run down off (the entire length of) them'

21b.39A, o-~~.? ye~ O-gl-de-?a' '0 (slime)
is made to run down off 0 (fish)' 65.42, 43A (pas=

sives), -~~ ye~ -wus 'pl. S fall, extend down

(the length of) 0' 11.87.88A, (?uh5g1) si~~.?

ye; seli1 'I got shivers down my spine' M, ?u=

;~.? ye~ ~;edi.?ah 'a stripe extends all the

way down it' L, ?u~~.? ye~ gu.?}h}h 'her hair

hangs all the way down on her' L, ?i;a.? ye;

~qu?gu.?ah 'your slip will show' M (see further

instances under -?a' 3.), si~~.? q~? ?i.?ah

'it extends up alongside me (my full height)' L,

?u;~.? sah1 'he walked the whole length of it,

to the end of it' L, ?ew~~.? ye~ Ge1~wah5

'nail it down all the way along it~' L.

2. 'recovery, recuperation, return to nor=

malcy, equilibrium of 0', in one theme only, 0-=

;~.? -?ya '0 recovers from, gets over S (dis=



turbance) , (perhaps'S (disturbance) finishes

passing over the entire length of 0'): si~??

sa?yah} 'I regained my health, spirits, I got

over it' M, k}'~ si~?'? sa?yah} 'I got over

a crying jag' M, si~~.?~ Ga?ya'} 'I'm getting

over it' M, si~?'?~ ?i?yah da'~ 'just as I

start to get over it' L, see also (o-)~~.?

below.

(o-)~?'? (preverb or postposition, interpreta=
tion uncertain) meaning as in ~?? or o-~~'?:

de?a' ?i'lih( )~~.? ~Ge}a?yah 'he'll get

over it (emotionally) himself' ?2.l8L (see

-?ya 39. and o-~~.? 2. above), 1e?~/~i~( )=

~?? ge~a'sa?yah} 'I got (there became) a
trump in diamonds/spades' (at 1166") L (see gdl-=

?ya 2.), te?ya?( )~?? xsdixa'g} 'I finished
fishing' A (see xa'g).

o-l-~~'? (postposition, with I-thematic, perhaps
I-anatomical 'head' thematized) la. (with zero
and -~ finals) 'to equilibrium in (personal) re=

lationship with 0, avenging 0': o-l-~~.? y-le
'S avenges, gets revenge for 0', o-l-~?'? 0-=

1-i 'S gets revenge on 0 for 0' (-Ie 25c.), ?u=

le~~.? ?iqe?x1ih 'I'll get even with you for it'
L, frequently with reflexive 0 in indirect re=
flexive construction: ?adle~~'? ?iqe?x}eleh

".-. "--



'I'll get even with you (avenge myself on you)'

L, ?edle~~.? qu?yexdeleh 'I'll get even, avenge

myself' L, ?edle~~.?~ dex~eqe.g}h 'I answer

him back nasty' ('I keep speaking angrily at him

to avenge myself') L.

lb. (with zero, -~, and -d finals) 'in com=

petition with 0': with zero final (with neuter

perfective and other mode-aspects); ?ule~~.?

?ixile?g~}h 'I have a bet with him' L, frequently

with reciprocal 0 in indirect reciprocal construc=

tion: ?i~le~~.? ?idile?g~inu. 'they have a bet

with each other' L, see further instances under

-le?g- 12., -we ('swimming r~ce'), l-qu ('foot=

race'), -~a ('canoe race'), ?i~le~~.? ye~ ?i=

diqeh~ 'they're canoe-racing' ('they're boating

about in competition with each other') L, Galushia
..1"'...,Nelson ?i~le~~'? ~dec}hinu. 'derision song' ~tit~'/

~) t\
('they're singing in competition with each other')~

?i~le~~.? ?idi?a?~3: 'they're gambling' M, ?u~! 

?i~le~~.? ?ixdi?a?~}h 'I'm racing him' ('I'm, 
going in competition with each other with him') L,

with -~ final: sile~~.?~ Gele?g3:}h 'he's bet=

ting with me' L, see further instances under -le?g-

12., with -d final: Galushia Nelson ?i}le~~.?d ye~

~?3:i~e~~~ 'shooting match' BSdL 551 (see O-}-=

~i~-), ya?~. sile~~.?d qu?c}?di.leh 'don't



---

sass me, don't talk back to me, don't argue with

me'L.

2a. (with -d final 'at rest', and -de~ fi=

nal 'movement within area') '(on) opposite (side

from) 0, across from 0': sile~~.?d 'across from

me (e.g. at table)' LM, sile~~.?d y~.? Geda?

'sit down across from me~' L, with classified noun

as 0, class-mark not combined with I-thematic:

~ahd%dele~~.?d (not *~ahd%Aa.~~.?d) setah%

'it's opposite the car' L, ca.Aa.le~~.?d setah%

'it's opposite the stone' L (not *ca.Aa.~~.?d);

sile~~.?de~ Gi.ya.} 'you're walking across from
me (e.g. on opposite bank of river)' L.

2b. (as 0 of o-}-~-a.-d 'on side of 0',

with reciprocal 0): ?i}le~~.?}~a.d 'on opposite

sides, both sides (of e.g. paper)' L.

3. (with -de~ final thematized, -d ~inal add=

ed, uncertain, and inadequately documented, froti

M only, not verified) 'on account of, fault of 0,

to spite 0' 7: ?ule~~.?de~d '(he did something

bad) on account of it' M.

4. In probable analysis of -le~e.?nah, oc=

casionally (M only) -le~a.?ne., see -nah(-G-)
Iunder la-na.

o-y-~~.? (postposition, with y-anatomical 'hand',

of doubtful status, from M only, always rejected



by L) 1. '(playing) into the hands of 0', prob=

ably in error for o-y-~a?, see Ib.3fn, 2a.16,

4.5fnM, -Ie 25b.

2. 'avenging 0', probably in error for

o-l-~~.? la. in 34.6fnM.

3. 'charity for, kindness to 0': siye~~'?

sele?gl}h 'he (unostentatiously) gave me a

little something when I was down and out' M

(perhaps authentic, but rejected by L, see -le?g-

13.).II



x ?l
.u

J.Cu?1

-J.Cu? (noun, unclassified) 'fur, (body-)hair' (not

single strands, or of head): Rezanov Rox~-o
, mepcTn Haar der Thiere' ~J.Cu? 'animal fur'

LM ~XU?a.w 'lon g fur' L ~xu?~? 'lots of, ., .
fur'L, ?UJ.CU? 'its fur, his (body-)hair' 28.79,

90, 32.40A, ?uJ.Cu? ~.l}h}h 'he's hairy' 32.39A,

?UJ.CU? fu.leh 'mammals' ('they have fur') L,

?uJ.Cu? ?ud wusg 'its hair is falling out' L,

?UJ.Cu? ?ewa. ~?a'w 'its fur is long' M, c'i=

YUhJ.Ca? 'blackbear-fur' 28.79A, ~v.diyahsJ.Cu?

'rat-fur' 28.79A, -leG~.~deJ.Cu? 'moustache,

whiskers' see G~.~; with J.Cl- or I-anatomical:
, ,

Harrington 'Ih xallaJ.CJ.C~' '[your] genital hair'.. ,-probably to be read ?iJ.CeleJ.Cu? , 'ii' Illd'xx9'

'your genital hair' ?i. ?ileJ.Cu?, ~u s!lla~~' ..
or -9' 'my genital hair' xu' sileJ.Cu?; these

forms could not be verified: the first is per=

haps properly 'your pubic hair' (cf. -J.Celeya?d

'vulva, vagina'), but sileJ.Cu? seems to mean

'my facial hair', not 'my pubic hair' M.

de-J.Cu? 'S is, becomes hairy, furry, fuzzy': sdi=

J.Cu?l 'it's (become) hairy' M, sdiJ.Cu?l 'he's

hairy (including/hairy on pubiS)' M, sdiJ.CU?lga?

?i.~eh 'it's fuzzy' ('it's like it's hairy') L,



qu?de~u?th 'he'll be hairy' M, qu?xde~u? 'I'll

get hairy' L.

le~esdi~u?~ (noun) 1. (l~-class, with l~-class-=

mark for S) 'peach' ('it (berry-like) is hairy'

L.
2. (unclassified, with l~-thematic 'grain,

coarseness') 'flannel' L. Nominalized active per=

fective of de-J.CU?



J.Cu?2

J.<:U?2

J.<:U? (preverb, with zero and -~ finals only) 'to

completion, finished state, full repair, clear

definition, disclosure, settlement, agreement,
full degree, straightness, levelness, smooth=

ness', covering a number of closely related and

partly overlapping semantic ranges, often deter=

mined by context, often ambiguous, which it has

not been considered feasible to separate here

(see also J.C?o?, which further has consider=

able overlap with J.<:U?); J.<:U? O-}-i 'S makes,

builds, fixes, repairs, shapes, fashions, carves,
finishes 0, planes 0 smooth' (see -Ie 19., J.<:U?

,
k'uli} under Ie-), ~? I-Ie, JS:U? l-~e'..-t'u'

'S (moon) is, becomes full' (see I-Ie 2., 1-=

~e'--t'u' 2.), JS:U? O-le?g- 'S makes 0 (bed),

smooths 0 (blanket) out' (see O-le?gN 3.), ~u?

-?ya 'S becomes finished; S becomes found out,

disclosed, comes to light' (see -?ya 21.), J.Cu?

Ga?ya.l, ~?~ Ga?yao} (but not J.C~.?(~) Ga?=

i yao}) 'it's coming to light, being found out' L,,

~? ?u-?-d-?a' 'S is, becomes agreed upon, de=

cided upon, settled', J.CU? O-?-d-}-?a' 'S de=

cides, plans, agrees on, settles 0, prevails in

argument concerning, has own way concerning 0',

?i}~ dao JS:U? ci?disdilil 'we talked it over

" .



together' L, ~u? l-xwa-, ~? l-~-xwa- 'S is,

becomes full-grown, ~u? se~~e?~~ 'it became

completely dark' L, ~? se}xa?~ 'it became

(completely) summer' L, ~u? sdixe~~ 'tide has

(completely) ebbed' Old Man Dude, S, ~u? gv.=

sa?yah} 'high tide's about stopped (complete)'

L, ~? ?u?Aa.sa?yah~ 'it levelled out, straigh=
tened out' L, ~u? -~e?q 'S becomes straight,

level', ~u? Aa.6e~qe?s 'level it (surface)~'

L, ~u? O-gd-(~-)ta 's steers 0 straight,

straightens course of 0', ~? qe? Gada.1}h

'he's walking right again' L, ~u? siyah1 'I

walked straight' L, ya?~ ~? sah1i?luw per=

sonal name ('grew straight up big' ?) L, BSdL Ge=

nealogical Table, ya?; ~u? sah1kuc'gkih 'small

girl just grown up' L, qa.yega? ?ew ~u? gase}=

quh1 'it (dog) chased them (goats) into our range

(right for us to handle)' L.

de-~u? (preverb ;u? with proclitic de- '~',

but usually used as adverb, C, or asyntactically)

'true, right, correct, sure, certain, real, actu=

aI, genuine': 1. de~u? k'e.?~a?¥h deleh 'maybe

he's telling the truth (saying truly)' L, de~?=

Suw wa~ silah daleh 'is it true he's saying

thus about me?' Ib.18M, da~? qa?ew 'that's

ri ght true'L dexu? ~e'?~e?ew 'maybe that's, ,.

.."



~

right' L, Rezanov TaxOYT~-Y 'llpaBAa wahr'

de~u?duh 'true indeed:', de~? O-?-dl-1-=
~a' 'S believes 0, holds O's word as true'.

2. In combination with (-)(?)ya.~ of

uncertain analysis, identification, meaning,

and function (perhaps verb-stem -?ya with

-~ suffix of hortatory subjunctive, as in *de-=

;u? ?ya.~ 'may it be disclosed (as indeed
true):' or ya. 'thing' as 0 of o-~), de~u?=

ya.~, meaning and syntactic function approxi=
mately as in 1. above: de~u?ya.~ 'that's

right, true' L, de;u?ya.~ del}h~h qe?~h
'he's telling the truth' L, de~u?~~aoi qvh

(?i~) deleh 'he's telling (you) the truth' L,

de~u?ya.~ deGi.le.~ 'you should tell the

truth'L, de~u?yao~ ?~h~e?~h 'is it certain
he's the one?' 52.30L, de~u?ya.~ ~a? ?u.~

?i.yah 'be sure to go there' M, de~?ya.~

Santa Claus ~.%eh 'there truly, actually is

a Santa Claus' L, di~ de~?yao~ ?e%eoG 'it's

not right, not true' L, ?u?ehd, de~u?yao~, de=

?~h ne.~da.~ y~.hth ?u?ehd 'his wife, truly,
his original (real) wife 10.174A, de~u?ya.~

de~vhYU. qe?ahnu. 'they're genuine, actual
(not fake) people' 33.52A, de;u?yao~ ?uga?

de~vhyu. 'real people like him, people truly



like him' 33.40A, ?idehdah de~u?ya.~ ...

yahd 'real, genuine, actual, veritable houses,

houses truly worthy of the name' 68.l6A.



Xew-xuw..

~ew-~w (perhaps related to ~ewi-)

O-~ew--~uw (postposition, always with zero final)

'simultaneous with, at same time as 0': si~w

'simultaneous, even with me' M, si~ew ~~a.~}h

'he (cust) eats the same time as I do' L, gig

ge.le?a.~ew ~~a.~inu. 'they (cust) eat at

noon sharp' L, (3ig) si~w ?u.da? sah}}h 'he

got there (exactly) at the same time as I' L,

?u~ew (or ?u~uw) qa?- si '?yah} 'I woke up at

the same time he did' L, with reciprocal 0: ?i}=

~ew (or ?i~~uw) ~~eda.~inu. 'they (cust) eat

at the same time (as each other)' L, ?i~~ew ?u.=

da'? da. sdi?a?~} 'we got there simultaneously'

L.

..

,
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.,
J$:eWl..J$:eW

J$:ewi"'J$:ew (occasionally also J$:ewi., ~u., perhaps

related to ~ew-~uw, basic meaning 'coincide')

O-d-:r.-~ewi'--~ew (with d-thematic, perhaps 'oral,

noise') 'S believes 0, agrees with 0': inceptive

imperfective: qu?di.x:r.~ew 'I'll. believe it' L,

?iqe?di.x:r.~ewih 'I'll believe you' A, ?iqe?di.:r.=

~ew}h}h 'he'll believe you' L, di~ xuqu?di.:r.=

~ewihG (or -~ewG) 'you won't believe me' L,

di~ xuqu?di:r.~ewihG}h 'he won't believe me' A,

active imperfective: ?idex:r.~ew L, ?idex:r.~ewih

'I believe you' LMA, 'I agree with you' LM, dex=

:r.~ew}h}h 'I agree with him' L, active or neuter

imperfective: xudi.:r.~ews, xudi.:r.~ewihs 'do you

believe me?' L, neuter imperfective: ?idixi:r.=

~ewih 'I believe you' L, da. di.:r.~ew}h}h 'we

believed him' 51.l2A, xudi.:r.~ew}h}h 'he believes

me' LA, ?idi.:r.~ew}h}h 'he believes you' L,

dixi:r.~ew}h}h 'I believe him' L, dede.d\lh di.:r.=

~ew}h}h 'he believes anything' L, di~ da?x:r.=

~u.G}h 'I don't believe him' L, di~ da?xw:r.~ewG

'I don't believe them' 6l.33A, di~ ?ida?x}J$:ewG

LA (not -~ewihG L), di~ ?ida?x:r.~ewi.G 'I

don't believe you' A, di~ xuda?}~u.G}h L,

di~ xuda?:r.~ewG}h 'he doesn't believe me' LA,

di~ lCuda?:r.~ewG}h 'he's a skeptic' L, inceptive



perfective: deGex}~ewi?}}h 'I'm beginning to

believe him' L, ?ideGex}~ewi?} 'I'm getting to

believe you' A, active perfective: disi}~ewi?}

'I believed it' L, di~ xudes}~ewi?}6ih (or

-~.?}6}h) 'he didn't believe me' L, active op=

tative: xuda.yi}~ewih (~a?) 'you ought to be=

lieve me' L, 61.125A, ?ew~a? da.yi}~ewih 'they

should believe in it' 70.6A, ?ele~gah~ xudao=

yi}~ewih 'I hope you believe me' L, active im=

perative: xuda.}~ew, xudi.}~ew (sounds better

than -~ewih) 'believe me;' L, inceptive imper=

fective: x,udeGe}~ew... 'believe me' L (cannot

remember stem-form), customary: ?ew di.}~ew~}h

'he (cust) believes it' L.

de-~ewi'--~ew 'S has fortune, luck': with ~5Uo=

dah 'well': ~e5u.dah qu?de~ewih 'you'll have

good luck' 26.12L, ~e5u.dah sdi~ewi?}ih 'he

became lucky' 37a.25L, with o-~ 'towards 0':

?i~ xsdi~ewi?} 'I'm lucky to run across you' L,

?u~ xsdi~ewi?} 'I (finally and surprisingly)

had the luck to get it (that I so badly wanted),

I was rewarded with it' L, ~~ xsdi~ewi?} 'I

had good luck (e.g. lucky find of something)' L,

?u~ ~e?~uh qu?de~ewih 'maybe you'll get re=

warded for it' L, di?we~ ~e?~uh ?i~ sdi~ewi?}



'you might yet have good luck for that' L (gloss

perhaps incorrect).

)

.'



~ewa.

~ewa. (perhaps related to ~ema(h)-~ema' and/or to
~~2, or analyzable as ~-thematic with stem -a.

or -wa', informants unable to etymologize)

~ewa. (noun, unclassified) 'dog': Davydov (in
~ABYKpaTHoe llYTemecTBie B~ AMepHKY... 1812,

~[Appendix I] r'CJIOBap:ij> Hapj)Tlif! Hapo~oB, HaSt[

-,Bae~ KoJIyxaMH, 06HTaro~ Mex~y SaJIHBO~

-> ~yraTlOIO H HRYTaTo~' [p. XII]) 'Co6aRa' KeTJIb --

(Tlingit ke'A 'dog'), and added in parentheses,

no HRYT. XaYBa in [real?] Yakutat language

~ewa. (collected from a Yakutat Tlingit in 1802
or 1803; for further discussion see historical

introduction to Grammar), Rezanov XaBa 'Co6aRa

Hund', Wrangell Xay-a 'Hund', Furuhj elm Hava

'dog', Galushia Nelson x8wa' or x8wa' BSdL

538, ~ewa' BSdL 556,557,557,557,558,562,

~ewa 'dog' BSdL 557,557,561, 562, ~ewa. 'dog,

dogs' 18.69,74, 79L, 33.4, 5,49.87,87,93,94,

95,96,101,109,122,60.24,24,25,26,27,31A,
63.17,17, 25G, ~ewa. seqah% 'a dog bit it' M,
?ew ~ewa' du'~ seqah% 'the dog bit a cat' M,

?ew du.~ ~ewa' seqah3: 'the cat bit a dog' M,

~ewa' ?ew ~ah 'a dog is eating it' L, ~ewa.

giyah de%ah 'a dog is drinking water' L, Reza=

nov XaBaROJIJIe 'AYPHO hasslich' ~ewa' ~'%eh



'one is a dog, people are dogs', ~ewa. ~.}eh,

?a?d ?ewle~ quhnu. ?i.~eh 'people are dogs,

they're much more so than that' (i.e. '0 tempora~

0 mores~') L, }~hGih ~ewa. 'one dog' LM, la?= ~

dih ~ewa. 'two dogs' LM, ~h}ga? ~ewa. 'three

dogs' LM, de~~ih ~ewa.d ?i~a? 'how many dogs

do you have7' L, ~ey~.y ~ewa. 'a different

dog'L, xu' siya? ~ewa. si~a? 'my dog is at

home'L, xu' siya? ~ewa. ~5u., ?i. ?iya?

~~iyah 'my dog is good, yours is bad' L, Galushia

Nelson ~ewa.yu 'dogs' BSdL 558 ~ewa.yu. 13.1,

2,8,12, 12L, 60.29A, ~?}ga? ?}.se}~}?} ~ewa.=
yu. 'three skinny dogs' L, ~ewa.~iyah 'bad dog,

old dog, mutt' L, 33.9,49.101, 108A, ~ewa.5u.
'good dog' L, ~ewa.kih 'little dog' LM, 'nice

(little) dog' L, Galushia Nelson ~ewaki ta

'puppy's father' BSdL 556 ~ewa.kihta.? also Eyak

man's name A, n~e of Nikolai Nelson (7) L, ~ewa.=
kucrgkih 'little dog' L, Galushia Nelson Gu?lu.

~ewa. 'big dog' BSdL 553 ~?luw ~ewa., ~ewa.=

luw 'big dog' L, ~ewa.luwkih 'nice big dog'

(affectionate) M, ~ewa.guhdgkih, ya.guhdg ~ewa.
'tiny dog' L, ~ewa.~? ?~.d ~Ge}e?} 'there

are getting to be lots of dogs here' L, ~ewa.

?~.d guleGeluhdg} 'dogs are becoming few here' L,



~ewa.~ ?u.da? ~e?a?~} 'he went there with a

dog' M, ~ewa.ga? 'shameful, disgusting' ('like
a dog') M, Rezanov XaBam<o 'RomRaKatze',

XaBaHR~-O '~eHoR~ junger Hund' ~ewa.yequh

'puppy' M, also dog's name A, Galushia Nelson

~ewa laqa 'dog's head' ~ewa.leqah, ~ewa nt.k
'do g's nose' xewa.ni.~ xewa la.x 'do g's eye'.,. .
BSdL 556 ~ewa.la'~, ~ewa.gu~ 'dog's penis'S,

~ewa.5eh~ 'dog's ears' 60.26A, also 'berry spe=
cies (Menziesia ferruginea?) , L (see 5ehx-5e~),

~ewa.yu.5eh~ 'dogs" ears' 60.26A, ~ewa.gu'J?ah
l"'r~G"';'plant species (dog fennel?)' L (see ~a-~e), X

}~
~ewa.~e? 'dog-feces' M, Galushia Nelson ~ewa.
ts~. t 'urine, yellow ("dog urine")' BSdL 542,

553 ~ewa.ce?q' LS, Rezanov XaoIl;eXRoeTe (XaoIl;ex-
written above crossed-out Roc~MT~eR~D- , see ~a?)
'Ee~TO~ gelb' ~ewa.ce?qga? ?i.~eh 'it's yellow

('it's like dog-urine') L, ~ewa.legah 'dog's

corpse' 49.70A, ~ewa.(legah)ye~e~ Ge}e~x}
'she's clutching onto the underside of a dog('s

corpse)' (contemptuous for promiscuous woman) L,
e

(~ewa.q('} 'girl dog' 'dog's wife, dog-girl', not --

good Eyak) M; ?ehdG~ewa. 'bitch' LM, }ila.?~ewa. K
'male dog' L; de~.le~e?ah ~ewa. 'bulldog'

('fierce, mean dog') L; ses}h}inu.ya? ~ewa.
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('dead people.s' dog') 'butterfly' A, 'moth' (not
/butterfly) M; ~ewa.ya? gugsg 'fleas' ('dog's

lice') L, ~ewa. ?uya?d ki.~ place-name, below
old cannery on Eyak River, 2 to 3 miles from the

6 mouth ('a dog is howling there (in body of water)')

L.
~ewa.le~ede.?Gi?giyah (noun, l~-class) 'berry spe=

cies' ('dog's-eye-water') LMA (long and red, edible,

slimy inside, "watermelonberries" L, perhaps 'wa=

termelonberry, cucumber root (Streptopus amplexi=
folius) , or 'rosehips (Rosa acicularis)').

~ewa.~eqa?d (noun, l~-class) 'berry species, small
and red, the only kind that grow on moss, three

or four together' ('dog's anus') L (perhaps 'trail=
ing raspberry (Rubus pedatus) , or, less likely,

'bog, swamp cranberry (Oxycoccus microcarpus)').



~ema(h)-~ema'

~ema(h)-~ema' (L and A both uncertain of stem form;

probably related to ~~2, perhaps also to ~~hl
and/or to ~ewa.)

O-~ema(h)--~ema' '8 (dog) growls at 0': xu~emah

'it's growling at me' L, ?ew du.~ J$:emah 'it's

growling at the cat' L, ?iqe?~emah 'it'll growl
at you' L, xuseJ$:emah~ 'it growled at me' L, de=

transitivized with indeterminate 0 and de-classi=

fier: ?ide~emah 'it (dog) is growling' LMA,

?iqe?de~emah 'it'll growl' L, ?isdi~ema?~, ?is=

di~emah~ 'it growled' LA, di~i~a? ?iGede~ema?~
'it's always growling' A, repetitive: ?ideJ$:ema.g

'it keeps growling' L.

,
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~emah

~emah (perhaps related to ~~2)

?}O1~emah (noun, unclassified, with I-thematic,

never realized Ie-, and ~-classifier) 'bracket

fungus, conk' LM, ?}O~~emahluw 'big bracket

fungus' L; yaonu?~ ?}O1~emah 'sponge' ('bracket
fungus below surface (of water)') L, ta?d ?}O=

1e~emah 'sponge' ('bracket fungus in water') L,

'fish heads in gunnysack soaked in lake for about

two weeks, then cooked and eaten' L.

':"1
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J.Cuol-~vo

J.CU°I-J.CV° (perhaps to be segmented J.Cuo-l, -1 per=

haps archaic class-mark)

J.CU°I--J.CVo- (anatomical and class-mark) 'tooth,

teeth, not freely used: in nouns; -J.C¥o-}-~ela?

'gums' (perhaps nominalized verb, see ~ela? 10),

-~vo-le-yah 'tooth' (see below); with adjectives:

~~¥o}eyah~uo?nuw 'big teeth' LMA, ga?~g}J.CU°le=

?a.w 'long(-runged7) ladder' L (uncertain), ~=

J.CV°}eyahxuolekih 'small tooth' L; with postposi=

tions: -J.Cuole?e?d 'toothmarks' A, ?uJ.C¥°}eyah=

~uole?e?d yi}~h~h 'he's got its toothmarks on

him' A, siJ.Cv.~geAaoqa? ~o?yah% 'something is

stuck in (the interstices between) my teeth' L;

in verbs, &~ in combination with d-thematic

'oral' or dl-thematic 'series', '(set of) teeth':

siJ.Cvo}eyah siyao ~voAa°x1esi~g 'my teeth are

chattering' L (perhaps more correctly 'my teeth,

I'm teeth-shivering'), ?i%~ ?ed~voAa}eqe~g~h

'he's gnashing his teeth' L, ~VOdl-%e-gih5-g

'S snarls, baring fangs', with J.Cli°l-ma~alone,

'(one) tooth': si~vo}eyah siyao J.Cvod?yahG}

'one of my teeth is aching' L, ~J.CVO%eyah ?uod

J.CV°se?ab1 'a tooth is there', ~J.CVO%eyah si~

~u.lio?a? 'give me a tooth:' Lo

-~vo-}e-yah (noun, J.Cli°l-class or unclassified,

probably originally nominalized verb J.Cuol-}e-=



yah 'pl. ~u.l-class 8 are in position, see under

(y)a) 'tooth, teeth' (also of comb, also 'rungs'

of ladder): Galushia Nelson Gox5ntliy~' or Ga=

x&nt}~ya 'teeth' B8dL 541 ~~V.%eyah 'tooth,

teeth (adult or milk teeth)' LM, also place-name,

Lake Kahuntla (first reported by Martin, 1903) 18,

Rezanov KaxoHT~eR '3yON Z~hne' qa.~o}eyah

'our teeth, human teeth' qa.~vo}eyah ?u~ dekus

'toothbrush' (see under kus), si~VO%eyah 'my

tooth, teeth' LMAS, -~O%eyah O-ao d-de-?yahG

'o's teeth ache', si~vo}eyah sisa? se}gu?~%th

'he punched my teeth "out" (into my mouth)' L,

si~o}eyah lah da?yao~ 'my tooth is loose, wig=

gles' M, si~VO%eya~ si}~eh% (or ~i~eh}) 'I

killed it with my teeth' LM, ?i~VO%eyah 'your

teeth' 16.24, 25M, ?i~vo}eyah ?iyao sedeqa';}

'your tooth is coming in crooked' L, ?u~VO%eyah

'its teeth (of animal, comb)' L, ?u~¥oleyah ~.

Ge}e?lth 'he's teething' 1, ~edesuo~~a.d (ya.)

?~vo~eyah, ~edeGu.d ya. ?u~V.~eyah 'his upper
teeth' L, ~eye~uol~aod (yao) ?u~v.1eyah, ~e=

Ye~u.d ya. ?u~v.1eyah 'his lower teeth' L,

la?dih ?u~.~eyah ?ewao ~aodih 'two of his

teeth are missing' L, 1a?dih ~elahsd yao ?u=

~vo}eyah ~a.dih 'his two front teeth are mis=

sing' 1, ?u~vo~eyah ?ewa. ~ediythth 'his teeth



are sharp' L, ?u~~.%eyah ?ewa. ~?a.w 'its

teeth are long' 28.77A, ~~v.leyahluw 'big

teeth' M, see under ~u.l-- above fur instance

in which -~.1eyah is clearly classified.



xu.l-xu....

~u.l-~¥. (perhaps to be analyzed ~u.-l, cf. Athapaskan

*-~u? 'tooth')

~u.l--~¥.- (anatomical mark, subposition C, occa=
sionally used as class-mark, attested mainly themati=

cally, not freely used) 'teeth': in verbs: ~.l-?a
'S (tooth) is in position', O-~u.l-(%-)?a 'S

handles 0 (tooth)', ~u.l-d-?yah6 'S (tooth) aches',

with adjectives: -~u.?nuw 'big (teeth), big-=

toothed', -~u.lekih 'small (teeth)', -~u.le?a.w

'long-toothed, -runged ladder)', in postpositional

phrases: o-~u.le-?e?-d 'o's toothmarks', o-~¥._=
~-gdl-qa? 'in interstices between o's teeth', in

nouns: -~.-%-~ela? 'gums', most frequently in
noun -~\l.%eyah, -~\l.1iyah 'tooth' from nominal=

ized verb ~u.I-1e-(y)a 'pl. (~u.l-class or ana=

tomical) are in position'; in combination with d-
or dl-thematic, 'teeth, fangs': ~\l.dl-1e-si~-g

'S's teeth chatter', ~\l.dl-%e-gih3-g 'S snarls,

bares fangs', ?i%-~ ?ed-~¥.dl-%e-qe~-g 'S

gnashes teeth (causes own teeth to slide against

each other)' (these last three themes cannot be

clearly analyzed as including a dl-them4tic mark,
r:j cf. e.g. 1e-si~-g 'S shivers', so that the

~u.dl- mark in all three may well be ~u.l- com=
bined with d-thematic, perhaps 'oral', and the



fact that the resulting combination is always

~V.A-, never .~V.d- would then indicate that

~u.l- is to be further analyzed ~u.-l-; cf.

ku.l-k\l8-).



]J:elah

]J:elah (perhaps to be analyzed JS:e-lah, see o-lah X "fl'l'

Ie. under la-na?:~t! "",i:(';1 t"IA'V;~{"'~I, A.. o-~J__. Yc:. ~ I')

-d-3:-]J:elah (with d-thematic, probably thematized

d-class-mark, and -3:-classifier) 1. (noun, d-

class) 'butt-end (?, of tree)': lisde3:]J:elah

'some part of tree' L, ~de3:]J:elah 'butt-end of

something (tree)' L, ~de3:]J:elahda?luw (uncer=

tain) 'big butt-end, stump of tree' M.

2. (perhaps postposition, classification un=

certain, d-thematic apparently always present)

'around corner of 0': ?ude3:~elah 'around the

corner of it (e.g. table, d-class) , L, 3:e?~de}=

~elah 'around the corner of a box (unclassified)'

L.



JS:eyuh

JS:eyuh (conceivably to be segmented JS:e-yuh, cf. qe=

yuh) "

JS:eyuh (exclamation, clause-initial) 'quick~ do

something (about it):' (expression on danger,

alarm and urgency) L, with imperative: ~eyuh

?e}kV.?d ~quick: grab it:' L, with reference

to alarm, danger itself: ~eyuh ?~h le}JS:a?~}h

'quick do someting: he's hitting him~' L, ~eyuh

?~.da? sahl 'do something quick: he's e~me

here~' L, JS:eyuh ?~.~ Geqe.}inu. 'quick do

something: they're (already, by boat) arriving'

L, JS:eyuh qid deGe}eqahG} 'do something quick:

it's falling~' L.



J.[ad

J.[ad (perhaps reduced form of ~ahd, cf. especially

O-:1:-J.[ahd 3.)

-J.[ad (not freely used, attested only in active

perfective), with ya? 'completely'.; 'S comes,

falls apart': ya? saJ.[ad:1: 'it came, fell

apart' L (inceptive imperfective 'it'll come

apart' not *qa?J.[ad L).

da-J.[ad 'S comes loose, apart, falls apart' (mean=

ing not clearly distinguished from that of pre=

ceding): with ya? 'completely': ya? qu?=

daJ.[ad 'it'll come loose' M, 'it'll come apart'

L, ya? GadaJ.[ad:1: 'it's coming loose' M, :1:i?q

ya? sdiJ.[ad:1: 'it's all fallen apart (at seams,

e.g. where it's glued)' L, qe? ya? sdiJ.[ad:1:,

ya? qe? sdiJ.[ad:1: 'it's all fallen apart again'

L, indirect reciprocal (also interpretable as

O-J.[ad) , with ?i:1:q 'on each other': ?i:1:q Ga=

daJ.[ad:1: 'it's starting to come apart' L.

O-:1:-J.[ad (causative of either -J.[ad or da-J.[ad)

'S takes 0 apart, loosens, unties 0': ?a:1:J.[ad

'take it apart:' S, 'untie it:' L, with qid

'down off': qid xuGaxJ.[ad 'let me loose (from

e.g. rope):' L, with ya? 'completely': ya?

qu?x:1:J.[ad 'I'll untie, unravel it' LM, ya? Gax:1:=

J.[ad:1: 'I'm taking it apart' L, with ?i:1:qa?d



qa? 'up out from amongst each other': ?ilqa?d

qa? Ge}~ed 'untangle it:' L, with ?i}d,
?i}ihd, ?i}iod 'apart from each other': ?i}d

(or ?i}ihd, ?ili.d) Ge}~ed 'rip it (rag)

apart:, take it apart:' L, forms from M with
stem -~ahd, all rejected by L who corrects them

to -~ed, and corrects 'off' in gloss to 'apart':

?i}d Ge}~ahd 'pull it off' M, ?i}d qu?x}=

~ahd 'I'll pull it off' M, ?i}d si}~ahd} 'I

pulled it off' M, ?ild Gexz~ahd} 'I'm pulling

it off' M, repetitive customary: ?i}d ?ew

z~a.dg~ih 'he (cust) pulls it off' M (implying

-~ahd), ?ew }~edg~}h 'he (cust) undoes it' M

(also incorrect, with stem not expanded), }i~
?izd ~z~e.~}h 'he's (cust) always taking

something apart' L, with qi.l-class-mark for 0:
qi.li.}~ed 'loosen it (rope that's ti~ht):' L, ~

ya? qi.leGuxz~edz 'I'm untying it (rope)' L,
repetitive: xz~edg 'I keep trying to take it

apart' L; reflexive: Rezanov ffa~aT~HXaT~

'Pa3~~BaMcH auskleiden, sich' ya? ?edeze~ed

'you're loosening your clothes', ya? ?edGe=

ze~ed, ya? ?eda.}e~ed 'loosen your clothes:'

('take yourself apart:, loosen yourself:') L;

passive: ya? sdi~ed} 'it's been taken apart' L.

?i}q de~e.d dog's name ("takes things apart") L.
Active imperfective with expanded stem; gloss



not appropriate with de-classifier, however,

form seeming to mean 'it keeps coming apart (one

part from on the other)'.

,



~ahdl

~ahdl (perhaps to be identified with JS:~hd-JS:ahd, per=

haps related to JS:ed)

O-~ahd 1. 'S moves, handles 0 of some length di=

rectly by hand for relatively short distance along
the axis of its length, lengthwise': si~ ?e~ahd

'hand, pass it to me (sg. or pl. 0 of some length,

e.g. stick, spear, gun, log) lengthwise:' L, ?ew
xu~~ qid si~ G e~ahd 'hand me that gun down

(off the wall, lengthwise):' L, ?eJS:ekih da. leG

Ge~ahd~ 'we're dragging a canoe ashore' L, ya?~
Ge~ahd~ 'I'm sliding, pulling it upwards' L,
with qa? 'up out': ?ew dek}h qa? Ge~ahd

'pull those sticks up:' M, qa? GeJS:ahd, qa?

?eJS:ahd, qa? ?i~ahd 'pull it (stick) out:' L,
qa? qu?xJS:ahd 'I'll pull it (stick) out' L, qa? r

Isi~ahd~ 'I yanked it out' M, Ge~ ~iyahdleyeq=

e~ahd qa? se~ah~}h 'he pulled a rabbit out of

a hat' M, siyeqa?d qa? Ge~ahd 'pull it from

between my hands:' L, with class-mark for 0: qa?

qi.li.~ahd 'pull it (rope) out (in one motion):'

L, indirect reflexive, with ~a? 'toward oneself':

qid ~a? GexdeJS:ahd~ 'I'm taking it (gun) down

(off the wall, lengthwise, towards myself)' (qid

~a? Gexdeta.~, if sideways) L; reflexive: with

ye~-progressive: ye~ ?edxde~ahd~ 'I'm stretching

I ;



myself (about)' M, with y-anatomical: ?ew~ahd

ge.qa? ?edya.de~a.d~}h 'he'd (cust) pull his

hand back up out leaving' that behind' 56.=

2L. With expanded stem, meaning as above, but

with reference to action upon several objects in

succession or successive actions upon an object:

q~o~ ?e~aod 'pull it out (with several motions)~'

L, qa? ?e~aod (not *qa? Ge~aod) 'pull them

out (sticks, one after another)~' L, with qiol-=

class-mark for 0: qa? qiolio~aod 'pull it (rope)

out (with several motions)~' L; passive: de~aod

'it's being stretched, pulled' M.

2. 'S pulls, stretches, extends 0 (along

axis of its length, without moving anchored end

from position)' (in some cases difficult to dis=

tinguish by glosses from 1. above): ?ula?~ si~

lah3 se~ahdz}h 'he stuck his tongue out at me'

M, repetitive: ?ula?~ lah3 ~ahdgih 'he's

sticking his tongue out' L, with class-mark for 0:

qeh~ ~deGe~ahd 'close the shades, curtains~'

('pull something d-class closed:') L, ?izyahd

~qiole~ahdinuo 'they're having a tug-of-war'

('they're pulling something (a rope) out of each

others' hands', indirect reciprocal) L, indirect

reflexive, with ~a? 'toward oneself': Rezanov



'tIaaTaxaT'r, 'T.fI~T:E:I ziehen' ~a? ?edeJ.[ahd 'pull

it (toward yourself):' L, HT~.fIKOX~aaTaxaT'r,
'T.fIHH ziehen (Imperat.) , ...~a? ?ede~ahd,

~a? qu?xdeJ.[ahd 'I'll pull it' L, repetitive,

with qi.l-class-mark for 0: ~a? qi.la.deJ.[ahdg

'pull on it (rope, toward yourself):' M.

3. 'S handles (deals, shuffles) 0 (playing
cards) '. see J.[~hd-J.["ahd. -

yeJ.[ dede~ahdJ.[ (noun) 'accordion' ("you pull it

back and forth") L. Nominalized passive active im=
perfective of O-J.[ahd 2. with yeJ.[-progressive,

'it is stretched with reversal of motion with

noise'.

delu? lah5 yeJ.[ de~ahdJ.[ (noun) 'bureau, chest

of drawers' L. Nominalized passive active im=

perfective of O-J.[ahd 1. with yeJ.[-progressive

'reversal of motion', 'they (drawers) are pulled

forward in and out through (holes in) something'.

O-~d-J.[ahd 1. (With ~d-thematic 'line', perhaps

thematized class-mark originally for 0 'pole')

5 'S draws 0 (line)': ~qu?J.[edi.x~ahd 'I'll draw

something (a line)' L, ?u.deJ.[ ?ew J.[edeGeJ.[ahd=

~}h 'he's drawing it (a line) along there (by

walking along dragging a stick)' L, dek}hJ.[

?~.deJ.[ J.[edeGeXJ.Cahd~ 'I'm drawing a line along



here with a stick' L, with lah 'around, in

circular motion': lah qu?~edi.~ahd 'I'll draw

a circle' L, with ye~-progressive and ?a.weyu.

'bizarre, indiscriminately': ?a.weyu. ye~ ~e=
dexde~ahdJJ; 'I'm drawing a zigzag line' L; pass=

ive: xaDtsttxat~ name of Basket Pattern 8. BSdL.~ .
547 (illustrated in BSdL 82, plain line) ~edisdi=

I
~ahd~ 'a line has been drawn'.

2. (~d- perhaps thematic, or incorrect
class-mark for 0, belonging under O-~ahd 2. above:

'S draws 0 (breath)': ?ide?u.q Ii? ~edi.~ahd

'take a deep breath~ ('draw your breath deeply

in~)' L.
O-~-~ahd 1. 'S pulls, hauls, tows (relatively heavy)

0 (at the end of e.g. a rope, not necessarily along

any surface), S pulls, drags (relatively heavy) 0

(along some surface, not necessarily at the end

of e.g. a rope)' (probably two separate meanings,

but not distinguishable in many instances by gloss

or context): imperatives: ?i~~ahd 'drag it~' M,

~a?ge?~ ?i~~ahd 'pull it backwards~' L, ?i~=

~ahd}h 'drag him~' L, ?e~~ahd 'pull it~' L,
gale? ?i. ?e~~ahd 'now ~ pull it~' L, ?u.~

?i~~ahd, ?u.~ ?e~~ahd, ?u.~ Ge~~ahd 'pull it

thither~' L, ?~.~ ?i~~ahd 'drag it (e.g. box)



here~' L, si~ ?el~ahd 'drag it (along the

ground) to me~' L, ~i.~ ?il~ahd~h 'drag him

there~' 51.58A, ?edi~ xuGel~ahd 'drag me in~'

47c.18L, ya?~ ?el~ahd 'haul, pull it up~' L,
qa? Gel~ahd 'pull it (anchor) up~, weigh an=

chor~' LA, ?~.de~ qa? xuGel~ahd 'pull me out,

of here:' L, ?e~eya? qa? xuGe}~ahd 'pull me

up (out of water) into the canoe~' L, ?i}~ah

Gel~ahdinu. 'pull them apart (from fight)~' L,

inceptive imperfective: qu?x}~ahd 'I'll drag

it' M, 'I'll pull it' L, 'I'll drag them (single

trip)' L, ya?~ qu?xl~ahd 'I'll haul, pull it

up' L, ?u.de~ qa? ?iqe?xl~ahd 'I'll pull you

out of there' L, de~i. ?i~eh~~e?c'G ?iqe?x}~ahd
'I'm (already) going to drag you by the ear' L; .

inceptive perfective: ?~.de~ Gex}~ahd} 'I'm

dragging it along here' L, with ce?~ 'down along

shore' 20.12A, with leG 'up from shore': leG

Gexl~ahd} 'I'm hauling it up' M, active per=
fective: si}~ahd} 'I dragged it' M, 'I dragged

it there (one trip)' L, with ca? 'down toward

shore': 43.29M, Galushia Nelson ~cilacia 'qi~a~

WEC u~a' sa' setl~at} 'Where Old Raven dragged

his drying rack' BSdL 259, 558 ~i.leh~iyah qi?=

de~ we.~ ?u~a? ca? se}~ahdl 'place along



where Raven dragged his drying-rack down toward

shore', with leG 'up from shore': 10.122,29.6,

37b.18A, with qa? 'up out': 11.35, 36A, ta?d

qe? qa? xusel~ahdl}h 'he pulled me back up out

of the water' M, qa? sil~ahdl 'I pulled up the

anchor' A, with ?edi~ 'in (into house)~: 47c.20L,

with o-~a? 'behind 0': 9.131A, with o-da?

'to 0'. 20 19fnL 51 59A with Ya?x 'u p '. Ya?x..,., .'.
sil~ahdl 'I pulled, hauled it up' L, qe.ya?~

sel~ahdl 'hauled them back up' 34.109L, with

other preverbs and postpositional phrases: ma.=

gedeya?~ahd yeq qe? xusel~ahdl}h 'he dragged

me back ashore out from in the lake' M, optatives:

qele? xu' ?ixil~ahd 'now let ~ pull it' L,

?u'~ da. ?i.lxahd ?u'~ da. Gi.lxahd (not., .
*?i?l~ahd) 'let's pull it thither' L, with class-=

marks for 0: ?u.~ahd ?ew leG desel~ahdlinu.

'they dragged it (whalehead) thence up shore'

29.6A, di?l~ahd 'pull it (sled)~' M, deGel=

~ahdl}h 'he's pulling it (sled)' M, da.da.yil=

~ahd 'let's pull it (sled)~' M, qu?di.xl~ahd

'I'll pull it (sled)' L, ??-.~ li?};tahd 'drag

it (paddle) here~' L, ?~.~ ~edi?l~ahd 'drag

it (log) here~' L, repetitive: da. l~ahdg

'we're hauling it away (with repeated pulling



motions)' M (lack of postpositional phrases and

preverbs here implying 'away'), x~~ahdg 'I keep

trying to drag it (one thing)' L (no active im=

perfective *x~~ahd without e.g. repetitive, no

inceptive imperfective repetitive *Gex}~ahdg~

L); indirect reflexive, with ~a? 'toward one=

self': ~a? ?e~e~ahd 'pull it (toward yourself)~'

M, ~a? Gex}e~ahd~ 'I'm pulling it toward my=

self' L; passive: leG~i.~ qi? qa? s~i~ahd~
'where halibut had been pulled out' 9.123A. With

expanded stem, frequent without -~-customary,

meaning as above, but with reference to action on

several objects in succession or successive actions

upon object: ?i~~a.d}h 'drag him (in sled)~' L,

qu?x~~a.d}h 'I'll pull him (in sled)' L, x~~a.d

'I'm dragging them (several trips)' L, Gex}~a.d~

'I'm dragging them (several trips, activity taking

all day)' L, qu?x~~a.d 'I'll dragthem (several

trips)' L, si~~a.d~ 'I dragged them (several

trips)' L, ?u.~ ?e~~a.d (not *Ge~~a.d) 'pull

them thither (several trips)~' L, ?u.~ da.

?i.l~a.d (not *Gi.~~a.d) 'let's drag them thither

(several trips)' L, ?u.de~ ?ew Ii? sel~a.d}

'it (dog) dragged it (pieces of food) back in

there'L, ?ew ?~h~ l~a.d~ 'he (cust) drags it



to her' 49.111A, with class-mark for 0: qu?=

di"x3:J.Ca.d 'I'll pull it (sled)' (but -J.Cahd

preferred) L; passive: deJ.Ca.d 'it's being

hauled away (e.g. several loads of trash)' M

(lack of preverbs and postpositional phrases im=

plying 'away'); no repetitive with expanded stem

(no *Gex3:J.Ca.dg3:, *x3:J.Ca"dg) L.

2. 'S draws 0 (bow)': ?e3:J.Cahd 'draw it

(bow):' A, 'draw your bow:' L.

3. 'S fastens 0 (loosely, temporarily)':

Rezanov K~bxaT~ '3aBRZH binden, zusammenbinden,

zubinden (Imperat.) , Ge3:J.Cahd 'fasten it~', with

?i3:J.C 'in contact with each other' or ?i~~ 'to

each other': ?i3:J.C Ge~J.Cahd LM, ?i3:~ Ge3:J.Cahd

'fasten, sew them (loosely, temporarily) together:'

L, ?i3:J.C qu?x:1:~ahd 'I'll fasten them together' LM,

?i3:J.C Gex~J.Cahd3: 'I'm fastening them together' M,

?i~J.C si~~ahd3: 'I fastened them together' M, re=

petitive: ?i3:~ ?ew 3:~a"dg~}h 'he (cust) fastens

them together' M.

~ahd (noun, probably g- or qi"l-class, attested

only in Rezanov) 'rope, string, cord, cable':

Rezanov XaTT~ 'BepeBKa Seil, Strick, Schnur',

XaTT~ 'ffROpb Anker' (gloss probably incorrect).

-~-~ahd(-~) (noun, probably g- or qi.l-class, with



optional -~-instrumental) 'cable, string':
Galushia Nelson qu't~~at~~at~ or q6't~~a.t~~at~

'bow string' BSdL 549 qu?~~a.d~~ahd~, qu?~~ahd~=

~ahd 'bowstring' L, ~ewe.na.~~ahd~ 'anchor-=

cable'L.
~ahd~ (noun, d-class, with ~-instrumental) 'sled,

sledge'LMA, 'automobile, conveyance (e.g. wagon,
car of train)' LA, 61.59, 64.71, 75A ('car'), also

~ahA M (L rejects), Galushia Nelson ~at} or

~a't~ 'sled' BSdL 550 (see BSdL 55 for description

and discussion), ~ahd}da?luw 'big sled, big car'

M, ~ahd~ ?u.d dese?ah~ (or -tah}) 'a car,

sled is there' L, ~ahd} si~ dese~?ah} 'he gave

me a sled' L, ~ahd} da?qe?li.x~~ah 'I'll get

a car' L, ~ahd} da?lixi~~ah 'I own a car' L,

~ahd~ ?i~a? hu.l ?u?Aa.GeX~~a?} 'I'm selling

my car' L (for further instances see ~a'), ~ahd}

deGece~~ 'a car is going (sliding) along' L,

~ahd~delu?qa. ?iya? 'go get a car:' L, ~hd~=

de~ Ga.~}h 'he's walking toward the car' L,

~ahd}da.q ?i.dah3: 'it's sitting (perched) on

top of the car' L, ~ahd~da.~ 'with a car, sled'

L, ~ahd} ?i~da.~ ?es ~eAa.sdi?yah~inu.
'(people in) cars glanced each other as they ran !

by each other' L, ~ahd~del~~.?d setah} 'it's

I "i



across from the car' L.

qu?1~aod(-1) (noun, unclassified) 'bow (weapon)':

qu?1~aod LS (S has used them), XOT~XOT~ (cited

as XOT~XOT~b in Radlov from Buschmann) 'Bogen',
qu?1~aod1 A, 7o26A, 27.3L, Jacobsen ko~-kra~

(cited in BSdL 103), Galushia Nelson qu't1~aot1

(or q&'t1~at1) 'bow' BSdL 549, qu?1~aod1~

'with bows' 34.126L; L and M earlier offered

various forms, hazily remembered: ~1~aod, ~=

~aod1 M, qu?1~ahd1 L, which are probably all

incorrect; Galushia Nelson d'tuwtt1 wcrt ~
qu't1~a.t1 or etuwtt1 wet ~e qo't1~at1 'war-
bow ("war-for-bow") , BSdL 549 ?edewi?1wahd qu?1=

~a.d1 ('bow for war'); qu?1)$;aOd1Gela? 'notch

for string at end of bow', also real name of

~eme~ekih in Eyak Texts 34. ('bow-shoulder') A;

qu?1~aod:+;~ahd, qu?:+;~aod1~eh1 'bowstring', (see
-:+;-~ahd(-:+;) and ~eh:+;). Expanded stem with op=

tional -1-instrumental, :+;-classifier retained,
for qu?- see qu?-quO[lf. ~'

'/
ciA de:+;~a.d:+; (noun, unclassified) 'duck species,

resembling but smaller than mallard, good to eat'

L, 'female mallard' M, probably 'green-winged

common teal (Anas crecca carolinensis) and/or
blue-winged teal (Anas discors discors)'. Nomin=

alized active imperfective of O-:+;-~aod 1. with



expanded stem and d-class-mark for 0, inexplicable

(perhaps incorrect) -x-suffix (cf. qu?x~a.d(-x)),

'it's dragging boards along (one after another)'.

O-gdl-x-~ahd (with gdl-thematic, probably includ=
ing g-class-mark and/or gd-thematic 'tight') '8

tightens 0 (bowstring)': qu?geAi.xx~ahd 'I'll

tighten bowstring' L.

,

c i "JIJ



Xahd2-

~ahd2 (probably to be analyzed ~-ah-d, with ~- to
be identified with ~ as in o-~ 'in contact with ~

0', o-~a? 'near, in relation with 0', and -d final

'privative, ablative', thus 'away from with')

~ahd (postposition, always with zero (-d?) final)

1. 'loss of covering, integument, veneer, becom=

ing bare, bald': ~ahd Ga?ya.~ 'it's shedding

hair, the paint is peeling off it' L, ~ahd Ge~=

ya? 'make its hair falloff (not e.g. by scrap=

ing, but e.g. by boiling):' L, ~ahd leGi-?ya-~

'you're getting bald' M, ~ahd di-~qa-g 'singe

it:' L, ~ahd qu?di-x3:cfah 'I'll singe it (e.g-

burn the quills of porcupine)' M.
2. '(into visible from hidden position) out

from behind' (cf- o-~ahd 2. below): ~ahd qa?
?i-?ah 'it's sticking out (up) from behind some=

thing' L, ~ahd q~.l! Ge~e?a.~ 'sun is coming

up (e.g. over hill)' L, Rezanov XaT~-KaH~eKaaT~D

'BocxaxAeH!e co~H~a Sonnenaufgang' ~ahd q~-~
?iGe?a-l 'sun is coming up (over hill, bbstruc=
tion) , .

o-~ahd (postposition, always with zero (-d~) fi=

nal) 1. 'away from, going without, leaving, aban=

doning, deserting 0 (usually without knowledge of

or will of 0, to o's disadvantage, but without

physical force)': 6.8M, 9.166, 10.68,68,146,

-,,- ,'"Ik-



152,152,153,160,164,165,166,196,196,
197,214,11.1,7,48,51,77, 78A, 18.9L, 20.=

58,60, lOlA, 21a.22L, 23.7, 98, 156, 156, 25.3,

4, 27b.23, 23, 25, 32.9,14,22,23, 33A, 34.68M,

36,23A, 47b.5, 13M, 49.17, 100,51.86,88, 90A,
56.2L, o-~ahd -sth 'S dies, leaving 0 (survi=
vor) , 20.94, 70.l0A, o-~ahd ?ed-dl-ze-we?(! 'S

sneaks away from 0', o-;ahd ;dl-?ya 'S runs

away from, leaving 0, escapes from 0', ?U;ahd
x1ec}?th 'I want to go without him' L, ?u;ahd .

da. ?i-?a?(! 'let's get away from him' L, si=

;ahd ga-~}h 'he's leaving me' M, si;ahd sahZ=

th 'he left without me' M, si;ahd ?iya? 'go

on ahead without me:, don't wait for me:' M, si=

~ahd ?i?;eAa.sa?yah~th 'he (running) pulled

away from me' L, qa.~ahd ?i?qe?li.quhinu. 'they

(running) will pull away from us' L, si~ahd ?i=

?leGequ.~inu. 'they (running) are pulling away
from me' L.

2. '(into visible from hidden position) out

from behind 0' Ccf. ~ahd 2. above), only with

themes -?a'~-sid 'sg./pl. S extend': ?ew;ahd

qa? ?i-?th~h 'he's showing, sticking his head

up over it (e.g. fence, wall)' L, ?ew;ahd qa?

qt-sidinu. 'they're behind it, showing their

heads up over it' L, ?ew~ahd q~-~ Ge?a?z 'it's



starting to show extending upwards from behind

it' L, ?ew~ahd qid Ge?a?l 'it's starting to

show extending out horizontally from behind it'

L, ?ew~ahd ye~ ?i.?ah 'it's showing downwards

from behind it' L.

o-y-~ahd (postposition, as above, with y-anatomi=

cal 'hand' thematized) '(forcibly) out of o's

hand, from 0 (0 unwilling)': siye~ahd ?ew sel=

tah1}h 'he took it, wrested it from me' M, 'he

took it out of my hand (against my will)' L, si=

ye~ahd ?ew Geta.l}h 'he's taking it away from

me' M, siye~ahd ~eAa.sa?yahl 'it (frog) got

away from me' L.

o-d-;ahd (postposition, as o-;ahd, with d-thema=

tic 'oral, noise') 'away from 0 as 0 is talking':

side;ahd qe? sdiyahl 'you went home, walking

out on me as I was talking' L, side;ahd ~e?a?~=

linu. 'they walked out on me right in the middle

of what I was saying' L.

o-d-y-;ahd (postposition, with combination of y-=

anatomical and d-thematic) 'away from o's oppres=

sive oral noise': ?udeye;ahd ?iy}?}h 'go away

from him, so you won't be bothered by his con=

stant nagging~' L.

o-l-;ahd (postposition, as o-;ahd, with l-the=

matic, probably thematized I-anatomical 'head')



'so 0 thinks, believes (rightly or wrongly), in

o's opinion': 34.80L, sile~ahd 'I think' L,

sile~ahd lixah qe?ew 'I thought it was a bear'

M, 'I think it's a bear (right or wrong)' L, si=
le~ahd ses}h3: -, I thought you were dead' M, si=

le~ahd xu' siya? yeda?q dexa?~ ses}h3: 'I

thought ~ watch had stopped' L, ?ule~ahd gew

?~h se~eh3: 'she thought she (same person as 0)

had killed him' lO.198A; with reflexive 0 in in=

direct reflexive construction: ?edle~ahd ?ew
v?eyeG quhnu' ?ew qa? xa'§di:5a?:t; 'they thought --

it was they themselves who had pulled it out'

50.3lA.



xao?d0

~ao?d (probably to be analyzed ~a'?-d) see ~ao?

,,"'.,



JS:iJ.hd-JS:ahd

JS:iJ.hd-JS:ahd (LMS JS:ahd, JS:iJ.hd A only, perhaps to be

identified with JS:ahd, see under O-JS:ahd 3.)

O-JS:~hd--JS:ahd 'S deals 0 (playing-cards)': ?i~ahd

M, ?e~ahd (-JS:~hd "maybe") L, ?e};JS:ahd (};-=

classifier probably incorrect, perhaps influenced

2
by ?e};qah, q.v. under qah) 'deal cards~' S,

GeXJS:ahd}; (not -JS:~d-, as far as L knows) 'I'm

dealing'L, qu?xJS:ahd 'I'll deal' M, qa?JS:~hd

'he'll deal' A, de~i. siJ!:~d}; 'I dealt already'

A, with ?i};qa? 'amongst each other': ?i};qa?

GeJS:ahd 'shuffle~' M.

""""



~et'

~et'
O-~et' 'S peels 0': ?e~e~, Ge~e~ (former pre=

ferred) 'peel it~' L, ~e~ (not *Ge~et'x) 'I'm

peeling it' L, qu?x~e~ 'I'll peel it (banana)'

L, with class-marks for 0: ye.~ qu?di.~e~

'I'll peel wild celery' L, ~e?~G di.~et' (much

preferred to da.~e~) 'peel salmonberry sprout~'
L, gu~et' 'I'm peeling it (spruceroot) , L,

qu?gu.x~e~ 'I'll strip it (spruceroot) , L, le~i.=

~e~, le~a.~e~, le~eGe~et' 'peel it (fruit, e.g.

orange)~' L, le~ex~e~ 'I'm peeling it (orange)'

L, qu?le~i.x~e~ 'I'll peel it (orange)' L,

le~ese~et'X 'I peeled it (orange)' L; passive:

le~esdi~e~x 'peeled fruit' L, le~ede~e.~ 'they

(oranges) are (cust) peeled' L.
le~ede~et' (noun, l~-class) 'orange' L. Nominalized

passive active imperfective with l~-class-mark

for 0, 'it (fruit) is peeled.'



J$:e?~-J$:e~

J$:e?~-J$:e~ (reduced form J$:e~ in noun, full J$:e?~ in

verb)

3:-J$:e?", 'S (it) is, gets dark, S '(night) falls':

active perfective: se3:~e?",3: 'it got dark, it's

dark, night fell' LM, 5.3L, 9.56, 11.165, 23.101,

25.70,108,28.9, 61.104A, 63.2G, Rezanov c~~

xaT~~ 'Hotn3 Nacht', HCa.JI~XaTJI~ 'TeMHo dunkel'

perhaps to be read ya? se3:~e?~3: 'it got com=

pletely dark', ye~ se3:J$:e?~ 'it's completely

dark (downwardJ' L, ~u? se3:~e?~3: 'it's com= --

pletely dark' L, ?uq se3:J$:e?",3: 'it got dark on

him, her, night fell on him, her' 10.10,10,

25.69A, qe? s3:iJ$:e?~3: 'it got dark again, an=

other night fell' 25.118, 124A, neuter perfec=

tive: ?i'3:J$:e?~ 'it's dark, it's real dark,

it's (permanently, seasonally) dark (e.g. around

December)' LM, 2.1, 15M, di~ ?a?3:~e?",3:G 'it's

not dark (days aren't short)' L, inceptive per=

fective: Ge3:~e?"'l 'it's getting dark, night is

falling' LMG, 10.39A, 18.23L, 25.17, 17, 76A,

Furuhjelm Khalhetlliutu 'darkness' Ge3:J$:e?~l=

duh 'it's getting dark (already)~' L, with

yeJ$: 'downward I:: Rezanov EXKaTJI~XaTJI~ 'CMepKaeTcH,

cYMepKH es wird dunkel' ye~ Ge3:~e?~~ 'night

is falling, it's getting dark' M, s3:a?dah Gel=

J$:e?",3: 'nice night'('it's getting dark beauti=

i ,""",



fully') L, sile~ede.?d Ge}~e?~':l 'I'm faint, (\--I...,.,~ I'I/'.-J,

passing out (from illness, standing up too

quickly)' ('it's getting dark in my eyes') L,

di.ye~ ?a?d ?idah Ge}~e?~}G 'it hasn't yet

gotten quite completely dark' 11.125A, incep=

tive imperfective: Rezanov KoY~bxeT~b 'llO3AO
spat' qu?we}~e?~ M, qa?}~e?Jt' 'it's going _.

to get dark' 5.3L, inceptive conditional: Ge}=

~e?~ da.~ 'when it gets dark' 28.18, 18A, de=

ne.Jt' Ge}~e?~ da.~ 'when it first gets dark'

11.ll2, 112A, ?ew k'uleqa? Ge}~e?~ da.~ 'when

it gets pitch-dark' 28.38A, active conditional:

?i}~e?Jt' da.~ 'just as it starts to get dark' L,

25.17,17, 76, 78A, customary: ?e}~e.~~ 'it

(cust) gets dark' LM, di~ ?e}~e.~~G 'it (cust)

doesn't get dark' L.
O-?-}-~e?Jt' '8 (it) gets dark on 0,8 (night) falls

on 0': xu?sel~e?~1 'it got dark on me' L, ?i?=

qe?1~e?Jt' 'it'll get dark on you' L.

~eJt' (noun, unclassified) 'night, darkness' LM,

Wrangell XaT~b 'Nacht', Furuhjelm Hatl 'night',

frequently used adverbially 'at night, by night,

for the night' M, 9.58, 25.18, 28, 119A, 44.5,
53.8, 9L, 61.9A, ~eJt' ~secihl}h 'he sang at

night'L, 1}hGih ~eJt' 'in one night, for one



night' 9.130, 10.43A, 34.42L, 65.13, 43A, fuh3:ga?
~e~ 'three nights' 25.81A, xi~ ~e~ 'every

night' 39.4L, ~3U. ~e~ M, ~e~?e3u. 'nice

night' L, Furuhjelm Hatltu 'evening' ~e~duh

'it's dark (already)!' L, ~e~~e?~ 'all night

long' L, 50.14, 65.44A, ~e~~e?~ qedexe~e~g}h
'he snores all night' L, ~e~~e?~ yi~a?d}h 'he

was sick all night' L, ~e~le?a.g 'midnight'LM;

also, adverbially, 'tonight, last night': ~e~

~le~ ?iqe?yi3:?eh 'you'll see something tonight'

L, ~3U. gah ~e~ ?ideseli3: 'there was a good

dance last night'; ~i.~e~ 'last night, yester=

day' ('already-night') 21b.63, 64A, Rezanov
T~exaT~~ 'Bqepa gestern', Furuhjelm Tlehatl

'yesterday', ~i.~e~ ?i?e.~ xu?dese3:qe?d3:}h
'he asked me about you yesterday' L, ~i.~e~=

.de3:ye~ 'day before yesterday' ('before yester=

day') L, ~i.~e~ gah 'yesterday (during the)

day' M, Furuhjelm Tlehatlt}l '.tompr~?¥:~.i.,;~e~=(,,-, p.."t"'f' *, ';x;;o,t ,:A~.. )<;,4 ..-,I;,.T~

.duh '(it's) already night!'; qa.l~e~ ~le~'"
?iqe?yi3:?eh 'you'll see something tonight' ('now-=

night') L.
" " ~e~di.;qd (noun, unclassifieJ) 'jail' ("because it's

dark inside") L/, ~e~di. ?q6'ahd qa? ~eAa' sa?= --

,f yah3: 'he esca1ed from jai~' L.

:(~ (G1J~"" ;.t..-t' ~c~ ~A ~,'~)



~a?~

~a?)\'
~a?X-g, ~a?X(-g)-l (noun, with optional thema=

tized -g-repetitive and/or optional -l-instru=

mental) 'club': 1. (unclassified) Galushia Nelson

~a~lk (or ~a~k) 'club' BSdL 549 ~a?Xg LM,
31.12L, ~a?~~ M (but L prefers ~a?Xg to ~a?xl

or ~a?Xgl), ~a?~g~ 'with a (wooden) club' L,

~a?)\'gl?a?luw 'big (wooden) club' LM.

2. (dl-class) '(stone) club': ~a?xglAi.?=

nuw 'big (stone) club' M.
'2--,,"

l-~a?~ (with I-thematic, perhaps anatomical) 'S

falls over (hitting, striking head)': ya?~.
qu?li.~a?~ 'don't fall (and bump your head)' L,
with y~.? 'down': y~.? ?}.se~a?)\'l}h 'he fell

down (over forward, and hit his head)' L, y~.?

?}.si~a?Xl 'I fell down' L, cautionary negative
inceptive imperative, with o-la?d 'hanging on

0': ?ewla?d qah leGi.~a?)\'G 'don't trip over

\ it~' L.
..

i dl-~a?)\' (perhaps as above, with d-class-mark for

S ('tree?') thematized, or with dl-thematic) 1.

's (not human) falls over': ?ewlu? ?e~ Aa.se=
~a?)\'l 'it (tree) fell down through it' L, re=

petitive: qa.q Aa.~a?Xg 'it (tree) keeps fall=

t5~" 10\1 1("1;1 it it:: ;,vIT/... ;" ?~i, "

-, ..'D:c":~~I;.,) vb ,c " ~ .,r ,-i.iI.}~~' t, ~~"1 ',! (.: !: ,

tJ ;£ ("",."", x..; ~J ~I' '." ..;" f 6" "

:1
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ing down on us' L, usually with y~-? 'down'

lis y~-? Aa-se~a?~l 'tree fell over' L,

li<!a-<! y~.? Aa'seJ.Ca??i.'J: 'it fell over side=

ways, to one side' L, ?}-3i?J.C y~-? Aa'seJ.Ca??i.'J:

'it fell over forward' L, ~a?qe?~ y~-? Aa'se=

J.Ca??i.'J: 'it fell over backward' L; Rezanov
.J.. '~~~ RaKeTJISIXaJI~ (or -KaJlJI~1) 'CTyqaT~ klopfen, pol= -

tern' perhaps to be read qa-q ..-Aa'J.Ca?~

'it falls over on us', cf. last entry under
'"

following transitives, see also ~~')rc Transitive

(causative): y~'? Aa-silJ.Ca??i.'J: 'I knocked it

over, down (with stick, club, hand)' M, Y9--?

qe? Aa-sil~a?~l 'I knocked it back over' M,

?ew y~-? Ai-lJ.Ca-~}h 'he (cust) knocks it over'

M; reflexive: fuqe<! ?eAa-3:eJ.Ca?~l "'a big thing

which jaIls down on you and you never get up; kids

were told about it to scare them'" ('it falls

~_imakes itself fall) over onto one') L-

i3:e-~a?~ 'S moves with quick jerk to side' 1- With
c;
\

i! I-anatomical 'head': xu?lese3:d}?~x da-J.C (?uya-J.C),
'.
i'; ?}-xsliJ.Ca??i.'J: 'he tried to slap me but I dodged,
':.

[, jerked my head (avoiding it)' L.
1'\i 2. Perhaps passive of 0-3:-J.Ca?~ 's (clock,
:
!'t, hour) strikes': x}hGih s3:iJ.Ca?~3: 'it's one

-; ../r \ Il:. j' .~, I' ~- ""~ ~ Jl' ~~:~J I ""'" ~ (;4 ~Y '" v... "-,-y~ 1" ~ .-,"--/,tr, ' ,".. ';.,'~'1' )) ~J ~ I N;~1; D ) ~ Yf."~ r.t c ~--. ~"(~ '* 1)t:::.J

\;.f" M ~ ..11 t..



o'clock, the clock struck one' (or 'one (hour)

has been struck'?) L, de~~id sli~a?~~ 'what

time is it?' ('how many has it (clock) struck,

how many (hours) have been struck?') L. See also

?edle~a?~ below and ?i-l-~a?~ under O-l-~a?~.

O-l-~a?~ (perhaps, at least in many cases, seman=

tically more or less irregular causative of l-~a?~,

le-~a?~) 1. 'S strikes, hits, clubs 0 (with instru=

ment other than hand)': sil~a?~l}h 'I clubbed

him' M, repetitive: ?ew Gexwiddig ?ewa. l~a?~=

ginu. 'they beat the drum too for them' 57.l9G,

usually with I-anatomical 'head' partly thematized,
probably not necessarily specifying 'head', 'S

clubs 0, S clubs 0 over the head' (cf. also l-~a?~,

of which this may, at least in some cases, be the

causative): active perfective: ?}.sel~a?~~, la.=
19M, lesel~a?~l 'clubbed him (over the head)'

10.194,195,197,200, 29.72A, xulesel~a?~
'clubbed me over the head' 10.233A, with o-~

'with, by means of o';c.8.l8A, 16.12, 22M, with
c i? .ye~ 'downward' 1l6.llMc'c with ya? 'completely', -
~ ,.."",,'

'clobbered him': io~:i93(?), ~11.144, 144, 147A,
imperatives: leGel~a?~ 'hit him in the head~' L,

li.l~a?~ 29.71A, li.l~a?~}h 'club him~' LM,



'hit him in the head~' L, li.~~a?~Uh 'hit it

(on the head)~' L, inceptive imperfective: ?iqe?=

li.x~~a?~ 'I'll club you' M, active imperfective:

?~h le~~a?~}h 'he's hitting him' L, customary:

li.~~a.~~ 33.20,20, 23fnA, repetitive, active

imperfective: yi.nwa.yu., qa. le~~a?~ginu.

'shore patrol' ('sailors, they repeatedly club us,

people over the head') L, see also under 2. below,

with d-class-mark for 0: ya?~u. qu?di.~~a?~

'don't hit it (board)' L; with indeterminate 0:

'S (clock) strikes, ticks, S (clock, time, hours)

passes': ?iGel~a?~~ 'it (clock) is ticking' L,

deJ'i.i. ?iGe~~a?J'i.'3: 'time is already passing, "time

flies'" 11.195A, de~~ida?dew ?isel~a?\'l 'what

time is it~' ('to how many has it struck?') L;

with indeterminate 0, vocalic classifier, with or

without I-anatomical: ?ahnu.qa? ?ew ?}.~e~a.J'i.~

'he (cust) takes a club to them (their heads)'

('he (cust) clubs indeterminate 0 amongst them')

33.20fnL; reflexive: see nominalization below;

reciprocal: Galushia Nelson t~t~unyantckh~hatl

'wrestling' BSdL 551 ?ilu? y~.?~ ~le~a?~

('one is knocking one another down'), repetitive:
",

?i~u? y~ .~,~ ~e~a?~ginu. 'they're wrestling' --

('they're repeatedly knocking, trying to knock

each other down') L; passive (see also nominaliza=



tions below): with ya? 'completely': ya?

xusdi~a?~1, ya? xus1i~a?~~ 'I got beat up' L,

with I-anatomical, partly thematized: ?ewya?~

ye~ ?}.s1ixa?~1 'he got knocked, beaten down

into it' 11.37A, ya? ?ileGede~a?~ da.~ 'if/=

when you get clobbered over the head' 10.272A,

xv.s1i~a?~}, xv.sdi~a?~} 'I got hit on the

head'L.

2. 'S swings 0 (like club, or on string)':

with lah 'around, in circular motion': lah

Gex}~a?~} 'I'm swinging it around (on a string)'

L, with d-class-mark for 0: ?ugu~ah qew lah

deGe1~a?~} 'it was banging, flailing its tail

around' 20.44A, repetitive with I-anatomical,

partly thematized, and o-~ 'in contact with 0'

with indeterminate 0: ?ahnu. da.~ le}~a?~ginu.

'she dashed their brains out' ('she (repeatedly)

swings them (their heads) against something') 49.=

65A.~
i?ed1e~a?~ (noun, unclassified) 'clock' L (four times,

I once also ?ed}e~a?~g with -g-repetitive, twice,

probably incorrectly, ?ed}e~a?~1 with -}-instru=

mental L), ?ew ?ed1e~a?~~ di?we~ Ga.} 'the

clock is still going' L; ~a?d detah ?ed}e~a?~}

'pocket watch' ('clock which is kept in one's
;, ~ U ,."" ~~~J j-~~' ~t ¥ :t."""ri.'r ..r~ , "V""' ~v'vvlf'

f;)'Y-'-~ "'),,! ;"" I" ) ~,' "~~~;~,./{4;,Jr+:'""rl o..;;;;..."'.}~ C> t d:A- It~ ~e~'Qf ~~?* -~

~\ ii_' I L..lkY / r;; ~i~,~}\ ..,.vl\;; "1~ ~...
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(own) pocket') L. Nominalized reflexive active

imperfective of O-}-~a?~, 'it strikes itself'.

?ed~a?~g (noun, uncertain) possible reading of

Furuhjelm Athalkh 'heart', perhaps deverbalized

repetitive reflexive of O-~-~a?~, 'it beats

(itself, repeatedly)'.

ye~ le~ede~a?~~ (noun, l~-class) 'shinny-ball' L,
Galushia Nelson yti~la.J.ro; ~xat'}x 'shinny ("ball-=
hit")' BSdL 551. Nominalized passive active im=

perfective of O-~-~a?~ with ye~-progressive and

l~-class-mark for 0, 'it (ball) is hit about (with
clubs) , .

?u~ ye~ (~)le~ede~a?~~ (noun, unclassified)
'shinny-stick, bat': Galushia Nelson ux ~~la~

~a.xa~}x 'shinny stick' BSdL 551, ?u~ ye~ ~=

le~de~?~~ 'shinny-stick, bat' L. As above, 'by

means of it (something) it (ball) is hit about'.

~~a?~ (noun, unclassified) 'hour, (clock-)time'
1",..t~'I I ""' ), ;,.-, ~ ~ ~ .J'! '"

M, ~~hGih ~~a?~ 'one hour'~, ~~a?~c~?da?ya?
'one half-hour' L, la?dih ~~a?~ga? ?u.~ xu? =

G~.sa?yah1 'I spent about two hours there' L,
di~ ?uga? ~~a?~ da?qe?li.x~~ahG ?ixi}?eh 'I

won't have enough time to see you' L. Exact an=

alysis not clear, prefix ~-indeilnite; perhaps
(otherwise unattested) simple intransitive -~a?~,

'(something) strikes, bangs, ticks, makes knocking

noise' .
¥

iii"!



, xe}.L, .
/.

1
~e}

l~-~e} (with l~-thematic) '8 is, becomes dizzy,

intoxicated, drunk': le~eGe~e} (not le~i'-,
le~a.-) 'get drunk~' L, qu?le~i.~e} 'I'll

get drunk' LM, 'I'll get dizzy' M, ya?~u' (?iya.~)

qu?le~i.~e} 'don't let me (with your permission)
get drunk' L, Rezanov HaxacaxaTT~e 'nDH~ be=

trunken' ne~ese~e}}h 'he is, got drunk', le~e=
se~e} 'he got drunk' 8, le~esi~.e} 'I got drunk'

LA, 'I'm dizzy, drunk' L, da. le~a.yi~e}, da.

le~eGi.~e} 'let's get drunk' L, le~e~e.}~}h

'she (cust) gets drunk' LM, 49.3fnL (no forms, e.g.
*le~e~e'}, with expanded stem without -~-custom=

(or perfective)
ary), neuter imperfective: le~exi~el 'I'm drunk,

II.

dizzy' LM, di~ le~a?x~elG 'I'm not drunk' LM,

le~i.~elth 'he's drunk, dizzy' M, le~exi~elga?
xle.g 'I'm drunk, dizzy' ('I repeatedly do, fare

like I'm drunk, dizzy') M, repetitive: le~e~elg

'I'm dizzy' L. Transitive (causative): passive:
le~esdi~e}}h 'he's been gotten drunk ("someone

got him drunk")' L.
le~e~e} (noun, unclassified, or perhaps gerundive)

'drunkenness, intoxication, dizziness, vertigo':
le~e~e} ?ula?~ di.?yah} 'he has an urge to get

drunk' M, le~e~e}ga? xle.g 'I get dizzy spells'



('I repeatedly do, it repeatedly happens to me

like vertigo') M.

o-~ ?i-?-l~dl-~el (with o-~ 'in contact with 0',

semitransitive with thematized indeterminate 0,

dl-thematic combined with l~-, cf. o-~ ?i-?-=

l~dl-we?q) 'S (supply of liquor) runs out leaving

0 unsatisfied, only partly drunk': si~ ?i?le~e=

Ai.~el 'I got (only) half-drunk and the liquor

gave out' L (neuter perfective or imperfective).



~e.t'-

2
~e}

-~e} (stem of uncertain morphological classifi=

cation and uncertain meaning) perhaps 'fine,

granular', occurring only in ca.le~e} 'small

stones, gravel, pebbles (as on beach)', probably

with archaic l-class-mark for ca. 'stone' q.v.,

and perhaps in Rezanov RO~br~b K~MKM 'Byc~

feiner Regen' perhaps to be read gule~e}ku~g=

(kih) ('small fine granular liquid', with gl-=

class-mark 'liquid') or perhaps ~le~e}-, with

I-thematic.) perhaps then I-thematic in ca.le~e}

as well; see also kud-ku~.



~eh3=

~eh1 (perhaps related to ~e)
0-1-~eh1 '8 ties 0 (with rope), bundles 0, rolls

0 up': Rezanov 3~bxeT~b '3aBHaaTb binden, zu=

sammenbinden, zubinden' ?e}~eh1, Ge1~eh1 'tie

it~' M, ~~eh1~ Ge1~eh1 'bundle it together

with string~' L, qu?x1~eh1 'I'll tie it' M, qi?=

yi1~eh~ 'you'll tie it' 65.67A, Gex}~eh1 'I'm

bundling them (blankets, all in one bunch)' L,

si~~eh1 'I tied it' M, 'I rolled it (my sleeping

bag) up' L, da. ~~e.}~ 'we (cust) tie it' M,

with ye~ 'down': ?ew deda?~ ye~ se~~eh1

'tied the cover down on him' 7.33, 34A, ye~ Ge1=

~eh1 'tie it down!' LM, active imperfective, -g-=

repetitive probably to be supplied: x1~eh1[gJ

'I'm bundling them (blankets, one after another,

separately)' L.
~~eh1 (noun, qi"l-class, occasionally unclassi=

fied) 'rope, cord, twine, string' L, 12.6, 8, IlG

('(harpoon-)line'), 34.104, 108L, ya.qi.ledi~
~~eh1 'short rope' L, ~qi.le?a.w ~~eh1

'long rope' L, 1}hG qi.na. ~~eh1 'one rope'

M, ~eh1 ?u"d q}"se?ah} 'a piece of rope,

cord, twine is there' L, ~~eh1 si~ qielie~a?
'give me some (a pile of) rope, some ropes~' L,

?ew ~~eh1 dae~ ?i?geAiegehs1 'that rope is

hanging by a thread, about to snap' L, ~~eh1



?uq Gexa?~ 'tie a string around it~' L, fu~eh3:

si~ ya?~ q~ose~c~hd~~h 'he flung the painter

up to me' L, ~~eh~qione~ xuse~wa?c~~h 'he

whipped me with a rope' L, ~~eh~~ Ge~~eh~ 'tie

it (bundle) together with string~' L, ~~eh~la?d

Geta? 'hang it on a rope~' L, ~~eh}qioledaod

y~o? Geta? 'set it down by the rope~' L, ~~eh~=

qiona?q dao~ Gao~ 'he's walking across on a

rope' L, ~~eh~qiole~ 'toward a rope' L; in com=

pounds: ki5~~eh~ 'binder twine', see ki5,

didifu°~~eh~ 'chain; Russian whip, knout' ('iron-=
rope') L, see ~?~, Galushia Nelson Ge~Et~ tet~

,
or Ge~at~ tet~ 'fire drill ("string-drill")'

.': ..

BSdL 547 ~~eh~te~, see te~, qu?~~ahd~~eh}

'bowstring' M (L rejects), see ~ahd. Exact analy=

sis uncertain, perhaps deverbalization, perhaps

with -~-instrumental (-~-~ > -~); ~-indefinite

prefix invariable, L rejecting e.g. *?u~eh~; see

also stem ~e, especially subentry ~eh~o



~ah~ I
I

I

~ah~
~ah~g (noun, unclassified, with -g-repetitive

thematized) 'rattle (baby's, shaman's, or cere=

monial) , wand (for potlatch dances)' L, Galushia

Nelson xa't~k 'rattle' BSdL 552...
0-1-~ab}-g (with -g-repetitive thematized) 'S

rattles 0, shakes o (rattle)': ?ew 1~ah~g}h

'he's shaking a rattle' L.



JS:a?3:

JS:a?3: (perhaps to be analyzed JS:a or JS:a' with -3:-=

instrumental)

-}-JS:a?3: (noun, with -}-classifier) 'handle (semi=

circular type, on container)': ?u}JS:a?} 'its

handle (of cup, basket, pot, not of e.g. axe)' L,

?u}JS:a?}~uh k'u.}eh 'does it have a handle?' ('does

its handle exist?') L.

-d-}-JS:a?} (noun, as above, with d-thematic, per=

haps thematized class-mark for possessor) "'button"

(adductor muscle? of clam)': k'ude}JS:a?} "'button"

of clam' L.

-dl-JS:a?} (noun, perhaps with d-thematic and l-class-=

mark for possessor) 'handle of basket' (uncertain):

~Aa.~a?3: 'basket handle' L (uncertain).

0-3:-JS:a?3: 'S makes handle for, puts handle on 0 (con=

tainer)': ?ew 3:e?~ si3:JS:a?3: 'I put a handle on

the box' L, ?ew 3:e?~ qu?x3:~a?3: 'I'll put a

handle on the box' L; passive: ?ew 3:e?~ sdi=

~a?3: 'that box has had a handle put on it' L.

,
!
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:J$:uhJ:

:JS:UhJ:

:J$:uhJ:g (noun, l~class, with -g-repetitive (thema=

tized) 'shovel' LMAS, 23.136A (declassified, per=

haps incorrectly), Rezanov XxyJIDK'I> 'JIonaTa

Schaufel', Galushia Nelson :J$:v't~k 'shovel' BSdL

548, :J$:uh~g ?u"d ?}.setah~ (or -?ahJ:, probably

slight preference for former) 'a shovel is there'

L, xxuh~g si~ li.ta? (or -?a?) 'give me a

shovel~' L, :JS:Uh~g?a.?nuw LM, :J$:uh~g?i.?nuw M,

:J$:.uh}ga.?nuw, ~uh}gela?luw (L prefers forms with

-a.-) 'big shovel' L, ~h~gelekih 'small sho=

vel' L, Galushia Nelson x6~} ya? ~v't}k (or

~W6~~iya' :J$:u't}k) 'snow shovel' ("snow's shovel")'

BSdL 548 xu.3t'ya? :J$:uh}g.

-~uh~-g (noun, as above) 'breastbone, sternum' (pre=

sumably resembling a shovel~): si:J$:uh}g 'my breast=

bone'L.
O-:JS:Uh}(-g) (usually with -g-repetitive) 'S shovels

0 (removing 0 from something or removing something

from 0)': Rezanov Ax~-OJIDK'I> (with ~- superscript

insert) 'Po~ graben (Imperat.) , ?e:JS:Uh~g 'shovel

it~', q~.~ ?e:JS:Uhlg 'shovel it (dirt, snow) (up)

out~' L, ?a?q Ge:J$:uh}g 'shovel them (bones) out

(of the house)~' 49.119, 119A, X:J$:uh}g 'I'm

shovelling it' L, si~uhlgl 'I shovelled it' L,



de~i- ?a?q ?i-~uh1gwahd 'in order to shovel

them out' 49_l20A, with class-marks for 0: di-=

~1g 'shovel it (ice?)~' L, ~id de~uh1g 'I'm

shovelling the ice (clear for skating)' L, ~id

deGe~uh}g1 'I'm (in the process of) shovelling

the ice (clear for skating, taking a long time)'

L, ta- ~edeGeXJS:Uh1g1 'I'm shovelling the (plank)

sidewalk'L, ta-q ?i1qa-~ le~eGe~uh1g1 'I'm

spreading it (gravel) on the road (with a shovel)'

L; passive: sdi~uh1g1 'it's shovelled off' (am=

biguous, as in English) L.

Gl-de-~h1-g (with Gl-thematic 'ground' and de-=
Re"Z-AftoV

classifier) 'S digs, shovels in ground': A KaHTax':E,-= --

O~bK':E, (with ':E,- superscript insert) 'PHTb graben'

G~-de~1g 'you're digging in the ground' L, Ga-=

de~uh1g}h 'he's digging in the ground' L.

"'~

'~l'



JS:eh3

JS:eh3

O-JS:eh3 'S chops notch, dent, nicks in 0': ?e~eh3

'chop nicks in it:' M, qu?~eh3 'I'll make a

notch in it, chop a dent in it' LM, ~eh3 'I'm

chopping nicks in it' L, ~Ge~eh31 ga~ede?a.w

'I'm chopping nicks in it all day long' L, with

ya? 'completely': ya? qu?x~eh3 'I'll dent it

all up, tenderize it (meat)' LM, ya? siJS:eh31

'I dented it all up, tenderized it' LM, ya?

?exJS:e.3~ 'I (cust) dent it all up, tenderize it'

L, si?ehd ?ew ya? ?e~e.3~ 'my wife (cust)

tenderizes it' L, repetitive: ya? ?e~e.3g~ 'I

(cust) dent it all up, tenderize it' M, with class-=

marks for 0: ya? deGeJS:eh3 'chop, dent it (board,

table) all over~' LM, ya? JS:edi.~eh3 'make nicks,

marks on it (log):' L; passive: ya? sdiJS:eh3}

'it's been nicked up' L.

?uJS: ya? ~eh3} (noun) 'meat-chopper' L. -1-=

instrumental deverbalization of pass~ve active

imperfective, 'by means of it something is nicked

all up'.

0-}-JS:eh3 (L uncertain of correctness of all forms

with }-classifier, meaning not distinguished from

that of 0-JS:eh3) 'S chops,notch, dent, nicks in 0':

x}JS:eh3 'I'm nicking it' (same as ~eh3) L, si}=



~



~eh3~ 'I nicked it' L; passive: ya? s~i~eh3x

'it's been nicked up' L.
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~eh5~ 'I nicked it' L; passive: ya? s~i~eh5~

'it's been nicked up' L.



~e?3

~e?3
0-}-~e?3 '8 shoulders 0,8 picks 0 up onto shoul=

ders, 8 carries 0 on shoulders, on head': ?i}=

~e?3 'shoulder it~' LA, 'pick it up onto your

shoulders~' LM, ?u.~ Ge}~e?3, ?u.~ ?e}~e?3,
?u.~ ?i}~e?3 'carry it thither on your shoul=

ders (one trip)~' L, ~i.~ ?e}~e?3 'pack it

over there on your shoulders, head~' M, si}~e?3}

'I picked it up onto my shoulders' LM, ?u.da?

si}~e?3} 'I carried it there on my shoulders

(one trip)' LM, ?~.gele?~.? ?ahnu. se}~e?3}

'they came to a river carrying her on their

shoulders' 25.14A, Ge}~e?3}}h 'he's picking it

up onto his shoulders' M, Ge}~e?31 'are carry=

ing it (along) on their shoulders' 25.7, lOA,

~i.~ Gex}~e?31 'I'm carrying it, them on my

shoulders (one trip)' L, qu?x}~e?3 'I'll shoul=

der it' LM, ?u'~ qu?x}~e?3 'I'll carry it

there on my shoulders, head' M, 'I'll pack it

there on my shoulders (one trip)' L, with ya?~

'up' '8 picks up 0 onto shoulders': 25.6A, 52.12L,

ya?~ Ge}~e?3 'pick it up onto your shoulders~'

LM, ya?~ si}~e?3} 'I shouldered it' L, with

d-class-mark for 0: ?ew dese}~e?3}inu. 'they
shouldered and carried it (whalehead) , 29.35A,



with ye~-progressive: ye~ xie~e?5~ 'I'm

carrying it around on my shoulders' L; passive:

Gede~e?5~}h 'she's being carried (on someone's

shoulders)' 25.9, 9A. With expanded stem, fre=

quent without -~-customary, meaning same as

above, but with reference to action on several

objects in succession, or successive actions or

trips': ?u.~ ?e~~e.5 (not ?i~- or Ge~-)

'carry it, them there on your shoulders (several

trips)~' L, ?u.da? si~~e.5~ 'I carried them

there on my shoulders (several trips)' L, ~i.~

x~~e.5 'I'm carrying them over there (one after

another) on my shoulders' L, ?U'~ qu?xi~e.5

'I'll carry them there on my shoulders (several

trips)' L, leGe?~ ?ew ?e~~e.5~ 'he (cust)

carries them up from shore' 33.35A, with ye~-=

progressive: ye~ ?e~e~e.5 'carry it around on

your shoulders, head:' M, ye~ ?i~e~e.5~}h 'he

(cust) packs them around on his head, shoulders'

LM, with ~d-class-mark for 0: ~e.s~ ca? ~e=

di.~~e.5 (or ~eda.-) 'carry logs down to shore

on your shoulders~' L, ya?~ ~edi.~~e.5 'pick

them (logs) up onto your shoulders~' L, ca? qu?=

~edi.x~~e.5 'I'll carry them (logs) down to shore

on my shoulders' L.

..
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;ah5

;ah5

-y-%-;ah5-1 (noun, unclassified, with y-anatomi=

cal) 'nails, claws': siye%;ah51 'my fingernails'

M, ~ye%;ah5% '(back or front) claws' LM, Galu=
, ,

shia Nelson qaytt~;a'tst% or qaiytt%~atst%

'fingernail' BSdL 542 qa.ye~;ah5% 'our, human

.fingernails', ~ye%;ah5~?a"w 'long fingernails';{-I'

M; forms from Rezanov and Furuhjelm apparently

lacking -~-classifier: Rezanov RaRX~~D 'HorTH
Nagel der Finger und Zehen' qa.ye;ah5%, Furuh=

jelm Iakasha 'nails' perhaps to be read -ye=

;ah3%, cursive Cyrillic -K~~D or -xa~~D per=

haps misinterpreted -Kama in copying.

-qi"y-%-;ah5-% (noun, unclassified, with qi"y-=

anatomical) 'toenails, claws': siqi.ye%;ah51
'my toenails' LM, ~qi"ye%;ah3~ '(back or front)

claws' (same as ~ye~;ah3% in reference to ani=

mals) L.

c

c



~e.c'

xe .c'.
Gele~ese~e.c' (noun, l~-class, mark including

l~-class mark, cr. also Gese(l)gWa.~ and

GelegWa.~ under g~.~-ga.~, Gesecah under

caNcah, GeselGahGl under GahG) 'big dark

or black blueberries' LMA, "they get bigger when

it rains" A, perhaps 'thin-leaved blueberry (Vac=

cinium membranceum or V. chamassonis)', Gele~e=

se~e.c' ~ele~eGa.1}h 'he's eating big blueberries'

L, Gele~ese~e.c' ~le~a?luw 'big big blueberries'

L.

, c""; I, I



J.Ca?c'

xa?c'.
O-J.Ca?d 'S laces, braids, stitches, sews 0 loosely':

?eJ.Ca?c' 'lace them (your shoes):' L, GeJ.Ca?d 'sew

it (one thing) loosely, temporarily:' L, with

qa? 'up out': s}o} si~a? qa? qu?xJ.Ca?a 'I'll

lace my shoes up' L, q~o~ Ge~a?d} 'I'm lacing

them (my shoes) up' L, ?ugelah si~a?c'} 'I

stitched its hem loosely' L, ?i}J.C siJ.Ca?d} 'I

sewed it (one thing) together loosely, temporarily'

L, repetitive: q~o~ ~a?c'g 'I'm trying to lace

it (shoe)' L (no active imperfective without -g-=

repetitive or expanded stem L), with class-mark

for 0: leJ.CeGeXJ.{:a?d} 'I'm lacing it (ball)' L;

passive: sdiJ.Ca?d} 'it's laced' L. With expanded

stem: q~.~ xJ.Caod 'I'm spending a long time try=

ing hard to lace it (my shoe)' L.

O-gd-J.Ca?d (with gd-thematic, perhaps g-class-mark

'filament like' and d-thematic 'bright, color',

cf. }id-}ed2) , 'S braids 0 around something, em=

broiders or sews gimp on 0, weaves 0 into fabric':

gedisiJ.Ca?d} 'I braided it around something, I

embroidered it, sewed gimp on it, wove it into

fabric or mat' L.

O-}-J.Ca?c' 'S laces, sews (separate) 0 (together with

another), fixes 0 (to something else) by lacing,

,



sewing loosely': Ga}~a?d 'lace, sew them (two

separate things, together)~' L.

., ill i .1',l1li



J.Cu"" C'

xu?c'.
O-J.CU?c' 'S slaps, lashes, whips, splashes 0':

?iqe?~u?c' 'I'll whip you' L, 'I'll slap you
(with e.g. willow boughs in steambath) , L, si=

J.Cu?c~ 'I whipped, lashed it (with e.g. branches,

rope)' M, with gl-class-mark for 0: geli.J.CU?d

'splash it (water)~' LM, giyah ?i~ qu?geli.XJ.Cu?c'

'I'll splash water at you' L, si~ ?ew gele=
J.Cu?c'}h 'he's splashing it (water) at me' L, with

yeJ.C-progressive: yeJ.C gv.deJ.Cu?c'J.C:i.h 'she's spla,sh=

ing (water) around' L; reflexive: ?edxdexu?c 'I'm
slapping myself (with willow bough in steambath) ,

L. With expanded stem: si~ ?ew geleJ.CU.c'}h

'he's splashing it (water) at me (lots, all the

time)' L, xi~ giyah si~ gv.seJ.Cu.c'X 'he

splashed water at me all the time' L, xi~ ?iqe~

gu?geli.J.CU.c'}h 'he'll splash water on you all the

time' L, ?uqe~ da. gela.yi~u.c' 'let's splash

(water) on him (lots, all the time)' L.
O-x-~U?c' 'S slaps, lashes, whips, splashes 0'

(meaning not clearly distinguished from that of

preceding): ?exJ.Cu?c' 'slap it (with e.g. willow

boughs):' LM, ?iqe?xxJ.Cu?c 'I'll slap you' (same

as ?iqe?x~?c', and ?iqe?xJ.Cu?c' "sounds better")

L, with l-anatomical: gi.yahgu.neJ.C xv.sex=
J.Cu?dx}h 'he splashed water in my face' ('he

"" II I



splashed my face with water') L, with ye~-=

progressive: yeJ$: ?e1eJS:U?c' 'slap, splash it

around:' M, ye~ ?e1e~u.c~}h 'he (cust) slaps,
splashes it around' M, with gl-class-mark for

0: ye~ gela.1e~u1c' 'splash it (water) around:'
M, with indeterminate 0: giyahgu.ne~ ye~ ?i=

1e~u?~}h 'he's splashing water ~round' ('he's
splashing about (at things) with water') L. L un=

certain of correctness of all forms with 1--1e-=

classifier except for those with postpositional

phrase o-~ 'with, by means of 0'.

,.- "..,... I Il",,"jjj..-



~es

~es
O-~es '8 carves design in 0,8 carves 0 (design)':

Gexes L ?exes 'carve it" LMA qu?xxes 'I'll.,. .,.
carve it' L, x~es, Ge~es~ (meaning of both

the same) 'I'm carving it' L, ~x~es, ~Gex~es~

(meaning of both the same) 'I'm carving something'

L, da. ~e.s~ 'we (cust) carve a design' L,

~~e.s~ 'I (cust) carve something' L, (no ex=

panded stem without -~-customary L), repetitive:

~~esg}h 'he keeps carving something' L; passive:

sdi~es~ 'a design has been carved' L.
?~ ~de~es (noun, probably d-class) 'knife for

carving designs in wood with laterally curved

pointed blade' L, Galushia Nelson uxqe~exes

,'crooked knife' B8dL 547. Nominalized passive
active imperfective, 'by means of it something is

carved' .
~es~ (noun, with -~-instrumental, or perhaps

gerundive) 'carved design (in wood)' L, ~es:% yi:%eh
'it has a carved design on it' L.

r""?1'"
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J.Ce?s-J.Ces

J.Ce?s-J.Ces (M also J.Cehs, but consistently rejected by

L; J.Ce?s in verb, reduced J.Ces in noun; perhaps

related to J.Cewa?~J.Ca.s) -
1'\

de-J.Ce?s 'S is, becomes infected, pussy': sdi=

J.Ce?s~ (not -~ehs-) 'it's infected' L, qu?de=

~e?s (not -~ehs-) 'it'll get infected' L, at=

tested usually with ya? 'completely': ya? sdi=

~ehs~ M (L rejects), ya? sdi~e?s~ 'it got in=

fected'LM, ya? GedeJ.Cehs~ M (L rejects), ya?

GedeJ.Ce?s~ 'it's getting infected' LMA, ya? qu?=

de~ehs M (L rejects), ya? qu?de~e?s 'it'll get

infected' LM, 'it'll get all pussy' L, ya? de=

~e.s~ 'it (cust) gets infected' M, with y-ana=

tomical: yeGexdeJ.Ce?s~ 'my hand's getting infected'

L, ya? yixsdi~e?s~ 'my hand got infected' L,

qe.ya? yexde~e.s~ 'my hand (cust) gets infected

again' L, repetitive: qe.ya? yexde~e?sg 'my

hand keeps getting infected again' L.

J.Ces (noun, gl-class) 'pus' LMA, ~esgu.?nuw 'large

amount of pus' M, ~es leJ.Cedixi~eh 'my eyes are

pussy' L, ~es leJ.Cedi.~thth 'his eyes are full

of puss, matter' M.

, II" Ii i



~ewa?s-~a.s

~ewa?s-~a.s (~a.s apparently expanded form of ~ewa?s;

perhaps related to ~e?s-~es)
-~ewa?s--~a.s 'S itches, has, gets an itch': -~ewa?s

(full, non-expanded form) attested in inceptive per=

fective but not active imperfective (except repeti=
tive): Ge~ewa?s} 'it's itchy' L, 'it itches' A,

sini.~ siya. Ge~ewa?s% 'my nose itches' L, si=

leG~.~ siya. Ge~ewa?s% 'my mouth and nose region

itches' L, si~ewa?s% 'it itched me (once)' L,

with anatomical marks: yisi~ewa?s% 'my hand

itched (a short time)' L, qi.deGe~ewa?s% (not

*qi.dex~ewa?s) 'my foot itches' L, repetitive:

qi.de~ewa?sg (preferable to qi.deXJ.Ca.sg) 'my
foot itches (off and on)' L. With expanded stem

-~a.s, attested in both active perfective and in=

ceptive perfective, also neuter imperfective, but

-~ewa?s clearly preferred to -~a.s in repeti=

tive, apparently referring to more persistent
itch than -~ewa?s: yi~a.s 'it itches' LM (neuter

imperfective), ~a.s 'I have an itch' L, ~a.s~h

'he has an itch' M, GeXJ.Ca.s% 'I'm itchy' L,

Ge~a.s% 'it itches' (omen: if left hand itches,
he'll get some money; if right hand itches, he'll

spend money) L, sini.~ siya. Ge~a.s} 'my nose

itches me' L, si~a.s% 'I was itchy' L, se~a.s}

" ~i:,~'~



'it itched' M qu?wexaos 'it'll itch' L ?i yao,. ,
qa?~aos 'it'll itch you' M, di~ qe? xde~aosG
'I don't itch anymore' L, di~ qe? qu?de~aosG

'it won't itch anymore' L, with anatomical marks:

qiode~aos 'my foot itches (right now)' LM, qio=

deGe~aos~ (preferred to qi.deGe~ewa?s~) 'my
foot itches (continually), keeps itching' L, ~i~

yex~a.s 'my hand keeps itching' L, yisi~aos~

'my hand itched (for a long time)' L, repetitive:

qi.de~aosg 'my foot keeps itching, itches on and

off' (but qiode~ewa?sg much preferred) L. Tran=

sitive (causative): with ya? 'completely': ya?

qu?x~~a.s 'I'll make it itch' M.
o-~ ?i-~ewa?s~~a.s (apparently transitive with in= -

~

determinate 0) 'S (impersonal) itches 0' ('it

itches indeterminate 0 with 0': si~ ?iGe~ewa?s~

'it itches me' L. With expanded stem: si~ ?iGe=

~aos~ 'it itches me' (for a long time, longer

than si~ ?iGe~ewa?s~) Lo

~a.s (noun, or perhaps gerundive) 'itch, itchi=

ness'LMA.

-.



J.C8,'3

J.C85

-}-J.C85-g-} (noun, with -}-classifier, -g-repetitive

thematized, and -}-suffix, no underlying verb-=

theme identified) 'skeleton, skull': ~}J.C85g~

'skeleton'L, ?i}J.C83g} 'your skeleton, skull'

L.
-d-}-~.83-g-~ (noun, as above, with d-thematic,

perhaps d-class-mark thematized) 'empty, life=

less frame, building, container, body': ~d8}=

~8~g~ 'skeleton, mummy, empty house, box, bottle'

LM.
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~e.3

~e.~
0-dl-~-~e.3 (with dl-class-mark for 0) 'S strikes

0 (stone), making sparks': Aa.Ge~~e.~ 'make

sparks (with a stone)~' LA.

Aa.~~e.~(-g(-~)) (noun, dl-class, with optional

-g-repetitive thematized, and sometimes, perhaps

incorrectly, -~-instrumental) 'quartz, shiny
crystalline flakes in e.g. granite': Aa.~~e.5g M,

Aa.~~e.5 'white quartz' L, Aa.~~e-~g~ 'white

quartz, shiny flakes in stone' A, Aa.~~e.5g ?u-d

Aa.se?ah~ 'a quartz-stone is there' L, Aa.~=

~e-~g~ga? ?i-t'eh "'shiny stuff'" ('it's like

quartz, crystalline') A.

,



JS:e?~

JS:e?5

l-de-JS:e?~ (with I-thematic" perhaps thematized

class- or anatomical mark) 'S hooks, is hooked

(through something else), S (hook) moves into or

out of e.g. eyelet' (perhaps passive of O-l-}-=

JS:e?5, 'S hooks 0 (through something else)'):

with o-qa?- 'between 0, through interstice in 0':

deqa?d ?t.sdi~e?~} 'hook came out (of eyelet,

from between indeterminate 0)' L, indirect re=

ciprocal: ?i}qa?~ lidi~e?5} 'they (two hooks

or hook-ends, couplers, links) are hooked, linked,

coupled together' L (neuter perfective), }ines~

lisdi~e?5}~h 'he has a ring through his nose'

('his face is hooked with a nose-ring') LA. Transi=

tive (causative, or perhaps basic theme, of which

the preceding is the passive): deqa?~ leGe}~e?~

'put the hook in (eyelet)~' L, ?ewlu? leGe}~e?5

'put the hook through (hole in) it (eyelet)~' L,

?ewlu? leGex}~e?5} (not active imperfective

*lex}JS:.e?5) 'I'm putting the hook through it (eye=

let)' L.

~qa?~ ?}.de~e?5g (noun) 'hook (that hooks through

eyelet)'. Nominalized active imperfective repeti=

tive, 'it (repeatedly) hooks (is hooked) through

something'.

, "



?i:lu? da-:JS;e?5-g (with -g-repetitive thematized,

attested only in direct reciprocal, basic theme

perhaps with zero-classifier) 'S wrestle each other':

form apparently without y-anatomical attested only

from Galushia Nelson t:lutah~tcQEnu 'wrestling'-
BSdL 551 ?i:lu? da:JS;e?5ginu. ('they (repeatedly)

hook each other'), with y-anatomical: ?i:lu? yada=

:JS;e?5ginu. 'they're harid-, indian-wrestling' L.

0__- I ,



~a-6

J.Ca.5
-J.Ca.5 (noun, unclassified) 'gills': ?uJ.Ca.5 ?ewa.

'its gills' A, ~J.Ca.5 'gills' LMA, also name of

John Williams (a Tlingit-speaking man from Dry

Bay, living at Yakutat) ("gills") A, ~J.Ca.5fu?

'lots of gills' LM.

,,""J,cc,JJ'i'-



'ii~N~ih~~

(~i~ most frequent but phonologically ir=

regular, L five times, M once, A three times, at least

some of which may be mistranscriptions for ~ih~;

~ih~ L twice, M once; M also ~us, ~uhS, xihx~~,

xihs, xis, xih~~, under influence of ~.?s, xihs,

and ~iSN~ihs?; perhaps to be ide~tified with ~i~-=
" ~o?',(/ ,,"""./I'?""Xihxl' "'~~ ,...{~1'...; ~ ~A'( 'I:...,t ) ~.b .tJ r--- f ...'}I' ,

~i~N'iih~ (noun) 'scar' Rezanov ~ (TR crossed

out) 'Py6e~ Narbe', ~ih~ L, ~i~ L (twice), A,

~u~ (three times), ~h~, xihx~~ M (all these

forms from M rejected by L).

~e-~i~N-~ihs 'S is, becomes scarred': s~i~_iS~

'it's scarred' LA, s~i~iS~}h 'he's scarred' A,

xs~ixih~~ 'I'm scarred' M, with ya? 'completely':

ya? s~ixis~ 'it's gashed up, all roughed up' M,

with I-anatomical: ?}.xs~i~i~~ 'my face is

scarred' L, ?}.s~i~ihi~ih, ?}.s~i~i~~}h 'his

face is scarred' L, ya? li~ixih~~}h 'his face

is scarred' M. Transitive (causative): qu?x~~uh~
'I'll scar it' L Ya? Ge~xihx~x 'scar it Up ", ...

M; passive: ya? ?idi~ihS~}h 'he's all scarred

up' M (neuter perfective).
,.

~ 1/ '"

..'
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.



~i~-~ih~c;c.

~i~-J.Cih~2 (perhaps to be identified with J.Ci~-J.Cih~l;

J.Ci~ most frequent, but phonologically irregular, L

five times, M once, A three times, S once, at least

some of which may be mistranscriptions for ~ih~;

J.Cih~ L three times, M once, S once; L also xih~,

xi~, later rejected by L, M also J.Cis, all probably

under influence of xihs and J.Ci~-J.Cih~l)

~i~-~ih~ (noun) 1. (~d-class, perhaps also un=

classified) 'spear-, arrow-head, -point': Jacobsen

krich 'arrow head of bone' BSdL 105 (photograph

of specimen in BSdL Plate 13.8), Galushia Nelson

J.C\C 'arrow head' BSdL 549, ~i~ L (twice), A

(three times), S, J.Cih~ LMS, xi~, xih~ L (L

later rejects), J.Cis?a?luw, J.Ci~?a?luw M, J.Ci~=

J.Ceda?luw 'big spearpoint' L, J.Ci~J.Cede?e?d 'mark,

place where point has penetrated' L.

2. (gdl-class,?, cf. 1e?t' 2.) 'spades (suit

at cards)': J.Ci~, J.Cih~ 'spades' L, J.Ci~ J.C~.?

geAa.sa?yah1 'I got a trump in spades (in "66"

card-game)' L.

-""""., ,ji&"*,



J.Ce~

J.Ce~ (status and form uncertain, perhaps reduced from

J.Ci~-iih~2, J.Ca.~, and/or J.Cu.?~)

0-1-J.Ce~ (uncertain) 'S gouges, makes mark on 0':

Ge1J.Ce~ 'make a mark on it~' M, 'gouge it~' At

(uncertain, perhaps Ge%xe~, see xe~; L re=

jects, in favor of O-%-J.Ces), qu?x1J.CeS 'I'll

make a mark on it' M.



~a.~

./'
~4 (" f)'V'

xa.~ ( p,v-t...~",~;l',;1 ,4 :;r:((",;"':t~l:1l2. *c.;r(r'~""..?( ).,. "' I" 'i .'

?-~a.s-g (with -g-repetitive thematized) 'S gnaws,

nibbles, chews 0': ?ew ~a.~g 'it's gnawing it'

LM, ~~a.~g}h 'he's gnawing something' M, with

d-class-mark for 0 and ye~ 'apart': ?ew ye~

de~e~a.~g} 'it (beaver) chewed through it (tree)'

L.
~~a.~g (noun, unclassified) 'beaver' LMAS, 16.1,

2,6,9,11,14,17,22,23,25, 29M, 63.3, 5G,
Wrangell KoxamK~ 'Biber', Furuhjelm Khuhashk

'beaver', Galushia Nelson qe~a.ck or qexa.cke

or ~exa.cke 'beaver' BSdL 539, ~~a.~gce?

'beaver-meat' 63.36G, ~~a.~g~iyahd 'beaver=

(-skin)-hat'L.

, I I Jj



~u.?~

~u.?~ (~.?~ probably correct form, L ten times, M

twice, A three times, M also ~u?s eight times,

~uh~ four times, ~u.~g once, A also ~'S once,

GU.sg once (rejected by L and 1"1'), L a+so J.Cu.?!
~,r,,'1;."

.f t,"" \",;:"J~i}. ';' W',z..v )twlce7,:,;j;;"1..'f.,.,o1#~""'~'! ~c",st""~ty.",.1 :~;j~,I ",;,~'~ "
, ) I' ,-

J.Cu.?s (noun, unclassified) 'thorns, thorny spine
of devilclub, sliver': ~U'?~ L (eight times),

M (twice), 'thorns' A (three times), 'thorn of

devilclub' L (twice), ~uhs 'thorns' M (three

times), 'sliver' M, J.Cu?~ 'thorns' M (four

times), 'thorn of devilclub' M (twice), ~.s

'thorns' A, GU.sg A (repeated by L and M),
~.?s L, ~?~, ~u.sg 'thorn of devil club , M;

?fi'hAa.~u.C' 'earth's devilclub-needles' (meta=

phorical for trees) 34.112fnL.
qa? O-~-~u?~ (with qa? 'up out') 'S gets 0 all

full of thorns': qa? Ge~~u?~ 'get it all full

of thorns~' M.

"'"



~ela.g

~ela.g (G once ~ela.gW, G elsewhere and all other in=

formants, including S, ~ela.g)

~ela.g (noun, unclassified) 'winter' LMAS, 18.55L,

43.24, 46.5M, Rezanov X~~ffR~ '3HMa Winter',
Galushia Nelson ~alak} 'winter' BSdL 538, often

used adverbially, 'in winter': 25.207A, 45b.9M,

50.22A, ~ela.g ~a?q qa?ah 'winter will be
long' L, ~ela.g ~a?q ?i.?ah 'winter is long'
L, ~ela.g ~a?q se?a?} 'winter was long' L,

~ela.g ~a?q Ge?a?} 'winter is getting to be

long' L, ~ela.g di~ ~a?q ?es?a?}G 'winter
::.1I;t"..

wasn't long' L, ~ela.g ~a?q?a.w 'long winter' --,
L, ~ela.g ~~iyah 'winter is bad' M, ?a?d

~~iyah ~ela.g ?ideseli} 'a very bad winter
occurred' L, 45a.9L (but not *?a?d ~~iyah

~ela"g ?iqe?di.leh for 'a very bad winter will
occur' L), ~ela.g qa.~a? ~?luw qa?}e? 'winter

will be very hard (big) on us' 43.9M, ~ela.g

?iGi?a.w Ge%e?} 'winter is getting to be long'

L, ~ela.g ya"?a.g Gelesa?yah} 'winter had
half passed' 49.115A, ~ela.g G~.sa?yah% 'winter

came' M, ~ela.g ?}"sdi?ah} 'winter is ending' L,

la?dih ~ela.g ?u"~ahd ?}"sdi?ah% 'two winters

passed (since) then' L, ?u.d ~ela"g qu?li.x?ah
'I'll spend winter there' L, ~ela.g ?}.se%?ah=



1}h 'she spent the winter' 18.48L, qelah=

qa?gWa?da?J.C deGa.q' J.CelaogW 'forty winters'

62.11G, Rezanov X~HKORoRoT~e~b 'aceRb Herbst'

J.Celaog ~Ge1e?l 'it's becoming winter' L, ?a?d

~~iyah J.Cela.g ~se1e?1 'there was a very bad

winter'L, ?a?d ~~iyah J.Cela.g ~qa?1e?

'there'll be a very bad winter' L, J.Cela-gwahd

'for winter'(with reference to accumulating food

or money to last the winter): 16.20M, 62.23, 63.=
&.-

31,33, 37, 3~, 65.27, 27,36,67, 71A, J.Cela.g= --,

yeJ.Cega? 'just enough for winter' 65.81A, J.Cela-g=

yeJ.Cega? Giyah ?u?sile?gz 'I bought just enough

food for winter' L, J.Cela.g~ GeleGa?ya-1 'win=

ter's coming' ('time is passing toward winter') S,

J.Cela.gz~a.d 'autumn' M (L has never heard, but

"you could say that", 'in the direction of winter'),

J.Cela-gya?J.C yi~a?d}h 'he was sick all winter' L,

J.Cela.g?ile?a.g ya. qe~ah 'January' ('midwinter

month') A, J.Cela.g ya-?a.gd 'in the middle of

winter'L-

1-J.Cela.g 'S (winter) comes, S (it) becomes winter':

Galushia Nelson Ge-t1J.Calak1 'fall' BSdL 538

Ge1J.Cela.g1 'it's autumn, it's becoming winter' L,

21b.74A, qe? Ge1eJ.Celaog1 'it's turning winter

again' 23.119A, qu?z.J.Cela-g, qa?1J.Cela-g (latter



more probably correct) 'winter will come' L,

se~~ela.g~ 'winter came' L, 43.3M, ?uq se~=

~ela.g~}h 'winter came on him' 23.54A, ?i~=

~ela.g da.~ 'as it starts to become winter'

2lb.72A.
O-?-~-~ela.g '8 (winter) comes upon 0,0 winters':

?u.~ xu?se~~ela.g~ 'I wintered theref L.



J.[eG I

J$:eG

-d-J.[eG-J: (noun, with d-thematic, perhaps class-=

mark for possessor, form from M lacking -J:-=

suffix, perhaps instrumental) 'gunwhale, strip or

board along upper edge of side of boat, canoe':

?udeJ$:eGJ: 'its gunwhale, side (of boat, canoe)'

LA, ?udeJ$:8G 'strip along sides of boat' M.

de-J.[8G (perhaps passive, uncertain) 'S (01) has

carving on it': sdiJ$:8GJ: 'it has fancy carvings

on it' L (uncertain, perhaps for sdiJ$:esJ:, see

J$:es, attempt at explanation of preceding).



I I

J$:u?sl

~u?Gl (perhaps be identified with J$:U?G2)

%e-J$:u?G 'S xerts self, strains (with all one's

might)': uhjelm Atliahukh 'strong' ?e%e=

J$:U?G (or rhaps -J$:u.G, see below), or perhaps

?a?d %e. (or -J$:U"G) 'he's, you're exerting

self very d', ?eleJ$:U?G, ?ileJ$:u?G 'exert

yourself (1ery hard, to move, lift something)~'

LM, freque*tlY with o-wahd 'for 0, to do, move

0': ?uwah~ ?ileJ$:U?G 'exert yourself at it!' L,

?uwahd se e~u?G 'try hard (to lift it)!' L,

qu?x%e~u?s 'I'll exert myself' LM, xs%i~u?G%

'I exerted myself' MA, ?uwahd xsli~?G% 'I

exerted myrelf (made one straining effort) at it'

L, Ge%e~tG%}h 'he's exerting himself' M, ?u=
I

wahd GeX% t ~?Gl 'I'm trying very hard (one ef=

fort) at i ' L, repetitive: ?uwahd x%e~u?Gg 'I

keep tryinf very hard (to lift, move it)' L (no

active imp'rfective *x%e~u?G without repetitive

or expand stem L). With expanded stem, mean=

ing as abo , but with reference to repeated per=

sistent e rt: ?ele~u"G 'exert yourself!' LA,

?uwahd s .u"G L, ?uwahd ?e%e~u"G (not

*?i%eJ$:u.s ) 'exert yourself to do it!' A, 'try

long and d to lift it~' L, qu?x%e~u.G 'I'll

exert mys 'LMA, xsli~.G% 'I exerted myself'



MA, sahd uwahd s1i~u.G1 da.~ ~de~ 'he

tried hard it for a long time but in vain' L,

active imp ective: 24.47fnA, 1e~.G}h 'he's

exerting elf' 1'1, x1e~u.G 'I'm exerting my=

self' A, ahd x1e~u.G 'I'm trying long and

hard at i , inceptive perfective: Gex1e~.G1

'I'm exert.ng myself' A, ?uwahd Gex~e~u.G~ 'I'm
,

trying lon~ and hard at it' L (L much prefers ac=

tive imperfective to inceptive perfective here;
i

no repetit ve *x~e~u.Gg with expanded stem L).

(y-)1e-~u?G (y-thematic only in ye~-progressive)

'8 (wind) lows forcefully': ~.y yeg s~i~u?G~

'a wind bl~w shoreward' 33.3A, ~.y Ge1e~u?G~

'wind is s~arting to blow' L, ~a. Ge1e~u?G~

(not activ~ imperfective *~e~u?G) 'northwind is

getting strong' L, ~.y qu?~e~?G 'wind will

blow' L, w~th ye~-progressive: (~.y) ye~ ye~e=

~u?G~ 'itj (wind) is blowing about' L, de?e~dih

ye~ ye~e~?G~ 'wind is blowing about every which
,

way'L1'1, re?e~dih ye~ qu?ye~e~u?G 'wind will

blow about every which way' L1'1. With expanded stem
,
I'8 (wind) lows forcefully and repeatedly or con=

tinuously': Rezanov KOroT~bXOK~ 'noroA~HBo

stUrmisch, windig' ~.y... ~e~u.G, ~.y 1e~u.G
i

'wind is lowing' LA, ~a. ~e~u.G (not inceptive



perfective .Ge~e~u.G~) 'northwind is blowing'

L.
d-~e-~?G (ith d-thematic 'oral, noice') 'S

yells, sho ts as loud as S can, raises voice

loud': di ~i~?G~ 'he yelled loud (once)' L,

de~e~u?G 'he's talking loud, yelling at top of

his voice' LA. With expanded stem: 'S yells loud

and repeat dly or continuously': 20.22fnA, da.=

~e~u.G 't k, yell 10ud~'.A, ?uc! da.:r.e~.G:i-h

'yell loud to him (he's far away, or deaf)~' L,

de~e~u.G}hi 'he's yelling loud, hollering long dis=

tance, raiJing his voice' L, dis~i~u.G~:i-h 'he

yelled lou4 (many times)' L.

o-wahd ?ed- -~e-~u?G-g (reflexive causative with

I-thematic thematized -g-repetitive, and o-wahd

'for the s e of, in order to do 0') 'S tugs, pulls

hard at 0' ?uwahd ?edlex:r.e~u?Gg 'I'm tugging

(long and) hard at it' L.

~?G~ (part of noun, probably deverbalization with

-~-instrum$ntal) attested only in Rezanov YTaK~-=
,

ORXO~b pyc~ Segel' ...~.y... ~U?G~.



)$:U?G2

)$:u?G2 (perhaps t be identified with iU?Gl, basic

meaning perhaps "sudden forceful contraction')

?i:i:f;a?)$: :i:e-W?G (with ?i:i:f;a?)$: 'gathering to=

gether') , shrinks, contracts': ?i:i:f;a?)$: Ge1e=

J$:U?G:i: 'it's shrinking' LA, 'they (clothes) are

shrinking, it (blanket) is shrinking, it (worm,

clam throwJ in hot water) is contracting, shrink=

ing' L, )$:~ ?i1f;a?)$: Ge1eJ$:U?G:i: 'worm is con=

tracting'L, ?i:i:t'a?)$: s1i)$:u?G1 'it shrank' LA,

'i t (blanke, clam thrown in hot water) shrank,

contracted'L, ?i:i:t'a?)$: qu?:i:e)$:u?G 'it'll shrink'

LA, ?i:i:f;a?~ 1e~u.GlC 'it (cust) shrinks' L.

Transitive !(causative): ?i1f;a?)$: Ge1J.[u?G 'make

it shrink, ~ontract:' L; reflexive: ?i1f;a?)$:
!

?edGe1eJ$:U 'it (worm) is contracting, shrinking'
huddling}L, ?i1t'a ?edGex1e)$:u?G:i: 'I'm~hunch1ng myself

down into coat, holding it tight around me (in

the cold)'



:JS:eq

~eq

O-~eq (exa asic meaning uncertain) 1. 'S carves

notch in qu?~eq 'I'll carve a notch in it'

L. Transi (causative): passive, with ~d-class-=

marks for ~edisdi~e~ 'they (logs) have notches

carved in m'L.

2. flattens, smooths, peels 0 with knife,

plane, or th': yi:JS:eq 'you're pulling it through

your teeth' A, with class-marks for 0: qu?di.~eq

'I'll peel it (wild celery) with my teeth' A, 'I'll

smooth it ( oard) , L, ~eq 'I'm flattening them

(spruceroo s, already split) by running knife along

them'L, Ge.c' gu~eq 'I'm'skinning spruceroots'

L, Ge.c' Ju?gu.~eq 'I'll peel spruceroots' L

(some unce~tainty, evidently, about exact meaning;

see also ~i~, ~e~).

Ge.c'ge~eq (~oun, unclassified) '(American black-=
I

billed) maeJpie (Pica pica hudsonian) , LAS, 9.1,
I

3,5,12, 8,22,28,37,39,47,50,53,66,72,84,

,-;,:-85,100,108, 113, 137, 160, 10.48, 203, 203A, 34.=

22L, 49.48 (Ge.c'~eq), Galushia Nelson qE~S=

Ge~aq 'magpie' BSdL 261, 539, Ge.c'ge~eqyu. 'mag=

pies' 9.11~, 115, 128, 153, 157, 10.53, 68A~ 42.=

18L, Ge.a~e~eqkudg~iyah 'little Old Magpie' 9.9,

48A, Ge.d~e~eqkih 'little Magpie' 9.42A, Ge.c'=

ge~eqki~~~ 'little Magpie's leg' 9.42A, Ge.c'=

f



ge~eqkuwa? aoGeyuo 'Magpie's relatives' 9.43,

44A, Ge.a~e~eqdeGeO? 'Magpie's younger sister'

9.68, lO2A, Geoc'ge~eq?to5kihGeyu. 'magpie(-girl's)
brothers' .116A.

,...'



~e~

~e~

~e~g (noun, classified, with -g-repetitive the=
matized) , esh (of fish, meat)' LMS, attested in

syntactic construction only as C: ~e~g yedi.}eh

'it (fish, eat) is fresh' L.

}e-~e~-g (w -g-repetitive thematized) 'S (e.g.

caught fis , still alive) quivers, twitches':
i

?usa?d ?ew }exex g 'it quivers in his mouth'I ...

33.32A, d1?we~ }e~e~g 'it (caught fish) is still

quivering, jtwitching' L, with I-anatomical: ?}.=

}e~e~g 'i~ (cheek part of severed fish head) still
I

quivers, t~itches' L.
I

d-}e-~e~-g J:as above, with d-thematic 'oral, noise')

'S snores': deGe~e~e~g L, da.}e~e~g 'snore~'

LM, dex}e.e~g 'I'm snoring' L, de~e~e~g}h 'he's

snoring' L~A, qu?dex}e~e~g 'I'll snore' M, dis=
I

}i~e~g1~h ['he snored' M, dixs~i~e~g} 'I snored'

L, di~ d~XS}e~e~g}G 'I didn't snore' L, de}e=

~e~~~h (i correct with unexpanded stem) L, de}e=

~e'~~}h 'e (cust) snores' LM, di~ dex~e~e'~g~G

'I (cust) on't snore' L, neuter imperfective with

force of c stomary: ?e~a' di}i~e~gih 'my what

a snorer h~ is~' L, di~ da?~e~e~g}h 'he's not

a snorer' ~; with qe-plural thematized: ~e~e?~
:

qede~e~e~g'h 'he snores all night long' L.



~e?~

~e?~ (perhaps 0 be analyzed ~-e?-~, ~e- 'area'

as 0 of o-? '(vacant) place of 0' with -~ final

'movement wit n area')

~e?~ (pre rb, with zero (-~ ?) final only) 1. 'out=

doors, 0 ide of house (but not far away?)': 23.=

l46A, ~ sahz}h 'he went out' L, ~e?~ qu?=

xah (=q qu?xah) 'I'll go out' L, ~e?~
Ga.z}h ' e's going out' L, in combination with

other pre rbs, perhaps always preceding: ~e?~
ye~ leGla? 'turn around to face the outside:'

L, ~e?~ a?q sahz}h 'he went out' L, ~e?~

?a?q qu 'I'll go out' L, ~e?~ ?a?qe~

Ga.z}h 's going out' L.

2. above, but implying, euphemistically,

'(a shor ay) out of the house (for defecating,

urinating' or simply "'going'" (defecating, uri=

nating), "to the bathroom, toilet"': ~e?~ sah=

z}h 'he 'went", he went out (not far), and/or

excreted' L, ~i.C' ~e?~ sahz}h 'he "went" over

there' L: Rezanov T~~ax~-3~ 'nOMOC~ Diarrh~e'

J:i(!a? ..'frequently ("going") out', ?ew=
yeqe;~. sahJ:' he "went" into it (urinated on

it)' 50. , ~e?~ ye~ xsdi?yahGz 'I have (phy=

sical ne to "go'" L, with ye~-progressive forms

of verb 'sg. S goes': ~e?~ ye~ xda.~ 'I

have diar aa' ('I go about outside, in and out')



L, seqe YU'ya?, ?ew ~e?~ Ye~ da'~ 'chil=

dren's, t t which they "go'" 23.l9A, de%gu.ne~

~e?~ ye x1a.~ 'I have a bloody stool' ('I ex=

crete wit blood') L.

3. 0 of o-?i---i?---i-~-~-a.- 'side,

direction f 0', 'out oceanward, away from shore'

(cf. ?e ._~ 2a. under ?e?-): ~e?~i?~~a'~ lah

seqeh1~h 'he (boating) turned outward away from

sho,re' M.

c, :'
...,



J1:Uh~

xuhx..
~h~ (noun, classified) 'worm' LMA, 'worm-like

creature (~ith or without legs), earthworm' L,

'bug' M, H~rington XUX, ~~~ 'moth' G, ~~

?i~~a?~ Gel~e~u?G~ 'worm i~ ~ontracting, shrink=
i

ing' L, ~~?e~? 'lots of bugs, worms' M, ~~=
i

?a?luw 'bi bug' M; ~~?a?luwyu. 'snakes'M.

gd-~e-~uh~ th gd-thematic, perhaps 'tight'):

'S (cloth) athers, puckers': (si~a?) gedis~i=

~ah~~ 'it (cloth, where thread is pulled or seam

incorrect matched) gathered ("on" me)' L.Ii

~;: 'I:; r..i",:~~C



~ewe~

~ewe~ (possible analysis and/or relationship to Atha=

paskan *-une~e, *-une~e, Tlingit hun~w not clear)
i

-~ewe~ (kin hip noun, non-ascending) '(man's) older
[prol...ki'j ~'I~t~' ,{ ,'\'i" I';> \ (M1:t",t,) ",Jcit1/' """if, f'M...",(i~1 t"""!'~)

brother~ eZanov KaxaoX$ 'Bpa~ Bruder' qa.= --

~ewe~ '0 older brother' (men speaking), Furuh=

jelm Se 'brother (elder)' st~awu~ 'older

brother (m speaking)' BSdL 566A si~ewe~ 'my

older brot er' (man speaking), si~ewe~?a. ~x=

c}h 'I ( ) am singing to my older brother' L,

si~ewe~Ge 'my brothers' (man speaking) L, Gex=

dexye~lah si~ewe~ 'my oldest brother' (man speak=

ing) L, Gelxdexye~lah~a.?! y}.h}h si~ewe~ 'my
second-old1st brother' ('the one next to my oldest

older brot~er', man speaking) L, st~u~seqa£q

'older bro~her's son, older brother's daughter
I

(man speak. ), BSdL 567A si~ewe~seqe.G 'my

older brot 's son' (man speaking), st~a~at

'older bro her's wife (man speaking)' BSdL 567A

si~ewe~?e sttawu~cia 'older step-brother (man

speaking?)' BSdL 568 probably to be read si=

~ewe~~iyah 'my older brother' (man speaking, mild=

ly pejorat.ve) , ?i~ewe~ 'your older brother'

(speaking 0 man) 34.32A, ?u~ewe~ 'his older bro=

ther' L, 5 .52,55, 64A, ?u~ewe~Geyu. 'his older

brothers. 8.58L, 50.2, 5, 12, 38, 39,47,47,



47A, ?~h ~ewe~ 'the (man's) older brother'
50.54,65, ahnu. ~~ewe~Geyu. 'the (man's)
older b ers' 18.52L, 50.24, 29A, sitqa~awe~

'husband's der brother (woman speaking)' BSdL

567 si e~ 'my husband's older brother' L,

sitqa~u 'husband's father's older brother

(woman spe ng)' BSdL 568 siqa?~ewe~ci. 'my

husband's er brother's daughter' or perhaps

sita.?~ .'my father's older brother's

daughter'.

j



~

~a?~~

? ""~a ~I,.; ,.~

O-~-~a?~~-~-ig (usually with -x-thematic suffix
sometimes ~ropped in perfective and customary,

perhaps ca sative of susceptive neuter below; less

frequentl from A and M, with -g-repetitive thema~
tized, fo from Rezanov perhaps without thematic

suffix) '8 tickles 0': xu-~~a?~~~ LM, xu-~~a?~~g
'tickle me" A xu-~xa?x~ ' you're ticklin g me'-, ...
L, xu~~a?~~ 'it's tickling me' LM, ?ix~~a?~~
'I'm tickl~ng you' M, di~ ?ix~~a?~~gG 'I'm not

I

tickling Yr' A, di~ x~~a?~~G}h 'I'm not tick=

ling him' , ?iqe?x~~a?~~ LM, ?iqe?x~~a?~~g

'I'll tickle you' MA, di~ qe? ?iqe?x~~a?~~G
!

'I won't tilckle you anymore' L, ?isi~~a?~~~ 'I

tickled yo~' LM, di~ ?ixs~~a?~~~G, di~ ?ixs~=

~a?~~g~G MI, di~ ?ixs~~a?~~~G 'I didn't tickle

you' L, xuSe~~a?~~~}h 'he tickled me' L, di~

xu~~~a?~~~!G } f 'he didn't tickle me' L, XUG e~=

~a?~~3:G dewla- 'before he tickles me' L, customary

(expanded slte~ only wi th -~-customary): 3:i~

xu3:~a-~~}~ he always (cust) tickles me' L, di~

?ex3:JS;a-~~~G II don't (cust) tickle it' L, di~

qe? ?iqe?~~~.~~G 'I won't (cust) tickle you

anymore' L, with anatomical marks for 0: le~i=

qe?qi-di- ~~~ 'I'll tickle your (pl.) feet' L,



le~iqe?qe .1i.x3:~a?~~ 'I'll tickle your bellies' I
IL, di~ l~~iqeku.lexs3:~a?~~~3:G L, di~ le~iqe=

kv.lexs3:~a';\~~g3:G 'I didn"t tickle your (pl.)
bellies' Mj Rezanov XYH~bxax~e '~eKoTHo jucken
(es juckt) , perhaps to be read xuye3:~a?~~~h 'he's

tickling m hand'; with yex-progressive and in=! .
determinat, 0: ye~ ?i3:e~a?~~}h 'he's going around

tickling PjOPle, L; passive: xude~a?~~ 'I'm being
tickled' L xus3:i~a?~~~3: 'I get tickled' L.

3:e-~a?~~-~-- (susceptive neuter, with neuter imper=
fective on~y, perhaps basic form, of which preceding

is perhaps causative, -g-repetitive instead of

-~-themati from M only, rejected by L) 'S is tick=

lish': di ?a?x3:e~a?~~gG 'I'm not ticklish' M,

3:iJfa?~~~}h I (not -g}h) 'he's ticklish' L, di~ -
?a?3:e~a?~~!G}h 'he's not ticklish' L.

Ge3:e~a?~~3: ICnoun) 'dimple' L. Nominalized incep=
tive perfec~ive of otherwise unattested theme,

3:e-~a?~~-~ 'S is, becomes dimpled'.



~et'a.

~etla. (Galushia INelson perhaps jJ:Utla.; loan from Tlin=

git ~6tla 'adze')

~etla. (nouq, unclassified) 'adze' L, 33.4A, Galu=

shia Nelson xu~a. 'adze' BSdL 547 perhaps to

be read ~u~a., ~e~a. si~ ?e?a? (or -ta?)

'give me an adze:' L, ~et'a. ?u.d se?ah1 (or

-tah1) '~adze is there' L, ~etla.luw 'big

adze' LM. I

!,

!:'



:::ce1fu'~

:::ce1~'~ (loan f~om Tlingit ~~~ Naish-Story, :::ce1tu~

Yakutat, Sampsqn Harry, stem also present in ~?~,

fu.~qa') I

~e1~.~ (noun, unclassified) 'black (phase of red)

fox'LAS.

j



~esqa.~

"J;")'V'-I;,~*~ ~ -"
., ? :'~ \

~esqa.~ (loan f~om Tlingit ~sqax 'cross fox~)

~esqa.~ (nQun, unclassified) 'cross fox' (color
phase o£ 'red fox') LB.



\

~eya.nih-Geya.nih

~eya.nih-Geya.ni (Geya.nih S only, perhaps incorrect;
loan from Atha~askan, probably Ahtena: Wrangell AH=

Ha-H, Allen ~onai, Pinart ?gnai, general Ahtena
i

1)( !

ytnay 'cariboi" Tanaina (Upper Inlet, Osgood) vano., ---

(Susitna, Osgo~d) annoyi 'caribou', Upper Kuskokwim
xuniyi 'anima~', Sarsi xnni 'cow, buffalo', a widely
diffused term, also Chugach Eskimo ~enaayiq 'caribou',

in Eyak with metathesis of -n- and -y-, cf. also

Navaho ?ayani I 'buffal°t.' p,rob~bl~ ,~~:Jt5~e-na-ye, ,; \
PA *~)~~-ya-~e) « r&\.-:r~iI:-, 4i\""l,.;; """'"" -t '\.> 'O~+~J)

~eya.nih (~oun, unclassified) 'caribou' ('ra Copper
River wort") L, Rezanov Xa5IHa 'OJIeHl> Rennthier',

Wrangell Xa5IHe 'Rennthier', Galushia Nelson
,

~£iya.nir ~~iya.ni 'caribou or moose' BSdL
i

538, Gey~.nih 'moose'S. Neither caribou nor
moose, both very recent to the coast, are well
known to the Eyak.



-~~

~ah2 (perhaps t be identified with ~ahl)
,
I

?i~~ah (nourl, unclassified, ?i~- not identified)
'round bowl, (round-bottomed) mixing-bowl' LA,

?i~~ahga? I?i.t'eh 'it's like a bowl, crater' L,

?i~~ah si~ ?eta? 'give me a mixing-bowl~' L,

?i~~ahya?d f place-name, Sheep Bay in Prince
William Sound LM (?i~~ah as 0 of o-ya?d

'in 0 with broad opening at top, body of

water').

,

c/ ..~~
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" "

bi~

bi~ (probably nursery language, authenticity and origin

uncertain)
bi~ (exclamation) 'seagull-eggs:' L heard Johnny

Nelson as child say this upon seeing seagull eggs,

doesn't know where he got the expression.

.



belu.~geG-belu.~ga.

belu.SgeG-belu.~ga. (loan from Chugach Eskimo peluuskaq

'snuff', from Russian noHromKa, not used in Yakutat

Tlingit, Sampson Harry)
belu.SgeG-belu.~ga. (noun, unclassified) 'snuff'

(for sniffing, Aleut homemade snuff, Black Bull

tobacco ground with mortar and pestle), little

used by Eyaks LM.



ba.sges

ba.sges (loan from Chugach Eskimo paaskaq 'Easter',
from Russian nacxa , not used in Yakutat Tlingit,

Sampson Harry)
ba.sgeG (noun, probably unclassified) 'Easter' LM,

see also 5l.37A.



ba.'§ih-ba.sih

ba..§ih-ba.sih (loan perhaps through Chugach Eskimo from

Russian ooxe , not used in Yakutat Tlingit, Sampson

Harry)

ba.~ih-ba.sih (noun, unclassified) 'God, Christ' L.I



bsbsbsbs

bsbsbsbs (cf. gsgsgsgs, probably of European origin)

bsbsbsbs (animal call) used for calling a cat L.

~ ""

:



we

we

-we 'S (human or mammal) swims' (in definite

direction, not of waterfowl or fish): impera=

tives: ?iwe? 'swim~' L, Rezanov AqHYs 'ilAHEM

Flamme(?) wohl ~aMa mi t ~aBaM schwimme ver=

weckselt?', 'schwimmen (Imperate)' ?~e~ ?iwe?

'swim hither~' L, ?ue~ Gewe? L, ?ue~ ?iwe?

(or ?ewe?, not -wee L) 'swim thither~' LM,

Ii? ?iwe? 'swim downstream:' M, deG ?iwe?

'swim downstream:' M, yahd Gewe? 'swim out (to

sea):' L, sika? ?iwe? 'swim (along) with me:'

L, inceptive imperfective: qu?xweh 'I'll swim

(away)' L, lah qu?xweh 'I'll swim around (in

a circle)' M, ?ue~ qu?xweh. (or -wee L) 'Itll

swim thither' LM, di~ ?ue~ qu?xweeG (or -wehG)

'I won't swim thither' L, lah qu?w}h}h 'he'll

swim in a circle' M (should perhaps be qa?w}h}h),

qe? qu?xdeweh 'I'll swim back' M, qu?qieweh

'they'll swim' M, inceptive perfective: 27be37fnA,

47ce57L: J.Cie~ Gexweex 'I'm swimming over there'

M, Guxweex 'I'm swimming (along)' L, lah Gex=

weex 'I,'m swimming around (in a circle)' LM,

Rezanov Kays-sT~H 'ilAaBaT~ schwimmen' Geweex}h

'he's swimming (along, away)', Geweex 'it (ani=

mal) ,is swimming' L, ~ie~ Gewee1}h 'he's swimming



thither' L, (?u.de~) da.~ Gewe.~}h 'he's

swimming across (there)' L, ya.nu?~ Gewe.~}h

'he's swimming (along) underwater' L, yahd

Gewe.~}h 'he's swimming out (to sea)' L, qe?

Gexdewe.~ 'I'm swimming back' M, active per=
fective: siweh~ 'I swam' L, ~i.~ siweh} 'I

swam over there' M, lah siweh~ 'I swam around

(in a circle)' M, di?du?~ di~ ?u.da? ?exsweh~G

'I almost didn't get there (swimming)' M, yeq

seweh} 'swam ashore' 47c.6IL, 61.77A, lah se=

weh~}h 'he swam around (in a circle)' M, ?u.(!

seweh}}h 'she swam thither' L, 47b.4M, di~

?u.~ ?esweh}G}h 'he didn't swim there' L, ?u.~

da. seweh} 'we swam (towards) there' L, ?u.da?

da. seweh} 'we swam (and arrived) there' L, da.~

seweh~ 'it (bear, dog, seal, person, not bird,

fish) swam across' L, ?~.de~ qvhew da.~ seweh=

}}h 'here it was he swam across' L, yahd seweh=

~}h 'he swam out (to sea)' L, o-lah ?lilhJ\:' se=

weh} 'it (loon) swam around 0 with him (person,

on its back)' 27a.28L, o-lah qe? sdiweh~ 'it

(loon) swam back, some more around 0 with him

(on its back)' 27a.34L, 27b.45A, qe? xsdiweh}

'I swam back' M, active optative: ?u.~ ?ixiweh

'let me swim (towards) there' L, ?u.da? ?ixiweh



'let me swim (and arrive) there' L, (?uo~) da.
?i.weh (or -we ° , former more frequent) 'let's

swim (thither)' L, ?a?d ~a.di?da. qe? ?ixdi=

weh 'I'll never swim (there) again' M, inceptive

conditional: ?uo~ Gexweh dao~ 'if/when I swim

there' L, ?u.~ Gioweh dao~ 'if/when you swim

thither'L, active conditional: ?uo~ ?ixweh

da.~ 'if/when I('ve started to) swim thither' L,

inceptive subjunctive: ?u.da? Gewe.~ ?u~ de~=

l}h}h 'I told him to swim there' L, active sub=

junctive: ?u.~ ?ixweo~ si~ deleh 'he told me

to swim thither' L, customary: ?exwe.~ 'I (cust)

swim (there)' L, da. ?eweo~ 'we (cust) swim

(there)' L, repetitive: inceptive imperfective:

?u.~ qu?xwe.g 'I'll try to swim there' L, ac=

tive imperfective: xwe.g 'I'm trying to swim

(there)' L (no active imperfective, e.g. *xweh

except with e.g. repetitive L), ?uo~ we.g}h

'he's trying to swim there' L, ~de~ ?u.da?

?exwe.gG 'I can't get there (trying to swim)' L,

active subjunctive: ?~o~ ?eweog da.~ 'if/when

he('s started to try to) swim here' L, ?uo~

?exweog da.~ 'if/when I('ve started to try to)

swim there' L, with ye~-progressive, 'S swims

(in no particular direction)': active imperative:



ye~ ?edewe- 'swim~, go swimming~' LM, inceptive

imperfective: ye~ qu?xdewe-, ye~ qu?xdeweh

'I'll go swimming' LM, di~ ye~ qu?xdewe-s 'I

won't go swimming' L, active imperfective: ye~

xdewe-~ 'I'm swimming (about)' LM, ~de~ ye~

xdewe-~s 'I can't swim' L, ?ida- ye~ ~dewe-~

sid ?e~de?g 'teach me how to swim~' ('teach me

how one swims about~') M, ?i~ya? ye~ xdewe-~

'I'm swimming back and forth' L, ?i~ya? ye~

dewe-~ih 'he's swimming back and forth' M, active

perfective: (de~i-) ye~ xsdiweh~ 'I (already)

went swimming' LM, da- ye~ sdiweh~ 'we went

swimming' L, active optative: ye~ ?ixdiwe- 'let

me go swimming' L, da- ye~ ?idiwe- L (twice),

da- ye~ ?idiweh 'let's go swimming' LM (L re=

jects former, probably incorrectly), active condi=

tional: ye~ ?edeweh da-~ (not -we-) 'if/when
you (start to) swim .(about) , L, active subjunctive:

ye~ ?edewe-~ ?u~ dexlihih 'I told him to go

swimming' L, ye~ ?exdewe-~ ?ixleh 'I want to

go swimming' L, customary: ye~ ?ixdewe-~ 'I

(cust) go swimming' L, ye~ ?idewe-~ih 'he (cust)

goes swimming' L, ye~ ?edewe-~ 'they (seals)

(cust) swim about' 62_29G, da- ye~ ?idewe-~

'we (cust) go swimming, swim (about)' LM, indirect



reciprocal with ?i1le~~.? '~n competition with

one another': neuter perfective: ?i1le~~.? ?idi=

weh1inu. 'they're racing (swimming)' L, active

optative: ?i1le~~.? da. ?idiweh 'let's race

(swimming)' L.
ye~ ?iswe.~(-1) (gerundive of preceding with ye~-=

progressive) 'swimming' (as art or pastime): ?u?=

lixi1gah ye~ ?iswe.~ 'I know how to swim' L,

ye~ ?iswe.~~ ?u?li.1gah, ye~ ?iswe.~1~ ?u?=
li.1gah tdo you know how to swim~' L, ye~ ?is=

we.~ sid ?e1de?g 'teach me how to swim' L, ye~

?iswe.~ xuGe~ga?1 'I'm getting tired of swimming'

('swimming (about) is tiring me' ) L, ye~ ?is=

we.~~a? ?enah~ekih ?ixleh 'I like to swim' L,

ye~ ?iswe.~~ ye~ xsdi?yahG1 'I got a desire
to swi1n' L, ye~ ?iswe.~~ ye~ xda?ya.GIr 'I

I(cust)lget a desire to swim' L, Rezanov RXo~~

aHcY3~ 'He llAHBK schwimme nicht~' y~u. ...
j)"'-'"'...swe.~, perhaps to be read ya?~. ye~ ?is= ~

A

we. ~ ]' no swimming~'.
i

o-ka.~ !?i-?-d-we (with o-ka.~ 'catching up to 0',
appareptly with indeterminate 0 and a-thematic)

'S catphes up to 0 (swimming)': ?ika.~ ?i?de=

seweh~~h 'he caught up to you (swimming)' L,

?ika.~e~ ?i?deGexwe.~ 'I'm catching up to you

(swi "ng)' L.



2we

2 2we (see w~?}, we-g)
I
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wao

wao (att ed in form dewao with only rare and un=

certain e ceptions, but nevertheless probably to be

analyze e-wao with de-classifier, or, more like=

ly, d-t atic, cf. especially o-d-3:-yeJS: 'before

0' unde yeJS:3, stem perhaps related to dewa?d,

wa°3:, wa 1, cf. also Galice ka~dabaa 'morning'

< *qa- 'dawn' as 0 of *o-dewa, Chipewyan 0-=

bd 'wao ng for 0', Navaho o-ba? 'waiting for 0,

proceding ahead of, beyond 0', also Kutchin vanh,

Minto dane? 'morning', Navaho ?a(h)-bini

'mornin bini 'during', all of which suggest an

analysis Eyak de-wa. rather than broken stem

dewao)

o-wa. postposition, uncertain) 'after 0': ye=

qe. yeqe°JS: 'day after tomorrow' L (con=

mis nscription for yeqe.JS: ?ewao yeqe°JS: 'to=

mor , its tomorrow', not verified), siwa°3:=

C!ao Y}Oh}h 'next oldest sibling after me' L

('h 0 is on the afterside of me', but con=

cei y < si-wa.3:-3:-).

o-d-w (postposition, probably with a-thematic,

cf. -d-3:-yeJS: 'before 0' under yeJS:3) 1. with

nom or pronominal 0: a. 'in front of 0':

sid qa? sah3: 'it (seal) emerged right in

fro f me' L; with -~ah final '(removal to

som istance) away from': sidewa.k!ah ?ao?



'get ut of my way:' L.

lb. 'waiting for 0' in o-d-wao -~e'--~'

'S w s for 0', see -~e'~-~' 13., Rezanov

CUT 0 a 'llo~om~H warten (Imperat) , sidewao

'(wa ) for me~'e

2. With subordinated verbal clauses as 0:

a.' iting for 0', requiring optative in subor=

dina clause for unrealized event: Aaei!eo?ga?

?iol ewao ?ixi~eh 'I'm waiting for it to

turn ed'M.

2b. With subordinatmclause in inceptive

perf tive with negative -G, 'before' ('while

not (y t) eee'): (1) ?ui! ?ew ?et:j.?}h Gek:j.e~3:G=

dewa 'give it to him before he cries:' L, ye~

Geku Gdewao 'before it breaks' L, ?u~ah le=

Giota 3:6dewae 'before you forget' L, ?ida?yae=

le~ ex~e?3:6dewao 'before I get too cold' L,

?ew Ge3:~a?g3:6dewao 'before he writes on it'

L, ~iyah 6e3:e?3:Gdewae ~aoneo 'eat it be=

fore t turns bad:' L, Gexs}h3:Gdewao 'before

I di L, Ge~c~h}Gdewao 'before he smells it'

L, ? S}o?}h ?i6eSeo~Gdewae 'kill him before

he Is you~' L, ?ew ya? de6exihs3:Gdewao

'be e he rips it up' L, xu6e3:~a?~~~Gdewae

'be e he tickles me' L, sdikus~yue ?edi~ Ge=

:+:ao? qe? 6eda?li?c'~Gdewao 'bring the laundry



in ore it gets wet again~' L, ?ile~ ?i=

Ge1:?'ii 1:Gdewa. 'before he sees you' L, ~eGa°1:G=

dewao 'before he eats it' L, 1:i~ ?edyaodeke.s~

~eG °ya.1:Gdewao 'always (cust) wash your hands

befor you eat~' L, qe? Gi.da°1:Gdewao 'before

you home' L; (2) with subordinated clause pre=

cede y di.ye~ 'not yet', itself requiring -G

negat ve: 18.61, 34.104L, ?u~ ?ew ?et}?th di.=

ye~ ekt.~1:Gdewa. 'give it to him before he

cries' L, di.Ye~ ?u~ah leGi.ta.1:edewa. 'be=

fore ou forget' L, ya?~u. ~qu?~i.yah di.ye~

y~.? Gi.da.1:Gdewa. 'don't eat before you sit

down' L, ?e1:xu~}h di.ye~ ?iGe1:ru~1:Gdewa'

'shoo him before he shoots you~' L.

2c. With subordinated clause not in nega=

tive, frequently followed by q-emphatic, distin=

guis from dewa' (conjuction, artificially)

only lack of pause), 'while ..., as ..., ...

wher pon, ...and then': ?u.da? siyah1:dewa.

sest 1as I got there he died' (not possible

to t 1 e.g. whether I had a chance to~lk to

him) yahd ~~.? deseli1:dewa. 'they built a

hous and then' 49.l7A, Gedeqey}'y k'u1:ehdewa.

'whi it was foggy' 34.117L, kv'1:da?c~ih~ we~

dele a. clew ~.1:da?dkih k'uSiyah ?ula'i~

des 'was saying thus to Stump whereupon



-11_11-
Stump got mad' Ib.15M; more frequently with de-=

?we~ 'still, just thus' in subordinated clause:

11.93 25.210A, 57.24G, 68.9, 15A, di?we~ de=

xa.g}fewa. qa?s}h}h 'he'll work till he dies'

(Whilt he's still working he'll die') L, de?we~=

YU' ~lehdewa. qew yahd ~~.? disilil 'after

many tries I (finally) built a house' ('I did just

such ~hings whereupon I built a house') L, with
,

subor4inated non-verbal clause: di?we~ ?~.d

xu.dafa. ?edy~.dekus 'wash your hands while I'm

still here:' L.

3. With adverb as 0: a. with 7\:'i.-li. 'al=

ready as 0, 7\:'i.dewa., }i.dewa. 'morning, in

the m rning, early', see under 7\:'i.-}i..

3b. With sahd~ 'for a long time' as 0,

with di.ye~ 'not yet', negative -6 suffix

with sahd~ uncertain: di.ye~ sahd~[61]dewa.

qew 'before long' 24.24, 61.44A.

4. With demonstrative pronoun ?ew 'that'

as 0, !always followed by q-emphatic, 'thereupon,

and t~en" as clause-introducer in texts from A:

7.24, 37b.35, 50.15, 43A; with de- '~' and

q-emp atic, as clause-introducer in texts from

A an , de?ewdewa. q-: 37b.8, 14A, 43.4, 47b.=

6M; h de- '~' and without q-emphatic,

cons ent usage of L: 18.55, 80,34.124, 37a.8,



47c.3 21,42, 48.8L, ?u.da? sah}th, de?ew=

dewa. we~ sel.;:} 'when he got there it hap=

pened ('he got there, thereupon it happened') L.
dewa. conjunction, or adverb as clause-introdu=

cer, tatus ambiguous, probably derived from 2c.

and above, in texts from A distinguishable

from c. only by presence of pause, but in forms
I
ifromL'and M occasionally distinguishable from
!

2c. b the presence of third person (non-rela=

tiviz ng) suffixes -}h, -inu. to preceding

verb, of. da.J.t" 'and, when') 'and then, there= -

upon, whereupon': without following q'-emphatic
onl n 38.17, 19LM, with following q-emphatic:

la. 8, Ib.10M, 10.3, 15,22,186, 11.62A, 16.=

22M, .60,24.87,34.62, 47b.8, 18, 23, 28,
30M, 29A, -th, -inu. suffixes to verb pres=

ent 6.22M, 38.17LM, 48b.8, 18, 23, 30M,

?u' sah}th dewa. qew we~ s~li} 'when he

got ere it happened' ('he got there whereupon

it pened.', same as ?u.da? sah}}h de?ewdewa.

we~ i} under 4. above),L.

,["~"



wahl

wahl (pe s related to wao, wao1, dewa?d, cfo al=

so e.g. aho -blit° 'because of', Hupa -mifi /-m\rJ/

'in order that')

o-wah postposition, with zero final) attested in

only wo constructions: 1. as attribute to yao

'thi in o-wah ya. 'the makings of, raw ma=

teri , wherewithal, potential something for 0,

o-to e, something to, ~ ~ 0' a. with nominal

or p nominal 0: ?e~ekihwah ya.?eo~ qu?x~ah

'1'1 0 look for raw material to make a canoe

with' L, ~iyahdwah yao 'the makings of a hat'

L, e°c'ekihwah yao '(mythical) makings of
a ba , nigidahtao?wah ya. personal name?

('Ni a's father-to-be') L, Gec'wah yao 'the

maki of dry-salmon3, 65o37A, k'u?ehdwah yao

'a p ential wife' lO.124A, deowah yaodew

'why?' L, deowah yaode?ew 'what's that good

for?' L, deowah yao 1vodiyahstahdew 'what

good Os a rat-skin?' 28o138A.

Ibo With subordinate verb-clause in opta=

tive: diGu?wah yao 'havy garm~nt for warmth'

L, q ?~i.dahwah yao 'foodstuff, something to
eat' ('that which might be eaten') 25.31, 148A,

?ioS~ °hwah yao?eo~ 'looking for someone to

(whom he might) kill' 52o2L, ~5U. ?ide6eleh

?iya. ?u?la°xi~~ahwah yao 'the wherewithal



wher ith I might make your mind content' 6l.l8A.

2. Not as attribute to ya. as above, only

with nterrogative pronoun de d 'what?,

what' perhaps lacking -d final of o-wah-d on=

ly by haplology with -d of interrogative pronoun

or by mistranscription, de-wahdd > de-wahd,

see e amples under o-wah-d below-

o-wah-d (postposition, almost certainly with-d

final 'at rest, nominalization of') 'for (the

sake, purpose of, a purpose concerning) 0': 1_.

with ubordinated verbal clause, always in opta=

tive, '(in order) to, so (that)': ~Iii-? ?i-?yah=

wahd 'the makings of it' ('in order that it be

made, finished') M, o-da? sah'l}h, ?liih laoyil=

~~hw 'went over to 0, (in order) to kiss her'

47b- ,47c.51fnL, ?iAa-yilmahwahd q\lh we~=

yu- ~ de6ele"1 'it's to get you confused that

he's aying such things to you' L, silah qe?=

i-lihle?wahd qu?xl}h}h 'I'll make him love me'

('I'll act upon him so that he'll love me') L,

side~ qe?i-lihle?wahd ?iqe?xlih 'I'll make

you h me' L, gelaoyi~ehwahd 'so that it (li=

quid) ill get cold' L, ?e~ekih ~u? ?ixi:t:ih=

wahd 0 I can make a canoe' L, rather frequent

in te with a wide variety of main and subordi=

nate rb themes and in elicitations without main



verb lause usually obtained for the purpose of

eliciting optatives, see %e-dux 1. (5.8L), -da,

O-%-te (9.100, 121A), -cu?d-, O-?-ca, %e-a~',

-sid j (CausatiVe), O-S}~(-g), -slh (49.94A),
O-~- ? (11.27A), O-se 1. (56.28A), O-gu?~

I
i

(9.294), %e-ge~d (65.25A), Gd-de-Gu?, O-?_=

y-%-q{ (qa4) (59.4 Galushia Nelson), O-%-qa? 1.

(qa?3, %-q~', O-~h%(-g) (49.120A), %-~~

(43.1 M), -?mahd (6.4M), O-ci?(l)--?lah},

-la 1. (la-nal) (11.150A), d-%-?ehd(-g) (65.=

50, ~A), d-de-?a.~ 2. (60.26A), -?a?~ (15.2M),

?i-%-1e~-?~ lOa. (38.9LM), O-l-(%-)?a 1, (11.=

lOA), I O-~-a (lb.17, 18, 3.12M, 53.2L), o-d

0-~-%1a, -a (33.79A, 38~9LM),,0-kus (33.2fnL),

someti es awkward to translate with certain main

verbs; o-~ d-de-5~.d ...wahd '8 pleads with 0

to ...', ~-clh ...wahd '8 sings so that ...'

(5.8L), 0-?-?eh5 ...wahd '8 invites 0 to ...'

(53.2L, 59.8 Galushia Nelson), ?uqa?da? qe? ?i=

diyahw hd k}.~ 'she's crying to go back to her

husban~' 33.79A, ...wahd ?i-le\(?) '8 wants

that. I..' (70. 5A) , ?i~ ?ud qu?xle?g, ~5u.

?ideGe~eh ?u?la.yi}~ahwahd 'I'll grant it to

you, sb that you may have peace of mind' 6l.l1A,

~5U. ?i~a.~ qu?xah, x~?}q ?idixe~wahd

'I'll elp you well, so that the tide will great=

\' .



lye' 3.l4M (cf. 2. below).

2. With noun or pronoun as 0, generally

tran atable as 'for (the sake, purpose of, a

purpore concerning) 0'; with clear reference to

purpoe or intent (as contrasted with cause, cf.

o-le , but with rather wide scope in the type

of r ationship referred to in 'concerning 0':

with "nterrogative pronoun as 0, wherein -d-d(-)

appa tly often> -dC-), Rezanov TeBaT'b 'Ra
tlTO? ZU?1 de'wahd L, de'wahdd 9.l9A, de'=

i

wahdd~w L, de'wahdduw 'why?, what for?, to what
!

purp01e?' L, 43.8M, probably misused for -lehd-
I

in d~'wahdduw sila.:JS: siya. yik'a?d 'why do

my eyes hurt?' 3.9M, perhaps questionable also in

de.w sili? ?idi'}ah 'why (for what purpose)

do yo hate me?' M, de'wah~i.dew we:JS: yileh

'why r are you doing that?' M (-d-~- > -~-),

siwa 'for, on account of me, for my sake' L,

~qu? ~e'~}wahd ?ixi}~ehdeg 'also what I use

for ting' 3.14M, ?edewi'l}wahd 'for marauding'

11.2 de?ewahd qew we:JS:YU' ?ew~ deGele'}

'it exactly for that purpose that he was say=

ing h things to it' 11.150A, Ge}?ihdwahd 'for

the t time' 20.89A, frequently 'for (acting

upon ing, getting, containing) 0': la?mahd=

wahd ?a.G 'berry-basket, basket for berries'



"
I'J , ~'Ii, r 'J

Galu °a Nelson BSdL 546, L, kuswahd ?ew se}=

tah} 'he placed it (as receptacle) for urine,

urina ion' 33.10A, ~e?a'Gwahd ?ew we~ }i'~i=

nu. they (cust) process them for making baskets

(out f)' 66.6L, lis y~'?~ Aa'Ga.G~lh, }a?g=

wahd 'he (cust) chops down trees, for firewood'

36.5A giyahwahd ?ew ya? ?i.}~ahwahd 'in or=

der t melt it for water' 43.16M, ?ewahd «

?ew- , ?u-wahd) ?ise}qah} 'kindled a fire

for (10 roast) it' la.lO, Ib.l2M, tJiC!g} ?ewahd

we~ e.~ 'props are (cust) made, obtained for
it' A, ca' ?ewahd, Aa.Ge}eGeme~ ca' ?e= -,

wahd di~ Ai'x}y~o~F.Y'I.. ((ust) bring in stones

for" roynd stones for (setting on top of) it'

65.2 ca?}dekih ?ewwahd ~~a? de}~hinu.

'the se a small knife for (splitting) it' 66.5L;

'for, (to serve, be) as 0': de?u.d ?ahnu. Se}=

~x}, }e?ahwahd 'they kept her right there, as a

slave' 38.13LM, kena?s nahGec'e' ?u~ila.wahd

?u?sel ?g} 'wolverene chose fox for, as his cou=

sin'l .1M; 'for (duration of) 0 (period of time)':

~ela.~ahd '(supply of money, food) for winter'

16.20M!, 62.23, 63.31, 33, 37, 38G, 65.27, 27A, with

nomina~ized verbal phrases as 0: xe~ y~.? de=

Ga?yahwahd 'for winter (when snow falls)' L; 'for

(prote~tion against) 0': ?ewahd ?i.tJ~hlh 'he's
l J

"



ready prepared for it' 7.20A, ca?~de?e.~ si=

wahd Ye~ ~ele?g~lehd 'because you groped for

a kni for (protection against) me' 32.22A; with

indep dent nominalized adjective as 0, 'for 0

luck' ~3u.wahd '(may it be) for, (here's to)

good luck:' L, ~3u.wahd ?ew??-.? ?i~¥.qe.k'

'it's igood luck to (cust) come (boating) upon it'

35.21 ~3u.wahd ?ew ~~a? sel~?l}h 'he

kept, used it for good luck' 37a.24L; with theme

O-?_? 3 'S invites 0', 'to 0': qa. leG ?u?=

sdi?e 3l, q'e.dah ~wahwahd 'we were invited

asho , straightaway to eat' 59.8 Galushia Nel=

son; o-wahd d-de-3¥.a 'S begs for 0'; with

theme o-(!a.~ -a/-?a?(! 'sg./pl. S helps 0',

'with,! at, concerning, in, to do 0': 10.45, 48A,

li?q' a.yu.wahd (!a.~ d}h:i-h 'he helps himself

to ev ything' L, ~i~a.~ Ga.? --de.wahdd --

?el t ?ya?wahd 'help me: --with what? --with

(prepa ing) these fish' 21b.35-37A, ?u~a.~ da.

qa?a?~'nu., dede.wahdd 'we'll help them, with

anythi~g' 25.165A, dik' ?i~a.~ da. ge? qu?=

de?a?~~, di~ dede.wahdG « -d-d-G 7) 'we
i

won't ~elP you anymore, not with anything' 10.=

60A, w~th verb themes referring to strenuous ef=
i

fort, 'at 0': o-wahd le-~?G 'S strains, exerts

self d at 0', ?uwahd ~siwugl 'I grunted at

:c



(try g to lift) it'; with theme }e-qa'? 'S

yells, '(baying) at 0': le~ahd da' qu?}e=

qa'? 'we (dogs) will bay at you pl.' l3.13L;

with -anatomical, rejected here by L: k11lewahd

~~.? ?ixi}ihwahd 'so that I may fashion it into

a he 'M; perhaps with d-class-mark, see o-d-=

wahd below.

3. With certain nouns referring to undesir=

able avior or characteristics dS 0, meaning

clea y aberrant from that of 2., perhaps idioma=

tic, 'th, by, out of 0': ?idehdah q\1huw ye~a?

xus} h}, guGwahd 'I was really taken in by

his l'es' ('he really made me play into his (own)

hands, with lying') L, ~id ~ewa'18gahYe~ Ii?

?i}i , deGeleh~da'dwahd 'you're just clutched

unde a dog-corpse (extremely promiscuous), out of,

wit enselessness, wantonness' 49.70A.

o-d-w (postposition, as above, with d-mark of

part uncertain interpretation) 1. (with d-the=

mat' 'oral') '(satisfying, cloying) o's hunger,

app e' « 'for 0 orally'): o-d-wahd -Ie '0

has gh of S to eat, is tired of (eating) Sf,

see e l7a.

.With (o)~xa?-, perhaps d-class noun, or

perha postposition with -d final, or with d-the=

matic ral', as 0: (o)..:.xa?dewahd 'for 0 to eat',



see xa?

ith suhg~ 'harm, geat injury' as 0,
eith d-class, or with d-thematic, or reduced

suhg see suhg.



2wah

wah2
i

wah (exflamation, imitative of dog barking): .

wah w~ 'bow-wow'L.



'e 3
wah

wah3 (po stem, 'white' 1), see ?e?lewah



wa?l

wa?l

O-l-}-wa~ (with I-thematic) 'S grinds, strains,

sifts ~': lio}wa? 'strain it~, sift it~, grind

it~' M. with ya? 'completely': ya? lio}wa?

L, yat leGe}wa? 'grind it up~' M, ya? qu?=

liox}w~? 'I'll grind it up' M, ?ewlu? ye~

qu?lio~}wa? 'I'll strain, sift it (dry material,
eog. ftour) , ('I'll strain it downward through

(holes in) that') L, ya? lex}wa?, ya? leGex}=
wa?} I'm grinding it up' L.

?}.s}iwa?} (noun, unclassified) 'snuff (Copenhagen-=

type, ~riginally ground with mortar and pestle)'

LM, Ga~ushia Nelson tn}iwa} 'snuff' BSdL 548,

?}Os}iwa?}tah 'snuff-can, snuff-box' 56.10, 16L.

Nomina~ized passive active perfective, 'it's been

groundjup'. tnst}iwa.t} name of Basket Pattern

7 (1'heat waves") BSdL 547 (illustration in BSdL
,

82, di~cussion BSdL 84), probably to be read

?~.s}iwa?}, but perhaps to be interpreted with

stem ~a?} rather than wa?

?ulu~ y~~ ~.dewa? (noun) 'sieve' M (unknown

to L).I Nominalized passive active imperfective,

'somet~ing is sifted downward through (holes in)
it' .I

?uya?~ ~.dewa? (noun) 'mortar, bowl for grinding'
I
I



L. As preceding, 'something is ground in it

(0 w broad opening at top)'.

?uye~ ~.dewa? (noun) 'ice-cream freezer'

("becafse of crank") L. As preceding, 'something

is groind, sifted(~) under it'.

-l-wa? ~attested only as suffixed adjective) 'ground-=

up', i~ c~.lewa? 'ice-cream' ('ground-up milk') L.
;



wa?2j

? 2 '?,wa see qe?,~ t
I. '"' "$ " ., '7 l' --i l/ "" A '")L .tk."l4. ~ t;,Q.wt t, I'

,
0.



wa?

wa?, see ~ewa?d

"
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wed-wihd-wehd-wahd

r;l
QlY-

wed-wihd-wehd-wahd~! (form of non-reduced stem uncertain -

or perhaps more than one stem, confused, confused also
W'U$""\iv~~

in certain cases with wehs, wahs) -
)"

~e-wed---wihd---wehd---wahd-g (with -g-repetitive

thematized) 1. (with I-anatomical) 'S's head twitch=

es, sh~kes, nods, bobs' (involuntary tic): le~e=

wehdg}~ 'his head shakes' L, also nickname of one

Eyak woman one one white man who had such a tic L,

le~ewedg}h 'his head twitches' L (now preferred to
J~~f~i'i';~.d~ "-.', ,;"",,-;~) 'P ""r Al;".A'" "" ~

preced~ng),?u.de~ leGe~ewedg~ 'his head is

twitching (there)' L, with ye~-progressive or per=

haps 'downward': ye~ le~ewahdg}h 'his head nods,

bobs, twitches to side (involuntarily)' L (L later

prefers following form or form with stem wahs) ,

ye~ la~ewedg 'his head nods, bobs, twitches to

side (involuntarily)' L, ?t.x1ewudg, ?t.x~ewedg,

ye~ ?}.x~ewedg 'my head twitches (up and down

or sideways)' L.

21. (with l~d-anatomical) 'S's eyelid qui=

vers, flutters, twitches' (involuntarily): le~e=

dex~ewedg 'my eyelid is quivering' (omen that
w""" ...a..f

I'll sele someone) L (see also wehs, wahs, wi~). -
A

31. (attested only with ?i.-prefix, perhaps

to be e~lained as denasalized ?t.- for 1-=

th~mati) 'S (free end of branch) bobs and flaps':
i\.,C. WttS""'W:;f



I

?~.ya?d ?i.~ewahdg 'free end of branch (e.g.
of alder) bobs and flaps in flowing river' L. i

:4. Transitive (causative, with ~d-class-=
mark fQr 0 and ye~-progressive) 'S waves, swishes
0 (ald~rs) about so they whistle': ye~ ~edex~e=

wihdg, r (next day, preferred) ye~ ~edex~ewedg
I

'I'm waving alders so they whistle (to scare

wolves)' L.

~ '".., ..



wud-wid

wud-wid see ed-id-wud-yid



wahd

wahd (alma t certainly to be analyzed wah-d) see
1wah



, wa?d

",'.

wa?d, see wa?d

.

"



wut'

wut' (expanded we.t')

wut' (no~, unclassified) 'vomit' M, wut'~?et'u?
i

'lots ~f vomit' M (-~-suffix probably incorrect),
!

wut'ga?j ?edu?xdegewih 'I feel like vomiting,

nausea~ed' LM, wut'ga? xu?~gewih 'he's making
!

me feet like vomiting' L.

-wut' (nqun) 1. 'vomit': siwut' 'my vomit' L.

~. 'belly, stomach, paunch': Rezanov RaroTT~
I

'Epmocol Bauch' qa.wut' 'human belly, our belly',

attested with this meaning only in Rezanov, not
known ~s such to L M or A; this is the probable

earlie~ meaning of the stem, cf. Athapaskan *wet'
!

'belly'l, but it seems peculiar that the meaning

attest~d in Rezanov is no longer remembered at all

by the Imodern informants, unless Rezanov is Yaku=

tat Tl~ngit where the meaning persisted longer than

at Cop~er River delta.

-wut' 's Ivomits': Gexwut' L, xwut' 'I'm vomiting'
!

LM, d~~ xwut'G 'I'm not vomiting' L, qu?xwut'

'I'll vomit' M, siwu~ 'I vomited' L, sewu~}h
!

'he vo4ited' 40.13L, x~?~q siwut'~ 'I threw up

a lot' r, Gewut' 'vomit:' LM, xwe.~ 'I (cust)

vomit' ~MA.

O-~-wut' I's vomits 0': qiyi~i~?-h se~wut'~}h 'he

vomite4 up spiders' 40.14L; with indeterminate 0:



?iqe?~wu~gWa? ?edu?xdegew 'I feel like I'm
goin 0 vomit' G.

, J

.
...



wi",

wi", (once 0 wu~, expanded once wi.~)

xe-wi~ 8 is startled, starts, jumps, twitches,

jerks, dodges': Ge~ewi~ 'twitch:, jump:' M,

xsxiwi~~ 'I started, jumped' M, 'I dodged' L,

?exewi1~}h 'he (cust) starts' M, with o-ya.~

'avoid~ng 0': ?uya.~ Gexewi~ 'dodge it:' LM,

?uya.~1 xsxiwi~x 'I dodged it' MA. Transitive

(causa~ive): xusexwi~x 'it startled me' LM;I

passive: xusxiwi~x, xusdiwi~~ 'I got startled,

was maqe to jump' L.

l~d-xe-w~~---WU~-g (with l~d-anatomical and -g-=

repeti~ive thematized) '8 has tic in eye, exces=

sive involuntary blinking, squinting': le~edexe=

wi~g}h'l le~edexewu~g}h 'he has an eye-tic, blinks,

SqUint, (involuntarily)' L; cf. wed-w:j;hd"wehd-wahd, .."

wehs'1ahs, wus-wes.
.c'

, ,

.* :



" wi}-we}-wu},

wi}-we}-wu} (most frequently wi})

wi1-we1-tu1 (noun, usually unclassified, occasion=

ally I-class) 'wedge': wu1, we1 L, wi} 'wedge'
!

LM, Ga~ushia Nelson wt1 'wedge' BSdL 548, wi}=

?ao?nuw M, wi1?a?luw (latter preferred) 'big

wedge' iLM, wi1 sic' ?e?a?, wi1 siC! ?eta?,
I

wi1 s~C! lio?a? 'give me a (iron) wedge:' L,

0-1-wi1-:we1 'S puts wedge in 0, S splits 0 with

wedge' ~o Ge1wi} 'put a wedge in it:' M, qu?x}=

we1 "11 split it with a wedge' L, with ya?

'compl tely': ya? Gex1we} 'I'm splitting it
with a ~edge' (not active imperfective) L, ya?

Si1Wi1.I'I split it all up (wood, with a wedge)'

L, repe~itive: ya? x1we1g 'I'm splitting it

(wood, ~ith wedge)' L, with ~d-class-mark for 0:

ya? ~ereGex1we1, ya? ~edex1we} 'I'm splitting

them (lpgs, with wedge)' L; passive: ya? s1i=
!

we} 'i' (wood) has been split (with wedge)' L.

;



~. we?:1.-,j; x

I

we?} (perhaps to be analyzed we with -}-instru=
i 2

mental, perhaps related to we.g)
we?} (n~un, qi.l- or g-class, or unclassified)

'snare~ lasso' L8, Galushia Nelson we't} 'snare'

B8dL 549, we?}?a?luw L, we?}qi.?nuw 'big

snare'ILM, la?dih we?} 'two snares' L, perhaps
also ~a?d gele~eda~ we?} 'two (loops, eyes of)

snares 'I L (with g-class-mark and l~d-anatomical

'eye'),1 we?}le~edeyeq' sah} , we?}gele~edeyeq
I

sah~ jit got caught (went) in (the loop, eye of)

a snar 'L, we?}sa? sah} 'it got caught (went)

in (thel mouth of) a snare' L.

O-}-we?} 11. '8 snares, lassoes 0': qu?x}we?} 'I'll

lasso i~' M, '1'1]- snare it' LM8, qu?yi}we?}

'YOU'll! spring a snare on it' A, ?iqe?x}we?}
,

'I'll share, lasso you' L, si}we?} 'I lassoed

it' M, !'I snared it' LA, Ge}we?} 'lasso it~' M,
I

repetit~ve: ?ele~}we?}g 'pl. snare them~' 28.48,

49A; pa~sive: s}iwe?} 'it's been snared' L, xus=
,

diwe?} I 'I've been snared' L, repetitive: dewe?}g
!

'they'r~ being snared' 28.50, 50A.
!

21. '8 cuts, sl ices 0 (skin) into thongs,

babichel' (this was done spirally starting at out=

side edge; this is perhaps the basic meaning of

the ste~, from which 'snare' (made of thong)

f:,
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is derived; original form of stem perhaps we,
Iwith ~l-instrumental of derived form retained

throughout, also in expanded form; see we~h: -
,.,

qu?xlwe?l, qu?xlwe? (latter uncertain) 'I'll
slice it (skin into babiche) , L, frequently with

expanded stem: ?elweol 'slice it (skin)~' A,

qi?yilweol 'you'll slice it (skin)' A, with ya?

'completely': ya? qu?xlweol 'I slice it (skin)
up intd babiche (for eogo snowshoe-netting, by

cutting specially from outer edge)' L, ya? Gel=

we? (Jncertain) , ya? Gelwe?l, ya? Gelweol,

ya? q,jjoleGelweol 'slice it (skin) into thongs~'

L; passive: ya? sliwe?l, ya? sliweol, ya?
sdiwe?~, ya? sdiweol 'it's all sliced up (into
babiche) , L, Galushia Nelson stliwEotl Gota'

or stliw~otl G3ta 'thong ("cut skin")' BSdL

548 sliweol k'utah 'skin which has been sliced

into thfng', see also followingo

sliwe?l, I sliweol (noun) 'babiche' Lo Nominalized

passive active perfective '(skin) which has been

sliced into babiche'.
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wahg

wahg
gu?we3:wahg(-3:) (gu?- perhaps reduced form of

o-gWa? 'like 0', we- perhaps we-phonological

as in verbs, e.g. inceptive imperfective qa?3:-=

-qu?we3:-, -3:-suffix used by L (not A), probably

incorrectly in form with -3:-classifier; perhaps

underlying intransitive verb theme 3:-wahg, of

unknown meaning) 'tribesman, member of tribe,

tribelet, ethnic group, clan': ~ey}.y gu?we3:=

wahg 20.104A, ~ey}.y gu?we3:wahgyu. 'members

of a different tribe' 20.102, 102A, de?i~da.~

gu?we3:wahgyu. 'people of various tribelets,

clans' 68.72A, de. gu?we3:wahg3:de?~h 'what

tribe is he of1' L, ?i. ?iga? gu?we3:wahg3: XU'

'I'm of the same tribe as~' L.



wa?~

wa?~
~e-wa?~ 'S is, becomes cooked tender by boiling':

Gelewa?~l 'it (meat) is getting cooked tender'
L. Transitive (causative): di?we~ ~a? ?i.~=

wa?~ 'boil it some more~' ('keep it boiling

yet~') L, de~i. si~wa?~~ 'I cooked it (some=

thing originally tough) tender' L; passive: sdi=

wa?~~ 'it's been boiled' L.

" I !'.lli' I I JII ill [,j ,I "Ii



wehx

wehx (wehxw A only, all others, including S and Reza=

noy wehx)
wehx (noun, l~-class) 'highbush gray or white

currants' LMS, ('blue currant (Ribes bracteosum) ,

and/or 'swamp gooseberry (Ribes lacustre)') , Reza=

noy Y3X~ 'CMopo~HHa' (not in Radloy, 'currants'),

wehxw 'currants' A, Harrington (from G and G's

wife) wehx 'wild currant' (same as Tlingit ~4

'grey currant'), wehxle~e~? 'lots of currants'

M.



we?q'

we?q'
-we?q 'S runs out, short of liquor': Gexwe?q~

'I'm running out of liquor'(refers to alcoholic

drinks only) L, da. Gewe?q1 'we're running out

of liquor' L.

o-J$:a? de-we?q (with o-J$:a? 'in intimate relation

wi th 0, "on" 0') ,( supply of) 8 runs short, out

on 0' (class-marks never used, even with classi=

fied S): siJ$:a? Gedewe?q~ "'I'm running short

of stuff'" (same as siJ$:a? leGede?a'1) L, da'=

na' siJ$:a? Gedewe?q1 (not deGede-) 'I'm running

out of money' L, na'w qa'J$:a? Gedewe?q~ (not

guleGede-) 'we're running out of whiskey' L,

siJ$:a? sdiwe?q3: 'I ran out of it, it's running

low on me' L; cf. l-de-~ahd-g.

o-J$: ?i-?-lJ$:dl-we?q (with o-J$:. 'in contact with 0',

semitransitive with thematized indeterminate 0,

dl-thematic combined with lJ$:-thematic, cf. o-J$:

?i-?-1J$:dl-J$:e1) '8 (supply of liquor) runs out

leaving 0 unsatisfied, only partly drunk': siJ$:

?i?leJ$:eAi'we?q1 'I'm only half-drunk and out of

liquor' L (neuter perfective), qa.J$: ?i?qe?le=

J$:eAi'we?q 'we'll get only half-drunk and the

liquor will give out' L.



wa?q

wa?q (possibly to be analyzed wa? as 0 of o-q 'on

0')
wa?q (noun) 'shallows, shallow place' LM, wa?q

qa? siqeh} 'I ran aground on a shallow place'

L (wa?q perhaps used adverbially ..'1 boated up

out (on) a shallow place, or perhaps to be read

wa?qqa? with wa?q as 0 of o-qa? 'amongst 0'),

wa?q yi}eh 'it's shallow' L.

-wa?q 'S is, becomes shallow': Rezanov ATb~axTY

'M~~b Untiefe' probably to be read ?a?d yiwa?qduh

'it's very shallow indeed' L (neuter imperfective),
,., ?J."".,.n?,.' ":-1-'" "",~:I::.. ~1 "~',"-I-- ? "- " t "

~--~""'--~'-~;!::""'oo-""~-=-l~ G awa qI J. S !~,

getting shallow' L, sawa?q} 'it got shallow' L.

}a-wa?q 'S is, becomes shallow' (meaning not clear=

ly distinguished from that of preceding): ?i}i=

wa?q'} 'it's shallow' (as the result of some pro=

cess or event) L (neuter perfective), Ga}awa?q}

'it's getting shallow' LM, s}iwa?<f} (not sdi-)
'it got shallow' L, qu?lawa?q 'it'll get shal=

low' M (no forms with expanded stem *waeq L).

, .", I ."



we~

weJS:
-weJS: (adjective) 'wide, broad' 1. Independent or

relativized: ~weJS: 'wide thing' L, 11.88A, Reza=
nov KoBaxeT~e 'B~ nopy, Bb nponop~tro passend,

nicht zu eng, von Kleidern', ~eweJS: yi}eh 'it's

wide' M di~ ?a?d ~ewex ?a?}e.G 'the y 're not, 0

very wide' 11.65A, ?ew ~eweJS: di~ sic' ?eta?

'give me the wide dish~' L, ~weJS: ta. 'a wide

trail' M, ~weJS:luw~iyah 'nasty-big-broad-thing'

(pejorative epithet) Ib.9M, with class-marks (in
association with classified nouns): ~dewe~

'wide' (of e.g. board) L, ~le~eweJS: 'wide, big,

coarse' (of e.g. snowflakes, hail, pebbles) LM,

with I-anatomical: ~leweJS:~iyah 'nasty-broad-=

head' (pejorative epithet) Ib.9M.

2. Dependent (suffixed to nouns): ~elih=
weJS: 'wide sleeves' L, taohewe~ 'wide trail' L,

?ug ?iste?}weJS: 'wide bed', with classified

nouns: ~du.lihGdeweJS: 'wide table' L, xi~le~e=

we~ y~.? dio?yah} 'big snowflakes are falling'

L, Harrington t}'I~laXXtt~t~wwa~ 'wide grass'

~ihJS:le~edewe~ (~ih~ 'grass' irregularly, per=
haps incorrectly; treated as l~d-class noun like
e.g. ~hd} 'moss', perhaps a specific kind of

grass).

.



-we~ 'S is, becomes wide' (perhaps not freely used

in intransitive, attested only in active perfect=

ive): sewe~}. 'it got wide' L. Transitive (causa=

tive): ?e}.we~, Ge}.we~ 'make it wide:' L, qu?x=
}.we~ 'I'll/make it wide' L, si}.we~}. 'I made it

wide'L.
}.-we~ (}.-classifier with comparative postpositional

phrases o-ga? 'like 0', o-le~ 'more than 0',

also attested once without such postpositional
phrases) 'S is, becomes wide, broad (relative to

something else)': ?elga? ?i.}.we~ 'it's this
wide' ('it's wide like this') M, ?ewle~ ?i.}.we~

'it's wider than that, it's too wide, it's too

wide for that' L (neuter imperfectives), ?ewle~

qa?}.we~ 'it'll be wider than that' L, ?ewle~

se}.we~}. 'it got wider than that, got too wide
for it' L, ?ida?ya.le~ se}.we~}. 'it got too wide'

L, ?ida?ya.le~ Ge}.we~}. 'it's getting too wide'

L, with d-class-mark for S, postpositional phrase

lacking: di.}.we~ 'it (e.g. board) is wide' L

(neuter imperfective).1 

-""-_., J



we-X-

I
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we-J.C

we-J.C classification and meaning unknown, attested

only in musical fragment

-.Q.Q ..J .J }..J- e-~

we-J.C we-J.C C'i.1eh~iyahyu-

'we-J.C we-J.C Ravens' (Scar Stevens used to sing,

last note about one tone lower than the others)

M (L never heard we-J.C or the song)-



wahsq'

wahsq' (perhaps to be analyzed wahs- with o-q 'on 0',
form from M wa?sG, but verified twice by both L and

A as wahsq)

-l-wahsq (noun, with I-anatomical 'head') 'temple':
Rezanov RaAeBaCKa 'BHCRH Schlafe' qaelewahsq,

qaelewa?sG 'the temples of our head' M, sile=

wahsq 'my temples' LA, ~lewahsq 'temple'L.



we .g~ ,
I

we.g~

we.g~(-g) (noun, usually dl-class, perhaps also
d-class or unclassified, usually with -g-repeti=

tive) lulu': we.g~ G ("could say it that way"

MA), we.g~g lulu (woman's scraper-knife for

splitting fish etc.)' LMAS, Galushia Nelson wakck
'woman's knife (ulo) , BSdL 309, 547, we.g~gda?luw

M (L rejects), we.g~gAi.?nuw 'big ulu' L, we.g~g

?u.d Aa.se?ah} (or -tah}, former probably pre=

ferred) 'an ulu is there' L, we.g~g si~ Ai.?a?

(or -ta?, former perhaps preferred) 'give me an

ulu~' L, we.g~ge~iyah si~a? 'myoId ulu' (pejor=
ative) A (here unclassified).

Aa.Ge}ewe.g~g} (noun, probably d- or dl-class)
'some kind of flat rock or stone slab' L. Apparent=

ly nominalized inceptive perfective of verb-theme

}e-we.g~-g with dl-class-mark for S 'stone'.



weGda-na-

weGda-na- (loan from Tlingit waG dana 'eyeglasses',

see da-na-, Tlingit wa~, reduced ~G 'eye', oc=

curring in Eyak in this loan only, which is probably

not completely analyzable from an Eyak point of view)

weGda-na- (noun, d-class) 'eyeglasses' L ("looks

like money", L recognizes -da-na- but not mean=

ing of waG-), waG da-na- si~a? si~ di-?a?

'give me my eyeglasses' L; ?uq da-na- 'eye=

glasses' M (reshaping, 'money, silver on it',

rejected by L)-
weGda-na-deltah (noun, unclassified) 'eyeglass-=

case' L ('eyeglass-container', see -l-tah 3-

under tah), ~~? weGda-na-de~tah 'lots of

eyeglass-cases'L-



we~a.w-ye~a.w

we~a.w-ye~a.w (ye~a.w preferred only after prefixes
with -i-; loan from Tlingit possessed form ~hayi,

y~hawu 'shadow, soul')

-we~a.w--ye~a.w (noun, unclassified) 'shadow, pic=

ture, image, soul': siwe~a.w, siye~a.w 'pic=
ture of me, my shadow, my soul' L, ?iye~a.w

'picture of you' L, Galushia Nelson GuyWu~au

or G5yWu~au 'picture or reflection' BSdL 552

~we~a.w, ~ye~a.w (former preferred) 'picture,

soul, shadow; holy picture, icon' L, si~a? ~=

we~a.w 'my picture (picture belonging to
me)' L, ?~hwe~a.w, ?ahye~a.w (former preferred)

. 1 h d ' L 'In t 1 ~, w"'his p~cture, sou, s a ow , seS1 z1nu y u~au

or sestntlino yWuxau 'ghost ("dead-person pic=
ture") , BSdL 552 sesihlinu.we~a.w 'dead people's

souls, shadows', ~we~a.wluw 'big picture, sha=
dow' L, ~ye~a.w?a.w 'long shadow' M, ~ye~a.w=

di~ 'short shadow' M, ~ye~a.wkih 'little sha=

dow'M.



wa"w

wa"w (loan from Tlingit yaw, yaw 'herring')

wa"w (noun, unclassified) 'herring' LMA, Rezanov

Pary 'Ce~~~H Haring', wa"w?e~? 'many herring'

LM, wa"w ?u"d ~efu?, qe"dah ?u.d Ge~etug~=

ga? Gele"~ 'there are many herring there, it's

like it's getting simply swollen with them' L,
?ew wa.wyu. qu?dequh 'those herring are going

to spawn' M.



'" .,

wa-3:

wao} (attested only in form -wa-}(-~), clearly to

be segmented wao}-~, and probably further wa.-}-~,

cf- ?a.li?}~ < *?a.n-?e?-3:-~ 'following along
river' 1; cf- further Chipewyan -bt in hobt
'leading, as an example to'; perhaps also related to

Eyak wa?}l, wa?}2, '~ahl)
o-wa-}(-~) (postposition) 1. without final -~, at=

testations rare and uncertain, exact meaning un=

certain: ?uwa-3: k'uqa?xufl 'gunsight' L, 'tar=

get; columbine' (because the flower was used as a

target in shooting-practice) M, (}-instrumental
deverbalization, 'by close attention to it some=

thing will be shot', perhaps mistranscribed for

?uwa.}~), siwa-}?!a-d y}-h}h 'next oldest sib=

ling after me' L (perhaps si-wa.- 'after me'

as 0 of o-3:-~-a--d y:j.-h}h 'he who is at one

side of 0', or perhaps si-wa-3:-}-) , ?ewa-}
'following it, subsequent, consequent to it' L

« ?ew-wa-}, ?u-wa.~, not further verified,
perhaps only attempt to explain preceding and fol=

lowing)-
2. Attestations with and without final -~,

to be identified either as -x final 'movement with=-

in area', or as o-~ 'in contact with, by means

of 0' (cf. also k'u~e-~}~ qu?x3:ah 'I'll go

hlintin'gJ 'under ~e, ye~ ?ixe-~~ qu?x}ah 'I'll



-
go shooting about' under xu~), meaning as under

3.: deq.agdewa.} ?e:)$:, deqa.gdewa.}:)$: ?e:)$:

'steamboat' ("looks like a fire") L ('a boat

(detectable) by close attention, following a fire'),

?ewao} qeye}qah, ?ewao}:)$: qeye}qah 'a certain

star appearing just before dawn' L ('Venus'Y, for=

mer perhaps mistranscription, 'following it pl.

dawn').

3. Attestations with final -:)$:, o-wao}-:)$:

'by, with careful attention to, observation of,

remembering, following along after, imitation of

0 (with 0 as sign, clue, indication, guide, exam=

pIe)': ?ewao}:)$: « ?u-wao}:)$:, ?ew-wao}:)$:) 'by

careful attention to it (etc.)' 21bo72, 33.18,

34A, 38.9M, 63.18G, 68.4A, ?uwa.}:)$: ye:)$: ~de=

qeog 'compass' ('by using it as indication one

repeatedly boats about') L, Galushia Nelson

vwa.t}:)$:o'DEGa' }anot 'signal ("signal-smoke")'

BSdL 552 ?uwa.}:)$: ?u?degah }ahd ('smoke by ob=

servation of which it is known'), ?uwa.}:)$: ?u=

:)$:a?:)$: qe?qu?xleh 'I'll remember it' ('I'll heed

it remembering it') 1'1, siwao}J.<: Ga'}~h 'he's

following along the same way I go' L, siwao}~

sah} 'you went like I did, followed me' L, si=

wa.}:)$: ?ile?, siwa.}:)$: Geleo? 'do like I do:'

L, siwa.}:)$: l~hth 'he's imitating what I do' L,



?iwa.~~ qu?x~ih 'I'll do to it like you do'

L, siwa.~~ ?ed~.~il~h~h 'he's making faces

at me' LM (imitative or not L), ~i~ siwa.~~

?edle3:et'uh:j.h 'he's always making faces at me'

L, siwa.%~ ?edlis3:ili%}h 'he made a face at

me'L, with noun as 0: 25.74, 75, 127A, 63.=

25G, with verbal clause subordinated as 0: k'u=

le~ ?i.~}h}h Ge~e?~wa.3:~ q~w ?ulah k'u?li.=

ta.~ 'it's by noting that he's becoming rich

that one finds it out about him' 36.46A, o-le~

?ise3:??hl, dedelehwa.~~ 'she saw 0, by noting

its chirping' 43.17M, ?ed~?li~igahwa.~~ qew

de~vh ~.~eh 'it's by close attention to know=

ing oneself that one should live (is a person)'

50.63A, ?ed~li3:igahwa.~~ ~c~?dele.~ 'one

ought to know what one's talking about' ('one

(cust) speaks with care to self-knowledge, so=

phistication') L.

o-d-wa.3:-~ (postposition, as 3. above, with d-=

thematic 'oral, noise') 'by careful attention

(etc.) to o's oral noise': sidewa.3:~ del}h}h

'he's imitating what I say' L.

,1Oa-","



wa-"z-wan:t;

wa?~-wah~ (wa?~ and wah~ partly in free variation,
perhaps originally wah~, confused with wa?~2, to

which it may be related)
gdl--Gdl-wa?~--wah~ (perhaps two different themes,

at least partly confused; with gdl-thematic ap=
parently in at least partly free variation with

G dl-thematic 'vertical~,!, instransi ti ves more fre= !i";~e:';t;':+;;;'-'
ljf"ir"w""'t'quently with stem wa?~, repetitives usually with (-,~.~--

stem wah~) 'S (container, in container) hangs (or

moves while) suspended vertically (e.g. by ropes)':
2a.3M, ?u.d geAa.Gewa?~ 'it's hanging suspended

there' L, with y~.? 'downward', 'S (container,

in container) moves downward suspended (on e.g.
rope)': y~-? GeAa-sewa?~inu. 'they (in basket

on rope) reached bottom' 34.ll5L, y~.?~ GeAa-=

sewa?~inu. 'they went further down (suspended)'

34.l05L, qi? y~-?~ GeAa-yiwa?~~ 'until you

reach bottom (suspended)' 34.ll4L, y~-? GeAa.=
Gele~a?~ da.~ 'when you reach bottom (suspended)'

34.l04L, with ye~-progressive: de?u.d ye~ ge=

Aa-dewa?~~ 'it's swinging about right there (sus=

pended from above)' L, de?u-d ?i~ya? ye~ geAa-=
dewa?~~ 'it's swinging back and forth right there

(suspended from above)' L. Transitive (causative):

with y~-?~ '(continuous movement) down': di-ye~
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M usually Gdl-, L and A usually Gdl- where reference

is to vertical movement, gdl- for lateral movement
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?~h y~"?~ GeAa" Ge1wa?1Gdewa" 'before he lowered

them (in basket on rope)' 34.l04L, gu"deg ?ahnu.

qe"y~"?~ GeAa"se1wa?1 'he lowered them back down

again' 34"113L, y~"?~ geAa"Gex1wa?1 'I'm lower=

ing it (suspended thing)' L, with o-~ 'towards

0': ?i~ qu?geAi"x1wa?1 'I'll swing it (sus=

pended thing) toward you' L, repetitive: guAi"1=

wahzg}h 'swing him (baby in hammock)~' LA, Ge=

Ai"1wah1g M, geAi"1wah1g 'swing it~' L, qu?Ge=

Ai"x1wah1g M, qu?geAi"x1wah1g 'I'll swing it'

L, GeAa"x1wah1g M, geAa"x1wah1g 'I'm swinging

it' L, geAa"x~wah~g}h 'I'm swinging him (baby

in hammock)' LA, GeAa"si1wah1gz M, geAa.si1=
wahzg1 'I swing it' L, geAa.si1wah1g}h 'I swing

him (baby in hammock)' L, with q~"~ '(continuous

or repeated movement) up out': q~.~ GeAa.se1=

wa?1g1 L, q~.~ GeAa.sezwah1g1 'he hauled,

hoisted them up (one after another on a rope)'

11.14A; reflexive: y~"?~ ?edgeAaeGezewa?z 'it

(spider) is hanging (on its thread), letting it=

self down' L, with ye~ 'downward': si~a?~

ye~ ?edGeAa"Ge1ewa?1 'it (e.g. spider) is hang=

ing down by me' L, repetitive: ?edGeAa.1ewa?zg

A, ?edGeAa"1ewa?zg 'it's (suspended) swinging

(itself back and forth)' M, with ye~-progressive:



ye~ ?edGeAa.~ewa?~~ 'it (suspended) is swinging

(about)' MA.
guAa.wah~g (noun, unclassified) 'hammock, swing

(for baby)' L (nominalized active imperfective

repetitive, 'it swings suspended'), ?edgeAa.=
wah~g 38.12LM (probably incorrect: nominalized

causative reflexive should be ?edgeAa.~ewah~g,

deverbalized, ?edgeAa.wah~g~)
?ed(~)GeAa.~ewa?~ (noun, unclassified) 'hammock':

?edGeAa.~ewa?~luw M, ?e~GeAa.~ewa?~luw 'big
hammock'L. Nominalized active imperfective of

reflexive causative, 'it (he, someone) causes

self to hang suspended'.
deGe~ewa?~ LMA, deGe~ewah~ (noun, d-class) 'door

(the solid part that swings, closing and opening

doorway)' LMA, 51.60A, Old Man Dude gaqEt~uwat~

'door' BSdL 545, deGe~ewa?~da?luw 'big door' M,

deGe~ewah~ ?u.d desetah~ 'a door is (lying)

there' L. Probably nominalized inceptive perfect=

ive of theme ~e-wa?~--wah~ with d-class-mark

for S (e.g. 'board'), 'it (board) is hanging,

swinging (suspended)'.

'" "
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wa?}l (on one occasion also transcribed wa?( from L,

perhaps in error; form perhaps to be analyzed wa?

wi th -}-instrumental; perhaps to be identiified with
:

wa?}2!'yA-~Q\.. rc.-l.:i/;;:J h ~f),"3;,~ ""{;"~..J ~..,", "11) -l-wa?} (noun, unclassified, with I-thematic)

'edge, rim': ?ulewa? L, ?ulewa?} 'its edge,

rim' LMA, ~lewa?} 'rim, edge' LM, 'fins' M

(not known to L with that meaning), ~lewa?}luw

'big fins' M, ~lewa?, s}i?mahd}lewa? 'heel of

loaf of bread' L, ?ewlewa?}q 'on the edge of it'

L, ta.lewa?}q Ga.1~h 'he's walking along on the

edge of the road' L, ?ewlewa?}~ 'to the edge of

it'L.



wa':r.

wa?}2 (perhaps to be identified with wa?}l and/or

related to wa?}-wah})
wa?} (noun) 'covering (of e.g. cloth, over aper=

ture) , L.
te?wa?} (noun) 'type of fish trap, weir' A, 'small

rack or grid, made of sticks, put on top of ~de=

Gedeya?} , for drying e.g. roe, bark' L, Galushia

Nelson ti'wa.t} or tawat} 'drying rack (in the

house?)' BSdL 547. Analysis uncertain: te?- per=
haps to be identified with ta? 'in water', urn=

lauted by (dropped) ?i- prefix with wa?}, in which

case A's gloss would be the more correct or earlier

meaning, or perhaps A's gloss is due to false ety=

mology.
qu?wa?} (noun, prefix qu?- of uncertain meaning)

'curtain, drape (cloth suspended over aperture)':
,.,. "',..

?ewa .1eG e?d qu?wa?} L, ?ewa.le,te?~ qu?wa?} --
f

'window curtains, drapes' LA, ta.ya?~ qu?wa?}

'door curtain' A.
qu?dewa?} (noun, as above, de-prefix either classi=

fier or d-thematic) 'covering, curtain' L.

Gedewa?} (noun) 'curtain' L. Analysis uncertain,
perhaps with Gd-thematic 'place', or nominalized

inceptive perfective of theme de-wa?}, perhaps

passive of following, 'it is being hung'.



O-~-wa?~ 'S hangs, suspends 0 over aperture, S

covers 0 (aperture, with suspended cloth)':

?e~wa?~ 'pull the shade~, cover it (opening,

with e.g. rag, curtain)~' LM, qu?~wa?~ 'I'll

cover it (opening, with e.g. curtain), I'll pull

the shade, I'll hang it (e.g. curtain, over door,

window)' L, ?u.de~ qu?x~wa?x 'I'll hang it

there (as curtain)' L; passive: ?u.de~ qu?de=

wa?~ 'it'll be hung there (as curtain)' L, ?u.d

s~iwa?~ 'it's been covered there (with curtain)'

L.



we"/c'

we?d (M often wa?d, probably under influence of

wa?c', L and A both insisting that we?d is the only

correct form)
O-we?c' '8 weaves 0': ?ewa?d M (L and A reject),

?ewe?d 'weave it~'LMA., xwa?d M, xwe?d 'I'm

weaving it (fabric, basketry)' L, qu?xwa?d 'I'll

weave it' M, Gexwe?dx (perhaps acceptable) 'I'm

weaving it' L, siwa?c'% M, siwe?dx 'I wove it'

L, with qa? 'up out': ?ewga? ?ew qa? Ge=

we?d da.~ 'when they've woven it (sides of bas=

ket) up high enough' 66.9L, ?ewxqeh~ ne.~ we.c'=

ginu. 'first they (cust) weave the bottom' 66.8L,
?ew ge? we.~inu. 'they (cust) weave it some

more' 66.11L, repetitive: da. ~ewa'dg~ 'we

(cust) weave something' M; detransitivized with

indeterminate 0 and de-classifier: ?uyek¥.~lah
q~? ?isdiwe?c'x}h 'he wove (something) up around

his thumb' 34.100L, gah~ye?~ ?i~dewe.c~ 'I

(cust) weave all day long' L (expanded stem with

-~-customary only L); passive: sdiwe?dx 'it's

woven'L..
we?d, wa?d (noun) 'weaving, woven work' M.



wa""c--

1wa?c'
0-1-wa?d(-g) (with -g-repetitive partly thematized)

'S whips 0': ?e1wa?dg L, ?e1wa?d 'whip it~' LMA,

xu.1wa?d 'whip me~' 50.19A, x1wa?d, x1w'a?dg
'I'm whipping it' LM, x1wa?dth 'I'm whipping him'

L (no inceptive imperfective *Gex1wa?cr1}h L),
1wa?d(th) 'whips, lashes him' 50.16,17, 20A,
qu?x1wa?dg 'I'll whip it' L, ?iqe?x1wa?d 'I'll

whip you' 52.33L, leJSi.gidig da. leJ$:iqe?1wa?c'

'we'll whip,y.Q.:!:! pl. too' 53.33L, ??-h qa?1wa?d

'he's going to whip him' 52.34L, ya?~u. xuqu?=
yi1wa?d 'don't whip me' 52.34L, se1wa?c'1
'whipped him' 50.16, 20A, si1wa?d1 'I whipped

it'LM, si1wa?c'1th 'I whipped him' L, ~~eh1=

qi.neJ$: xuse1wa?d1th 'he whipped me with a rope'

L; passive: sdiwa?d1}h 'he got whipped' L,

?iqe?dewa?d 'you'll get whipped' L.
wa?d1, wa?dg1 (noun, with -1-instrumental and

optional -g-repetitive) 'whip' M (L uncertain of

correctness of form).
?UJ$: ~dewa?d (noun) 'whip' L. Nominalized passive

active imperfective, 'by means of it one, some=

thing is whipped'.
?UJ$: ?ed~1ewa?d (noun) 'willow boughs used for

slappi~g self in steambath' L. Nominalized re=

flexive, as above, 'by means of it one whips oneself'.



wa'"c'-

wa?a2 (uncertain, -wa?a attested from M only, not

known to L; other forms perhaps unanalyzable stem

gewa?a rather than g-wa?a)
-wa?c' (noun) 'web or membrane over "eye" of cockle':

?uwa?c' 'web or membrane over its (cockle's "eye"'

M (L never heard).
-g-wa?c' (noun, with g-thematic, or perhaps un=

analyzable stem -gewa?a) 'mesentery': sigewa?cr

'my mesentery' LA.
gewa?d (noun, unclassified) 'seaweed species, rock=

weed (Fucus, Ascophyllum) , LM, lO.230A (this was

eaten only when herring spawned on it; the inside

of a new dugout canoe was given a protective finish

against cracking by filling with water and boil=

ing fucus therein L), Rezanov Ray~ 'MopcKan
KanycTa Algen (Seetang, Fucus)', Galushia Nelson

Gowat's 'seaweed with balls that poI;> (Fucus~)'

BSdL 541, gewa?at'u? 'lots of rockweed' L.
Aa.geya?ya? gewa?c' 'fat around intestines of

mountain-goat' ('mountain-goat's gewa?a) A.

:1



wus-wes

wus-wes (wus more frequent than was, expanded

we-s; probably reduced form of wehs, or perhaps

two or more homophonous stems, one of which is re=

duced form of wehs; also partly confused, in
,/Q.,~certain cases, with wed-wihd-wehd-wah~, wi~, wahs)

Ii

-wus--wes (with several overlapping areas of mean=

ing, the corresponding transitives (causatives)

to some of which are irregular, with zero- or

optional ~-classifier; these are listed in
I ! "
Wr"i"';""'.lo!"...{separate subentries) 1- 'S (~fftear, of variable -

or indefinite length) extends '1:--'~-?-~-~-~~~- sewus~ :~ ~~~~ j;;
""'"':6~~~~'it reachefs there' M, ta- ?iii-da? sewus~ 'a /11.-~~u.,.;h.

,.IN ?~ "")
road reaches, ends here' (attention to end of -~

road here, other end perhaps unknown) L, ta-

?iii-~ Gewus~ 'a road (being built) is reaching

here'L, ta- ?u"de~ sewus! 'roads go, a road
goes by there' L ta. ?U"?! ?i" wus! ' it (e -g- i~~'~-::-, /\ 'L7"~,~~~~J
fence) stretches along there' M (neuter perfect=

ive), with class-marks for S: qid qi"leGewus~

'it (rope) is coming down (free end coming into

view)' L, ye~ qi"leGewus! 'it (rope) is, they

(ropes) are going down (held end in view)' L,

?u"de~ ye~ qi"li-wus! 'it (rope) hangs, they

(ropes) hang down by there (held end not in view)'
(neuter perfective)

L, with ye~-progressive: ?iii- ?iii"de~ ye~
A

gV"sdiwus~ 'a river (with shifting bed or chan=

iIi.'1 Ii



Insert at '" 0- [v~U.l")11'~

'a road reaches, roads reach there' L (neuter

perfective), ?u.de~ ?i.wus~

"Miiillilil



nels) goes by here' L. Transitive listed under

O-(3:-)wus--wes.
2. 'S (of irregular, indefinite or complex

shape) moves, extends, expands': 11.88A (see 11.=
,

86-88fn) , ~qe~ ?u.de~ ?e~ sewus% 'the fat

expanded past there (into a glacier)' 49.147A,
y~.? Gewus da.~ 'when it (rainbow = stairway)

extended down (formed)' 51.7A, frequently with

~d-class nouns as S: ya.5ilahG y~.? ~edesewus~

'a rainbow formed (extended down)' 51.5A, qahs
~edi.we.s~ 'it (cust) clouds over' ('clouds (cust)

expand, move, extend') M, Gedeqenih ?~.~ ~ede=
Gewus3: 'fog is moving in here' M, ?u.de~ ~ede=
Gewus~ 'it (cloud, fog) is moving along there'
M, repetitive: 11.87, 87A (see 11.86-88fn). No

clearly corresponding transitive attested.

3. 'S (granular substance) moves as mass,
is in position, scatters, falls': ?u.d sewus~

'it (e.g. sugar) is (has gotten) there in a pile'

L, repetitive, with l~-class-mark for S: ~le=

~ewusg 'something (e.g. rain, hail, sand, snow)
moves "in spurts'" M (see separate subentry ~ele=

~ewes ~low), with ye~-progressive (both in=

stances perhaps passives of transitive with zero-

or 3:-classifier): ?u.de~yu. ye~ ?idiwus~

, .ij, il "ii'" 'I,~~!I



'it (e.g. sugar) is spread, spilled about all

over' L (neuter perfective), with gl-class-=
mark for S: ye~ gv.sdiwes} 'it (salt) is

spilled about' L. Transitive (causative), at=

tested only with }-classifier: with ye~-pro=
gressive: di.ya? ?uq ye~ qu?~.x}ewus 'I'll

sprinkle salt about on it' L.
4. 'pl. S fall': with ye~ 'downward':

11.87,87, 88A (see 11.86-88fn), with qid 'down

off': qid qesewus} 'they fell' M, qid ?i.wus

'let them fall' L, qid ?ewe.s~ 'they (cust)
fall'M, qid we.s~ 'they (spruce-needles) (cust)
fall' 11.117A, giyahya?~ deqa.yu. we.s~ 'some=

times they fall into the water' 11.117A; with

-g-repetitive, partly thematized: with o-~ah-~

'continuous or repeated motion away from 0': ?ew=

~ah~ wusg 'paint on surface keeps crumbling,
peeling, flaking off of it some' L, with o-d
'separate from 0': ?t1~? ?ud wusg 'its fur is

shedding, coming out' L. No clearly corresponding

transitives attested.
5. With ya? 'completely', 'S crumbles,

falls apart (into many pieces)': ya? sewus}

'it (e.g. cake, bread, cracker, mud) crumbled'

LM, 'it (anything) fell apart (when touched)' L,

--j '_"'---'~"'",cjll,ii'~'",



ya? Gewus~ 'it (e.g. cake, bread, mud) is

crumbling'L, ya? ?i.wus~ 'it's crumbled,

it's in crumbs' M (neuter perfective), ya? qe=

wus~ (non-expanded stem probably incorrect) 'they
(cust) crumble' M. Transitive (causative), attest=

ed with }-classifier only: ya? Ge}wus 'crumble

it~' L, ya? si}wus} 'I crumbled it up' M.
6. '8 (natural surface) is too soft to sup=

port weight, collapses, caves in' (cf. wehs):
repeti ti ve: 51.48, 48A,. No corresponding tran=

sitives attested.
7. With qa? 'up out', '8 emerges, surfaces

(from water)' (cf. wed-wihd..,wehd-wahd): de~i. ?ew

dek}h q~'~ Gewus} 'that stick is, those sticks

are already beginning to show, emerge (as tide

recedes)' L, qe? qa? sdiwus~~h 'he surfaced
(re-emerged) , M, ta?d qa? ?ewe's~ 'they (cust)

bob up out of the water' 20.44A, ta?d qe? qa?

?edewe's~ 'it (loose end of something) (cust)
bobs back up to the surface of the water' LM. No

corresponding transitives attested.
ye~ O-wus--wes (transitive attested only with

zero-classifier and, ps~-'anry~.~~~~'den~'.., --

with ye~ 'downward') 1. '8 turns 0 inside out'

(perhaps corresponding to intransitive in meaning 2.):

.Ii t i



ye~ Gewus 'turn it inside out~' LM, ye~ Gex=

wus~ 'I'm turning it inside out' L, ye~ siwus~

'I turned it inside out' LMA, repetitive: ye~
qexwusg 'I'm turning them (one after another) in=

side out' L, 'Ye~ xwusg 'I'm trying to turn it

inside out' L, dilC ye)$; xwusgG (or ?exwusgG)
'I'm not turning them inside out' L.

2. Repetitive, with o-lu? 'through (holes
in) 0', 'S sifts 0 through 0' (probably corres=

ponding to intransitive in meaning 3. and/or 4.):

?ulu? ye)$; xwusg 'I'm sifting it (e.g. flour)

through it' L. See also nominalization below.

O-(~-)wus--wes (~-classifier apparently optional,
corresponding as causative to intransitive in

meanings 1. and 2.; no clear distinction in mean=

ing between forms with zero- and ~-classifiers,

but latter perhaps causatives of ~e-wus--wes

below) 'S stretches 0, causes (linear) 0 to ex=
ttend': ?e~wus 'stretch it~' M, y~.A~ Gexwus~ --

'I'm stretching it (e.g. cloth) downward' L,

ya?~ Gexwus~ 'I'm stretching it upward' L,

repetitive: ?e~wesg 'stretch it~' M, with class-=

marks for 0: qi.leGewus, qi.leGe~wus 'stretch

it (rope)~' L, si~ qi.li.~wus 'let it (rope)

loose at me~' L, ?ew deGe~wus~inu. 'they're

..j",ilh~iJ



making them (e.g. line of boards) extend (some=

where)' LM, with qi.d-anatomical 'foot' serving

as class-mark: qi.di.lwus 'stretch it (shoe)~'

L.
le-wus--wes 'S stretches': qu?lewus 'it'll stretch

(e.g. shoe, by itself)' L, usually with ye~-pro=

gressive (or perhaps 'reversal of motion'): ye~

lewus~ 'it (e.g. sweater) stretches; it's stretchy,

elastic' L (see also nominalization below), with

qi.l-class-mark for S: ye~ qi.lewus~, ye~ qi.=

lewes~ (nasalization omitted) 'it (rope) is

stretchy, stretching' L. For transitive (causa=

tive) see O-(l-)wus--wes.

l~d-le-wus-g (with l~d-anatomical 'eye' and -g-=

repetitive thematized, cf. wed~wihd-wehd-wahd,

will:', wehs, wahs) 'S has tic in eye': le~edex=

lewusg 'I have an eye tic' A.

ye~ ?ed-le-wus-~ (reflexive of causative of -wus-=

-wes or le-wus~-wes with ye~-progressive):

'S (bird) glides, soars about (without flapping

wings)': ye~ ?edlewus~" 'it (bird) is gliding

about without flapping its wings' L.

~ele~ewes (in noun, uncertain, attested in Rezanov

only) 'fog, mist': possible reading of K~~-=

osc~ 'TyMa~ Nebel'. Perhaps nominalized active



imperfective of -wus--wes 3., with l~-class-=

mark for S, 'something l~-class (granular) moves

as mass'.
Genewes place-name, Knight Island in Yakutat Bay

A and Sampson Harry, Tlingit Gcrnawas, probably
of Eyak origin, nominalized active imperfective
of -wus--wes 2. or perhaps 6., with Gl-thema=

tic 'ground', 'irregular mass of land extends',

or perhaps 'ground is soft, yielding'; Genewes=

ga.ci5g place-name in Eleanor Cove, Yakutat

Bay, near Knight Island A and Sampson Harry

('narrow Genewes', analysis of -ga.- not clear,

perhaps Genewesg-, repetitive, as with -wus-=

-wes 6.).
,Ii~ fl'- t.J ~ &-'"



wehs

wehs (perhaps related to wus-wes; partly confused,
wi th wahs and w~wihd-wehd-wahd)Y(:)i~.j! -

1\

wehs(-g) (noun, with optional -g-repetitive thema=

tized) 'soft yielding natural surface which does

not support human weight': wehs, wehsg 'place

where you sink in, bog, swamp, quagmire, quicksand,
soft snow, soft mud, soft pond bed' L, Rezanov

Y3C~-HT~H 'BO~OTO Sumpf' wehs yi~eh 'it's a

wehs' LM. Perhaps nominalized active imperfective

of verb~theme -wehs(-g).
le~ewehsg (noun) 'quicksand'L. Perhaps nominal=

ized active imperfective, as above, with l~-class-=

mark for S, e.g. ~i.~g 'sand'.
Aa.wehs (noun) 'tundra, muskeg': Rezanov T~RY3c~

'TyH~a Tundra' Aa.wehs 'tundra, muskeg' L (un=

certain). Perhaps nominalized active imperfective,

as above, with dl-class-mark for S, e.g. ?~

'earth'.
ya.nu? -wehs (with ya.nu? 'down through surface')

'S sinks, founders in soft natural surface': si=
,

Guhdga? ya.nu? siwehs} 'I sank in (e.g. snow,

mud) down to (as far as) my knees' L.
l-wehs-g (with I-thematic and -g-repetitive thema=

tized) 'S collapses, "dies" (figuratively) for lack

of e.g. food or drink': de~i. leGexwehsg~ 'I'm



already "dying" (for some of the food or drink

you're having)' L, lesewehsg%:j.h 'he collapsed,

"died" (for lack of food or drink)' L, ?i~

qu?li.wehsg:}.h 'he'll "collapse" on (at) you (if

you don't give him some of your food, drink)' L.

}e-wehs-g (with -g-repetitive thematized; stem

first elicited as wahS, q.v., then changed to

wehs, see also wus-wes, wet-wiht-wehd-wahd,

wi~) 'S (part of eye) quivers': sila.~ siya.

%ewehsg 'my (upper) eyelid quivers (repeatedly

droops)' (omen that I'll see someone) L, sila.~=

ye~d siya. %ewehsg 'my lower eyelid (undereye)

quivers' (omen that I'll cry) L, with l~d-anatomi=

cal 'eye': le~edex%ewehsg 'my (upper) eyelid

quivers' (omen that I'll see someone) L.



;1':- wahs

) f~~
wahs (uncertain, perhaps blend of wel-wihd-wehd-waha, --

wehs, wahsq')
le-wahs-g (with -g-repetitive thematized, attested

only with anatomical marks): with I-anatomical

and ye~ 'downward': IS'S head nods, droops in=

voluntarily': ye~ lelewahsg}h (first -wahd-)
'his head nods, droops' L, with l~d-anatomical:

le~edexlewahsg (changed to -wehs-) 'my (upper)

eyelid quivers' (omen that I'll see someone) L.

", ,"..., '"



wi5-we5-wu5
..

wi~-we~-wu3 (wi3 more frequent than we3 or wu~,

expanded once we.3)

l-wi5--we3--wu5 (with l-thematic) 'S is, becomes

ashamed, shy, bashful': inceptive imperative:
leGewi3 M, leGewu3 'be ashamed~' L, inceptive

imperfective: qu?li.xwi3 'I'll be ashamed' M,

active imperfective: du"~i.duw lewe~ga? ?i.~eh

'whoever is kind of bashful' 69.15A, lexwi~ "'I

get bashful right away'" L, lewe3th seqe"c'ekih

'a bashful, ashamed child' L, inceptive perfective:

leGexwi~% 'I'm getting ashamed' M, 'I'm getting

bashful' L, active perfective: lisiwi3% M, ?}"si=

wi~% 'I'm ashamed' A, 'I got ashamed' L, neuter

perfective: li"wi~% 'you're ashamed' M, customary:

lewe"3~}h 'he's (cust) ashamed' L. Transitive

(causative): ?iqe?li"x%wi3 'I'll shame you' M,

xuleGi"1:wi3% 'you're making me ashamed' M, xule=

se%wi3% 'you shamed me' M, ?ilisi%wi3% 'I

shamed you' M, ?}"si%wi~%}h 'I shamed him' M,

?ew ?}"se%wu3%}h 'that shamed him' 41.11L, re=

petitive customary (with incorrect non-expanded

stem): xuli"%wi3g~}h 'he (cust) shames me' LM.

Susceptive neuter: lix%iwi3~ 'I get ashamed

easily'L.
dl-wi3 (as above, with d-thematic 'oral, noise')



'8 is, becomes ashamed of what 8 says': Aa.~i=

wi~:1: 'I'm ashamed (of something I said)' L.



we.c'

we.~
we.~ (noun) 'stick with a number of fish or slabs

of fish meat impaled on it, for hanging or carry=

ing' (not the same as we.S) L.
O-we.~ 'S impales fish or slabs of fish-meat on a

stick': qi.we.~ 'string pl. fish on a stick~'

L; see also we.~~
O-qe-~-we.~ (with ~-thematic with qe- 'plural')

'S impales pl. fish or slabs of fish-meat one

after another on a stick': qe~exwe.~ 'I string

them on fish-sticks' 65.22, 22A.

II



we?(!

we?(!

O-dl-~-we?(! (attested only with dl-thematic) 'S

fools, cheats, deceives 0': Ai.~we?(! 'fool it!'

L, ?a?q Aa.Ge~we?(! 'entice him out (of the

house)!, get rid of him (by deceit)!' L, qu?=

Ai.x~we?(! 'I'll fool it (e.g. sneak up to un=

suspecting seal)' L, xuAa.se~we?(!~}h 'he fooled,

cheated, deceived me' L, di~ xuAa.s~we?~~G}h

'he didn't fool, cheat, deceive me' L, Aa.Gex=

~we?~~}h 'I'm fooling him' (no active imperfect=

ive) L.
?ed-dl-~e-we?~ (semantically irregular reflexive

of preceding) 'S sneaks': without preverbs or

postpositional phrases, 'S sneaks away, out':

?edqu?Aa.x~ewe?~ 'I'll sneak out' LMA, ?eAa.s=

~iwe?~~}h 'he sneaked away' L, with o-~ahd

'away from 0 (leaving 0 behind)': ?u~ahd ?eAa.=

lewe?~ L, ?u~ahd ?eAi?~ewe?~ 'sneak away from

it!' LM, ?u~ahd ?eAa.~ewe?~}h, ?u~ahd ?eAi?=
~ewe?~}h, ?u~ahd ?eAa.Ge~ewe?~}h 'sneak away

from him!, avoid him!' L, seqe.Geyu.~ahd (or

?uqa?~ahd) ?eAa.~ewe'~}h 'she (cust) sneaks

away from the children (or her husband)' L, with

?e~ 'completely by, through, past' and o-da.~

'(movement in) vicinity of o'or o-ta.s 'across

0': ?uda.~ ?e~ ?eAa.xs~iwe~~~}h, ?uta.s ~e~



ii

?eAa.xs~iwe?~~}h 'I sneaked by him' L, sida.x

?e~ ?eAa.s~iwe?~~inu., sita.s ?e~ ?eAa.s=

~iwe?~~inu. 'they sneaked by me' L.



wi~-we~

wi~-we~

O-wi~--wes 'S paddles, rows 0, backwaters 0'

(meaning not clearly remembered): ~xwe~ 'I'm

rowing (something)' ("kids playing, seems like
backwater rowing, pushing hands away from chest")

L, with ~a?qe?~ 'backwards': ~a?qe?~ ?ewi~

'backwater~' L.



we.~ I

we.~

we.~(-g) (noun, unclassified, perhaps also d- or

~d-class,with optional -g-repetitive) 'rack of
sticks for drying fish (outdoors)', to be dis=

tinguished from we.~, but possibly also referring

to individual sticks upon which drying fish are

hung, or partly confused with we.~: Galushia

Nelson WEC 'drying rack (outdoors~)' BSdL 259,

547, 558, we.~, we.~g 'drying-rack, fish-rack,
fish-stick' L, we.~eyu. 'fish-racks, fish-racks,

etc.' 2la.20L, we.~?a?luw L, we.~da?luw 'big

drying-rack' M, we.~g~edela?d Ge~a? 'hang them
(fish) on a stick (rack~):' L.

?ewqe~ ~dewe.~g (noun) 'stick to hang fish on'

L. Nominalized passive active imperfective re=

petitive, 'something is (repeatedly) hung onto

it'; underlying verb theme not used as such, stem

perhaps in error for -we.~-.



?weo~

?we°,§

-?we°,§-G (kinship noun, ascending) '(maternal)

grandfather, (maternal) grandfather's brother':

si?we°,§G 'my grandfather (mother's father)' LMM,

ciw~ck 'mother's father's younger brother (either

sex speaking)' BSdL 565A '§i?weo'§G, ?i?we°,§G

'your grandfather' L, ?u?we°,§G 'his mother's

father' L, with suffixed -'§iyah: si?weoSGeSiyah

'my (maternal) grandfather' 32.l2A, ?i?weoSGe=

'§iyah 'your grandfather (mother's father) or his

brothers'LM, ?u?we°,§Ge'§iyah 'his (maternal)

grandfather' 2ao13M, 32.5,6,7, 28A, ?~ ~?weoS=

Ge'§iyah 'the (maternal) g~andfather' 32.29A. Vo=

cative: w~ckaca 'mother's father (either sex

speaking)' BSdL 565A we.,§GeSah 'grandfather~' Lo

-?we°,§-G-kih (kinship noun, descending, with -kih

'diminutive, affectionate', reciprocal of preced=

ing) '(man's) daughter's child', probably also

'(man's) brother's daughter's child': ciw~ckaki

'daughter's child (man speaking)' BSdL 567 ,§i?=

we.'§Gekih 'my grandson' 32.43A, '§i?weoSGekih

'my daughter's child' (man speaking, serves also

as vocative) Lo

IJ 11



wug

wug

~-wug (with ~-indefinite 0, perhaps thema=
tized) 'S grunts, strains, tries hard, exerts

self with great effort, paddles hard': ~xwug

'I'm grunting' L, ~.wug 'strain hard to do it~,

paddle hard (e.g. against wind)~' L, with o-wahd

'for the sake of 0': ?uwahd ~siwug~ 'I grunted

(in trying hard) to do it (e.g. lift heavy object)'

L, repetitive: ~.wugg 'keep straining hard to
do it:, keep paddling hard (e.g. against the wind)~'

L.
O-gl-wug (as above, without ~-indefinite 0, with

gl-class-mark for 0) 'S noisily gulps down 0 (li=

quid) with grunts of relief': giyah gelewugih

'he (e.g. thirsty child) is noisily gulping it

(water) down with grunts of relief' L, ya?~u.

qu?geli.wug 'don't gulp it so' L.



?wi?g

?wi?g
O-?wi?g 'S hangs pl. 0 in series': Ga?wi?g 'hang

them up in a row (clothes, fish, on line, stick)~'

L, xwi?g, qexwi?g, qeGexwi?gl L, qeGexwi?g}
'I'm hanging them up' LA, qu?xwi?g 'I'll hang

them up' L, ~i.d dela?d qu?xwi?g 'I'll hang

them up (on something) over there' M, si?wi?gl
'I hung them up' LA (same as sixwe~l A), sa?=

wi?gl 'he hung them up' L, repetitive: xwi?gg
'I'm hanging them up (one after another, in row)'

M; passive: sdi?wi?gl 'they (clothes) are hung
on a line' L (no forms with expanded stem, or

with }-classifier L).



we.gl

we.gl (perhaps to be identified with we.g2)

we.g (noun, unclassified) 'headband' L, Galushia
Nelson wg-kt1 'band or cord' BSdL 548 (perhaps

to be read we?1) , i"na wg-kt1 'head band'

BSdL 550 ?i-nah we-g! (or we?!?) '(head-?)=

band around head', we.g?a?luw 'big headband'

L.

O-l-we-g (with I-anatomical) 'S puts headband on
O's head': ?iqe?li.xwe.g 'I'll put a headband

on you' L; reflexive: ?edlisdiwe.g1 L, ?ed}-s=

diwe.g1}h 'he has a headband on'S, ?edi"xsdi=
we.g! 'I put a headband on' L.

o-l-lah O-we.g 'S puts 0 (headband, as headband)

on, around o's head': ?i.nah Gewe.g 'put it

(headband, as headband) around your head:' L.



2
weog

weog2 (probably related to we?:%, with expanded

stem and thematized -g repetitive, under influence

of O-:%-wa?:%(-g) 10 and weogl, attested from A

only)

O-:%-weog '3 slices 0 (skin) into babiche,

thongs': ?e:%we'g (same as ?e:%we°:%) 'slice

it (skin) into babiche~' A.



2we-g

we-g2 (perhaps to be identified with we-gl and/or
related to we?1, if analyzed we with -g-repetitive

thematized)
0-1-we-g 'S cuts, slices 0 (skin) into thongs, ba=

biche': ?e1we-g 'slice it {skin into babiche)~'
(same as ?e1we-1) A (twice), M has heard her
mother say, but cannot remember the meaning.

I



-

ma'

ma'
I-de-ma' 'S gets hurt, ruined, wrecked, makes

mistake, does something unfortunate, breaks down,

something goes wrong with, is the matter with S'

(reference generally not to complete destruction

or irreparable damage, generally of machine or

organism, not e.g. clothes, cake, bed L): in=

ceptive imperfective: ~qu?ledemah 'someone was

going to come to grief, get hurt' 61.28A, gu.deg

?ewa. qe? ~qu?ledemah, gu"deg qe? ~qu?lede=

mah 'again someone of them is going to get hurt,

someone else is going to get hurt' 61.97-98A,
qu?ledemah 'will get hurt' 61.29A, ?u.d qu?=

ledemah 'you'll get hurt there' 61.36A, di~

~3u"dah ?udahd ?u.la?deta.G, qu?ledemah

~e?~uh 'it doesn't sound good, maybe something

will go wrong with it' L, di~ qu?ledemahG

'nothing will go wrong with it, it won't break

.down' L, active perfective: 61.39, 53A, ?t.sdi=
ma?} 'it's ruined' L, ?}.xsdima?} 'I've been

hurt' L, ~eyt.y ta.?e?~ ?t.xsdima?} 'I took

a wrong road' ('I went wrong on a different road')

L, negative inceptive optative (generally extreme=

ly rare, difficult to elicit, and accepted with

doubt, but here apparently fully acceptable,



verified): di~~gahi leGedimahG 'I hope nothing

goes wrong with it' L. Transitive (causative):

imperatives: Ii-zillah, Ii-zilla? L, leGezma?

'spoil it~, ruin it~' LM, inceptive imperfective:

qu?li-xzmah 'I'll spoil it' LM, qu?li-zm}h}h

'he'll spoil it' LMA, active imperfective: ?ew

lezm~h}h 'he's wrecking it' (same as following?)

L, inceptive perfective: ?ew leGezma?z}h 'he's

wrecking it' L, leGi-zma?z 'you're ruining it'

L, active perfective: ?}.sizma?~ 'I spoiled it'

LM, de~i- ?ew ?}-se~ma?z}h 'he's ruined it

already' L, active optative: de?u-d ?ew la-=

yi}m}h}h 'alright let him ruin it' L, inceptive
optative: leGi-~m}h}h 'let him ruin it' L, nega= -

tive (see remarks under basic intransitive): di~=

~gahJ.C ?ew leGi-~mahG}h, ?ele~gahJ5; di~ ?ew

leGi.~mahG}h 'I hope he doesn't wreck it' L, in=

ceptive conditional leGi-zmah da-~ 'if you

wreck it' L, inceptive and active subjunctives:

?ew lBGex}mahJ.C si~ del}h}h, ?ew lix}mahJ.C si~

del}h~h (but not *li?x~mahJ.C or *la-x}mahJ.C)

'he told me to wreck it' L, customary: ~lez=

ma-~}h 'he (cust) wrecks something' L, with yeJ.C-= ?

progressive: qa- ye~ qu?}-}emihinu- 'they'll ~

get us hurt' ('they'll go about hurting us') L,



repetitive: ~le}ma?g}h 'he's wrecking (trying

to wreck) something' L; reflexive: ?edqu?:j.°}emah

'you'll hurt yourself' L, ?edqu?le}emah 'he'll

hurt himself' 61o29fnA, ?ed:j.°xs}ima?} 'I hurt

myself' L, ?edlis}ima?~:j.h, ?edfos}ima?}}h (not

?edilis}i-) 'he hurt himself' L; passive: xvo=

sdima?}, xvos}ima?} 'I've been hurt (by someone)'

Lo Susceptive neuter: ?}o}ima?~, li}ima?~ 'it

(e.g. machine) keeps breaking down, is liable to

break down, is undependable' LMo

dl-de-ma' (as preceding, with d-thematic 'oral,

noise') 'S says something unfortunate, bad, gets

all mixed up in speech': Aa.sdima?}:j.h 'he said

something which brought bad luck' LM, ?u~a? Aa.=

sdima?} 'I got it all messed up (what I was say=

ing) , L (should be corrected to ?u~a? Aaoxsdi=

ma?} or perhaps si~a? Aa°sdima?}) , silah Aa.=

sdima?}:j.h 'he cursed(?) me' M (uncertain, 'he

said something unfortunate, bad about me'). Tran=

sitive (causative): ?iAaoyi}mahd qvh we~yuo

?i~ deGele.} 'it's to get you all mixed up, con=

fuse you in what you're saying that he's saying

such things to you' L.

yl-de-ma' 'S makes mistake in going someplace':

?uoda? y~.xsdima?} 'I made the mistake of going

~



there (e.g. didn't have fun, got hurt)' L,

cautionary negative inceptive imperative: ?u.=

deJS: qeyelaGedemahG 'don't make the mistake of

going by there~' L.



mae-mah

mae-mah, see ~e-mae-mah

~

.. !

j



ma--mah

ma--mah see iii--



ma.-ma.?

ma.-ma.? (ma. in noun, ma.? in rare derived verb)

ma. (noun, gd-class) 'lake' LM, 25.7,57, 37b.82,

67.3, 3fnG, Rezanov Va" 'O3,epo See', Wrar:gell" " "t"""

Maa 'Landsee' ~;;~~~)ei:"j;,"~~t;rni)~~';~:~(' (;~~~:~fyll :;;»: J,:': tol.-, A J., ~ )(' "'~ 6\.
copyist's misreading of cursive upper case Cyrillic

M), Old Man Dude ma. 'lake' BSdL 537, ma.guda?=

luw L, ~geda?luw ma. 'big lake' 27b.46A, ma.=

gedekih 'small lake, pond' L, ma.gedeGemelC 'round

lake' (perhaps a place-name) 67.3fnG, :%:j.hG guda.
ma. 'one lake' M, lCey:j..y guda. ma. 'a differ=

ent lake' L, ma. ?u.d gedese?ah:% (or -tah1,

former probably preferred) 'a lake is there' L,

ma.gede?~.? sah:%}h 'he came upon a lake' 27a.19L,

ma.gedeta.s 'across a lake' 37b.67, 80, 81A, ma.=

gudelah 27a.28, 34L, ma.gede~elah 'around a

lake' 27b.37, 37b.3A, 71.ILM, ma.gede~elah se=

quh:%inu. 'lake-dwarves' ('the who stay around a

lake') 37b.2, 4,86,86, (?ewgedelah 27b.38A,
?ewgede~elah 'around it (lake)' 27b.45A), Galu=

shia Nelson manknDtt:%iyaQe~on'iyu 'Around-the-=--,Lake-People (dwarfs) BSdL 544 ma.gede~elah de=

J$:\lhyu. L, lCule?ahya? ma. place name, small

lake on Ibek Creek, just beyond Mile 7 ('muskrat's

lake') L, ma.gudeya?~ahd yeq qe? xuse:%J$:ahd=
:%}h 'he dragged me back ashore from in a lake' M,



without class-mark as 0 of o-ya?(d) '(nomin=

alization of, at rest in) 0 with broad opening at

top', as topographical feature: 25_86, 87A, 71,

21LM, ~i~qa-ma-ya?d 'Bering (Chilkat) Lake'S,

ma-ya?~ 'toward a lake' M, ma'ya?~ qa'~xewah,

ma'ya?~ q~'~xewah, ma-ya?~ q~'~xewa' L, ma'=

ya?d ~le~xwah M, ma'ya?dya? ?ena-~ah 'water
lilies (Nup,har polysepalum) , LM (see also ma -=

ya?ya? bffiow), as 0 of other postpositions, with=

out class-marks, as topographical feature, often

place-name: ma-guda?d 'outlet of lake' M, ma-=

guda?~ da- Geqe'~ 'we're boating (along) in the

mouth of the lake' M, ma-~ahd 'upper end of lake',

name of arm of Eyak Lake at Mile 5, ma'~ah~ da'

Geqe'~ 'we're boating toward the head of the bay

(arm of lake)' L, ma-~eqa?d name of end of Eyak

Lake at Old Town, Cordova (, lake's anus, between

lake's buttocks') L, ma-sa-qd place-name, pond

at Mile 6 ('lake's palate'?) L-

ma-ya?ya? (noun, unclassified) 'lake-thing' ('that
,

which belongs t-o a lake, in the lake', associated

with pond-lilies and mysterious beings or power

which causes certain types of mental illness):

ma'ya?ya? ?ida? qu?wah 'lake-things will come

to you' (i,e, you'll go into a withdrawn schizoid

"" ,., ,,!BiIll.d,.,



state) L, ma.ya?ya? se?eh:1:}h 'lake-things

married her' (she went into a withdrawn schizoid

state; a lovesick girl that L knew well, was com=

pletely withdrawn, sang to herself and wouldn't

talk to people; Mary Dude died of this) L.

~-:1:-ma.? '8 makes something (lake)': ~i.leh=

~iyah qi? ~se:1:ma.?:1: 'place where Raven made

a lake' L, ~qu?x:1:ma.? 'I'll make a lake' L.



ma?

ma? (perhaps related to dema?, mae-mah)

ma? (nursery word) 'food, eating' (of any kind,

children's word) Le

',""



?mahd

?mahd
-?mahd 'S cooks, bakes' (becomes done, well-done

by any cooking process): inceptive imperfective:
qa?mahd 'it'll bake' L, di~ qa.~a? qa?mahdG

'it won't cook for us' 6.6M, inceptive perfective:

Ga?mahdl 'it's cooking, it got started cooking'

1.11M, 20.43A, di.ye~~uw Ga?mahdlG 'isn't it

-baking yet1' M, active perfective: Ib.14, 16,

6.11M, sa?mahdl 'it's baked' L, sa?mahdlduh

'it's cooked (done, already)~' L, active optative:

?i.?mahdwahd 'so it'd cook' 6.4M, with d-class-=

mark for S: (yeq) desa?mahdl 'they (eggs) are

hard-boiled (inside)' L, customary: ma.d~ 20.38A,

?a?ma.d~ 'it (cust) cooks' 20.38A, inceptive con=

ditional: Ga?mahd da.~ 'when it cooks' 28.25A,
with ya? 'completely', 'S cooks completely, S

gets burned, overcooked': ya? si?mahdl 'I got

burned'M, ya? sa?mahdl~ 'did you get burned1'

M, dilC~ ya? ?esmahdlG 'didn't you get burned1'

M, di~ ya? ?exsmahdlG 'I didn't get burned'

M, di~~ ya? ?ele~smahdIG 'didn't you pl. get
burned~' M, ya?~ qe? sdi?mahdl 'did you get

burned again1' M, di~~ qe? ya? ?esda?mahdIG

'didn't you get burned again~' M, ya? sa?mahd~

'it's cooked up' L, ?ida?ya.le~ ya? sa?mahdl



'it got too thoroughly cooked, too badly burned'

27b.55A, ya? qu?yi?mahd 'you'll get burned' L,

ya? qa?mahd 'it'll get baked, cooked, too much'

L, ya? ?a?ma.d~ih 'he (cust) gets burned' L,

with anatomical marks: ya? ?i.sa?mahdl 'her

head got burned, scalded' 27b.54A, ya? lisi?=

mahdl 'my face got burned' M, di~~ ya? les=

mahdlG 'didn't your face get burned?' M, ya?

yisi?mahdl 'did your hand get burned?' M, di~~

ya? yesmahdlG 'didn't your hand get burned?' M,

di~ ya? yexsmahdlG 'my hand didn't get burned'

M. Transitive (causative): active imperative:

?elmahd 'cook it~, bake it~' L, qu.de~a?~

?elmahd 'cook it by the fire~' M, inceptive im=

perfective: ~qu?xlmahd 'I'll bake something'

L, ~Gela? qu?xlmahd 'I'll cook a shoulder'

L, active imperfective: ?ew lmahd 'is cooking

it' 20.35,25.37,28.22, 35A, ?ahnu.?a. ?ew

lmahd 'cooks it for them' 28.23, 35A, deqa.g=

delu?~ qVh ~lmahd 'is cooking something by

the fire' 25.38A, ?ew lmahdih 'he's baking it'

L, ~xlmahd 'I'm baking something' Ll'1, active

perfective: ~silmahdl 'I baked something' L,

sli?mahdl silmahdl 'I baked bread' L, sli?=

mahdl selmahd} di~ ?enah~ekih ?u~exle.G



'I don't like the bread you baked' M, di~

s~i?mahd~ ?es~mahd~G 'he didn't bake bread'

L, active optative: ?eleSgahJ5; ?i" ?ew

?i"~mahd 'I wish ~'d bake it' L, ?ele~gah~
?~n ?ew ?i"~mahd 'I wish he'd bake it' L~ -,

customary: ?ew ~ma"~ '(cust) cooks it' 20.=

37,41, 33.27A, ~ux~ma.d~ 'I (cust) bake some=

thing' L, repetitive: ~mahdg 'keeps cooking
them' 20.40A; passive: sdi?mahd~~uw 'is it (has

it been) baked?' LM, di~ ?esda?mahd~G 'it isn't

(hasn't been) baked' M, see also nominalizations

below.
s~i?mahd~ (noun, unclassified) 'bread' LM, s~i?=

mahd~~? 'lots of bread' LM, s~i?mahd~luw 'big

loaf, hunk of bread' L, s~i?mahd~ se~mahd~

'you baked bread' M, s~i?mahd~ da.~ ma.sAa.

'bread and butter' L, s~i?mahd~ ?u~ de~e?

'anything to spread on bread (e.g. jam, butter)'

('bread is smeared with it') L, s~i?mahdl we~

sdili~ (or s~ili~) 'bread has been made' L,

s~i?mahd~ si~a? la?q seta?~ 'my bread went

flat' L, s~i?mahdl1ewa?[~ ?] 'heel of bread'

L. Nominalized passive active perfective, 'it
I

has been baked! .



?uyeq k'uda?mahd (noun) 'oven' L. Nominalized

passive active imperfective, 'in it something
is baked'.

qi? k'uda?mahd (noun) 'oven' L. As preceding,

'place where something is baked'.
l-?mahd (with I-thematic, no class-mark for l~-=

class S) 'S (berry) ripens, matures': leGa?mahd~

'they (berries) are getting ripe' LA, lesa?mahd~

'they (berries) ripened' A, ~a?7I:' ?:i-.sa?mahd3=
'blueberries ripened' L.

la?mahd (noun, l~-class, nominalized active imper=

fective of preceding) 'berry, berries (generic)'
(applies to any berry or fruit, except large, non-= ~

round fruit, e.g. bananas) L, 12.12G, 18.12, 14L,

43.22,25, 27M, 51.76A, Rezanov ARMMaT~ 'HrO~H

Beeren', Wrangell AaMaT~ 'Beere', Old Man Dude
la'mat 'barrel'[sicJ BSdL 546, la?mahdle~e~a?

(or, frequently, by haplology -le~a?) '(go) for
berries' 18.1L, 28.1, 29.19A, la?mahdle~e~a?

da. ?a?~ 'we're going for berries' L, la?mahd= ,X

le~a? ?enah~ekih ?ixleh, la?mahd ?enahSekih

?ule~e?xleh M, la?mahd ?enah~ekih ?ule~e~e?x=
leh 'I like berries' L, di~ la?mahd ?enahSe=

kih ?ule~e?xle.G 'I don't like berries' M, la?=

mahdyu. 'berries, various kinds of berries' 29.65,



~

51.77A, 63.33G, ~le~e5u. la?mahd 'good
berries' 29.20A, la?mahd ya"le~ekudg, la?mahd

le~i.kudg 'berries are small' L, la?mahdle~e=

guhdg 'tiny berries' L, la?mahd le~i.luhdg
'berries are few' L, la?mahd ?~.d le~eGeluhdg%

'berries are becoming few here' L, la?mahd ?i~

qu?le~i"X}ah 'I'll give you some berries (not in

container)' M, la?mahd si~ le~a.~a? 'give me
some berries (not in container):' L, la?mahd

si~ le~a.~ya? 'give me (e.g. a bucket of)

berries:' L, la?mahd ?u"d le~ese?ah~ 'a berry
(intact) is there' L, la?mahd ?u"d le~esetah~
'a berry (e.g. split, crushed) is there' L, la?=

mahd le~i.c}hG 'grab a bunch (handful) of

berries:' L, ?ew la?mahdle~eqa"? ~ele~a.ne.
'eat some (not all) of those berries' L, de?ew=

le~eqa"? la?mahd ?u?le~esicah~ 'I bought the
same kind of berries' L, ?ew la?mahd le~eAa.=

Ge~?e? 'hide those berries:' L, la?mahd da?~

le~ex~qa?dg 'I'm canning berries' L, la?mahd

?ahnu.d ~ele~ese~ah~ 'fed them berries' 18.45L,

l}hG le~a. la?mahd si~ le~e?a? 'give me one

berry:' LM, de~~ le~a. la~d ?i~a? 'how
many berries do you have?' L, noun la?mahd fre=

quently omitted, l~-class-mark sufficient to



indicate 'berry': yaole~eluhdg 'few berries' L,

deqiokih ~le~a?luw 'there are no big berries
left' L, ~ele~}h}h 'he's eating berries' L; as

first element of compound: la?mahdqe~ah 'berry-=

month' LA, Galushia Nelson la'ma~a~ Retla'aq

or la'matgetla'aq 'berry basket' BSdL 546 la?=

mahdwahd ~e?aoG 'basket for berries' or la?mahd=

~e?aoG 'berry-basket'; head of compound in the
names of a few berry species: qa?dla?mahd 'sal=
monberries (Rubus spectabilis) , LMAS, 43.19M,

Rezanov R~~HMaT~ 'M~HHaHimbeere', ?ioselyah=

l}hla?mahd 'yellow salmonberries' M ('old person
berries', evidently not the same as ?~oselyah=

l~hya? la?mahd) , ~hdlAao?mahd 'berry spe=
cies' ('moss-berries', see ~hd-~?d-~o?d) A; a

larger number of names of berry species take the
form o-ya? la?mahd 'berries of, belonging to 0':

c'iyuhya? la?mahd ('blackbear's berries'), ses}h=

~inuoya? la?mahd ('dead people's berries'),

~oqya? la?mahd ('~oq's berries'), ~eoyu?ya?
la?mahd ('~eoyu?'s berries'), ~elahsAaoGeyuoya?

la?mahd ('white men's berries'), ?~ose~yah~}h=

ya? la?mahd ('old person's berries'), qeo?~= ~

~a? la?mahd ('bluejay's berries'), see diyuh,

s~h, ~oq, ~eoyu?, lao , ?ya, and qeo?~~,

respectivelyo



"111'1111111- m e ~ i dug -m e ~ i d uhg

me~idug-me3iduhg (me3iduhg L only; loan from Chugach

Eskimo ma~uutaq 'codfish roe', not used in Yakutat

Tlingit, Sampson Harry)
me~idug-me~iduhg (noun) 1. (I-class) 'intact piece

of codfish roe, roe-sac' LM, me~idug ?u.d ?i.=

se?ahl 'a piece of cod eggs is there' L.

2. (probably unclassified) 'cod stomach,
stuffed with cod-liver, for eating' M.

3. (probably l~-class) 'loose codfish roe'

L.

me~iduhgdeqeta.l (noun, unclassified) 'bloomers'
('codfish-rae-pants') L ("look like codfish-=

eggs").



me~i.n 1

me~i.n (loan from English 'machine', perhaps not natur=

alized) see ?idekus me~i.n under kus.



---me~uhg

me~uhg (loan from Russian MemoR, perhaps direct, but

more probably through Chugach Eskimo misuk 'bag',

not used in Yakutat Tlingit, Sampson Harry)

me~uhg (noun, unclassified) 'sack, gunnysack' L,
me~uhgluw 'big sack' LM, le~e~aha me~uhg

'coarse gunnysack' L.



megeG 1

megeG (loan from Chugach Eskimo makaq 'checker(-piece)',

perhaps of Russian origin, not used in Yakutat Tlingit,

Sampson Harry)

megeG (noun, unclassified) '(piece, game of)
checkers' LMS, 44.2,3,4, 5L, Galushia Nelson

makeq 'checkers' BSdL 551 (see BSdL 242 for some

discussion; this game was evidently a modified
version of a popular Russian board-game, which L

partly describes: There was a 'men's side' and
a 'women's side', all pieces on the wo~en's side

were the same, conch-shaped and made of hard

alder, 'men's' pieces (or 'kings'~) had hats, the
board being like a modern checkerboard; the term

extends to modern American checkers), megeG

?idele.l 'checker-playing' 44.1L, megeG ?iqe?=

di.leh 'there'll be a checker-game' L, megeG

?iqe?di.xxih 'I'll play checkers' L (see further
instances under ?i-d-le, megeG we~ qu?xxih

'I'll play checkers' M (which L considers to mean

'I'll make checkers', see further instances under

transitives of -Ie 4a.), megeG ~? qa?!:j.hinu.

'they'll make a checker-set' L, megeG~? 'lots

of checkers' LM, qe?xGeyu.ya? megeG 'women's

side of checkers game' ('women's checkers') L,

xila.?Geyu.ya? megeG 'men's side of checkers



game' ('men's checkers') L; megeGqe~ah name

of. some winter month ('checkers-month') L.

megeGdelqeh~ (noun, probably d-class) 'checker-=
board' ('checkers-bottom') L, also cat's name A.

: ;
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':; meni3 -mini3
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meni3-mini3 (loan from English 'minutes', perhaps not

naturalized)

meni3-mini3 (noun, unclassified) 'minutes (time)'

65.25,25A.



-

ma.sAa.-ma.slah
,
I

ma.sAa.-ma'slah (ma'slah M only; loan from Russian

Mac~o, perhaps directly through Chugach Eskimo maaslaq
'butter', but also used, at least formerly, in Yakutat

Tlingit, masAa, which might also be the immediate
source of the Eyak form)

ma.sAa'-ma'slah (noun, gl-class) 'butter': ma's=
lab M, ma'sAa. 'butter'LMA, ma'sAa' ?u'd

~'se?ah} 'a piece of butter is there' L, ma's=

Aa'gele~? 'lots of butter' LM, ma.sAa' gele=

Gegu~g} 'piece of butter is getting tiny' L,
s}i?mahd} da'~ ma'sAa. 'bread and butter' L,

declassified(?): ma'sAa.~ ?e}~e? 'smear it
(bread) with butter~' L.



,

Ii?

Ii? (perhaps two or more historically different stems,

semantic differences not clearly reconciled, see es=

pecially discussion under Ii? 4.; with several spo=
radic variants of varying significance: Ie?, rejected

by L, persistently recurs, especially under o-li? 3.
in text (10.210, 211,51.33,35, 84A), and under Ii?

3b. in certain toponym-like forms from G in Harrington;

it is possible that the form Ie? is thus also histo=

rically authentic, cf. Navaho bine?di 'behind it',
gone? 'inside (an enclosure)', and that e > i under

nasal umlaut, possibly also further to be analyzed

l-e?, especially where referring to 'face, emotion'
as under Ii? lb., o-li? 2.,3., see I-thematic

and ?e?-; forms with n- initial are attested only

in Tlingitized place-names in the Yakutat area, ni?-,

ne?-, ne.-, and M rejects proposed forms like *si.=

ni?, *?u.ni?; other, more sporadic, variants also
occur, which are more certain to be momentary lapses:

yi?, see y-le 2., and lu? under o-li? Id., Ie.,

4., clearly under the influence of o-lu? (lu?-nu?);

regular variant -i? following -}- of reciprocal 0
?i}- and }-classifier in Ge-}-; the form li~\ also

occurs once as a sporadic variant for lu. (24.72fnA),

and as an established variant for lu? in li?~da.d=

Gede?eh, q.v. under ?e-??3)



li? (preverb, attested with zero, -~, and

(rarely) -?! finals only) la. 'deeply back in=

to cavity, from open front end to back end of

cavity', with zero final only, frequent with post=

positional phrases such as o-yeq 'into 0 (not
with broad opening at top), into o's mouth',

o-ye~ 'under 0', o-qa? 'amongst, between 0',

o-sa?-~ 'into o's mouth', or ?u.de~ '(along)

there': ?uyeq Ii? seda? 'stay (deep) inside

it:' 11, siye~ li? seta? 'put it (way in) under

me:' 11, ?uyeq li? ~.leh, ?uyeq li? si1eh

'hollow thing, pipe, it has a cavity inside' L11,

sisa?~ li? dis1iqahs1 'it fell into my mouth'

L, ?u.de~ ?ew li? se1~a.d1 'it (dog) dragged

them (pieces of food, one by one) way back in

(along) there' L, ?uyeq li? sah1 'it went in=

to it' 11, ?uyeq li? Ga.? 'go into it:' 11,

see also 0-1-du?k', 0-1-du? (49.39,40A), 0-1-=

te (28.21,35,112, 49.38A) , O-(:%-)ta (29.98fn,

27b.35, 40A), :%e-~x (49.70A) , O-cu.x, d-:%-=
k'a?~ (5.3L, 10.5, 6, 34A), xahd ?u~ela?~ li?

detah, xahd ?u~ela?~ li? de a.?, -qe?s, :%e-=

qe?s, 0-1-u?g- la. (le?g~), y-le 2., c}?d-= I
le (72.2L), :%e-?nik', -?ya 11 , gdl-?ya 1., '

~dl-?ya (23.25A,38.22L11), (20.26, 26A) ,



"",..",

-?a' 5a., xu~yeq li? di.?ah, Gdl-?a' 2.,

?i-G-?a.w, -a (lO.254A, l8.26L, 25.79A); also,

in reference to shallow cavities: qe~ li? de=

Geta? 'shut the door tight:' L, with various post=

positional phrases with reciprocal 0, ?i~-~ 'to=

ward each other', ?i~-lah 'around each other',

?i~-t'a?-J.C '(movement) behind each other' in themes

referring to folding, see O-?-(l-)(~-)ta, O-?_=

(l-)~-ya.?, and with ?i~-(l)u? Ii? qa?, ?i~-=

(l)u? qa? Ii? 'up out deeply through each other'

in themes referring to knotting, see o-d-gu~

(72.16L) O-xwa?~-; also tdeeply into self' in

certain themes referring to breathing in, swallow=

ing down, but partly uncertain or inconsistent, cf.

lb. and o-li? 2., see O-JS:d-J.Cahd 2., O-su.t',

Ii? O-~e-?ni.q.

lb. 'indentation, dimple' (1, exact meaning

uncertain, always with -JS: final), ?uxi.ya?JS:da.d

?ewa. li?JS: weJS: ?i.t':i-h:i-h 'hd.s~chin is dimpled'

M (-t'e'--t'u' 2e.), and with themes with l-ana=

tomical 'head, face', l-t'e'--~u' la. 'S is, be=

comes a certain way facially', I-Ie lb. 'S acts

facially', meaning'S laughs, smiles', li?JS:i.ni.

'laughter'; also in li?JS: di?Ge~e?u?G 'take a

deep breath' L, but this form is probably indirect
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reflexive with zero reflexive o.

2a. 'from front toward back end (especially

of animal, not cavity), (from head) back (toward

tail), down (along human being)' (always with zero

final): with o-(l-)q 'on o('s head)': fu.na?q

Ii? ceo~ 'meat left on sealskin' ('slides down

off head') LM, s}.na?q Ii? ce~g 'it (scarf)

keeps sliding down off my head' L, sitah siq

Ii? zqe~g 'my skin is peeling (sliding down me)'

L, o-q Ii? -le?g- 'S pets 0 (from head) toward

tail', o-l-q Ii? -le?g- 'S pets 0 on head,

from head toward tail' (-le?g- 9.), perhaps

also in ?ew xu~z Ii? ?u?sezu?gz 'he pulled

the trigger' 61.54A (see O-?-z-u?g under le?g-).

2b. 'way back, down onto impaling object (e.g.

in hanging, putting something on peg, nail, bolt

onto screw, ring onto finger)' (always with zero

final), usually with postpositional phrase o-~e-=

la?-~ '(movement) hanging on, down over head of

0': ~wah5z~ela?~ Ii? Geta? 'hang it on a

nail~' L, de~ela?~ Ii? ?iditahz 'it's hanging

(on something peg-like)' 9.84, 86A, de~ela?~ Ii?

?edeya.~ 'they're (cust) hung (on something peg-=

like)' 65.5fnA, dek:j.h~ela?~ Ii? xzyaolC 'I

(cust) hang them on a stick' 65.2IA, de~ela?~



Ii? qi?yilah 'you'll hang them up' 65.41fnA,

deJ.Ceia?J.C Ii? qu?deyah 'they'll be hung up (e.g.

on a nail)' L, see also O-(l-)?a 18d., 18e., 19o,

also in kuc'}.d?e?~ Ii? dexulg 'bolt for screw'

L.
3a. With -J.C final, preceding other preverb

qid 'down off, off edge, pointing at', li?J.C qid

'back from front edge, set back': li?J.C qid G9=

da? 'move (sitting, sidle) (from front edge) back

(into back of area):' L, li?J.C qid Gelt}?}h

'move him (child) back from edge~' L, li?J.C qi~

Gaol 'he's going (from front side over and) down

the back side (of hill)' L.

3b. As above, 'bay', in certain place names

in Yakutat area, sometimes with n- initial,

ni?-, neo-, also li?-, le?- from G, see also

3c.: neetqhIt (or -~~-) 'some small bay' G

(Harrington), Sampson Harry ne~q\d ti 'Sawmill

Cove' (Tlingit, < Eyak li?J.C qid) , 'also in

other place-names (?, calques) in Yakutat area

from G in Harrington: It'f-qh~t !£'~ 'bay is=

land' li?J.C qid xa~ (Tlingit, Eyak ~a?~ 'is=

land'), ts'&' le'~q~t 'muddy bay' da? le?J.C
, (,)

qid (c'a? 'alluvial mud'), sahs II' ~-qh~t-° -

'sea otter bay' sahs li?J.C qid (sahs 'sea



otter'); completely unknown to and rejected by

L in meaning 'bay'.
3c. With -~ final, 'into back end of

aquatic area'(~): li?~ ?iqe? 'boat backwards~'
L (i.e. 'into back of area'?, cf. meaning under

4a.), perhaps also in probable etymology of place-=

name in Yakutat area, Tlingitized with n- ini=
,

tial: nl'~qqatthaa~, n~~~~kkatthaal 'little

point on Contac Island' G (Harrington) probably
to be read ni?~...Geta.~ perhaps < Eyak li?~

Geta.~ 'it (sg., unclassified) is moving into

back, in back (1) downriver' (1, see 4.).

4. With basic meaning 'downriver, downstream,
toward coast and into Gulf of Alaska' (conceivably
different stem from that of 1.-3. above, or, if

same historically, extremely difficult to explain:

either the Gulf of Alaska is conceived as the back,

inner end of an area or cavity, perhaps thought

to be surrounded by land beyond the horizon, though

this is extremely doubtful, or, perhaps equally
implausibly, developed very anciently while the

ancestors of the Eyak were still in the interior

of Alaska, e.g. in the Middle Copper River area,

downriver from where the Chugach Range and canyon

at Miles Glacier on the Copper River represented

,I,



formidable obstacles and thus the back of a terri=

tory oriented in the opposite direction): a. with

zero, -~, and (rarely) -~ finals, 'downriver':

with zero final, 'movement in downriver direction':

Ii? ?iwe? 'swim downstream~' M, Ii? Geqe'~}h

'he's boating down' L, see also ~e-dux 1., -qe

(56.2L, 68.2, 3A), -~a (68.18, 49A ~a2), li?=

lah (la-nal), gdl-?ya 1., -?a' 5a., Ii? ge=

li.?ah (?a'-?a?), with qe?-qe'- 'back, again';

qe? Ii? sdiqeh~ 'another S boated down' 68.21A,

'S boated back down' 68.105A, qe? Ii? sdi~ah%

'S (another group in fleet) boated down' 68.20A;

with -~ final: li?~ Ga.~}h 'he's walking down=

river' L; with -~ final 'downriver, movement in

area downriver': li?~ Geta.~}h 'he's taking it

downriver' M, li?~ ?ew (ya.qa?) se~tah~}h 'he

took it (away) downriver' M, li?~ ?iqe? 'boat

downriver~' L, li?~ Geqe.~ 'he's boating down=

river' L, li?~ ye~ da'~}h 'he's walking about

downriver'L.

4b. With -~ final, as preceding, referring

to ebbing of tide at river-mouth or shore: li?~

~eduxg 'tide keeps, ebbing down a bit' L, li?~

geli'?ah 'tide is going out' L.

4c. With zero final, 'down (from mountains)



southward', in ~a. Ii? ?i-d-(?-)~-?a' 'north=

wind comes down from over Chugach range'.
o-li? (postposition, attested with zero, -d, -~,

-de~, -~ finals and in various compounds) 1.
'behind, back of, deeper in cavity than 0, on wall

side of 0' a. with zero final, attested only in

indirect reflexive constructions: 23.98fn, and in

2. (uncertain) and 3. below; with -d final 'at

rest': 25.58A, ya.yu.li?d 'way in back behind

the stuff' M, ?ewli?d setah~ 'it's behind it'

L, ?ewli?d y?? Geta? 'set it down behind it'

L, sili?d seteh~}h 'he's lying on the wall side

of me in bed' M, ~li?d setah1 'it's behind

something' L, ~eli?d sah~ 'it went behind some=

thing' L; with -~ and -de~ finals 'movement

within area': 23.98fnA, sili?~ y?? Gete? 'lie

down on wall side of me~' M, k'uli?~ setah~ 'it's

behind something' L, sili?de~ (da.~) ~eAa.sa?=
yah1 'he ran by (across) right behind me' L,

sili?de~ (?e~) sah1 'he went (completely) by

behind me' L; with -~ final 'continuous or re=

peated motion to', attested only in indirect re=

flexive constructions: li?~ ?ew ~eya.~}h 'he

(cust) stows it behind himself' 23.97, 98fnA,
li?~ ?ew Gedeta.~}h 'he's putting it behind



himself'L.
lb. With reciprocal 0 and -~ final 'motion

in area back of each other' or perhaps 'motion

deeply within each other': ?iii?~ (or ?iili?~)
?e~ahGi 'sew it with backstitch not going over

edge~' L (see also lc.).
lc. With ~e- 'area' as 0: with -d final:

~eli?d 'way in the back' L, ~eli?d ?ewyeq se=

dahi 'it's sitting at the innermost end inside

of it' L, with -de~ final: ~eli?de~ ye~ da.~
'it's walking about at the innermost end (of ca=
vity) , L, ~eli?de~ ?e~ahGi 'sew it along inside

from edge (with stitch that doesn't go over edge):'

L; compounded with o-d-?e?-q-d: ~eli?di.?qd /~

'way inside pipe, way under bed' L, compounded
with o-i-c'ao- 'on side of' ° xeli?i~aod 'on" °

the behind, back side' L, ~eli?i~a"~ '(movement)

on the behind, back side (of area, cavity)' L.

ld. With Ge-i- (G-thematic, i-classifier)

'of a series' as 0, with -d final: Geili?d

ya. 'the hindmost, innermost one' L, ?uod Ge=

iu?d setahi (momentary lapse), ?u"d Geii?d

(or Geili?d) setahi 'it's in innermost, hind=

most position' L.
lee With indeterminate 0, nominalized with



, "c

-d final: deli?d 'sleeping-place, sleeping-=

room in smokehouse' L.
If. With ya. 'thing' as 0, nominalized with

~d final: Galushia Nelson yaolit 'sleeping

room' BSdL 545 ya.li?d 'back room, sleeping room'

LM, 11.131, l3lA, yaolu?d (momentary lapse, 11.=

l3lfnA), ~eye~d ya~yeli?d (probably to be cor=

rected to ya.li?d 'in lower storey' L (probably

to be glossed 'back room downstairs') 1.

2. With meaning 'deeply into 0 (mouth)':

a. with zero final, in indirect reflexive,construc=

tions only, uncertain, perhaps used preverbially,

see Ii? O-le-?nioq 'S swallows 0' and O-su.~

'S slurps 0'.

2b. Meaning as above, with ~e- 'area' as 0,

compounded as 0 of o-~ahd 'from 0': ~eli?~ahd

q?-o~ di?le?u?Gg}h 'he's sighing (repeatedly

breathing up out from deeply inside)' L.

3. In certain themes referring to 'dislike,

hate, spite, anger against 0': a. with zero final:

o-li? ?i-d-l-a' 'S hates 0, is angry at 0', o-li?

?ed-d-le-a' 'S pretends to hate, be angry at 0",

articulated o-le? 51.33,35, 84fnA.

3b. As above, compounded as 0 of o-dahd

'(with pressure) against 0', o-li?-dahd 'in



spite of, to spite, in anger against 0': ?ili?=

dahd weJS: qu?xleh 'I'll do thus to spite you'
L, sili?dahd sahlih 'he left in a huff at me'

M, sili?dahd Ga.lth 'he's leaving in a huff

against, to spite me' M.
3c. As above, with form di. of uncertain

morphological and syntactic classification, either

compounded as 0 of o-di. or with preverb di.:
1,-' ...I2 2 do. (;'fl"

ol-li?( )di. 0 -la?~ d-?ya '0 is, becomes ,. I1 .,-J-l- <-
angry at 0 , see under o-?ya 3a., form or phrase 'J~ ~
as 0 of o-ga? 'like 0': o-li?( )di.ga? ?i-= *->7-P- f).I

Sr:c '), I .,~., Co ,+
leh--le.-, see ?i-leh--le.- 2b. (le(?)), ar=-~'

ticulated o-le? 10.210,2llA.
4. 'downriver, downstream, from further down=

river than 0', attested only with ~e- 'area' as

0: with -d final: JS:eli?d weJS: ?i.~eh 'he lives

downriver'L, JS:i.d ~eli?d 'way downstream there'

M, with de- '~': Furuhjelm Tehaliu 'river'

perhaps to be read deJS:eli?[ddJuh 'indeed down=

river~', de~eli?d 'downriver' L; compounded as 0

of o-l-~a.- 'side of 0': JS:eli?l~a.d '(at rest)

(on) downriver (side)' L, ~elu?l~a.~ 'from down=

river' L, later corrected to ~eli?l~a.JS:, to be

glossed '(motion) on downriver side', or further

corrected to ~eli?~ahd 'from downriver'.
?a.li?l~ ~form perhaps including o-li?) see ?a.li?lJS:.



Ie

,

Ie (with non-reduced form in active perfective, per=

haps related to or.to be identified with le..(l)i..ni)

d-de-le (with d-thematic 'oral, noise' and/or

class-mark for S 'fire' thematized) 'S (fire)

sputters, fizzles, crackles' (supposed to be an=
cestors speaking): disdileh} 'it (fire) is

sputtering, sputtered' LA, deqaeg disdileh}
'fire is sputtering, sputtered, fizzled' (,ances=

tors speaking) L, deGedele.} 'it (fire) is

sputtering' A, deqa.g deGedelee} 'fire keeps

sputtering (a long time)' L, deqa.g dedeleh
';~ 'fire is sputtering' L, qu?dedeleh 'it (fire) ;~'"
~ t '"I~ will sputter' A, repetitive: deqa.yu. dedeleeg 1;,

'sometimes it (fire) sputters' L; see also d-de-=

Ie, d-G-de-le, d-G-leh, under le..(l)i..ni.

,f
"0;", "
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"
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le-(l)i-ni

le-(l)i-ni (irregular in active and neuter perfectives,

stem always reduced -(l)i-~ (with Rezanov 3 times

implying -ni~); with zero or vocalic classifiers

otherwise always regular Ie, but with ~-classifier

stem-initial 1- drops and vowel is regularly -i,

thus ~-le > ~i; this relationship, between intransi=

tive themes of the form -Ie and the transitive (causa=

tive) thereof, O-~i, and of the transitive with vocal=

ized classifie~ de--~e-le) is quite regular, with

practically no analogical forms, such as *~-le, *~-=

Ii, *~e-li, or *de-~i arising, in spite of the

probable great age of the irregularity, cfe Navaho

?a-~-neeh 'I act (thus)', ?a-~-~eeh 'I make it' ('I

act thus upon it'), ?a-l-neeh 'it is made' ('it is

acted thus upon' < *-~e-ne); imperatives, however,

are rather irregular and variable: inceptive impera=
tive ,-Ie"? L 13 times, M 4 times, A 5 times, -Ie?

L 6 times, M 3 times, -lee L twice, M once, -leh

M once; ?i-active imperative: -Ie? L 4

times, M twice, -Ie-? L once; regular active impera=
tive: -lee? L 3 times, -Ie. M twice, -Ie? L once,

-leh L once; imperatives with ~-classifier are still

more irregular and variable: of these the inceptive
imperative is most regular: -~i.? L 11 times, M twice,

-~i? M twice, simple active and ?i-active imperatives
t '1;1

J1\,~:Jf ;:Y-kl'" ,,-~~' , )
's -~ " ~~ ~ ~.IA!f'r~J



are infrequent: simple -1ih L twice, -1io M 3

times, -1eo M once, -1eh L once, ?i-active

-1io? L once, M once, -1io L once, but the most

frequent imperative with -1-classifier, though';

hardly to be classified as a neuter on a semantic

basis, shows a neuter imperative prefix and a stem

vowel usually -e-, the stem vowel probably o.n ana=

logy not so much with the zero- and vocalic classifier

forms of this stem, but both prefix and stem-vowel on

analogy with themes with the (presumably entirely un=

related) stem 1e(?): -1eo L 13 times, M 3 times,

S once, -1eh L 10 times, -1eo? L twice, -1ih L

twice, -1io L once; positive imperfectives usually

-leh, but -lee is not infrequent, especially in

texts from A (with 1-classifier,., usually -1ih, but

-1io twice in texts from A, and -1eo, analogical,

once in text from G), but negative imperfectives more

frequently -leo-G than -leh-G (active -leoG L 4

times, M twice, and, in text, A 7 times, Gonce, -lehG

L twice, in text A 3 times, L once; inceptive -lehG

L twice, M 3 times, A twice in text, -lehG L twice),

and -1-io-G somewhat more frequently than -1-ih-G

(active -1iOG L twice, M twice, A in text 4 times,

-1ihG L 3 times, inceptive -1iOG L 3 times, M 3

times, -1ihG L 5 times), positive conditional



-leh, -3:ih, negative conditional -leoG .A in text

once, optatives always -leh, -3:ih, inceptive per=

fective always -le°3:, -3:i°3:, active and neuter per=

fectives always -li3:, -3:i3: (note also Rezanov forms

in -ni3: mentioned earlier), subjunctives always -leo~,

-3:io~, repetitives -leog, -3:iog, customaries -leo~,

-3:io~, and ye~-progressive -leo~; in one deverbal=

ization lih, and in another -nio (?ionio < *n-ne >

I-Ie), regular gerundives -leol; often synonymous,

or nearly so, with themes with ~e~~', qoVo)

:"le (subclassified by cooccurrence with various

adverbs, preverbs, and postpositional phrases;
transitives (causatives) listed together with cor=

responding intransitives; theme of extremely high

frequency; frequently interchangeable (except for

active imperfectives) with -~e'--~' (except for

neuter imperfectives thereof) 1. With no adverbs,

preverbs, or postpositional phrases, other than

negative adverbs: a. 'something (o~ten bad, in=

jurious) happens to S' (see also 31. below): di~

?esli3:G}h 'nothing (bad) happened to her' 20o23.A,
J.j;,f,/"t:',di~ Gexleo~dao~ 'if nothing happens to me (if ,-

I don't die)' 21b.76.A; with ~deodah 'no way,

impossible': ~deodah lehG 'it can't do any=

thing' 26.2L, ~deodah qe? deleoG 'nothing

,."," ,



more can happen to them, they can't do anything
anymore' 28.140A. Transitive (causative): di~

?exs~i~G}h 'I didn't do anything to him' 8.14A;

di~ le~iqe?x~ihG 'I won't do anything (bad)
to you pl.' 19.15L, di~ ?i~i.~}h 'he who hasn't

"'~.f")(~v e. !;:
been doing anything to you' 51.35A; qe? ?eds= ~~/"""' ~
~ele.~ 'he (cust) does it to (dresses) himself

again' 36.44A, de.lehd~duw ~i.~ 'I wonder why

He does it to them' 70.3A.
lb. Transitive (causative), 'S gets, gets at 0',

cf. 2b.,,-4b., with fude.dah as above, and o-a.

'of 0' and fu-indefinite 0, cf. also 2b., ~de.=

dah ?ewa. ~x~i.G 'I have no way of obtaining

any' 25.147A.
2. With ~e.-d 'how~, how', generally trans=

lating as 'what~, what' (see also -~e'--~' 1.):

2a. 33fDI"I, 10 .222A, 15 .10M, 20.10/, 21b .64., 25.116,

32.31A, 34.10M, 24, 29, 37, 45L, 49.121A, 57.11G,
70.3A, ~e.d yileh 'what are you doing~, what's

happening to you~' LM, ~e.dvh leh 'what's he

doing~' M, ~e.dvh qa?leh 'what's he going to

do~, what'll become of him~' M, si~ ?u?Ge:Js;a?
~e.d qa.lgah yileh 'tell me what you've been

doing today~' L, ?u?li.lgah~ ~e.d da. qa?leh
'do you know what we should do~' L, ~e.d da.



qa?leh 'what'll we do~, what'll become of us~'

M, ~e.d seli} 'what did you do~, what happened

to you~' LM, ~e.d ~seli} 'what happened1' M,

?u?lixi}gah ~e.d qu?xleh 'I know what I'll do'

L, ?u?lixi}gah ~e.d yileh 'I know what you're

doing'L, ?u?lixi}gah ~e.d seli} 'I know what

you did' L, di~ ?u.la?}ga~G ~e'duhnu. ?ele.~

'they don't know what's been (cust) becoming of

them' 28.86A; with (de-)~e.-(yu.)(-d) ,(~)

any way (pl.) at all': ~e.yu. ge? ~Gedele.}

'all sorts of further things are happening' 11.=

133A, de~e.d ~qa?leh, de~e.d ~qu?weleh

'whatever will happen' 61.12A, de~e.yu.d ?iya.

qu?xleh 'I'll do anything, all sorts of things

for you' L, di~ de~e.duh ge? dele.G 'nothing

more at all happened to them' 25.206A, ?ew

J$;ewa.deg di~ de~e.duw ?esli}G 'nothing at

all happened to the dog either' 61.12A, with

ti.l-class-mark for S: ?ew ~ah} di~ de~e.duh

ti.lele.~G 'nothing (cust) happens to the feather'

48.6L, with ~e.-~i.-d 'however, how on earth~':

~e.~i.d ?i. qu?yileh 34.18, 49L, ~e.~i.d ?i.

qi?yileh 'what ever, what on earth will ~ do1'

34.15,48,54, 63M, with ~e.-~-d '(I wonder)

how': ~e.~duh seli} '(1 wonder) what happened



~~/

to him' 61.43A. Transitive (causative): a. ~e.=

duh ?~ selil 'what did he do to him~' 8.12A,

lCe.duh xuqa?lih 'what will it do to me~' 21b.=

3A, lCe.duh da. qa?l}h}h 'what shall we do

with him~' 21b.21A, ~e.duw qi?yili. 'what are

you going to do with it~' 21b.33A, ~e.dvh le~=

se~il 'what did you pl. do to her~' 23.103A,

~e.dvh selil 'what did you do to her~' L;

ya?~u. de~e.d xuqu?le~lih 'pl. don't do any=

thing (any harm) to me' 19.14L.

2b. Transitive (causative), 'S gets, gets at

0', cf. lb., 4b.: ~e.dvh ?ew qa?lih 'how he

was going to get at it' 11.6A; attested mainly

with o-a. 'of 0' and ~-inde£inite 0, 'some of

0': ~e.dvh ?ewa. ?ew ~qa?lih 'how he'll get

any (of it)' 7.9fnA; ~e.~i.duhnu. ?ewa. ~=

qu?xlih 'how'll I get at any of them~' 10.236A.

3. With ?ida.-?ide- abstract relative,

meaning identical with non-interrogative ~e.-d

'how': ?ida. ?ah selil, di~ ?u.la?iga.G

'what happened to him, she didn't know' 47b.26M,

?ida. ~qa?leh 'what will happen' 61.87, 88A,

?u~ah lisitahi, ?idequ?xleh 'I forgot what I

was going to do' L, ?iGex?eh ?ideyileh 'I see



what you're doing, I saw what you did' L, ?u?=

lixi~gah ?idequ?xleh (same as ...~e.d qu?x=

leh) 'I know what I'll do' L, ?u?lixi~gah

?ideyileh (same as ...~e.d yileh 'I know

what you're doing' L, ?u?lixi~gah ?ideseli~
(same as ...~e.d seli~) 'I know what you did'

L, ?ida. da. seli~~ ?u?li.~gah 'do you know

what we did1' M, ?ida. da. (or ?ideda.) qa?=
leh di~ ?u.la?x~ga.G 'I don't know what we'll

do, what will become of us, happen to us' M.

4a. With ?we~ 'thus', ordinarily translat=

ing as 'that', '8 does thus, 8 does that, that

happens to 8, 8 becomes thus' (see also -~e--fu'
2.): I" 9.11, 41, 10.53A, 17.6M, 23.147, 24.75, X
28.40, 49.66A,~.95, 70.3A, ~e.duw we)!: seli~ --'

'how that happened to it' 2a.9M, ~a.di?da. we~

?i.leh 'that'll never happen' 23.153A, we~ qew

~e? qu?dele. 'that might happen again' 51.95A~
~i~ we~ ?ile.~~h 'she'd (cust) always do thus'

46.4M, we~ le.~ 'it (cust) happens' 60.59A,
with qi.d-anatomical: we~ qi.deseli~ 'that

happened to your foot, your foot got that way'

51.81A, idiomatically: we~ qa?leh "'it's a

deal", it'll happen thus' 9.22A, di~ we~ qa?=

le.G "'nothing doing", it won't happen thus' 9.21A,



Rezanov OXR~e3T~b 'Ha~~o Anfang' we~ Gele-~

'that's happening, it's in the process of doing,
6'1(; 4.

happening, becoming thus, that' L, Rezanov Oxca=

~eT~b 'Ha~HaTb anfangen' we~ seli~ 'that hap=

pened, it did thus, that' LM; other elicitations:

we~ qu?weleh L, we~ qa?leh 'it'll happen'

LM, dilC we~ qa?lehG (or -le-G) 'it won't

happen' L, ~i?q siqi-da-q we~ qa?leh 'my whole

foot will get involved (with spreading sore)'

('that'll happen on my whole foot') M, ?ili?dahd

we~ qu?xlih 'I'll do it to spite you' M, ?eyeG

we~ qa?l}hinu- '~~ll do it' M, we~ leh

'it's happening' M, du-de?~h we~ leh 'who did,

is doing that?' M, ?~ de~~h we~ leh 'that

guy did/, is doing it' L, lCe-?we~duh we~ yileh

'why do, how come you do that?' L, deowah~i-d

we~ yileh 'why in the world did you do that?'

M, dilC ?uyao~ we~ xleoG}h 'he doesn't allow

me to do that' ('I don't do it with his permis=

sion') M, sile~ao~ qew we~ leo 'it happened

in my presence, view' L, ~i?q siya-q we~ Ge=

leo~ 'my whole hand is getting involved (with

spreading sore)' ('it's in the process of happen=

ing on my whole hand') M, de?a- we~ seli~}h

'he did it himself' M, we~ Gioleh, we~ ?ioleh

"'



'let it happen' L, ~a.di?da. ?uya.~ we~

?ixil:}.h:}.h 'he'll never let me do it' M, we~

Gele.~ ?u~e?xleh 'I want that to happen' L,

we~ da. ?ile.~ 'we (cust) do thus' M; with

(de-)?we~-yu. ('~ thus pl.'): de~i. sahdi

we~yu. Gele.} 'those things have been happening

for a long time already' 36.6A, de?weiYU. leh

'they did thus (the same, just such things, over

and over)' 68.l5A, de?we~yu. xleh dewa. qew

yahd ~~.? disi}i} 'after many times, I (finally)

built a (decent) house' L. Transitive (causative):

'S acts thus upon 0, does thus, that to 0, Spro=

cesses, treats 0, S makes, produces 0': 8.8,9,

11.31,28.92,120,100.48,61.48,65.32, 33, 33A,

di~ ?ew weJ.l: }i.G 'they don't do thus to it'

65.78A, ~e.yu? we~ se}i}inu. 'they made them

out of hemlock' ('they did thus to hemlock') 68.=

15A, gudesu? wei qi?yi}ih 'you'll make, pro=

duce dry-fish' 65.28A, customary: ~e?a.GYU. we~

}i.~:}.h 'she (cust) makes baskets' ('she (cust)

does thus to baskets') 10.168A, xu' we~ ?ex=

}i.~ 'I (cust) do thus to it' 65.llA, we~ da.

?e}i.~ 65.36A, da. we~ ~i.~ 60.4,65.68,71,

75, 79A, we~ da. }i.~ 65.72, 82A, da. wei

?e}i.~ 'we (cust) do thus to it, process it thus,



produce it' 65.79, 8lA, inceptive conditional:

we~ ?iGezih da.~ 'if/when it does thus to you'

36.20A, we~ Gexzih~ahd 'after I've done thus

to it' 65.2lA, with various postpositional phrases:

~e?a'Gwahd ?ew we~ ?ezi.~inu. 'they (cust)

processed them thus for baskets' 66.6L, c'a.gzya?~

da. we~ zi'~ 'we (cust) can it (process it in=

to a can)' 65.36A, ze?~a?~ da. we~ zi'~ 'we

(cust) box it (process it into a box)' 65.76A,

did ~ela.gye~ega? da. we~ ?ezi.~ 'we (cust)

make (process) just enough for winter' 65.8lA,

gu.deg ?ewqe~ qe? we~ ~qi?yizi. 'again
you'll put (process) some more on top of them'

65.64A, ?ewqe~ahd we~ Gezih da'~ 'if/when

he takes it off of it' 36.39A, ?ewyeqe~ ?ew

we~ zi.~ 'he (cust) puts it into it' 36.38A,

with o-da'~ 'in form of 0', specifying that'S

processes 0, producing 0', rather than'S pro=

cesses 0, producing 0': Gesu?da.JS: da. we~

zi'~ 'we (cust) make it into dry-fish' 65.68A;

Rezanov THKOXKoX~M~roK~ 'HH~ero He~~~Hro ich

mache nichts' perhaps to be read di~ we~ ~x=

zi.G 'I'm not doing anything' ('I'm not doing

thus to something, anything'), 'I'm not making

anything' 1'1, or perhaps di~ we~ Gexzi'zG

_.".,,1 ""'-.'JOJ'" ,"lIli
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'I'm not doing that to it~, TeTOXeT~~H? '~TO

A~Helli$? was machst du?' perhaps to be read de-d

we~ yi1ih 'what are you doing that to?, what
/

are you making~' L, XeHreoxcaT~~D 'OHM sie'

~}-~ih we~ se1i1 'that guy did that (to it)'

M, Ta~BllY OXCOT~H~D entered beneath 'Cepe6po'

(not in Radlov) probably to be read de1ed~ we~

se1i1 'he, you made it of silver, he, you did

that to silver', Toaoxe~DHH 'BHHoBaTD schuldig'

de?a- we~ 1}h}h 'he did that (to it) himself',
~eHroxoXT~HH~ 'illYTaTD spassen, scherzen' C}-=
y__.ya?~ -.-we~ 1}h}h 'he's doing that to it

while singing', c}.yya?~ (or c}hya?~) we~
x1ih 'I'm doing it (to it) while singing' M;

other elicitations, 'to it' often to be supplied

in glosses: active imperative (prefix and stem

analogical with neuter 1e(?)): we~ ?a?1e- 'do

it that way, thus:' L, do it~' L, ~~? we~

?a?1eh 'make lots of them~ ('do thus to many~')

L, dele~i- we~ ?a?1ex1eh 'do it yourselves~'

L, inceptive imperative: le~ we~ Gex1i.? 'make

it this way~' L, inceptive imperfective: dexu.

we~ qu?x1ih 'I'll do, make it myself' LM, di~

we~ qu?x1ihG, di~ we~ qu?x1i.G 'I won't do

it, I wasn't intending to do it' L, we~~\lh



qu?x~ih 'shall I do it to him~, do I have to

do it to him~' L, we~~uh qu?yi~ih 'will you

do that~' L, de?eyeG we~ qa?~}hinu. 'they'll

do it themselves' M, active imperfective: did

?a. we~ ?ew ~ih 'just he does that to it' M,

we~ ~ih 'I'm making it (and with assured suc=

cess)' L, di~ ?e~ekih we~ x~i.G 'I'm not

making a canoe' L, ~wa. we~ ~ih 'I'm making

it for somebody' L, inceptive perfective: we~

Gex~i.~ 'I'm making it (and taking all day, may

not succeed)' L, active perfective: we~ si~i~

'I did it' L, ?~hdexwah we~ si~i~ A, ?udexwah

we~ si~i~}h 'he made me do it' ('I did it to it

by his command') L, de.d we~ se~i~ 'what did

you make~, what did you do (it to)~' M, inceptive

subjunctive: we~ Gex~i.x ?u~e?xleh 'I want to

do it' L, with d-class-mark for 0: da?d da.

we~ de~ih 'we're making a basket-design' L,

idiomatic or uncertain: mesde.~ weJS; se~i~ 'he

made a mistake' 20.84, 32.8A (choice of verb pro=

bably influenced by English), ?i.li.~ ~ew

~~d we~ ~ih 'he pretends he's smoking' L (cf.

~~hdeyeq we~ deleh under ~~d), with megeG

as 0, M only (L considers to mean / 'S makes, gets

checkers' , "see ?i-d-le): megeG weJS; ?a?~e.

, ~."'.,' ""



'play checkers' M, ?ida?ya'le~ megeG

qu?yi}ih 44.2fnM, megeG we~ qu?x}ih 'I'll

play checkers' (preferred to ...?iqe?di'x}ih)

M, megeG we~ x}ih 'I'm playing checkers' M;

indirect reflexive: ?ew ~ahg~g ?edqe~ahd we~

}ele' 'he takes the scab off of himself' 36.43A,

?edqe~ahd ?ew we~ }eleh 'he takes it off of

himself' 36.39A; reflexive: di~ de?a. qew we~

?edes}eli}G 'he didn't do that to himself' 61.40A;

passive: 65.85fnA, ~i~g} ?ewahd we~ dele'~

'props are (cust) made for it' 65.5A, di~ we~

dele.G 'that's not done to it' 65.7A, ?ewqe~ah

we~ dele'~ 'they are (cust) made, taken (cut)

off of it' 65.9A, we~ Gedeleh da'~ 'when that's

been done to it' 65.26A, we~ qew dele'~ 'that's

(cust) done to it' 65.35A, ~e'ya?~ we~ dele'~

'it's (cust) put into sealoil' 63.37G, de?e'crgda'~

we~ dele. 'it's made into the form of meat-=

slabs' 65.8A, Rezanov TeTHTy-qb QXCJIeHeJIb ']KeJI'B=

3KO~ eisern' didi~'~ W8~ s}ini} , didi~'~

we~ s}ili} 'that's been done to iron, it's made

of iron' LM, K~am$ OXCJIeHeJIb 'KOCTHHOM kn~chern'

qah~ we~ s}ini} 'that's been done to bone',

KaTeRJIb-qeoXCJIeHe~b 'M'B~HO~ kupfern' Gedege}~e?

W8Jf s}ini} 'that's been done to brass', IJ;aa



Oxc~eHS~~ 'RaMeHHO~ steinern' ca. we~ s~ini~

'that's been done to stone', we~ s~ili~ 'it's

been made, done, processed' L, we~ gew sdili~,
,

we~ gew s~ili~ 'that's what was don~to it'

L, sli?mahd~ we~ s~ili~ (or sdi-) 'bread's

been made' L, la?da? we~ deleh 'there are two

ways to do it' ('that's done two ways') L, la?=

di?da.~, we~ deleh 'there are two different ways

to do it' L; Rezanov YxaTM~eTY '3A~~aT~ machen,

thun', YxaTM~~e '3A~~aM machen, thun (Imperat.)',

interpretation uncertain, perhaps passive, to be

read we~ ...deleh(duh) 'that's being done(~)'.

4b. Transitive (causative) only, with ?we~

'thus': 'S gets, obtains, picks, gathers, collects,

accumulates 0' (where 0 is generally supply of

food or fuel, meaning partly overlapping with that
c

of causative OlE' 4a., s"ee. also lb., 2b., qe-~-le):

?ew lis~ahd gahG da. we~ ~i.~ 'we'd (cust)

obtain pitch from spruce' 51.28A (d-class mark

for 0 lacking), la?g we~ li.lC 'he (cust) gets

(collects and/or chops and/or piles up) firewood'

36.3A, ?ew we~ ~ih 'he does that (gets fire=

wood)' 36.5A, la?g we~ ?ex~i.~ 'I (cust) pile

up firewood' L, ?ida?ya.le~ ?}.l~a?~ we~ si=

lil 'I got, caught, picked too many sea-urchins'

Ji



4.10M (l-class-mark'for 0 lacking), with te?ya?

'fish' as 0, 'S goes fishing (commercially, for

cannery)': te?ya? we~ Ge~i.? te?ya? we~

?e~i. te? ya? wax ?e~e. M te? ya? wax ?i=, ., .
~i.? L, te?ya? we~ ?a?~e. 'go fishing (com=

mercially, for cannery)~' LM, te?ya? da. we~

qa?~i. 'we'll go fishing' 62.15G, te?ya? we~

~}hinu. 'they're fishing' 2a.15M, te?ya? da.

we~ ~ih 'we were fishing' 32.5A., te?ya? we~

leJ!:se~i~ 'you pl. fished' M, te?ya? we~ da.

?io~ih 'let's go fishing' L, te?ya? we~ ~io=

~}h 'he (aust) fishes' L, with d-class-mark for

0 (k'ude?uhdg 'eggs'): k'udet'u? we~ dese~i~

'they g~thered many (eggs)' 68.8A; passive: de=

~i?g la?mahdyu. ~elaogwahd we~ dele.~ 'all

kinds of berries are (cust) gathered (and/or put

up) for winter' 63.33G (l~-class-mark for 0 lack=

ing) , sahx qi? we~ deleh 'where cockles are

dug'L, te?ya? we~ deleh 'fish are caught,

there is fishing, (commercial) fishing is done'

62.14G, te?ya? qi? we~ delehda.d 'at where

there's fishing' 2a.18M; gaol di~ de.duw

we~ dele.G 'now nothing is going on, there's

no fishing being done' 62.24G; ?el te?ya? we~

delehdeg 'this fishing too' 62.14G (used as de=
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verbalization).

5. With ?lex 'this way, thus' ordinarily

translating as 'this': ?ilgiyil}hye?e?d le~

selil 'this is the handiwork of a witch' ('this

happened, it happened this way as the handiwork

of a witch') L; indirect reciprocal: Rezanov

HJIbKaTaaJIsrx:TeJIe 'llOW1:pMTbCH versC5hnen, sich'

perhaps to be read ?}lga? da. le~ deleh

'we do this like each other (act in agreement'?)'.

Transitive (causative): le~ ?a?leo 'do it (to

it) this way~, do this to it:' L; passive: le~

qew slilil, le~ qew sdilil 'this is how it

was done to it, this is what was done to it' L.

6. With ?eldah '(free, non-sedentary, un=

structured) play': 11.174A, 13.2,8, 8L, 38.2LM,

51.73,74, 75A, ya?~uo ?eldah qu?le~leh 'pl.

don't play' 13.4L, ?eldah ?ele.?, ?eldah ?i=

lee? L, ?eldah ?ele. M (uncertain), ?eldah

Gele? M, ?eldah ?ile? 'play~' LM, ?eldah

?e.1e~le., ?eldah Gele~le?, ?eldah Gele~leo?

M, ?eldah ?ele~le.? L, ?e%dah ?ile~le? 'pl.

play~' LM, ?e%dah qe? ?edele. 'play again,

some more~' M, ?e%dah qu?xleh 'I'll play' LM,

dilC ?eldah qu?xleoG 'I won't play' M, ?e%dah

x%eh 'I'm playing' LM, dilC ?e~dah xle.6 'I'm



not playing' M, ?e1dah Gexle.1 'I'm starting

to play' M, ?e1dah sili1 'I played' LM, ?e1=

dah ?ixileh 'let me play' L, ?e1dah da. ?i.=

leh, ?e~dah da. Gi.leh 'let's play' M, de?u.=
duh ?e1dah ?i.l}hinu. 'alright let them play'

L, ?e1dah ?ixle.~ 'I (cust) play' L, frequently
~with o-~ 'with 0 (as toy or as playmate)': 60.;1, -

6l.4lA, da.na.da.~ ?e1dah l}hinu. 'they're
playing with money' L, 1e.s~eda.~ ?e1dah l}=

hinu. 'they're playing with logs' L, dedu.~dvh

di~ ?e1dah le.G}h 'there's no one he won't play

with' L; indirect reciprocal: ne.~ ?i1~ ?e1dah

qe? qu?del}hinu. 'soon they'd be playing together

again' 72.lL.
7. With ?idah 'well, alright, nicely,

decently' (see also Gl-1e-le): Rezanov MTa=

c~e~~TY'~CTO rein' ?idah seli1duh 'it's gotten
I

nice, clean:' L. Transitive (causative): 2lb.73A
('S treats 0 well, cleans 0 (fish) well'), ?cjh

qe?1 ?idah ?ew 1i.~ 'the woman (cust) fixes,

prepares, cleans it (food)' 47.l13LA, Rezanov
MTaaYT~HHH '~YT~e besser, gut (Comparat.) ,

?idah ?ew 1}h}h 'he's making it nice, better,

clean, fixing it' L, ?idah x1ih 'I'm making
it nice' L, ?uda.qd ?ewa. ?idah ?a?1eh 'fix

.-



its roof~' L, ?idah Ge~i'? 'clean it~' L,

di~ ?edi~d ?idah ?es~i~G}h 'he didn't clean

house (the indoors)' L, repetitive: ?ew ?idah

~i'g}h 'he keeps cleaning, fixing it up' L;

passive: ?idah sdili~ (or s~ili~) 'it got

made nice, cleaned (by someone)' L.

8. With adverbs formed from adjectives with

-dah: ~e5u'dah seli~}h 'he did something nice

(kind)' L, ~e5u'dah sili~ 'I've done well'

34.7,16,50,55,60,64M, with ti'l-class-=
mark for S: ?ew fu~t'ah~ ~u~a'dah ti'seli~

'the feather turned bad, spoiled' 48.11L. Tran=

sitive (causative): 21b.73fnA, sideGeleh siya.

~~a'dah se~i~}h 'he hurt my feelings. ('he

treated my feelings badly') L, ~5u'dah qvh

se~i~ 'you did the right, fair, fitting thing

to him' L.

9. With adverbs formed from stem ya.

'thing' with -dah (see also qe-~-le): ~i?q

ya'yu.dah Gele'~ 'he's doing all sorts of things'

9.102, 102A, de?u'de~ya'kihdah sili~ 'I've done

(accomplished) something' 34.11M, de?u,.'de~ya.kih=
dah Gexleh da.~ 'if anything happens to me (if

I die)' 47b.lOM, de?u'de~ya.kihdah qe? ~qu?=

dele. 'something else, more, further (bad) is



I
going to happen' 6f.99A. Not attested but prob= '-,

ably used in transitive (causative)-

10. Transitive (causative) only, with ya-=
kih 'thing-diminutive' adverbialized with -dah,

~used as preverb, 'payment', cf. o-q y-de-l,s' --

and o-q O-}e-le, 'S pays, repays 0, pays 0 off'

('S does a little something to 0'): 46.31M, de=

ya.kihdah si}i}ih 'I. paid him off' 37b.52A,

ya-kihdah xuse}i3::i-h 'he paid me back (with mo=

ney, service)' M, ~3u.dah ya.kihdah xuse}i}
'he paid me well' L, de-ga?dVh ya-kihdah ?ise=

,",~,-,..,",,",,---"""-"'-'C'1
}i} 'how much did he pay you?' Lt,_ri?q' ya-yu-~ if

,~ "" ,.,-.."'..,.-, ,-,...~ !

i?';lh ya.kihdahC! }i-~:i-h 'she tried to pay him ,,", Ji
I ~ "",",.,c.,""

) Off.16~,.!~.,( repeti ti ve:""c.--~' ' ,~.- "

ya.kihdahC! x}i.g 'I kept trying to pay/~him' 37b.=
.I'

61A, with o-~ 'by means of, with o':i'}i?q ya-=

yu-~ si~a? ya.kihdah si}i} 'I paid him with
all my stuff' 37b.53A, de-~d ya.kihdah xuqu?=

yi}ih 'what will you pay me with?' 47c.35L,

te?ya?~ ya.kihdah ?iqe?x}ih 'I'll pay you with
t~. L:~ 1t.A:4

a fish' Lt with o-q 'on 0': ?uq' ?iqe?x}ih --
~

'I'll pay you for it' L.

11. With other adverbs formed with -dah

(see also -t1e'--fu' 3.): suhg}dah Gele-? (or

Gele?, Gele-) 'get sick~' L, suhg}dah sili}



'something very bad happened to me' L, ?enah=
sekihdah seli3::J.h 'he did something nice, pleas=
ant (fun to watch)' L. Transitive (causative):

?u~u.~iyah guGdah se3:i3: 'he deceived his grand=
mother' 17.1M, suhg3:dah si3:i3: 'I did something

very bad to him, hit him very hard, injured him

severely'L, suhg3:dah Ge3:i.? 'really let him
have it~, hurt him bad:' L, ~ahd3:dah xuse3:i3:

'you hurt me' L, ~ahd3:dah XUGi.3:i.3: 'you're

hurting me' L; reflexive: ?iyahdah ?eds3:ili3:
'he got himself all dirty' L, ~ahd3:dah xus3:ili3:

(or xusdi-) 'I got hurt' (by some agent) L,

~ahd3:dah xuGedele.3: (not xuGe3:e-) 'I'm get=

ting hurt' (by some agent) L, ~ahd3:dah ?iqe?=

deleh (not ?iqe?3:e-) 'you'll get hurt' (by

some agent) L.

12. With dewa?d(-ga?) , 'S hurries':
dewa?d lee 'he's hurrying' L, dewa?dga? ?ile?

'hurry:' l5.16M, with ye~-progressive: dewa?d

ye~ qu?xdeleh 'I'll hurry aboutt L; see also
?i-d-le 3.

13. With o-ga? 'like o':a.(l) with noun
~

as 0, 'S comes to resemble 0, becomes..;"like 0,

turns, gets 0' (see also -~e'~-~' 5.): fre=

quently with respect to color or textute:
;/

'" / ;' '" 0/1'1 ,i t' '" (, "', " ,. '.If c"" /'" v; -'.~;..~~(/ ., j" I J ,,',
fJ};,jJ:dL V;) k' q ; e 11 f;,h ,.., ,.-1"

.jJ fl., ,Y \.! ~"A j
'~ '- '/;4. .:. !"""

#'" fJ'
c. ";2,,, ,'I< / fr"""-,".v;,, »f;~ "."':):



~

,
!

Aao~eo?ga? Geleo~ 'it's turning red (starting
to resemble red-snapper)' M, Aao~eo?ga? ?ioleh=

dewao ?ixi~eh 'I'm waiting for it to turn red'

M, Aao~eo?ga? Geleo~ ?~e?xleh 'I want it to
turn red' M, dioya?ga? Geleo~ 'it's turning

green (starting to resemble salt water)' L, dio=

ya?ga? ?eleo~ 'it (cust) turns green' L, xi~ga?
seli~ 'it turned white (became like snow in color)'

L, xi~ga? qe? sdili~ 'it turned white again'

M, xi~ga? ?vodao? ?ewao seli} 'she turned

pale ('her face got white') L, ?elga? de}~o~=
ga? seli} 'it became black (like charcoal) like

this' 51.79A, ~~?ga? qa?leh 'it'll get soft

(like fluff)' L, ~~?ga? Gexleo~ 'I'm getting
soft' L, ~~?ga? leo~ 65.20A, ~~?ga? ?eleo~
'it (cust) gets soft' M, ~io~ga? seli} 'it

broke to smithereens (became like gravel, powder)'

L, with ~d-class-mark for S: qahs c'eG}ga? ~e=

deGele.} 'cloud is getting blackish' L, (2) with

gl-class-mark for S 'water' thematized: gus~ga?

geleleh 'water is spurting' ('acting like gush=

ing1) L, repetitive: JS:eoga? gelele.g 'water

gets intermittently calm (like grease)' L; (3)
.with k'u-indefinite S (of water, weather, ambi=

ance, cfo 3,1. below): JS:eoga? k'uGeleo~ 'weather



(water) is getting calm (like grease)' L; (4~) 'S

becomes like 0', ?el ?udeGeleh ?ewa. Gu.5ih=

yu.deGelehga? dedu?~ seli3: 'her mind became

almost like. wolves' minds' 25.l37A; (4b) 'S

becomes like that of 0': 23.140A, 3:ila.?ga?

?udeGeleh ?ewa. seli3: 'her mind became like a

man's' 49.55, 57A; (5) with verb-clause subordi=

nated as 0 of o-ga?, 'S sort of o's': wa.w ?u.d

~~?, q~.dah ?u.d Ge~etug3:ga? Gele.3: 'many

herring are there, it's actually getting sort of,

as if swollen (with them)' 72.30L, se3:qe?~ga?

seli3: 'it sort of cooled off, cooled off enough'

lb.18M, ?u.d ~u? le.gga? l}h}h 'he made a

bed of sorts there' 18.29L, repetitive: le~exi=

~e~ga? xle.g 'I'm having dizzy spells' ('I'm

repeatedly, intermittently like I'm dizzy, drunk')

M, ye~qa.gga? le.g 'it's sort of daylight a

little' ('it's intermittently, trying to be like

it's intermittently dawning, trying to dawn') L;

(6) with gerundives as 0: ?uye~ ?isyahG3:ga?

l}h}h 'he's disgusting, tiresome' ('he acts like

disgust with him') L, repetitive: le~e~e3:ga?

ga? x3:e.g 'I get dizzy spells' ('I keep acting

like vertigo') LM; (7) with pronoun as 0: siga?

?a?le. (L uncertain of form of verb, prefix



analogical, as if neuter) 'be, act like me!' L,

di~ ?ewga?G qew yileh 'you're being unfair'

('it's not like that (the norm, the just, the

right) you're acting') L. Transitive (causative):

di.ya?ga? Ge3:i"? 'make it green:' L, ~~?ga?

Ge3:i?, ~~?ga? Ge3:i.?, ~~?ga? ?i3:i"? M, ~~?=

ga? ?a?}e" 'make it soft!, soften it up!' L,

di~ ~~?ga? qu?x}i"G 'I won't soften it' M,

~~?ga? x3:ih M, ~~?ga? Gex}i"3: 'I'm softening

it' LM, ~~.ged}.y~. ~~a.~g se~}?~1g~? se}i}

'Porcupine sort of scratched Beaver' l6.llM, gu"=

deg de?ewgWa? qe? qi?yi3:ih 'again you'll be

just like that to some more' 65.66A, repetitive:

~~?ga? ?e3:i"g 'make it soft (with repeated move=

ments)!' M, ~~?ga? x}ig, ~~?ga? Gex}i.g} 'I'm

making it soft' M, ~~?ga? si3:i.g} 'I softened

it' M; indirect reflexive: deGelehga? ?ew ?uJ5:a?

s}ili}}h 'he did it to it on purpose (like, ac=

cording to his own mind)' L.

l3b. With o-ga? and da? 'front, face':

xi.]l:'ga? da? Gexle.} 'my face is getting white'

('I'm beginning to resemble snow (in color) in

front') L.

l4a. With o-le~ 'more than 0' (see also

-~e--~' 8.): sile~ seli} 'it was too much for



me, I couldn't bear it, it got to be more than

I could take' L, ~~iyah se~e?~, ~~.diyahle~

seli~ 'it got too spoiled to eat' ('it became

bad, it did so more than it might be eaten') L,

~~iyah se~e?~ 'it got too spoiled to cook (than

that it might be cooked) L; indirect reciprocal:

Rezanov K~~D~exoTH~~H 'BHTD schlagen' per=

haps to be read qa.lah ?i~le~ [~Judeleh 'some

people are fighting, disputing (overcoming each

other) about us', see also 21. below.

14b. With o-y-le~ 'more than o's hand': siye=
leJS: se ~i:":t: ., it was' too much for me to handle, got

to be more than I could take' L.

15. With o-xah 'loss, removal of 0' (see

also Gl-le): a. side?u.Gxah sili~ 'I lost my

breath'L, sileqahxah sili~ 'I lost my (good)

senses' ('I lost my head') M, ?uleqahxah~ Gele.=

~}h 'he's losing his (good) senses' M, ?udeGe=

lehxah~ Gele.~}h 'he's getting senile (losing

his mind)' M, ?utahxah~ Gele.~ 'it's losing

its skin, its skin is peeling' L, ?ice?xah~

Gi.le.~ 'you're losing weight (your flesh)' L,
?uce?xah qi.li~ 'they're skinny' ('they pl. have

.
lost their flesh', neuter perfective, more polite

than themes with ~}?) L, with gl-class-mark



for 8: da.~xah~ galaGaleo} 'it (liquid) is
".,losing its fofam, the foam on it is subsiding' L. -
'-'"

Transitive (causative): qah~xah ?a?}e. 'take

the bone out of it~' L8,. ?udatahxah ?a?}eo? 'peel

its bark off it~' L (d-class-mark for 0 lacking),

?awxah ?a?}e.? 'remove that (e.g. lint) from it

(e.g. cloth):' L, ?udatahxah~ Gax}i.} 'I'm peel=

ing it (bark, shell) off it (tree, egg)' L (d-class-=

mark for 0 lacking), qah~xah~ Ga}e.}th 'he's tak=

ing the bones out of it' L, daqata.} le.}guxah

Gax}i.} 'I'm removing (loose) hairs from a pair of

pants'L, ?awxah sa}il}h 'he removed it (lint)

from it (cloth)' L, ?awtahxah~ ?aw ?alio~inu.

'they (cust) remove their skins from them' 66.3L,

(lacking g-class-mark for 0, Geoc' 'spruceroot').
15b. With ~-indefinite 0, '8 undresses 0,

8 cleans 0' ('8 removes something from 0'): ~ah

salil}h 'he cleaned it (fish)' L, la.lOM, ~xah~

?~h GaliOl}h 'he's undressing him' L, repetitive:

~xah~ x}iog 'I'm cleaning them (fish, one after

another)' L; reflexive: ~xah~ ?adGax}ale.1 'I'm
getting undressed' L, k'uxah ?ad1a$eO? 'get un= -

dressed:' L, ~xah ?adxs~ili1 'I got undressed'

L, ~ah ?adqu?lal}h}h 'he'll get undressed' L,

~ah~ ?adGa}aleh da.~ 'as they (menstruating

women) clean themselves' 23.17A; ~xah ?ada?leo



M, ~xah ?edao1eh 'get undres,sed~' L (read

?eda...1ele..., reflexive definitely incorrect

without vocalized classifier).
15c. With yao(-yu.) 'thing(s) , as 0 of 0-=

xah: (1) meaning regular, equivalent to that of ~-=

xah 0-1-i: reflexive: yaoxah~ ?edGe1eleO1}h
'he's taking something (a garment) off' L, ya.yuo=

xah~ ?edGe1ele.1}h 'he's taking things (his clothes)
off' L; (2) with irregular shift in meaning, more

frequent than regular construction under 15b.(1)
above, 'S takes 0 off' instead of'S takes thing off

0', wherein ya.xah is used as preverb 'off (in un=

dressing)' rather than postpositional phrase with

regular meaning 'removal of something' (cf. yao-=
qa? 'amongst something' > 'away'): yaoxah Ge~io?

'take it (garment) off~' L (otherwise to be cor=

rected to ya.xah ?edGe1eleo? 'undress yourself:',

or glossed 'undress it~'), ?ew ya.xah se1i1 'he

took them (boots) off' 51.52A (otherwise to be cor=
rected to ?eJah ?eds1ili1, or glossed 'he un= -

""""
dressed it'), ?ila?qeyuo, 1i?q ya.xah Gio1ih

da.~. 'your clothes, when you take them all off'

36.11A (otherwise to be corrected to ?ewxah ?ed=

Ge1eleh dao~, or glossed 'your clothes, when you

undress them all'), yaoyu. si~a? ya.xah~ Gex=

1io1 'I'm taking off my clothes' L (otherwise to

".,"'" ,



be corrected to ya.yu.xah~ si~a? ?edGex}ele.},

or glossed 'I'm undressing my things' or 'my

things (clothes), 1'm undressing them'), ?ew kil=

3u.}~a.d ya. ke.}ta.gs}.} ?i~a? ya.xwah qi?=

yi~ih 'you'll take off your right seal(-skin)-boot'

51.80A; passive: ?el ?ugV.3a?~yu. ?ewa. ya.=

xwah dele.~ 'its kidneys are (cust) removed'

65.3A (otherwise to be corrected to ?el ?u~.=

3a?}yu.xwah ?ewa. dele.~ or glossed 'its kid=

neys are (cust) cleaned').

16. With o-wao}~ 'by close attention to 0':

siwao~~ Geleo? (or Gele?, former preferred),

siwao}~ ?ile? 'do like I do~' L, siwa.}~ l}h}h

'he's imitating me, copying what I do' L. Transitive

(causative): ?iwao~~ qu?x}ih 'I'll do (to) it

like you do' L.

17ao With o-d-wahd 'for the sake of 0 orally':

sidewahd Gele.} 'I'm getting full of it (food)'

L, sidewahd seli} 'I got tired of it, had enough

of it (food)' L; sidewahd sili~ 'I'm satisfied'

M, sidewahd Gexleo} 'I'm getting satisfied' M

(these forms from M with first person S of

verb as well as 0 of postposition probably in=

correct); problematical form: di~ sidewahd

leo~G '"I never ,get tired of it"' L (per=

haps in error for negative customary le.~G, or



negative hortatory subjunctive, 'let me never

tire of it', but lacking appropriate prefixes).

Transitive (causative): ?idewahd qu?x~ih 'I'll

satisfy you (give you enough)' M.

17b. With o-xa?dewahd'for the sake of o's

eating', transitive (causative): dexu. ?ixa?=

dewahd qu?x~ih 'I'll work (prepare it for you

to eat) myself' L, lah, ?ixa?dewahd si~i~

'here, I cooked for you' L; indirect reflexive:

de?a- ?ewa- xa?dewahd ?ew ~ele.~ 'she (cust)

prepares it herself for herself to eat' 25.32A.

+7c- With subordinate optative clauses as 0

of o-wahd 'for the sake of 0, in order that 0',

transitive (causative): silah qe?i-lile?wahd

qu?x1:j.h:j.h '1"11 make him love me (act on him so

he'll love me)' L, side~a?~ qe?i-lile?wahd

?iqe?x~ih 'I'll make you mind me' L, with pre=

verb ~~.? 'to completion': x~?~q ?idixe~=

wahd ?ew ~~-? se~i~:j.h 'she accomplished (doing

that to) it so the tide would go greatly down'

3.15M-

18. With ~~-? 'to completion, equilibrium':

we~ ?u~ ~~-? ki1seli~ 'thus that was over with'

('something had finished happening thus with them')

50.47A- Usually transitive (causative), ~S makes,



constructs, builds, accomplishes, fixes, finishes,
dresses 0, gets even with 0, gets 0 over with':

7.15,28.17, 33.llA, 66.4L, 68.29A, ?ew ~9-°?

qese}ih 'he made them' 11.8lA, ~edeGd si?e?d

~9-°? ~Ge}io~inuo 'they sho~ld build something

high up as a place for me' l8.72L, ~9-°? ?iqe?x=

}ih 'I'll get even with you' 27a.46L, Aao~a?}

~~o?~ Ge}io}inuo 'they're building a palisade'

34.ll7L, ?~h ~9-°?~ Ge}io}}h 'she's dressing

him (laying out his corpse)' 47b.19M, ?el te?=

ya? ~~o? Gexw}ih da.~ 'when Ifm done with

(cleaning) these fish' 2lb.73A, ?e~ ge? ~~.?

se}i} 'they made some more canoes" 68.35, 40A,

?ew ~~.? se}i}}h 'he finished (making) it' M,

~9-.? ?ew se}i}}h 'he fixed, finished it' L,
x~.? qu?x}ih 'I'll make it' M 'I'll fix i t ' Lo-r "

~a.di?da. ~~o? ?ixi}ih 'I can't make it, I'll

never finish it' M, ~9-.? si}il 'I finished it

(making a canoe)' L, ~~.? ?ixi}ih~ 'until I

finish it' L x~'.? Ge}io? 'fix it" L Xa o?~, or ., 0

?ew Ge}i.r}h 'he's fixing it' L, Galushia Nel=
6 , n n tson t1cl.lacia qie ~:> set}tt} 'where Old Raven

made the earth' BSdL 257, 559, ~ioleh~iyah qi?

?9-h ~~o? se}i} L, ?ide~~o? se}i}~e?ew 'is

that the way you made it.'?' L, ~lewahd ~?-o?



?ixi3:ihwahd 'so that I might make a head out of

it (fashion it for something I-anatomically)' M,

with o-da-~ 'in form of 0': ~h3:g3:da.~ ?ew

~~.? se3:i3: 'they fashioned them into shovels'

23.136A, ?e~ekihda-~ ~~-? se3:i3: 'they made

it into canoes' 68.31A, with d-class-mark for

0: di~ xu' siga? yahd ~~.? qu?di-3:ihG 'you

won't build a house like! do' 16.26M, yahd ~~-?

dese3:i} 'they built a house' 49.12,13,14,17,

17,68.14, 16A, yahd ~~-? disi3:i} 'I built a

house'L; reflexive: ~~-? ?edqu?x3-.eleh 'I'll

get dressed up' L, 'I'll put my clothes on' M,

~~-?~ ?edGe}ele-3:}h 'he's gettin& all dressed

up' L, ~~-? ?edi3:ili3::j.h 'he put (has) his clothes
(neuter perfective)on 'AM , ~~-? ?ede3:ele-~ 'he (cust) dresses him=

self' 36.44A; passive: ~~-? s3:ili3: 'it's been

finished, done' L-

19. With ~u? 'right, straight, complete',

'S makes, builds, fixes, shapes, planes, carves

0'- xu? ?e}i-? 'carve it" 11 xu? ?a?}e8..., .
1make it" L xu? Ge3:i-? 'fix it' shape it Up-, .-,
(by carving)~' L, 3:e?~~? ?a?}e- (or

?a?}eh, ?a?}i-, but ?a?~e- preferred) 'make

a box" L Gede~exa?~ xu? ?a?3:ih 'make a., .
wick" L ?exekih xu? ?a?}e. ?exekih xu?-, ..,..



Ge1io? 'make a canoe~' L, ~u? qu?x~ih 'I'll

plane it, I'll shape it, I'll make it' L, J:e?t'

~u? qu?x~ih 'I'll make a box' L, di~ ~e?t'

~u? qu~x1ihG 'I won't make a box' L, megeG
"they'll make checkers' ~'

~? qa?~}hinuO, qe? qu?x~ih 'I'll make it ~.-.
J\

again, make another' L, di~ qu?xJ:ihG 'I won't

make it' L, di~ ?e~ekih ~? qu?rlioG (or
-1ihG) 'I won't make a canoe' L, ~e?t' ~? x~ih

'I'm making a box' L, ~u? ?ew J:}h}h 'he's

making it' L, di~ ?e~ek}h ~u? x~ihG (or

-~ioG) 'I'm not making a canoe' L, di~ ~?

rlihG 'I'm not making it' L, ~?~ Ge~i-J:}h

'he's shaping it' L, ~l? si~i~ 'I carved it,

made it' L, ~e?t' ~u? dao se~i~ 'we made a box,

.made some boxes' L, ~? ?ew se~i~}h 'he shaped

it' L, ?e~ekih ~? ?ixi~ihwahd 'so I can make

a canoe' L, ?e~ekih ~? ?i-1}h}h 'let him

make a canoe' L, da. ~? ?i.1ih 'let's make

it' L, ~e?~ ~? x~i-~ 'I (cust) make boxes' L,

~u? ~x~i-~ 'I (cust) make something' L, with

d-class-mark for 0: yahd ~? da?~ih, yahd ~?
di-1ih (latter preferred), yahd ~u? da?~eh L,
yahd ~u? da?~e- L (M rejects), yahd ~u? di-=

~i-, yahd ~u? deGe1i? 'build a house~' M, ~duo=

lihG ~u? da?~eh 'make a table~' L, t'i~~ ~?

I ,j,,1iIi



da?3:eh 'make an arrow~' L, di~ yahd JS:U?

qu?dio~ioG 'I won't build a house' M, yahd

JS:U? dex3:ih 'I'm building a house' LM, yahd ~u?

de3:~h~h 'he's building a house' L, di~ yahd

~u? dex3:ioG 'I'm not building a house' M, yahd

qe? ~u? dex3:ih 'I'm building another house' M,

yahd ~u? deGex3:i°3: 'I'm starting to build a

house'M, yahd ~u? disi3:i3: 'I built a house'

M, di~ yahd ~u? dexs3:i3:G 'I didn't build a

house'M, yahd JS:U? da. deGi°3:ih, yahd ~u?

dao daoyi3:ih 'let's build a house' M, yahd JS:U?

daoyi3::j.h~h, yahd ~u? deGio3::j-h:j-h 'let him build
passive:

a house' L; ?e~ekih ?idedeJS:U? deleh sid ?e3:=
!'

de?g 'teach me how to make a canoe (how a canoe

is made)~' L, ?ew ?e~ekih de~i. JS:U? sdili3:

(or s3:ili3:) 'that canoe has been made already'

L (but L prefers theme ~~o? -?ya for this mean=

ing), JS:U? s3:ili3: 'it's done' L, with o-dao~

'in the form of 0': yah~dao~ ~? deleh 'it is

being made into a doll' L, ~iyahdda.~ ~? deleh

'it is being made into a hat' L, with d-class-=

mark for 0: di.ye~ ~u? deGedele.3:G 'it hasn't

been planed yet' L.

20. With o-la? 'disastrous for 0' (see al=

so 31b. below, and d-le Ie.): ?ula? yileh



clew "'you were asking for it'" M, sila? yile.

"'you wish me bad things'" (Minnie Stevens said to

Scar Stevens when he was drinking) L; indirect re=

flexive: ?edla? qew dele. 'you bring bad things

on yourself' L, la? sdili}}h 'he got himself in=

to trouble' L.
21. WQth qela? 'beating up', transitiv,e

(causative): qela? se}i} 'he, she beat him, her

up' 9.9A, 16.14M, 52.4, 21L, ?~ qe? qela? se=

}i} 'he beat him up again' 9.38,38, 39A, qela?
}i.~ 9.72A, qela? ?e}i.~ '(cust) beats him up'

9.71, 72A, de.~a?dew qela? ?i.}i.~ 'what do

you (cust) beat him up for?' 9.44A, di~ ?ahnu-?a.

qela? ~}i-G}h 'she doesn't beat any of them up'

49.28A, du-dVh qela? ?i.}ih 'that anyone should

beat them up' 49.27A, qela? ?a?}e. 'beat it up!'

L, qela? qu?x}}ll}h 'I'll beat him up' L, qela?

le~iqe?}}h}h 'he'll beat you pl. up' L, qela?

xuse}i}}h 'he beat me up' L; reciprocal: qela?

?i}u? s}ili}inu. 'they beat each other up' L;

passive: qela S}ili}}h, qela? sdili}}h 'he

got beat up' L, qela? ?iqe?deleh 'you'll get
beat up' L, qela? ?edele.~ '(cust) gets beaten {" ~-;"O-r"_C"'J

..\ "'$(;# ~ ~,,~~
j i" ,, 9 73A ' j rX!t(!~I' ~~ -iup .J"r': , '" -~"-" -.1

22. With Ge}qa-q, ?i}qa.q 'grazing,

j ",i~,j



Insert at" on preceding page:

see also l4a. above, Rezanov form, perhaps to

be read qela? ?i~le~ fudeleh 'some people are

getting beat up more than, outdoing each other',

or perhaps as intransitive, 'some people are

beating up more than, outdoing each other'.
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wounding slightly', transitive (causative): 52.=
IlL, ?i}qa.q si}i}th 'I wounded, grazed him'

M, Ge}qa.q si}il}h 'I grazed, nicked, creased

it, wounded it slightly' LM.
23. With o-deGeleh-yeq 'in o's mind',

'S pleases 0, captures o's fancy': 10.127,129,
245, 11.100A, 34.70aM, 36.14, 68.38A, ?udeGeleh=

yeq ?ele.~}h '(cust) pleases him' 11.49A, ?ide=

Gelehyeq le.~ '(cust) pleases you' 11.56A; in=

direct reflexive: deGelehyeqe~ Gedele.l}h 'he's

getting proud of himself' L, deGelehyeq ?exde=

le.~ 'I'm (cust) pleased with myself' 34.6L.
24. With o-di.-~ 'in spite of 0, trouble

from 0': a. ?udi.~ leh 'he's asking for it

(trouble from it)' L, ?udi.~ seli} 'he asked

for trouble (from it)' L, ~di.~ qvhew leh

'he's heading for trouble (from something)' L.
24b. With o-d-di.-~ 'in spite of what 0

says': sidedi.~ seli} 'you wouldn't listen to

what I said and got into trouble, "I told you so'"

L.
25a. With o-~~.? 'along the whole length of

0' and ye~ 'downward': si~~.? ye~ seli} 'I

got the shivers up and down my spine' ('it acted

downward the length of me') M, ?uh5g} si~~.?

,.,", ."'." "" ".l ",.,1 il.



we~ ye~ seli~ 'I got shivers up and down me'

('shivers acted downward the length of me thus')

L.
25b. With o-y-~~.? 'along the whole length

of, even with o's hand': ~e.duh siye~~.? qa?leh
'how'll I get it?' ('how will it play into my

hands?') Ib.3fcli, di?dah ?uye~~.? ?ew seli~

'he (groping) finally found it' ('it quite played

into his hands') 6.9M.
25c. With o-l-~~.? 'even with o's head',

transitive (c'ausative), 'S gets revenge on 0 for

0', cf. -y-le 3.: ?~hle~~.? ?~ se:r.i~ 'they

got revenge on him for him' 9.45A, sita.?le~~.?
da. qa?:r.ih 'we'll get revenge on it for my

father' 20.45A, ?ule~~.? ?iqe?x%ih 'I'll get

even with you (for it)' L; indirect reflexive:

?edle~~.? ?iqe?x~eleh 'I'll get even with you

(for myself)' L, ?edle~~.? qu?x:r.el}h}h 'I'll
get even with him' L, ?edle~~.? xs%ili~}h 'I

got even with him' L; problematical form: di~

du.d ?edle~~.? ?esdeli:r.G 54.10~, di~ du.d¥h

?edle~~.? ?esdeli%G 'nobody got revenge' 54.=
15G (classifier to be corrected to -~e-, or,

if intransitive, verb corrected to yesdeli~G,

or perhaps passive, 'nobody was gotten revenge

II



upon for himself' (cf- ?ed~ ye~ Aa.dele-~).

26. Witho-l-q 'on o's head' and q~._~

'(continuous motion) up out': 6U? ?i-na?q q~-~

6ele.~ 'sweat is forming on your face' L.

27. With o-~ 'in contact with 0': ?el~

seli~}h 'he brushed against this' L.

28. With o-?~.? 'coming upon 0': ?u?~.?

~seli~}h 'someone touched him, (accidentally)

came upon him' 61.4aA.
29. With o-ya.~ 'avoiding 0', transitive

(causative): de~e6}.qsgya.~ ?a?~e. 'fix it from

squeaking:' L.
30. With ?i.lih 'state of mind' as preverb,

see also under le(?) and ?i.lih-le, transitive

(causative): ~e3u-dah si~a? ?i-lih ?iqe?x~ih

'I'll make you happy with me' L, ~e3u.dah ?u~a?

?i.lih xuse~i~}h 'he made me happy with him' L.

31. With ~-indefinite S, 'something hap=

pens', in special meaning (see also ~-~e'--~'):

a. with no adverbs, preverbs, or postpositional

phrases (many occurrences, without special mean=

ing, listed under subentries for appropriate ad=

verbs, preverbs, or postpositional phrases, see

also 13a.(3) , above, and ya?~ ~-l~-le): see

~leh Cnominalized) 'rain'.

, Ii



3lb. As above, with o-la? 'disaster for 0'

(cf. 20. above and d-le le.): ?ula? qew ~=

leh 'there's a severe storm, unseasonably bad

weather' ('disastrously for her it is that some=

thing's happening', because of her infanticide or

abortion) M.

3lc. With o-k~. 'because of o's misdeed,

sin (especially infanticide or abortion)': ?uk~.

qel ~l}h}h 'this rain, bad weather is her

fault' ('because of her misdeed this is something

is happening') L, fuk~. ~seli~ 'bad weather

occurred because of someone's misdeed' L, sik~.

~leh 'the rain is my fault' L, ~k~. ~leh

'the bad weather, snowstorm is because of someone's

misdeed'L.

3ld. With xa.sda? 'tabu, ominous, strange':

xa.sda? ~seli~ 'something strange and unprece=

dented happened' L, xa.sda? ~leh 'something

strange and unprecendented is happening' (one says

this when one sees e.g. a kind of fish one has

never seen before) L.

32. Problematical instance: ?ulah qew

k}.~ ?idele.}C 'they (wolves) would (cust) circle

around it howling' 25.36A (perhaps passive 'howl=

ing was (cust) done around it', or perhaps de-=



classifier with o-lah, k}.~ 'cry' used pre=

verbially, as translated;, see also ?i-d-le 3.) .
I
I~leh (noun, unclassified lor l~-class) 'rain' LMS,
I

57.14,21, 24G, Rezanov RYJIJIe '~o1tn Regen',

Wrangell RYJIe 'Regen', Galushia Nelson qv-Ie'
or qule 'rain' BS~ 538, Rezanov RYJIJIe .ffAFJr=

CaaTJI:b '~O1t1t':E> H.ZJ;eT':E> es regnet' ~leh y?-.?

dasa?yah:% 'rain fell', lfulehla~a?luw yliJ.'? di.?=

yahl 'big rain is falling' L (see further in=

stances under y~.? d-?ya) , see also lfulehda:%=

~iyahd 'rainhat', lfulehya? ~iyahd 'toadstool'

unde~ ~iyahd, lfulehdal~iya?'J?6 '~brella~ i~~er I i~~j.
kG..:)',..!'"", AI>4efl.I,Xa..J~jY' l"tftf.-biYf, p,!~~ J ,..."t..t;"'-' n. ~..,I 1~!~..(,:1jlo4t! r", 'Ii

~iya?~. Nominalized active imperfective of -Ie (~~~
.)

with lfu-indefinite S, 'something is happening';

see -Ie 31.
di~ ?awe?ah le.6a~iyah (noun, unclassified) 'in=

grate': ?a~a. di~ ?awa?ah le.6a~iyah 'my

what a no-good ingrate~' :L. Nominalized negative

active imperfective, < le--G-}h-~iyah with suf=

fixed -~iyah 'bad' and ?awa?ah 'thanks', 'he

who does not thank'.

~u? ~lil (noun) 'plane (for carpentry)' L. De=

verbalized passive with I-l-instrumental, stem

form perhaps incorrect, and perhaps also incorrect

in lacking ?u~ 'by means of it', '(by means of it)



something is planed' (see -Ie 19.).

?u~ we:JS: mdeleh (noun, unclassified) 'tool(s),

gear' 16.24, 25M, ?~ we~ mdelehyu. 'tools,

gear' 16.23M. Nominalized passive active imper=

fective, 'by means of it something is done, made,

acted thus upon' (see -Ie 4a_).

~~deyeq ((we~) deleh) « %~hd ?uyeq we:JS: de=

leh 'in it smoke is acted thus upon') 'smoking-=

pipe': see under ~~d-

-Ie-I (gerundive of -Ie; in meanings corresponding

to various of the above) 1- Intransitive, with

?e%dah (see -Ie 6_): ?e%dah ?isle-l xuse%=

ga?% 'I'm tired of playing' ('playing has tired

me') M, ?e%dah Ie-I 'playing around (of child=

ren, especially outside)' L, ?e%dah le-l:JS:a?

qu?xah 'I'll go (to) play' L.

2. Transitive (causative): te?ya? weJS;

?ele.lga? Gexdah da.:JS: 'when I get big enough

for (commercial) fishing (for cannery)' L (see

-Ie 4b.); ?e:JS:ekih :JS:U? ?ele.l~ ~ideh 'do you

know how to make a canoe,' L" ?e~ekih ?ide~u?

?ele.l sid ?e%de?g 'teach me how to make a

canoe~' ('teach me canoe-making~') L, ?e~ekih

:JS:u? ?ele-l[:JS:a?J ?ixleh (-:JS:a? probably to be

supplied) 'I want to make a canoe' L (see -Ie



19.), with d-class-mark for 0: yahd ~u? dele.l

xuGe%ga?% 'I'm getting tired of building a house'

('house-building is tiring me') L, yahd ?ide~u?

dele.l ?u?lixi%gah 'I know how to build a house'

L.
-%i.l (analogical gerundive of transitive -%-i,

%-classifier and stem form probably incorrect):

?ew we~ ?is%i.l xuGe%g~l 'I'm getting tired

of making it' ('doing thus to it is tiring me')

LM (see -Ie 4a.).

lih- (deverbalization of -Ie) 'activity', as 0

of o-~da.d 'without 0': 28.60A, Rezanov JIe~

Ta~eaTe 'MJOIqaT:b schweigen' lih~d~.d ya? ?ede.

'(sg.) quiet down~' ('sit, stay inactive~') L,

de?e~d}h, li~da.d ya? ?eda.~}h 'seemingly

unconcerned, he (cust) remained silent, minding

his own business' 50.8-9A, lih~da.d ya? ?ele~=

qe. qah 'pl. quiet down finally~' L, li~da.d

ya? sequh%inu. 'they quieted down' L, li~da.d

Gelet}h}h 'a quiet unobtrusive person' ('he who

lives inactively') L.
~lqe-~-le (with ~-thematic with qe-plural, attested "

\in active imperfective only) 'S acts many times, .
1
Jdoes many acts': ?ew C!i.leh %i?q ya.yu.dah j

qe~el}h}h 'that raven does al~ sorts of things' ~1..#1( f.
"\i-<.r~1Ii ~ ...",,{(i/v r-le.. ,WYi."'~~ ( /',-- ,., "~I ~'1' ~ 11#

'? I.? "I .LLjh_,~ (~'f"\; G-~~~ _..f~ Y'1~
b -Y} J ' I (;- ie J 1;""'1 'It-) ..?! -.{fc r- ,. ..; , It. #0'" '"\~I.{;." (~M~ ~I'IcJ Il~ ...1 ~.t! #/vl 1 ~.. /ci
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I

9.64A (see -Ie 9.). Transitive (causative):

c'~hG we~ qe~e3:~hinu. 'they're gathering (lots
of) alders' 16.211'1 ("maybe alright to say" L, see

-Ie 4b.).

ya?~ ~-l~-le (with ya?~ 'up', l~-class-mark
thematized, and k'u-indefinite S, see k'uleh,
-Ie 31.) 'S (rain) stops': ya?~ fule~eGele.3:

'rain is stopping' (it is supposed that when rain

stops, the water goes back up) L.

ya? ~d-le (with ya? 'completely, to a state of
rest', perhaps in error for ya?~ 'up', cf. pre=

ceding subentry, and ~d-class-mark for qahS
,

'clouds' thematized) 'S (clouds) lift, clear':

Rezanov ffraTec~D3~D 'ffCHO heiter, klar' ya?

~edeseli3: 'clouds lifted' L.

d-le (with d-thematic 'oral, noise')~. 'S says'

(frequently with ?we~ 'thus', and/or o-~ 'with

(to) 0', o-~ following ?we~ where 0 is a pro=

noun, preceding ?we~ otherwise): inceptive im=

perative: we~ ?u~ deGel~.?~h ~i~ ?iya.~
'tell him to come to me:' ('say to him thus that

he should come to me') 18.11L, o-~ we~ d~Gele.?

'tell 0 thus:' 18.71L, de?we~ ?u~ deGeli.?~h

?~.~ ?a?q Ga.~ 'just tell her to come out here:'

23.39A, we~ ?u~ deGel:j..?inu. ...?~.da?I



silu?qa. Ge?a?~ 'tell them to come here to

get me~' 25.92A, o-~ we~ deGele.? 'say thus
to o~' 25.159A, we~ ?u~ deGeli.?inu. 'say

thus to them~' 25.164A, we~deGele? 'say it'

('say so, thus~') L, ?~. deGele.? 'say yes:'

M, ya?~u. ?u~ deGel}.?}h 'tell him no, not
to~' L, ya?~u. ?u~ deGele.? (or deGele?)
'tell it no, no to:' L, de~vhyu.ga? we~ deGele.?

'say it in Eyak~' ('say thus like people~') L,

Geyeqa.ga? we~ deGele.? 'say it in Eyak~' ('say
thus like ~~~)L; active imperative (relatively

rare): ya?~u. ?u~ di.l}?}h 'tell him no, not
to~' (same as with deGel}.?}h) L; inceptive

imperfective: stem -leh, -l}h-: 10.270fn, 20.70,

24.31,25.19, 69.25A, stem -Ie.: 68.94A, nega=
tive -le"G: 68.93A, ?i~ qu?di.xleh 'I'll

tell you' L, we~ qu?di.xleh 'I'll say thus,
I
I

so' LM, we~s qu?di.leh 'will you say thus~' L, I

we~ da. qu?di.leh 'we'll say thus' L, we~

qu?da.le~leh 'you pl. will say thus' L, qe?~=

Geyu. we~ qu?qedi.leh 'women will say thus' L,

we~ ~qu?di.leh 'someone will say thus' L, ?i=
lah we~ ?u~ qu?di.xleh 'I'll say thus to him

about you' L, siqa?~ ?ilah we~ qu?di.xleh

'I'll tell my husband about you' ('I'll say thus
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about you to my husband') L, ?u~ah~uh ?}.=

setah~ ?idesi~ qu?di.leh 'did you forget

what you were going to say to me'?' L, ?u~ah

?}.sitah~ ?idequ?di.xleh 'I forgot what I WaS

going to say' L, ?~ah ?iqe?li.x~tah ?ideq~=

di.leh 'I'll make you forget what you're going

to say' L, ?~. qu?di.xleh 'I'll say yes' M,

di~ ?~. qu?di.xle.G 'I won't say yes' M, with

forms adverbialized with -dah: de?u.de~Ya.kih=

dah qu?di.xleh 'I'll say something' L, Rezanov

HXoKillKaKTaKoTH~e 'He ~rH lUge nicht:' ya?~.

?i~guGdah qu?di.leh 'don't lie' LM, di~ ?i~=

guGdah ?i~ qu?di.xle.G 'I won't lie to you' L,

active imperfective (very frequently used where

active perfective would be expected, perhaps as

in English narrative, "he says"), extremely fre=

quent in narrative functioning as quotative (in=

stances not exhaustively cited), less so with

subjunctive clauses: with no ?we~ or o-~,

following quotation,relatively infrequent: stem

-leh, -l}h-: 4.15,34.4, 14M, 50.33A, 55.21,

26L, 65.85fnA, non-umlauted -leh}h 32.33A,

with ?we~, no o-~, following or preceding

quotation: lb. 14M, 2b.4L, 3.9, 10, 14,16, 4.9M,

9.14,26,37,139,141,11.85, 180A, 13.12, 14.3,



4., 7L, 15.6,8.10,14, .18,23,16.27,29, 17.8M,

.18.9,43,59,78,80,19.22, 26L, 20.59A, 21a.12L,

24.18,30, 25.96A, 26.7, 27a.17L, 28.2, 3, 29.14,

16, 64A, 30.8, 31.8, 9, 10, 13L, 34.7M, 32L, 65M,

112,118,119,121, 37a.17, 40.6, 42.2,13, 47c.=

34,37,42, 59L, 49.138A, 52.15, 26, 29, 30, 32,

34, 55.16L, 57.20,23, 24G, 61.60, 110, 68.110A,

with stem -Ie.: 9.138,10.86,89,11.139,23.=

87,143,29.8,50, 33.65A, with o-~, no ?we~,

following or preceding quotation: with stem -leh,

-l}h-: la.7, Ib.6M, 9.21, 10.134,177,182,250,

259,260,270,11.53,107, 162A, 15.23M, 18.39L,

20.10,23.148,25.174, 27b.3, 32.27, 34,46, 48A,

34.110L, 37b.31, 41, 54A, 42.19L, 43.10, 30M, 50.=

19,33,51.83, 85A, 61.67, 89, 96, 109, 126A, with
stem -Ie. 10.26, 114A, non-umlauted -leh}h

37b.31A, with we~ o-~, where 0 is pronoun: la.=

7,7, Ib.6, 611, 5.3L, 7.44, 8.5, 9.28, 28, 121,

136,10.7,72,83,148,154,157,178,181,188,

188,224,232,238,256,263,11.9,44,55,126,
130A, 13.4, 11, 12L, 15.16, 17.2, 3M, 18.10, 15,

24, 36, 40" 41, 19 .12L, 20.18, 19, 51, 54, 56,

61,62,64,65,80,23.9,50,146,147,153,25.=

104,204, 204A, 26.12, 27a.2, 34, 36L, 27b.16,

21,49, 52A, 30.14L, 34.66M, 79.104L, 37b.35A;1



I

40.2,5, 42.6L, 43.8M, 44.2, 48.3, 4, 16L, 49.126,

50.63,51.79,85, 87A, 58.2?L, 57.11G, 58.12L,

61.42,86,96,68.93, 117A, we~ ?u~ da. deleh
'we said thus to him' 32.31A, with stem -Ie.:

9.141,10.7,51,93,11.71, Ill, 20.11,68,23.14,
27b.16, 33.76, 50.63, 51.58, 60.59fn, 61.9A, with
o-~ we~1 where 0 is other than pronoun, follow=
ing or preceding quotation: with stem -leh, -l}h-:

la.12, 13, Ib.15M, 2b.lL, 6.5M, 9.121, 161, 10.=

232A, 15.20M, 18.30, 58, 82L, 20.70, 28.48, 29.=

71A, 34.73M, 90L, 37b.31, 64A, 39.2,42.12, 47a.2L,

47b.9, 16M, 47c.5, 18L, 50.64A, 52.24, 53.5, 17,
55.8, 19L, with stem -Ie.: 29.7, lOA, with

o-~ we~ where 0 is pronoun, rare and probably

incorrect: 16.34M, 29.47A, 52.19L, with o-lah:
we~ silah deleh 'he says thus about me' Ib.8M,

?ilah delehdeg 'also says about you' 1b.9M, with

we~yu. 'thus pl.': we~yu. ?ew~ deleh 'such

things he says to it' 10.93, 11.150, with ?ida.-=

?ide-: ?ide?u~ deleh 'what they said to her'

25.189A, ?ida. ?u~ ?ew deleh 'what it was

saying to her' 47b.30M, dege.dah ~hew ?ida.

si~ deleh 'that's all he said to me' 61.126A,

with forms adverbialized with -dah: de?we~
c

?i~gU6dah qvhuw we~ deleh 'she just lied'



('just deceitfully it was she said thus') 49.92A,

guGdah deleh 'he's lying' 53.29L, with ~e.-d

'how, how?': ~e.duh di.leh 'what are you say=

in g?' 43 23M ~e.duh dele. 'how he sa ys it'..,
69.25A, with qe? 'again, some more': gu.deg

?u?ehd~ we~ qe? dedel}h}h 'he said thus again

to his wife' 47b.17M, with ?~. 'yes' or di~

'no': ?~h de~uh di~ deleh 'the man said yes'

53.32L, ?~. ?~h~ deleh 'said yes to him' 61.=

24A, elicitations: ?~. dexleh 'I say yes' M,

di~ ?~. dexle.G 'I'm not saying yes' 1'1, ?~.

, del}h}h 'he says yes' M, ~e.d di.leh, ~eoduh
{; di.leh 'what are you saying?, what did you say?'

LM, ~e.~iod dioleh 'what ever are you saying?,

~ did you say?' 1'1, ~e.d~ deleh 'what's he

saying?' 1'1, du.de?~h we~ deleh 'who said

that?' M, we~ duxleh ~, we~ dexleh 'I say

so' L, we~ dioleh 'you say so' L, we~ da.

deleh 'we say so' L, we~ daole~leh 'you pl.

say so' L, we~ qedel}h}hinu. 'they say so' L,

qe?~Geyu. we~ qedeleh 'women say so' L, we~

del}h}h 'he says so, that, thus, in those words'

L, le~ del}h}h 'he says so, this, thus, in

these words' L, ~e.d le~ dioleh 'how do you

say this?' M, we~ ~e?~vh deleh 'that's



approximately, probably what he said' L, le~

~e?~¥h deleh 'this is approximately, probably

what he said' L, Rezanov KillKoxTaTe~H 'O6MaHH=

BaTb betrUgen', liIDn<oxTaTe~H 'He npaB.ZI;a unwahr',

?i~gusdah del}h}h 'he's lying' L, ?i~guSdah

di-leh 'you're lying' A, Rezanov liIDn<oKTe~T~b=

Tox~e 'HapoqHo vorsatzlich, absichtlich' ?i~guG=

dah ?i~ deXieh, ?i~gusdah ?i~ dexleh 'I'm

telling you a lie' L, ~a?ni~dah del}h}h 'he

said something funny' L, Rezanov HeT~bXYT~b=

.ZI;e~eH':D 'O6'BmaTbversprechen' "ne-~___" ?u~

di-l}h}h "'pretty soon," you say to him' L, de=

~? ya-~ qvh ?i~ deleh 'he's telling you the

truth' L, de~u? ya-~ qvh deleh, de~? ya-~

del}h}h qe?~ 'he's telling the truth' L, de=

wa?d Ie- si~ del}h}h 'he told me he's hurry=

ing' L, de~e-yu-dvh di~ ?~h~ dele-s, de~e-=

dlzlh di~ ?~h~ dele-s 'there's nothing he doesn't

tell her' L, with ?ida-, ?ide-: ?u~ah lisitah~

?idedi-leh 'I forgot what you said' L, ?ide~~=

~a-q ?idedi-leh 'I heard what you said' L, di~e

~uh ?u-la?yiiga-G ?~h ?ida- ?ilah deleh (or

?~h ?ilah ?ida- deleh, ?~h ?ilah ?idedeleh,

?~h ?ide?ilah deleh) 'don't you know what he's

saying about you?' L, ?u?lixi~gah ?~ ?idesilah



deleh (or ?~h ?ida. silah deleh, ?~ silah

?idedeleh, ?~h silah ?ida. deleh) 'I know
what he's saying about me' L, c'idwe~ ?ide?~.da?

qe? sdiyah~ si~ del}h}h 'he only told me that
he came back here' L, with subjunctive clauses,
'S tells 0 to ('S says (thus) to 0 that 0 (8

of subjunctive) should ...'), apparently used in

this construction only in active imperfective,

even where active perfective might be expected:

?U'~ ?ile~qe.~ le~~ dexleh 'I told you pl.

to boat there' L, di~ ?u.(! ?ile~qe.~G le~~

dexleh 'I told you pl. not to boat there' L,

?ew ~a.xa.~ si~ del~h}h 'he told me to eat

it' L, di~ ?ew ~a.xa.~G si~ del~h~h 'he told

me not to eat it' L, ?u.da? Gexa.~ si~ da.le~=

leh 'you pl. told me to go there' L, de~u? ya.~

deGi.le.~ ?i~ dexleh 'I told you to tell the
truth' L. see further instances under de', da,

duh2, ta, t'e'-t'u' (various themes), C~-C}.y,
1 ..A 1, , x . h X uh w, , 1ca, ~le-, ~~, ~a-~a -clya, c , g a -ga ,

gemi'-gem, ~ahg, qa', qa2, qe?l, C da?-(l-)=
~-xa' we ma' qe?-le(?) , ~e-?e, O-?-(l-)-=A' , ,
?e--?~, ?i-~-?e--?~, aI, 0-~-a2, O-~-(y)a; ~(
active perfective: no ?we~ or o-~: 11.37,40,

177,29.45, 49.134A, 54.9G, with we~, .no o-~:



8.14,9.22,10.25,60,11.30,20.95,25.135,197,
28.2,29.4,29,64,49.69,88,101,130, 130A,
57.15G, 61.46A, with o-~, no ?We~: 8.19A,16.=

25M, 20.60,25.159, 27b.41, 61.50, 63, 67.89A,
with we~ o-~, where 0 is pronoun: 7.12,11.9,

22,79,162,20.74,23.21,36,24.21, 27b.2, 12,

28,52,49.81,136,51.78,61.7,8,11,39,53,
117A, with o-~ we~, where 0 is other than pro=

noun: 25.185, 27b.3, 29.60, 60.26A, negative:

di~ de~e.dvh ?~h~ deslilG 'she didn't say

anything to him' 25.106A, with qe?: si~ qe?

disdi1il}h 'he said to me again, further' 61. 95A"

~de.dah qe? desde1ilG 'couldn't say anything

anymore (was dumbfounded)' 1a.14, 1b.20M, with

o-lah: we~ quhnu. ?ew1ah deselil 'thus they
:forms

said (discussed) about it' 28.97A, elicited: we~
4\

disilil 'I said so, thus' LM/, we~ dese1il 'you

said so, thus' L, we~ da. deselil 'we said so,

thus' L, we~ da.1e~se1il 'you pl. said so,

thus'L, qe?lGeyu. we~ deselil 'women said

so, thus' L, we)$: k'udeselil 'someone, something

said so, thus' L, ?i1ah we~ si~ deselil}h

'he said that to me about you' L, ?~. disi1il

'I said yes' M, ?ida. da. deselil~ di.l~a.q

'did you hear what we said?' M, ?ida. deseli~,



:j m I~IIIIIIIIII 'i ...( ,
?idadassli~ 'what he said' N, ~a?ni~~ga? da=

sali~fh 'he said something funny' L; inceptive
perfective: o-~ qaw wa~yu. daGale.~ 'is say=

.ing such things to 0' lO.94A, da?awahd qaw

wa~yu. ?aw~ daGale.~ 'for just that reason he

was saying such things to it' 11.150A, ?iAa.yi~=

mahwahd ~ wa~yu. ?i~ daGale.~ 'it's to get

you confused in what you're saying that he's say=

ing such things to you' L, da?wa~ ?a.wayu. ?aw~
daGale.~ 'he's saying just such nasty things to

it' IO.IO8A, di.ya~ ya?~. ?aw~ daGale.~G

da.~ 'before she said no (don't) to it' 34.471;

inceptive optative: da?u.dklh ~a? daGi.leh

'would that you say that' L, active optative:
ya?~. xuqa?~e. ~a? ?u~ da.yileh 'you should

tell them not to kill me' 20.68A, wa~ ?u~ da.=

yilfhinu. 'you should say thus to them' 25.172A,
ya?~. ?u~ah qu?li.ta. wa~ ?u~ da.yileh 'don't

forget to say thus to them' 25.175A, wa~~ da.=

xileh 'should I say that~' L, wa~ da.yileh

'it's okay for you to say that' L, da?u.d qe?~

wa~ da.yileh 'it's alright for a woman to say

that' L, wa~ da. da.yileh 'let's say no' L,

wa~ da.la~ileh 'it's alright for you pl. to

say that' L, wa~ qada.yileh 'it's alright for

~.,



them to say that' L, ?~- da. da.yileh 'let's

say yes' 1'1; inceptive conditional: ?iJ? deGeleh

da-J;: 'when he, they say to you' 68.93, IlIA; in=

ceptive subjunctive: deJ;:u? ya.~ deGi-le-~ 'you

should tell the truth;' L (hortatory), deJ;:U?

ya.Js; deGi-le.JS; ?ixleh 'I want you to tell the

truth'L, deJ;:U? ya.Js; deGi-le-Js; ?i~ dexleh
'I told you to tell the truth' L; customary:

active imperfectives: o-J? weJ;: da. di?le-~

'we (cust) say thus to 0' Ib.2l1'1, o-J? weJ;: di.=

le.~=i-h 'he (cust) says to 0' 21a.20L, weJ;: ?ew~

di?le.~=i-h (or di.le-~=i-h) 35.4L, weJ;: ?ew~ de=

le-k'=i-h 'he (cust) says to it' 25.148A, we~ de=

le.~(=i-h) 'he (cust) says thus' 25.162, 36.39, 39,

40, 41A, dele.~ 'they (cust) say' 28.101A, o-~

weJS; ~di.le.~ 'one (cust) says thus to 0' 43.=

331'1, weJs; qa.J? dele.~(=i-h) '(cust) said to us'

51.8, 27A, we~ ?u~ ~dele.~ 'someone would

(cust) say to them' 60.7, 55fnA, ?i.ya.Gdelah=

Geyu.ga? siJ? di.le-~inu. 'they (cust) talk

Eyak (say like Eyaks) to me' 69.23A, we~ da.

di?le-~ 'we (cust) say thus' 1'1, ~e.d we~

~di.le.~ 'how does one (cust) say that~' 1'1,

silah di?le.~=i-h 'he (cust) says about me' L,

:1:i?! ya?J;:U. si~ di.le.~ (or da.yile-~) 'you



(cust) always tell me not to' L (latter form per=

haps optative), ~i~ ya?~u. ?u~ dexle.~}h (not

da.xle.~}h) 'I always tell him not to' L, incep=

tive imperfective: ya?~u. ?ewa. deJJ:1}hYU.~ lCu=
(cust)~a.dah qu?di.le.~ 'don't however say evil things

""'-

to people' 6l.l4A, active imperative: o-~ we~
(cust)

di.le.~ 'say thus to o~' 2lb.72A; indirect recip=
~

rocal: we~ ?i~~ da. di?dele.~ 'we (cust) saY

thus to each other' M, ?ewle~ ?i~~ dedel}hinu.

'they're arguing too much' ('they're saying more

than that to each other') L, ?ewleJi: ?i~~ deGe=

dele.~inu. 'they're getting into a heated argu=

ment' L, Rezanov HAbKaTa~HXTe~e 'llOMHpHTbCR

versBhnen, sich' perhaps to be read ?i~ga? da.=

le~deleh 'you pl. say it like one another (agree?)',

or perhaps optative thereof ?i~ga? da.le~dileh

'you pl. should agree(?)', or perhaps an impera=

tive; see also -le--~-i 5.; indirect reflexive:

we~ de?a. ?ed~ dedel}h}h 'thus he said to him=

self' 23.ll8A.

lb. With o-~ 'to 0', 'S speaks, talks to,

greets, addresses 0, S answers 0': ?ew ?u~ de=

seli~ 'it answered him' lO.125A, di~ ?~~ des=

li~G(}h) 'she didn't greet, say anything to, an=

swer him' 24.l05A, 'he didn't answer her' 34.75M,



'didn't answer him' 50.65A" ?u~ ?~ deseli}~h

'she spoke to him' 48.8L, ?a.gidug ?~~ de=

seli}~h 'he too spoke to her, answered her' 48.

9L, ?ida. ?u?ehd~ ?~ deseli}?e.~ 'to see
if he had spoken to his wife' 48.6L, ?u?ehd~

qe? disdili} 'he had spoken again to his wife'

48.l2L, ?u~ deseli} 'spoke to, addressed him'

5l.55A, ?u~ ~deseli} 'someone spoke to, ad=

dressed him' 5l.58A~ ?~ }}hGih we~ ?u~ de=

seli} 'the other answered him thus' 5l.58A, di~

?u~ ~desli}G}h 'no one answered him' 6l.6A,

~de.dah de?u.de~y}.kih ?u~ di~le'~G}h 'no

<ne(cust) could answer him' 3.2M, di~ ?ahnu.~

di.le.~G(~h) 'he (cust) doesn't answer them'
..

50.7,34A, ?uwelahyu. qa.~ deGeleh da.~ 'when
their spirits speak to us' 25.203A, de.lehdduh

di~ si~ di.le.~G (changed later to da.yile.~G,

perhaps incorrect) 'why don't you (cust) talk to

me~' L, ?i~ qu?di.xleh 'I'll answer you' L,

?ah~ da.yileh 'so she may speak to him' 25.85A.

lc. With o-d-?e?-~. '(movement) in place

of o's oral noise': ?ide?e?~ disili} 'I said

it like you did' L (same as ?ide?e?~ dixs}ili},

see o-d-?e?-~ d-}e-le).

ld. With o-d-wa.}~ 'by close attention to,



according to o's oral noise': sidewa.~~ de=

l}h}h 'he's copying, imitating me (in what I

say)' L.
lee With o-la? 'disastrous for 0' (cf.

-le 20.,31b.): ?ula? deseli~}h 'he said some=

thing which brought on disaster' M, 'he brought

disaster on her by saying something' L; indirect

reflexive: la? disdili~}h 'he said something

which brought disaster on himself' L.

2. 'S makes noise, sound (not necessarily

oral or articulate speech)' (see also d-de-le):
11.37, 40A (1), Rezanov TacYRJIbTaTHJIH 'lliaJIJ1E'b

du l~rmst', TaCYKJIbTaTeKJIJIe 'lliyMtTb l~men'

da? suhg~dah di.leh 'you give one. a"pain with

your noise~' L, ~i?~dug de~vhi~sih da? suhg=

~dah deleh 'what a noisy pain that rotten guy

(drUnk) is~' L (see suhg) , ?uye~ ?isyah61dah
(or ?isyahG~ga?) di.leh 'you give one a pain

with your noise~' L; indirect reflexive (possib=

lyof d-de-le) , with ?ed-q 'on self': ?edq

dexdeleh 'I'm groaning' M. Transitive (causa=
tive): with ?we~ 'thus', 'S makes 0 sound,

plays music on 0': radio we~ dex~ih 'I was

playing the radio' 60.41, 42A, we~ di?~i. 'play

music (on it)~' L, we~ ~qu?di.x~ih 'I'll play

, , Ii



music (on something)' L, we~ ~dex~ih 'I'm play=

ing music (on something)' L, repetitive: deqa.=

YU' we~ dex~i.g 'I make music (on it) some=

times'L.
3. Problematical instances: siya.q dese=

li~~h 'I hurt, bothered him' L (with o-y-q 'on

o's hand'" cf. o-y-q -k~.~ '0 makes 8 cry', ,
.c..,..-~,~.--~.~"- \

perhaps 'he made a noise because ofl\what he ["k""~ ~~ ~I, ../, If ~I p~
(troublemaker) said' L ('we're doing badly (in --~-~,

what we're saying?) on account of him orally',

d-thematic in verb perhaps incorrect, influenced

by d-thematic in o-d-~a.q); see also d-G-de-le.

d-de-le (with d.;o.thematic 'oral noise', see also
stem Ie) '8 makes (non-vocal) noise, 8 (animal)

makes characteristic noise, calls': qededeleh

'they (crows) clamored, cawed' 28.61, 61A, dede=

lehwa.~~ 'noting its chirping' 43.17M, dedeleh

'it's making a noise, it (bird) is chirping' M,

disdili~ 'they (birds) sang' L, qu?dedeleh

'there'll be a big noise' L, didileh 'there's

a big noise all of a sudden' L (neuter imperfec=

tive) , le~kihgWa? dedeleh 'there's too much

noise' G (from Li), siyeqd siya. dedeleh 'my

stomach is r~bling' ('my insides are making a

noise') L.



Insert at " on preceding page:

something I did (with my hand)'; ?ude~a.q

~~a.dah da. deleh 'we're having trouble

because of



deleh (deverbalization of d-le) used as C in

construction C O-?-J:e-le(?) '8 stands on cere=

mony with 0': see C O-?-J:e-le(?) under le(?).

c}?d-le (with c}?d-thematic 'speech', of. -C}?

'neck', -C} 'to sing', d-thematic 'oral, noise')
.i '8 speaks, talks': inceptive imperative: Rezanov -'.,

~H~ar~e 'rOBOpHTn sprechen' c}?deGele(.)(?)
'speak~', frequently with o-~ 'with 0' (sometimes

implying special or sexual intimacy with 0) and/or

o-lah 'about 0' (sometimes implying slander or

backbiting of 0): inceptive imperfective: ya?~.

?i?ehd~ qu?c}?di.leh 'don't speak to your (ex-)=
wife' 48.3L, qu?c}?di.l}h}h 'he'll talk' L,

dilC ?~ ?~h~ qu?ci?delehG}h 'he won't speak

with her' 48.4L, active imperfective: c}?deleh,

c}?del}h- 3.6, 8M, 9.57, 93, 11.45, 27b.33,

29.9,31, 32A, 30.3,4, 5L, 32.28A, 47b.7M, 51.=
39,61.9A, -Ie. 29.10, 68.12A, du.~duw C}?=

di.leh 'who are you talking t01' 9.58A, lCeyi.y=

lah ?u~ da. c}?deleh 'we spoke to him of

,other matters' 32.50A, qi?~ lCuc}?delehda.~yu.

'places at which one was talking' 37a.4L, ?ew

qi?~ lCuc}?delehda.d 'that place where someone
was talking' 37a.7L, silah ci?del}h}h 'he's

talking about me, he's talking behind my back,



saying nasty things about me' L, di?da-yu- (or
?ida-yu-) silah c}?deleh qvhew 'such are the

(nasty) things he says of me (behind my back)' L,
(?u~) c}?duxleh 'I'm talking (to him)' L, with

qe?: di~ ?ulah qe? ~c}?dedele-G 'no one

speaks anymore about them' 24_101, 49.158A, gu-=
deg qe? ~c}?dedeleh 'again someone talked'
37a_6L, inceptive perfective: c}?deGexleol 'I'm

talking (a long time), I'm in the midst of a long

monologue' L, ?ida?ya-le~. c}?deGele-l 'he's

talking too long, too much, for no good reason'

L, active perfective: with ~~o? 'to completion':

?ulah de~i. da- ~~.? c}?deselil 'we've already

talked it over, finished discussing it' L, neuter

perfective (highly rhetorical and colorful): li~

?u5e~eyeq }i? c}?dixilil:j.h 'I'm always (in a

static state of) speaking way inside his ear (and

still he doesn't listen:)' 72.2fnL, inceptive
conditional: 51.23aA, ?ulah c:j.?deGi-leh da-~

'if you talk about it' 51.24A, active conditional:

?u~' c;?di?xleh da.x ?u~ ci?da-xleh da.xI\. T ., 1\ .°

'just as I was getting started talking' L, active

customary: ?ahnu-~ c}?dele.~inu. 'I used to

speak with them' 68.114A, di?dah c}?dele.~}h

'he speaks pretty well' 69.24A, si~ c}?deleo=

.,,~." -



~inu. 'they (cust) speak to me' 69.23A, silah

c}?deleOk}h 'he (cust) talks about me (behind

my back)' M, di~ silah c}?dele.~G~h 'he (cust)

never talks about me' L, ?ed~?li}igahwao}~

~c}?deleo~ 'one ought to know what one's talk=

ing about' L ('one (cust) talks accordingly as

one knows oneself') L; indirect reciprocal: ?i}~

c}?deGedeleh da.~ 'when they speak to each other'

68.88A, with J$:u? 'right, complete': ?i}~ da.

J$:U? c~?disdili} 'we talked it over, straightened

it out, reached an agreement with each other' L,

?i}io~ c}?dedel}hinu. 'they're talking together'

L
:0.0,,",' ""~" -'~o-' . l' ndl ' rect re -.-"".- -

flexive (with zero-classifier occasionally, per=

haps incorrectly, not vocalized to de~, cf. also

qe.yeJ$:e~ ci?d-(de-)le below): de?a. ?ed~ ~=

huw ci?dedele.~ 'he (cust) talks to himself'.
36.42A, de?a. ?ed~ c~?del}h}h 'he's talking

to himself' L (twice), de?a. ?edlah c}?del}h}h

'he's talking about himself' L.

2. With certain postpositional and adverbial

phrases referring to specific language or language

differences: with o-ga? 'like 0': ?ioyaOd~e=

lahGeyu.ga? c}?delehinu. 'they speak like Eyaks

I ,



(speak Eyak) , 68.87A (non-umlauted stem), ?i.ya.G=

delahGeyu.ga? si,1t' c}?dele" 'speaks Eyak to me'

69.4A, ?i.ya.GdelahGeyu.ga? c}?deleh da.~ 'if

they spoke Eyak' 68.75A, di~ ?ede~ ?i"ya.Gde=

lahGeyu.ga? c}?delehG 'they don't however speak

Eyak' 68.76A, di~ Geyeqa.ga? c}?dele"Ginu.
'they don't speak like us (don't speak Eyak) , 68.=

78A, deGeyeqa.ga? c}?deleh, -l}hinu. 'they
speak just like us (speak Eyak) , 68.91,99,110,

125, 125A, deGeyeqa.ga? ?u~ da. c~?dele.~inu.

'we (cust) speak Eyak to the~' 69.19A, di~ Ge=

yeqa.ga? (or Geyeqa.dega?, with d-thematic,

'oral, noise') c}?delehG}h 'he doesn't talk like

us, doesn't talk Eyak' L, de~vhyu.ga? si~ C}?=

dele. 'speaks like people (speaks Eyak) to me'

69.4A, de~-vhyu.ga? QVhnu. c}?dele. 'they

speak Eyak' 69.6A, de~hyu.ga? da. c}?dele.

'we speak Eyak' 69.10A, "i.li"~ q\1h dewhyu.ga?
c}?deleh 'he pretends he can talk Eyak' L, ?ideh=

dah de~vhyu.ga? c}?deGexleh da.~. ?~"~ahd ya"=

qa? qu?xdah 'when I get to talking Eyak pretty

well I'll leave here' L, ?idehdah de~yu.ga?

c~?di?xleh (or c}?da.xleh) da.~ ?~"~ahd ya.=

qa? siyah1 'just as I was getting to talking

Eyak pretty well I left here' L, ~elahsAa.Ge=

, ci



yu.ga? ~c}?deleh 'one speaks like white

people (speaks English)' 68.77A, JS:elahsAa.Geyu.=

ga? c}?del}hinu. 'they speak English' 68.79A,
~a?JS:a?lahGeyu.ga? c}?deleh 'speaks like Tlingits
(speaks Tlingit) , 69.6, 14A, di~ ~a?JS:a?lahGe=

yu.ga? ?u~ da. c}?dele.~G 'we (cust) don't
speak Tlingit to them' 69.18A; with o-d-?e?-qV({)' ~

,(~~~ on 0' s oral-noise place, in 0' s lan=

guage': di~ de?eyeGedi.?¥ c}?dele.Ginu. -

'they don't talk in their own language' 68.78.A,

qa.di.?q c}?dele.~ 'they (cust) speak in our

language' 69.12A, qa.di.?q c}?del}h}h 'he's

talking in our language' L, sidi.?q c}?del}h}h
'he's talking in my language' L; with o-l-?e.

'different from 0': ?ule?e. c}?dele. 'they

speak a language different, from theirs' 68.82A,

gusi.kih ?ahnu.le?e. c}?del}hinu. 'they speak
slightly differently from them' 68.83A, di~ ...

?ewle?e. c}?duxle.G 'I don't speak differently

from that (the norm)' 68.115A, ?ewle?e. c}?=

del}hinu. 'they talk foreign, a different lan=

guage, abnormally' L (see also nominalization

below), with o-da.JS: 'contrasting with 0':

~da.JS: (or ?ewda.~) c}?del}h}h 'he talks

somewhat differently from one (from the norm),



he speaks a different dialect of the same lan=

guage, speaks with an accent' L, sida.JJ: c}?=

del:i-h:i-h 'he talks differently from one' L; la?=

da. q~nu. c}?deleh 69.7A, la?dah c}?de=

l:i-hinu. 'they talk both ways, both languages,

bilingually' 69.8A. Transitive (causative):

Geyeqa.ga? ?iqe?c:i-?di.x~ih 'I'll make you talk

like us (talk Eyak) , L, sidi.?q ?iqe?c:i-?di.x=

~ih 'I'll make you talk in my language' L.

3. With certain postpositional, preverbal,

and adverbial phrases referring to manner: with

o-~a?~ '(movement) behind, under cover of 0':

?i~a?JJ: c:i-?dexleh 'I speak on your behalf, cover

up for you' L, with ya.~a?JJ: '(movement) behind,

under cover of a thing': ya.~a?JJ: c:i-?deGele.

'whisper~' L, ya.~a?~ c}?del}h:i-h 'he's whis=

pering' LM, with o-d-?e-?JJ: '(movement) in o's

oral-noise place' and qa? 'up out': side?e?~

qa? c}?deseliI}h 'he interrupted me (talking)'

L, ~de?e?~ qa? c:i-?dele.~:i-h 'he (cust) in=

terrupts one (talking)' L, with o-d-~a? 'in

intimate relationship with o's oral noise': di~

?u~ewe~Geyu.de~a? c:i-?dele.G:i-h 'he doesn't talk

back to his older brothers' 50.38A, side~a?

c:i-?deleh 'you talk back to me (respond with



talk, balking, instead of complying with what I

say)' L, ya?~. side~a? qu?c~?di.leh 'don't

give me any talk (just do what I say~)' L, with

o-l-~~.? 'in competition with 0': ya?~. si=

le~~.? qu?c}?di.leh 'don't sass me, don't talk

back to, argue with me' L; with ya.yu.qe~ahd

'from on top of things, abundance': ya.yu.qe=

~ahd c}?del}h}h 'he's bragging (about his pos=

sessions ) ' L. with ?wex 'thus'. de?wex ~'h~U., ...\,i"""""""

c}?dele. 'just thus it is they speak' 68.80A,

we~ quhnu. c}?dele. 'thus it is they speak'

68.l13A; with qe.ye~e~ 'continuous motion re=

versed back' (with zero-classifier often perhaps

incorrectly, not vocalized to de-, cf. indirect

reflexive under 2. above): qe.ye~e~ c}?de=

l}hinu. 68.97,124, l24A, qe.ye~e~ c}?dedeleh,

-l}hinu. 'they talk backwards' 68.110,119, l27A,

c'id qe.ye~e~ c}?di.leh 'you (just) talk back=

wards' 68.117, l18A, qe.ye~e~ c}?dedel}h}h 'he

who speaks backwards' 68.l04A.

o-~ c}?del}h}h (noun, unclassified) lots sweet=

heart' : si~ C} ?del}h}h 'my swe e,the art , (, he

who talks to me') L. Nominalized active imper=

fective.

?ewle?e. c}?del}hinu. (noun, unclassified) 'non-=

."



English-speaking Caucasians, especially Scandi=

navians'(?): ?awla?eo c}?dal}hinu. 'Swedes'

LA, also 'Finns, Danes, Norwegians' L, also

'Greeks' A. Nominalizedactive imperfective,
'they who speak different from that (the norm)'.

?uqiolayaq ~c}?daleh (noun) 'telephone' L. Nomi=

nalized active imperfective, with o-yaq 'in it'

and qi.l-class-mark, 'one speaks into it (rope-=

like thing)' L.
c}?daleh, c}?dale. (noun, unclassified) 'speech,

language': sometimes syntac.tically ambiguous,

interpretable also as verbal form: da;VhYU.=
( )c}?dalehdahd ?u?satah}}h 'he heard the

sound of people talking' 30.IL, da~hyu.( )=
c}?dalehdaha ?u?li.t}h}h 'he hears the sound

of people's speech' 37a.2L, ?ahnu. Ii? saquh=

}inu.( )c}?daleh 'those who boated downriver's

speech' 68.8IA, Rezanov ~TaA~e 'ffSHK~t Pasro=

BO~ Sprache', ~TaA~e ~OBOpH sprechen (1m=
perat.) , Furuhjelm Tzutale 'to speak' (-u- per=

haps copyist's error for Cyrillic H, perhaps
also influenced by preceding entry Tzut 'sleep'),

unambiguously non-verbal: ?al daGaqa.ga? C}?=

dale. 'this language just like ours, Eyak' 68.=

97A, c}?daleh, c}?daleo 'talk, language, speech'



M, c}?dele. xuse~ga?~ 'I'm tired of talking'

('talk has tired me') L, de?weJS: de?eyeGeya?
c}?dele. q\1h 'it's just their own language'

68.81A, c}?dele.~iya? 'big talker, jabbermouth,
blabbermouth, gossip-monger' ('talk-master') 51.=

20, 23aA; ya.~a?~ c}?deleh 'whispering'L.
c}?dele-l (gerundive) 'act of, art of talking, language,

speech': c}?dele-l sid ?e~de?g 'teach me

language~' L, ?i~ c}?dele.l xu?Ge~tuhg~ 'talk=.

ing to you is making me lazy' L, de6uxga?~ ?i~
c}?dele.l 'I'm getting tired of~lking to you'

L ('I'm getting vocally tired, talking to you', ?~
f-.: ~~~..~~

probably syntactically incorrect). rJ ~~-~k ( Q.., A, z

?i-d-le (intransitive, ?i-prefix apparentiy not
, ;\ ,.

indeterminate 0, d-thematic inexplicable) la. /,..i\,
~

(intransitive) '8 (activity, phenomenon) occurs,

goes on, takes place, happens, comes into play,

becomes active, there is 8 (activity, phenomenon)':

inceptive i~perfective: ?edewi?~ ?iqe?di.leh
'there'll be a war' L, ~.y ?iqe?di.leh 'wind

will pick up, increase, become active' L, gah

?iqe?di-leh 'there'll be a dance' L, megeG

?iqe?di-leh 'there'll be a checkers-game' L,
attested also with ?e~qah 'card-game', fulah

'drinking', fuwah 'eating', ?i~leJS:~.? lequ.g



'footrace', ye~ ?ixu~ 'shooting (about with

guns)', GeGeG 'quoits game', active imperfec=

tive: de~i. ?ideleh 'it's already happening,
going on' 6l.ll7A, ta.o ?edewi?} ideleh
'long ago there was a war' 34.1I1, Rezanov YTa-q})=

KOMTeJIe 'Oopa3'J" KpecT'J, Heiligenbild, Kreuz'

[~J¥.da?~ gwah ?ideleh 'praying, crossing one=

self is going on', YTeTaxK°Aa-qJ<o3TeJIJIe '~epKOB})
Kirche' ?udet'a.J$;d k\1.da?~ gwah ?ideleh 'church'

('in it (building) praying, crossing oneself is

going on' L, Galushi~ Nelson Ga'ttE.li or Ga't=

tEl? 'dancing' BSdL 552 gah ?ideleh 'dancing

is going on', ~a. ?ideleh 'there's a canoe

fight, naval battle going on' L, inceptive per=
fective: t~ ?ideGele'} 'it's getting wavy, waves
are getting active' L, ~.y ?ideGele.} 'it's

getting windy' L, ~a. ?ideGele.} 'northwind is

getting strong' L, active perfective: ?a?d ~=

~iyah ~ela.g ?ideseli} 'a very bad winter oc=

curred' 45a.l9L (but not used of this in incep=

tive imperfective: rather ...~qa?xe? 'there'll.
be ...' L), ~ou. gah ~e~ ?ideselix 'there

was a very nice dance last night' L.
lb. Transitive (causative) 'S carries on 0 V

(activity)': inceptive imperative: megeG ?ida?=

~+- ~ '" ~(; -.-j \ 1)t,:")

j , I lJ;1



~e. 'play checkers~' L, inceptive imperfective:
?u~ ?edewi?~ ?iqe?di.~ihinu. 'they'll wage war

with them, raid them, maraud against them' 7.18,

20A, ?edewi?~ da. ?iqe?di.~ih 'we'll go on

raid, marauding, warring' 11.9A, megeG ?iqe?=
di.x~ih 'I'll play checkers' LM, megeG da.

?iqe?di.~ih 'we'll play checkers' L, hu.l da.

?iqe?di.~ih 'we'll sell stuff, have a sale' L,

gah ?iqe?di.x~ih 'I'll do a dance' L, gah

?iqe?di.~~hinu. 'they'll have a dance' L, aC=

tive imperfective: ?edewi?~ ?ide~ih, -~}h-
'S goes on raid, warpath, marauds, wages war, is

excited, wrought up, infuriated', often with o-~

'with, against 0' and/or o-~a? 'over 0': 8.15,

15,11.8,11,11,18, 22, 28~, 34.126fnL, ~
37b.27A, ?ew~ ?edewi?~ ?idex~ih 'I'm excited

with, over it' L, with o-lah 'about 0': 37b.=
29, ?ewl~ ?edewi?~ ?ide~}hinu. 'they're in a

hubbub about it' 37a.llA, with qe?: lCude.dah
\A,~du.y;i.~ ?edewi?~ qe? ?ide~elehGinu. 'they I ~-~

can't wage war with anybody anymore' 28.141A,
with o-~a.q: ~V.diyahstahti.le~a.q ?edewi?~

?ide~}hinu. 'they're warring over a mouse-skin'

L, with ?enah~ekih 'fun, pleasure': ?enah~ekih

?ide~ih, -~~h 'S is having a good time': 29.67A,



47b.38M, 55.2, 13L, ?enah~ekih ?idex}ih 'I'm

having a good time' M, ?enah~ekih ?iqe?di.x}ih
'I'll have a good time' M, with other 0: 44.4L,

megeG ?idex}ih 'I'm playing checkers' L, ?e}=

qah ?idex}ih 'I'm playing cards' L, Rezanov
XY~~TaTe~~ 'M~Ha~~ tauschen' perhaps to be read
hu.l da. ?ide}ih 'we're having a sale' L, lu.

?ide}}h}h 'he's beachcombing' L, active perfec=

tive: ?edewi?} ?e~a? ?idese}i~ 'they waged
war over it' 28.104, 104A, ~a.? ?edewi?} ?ide=

se}i} 'they finished waging war' 28.l11A, megeG
da. ?idese}i} 'we played checkers' L, ?enah~ekih

?idisi}i} 'I had a good time' L, active optative:

megeG da. ?ida.yi}ih 'let's play checkers' L,

active conditional: ?enah~ekih ?ida?x~ih da.~

'just as I was starting to have a good time' L;

indirect reflexive, classifier, probably incorrect=
ly, not vocalized: ~eGe?a. ?ed~ ?enah~ekih "-

?ide~ih 'is having a good time by (with) himself

all alone' 55.19L (verb should probably be cor=

rected to 2ide}eleh).
2a. With o-~ 'with 0', 'S affects, matters

to, concerns 0': di~ ?udeGeleh~ ?ew ?idele.G

'it didn't concern, worry them' ('it didn't affect

their minds') 28.110A, ?a?d si?uG~?a.na?~



?iqe?di.leh 'it'll touch me very deeply' ('it'll

affect my heart very much') L, ?a?d si?uG~?a.=

na?~ ?ideseli~ 'it touched me very deeply' L.

2b. Transitive (apparently semantically ir=

regular, analysis uncertain): xu.deg ?iderlih

qe?ew 'I too feel that way, feel just as bad

about it, sympathize' L, xu.gideg ?iqe?di.x=
~ih 'I'll feel the same way as you do' L (?i-

perhaps to be analyzed as second person irregular
0); with o-li? die 'spite at 0': ?ili? die

?idex~ih 'I'm mad at you' L.
3. Problematical instances: dewa?d ?ixdele

'I'm hurrying' L (perhaps incorrect, see -le 12.);

?ulah qew k}.~ ?idele.~ 'they (wolves) (cust)
go around (carryon?) around it crying (howling)'

25.36A (probably incorrect, if theme ?i-d-le;

see -le 32.).

4. Transitive only, O-?-i-d-~-i, (?i-)de-=
~-~i (highly irregUfux; where 0 is ~-indefinite

the ?i-prefix usually drops, and before the ~-,

itself still appearing in 0 pronoun position,

before e.g. qu?- inceptive imperfective, there

.appears a de-prefix instead of d- in thematic

prefix position; expected class-mark for classi=

fied 0, e.g. 1- for l.!iyahd 'hat' also fails

" c ;ii ",..:



to appear in all cases) 'S knits 0': ae forms

without ~-indefinite 0: inceptive imperative":

~iyahd siyae ~~"? ?ideGe~i"? 'knit (finish

knitting) a hat for me~' L, active imperative:

~iyahd siyae ?ida?~eh 'knit a hat for me~' L,

?ew ?idi"~ih 'knit it~' L, siyae ?idi"~ie

'knit (it) for me~' M, inceptive imperfective:

?iqe?di"x~ih 'I'll knit (it)' L, de?u"de~aa=

kih ?iyae ?iqe?di"x~ih 'I'll knit something

for you' L, s~?es}a3: siyaa ?iqe?diax~ih

(not *(?i)dequ?x~ih, *(?i)dequ?di"x~ih) 'I'll

knit socks for you' L, ~iyahd ?ewa" ?iqe?di"x=

~ih 'I'll knit a hat for him' L, xuegideg

?iqe?di"x~ih 'I too will knit (it)' L, active

imperfective: ?idex~ih 'I'm knitting (it)' L,

dexua siyaa ?idex~ih 'I'm knitting it for my=

self' L, s~?es}a~ ?iyaa ?idex~ih 'I'm knit=

ting socks for you' L, deed ?idi"~ih 'what are

you knitting?' LM, ~iyahd ?idex:%ih 'I'm knit=

ti~ a hat' L, active perfective: ?ewa" ?idi=

si~i~}h 'I knitted it for him' M, du"d ?ew

?iya" ?idese~i~ 'who knitted that for you?' L,

~iyahd ?idisi:%i~ 'I knitted a hat' M, ~iyahd

~~"? ?idisi~i~ 'I finished knitting a hat' M,

guadeg ~iyahd ?ewa" ge? ?idisi~i~}h 'I



knitted another hat again for him' L, active op=

tative: ~iyahd ?ewa. da. ida.yi~}h}h 'let's

knit a hat for him' L; passiv: ?idis~ili~ 'it's

been knitted' L, siya. ~~. ?idis~ili~, siya.

~~.? ?idisdili~ 'it's been finished being) knit=

tea for me' L.

4b. With ~-indefinite 0: active impera=

tive: siya. delCa?~eh 'knit something for me~'

L, gu.deg siya. qe? ?ide ?~eh 'knit some=

thing for me again~' L, ince ive imperfective:

?ide~qu?x~ih M, de~qu?x~i 'I'll knit some=
!

thi~' L, xu.gideg de~qu?x~ih 'I too will knit
I

something'L, ?iya. de~qu?~~ih 'I'll knit some=
I

thing for you' L, active imperfective: ?idelCux~ih
i

M, de~x~ih (not *~?dex~i~) 'I'm knitting
,

something'L, dilC xu' de~~ihG 'I'm not knit=
I

ting'L, ?iya. delCux~ih 'I'm knitting something

for you' L, delCu.~i.s 'are ou knitting (some=
thing) 7 , L, siya.~ delCu.~ih 'are you knitting

something for me7' L, ~i~ ~}h}h 'she's al=

ways knitting (something)' L, active optative:

?uwa. da. delCu?li~ih 'let' knit something for

him'L, customary: ~i~ de~.~i.lC}h 'she always
I

(cust) knits something' L; passive: ?idedelCudeleh

sid ?e~de?g 'teach me to knOt' ('teach me how



something is knitted~') L.

4c. Form uncertain: ?ida. ?ide~~ih sid

?e~de?g 'teach me to knit~' L, perhaps in error
for ?ide~x~ih (thus 'teach me how I knit some=

thing), or perhaps to be interpreted 'teach me how

one knits (it)~', which would be the only attesta=

tion of the theme O-?i-d-~i with ~-indefinite

S, and perhaps indicative that the causative of

?i--d-le 1.-3. above is ,also thus irregular.

?idele.l (gerundive of transitive ?i-d-~-i) 1.

'carrying on 0 (activity)': meges ?idele.l

'playing checkers' L, 44.1L.

2. 'knitting'L.
?u~ de~deleh (noun) 'knitting-needle'L. Nomi=

nalized passive active imperfective, 'by means of

it something is knitted'.

O-?i-de-g-}-i, O-?i-gd-~-i (as above, with g-=
class-mark for 0, but usually appearing irregular=

ly following de-prefix, normal order for d-thema=
tic prefix with g-class-mark being gd-, 'S makes,

uses 0 (yarn)': ?iqe?gedi.x}ih 'I'll use yarn'

L, ?idegusi}i~ 'I used yarn' L; passive: ?ide=

gusdili~ 'yarn is made' L.

?idegedeleh (noun, g-class) 'yarn' L, ?idegedeleh
?u.d ~setah~ 'a piece of yarn is there' L, ?ide=



gedelehgu?a-w 'long piece of yarn' L- Nominalized

passive active imperfective, 'it (filament-like)

is used (in knitting)'-

d}-y~ ?uya?d ?idedeleh place-name, Kokinhenik,

Coquenhena (local English kowk~nhiyne, kowpin=

hiyne) Island in Copper River Delta « Tlingit

Ka~nhini < ~a@!n 'pinfish, stickleback', hin

'river'), Eyak di-y~ 'stickleback' (see y~'),

?uya?d 'in it (0 with broad opening at top, body

of water), ?idedeleh problematical, perhaps pass=

-Ie 4b- with ?ide- abstract rela=

tive instead of we~, or perhaps passive under

-Ie 7- with ?idah reduced ('sticklebacks are

cleaned there'?), "nice place to get sticklebacks"

L-

o-~ da-~ ?i-?-d-le (analysis uncertain, ?i-

and d- prefixes as in ?i-d-Ie, with _?- as

in semitransitive, with o-~ 'with 0' and preverb

da-JS;, no~,;";learly identified, perhaps 'across'),
'S begs(': si1t' da-JS; ?i?di-li3:}h 'he begged

me persistently' L (neuter perfective), usually

with o-lu?qa- 'to get 0': da-na-delu?qa- siR

da-JS; ?i?di-li3:}h 'he's begging me for money,

persistently trying to wheedle money out of me'

L (neuter perfective), na-wgelelu?qa- si1t'



da.~ ?i?del}h}h 'he's begging me for whiskey'
L (active imperfective), da.na.delU?qa" si~

da.~ ?i?dele.~ 'he (cust) begs me for money'

L; delahkih si~ da"~ ?i?del}h}h 'he's begging

me for a little drink' L (apparently with delah=

kih as 0, analysis uncertain, perhaps incorrect)"

I-Ie (see also l-~e'--~') 1. (with l-anatomi=

cal 'hea~face' partly thematized) 'S acts facial=

ly' a. Aa"~e?ga? ?}.seli3:}h 'he blushed, his

face got red' L. Transitive (causative): reflex=

ive, with o-wa"3:J$; 'according to, by close atten=

tion to 0': siwa.3:~ ?ed~.3:el}h}h 'he's making

mocking faces at me' L (stem interpretable also

as la'), siwa"3:J$; ?edlis3:ili3:}h 'he made a

mocking face at me' L.

lb. With li?~ '(movement) deeply in from

open front end to closed back end', here perhaps

in reference to dimpling of face, 'S smiles,

laughs': inceptive imperative: Rezanov ~ex~DK~-=
~e 'C~MCH lachen (Imperat.) , li?~ leGele.?

'laugh~' LM, with o-~ 'with 0': si~ li?~

leGale? 'smile at me~' L, inceptive imperfective:

li?~ qu?li.xleh 'I'll smile' LM, di~ li?~

qu?li.xle.G 'I won't smile' M, ?ed~a?d ya?~

(?ed~a?d ye?~ M) qu?li.xleh 'I'll burst out.



laughing' ('I'll smile, laugh suddenly') LM,

ya?~u. li?~ qu?la.le~leh 'pl. don't laugh'

13.5L, with o-lah 'about, concerning 0', here

'(derisively) at 0': ya?~. ?ulah li?~ qu?=

la.le~leh 'pl. don't laugh about it' 60.9A, ac=

tive imperfective: 13.3, 9, 34.123, 55.14, 22,

25L, li?~ lel}h}h 'he's laughing' L, li?~

lexwleh, li?~ lu?xleh 'I'm smiling, laughing'

M, li?~ lexleh 'I'm smiling' L, di~ li?~

lexwle.G 'I'm not smiling' M, with o-~:

29.68, 70A, ?i.li.~ qVh si~ li?~ leleh 'he

made a token effort to smile at me' M, with 0-=

lah: 60.10A, silah li?~ lel}h}h 'he's laugh=

ing at me' L, active perfective: li?~ ?}8sili:r

'I smiled' LM, di~ li?~ lexsli~G, di~ li?~

?}Oxsli~G 'I didn't smile' LM, with qa? 'up

out': qa? li?~ ?}Osili:r 'I burst out laugh=

ing' L, customary: li?~ leleo~ 'they'd (cust)

laugh' 60.11A, silah li?~ lele.~inu. 'they

used (cust) t,,;laiUcgh at me' 68.116A, repetitive:

li?~ lele.g}h 'he gets laughing spells' L, in=

direct reflexive with o-~: de?a. ?ed~ li?~

ledele.g}h 'he gets spells of laughing all by,

with himself' L. Transitive (causative): li?~

?iqe?li8x3:ih 'I'll make you laugh, smile' L,



r

li?~ xv'se~i~ 'you made me laugh, smile' L;

reflexive, with o-~: ?i~ ?edqu?lex~eleh 'I'll

smile at you (with ulterior motive)' M, di~ ?i~

?edqulex~ele'G 'I won't smi'le at you' M, ?i~

?edlix1ileh (neuter imperfective, probably in=

correct), ?i~ ?edlex~eleh 'I'm smiling at you'

M, si~ li?~ ?edli~il}h}h (neuter imperfective,

probably incorrect), si~ li?~ ?edlelel}h}h

'he's smiling at me' M, si~ li?~ ?edlis~ili~}h

'he smiled at me' M; passive: di~ li?~ xuqu?=

ledele'G 'I won't be made to smile, laugh' L,

li?~ XV's~ili~, li?~ XV'sdili~ 'I was made to

smile, laugh' L.

2. With l-class-mark for S partly thema=

tized, where S 'moon' is usually not otherwise

overtly represented, in reference to lunar phases:

with J.Cli? 'complete': qe~ah ~u? leseli~ 'moon

is (got) full' L, J.Cli? ?t'seli~ (same as ~u?

?t'se~?~) 'it (moon) got full' (no need to say

qe~ah) L, J.Cli? li'li~ 'it's full (moon)' L (neu=

ter perfective), with lru-indefinite S: ~u? lCV'=

seli~ 'moon got full' ('something I-class became

complete') 28.51A, J.Cli? k'uleGeleh da.~ 'when

the moon becomes full' 25.52A, with ya'?a.g

'half, middle': ya.?a.g leseli~, ya.?a.g



I

?}Osali}; (not ?}Osafu?3: in this case) 'moon

is (became) half' L, yao?aoga~ laGale°3: 'moon

is getting to be half' L, with adjective, perhaps

incorrectly, where adjective is either nominalized

S, 0 of o-ga? 'like 0' to be supplied: yaole=

ci3g lasali}; 'moon got narrow' L.

li?~ionio (noun, classified, or irregular gerundive

of I-Ie lb. above) 'laughter' L, Rezanov .JleX~HHe

'CM'BRT:bCR lachen', Hxon-JIeXeHHe 'He CMt.YlCR

lache (spotte) nicht~' (Eyak form not in Radlov,

who has mistakenly taken in its place ffXox-=

Ye~T~ from the next page, see cu?d-cuhd) ya?=
""'-Y""?;4't'Jt!);:,.,,:,

xu. li?xi.ni. 'no lau ghin g " li?xionio qa.= --..., 0/\

la?~ dio?yah}; 'we feel like laughing' ('desire

to laugh has come over us') L, li?~ionioluw 'big

laugh'LM.

y-le (with y-anatomical) 1. 'S acts with hands':

with o-~ 'in contact with 0': ?u~ yisili3:

"Imy hand pretty near touch it" (brushed against

it)' L, indirect reflexive with ~a? 'towards

self' and o-~ 'with 0': ?u~ ~a? yaxdal}h}h

'I'm motioning him towards myself with my hand,

beckoning him' Lo Transitive: 'S acts upon O's

hands': suhgdawahd yaGa3:}.?}h, suhg3:dah ya=

Ga3:}.?}h 'really hurt his hand~' L; reflexive,



with ?e3:dah 'playing': ?e3:dah ?edye3:el}h}h

'he's fidgeting with his hands' L.

2. With y-anatomical thematized, 'S digs,

makes hollow': ?uode~ yeGele°3: (yeGeli3:}h M,

stem analogical) 'he's digging a hole, ditch,

grave (along) there' L, with qa? 'up out': qa?

yeseli3: 'dug a hole' 18.63L, ?ew qi? qa? ~=

yeseli3: 'that place where someone had dug a hole'

6.9M, qa? yeGeleo? 'dig a hole (any way, with

hands or e.g. shovel)~' M, qa? qu?yioxleh 'I'll

dig a hole' M, qa? ~yeseli3: 'a hole is dug'

('someone dug a hole') M, da. qa? y~.yileh

'let's dig a hole' M, q~o~ ~yeGeli.3: (stem

analogical, should be corrected to -lee}) 'some=

one is digging a hole there' M, with o-ya?d 'in

0 (with broad opening at top)': ?uya?d qa? ye=

Geleo? 'make a bowl~' ('make a hollow in it~')

L, neuter perfectives: qi? qa? ~ey}Oli3: 'grave,

ditch, hole' ('place where someone has dug') L,

qi? qa? ~ey}.li3:?e? ?}.sdiyah3:}h 'he got stuck

-.in a ditch' L, ?~.d qa? ~yioli3: 'someone dug

here, there's a hole here' M, with ya.nu? 'be=

low surface': Galushia Nelson yannu' qei'

GeYEil\t3: or yanu' etc. 'bear-pit ("in-thing-=

under there dig")' BSdL 549 ya.nu? qi? ~eyi.=

li3:, with o-yeq 'in 0 (not with broad opening



at top)': ?uyeq yeGele? 'disembowel it com=

pletely~' L, ?udeyeqe~ yeGuxle.}; M, ?udeyeqeC'

yeGexle.}; 'I'm hollowing it (d-class 0, conti=

nuously) out' L, with Ii? 'deeply in cavity,

from back thereof toward open front end' (M in=

correctly yi?, by anticipation of y-le):

?uyeq yi? yeGeleh 'hollow it out~' M (stem-=

form probably incorrect), ?uyeq Ii? yeGele.?

(not yi?)" 'make a hollow in it~' L, ?uyeq

yi? qu?yi.xleh 'I'll hollow it out' M, ?uyeq

(or ?uyeqe~) yi? yeGuxle.}; 'I'm hollowing

it out' M.

3. With y-thematic, probably y-anatomical

thematized: with o-l-~~.? 'in equilibrium, com=

petition, even with 0 (with I-anatomical thema=
.,tized, 'o's head')', 'S avenges 6, gets revenge

,s"'"for 0', cf. -Ie ~.: ~e.duhnu. ?uye~~.? qu?= .;0;;;;;;:.,

yi.leh M (?uyeJ£;~.? incorrectly, by anticip"ation

of y-le) , kil.duhnu. ?ule~~.? qu?yi.leh 'how

will you avenge them?' 34.6fnL, o-le~~.? qu?=

yi.l}hinu. 'they'll avenge 0' 34.80, 99L, ?ile=

~~.? qu?yi.xleh JI'll avenge you' L, o-le~~.?

yeseli};inu. 'they avenged 0' 34.128L, siya.

?ule~~.? yeGi.le.~ ?ixe?xleh 'I want you to

avenge them for me' 34.74fnM (ye- incorrectly



omitted), ?ewle~~.? qe? yeGedele.~ ?ileh
'they want to get revenge for it' 28.132A, di~

?ewle~~.? qe? yesdeli~G}h 'they didn't get

revenge for it' 28.132A; indirect reflexive:

?edle~~.? qu?yexdeleh 'I'll get even' ('I'll

avenge myself' L, ?edle~~.? yixsdili~}h 'I got

even with him' L (probably incorrect, no referent

for -}h third person singular; influenced by

indirect reflexive transitive ?edle~~.? 0-=

~e-le; cf. o-q y-de-le).

o-q y-de-le (with y-thematic, probably y-anatomi=

cal thematized, and o-q 'on 0'; de-classifier

inexplicable, probably irregularly derived from

indirect reflexive, cf. indirect reflexive here,

y-le 3., especially last instance, o-q O-~e-le,

and -Ie 10.) 'S pays for 0': ?uq yeGedele?,

?uq yeGedele.?, ?uq y~.dele.?, ?uq ya.dele.?

'pay for it~' L, ?uq qu?yexdeleh 'I'll pay for

it' L, Rezanov RoroxTe~~e '3~aTHT~ bezahlen'

[?uq] qu?yexWdeleh 'I'll pay [for it?]', YKYRTTe

'3~a~ ich werde bezahlen' perhaps to be read

?uq qu?ye[x]~ie[l]eh, ?uq yixsdili~ 'I paid

for it' L, with o-l-q 'on o's head': si.na?q

yeGedele.? 'make it up to me, repay me (for

damages)~' 9.32A; indirect reflexive: ?edqIIl



yisdili3:}h, ...o-~, ...de~1}hYU. ?~ qe?
se~ih3: 'he paid for himself, ...with 0, ...(for

the fact that) people had transported him back

home' 33. 74fnA.

o-q 0-3:e-le (3:e-classifier inexplicable, like

de- in y-de-le, q.v.; see also -Ie 10.; with

o-q 'on 0') "S pays 0 for 0': ?ewq qu?x3:el}h3:}h

'I'll pay her for it' 52.35L, ?uq ?iqe?x3:eleh

'I'll pay you for it' L, ?ewq xu3:el}h3:}h 'he's

paying me for it' L, ?uq xuGe3:eleh da.~ 'if/=

when you pay me for it' L, qi? ?uq xu.3:ileh~

'until you pay me for it' L; passive: ?uq s3:i=

li3: 'it's paid for' L (gloss should probably read

'you/he paid him for it', or 'he's been paid for

it').
o-d-?e?-~ d-3:e-le (with d-thematic 'oral, noise',

3:e-classifier inexplicable and optional, cf. d-=

Ie lc., and with o-d-?e?-~ '(movement) in place

of o's oral noise') 'S says like 0 says, imitates,

mimics, copies 0 in speech': ?ide?e?~ dixs3:ili3:

(same as ?ide?e?~ disili3:) 'I said it like you

did' L, ?ide?e?~ qu?dex3:eleh 'I'll say iu like

you do' L, side?e?~ da.3:eleh, side?e?~ di?=

3:ele? 'say it like I do~' L.

Gl-le (with Gl-thematic 'grmund') 'something



I

happens to S (ground)': with o-xah 'loss, re=

moval of 0' (cf. -le 15.): ~icxah G~.seli}

'the ground is free, clear of mud' L.

Gl-}e-le (as above, perhaps transitive) 'S does

something to the ground': with ?idah 'well,

alright, nicely, decently' (cf. -Ie 7.): ?idah
G~.xs}ili} 'I cleared ground' L, ?idah qu?Ge=

lex}eleh 'I'll clear ground' L, ?idah G~.x}e=

leh 'I'm clearing ground' L.

?ed-~ O-dl~}e-le (indirect reflexive with ?ed-~

'with self' of probable underlying transitive
O-dl-}-i 'S acts on 0 (dl-class) , with dl-class-=

mark for 0 'wheel' thematized) 'S bicycles' ('S

moves wheels along with self'): ?u.de~ ?ed~

?ew Aa.xs}ili} 'I rode it (bicycle) along there'

L, ?u.de~ ?ed~ ?ew Aa.Ge}ale.}}h 'he's

riding it (bicycle) along there' L.

?ad~ ye~ Aa.dale.~ (noun) 'bicycle' L. Nominal =

ized active imperfectiv~ with ye~-progressive;

perhaps intransitive 'it (wheels) acts about with
itself' or passive 'it (wheels) is ridden about, "".,
with oneself' (cf. -Ie 26c., last instance).

?i.lih-le (serving for non-neuter forms of ?i-le(?),

inflected for mode-aspect, apparently synonymous

with ?i.lih-~e'--~', though L at one point



suggests that this indicates stronger feeling than

?i-lih-le) 'S gets into state of mind, gets to

feel a certain way emotionally': with o-~ 'to=

wards 0', 'S recovers desire, ability for 0' (per=

haps in this case not synonymous with o-~ ?i-=

lih-~e'--~'): ?ew~ ?i-lihseli~}h 'he recovered

his desire for it' L, ?ew~ ?i-lihGele-~}h 'he's

recovering his desire for it' L, ?ew~ qe-lih=

welth}h 'he'll recover his desire for it' L,

de~e-l~ ?i-lihseli~}h 'he recovered his appetite,

hunger' L, ~wah~ ?i-lihseli~}h 'he recovered

his appetite, ability to eat' L, qe?sa-l~ ?i-=

lihseli~}h 'he recovered his ability to walk

(walks all the time now, after illness)' L, ~~

qe? ?i-lih6exdele-~ 'I'm regaining my appetite

(for something)' L; with ?we~ 'thus': we~ da-

?i-lihseli~ 'we felt like it' 65_69A; with ?idah

'fine, nice, alright, pretty well' and o-~a?

'in intimate relation with 0': ?idah si~a? ?i-=

lih6ele-~}h 'he's getting to like me' L, ?idah

si~a? ?i-lihseli~}h 'he got to like me' L, re=

petitive~-;,'.l~"::.;C' deqa-yu- ?idah ?i-lihle-=

g}h 'he gets spells of feeling alright once in

a while' L, with ~~a-dah 'badly': ~~a-dah

?i-lihseli~}h 'he got mad' L, ~~a-dah ?i-lih=



Gele-:1::j.h 'he's getting mad' LM, di~ k\1~a-dah

?i-lih?esli:1:G}h 'he didn't get mad' L, k\1~a-dah

?u~a? ?i-lihGexle-:1:inu- 'I'm getting disgusted
with them' L, ~~a-dah ?u~a? ?iolihxilihinu-
M (neuter imperfective, L rejects), ~~a-dah

?u~a? ?iolihxili:1:inu- 'I'm disgusted with them'

L, ~~a-dah ?i~a? ?i-lihxili% 'I'm angry with
you' L (neuter perfectives), with ~5uodah 'well':

~5u-dah ?i-lihxileh M (neuter imperfective, L

rejects), ~5u-dah ?i-lihxili:1: 'I'm in a good
mood' L, ~5u-dah ?i-lihyili% (?i-lihyileh M,

L rejects) da-J$: qa? sa?yah% 'he woke up in a

good mood' ('being in a good mood he woke up') L,

k\15u-dah ?u~a? ?i-lihxil}hinu- M (neuter im=
perfective, L rejects), ~5uodah ?u~a? ?iolih=

xili%inu- 'I'm happy with them' L, ?ele~gah~

~5uodah si~a? ?iolih?i-leh 'I hope you're

well-disposed toward me' L (active optative); with
?enahsekih 'fun, pleasure': ?enah~ekih ?u~e?=

lihsili:1:, ?enah~ekih ?u~a? ?i-lihsili:1: 'I
liked it, I got to like it' L, di~ ?enah~ekih

?u~e?lih?esli%G 'he didn't like it' L, ?a?d
?enah~ekih ?~~? ?i-lihseli% 'he got to like

her a lot' (but not so much as ---?i-lihse~?:1:)

L, ?enah~ekih ?u~a? ?i-lihGexle-:1: 'I'm getting

--



to like it' L, ?ew ~ewa"yu"~ ?enah~ekih ?i"=

lihGi"le"~ 'are you getting to like those dogs?'
M ?enah~ekih sixa? ?i"lihGele"~ih 'he's, " T

getting to like me' M, ?enah~ekih si~a? qe?

?i"lihGedele"x}h 'he's getting to like me again'
M, active optative: ?ele~gahJS: ?ew ~ewa"yu"

?enah~ekih ?u~e?lih?ixileh 'I wish I could like

those dogs' M, inceptive optative: ?ele~gah~

?ew ~ewa"yu" ?u~e?lihGexileh 'I wish I could

get to like those dogs' M, ?ele~gah~ ?ew ~ewa"=

yu. ?enah~ekih ?u~e?lihGi"leh 'I hope you're

getting to like those dogs' M, ?ele~gah~ ?enah=

~ekih ?u~a? ?i.lihGi"l}h}h 'I hope he likes

it' M; indirect reciprocal, with qe?: ?i~~a?

~5u.[dahJ qe? ?i.lihsdili~inu. 'they recon=
ciled, got on good terms with each other again'

M" Transitive (causative): k'u~a."dah xu"lih=

se~ix}h 'he made me angry' L, ~5u"dah xu"lih=

se~ix}h 'he made me happy' L, ~e3u"dah ?u~a?

xu.lihse~ix}h 'he made me like her' L, ~.~a"=

dah xu"lihGi"xi"} 'you're making me angry' L,

~~a.dah qa. ?i"lihGi.}i"x 'you're making us

angry' L, ~~a.dah ?i"lihGi.}i.}inu. 'you're

making them angry' L, ~~a"dah~ le~i.lihGexxi"~

'am I making you pl. angry?' L, ~~a"dah ?ahnu.



I

xu.lihqeGe3::i.3:: 'they're making me angry' L,
~e5u.dah Si~a? ?iqe.lihx3::ih 'I'll make you
like me' L, repetitive: ~~a.dah xu.lih3::i.g}h

'he repeatedly makes me angry' L. See also ?i.=

lih 0-3::-i and ?i.lih under le(?)-li.

d-G-de-le (problemq.tical form) in ki1~iyah ?iye?!,

deGedeleh 'you're bringing yourself bad luck (by

playing with fire)' L (unable to analyze, ki1~i=

yah 'evil' (S?), ?i-y-C! 'to your hand', verb
with d-class-mark thematized ('fire'?), -Ge-

apparently rE!;):resenting &-thematic, not inceptive;
see also d-de-le, d-le 3., d-G-leh and (;i!~d

stem Ie. '\
(a '.](;c ;'cL.'") ~v, ." ...,.~

1" ~A-M {,;V y



le(?)~li

le(?)~li (irregular stem, resembling xe(?), to which

it may be related; Rezanov le(?) nine times, ne(?)

once; attested in three major themes: O-?-xe-Ie(?),
used in all mode-aspects, stem -Ie? in all forms

except neuter imperfective, in which the stem (posi=
tive) is -leh or (negative) -le.=6; qe?-le?, used -

~

in all mode-aspects except neuter, stem invariably

-Ie?; and ?i-leh (negative ?i-Ie--=s), attested

(with certain correctness) in one mode-aspect only,
'identified as neuter imperfective on the basis of

stem-form, in spite of the lack of regular neuter im-

perfective prefix; a form, basically ?i"lih, which

is probably a deverbalization of the neuter theme,

also occurs as a prefix, preverb, or adverb in other

constructions)
C O-?-xe-Ie(?) (freely used in all mode-aspects,

stem -leh in neuter imperfective (positive,

-le"- in negative), elsewhere -Ie?, cf" xe(?),
O-?-(l-)x-~a') 'S believes, thinks, reckons

(rightly or wrongly), intends 0 to be C)': with

noun as C: ~ewa. gew ?u?xxileh 'I thought
, it wa~ a dog' M, di~ c'iyuh ?u?xxele"G 'I

didn't think it was a bear' M, di~ diyuh ?i?x=

xele"s 'I don't think you're a bear' M, diyuh

?i?xs1ile?x 'I thought you were a bear' M,



di~ diyuh ?i?xs~ele?~G 'I didn't think you

were a bear' M, diyuh ?u?Gex1ele?~ 'I'm be=

ginning to think it's a bear' M, c'iyuh xu?qu?=

~ele? 'you'll think I'm a bear' M, c'iyuh~gahJf

xu?Ge~il}?}h 'I hope he thinks I'm a bear' M,

?ita'? ?i?xs~ile?~ 'I took you for your father'

M; with postpositional phrases as C: 24.2A,

?uqa'? ?ahnu. ?u?~ileh 'he thinks they're

his own people (of his kind)' L; with verb-phrase

as C: dexa.g~ ?i?x~ileh 'I thought you were

working' M, xdexa.g~ xu?~il}h}h 'he thinks
I'm working' M, with ~-indefinite 0: xuqa?~eh

~?~il}h}h 'he intends to kill me' L, ?iqe?x=

~eh ~?x1ileh 'I think I'll kill you' L, ?i~i=

~eh} ~?x}ileh 'I thought I'd killed you' L,

di~ ?~h qu?x~ehG ~?x~ileh 'I thought I didn't

kill him, I didn't intend to kill him' L; with

deleh (deverbalized; form of d-le 'S says, acts

orally') as C: deleh ?i?x~ileh 'I stand on

ceremony with you' (out of respect, e.g. I don't

like to ask you for things or to touch your things)

L, ya?~' deleh xu?qu?~ele? 'don't stand on

ceremony with me' L, ?e~a' di~ deleh ~?~e=

le'G}h~iyah, ~i?q ya.yu'wahd ~a? d}h}h 'my

what nerve he has, helps himself to everything'



('he doesn't stand on ceremony with me ...,) L;
93.j'.-1,with we)!: 'thus' as C: 9.107, 10.198, 23.147, -

A

5l.95A, qe.dah we~ ?u?x~il:i-h:i-h ?u.da" qu"=
w:i-h~h 'I ~ he'll go th~re' ('I simply believe

assume, take fo'!' granted
(have faith) thus of him that he'll go there')

),\

L, with ~-indefinite 0: 47c.14L, we~ ~?=

qu?~ele? 'you'll think so' L, we~ ~?~il:i-h:i-h

sis:i-h~ 'he thinks I'm dead' ('he thinks thus

that I've died') L, we)!: ~?x~ileh 'I think so,

thus I believe' L; with o-~, attested only with

pronoun as 0, 'S is, becomes aware of 0', attested

onl;?T from L, with third person 0, perhaps to be

corrected to ~-indefinite, thus'S thinks some=

thing is 0', 'S is, becomes aware of existence of

0', cf. o-)!: ~-~e(?), cf. also o-~ ~-d-~-~a.q
'S hears of 0', o-~ ~e~ O-~-?ya 'S hears 0 at
distance'), ?U)!: ?u~'f~ileh 'I know about it, I --

heard about it, I'm aware of it' L, di~ ?u)!:

?u?x~ele.G 'I don't know about it, I've not heard

about it' L, ?u)!: ?u?xs~ile?~ 'I found out about

it' L, ?u~ qu?x~ele? 'I'll find out about it'

L, deJ\.i. ?i~ ?u?x~i.leh .r already heard about

(what) you (did)' L, with we~ perhaps mistran=
scribed for ?~: we~ ?u?x~ileh da.~~uh we~

qu"x~ih 'if presumably I had realized that I would
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have done thus to i-q' (ambiguous in Eyak as in

English) L, di~ we~ ?u?x~ile'Gduh 'I didn't

realize that:' L, ~i~ we~ ?u?~el~'Gduh we~ --

si~i~ 'I did it unintentionally' ('indeed I
.,

wasn't aWare of it, i:rrdced I didn't think so I

did thus to it') L, \Rezanov) Tm<axYaKOXJIHHHeKTY

'HeHapOQHO unvorsatzlich' ~i~ (?u~... or we~)
I ,.'

l{u?x~ene' G duh, Tm<oxK9-:lfiXJIHJIeK':E.' HHKO;My' (not in
/

,(I

Radlov, 'to no one')) idi~ we~ (or ?u~) l{u?x=

~ele'G 'I don't think so' (or 'I wasn't aware

of it'), XOX~HJIeK':E. 'He yMtro ich verstehe nicht',

rOX~eJIeK':E. 'He 3Haro ich verstehe nicht', both

probably to be read [di~ weJ~ (or [di~ ?uJ~)

?u?x~ele'G 'I don't think so (of it)' or 'I'm not

aware of it', or ...l{u?x~ele.G 'I don't think

so, I'm not aware of it'; reflexive: with o-ye~

'under 0': ?a?d ?iye~ ?edu?x~ileh 'I sure envy, adIfiire

you' (a compliment, you did better than I, 'I con=

sider myself very much under you') L, with o-~a?

'in intimate relation with 0': ?i~a? ?edu?x=

~ileh 'I thought myself (right there) with you'

L, with o-~a? and ya.~, probably to be ana=

lyzed ya. 'something, a thing, something or

other' as 0 of o-~ as with non-reflexive above:

?i~a? ya.~ ?edu?x~ileh 'I really appreciate
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Vyour (kind and unexpected) favor' Ij-
j\

qe?-le? « qa? ?i-le?, with preverb qa? 'up

out', here 'emergence, awakening, awareness',

fused with verb proper, always umlaute~ b~ ?~-= ,~, J.
(&0 #' 'fe?-4.f-L~"'A ";~

prefix of verb which is never overt as such; fu-= 1;1'2.)
j\,\indefinite 8 occurs before qe?-, rather than

after, in all spontaneous forms; attested in all

mode-aspects except neuters; stem sometimes ana=

logically -leh from M, also, though more rarely,

from L) 1-., With o-lah 'around 0, concerning 0': ;a..

'8 loves, likes 0' ('8 has, gets emergent feel=

ings, emotional awareness concerning 0'): active

imperfective: ?il.ah qe?xleh, ?ilah qe?xle?

(former analogical, less frequent) 'I love you'

LM, di~ ?ilah qe?xle-G M(analogical), di~

?ilah qe?xle?G 'I don't love you' L, si?uG3:1e=

yeqe~ahd ?ilah qe?xleh 'I love you with all my

heart' ('I love you from inside my heart') L,

?el si?UG3: ?i~ qu?li-x?ah ?ide?ilah qe?xl.eh

'I'd give you this heart of!mine I love you so'

L (standard expressions, stem analogical), ?ilah

da- qe?le? 'we love you' L, ?ulah qe?xl.e?

'I love it' M, Rezanov Y~RRexy~e~ '~ro6MTb

lieben' ?ulah qe?xwl}?}h, Y~HKeC~M '~ro6~ro

ich liebe' probably to be read ?ulah qe?xl}?}h

.



(not -lthth! L) 'I love him' LM, qi? ?i.sth~
silah qe?lt?th 'he loved me till he died' L,

?ilah qe?qelt?inu. 'they love you' M, ?ulah

qe? qe?xdele? 'I love it again' M, with !Cu.-=

indefinite S: silah qe?fule? L(not spontaneous,
elicited as acceptable alternative to following),

silah fuqe?le? 'somebody loves me' LM, ?ilah

!Cu.qe?le? 'somebody loves you' L, inceptive im=

perfective: ?ulah qe?qe?xle? 'I'll love it' M,

?ulah qe?qe?xl}?}h 'I'll make up with him' L,

?ulah qe? qe?qe?xdele? 'I'll love it again' M,

?ilah qe?qe?xle? 'I'll love you' M, di~ ?ilah

qe?qe?xle.G 'I won't love you' M (stem analogi=

cal) , qi? ?ixis}h~ ?ilah qe?qe?xleh 'I'll

love you till I die' L (stem analogical), ?ulah

qe?qe?yil}?inu. 'you shall love them' 61.15A,

with !Cu.-indefinite S: ?ilah !Cu.qe?qe?leh 'some=

body will love you' L (stem analogical), active

perfective: ?ulah qe?sile?z 'I fell in love

with it' M, 'I got to like it' L, ?ulah~vh qe?=
sele?z 'did you make up with him~' L, ?ilah

qe?siliz 'I loved you' M (stem confused with

l~, ?ulah qe? sile?z}h 'I loved him' L, in=

ceptive perfective: ?ulah qe?Gexle?z 'I'm

getting to like it' L, ?ulah qe?Gexle?z}h

l ,



'I'm getting to love him' L, ?ilah qe?sex=

le?3: 'I'm getting to love you' M, active op=

tative: ?ilah qe?ixile? 'that I may love you'

L, silah qe?i.lile?wahd 'in order that he love

me' L; indirect reciprocal: ?i3:1ah qe?del}?inu.

'they love each other' LM, ?i3:1ah qe?sele~=

dele? 'pl. love each other~' L, with o-~ 'with

0': ?ahnu.~ ?i3:1ah qe? sdile?3: 'they fell

in love with each other' (of one man and two wo=

men) 47b.16fnM, ?u~ ?i3:1ah (or ?i}ah) qe?x=

del}h}h de~vh 'my friend' ('person with whom I

love each other') L (stem analogical).

lb. Indirect reflexive, with o-~a? 'in

intimate relation with 0', 'S is, becomes disap=

pointed, has, gets feelings hurt by 0' ('S has,

gets emergent feelings, emotional awareness con=

cerning self over 0'): si~a? lah qe?del}?}h

'I hurt his feelings' L, ?~a? lah qe?qe?xde=

l}?}h 'I'll get hurt feelings over, disappointedl

by him' L, ?u~a? lah qe?xsdile?3:}h 'I got my

feelings hurt, disappointed by him' L, ?uJS:a?

lah qe?sexdele?3:}h 'I'm getting disappointed,

hurt by him' L.

2a. With o-~a?JS: '(movement within area)

close by 0', 'S watches (over), is attentive to,



is careful with, cares for, takes care of, re=

members 0': active imperative: ?u~a?~ qe?i.le?

'be careful with it" L ?uxa?x qe?i.li?ih., ..T T

'take care of him~' L, with o-wa.}~ 'by care=

ful attention to 0': ?ewa.}~ ?u~a?~ qe?i.le~=

Ie? 'pl. take good care of them:' 21b.72A; in=

ceptive imperfective: ~5u.dah ?i~a?~ qe?qe?x=
Ie? 'I'll take good care of you' 49.103A, ~=

5u.dah si~a?~ qe?qe?yile? da.~ 'if you'll

take good care of me' 49.106A, ?~a?~ qe?qe?x=

Ie? 'I'll be careful with it' L, ?u~a?~ qe?=

qe?xl~?~h (not -l~h~h) 'I'll take care of him,

I'll watch him' L sixa?x qe?qe?li?ih 'he'll" ..T .
take care of me' L ?ixa?x qe?qe?xle? 'I'll, ..
watch over you' MA, ?ixa?~ da. qe?qe?le? 'we'll

watch you~ M,- dik' ?iia?~ da. qe"? qe?qe?de=

le?G 'we won't watch you any more' M, ?ideGe=

xa.} ?u~a?~ qe?qe?xle? 'I'll watch my step

(how I'm going)' L, di~ ?i~a?~ qe?qe?xle?G

'I won't watch you' A, di~ ?i~a?~ qe?qe?xle?=

G~h 'I won't pay any attention

to him' A, 'I won't watch him' L, with fu-in=

definite s: ?i~a?~ fuqe?qe?le? 'somebody will

take care of you' L, with o-wa.}~ 'by close
..

attention to 0': ?uwa.}~ ?~a?~ qe?qe?xle?



'I'll remember it' M, active imperfective: ?ew=

~a?~ qe?le? 'he's taking care of them (cows),

51.41, 41A, ?ahnu.~a?~ qe?le? 'they (doctors)

took care of him' 61.52A, di~ ?ew~a?~ qe?le?=

G}h 'she doesn't pay any attention to it' 49.50A,

?u~a?~ qe?xle? 'I'm watching it' M, ?~a?~

qe?l}?}h 'he's babysitting him' M, ?u~a?~

qe?xl}?}h 'I'm watching him' A, di~ ?u~a?~

qe?xle?G}h 'I'm not watching him' A, si~a?~

qe?l}?}h 'he's watching over me' M, di?we~~uw

?u~a?~ qe?i.leh 'do you remember it?' M (stem

analogical), with ~-indefinite S: lO¥.162A,

~5u.dah ?u~a?~ ~qe?le? 'they~) took good

care of, kept careful watch over her' 25.39fnA,

active optative: ?ideGi.ya.l~a?~ ~a? qe?lile?

'you should watch your step (how you're going)'

L, active subjunctive: seqe.Geyu.~a?~ ?u~a?

qe?i.xle?~ si~ del}h}h 'he told me to babysit

his children' L, seqe.Geyu.~a?~ qe?i.xle?~

?ixleh 'I want to babysit children' L, custom=

ary: ~~a?~ qe?le.~ 'she would (cust) watch

people' 46.1 M; transcribed with -g-repetitive,

perhaps in error, active perfective: gah~ye?~

?u~a?~ qe?sile?gl 'I watched him all day' M,

~e~ye?~ ?u~a?~ qe?sile?gl 'I watched him all



night'M; indirect reciprocal: ?i~~a?~ qe?io=

la~dale?, ?i~J$:a?x qe?6alaJ$:dale? 'plo take

care of each other~' L (active and inceptive im=

peratives) 0

2b. With o-d-J$:a?J$: (as above, with d-thema=

tic, 'oral, noise') 'S heeds, listens carefully

to obe ys 0'0 ?a?d ~u~u.dah ?udaxa?x da., 0 \:I 0 .

qe?l}?}h 'we pay very close attention to what

he says' 51.15A, di~ ?~daJ$:a?J$: qe?le-6 'she ---
A

didn't pay any attention to him (what he said)'

lO.159A, di~ sida~a?J$: qe?yile06 'you didn't

heed me' 15.24fnM (prefix and stem-form analogi=

cal), di~ ?umaodaJ$:a?J$: qe?le?6}h 'he doesn't

obey his mother' M, ?ida~a?J$: qe?qe?xle? 'I'll

heed you' M, di~ ?idaJ$:a?J$: qe?qe?xle?6 'I

won't heed you' M, ?idaJ$:a?J$: da. qe?qe?le?

'we'll heed you' M, with ~-indefinite S: di~
't'e r

?udaJ$:.a?J$: A qe?~dale?6}h L (not spontaneous), --
'J}e f

di~ ?uda~a?J$: ~qe?dale?6}h 'no one heeds him, -
,..

pays attention to him (what he says) anymore' L,

lOo162A, sida~a?J$: ~a? qe?i.lile? 'you should

mind what I say' L, sida~a?J$: qe?i.lile?wahd

'so that you'll mind me' L, di~ ?umaodaJ$:a?J$:

qe?leO~6}h 'he (cust) doesn't mind his mother'

M, di~ ?udaJ$:a?J$: dao qe?leo~6 'we (cust)



didn't heed him' 51.13, 14A.

qe?-le? (gerundive) 1. Of preceding,2a. 'caring

for, watching over 0': seqe.Geyu-~a?~ qe?le?

xuGelga?l 'I'm getting tired of babysitting'

('watching over children is tiring me') L.

2. Of preceding, la., indirect reciprocal,

'love' in compound ?i~lah qe?dele? ~ah1

'love-leaf' (leaf from which love-potion was

made) L.
?i-leh--le-- (negative ?i-le--G, positive very

rarely ?i-le-, negative very rarely ?i-leh-G;
attested (with certain correctness) in neuter

imperfectives only, though lacking regular neuter

imperfective prefix, but identified as neuter
imperfective to accord with stem-forms in O-?_=

~e-le(?) (and xe(?)); first person singular,

for example, ?ixleh, not *xileh, negative

?ixle-G., not *?a?xle.G, with de-classifier

?ixdeleh, ?ixdele.G, not *(?i)xdileh, *?a?x=

dele.G; themes very frequently with postposition=

al phrase o-~a? '(in (intimate) relation) with

0', with which the verb proper coalesces, in all

but unusually slowed or careful style, in close

sandhi (the -~a? being umlauted to -~e?, and \

the ?i- usually dropping) 'S is in state of



mind': 1. With certain postpositional phrases

referring to motion: a. with o-d 'toward 0'
'S wants to go to 0': ~i~gahya?~ ?ixleh 'I

want to go to Chilkat' L, ?u.~ ?ixleh 'I want

to go there' L, ?u.~ qe? ?ixdeleh 'I want to

go back there' L, ~a?~qe~a? qe? ?idel}hinu.

'they wanted to go back to the island' 57.11G,

~a?~qe~ qe? ?idele.~inu. 'they (cust) wanted
to go back to the island' 57.7G, indirect re=

flexive: ?ed?e?~ qe? ?ixdeleh 'I want to go
back home' L.

lb. With o-ka? 'along with 0': duo

?ewa.d le~a. sika? leh (should probably be

corrected to sika? ?ileh or sike?leh) 'which

one of you wants to go with me?' L.

2. With certain other postpositional phrases:
a. with o-l-lah 'around o's head', 'S respects

0': ?u.nah ?ixl}h}h 'I think the world of him,
I respect him' L.

"2b. With o-li~, ,Mi.ga? 'anger, spite to= ~
r ,ward 0': ?ili'i'!:. ,tli.ga? ?ixleh 'I'm somewhat -

peeved at you' L, ?~hli1 .'di.ga? ?il}h}h lhe's --

mad at him' L.

3a. With o-~a? ; ',(in(intimate) relation)

with 0' (see also 4'. through 7. below),



'S likes 0': ?u~a? ?ixleh (slowed and care=

ful) , ?u~e? ?ixleh (somewhat slowed and care=

ful) , ?u~e?xleh (normal and allegro) 'I want

it, I like it' M, si~e?l}h}h 'he likes me.! L,

indirect reciprocal and with o-~ 'with 0':

si~ ?i~~e?del}h}h 'my sweetheart' ('he who

likes one another with me') L, indirect reflex=

ive: ~a? ?i-de-leh 'S likes self, is proud,

conceited, snobbish, uppity, dandy, dressed up,

elegantly or foppishly dressed': ~e?del}h}h

'he's stuck-up, snobbish, all dressed up, dressed

foppishly' L, ~e?xdeleh 'I'm proud of myself'

L, inceptive imperfective: ~e?qe?xdele? (correct=

ed from ~a?qe?xde~eh;, ~e?~?Xdeleh) 'I'll get

dressed fancy' L ~orced elicitation, L much pre=

fers ~e?qe.lihxde~), ?e~a. ~e?del}h}h~iyah

'what a dandy, fop he is~' L, Rezanov ~oaT =

xeTreTe~DHH '~ero~D, ~ero~HHaeitel' probably to

be read ~i~ gWah ?a?d ~e?d- ~e?del}h}h

or ~i~ gWah ?ed~e?d- ~e?del}hth 'every day

he's very dressed-up'.

3b. Indirect reflexive with ~a? 'toward

self' and o-~a?: ~a ?ew~e?del}hinu. 'they

want it for themselves' 28.102A.

3c. With o-ga? 'like 0' and o-~a?: ?a?d



?~od siqiodeye~dga? ?i~e?xleh 'I'm so mad
at you:' ('I have you emotionally very much like

here under my feet') Lo

40 With certain adverbs: a. with ?we~

'thus': we~ ?ioleh da.~ 'if you want to, if
you're thus inclined' L, lOo190A (neuter con=

ditional), ?idehdah we~ ?ileh 'he was quite

willing' l5.3M; with ?we~ and o-~a? '(in (in=

timate) relation) with 0': we~ ?ahnuo~e?l}h}h
'they like him somewhat' 9.l34A, di~ we~ ?i=

leoG, di~ we~ ?ew~e?le.6, ?udeGeo? ~~

.?io}teh 'isn't willing, isn't inclined toward

that, to give her little sister away to anyone'

9.83A, di~ we~ ?~~e?leoG}h 'he doesn't care

for, want her' 33.80A.

4b. With ?idah 'nicely, well, alright,

fairly': Rezanov HTaJ1XJIe 'Pa.lJ;IOCI>, Pa.lJ;I> froh,

fr5hlich' ?idah ?ixleh 'I'm pretty happy, in

a good mood', MTaHJII>HH (-JII>HH written over

crossed-out JIJIe, or perhaps Te, see t'e'..fu') ,
A?idah ?il}h}h (or ?idah ?ileh) 'he's happy' r<."J~ ~{

~-,-~-~~,L, 'is in a fine mood' 27a.4lL; with o-~a?,
'S is happy with 0, S likes 0': di~ ?idah

?ew~e?le06 'doesn't care for that, didn't like

it much' 34.l2M, ?idah si~e?l}h}h 'he likes
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'" """h

me' L, di~ ?idah si~e?le.G}h 'he doesn't

like me, isn't happy with me' L, ?idah~ si~e?=

le~leh 'do you pl. like me?' L.

4c. With ~~a.dah 'badly': ~~a.dah

?il}h}h 'he's in a bad mood, he's angry, mad'

L; with o-~a?: ~~a.dah~ si~a? yileh 'are

you mad at me?' L.

4d. With ~5u.dah 'well' and o-~a?:

~5u.dah si~e?l}h}h 'he likes me' L, ~i.~e~

~e5u.dah si~e?l}h}h 'he liked me fine last

night' L, indirect reciprocal: k'e5u. (should

probably be corrected to k'e5u.dah) ?i~~a? qe?

?idil}hinu. 'they like each other again' 16.19M.

4e. With ?edewi?} 'excitement, hurry,
?war': ?edewi?} ?ixleh 'I'm in a hurry' L. ,~

4f. With ?enah~ekih 'fun, pleasure',

attested only with o-~a?, o-~a? following ?an=

ah~ekih where 0 is pronoun, preceding where 0

is other than pronoun, 'S likes 0 (unqualified=

ly)': (1) with pronoun as 0: CIa) '. frequently

with appositive noun as prologue or epilogue: )<

?enah~ekih o-~e?leh 'likes 0': 9.68, 73, 92,

10.120,49.6,7, 51.29A, 54.3fnG, ?enah~ekih
si~e?l}h}h 'he loves me' L, dik' ?enah~ekih

si~e?le.G}h 'he doesn't love me' L, dik'



"41 .
?enah~ekih 0-~e?le.6 'doesn't like 0': 9.'1"-;' ~,

74, 10.267A, 34.56M, 54.14G, 60.32A, di~ ?enah=
~ekih ?~~a? ?idele.6 'he doesn't like her

anymore' 23.110, 110fnA, la?mahd ?enah~ekih

?ule~e?xleh M, la?mahd ?enah~ekih ?ule~e=
i@?xleh 'I like berries' ('b.erries I like them')

L, ?enah~ekih ?u~e?xleh L, 42.lL, ?enah~ekih

?u~a? ?ixleh 'I like it' M, di~ ?enah~ekih

?u~e?xle.6 'I don't like it' A, di~ la?mahd

?enah~ekih ?ule~e?xle.6 'I don't like berries'
M di~ ?enah~ekih ?ixa? ~e? ?ixdele.6 'I, " ":i

don't like you anymore' L, s~i?mahd~ se~mahd~

di~ ?enah~ekih ?u~e?xle.6 'I don't like the

bread you baked' ('you baked bread, I don't like
it') M (close syntax literally translating gloss

would be di~ ?ew se~mahd~ s~i?mahd~~a? ?enah=

~ekih ?ixle.6), de" ?ewa"duh ?enah~ekih ?u~e?=

i.leh, na.w da.~ giyah 'which do you like

(better), whiskey or beer?' L, ?enah~ekih

?u~e?yileh 'you like it' 51.25A, di~ ?enah=
~ekih ?u~e?yile.6 'you don't like it' 10.269A

(form of second person pronoun prefix perhaps in=

correct, analogical, or incorrectly transcribed
in these allegro forms, better perhaps -~e?i.l-),

?enah~ekih ?i~a? da.?ileh 'we like you' L,



?enah~ekih ?u~e?le~leh 'you pl. like it'

9.141A; (lb.) negative, with optative verb

clause in apposition with 0 (?u-, ?ew- 'it,

that') 'S doesn't like, want it, that ...should

...': di~ ?enah~ekih ?u~e?le.G (or ?ew~e?=

le.G): 2b.3L, 9.101, 10.267, 23.40, 33.61,49.=

25,27, 51.25A, di~ ?enah~ekih ?u~e?xle.G

?ulah ye~ ?edi.lih?ix}i?yah 'I don't want,

like to think about it' L, positive: ?enah~e=

kih ?u~e?xleh ?ule~ ?}.xi}?eh 'I'd like to

see it' ('I want it that I should see it') 71.=

4LM, ?enah~ekih ?ew~e?l}h}h ?ewa. ?ixdi=

xa.g} 'he wants me to work for him' ('he wants,

likes that I should work for him') L, ?enah~e=

kih~uh ?ew~e?le~leh le~a. ?ixdixa.g} 'do you

pl. want me to work for you?' L; (lc.) with ap=

positive clause in imper£ective, 'S likes (the

fact) that ...does ...': ?enah~ekih ?ew~e?=

l}h}h ?ewa. xdexa.g} 'he likes the work I do

for him' ('he likes it that I'm working for him')

L, le~ ~.~e. ?enah~ekih ?u~e?xleh 'I like

this weather' ('I like (the fact) that some=

thing's this way') M, negative: 9.73A; (2) with

form other than pronoun as 0 of o-~a? (tighter

syntax, much less frequent than preceding type



....l'!.i; ,

of construction, especially in text): with

noun as 0 of o-~a?: la?mahdle~a? ?enah~ekih

?ixleh 'I like berries' M, with gerundive

as 0 of o-~a?: 44.lL, na.w dela~a? ?enah=

~ekih ?il}h}h 'he likes to drink whiskey' L,

?u.d ?isda.l~a? ?enahsekih ?il}h}h 'he likes

to sit there' L, Geleta.l~a? ?enah~ekih ?ix=

leh 'I like life' li, ye~ ?iswe.~J$:a? ?enah=

~ekih ?ixleh 'I like swimming (about)' L,

ye~ ?isqe.~~a? ?enah~ekih ?ixleh 'I like

boating (about)' L, with optative verb-clause

subordinated as 0 of o-~a?: di~ ?ew~a? ~.=

li}yah~a? ?enah~ekih ?ile.G}h 'she didn't want

to interfere with them' 46.8M, ?~.d xu?ya.yi}=

qah~a? ?enah~ekih ?ixleh 'I want to camp here'

L, sahd~ Gela.xitah~a? ?enah~ekih ?ixleh

'I want to (that I should) live a long time' L;

indirect reciprocal: 54.l4G, di~ ?enah~ekih
?i}~a? ?idele.Ginu. 'they don't like each other'

L, ?enah~ekih ?i}~a? ?idel}hinu. 'they like

each other' L.
4g. As above, customary (neuter): ?enah=

~ekih ?u~e?le.~ 'they (cust) like it' 5l.29A.

4h. Mode-aspects other than neuter imper=

fective or customary, from M only, some probably



incorrect, with analogical stem-form, and others

with stem le-J certainly incorrect: ?ew

la?mahd ?enah~ekih ?ule~a? qe?yileh 'you'll

like those berries' M, ?enah~ekih ?u~a? ?iqe?x=

leh 'I'll like it' M, di~ ?enahsekih ?u~a?

?iqe?xleeG 'I won't like it' M, ?enah~ekih

?u~a? ?iGexlee~ 'I'm getting to like i~' M,

?enahsekih ?u~a? ?isili~ 'I liked it' M, di~

?enahsekih ?u~a? ?ixsli~G (or ?ixsle?~G) II

didn't like it' M, ?elesgah~ ?enah~ekih ?u~e?=

iGielih:j.h 'I hope he likes it' M (but "sounds

too short", better ?ele~ga~ ?ewahsekih ?u~e?=
I

ielihGielihih, see ?iel.ih--_elih- below).

5. With- subordinate subjunctive verb-clauses:

ae where S of s~bjunctive verb is the same person

as S of ?i-leh: (1) where subjunctive is intran=

sitive (verb with o-~a?): ?ewle~~e? qe? ye=

Gedelee~ ?ileh 'they want to get revenge for

it' 28.132A, ?~a? we~ ?a?fue~ ?ileh 'want=

ed~ to marry (live with) her' 42.1L, ?u?ehd~ah

Gae~ ?ileh 'wanted to leave his wife' 47a.lL,

?ulex ?iGuX}?eex ?ixleh 'I want to see him'..
M, Rezanov YT~~THKXKyaK~ sxy~~e 'Co~raT~
lug en , ?u~ diexgWeG[~J ?ixwleh 'I want to

lie to him', di~ ?ule~ ?iGux%?ee~ ?ixle.G



'I don't want to see him' M, sex~e?e~g~ ?ixleh

'I want to sneeze' L, di~ sex~e?e~g~ ?ixlehs
IX'I don't want to sneeze' L, se~e?e~g~ ?i.leh ~-'
~'do you want to sneeze?' L, qe? ?ixda.~ ?ix=

leh 'I want to go home' L, qe? ?i.da.~ ?io=

leh 'you want to go home' L, ya? ?eda.~ ?i=

l}h}h, y~o? seda.~ ?il}hih 'he wants to sit
down' L, di~ y~.? ?exda.~ ?ixlehs 'I don't

want to sit down' L, ya? ?exte.~ ?ixleh, y~.?

Gexte.~ ?ixleh 'I want to lie down' L, ?excu?d~

?ixleh, sexcu?d~ ?ixleh (former preferred) 'I
want to sleep' L, ~iyahd da?leGex1~ah~ ?ixleh

'I (man or woman) want to get married' L, ?i.x=

gah~ ?ixleh 'I want to dance' L, ye~ ?exde=

we.~ ?ixleh 'I want to go swimming' L, sege.=

Geyu.~a?~ ge?ioxle?~ ?ixleh 'I want to baby=
sit' L, Gex~e?e.~ ?ixleh 'I (woman) want to

get married' L, di~ ?ulah ye~ ?edi.lih?ex=

~a?ya.~ ?ixle.s 'I don't want to think about
it' M, for further examples see da, te, cu?d-=

cuhd; (2) where subordinate subjunctive is tran=

sitive, without o-~a?: ~suxdela.~ ?ixleh
'I want to drink something' M, di~ ~suxdela.~

?ixle.G 'I don't want to drink anything' M, ?ew

?exdela.~ (or Gexdela.~, former preferred,



not *?ixdela.~) ?ixleh 'I want to drink it'

L, ?ew qeGe~e'~ ?ileh 'they want to kill it,

it wants, they want to kill them' L, ?ahnu. Ge=

~e'~ ?il}h}h 'they want to kill him' 56.2lL,

xu'~e'~ qvhew ?ileh 'he wants to kill me' L,
,

xuGe~e.~ ?ileh 'they want to kill me' 20.69fnA,

fu'~e'~[~J ?ileh 'they want to kill things'

20.69fnA, Gex1da.sg~ ?ixleh 'I want to weigh
it' L, li.xduh~ ?ixleh 'I want to flesh skin'

L, y~'? ?eAa'Gex1a?ya'~ ?ixleh 'I want to
fall over' L (reflexive), ?ew iu? Ge1ya'~

?il}h}h 'he wants to find (it) out' L, fu?x=

1te'~~ ?ixleh 'I want to be carrying something'

72.39fnL (poetic), ?ew ~a'na.~ ?ileh 'he
wants to eat it' L, ?ew ~a.xa'~ (or ~eGexa'~)

?ixleh 'I want to eat it' L, ?u?leGex1gah~

?ixleh 'I want to learn it' L, deGex1edeh~

?ixleh 'I want to have it (linguistic skill)'

L; (3) with o-~a?, relatively rare, and only

where subordinate subjunctive is transitive:

di.x1da?~ ?u~e?xleh 'I want to drown it' L,
fu~a? ?a?x1~'~ ?u~e?xleh 'I want to use it'

L, ?i~ ?exta'~. ?u~e?xleh 'I want to give

it to you' L, ?u?leGex1ga~ ?u~e?xleh 'I'd

like to know him' L.



5b. Where S of subjunctive verb, transi=

tive or intransitive, is different person from

that of ?i-leh: (1) with o-~a?, where 0 of

o-~a? is same person as S of subjunctive verb,

reinforcing change of S from that of

?i-leh: deGi.~e.~ ?i~e?xleh 'I want you to

be hungry' L, deGex~e.~ si~a? ?il}hinu. 'they

want me to be hungry' L (see further instances

under ~e'), Aa°C!e.ga? Gele.~ ?u~e?xleh 'I

want it to turn red' M, we~ Gele.~ ?Uie?xleh

'I want it to happen, do thus' L, siya. ?ule~~o?

yeGiole.~ ?i~e?xleh 'I want you to avenge them

for me' 34.74M, Gi.~eo~ ?i~e?xleh 'I want you

to kill it' L Gio~e.x ?ixe?xlihih 'I want, ..T T

you to kill him' L, qeGio~e.~ ?i~e?xleh 'I

want you to kill them' L; (2) with o-~a? lack=
relatively rare

ing: de~u? yao~ deGiole.~ ?ixleh 'I want you
/A

to tell the truth' L, ?~.d xu?yeGe}qa.~ ?ix=

leh 'I want to camp here' L ('I want it to dawn

on me here', impersonal, conjugated for 0 only,

0 here being the same person as S of ?i-leh).

6. With subordinate verb in optative, much

less frequently than in subjunctive, same mean=

ing, and perhaps incorrect; use of o-~a? per=

haps same.as in construction with subordinate



verb in subjunctive, but o-~a? apparently

more frequently present with no change of S and

more frequently absent with change of S: Aa-=

~idu? ?u~e?xleh 'I want to caulk it' L, ?i~

?ixitah ?u~e?xleh 'I want to give it to you'

L, di~ qe? ?idik}-~ ?i~e?xle.G 'I don't want

you to cry anymore' M, di~ xu-liqahG ?ew~e?x=

leh 'I'don't looks like he gonna bite me'" L (with

rare negative optative, II want that it not bite

me'), da- ye~ ?idi?a?~~ ?i-leh 'do you want

to take a walk?' ('do you want that we should

walk about?') L-

7- With subordinate verb in hybrid form,

optative prefixes and subjunctive stem-form and

suffix, almost certainly incorrect, same meaning

as with subordinate verb in subjunctive, attested

only with S same in both verbs, o-~a? present

where subordinate is transitive: ya? ?ixida-~

?ixleh 'I Wqnt to stay seated' L, ya? ?ixite-~

?ixleh 'I want to lie down' L, ?i-xigah~ ?ix=

leh 'I want to dance' L, di~ ?i.xig~ ?ix=

le-G 'I don't want to dance' L, la-xiduh~ ?u=

~e?xle., leGexiduh~ ?u~e?xle- 'I want to flesh
it (skin)' L-

8- With subordinate verb in active perfect=



ive: di?weJ$; sidah3: ?ixleh 'I. want to stay

seated' L ('I want yet that I am seated' cf. Eyak

Texts 20.~, 55fn).

?iolih--_olih- (form of neuter theme ?i-leh in=

corporated as prefix in other verb-themes, in

position immediately following that of inceptive

imperfective prefix qu?-: qu? + -lih- > qe.lih-,

with prefix 0 of transitive verbs: xu-, ?i-,

ltu-, leJ$;i-, ?ed-, +_olih > xu.lih-, ?iolih-,

ltu°lih-, leJ$;iolih-, ?ediolih-) 'emotionally',

attested only with ten stems (but probably not so

limited in privilege of occurrence) in the follow=

ing themes: with stems -Ie (and causative -3:i)

and -~e'--~' in same themes as neuter imper=

fective ?i-Ieh, adding little or nothing to the

meaning but serving as bearers of mode-aspect in=

flection; o-~a? ?i-lih-(de-)ta 'sg. 8 depends

on 0', o-~a? ?i-lih-qu 'pl. S depend on 0',

?iolih-~e-d~' 'S is, becomes emotionally strong'

?i_Iih-3:e-~~oG 'S is, becomes emotionally weak',

?iolih-~eo~ 'S is, becomes irascible, cross-=

grained', ?e~dih ?ed-?iolih-3:e-J$;a' 'S loses

consciousness', O-J$; ?i.lih-3:e-?ao~ '8 is, be-=

comes enamoured of 0', o-~ahd yeJ$; ?i.lih-?ya,

o-J$;a? ya? ?i-lih-?ya 'S is disappointed in,



by 0', o-~ahd ?iolih-?ya 'S gives 0 good luck',

o-~ao~ ?iolih-?ya 'S is in favor of 0', ?ed-=

?iolih-3:e-?ya' 'S thinks'o

?iolio--?iolih- (morphological classification un=

certain, variant of preceding occurring apparent=

ly in postpositional phrases, probably with zero

allomorph of reflexive 0) 10 ?i.li.~ (probably

to be analyzed ?ed-?i.li.-~, with postposition

o-~) 'intention, attempt, pretense', usually

followed by q-emphatic and usually requiring

vocalization of classifier in verb-theme: clear=

ly vocalizing classifier: ?i.li.~ (qvhew) xu=

qu?ye3:ece~fh 'he tried to cut my hand' L (cf.

xuqu?yi.3:ce~fh 'he'll cut my hand'), ?i.lio~

qew ~exdah 'I make a stab at, desultory effort

at eating it, pretend to eat it' L (cf. ~exah

'I'm eating it'), ?ioli.~ ~eAa.Geda?ya.3:fh

'he's trotting, jogging, running slowly along'

L (cf. ~eAa.Ga?ya°3:fh 'he's running along'),

?i.li.~ qvh xuqu?de~eh 'he intends to kill

me,1 he's trying to get me killed' L (perhaps
,that

passive xuqu?de~eh AI'll be killed'); with verb

themes with vocalic classifier wI.thout ?i.lio~:

?i.li.~ qVh qe? Geda.3: 'he's trying (e.g.

drunk) to walk home' L, ?i.li.~ q\1h di.3?a?g



\.

?edu?1igah 'he's making believe he can read' L,

?i.li.~ ~hew ?uli? ?edqu?di.x1ah 'I'll pre=
tend I don't like him' L; with classifier not

vocalized, perhaps incorrect: ?i.li.~ ~ si~
li?~ leleh 'he made a token effort to smile at
me' M (perhaps to be corrected to ledeleh). ?i.=

lih qvhew 1~hd we~ 1ih 'he pretends he can

smoke' L (perhaps to be corrected to 1eleh) ,

?i.li.~ qVh de~Vhyu.ga? c}?deleh 'he pretends
he can talk Eyak (talk like people)' L (perhaps

to be corrected to ci?dedeleh)..
2a. ye~ ?i.lihxa? dexda?ya.~ "'I'm

hungry for something but don't know what'" L,

basic theme d-?ya with ye~-progressive, re=

quiring de-classifier, perhaps also, with zero
allomorph of reflexive 0, indirect reflexive
with ?ed-?i.lih-xa?, or indirect reflexive

with ?ed-xa? 'one's own eating, own mouth' or

not indirect reflexive, with preverb xa? 'mouth',

in which (latter two) interpretations ?i.lih

would function as an adverb or preverb.

2b. de?a. ?i.lih~~.? k'uGe1a?yah da.~

?~.da? <Ie? qa?d:j.h}h 'when he gets over it him=
self he'll come back here' L, to be analyzed as

preceding, ?ed-?i.lih-~~.?, or ?ed-~~.? (o-~~.?



'entire length of 0'), or ~t}-? (preverb,

'completion, equilibrium')-
?i-lih (used preverbially instead of incorporated

in verb, apparently rare) 'emotionally': ~e3u-=

dah si~~? ?i-lih ?iqe?x:t;ih (same as ~e3uo=

dah si~a? ?iqe-lihx:t;ih) 'I'll make you happy

with me' L, ~e3u-dah ?u~a? ?i-lih xuse:t;i:t;

(same as ~e3u-dah ?~a? xuolihse:t;i:t;th) 'she

made me like her' L-

o-?e?(-~) de-le?g (perhaps with stem to be ana=

lyzed as le(?) with -g-repetitive thematized,

otherwise not so occurring) see le?g-le?gW-u?g-=

(l)ug-

,~



Ie.

Ie. (once leh; perhaps < ?le. and related to ?luw-=
..t- 101t;1Y? '\?nuw-?li' -?lu?::; ,..#,..., f~ __7~,.e" .~5 A' /Joe..' //

-Ie. suffix, attested only in te?ya?le. (noun,

unclassified) 'king salmon' LM, la.4, 8, Ib.2,

5,7,10, 13M, 10.90, 93, 94, 95, 97, 102, 103,

105,108,109,123,132,135, l57, 185.11, 138,

139,140,142,148,150,152,65.7, 9.A, 67.13G,
(if~lushia Nelson tei'ya'le. or t~iyatJ:E' 'king

salmon' BSdL 540, te?ya?le.yeqeGi?ya? 'king sal=

mon entrails' 10.100A, te?ya?le.de?e.og 'slab

of king salmon meat' 10.140, 149A, te?ya?leh

'king salmon' 11.138A. Perhaps < 'big fish',
but L unable to et~ologize.



leh

2leh (perhaps related to la~na, de-leh)

leh (preverb, attested only with zero final)

'through complete seasonal cycle, year', attest:
ed only with theme Gl-?ya 'time passes', see

Gl-?ya 2a., leh Gela?yah.
o-leh (postposition, with zero and -~ finals)

'year for 0, year of o's life', attested only
with theme Gl-?ya 'time passes', see Gl-?ya

2b.



nell

neh

neh (exclamation) 'come on now:, never mind~',

expression of impatience: neh 'alright, give

it to me:, let me do it~' (M's mother said to M's

father, jerking something from his hand) L. neh
qele? 'now let me see that~' LM, neh ?ele~uh
'now give me that~' L, neh ya? ?eledux 'now

stop that:' L, neh ~i.~ ?ec'e~ 'now throw that

away~' L, neh sidelye~e~ah ?a. 'now get out
of my way~' L, neh ~eye?u.~ gu.l~.?, ?u.de~

?es qu?xah 'now stand back~, I'm coming through'

L, neh dexu. we~ qu?x~ih 'never mind 1-'1.1 do

it myself, I may as well do it myself' L, neh,

xu' ~qu?x~Ge~g 'alright, never mind, l-'ll

paddle' 7l.l9LM.



la

la

O-de-la 'S drinks 0' (generally without gl-class-=

mark for 0 'liquid'): inceptive imperative: Reza=

nov RaTeJIJIRf 'n~PJ trinken (Imperate)', Furuh=

jelm Khatilia 'to drink' Gedela?, ?ew Gede=
lae? 'drink it:' L, qe? Gedela? 'drink it some

more:' L, active imperative: ?edelah L, ?edelae
M, ?edelee L (twice), ?ew ?edelae? 'drink it:'

L, ?el ?edeleh 'drink this~'~, inceptive im=

perfective: Wrangell RaRRYXTaJIa '~Tb 6y~
trinken' g$yah qu?xdelah 'I'll drink water',

qu?xdelah (not -lae) 'I'll drink it' L, di~

qu?xdelaeG (or -lahG) "I won't drink it' L,

~qu?xdelah 'I'll drink something' L, qael ne.~.
dae~ ~qu?xdelah 'this is my first drink' ('now
for the first time I'm drinking something') L,

Ge~?ihd yae qu?xdelah 'this is my last drink'

('I'll drink a last one') L, active imperfec=

tive: xdelah 'I'm drinking it' L, giyah xde=
lah 'I'm drinking water' M, ~delah 'I'm drink=

ing (something)' LM, di~ ~xdelaeG 'I'm not

drinking anything' LM, delah 'you're drinking
it, it's drinking it' L, ~delah 'you're drinking

(something), it's drinking (something)' LM, ~=

delahyae~ 'lest there be drinking' L ('lest he



drink something'"or 'lest someone drink it',),

qe? ~xdelahya.~ 'lest I drink anymore' L, da.

delah 'we're drinking it' LM, le~delah~uh 'are

you pl. drinking it?' LM, ?ew del}h}h 'he's

drinking it' L, di~ ?ew dela.G}h (or -lahG-)

'he's not drinking it' L, di~ giyah delahG

'they weren't drinking water' 51.7IA, de~idah

~del}h}h 'he's continually drinking' L, ?el

~ xdelah 'I'm drinking this wine' (not steadi=

ly or for a long time like following) L, inceptive

perfective: ?el ~ Gexdela.~ 'I keep drink=

ing this wine' L, ~Gexdela.~ 'I'm in the pro=

cess of drinking something (a long time, constant=

ly)' L, ~Gedela.3:}h 'he's "always" drinking' L,

active perfective: sdilah~(}h) 'drank it' 2a.7M,

2b.IIL, xsdilah3: 'I drank it' L, active optative:

giyah ?ixdilah 'let me drink water' L, de?u.d

?ixdilah 'let me drink it' L, de?u.duh ?idi=

l}h}h 'let him drink it' L, da. ?idilah 'let's

drink it' L, ?u.dkih ~a? ~u.dilah da. ~.di=

lah 'I wish you'd drink (so) we could drink (to=
gether) , ('would that you drink something that we

might drink something') L, 7t<iih q;i?,,?!ahd giyah

?ixdilah 'whence would I get water to drink,' L,

active conditional: ?ixdelah da.~ 'just as I



got started drinking it' L, active subjunctive:

?ew ?exdela.~ ?ixleh L, inceptive subjunctive:

?ew Gexdela.~ ?ixleh 'I want to drink it' L

(but L prefers active), ~Guxdela.~ ?ixleh 'I

want to drink something' 11, dilC ~Guxdela.~

?ixle.G 'I don't want to drink anything' 11, with

ye~-progressive, active optative: da. ye~ ~.=
dilah 'let's go around drinking (something)' 11,

customary: xdela.lC 'I (cust) drink it' L, ~=

dela.~}h 'he (cust) drinks (something)' L (active

imperfectives) , ?idila.~ '(cust) drink it~' L

(active imperative), de?u'dnh ?idila'~}h 'let
him (cust) drink it' L (active optative); indirect

reciprocal: ~lah ?iJ:le~ del}hinu' 'they're
trying to outdrink each other' ('they're drinking

more than each other about something') L; with

gl-class-mark for 0, 'S drinks 0 (some

special liquid)': gelexdelah 'I'm drinking it
(e.g. whiskey)' 11, 'I'm drinking it' ("probably

-L 3(/ ...'~,rt..)';iv~ ;.",T UJ"'~ ,*£t!, -, "" \not water, more like medicine") L. )1\"
A /'A)""

o-d O-J:-la (causative of transitive) 'S makes 0

drink 0, gives 0 0 to drink' : sid GeJ:la? 'give

it to me to drink!, make me drink it!' L; ?id

qu?xJ:lah 'I'll make you drink it, give it to you

to drink' L, ?id siJ:lahJ: 'I made you drink



it'L.

dalah (deverbalization) 'drinking, drink', attested

only as 0 of o-~a? na.w dalah~a? ?anah~akih

?il}h}h 'he likes to drink whiskey' L (perhaps

incorrect), and with -kih diminutive suffix in

dalahkih si~ dao~ ?i?dal}h}h 'he begs me for

a drink' L.
-lah (gerundive) 'drinking': with indefinite 0:

k'ulah ?iqe?dioleh 'there'll be drinking, drink=

ing will go on' L, k'ulah xuGa~ga?~ 'I'm getting

tired of drinking' ('drinking (something) is tiring

me') L, ?a?ah~akih yi~eh fulah 'it's fun to

drink (something)' L, qah daqaw xuGio~ga?~,

?aw ~lah ?i~a? 'you're tiring me out already,

(with) that drinking of yours' L, ~lahga? xu? =

wa~gawthth 'he's making me feel like drinking' L,

with third person 0: qah daqaw xusa~ga?~, ?ulah

?ewa. 'I'm tired of drinking it' ('it's tired me

out finally, drinking that') L, gi.wao ?ulah~a?

~?xs~ituhg~ 'I got lazy from drinking beer' L.

giyah sdilah~ (noun, unclassified) 'humpback sal=

mon' ("deep talk" for same fish is kao~lC, < 'it

drank water' ~) L, giyah sdilah~~a? dao qa?=

qeh 'we'll boat after humpiest L.

giyah~ da. ~alah (noun) 'water bucket' L (L un=



1la-na

la-nal (complex of stem-forms, united here under the

basic meaning of 'live or move in certain locality or

position' and more or less clear derivatives thereof,

probably to be identified with la.-na.l and possibly

also la-na2, see also comparative remarks (with Atha=

paskan and Tlingit) under O-~-la; Furuhjelm regular=

ly implies na where all other sources show la; those

forms which are regularly na are listed in separate

subentries)
-la (basic meaning'S (individually or collective=

ly) moves, lives, goes about the business of living,
in natural medium (as fish, school of fish in water,

people, community on territory, in locality)',.,-~
" ..

.~r'. I 'S ( fish..,
aquatic animal, individually or in school) swims

(under water), moves (in water)': qa?lah 'it

(fish) will swim (away)'~; qu?qi.lah 'they (fish)

will swim away' M, ge.yahd qu?dalah 'they (fish)

will go back out to sea' 2Ib.72A, ?1}.h7l:' Gala.~

'it (loon) is swimming along (underwater) with

him' 27b.37A, te?ya? Gala.~ 'fish is, are swim=

ming (along)' M, o-lah ?1}.h7l:' salah~ 'it (loon)

swam (underwater) around 0 with him' 27b.38A,

, lah3 salah~ 'it (dead rat) moved forward out



able to etymologize, but has to do with "drink=

ing," perhaps < giyah ?uJ$; da- r:elah 'by

means of it we drink water', with r:e- for de-=

classifier required by o-~ 'by means of 0',

nominalized active imperfective).



(in water)' 28.67A, qeselah% 'they (fish) swam'

M, ~i'~ selah% 'it, they (fish) swam away, way

over there' M, with o-da? 'to 0' and qe? 'back':

21a.27, 33L, with qa? 'up out': qa? selah%

'it (sea-otter) surfaced, emerged' 12.2,5,7, 29G,

with o-qa? 'amongst 0': ?ewqa? selah% 'it

(fish) swam into school (amongst them)' L, ?u~a?

yeq ?i.lahwahd 'so it'd swim ashore by him' 11.=

150A, ?a.li?%~ ?i.lah% 'they're way up creek

or lake, gathered near beach (to spawn)' (of all

salmon but king) L (neuter perfective), ?ewYeqe~

qew ?ela.~ 'they (cust) swim into them' 62.5G,

di~ ?ewle~ ?ela.~G 'they (cust) don't swim past

that' 56.13L, qe? ?edela.~ '(fish) (cust) swim

back' 21a.6L, 21b.25A, inceptive conditional (with=

out da.~): te?ya? ?u.da? doG Gelah 'fish

(which) might swim upriver to there' 68.50A, with

ye~-progressive: ye~ dela.~ 'it (fish, or duck

underwater) is swimming around' L, ?~~ ye~

dela.~ 'it (whale) was swimming around with him

(inside)' 11.162A, 3a.q ya.qde~ ye~ dela.~

'bullhead is swimming, moving around in the sky'

(of a constellation) L, ca?ya?:JS: yet dela.~

'they (fish) are swimming around at a deep level'

L.



2. 'S (human, group of persons) moves, es=

tablishes residence, household, camps, dwells,

lives (in certain locality)': ?i-active impera=

tive: ?ila? 'move (your residence)~' L, ?ile~=

la? 'pl. move (your residence)~' L, qu?xlah

'I'll move' LM, 32.26A, da. qa?lah 'we'll move'

L,32.26A, qa?l}hinu. 'they're going to move

camp' L, 49.?4A, ?u.~ahd qe? qu?delah 'they're

going to move back from there' 49.81A, di~ qa?=

lahGinu. (or -la.G-) 'they won't move' L, Gexw=

la.~ 'I'm moving' L, Gela.~inu. 'they're mov=

ing' L, ?~.~ da. Gela.~ 'we're moving here' L,

active perfective (both in usual sense and in

neuter sense), 'S moved, has moved, established

camp, residence, S lives, dwells (at certain 10=

cality)': 7.1, 2A, 27a.lOL, 28.134,134, 135A,
39.1L, 47b.6?, 49.18,30, 30a, 68.59A, qe? sdi=

lah~}h 'she moved again' 49.19A, ?ahnu.~ahd
selah~ 'she moved (household) away from them'

49.17A, lCu3u.dah selah~inu. 'they have a good
"

life, live well' ?lb.68A, Rezanov C~~H~D

'~Tp leben' selah~ 'you, he, they moved, dwell,
live (somewhere)', silah~ 'I moved' L, ?u.di~ah

selah~inu. 'they moved away from there' L, x~=

Te~eaCHJIHT~e" 'Coc~;I!.':o~ Nachbar' ~eciya? d selaM}h



'he (who) lives down by the shore' LM, k'}hda.d

selah3:}h 'he lives in another place' L, sic}.?d

selah3:th 'he lives below (downhill from and
closer to shore than) me' L, yina.?d selah3:inu.

'those who live downhill below' L, siye~d se=

lah~inu. 'those who live below me' L, active

imperfective (in customary or ethical sense, see
also lah below) 'S ordinarily, customarily lives,

belongs living (at certain locality)': ?~.d da.
lah 'we live here' L, ?~.d xlah 'here is where

I (often) camp' L, ?u.d xlah 'I camp there' L,

~a?deJ$;a? xlah 'I camp (often) by a glacier' L,

(cf. ~'a?), active optative: da. ?i.lah 'let's

move'Lt de?u.d ?ixilah 'let me move, let me

camp right there' L, with y~.? 'down': o-~a?

y~.? selah~ 'they camped, settled down by, near
0' 10.56, 56A, ?u.d quhnu. y~.? selah~ 'there

they settled down' 68.11A, ?u.d y~.? selah~inu.

'they settled down there' 68.39A, ?~.d y~.?

Gela.? 'settle down here~' L, ?ewqa?d y~.? si=

lah~inu. 'I moved in, settled down amongst them'

Lt ?ahnu.qa?d y~.?{! Gela.~th 'he's moving int
settling down amongst them' L, with lah 'home'

(see lah 1. below): ?u~ lah k'uselah~}h 'people

moved (household) with her' 25.140t 140At ?u.{!

l ~- --



?u~ lah selah}th 'they moved there with her'

25.143A, ?u.da? lah selah% 'they moved there'

68.59, Cordovada? lah selah% 'they moved to,

took up residence at Cordova' 68.60A, Rezanov

KeJI.fICaJI.fITJI~ 'CeJIeH!e, JKMJIO Wohnort, Ansiedelung'

qi? lah salah} 'place where they live' L (or

perhaps qi?lah 'place around which they live',

see o-lah below); with ye~-progressive: ye~

?edela. 'move around~' M, ya~ dela.~inu. 'they're

moving about, migrating nomadically' L. Transitive

(causative), only semantically regular attestation,

see also O-}-la below): indirect reflexive: ?ed=

~a? ?~h s}ilah} 'had him live with him(self) ,

15.2M.
deG lah (noun, unclassified, nominalized active

imperfective of -la 1. with deG 'upstream,

upland', 'it swims, they swim (staying, or in di=

rection of) upstream)~,', 'trout (generic)' (species

present: 'cutthroat or salmon trout (Salmo clarki)',

'rainbow or steelhead trout (Salmo gairdneri)',

'Arctic charr (Salvelinus alpinus)', 'Dolly Var=

den charr (Salvelinus malma)') LM, 'rainbow or

steelhead trout, Dolly Varden charr' M, 'cut=

throat or salmon trout' G (in Harrington and Li),

Galushia Nelson ~eqla' or ~eqla 'trout' BSdL--

I



-"~

540.
Ii? lah (noun, unclassified, nominalized active

imperfective of -la 1. ~ith Ii? 'downstream',
'it swims, they swim (staying or in direction of)

upstream') 'trout which has been long upstream'?
L, 'small trout species, fry'? M, 'Dolly Varden
charr' M (in Austerlitz) , 'steelhead' G (in Li),

Galushia Nelson li'la? or li'la 'rainbow
trout' BSdL 540.

te?ya?ga? ?i.~eh des lah (noun, unclassified)

'cutthroat or salmontrout' M, 'small silver trout

species' ('salmon-like trout') L.

deGlahqe~ah (month-name) 'trout-month' L (L does
not know what time of year this was), 'November'?

A, Furuhjelm Takhnakhah 'month' probably to be
read de GnahqeJ$:ah. , ..lit" .l~ 1'$."~""

"1. ~ rv&"Y 1'!\"f'-"'/ ""'/~~ I v.
?u.nahd qe.lu. ?idela.~ (month-name) 'March (when

)

king salmon return)' ('in its month they (cust)
return') A (unknown to L).

ye~ dela.~ (noun) 'a certain star' ('it moves

around;.,).. L, Furuhjelm Nakhtanah 'star' per=.
haps to be read ye~ dena.J$: (perhaps with
initial Cyrillic H miscopied as H); ~a.q yeJ$:

dela.~ ('a bullhead is swimming about'), ~a.q
?u.deJ$: Gela.} ('a bullhead is swimming along



there'), ~a.q qi?de~ Gela.~ ('where a bullhead
is swimming along') 'a certain constellation of.

stars' L~(L cannot identify constellation).

yeq la.~ (noun, unclassified) 'eulachon' ("because

they bury themselves in the sand") A. yeq ',ashore',

but verb-stem problematic, apparently with -~

suffix for ye~-progressive, but preverb ye~ ab=

sent, or perhaps a subjunctive form without pre=

fix.
ye~ ?isla.~ (gerundive of -la 2. above with

ye~-progressive) (moving (household) about': ye~

?isla.~ xuGe~ga?~ 'I'm tired of moving around'

('moving about is tiring me') L.

O-%-la (semantically irregular causatives of -la;

cf. widely in Athapaskan, where the intransitive

-na means 'to live, to move', and transitives

O-%-na mean 'to save 0, to win 0 in gambling, to

capture 0': e.g. Navaho -neeh--na 'to move resi=

dence', -%-neeh--na 'to win', -%-naah--naa?

'to cause to move', -%-naah-na 'to capture'

Sarcee -na 'to live', -nah--na 'to move camp',..
-%-n~--n~ 'to win in gambling', Chipewyan

-na--na 'to live', -%-na--na 'to save one's

life', cf. also Tlingit sl-ne~ 'to save some

one; a supernatural being takes some one away'



and Swanton ~inp;it 1'1yths and Tex!z§. p.28)

1. 'S rescues, saves O('s life)': Galushia

Nelson xU.la 'save me:' BSdL 313, xUnt}a. or-
xU.t}a 'help me' BSdL 555, xu.}la?, XV-.}la?,
I"

xu.11a.?, xuGe}la? 'save me:' L, ?iqe?x}lah.
'I'll "save you' L, ?iGex11a.1 'I'm saving you'

L, ?isi}lah} 'I saved you' L, xuse11ah1 'he
saved me' L, 'you saved me' 1'1, diyux qa. se}=

lah} 'mosquitoes saved us' 14.8L, ?ew se11ah=

}:j.h 'he rescued it' 26.10L, reflexive: 33.4A,

52.371, ?edqes}ilah}inu. 'they saved themselves,
survived' 34.2M, ?eds}ilah1 'it's safe' M,

'you're safe, you're saved' L, ?edxs1ilah1 'I'm
safe' M, 'I saved myself' L, di~ ?eds1elaMG
di~ ?edes1elah}G 'you're not safe, saved' L,

with o-y-~a.q 'thanks to, by virtue of, depen=

dent on 0': ?ewye~a.qd ~hew ?ew~ahd ?eds1i=

lah}:j.h 'by virtue of that he escaped from it'
6 3 12G di?wex de. yexa. g 'dllh ?eds1ilah1- 'he., ...r

barely recovered, narrowly escaped' ('just by
virtue of what did he escape?') L, de.ye~a.q=

d1}huw ?eds}ilah}:j.h 'he barely escaped' M, ?ew=

yeJ.Ca.q qvhuw ?eds}ilah}:j.h 'that's how he es=

caped'M.
2. 'S (especially supernatural being) ab=



ducts 0': sel}ah1 'abducted him, her' 19.9L,

20.19, 24, 24A, xuse}lah} 'abducted me' 20.80,

23.117A; with kil-indefinite as 0 of o-d, tran=

slating as S, especially in reference to land-=

otters: kild xuse}lah} 'something (animal) "got

a hold of me"' L, k'ud se}lah}th 'something

(grizzly bears) have "taken him"' 19.8L, laId

?iqe?}lah 'something (e.g. land-otters) will

"take you away"' L, laId se}lah}inu. 'people

(who have been) "taken away" by land-otters' L.

O-?-}-la (semitransitive of O-}-la 1.) 'S re=

moves 0 from dangerous situation': ?u?si}lah=

}}h 'I took, chased him away (out of danger)' L,

with ye~-progressive: ye~ ?u?x}ela.~}h 'I keep

him hidden around (so no one will hurt him)' L;

reflexive: ?edu?xs}ilah} 'I ran away scared,

saved myself, fled' L, ?uya.~ ?eda?xs}ilah}

'I fled from it, avoiding it' L, yahd ?edu?s}i=

lah}}h 'he fled out to s;~'f",~av~~~m~~~.£"""br If', '1 t"-J
rboating out to sea' L, with qe.ye~ ?edu?xs}ilah1

"'-'I turned and fled, ran back away, saving myself'

.L .
lah (noun, unclassified, perhaps nominalized active

imperfective of -la 2. above) la. '(permanent)

camp, village, town': 60.19,68.54,54,55, 56A,



"; 111'1' "111"'II'!

order or position by reason of birth': a. follow=

ing postpositional phrases: (1) following o-d-~-=

ye~ 'in front of, before, prior to 0': Ge~de:1:= \

ye~(e)lah 'the oldest, older one (e.g. of series

of siblings, of pair of wives)' L, 9.73,33.59,75,

84, 50.55fnA, Ge:1:delye~ lah si~ewe~ 'my oldest

brother' (man speaking) L, Ge:1:de:1:ye~lah~a.~

Y}.h}h si~ewe~ 'my second oldest elder brother'

('my older brother who is next to the ol~est', man

speaking) L, Rezanov MTaTJIeXJIff. 'MeHJ:>moH der

jUngere (Bruder?)' ?ide:1:ye~ lah 'he's older

than you' LM, side~ye~ lah 'he's older than me'

the next youngest before me' L; (2) following

o-?ih-~ '(movement within position) following,

behind 0': Ge:1:?ih~ lah 'the youngest, younger

one (of series, pair)' L, 18.59,33.60,69,50.=

55A, Ge:1:?ih~ lah seqe.dekih 'the youngest

child'L, ?a?d le~?ih~lah xi:1:eh 'I'm much

younger than you pl.' 50.64A, si?ih~ lah 'my

younger sister, he's younger than me, "everybody

that's behind me'" L ?i?ihx lah ""e1 xu' 'I'm, .':!.
younger than you' L.

2b. Following temporal adverbs: (1) With

q'a.l 'now"': q'a.lilah 'a yo:uth in his prime'

32 .19A, ~~"-~Jf~Jii:I !.Mf);JIo-~--~,



l

~ -w(~'" ,) ~- J j' ;"41 t,
~~~~ Furuhjelm Khalilna 'young',

A
qa.lelah yi}eh 'he's young, a middle-aged per=

son' M, 'he's young (not fully mature)' L, qa.=

lilahyuo 'people in their prime' 51.74A" qa.=

lelahyu. 'younger people of today, the younger

generation'L, qa.lilahkih 'a young person (wo=
man in her twenties)' 61.104A; (2) with ~i~ta.

'long ago, in olden ti~es': ?iStaolahyu. (not

*taoolahyuo) 'people of olden days, our ances=
,

",) itors' L' ~~"Ii t. ~ 'Y:,(t!ii $\. 1"1 .
J

lah (preverb), 'home, settlement of household, com=
( ( ..-" \ I ')"'I.f \~. ().. ~ t. i"',",a".fI! &'"," '" " ...I

munity~" attested only with -1 a '8 moves, camps, "-

lives', see above, and -qe '8 goes by boat':

qe.lah sdi~e~}inu. 'they boated back home' 57.= --

31G, and (uncertain, perhaps lah 'around') 60.=

63,63,63A.
-lah (noun) 1. (unclassified) 'hole, den, burrow,

lair'(of animal): ~ulah~ Ga.} 'it's going in=

to its hole' M, ~ulahyeq qa~ lesetah} 'it

(rat) came (stuck its head) out of its hole' L.

2. (d-class, with ~-indefinite possessor

referring to grizzly bear) 'hole, den' (of grizzly

bear, .something's hole'): k'ulah 'bear-hole'L,

~lahda~luw 'big bear-hole' L, ~lahde~~o~

~e~a?~}inu. 'they came to a habitation (of grizzly



bears)' 18.35L.
-we-lah (noun, unclassified, -we- prefix of un=

certain meaning) 'mythical spirit, sprite' (see

BSdL 230-232,504-505, and Eyak Texts 25.5fn for

discussion): Galushia Nelson wula'iyu. 'animal
souls or owners' BSdL 544,558, wula' 'animal

soul' BSdL 558 -wulah(yu.) (probably isolated

by author's analysis, not used unpossessed) ?uwe=
lah 25.200A, ?uwelahyu. 'their spirits' 25.203A,

attested also withnDun as possessor: qa? 'alder-=

thicket', Gedegi3: 'sun' (see ge3:-gi3:), fuxu?~

'killerwhale, blackfish' (see xu?~-xi~-xu~-xe~),

d}hG 'alders', ci. 'mussels' (see ci.y-cio-=

C}~y-C}.), te?ya? 'fish, salmon' (see ya?),
lixah 'grizzly-bear' (see xah), ge.3:ta.g 'seal',

6~.di~i~g 'small land- or song-birds' (see ~ic!-=

c!i~), ~eleG '(butter-)clam', ~i.da.deG 'razor=

clam', sahx "cockle', qa? ?edJS:e3:e?ah 'horse-=

clams' (see ?a'-?a?), JS:edic!e.? 'red-tip clam'
w(see ~eo?), ?u?~ 'driftwood", delex e.g

'groundhog' (see xWe.g-xe.g), qeql 'loon, grebe",
" .t;;;r~ .~"Gu.~ih 'wolf'. .-jJ.".~: I J; rx.Ti~~ :-

~~~ ~~ ~
-lah-6 (nem~~~~ ~i th -6 personal, clearly

to be identified in origin with one or more forms

of the shape lah under this stem;Jsee also
f.?t£., ..t..1'~~~1 ( II.. ~ C'" ~) 2.. )



?J y~r,.; ~ y Ot.
1lao-nao , and ?lahG) 10 'person who belongs to,

/

inhabitant of a certain locality': following

place-name, joined with -de-, probably -d 'at

rest in': Galushia Nelson ioyiyaqgelaq 'Eyak
(inhabi tant of Eyak) , BSdL 543, Emmons (in ~

Basketry of the Tling!~, American Museum of Natu=

ral History, Memoir III 20,1903, P0231ffo) Eeak

tella ?ioyaoGdelahG, iOyiyaG~91aqEiyu 'inhabi=-
tants of Eyak, E~~ BSdL 543,554, ?i.ya.Gdelah=

Geyu. 'Eyak' (most properly 'inhabitants of Eyak

Village at Mile 6') LMA, 24.60,68.68,45,47,58,

58,68,71,75, 75, 76,87,69.4, 23A, yaoGwda.=

delahGeyuo 62.9G, ya.gdaadelahGeyu. 68.83A,"
yaogdaodelahGeyu. 'Yakutaters, inhabitants of

Yakutat' 65.34,69.1,2, llA, sidgahdelahGeyuo

'Sitkans' 68.83A, kao~~delahGeyu. 'Humpy (hump-

back salmon) Creek people' (Eyak moiety in Yaku=

tat Bay) L, te::}:eoldelahGeyuo 'Taral (Chitina)
people (middle Copper River Ahtenas) , 68.82A,

?aodna.?ya?delahGeyuo 'Copper River people
(Ahtenas) , M, with ::}:e-deG-d 'at rest upland of

area': ::}:edeGdelahGeyuo 'Ahtena Indians way up

Copper River' M, 'upper-Copper River Ahtenas and

all other interior Alaskan Athapaskans (thought

to be cannibals)' L, with demonstrative loca=



tives: de?~odelahG qel xuo 'I'm a local'

('an inhabitant of right here this is I') L,

de?~odelahG}h 'a local' L (-}h suffix probably

incorrect), (de)?~odelahGeyuo 'locals, inhabi=

tants of (right) here, people hereabouts' L, 240=

59A, 62.21G, 69..1A, de?~odelahGeyuo qel GeyeG

'we're locals' L, 600107A, ?uodelahGeyu. 'in=

habitants of there' L, after certain postposition=

al phrases, without connective -de-, qaoqa?lah=

Geyuo 'people who live, are established amongst

us, who have been with, amongst us for a long

time' L~"[see also lao-G- under laol), Galu= shia Nelson t'};a'JS:a'la'q or (t};aJS:a'la') or

(q};a'~alaq) 'Tlingit' BSdL 543 ~a?JS:a?lahG, ..

'Tlingit~ (glacier-people)' "BSdL 543
t'};a '~a'la.'q£~ or q};a'JS:alaqe'iy1l, ~a?J!:a?lahGeyu.

A
'Tlingits (all Tlingits, including those of Con=

troller Bay and Yakutat as well as beyond)' L,

69.6,13, .14,14,16, 17A, ~a?t'GelahGeyuo '(real)

Aleuts (from Aleutian chain)' L, ~a?~lahGeyuo

'Kodiak Eskimos' L (both probably to be corrected

to ~a?t'qelahGeyu. 'inhabitants on an island,

islanders'), analogical forms, probably incorrect;

~ey}.y ?~hqdelahGeyuo tinhabitants of another

country' 28.104A, ?ewdelahGeyuo 'inhabitants

of that' 67.14G, ta05delahGeyu. 'old time people



1

(inhabitants of long ago)' 63.26G.

2. As above, 'person who belongs in cer=

tain position', attested only with postpositional

phrases, k'l1.it'a?q or gu.it'a?q iin stern of boat':

k'l1.it'a?qelahG, gu.it'a?qelahG 'captain (of boat)' L,
and with c'a..it'(g)ya? 'in a baby-basket': Furuh=

jelm Tzatlkhijanak 'infant' da..it'gya?nahG, da..it'=

ya?lahG 'baby'L, da..it'ya?lahGeyU. 'babies'L.
3. See ?lahG.

-nah(-G-) (element, probably closely related to

lah 2. above and/or -lah-G, earlier -*nah >

-*lah, but -*ne-nah (with -*ne- representing

later I-thematic or -anatomical 'head, face') >

-inah) in 1. 'person who is in certain chronologi=

cal order by reason of birth', with postpositional

phrase Ge-~-qa? 'in between in a series': ~.

Ge~qa?i.nah 'I'm the middle one (of a series of

siblings)" L. Not attested with -yu. 'plu:r:.al'.
2. In -le~e.?nah (analysis uncertain, most

likely with postpositional phrase o-l-~~.? 'across

from, opposite, even with 0', cf. o-~~.? 'the

whole length of 0', earlier o-*n-)$:a.n?-(ne-)nah;
-G- personal suffix appears with -yu. 'plural'

but not otherwise) 'wife's sister's husband, part=

ner': Furuhjelm Senaheana, 'friend' sine)$:e~?nah,~'.."
'. Stc/ (j 1~"" I .{ Iv ," v -1(1' + (-lr' -' ~'-'>- a""J' ., r. ' ..., i'I '" ..1



'.IIIIIIII~-
Galushia Nelson sil~an.na 'partner (a fellow-=
clansman)' BSdL 269,543 (see also discussion in

BSdL 138, 460) sile~e.?nah "'two men married to

sisters" (my wife's sister's husband)' LA, sile~=

e.?nahGeyu. 'my partners' L; ~le~a.?ne. ?i}~

di}eh 'were partners with each other' 16.1l1,
sile~a.?ne. ?edu?}i~}h}h 'he claims to be my

relative' M (L rejects variant -~a.?ne., "never

heard", very probably incorrect).
-nah-G (as above, with -6 personal suffix both

~ithout and with -yu. ~lural') attested only

in ya.nah6Ceyu.) (ya.- not clearly identifiable,
see ya.t~ which form perhaps not Eyak in origin)

'Ahtena Indian(s) (especially from middle Copper
River)': Galushia Nelson yannaq 'Copper River

Indian~ BSdL 543 ya.nahG, y&nnaqiiyU 'Copper
River Indians' BSdL 543 ya.nahGeyu. 'Ahtena In=

dians' L, 'Ahtena Indians from Chitina' M.
~ "1 t\...~,



2la-na

-.-"" -.-0440 _-1~' ~;h'" v,~ l C .

la-na2 (forms here united under basic meaning 'circular

motion' and derivatives thereof; perhaps to be idepti= .( ,
4. ~"'" +- ~/.t. ~!-1"'i~I"'f"""":r",,,,"","""""':"""j '",,""-"~~,""" ~.J.'j",!! "n-",,?4-"" A.l,f',,"""'f,..,r

fied with la-na -na"-'(}n:l:y-~"i:n-c'e'r"t;ain"foTms"~'O':f"'p'ost~
tA.A'Z, " / "'- ~ J' ) t_.. A' ,c' "., d~ "< ' j 1. J J "Vi ~ "i.~ t""'" c._~ I!.;)/,~,""i;'" .~.., r'-"""{ """"""'f j;l4c;'"..~ ,,~u,~J ,",:* \~"". d<' ~1.,~ ,.,~ )

'po'5i,tci.en) Q' '" r ;'" I '

ye~ l-de-Ia-~ (with I-anatomical 'head, face'
and ye~-progressive as 'reveEsal of motion1

thematized, underlying theme without ye~-progres=
sive probably l-la, conceivably different stem

from following) 'S turns to face in certain direc=

tion': with no locative preverbs or postposition=

al phrases, 'S turns away, faces the other way':

ye~ ?t-dilahl 'his head is turned (away)' M,

ye~ ?t-dilahlinu- 'they're back to back' M,
'they're turned away from each other' L (neuter

perfectives), ye~ qu?ledelah 'he'll turn around
to face the other way' L, with various postposi=

tional phrases and preverbs: si~ ye~ leGe del a?

'turn to face me~' M, si~a-~ ye~ leGedela?

'turn around toward me:' M, sida?~ ye~ leGe=

dela-? 'turn toward me (facing my front, while

lying)' L, ~e?~ ye~ leGedela? L, ~a-?~ ye~
leGedela? 'turn around to face the outside~' LM,

sika? ye~ leGedela? 'turn and face the same

way I'm facing' L, ?i~ ye~ qu?le~delah 'I'll

turn and face you' M, st-da?d ye~ ?t-dilah~



'he's facing me (in my head-front)' M (neuter

perfective), ?u~ ye~ lixsdilah~}h 'I turned

and faced him' M, ?u~ ye~ leGexdela.~}h 'I'm

turning to face him' M, indirect reciprocal, neu=

ter perfective: ?i~ka? ye~ ?}.dilah~inu.

'they're facing the same direction, lying "like

spoons'" M, ?i~qesd yeJ£; ?}.dilah~inu. 'they're

back to back' L.

ye~ de-la-~ (as above, but apparently with 1-=

an~tomical lacking, attested only in Rezanov) 'S

turns': Rezanov X~~ex~RaTe~~R 'llOBOpOTHTbCR

drehen sich, sich wenden' ~esle~ ye~ Gedela?

'turn closer (to me)~', ~-qaHXRaTe~~R 'O6epHHcb
drehen, sich, sich wenden (Imperat.) , si~a? ye~

Gedela? 'turn toward me~'.

lah (preverb, always with zero final) 'around,

about (in more or less circular motion), turning

(in an arc)' 1. (not requiring vocalization of

classifier and -~ progressive suffix) lah ?ew

Geta.~th 'he's turning it around, he's carrying

it around in a circle' M, lah si~tah~ 'I turned

it around (3600 or more)' M, lah Geqe.~th 'he's

turning around (boating), he's boating in a circle'

M, ~e?~?i~~a.~ lah seqeh~th 'he (boating)

turned outward (toward ocean)' M, ?edi~i~~a.~



lah seqeh}ih 'he (boating) turned inward (to=

ward shore)' M, lah ~eAa'si?yah} 'I ran in a

circle'M, lah gu~}i?a?~inu' 'they're standing

in a circle' M, ~fu? lah Gex?eh 'I see around

lots, see lots of places' L (either 'I see lots of

things around' or, with lah la. under la..nal,

'I see lots of places, villages'), si~a?~ lah

disi}ah} 'I put them (eggs) around (my middle)

inside my shirt' L, lah siyah} 'I went in a

circle'M, lah Ga'? 'turn (ca. 360O)!, L, ?~~

lah sah}}h 'he turned around towards her' 18.15L,

qelahqa?ga?da?~ (?edi~d) lah Gexah da'~ 'when

I've walked (in a circle) around (inside) four

times' 19.16, 16L, see also I-ta (transitive),

O-~i' 2. (21a.23fDL, uncertain), O-dl-Sa, -qe

(43.31M), O-~d-~ahd 1., O-}-~a?~ 2., -we,

?ed-dl-}e-?e 1. (47b.31aM), and also a number

of themes referring to twisting, turning, stirring:

O-~-(}-)ta 2.,3., d-de-gu,'5, -xu}.., de-Geme~,
O-G ed, I-de-G ec', 0-6 emec', lah I-de-G emec',

O-}-Ge,'5 1.; with qe?.qe'- 'back again': qe'lah

57.31G, lah qe? 60.63A (perhaps with preverb

lah under la..nal), in combination with ye~-=

progressive, 'reversal of motion': lah yei ~e=

deta'~ 'I keep switching sides paddling' L, see



also -?ya 34b. and 2. below.

2. (requiring vocalization of classifier in

intransitives and, like ye~-progressive, -~

suffix to stem in active imperfective), with one
"

," basic theme only, see -?ya 34a.

o-lah (postposition, always with zero final, except

for -~ final once under Ie.) la. '(more or less

circular motion) around 0, (in position) surround=

ing 0': silah 'around me' L, qaolah we~ ~?=

~?l 'grave-fence' L, o-lah O-~'i 'S wraps 0

around 0', sa?Gedelah del 'walrus' ('bones around

mouth') M, ~eqa?gedelah ~e~ 'bat' ('wings around

rump') M, Rezanov RacaT~-~H 'POT~ Mund' qaosa?d=

lah 'around our mouths', ?ewlah ?e~ ?e3ahGl

'sew it with stitch over edge around it:' L, si=

lah ye~ ~dec}.~ 'they (mosquitoes) are buzzing

(singing) about around me' L, silah ye~ ?ide=

ga?~}h 'he's dancing about around me' L, ?ulah

qa? ?u?yixsliqa.?~l 'my hand is paralyzed around

it (from carrying it too long)' L, ?uyekvo~ah

qa? ?isdiwe?c'l}h 'wove up around his thumb' 34.=

IOOL~ o-lah ye~ ?edexdeleG da.~ 'when I jump

about around 0' 34.16M, ?ulah qew k}O~ ?ide=

leo~ 'they (cust) circle it howling' 25.36A,

?udekuhddelah ye~ ?ila?na?~g 'it's licking its

chops'L, silah qiolio?yahl 'rope is wrapped



around me' L, silah desa?yah1 'it (boat) went

around me' L, ?ulah gusa?ya"} 'water is coming

(tide is rising) up around it' M, ?ulah gus}i?=

a?~}th 'pl. stood surrounding him' 44.5L, ?el

?~hlah sexah da"~ 'when I go around the world'

34.42L; further instances with class- or anatomi=

cal marks (see ld. below for form with l-anatomi=

cal): ma.gedelah 'around a lake, around (in) a

lake' L, 27a.28, 34L, 27b.38A, 71.2ILM, ma.gede=

~elah 'around a lake' 27b.37, 45, 37b.2, 3,4,

86, 86A, 71.ILM, deqa"gdelah'around the fire'

57.16G, qihdelah 'around a meadow' L, ceAdelah

'around a board' L, sideq'ec'delah "around my col=

lar'L, ?ew ~}ga? da" yahddelah sa"? 'walk

around those three houses:' L, dega?q}delah ?a?}

'ribbon around neck' L, ?ew ~ahddelah ,; sah}

'he walked around the car' L, 5ewu.}gu}ehgulah

'around a ball of yarn' L, ~tahti"lelah (appa=

rently not *-ti"nah) 'around a skin' L, tes}=

lelah (apparently not *-i"nah or *-a"nah)

'around a hammer' L, ca"Ai"lah (apparently not

*-Ai"nah) 'around a stone' L, sigulah 'around

the bottom (hem) of my dress' M, ?ugelah ~i5ahs}
'I hemmed it' L, ?ugelah si~a?d} 'I stitched

its hem loosely' L, si~~delah 'my pants-cuffs'



('around my lower legs') L, deq'eta.j:fuSdelah

'pants-cuffs' L, si~~'delah 'my shirt-cuffs

around my lower arm' L, si~~'delah Ge~i'?

'wrap it (bandage) around my forearm~' L, t~

siJ.Ca? (si)qi.delah qu?xdeJ\'ih 'I'll wrap my

(burlap) socks around my feet' L, see also 34.7fn,

siyelah 'around my hand' L, ?isa?Gedelah ?iya'

ya? qa?q'u?~ 'your lips will get chapped' L,

Rezanov K~HXaTe~~H '3paqOK~ Pupille' qa.leJ.Ce=

delah 'around our eyes', ~leJ.Cedelah 'around
the eye' M; with indeterminate 0: Ge'c' ? UJ.C a?

delah gusdi?yahj: 'her spruceroots got caught
(on, around) something) , 37a.12L.

lb. With reflexive 0 ?ij:-, ?ij:lah or

?ij:ah 'around each other', frequently also
'tangled, mixed together': ?ij:(l)ah O-~i 'S

ties, wraps, folds, coils 0 (together)', ?ij:ah

c}?leGe?a? 'mix them together~' M, see also gdl-=

?ya 1., and -?ya 3. (with ?ij:(l)lah perhaps

sometimes used preverbially).
lc. With special meaning 'in arc away from,

avoiding, averted from 0' (i.e. with S, not 0 as

center): ?ew kuslah 1eta'~ 'they (cust) avert

their heads from the urine' 33.17A (cf. 2a. below,

and ?u'~ lah ?eAa'sli?ehj: 'she sneaked around

ill " "C



(skirting) thither' 47b.3IM).

ld. With I-anatomical, o-o-nah 'around o's

head': ?ionah sewe.g 'put headband around your

head~' L, si.nah 'around my head' L, sionah

ye~ dao~:i-h "sounds like 'he's walking around my

head'" L, with zero(?) 0: Galushia Nelson iona

wEokt} 'head band' BSdL 550 ?i.nah weog}; with

figurative meaning: ?u.nah ?ixl:i-h:i-h 'I respect,

think the world of him' L (?i-Ieh- 2a. '5 has emo=

tion') ;

Ie. With ~e- 'area' as 0, 'around a large

land-mass', once 'down over mountains', usually

'around a point of land': ~elah ye~ ?idio}?ah

'it (wind?) came down from (the other side of the

Chugach) mountains' L, ?u.d ~elah s}idah} 'it

(duck) swam around the point there' M, ~elah sa=

qeh}=i-h 'he boated around a point' 11, ~alah se=

qeo}:i-h 'he's boating around a point' M, ~alah sah},

or, with de- '~'(?), de~elah sah} 'he came

around a point or corner' Lt with -~ final (per=

haps incorrect): ~elah~ seqeo}=i-h 'he's boating

around a point (boat becoming partly visible)' 11;

~ao~elah man's name, interpreted by M as 'coming

around point of mountain', probably incorrectly,

see ~a.;elah; see also -d-}-~elah below.



2a. With more or less figurative meaning

'about, around 0': o-lah I-ta 'S looks 0 over'

(cf. lc. above and 2b. below), silah Aa.sdima?=

~~h 'he cursed(?, said something unfortunate?)

about me' M, o-lah ye~ ?i-de-yu?-~ 'S curses

0, with reflexive 0: ?edlah ye~ ?i~e?~.~th 'he

looks about around (on) himself' 24.52fnA, qa.lah

ya.~ ~qa?le?g~h 'he'll eat us out of house and

home' ('he'll devour something around us') L.

2b. With figurative meaning 'about, concern=

ing 0': o-lah ?u-?-(l-)ta '8 becomes aware of,

notices, finds out about 0' (?u-?-(l-)ta 2.),

du.lahdvh 'about whom (is he talking)?' L, de.=

lahdvh 'about what (is he talking)?' L, da.dlah=

dvh 'about what place (is he talking)?' L, de.=

lah da.dd 'about what place?' L, ~lah ?i~le~

qu?dede~inu. 'they'll argue about something' L,

?ilah qe.lihx1ec'~ 'I'll be hard-hearted with

you' M, %w yahddelah ~i?q ~?lixi~gah 'I know

everything about that house' L, o-lah (0-J\')

O-?-~a '8 tells (0) 0 about 0', o-lah (0-J\')

?i-de-?-~a 'S tells (0) about 0', silah Aa.s=

dima?~~h 'he cursed(?, said something unfortunate~)

about me' M, o-lah qe?-le? 'S loves (has up=

surging emotion concerning) 0', o-lah d-le 'S

.",;,,'i I OJ



says about 0', o-lah c}?d-le 'S talks, speaks

about 0', o-lah li?~ l-le 'S laughs about,

at 0', ?edewi?} o-lah ?i-d-le (transitive) 'S

is, becomes excited about, over 0', o-lah ye~

?ed-?}.lih~}e-?ya-~ 'S thinks about 0', di~ ?i=

lah ya. ?e}e'syu. 'things which don't concern

you' ('those which are not a thing concerning you')
5l.24A (cf. 2c. below), o-lah ye~ de-a 'S takes

care of, nurses 0' ('S walks about concerning 0'),

with reciprocal 0, ?i}lah or ?i}ah: see qe?=

le? la., ?i}lah qe?dele?t'ah} 'love potion' L,
di~ ?i1lah ye~ de?a??![~]Ginu' 'they don't take

care of each other' L, with reflexive 0: ?edlah

?u?sditah} 'he found out about himself' 23.62A,

?edlah ?u?xsditah} 'I found out about myself'

32.21A, de?ai" ?edlah c}?delih}h the's talking

about himself' L, with zero reflexive 0: o-~a?

lah qe?-d-le : ~oS is disappointed, has feelings

hurt by 0' ('S has upsurge of feeling concerning

self in relation with 0'), see qe?~le? lb.

2c. With figurative meaning 'fault of (attri=

butable to) 0': de'lahd~hew ?a?q sah} 'what

did he go out for~' ('attributable to what did he

go out (with such tragic results)~') 23.l21A,
otherwise attested only in o-lah ya. (~-)}e(?)

if Ij"C



'S (something) is, becomes a thing concerning,

attributable to 0': di~ dedu.lah ya.duw ?a?=

1e.G 'it's no one's fault' 61.32A, silah ya.

~.1eh 'it's my fault, I got into trouble' ('some=

thing is a thing, a thing exists concerning, at=

tributable to me') L, ?ulah ya. q\1h k'use1e?1

'he got into trouble' L, ~lah ya. k'uGe1e?1

'someone is, people are getting into trouble' L.

-d-1-~elah (perhaps ~e-lah under o-lah Ie. as

postposition, with d-thematic and 1-classifier,

but listed as separate stem), see ~elah.



],a'

la' (perhaps related to la? and to I-anatomical mark) Y

1-~e-Ia' (with I-anatomical 'head, face') 'S is,

becomes (involuntarily) a certain way facially',

frequent in neuter imperfective: with no adverbs,

preverbs, or postpositional phrases: ?}"~ilah

'you're good-looking' M, with suffixed -~iyah
'bad': ?}"~il}h}h~iyah "'funnyface, uglymug" ,

(children's taunt) 72.4IL, with we~ 'thus':
de.lehd~duhnu. we~ li~ilah 'I wonder why their

faces are like that' 24.34A, with adverbs formed

with -dah: ~5u"dah ?}"~ilah 'you're good-=

looking' 29.13A, ~5u"dah ?}.~il}h}h 'he's good-=

looking' 29.16A, fu5u"dah ?}.3:il:j.h}h qe?3:
'pretty-faced woman' lO.130A, s3:a?dah ?}"3:il}h}h,

s3:a?dahkih ?}"3:il}h}h 'a pretty-faced person' A,

with o-ga? 'like 0': siga? leGe3:elah da"~

di~ fu5u.dah qu?le3:elahG:j.h 'if he looks like

me he won't look good' L, siga? ?}"3:il:j.h}h 'he

looks like me (facially)' L, siga? ?:j."3:ilah
,",

'you look like me' L, di~ siga? la?3:elahG

'you don't look like me' L, di~ siga? la?3:ela"G

'he doesn't look like me' M, di~ ?iga? la?3:e=

la"G:j.h 'his face isn't like yours' L, ?iga?

leGe3:ela?~:j.h 'he's getting to look like you' L,

di~ ?iga? qu?}.3:elahG}h 'he won't look like



you'L, siga? ?}.s~ila?~}h 'he got to look
like me' L, ?ele~gah~ ?iga? leGe~il}h}h 'I

hope he looks like you' L, ?eyewihga? ?}.~ilah

'it (a mask) has a face like ?eyewih' L, in

nicknames: dis~ici1?c'~ga? ?}.~i+}h}h "'sucker=
face'" (of a white man) L, dis3:i?ehdg~ga? ?}.=

3:il}h}h "'pilot-bread-face'" (of a white man) L,

?}.~dit'i(!~ga? ?}"3:il}h}h 'she has a face like

it's propped (inside, from cheek to cheek)' (of a

wide-cheeked Ch~gach woman) L; indirect reflexive:

?i3:ga? ?}.~il}hinu., ?i3:ga? ?}.~ilah, ?i3:ga?
li3:ilah 'they look like each other (facially)' L,

with ?i~-da.~ 'contrasting with each other':

?i3:da.~ ~.~ilah 'all kinds of strange faces,
new people, different faces' ('people's faces con=

trast') L. Transitive (causative): with ya? ~
'completely', 'S strikes, hits a hard in face,

busts a's face in': ya? li.3:l}?}h 'bust his

puss in~' L, ya? ?}.si3:la?~}h 'I busted his
face in' L; reflexive, 'S is, becomes (voluntari=

ly), acts a certain way facially': with o-wa.~~

'by close attention to 0': siwa.~~ ?ed}.3:il}h}h

'he's making faces at me (imitative or not)' LM

(see also l-le la.), with ye~-progressive:

ye~ ?edle~ela?~}h, ye~ ?ed}.~ela?~}h 'he's



making faces, grimacing, pouting' LM, ya?~.
ye~ ?edqu?}.~elah 'don't make faces' L.

de~vhga? ?}.~ilah L, de~yu.ga? ?}.~ilah (noun,
unclassified) 'small owl species or some kind of

hawk' LM (same as de~vhyu.ga? ?}.~ida.? L).

Nominalized neuter imperfective, 'it has a face

like a person, like people'.



la.

la. (perhaps related to and/or to be identified with

?lah-?la. and/or lah)
la. (interjection, utterance-final, always fol=

lowed by pause and preceded by falling (comma or

period) contour, itself generally uttered begin=

ning on relatively high pitch-register, falling
to mid) perhaps best translated '(you) see' or

'(you) see?', or 'lo~, behold:i(bu"t. not where

speaker i$ about to hand interlocutor som'ething) ,

indicating surprise for speaker and/or interlocu=

tor that something is so" apparently rather fre=

quent in conversation, though sparsely attested in

corpus: 51.54A, Rezanov II1:RaTeJIJI& 'BOJIeH'b krank'

yi~a?d}h, la. 'he's slck~, he's sick, see' L,

y~.? di.?yah1, la. 'it's raining~' L, qahde=
qew qu?xqeh, la. 'well, I'm (finally) going

(boating off) now' L, da. qe? ?idi?a??!;, la.

'let's go home now' L, qenuh seqeh~inu. 'they've

come (boated) into view, see:?' L, ?~.da? qe?
sdiyah~}h, la. "my (well what do you krow), he got

back~' L, ~?luw qew, la. 'my, it's sure big'

L; L also remembers, what is probably the same

form in the childish (nursery) speech of Nikolai i
(i: /",

Nelson: ?e ,ut', ?e ut'ila. 'shooting' (see xut') ~,j

and ye.~, ye.~ila. 'berrypicking' (see Ie.?!;).



lao-na°1.

1 ( 2 1lao-nao probably related to lao-nao and i~-na

see especially Ian: 20 and lah-G)

-lao(-G-) (noun, unclassified, or perhaps suffix,

with -G- personal suffix only in plural), attested

with postpositional phrase 0-,71:' 'with 0' in
special kinship term -,71:'-1 a 0 'crmss-cousin':

si,7l:'elao (not -laoG) 'my cousin' (L called her

[maternal] uncle's boys, and they her; Billy Dude

called Marie Smith that; cousin of different

moieties, can marry)'L, S1.t~1ta 'father's older

sister's son (man speaking)', father's older sis=

ter's daughter (woman speaking)', mother's older

brother's daughter (woman speaking)' BSdL 566A,

'wile's sister's husband, husband's brother's wif~',

'co-wife' BSdL 568A (BSdL is probably correct in
the former ~Pree usages, bur n~> in the latter '--

-h ~h (-(r) 2;. "'-'Y~6Y' t a.,., V'\ 0-..1 A -
tbree; seeAB:lso discussion in BSdL 568-569), ?u= -

,7I:'ilaowahd ?u?sele?g~ 'chose-' him for his cousin'

1501M, ?i.7l:'lao(~iyahyah~) 'your (female) cross-=

cousin's child' 610102fnA, si~elaoGeyuo 'my

cousins' (who can marry each other) L; vocative,

with -kih diminutive suffix: ~~aokih '(cross-)=

cousin:' Lo

-lao-G (as above, with -G-personal suffix in both

singular and 'plural) 10 with postpositional



phrases: with o-ka1 'along with, in same di=

rection as 0', attested only in plural: sika?la-=

seyu- (not -lah-) 'people who are (happen to

be) going along with me (not necessarily friends)'

L, with o-qa? 'amongst 0', attested only in

singular: qa-qa?la-s}h (perhaps to be corrected

to -s-ih) 'a person who is (happens to be) living

with us' (more like qa-qa? y~-h~h 'one who is

(happens to be) amongst us' than like qa-qa?lah=

seyu- 'people who are (established) living with

us, who have been with, amongst us for a long

time') L-

2- In possible analysis of (-)~-la--s

'someone else, other people', where (-)~- is

perhaps from postpositional phrase o-lCah, see

lCula-s-

3. In probable analysis of ~elahsAa-s(eyu-)

'person(s) of the white race', earlier 'Russian(s)',

later (in American period) 'American(s), English-=

speaker(s)', from ~e-lah5-d-la.-s (or perhaps

from ~e.lah5-d-lah-S, but which should more

regularly develop *~elahsdelahs) 'person who

is (from., belongs'?) in area forward (out to sea,

overseas)', containing postpositional phrase

0-lah5 'forward of 0': ~elahsAa-s 'white per=



son, American' L, ~el.ahsAaeGeyue 'whites,

Americans' 60.59, 60A, 64.13G, 67.55, 63A, Reza=

nov XaJIRCJIm<aro '-pYCROi1l Russe', Wrangell KaJiR:
-r
,.,JISlX'f>-RaIO 'Russe', ~elahsAaeGeyuega? 'in English' -

('like whites', with verbs referring to speech)

50.50, 67.77A, ~elahsAaeGeyuega? ?iet;}hinue
'Swedes' A (unknown to L, 'they're like Americans'),

shl>v~..{~r
~elahsAaeGeyu.ga? ?}.3:ilae~ 'duck specie~ ('it

has eyes like white men's') L, ~elahsAaeGeyue

~Ge3:e?3: 'one is becoming white me~ (Eyak,S are

assimilating)' 72e9L, Rezanov XaJIRCTJIHRero (crossed

out, probably for ~elahs",aeGeyu.fya? ",aeqeya?]

'white men~s mountain-sheeI5ii, replaced with TJIa=

KaHROeT6 ",aeqeya?gWa? ?iet;eh 'it's like a moun=

tain-goat') 'Rosa Ziege', ~elahs",aeGeyueya? la?=

mahd 'apples, any store-bought fruit' ('white men's

berries') Le

-nae-G (as above, with -G personal in both singu=

lar and plural) in probable analysis of -kewa?=

naeG(eyue), -kuwa?naeG(eyue) 'member of same

m~iety, relative, kin, partner, friend' (from

-kewa?-nae-G, -kewa? perhaps variant of post=

positional phrase o-ka? 'along with, in same

direction as 0', see also sika?laeGeyue under

-lae-G- Ie): -kuwa?naeG(eyue) 'friend(s),



relative(s), kin, partner(s) , 9.43,43,44,48,

58,58,72,10.54,110,11.8, 21b.72, 24.75, 25.=

14, 14, 92, 161, 171, 192, 28.94, 94, 33.7, 54A"

34.731'1, 37b.47, 64A, 57.11G, 69.14,24,70.1,6,

8A, sikewa?naoG, sikuwa?naoG 'my friend, part=

ner' LMA, 'my relation' A, 'me~ber of same moiety

as I' L, sikuwa?naoGeyuo 'my "cousins'" L, (not
* sikuwa?na. G ih) , Rezanov KoBaHaKaIO 'Bamx euere'

-kuwa?na-Geyuo, Ra~RReKoaHaKa 'BOrBaTb Krieg

fUhren' k'ula-Gihkuwa?na.G qe?flh 'he's someone

else's friend' L, Rezanov ~oBaHaKa '3eMJIRR'.b

Landsmann' sikuwa?naoG qe?flh 'he's my friend,

kin', Wrangell CeROaHaK'.b 'Freund', TeRceRO:;

HaXaHeR'.b 'Feind' di~ sikuwa?na-G ?a?~eoG

'he's, you're not my friend'-



~
lao-nao

2lao-nao (lao LA, Rezanov, nao Rezanovonly)

lao- (noun, unclassified, or perhaps, but less

likely, prefix) of uncertain meaning, occurring

in two forms, both referring to a variety of

'receptacles, containers': 1. Rezanov ~H~bTa

'M~moR~ Sack' la.}tah 'bag, sack, pouch, purse,

pocketbook'L, 36.31,38, 39A, Rezanov EaAbTa

'CYMKa Tasche' nao}tah; ?i}deGelao}tah 'fancy

beaded sewing-bag' ('one pouch above the other')

L; see -x-tah, laoxtah, ?i}deGela.}tah under

tah.
2. laose?ah 'pot, cauldron' L, 7.36A, for

~
-se?ah see se 0



lah
.

lah (perhaps related to and/or to be identified with I
.1&-~,,"J, -) "1 k~

?lah-?la., la., and/or nah, see also neh,)
'"

lah (interjection, generally utterance-initial)

'behold, here, here you are, take it' (speaker

uses when about to hand interlocutor something)

LM, B.IOA, 34.93L, 50.19A, lah ?ixa?dewahd

si~i~ 'here, I cooked it for you to eat' L;

~iyah lah lah (lah) 'here here.here Mutt

(here's some food for you)' ('Nasty here here

(here)') (spoken to dog) L.



nah

nah (form uncertain, perhaps related to lah, see also
~,t'""A"-""'~hneh() ()

~

nah (interjection, form uncertain) from Galushia

Nelson na' 'kiss this (an insult, said with

phallic gesture of thumb)' BSdL 555, unknown to
L (who showed no signs of embarrassment or reti=

cence) , nah A (uncertain, not embarrassed, sus=

pects it is an Ahtena expression).



?lah-?la-

?lah-?la- (perhaps to be identified with lah and/or

la-)
-?lah (element of uncertain morphological classifi=

cation and meaning) attested only in qahdi?lah

'goodbye' (used at routine leavetaking) LM (qah

'finally', de-'~' (or -d- 'indeed') and in

qah~uhlah 'ready to go1' (used at proposed routine

leavetaking) L (as preceding, -s-uh interroga=

tive).
-?la. (as above) attested only in qahduhla- L

(L later rejects in favor of following), qahdu?la-

'I'm ready to go now' (used just before routine

leavetaking) L, (cf- above and qahduh qu?xah
'I'm (really) going now, finally' L), Galushia

Nelson qa-tu-la 'goodby' BSdL554, qahsuhl~.

'ready to go now~' L; Rezanov RaJIJIH 'llpom;afr
lebe wohl~ (abschiedsformel) , probably to be read

qahla- or qahlah, not attested from modern in=

formants; ?ewe?ahla- 'thanks' (somewhat flippant,

not as sincere or good usage as ?ewe?ahdah) L-



la?l

la?

-la? 'S is, becomes hard, tough, strong, tight,

firm, difficult' (not freely used, attested only
in active perfective, meaning same as that of

de-la? below): sela?~ 'it got tough' (same as

sdila?~) L. Transitive (causative): see de-la?

below.
de-la? 'S is, becomes hard, tough, strong, tight,

firm, difficult': ne~ter imperfective: Rezanov
TMJIJIa 'Rp':Brnto fest, stark' dila? 'it (e.g. meat)

is tough, it's hard, dif ficul ~._,_.~~~~~, firm, he' s.,-~~~ 'reiPi-=

tough, strong, lean' M, &:--dii~?':~ f' H~:(HCc-...~d ~ a.. ~ ('wood which is hard') L, di~ ?a?dela?s 'it's ~'~
/ ~J~J-C-7" ft' '

~.J ?~.,.l.,>not hard, tight, firm, tough' LM, inceptive im= s..k ':;)- /.'~
~ ~ ~ ~1t:<t

perfective: qu?dela? 'it'll get hard' M, incep= p-4~I/~"-"'j

tive perfective: Gedela?~ 'it's getting hard,

tough' L, active perfective: sdila?~ 'it (e.g.
crust on snow) got hard' M, 'it got tough' L; op=

tatives (success of attempt to elicit neuter op=

tative uncertain, form avoided especially with

vocalic classifier): de?u.d ?idila? 'let it

get hard' L (active), ?ele~gah~ ?idila? L (ac=

tive) , ?ele~gah~ Gedila? L (inceptive), ?ele~=
gah~ ?i?dila? 'I hope it's tough' L Cne~!, mrertain,

-"

perhaps incorrect), with class-marks for S: ?ele~=

_J



ga~ qi.lidila? (not qi.la?dila?) 'I hope it
(rope) is tough' M, ?ele~gah~ didila? L (active),

?ele~ga~ deGedila? L (inceptive), ?ele~gah~
neuter{,di?dila? 'I hope it (board) is hard' L (,{lncertain,

perhaps incorrect). Transitive (causative, also
identifiable as causative of -la? above): Gel=
la? 'make it hard!' M, qu?xlla? 'I'll make it

hard' L, x~la?, Gexlla?~ 'I'm making it hard' L,

silla?l 'I made it hard' L, de?u.d ?ixilla?

'let me make it hard' L de?u.d da. ?i.lla?,
'let's make it hard' L.

de-Ia?-G (as above, thematic negative) '8 is, be=

comes weak, rotten, tender, worn, flabby, ragg~d,

loose, 8 disintegrate~,': active imperfective:

Rezanov THJIbJI5mTY 'He K1J1:,IIKO nicht fest' de=

la?Gduh 'it's rotten, weak!' M, inceptive perfec=

tive: Gedela?Gl 'it's disintegrating' (especial=
ly of cloth or vegetable matter) L.

ya? (d-)de-Ia?-G (as above, with optional d-thema=
tic with ya? 'completely') 'S is, becomes com=

pletely weak, rotten, etc., S disintegrates': in=

ceptive im~~tive: ya? qu?dela?G 'it (cloth,
overcooked food) will disintegrate' L, inceptive

perfective: ya? Gedela?Gl 'it (cloth) is get=

ting ragged, (overcooked food) is disintegrating'i



LM, ya? daGadala?G~ 'it (cloth, boots) is get=

ting rotten' L, 'it's wearing through' A, active

perfective: Rezanov ~eCTH~HKA~ 'rH~O verfault'

ya? disdila?G~ 'clothes, blanket, boots got

rotten, disintegrated, have started to fall apart'

LMA, customary: ya? ?adala.G~ 'it (cloth, food)

(cust) disintegrates' LN. Transitive (causative):

ya? Ga~la?G 'cook it (meat) tender~' L, ?iya.

ya? qu?x~la?G 'I'll tenderize it (meat) for you'

L, passive: ya? sdila?G~ 'it (meat) has been

tenderized'L.

;

!,:\\",;"l" '"cc ",.

~~t~i :~f"!



la?2

la?2 (perhaps to be identified with la?-na?)

o-la? (postposition, with zero final only) 1. 'omen,

sign of 0'; Galushia Nelson qetsu..la 'good

weather: (called out in connection with magic
rite)' BSdL 555, ~5u.la? 'good luck' L, ~5u.=

la? ~a? ?i.~e? '(may it be for) good luck~' L,

~§iyahla? 'bad luck' L, ?ewla? qew 'that's
a sign that something will happen' M.

2. With personal pronoun as 0, 'disaster
for 0': o-la? -Ie (~e 20., 3lb.) 'S acts dis=

astrously for 0', o-la? d-le (d-le Ie.) 'S

says something disastrous for 0', ?ula? k}.~
qew, ?ula? qew k}.~ 'that dog is howling for

some ominous reason' ~: with overt reflexive pro=

noun as 0 in indirect reflexive construction:

?edla? ~ew dele. 'you do bad things to your=
self' ('you act disastrously for yourself') L,

with deleted reflexive pronoun: la? sdili}}h

'he brought trouble on himself' L, la? disdi=

li}}h 'he brought disaster on himself by what

he said' L.



I
la?-na?

la?-na? (variant na? attested only once, perhaps

analogical, see last subentry; following l-classifier
often 1-1a? > la?; perhaps to be identified with

la?2 and/or related to la?qf, perhaps to be analyzed

l-a?, I-anatomical 'head' perhaps with -a? augment,

original meaning perhaps 'on head, down over head';
derivational possibilities rather fully explored, L

rejecting e.g. *~ela?, *de~(l)a?d, ~-gula?d, *0-=

yela',>, *la?d)

o-.1a?- (postposition, attested only with -d, -~,

and -~ finals, or compounded as 0 of o-q, o-ga?,

o-le~, o-?u?~) 1. with -d final '(at rest, from
a position at rest) hanging over, hanging on,

draped, covering, tripping over (end, top, head)
of 0': a. ~iyahd sila?d 'a hat is on my head'

M, KU~eh~la?d seta? 'hang it over the rope!' L,
sila?d ~Geta? 'cover me up:' ('drape something

over me:') M, ciAdela?d seta? 'hang it over a

board:' L, oiAdela?d ?eW se~tahllh 'he hung
it over a board' L, ciAdela?d ?ew seta.}lh

'he's hanging it over a board' L, ?ew ?uq ?is=

la?lla?d seta? 'drape it over that chair~' M,

sila?d Geta? 'put it over me:, drape it over my

back and shoulders~' M, ?ula?d qa? dixs~iqahGl
'I tripped over it' M, ?ula?d sa?yah1th 'he

tripped over it' L, sila?d ~.lahl 'I'm covered



up'M, ciyahd sila?d leGeqe?sl 'my hat is too
tight on my head' L, ?ewla?d qah leGi.~a?~G

'don't trip over it:' L, we.~g~edela?d Ge~a?

'hang them (fish) on a stick:' L.

lb. With de-indeterminate 0: 7.8, 49.144A,
dela?d ?ew ?e~ se~a?~ 'he yanked it off (of

what it was hanging on)' 9.95A, ~i.d dela?d

qu?xwi?g, ~i.d dela?d qu?x~ah 'I'll hang them
over there' M, ?~.d dela?d qu?x}ah 'I'll hang

them here' L, dela?d qu?xtah 'I'll hang it up'

L, dela?d ~i.?yah} 'it (net) is hanging on

something'L, dela?d ?i.?yahl ~t's hanging up' L.
lc. With Ge-}- 'extreme of series' as 0;

Ge}la?d ?i.tah} 'it's at the top of the pile' L.

ld. With deleted reflexive 0 in indirect

reflexive constructions: la?d qa? l-de-?a 'S

takes (own) hat off', la?d~ ~liyah} 'are you

covered up?' ('have you something draped over

yourself?') M, la?d ~xliyah} 'I'm covered up'
M, la?d we~ ?a?}e~eh 'wear it:' L, la?d ~a?

we~ ?a?~i~eh 'you should wear it' L.

Ie. With y-anatomical; siyela?d Geta?

'hang it over my forearm:' L.

2. With -~ final, '(continuous, incomplete,

repeated motion toward) onto (hanging over) 0':

a. sila?~ ~ly~.?}h 'he's covering me up (with



one thing after anothe~, he's giving me clothes'

M.
2b. With deleted reflexive 0 in indirect

reflexive construction: la?~ ?u~a? xdiSah 'I'm

too stingy to wear it' L.

3. With -~ final '(movement onto position)

hanging over 0', frequently figurative: a. sila?~
Geta? ,put it ( hat dress ) on me" M ?ula?x, .,.
ye~ deGe?a? 'put it (ring) on his finger~' L,

?ewla?~ ye~ deGe~a? 'cover it up with them
(boards)~' L, o-la?~ O-(z-)?a '8 names 0 0'-

(O-(z-)?a 18.), sila?~ma. Eyak woman's name L

(interpretation uncertain), we~eh ?ila?~ (di)=

si~tah~ 'I named you' M, o-la?~ Gl-?ya '0 is

late', qe~ah ?ula?~ ?t.sa?yah~ 'she's a month

pregnant' L, o-la?~ d-?ya '8 (feeling, urge)

comes over 0' (d-?ya 3.), ~Siyah o-la?~ d-?ya
'0 becomes angry', o-la?~ ~-d-?ya '6 becomes

sexually excited'.
3b. With deleted reflexive 0 in indirect re=

flexive constructions: la?~ ye~ O-de-~i 'S has

0 (scarf, amnion) on', la?~ O-de(-xe)-?a 'S is

named (s'appelle) 0', la?~ O-(l-)de(-ze)-?a '8

puts, has 0 (hat) on', la?~ ?ix~i '?ah~ 'I have

something on my head' L, la?~ deya?z 'necklace'

LA, la?~ le~eAa.ya?~ 'bead-necklace' 21a.35, 37L,
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~Q;~QQ~ lah se~e?~ 'Cordova became a town'

68.57A, ~di.qeyu.ya? lah 'Aleut village' 53.=

lL (also probably place name on Mummy Island L),

deJ.C\!hya? lah 'people's (Eyak) village' 58.1L,

?ioyaoGya? lah 'Eyak Village (at Mile 6)' L

(place-name), deqeda? ya. lah 'Old Town (Cor=

dova) , L (place-name), perhaps al~o occurr~g'J or

1;"t6-.t (~ 7"'" ~~, Lj
identified as such in qa.ta.lah 'Katalla'L;

( cL. 75~ 1. ) -I
frequent as 0 of o-q '8n 0': 47a.5L, 60.19,19,,'"

68.63,63, 84, 84A, lahq 'in town, in a village

camp'LM, lahqdeJ.CYli° '(allover) about town' L,

lahq weJ.C ?i.~thth 'he lives in town', lah=

qeC!ahd sah:r::j.h 'he left town', lahqe~ sah:r:}h

t-1
'he went to town'o

lb. 'hole, burrow' (attested only twice, per=

haps incorrectly in this sense) as 0 of o-?e?

'in place of 0': delexwe ° gya? lah?e?d selah~th

'she stayed in the groundhog's burrow' 22.2L,

lah?e? J.CeAa.sa?yah~th 'she ran into the burrow'

22.9Lo "'" \,
,/' f

' ., ,;,( ---'" 2. (as above, feferring to persons, but not ';"('"
II 

conjugated for person or with -th or -inuo suf=

! fix, or with -G(eyuo) suffix; perhaps a suffix,

1.\ ../and written as such in texts; see also lao..na.j7-- 6' Y":';"
( ) . ( ) . t . h 1 . 1 irI. ~ :/" ~I : 'person s who J.S are J.n cer aJ.n c rono ogJ.ca ',,~L ~ ' .:/

"":.c ,~- / "-;:.<;

/j/~,,: "1_"t.:;:,/ '" 7r~ ,c/
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la?~ le~eAa.liyahl 'S has 0 (bead-necklace) on'

2la. 37L, ~iyah la?~ le~e;>..a.~i?yahl:}.h 'he's
~

wearing a dent;lium necklace' L.

4. With -q final or compounded as 0 of o-q
'on 0', then also with -d and -~ finals, 'on, co=

vering 0 (as e.g. clothing)': a. sila?q 'on me

(as clothes), covering me, over me' M, kenao?d

sila?q Geta? 'give me a coat:, put a coat on

me:' M, Gu?l sila?q Geta? 'put a blanket over

me:' M, sila?q Geta? 'cover me up with it:' M,

?ula?q ~Geta? 'cover it up:' M, sila?q ~=

seltahl 'he gave me a garment to put on' M, -la?=

qeya? 'clothing' (see ya?-eya?).
4bo With -~ final: sila?qe~ ~Getaol:}.h

'he's putting a garment on me' M, sila?qe~ ~l=

y}o?}h 'he's covering me up, giving me clothes,

putting one thing after another on me' M.

4c. With Ge-l- 'extreme of series' as 0,

with zero and -d finals: Gella?q Geta? 'put

it (blanket) on top of the pile:' L, Gela?qeya?

'outside coat or cover' L, Gela?qd 'outermost

(of garments)' L, Gela?~dya? kenao?d L, Gel=

la?qdya? kana.?d 'overcoat' M.

4d. Perhaps with de-indeterminate 0 and
l-clasifier, and -d final, uncertain, perhaps

analogical with above: dela?qd ya. CeA 'out=



side boards, facing, siding' L.

4e. With reciprocal 0, 'in layers, strips':

?i}a?q O-}-ce~ 'S cuts 0 into strips' 37b.77,

65.47A.

5. Compounded as 0 of postpositions o-ga?
'like 0', o-?u?~ 'less than 0', o-le~ 'more

than 0': o-la?ga? I-do-a' 'S (hat) fits o's

head' , sila?ga? qe? sdiya?} 'it fits my head

again' L, sila?u?~ ?idiyah 'it's too small for
my head' L (but cf. sile?u?~ ?}.diyah 'it (hat)

is too small for my head'), ?ila?u?~ la?Geda?}

'it (hat) is getting too small for my head' L,

sila?le~ ?}.diyah 'it (hat) is too big for my

head'L.

o-~-la?- (postposition, with ~-thematic, attested
only with -d, -~, and -q finals) 'hanging, im=

paled on (over head, end of protruding) 0' 1. with

-; final: a. ?u.d ?ew~ela?; setah} 'it's hang=
ing on that (peg) there' L, often with preverb

Ii? 'back from front end': ?u~ela?~ Ii? detah,

?u;ela?~ Ii? deya.? 'notch on shaft (of spear,

arrow) for head' L, ~wah~}~ela?~ Ii? Geta?

'hang it on a nail~' L, dek}~ela?~ Ii? x}ya.~

'I (cust) hang them on sticks' 65.2lA.

lb. With -~ final and de-indetermina~o: -

de~ela?~ Geta? 'put it (head) on (spear)~' L,

--



?u'd de~ela?~ setah~ 'it's hanging (on e.g.

peg) there' L, often with Ii? 'from front toward

back end': 10.84,86,65.5, IlA, de~ela?~ Ii?

ti'leGe?a? 'hang it (skin) up (on nail on wall)~'

L, de~ela?~ Ii? qu?deyah 'they'll be hung

up'L.

2. With -d final and de-indeterminate 0:

de~ala?d ?i.tah~ 'it's impaled (e.g. on spear)' L.

3. With -q final or as 0 of o-q 'on 0' and

with de-indeterminate 0: de~ela?q ?i.tah~ 'it's

impaled (e.g. on spear)' L.

o-y-~-la?- (postposition, with ~-thematic as above,

combined with y-anatomical 'hand, constituent

structure [-y-[~-la?-]J, attested with -d and

-~ finals only) '(impaled) on o's finger': 0-=

ye~ala?~ (Ii?) O-d~(t-)?a 'S puts 0 (~ing) on o's

finger', o-ye~ala?d qa? O-d-(t-)?a 'S takes 0

(ring) off o's finger'.

o-:-na?-d « o-l-la?-, with I-anatomical 'head',

attested only with deleted reflexive 0 in indirect

reflexive construction, and with -d final, attested

only once, pdrhaps analogical) '(from a position

of rest) on o's head': ?i'na?d qa? Gedeta?

'take it (dress) off (up over your head)~' L.



lae?

la.?

-la.? 'S gets wet, damp': qa?lae? 'it'll get wet'

L, Gelae?~ 'it's getting wet' L, sela.?~ 'it

got damp' L, sila.?~ 'I got wet' L. Transitive

(causative): Ge~la.? 'make it wet~' LM, qu?x~=
lae? 'I'll make it wet' L; passive: qu?dela.?

'it'll get wet' 'M, Gedela.?~ 'it's getting wet'

M, sdilae?~ 'it got wet' M, 'it's been made
~ wet (by something, someone)' L (L rejects all M's

forms except as passives, rejects e.g. *xsdilao?}

'I got wet').

..



nao?

nao? (perhaps < -~o?, cf. y~o?, ~~o?, d~o?, qa?-=

q~o, t'a?-)

yenao?- (also yinao?-, preverb, attested with -d,

-de~, -~. and -~ finals, not zero, probably

*yene-~o?, see yao(n), 'down below, at lower

level, on bottom, floor, ground'; with -d final:

Rezanov EHHaaT~ 'B~ HH3Y unten' yena.?d 'on

the floor, ground, bottom' L. EHaTJIbTE9 'HaRJIoHHcb

bUcken, sich (Imperat.)', Rxo eHaTJIbTE9 'He

HaR~oHHcH bUcke dich nicht!' (ya?~o) yenao?d

'(don't) ...down!', yenao?d ya? ?e1te. 'set

it (animate) down on ground:' L, ?ewya?d yinao?d

setah1 'it's down on the bottom in it (with broad

opening at top)' L, ?uod yinao?d setah1 'it's

down there (e.g. on the floor)' L, ?uod yinao?d

si1tahZ 'I put, left it down on the floor' L,

yinao?d selah1inu. 'those who live down below

me'L, ?uod yena.?d 'she's down there (way down=

hill below us), L, ?u.d yinao?d 'it's down

there' N, ~i.d yina.?d 'way over down there' L,

~i.d yina'?d y~'? dis1iqahG1 'it fell down to

bottom (of mountain) over there' 7.37A, ~i.d yi=

na.?d ?ele~ah Gi.yah dao~ 'when you get up

(out of bed) way down there (on earth)' 51.77A,

with -dex and -x finals 'motion within area':° 0



yenao?~ ye~ ~dao~ 'someone is walking around

down below' L, ?uod yenao?de~ ye~ leGa?~~}h

'he (baby) is crawling around on the floor there'

L, with -~ final 'continuous or repeated motion

towards': yinao?~ qid disliqahGl 'it fell down

(off) to the ground' L, yenao?~ ?}o}?~? 'look

down at the ground!' Mo

o-o-nao?- (postposition, attested with -d, and

-J1: finals, not zero, probably -ne-~o?, with

-ne- representing l-class-mark for 0 ?i~ 'moun=

tain', partly thematized) 'on 0 (mountainside)':

with -d final: ?i~aonao?d setah1 'it's on a

mountainside'L, ?ew?aonao?d setahl 'it's up

on that (hillside, mountainside)' L, yaonao?d

setahl 'it's up on it (hillside, mountainside,

side of an I-class thing)' L; with -~ final:

?i~aonao?~ ca? Gao? 'come down the mountain=

side~' L, apparently compounded as 0 of o-daod

'in area of 0': ?i~aonao?~daod Gao? 'go up the

mountainside~' L (probably to be corrected to
tJ;,...?,.{ -

?i~aonao?~ qa~ Gao?)o

?ionao?- (preverb, attested with -d, -de~, and

-~ finals, not zero, < postposition o-o-nao?-

above preverbalized with zero 0) 10 'on hillside,

mountainside': with -d final: ?ionao?d 'on the



mountainside'L, ?i.nao?d setah1 'it's up on

a hill, steep place' L, ?u.d ?ionao?d k'uleJ.cefu?

~a?~ '(there are) lots of blueberries on the hill=

side'L, ?ionao?d dao k'u~e~eh1 'we killed

something on the mountainside' L, ?i.nao?d qu?=

w~h~h 'he'll go up on the mountainside' L, with

-J.c and -deJ.c finals: ?iona.?~ yeJ.c k'uda-~

'someone is walking around on a hillside' L, ?io=

nao?de~ ye~ da-~ 'he's walking around on a

mountainside'Lo

2. 'up high (not necessarily on hill-, moun=

tainside)': with -d final: ?u-~ahd ?i-na.?d

Gah da.~ 'when they climb down from there' (up

on tree) 63.22G (perhaps incorrect, but cf- ?i.=

na.?d setah1 'it's up on a steep place' L above)-

nao?dqe~ah month-name 'September'? ('month (when

sun goes) further down slope') A (unknown to L,

probably to be corrected to ?iona.?d-, and per=

haps influenced by nedg1qe~ah).

~i-nao?d (with -d final locative) 1. (o---nao?d

with ~e- 'area' as 0) 'on mountainside': ~iod

~ionao?d 'on the mountainside' L.

2. (probably < *J.ce-ye-nao?d, cf. J.ceye?uod)

'downstairs': ~i-d J.cionao?d '(yonder) down=

stairs, yonder down below)'.



lu.l

lu.l (perhaps to be identified with lu.2)

lu. (preverb, attested with zero final only, never

used in postposition, M rejects *silu.) 'over,

around, reversal, turn (on vertical or horizontal

axis, of ca. 1800), (in contrast to lah, which

refers to ca. 3600 turn) L, lu. si~tahl 'I

turned it (paper, blanket) over' M, lu. Geta?

'turn it over:' L, lu. qu?xtah 'I'll turn it

over'L, lu. leGeta? 'turn your head:' L, lu.

?}.sitahl 'I turned my head' L, lu. lixitah1

'my head is turned to side' L, lu. ?u?leGeta?

'turn it (page):' L, ?ew ya.yu. lu. selah1

'things are all switched, changed around' L, ?ew

lu. lya.~th 'she (cust) turns it over' 10.132,

l32A, lu. ?exlya.~ 'I (cust) turn them over'

65.l5A, lu. gu'li?a?~inu. 'that they (standing)

may face about' 70.8A, ?i~ lu. qeyuh qa?lah

'she'll turn belligerently about toward you' 36.=

l5,20A, lu. ?i.yahl 'he (walking, has) turned

around' L (cf. la. under lu.2), lu. sahl 'he

turned around' L, lu. Ga.? 'turn around (ca.

1800), L, lu. dixs~i~uxl 'I turned over (in

bed, by shifting weight one leg over the other)'

L, lu. ?iqe?yi'xGec' 'I'll twist your arm' L,

k'u.y lu. Ga.l 'wind is changing (reversing)' L,



see further under -xu1-, 1e-xu1, ?i-d-(?-)1-?a';

with qe?-qeo- 'back, again': ?u.nahd qeolu.

?idelao~ month name, 'March' ('month in which

tpey (king salmon, cust) return') A (unknown to

L; conceivably luo2, 'back to tide-beach').



2lu.

lu.2 (probably related to li.ya?, and perhaps to be

identified with lu.l, basic meaning 'turning-point,

-area (of tide)', but cf. perhaps Athapaskan nu. 'is=

land'; once Ii?, momentary lapse, 24.72A)

lu. (preverb, attested with zero and -~ finals)

la. 'high tide, turn of tide, area of turn of tide':

with zero final: lu. sa?yah~ 'tide came in' M,

lu. gu.?yah~ 'tide is high (at turning-point)' M,

(lu.) ~gv.?ya. 'big September tide' L, ~i~ lu.
~.}eh 'it's always high tide' 4.6M, }i~ lu.

k'u?li.~~ah 'always keeps the tide high' 4.7M,
with -~ final: lu.~ ?ise}?~}}h 'looked at

the tide' 4.l7M.

lb. Used as noun, 'tide': ~u?luw lu. 'big

tide' 10.244, 28.75A, perhaps incorrectly in ?~

lu.ya? qe?~ 'the tide-woman' 3.l4M, ?ew lu.

Ge}xe~ 'make the tide go out:' 3.l2M.

2a. 'at tide-beach, food-gathering at low

tide, beachcombing, clam-digging': with zero fi=
nal: 1u. ?i.yah} 'has gone beachcombing' la.1M

(cf. lu. ?i.yah~ 'he has turned around' L un=

der lu.l), with -~ final: Galushia Nelson

lu.tc 'beach food (i.e. shell-fish, seaweed, etc.)'

BSdL 540 lu.~ 'to tide-beach for food-gathering',

lu.tc qi.ya 'she is going after beach food' BSdLI



560 lu.~ qi?yiyah 'you'll go beachcombing',

lu.~ da. ?i.?a?~ 'let's go clamdigging' L,

lu.~ sah~ih 'he went clamdigging, beachcombing'

L.
2b. Used as noun, '(activity of) food-gather=

ing at tide-beach': lu. 'beach food' M (loosely

glossed), lu. ?ide~ihih 'he's food-gathering

at tide-beach' L.

lu.:dl.?- (postpositional phrase, preverb or noun -,f- A-

lu., d-class, as 0 of o-d-?e? 'in place of (d-=

class) 0', attested with -d, -de~, -~ finals)

'on tide-beach': with -d final: 10.1, 227, 227~

230,234,235, 244A, Rezanov JIIOTHT'b 'JIaM.ZI;a' (not
in Radlov, 'tide-beach'), lu.di.?d ~~~ihth

'he's clam-digging on the beach' L, nominalized:

lu.di.?dya? ca.Aa.de~vh 'stone-man of tide-=

beach' 10.221A, lu.di.?dya? ~eleGde~vhYU' 'clam-=

people of tide-beach' 10.231A, with suffixed -kih

'diminutive': lu.di'?dkih qew sedah~ 'he was

staying doing a bit of beachcombing' 10.2A, with

-~ and -de~ finals 'movement within area':

lu'di.?~ 10.233,234,237, 29.1A, ~i.d li?di'?~
'yonder on tide-beach' 24.72A (lapse for lu'diO?:Jj:

L), lu'di.?:Jj: ye~ da.:Jj:}h, lu.di'?de~ ye~ da.=

~}h 'he's walking about on the tide-beach' L,



luedie?de~ ?ilt~.~ Klilyte?th 'he's beachcomb=

ing (gathering something together in plural acts

on tide-beach)' L.

.,

c .;.
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lu?

lu? (never with n-initial; element of uncertainooaning,

attested only in postposition o-lu?qa. 'for, after,
in order to obtain 0'; probably not to be identified

with lu?-nu?, cf. ~into o-nuka 'for, after, in or=

der to obtain 0', Chipewyan o-nka 'looking for ot,

Navaho o-'ka ?a-di~ni 'I'm calling (after) ot),

see qa.3.
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lu?-nu?

lu?-nu? (nu? only in ya.nu?, ?il-Iu? usually>
?ilu?; Ii? established variant in one form, see

li?~da.dGede?eh; the form lu? also occurs as a

sporadic variant (momentary lapse) for Ii?, see 0-=

Ii? ld., Ie., 4. under Ii?; probably not to be iden=

tified with lu?, cf. Navaho n9lCeh 'storage pit',
no.? 'storage pit, what is stored up', no?- prefix

in 'to store underground', Mattole -no.(-y)- 'things

stored up', Chipewyan -nuz} (pp) 'through')
lu?-d (preverb, attested only once, not verified,

with -d final 'at rest') 'in a hole': lu?d

setahl 'it's in a hole' L (perhaps to be corrected

to delu?d).
o-lu? (postposition, attested with zero, -d, -~,

and -~ finals, but -d final only under ld.,

-~ only under 2a., and -~ rare) 'through 0,
hole in 0': with zero final: Rezanov Y~~ro '~Mpa

Loch' ?ulu? 'hole (in it)' M, ?ewlu? 'through

it' M, Rezanov Y~roya ~eT~~a Knopfloch' ?ulu?

?ewa. 'hole in it for it', silu? '(bullet went)
through me' M, ?ew lCutahlu? 'through the skin'

M, ?ulu? lCu.leh 'there's a hole in it' L, with

suffixed adjective -?luw 'big', o-lu? perhaps

nominalized: l(u?lu?luw 'big hole (in something)'
M, ?ulu?luw sele?l 'it developed into a big
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hole in it' L, ?ulqeh~lu? sele?l 'it developed

into a hole in the bottom of it' L, ~iddelu?

~?sel~a?l 'made (something into, caused there

to exist) a hole in the ice' 16.6M, o-lu? gl-=

?a' 'S (water) runs, leaks out of 0, through

hole in 0' (-?a' 17.), o-lu? gl-sid 'S (water)

runs (in pl. streams) through hole in 0', ?ewlu?

sicu'xl 'I poked it through it' L, ?ewlu? sdi=

cu'xl 'a hole's been poked through it' L, o-lu?

O-l-l-xe?¥ 'S hooks links 0 throu gh 0' ?ulu?.oJ, ,

?i'?ah 'tab with hole' ('it extends through (hole
in) it') L, ?il~ ?ulu? ~de?ah 'dovetail joint'

('they extend in contact with each other through

it') M, frequent with certain preverbs, meaning
often somewhat idiomatic: with qa? 'up out'

(~e also lb., lc.): o-lu? qa? ~-l~-?ya '0

has pox, pimples' ('something l~-class comes up

out through (holes in) 0'), t'iddelu? qe? qa?
sdiyahl 'it came back up through (hole in) ice'

L, Sdu'lihGdelu? q~'~ Gex~wah3l 'I'm driving

a nail into a table' L (probably to be corrected

to y~'?~ or glossed 'up through'), with y-=
anatomical: siyelu? 'through (hole in) my hand'

L, siyelu? qa? Sliqa-?Sl 'it (watchband) left

a red mark on my wrist' L, siyelu? qa? diSli=

, .1,..1



qa.?~l 'it (ring) left a red mark on my finger'

L, with ye~ 'downward' (see also lb.): ?ulu?

ye~ ~dexwehd 'strainer'L, o-lu? ye~ 0-1-=

xwehd 'S strains 0 (down) through 0', o-lu?

ye~ O-wus-g 'S sifts 0 (down) through 0', 0-=

lu? ye~ O-l-l-wa? 'S strains 0 (down) through

0', with ?e~ 'completely by, past': ?ulu?

?e~ ?ixs1i~i~1 'I shot (with arrow) a hole through

it'L, ?ulu? ?e~ Geqe? 'boat through it (under

bridge):' L, ?ewlu? ?e~ Aa.se~a?~l 'it (tree)

fell crashing down through it' L, ~iyahdelelu?

?e~ ~eAa.sa?yah1 'it (bullet) went clear through

the hat' L, ~i~ ?ulu? ?e~ di.?}h:i-h 'an arrow X

is sticking clear through him' L; with -~ final:

?ulu?~ Ge1e?1 'a hole is forming' ('it is deve=

loping into a hole in it ,) M.

lb. With indeterminate 0 'through (hole in)
indeterminate 0, through': qi?de~ delu? ~.=

1eh place-name, 'place by where there is a pas=

sage through (Hawkins Island)' M, ?uqa?~ delu?

~.leh place-name 'there is a passage between

them (Channel Islands)' L, delu? sah1:i-h 'he

went through (ice, board collapsed under him)' L,

16.5M, ?ew seqe.c'ekih ?u.~ delu? Ge1te? 'put

the baby back thither through there~' L, with

i, "C!."""c' [, Ic"d"kj~,j,



preverbs: delu? qa? la?yah 'boil, abcess'

('it forms up through') LM, ?u~ delu? qa?

~?a?~ 'safety pin' ('something is extended up

through with it') L, delu? ye~ O-~-xehd-q

'S strains 0 (down through)', delu? ye~ sa?=

yah~ 'it caved in' M, delu? lah3 ye~ de~ahd~

'bureau of drawers' ('they are pulled forward back

and forth through') L; compounded with 0 of 0-=

qa?-d nominalized with -d final: ye~e?~ de=

lu?qa?d place-name 'interstice of passage

through in certain direction (in Hawkins Island)'

L.
lc. With reciprocal 0, ?i~u? more fre=

quently than ?i~lu?: ?i~u? dese.d name of

Old Man Dude LAS, ?i~u? desid 'they're linked

together' L, ?i~u? yede~e?~ginu. 'they're hand-=

wrestling' ('their hands are hooked together') L,

~ede6d ?i~u? ~i~e?q'~ 'hang-up' (i.e. tree

lodged in fork of another, 'they're hooked to=

gether above') G (Harrington), frequently with

qa? 'up out', sometimes also with Ii? 'deeply

into cavity', .t(deeply) up out through each other',

basically with reference to knotting: ?ilu? qa?

sdixa?~l 'they're hooked (knotted) together' L,
?ilu? Ii? qa? 6exa?~ 'tie them (rope and rag)
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together~' L, frequently used in idioms refer=

ring to certain facial expressions: ?ilu? qa?

le~edisdiqec'l 'he winced' (, he clamped his eyes

up out through each other') L, ?i1u? qa? Ii?

?}-sdixa?~lga? ?ed}-li~ihih 'he looks mean,

frowns fiercely' ('he's making his face look like

he's facially tied in an overhand knot') L, ?a?d

3a-qga? ?ilu? qa? Ii? didigu31 'he's got his

mouth clamped shut like a (hooked) bullhead (taci=

turn)' L.

ld. With ~e- 'area' as o-and..,.<:1: final:

~elu?d 'at rest way inside (deep hole, cavity in,
through area)' L. .

2. With certain special idiomatic meanings:

a. 'in, over, by', with -~ final 'motion within

area', with dega-g 'fire' (d-class) as 0: 25.=

38A, deq~-gdelu?~ O-l-?mahd 'S cooks 0 by the

fire' (Cf. qU--NqV-- under qU?N and o-qa?

3.)-
2b. 'reflected in 0', with -~ final: see

G-de-?eN-?~, ?ulu?~da-dGede?eh, and modern but

established variant li?Sda-dGede?eh 'mirror'

« ?ulu?~ da- ?edGede?eh 'we see ourselves

(reflected) in it') under ?eN?~3, ?ulu?~ ?ed=

yeGexde?eh 'I see my hand reflected (in it)' L.
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qi? ~Giolu? (noun, unclassified) 'smokehole'

(~ !!QQ term-used by M)': qi? k'uGiolu?dao~

'through the smokehole' 2ao14fnM ('movement in

area of place where something is, has a hole',

underlying verb theme G-lu? 'S is, has hole in

it', perhaps incorrect).
ya.nu? (preverb, attested with zero, -d, -~,

-t:! and -C'ahd finals, < yao(n) « *yene)-=

nu?, 'through (hole in) bottom surface', with

development of -n- > -1- blocked by preceding

nasal) 'down below surface, underground, under=

water': with zero final: ?a?d yaonu? 'very deep
underwater' 49.35A, ya.nu? O-l-te 'S inters

(animate) 0', qi? yaonu? ~Gedeteh 'grave'

BSdL 546, L, yaonu? Geta? 'bury it:' L, 10.=

209A, 'submerge it:' L, ye~, de~ul~ qi? ya.nu?
?iditahl 'well' ('place where a keg is submerged')

L, yaonu? ?::J.°setahl 'it put its head under=

water'L, yaonu? disliqahGl}h 'he fell in

(hole)' 58.6L, Gelextah dao~ ya.nu? xusli?=
yahl 'I was buried alive' ('I was living and I

was put underground in a container') L, yaonu?
Ga.? 'dive in:' L, ya.nu? sahl}h 'he dove in,

went underwater' L, see also 0-dl-1-5a?~ 1.,

O-cuox (47b.39M), O-d-cuox (49.34, 34A),

'" j[ II j",JL"..i"c..clc"iJ...;



O-~a?, O-~a-, gdl-gemeG, yaonu? -wehs, -le?g
lao, y-le 2., -?a?~ (27ao271, 27b.36A) , with

qe?-geo- 'back, again': geoyaonu? ?eleog~
'(cust) reaches his hand back underwater' 56.5L,
geoyaonu? ?ely}o?}h 'he keeps putting 0 back

underwater' 56.10L, geoyaonu? sdiyah1 'sub=

merged again' 27b.44L; with -d final 'at rest':

ya.nu?d 'it's,underground, underwater' L, ~i.d

ya.nu?d 'way down (underground) there (in Hell)'

51.19, 19A, ya.nu?d ya. 'underwater thing' 10.=

l16A, ya.nu?d setah1 'it's underground, under=

water' L; with -~ final: ~iod ya.nu?~ ?ahnuo=

dahd ?u?liditah 'their sound is heard way down

there (on earth from in Heaven)' 51.65, 66A, ya.=

nu?~ ?elc'}O~ 'it lcust) sinks' 24.44A, yaonu?~

Gex~a.1 'I'm burying it' L, yaonu?~ ye~ ?ide=

qah 'they (loons) keep diving up and down under=

water' L, 24.73A, ya.nu?~ wesg 'it (snow) keeps

caving in, giving way' 51.48A, ya.nu?~ ?ele.g=
~}h 'he (cust) reaches his hand underwater' 56.=

16L, di~ ta.o ?i1u? ya.nu?~ ~leya.~G
'people didn't use (cust) to bury each other' 28.=

l14A, yaonu?~ le~edeyao? 'seeds for planting'

L; with -~ final: yaonu?~ Gewe.x}h 'he's

swimming underwater' L, yaonu?~ ye~ 1a?ni~
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'it (bug) crawls around underground' L, ya"nu?~
?t"l~emah 'sponge' L, with -~ahd final or

compounded as 0 of o-~ahd 'from 0': ya"nu?=

~ahd ~~ah 'they (ducks) dip head underwater

to eat' ('they eat something from underwater') L,

ya"nu?~ahd qe? qa? sdiyah}ih 'he came back

up from underwater' L.
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?luw-?nuw-?li'-?lu?

?luw-?nuw-?li'-?lu? (?luw-?nuw in adjective and verb,

also ?lew-?new, but vowel more frequently, probably

arbitrarily, transcribed u than e; ?li', ?lu? in

verbs; ?nuw-?new only in adjectives following 1-=

mark or marks ending in 1-; Russian sources consis=
tently show a vowel following -w: Rezanov -~Hra

six times, implying -?lewa..., -~rora once, implying

-?luwa..., -~era twice, implying -?lewa... or (read=

ing -e-) -?luwa..., Wrangell once -~ere, imply=

ing -?lewi... or -?luwi..., Furuhjelm once -liaga

< *-~Hra, implying -?lewa..., once -lian, probably~ f ~ "'" ""',. -r:. .k~ J - t.; 4 "' tf .." ""*J".-j4.~ ,,'!- I" v"""'--'_._"""'" ( "'~"""~,,,.',.,., ,;(~...
~~M~ cop~'"S~mIsread j;.n g~~,- "-J,4::a'I:t'~'"'=='t HY

'O~."~the~.J..4ke; perhaps related to Ie.; for alternation

-i'--uw cf. qih and qew-quw? ~J{!) 1().,ow1 w..J 7(,.,1 1"",'1') J

-?luw--?nuw (adjective,) 'big, large, huge, enor= ~

mous, great' 1. Independent or relativized: a.

not in association with classified nouns: indepen=
-'

dent: Rezanov Ky~~gra 'BO~:bJlIOH gross', Wrangell

KyJiere 'gross', Furuhjelm Kulian 'great, large',

Galushia Nelson Gu'lu. or (~lu.) 'big (can
be applied to a canoe, bird, man, dog, but not to

a house or tree)' BSdL 553, ~?luw, ~?lew 'big'

M, ~?luw -~e(?) 'S is, becomes big, large,

grown-up' 20.91,92,24.39,40,74, 28.131A, 34.=
102L, 43.13M, 60.21, 65.7A, yi~da.s da:~ ~?=

\
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luw yi~eh 'it's heavy and it's big' M, ~?luw

sa~e?~ 'it got big' M, ~?luw xi~eh da.~

?iqe?li.xgu?~ 'if I were big I'd punch you in

the face, when I'm big I'll punch you in the face'

LM, Galushia Nelson Gu'lu. ytt~tnhtn 'big man'

BSdL 553 ~?luw yil}h}h 'he (who) is big, 'he

was big, enormous' 37b.58A, J.Cala.g qa.;a? ~?=

luw qa?~e? 'winter will be severe, hard, on us'

43.9M, ~?luw qaw, la. 'it's sure big!' L,

~?luw <taw, ?aw qe?yilteh 'it was ,big, that

whale' lO.42A., Rezanov :i(.YJIJIHraTY 'BeJIHK':b

gross' ~?law...duh 'it's big (indeed)!'"
lCoYJIHraya 'BOJIbme gross (Comparativ.) , ~?law...

?awa., ~?luw ?awa. 'a big one of them' L,

?aw ~?luw ?awa. 'the big one, biggest one of

them' L, 9.92Aj, di~ ?aw ~?luWG 'not the big

on~' M, Gadi.~eh, ~?law 'it was cold, a great

(cold spell)' 57.4G, ~alehdig, ~?luw Ylil.? da=

Ga?ya.J.C 'rain too, let a big one come down' 57.=

21G, ?u~aJ.C ?awa. ~?luw 'its wings are big'

60.50A, ~?luw qa?aw ?u?daca.~ 'a big (price)

it was (cust) bought at' 64.4G, ~?luw ?u?li=

xilgah 'I think it's (know it to be) big' M,

wax ?u?daxa. ~?luw ~?luw ?aw ?u?daxa..., .
'thus is told of it (that it's) big, it's reported

",



to be big' 60.49A, ?uyeqd ?ewa. ~?luw

'it(s inside) is (too) big' L, with -kih dimi=

nuti ve suffix: ~?luwkih qesele?i 't,hey grew

pretty big' 49.29, 30A, ~?luwkih ?i1e? da.~

'just as it starts to get rather big, faiF~sized'

L, relativized: usually preceding noun: ?a?d

~?luw qe?yiiteh 'a very big whale' 28.76A,

~?luw xu~1 'big gun' M, ~?luw xi:l 'great

shaman' 56.1L, attested also with ~ye?e?d

'grizzly-den', ?ud ~desa?q 'dress', c~.x

'barnacle', yeda. 'shamanistic power', duh~~

'snipe', s~hes}.1 'stockings' leG ~i.~

'halibut', te?ya?le' 'king salmon', qe?yi1teh

'whale', lu. 'ebb-tide', ca? 'deep (place)',

ke.rta. g 'seal' ?ex 'boat' ?exekih 'canoe',. ,. ,
~ewa. 'dog', less frequently (and less correct=

ly?) following noun (real meaning '(is) big'?),

usually from M: de~vh ~?lew 'a huge person'

(perhaps 'the fellow is huge') 37b.58A, attested

also (mostly in elicitation from M) with ?}.sdi=

le.1 'merganser', s}.1 'shoes', qexge'1

'bottle', gahG '(gob of) pitch'.
lb. With class-marks (in association with

classified nouns): deqi.kih ~le~a?luw 'no big

ones (berries) left' L, di~ ?ew qe,ma. ?ewa.



k'ule~a?luw ?e3:eoG 'its roe wasn't big' IOoI17A,

Gele~ese~e°?! k'ule~a?luw '(large species of) blue=

berries are large' L, Galushia Nelson ~eta'luo

or ~taluo 'big (used for house or tree)',

~eta.?luo Its 'big tree', ~ete?lp-" 'big tree',

~ete?lu yat 'big house' BSdL 553 k'uda?luw lis,

k'uda?luw yahd, yahd ~~o? dese3:i3:, k'uda?luw

'they built houses, big ones' 68o16A, k'uda?luw

t'e".igsg 'big cottonwood' 68o30A, k'u~eda?luw gah?!

yeGe3:ga°3: 'a big, great day is coming' L,/, di~ >~
k'uAi ° ?nuwG 'not a big one (a stone) , L, k'uguo?nuw

giyah 'lots of water, large quantity of water'

L, attested also with kao~ 'soup', de3: 'blood',

xeo 'seal oil' cae 'sealoil' cao~aoxe?" , , 1\"
'kerosene' ?uonex k'uxe?3: ' paint' L ?;odit'U°~, "" , T

k'u°?nuw 'big black abalone' n, ~iyahd k'u°?nuw

'big hat' 110

lco With anatomical marks: k'ugeda?luw 'large-=

rumped', k'uqioda?luw s~es}o3: 'big(-footed)

stockings'L, k'uku°?nuw yi3:}h}h '(he's) a big-=
~

bellied person' M~~~~ee~~~, lisk¥"da?luw 'big-=

based tree' L; lacking k'u-indefinite in epithets,

generally pejorative: kuo?nuw 3:ilao? 'big-=

bellied ~an' L, gi"waOlehd ku°?nuw Ge3:e?3: 'he's

getting ~aunchy because of beer' L kuo?nuw 'big-=

c. It.jl!



Insert at ~ on preceding page:

fugeda?luw ma. 'big lake' 27b.46A,
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belly!, paunchy~' L, qi.da?luw 'big-feet~' L,
geda?luw 'big-rump!' L, ~~da?luw 'big-(lower-)=

legs~' L. ~
.:;,.

Id. With G~~thematic 'ground': qi? ~= -'

Ga.?nuw 'place where there's lots of ground' L.

Ie. With ~dl-thematic 'shore': giyah

~~eAi.?nuw se}e?} 'water (in rain, floodtide)
reached a very high level' L.

If. With -dah adverbializer: ~?luwdah

'enormously, greatly' 57.20G.
2. Dependent: a. suffixed to unclassified

nouns: (1) with connective vowel -?a-.?luw, -?a-?=

law, rarely (with certain exceptions) -a-?luw,
-a-?lew, when suffixed to noun-forms, not in

epithets, containing only one vowel: Rezanov
XOT_K~~~ere 'llYmKa Kanone' xu~g}?a?lew... ,

xu~}?a?luw 'big gun' LM, }~d?a?luw M, }~=

da?luw 'large (amount of) smoke' L, ~uh~?a?luw=

yu. 'snakes' (big worms') M, attested also with

qeA 'pot', del 'bone', da.~ '(amount of)

foam' du.c' '(gob of) dried snot', duh~~ 'snipe',

ta. 'trail' te1: 'drill' '31ihs~ 'devilclub', , 7t ,
}e?~ 'box', }e?}q 'feather', }e?xd} 'wart',

}~d 'smoke', 5a?Jt' 'chisel', 5Ux} 'spear

point', c'thG 'alders', cra.Jt'} 'cradle', cra.g}

Iv,"



'dipper', cu-x 'barnacle', s}-~ 'shoe',

sahs 'sea-otter', sahx 'cockle', ~i~ 'shelf',

5a-~~ 'crowbar', ~a-q 'bullhead', 5u?~

'thwart', ~e?q~ 'hook', ~a?~ 'red salmon',
~a-~ 'hedysarum plant', ~i?~~ 'shark', ~ihdG

'skate, ray', ~g~g 'skunk-cabbage roots' ~ahG

'(gob of) slime', ~e~g~ '(amount of) hoarfrost',
~u?~ 'blister', gus~ 'flame', ka-~~ 'humpback

salmon', kug~ 'dry stick', ~e?~ 'mink', ~a?~

'island', xi~ '(amount of) snow (on ground)',
xahd 'spearhead', xa-g~ 'job', xa-g '(amount

of) steam', Ge?q~g ~(amaunt of) earwax', Ge~

'rabbit', qe?~ 'woman', qec~G 'male salmon',

~ahg~g 'scab', qeG~g '(piece of) gristle',

~i~ 'spearhead', ~a?~g~ '(wooden) club', ~u~
'worm', wi~ 'wedge', la?q 'eel', la?~d~

'star', ?a-~ 'spruce bough', ?es 'crab-pot',

y~-? 'medicine' ('powerful'), kihd '(amount

of) dry snow', we?~ 'snare' wi~ 'wedge',

we-~ 'drying-rack', ~hd% '(amount of) moss',

we-g 'headband', di~ 'plate', ye-n 'sea

cucumber', hu-l 'sale', qew 'open place on

mountainside', ca-?~ 'food box'; (2) with
connective vowel frequently or exclusively

-a?luw, -a?lew, su~dto certain noun-forms



ending, in modern form, in sonant -w or -1,

where connective vowel here may be considered

archaic retention of second vowel of earlier

broken stem, cf. 2b.(2b) below: Rezanov K':bY=
c

.s:rJIHra 'ByP.fI sturm' kil(.)ya?lew___, k'uya?luw

LM (with nonlengthened -u-, but not rechecked),

kil-ya?luw (not *~-y?a?luw) 'big wind' L, xi-=

la?luw 'great shaman' L, xi.l?a?luw yilthth

'he's a great shaman' LM; (3) With connective

-(?)i- with certain nouns and nominalized verb-=

phrases referring to human beings: de~vhi?lew

'a big person' LM, 37b.51A, 'a great man' A,

}eni-?i?luw 'big boy' L, qe?}?i?luw 'big wo=

man' L (also qe?}?a?luw M), seqe-c'i?luw 'big

child, big baby' L, }ila-?i?luw 'big man' L,

kil?lifuhi?luw 'big lazy lout' M, ya?J$; JS:u? sah=

}i?luw LM, ya?JS: JS:u? sah}?i?luw A (name of

Eyak woman, Mary Nelson, ya'JS:'sa'tle'lu in BSdL

genealogical table, 'went, grew straight up big'

L); (4) Vith no connective vowel: (a) in (pejora=

tive) epithet with one-vowel stem lacking posses=

sive prefix (prefix zeroed out): ~ehJ$:luw 'big-=

ears~' A, Ge?~luw 'big-body~' lO.94A, with

preverb JS:a-?d 'outdoors' used as noun, lack of

connective vowel inexplicable: ?el JS:a-?dluw



I

'the whole world, universe' ('this great outdoors')

L; (4b) suffixed to noun-forms containing more

than one vowel, form automatically -luw, -lew,

with _?- not overt immediately following con=

sonant or vowel-length: Rezanov XaK~~~e~era
'Pa6oTa.}i. arbeiten (Imperat.) , xa.g~C!,iya?lew...

'great master worker', MTJI.s:rxaTeceT~IOra. 'l\'tn:E>

Kette (grosse K.)' ?ilqa?~ gedisidluw... 'big

chain', Furuhjelm Kaiaaliaga 'sea' giyahlewa...

kk~l~t~:ti~+~e1,J.!i~ ~('great water') ,./\c'iYUXlUW 'big mosquito' LM,
IUlV

J k.~:h(~f~::':#~~"6q ~;~e=-nY'L, q~.C! k'ugec'gluwyu. 'hornets' L,IA. W " ", e
~«#.!I attested also with dequ'leJS;e?ah 'fierce man',

-we~.a.w, -ye~a.w 'picture, shadow', -ci. '(man's)
daughter', C!elih 'sleeve', -C!elih 'arm', -l-da.?

'face', Ge~edu~ 'mound', -l-deleh 'antler',

la.~tah 'purse', ?:}..sdile.~ 'merganser', .-la?C!

'stomach', -~~.? 'thigh', ~¥.diyahs 'mouse,

rat', de5ahGl 'cane', ci?lah~ 'pillow, comb',

Ge~ece~ 'land-otter', ca..le.~qub.;..'" 'octopus', ,::ce?
'(piece of 0 meat', Gesecah 'shavings', c'i.~=

Ga.leh 'heron', kec':}..d 'screw', k'udeGec'e.?

'smokehole, crack', gunuxc'e? 'beargut rain=

C lothes' c'i yuh 'blackbear' c'ela? , (amount, ,
of) potted roe', -sa?d 'mouth', -sahd 'liver',

---



-~e~ 'ear', -~aod 'hump of humpback salmon',

-~e~ 'wing', ~iya?~G 'frog' ~eoyu? 'alder=

berry bush', ?u~ ~~i~g} 'saw', -~eo~ 'chest

(anato)', qeAgeo} 'bottle', qe?guol 'thunder',

qe?yi}teh 'whale', gemeG '(gob of) wet mud',

dek}h 'stick', ~de}kv°? 'stump, base', k¥o}= i
da?c' 'stump', -kemah 'belly', -guka? '(bird's)

tail', -dakuhd 'lips', kena?s 'wolverene',

?}o}~a?t' 'sea urchin', -~ah~ 'foot', ~a-gedto=

y~ 'porcupine', ~emah 'sea-lion', ~wah~}

'tack, nail', -xi~ 'skin', dexi?c' drum, -xio=

ya?~ 'chin', de}exe-g 'groundhog', lixah

'grizzly bear', ye~ dexu}~ 'barrel', dexu?~g

'balloon', -dega?q~ 'throat', ya?~ deGeG~g

'pitcher', -leG~o~de~? 'moustache, beard',
-Guh d 'kn ee' Genuh 'duck' xewao 'do g', , .,
-lequh1 'cheek', -yeqa?c' 'hand', ?uya?~ ~=

deqa?t'g 'pressure-cooker', -qe~ 'piece of fat',

-~~de<tu? 'calf of leg', leGedeqa?} 'axe',

gu~ao 'stump', xaose~e? '(piece of) soap',

-~\lo}eyah 'tooth', -?e?d 'place, imprint',

-lewa?} 'fin', ?edGeAao}ewa?}~ 'hammock',

s}i?mahd} 'Cpieces of) bread', -lu? 'hole',

-nio~ 'nose', ?enao~ah 'flow'er', _?UG} 'heart',

}enes 'padlock, nose-ring', gelu-:) 'key',
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~}qeh~ 'saucer', kena"?ed 'coat', leGe~~~

'pole', ?ewa-deG 'buoy, float', ~da- 'file',
xe-t;a- 'adze' tewi-s ' ( iron ) axe' ~ewe-na""' ,
'anchor', desa- 'tarpaulin', ?a"nke-we" 'flag',

ku-~ti-~ 'moccasin', dagata-} 'trousers;', ni~a"

'handkerchief', ?ewa"leG 'window', 3i-da"deG

'clam', yidiguG 'thimble', yu-xga- 'skirt',
ku~xi-d '(piece of) cloth', gu-nihG, gu-nehG

'horse', ~a-lehG 'shawl', me~uhg 'sack', 3i-=

ni-g 'teapot', li?~i"ni" 'laugh', yeda- 'shaman=
istic'power', -Ge?t' 'body', kust'a"t' 1 'quilt',

na-wda?ke-d 'whiskey-bottle', Gele~ele~ah 'tad=

pole', ge~h '(gaming-)die', Gesu? 'dry-sal=

mon', -ca?kih '(woman's) older sister', Geye~=

gug 'kayak', ?}"}~ema- 'bracket-fungus', qe=

me~c'}; 'top (toy)', ?eli-mahdelih, ca"le~e~

(place-names); with -kih diminutive, affection=

ate: ~ewa"luwkih 'big dog' (affectionate) M; in

(pejorative) epithets: attested with -ni-~

'nose', -lequh} 'cheeks', -~elih 'arms,

sleeves' (7), -qi-yega-g 'big toe', -yekl,l"(!

'thumb', lequh~geJ$:luw 'big-fat-cheeks!' IO-_93A,

~we~luw~iyah 'nasty big-broad-thing~' lb_9M;

(4d) suffixed to ?ewe?ah- 'thank you': ?ewe?ah=

luw 'many thanks' L (L later adds, "not good



Eyak, S would talk like that"), Rezanov Ar.YaJI= :

ara'l' a 'CnacHoo ich? danke' ?ewe?ahlewa. ..dah --

'many thanks', with -dah adverbializer, cf.

?ewe?ahdah 'thank you'.

2b. Suffixed to classified nouns: (1) with

d-class nouns: -da?luw, attested with ci. 'mus=

sel', ~id '(piece of) ice', ~eeyu? 'he~lock',

fude3:idg 'dead tree', 3:a? 'glacier', ?i3:e5~

'gas boat', 5ux3: 'spear', 5~hd 'snowshoe',

ceA. 'board', ca?3: 'knife', da? (expanse of)

mud in flats', -de3:c'elih 'shell', gehg} 'fish

spear', gahG '(gob of) pitch', ~ah6 'porcu=

pine quill', 6e?q(3:) 'bracelet', y~.? de?a?}

'ring', Ge3:eGemelC3: 'hoop', c-gu~ah 'tail',

qih 'meadow', yeqdeqa. 'hollow tree', -leqah

'head', qe?yi3:tehleqah 'whale-head', deqaeg

'fire', JS:ahd3: 'sled, car', k'llde3:JS:elah 'butt-=

end of tree', we.g~g lulu', deGe3:ewah3: 'door',

k'lllah 'grizzly-den', ye.~ 'wild celery', yahd

'house', -de?uhdg 'egg', ~qu~lihde6 'skillet',," ,"
..

la.xgae 'store', wee~" 'drying rack', ?u?~

'(piece of) dr~ftwood', ~du:lihG 'table', -guka?

'(bird's) tail', ~i3: 'spoon', ~a?~ 'island',

3:a.JS: 'red cedar', ~guena. 'schooner', demeJS:~3:,

qeme~~3: 'soft, rotten spot in, hole in ice',
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deh~ 'sandbar, qu?ta?} 'floor', liskv.-
'tree ~ baSe', yahdda?luw~a.~ 29.56A, yahdda?=

luwde~a.~ 'in(to) a big house' 20.26, 49.11A,
ca?}da?luwde~? 'lots of big knives' L, in

(pejorative) epithets: leqahda?luw 'big-head:'

L, 10.93, 11.139A, gu~ahda?luw 'big-tail:' L
'Ic. I) I ,o"",~p~e .'

10.94, 11.140A, ni.k!da?luw/,--L, 18.8L, }~.?=
da?luw 'big-thigh:' L (uncertain), with gd-=

class nouns: -guda?luw, -geda?luw, attested

with ma. 'lake', -C}? 'neck', gudesu? 'dry

salmon', with '~d-class nouns: -~eda?luw,
attescted with }e.sk! 'log', ya.5ilah 'rainbow',

leGe~~ 'pole', ~i~ 'spearpoint', tewi.s

'(wooden) axe', with l~d-class-nouns: k!uhd}le~e=
da?luw 'big (piece, expanse of) moss' L, with

l~-class nouns: ~le~a?luw, attested with ~i.~g

'gravel', ~a.~ 'hedysarum root', Gelega.;
t 'cranberries', xi~ 'snowflakes', ges 'gland',

k!uleh 'rain (falling)', ye.}te~i. 'onions', qema.

'(piece, amount of loose) roe', in (pejorative)

epithet: la.~le~a?luw 'big-eyes:' M, la.7M,
with numerals, syntactically inexplicable or in=

correct: x}hG le~a?luw 'one big one (berry)' L,

x}hG le~a. le~a?luw 'one big one (eye)' L,
with g-class nouns: -ga?luw, (never *-gu?luw L),



attested with 3ewu3: 'net', 3ewu3:ge~eh '(roll

of) twine', Geoc' 'spruceroot', k'u?t' 'tendon,

sinew'; (2) with class-mark the last elemen,t of

which is 1-: (a) with l-class-nouns, -?a.?nuw

(once -a.?nuw, see also (2b) below), or, 1 less

frequently, M more frequently and perhaps less

correctly, -?io?nuw, also M occasionally, and

L once, -la?luw, but L rejects -la?luw or

strongly prefers -?ao?nuw or -?i.?nuw: ~h3:g=

?io?nuw M, ~h3:ga.?nuw L, ~uh~gela?luw, xuh~=

g?ao?nuw 'big shovel' 1M, ?:j..3:xi.~gla?luw, ?:i-°3:=

xi.~g?io?nuw M, ?:j.°~xi.~g?a.?nuw 'big red abalone'

L, kewesg~la?luw, kewesg~?i.?nuw (L much prefers

latter) 'big canoe paddle' LM, ~ma.?i.?nuw 'big

roe(-sac)', qemao?ao?nuw 'big kidney' L (elicited

on separate occasions, correlation between differ=

ences in form and gloss probably fortuitous), other
..

forms attested only with -2to?nuw: C!iyahd 'hat',

wi~ 'wedge', ?i~ 'mountain', _?UG3: 'heart',

c\1° 'breast', ~e?aoG 'basket', ga?q~ 'Adam's
.,

apple', teG~ 'hammer'; (2b) with l-class-noun

-~a.w 'head' in (pejorative) epithet, lacking

possessive prefix, form highly variable and ir=

regular, probably a refleetion of am earlier broken

form of the stem, -~aowa..., cf. 2a(2) above:



~aow?a?nuw LMA, ~aow?ao?nuw ~aowa?nuw L, ,
~aowao?nuw 'big-head~, big head-of-hair~' lb_6M;

(2c) with nouns of other classes, the last element

of the mark of which is 1-: with tiel-class

nouns, -ti-?nuw (M occasionally -tiola?luw,, 

once -tio?luw, both rejected by L): k'utahtio?nuw,I! 
futahtiola?luw 'big pelt' Me, k'u3:t'ah3:tiola?luw

M, fu3:t'ah3:ti-?nuw 'big leaf' L, fusic'ti-la?luw
M, ~sidtio?nuw 'big fish-skin' L, ca?~3:tio?nuw

.
'big glove' M, 3~°t'tio?nuw '.bjg skunk-cabbage=

(-leaf)' L, kuhs3:tio?nuw 'big apron' LM, with

dl-class-noun, invariably -Aio?nuw: attested with

?~ 'land', ca- 'stone', 3ahG3: 'needle',

kih~3: 'dipnet', +a?~g3: '(stone) club', Aao=

xe?;od 'button' c;o 'branch' tewios '(stone).T , T ,
axe', 3ewu3: 'net', weog~g 'lilli', in (pejora=

tive) epithet 5e+eAi-?nuw 'big-ears~' LMA, 18_=

SL, with gl-class nouns, invariably -gu~?nuw

'large (amount, volume, gob, body of liquid)':

attested with ~i- 'creek', giyah 'water',

kao5 'soup', kus 'urine', ged 'slough', ~e.

'seal oil', ~es 'pus', cu- 'milk', gv-3:des3:

'blood-clot', ?~o 'river', with qiol-class-=

nouns, invariably -qio?nuw: attested with ~?t'

'tendon', we?3: 'snare', ?i3:qa?~ desid 'chain',

-



duh 'hose kelp', with qi.dl-class-noun:

duhqi.i\i.?nuw 'big hose kelp' L, with JS:dl-=

class-nouns: tcilhJS:ei\i.?nuw 'big waves' L, ?uhs=

JS:ei\i.?nuw 'big riverbank' L.

2c. With anatomical or class-like anatomi=

calor thematic marks: ~JS:V.~eyahJS:U.?nuw 'big=

(-toothed?) teeth' LM, q'ei\ku.?nuw 'large-bellied

pot'L, lisk¥.da?luw 'tree big at base' L, ~=

~ah~qi.da?luw 'big(-footed?) foot' il1, in (pejora=

tive) epithet: c}?geAa.?luw (probably incorrect),.
c}?gei\io?nuw 'big-neck~' L, sa?Geda?luw 'big-=

.'"'../')" Il_"I_,"'ur.?t-I-5~~ 1;i,J\o.; @1 ~r-1 r'f.
mouth~' L, la.7M)

3. With Gi-thematic, with certain preverbs

or postpositional phrases, generally referring to

cavities or spaces: (1) Independent: qi? ~eGi?=

luw 'big hole, place, room' M, qi? ~eGi?luw

i\ao?t}.hd 'big den, big cave' ('place of a large

den, cave') L; (2a) Dependent, with o-lJS:d-?e?

'place of o's eyes': ?ileJS:edeo?Gi?luw 'your big

eyes' 11.139A, in (pejorative) epithet: leJS:edeo?=

Gi?luw 'big-eyes~' L, lO.96A; (2b) with da?

'front, face', in (pejorative) epithet: da? Gi?=

luw 'big-face~' 11.139A, 18.8L; (2c) i\a.?cilhd=

deGi?luw (perhaps to be corrected to i\a.?Ciihde=

Gi?luw) 'big den, lair' M; (2d) with o-l-yeq



'in o's head', perhaps in epithet: Rezanov
JIeexxaKKeMJIJIHra 'rp,o~o I aut , leyeq'eG i ?lewa. ..,

leyeq'?iGi?luw (-?i- perhaps analogical with

verbal forms below) 'loud voice, low-pitched

voice'L.
-?li' 'S is too big, oversize' (attested in neu=

ter imperfective only): with o-JJ:a? 'in rela=

tion with, for 0': siJJ:a? yi?lih 'it's too big

for me' L, di~ siJJ:a? ?a?lihG 'it's not too big

for me' L, with d-class-mark for S: di.?lih

'it (e.g. board) is too big' L.
4"?i-G!-?li' (with ?i-G-thematic, with postposition= -
v

al phrases o-yeq 'in 0 (not with broad opening
at top)' and: o-ya? 'in 0 (with broad opening at
top)', cf. -?luw--?nuw 3. above) 'S (cavity, or

cavity in S) is, becomes big (with respect to some=

thing else to fit it)' (see also ?i-Gi-?luw be=

low): neuter imperfective: ?uyeq' ?iGi.?lih

'it's big enough (inside, for something else)'

L, di~ ?uyeq' ?iGa?lihG 'it's not big enough

inside (to accommodate something else)' L, with

classified nouns as (more properly: in apposition

with or as possessor of) S, attested constructions

probably loose syntactically, class-marks appear=
ing in postpositional phrases instead of in verb:
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?ew yahd ?udeyeq ?iGi.?lih 'the inside of

that house is too big' L (probably better ?ew

yahddeyeq or glossed 'that house, its inside-
is too big'), ?ew ~iyahd ?uleya? ?iGi.?lih

'(the inside of) that hat is too big' L (probably

better ?ew ~iyahdleyeq or glossed 'that hat,

its inside is too big'), in other mode-aspects,

with o-~a? 'in relation with, for 0': ?uyeq

si~a? ?iGesa?li?~ 'it got too big for me (in=

side)' L, ?uyeq si~a? ?iGeGa?li?~ 'it's get=

ting too big for me (inside)' L, ?uyeq si~a?

?iqe?Gi.?lih 'it'll get too big (-inside) for

me'L.
I'?i-G,t-?luw (as above, stem-form perhaps analogical) -
v

'S (cavity, or cavity in S) is, becomes big (with=

out respect to something else?)' (these forms and

those above elicited on various different occasions

without attempt to determine difference in mean=

ing; general correlation between difference of
stem-forms and of glosses perhaps fortuitous):

neuter imperfective: ?uyeq ?iGi.?luw 'it's too

big for it' L, 'it's big inside' 1'1, di~ ?uyeq

?iGa?luwG 'it's not big inside' L, ?uyeq ?iqe?=

Gi.?luw 'it'll get big inside' L, ?uyeq ?iGe=

sa?luw~ 'it got big inside' L.

J
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3::-lu? (intrarisitivity uncertain, perhaps only
/

0-3::-lu?, fkausative of preceding with irregular

stem-fo~O 'S stretches out of shape': se3::1u?3::

'it stretched out of shape' L (perhaps 'you, it

stretched it out of shape'), qa?3::1u? 'it'll

stretch out of shape' L (perhaps ~et~ 'you'll,

it'll stretch it out of shape'). Transitive
t1

(causative): qi(?x3::1u? 'I'll make it bigger in= ~

side, I'll enlarge it' L; passive: s3::ilu?3:: 'it's

been made bigger, enlarged' L.

?e?lewah (conceivably to be analyzed -?e?-lewah

with archaic form of stem, as epithet 'large-=

track, bi&?;-imprint') 'weasel' LMAS, see ?e?lewah

(unanalyzed).



leya?
I

leya? (possible stem) see ya?-eya?
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lehd

lehd (perhaps to be analyzed leh-d, perhaps related

to leh, la-na2, or conceivably to Ii?, cf. wahl)

o-lehd (postposition, attested only with zero (-d?)

final) 'because of 0' (with reference to antecedent

reason, not final cause), occurrences not complete=

ly listed: silehd 'because of me' L, ?ulehd

wa~ sa~?~ 'she became thus because of it' 49.=

67A, ?ulehd s}ic'~?~ 'because of that she became

strong' 49.67fnL, lCa.di?da. q'e? ?i}i?eh, ?ahnu.

saqeoGayuolehd ?u~a? 'she would never remarry,

because of her children' 49.26A, giowaolehd kuo?=

nuw Ga~e?} 'he's getting a beer-belly' ('he's

getting paunchy because of beer') L, relativized:

?u?li.~gah~uw, ?ulehd dilC lCu°li~e'lCG 'do you
know (it), why (the reason, that because of which)

you (cust) don't kill anything?' 23o9A, ?i~ ?a?x=

~ah, ?u1ehd dilC lCu°li~eolCG 'I'm telling you

(it), why you (cust) don't kill anything' 23.l6A,
?awlehd (usually followed by q'- emphatic) 'be=

cause of that (it is), that's why, therefore':

lb.2lM, 9.69, 10.48,224, 11.50A, l3.l4L, 20.66,

23.42,24.l3,55,25.l94,32.9,20,34,33.35A,
43.33M, 45a.14, 48.9L, 49.44,72,51.8,28, 96A,
34.35L, 65.79, 69.28A, with de' ~d 'what?,

what' as 0: de.lehdduw 'why (is it)?', de.lehd=



duw di~ si~ da.yile.~G 'why don't you (cust)

talk to me?' L, de.lahd di~ sida? ?i.ya.~G

'why don't you (cust) come to (visit) me?' L,

de.lehddvh di~ sida? ?a.~G 'why doesn't he

(cust) come visit me?' L, de.lehdduw ~a.dih

de~e?~ 'why she had been absent' 25.116A, qu?=

li.~g}h}h de.lehddew we~ qi.deseli~ 'he'll

know why your foot got thus' 51.81A, with S-in=

terrogative: de.lehd~duw 'I wonder why' L, de.=

lehd~duhnu. we~ li~ilah 'why, I wonder, are

their faces like that?' 24.34A, de.lehd~dew we~

sili~ 'I wonder why thus has befallen me' 70.3A,

de.lehd~duw ~i.~ 'I wonder why he (cust) does

thus to them?' 70.2A; frequent also with verb-=

clause as 0, usually followed by q- emphatic:

8.6,18,10.108,200,11.148,23.110,32.14,14,
22, 31.29A, ?ida?ya.le~ ?i~i~? lehd qew,

yi~da.slehd qew 'because there was too much of

it, because it was too heavy' 9.105A, ?ahnu.

Ge~e.~ ?il}h}h, ?ule~ xi.l ?ahnu. yi~ehlehd

'they wanted to kill him, because he was more of

a shaman than they' 56.21L, di~ ?enahSekih

?ew~e?le.Glehd, ?u.di~eh sah~ 'because it

didn't like that, it went away' 60.32A, ?el

te?ya?le. ?ewa., ~?luw yi~ehlehd, di~ we~
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dele's 'as for these king-salmon, because

they're big, they're not processed thus' 65.7A,

?ew Gu'~ihYU'qa? yesa?yah~lehd, di~ qe?

?e~e?e'~G 'because she had ended up amongst the

wolves, she couldn't (cust) remarry' 25.152A,

once with non-verbal clause: ?ew de~¥hyu' ?u=

qa?dlehd qew we~ ?i'~eh 'because those people

(are) amongst them (it is) they are thus' 24.67A,

clause sometimes introduced by de?a' 'for, be=

cause': de?a' ?ewa' xdexa'g~lehd 'because I

work for him' L, de?a' ?}'se~yah}lehd 'because

he's old' 51.17A, di~ ?uye~d qe? ?iqe?~eqa'G

de?a' ?ida?ya'le~ ~~hd qa?~e?lehd 'you won't

keep any more fire burning under there because it

would be too smoky' 65.57A-

~ " t1,i~ \
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nahd

nahd (never *lahd, shift of n- to 1- blocked in

every case by presence of I-thematic prefix, *-n-nahd

> -'-nahd instead of *-l-lahd, ~-:-lahd; perhaps
2to be analyzed nah-d and related to la-na, 'around',

thus, sometimes, o-l-lah-d 'around o's head', and/or

n-ah-d (cf. dahd), related to la?-, perhaps more

than one stem, semantics not clear)

o-'-nahd (postposition, with -'- variant of 1-=

thematic) 1. 'over and covering down around 0'

a. (probably with -'- variant of I-anatomical

'face, head') 'down over and covering, down around

o's face, head': in indirect reflexive construction

with zero reflexive 0: ?i'nahd ?ew ?i1itah1}h

'he has it (e.g. rag) hanging down over his face'

L (uncertain, perhaps to be corrected to ?i'nah

or ?i'na?q); si'nahd woman's name, first wife

of Scar Stevens, part Tlingit, mother of Billy

Hansen L (L interprets: 'around my head', perhaps

to be corrected to, or interpretation influenced

by si'nah).

lb. (with I-mark, perhaps thematized l-ana=

tomical): ?u'nahd ~Ga?ya'1 'water is rising

up over something (freeing it)' LM (thus tran=

scribed, to be corrected to guGa?yah1, perhaps

'tide is covering its head', perhaps also to be



corrected to ?uonah, 'tide is flooding around

its head', cf. ?ulah guGa?ya-l 'tide is rising

around it (freeing it, e.g. beached boat)' L.

lc. (with l-class-mark for 0): ?i~aonahd
sdixu~ 'snow slid way down the mountain' L.

2. (probably with l-class-mark for 0, qe~ah

'moon', thematized) 'in month of 0', requiring

?i- prefix with verbs, frequent in month-names:

see ?uonahd qeolu. ?idelao~, ?u.nahd qe?lc'a?l(,

?u-nahd ?ideyah~, ?u-nahd' ?ilec'~o G , ?uonahd

?iGe?ah, discussed and interpreted under ~ahl,

~~ih?ionahd 'month of September' 60.42A,

~?ionahd 'month of June' 65.83A.
yaonahd (preverb, probably < .yene-nahd, see

yao(n) meaning clearly related to that of 0-0-=

nahd 1. above, always with zero (-d~) final)

'flat down onto and covering some furface': yao=
nahd Geta? 'set it down (on and covering some of

the floor, ground):' L, yaonahd ?ew Getao}}h

'he's setting it down' L, ya.nahd leGeta? 'put

your head down:' L, yaonahd ?}Ositah} 'I lay

my head down (on something)' L, ?uod ya.nahd

?i-tah} 'it's down there (lying flat, covering
some surface)' L, Galushia Nelson yanant ~eta'

or yaonat ~ta' 'grass mat' BSdL 546 ya-nahd

"" J"l,"l, " ,



detah ('it belongs set on floor covering sur:

face'), with qe?-qee- 'back, again': qe.ya.:
nahd 27a.32, 33L, 27b.42, 43A, frequently with
o-q 'on (top of) 0': o-q ya.nahd -te 'S lies

down on, covering 0' 20.33,34,36,38,38,42,
27b.34,28.24A, o-q ya.nahd I-ta 'S lays head

down on 0' 27a.26, 32, 33L, 27b.42, 43A, ?uq
ya.nahd ?ex%ya.~ 'I (cust) set them down on (and

covering) it' 65.12, 13A, ?e~ekih siq ya.nahd
?u?Aa.se?a? 'turn my canoe over on me' 47a.32L,
frequent in nominalizations with tah 'it belongs

lying in position': (~ta?%da.q) ya.nahd tah

'rug' ('it co~ers (floor)') L, ~duelihsda.q ya.:
nahd tah 'tablecloth' ('it covers table') L,

didifu.<! yahdda.q ya.nahd tah 'sheet-iron'

('it covers iron-house, cannery') L, ye~iya.q
ya.nahd tah 'bedsheet' ('it covers mattress')
L, Gu?%q ya.nahd tah 'bedspread' ('it covers

blanket') L.

, I



la?d

I .., \ " .., 1
1\ -', ~-J~~"~ .".~ ,.~~~- (-Jl;,i,..~- .,.. ..-,t- j1 a? d l v.., ~-~- {, .-"\'( r-~'" '"

la?d (numeral) 'two': with -ih, abstract and in

conjunction with unclassified nouns: la?dih 'two'

LS, 9.147,10.76,11.82,25.77, 37b.7A, 56.28L,
59.5 Galushia Nelson, 64.10G, Rezanov ~gaT~-T3

'2.', Wrangell ~oaTe 'Zwei', Furuhjelm Lhati

'two', Galushia Nelson l&.'Di '2.' BSdL 552,.
we~ ~e?~ la?dih 'about two' L, ~id la?dih

si?! ?e3:a? 'give me just (exactly, at least, at

most) two:' L, ?el la?dih ?ewa. ?i~ qu?x3:ah

'I'll give you these two of them' 10.72A, la?dih

si~ di.?yah3: 'I've got two extra, two more than

I need' L, la?dih ?uyequh 'her two young' 20.=
73A, la?dih J.cewa. 'two dogs' LM, la?dih ki1=I 

yega?d 'two hands' M, la?dih ?es 'two crabpots'

M, la?dih ~ah~ga? ?i.3:?a? 'it's two feet
long'M, la?dih ?u~.3:eyah ?ewa. ~a.dih 'two

of his teeth are missing' L, la?dih J.celahsd ya.
?u~.3:eyah ?ewa. ~a.dih 'two of his front teeth

are missing' L, la?dih ca.?3: 'two food-boxes'

L, la?dih J.cede~i~3: 'two corners' L, la?dih

~eG3: 'two forks' L, la?dih ~a?3: 'two clam-=

digging sticks' L, la?dih ~a.?~3: 'two halibut

hooks'L, la?dih ki1J.ca?~ga? ?u.d xu?G'ii.sa?=

yah3: 'I spent two hours there' L, la?dih



yese}qah} 'Tuesday' ('two have dawned') L, la?d=

ih leh G~osa?yah} 'two years passed' L, la?d=

ih ?uleh G~osa?yah} 'it's two years old' L,

la?dih ?u~ahd leh G~osa?yah} 'two years have

passed since that' L, la?dih ~elaog ?u~ahd ?}o=

sdi?ah} 'two winters passed after that' L; with

classified nouns: la?d dao te?ya?gu~ah 'two

fish-tails' 45aollL, 45bollM, la?d dao ceA 'two

boards'M, la?d dao lis 'two spruce trees' M,

la?d dao 5~hd 'two snowshoes' L, la?d dao

~de~e~ 'two corners' L, la?dat « la?d dao)
xu~}yeqd ?u~ de~od 'two cleaning-rods' L, la?d

Aionao Aao~e?}td 'two buttons' M, la?Aiona
« la?d Aitnao) c~o 'two branches' L, la?d

guka. 'two (filament-like objects)' L, la?d gekao

Geod 'two spruceroots' M, la?d geka. ~?~ 'two

threads, sinews' M, la?d geka. la.~ 'two

strings'M, la?d qi.na. lao~ 'two (heavy) cords'

M, la?d ~edao gah 'two days' M, 65.l9A, la?d

?aonao ~~aow 'two heads' M, ?a?daona qe~ah

'two months' M, la?daona ?i~ 'two mountains' M,

la?da.na. ?u.ne~ ~aqe?~ ~Ge5g} 'two oars' L,

la?daona ~iyahd si~ dio?yah} 'I have two extra

hats'L, la?d le~ao le~edetisg 'two dice' L;

with -nu., referring to humans (or anthropo=



morphized animals): la?dnu. 'two (people)' LM,

6.1M, 8.4A, 18.49L, 23.2,80, 24.25A, 31.2L,

32.2,33.58,58, 37b.24A, 38.2, 2LM, 47b.6, 33M,

47c.3, 4?L, 49.1,22,32,156,61.52,59,100,
68.86, 99A, also 'twins'L, ?annu. la?dnu.

xi.lGeyu. 'those two shamans' 56.30L, la?dnu.

s~a?dah ?u?Gede?ihinu. qe?%Geyu. 'two pretty

women'M, la?dnu. ?u.d se}teh~ 'two drunks,

corpses lie there' L, with -nu.leya? 'pair':
la?dnu.leya? s~hes}.~ 'two pairs of stockings'

L, la?dnu.leya? st.} 'two pairs of shoes' L,
la?dnu.leya? ca?~ 'two pairs of mitts' L, with

de- '~': dela?dnu. 'the two (of us)' 62.12G;

as 0 of postpositions: la?da?~ « la?dda?~)...
3l~)'twice' L, 27b.l-f} 50.20A, la?da?J£: ?ise?e?3~}h -

'he took two steps' ('he stepped twice') L, la?d=

a?J£: ?iqe?x}?e?3 'I'll take two steps' L, la?d=

a?~ ~?se}tah} 'he (baby) took two steps' L,
la?da?~ ?u?si~tah} 'I turned two pages of it' L,

Galushia Nelson la'~a'~i.ya' or la'~aJ£:i'a 'two-=--
pronged fish-spear' ('double coming together')
BSdL 549 la?da?J£: ?i.?ah ('it extends twice'?) L,

la?da.d « la?dda.d) 'two places' L, 25.30A,
la?da.d se~ah} ~e?~ 'two boxes there' ('boxes
which are in two places'), la?da.d dese~ah}
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yahd 'two houses togethe~ ('houses placed against
each other in two places') L, with -dah adverb =

ializer: la?dah « la?ddah) 'two ways (in two

languages)' 69.8A, la?da. qahnU. c}?deleh (-da.
of latter unusual variant~) 'they speak two lan=

guages, both languages' 69.7A; problematical
forms: la?da? we~ deleh 'there are two ways

to do it' ('it is done thus two ways') L (-da?

perhaps in error for -dah, see also da?), X

la?di?da.~ ?i}da.~ we~ deleh 'there are two

different ways to do it' L (cf. ~a.di?da.~ 'never',
~a.dih ?uda.~ 'no use, futile'); as element in

complex numerals; la?dic'}. 'seven' (see c':i-.) ,
deGa.~~a.d la?dih 'twelve', la?dih ~~.?da?~ de=

Ga.q 'one hundred' (see Ga.).
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luhd-lu?d-nuhd

luhd-lu?d-nuhd (lu?d in neuter of verb, nuhd with

l-class-mark immediately preceding stem, luhd else=

where)
-luhd---nuhd-g (adjective, usually with -g-repeti=

tive thematized) 'few': independent or relati=

vized in association with unclassified nouns: ya.=
luhdg 'few, little (in number or quantity)' L,

60.3A, Rezanov ~~roT~ 'M~o wenig' ya.luhd (on=

ly attestation of repetitive with -g-repetitive
lacking), ia?g ya.luhdg 'there's little fire=

wood'M, ?i" ?iya? ?uqeGi~?, xu" siya? yae=

luhdg 'you've got plenty, I have (only) a few' L,

in association with classified nouns: ya"deluhdg

'few (boards)' L, 'few (eggs)' M, yaeJ$:edeluhdg-
'few (mat~hes, logs)' L, yaele~eluhdg 'few (ber=

ries) , L, yaeleluhdg, yae?aenuhdg 'few (things

of I-class)' L; with special gl-class-mark for

humans (used only with this stem and ~? 'many'):

yaegu"nuhdg 'few people' L, c'idwe~ yaegu.nuhdg

'just a few people' L.
-luhd(-g)--lu?d (-lu?d in neuter imperfective and

perhaps neuter perfective with thematized -g-=
repetitive lacking, elsewhere -luhd) 'S are, be=

come few': yilu?d 'they are few' L, ~eey qae=
~a? yilu?d 'we have too little, very little tea=

~'f_;;11~~~



-,," t:-
(-leaves)' ('tea is little "on", with us') L

(neuter imperfectives), qa?luhdg 'they'll be
few' L, si~a? seluhd} 'they became too few for

me' L, ~Geluhdgl 'something is becoming few,

scarce' L, with class-marks for S: ~edi.lu?d~

'they (matches) are few' L (neuter perfective),

la?mahd le~i.luhdg 'berries are few, scarce' L

(neuter imperfective), la?mahd ?~.d le~eGe=

luhdg} 'berries are getting to be few, scarce

here'L, lis ?~.d deGeluhdgl 'trees are becom=

ing few here' L, with special gl-class-mark for

human S: da. geli.lu?d 'we are few, too few' L

(neu~er imperfective), de~vhyu. ?~.d guleGe=
luhdgl 'dogs are becoming few here' L (probably

incorrectly used). Transitive (causative): si~a?
se}luhd} 'you gave me too few' ('you caused them

to be (too) few "on", for me') L.

~e-luhd-g (as above, meaning not clearly distin=
guished from that of above) 'S are, become few':

Giyah si~a? Ge~eluhdg} 'I'm running short of

grub' ('food is becoming (too) little "on", for

me ,) L.



la?iJ-?na?iJ

la?iJ-?na?iJ (la?iJ in noun (Rezanov na?iJ), ?na?iJ in

verb)
-la?iJ (noun, unclassified) 'tongue': FurUhjelm

Khaleth 'tongue' probably to be read qa.la?iJ,
Rezanov KaHaT~ 'g3HK~ Zunge' qa.na?iJ 'our

tongues, human tongue', Galushia Nelson kUla.t

(or ~la.iJ) 'tongue' BSdL 541 ~la?iJ 'a
tongue'mAS, sila?iJ yi~a?5 'my tongue is tied,

stiff (I can't pronounce it)' LS, sila?iJ se=

~ah51 'my tongue got tied, stiff' L, ?ila?~

da.~ qu?1e~ih 51.20A, ?ila?iJiJe?dG ...da.~

qu?1e~ih 'you'll be tied up (to something) by
your tongue' 5l.21A, ?u.d da.~ qu?:%ege~c', ?i=

la?~iJe?c'G 'you'll be glued up to something there,

by your tongue' 51.23A, ?ula?iJ lah5 ~ahdg}h
'he keeps sticking his tongue out' L, ?ula?iJ si~

lah5 se~ahd1}h 'he stuck his tongue out at me'

L, ?ula?iJ si~ lah5 qa? ?j..:%?=i-h}h 'he's got

his tongue sticking out at me' L, ?ula?iJ ?ew=

yeg qa? ?i.?}h}h 'his tongue is hanging out'

L, ~la?iJIuw 'big tongue' L, ~la?iJ?a.w 'long

tongue' M; na.~egla?iJ 'some kind of plant', per=

haps 'mare's tail, horsetail (Equisetum)'('goose-=

tongue') L (perhaps a calque on English 'goose=

tongue (seaside plantain, Plantago maritima)',

'goosegrass').
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le-.f

I i" I J h ""/~ptl'lJ"-'1!> ""'~f1"1:'~"'~ ,

Ie-x (Furuhjelm ne-~)
Ie-x (noun, g-class) 'hair (of human head)' LMS,

Rezanov .1IJleeJl:b 'BopoCHHaar' Ie-x, Galushia V/

Nelson la-x 'hair' BSdL 541, Ie-x ?u-d guse=

tahx 'a hair is there' L, x}hG guka- Ie-x

'one hair' L, !}hG geka- Ie-x si-na?qe~ahd

gu~e~a?x}h 'he pulled one hair out of my head'

M, Ie-x ?i~a? ye~ qu?gu-xxce~ 'I'll cut your

hair'L, Ie-x si~a? xuGe~a-dx}h, Ie-! si~a?

xu~e5a?gx}h (latter preferred) 'he pulled my

hair' M (both verbs should probably be corrected

to gu-), Ie-x guka. yixeh 'it (e.g. chair)

is full of hair' L (guka. should probably be

omitted), le.x ?u.de~.ga? ya? gu-?a? 'hairs

lie (extend) scattered every which way allover'

L le.x ?uxa? 'his hair' (not *?ule-x ) L,- ,
qe?~Geyu.ya? le.x 'women's hair' 23.19A, le-x=

ge~? 'many hairs' M, le-~gu?a.w 'long hair,
long-haired person' L, ?e~a. le-~gu?a.w da?li-~=

~}h}h 'my what long hair she has~' L, le.~lah,
le.xgulah 'around (her) hair' 49.33, 33fnA, ?ew

~leqah qe-leG ?eda.g, le-~gaka-~ 'the (severed)

head keeps walking back ashore, on its hair' 53.=

13L, le.xgv.~e?cr6 '(holding her) by the hair'

(gl-class-mark probably in error) 49.36A; le-~=



gu~a? y~. 'plant species, tall yellow flower'

('medicine for hair') L; lisda.qya? le.} 'black

tree lichen, black beard moss' (Usnea barbata spe=
cies, like lisda.qeGi?st.s or lisgust.~, but

black) ('hair belonging on tree') L; le.} gu~?

'hummingbird'MA, 'dragonfly' L ('it steals hair').

-le.} (noun, possessed form of above, authenticity
doubtful) 'hair': ?ile.} 'your hair' M (L re=

jects, "can't say that", or e.g. *1Cule.} , *sile.}) ,

Furuhjelm Inell 'beard' perhaps to be read
~?ihe.} 'your hair', or perhaps form with l-ana=
..,"

tomical, ?}.ne.} '(your?) ,face-hair'.
?t.sdile.} (noun, unclassified) 'sawbill duck' M

('merganser', i.e. 'American common merganser

(Mergus merganser americanus) , red-breasted mer=

ganser (Mergus serrator serrator)', and perhaps

also 'hooded merganser (Lophodytes cucullatus)'),
?t.sdile.}luw 'big sawbill' M. Nominalized active

perfective of verb theme, not otherwise used, 1-=

de-le.} with l-anatomical, 'S has hairs on head'

(referring to merganser's crest).
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O-ci?(l)---c:j.?(l)-?lah} (with archaic ci?-, ci?l-,

c:j.?_, or c~?l-anatomical 'head', cr. Eyak -c~?

'neck', Athapaskan -ci? 'head', in Rezanov per=

haps also c~?- or C\l?_) 'S combs O's hair:

xuci?li.?lah} 'comb my hair!' L, ci?li.?lah}:j.h

'comb his hair!' L, ?iqe?ci?li.xlah} 'I'll comb

your hair' L, ?1iih ci?la?lahl:j.h 'he's combing

her hair' L, di~ ?~ ci?leslah}G:j.h 'he didn't

comb her hair" L, Rezanov XYD;aHJI.lITJI:E. 'tIeIIIM
kammen (Imperat.) , xuc...?lah}, exact identifi=

cation of nasalized vowel and of tense aspect un=
t ., b h ". fl ..? d -cer a1n, ...com ...my a1r , re eX1ve.e-

ci?la.da?lah} 'comb your hair~' LMA, ?edqu?=

ci?xda?lah} 'I'll comb my hair' LM, ?edci?leda?= ~-i
_.",,~rt- ~lah}:j.h, ?edc~ ?da?lah}:j.h 'she's combing her hair t L, ~J;M~~~

(that's what she's doing)' L, Rezanov AIJ;I>IHTaJI.lITJI:E. ~/r

'qecaT:E. k-a.mmen' ?edc:j.?da?lah} 'he's combing his

hair', Rezanov AqyxTeJIJI.lITJI:E. '~ecaJI~ ? kammte'

probably to be read ?edc:j.?xwCs]di?lah}, ?edci?x=

sdi?lah3= 'I combed my hair' L, di~ ?edci?xsda?=

lah}G 'I didn't comb my hair' L, ?edc:j.?sdi?lah=

~:j.h 'she combed her hair' L, ?elesgah~ ?edci?=

leGedi?lah} 'I wish you'd comb your hair' L,
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?ed~vh c}?da?lah1, ?edc}?da?lah1}h~Vh 'is
she combing her hair?' L, ?edq~ c}?da?lah} -

'she's combing her hair
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O-}-?na?~ 1. (with -g-repetitive thematized)

'S licks 0': ?e}na?~g 'lick it:' LM, qu?x} =

na?~g 'I'll lick it' M, qa?}na?~g 'it'll lick

it' L, x}na?~g 'I'm licking it' M, with ya.~

'consumption, destruction': ya.~ Gexw}na?~g}

'I'm licking it all up' 15.15M, si}na?~g} 'I

licked it' L, ya?d ?ew se}na?~g% 'I licked it

empty' L; reciprocal: ?i}u? }a?na?~g 'they're

licking each other' L; Rezanov ATJIHHaTR':E, 'JIHsaTb

lecken' probably to be read ?ed}...?na?~g im=

plied -i-vowel of classifier inexplicable, de?a.

?ed}a?na?~g 'snow which melts right away on ground'

('it itself licks itself (right up)') L, with y-=

anatomical: ?edyex}a?na?~g 'I'm licking my hand'

L; with indeterminate 0 and yei-progressive: ?u=

dekuhddelah ye~ ?i}a?na?~g 'it (dog) is licking

its chops' ('it is licking around its lips') L.

2. Indirect reflexive with sa?d ,~in one's

(own) mouth' and ye~-progressive, 'S pushes 0

around in own mouth without eating 0, sucks on

0 in mouth': sa?t ye~ }a?na?4 'he's pushing

it around in his mouth without eating it' L.



nee}\'

neo~

neo~ (adverb) 1. 'after (a space of time), after

something else (in time), soon, later, by and by,

in, after a while, in, after a moment, in due

time, wait': 10.201, 2lb.22, 39fn, 23.16A, 42.=

13L, 51.62a fn, 61.42, Rezanov HeTJI:b 'YX\O nach=

her, spater', HeTJI:bxYTJI:bTeJIeH~ 'O6~maT:b ver=

sprechen' "neo~", weJ.C ?u~ del}h}h "'soon",

thus he says to him', neo~ ~3u. qa?~~?}h

'soon he'll be good' L, ne.~ qe?qe?Aio~ah 'soon

it'll be pretty' L, neo~ geole?aogda? qu?~e?ah

'soon it'll be noon' L, ?ul! ya? qu?yi?y}h}h,

?iqa?, neo~' 'you'll get used to him, your hus=

band, after a while, soon, in due time' 72.8L,

neo~ qa?~se?~ 'soon it'll be evening' L, with

conditional clauses, 'soon, when ..., as soon

as ...':100233, 239A, with de- '~': 11.112A,
f\

with -uh inanimate emphatic enclitic: Rezanov

HeTJIro 'nOCJI~ spater' neo~~h 'later' L, 48.l6L,

"neo~'uh" ?i~ del}h}h "'pretty soon", he says to

you' L, with suffixed -kih 'diminutive', as 0 of

o-ga? 'like 0': nee~'kihga? 'pretty soon, in a

little while, shortly afterwards' L, 2b.12, 15,

18.6,13,22,35, 62L, 23.35, 28.31, 36.24A, 40.6,

42.11L, nee~'kihga? J.CU? ?u?qu?die?ah 'it'll

be settled pretty soon' L.



2. 'for a while, moment (yet)': 10.134,270,

270,49.90, 62a fn, ?edqu?x~ecu?d, ne.~, cu?d=

ga? ne.~ ?edqu?x~e~h 'I'll nap for a while'

L, ya? ne.~ g~.~~.? (or gu?~~.?) 'stand up

for a while~' L, di~a? ne.~ Ga.? 'stop (walk=

ing) for a while~' L, Rezanov TyyTHeT~bRoT~H~

'nOCTO~ bleib stehen (warte)~' de?u.d ne.~ gu?=

~~.? 'stand right there a while~' L, with -uh

enclitic: 23.16A, 48.16L, frequently with di?dah

'fairly, nicely, safely', here with little meaning:

di?dah ne.~ 'for a while yet' 10.232,20.54,55,

:' 62, 21b.39fnA; in negative or prohibitive clauses,

'yet, quite yet': di~ ne.~ ~x~ahG 'I'm not

digging yet' L, ya?~. ne.~ qu?yiyah 'don't

go yet' L, ya?~. ne.~ ?u.~ qi?yiyah 'don't

go there quite yet' 10.232A.

3. 'before something else (in time), before=

hand, first, originally': ye~ geAa.x~e?e5g,
ne.~ 'I'm shaking it (bottle of medicine), before

(using)' M, ?~ ne.~ qew xv.segu?~~ '~

punched me first' M, GeyeG ne-~ 'us first, we

(saw it) first' M, qele? ?i. ne.~ ?ewa- ~=

xa-ne- 'vou eat some first" L ?uci?da?d.~ ., T

ne.~ ?ewa- gu.xa?~ 'first tie a knot at the

end of it (thread)~' L, ?~ ne.~ qew SdiSeh~

'he was the first killed' 28.108A, ?u~qeh~ ne.~



we.c~i.nu. 'they weave first the bottom' 66.8L,

partly ambiguous in text: 49.90A, 21b.39fnA (with

di?dah) , 23.16A, 48.16L (with -uh enclitic);

frequently as 0 of o-da.-~ 'at the time of 0,

when 0 « 'movement within area of 0'), ne.~=

da.~ 'for the first time, first, original, the

first time, the first thing, in the beginning':

2a.24M, 10.245, 11.62,36.29, 51.41A, 62.1, 9G,

68.6,12,18,29,85, 88A, Rezanov HeTAbT~

'npeR~e frUher, ehemals't qa.l ne.~da.~ ~qu?x=

delah 'this is my first drink' ('now for the first

time I'm drinking something') L, ??h ne.~da.~

y:i-.h:i-h ?u?ehd 'his first, original wife' 10.=

174A, 47c.55, 48.8L, with de- '~', as 0 of

o-?!ahd 'from 0': dene.~da.J$:(:!ahd 'from the

very beginning, since the very first' L.



le3:

le3: (possible unidentified stem in personal name, see

ca?~ele3:ma' under ca?~)



~i~ ?edci?la.di?lah~ 'you should always comb

your hair' L, ?edci?la.xdi?lah~wahd 'so that I

might comb my hair' L, qe?~Geyu. ?edci?la.da?=

lah~ da.~ 'as women comb their hair' 23.10A

(active conditional).

ci?lah~ (noun, unclassified, with archaic ci?-=

anatomical, as above, occasionally also cu?lah~

from L and especially M) 'pillow, comb': ci?lah~

'pillow' LMA, 25.11, 12A, 'comb' LM, cu?lah3:

'comb' M, Rezanov ~~HA~b 'rpeAeHb Kamm', Galu=

shia Nelson ~si'lat~ or tsi'lat3: 'wooden pil=

low' BSdL 546, ci?lah3:1uw, cu?lah~luw 'big

pillow, big comb' LM, ci?lah~tah « ci?lah~-~-=

tah) 'pillowcase' L, Rezanov T~ee~bRIJ;:WIHT~b

'IIo.ZI;YIIIRaKopfkissen' 3:e?~qci?lah~, ~e~Gci?lah~,

~e?~qcu?lah~, ~e?~Gcu?lah3: 'feather- (down-)pil=

10w'M.
?u~ ?ed~eci?la?lah3: (noun) 'comb' (as distinguished

from 'pillow') LA. Deverbalized reflexive of ver=

bal theme, probably with -~-instrumental, 'by

means of it one combs one's hair'.



lah3-lahs-nam-?} 0 3-:3

lah3-lahs-nahs-?}03-:3 (initial optionally zero after

~-classifier, n- after ~dl-class-mark, final -s be=

fore -d final, reduced ?i03-:3)n "",~ t ,f ,""") ..'" ","-" (j"',,~ ':""'1

lah3 (preverb) 'fo~ward': 1. (not' at, to sea' ): 18. 66L,
1\

25072, 27b.9fn, 33.37A, lah3 s~iAahG~ 'it (gun)

went off' L, 61.41A, lah3 ?ed-qi.d-de-cuox 'S

thrusts feet forward' 51.78, 79A, lah3 kuole=

Gexyao~ 'my stomach's getting bloated' L, lah3

GeleGedesa?~ 'sweep the floor from back to front

(toward door):' M, -la?~ (o-~) lah3 O-~ahd(-g)

'S sticks tongue out (at 0)', ?ula?~ si~ lah3

qa? ?i.~?}h}h 'he's sticking his tongue out at

me'L, ?u.na?q lah3 ?ele?g 'pet its head for=

ward (toward nose)!' L, lah3 O-~-~i~ 'S grazes

0 with arrow', delu? lah3 ye~ de~ahd~ 'bureau

of drawers' L, lah3 di?~e?u?G 'exhale:' L,

lah3 -?a' 'S extends forward', ?}03i?da? lah3

Ga.? 'go forward to bow (of boat):' L, ?}03i?~

lah3 GaO~}h 'he's going forward to the bow' L,

siyeJ;a?~ lah3 'forward along the heel of my

hand' L; in idioms: lah3 5a?g 'they mistreat

him (jerk him forward)' 50.35A, gUGq lah3 xu=

qe~ioleG 'you torment me with lies (throw me for=

ward on deceit)' L, 100155, 156A.

2. 'forward out to sea, out at sea, south':



11.94,95,96, 96a, 28.67,73,75,80,29.44,47,

53A,46.3M, lah5 O-d-}-Ge~-g '8 tows 0 forward

out to sea' L, 28.72A, lah5 yeGe}qa.} 'it's

dawning in the south' 23.24A, qidga? lah5 de=

xe.~ 'low-water mark' ('as far as water recedes

forward') L, ta?~ lah5 Gexa.} 'I'm walking

forward (deeper) in water' L.

0-lah5--lahs---nahs- (postposition, -s- with
f4it;;;~) l'~w ",,! ~"J'" ,"1~,(

-d final, -n- with J.t"dl-class-mark) 'forward', in,','
front of, on open side of, out to sea from, south

of': silah5 y~.? Gete? 'lie down to sleep on

outside (of bed, not wall-side) of me:' M, with -d

final 'at rest': silahsd y~.? Gete? (as pre=

ceding) L, silahsd 'in front of me' L, ?ewlahsd

y~.? Geta? 'set it down in front of it:' L, ?ew=

lahsd setah} 'it's in front of it' L, silahsd

guGe}~.~?% 'he's standing in front of me' L, si=

lahsd sedahl}h 'he who's sitting in front of me'

L, t~h~eAi.nahsd 'outside the waves, breakers'

37a.2IL, with -deJ.t" final 'movement within':

28.2A, silahsde~ (?es) sahl 'it went (complete-

ly) by in front of me' L.

Ge-l-Iah5--ah5--lahs- (as above, with Ge-l- 'of a

reries'as 0) 'foremost, furthest forward of a series,

furthest out to sea, scuthernmost': as 0 of o-ya?



'into 0 with broad opening at top, as body of

water' or perhaps ?eya?- 'that which is': Ge=

lah5eya? place-name, eastern part of Copper River

delta, probably between Koquenhena and Softuk LS,

with -d final 'at rest': Gellahsd setahl

'it's (in position at) the first in line, now' L.

~e-lahs-d (as above, with ~e- 'area' as 0, at=
,~"' 6' er,-.::( j

tested only nominalized with -d final) ,~ut ~o ~~~

sea, south, "outside" (over the Gulf of Alaska)':

~elahsd 'outside, overseas, south, in Seattle' L,

'out at sea' 11.97, 97A, 21a.18, 24L, 64.lG, 'in

front' 25.28A, place-name, village at Boswell Bay,

cannery site ('outside') L, Galushia Nelson X8=

laost BSdL 544, la?dih ~elahsd ya. ?u~voliyah

?ewa. ~a-dih 'two of his front teeth are missing'

L, ~elahsd de~\lhyu. "'outside" people, non-=

Alaskans' L, ~elahsAaoG « ~e-lahs-d-lao-G)

'white man', see under la--naol, Rezanov XaJImJ;T~
k is\f:.-''

RO~breMTeH$ 'rOCYAaPblRussen-Beherrsche~' ~elahsd
"-

(archaic ~elah5d ?) ~le~ ?i-~}h}h 'overseas

chief', ~elahsde~eda-qd place-name, Egg Islands

('on outside (as ~d-class 0)') L, Galushia Nelson

xela-stexeta-qt BSdL 544, ~elahsde~ahd ke~'"~.~-

~~e~e~~~ ?idiol?ah 'wind is coming from off

ocean, southerly' L, ~elahsde~ahd ?ida?Gel?a?l

-~



'wind is starting to come from off ocean' L,

~elahsdeda? 'to (arrival at a point) out at sea'

21a.23L.

-?}.5---;5-kih (kinship noun, non-ascending, -i-:5-
> -}.5-, -U-;5- > -V.5-, otherwise -?}.5-,

reduced postpositional phrase, nominalized, with

-kih 'diminutive, affectionate', cf. -ca?-kih

'(woman's) older sister' and -deGe.? 'younger

sibling' under deG; L frequently -?i.5 5-

with loss of nasalization) '(woman's) brother':

stnski 'older brother (woman speaking)' BSdL 566A

S}.5kih 'my brother'(older or younger, woman speak=

ing) LMA (also used in direct address L), ?~

Ge}?ih~ lah ?i.5kih 'your youngest brother' 18.=

59L, ?V.5kih 'her brother' LM, 18.56L, ~.5kih

'the (woman's) brother' 18.50,57,67, 80L, qa.=

?}.5kih 'our brother' (women speaking) LM, sia=

ttnski 'wife's older brother (man speaking)' BSdL

567A si?ehd?}.5kih 'my wife's brother' L, stns=

kiat 'older or younger brother's wife (woman

speaking)' BSdL 517A S}.5kih?ehd 'my brother's

wife' (woman speaking), stnskicia 'younger brother

(woman speaking)' BSdL 566A S}.5kih~iyah 'my bro=

ther' (woman speaking, perhaps slightly pejQrative) ,

S}.5kihGeyu. 'my brothers' (woman speaking) 34.6fnL,



?i.5kihyu. 18.71L, ?i.5kihGeyu. 18.60L,

?}"5kihGeyu. 'your brothers' (to woman) 20.68,

29.39A, ?u"5kihGeyu. 18.80,86L, ?V.5kihGeyu.

'her, their brothers' 9.116,116,116,121,161,

20.45,48,60,89, 29.27A, ~.5kihGeyu. 'the

(woman's, women's) brothers' 9.154, 29.33A, Ge"=

c'geJS:eq' ?}.5kihGeyu. 'the magpie(-girl)'s brothers'

9.116A, with suffixed -kih 'diminutive, affec=

tionate': st.5kihkih 'my little sister' (Scar
Stevens called L this ) L u'" N;;",,~~. ~~'s.e'

.I~J~~)?t.5-i?- (postpositional phrase, < *ne5-?e?-, \
"

with reduced form of preverb lah5 as 0 of post= "J
,.-""~

position o-?e? 'in place of o~\; sometimes ?}"=

3-}?~ with assimilation to nasal, L frequently
~17!(, VJi'~ -(,'of;""",,",'- I, ';,: --',

?i.o- with loss of n~salization) 1. 'in bow of
J.'\

boat' with -d final 'at rest': ?i.5i?d selahl,

'they (things) are in the front (of the boat)' L,

?t.5i?d sedahlih 'he's sitting in the bow' L,

with -da? final 'arrival at': ?}.5i?da? lah5

Ga"? 'go forward to the bow~' L, with -~ final

'continuous motion toward': ?i'5i?~ lah5 Ga'lth

'he's going forward to the bow' L.

2. With -JS: final 'movement within', 'for=

ward, in front, out to sea, overseas, south, to

Seattle': ?i.5i?JS: 'south'LA, ?}'5i?JS: ~'y



'southerly wind (from off ocean)' LS, ?i-3i?~

?e}Ge3g 'paddle forwards:' L, ?}-3i?~ ?iqe?

'boat forwards:' L, ?}-3i?~ Ge}eda-} 'it (duck)

is swimming in front (of boat)' L, ?}-3i?~ Yil-?

Aa-se~a?~} 'it fell over frontwards' L, ?}-3i?~

?ise}?ah} 'he travelled south' L, ?}O3i?~ k'11=

ye~a? si1teh} 'I sent him away to Seattle' M,

?iO3i?~ ya-Ie~eci3g 'pear' ('narrow toward the

front') L-

o-?~O3---:3-i?-d (postpositional phrase, as above,

attested with -d final only) 'in front of 0 (per=

son, in boat7) , in front, bow of 0 (boat)': ?v-=

3i?d ya? ?ede- 'sit in its bow~' L, S}O3i?d

ya? ?ede- 'sit in front of me (in boat):' L (un=

certain)-



~

lid (expanded Ii. c'; perhaps to be identified with

lic'-lec')
1e-lid 'S is, becomes smooth, slick, slippery':

s~ilid1 'it got smooth, it's slippery' L, Ge=

~elid~ 'it's getting smooth' L, qu?~elid 'it'll

be smooth' L, with d-class-mark for S: di~ilid~

'it (ice) is slippery' L (neuter perfective).

Transitive (causative): ?e1lid L, Ge1lid

'smooth it~' LM, with d-class-mark for 0: dex=

~lic', deGex~lid~ (latter preferred) 'I'm smooth=

ing it (table)' L.

GI-~e-lic' (with Gl-thematic 'ground') 'S (ground)

is, becomes smooth, slick, slippery': G~.s~i=
lid~ 'the ground is smooth, slick, slippery' L,

G~.~eli.~ 'ground (cust) gets slippery' L. Other
forms, implying Gl-lid and Gl-de-lid earlier
given by L and M, later rejected by L: G~.selid~

L, G~.sdilid~ 'ground is smooth' LM (both later
rejected with conviction by L).'

, '



lic'-lec'

lic'-lec' (pronounced lec' by Sampson Harry, a Yakutat

Tlingit, not an Eyak-speaker; perhaps to be identified

with Iic')

lec' place-name, at Fountain Stream, near Sitkagi

Bluffs of Malaspina Glacier in vicinity of Yaku=
0 0tat, 59 43' N, 140 la' W, from Sampson Harry.

Probably of Eyak origin, voiced 1 lacking in

Tlingit, glottalized c' lacking in Eskimo; stem

probably to be identified with following.

?i.3:1ic', ?i.3:1ic'3: (noun) 'cliff, steep "smooth"

cliff'L. Nominalized neuter imperfective or

neuter perfective of theme 3:-lid, meaning un=

known, but associated by L with 3:e-lic' 'S is

smooth'.

"~ ;, .1



?li?c'

?li?c'

-?li?c' (not freely used, attested only in active

perfective) 'S is, becomes wet': sa?li?c~ 'it

got wet' L.

de-?li?c' 'S is, becomes wet' (meaning not distin=

guished from that of preceding): sdi?li?c~ 'it's

wet, it got wet' L~ 5l.46A, sdi?li?c'~}h 'he

(baby) is wet, wet self (with urine)' LM, xsdi?=

li?c'3: 'I got wet' L, s~'-?li?c'3: 3:a?g 'green wet

wood' L, si~a? kilsdi?li?c'3: 'my clothes got wet'

('something got wet "onl', with me') L, qu?da?li?c'

'you'll get wet' L, qu?xda?li?c' 'I'll get wet'

L, sdikus3:yuo ?edi~ Ge3:ao?, qe? Geda?li?c'3:G=
dewao 'bring the laundry in before it gets wet

again~' L, de?uod ?idi?li?c' 'never mind let it

get wet' L, repetitive: da?li?c'g}h 'he keeps

getting wet' L, with dl-class-mark for S: Aao=

sdi?li?c'3: 'it (net) got wet' Lo Transitive

(causative): Ge3:li?c' 'get it wet:' MA.

?ed-de-?li?c' (reflexive of unattested O-?li?c' 'S

wets 0', de-classifier perhaps in error for 3:e-)

'S (baby) wets self (with urine)': ?edsdi?li?c'=

3:}h 'he (baby) wet himself' L.

li?c' (noun, unclassified, gerundive) 'dampness':

li?c'yao~ 'to prevent, avoid dampness' L.

..,



lis

lis (resemblance to Russian JIec 'woods, forest' pro=

bably purely coincidental)
lis (noun, usually d-class, occasionally unclassi=

fied) 'tree (generic), spruce' M, 23.136, 37b.51,
56A, 63.20G, 68.15, 33A, 71.5LM, Rezanov ~~cc~

',lI.epeBo Baum', ~~cc~ '~1;c~ Wald', Wrangell ~~c~

'Wald', Furuhjelm Liss 'wood', Galushia Nelson

It.s. 'forest' BSdL 540, ~ete'lu. l~s 'big

tree' BSdL 553 ~eda?luw lis, k'ude~iyah lis

'no-good tree' L, t:!-.~x qa'o'Da'qa'D£' £ Its

"'green (grass) looks-like tree" (i.e. tree is

green)' BSdL 558 ~ih~ga? ?u?deGede?eh lis,

lis ?Iil-.d deGeluhdg:!-. 'trees are getting to be

few here' L, lis Ylil-.? Aa.se~a?~:!-. 'tree fell

over' L, y~. Aa.sekug:!-. lis 'wind-fallen trees'

68.14A, lis ?u.d desetah:!-. (or -?ah:!-. former

perhaps preferred) fa spruce lies there' L, lis

si~ di.?a? (or -ta?) 'give me a spruce~' L,

la?d da. lis 'two spruce trees' M, lisde~?

'lots of spruce' M, lis ?UJS:eda.qd k'u.:!-.eh

place-name, Egg Island ('there are trees on it

(~d-class)') L; as 0 of postpositions and in

compounds, with d-class-mark: lisda.q Ylil-.?

sedah:!-. 'he alighted on a tree' 11.194A, lis=

da.qya? le.:!-. 'black beard lichen' ('hair which

(

I. ;1"," I!



belongs on tree') L, lisda.geGi?s}.s 'grey beard

lichen' ('mold on tree') L, lisda.~ Ge~~i.? 'tie

it to a tree~' L, lisde~ ?ew ?e~i.? 'tie it

(directly) to a tree~' L, lisde~ ?:J-.~?~? 'look

at the tree~' M, lisdeye~d 16.26M, lisdeyex

'under a tree' 49.38A, lisde~a? da. ?a?~ 'we're

going for some spruce' L, lisdec:J-?da?d 'tree tips

(extremities of branches)' L, lisdeya?d 'inside

(hollow standing) spruce' L, lisdeyegd 'inside

(hollow prone) spruce' L, ?ew lisdeyeqe~ Ga.~

'it's going into a (hollow prone) spruce' L, lis=

deyeq qe~a?ni~ 'woodworm' ('worms in spruce,

tree') L, lisde~~elah 'some part of tree' L, see

~elah, lisdetah 'spruce-bark' L, Galushia Nelson

It.sta~a~3n or li.staQe~on 'Tree Man' BSdL 544,--
listaRax3n'iyU 'Tree People' BSdL 308 lisdede=

~Vhyu. 37b.54A, as preceding, without d-class-=

mark: lisc}. S, lisya? C}.y 'tree-branches'

50.22A; lisya? c:J-.Ai.ne~ 'with a tree-limb' 11.=

144A, lisya? ?a.~ 'spruce-boughs' A, 68.12A,

lisya? G~dg~ 'spruce-needles' 11.116A, Har=

rington from G: l~s~'qaht~ 'bracket fungus,

conk', to be read lisya? Gahd~, incorrect,

probably blend of lisya? G~hd~ and lisya?

qahd~, lisya? gahG 'spruce-pitch' 51.30, 31A,

..."



lisc!ahd 'from spruce' 51.28, 68.35A, lisc}?

'extremities of tree (tips of.branches, top)' L,

lisc}?da?~ qe~a?yah 'chickadees' ('pl. fly at

extremities of trees') L, 7.11, 39A, lisqa?d

?}.sdiyahz 'he got entangled amongst the trees'

L, lisyeq deG geli.?ah place-name, above

Eyak cannery on Eyak River ('(water) flows upland

into trees') L, lisyequh 'small spruce, sapling'

A, lisgusa? 'tree-bark and -sap', see sa?l,

lisgus}.~ 'grey beard lichen', see s}.lC; with

ku.l-anatomical 'belly, widest part': liskv.da?=

luw 'tree big at base' L; with dl-class-mark:
, ,

Harrington lIstlaakhI 'spruce balls, tips of
== '::..

boughs' lisAa.kih ('little (dl- or l-class)

spruce', l-mark perhaps anatomical, form not veri=

fied); Rezanov 51Te.FITeJIHC'f> 'MaT-ITa Mastbaum' pro=

bably to be read yahdeya?delis ('skiff-tree'),

not known to L, see yahdeya?da?~.

?edelis (noun, d-class) 'spruce' (as distinguished

from 'tree') ('genuine lis, lis ~ excellence')

L, Galushia Nelson a"~Elt'S 'spruce' BSdL 540.

lis deGah5g (noun, unclassified) 'woodpecker'

('it bangs on trees') L (probably 'Valdez downy
woodpecker (Dendrocopos pubescens glacialis) ,

and/or 'northern three-toed woodpecker (Picoides



tridactylus fasciatus'). Harrington records from

G listukukW, lIstJkkJkw 'woodpecker, lit. tree
;::

pecker', to be read lis degug, but this form

is incorrect, due to the influence of Tlingit

ga.ndadaglig and perhaps also Eyak O-gu?}C 'S

punches, knocks on 0 with fist'.

"Iii""



?lahs

?lahs (perhaps borrowed from Tlingit nas- 'intes=

tines')
-?lahs (noun, qiodl-class, perhaps also unclassi=

fied) 'intestines, guts': Rezanov KO~HC~ 'KHmKM

Eingeweide' ~?lahs 'intestines' A, si?lahs

'my intestines' L, ~?lahs?aow M, ~?lahs=

qioAao?aow 'long intestines' Lo

I"",. I



Ii?!

Ii?!
-Ii?! stem occurring only in qedili?! (noun, un=

classified), 'gray cod (Gadus macrocephalus)' LM,
also, less frequently, qedeli?! LMS, earlier also

Gedili~, Rezanov KaTe~b~~~~ (with second verti=

cal stroke of ~ blotted, resembling ro) 'TpeCKa
Kabeljau', probably to be read qedili~, for pre=

fix see qedi2; qedili~yequhyu. 'cod-like fish

species, smaller than cod' (not young of qedili~)

L (perhaps various lingcod, hake, greenling,

pollack species).

"' c"..""... , ,""..



ni.(!

ni.~ (closely assqciated by L and M with ni.~, but
ithe historical a~thenticity of such a relationship is

quite uncertain, ino other ~-~ alternations attested,

perhaps also rel~ted to ni.sq)

-ni.~ (noun, !perhaps, archaically, d~class,see

subentries ~elow) 'nose'? LM (both uncertain).

-ni.~-d-~-xa?~-~ (noun) 'septum of nose', also

-ni.~-d-~-xa?~(-g)-~, see xwa?~-xa?~.

-nr~~-~-gahG(-~) (noun, perhaps d-class, see

gahG '(spruce-) pitch', -d- perhaps d-class mark

for -ni.~, I or perhaps d-thematic) 'pink substance

of unknown Jrigin': qa.ni.~?ede~gahG 'a special

kind of sticky pitch-like substance which turns

pink when chewed, often chewed as gum' L (L later

uncertain a$ to exact nature or origin of substance,

perhaps als~ qa.ni.~?ede~gahG, 'nose-pitch'?),

most authentically attested as 0 of o-ga? 'like
i

0', here 'like 0 (in color)' in qa.ni.~edelgahG~=

ga? geAi.t'eh L, qa.ni.~?ede~gahGga? geAi.t'eh

'some kind of pinkish dye' L, 66.l0L ('it (bright-=

colored liquid) is like nose-pitch(?) in color',

also perhaps qa.ni.~?ede~gahGga? geAi.~eh L).

"' M c,u".



.l.e-c

le°C' (usually -le°C:-1: with thematized -1:-suffix,

perhaps gerundive, and thus related to Ie, cf. ~e,

-~eo-~-1:; or perhaps not to be thus analyzed, cf.
Navaho -ni~--ni~, Chipewyan -nEs, Minto -~5 --

'to pluck')
O-~-leo~-1: (with -1:-suffix thematized as part of

stem) 'S picks 0 (berries)' (no l~-class-mark
for 0): ?e1:leo~1: 'pick berries~' L, ca?,\' ~le°?!=

1:inu. 'they're picking blueberries' 20.2A, ?ew

~le.?!~}h 'she's picking them (berries)' 20.3A,
x1:le°?!i 'I'm picking berries' L, ~ile.?!1: 'was

berrypicking' 47b.27M, da. ~qa?1:le.C:X 'we~ll

go berrypicking' L, ~qu?x1:leo?!i 'I'll go berry=

picking' M, qu?x~leo~i 'I'll pick berries' L,

si1:leo~1: 'I picked berries' L, seile.~iinuo
'they'd picked berries' l8.2L, de?we~ Ge1:le.~i

'they're still picking berries' 20.3A, 1:i?q
~.q'ya? la?mahd Gux1:le.C:X da.~ 'when I pick

all the "alderberries'" 34.30L, da. ~ile°?!1:1C

'we (cust) pick berries' L; with ~d-class-mark

for 0 (Gedeqey}.y 'fog') in figurative use:

~edio~le.~ 'gather it (fog) by handfuls (into

your hat)~' (in order to make fog lift, a custom)

L; passive: sdile°?!i 'they (berries) have been

picked' L, ii?'q siileoc:x (or sdi-) 'they

." "", , "...



(berries) have all been picked' L.

ye.~ ye.~ila. (childish) 'berrypicking~' (Nikolai
Nelson used to say as young child, not a tradition=

al form, but rather one individual child's early

speech) L.
~ug xle.~}h woman's name, A's son Junior's wife

A. Nominalized active imperfective, archaic,

lacking -x-suffix, 'she's picking strawberries'.

,"i"" ,I ",Ii,",Ljjj,jJi'J'



luo~

luo(!
-lu.~ (noun, d-class) 'inside of cheek, soft part

of cheek': siluo~ 'inside of my cheek, soft

part of my cheek' L, fuluo~ 'inside of one's
cheek' mA, Rezanov KaJIJIIOl:I:b 'meKa Wange' qaoluo~ L

'inside of our cheeks, of human cheek', KaJIJIIOqaTe~

'~ecHa Zahnfleisch' qaolu°C!edeyeq or -edio?q

'inside of our (inside) cheeks' (Tlingit entry is

KarY~TY to be read qa wa~t6 'inside of human

cheeks', not 'gums'), ?ulu°C!daoqd 'on his cheek'

M, ~eluo~ede~a?d 'inside cheek at corner of one's

mouth'L, ?uod ?iluo~ede~a?d ya? ?eteo 'leave

it (tobacco) inside your cheek~' Lo



le?gNle?g"-u?gNll)ug

le?g-le?gW-u?g-(l)ug (in forms immediately preceded by
}-classifier, initial 1- lacking and vowel shifted

to u, except in one form from Rezanov perhaps im=

plying -}-e?g; Rezanov otherwise implies in two in=

stances le?g, in three ambiguously le?gW or

le?g-uh, and in three others unambiguously le?gW,
an archaism that helps explain the vowel alternation;

reduced form (l)ug, regularly used only in repeti=

tives, usual in repetitives of transitives, rare in

repetitives of intransitives; in transitives with }e-=

classifier vocalized from }-, the stem is usually

le?g, but analogical lu?g is also frequent (spread=

ing, for A, into transitives with zero-classifier),
resulting in alternations to which L and A inconsis=

tently try to attribute some distinctions in meaning;

expanded form always le.g, in £requent use indepen=

dent of -~-customary)
-le?g--le?gW (intransitives, usually with various

postpositional phrases, according to which the

occurrences are here classified, then subclassi=

fied for repetitives and forms with expanded

stem; reduced stem -lug- is attested in the
-repetitive of only one instance, under lb.) 1. 'S

moves hand(s) , acts with hand(s) , a.: with no

postpositional phrases or locative preverbs,



'8 gropes (along)': de?we~ ?ile?g 'just grope

(along)' 27b.31, 31A; with ya?~ 'upward': ~i.C!

ya?~ Gele?g 'reach you hand up over there~' M,

with (ta?d) ya.nu?(-C!) '(repeated motion) un=

der surface (of water)': ta?d ya.nu? ?ele.g~}h
'he'd (cust) reach his hand down underwater' 56.=

2L, qe.ya.nu? ?edele.g~}h 'he'd (cust) reach

his hand back down underwater' 56.5L, o-lu?qa.
?u~a? ya.nu?C! ?ele.g~}h 'he'd (cust) reach his

hand down underwater to get his 0' 56.16L, with

ta?~ '(motion) in water' and ye~-progressive:
ta?J5; ye~ xdele?gJ$; 'I work with my hands in

water'L.
lb. Repetitive, with reduced stem: with

ta?~ as above and ye~ 'downward': ta?~ ye~
?elugg 'keep dipping your hands in water~' L.

2. With o-C! 'toward 0', '8 touches,

molests, bothers, hurts, lays hands on 0' a.: ac=

tive imperative: ?uC! ?ele?g~h 'go over to him~,

pick him up~' M (glosses probably loose), Rezanov

Yq~~ero 'BagT~ nehmen' ?u.C! ?ele?gu.h or

?uC! ?ele?gW 'touch it~', inceptive imperfective:
ya?~u. ?uC! qi?yile?g 'don't touch it~' 10.7,

11.163A, Rezanov flxOX~mKO~eK~ 'HeTpoH~ anrUhren,

rUhr' (mich~) nicht an~' ya?~u. siC! qu?yile?g



LM, ya?~. si~ qi?yile?g 'don't touch me~,

don't hurt me~' MS, ?u~ qu?xle?g 'I'll touch

it' L, with qa? 'up out': yidigeG leJ.C~ qa?
qa?le?g 'Bogeyman will (come up out of the ground

and) get you' 39.3L, inceptive perfective: deqa.g
?u~ Gele?g3: 'the fire is reaching her' 34.70M
(used figuratively here, perhaps incorrectly), ac=

tive perfective: ?~~ sele?g3:~h 'he touched her'

47b.45M, yidigeG ?u~ qa? sele?g3:~h 'Bogeyman
(came up out of ground and) got her' 39.4L, di~

?~h~ ?esle?g3:G 'didn't touch, hurt, bother him'

19.29L, di~ ?~h~ qe? ?esdele?g3:G~h 'he didn't

bother her anymore' 4.20M, ?u~ sile?g3: 'I touched

it' L, si~ sele?g3:}h 'he molested, hu~t me' L;

indirect reciprocal: ?i~~ sdile?g3:inu. 'they're
fighting with each other; they're having a war' L.

2b. Repetitive, with non-reduced stem: si~

le?gg~h 'he's bothering, hurting me' L, di~ ?i~

?exle?ggG, di~ ?i~ xle?ggG 'I'm not bothering,

hurting you' L, ~i~ si~ le?gg}h 'she keeps

hurting me' L.
2c. With expanded stem, attested only from

M: ?u~ ?ele.g~h 'go over to him~, pick him up~'

M (glosses probably loose), ya?J.<:U. si~ qi?yi=

le.g 'don't touch me~1 M.
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2d. Repetitive, with expanded stem, in=

direct reciprocal: ~i~ ?i~~ dele.gginu.

'they're always fighting' L.
3. With o-da? 'to (actual arrival at) 0':

?uda? sile?g~ 'I moved my hand to it' L, ~de~

?uda? ?exle.g~G 'I (cust) can't reach it' L.

4. With o-~ 'in contact with 0': ?U;

Gele?g 'touch it:' L, ~iyahd?a.ne~ sile?g~ 'my

hand touched, brushed a hat' L, siya.~ sele?g~}h

'he touched my hand' L.

5. With o-?~.? 'coming upon 0': ~de~
?ew?~.? ?esle?g~G}h 'he (groping) couldn't find

them, groped in vain for them' 4.4M.
6. With o-~ah 'away from 0': active im=

perative: si~ah ?ele?g 'leave me alone~, unhand

me~, release me~, let me go:' LS, 4.14, 14M, 37b.=

32A, Rezanov CHRa~ery 'llYCTH loslassen, Imperat.
lass (mich~) lOB:' si~ah ?ele?gW (not to be

read -guh), ?ew~ah ?ele?g 'leave it alone~'

21b.31A, ?u~ah ?ele?g 'let it go~, release it:'

L, ?u~ah ?ele~le?guh 'pl. leave them be~' 60.=

7A, active perfective: 20.57,25.132,133,133,
37b.42, 42, 62, 64A, si~ah qe? sdile?g~ 'he
released me' 37b.53A, dU.le~ah sele?g~}h 'he

(baby) has been weaned' ('he's given up the

.clcl.



breast') L, active optative: si~ah ?i.le?gwahd

'so he'd release me' 37b.61A, inceptive condition=

al: si~ah Gi.le?g da.~ 37b.31A, si~ah qe?

Gedele?g da.~ 'if you release me' 37b.31, 32A,

active subjunctive: qa.~ah ?ele?g~ 'that they

should leave us alone' 25.172A, customary: di~

?ew~ah ?ele.g~G 'they wouldn't (cust) let go of

it' 28.109A.
7. With o-d 'separated from 0': sid

Gele?g 'leave me alone:, don't bother me:' L,

?uded ?ele?g 'let it go:, unhand it (table):'

L, ?u.d ?uled ?ele?g 'leave it (hat) there~'

L, de?elga?kih ?1iI.'~ ?id qu?xle?g 'I'll leave

you here a little while', ?u.de~ ?id qe? qu?x=
.)+A ,I tj

dele?g 'then I'll release you'fiL, with o-~ '

'toward 0, to 0': ?i~ ?ud qu?xle?g 'I'll leave

it with you' L, 'I'll grant it (power) to you'
61.11, 18A, de?u.~ ?~hd sele?g~}h 'he left her

right there' 4.19M, ?liI.hd qe? sdile?g~}h 'he

released her' 37a.20L, ?ew ?u~ ?ud sile?g~

'I left it with him' L, sid sele?g~~h 'he left

me alone, stopped bothering me' L, de?~.~ sid

sele?g~ 'they left me here' 20.16A.

8. With o-ta.s 'over, across 0': sita.s

Gele?g 'put your arm around me:' LM, Rezanov

iil~c"",.I"'U I



~TaoK~ery 'O6HHTb umarmen' sita.s Gele?gW

(not to be read -guh).
9. With o-q 'on 0' a.: with Ii? 'from

front end toward back end': ?uq Ii? sile?g~
'I petted, stroked it (one stroke) , (" all the way

down to its tail, sounds like") L, with o-l-q

'on o's head': ?u.na?q Ii? ?ele?g 'pet, stroke

its head~' L, ?u.na?q Ii? sile?g~ 'I petted

it' A, with lah3 'forward from back toward

front': ?u.na?q lah3 ?ele?g 'pet its head

(opposite of usual direction)~' L, with y~.?

'down': ?u.na?q y~.? Gele?g 'put your hand

down on its head~' L, si.na?q y~.? sele?g}}h
'he touched the top of my head' M, with ye~-pro=

gressive: o-q ye~ dele?g~}h 'he feels, gropes

around on it' 9.88, 32.6A, ?uq ye~ xdele?g~
'I felt around on it' 32.37, 4lA, 'I'm touching

it allover' L, Rezanov Yx3xeTe~er~0 'mynaTb

betasten' ?uq ye~ ?edele?guh L (or possibly

?uq ye~ ?edele?gW) , ?uq ye~ ?edele?g 'feel

around on it:, palpate it~' L.
9b. With expanded stem: ?uq Ii? ?ele.g

'pet it~' LM, ?u.na?q Ii? ?ele.g 'pet it(s
head):' A, ?uq Ii? qu?xle.g 'I'll pet it' LM,

'I'll stroke it' M, ?u.na?q Ii? qu?xle.g 'I'll

,'" i ,
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pet it(s head)' A, ?i.na?q Ii? qu?xle.g 'I'll

pet you(r head)' A, ?uq Ii? xle.g 'I'm petting

it'L, ?uq Ii? sile.g~ 'I petted it (several

strokes)' L; indirect reflexive, with ye~-pro=

gressive: ?edq ye~ dele.g~ 'he (cust) feels,

gropes around on himself' 36.32A.

10. With o-yeq 'in 0 (not with broad

opening at top)': a.: with o-l-yeq-~ '(conti=

nuous movement) into o's head': sileyeqe~ Ge=

le?g~ 'it (drink) is going to (penetrating) my
head' L (-e~ perhaps in error for ?e~, cf. lOb.),

with o-ku.l-yeq 'in o's belly': ?~u.leyeq

sele?g~ 'he (Raven) clawed into his (eaglet's)

belly' 8.7A.
lOb. Repetitive, with non-reduced stem:

?a?d sileqahyeq ?e~ ~le?ggga? ?edu?xdegewih

'I feel like someone keeps reaching his hand clear

through my head (with incessant repeated questions)'

L.
11. With o-ya?~ 'in 0 (with broad opening

at top)' and ye~-progressive: qe?~Geyu. da"x=
~eleya?~ ye~ ?edele?g da.~ 'as women fuss with

their hands inside baby-baskets' 23.12A (active

conditional).
12. With o-l-~~.? 'in competition with 0',



i

'S bets with 0' a.: sile~~.? Gele?g 'bet with

me~' L, ?ile~~.? qu?xle?g 'I'll bet you' L,

sile~~.?C! Gele?g:i::i-h 'he's betting me' L, sile~~.?
sele?g~}h 'he bet me' L, ?ile~~.? sile?g~ 'I
bet you' L, neuter perfective: ?ule~~.? ?ixi=

le?g:i:}h 'I have a bet with him' L, di~ ?ule~~.?

?a?xle?g:i:G:i-h 'I don't have a bet with him' L,

?ule~~.? qe? ?ixdile?g:i:}h 'I have another bet
with him' L; indirect reciprocal: ?i:i:le~~.? ?idi=

le?g~inu. 'they have a bet with each other' L,
di~ ?i:i:le~~.? ?a?dele?g:i:Ginu. 'they don't have

a bet with each other' L, :i:iC! ?i:i:le~~.?~ de=

l.e.g~inu. 'they always (cust) have a bet with each
other'L,

l2b. Repetitive, with non-reduced stem:.
sile~~.?~ le'gg}h 'he keeps trying to bet me' L. --

13. With o-y-~~.?: siye~~.? sele?g:i:}h

."'he gave me a little something when I was down

and out'" (a kindly, unceremonious, and unsolicited

act of charity) M.

14. Indirect reciprocal with ?i:i:u? < ?i:i:-=
lu? 'through each other': Rezanov TaHTJIHYTTHJIeKO

'Jl:paT:E,C.fI prUgel.n, sich, k-ampfen' probably to be
read da. ?i:i:u? ?idile?gW (with change of -HY-

to -YH-; not to be read -guh), da. ?i:i:u?



?idile?g 'let's hold onto each other, let's

clinch'M, da. ?i~u? y~.dile?g 'let's hold

(link) hands' M (active optatives).

15. Indirect reflexive, with qe~ 'closed'

and o-l-da?d 'on o's face (head-front)' and, 0-=

d-da?d 'on o's mouth (oral-front~)': ?}.da?d

qeh~ Gedele?g 'cover your face (with your hand)~'

L, deda?d qeh~ ?idile?g~}h 'he's got his mouth

covered (with his hand)' L (neuter perfective).

o-?e.~ ye~ ~e-le?g-~ (underlying theme same as

above, with o-?e.~ 'in search of 0' requiring

~-classifier, and ye~-progressive, requiring vo=

calization thereof) 'S gropes, feels about in

search of 0': ?ew ca?~de?e.J;: yeJ$; ~ele?g~ 'he

gropes about for the knife' 32.8A, ca?~de?e.~

...ye~ ~ele?g~lehd 'because you were groping

about for a knife' 32.14A, ca?~de?e.~ siwahd

ye~ ~ele?g~lehd 'because you were groping about

for a knife for (use against) me' 32.22A.

d-~e-le?g (with d-thematic and ~e-classifier, per=

haps basic ~-classifier, but all attested forms

either indirect reciprocal, indirect reflexive,

or ye~-progressive, requiring vocalic classifier)

'S has hands, arms in certain position, uses hands

(without acting on or in relationship with anything



else specific other than S's body)': indirect

reciprocal: ?i1ya? di1ile?g1, ?i1~~.deya?
di1ile?g1 'he has his arms folded together (across
his chest)' L, ?i1yeq di1ile?g1 'he has his arms

outspread' L (neuter perfectives); indirect re=

flexive with o-l-dahd 'against o's head': ?~.=

dahd dix1ile?g1 'I'm resting my head on my hand'

('I've got my hand against my head') L; with ye~-=

progressive: ye~ de1ele?g~.}h 'he's using, work=

ing with his hands' ('he's moving his hands about')

L, ~5u.1~a.d ye~ dex1ele?g~ 'I'm right-handed'
('I work with my right hand') L, di~ ,\'ih~e1~a.~

ye~ de1ele?~G~h qe?~ 'he's not left-handed'
61.47A, ~iq 1i~a.~ ye~ delele?g~}h 'he uses

only one hand' ('he uses his hand(s) on one side

only') L.
o-?e?{A de-Ie?g (stem here conceivably to be ..=---

analyzed -le?-g, identified as le(?) with

-g-repetitive; with o-?e?(-~) '(motion within)

.place of (absent) 0') 'S is, gets hungry for 0,

has, gets desire, urge for 0': ?ew?e? sdile?g1
'he got hungry for it' Ib.3M, li.ya?e? xsdile?g1

'I am, got hungry for beach-food' LM, ?idehdah

?u?e? xsdile?g1 'I'm quite hungry for that,

really would like it (to eat)' L, te?ya?e?~

.
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~,~ ;.;::;;-' xsdile?g} 'I'm hungry for fish' L, ?u?e?~

"xsdile?g} 'I have an urge for it' L,~

O-le?g--lug- (-lug- regularly with -g-repetitive,
elsewhere -le?g, A also, analogically, --lu?g
in repetitive and non-repetitive) 1. 'S touches
0 with hand, applying some pressure, S rubs,

massages 0': a.: (non-expanded forms: -le?g from
LM, A usually -lu?g, probably analogical, though

A also seems to make the distinction, not else=

where substantiated, -le?g for 'bpny part' (as 0),

-lu?g for 'soft part') sile?g} 'I pressed it
with my fingers' M, usually with ya? 'completely':

ya? Gelu?g, ya? ?elu?g 'rub, massage (soft part
of) it' A, ya? Gexle?g} 'I'm rubbing, massaging

it (bony part)' A, ya? xusele?g,}.ih 'he touched,

rubbed me allover' L, ya? qu?xlu?g 'I'll rub,

massage (soft part of) it' A, ya? Gi.lu?g~

'you're rubbing, massaging (soft part of) it' A.

lb. Repetitive, with reduced stem: xu.lugg
'massage me~' L (but L prefers xu.le.g) , ?ewa.

?eluggih 'rub (aching) part of him~' LM, ya?

xlu?gg 'I'm rubbing, massaging (soft part of) it'
A (non-reduced stem probably incorrect); indirect

reflexive (perhaps intransitive) with o-l~-da.-~

'(movement within) area of o's eyes' or o-l~d-?e?



'in place of o's eyes': ?adla~ada-~ xdalugg,

?adla"JS;ade-? xdalugg 'I'm rubbing my eyes' L.

lc- With expanded stem: xu-le-g 'massage

me~' L (preferred to xuolugg), xule-g:i-h 'he's

giving me a massage' L, ya? xlei.g:i-h 'I'm

massaging him' L, with y-anatomical: xuyioleog

'massage my hand~' L; repetitive: ?awao ?ale-g=

g:i-h 'massage (aching) part of him~' M; customary:

xu.leog~:i-h 'he (cust) massages me' M; reflexive,

with qiod-anatomical: ?adqiodaxdale-g 'I'm

rubbing my foot' L.

2- 'S eats 0" a_: sile?g~ 'I ate it' L,

usually with ya-"JS; 'consumption, destruction',

'S eats 0 all up, devours 0': inceptive imperative:

yao~ 6ale?g 'eat it up~' lIMA, inceptive imper=

fective: ya-J.C qu?xle?g 'I'll eat it up' M, ?aw

ya-~ qa?le?g:i-h 'he'll eat it up' L, yao~ ?iqe?x=

le?g 'I'll eat you up' LA, ya-~ la~iqe?xle?g

'I'll eat you pI- up' M, qa-lah ya-~ ~qa?le?=

gih 'he'll eat us out of house and home' ('he'll

devour something around us') L, inceptive perfec=

tive: 10_135A, ~i?q yaoyu- qao~a? ya-~ 6a=

le?g~ 'he's eating everything up "on" us' 7.30A,

?awyaqd ya-~ ~6ale?g~:i-h 'he's eating things

up inside it' 10_7,7, 7A, ya-~ xu6ale?g~ 'he's

~-, ~--



eating me up' L, active perfective: ?ew ya.~

sele?g1}h 'he ate it up' LA, ya.~ sele?gz
'ate it up' 5.4L, 6.8M, 7.31,43,10.150,11.164,

l64A, ya.~ sile?gz 'I ate it up' MA, ?ewYeq

ya.~ ~sele?g1 'he ate up something inside it'
10.9A, active optative: qi? ?ew ya.~ ?i.le?g~
'until he's eaten it all up' 10.57A, customary:

ya.~ ?ele.g~ '(cust) eats it up' 10.$2,85, l41A,
with l~-class-mark for 0: 1i?q qema. ya.~

le~eGuxle?g da.~ 'when I eat up all the (loose)

roe' 34.20L (inceptive conditional), ~a?~ ya.~

le~eGele?gz 'he's eating up all the blueberries'

L.
2b. With ya.~ and reduced stem, repetitive:

?ew ya.~ lugg}h 'he keeps eating them up' L,

10.139, l39A.
2c. With ya.~ and expanded stem (non-=

customary), rare: ?ew ya.~ Gele.gz 'he's eat=
ing it (one thing after another) all up' 10.135A.

3. With ~u? 'to finished form, straight'

(perhaps intransitive), '8 makes 0 (bed), smooths
0 (e.g. blanket) out' a.: ?u.d ~u? Gele?g

'make a bed there~' l8.24L, ~? Gele?g 'spread

it (blanket) out~, smooth it out~' M, 'make the

bed~' LM, zi?q qi? ~u? Gele?g 'make all the



beds~' ('make the beds everywhere~') L, ~?

qu?xle?g 'I'll make the bed' M, ~? sile?g~
'I made the bed' M.

3b. With expanded stem: ~u? sile.g~ 'I
made (several) beds' L, ?u.d ~u? le.gga? l~h~h

'he made a bed of sorts there' ('he did like he

spread several (e.g. blankets) there') 18.29L,

~u? le.g~h 'he's making the bed' L, ~u? Gele.g=
~~h 'he's making beds (all day?)' L ("suppose you

could say that"), ~i(! ?ew qi? Ge?e?d ?i~a?

~u? Gele'g~ '(cust) always make your bed~' L.
O-?-le?g--lug- (as preceding, semitransitive) ,\~ '8 -

takes, grabs, siezes, snatches, abducts, chooses,
accepts 0,8 buys o (on credit or with cash)':

imperative: xa?le?g 46.10,10,13, 13M, xu?=
wele?g 'grab me~, take me~' L, Rezanov Y~~e~
'/l,e:p3KH halten (Imperat.)' ?u?wele?g, Y~~eKo
, B03MH nehmen (Imperat.) ?u?wele?guh (or ?u?=

wele?gW) , ?a?le?g 'grab it~' L, frequently with
o-~a? 'in intimate relation with 0', here 'from

0'. also 'for 0': ?u~a? ?ew ?a?le?g~h, ?uJ.Ca?

?ew ?u?Gele?g 'take it away from him~' M, ?ew=

c}?da?d ?ewa. ?a?le?g 'grab the end of it~' L,

?u.(!ahd ?a?le?guh 'remove it from there~' L,

inceptive imperfective: ya?~u. ?ew ?u~a?



qu?le~,le?g 'pl. don't accept it from him' 19.161A,

le~ qi?yile?g 'you'll sieze it this way' 11.89A,

?u.~ahd ?i?qe?le?g 'it'll take you away' 21b.4A,

?ahnu. qe? qa?le?g}h 'they were going to get

him back' 23.75A, ya?~u. si~a? qu?le~le?g 'pl.

don't take her from me' 23.88A, qu?xle?g 'I'll

buy it' M, 'I'll grab it' A, ya?~u. xu?qu?yile?g

'don't grab me' L, ?~.~ahd le~i?qe?xle?g 'I'll

take you pl. away from here' M, ?idega?q3: qu?x=

le?g 'I'll strangle you' ('I'll sieze your

throat') L, inceptive perfective: xu?Gele?g3:

'he's grabbing me' L, ?u~a? ?ew ?u?Guxle?g3:}h

'I'm taking it away from him' M, active perfective:! 
10.69, 11.85A, 21a.4L, 21b.15A, 31.2L, 37b.27fnAL,,,! 

?u~ila.wahd ?u?sele?g3: 'chose him for his cousin'!, 
15.1M, ?~a? ?ew ?u?sele?g3: 'took (and car=,

ried) them for her' 18.14L, ?ewa. k'u?sele?g3:

'he grabbed one of them' 37b.28A, ?u?sile?g3:

'I bought it, I took it' L, 'I grabbed it' A,

xu?sele?g3:}h 'he took me (away), abducted me' M,

?u.~ahd ?ew ?u?sele?g3:}h 'he took it away from

there' L, ~ela.gye~ega? Giyah ?u?sile?g3: 'I

bought just enough food for winter' L, ?uqi.=

yega.g~ ?ew ?u?sele?g3:}h 'he grabbed it with

his toes' L, inceptive conditional: ?u?Gexle?g



da.~ 'if I take it' L, active subjunctive: ?ew

?a?le?g~ ?u~ dexl}h}h 'I told him to take it'

L, customary: ~a?le.g~ 'they (cust) take some=

thing' 10.80A, ?a?le.g~ 'he (cust) takes it'

10.85, 36.29A, ?ew ge? ?a?le.g~}h 'he (cust)
gets it back, recovers it' 56.17L, with class-=

marks for 0: ?ew kewusg} ?u?li.le?g 'grab the

paddle~' 71.17LM, ?ewgu~ah ?u?desele?g} 'he
grabbed the tails' 45a.12L, ya?~. ?ew ?u~a?

qu?gela.le",J£le?g 'pl. don't accept it (liquid)
from him' 9.159A, with y-anatomical: xu?yesele?g=

}}h 'he grabbed my hand' L; passive: xu?sdile?g}
'I got abducted, taken away' M, ge? ?u?sdile?g~

'he was recaptured, he also was captured' 23.85,

86, 86A.
O-}-u?g--ug-, O-}e-(--de-)le?g--lu?g--lug- (stem-=

initial 1- always dropped with }-classifier,

Rezanovonce perhaps -}-e?g; forms with vocalized

classifier, listed separately, always show restored
1-, but stem apparently freely -le?g or -lu?g,

the latter however somewhat less frequent and pro=

bably analogical; repetitive once -ug-, once -u?g-,
once -le?g; reduced -lug- also perhaps spread

to non-repetitive) 'S moves, affects position of

0 with manual pressure': la. Ge}u?g 'push it



-.

(with your hand, e.g. away, along)~' L, ?ew

JJ:i.(! Ge3:u?g 'push it away, push it way over

there (with your hand)~' M, y~.?(! Ge3:u?g

'push it down (with your hand)~' LM, y~.?(!

?e3:u?g 'push it down~' LM, 'push, flip it

(toggle-switch) down~' A, ya?JJ: ?e3:u?g 'push,

flip it (toggle-switch) up~' A, la?q Ge3:u?g

'crush it (with your hand):' L, ?ew?e?'JJ: Ii?

Ge3:u?g 'plug, stuff it in that' ('push it deep=

ly in place of that') L, y~.?(! si3:u?g3: 'I

pushed it down (with my hand)' LM, y~.?(! qe?

si3:u?g3: 'I pushed it back down' L, y~.?(!

?ixi3:u?g% 'I'm holding it down (with my hand)'

L (neuter perfective); indirect reciprocal:

?i3:yeq Ge3:u?q 'push them apart (with your hand)~'

L; indirect reflexive with (!a? 'towards self'

and usually also ?ed'JJ: 'in contact with self'

(classifier not vocalized, irregular, postposi=

tional phrases with reflexive 0 perhaps to be
, ,~~/_",~"",~".~vfl:':'7~..consldered thematlzed): Rezanov ~aTXYT~eK~

'O6HH~ umarmen (Imperat.) , perhaps to be read

(!a? ?ed'JJ: xu.3:e?g (only attested form with 3:-=

classifier and e-vowel in stem, or perhaps to

be read -~u?g by interpreting Cyrillic e a~s ~)

'grab me to and hold me tight against yourself:',



~a? ?ed~ xuGe1u?g 'hold me tight~' L, 'grab
me to you:' M, ~a? ?~ Ge1u?g 'grab him (to=

ward yourself)~' L, ~a? ?ed~ ?iqe?x1u?g 'I'll

hold you tight' L.

lb. Repetitive: y~.?~ ?ex1u?gg, y~.?~
x1ugg 'I keep pushing it down, I'm pushing them

(one after another) down' L (latter form given

later and probably the more correct).
2a. With vocalized classifier: (direct) re=

ciprocal: ?i1u? ~a? ?ed~ Ge1ele?g1 'they

(people) are holding each other close, tight' L,

?i1u? ~a? ?e~ Ge1elu?g1 'they (dogs) are

holding each other close, tight' L (probably an

attempt at an ~ h2£ explanation for the variation,

not elsewhere substantiated); with ye~-progres=

sive: ye~ ?e1ele?g 'rub it (fast and hard)' L,

'massage it:' M, ye~ x1ele?~ 'I'm massaging

it' M, ?ew ye~ x1ele?g~ 'I'm pushing it around

(with my hand)' L, ye~ x1ele?g~ 'I'm rubbing it

(e.g. body) hard' LM, ?u.de~yu. ?ew ye~ 1e=

lu?g~}h 'he's pushing it around allover (with
his hand)' L; reflexive, with y-anatomical 'hand'

and ya?~ 'up': ya?~ ?edyi1ile?g~ 'he has his

hands raised' L, ya?~ ?edyix~ile?g1 'I have

(both) my hands raised' L (neuter perfectives);



passive: y~.?~ s~ile?g~, y~.?~ sdile?g~
'it's been pushed down' L. .

2b. As above, stem reduced (by analogy with

repetitive, or incorrectly transcribed): in=

direct reflexive: ~ah xs~ilug~inu. 'I pushed

them all (people) away from myself' L (probably

to be corrected to either -lu?g~- or -lugg~-);

with ?i~ya? and ye~-progressive: ?i~ya? ye~
x~elug~ 'I'm pushing it back and forth' L, ?i~=

ya? da. ye~. ~elug~ 'we're pushing it back and

forth' L (probably to be corrected to -lu?g~ or

perhaps -lugg); passive: y~.?~ s~ilug~ 'it

got pushed down' L (to be corrected to -~u?g~).
2c. Repetitive: indirect reflexive: ~ah~

x~ele?gg 'I keep pushing it away from myself

with my hand' L.
2d. With expanded stem: with ye~-progressive:

ye~ ?e~ele.g 'massage it~' M.
O-?_~-u?g (semitransitive of preceding) 'S moves,

affects position of part of 0 with manual pres=

suret: with li? 'deeply in, towards back from

front' with xut'3: 'gun' as 0, 'S pulls trigger':

?ew xu~ li? ?u?seiu?g~ 'he pulled the trigger'

6l.54A.



(?)ni~

(?)ni~ (form uncertain, either ni~ or ?ni~, con=

ceivably < ?i~ or i~)
-(?)ni~-~, occurring only in ~a?ni~ (noun, of

limited and uncertain syntactic use; etymology
uncertain, < ~e-?ni~-~, ~a?-(?)ni~-~, or

~~?-(?)(n)i~-~, all elements, except -~-suffix

of unknown analysis, identification and meaning,

informants unable to analyze) 'funny, joke, funny

thing' LMS, with -dab adverbializer: ~a?ni~~dah

?i.~eh 'it's funny' LA, as 0 of o-ga? 'like 0':

~a?ni~~ga? deseli~}h 'he said something funny' L,

in compound(?): ~a?ni~~de~vh 'jokester, comedian,
funny person, person who always makes me laugh' L.

,(,
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?nik'

?nilC

le-?nik' 'S wriggles, crawls, creeps, moves along
like insect or worm with belly on or close to the

ground': ?i~ qu?xla?nilC 'I'll crawl to you' L,

?u.da? s~i?ni~~ 'it (worm) wriggled thither' L,

?edi~ s~i?ni~l}h 'he (drunk) dragged himself
in(doors) , L, ca.ye~ Ii? s~i?ni~ 'it (worm)

crawled in under a rock' L, ?ew-t:a.~ qa? sli?=

ni~ 'it (worm) crawled out from under it' L,

ca.Aa.-t:a.J!:e~ Gela?ni~ 'it (bug) is crawling

under a rock' L, Ge~a?ni~~ 'they (e.g. bugs)

are crawling along' L, with ye~-progressive:

ye~ ~a?ni~ 'it (e.g. worm, bug) is moving

about' LS, ye~ la?ni~}h 'he (drunk) is crawl=

ing around' L, ya.nu?~ ye~ ~a?ni~ 'it (worm)

is crawling about underground' L.
Ge~a?ni~~ (noun, unclassified) 'creeping bugs, in=

sects, worms' L.A. Nominalized inceptive perfective.
qe~a?ni~ (noun, unclassified, nominalized active

imperfective of preceding with qe- plural) "'wa=

ter-bugs, woodworms, worms that live in driftwood'"

(about one inch long, live in water, probably es=

pecially various shipworms, Teredo and Bankia

species) L, 14.2, 5,7 L.
lisdeyeq qe~a?ni~ (noun, unclassified, as above,

"I,." ".".",



lisdeyeq' 'inside trees') "'woodworms'" L (prob=

ably same as above).

ta?d qe~a?ni~ (noun, unclassified, as above, with

ta?d 'in water') 'small fish species' ("live: un=

der water, look like dead wood") L.

.~
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ni.~

ni.~ (Rezanov implies ni.~w, but all other sources,

including S ni.~; perhaps related to ni.~ and/or

ni.sq)
-ni.~ (noun, unclassified or, archaically, in epi=

thets and certain compounds and postpositional

phrases, d-class, in which constructions an unex=

pected -e- generally appears between stem~final

-~- and the following -d-, conceivably < *-~d-

< -~wd-) 'nose, beak', unclassified: Rezanov

KaHHeKO 'HO3AP~ NasenlBcher' qa.ni.~w 'our

noses, human nose', Galushia Nelson G{mi.~

'nose' BSdL 541 ~ni.~ 'a nose', ~i.~luw

'a big nose' LM, sini.~ 'my nose' MS, :JI:a°J.C

sini.K1uw 'where's my big nose?' 18.16L, si=

ni.~ siya. GeJ.Ca.s~ 'my nose itches' L, sini.~

siya. qe~ ?i.?yah} 'my nose is stuffed up' L,

sinio~ siya. Ge~<!iya?~ 'my nose is raw (burns,

stings)' L, Galushia Nelson ~WUS,t ni.l( 'my nose'

BSdL 556 xu' sini.~ '~nose', ?ini.~ ?e~=

~?d 'wipe your nose:' L, ?ini.~ ?iya. ~~i=

AeG~g~ 'your nose has gotten dirty' L, ya?J$;U.

?ini.l( ?i~a? ~qu?yi}yah 'don't pick (meddle

with) your nose' L, ?ini.K1uw 'your big nose'

lb.6M, ?uni.~ 'his nose' LMA, 23.140A, 'its

beak, their beaks' 2a.23M, 24.26, 28, 29,30,

" , iliiAJj



35, 36A, 26.1,7, 9L, ?uni.l{luw 'his big nose'

L, geodah gvo}des} dao~ ?uni°l{ye~ ?ew ye~

gelio?thth 'his nose is all clotted with blood'

('it (blood) having straightway clotted extends

down under his nose') L, Galushia Nelson ~ewa

ntok 'dog's nose' BSdL 556 ~ewa.ni.l{, G9-°di~i~g=
ni°l{ 'bird's beak' 2a.23M, ~iolehni°l{ 'raven's

beak" 2a.23fnL; a-class, see also subentries be=

low: ni.l{eda?luw, ni°l{da?luw 'big-nose~' (pejora=
tive epithet) l8.8L, sini.l{edect?da?d 'tip of my

nose'L.
-ni°l{-d-~o~ (noun) 'philtrum': sini°l{ede~o~

'place where snot runs on my upper lip' A. See

~?~-~o~.
-ni.l{-d-}-xa?~(-g)-} (noun) 'septum of nose', also

-nio~-d-}-xa?~-}, see nio~, xwa?~-xa?~o
ni.l{edekao~l{ (noun, unclassified) 'person with

hooked, aquiline nose' L. Epithet, 'humpback-sal=

mon nose~' °
ni°l{ede~e.? (noun, unclassified) 'shag, (double-=

crested?) cormorant' ('red-beak') LM.

?uni.l{ ?ewa. qa? qi.sid (noun, unclassified)
'razor-clams' ('their noses extend up out', same

clam as 5ioda.deG) L.
o-ga? }e-ni°l{ (with o-ga? 'like 0') 'S has nose

like 0': siga? ?i}ini.l{th 'he has a nose like

,- --'J",",-",...



mine' L, di~ ?iga? ?a?~eni.~G}h 'his nose isn't

like yours' L (neuter imperfectives).

""il"OIj"



-,\ leG~

leGl
a-leG 'S throws, pushes, precipitates 0 (living

being), handles 0 (living being) violently,

roughly': de?~'~ ?ele~leG}h 'pl. abandon her

(forcibly) right here~' 49.81A, de?u'~ ?ahnu'

seleG}}h 'they abandoned her right there' 49.99A,

?u'di~ah ?eleG}h 'throw him out of there~' L,

?~.di~ah ?iqe?xleG 'I'll throw you out of here'
L, Rezanov XH~eHXe~~RR~ ' TO~KaTD stossen'

~i'~ ya?~ ?eleG 'throw it (e.g. dog) (up) over
there away " M xi'~ ?i qe?xleG 'I'll fire, .,.
you'L, ?ahnu. ?a?q seleG}}h 'they threw him

out (of the house)' 9.46, 47A, ?a?q sileG},

de?a. ~~iyah yi}eh ~ewa. 'I threw it out,

because it's a bad dog' L, ~i'leh qid GeleG

'throw the ravens down~' 28.60A, qid ?~ seleG}

7.35A, ?ahnu. qid seleG} 'they threw him down'

7.36A, leG ?ew seleG} 'threw it (fish) up from

shore' Ib.llM, yeq seleG} 'threw it (fish)

ashore' 46.17M, ?ew qe.yeq seleG}}h 'he threw

it (another fish) ashore' 46.21M, ?u'de~ ?~

qe'ye~ seleG} 'she threw, dropped him back down

through there' 40.11:f.nL, ?ewya? ?ew seleG}inu.

'they threw him in it (box)' 7.33A, ta? ?~

(or ?~ ta?) seleG}}h 'he pushed, threw him

,11,~"", .;
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in the water' L, xilao? qe?~ ?~h ta? (or
ta? ?~) seleGx 'a man it was pushed him into

the water' L, qe?x q\lhew ta? seleGx 'a wo=

man it was he pushed into the water' L, ta?
~h(ew) ?~ seleGx 'into the water it was he

pushed her' L, ?~ qe?x ta? seleGx}h 'he

pushed the woman into the water' L, xilao? ta?

?~h (or ?~ ta?) seleGx 'a man pushed her

into the water' L, xilao? qe?x ta? seleGx

'a man pushed a woman into the water' L, with

ye~-progressive: ya?~. ye~ xuqu?deleG 'don't

beat me up' ('don't throw me around') L, ye~

xu?deleoG~ 'you (cust) mistreat me' L; reflexive:

?eddeleoG~ 'it (cust) jumps' M, ?edGedeleGx

'it's trotting, galloping (along), it (frog) is

hopping, jumping (along)' M: with ya?~ 'up':

ya?J.C ?edsdileGx}h 'he jumped (up)' M, ya?J.C
?edxsdileGx 'I jumped (up)' M, ya?J.C da. ?ed=

sdileGx 'we jumped (up)' M, leGe?~ ?edGedeleGx
, ' ' 'is hopping (about, along) on shore' lO.254A, qid

?edsdileGx 'jumped down (off)' 15.26M, qid

?edqu?xdeleG 'I'll jump down' M, with qa? 'up

out': te?ya? qa? ?edsdileGx 'fish jumped'

21b.70A, qa? ?ededele.G~ '(fish) (cust) jump'
.21b.71A, di~ te?ya? qa? ?edGedeleGG da.~

cli Ii



'when the fish aren't jumping' 21b.69A, -

?u.~ qa? ?edqu?xdeleG 'I'll jump up thither'

M, with o-q 'on 0' and ya? 'completely, to

a state of rest': o-q ya? ?edsdileG:t.}h 'he

jumped onto 0' 27.7, 7A, ?uqi.deye~ ?edexwdeleG

da.~ 'when I start to jump under their feet'

34.20M, ?u?u?~ ?edsdileG:t.}h 'he jumped short

of it (not far enough)' L, ?uta.s ?edGedeleG

'jump over, across it~' L, ?uta.s ?edqu?xdeleG

'I'll jump over, across it' L, indirect recipro=

cal: ?i~ta.s q~.~ ?eddeleGinu. 'they're play=

ing leapfrog (jumping up over each other)' (not

a native game) L, with ye~-progressive: ye~
?edxdeleG~ 'I'm jumping around' L, ye~ ?edde=

leG~}h 'he's jumping around (two feet together)'

LM, ye~ ?edqu?xdeleG 'I'll jump around' M,
?~.gulah ye~ ?edexdeleG da.~ 'when I jump

about around a river' 34.16M, ?u.de~yu. ye~
?eddele.~~}h 'he (cust) jumps around allover'

L, repetitive: Rezanov ffxaT~-Te~~HKaK~-3

'CRaRaT~ springen' ya?~ ?eddeleGg}h 'he keeps

jumping (up and down)' M; passive, repetitive:
Galushia Nelson ya'~~ale~ki or ya'~~ele~ki--
'tossing in a sealskin' BSdL 551 ya?~ deleGg}h
'he's being blanket-tossed (repeatedly tossed

..



up)' (also name of pastime, native to Eskimo

but not to Eyak) L, ya?~ xudeleGg 'I'm being

blanket-tossed'L.
lah5 O-qe-~-leG (with ~-thematic with qe-plural=

izer thematized, 'pl. acts' and lah5 'forward',
cf. O-~a? 2.) 'S mistreats 0', attested only with

gUG-q 'on lies': gUGq lah5 xuqe~i.leG 'you
keep pushing me around with lies, deceit' 10.155,

156A.
O-}-leG (perhaps causative of ?ed-de-leG) 'S

makes 0 jump': repetitive: ya?~ ?iqe?x}leGg
'I'll make you keep jumping up and down' L, with

ye~-progressive: ye~ ?iqe?xdeleG 'I'll make

you jump around' 1'1.

,'I i



leG'-

leG2 (variant neG very doubtful, see under o-leG 1.,

L rejects proposed *?uoneG; cf. deG, with which

leG2 shares certain formal and semantic peculiarities)
leG (preverb, attested with zero, -d, and -~

finals, also compounded with ?e?- with -~ fi=

nal, and compounded with o-ga?) 1. '(from water)

to shore, ashore and/or up from shore (to higher

ground)', with zero final used usually also with

repetitives, customaries, inceptive perfective:
leG 'up on bank of a body of water' L, leG Gao?

'walk to shore~, walk up from shore~' M, leG

Gexao1 'I'm coming out of the water towards the

beach'L, leG sah1}h 'he went up the shore,

bank (to higher ground)' L, ?~hda? leG sah1th
'he went up the shore to her' 11.76A (cf. 3. be=

low), see also -~e?~, leG~i.~, -xu1-, O-qa,
1(25.22, 94A, 48.5, 10L, qa), d-1-qu, O-~ahd 1.,

0-1-~ahd 1., a-leG (lb.llM) , -?ya lb., 19.,

g-?ya, gl-?ya 1., ~dl-?ya (49.142, 143A),
0-?-?eh3 (passive), -?a?~ (38.11LM, 49.144A) ,

0-1-(1-)?a (9.125, 11.202A), -?a' 8., 0-1-(y)a

(10.39,40,41,25.185, 186A), -a (10.221A),
with qe?-qeo- 'back, again': giyah leG qe?

seqah1 'brought water back up from shore' 48.10L,
qe? leG sdiyah1ih 'he came back up from shore' L,



qe.leG ?eda.g 'it keeps walking back up ashore'

53.13, 15L; with -d final 'at rest' (rare):

33.72A; with -~ final 'continuous or repeated

motion toward' (rare, usually zero final also with

this meaning): leGe~ ~qa.~ 'I (cust) carry
water up from shore' M; with -~ final, only com=

pounded as 0 of o-?e? 'in place of 0', leGe?~

< leG-?e?-~ 'movement within area shoreward, up

from shore': ~ede.dah le6e?~ ?ika? qu?xah

'I won't be able to go up from shore with you'

lO.252A, ?~a? leGe?~ sah} 'she went up from

shore with him' lO.262A, leGe?~ sah} 'he went

up the bank' Ib.4M, le6e?~ ?ew~ de6e}~a?~} 'is

flying upland with it' 9.97A, leGe?~ ?edGedeleG}

'hops along on shore' lO.254A; compounded as 0 of

o-?e?, compounded as 0 of o-ga? 'like 0', le=

Giga? < leG-?e?-ga?: ?u.d leGiga? ?~h se}=

teh}~h 'she put him (his body to rest) a little

way up from shore' 47b.20M.

2. 'up inlet, upriver' (range uncertain, per=
haps only 'up Orca inlet', or perhaps 'up (any)

inlet', including perhaps 'up river', i.e. 'in-,
upland via body of water', cf. o-leG 3.): with

zero final: dide?} qi.Aa.}qa.g ?u.de~ leG

qi.li°t'ux} 'electric ~ight wires are strung

",i



(stretch) along there up Orca Inlet to Orca

(cannery)' L; with -~ final, only compounded

as 0 of o-?e?, as under 1.: leGe?~ ?iqe?

'boat up the inlet to Orca~' L, perhaps loosely

glossed: leGe?~ ?ew (ya.qa?) se}tah}}h 'he

took it (away) upriver' M.

3. 'to back, rear end of inside of house

(opposite end from door)' (a privileged position

in household, the place of the headman or chief

and his family, see BSdL 34, 42-3): with zero

final: ?~hda? leG sah} 'he went in (to the

back end of the dwelling) to her' 23.47A (cf. 1.

above, 11.76A), with -~ final 'continuous or re=

peated motion toward': leGe?! Ga.}}h 'he's walk=

ing toward the back end of the house, room' M;

with -~ final, only compounded as 0 of o-?e?:

leGe?~ Ga.}}h 'he's walking toward (within~)

the back end of the house, room' M.

4. 'to church' (perhaps because church was

built on high ground, but see also 5b.), attested

with zero final only: 51.84fn, leG Ga.? 'go to

church~' M (cf. leG Ga"? 'go ashore~, go up

from shore~' M), leG ~Se?a??!l 'people went to

church' 51.37, 37J, 37A.
5. 'lose, win (in game, gambling), gain,



earn', attested with zero final only: 51.84fn,
leG -?ya (see -?ya 19.) 'S loses (in game,

gambling)', causative o-~a? leG O-%-?ya 'S wins

0 from 0', leG O-~-?ya 'S wins, beats 0', pass=

ive: '0 is won, gained, earned'; original meaning
of intransitive'S is, becomes involuntarily situ=

ated ashore (stranded7)', or perhaps back formation

from transitive'S gets 0 ashore, wins 0', see

especially causatives in 10.257, 11.74A, where

meaning is ambiguous, perhaps a pun, 'S (Raven)

causes 0 (mollusk-women) to be involuntarily situ=

ated ashore' and/or'S wins 0'.
o-leG (postposition, attested with zero, -d, -~

finals, and with -de~ final instead of compounded

as 0 of o-?e? with -~ final, also compounded
as 0 of o-da?, and, with -d final, as 0 of 0-=

~ahd) 1. 'ashore from, in-, upland from 0': with

zero final, attested only with ~dl-class noun as

0: t~h~eAi.leG Ga-l 'he's walking along by (in=

side, ashore from) the waves' L, t~~eAa-leG
Gexa-% L, t~~eAi.le6 6exa-~ 'I'm walking along

by (inside) the waves' (Raven's song) 72.39L, forms

in BSdL tan ~linax qet%a.tl 'waves behind was-=

walking' and t'an ~linaqt G'au~la.tl (t'an t'1i=

naqt qe~%a-t~) 'waves behind I-am-going' BSdL

i I IJ,il J ~i



261,559, in both cases probably to be interpreted

t~h["J$:e]Aione"J$: Ge(x)iaoi rather than *-AioneG,
",,",1~t1C~ ,-,...t:;." a--o

because of fairly certain i-classifier, optional= ><
A

ly required with 0-"J$: 'by means of 0', and L in

any case has -AaoleG or -Ai. leG, L also rejects

proposed form *?uoneG, that is ?u-l-le6 with

I-anatomical or thematic; with -d final 'at rest':

sileGd 'above, uphill from me' M, sileGd we"J$:

?io~eh 'he lives above (further from shore than)

me' M, with "J$:e- 'area' as 0: "J$:iod "J$:eleGd 'yon=

der upland' 10.259,11.71,98,131, 21b.27, 600=

34A, ?~od "J$:ele6d 'upland here' 11. 73N" ?uod

"J$:eleGd 'upland there' 11.141A, nominalized with

-d final in place-names: sahxwle6d L, sa.xleGd

Softuk ('above cockles') S, gixde61eGd Marten

Point ('ashore from Marten Islands') 67.2G, with

-d final compounded with o-~ahd 'from 0': ~iod

"J$:eleGde~ahd qvh xi~ qid Geiqe~~ 'snow started

to avalanche down from way up yonder' 23.128A; with

-de"J$: final 'movement within area': qaole6de"J$:

"J$:io~ "J$:eAaosa?yahl 'r~n away along above us' 610=

49A, 0-le6de"J$: ca? sahi 'came downhill above 0'

25.83, 84A; compounded as 0 of o-da? 'arrival at

0': ?ahnuoleGeda? ?eAaosii?ehl}h 'she sneaked

up (skirting them) above them' 47b.31aM (perhaps

'" , i "w



< -leG-i-da? < -?e?-).
2. 'down to shore above 0', attested with

zero and -~ finals: with zero final: sileG

sahi}h 'he came do~n to meet me at shore' L, with

-~ final: sileGe~ Ga.i}h 'he's coming down to

meet me at shore' L.
3. 'up inlet, upriver' (see leG 2.), attes=

ted with -d and -de~ finals: with -d final
'at rest' and with ~e- 'area' as 0: ~aleGd 'in

the area of Orca cannery' L, with -da~ final

'movement within area': silaGde~ (not *silaGe?~)
ya~ da.~, 'he's walking about upstream from me' L.

4. 'behind, farther to the rear of house, room
than, farther from door-side than 0' a. with -d

final 'at rest': ya.yu.laGd 'behind (farther to

the rear of the room than) the things' L.
4b. With -d final, compounded as 0 of 0-=

qasd 'at opposite end of 0': Galushia Nelson

mleq:Qeqest '"head" or rear of the house' BSdL-
545 ~alaGdeqesd 'the back, rear of the room,

house' L, with -kih 'diminutive': ~i.d ~eleG=
daqesdkih ~ sedahi 'way back at the innermost

end of that little place she was sitting' 23.45A.

4c. With -d final, and Ge-i- (G-thematic,
i-classifier) as 0 'of a series': GailaGd setahi

, ,I If



'it's at the last (farthest back toward rear of

room~) position in a row'.

4d. With zero final and reciprocal 0: ?i3:leG

?t.3:quh3: 'he has (them as) co-wives' 33.64A ('he

has them sitting (neither?) one above, further

back in the room than the other', neuter perfective,

requiring zero final; in privileged position, see

BSdL 34, 42-43).

o-d-leG (postposition, as above, with d-thematic

of unidentified meaning, attested with zero final

only) 'down to shore to meet 0': qa.deleG ~~e=

?a?~ 'people came down to shore to meet us' 59.7

Galushia Nelson, sideleG ~sah3: 'someone came

down to shore to meet me' L, sideleG sah3: 'you

came down to shore to meet met. L.



?lahG

?lahG (Galushia Nelson once ?nahG, twice ?lahG, L

never heard ?nahG; perhaps to be analyzed ?lah-G,
or ?-lah-G, -lah-G to be identified with -lah-G .

'(
under la-na)

fudi?lahG (noun, unclassified) tchief of opposite
moietyt L, Galushia Nelson ~e:gs' laq t term of

address for chief who is host at a potlatcht

BSdL 543, qeQinaq ctcat3:'t' tto kill a member

of the opposite moietyt BSdL 554 fudi?nahG ~e=

~eh3:~h the killed a chief of the opposite moietyt,

~di?lahG xi3:eh da-~ qa-d ya-g ?iqe?x3:teh
tif I were a "big chief" I'd give you away into

slaveryt (standard expression used with disobe=

dient child) L; Galushia Nelson Ge~£ilaq ~ca-=

~ctnin tsecond chief of opposite moietyt BSdL

543 fudi?lahG(!a-(! y~-hi-h (the who is next to

the chief of the opposite moiety') L. Identi=

fication of prefixes and analysis uncertain:
perhaps fu-indefinite, -di- (or -di?- 1) per=

haps d-thematic, or classifier; form perhaps

neuter imperfective of otherwise unattested verb

theme; more likely, however, reduced form of

~a-di?"'- of s,o.me negative meaning", with -lah-G,
see la-na; cf- also fula-G)- x

.

j.iii;r~"I,l



?la?G-la?G

?la?G-la?G (form uncertain)
o-yeq qa? Gd-?la?G--la?G (with o-yeq 'in 0',

qa? 'up out', and Gd-thematic, probably thema=

tized class-mark or anatomical for 'mouth' cf.

o-yeq qa? Gdl-qa) '0 has, gets indigestion and

coated tongue': siyeq qa? Gedi?la?Gz, siyeq
Gedi.?la?Gz (former given first, latter more
probably correct) 'my tongue is coated and I have

indigestion' (happens to overfed babies too) L

(neuter perfective), siyeq qa? Gedesela?Gz

'I got indigestion and my tongue became coa"Ged'

L (uncertain).

"



?ni°q'

?ni°q' (Rezanov perhaps implying also reduced ?neq)
Ii? O-le-?nioq (aImO-~~~~~~~~~~~- indirect re= I

flexive, with o-li? 'deeply inside 0 from open

front toward closed back end', with zero-allo=

morph of reflexive 0, requiring vocalic classifier,

underlying theme probably O-~-?nioq) 'S swallows

0': Ii? Ge~a?ni°q' 'swallow it~' LM, Ii? qu?x=

~a?nioq 'I'll swallow it' M, ?e~ih Ii? ?iqe?=

~a?nioq '?e~ih will swallow you' L, Rezanov

AYAAcAMHaKaTAe fr~oTaTb schlucken, verschlucken'

perhaps to be read ?ew Ii? s~i?neq'~:j.h 'he

swallowed it', Ii? xs~i?nioq~ 'I swallowed it'

LMA, with class-marks for 0: Ii? le~es~i?nioq~

'he'd swallowed it (loose roe), gulped it down'

10.113, 115A, ca?~ Ii? qu?dexla?ni.q 'I'll

swallow a knife' L; passive: Ii? s~i?nioq~, Ii?

sdi?nioqx 'it got swallowed' L.

?ed~a?ni.q (noun, unclassified) 'seagull' LM (prob=

ably especially 'gl~MQous-winged gull (Larus glau=
cescens) , and/or 'herring gull (Larus argentatus)',

Rezanov ATAs:IHeX'I> '~aMKa' (not in Radlov, 'gull'),
. N ' t'l ,n 4 ' t'l ,n, 4 ,Galushla elson a a nltq or e a nltq sea-=

gull' BSdL 539, Rezapov ATAflHHar'I> ' rOBo:pY1l1I<a t

po,ZJ;$ tia:tiKa' (not in Radlov, 'kittiwake, type of

gull', probably here with reduced stem, ?ed~a?=

1



neq') , ?ed3:a?ni.q' ?u.de:J5: J$:eGa?ya.3: 'seagulls

are flying along there' M, ?ed3:a?nieq'ga? ?idi=

3:a?~}h 'he's voracious, a glutton' ('he has a

stomach like a seagull') L. Nominalized active

imperfective, apparently of reflexive of unattest=

ed 0-3:-?nieq', perhaps a causative, or indirect

reflexive causative ?ed-d 0-3:e-?ni.q.



la?q'!

la?q

la?q (noun, unclassified) 'eel' LM (perhaps
'burbot (Lota Iota)', and/or 'lamprey (Ento=
sphenus tridentatus, E. lamottei) , and/or

'snipe eel (Avocettina gilli)'), la?q'?a?luw

'big eel' LM.

--



la?q'2

la?q2 (perhaps to be analyzed la?-q and identified
with la?-na? and o-q 'on 0')

la?q (preverb, with zero final only excpet once,
from M, with -~ final, rejected by L) 1. 'in

thickness (least of three dimensions)': ?a?d

?i1ga? la?q Gedah da.~ 'if they're very uni=
formly thick' 65.5A, ?idah la?q ?idiyah 'is

rather thick' 65.9A, la?q -cah~--~a?~ 'S is,

becomes thick', la?qe~ Ge~a?S1 M (L rejects),

la?q Ge~a?~% 'it's getting thick' L, la?q

-ci5-g, la?q 1e-ci5-g 'S is, becomes thin'.

2. 'flat, collapse, deflation': la?q Ge=
?e?5 'smash it with your foot~' L, la?q Ge1u?g

'crush it with your hand:' L, s1i?mahd1 si~a?

la?q seta?~% 'my bread went flat on me' L, la?q
-qec' 'S bursts', la?q O-%-qec' 'S bursts or,

la?q -?ya 'S bursts, deflates', la?q le~a?yah

'old berries in autumn' L, la?q O-Ge~, la?q

0-1-Ge~ 'S punctures (and deflates, collapses) 0

with end of stick', la?q qu?x1u?~ 'I'll break

it (blister, with needle)' L.

3. With reference to poking out eye: la?q

le~eGe?a? 'take its eyeball out:' L, la?q le~e=

Ge13ux1 'its poking its eye out' L.

4. With reference to baldness: la?q qa?

li'~i~}h 'he's bald' ('his head is worn up out



thin') L.
5. With terms referring to position of

head, 'looking upwards': la?q lisitah~ 'I
raised my head' L, also with preverb qa? 'up

out': la?q qa? lisitah~ 'I raised my head'

L, la?q qa? lixitah~ 'my head is facing

upwards'L, la?q qa? ?}.sequh~inu. 'they
looked upwards' L.



le~l

le~l (cf. Tlingit ne~, ne~, nE~ 'to be safe')
-le~ 'S (prey) escapes, saves self, gets away':

sele~} 'it (prey) got away' L. Transitive
(causative): 'S saves, (medically, not shaman=

istically) cures, heals 0': xuGe}le~ 'save

me~' M, 'heal me~' L, ?iqe?x~le~ 'I'll save

you' M, ~i~ ~~le.~~th 'he (cust) cures one,

people' L; reflexive: ?edxs~ile~} 'I saved
myself, I recovered (from grave illness)' L;

passive: xus~ile~} 'I got cured' L, ?u.d

?iqe?dele~ 'you'll get cured there' L.



la'JS:

la'JS: (conceivably PAE na- 'second person', -'JS:W <

-qW- 'plural')

le~-i. (independent personal pronoun, -i. either
expanded -i- of la~-i- below and/or as ?i.
second person singular pronoun) 'ye, you' (sec=

ond person plural, inclusive or exclusive): la'JS:i.

'you pl.' L, di~ da'JS:vhYU.G la'JS:i. 'you aren't

people' 31.13L, c'id le~i' 'only you pl.' M, with

-gih- and -deg- enclitics, 'too': le'JS:i.gidig

da. la~iqe?%wa?d 'we'll whip ~ pl. too' 53.34L,

la~i'gih, le~i.gidug (not *la~i.dug) 'you pl.
too' L, emphasizing possessor or 0; la~i. le~=

?e'~ '(asking) about you pl.~ L, la~i. le~qa.?=
yu. 'some of you' L, la~i. la~ya? 'your pl.,

yours pl.' L, BSdL 557,557, la'JS:i. le~- '~
pl.' BSdL 557,557,557,557; with proclitic de-

'~': dela~i' 'you yourselves' M, dela~i'
we'JS: ?a?le~%eh 'do it yourselves~' L, with pro=
clitic AeGe- 'alone, solitary': AeGele~i. 'on=

ly you pl. all alone by yourselves' LM.

la~-i- (verbal prefix, -i- perhaps to be identi=
fied with ?i- 'second person singular', see al=

so le~-i. above) 'ye, you' (second person plu=

ral 0, inclusive or exclusive), see grammar.

.la~- (personal prefix, second person plural, inclu=
sive or exclusive) 1. (verbal prefix) 'ye, you'



(second person plural S), see grammar.

2a. (possessive prefix of possessed nouns)

'your pl.', see grammar, also some examples un=

der le:J$:-i. above.

2b. (0 prefix of postpositions) 'you', see

grammar, also e.g. leJ.<:la'J.C leJ.<:a. 'your pl.

eyes'L, du. le~a.d 'which of you?' L, %}hGih

le~a. 'one of you' L, le~a? « le~-~a?) 'yours,

wi th you' M, c'i~ %i?q le~qa?ga? le~~ qu?xtah

'I'll give each of you a plate' L.

3. Apparently used as or with independent

pronoun, only with certain enclitics: Furuhjelm

Liahshu « .Airr~) 'ye' le~~uh 'hello' ('is

it you pl.?'), le~i. le~dug 'you pl. too' L.



le~-ne~

le~-ne~ (variant ne~ uncertain, see o-.-ne~ be=

low)

o-le~ (postposition, always with zero final; one
of three comparative postpositions, cf. o-gWa?-

'like, equal to 0', o-?u?~ 'less than, short
of 0') 1. 'more than, to a greater degree (posi=

tive) than, surpassing, too much for 0': sile~
'more than me' L, ?el ?ewle~ s~a?dah ?i.~eh

'this is prettier than that' M, ?el ?ewle~ ca?

yi~eh 'this is deeper than that' M, o-le~ -t'e'-=
-t'U' 'S is more powerful than, surpasses, over=

comes, prevails over 0', k'u-Ie~ -t'e'--t'u' 'S
is powerful, rich' ?ile~ k'ule~ ?ixi~eh 'I have

more than you' M, ~le~ ?i.t'}h}h 'chief, rich

man', o-le~ -~e(?) 'S is too much for, bigger
than 0', ?ile~ x~id~h 'I'm stronger than you'

L, ?ewle~ ~cah~ 'thicker than that' L, ?ile~

Giyah da?lixi~~ah 'I have more food than you' M,

?ile~ sileh Geli.?yah~ 'I'm older than you' L,

k'uge.G~, ?a?d ?ewle~ qvh geoG~ 'someone (cust)

lies, much worse than that he (cust) lies' L, ~e=

wao ~.~eh, ?a?d ?ewle~ quhnu. ?i°t'eh 'people

are dogs, they're much worse than (they surpass)

that' L, l{ahdle~ ?i?qe?we~gewfuh 'it'll make you

feel sicker (more than sick)' L, ?ile~ dewa?d

qew ?}Osi~xahl 'I grew faster than you' L, 0-=



la~ -~~' '8 is fleeter than 0', o-la~ GI-?ya

'it gets too late for 0' ('time passes beyond 0'),

sila~ seli~ 'it was too much for me, more than I

could bear' L, ?ule~ xi.l ?ahnu. yi~ehlehd

'because he was more of a shaman than they' 56.2lL,

?ewle~ de~i. ?~.se~yah~inu. 'they're already too
old for that' 65.79A, ?ewle~ ?i~~ d-de-le '8

get into heated argument (say too much to each

other)', with reciprocal 0, 'surpassing each other,

competing': ?i~la~ da. ?edqu?~aa~h 'we'll wres=

tIe (make ourselves stronger than each other)' L,

~lah ?i~la~ del~hinu. 'they're competing drink=

ing' L, ~lah ?i~le~ c~?dedal~hinu. 'they're

arguing (speaking in competition) about something'

L, also 'more and more': ?i~le~ ye~ yaGade~,?~~h

'he's getting faster at handiwork' ('his hand-move=

ments are getting more (and more) rapid (than each

other)') L, with optative verbal clauses ,as 0 or in

apposition with 0, 'too much for ..., beyond the

point where ...is possible': ?ule~ siga?~ ~=

~~.xiyah 'I'm too tired to eat' ('I'm more tired

than it, that I might eat something') L (note also

?ula~ gedesiga?~ ?isda.l 'my rump is too sore

for (it,) sitting' L), ~Siyah sa~e?}, ~~.diyah=

le~ sali~ "it got too spoiled to eat' ('it got

bad, it got too bad that it might be eaten') L,



~siyah se~e?1, ?idiqa?dgle~ seli1 'it got too
spoiled to cook' L; ?ida?ya.le~ 'too much, beyond

w~ is tolerable (in general), excessively' LM, ---

?ida?ya.le~ yi1da.s ?ixitah 'it's too heavy for
me to handle' L, ";ida?ya.le;- ca~ yi~eh 'it's

too: d-eep! Lc, ;?ida?ya"le, °ftd3oi'e;"B,xttuhg:iGdewat-:=

'betore~J:"make you too. lazy" Bo, ?ew ~e.y ?ida?=

ya.le~ g\l.sedux1: 'the tea had too many leaves so
that they floated up top' L, ?ida?ya.le~ 1e-~?

'S is too numerous', ?ida?ya.le~ xu.~xa.g~ 'you

make me work too much' L, ?ida?ya.le~ c}?desele.1

'he's talking to long and for no good reason' L,

?ida?ya.le~ lese1yah1 'got too old (died of old

age)' 25.155A; requiring 1-classifier in certain
themes of adjectival origin referring to dimension:

o-le~ 1-?a? (cf. -?a') 'S is longer, taller than

(extends beyond) 0', ?a?d x~?1q sile~ ?i.1?}?}h
'he's very much taller than I' LM, o-le~ 1-we~

'S is wider than 0, too wide for 0', ?ida?ya.le~

1-we~ 'S is too wide' (cf. -we~); with anatomical

marks for 0: siyele~ t}.diyah 'it (glove) is too

big for my hand' L. (see also o-y-le~ below), si=

qi.dele~ ?idiyah 'they (shoes) are too big for my
feet' L; sila?le~ ?}-diyah 'it (hat) is too big

for (over) my head' L (see also o-.-ne~ below).

2. With verbs referring to locomotion, 'be=



yond, past, farther than 0': sileJ.C sahl:j.h 'he

went farther than I' L, di~ ?ewleJ.C ?ela.~G

'they (fish) (cust) do not swim beyond that point'

56.,13L.

3. Idiomatic: o-leJ.C Gl-?ya 'S becomes

(visibly) pregnant' ('time passes past 0, too much

time passes for 0,0 is too late'); o-leJ.C ?i-l-=

?e~-?~ 'S sees 0' ('S travels beyond 0', standard

suppletive for O-G-?e- 's sees 0' in all forms

except simple active imperfective), ~-leJ.C ?i-l-=

#)~-g 'S menstruates (keeps seeing something)', with

anatomical-'marks ':for 0: ?iqi .deleJ.C ?isil?~hl 'I

saw your foot' L, ?uyeleJ.C ?isil?~hl 'I saw his

hand' L.

o-y-le~ (postposition, with y-anatomical 'hand', the=

matized) 'too much for o('s hand) to handle': si=

yeleJ.C seli} 'it got to be too~much for me, I could=

n't stand it, handle it' L.

o-.-ne~ (postposition, with l-anatomical 'head' the=

matized, analyzed as o-l-~ 'in contact with o's

head, face', but perhaps o-l-le~ 'too much for
1o's head, face') see o-l-~ under ~.

le~-kih-ga? (postpositional phrase, le~ 'too much'

with suffixed -kih 'diminutive' as 0 of o-gWa?-

'like 0', cf. ne'~-kih-ga?, qa.l-kih-ga?; con=

ceivably ?le~ 'this way' .,(under ?el-) rather



11" "

than le~-, but *?we~-kih-ga? not attested)

'a little too much': le~kihga? di.ya? yi1eh
'it's a little too salty' M, le~kihga? dedeleh

'there's (a little) too much noise' G (Li).

~



la-x .

la-:)$:
la':)$: (noun) 1- (g-class~) 'nettle (Urtica gracilis)'

L.

2- (g-class) 'string, cord' LM, l}hG guka-

la-:)$: 'one piece of cord' L, la?d geka- la-:)$:

'two strings' M, la-:)$: ?u-d gusetah% (not

-?ah%) 'a piece of cord is there' L, la-:)$: si~

gu-?a? (or -ta?) 'give me a piece of cord~'

L, la-~ si:)$:a? 'my string' M, la-:)$:ge~? 'lots

of cord' L.

3- (qi-l-class) '(heavy) cord, string, (light)

rope': la?d qi-na- la-~ 'two (heavy) strings'

M, la'~ qi-leda-d y~-? Geta? 'set it down

by the rope~' L, ?el la-:)$:qi-ne:)$: ?e%~ Ge%~i-?

'tie them together with this string~' L, ?ew

lisde~ ?ew :)$:ewa- ?el la-:)$:qi-ne:)$: da-:)$: Ge%=

~i-? 'tie the dog up to that tree with this

string~' L-



la.~-le~e

la.~-le~e (full or expanded la.~ in stem, reduced

le~e in anatomical, class-, and thematic mark)
-la.~ (noun) la. (l;-class) 'eye': Galushia Nelson

-la.; 'eye, eyes' (with various possessors) BSdL

541,556, 55?, 55?, 55?, 55?, 55?, 55?, sila.~
'my eye' M, ?ila.; 'your eye' MS, ?~hla.;, ?u=

la.~ 'his eye' M, Rezanov K~~EX$ 'r~a3a Auge'

qa.la.; 'our eyes, human eyes', Furuhjelm Khuliah

« -.~HX) 'eye' ~la.; 'eye', le~la.; le~a.
~sa.dah ?u?le;eGede?eh 'your pl. eyes look bad'

L, ~la.~ si~ le~a.?a? 'give me an eye~' L,

~thG le~a. ~la.~le~a?luw 'one big eye' L, Reza=

nov R~~HX3KeE 'C~e3H Thr~en' qa.la.~egiyah

'our eye-water' (from watering of eyes, not tears

from weeping) M, ?ula.~le~e?e?d 'its eyehole (in
skull); peephole for its eye (in wall)' M, with de=

leted possessive prefix in pejorative epithet: la.~=

le;a?luw 'big-eyes:' MA, la.7M.

lb. (unclassified) 'eye-region' (vague): 3.9,

13, 17M, sila.~ siya. ~ewehsg 'my (upper) eye=
lid quivers' (omen that I'll see someone) L, si=

la.~ye~d siya. ~ewehsg 'my lower eyelid quivers'

(omen that I'll cry) L, ?ewla.~?e?~ lah3 ?i~e=

crthGginu. 'they dip their fingers into its (whale's)
eye(-socket) , 11.175A.

2. (unclassified) figurative uses: a. ~la.~
.?~ ".

.;

(



"'eye" (of cockle)' M ('siphon'?); Rezanov 'G:aXJIe=

~HX~ 'YlliKM ~ MrJI~ Nadel-Oehr' 5ahG%(e)la.~ 'eye

of needle' M.

2b. 'eyesight, sight, imagination': ?ula.~=

~da.d 'without his eyesight, sightless' 61.2A; ?u=

la.~ ?~wa. ?ed xgewihga? ?edu?xd~g~w 'I have

the feeling he's looking at me' ('I feel like I feel

his eyesight') L; usually in postpositional phrase

o-la.~-e?- 'in o's sight, imagination', see under

?e?-.

o-ga? (l-)}~-la.~ (with optional I-anatomical 'face',

o-ga? 'like 0') 'S has ey~s like 0': ?iga? ?i%i=

la"~}h 'he has eyes like you(rs) , L, Aa.~e?}.dAa.=

?e?dga? ?}.lila.~ 'he has narrow slitty eyes (like

buttonholes)' L, ~elahsAa.Geyu.ga? ?}.%ila.~, ~e=

lahs",a"6eyu.ga? ?i}ila.'i 'spoonbill duck' ('it has

eyes like white men') L.

le~e- (l'i-anatomical, class-, and thematic mark, sub=

poisi tion C, for phonology see grammar; clearly re=

duced form of stem la.~) 1. anatomical mark, 'eye'

(see also le~ede- below): in verbs: see O-(l~-)=

}-de~ 'S hurts O('s eye)', la?q 0-(1~-)1-5ux 'S

pokes O('s eye) out', (l'i-)l-~iya?~ 'S('s eyes)

smart', 1~-}-gih5-g, l~-}(e)-~}.gS-g 'S has some=

thing wrong with his eye', (l~)-xul 'S('s eyes)

roll', l'i-l-xix 'S has cataracts', (l~)-qec 'S('s



eye) bursts', l~-qa? 'S is crosseyed', lah ?ad

la~as%i?yah%}h 'he moved his eyes around' L, la~=

la.~ la~a. ~u~iyah ?u?la~aGada?eh 'your pl. eyes

look bad' L; in nouns: -1~-1.-du?~-g-%, -l~-du.c'

'part of eye', -l~-%-xix-% 'white of eye', -l~-

qas 'one-eyed, one eye of pair', -l~-%-~.~ 'pu=

pil of eye'; in postpositional phrases: sila~as}hd

yi%eh l'i t 's hidden from my (eye-) sight' L, ?ula. ~

la~a?e?d 'its eyehole (in skull); peephole (in wall)'

M, o-l~-a.% 'in o's presence, view'; in epithet:

la~aSa.?ne. 'squinter'L.
2a. Class-mark (of fairly large class of nouns,

relati~y clearly predictable semantically, including

all berries and round fruits and many vegetables,

many coarsely granular substances or objects, eyes,

balls, clearly derived from 'eye(-ball)'; the fol=

lowing is a fairly complete listing of the member=

ship: -la.~ 'eye', ya~ la~adac'a~ 'ball', yaJ.C

laJ.CadaJ.Ca?~~ 'shinny-ball'; la?mahd 'berry' (and

various species listed under ?mahd), ~ug 'straw=

berry', ~a?~, ?adaca?~, J.CadaGd ~a?~, GalaJ.Casa=

~e.c' 'blueberry species', GalagWa.J.C 'highbush

cranberry', qihda.q laJ.Ca%ayah, sa? Gada~i~,

qe.skuha.gu. 'cranberry species', ~e.~aSiyah,

wehx 'currant species', c'aJ.C%iqa.~ 'nagoonberry'

Aa.~~e?Gsg 'unripe berries', la?q laJ.Ca?yah 'old



berries', laJS:a:r.qaG~g, Aa°JS:l(ig~g, c'e°c', J$:awao=

~aqa?d, ~awa.la~adeo?6i?giyah, ~awa.~ehJS: 'berry

species', laJS:adad~ 'lemon', laJS:adaJS:a~, la~ada=

c'uh, ?~.~ 'orange', ?aobals 'apple', laJS:asdi=

~?:r. 'peach', ?l.5i?~ yaola~aci5g 'pear', ?u=

laJ$:a:r.c'alih 1{u.}eh 'prune, cherry', ~:r.e?x~ga?
It~')~"'. 'Pt.","\' 'f'.ft;ht',

laJ$:i.~eh 'grape', laJS:a:r.atug 'rice"Agaldu.xa.

'potato', ye°:r.taJS:i., laJ$:a:r.a~~h 'onion', ~e.G

da.JS: J$:ala~adah 'carrot', ~ao~ 'hedysarum root',

1{ulehlaJS:agu~ 'radish'?, -lJS:-:r.-c'alih 'pit', -1JS:-=

:r.-gugs-g 'seed', yaonu? laJ$:adayao? 'seeds (for

sowing)', -qas 'gland', laJ$:a~ic' 'hail', kihd

'dry snow', kawu.d 'bead', di.ya?ga? laJ$:i.~eh

'green bead', ~e?ga? laJ$:i.~eh 'brown bead', ~i=

yah 'dentalium', le~adatis 'dice', §a°J$:ala6ga?

laJ$:e}agemih 'candy', laJ$:ade6ah~g, deGah~g, ?ed=

deGah~g '(small) bell', and several nouns of vari=

able class: y~.? 'pill', gahG 'bullet, shot',

xi~ 'snowflake', 1{uleh 'rain(drops)', ~ah:r. bro=

ken-up leaf', ~io~g 'gravel', qama. 'loose, sep=

arated roe') attested in a large number of verbs:

see O-:r.-du?~, O-:r.-daq, O-}-tes-g, :r.s-tux, -ta,

O-(:r.-)ta, }e-~ic', -~e.G, -~e'--t'u' 5a., -}e(?)

la., lc., O-1~-}-5ic', O-c~hG, O-?-ca, O-:r.-c'e?d,

:r:-diya?c', O-c'i?~, O-da~, IJ$:-de-~e.?, :r.e-~a?~(-g),

l~-§i~(-g), O-sa?~, O-:r.-ga.~, O-?-(l-):r.-ga',



O-(li-)kid, O-}-kV.?d, -~ahd, O-l~-}-xu~-g,

-xu} (intransitive and causative), O-Gah~-g,

}e-qa?t'-g (causative), O-?-}-qa', O-qa (qa2),

de-qih~, O-~et', 0-~uh1(-g), O-~a?c, O-?_=

(l-)}-~a', -wus 3., O-le?g 2., ya?~ ~-l~-=

Ie, o-lu? qa? ~-l~-?ya, }~a, O-}-ya.?,

-?a, O-(}-)?a, 1-(y)a, O-}-(y)a, de-a'. com=

bined with other thematic marks in preceding sub=

positions: see O-~~a '8 eats 0', o-d O-~-}-a

'8 feeds 0(0', (with cf-thematic 'confusion' al=

so of subpoStion C) ?i}qa'~ ?ew c}?le~eGe?a?}}h

'he's spreading them (berries) all about' L; in

adjectives: see -t'U?, -5U', -siyah, -gu~-g,

-kuc-g, -we~, -luhd-g, -?lew, -ci5-g, -~ahs;

in a large number of nouns and nominalizations:

see many of the l~-class nouns listed above, and

the follewing, not themselves l~-class: xi~le~edeq

'snowball', l~-(}-)~'ic 'slush', ~e~ ~le~e}i~ih}

'duck species', le~edecu.x 'musket', le~ecahS

'gunnysack', si.da? le~i?%~e.?, 'hemlock spe=

cies', qa? le~i?~e.~ 'plant species', ~le~e}=

Si~g} 'sawdust', le~ede~t?~ 'pimples', le~e%=

~ig~g 'dry roe', le~e}Xu~g} 'roe', le~esdi~?}

'flannel' (cf. 'peach'), le~e}etug ?uq ~~.?~

le~a?yah 'rice-table', ~lehle~egu~ 'mushroom',

le~ewehsg 'quicksand..! ,-perhaps also in Gele~ele~ah



'tadpole' (with preceding Gl-thematic 'ground'

and ~-thematic); in postpositions: see o-gWa?-,

o-~a? lb., o-~a.-~ (~a?-), o-q la., o-~,

o-')e? la., 4. (de-le?g).
2b. Class-mark, but probably partly thema=

tized: with adjectives -ci5-g 'thin', -~ahS

'thick', also with reference to grain, texture,

especially of fabric, 'fine', 'coarse', le~e=

~ahS 'gunnysack', l~-~i~ '8 (cloth) wears thin';

with reference to precipitation and moisture in

air: l~-x-gih~-g 'it drizzles', ~ele~ewusg

'fog', see also Gedeqey}.y, ~afid ya?~ ~-l~-le,

k'uleh above; perhaps also with reference to skin

eruptions: see le~ede~}?~ 'pimples', o-lu? qa?

~-l~-?ya '0 gets pox, pustules' above.

3. Thematic mark, no clear derivation from

anatomical orcClass-mark, but with vague general

semantic suggestiveness, basic meaning conceivably

'eye-movement, furtive, vertiginous', attested in

relatively few themes: O-?-l~"3:-k}.q '8 is shy,

sexually mQdest, practices avoidance behavior with

0' (cf. ?ed-?-x-k}.<f '8 is shy', ?ed-l-3:e-k}.q'

'8 is shy, sexually modest'), l:Jf-3:e-xahs- '8 is

afraid' (irregular le~- for regular le:Jfe- in

intransitive forms), O-?-l~-%e-xahs- '8 is afraid

of 0' (cf. O-?-~-xa.s '8 abstains from, avoids



tabu 0'); 0-?-IJ;:"-1e-c:}..5 '8 dreams about 0'

(cf. ?i-c:}..5 '8 dreams'); 1~-~e1 '8 is dizzy,
I 2 )drunk' (~e1, see also ~er ; O-I~-}-Gehd '8

jounces, dandles 0 (baby)'; in two nouns of uncer=

tain analysis: dequ.le~e?ah 'fierce person',

Gele~ele~ah 'tadpole'.
lexede- (lxd-anatomical and class-mark, clearly..

l~-mark combined with d-class-mark 'solid round'

and 'expanse of') la. anatomical mark " eye' (, eye=

ball' and also broadly 'eye-region'), more frequent

than l~-anatomical alone: in verbs: l~d-}(e)-~a?}~

'8 blinks, flutters eyelids', (l~d-)de-1u?~ '8('s

eye) swells', ~es l~d-}e(~) '8's eye is pussy',

l~d-(de-)~e? '8's eyes are "sandy"', (l~d-)1-=

ga?c'-g '8 has weak (eyes)', (l~d)-qeS '8('s eyes)

are wide open'!¥ l~d-qeme~c'-1 '8 (child) stares',

IJ;:"(d)-(de-)qed,. '8 closes eyes, winks, blinks',

(l~d-)1e-wed-, l~d-1e-wi~-g, (l~d-)}e-wehs-g,
(l~d-)1e-wahs-g, l~d-1e-wus-g '8 has (various

types of) eye-tic', 0-I~d-(1-)yeqS-g '8 rubs O's

eyes', ?i}yeqe~ l~d-?ya-g t8's eyes keep closing

from sleepiness' (-?ya 5.); in nouns: -1~d-1-=

~ah1~ 'eyelashes', -l~d-qey:}..y tbaby's eyebrows';

in postpostions: o-l~d-e.? '(in) o's eye' (?e?-),

o-(l;d-)q tono('s eve~. o's eyelid.! ?edlexeda.x" , ,..
xdelugg 'I'm rubbing my eyes' L, ~le~edelah



'around something's eye' L.

lb. Figuratively extended, with optional g-=

class-mark in preceding subposition: we?1le~ede=

yeq, we?1gele~edeyeq 'in (the loop, eye of) a

snare'.
2. Class-mark, generally with reference to

granular substance packed into"':solid b'~ll or ex=

panse of loose-textured granular substance on the

ground; relatively small class:(membership: xi~,

xi~~e~edeq 'snowball', xi~ 'expanse of snow on

ground', ~hd1 'moss' (perhaps semantically de=

rived fr m preceding), s~h 'fluff' (perhaps se=

mantically derived from preceding)); mark mani=

fested in nouns and postpositional phrases: xi~=

le~eda.qeya? 'snowslide', ~ule~ede?e?d 'place

where there was snow', xi~le~ededa.d 'near a

snowball', in adjectives: see -~?, -?lew, in

verbs: see 0-1~d-(1-)deq, -ta, 0-(1-)ta, -~ah5,

-ga' 2. (ga,l), -xu1 (causative), 1-?ya (causa=

tive), -?i1, -?a, O~-)?a, 0-1-(y)a; class-=

mark perhaps partly thematized: 0-1~d-1-gih5-g

'8 sprinkles water on 0'.

le~eAa.-:;S (l~dl-mark, combination of l~-class-mark

and various d-thematic marks, also combination of

l~-class-mark and dl-thematic, also combination of

l~-anatomical or -thematic with unidentified d-

'"",., i., ..i,j



or dl-thematic mark; consistent though not clearly

explicable phonological contrast between d-themat=

ic and d-class-mark in combination with l~-mark in

that l~- with d-class-mark > le~ede-, whereas l~-

with d-thematic > le~eAa'-, homaphonous with l~-

with dl-, the only possible exceptionatte.:sted be=

ing in O-I~d-1-gih5-g 'S sprinkles water on 0'

listed above) ~ l~-class-mark with various d-the=

matic marks: 1~dl-1-?ehd 'S (berries) dry' (d-1-=

?ehd 'S dries'), le~e~a'?ehd 'raisins', O-l~dl-=

?i} 'S spills 0 (berries)' (0-d-?i1 'S spills 0'),

l~dl-}-qahG 'S (ball) falls' (d-}e-qahG 'S falls'),

deG ida? l~dl-?ya~!-3'S is full. (of berries)' (deGida?

d-?ya 'S is full'), O-l~dl-}-?ya 'S moves 0 (con=

tainer of berries) onto or off of fire' (O-d-}-?ya

'S moves 0 (in container) onto or off of fire'), 0-=

l~dl-?e'?§ 'S strings 0 (beads)', (O-d-?e.?~ 'S

strings 0').

lb. With d- or dl-thematic, analysis uncer=

tain: yeqa? l~dl-de-ka.s~ 'S (snow) piles up in

drift' (de-ka's~ 'S (storm, blizzard) rages',

1~dl-1e-?e5 'S (snow) avalanches, drifts, piles

up' (}e-?e5 'S jumps, plunges headlong', dl-1e-=

?e5 'S fal~over'); la?~ 0-1~dl-1e-(y)a 'S wears

0 (bead necklace)'.

lc. With dl-thematic: 0-lxdl-1-?e 'S hides.



0 (berries)' (O-dl-}-?ec 'S hides 0').

2. l~-anatomical, perhaps also l~-class-=

mark, with d- or dl-thematic, attested in postpo=

sitional phrases only: o-l~dl-~ 'into view of

0'; kewu.dle;eAa.?e?~ 'hole (eye?) in bead for

stringing' .
3. l~-thematic, with d- or dl-thematic:

o-x ?i-?-lxdl-xe} o-x ?i-?-lxdl-we?~ '0 gets...,. .'i
half drunk and supply of liquor runs out' (cf.

l~-~e} 'S is dizzy, drunk', de-we?q 'S (supply)

runs;.. short').
-gule~e- (g-class- or anatomical marks wi~ l~-= -

class-mark) see under gu.
-gule~ede- (g-class-mark with 1~d-anatomica1) see

under gu.
""Gele~e- (Gt~thematic with 1~-c1ass-mark) see ~e'a. --

Ge1e~e1e;e- (perhaps G1-thematic, ~-thematic, 1;-=

class-mark) see Gelexe1exah...
~ele~e- (~-thematic with 1~-c1ass-mark) see O-~-a.
Aa.~ (d-thematic of subposition A or B with l~-=

mark) see Aa.~.
~c~?l~- (c:j.?-thematic with 1~-c1ass-mark) see c~? -
,..



, ni.sq

ni.sq (conceivably to be analyzed ni.s-q with ni.s-

as 0 of o-q 'on 0', perhaps related to ni.~ and/or

ni.(!)
-ni.sq (noun, unclassified) 'nostril': ~ni.sq

'nostrils' LMA, ~ni.s~ 'nostrils'S (final

consonant Tlingit), Furuhjelm Khaneskh 'nose'

qa.ni.sq 'our, human nostrils', sini.~isqyeqd
'inside my nostril' L, as 0 of o-ye~: ?uni.sq=

ye; qi.li?}h}h 'it (rope-like) hangs under her

nostrils' (in song about snot-nosed girl) 72.40M,

?ini8sqye~ geli8?ah 'your nose is running' ('it

(liquid) extends down under your nostrils' L,

sini.sqye~ ?i~eAa8se3:qah3: 'I feel like sneezing'

('it burned under my nostrils') L.

II



la?J.Cc'

la?J.Cc' (Rezanov and Wrangell both imply initial affri=

cate, probably A-)

la?J.Cc'-~ (noun, unclassified, ~-suffix lacking

only in form from s) 'star': la?J.Cc'~ 'star'

LMA, 2a.2, 4, 14~ 19M, 2b.16L, also perhaps

\. 'starfish' L, Rezanov TJI SIXII;TJI I> '3B'1:>3~:bI

Sterne', Wrangell TJISIXeKJII> (perhaps printer's

error for TJISIXCKJII» 'Sterne', Galushia Nel=

son la'J.Cts~ or la~ts~ 'star' BSdL 537,

la?J.Cc' 'star' S, la?J.Cc'~?e~? 'lots of stars'

M, la?~c'~?a?luw 'big star' L, la?J.Ca~ qid

dis~iqahG~ 'shooting star fell' ('star fell

down') L, la?J.Cc'~ sece?q~ 'shooting star fell'

('star urinated') L (later rejected in favor of

following), la?~a~ seaeq1 'shooting star

fell' ('star whizzed through the air') L.

;I..



ni}a-

ni}a- (loan from Tlingit (S) n'~a, (Sampson Harry)
na.}a 'handkerchief '1- .., ~~~~~ L.H~ 11\;;1,10, r,,'t"'~~' rlO(.'t;I- ~ 1..-:

, .~~~A'
ni}ao (noun, unclassified) 'handkerchief' LMA, tw'/~

'kerchief, scarf, bandana, babushka' LA, ni~a.=
luw 'big handkerchief' LM, Rezanov HeXT~~HX$=

~~ 'mO~KoBaR ~aTOK~ seidenes Tuch' ni1a-=

le~eci5g 'fine (thin) handkerchief, kerchief'.

"'"',~C,," I.



ni.ga.desi.-ni.~a.de~e.-ni~a.de~e.

ni.ga.desi.-ni.~a.de~e.-ni~a.de~e. (unanalyzable; ni.=

ga.des}. L four times, ni.ga.de~e. M once, ni~a.de~e.

A twice, M once; name influenced and perhaps related to

but not the same bird as ni.~ede~e.?, q.v. under

~e.?; to be segmented perhaps ni.g--ni.~---a.-de-=

se.--si., ni.~- perhaps 'nose', de- perhaps de-=

classifier or d-thematic, and ~e. perhaps O-~e 'S

kills 0', or so folk-etymologized under these influences;

cf. Tlingit ~a~neg, which A etymologizes 'it kills

with its nose'; perhaps not of Eyak origin)

ni.ga.de~i.-ni.~a.de~e.-ni~a.de~e. (noun, unclassi=

fied) '(belted) kingfisher' LMA, 34.32L (for vari=

ants see preceding); not the same bird as ni.~e=

de~e.? L, same kind as ?i.da? di~e.? A.



~-~- o~r""~

1"1J;~,

liglig (loan from Chugach Eskimo, Yupik leq~eq 'goose';

status in Eyak uncertain, see also le~eliQahdaalig)
liglig (noun, unclassified) 'brant' L (later rejected

as being "Aleut" only, not used by Eyak).

"



nec'g

-J ' oJ..~ (l..-,i\rV~J'~~ ~'I"" ~ "'1/
nec'g (loan from Tlingit ms'g 'three')

nedg-l- (noun~) occurring only in month-name
nec'g}qe~ah, 'a certain winter? month' L; L has

heard of this month, and is also aware that ne~g-

is a borrowed form of a Tlingit numeral, but does

not know which numeral.

'." I , L.li.



le~e~a.?ne.

le~e~a.?ne. (partly unanalyzable, with l~-anatomical

'eyes', to be segmented perhaps -~a.?-ne., -~~.?-e.,
-~a._?ne., -~~._?e., -~a.?_?ne., or -~~.?_?e.,

conceivably -~a. related to ~iyah-~ah-~a. 'bad',

?ne. to Ie. or ?e. to ?e or ?e-?~)
le~e~a.?ne. (epithet) 'squinter' LA (applied to

a particular person, considered humorous, con=

noting some ridicule), le~ese%gih5g~ih, ?ah

le~esa.?ne. 'he's got something wrong with his

eye, that fellow" squinter'" A, known to Sampson

Harry (tlingit) as na~~ant.

"'"II J""" ".."".,,-,



.l.QUQUu. U

lebebu.5 (loan from English 'rubber boots', see also

lebah)
lebebu.5 (noun, probably unclassified) 'rubber

boots'L.

-"_.,,-".c.,""..~., ,"'".., "u,,--;,. ",'



.l.C1UQ..I.J.

lebah (loan from English 'rubber', see also lebebu.5)

lebah (noun, probably unclassified) 'rubber, rub=

ber boots' L.



laod

laod (loan from English 'lard')

laod (noun, perhaps gl-class) 'lard' Lo

, "~ ,.". '" ill I



.LC .L\A. u.

le.lu.d (loan from English 'railroad')

le.lu.d (noun, perhaps d-class or unclassified)

'railroad-train'L.

"" "jit.,"" " "-, ",,!



.L V U.LJ u leediyuh (loan from English 'radio' /reydiyow/ or per=

haps /rrehdiyow/)

leediyuh (noun, unclassified) 'radio' L, ?ew

leodiyuh ses}hl 'the radio went on the blink,

died' L, see also 60.4lffe

I j il'"""'"ic, t" I'"'0' ," ...m."",:" ,I,.



.J.a. .A.5a.

la.xga. (loan from Russian ~aBKa, probably through

Chugach laaxkaq 'store', not used by Yakutat Tlingit,

Sampson Harry)
la.xga. (noun, d-class) 'store' L, la.xga. de=

se%?ah%}h 'he owns, runs the store' L, la.xga.

?u.d dese?ah% 'a store is there' L, la.xga.=

da?luw 'big store' L.

la.xga.de~iya? (noun, unclassified) 'storekeeper,

trader' ('store-master') L.

.
.
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nahG ec'e °

nahGec'eo (loan from Athapaskan or Tlingit of widely

diffused form, throughout Athapaskan, Na-Dene, and

further, perhaps of Athapaskan origin, cf. Ahtena

naGac'e, Tlingit naGase, also in Haida, Tsimshian,

and beyond)

nahGec'eo (noun, unclassified) '(red) fox' LA,

15.1,6,10,16,20, 23M, 34o40L, Rezanov

HaKa~~e '~Mc~a Fuchs', Wrangell HaKaT~e

'Fuchs', Galushia Nelson naD.'qet's-Jo or na=
,

qetsao 'fox' BSdL 538, nahGec'eoga? ?iot'}hih

'he's lean, skinny' ('he's like a fox') A.

,.."'""



nao~eg

nao~eg (unanalyzable, perhaps loan from Chugach Eskimo,

not used in Yakutat Tlingit, Sampson Harry)I 

nao~eg (noun, unclassified) 'Canada goose' LM, 340=
35L, 68.52A, Wrangell HaraR~ 'Gans', Galushia

Nelson n~aq or na~eq 'goose' BSdL 539, nao=

~eg~~ah} 'goose-feather' L, nao~egyuo ?ew ~ah

'geese eat it' A (perhaps also name of grassy

plant, Equisetum arvense, same as ~eokus), Galu=

shia Nelson na~ek yat 'Raven House, Alaganik

("goose-house")' BSdL 545 na.~egyahd; naoJfegtao?
name of Johnny Nacktan or Mackintyre « Nacktan <

na.~egta.?), father of Ponty Nacktan, half-Eyak,

half-Chugach ('goose's father') LMS, naxakta

in BSdL appears twice, as name of maternal grand=

father of Gus Nelson, Galushia Nelson, L's mother,

and (by another daughter) of another Johnny Mack=

intyre named naxakta; naoJfegla?~ 'plant species'
L (Equisetum~, 'goose-tongue', see under la?~-=

?na?~)o
nao~egqa?ya? (noun, unclassified) 'yellowleg (white-=

fronted) goose (Anser albifrons) , ('that which is

amongst geese') Lo



naow

W k-iCi- p...l$l> V~."",i ~oV Hi"., (6~~~1' j ~.i!. ,~ M Q
(i..\cnorlftl.(l.{of; fyc,~oe. CJ.QBQ)

1!naow (loan from Tlingit naw 'whiskey', ultimately/!
/of European origin, 'rum', through Chinook JargontJ

,'I

occurring also in naow~idao, naowda?ke-d, see da?=

ke-d-da-keod)
naow (noUD, gl-class) 'whiskey, hard liquor' LS,

naow delah~a? ?enah~ekih ?il~hih 'he likes

to drink whiskey' L, deo ?ewaoduh ?enah~ekih

?uxe?i-leh na-w da.x gi.wa- 'which do YOU ., .
like, whiskey or beer?' L, dede.d, gi.wa., na.w

'either one, whiskey, beer' L, na-wgv-~? 'lots

of whiskey' M, na.wguo?nuw 'large amount of

whiskey'LM, na.wgelelu?qa- si~ da-~ ?i?de=
lih~h 'he's begging me for whiskey' L, na.w

qa-~a? Gedewe?ql 'our whiskey is running out'

L; ~a.nwa.nyu.ya? na.w '(unidentified) alco=
holic drink' ('Chinamen's whiskey') L, qe?lGeyu-=

ya? na.w 'wine' ('women's whiskey') L-



na.wsida.

na.w~ida. (loan from Tlingit naw ~tda 'funnel'S,
< 'whiskey ', ~{da perhaps to be identified with

lA'll. J .} --r1 I'tNaish-Swry) Sada 'helmet ~~'~ I ~ M,'" ~ 0-7' (~ ,~,
1'" /' ~,*.l A)na.w~ida. (noun, unclassified) 'funnel' L (same t,.~~-.., '" j
1~as na.wde~id, q.v. under ~id-~ed). t~+~)



nu.s

nu.s (loan from English 'news', perhaps not naturalized)

nu.s (noun, unclassified) 'news' 6l.42A.



lu.sga.G

lu.sga"G (loan from Chugach Eskimo luuskaq 'spoon',
from Russian JIomKa)

lu.sga.G (noun, perhaps d-class) 'spoon', perhaps
pejorative, same as ~il, which is much preferred
to lu"sga.G for 'spoon' L.



lu.~en

lu.~en (loan from nineteenth-century English 'Russian'

/ruw~~n/; cf. Tlingit ?anu~i, which L knows but claims
was not used by Eyaks; both forms perhaps influenced or

perhaps reinforced by more recent English 'Aleutian'

/~luw~~n/)
lu.~en (noun, unclassified) 'Russian' 52.24, 26L,

lu.~enyu. 'Russians' L, 52.18, 22, 26, 30, 32,

53.33, 34L.

J



nu.yeh

nu.yeh (loan from English 'New Year')

nu.yeh (noun, probably unclassified) 'New Year' L.

~



ye

ye (perhaps also yed, especially prevocalically, per=

haps originally reduced kinship noun, see below, or
perhaps to be identified with y-thematic)

-ye- (prefix, attested only in the following kin=

ship terms) 1. 'in-law' in -ye-ta.? (never

-we-) 'father-in-law', see under -tao? 'father',

conceivably < -yed-ta.?

2. Meaning uncertain in -ye-d~ (never

-we-) 'mother-in-law', see under d~, which
occurs only in this form, conceivably < -yed-~,

cf. preceding and -lil.- 'mother', but see also

following.
3. '(man's) son' in -ye-?ehd '(man's) daughter-=

in-law', see under -?ehd 'wife', and cf. Atha=

paskan *-ye?e '(man's) son', perhaps of different
origin from -ye- 1. and 2. above.

"
"
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?ya

?ya (~~-3::"a:r---8ot.6m.., often ?ye. in regular active im=

perative; stem of }-?ya '8 (in container) is, gets
in position' included here, though conceivably differ9

ent historically; very frequent stem, productive of

a large variety of themes, with many cross-classifi=

cations, not amenable to listing in any order without

considerable arbitrariness, here compensated for by

cross-referencing; the general organization is by
thematic marks and classifier, those themes with basic

thematic marks and/or different basic classifier (but

generally not those in which marks are anatomical or

class-, or in which classifiers are clearly derived)

being listed as separate subentries; also listed as

separate subentries are deverbalizations and most

well-established nominalizations, following the sub=
entry for the themes from which they are derived; a

peculiarity of many intransitive themes with stem ?ya
is that with postpositional phrases with reciprocal

0 (indirect reciprocals), the expected vocalization

of the classifier, zero- > de-, }- > }e- fails toI 
take place, see -?ya 2c., 2d., 3.,4.,5., gdl-?ya!

1., O-?-l-?ya; the basic meaning of the stem, insofar
as j this cis isolable, seems to be '8 (animate or in=

animate, sg. or pl., involuntarily) is, gets in situa=

tion, is, becomes restricted to situation; 8 (in

"
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situation, medium) moves, acts (restrictedly and/or

involuntarily)')
-?ya (themes with basic zero-classifier and with=

ouP-thematic or highly thematized prefixes, with --
a great variety of postpositional phrases and pre=

verbs, meaning often idiomatic; 2.-17. are themes
with postpositional phrases, of which 17. is at=

tested in indirect reflexive only, 18.-34. are

themes with preverbs, 35.-39. (38.1) are themes

attested in transitive only) 1. ('8 moves (restric=

tedly in medium)' 1, cf. ~d-?ya, ~-?ya) a. '8

(dugout, kayak) moves, travels through water':
?u?i~ ?~~,r~ahd sa?yah} 'it (canoe) set out af=
ter her' ~.54A, Geye~gug ?uc:j.-?~ ?e~ Ga?ya.}:j.h _.~

'a baidarka was passing by down below her' 22.3L.

lb. With d-class-mark for 8 (perhaps part=

ly thematized) (1) "8 (large boat) moves, tra=
vels through water': ?~-~ qe? deGeda?ya.}

'it (steamer, not canoe) is coming back here'

L, ?edi~i~ deGa?ya.} 'it (steamer) is
coming in' L, ~ey:j.-y da- ?~.da? sa?yah}

'a different one (steamer) came in' L, ~e~~-?!

deGa?ya.} 'it (steamer) is getting closer' M,

ca.Ai-na?q qa? desa?yah} 'it (ship) ran up
aground on a rock' L, ?u.da? desa?yah:r:



'(steamer) arrived there' 58.lL, qa.lu?qa.
~gu.na. leG desa?yah3: 'a schooner landed to
fetch us' Galushia Nelson 59.10; (2) si~ ?i?de=

sa?yah3:~h (probably to be corrected to si~ de=
sa?yah:1:~h) "sounds like 'somebody came by in a
boat'" M (cf. -?ya 8., ?i-?-?ya); (3) 'S (d-=

class: boat, car) moves': silah desa?yah3: 'it

(boat, car) ran (in circle) around me' M (but cf.

~dl-?ya 2.).
2. With o-qa? 'between, amongst 0' (see

also y-?ya) ~. 'S is, becomes caught between,

amongst 0, tangled, mixed up with, involved with
0': ?uqa? sa?yah3: 'you're involved in it' L,

qa.qa? sa?yah3:}h 'he got involved, mixed up
with us' L, si~v.~~eAa.qa? ~.?yah3: 'something

is stuck between my teeth' L (neuter perfective),

?uqa? ~.?yah3: 'it's full of lint' ('something
is tangled, mixed amongst it') L (neuter perfec=

tive).

2b. With ?i3:qa? 'amongst each other' (see
also gdl-?ya 1.), indirect reciprocal: with

class-marks for S: ?i:1:qa? gudi?yah:1: 'they (strings)-

are tangled together'L (neuter perfective), ?i:1:qa?

Aa.sdi?yah3: 'it (net) got all twisted and tangled'

L.
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2c. With ?i}qa?~ '(movement) amongst, be=
tween each other": ?i3:qa?J£; ?i.?yah3: 'they're

linked together' L (?i3:qa?~ apparently used pre=

verbially, otherwise indirect reciprocal with
zero-classifier to be vocalized to de- thus,
?idi?yah3:).

."" -"',2d. Wl.th ?i3:qa.J£; 'scattered'-

preverbial: ?i3:qaeJ£; ?ie?yah3: L (neuter per=

fective) , ?i3:qa.~ sa?yah3: 'they're scattered

allover'L.
3. With o-lah 'around 0', '8 gets tangled

with 0': with class-marks for 8: silah qi.li.?=

yah3: 'it (rope) is wrapped around me' M (neuter

perfective), with ?i3:1ah, ?i3:ah 'around each

other', sometimes as indirect reciprocal (re=

quiring vocalic classifier, see also gdl-?ya Ie),

sometimes ~preverb (with zero-classifier in verb):

?i}ah k'uGa?ya.} 'it (something) is getting

tangled' L (probably to be eorrected to guGa?=

yae3: with g-class-mark for 8 'string'), ?i3:ah

gudi?yah} 'it (string) is tangled' ll1 (neuter

perfective), ?i}ah gusdi?yah3: 'it (string) got

tangled' L; Geec' ?u~a? delah gusdi?yah3: 'her

spruceroots got caught (around indeterminate 0)'
37a.12L (to be corrected to gusa?yah3:, de-=



classifier analogical with preceding forms;

passive of causative, 'her spruceroots were made

to get caught on something', unlikely reading in

context).
4. With ?i}-~ 'toward each other', ap=

parently used preverbially, zero-classifier not

vocalized to de- as in indirect reciprocal:

sidega?q~ siya. ?i}~ Ga?ya.} 'my throat's

getting hoarse' ('my throat is coming together')

LA.

5. With ?i}-yeq-?! 1 (continuous motion) into

each other' apparently used preverbially, zero-=

classifier not vocalized to de- as in indirect

reciprocal, with l~d-anatomical 'eyes': repeti=

tive: ?i}yeqe~ le~edexya.g 'my eyes keep closing

(from sleepiness)' L.

6. With o-~a? 'behind 0' a. 'S is, becomes

stuck, stopped, blocked, obstructed behind (speci=

fic) 0': Rezanov RHTac~-agT~b 'T~CHO eng, ge=

dr-angt' lCu~a? sa?yah:r 'it got stuck (behind

something), blocked by something (specific)' L, ,

lCu~a?~ Ga?ya.} 'it's getting stuck behind spme=
/thing' L; lCu~a?~ ?io?yah:r 'it's stuck ag~inst

something, won't go any farther' L (-~ ;£ove=

ment within area', perhaps to be delete% Transi=

YJ'L~ ~!TfJ1 ~J fA' "~;' ';r~,~, ),J, ;/,;, td} :.,1- ~"+. f- .J;, A,t/1 fI ~4'" ::,1" -"y 0.. 2. v:"VV"tlv:.l( ~ , """ 't ~ ,¥~ ~ ,,' "'{) ',... :/



tive (causative): with ye~ 'downward' (see

-?ya 32.): ~~a?x ye~ Gelya? 'stick it (get

it stuck) down behind something~' L.

6b. With o-~a? with indeterminate 0, '8

is, becomes stuck, stopped, obstructed (behind

non-specific 0), 8 stops, 8 is, becomes difficult'

(see also gl-?ya): de~a? qa?yah 'it'll get

stuck'L, ?u.d di~a? si?yahl 'I stopped

there'L, o-da.d de~a? sa?yahlth 'he stopped

by 0' 2a.18l'1, di~a? sa?yahl 'it got stuck, it

became difficult' L, di~a?C! (not *di~~.C!)

Ga?ya.}; 'it's getting stuck, difficult' L, neuter

perfective: sidega?q~di.?qd de~a? ~.?yah};

'something is stuck in my throat' L, with g-=

class-mark for 8: di~a? gu.?yahl 'it (string)

is stuck (won't pull)' L, active imperfective:

(see de~a?yah).

7. With o-sth 'concealed behind 0': ~s}h

sa?yahl 'it got (concealed) behind something' L.

8. With o-~ 'in contact with 0', '8 comes

in contact with 0' (see also -?ya Ib(2), 0-'.J5;

~e~ O-l-?ya, d-?ya 3c., dl-?ya 3., o-~

yd-?ya, ~dl-?ya 1., o-~ ?i-?-d-?ya): ya.JS:
sa?yah}; 'it came into contact with, brushed

against something' L; with o-y-JS: 'in contac~

-- ~ ~
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with o's hand': siya.~ sa?yah~ 'it brushed

by my hand' L, di?dah siya.JS: sa?yah~ 'I

finally got something I wanted badly for a long

time' ('it fairly, safely came in contact with

my hand') L.

9. With o-?~'? 'coming upon 0' (see also

Gl-?ya 6., ?ed-?i.lih-~e-?ya 1.), general

meaning uncertain, 'S (malady, bodily disturbance?)

manifests self upon, affects 0': si?~.?~ Ga?=

ya.~ 'it (a cold etc.) is coming upon me' M,

with l-class-mark for S, repetitive: si?UG~

si?~.?~ la?ya.g 'my heart is beating fast, pal=

pitating' AL.

10. With o-ya? 'in 0 (with broad opening

at top)', 'S falls, is, gets stuck in (unable to

get out of) 0' (see also -ya? 22.): ?ewya?

sa?yah~ 'it's stuck in it, he fell into it (and

can't get out)' L.

11. With o-yeq 'in 0' and Ii? 'deeply

inside, from open front toward closed back end':

?ewyeq Ii? sa?yaM 'it's stuck way inside it'

L.

12. With o-y-~a? 'by, in (intimate) rela=

tion with o's hand, succumbing to 0, overcome by

0', 'S succumbs to 0, is overcome by 0, falls



victim to 0, perishes from 0' (cf. -?ya 13.,

y-?ya, o-~ yd-?ya): xa.g%ye~a? sa?yah% 'he

died, passed out from (over)work' L, ~a?dye~a?

sa?yah%}h 'he was overcome by pain' L, ?uye~a?

si?yah~ 'I fell into its clutches' L, de~e.lye=

~a? si?yah~ 'I hungered, starved' L, de~e.l=

ye~a?svh sa?yah~ 'did he hunger, starve?' L,

?~', de~e.lye~a? q~ sa?yah~, ?~', dece.l

qVh ?ewye~a? sa?yah% 'yes, starve he did' L,

de.ye~a?dvh sa?yah~ 'what did he succumb to~,
what did him in?' L, ~ehye~a? si?yah~ 'I

caught a chill' 11.177, 177A, ~ehye~a? ~sa?=

yah~ 'one succumbed to, died of cold' 61.79A,

la?yahye~a? sa?yah~ 'he succumbed to old age'

25.156A, ?ewye~a? sa?yah~ 'she was overcome

by, perished from it' 27b.55A~ de~~u.duw ?u=~

ye~a? qa?yah 'how many would perish from it'

28.110A, ?idehdah ?iye~a? si?yah% 'I really

let you do me in' L, ~ahdye~a?~ Gexya.~ 'I'm

succumbing to disease' L, de~e~a?~ Ga?ya.}}h

'he's succumbing to old disease (old injury, T.B.)'

L, repetitive: cu?dye~a?~ xya.g 'I keep dozing

off' L; uncertain instances: te?ya?, ~~?

?uye~~.? sa?yah}inu. 'fish, they got lots' 2a.=
16M (see fn), di?dah ?uye~a? ?ew sa?yah3: 'he



finally found it (groping)' 4.5LM (see footnote,

?uyeda?~ perhaps more appropriate). Transitive

(causative): dede.lye~a? Ge~ya? 'starve it:'

L; passive: ?idehdah ~ ?eWye~a? ~us~i?yah%,
guGwahd 'I was really taken in by that, by his

lies' ('really I was made to succumb to that, for

deceit') L.
13. With o-y-da?-~ '(movement) onto o's

hand-front', '0 gets 8,8 plays into o's hand'

(cf. -?ya 12., y-?ya): dewa?d siyeda?~ sa?=
yah% 'I got it quickly and easily, it played

right into my hands' L, dewa?d siyeda?~ Ga?=

yah da.JJ:: 'if I get it quickly' Lj $"I(.~ 68'.Jo$ ~ -~
14. With o-~cii'? 'the full length of 0, to

equilibrium for 0' (cf. -?ya 20.,40., gdl-=
?ya 2.), '0 recovers from, gets over 8 (emotional

disturbance or ill health)': si~~.? sa?yah%
'I recovered my health, spirits, I got over it'

.M, k}.~ si~cii.? sa?yah% 'I got over a crying

jag' N, si~~.?~ Ga?ya.% 'I'm getting over it'

M, si~cii.?~ ?i?yah da.~ qah5~ qe.?ed xgewi.~
'just as I'm starting to get over it (cold) I

(cust) get a cough again' L (active conditional).
15. With o-la?-d '(at rest) hanging on 0',

'8 is, gets hung up on 0, trips over 0': dela?d



?i.?yah} 'it's hanging up (on indeterminate 0)'

M (neuter perfective), ?ula?d sa?yah}}h 'he

tripped over it' M, with dl-class-mark for S:

dela?d Ai.?yah} 'it (net) is hanging up' L.

16. With o-la?-JS: '(movement) down 'over

(hanging on) 0' a. With l-class-mark for 8 'month,

moon', '0 is a certain number of months pregnant'

(cf. d-?ya 30., Gl-?ya 3a., 4.): qeJS:ah ?ula?JS:

?}. sa?yah} 'she's a month pregnant' L, la?dic'}.

?a.na. qeJfah ?ula?JS: ?}.sa?yah} 'she's seven

months pregnant' L.

l6b. Transitive (causative): indirect reflex=

ive, with lJS:dl-mark for 0 «1JS:- 'granular' and

aI-thematic 'series') (stem perhaps in error for

(y)a, see same theme under (y)a): ciyah la?Jf

leJfeAa.~i?yah}}h 'he's wearing a dentalium neck=

lace' ('he's causing a series of dentalia to hang

over himself') L (neuter perfective).

17. Indirect reflexive, with ?ed-yeq 'into

self', '8 comes to, regains consciousness, sobers

up': ?edyeq sdi?yah} 'he sobered up' M, ?ed=

yeq seda?yah da.Jf 'when you come to' 36.25A,

with qe? 'back, again': qe. ?edyeqe~

seda?ya.}}h 'he's coming to' M, ?edyeq qe?

sdi?yah} 'he came to' 10.20lA, ?edyeq qe?
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qu?da?yah 'you'll come to' 36.24A. (r Ji" /)
18. With qa? 'up out' (see also qa?

?isya.l, delu? qa? la?yah, o-lu? qa? ~-=

l~-?ya, d-?ya 2., gl-?ya, JS:dl-?ya 1.) a. 'S

awakens, revives': qa? Ga?ya? 'wake up:' L,

q~o~ Gexya.1 'I'm waking up' L, q~o~ Ga?ya.=

1th 'he's waking up' L, qa? si?yah} 'I woke

up' L, ?u~ew qa? si?yah1 'I woke up the same

time he did' L, qa? sa?yah1 'woke up' LM, 23.=

102,25.7,29.37,51.53,54, 57A, 56.26L, ?idah

qa? sa?yah1 'really woke up, became wide awake'

56.29L, ki1~a.dah ?i.lihyileh da.JS: qa? sa?=

yah1 'he woke up in a bad mood' M, qe.qa? sdi?=

yah1}h 'he came back to life, revived' L, qa?

?ixi?yah1 'I'm awake' L, qa? ?i.?yah1 'he's

awake' L (neuter perfectives), qa? Gi.?yah da.JS:

'when you wake up' 51.79A. Transitive (causative):

qa? Ge1y}o?th M, qa? Ge1y}?th 'wake him up:'

LM, qa? xuGe1ya? 'wake me up~' M, qa?" ?iqe?=

x}yah 'I'll wake you up' M', qa? le~iqe?x1yah

'I'll wake you pl. up' M, ?ahnu. qa? ?e1ya.= ~

~th 'they'd (cust) wake him up' 56.23A; reflexive:

Galushia Nelson qa'aDtt}iya'1i 'wake (staying by"-
dead body)' BSdL 552 qa? ?edi}i?yah~}h 'he's

staying, keeping himself awake', qa? ?edi1i?=



yah~inu. 'they're staying awake' L, qa? ?edix=
~i?yah~ 'I'm staying, keeping myself awake' L

(neuter perfectives), qa? ?edqu?x~a?yah 'I'll

keep myself awake' L; passive: di~ qe? qa?

?es~a?yah~G}h 'he wasn't reawakened, couldn't
be revived' 61.83A.

l.8b. 'S (motor) starts': qa? sa?yah~ 'it

(motor) started' L, qa? ?i?yah da.~ qe.y~.?

?ededa.~ 'just as it'starts getting started it

(cust) conks out' L (active conditional). Transi=

tive (causative): repetitive: ?ew q~.~ ~ya.=

g}h 'he's starting it (motor)' L.

18c. With t~ 'waves' (normally ~dl-class,

here declassified) as S: t~ qa? ?i.?yah~

'waves are rolling' M, 'wave is coming' L.

18d. Transitive (causative) reflexive and

indirect reciprocal, with ?i~-~ 'with each other',

perhaps with d-thematic (cf. d-?ya 2b., ?ed-=
d-?ya): ?i~~ qa? ?edi~i?yah~inu. (~they get; along --

well. ,"1 are compatible, hapl'1Y~ t9gether' L (perhaps to
?ed-~e-?ya, ?8d-d~1e-?labe interpreted ?eddi1i?yah1inu', see d-?ya 3., A .)

19. With leG 'ashore, up from shore', 'S

loses (e.g. in contest)' (cf. g-?ya, g~-?ya):
le& si?yah~ 'I lost (in game)' L, leG Ga?=

ya.~}h 'he's losing' M. Transitive (causative),



'8 wins 0, Sbeats 0 (in game)': leG k'uGe3:ya?

'win (something)!, beat (someone)!' M, leG ~=

qu?x3:yah 'I'll win' M, le& k'uGe3:ya.3:th 'he's

winning'M, leG k'usi}.yah3: 'I won' M, leG

?isi}.yah3: 'I beat you (in game)' L, di~ leG

qi?yi3:ya.G 'you won't win it' 61.9, 9A, leG

?iqe?x3:yah 'I'll beat you' L, leG xuse3:yah3:th

'he beat me' L, k'ude~ ?~ leG ?a?3:yah~Gth

'he couldn't win her' 10.257A (neuter perfective,

meaning here perhaps literal, 'he couldn't get,

keep her ashore'), ~a.di?da. leG ?i.3:y~hinu.

'you'll never win them' 11.74A (active optative,

meaning perhaps literal as in preceding), with

d-class-mark for 0: si~a? leG dese3:yah3: 'you

won it (money) from me' L; passive: da.na.dig,

k'u~?leG da?ya.~ 'money too, much is (cust)

earned' 62.8fnG (d-class-mark for 0 lacking).

20. With ~~.? 'to completion, finished'

(cf. -?ya 14., 40., le~e3:etug ?uq ~~.?~

le~a?yah): a. '8 (job) is done, finished, 8

(thing) is made, 8 (event) is over with': ~~o?

sa?yah3: 'it (job) is done, it's finished, it's

over'L wax XR.? ?i.? y ah3: 'it's made out of, .or

it' ('8 is finished thus') L (neuter perfective),

~~o?~ Ga?ya°3: 'it's getting finished, approaching



completion' L, ~?-.? qa?yah 'it'll be over,

finished' L, ~?-.? ?i.?yahwahd 'the makings of

something' ('that which is for the sake of being

made') M, with l-class-mark for S: qi? ~?-.?

la.yi?yah~ 'until it (basket) is finished' 6.IIL.

20b. 'S (event) takes place': gah ~a.?

qa?yah 'there'll be a dance' M, ?edewi?} ~?-.?~

sa?ya.} 'war is brewing' L, ?edewi?} ~?-o? sa?=

yah} 'there was a war' L.

20c. 'S is, becomes ready (e.g. to go some=

where)': qah~ ~?-.? ?i.?yah} 'are you (finally)

ready to go?' L (neuter perfective), ~~.? sa?ya?

qilh 'get ready (to go, finally)~' L, ~~.?~ sex=

ya.} 'I'm getting ready' L, ~~.?~ sa?ya.}:j.h

'he's getting ready' L, ~~.? ?i.?yah}:j.h 'he's

ready' L (neuter perfective).

20d. 'S is, gets all dressed up nicely':

~~.? xyah L (active imperfective), ~~.? ?ixi?=

yah} 'I'm all dressed up nice' L, ~~.? ?io?=

yah}:j.h 'he's all dressed up' L (neuter perfectives),

~~.?~ sa?ya.}:j.h 'he's getting all dressed up' L,

?~ }ila.? ~?-.? sa?yah} 'the man had gotten

all dressed up' 58.IL, ~?-.? ?exya.lC 'I (cust)

get all dressed up' L.

20e. 'S (matter, decision, plan) is, becomes



agreed upon': ~~.? sa?yah1 'it's agreed on' L.

21. With ~u? 'right, straight, to comple=

tion, finished' (see also gl-?ya 1., O-?-dl~=
\ ~r:d"" ..

?ya 2., meaning partly overlapping with 20a.)-;',

a. 'S (job, thing) is done, finished, over': ~?

sa?yah:%: 'it's done, it's finished, over' L, ~u?

qa?yah 'it'll be finished' L.

21b. 'S (secret, deceit, person with secret,

deceit) is found out, discovered, exposed': ~?

qa?yah 'it'll be found out' L, ~u? Ga?ya.:%:,

~u?~ Ga?ya.~ 'it's getting found out, coming to

light' L, ~u? sa?yah:%: 'it's been found out' L.

Transitive (causative): ~?~uh se:%:yah1 'did you

find out (about it, him)?' L, ?ew ~u? Ge~ya.~

?il}h}h 'he wants to find out about it' L, ~u?

(not ~~.?) ?isi~yah~ 'I found out about you' L.

21c. (Uncertain) Rezanov Y3Taxoc~b

'M~CRqHOe o~eH!e Menstruation' perhaps to be

read ?u?ehd, ?~ ~u? sa?yah~ 'his wife, she

was found out'?, identification of ?u?ehd and

s...?yah3= relatively certain..
22. With ya? 'completely, to a state of

rest' (see ?i.lih-?ya 3.) a. with o-~ 'to 0',

'S is, becomes used, accustomed, adjusted, trained

to 0': ?u~ ya? qu?yi?yah 'you'll get used to



it' L, ?u~ qu?yi?y~h~h, ?iqa?, ne.~ 'you'll

get used to him, your husband, pretty soon' 72.8L,

?u~ ya? si?yah~ 'I got used to it' L, de?a.

qew ?u~ ya? si?yah~ 'I've got the habit' L,

?ew~ qew ya? sa?yah~ 'she got used, adjusted

to it' 20.72A, ?u~ ya? Gexya.~ 'I'm getting

used to it' LM, ?~h~ ya? Gexya.~ 'I'm getting

used to her' L. Transitive (causative): ?ew~

ya? qu?x}yah 'I'll get it used to it, train it'

L, ?ew~ya? si~yah1 'I trained it (for that)'

L, repetitive: ?ew~ ya? x~ya.g 'I'm training

it (for that)' L; passive: ?ew~ ya? sdi?yah~

'it's been trained (to, for that)' L.

22b. With ~a?d 'pain, trance, insanity'

used adverbially (perhaps, however, to be be in=

terpreted ~a?dya? with ~a?d as 0 of o-ya?
;,'in 0', forms with q-emphatics between ~p'?d --

','. ~
and ya? reqniring" former interpretations, fDrm

.,

with (-)ya?~ .requiring latter; see -?ya 10.)
'S is, becomes insane, crazy' (extensive paradig=

matic material elicited): inceptive imperative:

~a?d ya? Ga?ya? 'go crazy~' M, inceptive im=

perfective: ~a?d ya? qu?xyah 'I'll go crazy'
cc.

L, di~ ~a?d ya? qu?xya.G 'I won't go crazy'

L, ~a?d ya? qi?yi?yah 'you'll go crazy' L,



l{a?d ya? qu?y}h}h M (probably incorrect; not

qu?w}h}h M), ~a?d ya? qa?y}h}h 'he'll go

crazy' L, ~a?d ya? da. qa?yah 'we'll go

crazy' L, ~a?d ya? qu?le~yah 'you pl. will

go crazy' L, ~a?d ya? qu?qi.?y}hinu. 'they'll

go crazy~. L, active imperfective: l{a?d ya?

xyah 'I go crazy (at times)' L, inceptive per=

fective: ~a?d ya? 6exya.~ L, l{a?d ya?~

(l{a?dya?~ ~) 6exya.~ 'I'm going crazy' L,

~a?d ya? Gi.?ya.~ 'you're going crazy' L,

l{a?d ya? 6a?yaO~}h 'he's going crazy' L, l{a?d

ya? da. Ga?yao~ 'we're going crazy' L, ~a?d

ya? 6ele~yao~ 'you pl. are going crazy' L, ~a?d

ya? qeGa?yao1inu. 'they're going crazy' L, ac=
tive perfective: ~a?d ya? si?yah3: 'I went

crazy' L, ~a?d ya? sa?yah~ 'you went crazy'

L, ~a?d ya? sa?yah~}h 'he went crazy, he went

into a trance' L, l{a?d ya? da. sa?yah1 'we

went crazy' L, ~a?d ya? qele~sa?yah3: 'you pl.

went crazy' L, ~a?d ya? qesa?yah3:inu. 'they

went crazy' L, ~a?d~vh ya? sa?yah~ 'did he

go crazy~' L, l{a?d qVh ya? sa?yah~ 'he went

~~' L. neuter perfective: ~a?d ya? ?ixi?yah~
'I'm crazy' L, ~a?d ya? ?io?yah1 'you're crazy'

LM, ~a?d ya? ?io?yah3:}h 'he's crazy' L, ~a?d



ya? da. ?i.?yah~ 'we're crazy' L, ~a?d ya?

?ile~i?yah~ 'you pl. are crazy' L, ~a?d ya?

qi.?yah~inu. 'they're crazy' L, active optative:
~a?d ya? ?ixi?yah 'let me go crazy' L, ~a?d

y~? ?i.?y~h~h 'let him go crazy' L. Transitive

(causative): inceptive imperfective: ~a?d ya?
?iqe?xiyah 'I'll drive you crazy' L., ~a?d ya?

qu?x~y~h~h 'I'll drive him crazy' L, ~a?d ya?

le~iqe?x~yah 'I'll drive you pl. crazy' L, ~a?d

ya? qu?qiox~y~hinuo 'I'll drive them crazy' L,

~a?d ya? xuqu?yi~yah 'you'll drive me crazy'

L, ~a?d ya? xuqa?~y~hth 'he'll drive me crazy'

L, ~a?d ya? xuqu?le~~yah 'you pl. will drive

me crazy' L, ~a?d ya? xuqu?qe~ythinuo 'they'll

drive me crazy' L (to be corrected to xuqu?qio~=

y~hinu), inceptive perfective: ~a?d ya? ?iGex=
~ya.~ 'I'm driving you crazy' L, ~?d ya? Gex=

~ya.~~h 'I'm driving him crazy' L, ~a?d ya?

le~iGex~ya.~ 'I'm driving you pl. crazy' L,

~a?d ya? Gex3:yao~inu., ~a?d ya? qeGexiyao=

~inu. 'I'm driving them crazy' L, ~a?d ya?

qa. Ge}ya.~~h 'he's driving us crazy' L, active

perfective: ~a?d ya? ?isi3:yah~ 'I drove you

crazy' L, active optative: ~a?d y~? ?i°3:yah

'let him drive him crazy' L, ~a?d ya? ?ioli~yah



'let him drive you crazy' L, ~a?d ya? XV.li~=

yah 'let him drive me crazy' L, ~a?d ya? qa.

qi.~y}h}h, (or qeli~y}h}h, q~.li~y}h}h, but

not qa.yi~y}h}h) 'let him drive us crazy' L.

23. With ya?d 'empty', 'S is, becomes

empty': ya?d sa?yah~ 'it's (become) empty, it's

all drunk up' (used instead of passive of O-de-la

'S drinks 0' to avoid homophony) L.

24. With qeh~, qe.~ 'closed', 'S is, be=

comes closed, closes': qe.~ ?i.?yah~ 'it's

closed' M, sini.~ siya. qeh)$; ?i.?yah~ 'my

nose is stuffed up' L (neuter perfectives), qeh~

sa?yah~ 'it closed' L, qe~ Ga?ya.~ 'it's

closing' L, with d-class-mark for S: Rezanov
!~",."j;f"r"';J:\"

KeTbICa.fIJI:& 'rrCTO dicht~; p~~;bably to be read
I ~ LJ. "" '1"" """)

qeh~ desa?ya'h:i: 'it (e.'g. door) closed, it (e.g.

store) is closed' LA, qe.~ desa?yah:i: A(L re=

jects).
25. With ~ehd 'open', 'S is, becomes open,

opens': ~ehd ?i.?yah~ 'it's open' LM (neuter

perfective), ~ehd Ga?ya.~ 'it's opening' L,

with d-class-mark for S: ~ehd deGa?ya.~ 'it

(door) is opening' L.

26. With la?q 'thickness, bursting, col=

lapse', 's bursts, deflates' (see also la?q



le~a?yah): la?q sa?yah~ 'it burst' M, 'it de=

flated'LM, la?q Ga?ya.~ 'it's deflating' L.

27. With ~ahd 'loss of covering, out of

hiding', '8 loses, sheds hair, paint': ~ahd

Ga?ya.~ 'it's shedding hair, the paint is peel=

ing off it' L, with I-anatomical 'head', 'S be=

comes bald': ~ahd leGi.?ya.~ 'you're getting

bald'M. Transitive (causative): J.Cahd Ge~ya?

'scrape hair off it~, dehair it~' L, gloss later

changed: 'cause it to lose its hair (not by e.g.

scraping)~' L.
28. With y~.? 'down', '8 falls' (cf. d-?ya

la., gl-?ya 1., dl-?ya 2.): Rezanov HHcanT~~

'YnacT~ fallen' y~.? sa?yah1 'it fell down'

L, y~.? si?yah~ 'I fell down' L.

29. With d~.? 'obstructed, up against ob=

stacIe': d~.? sa?yah~ 'it got stuck' L, siJ.Ca?

d~.? sa?yah1 'it bumped against me' L, d~.?~

Ga?ya.~ 'it's getting about as far as it can go

(against barrier)' L, d~'? ?i'?yah~ 'it's

stuck, won't go any farther, is up against some=

thing' L (neuter perfective).

30. With ?e~ 'through',' 'S (water) soaks,

osmoses through, 8 is, becomes thoroughly soaked'

(cf. -?ya la., ~dl-?ya): ?e~ sa?yah~ 'it got



soaked' L, ?e~ Ga?ya.~ 'it's getting soaked,

water is oozing, osmosing through' L, ?e~ Ga?=

.yah da.~ ?e~ete.g~ 'when it gets soaked it

(cust) swells up' L.
31. With lu. 'ca. 1800 turn, reversal of

tide': lu. sa?yah~ 'tide came in (reached

turning-point)' M (see g-?ya, lack of g-thema=

tic perhaps in error).
32. With ye~ 'downward', 'S sinks, col=

lapses, subsides (falls restrictedly, not free

fall)' (see also" -?ya 6b., ye~ O-(d-)~-?ya,

d-?ya lb., gl-?ya, gdl-?ya 1., ?i.lih-?ya
2b.): ?ewya?~ ye~ qa?yah 'they (dry fish

packed in box) will settle down into it' 65.62A,

?ew ~e?~a?~ y~.?~ ye~ qa?yah 'they'll sink

further down into the box' 65.63A, delu? ye~

sa?yah~ 'it caved in (through (hole in) indeter=

minate 0)' M, repetitive: ye~ ~eda?ya.~dewa.
ye~ ya.g 'spring snow which falls before the

birds come back' ('it keeps falling (bit by bit'?,

subsiding,?) pending (return of) flying creatures')
L I 11 I' L.""f' ..j "! 11 ~~J ~4.. A.4 J s..1'1.~'=- .:t' vr'.~ ,'"""'~;("" r"""'-"" ~ 7 ~. 7 U".~

\,.J"fJ,L,
33. With lah5 'forward~.and ku.l-anatomi=

cal 'belly': lah5 ku.leGexya.~ 'my stomach's

getting bloated' L.



['

34. Progressives: a. with lah 'around, in

circular motion', requiring, like ye~-progressive,

-~ suffix in active imperfective, and vocaliza=

tion of zero-classifier to de- in intransitive,

but, unlike ye~-progressive, non-vocalized ~-

in transitive (causative, non-reflexive), 'S (at=

tached to place) moves restrictedly, wiggles, shWss,
i. ;...

fJaps, rlutters, Ielpitates, agitates, 'Writhes, beats (in'

place, without changing location)': siW.~eyah

lah da?ya.~ 'my tooth is loose (and wiggles)'

M, ?C}.h lah da?ya.~ 'the earth is quaking,

there's an earthquake'S, ?C}.h lah qu?da?yah

'the earth will quake' L, ?a.nke.we. lah da?=

ya.~ 'flag is flapping in the breeze' L, di~

qe.lah da?ya.~G 'it (beached whale) moves no

more' 1l.?2A, di~ ?usa?d ?ew lah da?ya.~G

'it doesn't quiver (show signs of life) in his

mouth',33.43A, with l-class-mark for S: si?uG~

lah ?}.sdi?yah~ 'my heart beat fast, palpitated'

L, lah leGeda?yah~ (to be corrected to -?ya.~)

'it (my heart) has started to pound, palpitate' L,

si?UG~ lah qu?}.da?yah 'my heart will pound'

L, Transitive (causative, with -~ suffix but

~-classifier not vocalized in non-reflexive) lah

O-~-?ya-~ 'S moves, shakes, waves, wags, wiggles



(stationary) 0': ?u~e~ lah Ge}yah da.~

'when it flaps its wings' 60.20, 22A, with

class-marks for 0: lah deGe~ya? 'shake it

(tree):' M, lah dux}ya.~ 'I'm shaking it

(tree)' M, ?ew lah de}ya.~ 'he's shaking it

(tree)' M, ?uge~ah lah de~ya.~ 'it's wagging

its tail' L, ...~a? ~eh~ lah qi.la.le~=

i~yah 'you pl. should shake the rope' 34.104L,

?ew ~~eh} lah qi.se~yah~}h 'she shook the

rope' 34.108L, ya?~u. lah qe? qu?qi.la.le~}=

yah 'pl. don't shake it (rope) anymore' 34.114L,

?ew lah q}.se~yah~inu. 'they shook it (rope)'

34.115L; reflexive: lah ?ed~a?ya.~ 'it's

~oving (e.g. showing signs of life)' M, lah

?edx}a?ya.~ 'I'm moving myself around (e.g.

writhing)' L, ~de~ lah ?edx}a?ya.~G 'I can't

move'L, ?uleqah ?ewa., ~de.dah ?ed~a?ya.JS;G

'their heads, they couldn't move (they were trans=

fixed)' 60.23fnA, lah ?edqu?x}a?yah 'I'll move

myself around (e.g. writhe)' L, lah ?edxs}i?yah}

'I moved my body, budged (not far, just sat up,

lay down, wriggled, rolled over, etc.)' L, ?ew

te?ya? lah ?ede}a?ya.~ 'the fish wiggled' 46.=

16M, with anatomical marks: lah ?edyux~a?ya.~

'I'm waving my hand' M, lah ?edye~a?ya.~}h



something causes itself emotionally to recover',

or 'when it causes someone's state of mind to re=

cover' (see ?i.li.N?i.lih- 20. under le(?)-li).

~eAa.s~i?yah~ 'uncertain, stem perhaps (y)a, q.v.)

~at~an.st~iat~ name of Basket Pattern 6. ("one-=

after-the-other" like waves) BSdL 547 (described

and illustrated in BSdL 82). Nominalized passive

active perfective with ~dl-class-mark for 0

'waves', 'they (waves) have been caused to be in

state'; see also subentry ~dl- ?'ya, of which this

form is probably not an instance.
ca? ?u~ sa?yah~ place-name, location unknown A,

name unknown to L. Nominalized active perfective

with ca? 'downhill (toward shore)' and o-~

'in contact with 0', 'it went (fell) downhill

brushing by it, into contact with it'.

qa? ?isya.l (gerundive of -?ya l8a.) 'waking':
qa? ?isya.l xuGe~ga?~ 'I'm getting tired of

staying up' ('waking is tiring me') L.
.;Jo1

j/det'a?Yah (noun, unclassified) 'difficult (matter,
I

thing)' L, di~ det'a?yahG 'easy, not difficult'

L, det'a?yah Ge~e?~ 'it's getting difficult' L,

det'a?yah yi~eh 'it's difficult' 63.23G, often

followed by passive active optative clause (e.g.

'for it to be done') 25.207A, 62.30G. Nominalized

,,' . ) .I iL...,,",~) LJ l"'~J,(,~-""vi .L) L I' "'(" t. L {.,.,.-, ~l---'J f!i';,I ~ ,. +/,..,
dJ~jg~1('fi", 'j ~I t' 81,,1" ~ J.

ft~#)"t r»'~~')P~)1J~' G.y.ll 1~.-;,-Ir I:'1 ~~(?), ~$ f..,""" i"' 1 ,f
.,.! " ..' I. '1' (.- 1 :+- ~ 4-..J~. 't ~ ~1/1 ~ .

,.. I L .L"""PI.",,~li'-f"~ " ¥-" I" ""I/VJ~I, tj'~ b..~r",", ~"*""1t:l/l.,Jt;.,..f 1



38. With qa?ni., qa?nu. 'fight' as S

(~, with qe? requiring vocalization of zero-

classifier to de-, or perhaps passive) 'S (fight)

goes on': ?~a? qe? qa?ni. sdi?yah~ 'there

was another fight over it' 28.l25A (or perhaps

'another fight WaS carried on over it'). Transi=

tive (causative, perhaps basic): Rezanov 1{aHeJIHXJI1i1,fI

'Aep1i1Cb .k~pfe~' (under 'prUgeln, sich') qa?=
"-.

ni. ?ele~~ya... 'pl. fight:' or perhaps active

imperfective qa?ni. leJS;~yah 'you pl. (ordinarily,

often) fight', qa?ni. ?ile~i~yah~ 'you pl. are

in a fight, having a quarrel' M, qa?nu. ?i.~yah=

~inu. 'they fought' L (neuter perfectives), O-,J\'

qa?ni. se~yah~ 'fought with 0' 20.85,96, 98A,

qa?nu. si~yah~ 'I fought' L, ?i~ qa?nu. qu?x=

~yah, ?i~ qa?ni. qu?x~yah 'I'll fight (with)

you' L; indirect reciprocal: ?i~~ qa?ni. qu?~a?=

Yi-hinu., ?i~,J\' qa?nu. qu?~a?Yi-hinu. 'they'll

fight (with) each other' L.

39. With ?i.lih 'emotional, state of mind',

as adverb or as 0 of o-~~.?, perhaps indirect

reflexive of transitive (causative) with o-JS;~.?

as preceding (see -?ya 14.,20.): de?a. ?i.lih=

~~.? (or ?i-lih JS;~'? ~) ~Ge~a?yah da.~

'when he gets over it' 72.l8L, either 'when



ye~ ?edy~.~i?yah 'let's wave our hands' M.
35. With qenuh 'on display', attested in

transitive (causative) only, 'S exposes, denounces

0 publicly': qenuh Ge~y}?~h 'expose (denounce)

him publicly~' L, qenuh ?~h ?i.~yah~}h 'he's

denouncing her (wife, publicly, for infidelity)'
L (neuter perfective). ~ (,:;-)J..,.;~."t-z) 8',-

36. With di.?q' 'in something' (*~!J--ct ~ '~?N

""Ofi-{ em ptyJ~~~&=f}.f-",4:Met'erm:i'n"a:t'ec.'()J ), at t est e d

in transitive (causative) only (conceivably basic

~-?ya 's (in container) is, gets in position'

rather than of -?ya) , 'Scroasts 0 (in e.g. oven)'

('S puts 0 (already in container'!) in something'):

te?ya? di.?q qu?x}yah 'I'll roast a fish' L,

?ew di?q qu?x}yah 'I'll roast it (anything, in

oven)' L; passive: di.?q s~i?yah% te?ya?
'roasted fish' ('fish that has been roasted') L.

37. With o-kah-~ '(continuous motion) away

from 0', apparently transitive (causative) of in=

direct reflexive ?ed-~ah-~ 'away from self' (cf.

also o-~ah l-ta 'S forgets 0') '8 makes 0 for=

get self': ~ah~ xuGe~ya.~ 'it (e.g. drinking)

is making me forget my distress' L (see also

, .ya.?, for which the stem of this form is possibly ~..
a mistranscription).



'he's waving his hand' L, ?i~ lah ?edye1a?=

ya.~:j.h 'he's waving his hand at you' M, ?i?!

lah ?edqu?ye-x.};a?ya.:JS; (to be corrected to -yah)

'I'll wave my hand at you' M, ?u~ lah ?edqu?=

yex1 a? y:j.h:j.h 'I'll wave my hand at him' L, si~

lah ?edyis1i?yah1:j.h 'he waved his hand at me' M,

lah ?edyis1i?yah1:j.h 'he moved his hand around'

L, lah ?edqi.dex1a?ya.:JS; 'I'm moving my foot

around'L, lah ?edqi.dis~i?yah1:j.h 'he moved

his foot around' L, lah ?edqi.dex~a?yah 'I'll

move my foot around' L, lah ?edlis~i?yah1:j.h

'he moved his head around' L, lah ?edgedis~i?=

yah}:j.h 'he wiggled his rump' L, lah ?edle~es=

~i?yah1:j.h 'he moved his eyes around' L.

34b. With ye~-progressive, sparsely atteste~,

mainly from M, in causative reflexive only, with

anatomical marks, ye~-progressive indicating

movement about (not essentially circular), and

therefore less appropriate semantically for move=

ment of stationary or anchored object, meaning

apparently the same as that of lah ?ed-~e-?ya-~:

ye~ ?edqi.dux~a?ya.:JS; 'I'm moving my feet around'

M, ye:JS; ?edlex~a?ya.~ 'I'm moving my head

around' L; with ye~ and lah together: lah

ye~ ?edy~.~a?ye. 'wave your hand~' M, lah da.

i",, , ,



active imperfective of -?ya 6b.
delu? qa? la?yah (noun) 'boil, abcess' LM, .delu? ,.

qa? la?yah se}e?} 'a boil formed' ('it became

a boil') L, with o-lu? 'through (hole in) 0'

with indeterminate 0, qa? 'up out' (see -?ya

18.), either nominalized active imperfective per=

haps with I-anatomical 'face', or deverbaliza=

tion of l-}-?ya 'grow old' « 'growth' 1), cf.

l-}-?ya and la?yah, and o-lu? qa? ~~l~-=

?ya.
?ed-}e-?ya (reflexive of causative, perhaps with

zero allomorph of I-thematic, cf. l-}-?ya), at=

tested only in active perfective, ?eds}i?yah}

'(mythical) giant monster animal' relativized or

nominalized: Galushia Nelson 'e~st}i'yat}

'monster animal' BSdL 293,544 ?eds}i?yah}

'mythical giant animal' L, 'monster (rat)' 28.=

2, 17A, ?eds}i?yah} }v.diyahs 'monster-rat'
28.66,76, 96A. See also -?ya 18c.

le~e}etug ?uq ~~.?~ le~a?yah (noun, perhaps
d-class) 'table for rice (in church)' L. Nominal=

ized active imperfective with l~-class-mark for

S, o-q 'on 0', and ~~.?_~ '(continuous move=

ment towards) completion' (see -?ya 20.), 'rice

is prepared, readied on it'.



la?q leJ5:a?yah (noun, IJ.C-class) 'old berries in

autumn, still on or fallen off bush' L. Nomi=

nalized active imperfective of -?ya 26., with

IJ.C-class-mark for 8 'berries', 'they (berries)

burst'.

o-lu? qa? ~-IJ5:-?ya (with o-lu? 'through (hole

in) 0, qa? 'up out', ~-indefinite 8, IJ.C-class-=

mark for 8 'granular', cf. delu? qa? la?yah)

'0 has, gets pox, pimples, pustule' ('something

granular comes up through 0'): ?ulu? qa? ~=

leJ5:io?yah1 'he has pox' L, s}.dao?lu? qa?

~leJS;io?yah1 'I have pimple(s) on my face' L

(neuter perfectives).

O-J.C ~eJ5: 0-1-?ya (with o-J.C 'in contact with 0'

(see -?ya 8.), and ~eJS; 'ear' as 0 of transi=

tive, perhaps treated as preverb) '8 hears 0 at

distance, becomes aurally aware of 0': ~ ~eJ.C

si1yah1 'I think I hear something' L, ?UJf 5eJf

si1yah1 'I heard it (far away), became distantly

aware of it by ear' L, qa.J.C 5eJS; qa?~yah 'he'll

hear us (at a distance)' L.

o-J.Ca? ~-1-?ya (basic form uncertain, with ~-=

indefinite 0 thematized, treated as intransitive,

perhaps causative of basic, not clearly attested,

intransitive lCu-?ya, lCu-1e-?ya, or ~-de-?ya,



with o-~a? 'in (intimate) relation with 0',

cf. d-?ya 3c., ?i.lih-?ya 3.) 'S interferes,

meddles with, bothers, disturbs 0' ('8 puts some=

thing in relationship with 0'): neuter perfective:

si~a? ~.~yah~ M, si~a? ~.~yah~ 'you're
bothering me' LM, xu~~~ si~a? ~.~yah~}h 'he's

bothering me with a gun' L, qa.~a? ~.~yah~
, they're bothering us' 52 .19L , ?i~a? ~xi~yah~

(to be corrected to ~.xi~-) 'I'm bothering you' i

M, ?i~a?S ~xi~yah~ (to be corrected to ~.= ~

xiJ:-) 'am I bothering you'?' M, si~a? ~le~i~=
yah~ (to be corrected to si~a? ~.le~i~yah~) ~

'you pl. are bothering me' M, other mode-aspects:

?i~a? lCuqu?x~yah 'I'll bother you' M, ?u~a?

~qu?le~~y}h~h 'you pl. will bother him' M,

ya?~. ?ini.~a? ~qu?yi~yah 'don't pick (med=

dIe with) your nose' L, de.del si~a? ~se~yah~

'what's this that has interfered with me'?' 20.6A,

qa.~a? ~se~yah~ 'they've bothered us' 25.194K,

si~a? ~se~yah~}h 'he bothered me' M, di~

?e~a? ~.li~y~a? ?enahSekih ?ile.G}h 'she

didn't like to disturb them' 46.8M, with ge?

'back, again, some more' (classifier vocalized
to ~e-, as in intransitive verb): di~ ?u~a?

da. ge? lCu~a?yah6 'we don't bother them any=



more' 25.203A (active imperfective), di~ le~a?
da. qe? lCuqu?3:a?yah! 'we won't bother you pl. -

{,

anymore' 25.l73A, di~ ?u~a? da. qe? lCuqu?=

~a?ya.Ginu. 'we won't bother them anymore' 25.=

198A, with third person S, or perhaps passive:

di~ de~vhyu.~a? qe? lCus~a?yah~G 'they didn't

bother people anymore' 25.l34A (or perhaps 'peop1e
weren't bothered anymore'); passive: ?u~a? lCus=

~i?yah~ 'something interfered with her' ('she
was interfered with'('something was put in rela=

tion with her')) 20.4A, ?ulCu~de~a? lCus3:a?ya~
'something interfered with her lower leg' 20.5,

6A, di~ ?u~a? qe? fuda?yahG 'they aren't

bothered anymore' 25.205A (active imperfective,
passive, or perhaps basic intransitive lCu-de-?ya,
or, with qe? requiring vocalization of zero-=

classifier to de-, conceivably ~-?ya but

attested forms fit pattern of passive of 3:-classi=

fier transitive, with ~e- in active perfective,
..

de- elsewhere).
o-~a? lCu-d-~-?ya (as preceding, with d-thematic

'oral, noise') 'S bothers 0 (with talk), kids,

teases 0': neuter perfective: ?i~a? ~dixi3:yah3:
'I'm kidding, teasing you' L, si~a? fudi.~=

yah3=th 'he's bothering me (with talk)' L, ?i~a?



~di.}yah}~h 'he's kidding you, joking with you'

A.
?i}~a?di?yah personal name of Eyak man, of L's

younger brothers John, Nick, of L's son John L,

?i}~a?di.?yah LM, corrected to ?i~a?di?yah by

L, tt}a'deya' in BSdL genealogical table. Ety=

mology not clear: ?i}-~a? 'by, in (intimate)

relation with each other', indirect reciprocal,

with zero-classifier vocalized to de-; verbal

form perhaps neuter imperfective, but this is rare

or not otherwise attested in themes with ?ya,

and the form should be ?idi?yah or, in close

sandhi with ?i}~a?, ?i}~e?di?yah, not ?i}~a?-;

perhaps instead active imperfective, with da?yah

> di?yah, of o-~a? (~)-(d-)}-?ya, 'bothering,

teasing, kidding with each other'; A etymologizes

'bothering each other'.

ye~ O(-d)-}-?ya (causative of -?ya 32.) with op=

tional(7) d-thematic 'color, bright'?, uncertain)
'S dyes 0' ('S dips a'): ye~ deGe}ya? 'dye

it~' L, ?ew ye~ qu?x}ya. 'I'll dye it' L,

ye~ ~}ya.~ no gloss M ('one (cust) dyes, dips
it'?), passive: ye~ sdi?yah} no gloss M (it's

been dyed, dipped'?).

?uya?~ ye~ ~?ya.g} (noun, gl-class?) 'dye' L.

-I



Deverbalized passive repetitive of preceding
with ~-instrumental, 'something is repeatedly

dipped down (dyed) (with motion with)in it (0

with broad opening at top)'.

qid (d)-?ya (with qid 'down off', d-thematic
optional with qid) 'S (deciduous) falls': ~ah~

qid Ga?ya.~ 'foliage is falling (in autumn)'
LM, with d-class-mark for S: qid desa?yah~

'it (bark of tree) has fallen off' M.

d-?ya (with (obligatory) d-thematic, apparently
in three meanings; see also -?ya 18d:, gdl-=

?ya) 1. (with d-thematic 'free fall', cf. qid

(d)-?ya) a. with y~.? 'down' (see -?ya 28.),
'S (precipitation) comes down': with S not speci=

fied by independent noun, usually 'rain falls':

y~.? di.?yah} la. 'it's raining, see!' L,

y~.? di.?yah~~tah qel Cordova 'this Cordova's
a rain-hole (rain-bag)' L, gusi.kih y~.? di.?=

yah} 'it's raining slightly'S (neuter perfec=

tives) , y~.?~ qe? deGeda?ya.} 'it's starting
to rain again' L, once '-'(snow) falls': gusi.= --

kih y~.? desa?yah} 'it snowed a little' 23.=

127, 127~, with overtly specified S: Rezanov

Ky~~e ~~caaT~~ '~OEE~ ~~eT~ es regnet' ~leh

y~.? desa?yah} 'rain fell, it's raining'S,



~leh y~e? die?yah1 'it's raining' L, ~i~

qi? ~leh y~e? die?yah} 'it's always raining

there, place where it's always raining' L, ~=

lehle~a?luw y~e? die?yah} 'big rain is falling

(in big raindrops)' L, ~leh y~e?(! deGa?yae}

'rain is starting to fall' L, 57e24G, fuleh Yite?

qu?die?yah 'rain will fall' L, de?ued Yite?

daeli?yah 'let it rain' L, ?ele~g~ fuleh
'!,~;

Yite? deGio?yah 'would that it rain' L, ~eleh=

dig, fu?luw Yite? deGa?yae~ 'rain too, let a

big one come down' 57e2lG (hortatory inceptive
l" ,

v

subjunctive), Rezanov XHT~D HH~acaHT~D 'CH~r~
JiI.D;eT~ es schneiet (=Schnee fallt) , XU.Jl:' yite?

desa?yah} 'snow came down, it's snowing'S,

xi~?a?luw Yite?(! deGa?yae~ 'big snowfall is

starting' L, xi~le~ewe~ Yit°? die?yah1 'big
snowflakes are falling' L (neuter perfectives),

xe~ Yite? deGa?yah dae~ 'when snow falls,
1'.

winter' 63e39G, nominalized inceptive conditional

in xe.Jl:' y~e? deGa?yahwahd 'for when snow falls,

for winter' 63e38G, Rezanov HaxaTe~ HH~aca~~

T~a~s JiI~eT~ es hagelt' ne~e~id Yite? desa?yah},

le~e~ic' y~e? desa?yah} 'it hailed' LS, dik!

le~e~ic' y~e? da?ya1;t~G 'it's not hailing' M

(neuter perfective), le~e~~ec' Yite? die?yah1

I
I



'wet snow is falling' L (neuter perfective),

}e?}q y~.? qu?di.?yah 'down-feathers will rain
down' 19.171, }e?}q y~.? desa?yah} 'down-=

feathers rained down' 19.31L.

lb. With ye~ 'downward' (see -?ya 32.)
'S (boat, or person with boat) capsizes': didu?~

ye; disi?yah} 'I almost capsized' L, ye~ de=

sa?yah}}h 'he capsized' 28.8, 33.1, 1, 3A', ye~

desa?yah}inu. 'they capsized' 32.1,2, 2A, ?e;e=
kih ?u~ ye~ desa?yah} 'the canoe capsized

with them (in it)' 28.5A, si~ ye; desa?yah}

'it capsized with me (in it)' L, di~ ye~ qu?=

di.xya.G 'I won't capsize' L, cautionary nega=

tive inceptive imperative: ye~ qedeGio?ya.G

'watch out you don't capsize~' L, ye~ qedeGe=

le;ya.G 'watch out you pl. don't capsize~' L.

2. (With d-thematic 'accumulation') 'S ac=

cumulates': a. with no postpositional phrases
or preverbs: with class-mark for S: ~e~?da.d

qele~eAi.?yah} 'they (berries, l~-class) are
piled in several places' L, ~ih~ gedi.?yah}

'grass (gd-class) is in several piles' L. ;-,
" ,,~,

2b. With qa? 'up.out' (see~ -?ya'18. an4 d-?ya

2d. (2)) , here with tirird person mman suffix, perhaps

irregular, or perhaps referring to S: Ge}e=



ci~tah, qe-dah de-ga?duw qa? dio?yah}}h
,,

'land-otter skins, simply quite a number had -

accumulated (for him?, he had accumulated?)'

33_4lA,(also lacking tiol-class-mark for S if
8 is 'skins')o

2c- With yeqa? 'piling up': yeqa? di-?=

yah} 'it's piled up' L, yeq/il.°~ deGa?yao} 'it's

piling up' L, dek}h ?u-de~yu- yeqa? dio?yah}
'sticks are piled up allover' L, with class-=

marks for 8: yeqa? le~eAio?yah} 'it (sand, l~-=

class) is in a .p~le' L, ~efu?da-d yeqa? ~edio?=

yah} 'they (logs, ~d-class) are piled in several -~-

places'L, lCufu?daod yeqa? ti-Aio?yah} 'skins

(tiol-class) are piled in several places' L, lCu=
fu?da-d yeqa? qioAio?yah} 'ropes (qi-l-class)

are piled in several places' L; indirect recip=

rocal: ?i}q yeqa? ~edidi?yah} 'they (logs,
~d-class) are piled on top of each oth~r' Lo

c;"""if,'.J ,~,;j' ~
2do With qid 'down off, ju:t;ti'ft~~$ edge' ., '

(cfo qid (d)-?ya) (1))'8 is left over, extra':

qid desa?yah} 'it's left over (can't be packed
in anymore)' M; (2) with qid and qa? 'up out',

'(extra?) 8 is piled up': ~ao~eon qid qa?

dio?yah} 'cordwood is piled up' M, }a?g qid

qa? dio?yah} 'firewood is piled up' M-



2e. Yith o-~ 'to 0', '0 has extra S, more
" 8 than 0 needs or can use': la?dih si~ di.?=

yah1 'I've got two extra' L, la?da.na. ~iyahd

si~ di.?yah} 'I've got two extra hats' L )(
., ,

2f. Yith deGida? 'full' (probably < deG-=

?e?-da? 'to, arrival at place above, top' see

also g-?;y:a, gdl-?ya 1.) (1) '8 is full': de=

Gida? di.?yah} 'it's full' L, 7.5, 19A, }i?q

?ew dux} ?u~a? deGida? di.?yah}~h 'all his

traps were full' 23.27A, ?eJl:ekih deGida? di.?=

yah} 'a canoe was full' 33.72A, qi? ?ed~?=
~ "' detah ?u~a? }i~ deGida.? r(i.i.?yah} 'his smoke=

house was always full' 47b.4M (neuter perfectives),

deGida?~ deGa?ya.} tit's gettin,g full' L, de=

Gida? deGa?yah da.~ 'when it's full' 65.67A,

?ew }e?~ deGida? deGa?yah da.~ 'when the box

is full' 65.67A, dilC ?ew }e?t' ?i~a? deGida?

da?Ga?yahG da.~ 'if your box isn't full' 65.64A

(verb to be corrected to de-, actualized da?-

by analogy with negative neuter perfective dilC

deGida? da?yah}G) , with o-~ 'by means of 0':

da.na.da.~ deGida? di.?yah} 'it's full of

money' L, Ge.dgeka.~ deGida? "\di.?yah1 'it's

full of spruceroots' L; (2) Yith suffix for third

person human involved as 8,0, or 0, here irregular,



or perhaps as S: ?eJ£;ekih, ya.kuc'g, qe.dah

?uya? deGida? di.?yahzinu. 'a canoe, a small

one, was simply full of them (people~) inside'

37b.6Aj (3) 'S (contents) fills container' (per=

haps incorrect): Giyah ?u.d di.?yahz 'it's

full of food' ('food is accumulated to fullness

there') Li (4) with class-mark, pgrtly thematized,

for classified filling contents, but probably

with container, not contents, as S: Ge.dgeka.~

deGida? gedi.?yah1 'it's full of spruceroots'

L, deGida? geAi.?yahz 'it's full of water' L

(see also gdl-?ya 1.), deGida? guAa.Ga?yaez

'it's getting full of water' L, deGida? le~e=

Aie?yah1 'it's. full of berries' L, deGida?~

le~eAa.Ga?yaez 'it's getting full of berries' L,

deGida? tieAie?yahz 'it's full of skins' L (cfe

33.41, 72A 'canoe full (of skins)' with no tiel-=

class-mark). Transitive (causative): deGida?

deGezya? 'fill it up!' L.

3. (With a-thematic 'emotional'~) ae wit-h

o-la?-~ '(movement) hanging over 0' (cf. -?ya

16., Gl-?ya 3a., 4.) 'S (feeling, urge) comes

over 0' (verb clause (e.g. in optative) cannot

be used as S, L rejecting e.g. *da. yeJS; ?idi=

?a?~~ ?ila?~ desa?yahz for 'do you feel like



walki~g (that we should take a walk)?'): Rezanov
...

C~gxTeca~b Xo~ ich will' sila?~ desa?yah}

'feeling, u~ge came over me', 11JImaIIH.D;aCa.SJJIb

'Xo-qem, JIH? willst du?' ?ila?~S... desa?yah}

'did feeling, urge come over you?', with ~~iyah

'evil, anger' as S, active perfective: ~Siyah

?ula?~ desa?yah} 'got angry' L, la.8, 13, lb.10,

15M, 10.97, 11.142, l48A, 13.l0L, 16.14, 15, 23,

24M, l8.8L, 27b.53A, 47c.43L, with o-~ 'at 0':

10.97,151, ll.37A, ?UJ$:a.q ?~~ k'uSiyah ?u1a?~

desa?yah} 'he got angry with him over it' L,

?ew~a? qew ?~h~ ~siyah ?u1a?~ desa?yah~

'got mad at him over it' 9.8A, ~~iyah sila?~

desa?yah} 'I got mad' M, diIr k'uSiyah si1a?~

desyah}G 'I didn't get mad' M, inceptive ~er=

fective: ~~iyah ?ula?~ deGa?ya.} 'is getting

angry' lb.7M, k'u~iyah si1a?~ deGa?ya.} 'I'm

getting mad' M, diIr k'u~iyah sila?~ deGa?ya.~G

'Itm not getting mad' M, neuter perfective:

k'u~iyah ?ula?~ di.?yah1 'is angry': lb.19M,

47c.50, 5lL, ?ah~ k'u~iyah ?u1a?~ di.?yah3::j.h

'she's angry with him' 11.47A, ~~iyah ?ula?~

dio?yah~}h 'he's (always) mad' L, ~~iyah si=

la?~ dio?yah} tI'm angry' M, diIr k'usiyah si=

la?~ da?yah}G 'I'm not angry'" M, other mode-=



aspects: di~deg ?ahnu'~ ~e~iyah ?ula?~
die?ya'~G 'nor does he (cust) get angry at them'

50e39A, ~u~iyah sila?~ qu?dio?yah 'I'll get,
be angry' M, di~ ~~iyah sila?~ qu?die?yaeG

'I won't be angry' M, ~u~iyah ?ula?~ daeli?y}h}h

'let him be angry' L, ~~iyah sila?~ deGa?yah

dae~ 'when I get angry' 34e46L, with other S:

Rezanov TAHXe~-~AHXTecaHTAD 'TOillHO Erbrechen

haben, vomiturire, vomiturio', Aae~qe'd sila?~
desa?yah} 'I feel like puking, I'm nauseated, I

got seasick' L, Aae~qe'd ?ila?~ desa?yah} 'you

gagged' M, Aa'~qe'~ sila?~ deGa?yae} 'I'm
getting nauseated' L, ol-li()die 02-1a?~ d-?ya -

, .
'02 is:gei:E angry at, haJil'grudge against 01" 10e= ,--

201 210A ?ili? die sila?x die? yah} 'I'm, , 0-
mad at you' L, ?ili? die sila?~ deGa?yae}

'I'm getting mad attyou' L, ~I};h sila?~ di'?=

yah} 'I feel like crying (but hold back)' L,

k}'~ ?ula?~ die?yah1 'he feels like crying'

M, le~eJ$:e} ?ula?~ die?yah} 'he feels like
getting drunk' M, li?~ienie qaela?J$: die?yah1

'we feel like laughing' L. Transitive (causative):

ya?~ue ~~iyah ?ila?~ qu?die1y}h}h 'don't
let him anger you' L, ya?J.ffie ~~iyah ?ila?~

qu?diex%yah 'don't let me anger you' L, caution=



c" " " , !

ary negative inceptive imperative: ~~iyah

qah ?ula?J$; deGi.}ya.G~h 'watch out you don't

anger him~' L, repetitive: ~~iyah ~a? ?ula?~

da.yi}ya.g~h 'you should try to anger him' L.

3b. As 3a. with ~-indefinite S, '0 (male

or female) is, becomes sexually excited' ('a cer=

tain urge comes over 0'): sila?J$; ~di.?yah}

'I have an erection'S, ?ula?J$; fudi.?yah}~h

'he (or she) is sexually excited' M (neuter per=

fectives).

3c. With ~-indefinite S and 0-1-J$; 'in

contact with o's head' (cf. -?ya 8., o-~a?

~-}-?ya), '0 has a hard time, hardships, misery,

suffers': si.ne~ ~qu?di.?yah 'I'll have a

hard time, suffer' L, si.ne~ ~deGa?ya.} 'I'm

having a hard time, suffering' M, si-ne~ ~de=

sa?yah} 'I had a hard time' L, qe?}Geyu-lu?qa.

?i-ne~ ~da?ya-~ 'you (cust) have a hard time

in quest after women' lO_264A, deJ$;a-?de~yu.

?u.neJ$; ~da?ya-~~h 'he's (cust) in misery all

about outside' 32.44, 216A, repetitive: di~ ?i.

?iga? si-neJ$; Ialqu?di-?ya-gG 'I won't keep hav=

ing a hard time like ~' 16. 27M". Transi ti ve

(causative): ?i.ne~ ~qu?di-x1yah 'I'll give

you a hard time, cause you to suffer hardship'



L, si.neJl: k'ude6i.}ya.} 'you're giving me a
hard time' L, ?u.neJS; lfu.disi}yah} 'I gave him

a hard time' L, si.ne~ ~dese}yah}}h 'he tor=

tured me, made me suffer' M, ?ida?ya.le~ ?u.neJl:

da. lfu.de}ya.~inu. 'we (cust) cause them too much

misery' 30.71, repetitive: si.neJl: ~de}ya.g~}h
'he (cust) keeps giving me a hard time' L, si.neJl:

~di.}ya.g 'you're tormenting me' L; passive:

?uJl:a? ?i.ne~ lfu.qu?deda?ya.~ 'you'll (cust) be
tormented for it' 51.34A, ~i.d ya.nu?d deqa.g=

deyeq ?i.ne~ k'uqu?deda?ya.~ 'you'll (cust) be
tormented in the (Hell-)fires down below there' 51.=

19A, repetitive: qa.tao? ?u.ne~ ~deda?ya.g
'Lent' ('our Father, his torment') L.

3d. pee -?ya 18c.ye~ ?i.li,a? d-de-?ya-~ (w~th d-thematic 'oral'?, -

ye~-progr'essive, for ?i.li~~? and analyses of ~
,form see ?i.li--?i.lih 2a. under le(?)-li) 'S

is hungry without knowing what for': ye~ ?i.=

li~~? dexda?ya.~ 'I'm hungry but don't know
I!

what for' L. --

?ed-d-le-?ya (with d-thematic, perhaps 'oral,
noise', reflexive of causative) 'S sings medicine-=

song, shamanistic incantation': ?eddex}a?yah
'I'm singing a medicine song' LM, ?ede}a?y:j.h:j.h

M, ?edde}a?y:j.h}h 'he's singing a medicine song'

-~, ,-



LM, ?edqu?dex~a?yah 'I'll sing a medicine-:

song' _L.

~d-?ya (with ~d-class-mark for 8, 'clouds, part=

ly thematized, cf. ?ya 1., ~-?ya) '8 (clouds)
move, are, get in certain state, formation':

~edeGa?ya.~ 'clouds are moving' M, Rezanov
HTaKaT~HHT~~ 'Ty~a Wolke' perhaps to be read

?idah ~edi.?yah~ 'clouds are in formation for

favorable weather' L (neuter perfective).

g-?ya (with g-thematic, 'tide(-line?)', perhaps
()Y"'~t.1ofthematized g-class-mark for 8 'filament-like', or! )(

;It.
gl-class-mark 'liquid' with 1- lost with loss
of nasalization) 'S (tide, tide-line) is, gets
in certain state': with lu. 'turn over (ca.1800) ,

(see -?ya 31.): lu. gu'?yah} 'tide's in high

(at turning point), it's high-tide' M (neuter per=
fective), with leG 'up ashore': Rezanov JIm<'bKO::;
KOHT~~ 'npH6~~ B6AH Fluth' leG guGa?ya.~

'tide's coming in high, rising' L, 10.254, 11.69A,

s~a?dah leG guGa?ya.~ 'there's nice weather,

tide and shoreline are lovely' ('tide is rising

beautifully') L, ?uq' leG gesa?yah~inu. 'tide
rose up over (engulfing) them' 10.255, 11.70A,

leG gu?yah da.~ 'just as the tide starts to

come in' 11.89, 89A, with deGida? 'full' (see



d-?ya 2f.): deGida?~ guGa?ya.z 'tide's coming

in very high' L, with o-lah 'around 0': ?ulah

guGa?ya.z 'tide is rising around it (freeing it,

e.g. beached boat)' M; ?u.nahd 1{uGa?ya.z 'water

is rising up over something' LM (perhaps to be

corrected to ?u.nah guGa?ya.z 'tide is rising

up around its head'); lu. sa?yahz 'tide came

in' M (perhaps to be corrected to lu. gusa?=

yahz 'tide reached turning-point'); with ye~-=

progressive, 'reversal of motion': ye~ gu?da?:=

ya.~ 'tide (cust) laps (sluggishly) back and

forth' L, also, idiomatically 'he (cust) dawdles,

stalls, is lazy' L.

gl-?ya with gl-class-mark for S 'liquid', partly

themati~ed, partly overlapping with g-?ya: 1.
'S (water in natural topographical body) is, gets

in certain state (tidal phenomenon or otherwise)':

leG geli.?yah1 'water is high' N, di~a? geli.?=

yahz 'tide is (remains, stuck) high' L (cf. -?ya

6b.), ?idah qa? geli.?yah1 'tide is at a nice

height'L, ?idah geli.?yahz 'incoming tide is

slo\iing down, about to go out again' ('water is

in a nice state') L (neuter perfectives), di.ye~

y~.?~ ye~ geleGa?ya.~G 'tide hasn't started
,-'

to ebb down yet' L, ~e.?we~duw di~ y~.?~



geli.?ya.~G 'how come tide doesn't (cust) ebb?'

43.1M, ~? gv.sa?yah} 'high tide's about
stopped' ('water has reached a complete state')
L (see -?ya 21.), ?ew giyah ya?~ gv.sa?=

yah} 'the water lifted up (magically)' 29.7A.
2. 'S (bodily humor) runs', with ye~ 'down=

ward' (see -?ya 32.) or qa? -'up out' (see

-?ya 18.): ?uyeq ye~ ~gu.?yahl (probably
to be corrected to ~gv.?yah} or ~geli.?yah~)

'he has diarrhea' ('something (liquid) flows down=

ward in him') L (neuter perfective), ?ide~a?~

ye~ guleGa?ya.} 'you're running (with liquid
coming down) at the corner of your mouth, drool=

ing' L, repetitive: de1 siyeq q~.~ gula?ya.g
'I'm spitting blood' ('blood repeatedly comes up

out (from) inside me') L, de} ?uyeq qa? gv.=

sa?yah% 'he hemorrhaged' L, see also giyah

?uyeq' qa? geli. ?yah}, yeq gela?yah. _?c.I;ft .'y'

~gv.?ya., lu. ~gv.?ya. (noun) 'big tide which

comes in September' L. Probably nominalized ac=

tive imperfective, 'something (water in natural

body) is, gets in a state', with optional lu.

'turning-point'.
yeq' gela?yah (noun, gl-class) 'bile' L. Perhaps

nominalized active imperfective with gl-class-=



mark for S, yeq probably postposition, in error

for o-yeq 'inside 0', or perhaps with zeroed-=

out ?ed~reflexive 0, perhaps deverbalized in=

direct reflexive, 'it (liquid) is in a state in=

side (oneself?)'o

giyah ?uyeq gelio?yaM L, giyah ?uyeq geAio?=

yah% (noun) 'water blister' Mo Nominalized neuter

perfective, with gl-class-mark for S and, in form

from M, d-thematic 'accumulate', 'water has accu=

mulated, gotten into it' 0

gdl-?ya (with gdl-thematic) 10 (combination of
""I'"'gl-class-mark for S 'liquid' with d-'thematic
',.,

of various meanings, see gl-?ya, d-?ya): Rezanov

Y~ax~HKYT~BKa~b 'Kan~eT~ es tr~pfelt' ?uode~

Ii? geAaosa?ya.% 'it (water) is starting to

run (downstream) along there', MTa:KaT~Hs:I.T~b

'Ty~a Wolke' perhaps to be read ?idah geAio?=

yah% 'it (water) is in nice state' (cf. gl-?ya):

?ideJ?a?J.C ye~ kilgeAaoGa?yaO% 'something (liquid)

is running down from the corner of your mouth' L,

?uodeJ.C geAio?yah% 'water ran (has accumulatedZ)

along there' L, desida? geAi.?yaM 'it's high

tide' ('water has accumulated full') L (neuter

perfectives, cfo d-?ya 2fo, g-?ya), indirect

reciprocal: ~de}~eo?J? ?i}lah guAaosdi?yah}



'the white and yolk (of~unbroken egg) got mixed

together' ('they (liquids) got mixed around each

other with the yolk') L (see -?ya 3.). Transi=

tive (causative): with ?i~qa? 'amongst each -

other' (see -?ya 2b.): ?i~qa? geAa.si~yahJ:

'I mixed them (two liquids, e.g. coffee and milk)

together' L, cU8~ giyah ?i~qa? geAa.si1yah1

'I mixed baby formula' ('I mix water with milk

amongst each other') L.

2. With 1e?t', ~i~ (suits at cards) as S
G?

with ~~8? 'finish, complete' or asJ of o-~~.? --
f ~~.. '?

(see 1e?t', ~i~-~ih~2, -?ya 14.,2°;): 1e?t'
A.

~~.? (or 1e?~~8? 1) geAa.sa?yah1 'I got a

trump in diamonds (at "66")' ('diamonds have be=

come complete') L, ~i~ ~~8? (or ~i~~~8? 1)

geAa.sa?yah~ 'I got a trump in spades (at "66")'

L.

dl-?ya (with dl-thematic) '8 (unstable) tilts,

slants, leans (off vertical axis)': 1. Aa8Ga?=

ya81 'it's leaning over (slowly)' M, repetitive:

Aa?ya.g 'it's leaning over slowly (bit by bit)'

M.
2. With y~.? 'down' (see -?ya 28., d-?ya

la.) a. '8 falls, keels, topples over': y~.?

Aa.sa?yah3: 'toppled over' 47b.43, 46M, y~.?



Aa.sa?yah~}h 'he keeled over' L. Transitive

(causative): reflexive: y~.? ?eAa.GeX~a?ya.~

?ixleh 'I want to (that I should make myself)

fall over' L.

2b. With idiomatic meaning, 'S falls imme=

diately to sleep effortlessly': y~.? Aa.sa?yah~}h

'he went to sleep the minute his head touched the

pillow' L. Transitive (causative): reflexive: y~.?

?eAa.~i?yah~}h 'he's lying down resting a while

(having immediately fallen asleep?)' L (neuter

perfective).
2c. Transitive ecausative) only, with Y?-.?-C'

,
(continuous movement) down, farther down', 'S

bends, stoops over': reflexive: y~.?~ ?edqu?=

Aa.x}a?yah 'I'll bend down' L, y~.?~ ?eAa.=

Gex}a?ya.~ 'I'm (in the process of) bending over'

LM, y~.?~ ?eAa.xs~i?yah~ 'I bent over, bent

down' M, y~.?~ ?eAa.x~i?yah~ 'I'm bent over,

stooped' LM, y~.?~ ?eAa.~i?yah~}h 'a person

who is stooped (with age)' L (neuter perfective),

y~.?~ ?eAa.~i?y}h}h 'let him bend down' L; pas=

sive: y~.?~ xuAa.sdi?yah~ 'I got bent over' L,

y~.?~ Aa.sdi?yah~}h 'he got bent over (by some=

thing)' L.

3. With o-Jf 'in contact' with 0' : si~



Aa.sa?yah~ 'it fell (inclined?) over by me,

touching me on the way' M.

4. With ye~-progressive, 'S teeters, tot=

ters, sways, staggers, wobbles, rocks about':

ye~ Aa.Geda?ya.~ 'he started to totter around'

47c.2IL. Transitive (causative): repetitive:
ye~ Aa.x~a?ya.g}h 'I'm holding him (baby) against

my shoulder or breast and gently rocking him' L

(see qa. Aa.~ya.g).
5. Reflexive (causative): indirect reflexive

with o-~a?-q(-?e?-~) '(continuous movement to=

ward (empty) place) behind 0': ~a?qi~ ?eAa.Ge=

~a?ya? 'lean backwards:' M, ~a?qe?~ ?eAa.x=

~i?yah~, ~a?qi~ ?eAa.x~i?yah1 'I'm leaning back=

wards'M (neuter perfectives), ~a?q ?edqu?Aa.x=

~a?yah 'I'll lean back (against something be=
hind me) I (of e.g. sick persoI:!. in bed),"L.

qa. Aa.~ya.g name of Eyak(?) woman "from Yaku=

tat" L. Name clearly of Eyak origin, active im=

perfective repetitive causative, probably as in

4. above, without ye~-progressive, 'she leans

us (against her breast or shoulder to rock us)'.

O-?-dl-?ya (semitransitivized form of dl-?ya,

probably intransitive, O;thematic, ?u- only,
cf. O-?-l-?ya) 1. 'S (stable) tilts, slants,

..



leans (off vertical axis)': ?u?Aa.sa?yah~ 'it

(stick, tree) is (came to be) standing at a

slant' L, with ~d-class-mark for 8: ?u?~eAa.=

sa?yah~ 'it (mast) is (came to be) standing at

a slant' L.

2. With ~u? 'right, straight' (see -?ya
21.): J.ill? ?u?Aa.sa?yah~ 'it levelled, stopped

tilting, stabilized straight up' L.
O-?-l-?ya (analogical semitransitive, probably in=

transitive, 0 thematic, ?u- only, cf. O-?_=

dl-?ya) '(upper part of, one side of two-sided

vertical) 8 droops, curls downward (failing to ~j) Il~p

maintain vertical rigidity)': neuter perfective:

?u?li.?yah:r 'one side of it is drooping, curl=

ing down' (as shape of printed lower case r) L,

?i~qesd ?u?li.?yah~ 'it droops, curls down on
z).;:{.,

both sides' (as shape of upper case Greek upsilon)

L (indirect reciprocal, perhaps to be corrected

to ?i:rqesd ?u?lidi?yah~).
Gl-?ya (with Gl-thematic 'passage of time') '8

(time) passes': 1. sah~ GeleGa?ya.~ 'a long
time is going by' L; also attested, perhaps in=
correctly, with name of period of time as 8 (which

should perhaps be corrected to 0 of o-~, see

Gl-?ya 8., 10.): ~ela.g GCi-.sa?yah~ 'winter



came'L.
2a. With leh 'seasonal cycle, year': (see

also Gl-?ya 11.): Gu?ya?JS: leh GeleGa?ya.~

'this winter's warm' ('the year is passing in

warmth') L, rosa. dah leh G el't?;G a?"ya.'1 'this winter

is severe' ('the year is passing badly, severely')

L, leh G~.sa?yah~ 'a year passed' L, 21a.33L,

la?dih leh G~.sa?yah~ 'two years went by' L,

la?dih ?u.(!ahd G~.sa?yah~ 'two years ago, two

years since then have passed' L.

2b. With o-leh 'year for 0, year of o's

life': Rezanov YJIJIeRaCH3JIb 'rO.Z:l;':E. Jahr' ?uleh

G~.sa?yah~ 'a year passed for him, he spent a

year' 10.242,243, 244A, 19.11L, 21b.24, 33.39A,

Rezanov YTYJIHRaCH3JIb 'E':E. ftpOlliJIO~ ro.Z:l;$ im vori=

gen Jahr' ?u.d ?uleh G~.sa?yah~, ?u.(! ?uleh

G~.sa?yah~}h 'he spent a year there' 33.38A,

de~i. deJS:~ih ?u.(! ?uleh GeleGa?ya.~ da.~=

d1}.huw 'already a number of years are passing

for her there and' 25.40A, ?ahnu. ?uqa?(! si=

leh G~.sa?yah~inu. 'those amongst whom I spent

a year' 25.183A, #~~a.da? sileh G~.sa?yah}
.'.' """

'I had a bad year (y~ar of~~d luck)' L, ki1~a.=
.'.":?:j:;,~;

da? sileh qu?Geli.?yah 'I'll have an unlucky

year' L, deGa.:JS::~a.d qelahqa?ga? ?uleh Geli.?=



yahz 'he was fourteen years old' 61.31A (neuter

perfective), ?uleh GeleGa?ya.z}h 'she's getting

to be a year old' L, sileh~ GeleGa?ya.z 'my

birthday, anniversary is coming' M, la?dih ?uleh

G~.sa?yahz 'it's two years old' L, deGa.q si=

leh G~.sa?yahz 'I'm ten years old' L, ?ile~

sileh Geli.?yah1 'I'm older than you' ('more

years are past for me than you') L (neuter per=

fective); ?uleh Geli.?yahz 'she's pregnant, a

pregnant woman' M (neuter perfective, checked and

verified with M, who insists on this meaning with

o-lah, rejected with conviction by L and A).

3. With o-le~ 'more than 0, too much for,

beyond, past 0': a. 'S is, becomes (visibly)

pregnant' (see also GI-?ya 2b., 3b., 4.): Reza=

nov Y~HXeKoHCHHT~b 'BproxaTa schwanger' ?ule~

...G~.sa?yahz, ?ule~. G~.sa?yah% 'she is,

got pregnant' LA (rechecked and verified several

times with L), ?ule~ GeleGa?ya.z}h 'she's be=

coming (visibly) pregnant' L, 2b.12L, da.~ahdd

?~le~ GeleGa?yahz 'how (whence) is she getting

(visibly) pregnant?' 2b.13L. Transitive (causa=

tive): ?~hle~ G~.s.elyahz}h 'he made her preg=

nant'L.

3b. 'S ('time) becomes too late for 0' (see



also GI-?ya 4_): ?ule~ Gelesa?yah}, ?ule~

G'iJ.-sa?yah} 'it is, got too late for it (e_g.

to go there)' L.

4. With o-la?~ '(movement) down over

(hanging on) 0': sila?~ G'iJ.-sa?yah%

'I was too late' L (perhaps to be corrected to

sileJ$:)-
5. With o-q:-C' '(yontinuous movement), onto

0': sigeC' GeleGa?ya-} 'my term (in gestation)

is approaching' M (inceptive perfective, only

attestation, other mode-aspects p,;)rhaps with

o-g).
6. With 0-?'iJ.-? 'coming-upon 0' (see -?ya

9.): ge-li?a-g ya.?~-? G'iJ.-sa?yah% 'noon came'

('time passed to midday thing') L, ?u?~.? G~.=

sa?yah} 'time for it (to do it) came' L, ?U?'iJ.-C'

GeleGa?ya.} 'it's getting to be time for it (to

do that)' L.

7. With o-da? '(arrival) at 0': ge-Ie?a-g

ya.da? G1.sa?yah% 'it's noon sharp' L.

8. With o-~ 'to, toward, at 0': J$:ela-g~

GeleGa?ya.} 'it's getting to be winter'S,

J$:ah~ GeleGa?ya.} 'it's getting to be summer'

L.
9. With o-ga? 'like 0': ?ewga? Gele=



Ga?ya.} 'it's getting to be that (same) time

(of the day, year, again in a cycle)' L, ?ewga?

G~.sa?yah} 'that same time the next year' 21a.=

271, ?elga? GeleGa?yah da.~ 'around this time

of year' M, 'at this time of year, of the day'

('when time comes like this (one of year, day)'

L.
10. With o-?a.g '(to) middle of 0' (see

also Gl-?ya 1.): ~ela.g ya.?a.g Gelesa?yah}

'it became midwinter' 49.115A ('winter passed to

mid-point"?), ge.le?a.g GeleGa?ya.3: 'it's

getting to be noon' L (ge.le?a.g perhaps S,

'noon is passing"?).

11. With o-lah 'around 0': ?ulah G~.=

sa?yah} 'it turned one year old' L (probably in

error fo~ ?uleh, influenced perhaps by o-le~,

o-la?~).
leh Gela?yah (noun, unclassified) 'year': often

used adverbially: }}hGih leh Gela?yah '(for)

one year' 23.53,69.11, 12A, ?ew?ihd leh G~=

la?yah 'the ye~ after that, the next year' 21a.=

27, 56.9L, ?el?ihd ya. leh Gela?yah 'next

year' ('the one (year) after this') L.

O-?-Gl-?ya (with Gl-thematic 'passage of time')

'S (time) passes for 0, with certain significance



for 0,0 spends time': di~ ?u?qu?6ali.?ya.6}h

'she hasn't much more time to live' 61.102A,
la?dih ~~a?~ga? ?u'~ xu?6~.sa?yah} 'I spent"

~(~"1:",~"two hours there' L, with o-da? 'Qme~ 0': -
,..~

qi?ya.da.~ ~5u.da? xu?qu?6ali.?yah 'I'll get

lucky sometime' L, ~a5u.da? qa. ?u?6~.sa?=
yah% 'we (suddenly) got, turned lucky, rich' L,

~5u.da? ?i?qe?6ali.?yah 'you'll have good
luck' ('a lucky time will pass for you') L, k'u=

~a.da? xu?6~.sa?yah% 'I had a period of bad

luck'L, k'u5u.da? xu?6~.sa?yah% 'I had a period

of good luck, a good year' L; with adverb formed

with -dah adverbializer: ~5u.dah XU?6~.sa?=
yah% 'I had a period, year of good weather' L.

~-?ya (with ~-thematic, perhaps 'plural', thus

'pl. move (restrictedly in medium)', cf. -?ya 1.,

~d-?ya, ~dl-?ya) 'pl. S fly': with no locative
postpositional phrases or preverbs, 'pl. S fly

(along, away)': qu?qa~i.?yah 'they'll flyaway'

L, qa~a6a?ya.% 'they're flying along, away' L,
qa~asa?yah% 'they flew away' L, with ya?~ 'up':

ya?~ fasa?yah} , ya?~ qa~asa?yah% L, ya?~
~asa?yah%inu. 'they took off, flew away' 49.155,
156A~1 ya?~ qu?~i.?yah 'they'll take off

..,. "" c, c II I i



and flyaway' L, ya?~ ~eGa?ya.~ 'they're

taking off' L, with other locative postpositional

phrases and preverbs: qe? ~esdi?yah~ 'they

flew back' L, 7.39A, ?~.~ qe? ~eGeda?ya.~

'they (birds, airplanes) are flyin~ back hither'

L, ?~.da? qe? ~esdi?yah~ 'they flew back here'

L, qe.yahd ~esdi?yah~ 'they flew back out to

sea' 14.1L, ?a?q ~esa?yah~ 'they flew out' L,

~i.~ qe~esa?yah~ 'they flew over there' M,

?ed~a?ni.q ?u.de~ ~eGa?ya.~ 'gulls are flying

along there' M, with ye~-progressive (see also
Yex xeda? y a.x) .:' \. Yex

~eda?ya.~ 'they're flying about' LM, ye~ qu?*

~eda?yah 'they'll fly around' L.

ye~ ~eda?ya.~ (noun, unclassified) 'flying things,
birds (generic)' L, txa~a'ya. 'a flying bird'

BSdL 539, ye~ ~eda?ya'~YU. 'birds' 68.52A,

ye~ ~eda?ya.~yequhyu. 'little birds' 10.45,

l50A, ye~ ~eda?ya.~dewa. ye~ ya.g 'spring
snow' ('that which repeatedly comes down (sub=

sides?) pending the birds(' return)') L. Nomi=

nalized active imperfective with ye~-progressive,

'those which fly about'.

lisc~?da?(~) qe~a?yah (noun, unclassified) 'chicka=

dees' (probably including 'boreal chickadee



(Parus hudsonicus), Yukon black-capped chica=

dee (P. atricapillus turneri), Northern chest=

nut-backed chickadee (p. rufescens)', and per=

haps also a number of other similar small land-=

birds): lisc}?da qe~a?yah L, lisc}?da?~
qe~a?yah 'chickadees' 7.llA, lisc}?da?~ q~~=

a?yahyu. 'chickadees' 7.39A. Nominalized active

imperfective with qe- 'plural', 'they fly at

the tips, extremities of trees, spruce'.
y-?ya (with y-thematic, see also ?i-?-?ya) 'S

moves, travels passively, without voluntary des=

tination, is sent, wanders, ends up, fares':

di~a?g si~a?, da.de~~duw yeGa?ya.~ 'my letter,
(along) where, I wonder, is it going'l' M, de~i. -

yesa?yaM 'it's on its way, has been sent already'

M, sida? yesa?yah1 'it (letter, sent dog) got

to me' M, di?dah ?~.da? yisi?yah~ 'I got here

safely (not under my own control)' M, di?dah

qe.?~ yisdi?yah~ 'she got back, ended up back

home safely' 25.81A, ~i?q ?~.~ yesa?yah~ 'all

that's ended up here' 9.28A, ~yeq yesa?yah~

'it went, was sent in something (as in package)'

M, ?uqa? yisi?yah~ 'I got mixed up (involun=
tarily) with them' ('I ended up amongst them') L,
(see -?ya 2.), '" deqa?Jf yesa?yah~ ' it wandered

J~.,c,,1 ) ? 1 ; $ i I t ! ,-t- .M! I).IQ.-,IJ.#- -'" 'II ~i g... ~ !A~ '(iJ""f ~ ,,-ff.4.J """'7!<.IJ t. "f,orlr;
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about' ('it wandered amongst indeterminate 0')

L, sisa? yesa?yahz 'I got it to eat effort=

lessly' ('it ended up in my mouth') L, di~

dede.d ?iye~e.qd y~.?ya.~G 'you (cust) never

get anything (hunting)' ('nothing ever (cust)

ends up in your palms') 23.13A (see also -?ya

12., 13., o-~ yd-?ya), ?iye~e.q qu?yi.?yah

'it (prey) will fall into your hands (hunting)'

L, siye~e.q yesa?yab.% 'I got it (hunting)'

('it ended up in my hands', properly modest way

to report success in hunting) L, with ye~-=

progressive: ye~ yeda?ya.~ 'wanders about'

10.163, 164A, indirect reciprocal: ?iz~ ye~

yeda?ya.~ 'they wandered about together' 68.106A,

~i?q ?izqa? yisdi?yah}inu. 'they (people) are

all mixed, mingled (amongst each other)' L, ?i}qa?

qu?yeda?y}hinu. 'they'll mix, mingle' L; prob=

lematical form: siyeda?~ yisdi?yah} 'I got it

(hunting)' (properly modest way to report success)

L ('it ended up on my arm-front', de-classifier

inexplicable, perhaps passive of unattested causa=

tive, or perhaps influenced by yd-?ya below)..e,,:f4t,..JJ.v66-iltJ"$A,

Transitive (causative): reflexive: de~yu.qa?
qew ?edya.}a?yaol( 'you've been (making yourself --.

look as though you were innocently) wandering,



staying, ending up amongst people' lO.178A.

qeya?yah Eyak man's name, Jumbo Johnson of

Katalla, brother of George Johnson M, ("send=

ing away, send him allover") L. Active imper=

fective of y-?ya with thematized qe- 'plural',

'he wanders a lot, to many places'~.

deqa?~ y~.?ya.~ Eyak woman's name, Mary, daughter

of Gus Nelson, BSdL Genealogical Table RaqaJ$:'ia'=

yan~. Active customary of y-?ya with de-qa?-~

'(movement) amongst indeterminate 0', 'she (cust)

wanders about'.

o-~ yd-?ya (with yd-thematic, cf. y-?ya, ~?ya

8., and o-J!; 'in contact with 0') 'S hunts 0

(game) successfully': di?dah ?UJ!; yidisi?yah~

'I got it (hunting)' (properly modest way to re=

port success, 'I fairly wandered into contact

with it'~) L.

o-~ yl-de-?ya (with yl-thematic, cf. y-?ya and

I-de-a) 'S gets stuck, wedged, stranded at 0

(place where S unfortunately ends up)': ?~.~

y~.xsdi?yah~, ?~.~ yelixsdi?yah1 'I got stuck

here (e.g. by bad weather)' L, ?u~ ya.sdi?yah~

'it's stuck, wedged in there (against it)' L,

?~.~ y~.xdi?yah~ 'I'm stuck here' L (neuter

perfective), ?u~ qu?y~.xda?yah 'I'll get stuck

j



there' L, ya?~. ?ue(! qu?y~eda?yah 'don't

get stuck there' Le

J!;dl-?ya 1. 'sg. S runs': with no locative post=

positional phrases or adverbs, 'S runs (along,

away)': ?i-active imperative: J!;eAie?ya?,

J!;eAie?ya?duh 'run~' L, inceptive imperfective:

qu?J!;eAiexyah 'I'll run' L, ya?J!;u. qu?J!;eAie?=

yah, di?weJ!; ?iya? 'don't run, just walk~' L,

qu?J!;eAie?yah 'it'll run' L, inceptive perfective:

Galushia Nelson J!;at3:aeqo'xyaet3: or ~at3:aquJ!;yat3:

'I run' BSdL 560 J!;eAaeGuxya.~ M, J!;eAaeGexyae~

'I'm running (along)' L, Galushia Nelson i't~et=

3:aeqeiya.t3: or i't~at3:a.qEiyatl 'you run' BSdL

560 ?i. ~eAaeGie?ya.3: '~'re running', J!;eAae=

Gie?yae3: 'you're running (along)' M, Galushia

Nelson ~et~a'qeiyat3:i or ~at3:a' Eiyat3:i 'he

runs' ~eAaeGa?yae~}h 'he's running (along)' M,

~eAaeGa?ya.~ 'it's running (along)' L, ge.dah

?edqiedeGe3:e~~?~~h ?ide~eAaeGa?ya.~~h 'he's

feet are simply fluttering, he's running so
,..',( fast ) ' 7222L ?ieliex xe'\aeGa? y a.:t:ih 'he's ~/ ,','., e. .1\ T "'"

'~1;.
trotting, running slowly, jogging along' L, ac=

tive perfective, 'S runs (away)': 15.2lM, 38.6,

20LM, 53 ,,2lL , Galushia Nelson ~at~a.sityat~

or ~at3:asiyat3: 'I ran' BSdL 560 ~eAaesi?yah3:



'I ran' L, active optative: ~eAa.xi?yah 'let

me run' L, with various locative postpositional

phrases and/or preverbs: si~a.~ ~eAa.sa?yah}}h
'he ran around behind me (for protection)' M,

?a?q ~eAa.Ga?ya? 'run out~' M, ?a?q qu?~e=

Ai.xyah 'I'll run out' M", ?a?q qe? ~eAa.Ge=

da?ya? 'run back out~' M, ?a?q qu?~eAa.xda?=

yah 'I'll run back out' M, ?a?q qu?~eAi.?y}h}h

'he'll run out' M, ?a?q qe? qu?~eAa.da?y}h}h

'he'll run back out' M, ?a?qe~ ~eAa.Gexya.}

'I'm running out' M, ?a?q ~eAa.si?yah1 'I ran

out'M, ?a?q ~eAa.sa?yah} 'he ran out' 19.27,

48.13L, qe? qu?~eAa.da?yah 'I'll run again,

some more' M, qe? ~eAa.sa?yah1 'Icran again,

some more' M, ?u'~ ?edi~ qe? ~eAa'sdi?yah}

'he ran back in there' 23.69A, qe? ~eAa.sdi?=

yah} 'he ran back, he ran home' 25.93A, 55.18L,

?u'~ qe? ~eAa'sdi?yah} 'ran back there' 28.30,

49.13A, ?u'de~ qe.ca? ~eAa'Geda?ya.} 'he's

running back downhill shoreward along there'

37b.46A, ce?~ qe? ~eAa'sdi?yah}}h 'she ran

back down to shore' 49.97A, leG ~eAa.sa?yah}

'she ran up from shore' 49.142, 143A, o-da?

ca? ~eAa'sa?yah} 'ran down (the bank) to 0'

10.99, 11.149A, Aa'?~~ ~eAa'Ga?ya.} 'is



running into its hole' 23.32A, qi?de~ ?u~a?

Ii? ~eAa.sa?yah~~ahd 'from where she had run

in by him' 23.35A, lah?e? ~eAa.sa?yahl}h 'she

ran into her hole' 22.9L, o-?ih~ ~eAa.sa?ya~

'ran after 0' 23.84A, 48.14L, ?u?ih+ ~eAi.?=

y}?}h 'run after him!' M, ?i?ih+ qu?~eAi~xyah

'I'll pursue you' LM, ?u.da? ?edi~ ~eAa.sa?=

yah~ 'he ran ire (arriving) there' 25.96A, ?U'~

~eAa.sa?yahl:i-h 'she ran thither' 37a.22L, ?C}..=

gu.na?q ~eAa.Ga?ya.l}h 'she's running along on

(the surface of) the river' 48.15L, o-qa?~ qe?

~eAa.sdi?yah~ 'he ran back to amongst 0' 37b.47A,

o-da? ~eAa.sa?yah~:i-h 'she arrived (running) at

0' 38.21LM, ?ewye~ Ii? ~eAa.sa?yah~ 'she ran

.in under it' 38.22LM, qa.leGde~ ~i.~ ~eAa.=

sa?yahl, ?uma.~ 'ran over there above us, to

his mother' 61.49A, yahddeye~e~ ~eAa.sa?yahl

'ran underneath the house' 61.115A, lah ~eAa.=

si?yahl 'I ran in a circle' M, si~ahd qu?~e=

Ai.?yah 'it'll get away from me' L, ?i~ahd

qu?~eAi.xyah 'I'll run away from you (not es=

caping, you willing)' L, si~ah~ ~eAa.Ga?ya.l}h

'he's running away from me' L, lidah si~ah~

~eAa.?ya.lC:i-h 'he's always (cust) running away

from me' L, ?i~ qu?~eAi.xyah 'I'll run to you'



L, sita.s ?a~ qu?~aAie?y}h}h 'he'll run by

past me' L, sidae~ ?a~ J.CaAaesa?yah~, sitaes

J.CaAaesa?yaM 'he ran by past me' L, sidaeJ.C ?a~

ge? J.CaAaesdi?yah~}h 'he ran by me again' L, si=

li?da~ J.CaAaesa?yah~ 'he ran right by behind me'

L, sili?da~ daeJ.C J.CaAaesa?yah~ 'he ran across

behind me' L, dfi.e? J.CaAaesa?yah~}h 'he ran up

against something; he got into trouble' M, si~

J.CaAaesa?yah~ 'he ran by me, touching, brushing,

glancing against me' M, yaeJ.C J.CaAa.sa?yah~ 'it

ran along glancing by something' L, guJ.CaeJ.C J.Ca=

Aaesa?yah~ 'it ran by glancing a stump' L, ~due=

lihGdaeJ.C ~aAaesa?yah~ 'it ran by glancing a

table'L, ?uyag ?a~ J.CaAaesa?yah~ 'it ran

through it' L (see also J.Cdl-?ya 2e) ,~with yaJ.C-=

progressive or 'reversal of motion': yaJ.C J.CaAae=

da?yaeJ.C}h 'he's running around' L, lisdaqa?J.C

ya~ J.CaAaeda?yaeJ.C}h 'he's running around amongst

the trees' L, ?awya?J.C ya~ J.CaAaeda?yae~ 'it

(eege rat) is running around in it (bowl, canoe,

pot)' L., geeyaJ.C qu?~aAaexda?yah 'I'll run back'

L, qeeya~ J.CaAaexsdi?yah~ 'I ran back' L, gee=

ya~a~ qe? J.CaAaeGaxda?yae~ 'I'm running back

again' L, ?i~ya? ya~ ~aAaesdi?yah~}h 'he ran

back and forth' M, with qa? 'up out', 'S runs



,
up out", 'S runs away, escapes': qa? ]J:eAa. G a?ya?

'run away:' M ("doesn't sound good" II), <Ie? qa?

]J:eAa.sdi?y~ 'he escaped home (running)' 23.100A',

?ewYa? qa? ]J:eAa.sa?yah~}h 'she escaped (running)

into it (canoe)' 25.45A, ?u.~ qa? ]J:eAa.sa?=

yah~}h 'he ran up thither' 50.54, 57A~ qa?

]J:eAa.Ga?ya.~ 'it was running up (out of water

onto skerry)' 50.60A, qa? qu?]J:eAi.xyah 'I'll

run away' M, qa? qu?]J:eAi.?y}h}h 'he'll run away'

M, q'i-.~ ]J:eAa.Gexya.~ 'I'm running away' M,

q'i-.~ ]J:eAa.Ga?ya.~fh 'he's running away' M, qa?

]J:eAa.si?yah~ 'I ran away' M, qa? ]J:eAa.sa?yah~}h

'he ran away' M, qa? ]J:eAa.sa?yah~ 'he escaped

(e.g. from jail)' L, ]J:e~di.?q~ahd qa? ]J:eAa.sa?=

yah~}h 'he escaped from jail' L, ?edi]J:i~ahd

qa? ]J:eAa.sa?ya~}h 'he escaped from inside (house)'

L, ~e?t'ya?c!ahd qa? ]J:eAa.sa?yah~ 'it escaped

from box' L, de?u.d qa? ]J:eAaeli?y}h}h 'alright

let him run away' L; indirect reflexive: ?ed?e?c!

qe? qu?]J:eAaexda?yah 'I'll run back home' M, in=

direct reciprocal (note irregular, perhaps in=

correct, use for pl. S, see also ]J:dl-?ya 2.):

?i~da? ]J:eAa.sdi?yah~inu. 'they ran head-on into

each other' L. Transitive (causative): ?a?q

]J:eAa.Ge~y}?}h 'run him out~' M, ?a?q ?iqe?xe=



Ai.x}yah 'I'll run you out' M, ?a?q ~eAa.si~=

yah}~h 'I ran him out' M, ?a?q~vh ~eAa.se~=

yah~ 'did you run him out?' M, qa? ~eAa.Ge}=

y~?~h 'run him away~' M ("doesn't sound good" L),

q~? ?iqe?~eAi.x}yah 'I'll run you away' M.

2. 'sg. (also pl.?) S (missile, vehicle)

moves', attested only with ?e~ 'by, past' (cf.

-?ya 30.): ?uyeq ?e~ ~eAa.sa?yah} 'it (arrow,

d-class) went clear through it' L, ?!iyahdelelu?

?e~ ~eAa.sa?yah} 'it (bullet) went clear through

the hat' L; indirect reciprocal (cf. indirect re=

ciprocal under ~dl-?ya 1.): ~ahd~ ?i~da.~ ?e~

~eAa.sdi?yah}inu. 'two cars (d-class, or people

in cars) glanced by each other' L.

ye~ ~eAa.?ya.~ (gerundive of ~dl-?ya 1. with

ye~-progressive) 'running (about)': ye~ ~eAa.?=

ya.~ xuse}ga?} 'I'm tired of running around'

('running about has tired me') L.

?i-?-~dl-?ya 'sg. S (running) catches up to or

pulls away from another running being':

with o-ka.~ 'catching up to 0': sika.~ ?i?~e=

Aa.sa?yah} 'he caught up to me (running)' LM,

?~ka.~ ?i?~eAa.sa?yah~ 'caught up to her'

37a.13L, ?ika.~e~ ?i?~eAa.Gexya.1 'I'm catch=

ing up to you' L, ?uka.~e~ ?i?~eAi?xyah da.~



'just as I was beginning to catch up with him',,

i L (active conditional); si~ahd ?i?~eAa.sa?=

yah~}h 'he's pulled away from me (gotten further
ahead of me, running)' L.

?i-?-?ya (semitransitive with ?i-indeterminate O~,

uncertain, perhaps y-?ya, q.v., see also -?ya
Ib(2).) 'S fans behind or catches up to other

moving object': ?a?d ?u?ihC! da. yeGa?ya.:%
'we're falling a lot further and further behind

..~
it' L (thus transcribed, perhaps to be corrected

to ?i?Ga?ya.~).

o-~ ?i-?-d-?ya (semi-transitive with ?i-indeter=
minate O~, d-thematic, and o-~ 'in contact with

0'), with ,1I:'eh 'cold, chill' only attested S,

'0 catches S (cold, chill)': ~eh si~ ?i?qe?=

di.?yah 'I'll catch a cold' L, ~eh si~ ?i?de=

Ga?ya.:% 'I'm catching cold' L, ~eh~ ?i~ ?i?de=

Ga?ya.:% 'are you catching cold~' L, ,1I:'eh si~

?i?desa?yah1 'I caught a cold' L, 'I got a chill'

M, ~eh si~ ?i?di.?yah:% 'I have a cold, chill,
beginning of a cold' L (neuter perfective); si~

?i?desa?yah:%}h "sounds like 'somebody came by
me in a boat'" M (see -?ya Ib(2).).

I ?i.lih-?ya (with ?i.lih- 'state of mind') 1. with

o-~a.~ 'movement in direction towards 0, helping



0', 'S is on o's side, in favor of, for 0':

~i~a-~~ ?i-lih?io?yah} 'are you on my side,
for me?' L, ?i~a-~ ?i-lih?ixi?yah} 'I'm on

your side, I'm for you' L (neuter perfectives).

2. With o-~ahd 'from 0', 'S gives 0 good

luck, rewards 0' (see also ~~ahd ?i-lihsa?=
"

yaM): ?i~ahd qeolihxyah 'I'll give you good

luck, reward you' (shaman might say) L, xi-I

si~ahd ?i.lihsa?yah} 'the shaman gave me good

luck' L, si~ahd ~d ?i.lihsa?yah} 'something

gave me good luck' L (with ~-indefinite as 0

of o-d, translating as S, probably incorrect,

to be corrected to ~-lihsa?yah}), si~ahd

?i-lihsa?yah} 'I got good luck from it' L,

~~hkih ~a? ~~ahd ?i-lihyi?yah ~a? 'would

that something be lucky' lO.124A, ?ew yehs gew

?u~ahd ?i-lihsa?yaM 'the loon it was gave

him good luck, rewarded him' 27b.57A, ?u~ahd

?ew ?i-lihsa?yah}~h 'that gave him good luck'

45a.13L.
2b. With o-~ahd and ye~ 'downward' (see

--?ya 32.), 'S is disappointed in, let down by 0':

?u~ahd ?i.lihsi?yah} 'I'm disappointed in it

'(expected a bigger share)' L.

3- With o-~a? 'by, in (intimate) relation

.



with 0' and ya? 'completely, to a state of

rest' (see -?ya 22., o-~a? ~-x-?ya), 'S

is disappointed in, by 0': ?u~a? ya? ?i.lih=

si?yah1~h 'I was disappointed by her' L.

~~ahd ?i.lihsa?yahx (noun, unclassified) 'amu=

let, good-luck charm' L, Galushia Nelson Gu~ca=

ttlisa'iyatx or Gv~ca.tilisa'yatx 'good luck

charm or amulet' BSdL 551. Nominalized active

perfective of ?i-lih-?ya 2.

?ed-?i.lih-xe-?ya (reflexive of causative transi=

tive of ?i.lih-?ya) 'S thinks': ~. with o-?~.?

'coming upon 0' (see -?ya 9.) 'S thinks of 0,

remembers 0,0 occurs to, comes to S in thought':

?u?~.? ?edi.lihxsxi?yah3: 'I thought of it, it

came to me (thinking, trying to remember)' L,

didu?~ ?u?~.? ?ediolihxs3:i?yah3: 'I almost had

it (it carreto the tip of ~y tongue)' L, di~

?u?~.? ?ediolihxsxa?yahxG 'I couldn't think of

it (hit upon it)' L, ?ew?~o? ?edi.lihsxi?=

yah3:~h 'it (finally, belatedly) occurred to him,

her' Ib.3M, 19.32L, ?u?~.?~ ?edi.lihGex3:a?ya.~

'it's coming to me (trying to remember)' L,

?u?~.? da. ?edi.lihGexa?yah da.~ 'when we

thought of it' 51.30, 32A.

2. With o-q 'on 0', 'S thinks about, upon



0' (poetic~): de?we~ qe? qa.q ?edi.lih1a?=

ya.~ tHe (God) continues to think upon us' 70.=.4A.
3. With ye~-progressive, 'S thinks, ponders,

considers', frequently with o-lah 'about 0':

active imperfective: la.5, Ib.3M, 7.9, 11.6A,

34.47£, 37b.17A, yeJ£ ?edi.lihrla?ya.~ (not
*?ed ye~ ?i.lih-) 'I'm thinking' LM, ?ulah

ye~ ?edi.lihx~a?ya.~ 'I'm t~inking about it'

M, ?ilah ye~ ?edi.lihx~a?ya.~ 'I'm thinking

about you' L, di~ ?ulah ?edi.lihrla?ya.G 'I'm

not thinking about it' L (probably to be corrected

to -ya.~G), ?ilah ye~ ?ed~.lih~a?ya.~ 'some=

one's thinking about you' LM, si?ehdlah qe.ye~

?edi.lihx~a?ya.~ 'I'm thinking about my wife

again' L, di~ ?ulah qe.ye~ ?edi.lihrla?ya.~G

'I'm not thinking about her anymore' L, ~~a.=

dah yeJ£ ?edi.lih~a?ya.~}h 'he's thinking evil,

angry things' L, di~ de~e.duh yeJ£; ?edi.lih=

~a?ya.~G 'he didn't think anything (amiss about

it)' 31.5L, inceptive imperfective: ?ulah yeJ£; I

?edqe .lihx~a?ya. L, ?ulah ye~ ?edqe .lihrla?yah

'I'll think about it, I'll think it over' LM,

di~ ?ulah ?edqe.lihx~a?ya.G 'I won't think

about it' L; silah yeJ£ ?ed~?qe.lih~a?yah (orI 

, "I



I

?e~qeelih- ?) 'someone will think about me'
L, ?ilah ye~ ?ed~?qeelihza?yah 'someone will
think about you' M, ?ilah ye~ qe? ?e~?qee=

lihza?yah 'someone will think about you again' M,

silah~ ye~ ?edqeelihza?yah 'will you think

about me?' L, ya?~ue ?ulah ye~ ?edqeelihza?=

yah 'don't think about it' L, ya?~u ?ulah da.

qeeye~ ?edqeelihza?yah 'let's not think about
it anymore' L, ?ilah ye~ ?edielihqu?xza?yah

'I'll think about you' M (uncertain, probably to

be corrected to ?edqeelihxza?yah), active per=

fective: we~ cfvhew ?edielihszi?yahZ 'thus he

thought' 7elOA, ?ulah ye~ ?edielihxszi?yah%
'I. thought about it' L, inceptive perfective:

silah qeeye~ ?edielihGeza?yaezih 'he's start=

ing to think about me again' L, active impera=

tive: ?ulah ye~ ?edielih%a?yee L, l7.8M,

?ulah ye~ ?edielih?e%a?yee (L prefers former,

M latter) 'think about it~' LM, active optative:

?ulah dae ye~ ?edielihzi?yah M, ?ulah da.

ye~ ?edielih?izi?yah 'let's think about it' L,
?ulah dae qeeye~ ?edielih?i%i?yah (or -yae,

or, less correct, ?edielihzi-) 'let's think

about it some more' L, ?ele~gah~ silah ye~

?edielih?izi?y~hih 'I hope he's thinking about



I

me'M, ?a?d k'a-di?da- ?ulah qe-yeJf ?edi-=

lih?ix:ri?yah 'I'll never think about it anymore'
"'

M, dik' ?enah~ekih ?uJfe?xle"'O'G ?ulah ye~ ?edi -=

lih?ix:ri?yah 'I don't like to think about it' L,

active subjunctive: di~ ?ulah yeJf ?edi-lih?ex=

:ra?ya-~ ?ixle-G 'I don't want to think about

it'M, customary (active,imperfective): 24. 33.A..,
?ida?ya.leJf :ri~ ye~ ?edi-lih?ili?ya.~}h 'he's

always thinking too much' L.

ye~.. ?edi-lihya-~ (gerundive of preceding) 'think=

ing': ye~ ?edi-lihya-Jf xuGelga?l 'I'm getting
tired of thinking' ('thinking is tiring me') L.

l-l-?ya (with I-thematic, see also ?ed-le~?ya)
'( animate) S is, becomes "_old': Ii ?lya? 'get

old~' L," qu-?li.xlyah 'I'll get old' L, qu?li.l=

y}h}h 'he'll grow old' LM, leGexlya.:r 'I'm

getting old' L, ?}-silyahl, lisilyah:r 'I'm old,

I got old' LM, lese:ryahl 'you're old' M, lese~=

yah:r}h 'he's old, he got old' L, ?ewleJf de~i-

?}-se:ryahlinu. 'they're already too old for (to
do) that' 65.79A, ?ida?ya-le~ ~e-?~vh ?}.sel=

yahl 'perhaps he got too old (died perhaps of
old age)' 24.88, 89A, ?ida?ya-leJf lese:ryah:r

'got too old, died of old age' 25.l55A, de?a.

?}-selyahllehd 'because he was old' 51.17A,



?~.d da. ?}.sa~yah~ 'we've grown old here' 62.=

12G, frequently relativized: ?}.sa~yah~}h qe?~
'old lady' 3.17,4.2,11, 14M, 71.22LM, ?}.sa~=

yah1:inu. ~ila.?Gayu. 'old men' 28.128A, or nomi=

nalized: ?}.sa~yah~}h 'an old person': 11.30,

51.12,15,18,25.5,60.24, 26A, ?}.sa~yah~}h=
la?mahd 'some kind of berry (not salmonberry)'

M, ?}.sa~yah~}hya? la?mahd 'yellow salmon=

berries' ('old person's berries') L, ?}.sa~yah=

~}h~v.~ayah 'sweet corn (maize)' ('old person's

teeth') G (in Harrington).

la?yah (noun, unclassified) 'old age': la?yah=

ya~a? sa?yah~}h 'she succumbed to old age' 25.=

156A. Deverbalization(?) of l-~-?ya.

~-?ya 'S (in container) is, gets in position' (see

also Eyak Texts 65.25fn): ?u.d sa~yah~ 'it (in

container) is (has gotten) there' L, with class-=

marks for S: dasa~yah~ 'they (e.g. eggs in con=

tainer) are (got) in position' L, di.~yah~ 'they

(e.g. eggs in container) are in position' L (neu=

ter perfective), gelasa~yah~ 'it (e.g. bucket

of water, bottle of whiskey) is (got) in position'

M, la~asa~yah~ 'they (berries in e.g. bucket)

are (got) in position' M, active imperfective in

customary or ethical sense: ?u.d la~a~yah 'it

L.~l1~
l k""



(bucket of berries) belongs there' L, di.~

?u.d le:J$:e3:yahG 'it (bucket of berries) doesn't

belong there, that's not its proper place' L.

Transitive (causative): 'S handles, positions 0

(in container): ?el sdiye?s3: ?i3:ya? 'take

this potlatch food (in container, somewhere)!'

L, with ya? 'completely, to a state of rest':

Rezanov Y~HRT~HR 'llOCTaBb stellen, hinlegen

(Imperat.) , ?u.d ya? ?e3:ya? 'set it there~'

ffaT~Hey 'llocTaBHTb stellen, hinlegen' ya?

?e3:ye8...uh 'set it (in place)~', see also ya8?,

with y?:"'? 'down': ?ew, ye?-~' Y789- 'se3:yahl- .'he:set

the potlatch-food (in container) down' 55.17£,

?ixa?de:J$:a? y~.? si3:yah~ 'I set it down where

you could reach it to eat (by your eating-range)'

L w;th o-~ 'to 0'. ?ew Ye?s ?uxa? ?u~, ...8 8-

?i~y~?~h 'take that potlatch-food of his to

him (in container)~' 55.8L, sahx si~ ?e~ya?

'give me (a bucket of) cockles~' L, Gesu? si~

?e3:ya? 'give me (a container full of) dry-sal-=

mon~' L, :J$:e~~8~ ?e~ya? 'move it (in container7)

closer~' M, fu~ ?e3:ya? 'give it (pot of stew)

away (to someone):' L, fu~ qu?x}yah 'I'll give

it away' L, fu~ si3:yah3: 'I gave it away' L,

with o-~ah 'away from 0': ?ixa?de~ah si~yah%



'I took it away from you while you were eating
,

it' L, sixa?de~ah ?ew se1yah1~h 'he took it

away from me while I was eating it' ('he took it

away from my eating-range') L, sisa?de~ah ?ew

se1yah1~h 'he took it (cigarette, i.e. tobacco

in container) out of my mouth' L, with class-=

marks for 0: giyah si~ geli.1ya? 'bring me

water!' 11.108A, si~ gelio1ya? 'give me it (a

vessel of water, salt, grease, butter)!' LM, ICe =

y~.y gu.na. si~ gelio1ya? 'giveme a different

one (drink)~' L, si~ geleGe1ya? 'give me it

(container of grease)!' M, ~eo ?i~ qu?gelix=

1yah (not -ya.) 'I'll give you grease (in con=
tainer) , M, di~ ~eo ?i~ qu?geli°x}yaoG (not

-yahG) 'I won't bring you grease (in container)'

M, si~ gelese1yah1~h 'he gave me it (container

of grease)' M, ?ew giyah ?~da? g¥ose1yah1~h

'he brought her the water' 11.120A, 3~.82L, ?ah=

nuo~ ?ew ~.se1yah1~h, ?ew kus 'he gave it

to them, the urine (in container)' 33.~9A, si~

geleGe1yao1~h 'he's bringing me it (container

of grease)' M, qe? gu.si1yah1 'I found it

(vessel of liquid)' L, customary (indistinguish=

able from customary of 0-1-ya.? 'S handles plo

0,0 several times', see yao?): ?ew ya?



geli.}ya.~ 'he (cust) sets it (bowl of urine)'

33.12A, ?ahnu.~ ?~ ?ew geli.}ya.~ 'he

(cust) gives it (bowl of urine) to them" 33.16A,

?ew kus ?ahnu.~ lah5 ?ew geli.}ya.~ 'he

(cust) brings the urine (in bowl) forward to

them' 33.37A, si~ leIa.}ya? L, si~ le~i.}ya?

'bring me them (berries in bucket)~'" M, active im=

perfective in customary or ethical sense: di~

?u.d lex}yahG 'that's not where I keep them

(hats in box)' L, si~ li.}ya? 'give me them

(fishheads in bucket)~' L, si~ le~edi.}ya?

'give me them (snowballs in bucket):' L, si~

~edi.}ya? 'give me them (box of matches):' L,

si~ Ai.~ya? 'give me them (box of buttons)~'

L, si~ di.~ya? 'give me them (basket of eggs)~'

L, si~ gedi.}ya? 'give me it (grass in con=

tainer):' L; with ye~~progressive: yeI ?e~a?=

ye. 'carry them around (in container)~' L, yeI

?ew ~a?ya.~}h 'he's carrying it around (in con=

tainer) , L, di~ yeI qu?x}a?yahG 'I won't

carry them around (in container)' L, ye~ gu.=

}a?ya.~}h 'he's carrying container of liquid

around'LM, da. ye~ gela.}i?yah 'let's carry

it (vessel of liquid) around' M, ye~ gela.=

~a?ya?, ye~ gela.}a?ye. 'carry it (vessel of



1 0 o d) "~qu~ around. M, ye~ le~a.1a?ye. 'carry
it (container of berries) around!' M; passive:

Gelextah da.:Ji: ya.nu? xus1i?yah1 'I was

buried alive' ('I was living and I was put un=

derground in a container') L, ?u.da? xus1i?=
yah1 'I was taken there in a container' L. ?u.da?

le~es1i?yah1, ?u.da? le~esdi?yah1 'they (berries
in container) were brought there' L, si~ le~es=

di?yah1 'they (berries in container) were given
to me' M, ~~ qu?le~eda?yah 'they (berries in

container) will be given to someone' M.
?u11e?c'G ya?~ fuda?ya.l( (noun, probably unclassi=

fied) 'removable handle for lifting tub or vat
in cannery' L. Nominalized passive active imper=

fective customary with o-11e?c'-G 'by means of 0

as handle, grip' and ya?:Ji: 'up', 'with it as

handle, by gripping it something in container is

(cust) lifted'.

o-q 0-d-1-?ya (with qu? 'fire' as overt or im=
plied 0 of o-q 'on 0', requiring a-thematic

'fire, bright') 'S sets 0 (in container) on, over

fire': qu?q deGezya? 'put it (pot of anything)
over the fire!' L, with class-marks for 0: de=

wa?dga? qu?q lCUgeAa.Ge}ya? 'hurry put pot (of
something liquid) on the fire:' M, qu?q le~e=

..-
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Aa.se3:yah3:=i-h 'he put a pot of berries over the
"

fire' L; qu?qe~ah deGe}ya? 'take it (pot of

anything) off the fire~' L; ?ewqe~ah le:JS:eAa.=

se}yah}=i-h 'he took it (pot of berri~~) off it
",

(fire)' L.
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yao

yao (see also ?eya., yao~l, ya.~3, qa.dya.g)

ya. (indefinite pronoun, often, where referring to

non-humans, with suffixed -YU' 'plural', and
where referring to humans, unique in taking umlaut:

in verbal suffixes -}h 'singular', -inu. 'plu=

raIl) la. {~r~~~~ never with suffix) 'some=

thing, a thing' 11.162, 49.51A, de. ya.de?ew
'what is that thing?' L, ya.~ ~eAa.sa?yah1 'it

ran by ~cing agQinst something' L, ya.~ sa?yah}

'it came into contact with something' L; asyntactic,

frequently serving as vocalized pause, 'something-or-=

other, whatchamacallit, uh, er' (cf. ?eya., ?a.2):

7.28,9.51,166,10.24,48,115,117,203,206,227,
230,11.10,28.48,79,33.22,36.10, 18, 5g~48, 51.=
46A, 57.5, 63.3G, 65.68,68.12, 12A.

lb. (with plural suffix -yu,) 'things, goods,

possessions, food, clothes' 11.10A, 21a.23, 52.36,
56.22L, ya.yu.qe~ahd c}?del~hih 'he brags about
his pOssessions' L, yaoyu.qe~ahd 'plenty of clothes'

L, ya.YU.lu?qa. da. ?i ?a?~ 'let's go get some

things, some stuff' L, ya.yu.li?d 'way in back of
some goods' L, ya.-yu.-xah ?ed-}e-le 'S undresses',

frequent in (de)ii '~q ya.yu. 'everything, all

sorts of things', (de)ii?q ?el ya.yu. 'all these

things', 1i?q ?ew ya.yu. 'all those things', see
%i?q under %i-1i?; adverbialized with -dah, (de)=I

,. , , "'
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~i?q ya.yu.dah 'all sorts of things, just about

everything (happens)': 9.64, 102, 102, 11.140A.

lc. (as head of construction with postposition=

al phrase, locative, or certain temporal adverbs as

attribute, frequefltly itself as attribute i--n larger

nominal phrase) 'one (which, who)': ~deda?d ya.

'the one on top' L, Ge~da?d ya. 'the topmost one'

L, ?udeGg y}.hinu. 'people upland of them' 68.82A,

~i.d ~edeGd y}.hinu. 'yonder uplanders' 68.81A,

Ge~deGd ya. 'the uppermost one' L, ?u~ y}.h~h

'his companion, partner' 23.7A, si~ y}.h}h 'my

companion, partner' LM, o-~ y~.hinu. 'companions'

6.1,5,8, 10M, 11.180A, 19.6L, 25.111A, 37.21, 55.=

3L, Rezanov CRaT~e3H$ 'HeBtcTKa Schw~gerin' si=

?ehd~ (si?ahd~ ?) y}.h~h 'my wife's (my maternal

aunt's ?) companion', ?ew~ ya. ?ew ?u?se~~a?~}h

'he made do with it (makeshift)' ('he made it serve

as a thing which is with it') M, Ge~sihd ya. 'the

one hidden behind' L, '~u~ahd ya. ~~&?~uwyu.

ge?ew 'that's where big stomachs are from' ('big

stomachs are (a thing) from that') 14.6L, da.~ahd

ya.de?ew 'where is that (a thing) from?' L, 43.28M,

o-~a.~ Yi.h~h 'he who is next (in rank, age) to 0'

(see o-~-a. 3b. under ~), o-~-~a.-d ya' 'the

one on the 0 side' (see o-~-~-a.- under ~), si=

wa.~~a.d y}.h}h 'the next oldest one after me' L,



-

qa.qa? Y}Ohinu. 'people who are (incidentally or

well-established) amongst us' L, Ge3:qa?d ya.
'the one in between' L, ?uqa?~ Y}.hinu. 'some

of them (people)' 28.88,109,51.65,67,60.23,65.=

78, 68.60,69.3, 23A (see further o-qa? 4. un=
der qa?-q~.-qa.), ?uqa?~ Y}.hinu. ~de~ece?}

'some of them are hungry' L, ?uqa?~ Y}.hinu. ?e=
wa. ?iqeg}hinu. 'some of them are dancing' L, ?u=

qa?~ y}.hinu. ?ewa. ~~diSeh3: 'some of them got
killed' L, ?uqa?~ ya.yu. 'some of them (things)'

L, '/uqa?~ ya.yu. ?ewa. ye~ qesekugl 'some of
them broke' L, '/eqa?~ yaoyu. ?ewa. ye~ qe§i~i~
'I broke some of them' L, siqa.? Yl-hinu. q'e~;ahnu.

'they're my own people' L, ?i~a.na?q'd Yl.hinu.

'people on a mountain, mountain-dwellers' M, ~e=

Y}'y ?~hq' Ylohinu- 'people in another country'

28.l33A, ye~ deqe~q' ya. 'the one on the bottom'
L, ?ew qihda.q' ya. xi~ 'meadow-snow' ('-~ow ""-

II.
which is some which is on the meadow') 5l.46A, de=

3:a?q'd ya- ce~ 'siding' ('outer board') L (see
o-la?- 4d. under la?-na?), c'iyux~a? ya. 'mo=

squito-bar, cheesecloth' ('one which is for mosqui=

tos') L, giyahgele~a? ya. 'boots' ('thing for

water') L, o-wah ya. 'makings of, raw material

for, potential 0' (see o-wah under wahl), la?dih

~elahsd ya. ?u~~.3:eyah 'his two front teeth' L,

.



~eli?d yao 'the one, the thing way in back, way

downstream' L, Ge~li?d yao 'the backmost, inner=

most one' L, o-lah yao -~e(?) 'S (is a thing

which) concerns 0, is o's business, is fault of 0'

(see o-lah 2c- under la-na2), ya-nu?d yao 'un=

derwater thing' 11_106, 116A, Rezanov YexTefI 'Bot=

JIOR'I> smt,rHOH Eiweiss' ?uyeqd yao 'the thing inside

it', te?ya?yeqd yao 'fish-innards' 60_6A, ye~e=

ya- 'mattress' (see under ye~3), ?ewye~d yao

'the one below it' L, Ge~ye~d ya- 'the lowest one'

L, ~eye~d ya- 'lower story' L, ?elde~ye~d ya-

xwah 'last summer' ('the summer which is the one

before this') 69_5A, qa-de~ye~- y:j.-hinu. 'our an=

cestors (predecessors)' L, side~Ye~d y:j.°h}h 'the

person in front of me' L, o-?ih-d y}-h~h (y}-hinu-)

'the person(s) behind 0', G~-?ih-d ya- 'last (of

a series), end' (see ?ihl), '?ew ya.?aogd yao

si~ ?eta? 'give me the middle one:' L; with loca=

tives as attribute: ~edeGuod yao ?u~'\}o~eyah 'his

upper teeth' L, ~eYe~uod yao ?UQ.ykuhd 'his lower

lip' L, ~eye~u-d ya. ?ew ?u?se~~a?~}h 'he hid

a odd one underneath to fill the pile out' ('he

made it serve as a thj_ng which is underneath') M,

?uod Y:l.-h}h 'hte person there' L, ?u-d y:j.°hinu.

'people (who are incidentally or established) there'

L, ?ew ?u.d ya-deGd 'above that thing (which is)



there' L, ~i.d Y}.h}h 'the person way over there'

L, ??h ?~.d Y}.h}h 'this person here' L, ??da~

Y}.hinu. 'people aropnd here, locals' L, see also

da?u.da~-ya.- below; with cert~in temporal adverbs
as attribute: ta.o ya. 'old times, odl-time one'

12.1,62.12, 14G, ?al ?i~ta. ya. salata.l 'these

old-time ways of life' 61.33A, ?i~ta. y}-hinu. L,

ta.o Y}.hinu. 'old-time people' L, 39.1, 661L,

?ahnu. ne.~da.; Y}.hinu. 'those first (original)

people' 68.18A, ?~h ne.~da.~ Y}.h}h ?u?ehd 'his

first wife' lO.174A, 47c.55, 48.8L, da~io sahd;

ya. yahd 'old house' ('a house which is one for a

long time already') L, q'a~.l yt-ohinuo saqeoGayu.

'present-day children' 68.75, 77A, see also 4- below.

Id. 'meal, meal-time': 1i.dawao ya. 'break=

fast' ('morning one') L, ge.li?a.g ya. 'lunch'

('noon one') L, ge.le?a-g ya.da? G~-sa?yah} 'it's

noon, lunch-time' L, ge.li?a.g ya. 1aqa.? 'noon

(lunch) siren blows' L.

lee (with numeral as attribu~) '-th one': ?el

q'adic'} .ya. gah 'the eighth day' 49. 45A, ? aw

~uh~ga? ya. ?u.da? da. seqeh1 'on the third

(day) we arrived (boating) there' 59.6 Galushia Nelson.

2. (as 0 of certain postpositions) with idio=

matic meaning, generally 'area': a. (as 0 of o-q

'on 0') ya.-~ (postpositional phrase, attested with

"' i



zero, -d, -de~, -~, and -~ahd finals) 'sky, heav=

ens, firmament': with zero final: ya.q qa? sah1}h

'he went up into the sky' L, perhaps also in Wrangell

.)I-a 'Himmel', in compound ya.qeca. 'some kind of

lucky stolle' ('sky-stone') L; with -d final, '(at

rest) in the sky, in Heaven': 61.9A, qih ya.qd

~Ge1e?1 'the clouds are clearing' ('a clearing is

forming in the sky') L, nominalized: Galushia Nelson

ya.qt BSdL 537, ya.kt BSdL 537,558 ya.qd 'sky'

M, with -de~ final: 3a.q ya.qde~ ye~ dela.~ 'a

certain constellation' ('a bullhead is moving about

in the sky') L, with -~ final: 2a.19, 34.72, 75M,

ya.qe~ ?}.3:?~? 'look at the sky:' M, with -~ahd

final: ya'<ia~ahd Yiil.? sah3: 'it came down from

the sky" L.

2b. (as 0 of o-qa? 'amorgst 0') yao-qa?

(preverb) 'awa:r', see under qa?-qiil. -qa. .
2c. (as 0 of o-li?-d '(at rest in, nominal=

ization of) in closed back (from open front) of 0')

ya.-li?-d 'back room, sleeping-room' ,(see o-li? If.

2d. (as 0 of o-da.- 'near 0', with preverb

qi? 'place where, time when' as attribute') qi?=

ya.da.d 'someplace, anyplace (indefinite)', qi?=

ya.da.~ 'sometime, anytime (indefinite)', see under

qi?, o-da.- 1., 2e. under da.3.

2e. With other irregular or uncertain mean=

i JJ.c,



ings in ya.-~a?-~ c}?d-le 'S whispers' (see 0-=

~a? 5. under ~a?-, c}?d-le 3.), ya.-xah 're=

moval of clothes' (see xah, -Ie 15.).

2f. (with gl-class-mar~ 'liquid') 'body of wa=

ter': ya.gu.na?q 'on (the surface of a body of)

water' 11.162A, ya.gu.na?qd 'out in salt water' L,

~~? ya.geleta.s deGex}~a?~ da.~ 'when I fly

over many bodies of water' 34.38L, ya. gelexGahG

'I peck at water' L, ya. geleGahG 'snipe'.

2g. (with Gl-thematic, 'ground') ya.Gele?a.gd

'in the middle on the ground' 30.3, 5L.

3. (with suffixed adjectives of negative va=

lence, cf. ~-indefinite pronominal prefix with

adjectives of positive valence) see di~ 'short',

ci5, 3i5 'narrow', kud- 'small', gu~ 'tiny',

luhd- 'few'.

4. Written as compound but identification

of ya. fairly clear: see qa.-ya. 'new' ('re=

cent thing', under qah-), de-qe-da?-ya. 'old'

(under qah-), less certain in ?i-da?-ya.-le~

'too much, excessively, more than the desirable or

tolerable', ?i-da?-ya._?u?~ 'too little, insuf=

ficient, less than, short of the desirable or to=

lerable' (under ?il, da?6, le~-, ?u?~).

5. Identification uncertain, probably with

-d interrogative enclit~, with ?esdih 'where=



abouts unknown, questionable, unconcerned, I don't

know' as attribute: ?e~dih ya.d 'I don't know',

see ?e~dih.

6. Possible element in anaiysis of ya.~ilah

'rainbow', see ~ilah.

7. Seemingly as preverb, uncertain and not

clearly verified, attested in two themes only: ?u~
ya. sdi?yah} 'it's wedged in, stuck to it' ('it
(a thing1) has been caused to be situated towards

it') L; Rezanov KaK~aYRc~HaT~eHHa 'Paa~~~HTb

theilen' qa?~ ?ew ya. s~iyah}inu. 'they passed
it around' ('they distributed a thing(1) amongst

themselves') M, Rezanov RaK~-o~RX~Hay 'Paa~~~H
theilen (Imperat.) , qa?~ ?ew ya. ?ele~~ya.??,

qa?~ ?ew ya. ?ele~}ya.?uh 'pl. pass it around
so each has a share:' M (see o-qa? 5. under qa?-=

q~.-qa.; perhaps in error for y~.?).

de?u.de~-ya.- (indefinite pronoun, with locative

de~?u.-de~ 'right along there' as attribute) 'some=

thing, anything, someone, anyone', always with suf=
fix: la. with umlauting suffix -inu. 'plural hu=
man' (rare?); de?u.de~ Y}.hinu. 'some people,

any people' 11.173A.
lb. With umlauting suffix -}h 'singular hu=

man', and adjectival suffix -kih 'diminutive',

with unique phonological development ya.-}h-kih >



y}.h}h-kih > y~.kih: da?u.da~y}.kih 'someone,

anyone, somebody, anybody' 11.172,185, 186A, 15.=
13,34.4, 45b.2M, 71.16LM, frequent in negative con=

structions: 2a.9, 33M, 2b.3L, 3.2M, 45b.5, 46.12M.
lc. With suffix -kih 'diminutive': da?u.=

da~ya.kih 'something, anything', attested only in

negative constructions: 7.42,9.9,10.50,147,11.=

32A, 15.8,11,14, 18M, 23.15A, 45a.5L.
2. As ic., adverbialized with -dah: da?u.=

da~ya.kihdah 'something (substantial, significant)
happening, accomplished' 34.11, 47b.l0M, 61.99A.

ya.-kih-dah (preverbialized adverb, ya. 'some=

thing' with -kih 'diminutive', 'little favor'?,

adverbialized with -dah) 'paymen~: see -Ie 10.

::~;~:;



yao

.

yao , see ao-ya. X



yah

yah

yah (noun, unclassified) 'girl at menarche':

yah se1e?~}h 'she's attained puberty' ('she
became menarcheal') L (uncertain, usage not free,
but L in any case confident of analysis of follow-

ing), with -G- personal and -YU' 'plural': yah=

Geyu. 'pubescent girls, girls having their first
menstruation' L, Galushia Nelson ya'GeiyU 'ado=
lescent girl' BSdL 542, ya'qiiyd' ya' yat

'girl's puberty shelter or cave' BSdL 546 yah=

Geyu.ya? yahd 'menarcheal girls' house'.

yahGeyu.ya? ?~.? place-name, of small creek near
old seaplane hangar at Cordova (on Eyak Lake)

('menarcheal girls' river') L (cf. qe?~Geyu.ya?

?~.).

':t

,



ya?l

ya?l (perhaps to be analyzed y-a?, with initial y-=

thematic or anatomical 'hand' and -a? augment, basic

original meaning perhaps 'in hand, to a final state of
rest in hand, cavity with broad opening at top', see

2-5 3also ya? , ya?-eya?, ya?~, yahd,

yahd4, y~.?; frequently realized ye- in sandhi
with following active imperative prefix ?e-)

ya? (preverb, always with zero final) 1. 'complete=

ly, utterly to a state of rest' a. with verbs which

generally refer to a process or activity tending
to the physical alteration or destruction of the

integral form of S or 0, 'completely, gravely, to

pieces, bits, to disintegration, all up', see

dl-de-da, dl-de-qu, O-l-ta?~, 1e-ta?X', 0-teG1,
0-1-teG1, O-l-~a?, 0-5a?~, O-l-ceqs-g, 0-1-=
c':i- ?~-g (c':i- ?~), O-l-c'e?c' Id., 1-c'iya?c', -c'ahG,

-5e.g, O-ci~, -ci.~-g, -~ehg, 1e-~ehg, -~.~,
1e-~.~ (~?~), 1e-~a?~-g, -~i~--~e~, O-~e 2b.,

-ge1--gi1, 1e-ge1--gi1, O-gu?~, -ga' 2. (ga,l),
O-kih~ 1., -kug, 0-1-Ge5 2., O-l-GahG, de-=

Gema? (Gema.-Gema?), -qu?X', y-1e-qeq (qeq2),

-~ed, de-~ed, O-l-~ed, O-l-~a?~ 1., 0-~eh5,

0-1-~eh5, de-~e?s, -~ewa?s--~a.s, 1e-~i~--~ih~,
1-~~ (~al), 0-1-wi1--we1, 0-1-we?1 2., -wus-=
-was '5., O-l-l-wa?, -1Jlahd, O-le?g-=

'", , .."",.



~lug- 1, l-le-la', O-ye~(-g), O-l-ye~-g

(ye~l), 0-?e?3 lc., 65.20A (unfinished).

lb. With verbs referring to simple motion or

pointing, 'to a state of rest' (rare with active

perfective, inceptive perfective, and inceptive

imperative, which are otherwise frequent with such

verbs), see -da la.(4), 2a.(4), 5.,8.,10.,

-qu 1.(4), 2.(4), 5., 8., -tu?~ (4), -te 1.(4),

O-l-;-te, O-(l-)ta 1., O-gd-(3:-)ta, O-(3:-)?a 3.,

0-3:-yao?, 0-3:-(y)a, 3:-?yao

lc. Miscellaneous instances in which the mean=

ing of ya? is clearly 'completely, to a state of

rest', but which do not clearly belong preferably

either under la. or lb. (but freely occurring

with all mode-aspects), see g-3:e-~o?, g-3:e-?a?~,

ie-dux, d-3:e-dux, dl-de-gWa'--ga' (gWa'-ga,2)

dl-de-da, dl-de-qu, d-3:e-qahG, a-leG, o-~

ya? -?ya (-?ya 22a.), ~a?d ya? -?ya (-?ya

22b.), o-~a? ?iolih-?ya (?iolih-?ya 3.), o-~a?

ya? ?ed-dl-3:e-?e (O-dl-3:-?e) , ?u.de~yu.ga?

ya? -?a?_?a'.

Id. As la., but with attested optional d-=

thematic in verb where such d-thematic does not

occur in theme without ya?, perhaps under in=

fluence of 2. below, see 0-(d-)3ux, O-(d-)-=



1-ce~, ya? O-(d-)xihs, ya? (d-)qec', ya?

(d-)de-la?-G, ya? O-(d-)?a?~, and perhaps
also in ya? d-1-~t~, ya? O-(d-)~t?~ (O-~t?~),

ya? O-gdl-1-~.d (xuhd-); probably some and

possibly many of the themes listed under la. be=

long in this category, there being no criteria

apparent for predicting the optional d-thematic

prefix.

2. 'vertical, to a vertical state of rest'

(cf. ya?~) a. with (required) d-thematic in verb

where such d-thematic does not occur in theme with=

out ya?, see ya? d-?a', perhaps also in ~d-=

sid, ~dl-sid, O-d-cu.~.

2b. 'on vertical axis', with verbs with 6dl-=

thematic referring to overland length or extension,

see Gdl-di~, Gdl-sid, Gdl-?a' 1., Gdl-1-?a?

2. (?a'-?a?), GeAa.?a.w 3.



2ya?

ya?2 (perhaps to be identified with some or all of

yal,3-5, but semantic relationship not clear, see

also ye?JS:-ya?~)

ya? (preverb, perhaps always with zero final as
ya?l, or perhaps also with -~ final as ya?3,

documentation inadequate) 'unexpectedly, unexpected

arrival', attested only with active perfective of
one verb theme, -a Isg. S goes (on foot)': ya?

sah}}h 'he returned unexpectedly' A, ya? sah}
'he came unexpectedly' L, ya? qe? sdiyah} 'he

came back unexpectedly' L.



~'3~ya --
A

yd3 (perhaps to be identified with ya?l and/or ya2 -
I"
and/or ya?4, but semantic relationship not clear;

4see also o-ya? 3d. under ya?)

ya? (preverb) 'in(to) a frenzy, trance, state of

exaltation, exultation, euphoria', attested with
both zero and -~ final, apparently indiscriminate=

ly, with two themes only, -a 'sg. S goes' and

-?a?~ 'pl. S go', probably originally with refer=

ence to ceremonial or shamanistic dance resulting

in trance: ya?~ Ga.~}h 'he's dancing frenziedly,

fancy-dancing, he's going into a trance' L, ya?~
Ge?a?~~inu. 'they're dancing frenziedly' L, ya?~

qu?xah 'I'll make whoopee' M, ya?~ qa?a?~inu.

'they'll dance frenziedly' L, ya?~ fuqa?a?~

'they'll really whoop it up' M, ya? sah3:}h 'he
(dancing) went into a trance' L, ya?a.~ 'man's
name ('he (cust) dances himself into a frenzy') L,
M also gives forms with ?i~ya?~, rejected by L,

see o-ya? 3d. under ya? 4.



4ya?

ya?4 (perhaps to be identified with ya?l and/or ya?2

and/or ya?3J but semantic relationship not clear)

o-ya? (postposition, stem invariable with all fi=

nals, zero, -d, -~, -~, -~a?, -~ahd, -~ah,I 
entry organized as follows: usages where 0 refers

to a concrete object are described under 1., not

to a concrete object under 2., and where 0 is re=

ciprocal pronoun, highly irregular semantically,
under 3.; 1. is further subdivided as follows:

1.(1) describes usage according to types of con=

crete 0, 1.(2) describes use of class-marks where

0 is a ciassified noun or refers to a classified

noun, andcl.(3) describes usage with finals.
1. basic meaning 'in(to) 0 (vessel) with broad

opening at top' (as contrasted with o-yeq 'in(to)
0 not with broad opening at top, i.e. with narrow

opening, no opening, opening at side'; not used

with personal pronominal 0, L rejects proposed

*siya?d, *siya?~), attested with 1e?t 'box',
ca?1 'food-box', c'a.g1 'dipper', dao~ 'baby

basket', ?uya?~ ~deqa?~g 'cooking-pot', qeA
'pot', ?edgeAao1ewah1g 'hammock' (also with

o-req, 38.12fnlM), ~ao 'jar', lis '(standing)
hollow tree', and with a number of other such

nouns as reference, sometimes vague, of pronominal 0,



especially frequent in terms, especially recent

coinages, for vessel-like implements, see ?uya?d

?u~ ~~?1 'container', ?udeya?~ ya.~ ~=

~eAa.deqa.g 'frying-pan', ?uya?~ahd giyah ~=
delah 'drinking-glass', di.ya? ?uya?~ gu.de=

ya.?, di.ya? ?uya?d gele1ah 'salt-cellar,

-shaker', ?uya?~ ?edlekus 'washbasin', ?uya?~

?ikus1 'washtub', ?uya?~ ?edsdikus1 'bathtub',

?uya?~ RUdekus 'washing-machine', ?uya?~

~deqa?~g 'cooking-basket', ?uya?~ ~.dewa?

'mortar'; also 'in(to) 0 (substance in vessel with

broad opening at top)', attested with giyah 'wa=

ter', ka.~ 'soup', ~e. 'rendered fat, sealoil',

gahG 'pitch', kus 'urine' as 0 or clear refer=

ence of pronominal 0, also in ?uya?~ ye~ ~?=

ya.g1 'eye' ('something is dyed (repeatedly dipped

down) into it (substance)' L; also 'in(to) 0 (con=
veyance) , (including modern car, airplane), at=

tested with ?e~ 'boat', ?e~ekih 'canoe',

~ahd1 'sled, car', ~gu.na. 'schooner', ~=

plan~ (60.62A) as 0 or clear reference of prono=

minal 0, also with 3~hd 'snowshoe': 3~hddeya?

Ga.1}h 'he's walking on snowshoes', and in ?uya?

ye~ ?edisci~ 'ice-skates' ('sliding about in

them'), not with other footwear, cf. tahyeq

"...," " " ,



?iJ.Ca? Ge3:e?e?5 'put your feet in your stockings~'

L, ?ewyeq ?i3:i?e?53: 'he had his feet in them

(boots)' 5l.44A; also 'in(to vessel, boat, made of)

0', see qahA, ta?xd, ~e.~, %uh3:; also in a

few marginal instances where 0 refers to an object

not clearly concave or with broad opening at top,

with usage usually vacillating: ?uya? ?i~tu?~

'blanket' ('pl. lie on it'), ~Gu?3:ya? qVhew

seteh3:}h 'he lay on a swan('s-down) blanket' 63.=

36, but cf. Gu?lq 'on the blanket' 61.21, 2lA,

?uya? ~teh (also ?uyeqd ~teh) 'sleeping-=

bag' ('one lies in it') see also 'hammock' 38.l2fn=

LM, quite irregularly in ?ew ~iyahd ?uleya?

(changed from ?uleyeq) ?iGi.?lih 'that hat,

it's big (inside)' L, cf. ~iyahdleyeqd- 'in a

hat' M, and in ?uya? ?edqe~ ~dedeGu? 'hot

water bottle' L; regularly 'in(to) 0' where 0 re=

fers to a topographical feature, generally a body

of water, which may be considered concave, see

giyah '(natural body of) water', di.ya? 'salt-=

water, ocean', ma. 'lake', ?~. 'river', ca?

'deep', qed 'slough', kih5 'bog', all of which

are classified nouns, but which more often than

not appear without class-marks as 0 of o-ya?,

also with J.Ce- 'area' as 0: ?u.d J.Ceya?d
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setah3: 'it's over there (in tha"t; concave topo=

graphical area)' L, or with demonstrative loca=

tive (rare): ?u.deya? ye~ gV.sdiwus3: 'it

(salt) spilled allover there' L (perhaps < ?u.d

?uya?); very frequent in place-names referring

to or located at bodies of water, with any type

ofnamnal construction, including unanalyzable

proper names, as 0, see c'adi.?geya?d (under

c'a?) , 3i3:qah, 3exelih, c'a.x, ~i.g, gi~iG,

ku~~e~a.w (ku~~» ~sa?dya?d (-sa?-d) , qa-ta-=

lab, ~eta-sya?d (ta-s), ni~ni~-, ?i~~.diya?

(?i~l), ?i-ya.G, ?a-~delih, ?a-lihgeG, where

-ya?(-) is optionally to be regarded either as an

integral part of the place-name, or as a postposi=

tion, also in other place-names constituting a sen=

tence with ?uya?d 'in it, there (in concave topo=

graphical feature)', see d~.y~ ?uya?d ?idede=

leh (Ie-), ~a.~ ?uya?d ~-leh (~a.~), ~ewa.

?uya?d k~.~ (~ewa-); in a number of other forms,

usually nominalized with -d final, though occa=

sionally attested in syntactic use as postpositional

phrase with other finals, where 0 is not clearly

with broad opening at top and not clearly falling

within the above-mentioned categories, mostly in

anatomical terms with anatomical noun as 0 or

"" "4"," ,'"



with pronominal 0 and thematic or anatomical mark:

as postpositional phrase, with y-anatomical:

siyeya?d sedahl 'it (e.g. mosquito) has alighted

on my hand' L, the rest, semantically more irregu=

lar, are listed as separate subentries below, see

also ?il-~~.-d-ya? under 3a., below, and ta.-=

ya?(-d) 'doorway' under ta. 'road'. (2) Use of

class-marks with classified noun as 0 is normal,

except where 0 is body of water or liquid in vessel:

maoya? 'in(to) lake' is more frequent than ma.=

gudeya?, giyahya' 'in(to) water (in natural body

or in container)' is more frequent than giyahgu=

leya?, ?~oya? 'in(to) river' is slightly more

frequent than ?~.guleya?, and ~e.ya? 'in(to)

sealoil' is attested to the exclusion of ~e.gule=

ya?, di.ya'ya? 'in(to) salt water, ocean' is

attested to the exclusion of di.ya'guleya?, (gl-)=

~a.xya? 'in(to) muddy water' but not (gl-)~a.x=

guleya?, and once each ka.~ya? 'in(to) soup',

qec'ya? 'in(to) slough', kih;"1ya? 'in(to) swamp'

instead of ka.~guleya?, qedguleya?, kih;"1guleya?,

but cf. gahGdeya? 'in(to boiling) pitch' 51.25A,

not gahGya?; where 0 is a pronoun referring to

a classified noun, usage is also normal, with

class-marks frequently omitted) see e.g. ?udeya'd

'JIll .,."c i,



'in it (car)' 61.59, 64A, but ?uya?d 61.64,

72A, ?ewdeya?~ah 'out of, clear of it (car)'

61.26A, but ?ewya?~ah 61.75A. (3) Use of finals:

most exemplification listed hereunder, but most

instances listed or referred to above not repeated

here: with zero final 'into (and to a state of rest

in) 0', usual with most mode-aspects not indicating

continued or repeated movement: 2b.9L, 7.33, 10.144,

25.45,63,29.6, 7A, 38.12fnLM, 50.14L, 59.11 Galu=

shia Nelson, 65.25, 25, 25A, 71.13LM, ?ewya? 'in=

to it (box, cup)' L, ?ewya? sah}ih 'he got into

it (canoe)' L, ?ewya? si}tah} 'I put it in it

(box, pot, boat, car)' L, ?ewya? seta? 'put it

in it (box):' L, ?~.guleya? se}c'e~ 'throw it in

the river:' L, ?ewya? ~dis}iqahs} 'something

fell into it' L, ?ewya? sa?yahl 'it got stuck

in, fell into it' L, ~ya? dese?i} 'dump it

into something:' L, Rezanov, ~ya? dese?}} 'he

dumped it into something' L, Rezanov, ~e.ya?

dis}iyah} ~de?uhdg 'eggs preserved (put) in

sealoil'L, ?ewya? s}i~ic'} 'it got frozen into

it' L, ?ewya? qe? sic'e~} 'I threw it back in=

to it' L, ?ewya? qe? si}tah} 'I put it back

in it' L, ?ewya? qe? si}ah} 'I put them back

in it (all at once)' L, qec'ya? ?}.xs}i?e3} 'I
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fell headlong into the slough' L, kih5ya?

?~.xsli?e5l 'I fell headlong into the bog' L,

in combination with qa?, o-ya? qa? 'up out

(of, escaping from something) into 0, climbing

into, aboard 0': 25.45A, 59.11 Galushia Nelson,

?e~eya? qa? xuGel~ahd 'pull me out (of water)

into canoe:' M, ?uya? qa? Ga.? 'get in it

(canoe, from water, from land):' L, ?}.ca?~ya?

qa? Ga.? 'get in the bow:' L, ?ewya? qa? sah=

l~h 'he got in (boat)' L; also always with neuter

perfectives, and, where reference is to movement

or travel of S or 0 at rest in a moving vessel or

conveyance with all mode-aspects, '(at rest) in

0': with neuter perfectives: 7.28, 37b.6A, ?ewya?

?i.tahl 'it's in it (box)' L, da.~7a? ?i.dah=

l~h 'infant' ('he who stays in baby-basket') L,

travelling at rest in conveyance: 7.16,25.10,

157A, 38.17LM, 53.28L, 60.02, 68.2, 32A, further

5~hddeya? Ga.l}h 'he's walking on snowshoes' L,

ta?xc'ldeya? (or qahAdeya?, luhldeya?, te.~=

deya?) da.~ seqehl 'he boated across in (a

vessel made of some kind of) bark' L, see also

e.g. ?uya? ye~ ?edisci~ 'skates'; with -d

final '(at rest, remaining, already) in 0': 9..125,

146,146, 11.118A, 16.3M, 25.2, 86, 28.117, 29.=
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35,51.25,26,67, 68A, 55.17L, 61.59, 64, 64,

72, 68.54fn, 60.61A, giyahya?d ya'nu? dese=

cu'x~}h 'probably they thrust it underwater (and

held it there)' 49.34A, giyahya?d y~.? se~xi~=

}}h 'he wafted down into the water' 2a.6M' (prob=

ably to be corrected to giyahya?) , ma.ya?d yeJ.C

deqe.J.Cinu. 'they boated about in the lake' 71.=

21LM (probably to be corrected to ma.ya?J.C, non-=

textual incidences): ~e?~a?d 'in the box' M,

giyahya?d, giyahgeleya?d 'in the water' M,

ka'~ya?d 'in the soup' N, di.ya?ya?d 'in the

salt water, ocean' L, di.ya?ya?d Genuh 'salt-=

water duck' LM, ?u.d ?ewya?d 'over there in

that'L, J.Ci'J.Ceya?d 'in yonder container' L,

fut'u? GU.J.C ?uya?d 'lots of bugs are in it' L,

?uya?d sedah}}h 'he sat in it (canoe)' L, ?ew=

ya?d tah 'it belongs in it (box)' L, ?ewya?d

setah} 'it's in it (box)' L, ?ewYa?d seteh}

'it (animal) is lying in it (box)' L, di~ ?uya?d

fustah~G 'nothing's in it' L, di~ ?uya?d fu?=

~e'G 'there's nothing in it' L, Rezanov, ?ew

~e?~ya?d se~ah~ 'they're in that box' L, ?u.d

J.Ceya?d setah~ 'it's there in that (concave) area'

L, ?ewya?d qe? sditah1 'it's back in there' L,

?uya?d ?iGe}qe?s~ 'ice jams in it (river)' L,

"J , I ,



see also place-names and coinages listed under

(1) above, with preverb ya? 'to state of rest':

21b.69, 28.117A, ?ewya?d ya? qu?xtah 'I'll
leave it in it' L, ?ewya?d ya? ?ede. 'sit

down, stay sitting (already) in it' L, ?ewya?,

with y~.? 'down': ?ewya?d y~o? 6eda? 'sit

down (already) in it' L, with other preverbs:

?ewya?d yinao?d setah~, ?ewya?d ye~ deqeh~q

setah~ 'it's in it on the bottom., way down in it'

L; with -d final 'from (a state of rest) in 0,

out of 0': ?ewya?d 'out of it (box, canoe)' L,

?ewya?d lC::j.hdg 'she threw them out of it' 25.=

12, 14A, ?ewya?d sah~ 'he got out of it (canoe,

car)' L, usually with preverb qa? 'up out':

11.121A, ?ewya?d ?ew qa? se~tah}~h 'he took

it (bone) out of it (soup)' M, ?ewya?d qa? 6eta?

'take it out of it (boat, pot)~' L, ?~oya?d <Ie?

qa? si}tah} 'I fished it back out of the river'

L, ?uya?d qa? ye6eleo? 'hollow it out, make

a bowl:' L, ~e?t'ya?d qa? sah~ 'it got out of

the box' L, ?ewya?d q~o~ 6a.~ih 'he's getting

out of it (canoe)' L, ?ewya?d q~o~ ?ec}h6

'clear it (muck) out of it with your hands:' L;

with -d final, nominalizing postpositional phrase:

see place-names under (1) above, and anatomical
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terms listed separately below; with -~ final

'(movement starting within or starting outside

but continuing well with)in 0' (see also 2. be=

low): 33.17, l7A, ?e~ya?~ man's name ('(moving

about with)in canoe') LM, ma.ya?~ qa.zxewah

'water lilies' ('pl. grow in lake') L, ?~.gule=

ya?~ da. Geqe.z 'we're boating along in the

river' L, see also coinages listed under. (1) above,

more frequently with certain preverbs: with ye~

'downwards': 11.37, 27b.53A, 34.83,85,93,48.5,

lOL, 65.25, 62, 63A, ?uya?~ ye~ ?iqe?li.xcu.x

'I'll thrust your head down into it (bucket)' L,

with ye~-progressive: 23.l2A, giyahya?~ ye~

?izec'} ?~}h 'he's splashing around in water' L,

?uya?~ ye~ ~eAa.da?ya.~ 'it (rat) is running

around in it' L ?ewya?x Yex ?ixzed;.Gx 'I'm, " T.

dipping my finger around in it (to eat)' L, ca?=

ya?~ ye~ dela.~ 'they (fish) are swimming around

at deep level' L, with lah 'around (in circular

motion)': o-ya?~ lah ?i-~-(z-)ta '8 stirs (in)

0', but cf. ?uya?d lah Gexuz 'swirl around in

it' 5l.68A, with other preverbs: Ii? 'downstream'

68.3A, ?a?q 11.13A, qe.deG 'back upstream'

68.36, 54A; with -~ final '(continuous or re=

peated motion) into 0, towards 0 (concave topo=
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graphical feature)', frequent with customary:

10.143,146,11.117,28.118,119, 33.12A, 63.37G,
65.27,36,36,36,76,76, 68.60A, ?ewYa?~ ?ew
Aaoldeo~inu. 'they (cust) put them (hot rocks)
into it with tongs' L, with O-(l-)ya.? 'S handles

pl. 0 in pl. acts': 37b.22, 65.59A, di.ya? ?uya?~

~odeyao? 'salt-cellar' L, with repetitives:
o-ya?-~ ?i-xu?~-g 'S blows on, into 0 (e.g.

soup)', giyah ?uya?~ ?eqaog 'keep ladling water
into it:' L, with inceptive perfective: 37b.24,

68.54A, ~ya?~ ?ew deGe?il}h 'he's pouring it
into something' L, ?ewya?~ GaOl}h 'he's getting

into it (canoe)' L, with non-perfective neuter:

giyah ?uya?~ gula?l?e. 'make water run, have,
keep water running into it:' L, ?~oguleya?~ qid

gelio?ah 'water runs down into river' L, with
other mode-aspects or asyntactic: 25.41, 28.121A,

45b.lO, 46.15M, 49.123, 50.66A, 59.1 Galushia

Nelson, 63.42G, 65.25, 68.32A, ma.ya?~ 'towards
the lake' M, ?uya?~ ye~ ~de?a?~ 'urine-pot'

L, ?e~ya?~ sahl}h 'he got into a boat' L
('started getting, made such a motion and desis=
ted'~), in giyahya?~ ta? sli?e51}h 'he jumped
into the water' 4.3M, giyahya?~ is redundant

with ta? 'into the water' and should probably



in any case be corrected to giyahya?; with

-~-a? final, same as -~: ma"ya?~a? sah1ih

'he had gone to the lake' 25.B7A, ~ya?~a?

?ex1ya.~ 'I (cust) put them in jars' 65.24A;

with -~ahd functioning as final or as 0 of

o-~ahd 'away from 0': 62.1G, ~i1qahya?~ahd

?~"da? seqeh1 'he boated hither from Chilkat' L,

ma.gedeya?~ahd yeq qe? xuse1~ahd}}h 'he

dragged me back ashore out of the lake' M, ?u=

ya?~ahd giyah ~delah 'glass' ('one drinks wa=

ter out of it') L, 1e?1f;Ia?~ahd qa? ~eAa.sa?=

yah1 'it escaped out of the box' L, with -~ah

functioning as final or as 0 of o-~ah 'clear

away from 0': o-ya?~ah s1i?e51 'jumped clear

of, out of 0' 49.142,61.75, 76A.

2. With -~ final always, and abstract noun,

deverbalization, gerundive, perhaps also postposi=
tional phrase as 0, 'o-ing, while 0, during 0,

in 0': cihya?~ we~ xzih 'I'm doing (thus to)

it while singing' M, cihya?~ we~ ?ew 1}hih

'he's doing (thus to) it while singing' M, ~=

c}.yya?~ sa"1}h 'he's walking along singing' L,

de?a.~a?~ Ga"1~h 'he's walking along bawling'

L, ki"~eya?~ sa.1~h 'he's walking along weeping'

L, k}"~eya?~ qe? seda.z 'she's going home

"



weeping' 47b.25M, ~~iyahya?~ ?u.~ahd ?ed=

?e?~ qe? sdiyahl}h 'she went back home thence

angry (in evil, anger)' 47b.35M, de~e.lya?~ xu? =

yeselqahl 'I got stuck overnight and went hungry'

('it dawned on me in hunger') L, qi?de~ ?enah=

~ek}hya?~ da. ?i?a?~ da.~ 'whenever we get

going having a good time (going in pleasure)' 30.=

9L, Gu?ya?~ leh GeleGa?ya.l 'this winter is

warm' ('a year is passing in warmth') L; for ?ed=

~a?dya?~ 'suddenly', ~ela.gya?~ 'all winter

long', x~ya?~ 'all summer long', see ye?~-=

ya?~.

3. With reciprocal 0: a. with zero final,

used as preverb, not requiring vocalization of

classifier with intransitive themes, (1) ?ilya?

'folding, crossing (of arms or legs)': ?ilya?

?iGe?e?3 'cross your legs:' L, ?ilya? ?isi?e?31

'I sit tailor-fashion' L, ?ilya? dilile?gl,

?il~~.deya? (with -(!~.-d-anatomical 'forearm')
c-"

dilile?g} 'he has his arms folded together (el=

bows bent, hands tucked) across his chest' L (cf.

?ilyeq under yeq ). (2) 'full' (of moon): ~: ?ilya? sli?ahl 'moon is full' M (rejected by L).

3b. With zero final and ye~-progressive

'reversal of motion': ?ilya? ye~ 'back and

"', i I Ii "'" , " , ""' ,~



2forth', see under ye~ 2c. (ye~).

3c. With -d final 'from position at rest'

and qa? 'up out', ?i3:ya?d qa? 'one out of the

other, apart (from intussuscepted, telescoped,

folded positio~': siqeesgv83:Gemet3: siyae ?i3:=

ya?d qa? dis3:iqahG3: 'my ankle went out of

joint, dislocated' L, ?i3:ya?d Ge3:a? 'take them

(telescoped glasses) apart~' L, ?i3:ya?d qa?

xuyeGe3:ae? 'try to open my hand~' Le

3d. With -~ final, perhaps optional or with

all mode-aspects, apparently with optionally voca=

lized classifier in intransitive verb-theme, 'in(to)

a frenzy, trance, state of exaltation, exultation,

euphoria', from M only, rejected by L (see ya?3):

?i3:ya?~ Ge?a?~3:inue 'they're dancing frenziedly'

M, ?i3:ya?~ qa?a?~inu. 'they'll dance frenziedly'

M, ?i3:ya? ~di?a?~3:inu8 'they danced frenziedly'

M.
ya? (preverb, very rare, attested with zero, -~

and -~ finals, not verified) 'in(to) vessel with

broad opening at top': with zero final and qa?

'up out': ya? qa? ?~ se3:teh3:}h 'he took him

aboard ('up out (of water, danger?) into canoe')'

53.24L (uncertain, originally transcribed yaeqa?

'away', perhaps correctly, and cf. ?ewya? qa?



Ga-? 'get aboard it~' L), perhaps also in ?}-=

ca?~ ya? qa? Ga-? 'get in at the bow~' L (un=

less ?}-ca?~ 'bow' is to be interpreted as 0 of

o-ya?, thus ?i-ca?~ya? 'into the bow'), also

ya-qa? sah% 'he went out in a boat' L (perhaps

to be corrected to ya? qa? sah%, or glossed

'he went away'); with -~ final 'movement within

area', with lah 'around, in circular motion':

ya?~ lah ?i~esi1tah% 'I stirred it' ('I stirred

around in a vessel') L (perhaps to be corrected to

?uya?~ 'in it'); with -~ final 'continuous,

repeated motion toward', regular with 0-1-ya-?

'S handles pI- 0 in series': ya?~ le~ex1ya-?

'I'm canning berries (into several cans)' L.

ya?-d (preverb, with -d final only, '(from ~

position) at rest in') 1- 'out of vessel (with

broad opening at top), out of boat, conveyance':

ya?d Ga-? 'get out (of boat, car)~' L, ya?d

sah1 'he got out (of boat, car)' L, ya?d ~e=

?a?~inu- 'they disembarked' 52.17L, ya?d s1i=

?e51ih 'she jumped out (of canoe)' 49.141, 141A,

?u~ ya?d ~ya-? 'pier' L, with qa? 'up out':

ya?d qa? disi1ce~1 'I cut a piece out of it,

cut a hole in it' L, ya?d q~o~ ?e1a? 'rinse

them (one batch):' M, ya?d q~.~ ?e%yao? 'rinse



.

them (one by one):' M.

2. 'to emptiness, empty (involving vessel

or topographical feature with broad opening at

top)': ya?d siltahl 'I emptied it, drank it

empty' L, see also O-l-daog, O-l-c'toG, 0-=

l-~i~, -xe~, de-xe~, O-l-?na?~ (la?~-?na?~),

-?ya 23., d-l-?ehd(-g).

-~l-ya?-d (noun, o-~l-ya? with -~l-thematic

of uncertain meaning, nominalized with -d fi=

nal) 'vagina, vulva': ?i~eleya?d 'your vagina,

vulva'LS.

-qi.d-ya?(-d) (noun, unclassified, o-qi.d-ya?

with qiod-anatomical 'foot', usually nominalized

with -d final) 'sole of foot': Rezanov KaKeTeffT~

'nO~omBa Fussohle' qaoqiodeya?d 'the soles of our

feet, human sole', ~qiodeya?d '(one's) sole'

L, siqiodeya? 'the sole of my foot' L, qeodah

?uqi.daya?dle~ ?ix}?~o~th '(he runs away so

fast) all I (cust) see is the soles of his feet' L. '\\

-qeos-d-ya?-d (noun) 'inside, back of knee', see

under qeoso

-qeos-g-ya?-d (noun) 'ankle', see under qeoso

-qe.s-~.d-ya?-d (noun) 'ankle', see under qeos.

-qe?-g-ya?-d (noun) 'haunch' (etc.) see under qe?

-l~o?-d-ya?-d (noun) 'crotch', see under l~.?

..
;



ya?5

ya?5 (perhaps to be identified with and analyzed as ya?l,

basic meaning 'in hand')

o-ya? (postposition, always with zero final) 1. 'of,

belonging to' (indicating inalienable or relatively

permanent, not incidental, possession'>f: a. as --
;"

attribute in noun phrase, head always non-possessed

noun or possessed noun with possessor different

from 0; where 0 is personal pronoun, rare without

independent personal pronoun preceding for empha=

sis: qa.ya? ~ewa. 'our dog' M, le~ya? ~ewa.

'your (pl.) dog' M, with independent personal pro=

noun: ~u. siya? ~ewa. '~dog' M, dexu. si=

ya? ~ewa. 'my own dog' L, ?i. ?iya? ~ewa.

'your dog' M, de?ao ?uya? ~ewa. 'his own dog'

LM, de?uyeG ?uya? ~ewa. 'their own dog' L,

xu' siya? ~ewa. si~a? 'my dog is at home' L,

de?io ?iya? seqeoGeyu. 'your own children' 24.=

32A, sile~ahd xu' siya? yeda?q dexa?~ se=

sih~ 'I thought my watch had stopped' L, de?e=

yeGeya? ci?deleh 'their own language' 68.81A,

further examples in BSdL 556-557, with demonstra=

tive pronoun as 0: ?~hya? ~ewao 'his dog' M,
e,(f'?ahnu.ya? ~ewa. 'th}s dog' M, ?ahnuoya? ~= -

sahd 'their livers' (i.e. 'livers of something

that they had in their possession', here used in=

"



4f

correctly) i2.23L, ?~hya? ya.li?d 'her sleep= -
ing-room' 11.13IA, ?~hya? yahd 'her house' 4.8M,
further examples in BSdL 556-557, with interroga=

tive as 0: du.ya? ?e~de?ew 'whose boats are

those~' L, with nouns, nominal phrases, or nomi=

nalizations as 0 (where 0 is classified noun, no
class mark appears before -ya?): de~¥hya? lah

'people's village' 58.IL, kegWenta-nya? lah
'k-clan's village' 67.8G, ?i-ya-Gya? lah, ?i-=

ya-Gya? ?~h 'Eyak Village' L, de1exwe-gya? lah

'groundhog-burrow' 22.2L, ~di-qeyu"ya? lah
'Aleuts' village' (place-name) L, 53.IL, ~1e?ah=

ya? ma- 'muskrat lake' (place-name) L, qe?1Ge=

yu-ya? ?~- 'old women's river' (place-name) L,

yahGeyu"ya? ?~. 'menarcheal girls' river' (place-=
name) L, Gedi-yeGya? ca. 'kittiwake rock' (place-=

name) L, qe?1Geyu-ya? megeG "'women's" side of
checkers game' L, 1ila-?Geyu-ya? megeG "'men's"

side of checkers game' L, qe?1Geyu"ya? na-w

'wine' ('women's whiskey') L, qe?1Geyu-ya? le-1

'women's hair' 23.19A, ye-~a? roots 'wild

celery roots' IO.206A, ?a"mihyu-ya? da-gdih

'army doctors' 61.52A, 3i-Sqe"di-ya? ?~ '3i-=

Sqe"d-clan's land' 67.1G, xi "lya? C}"y 'shaman's

song' L, c'isa-~ede1te?ya? ~u?~1 'boom' ('mast's
~;.{rU.r4'f cjh J~""".hS" J,'" L"

'"



crosspiece') A, yah~ya? ~iyahd 'shellfish
species' ('doll's hat') L, ~a.newa.nyu.ya? ~i.=

yahd 'toadstool' ('Chinamen's hat') L, ~iya?~=

Gya? ~iyahd 'mushroom' ('frog's hat') L, ~a.=

newa.nyu.ya? na.w '"Chinamen's'! whiskey' L,

ses}hxinu.ya? ~ewa. 'moth' ('dead people's dog')
LMA, ses}hxinu.ya? la?mahd 'berry species'
('dead people's berries') LM, ses}hxinu.ya? ye.~

'plant species' ('dead people's wild celery') L,

?}.sexyahx}hya? la?mahd 'berry species' ('old
person's berries') M, qe.?~~a? la?mahd 'berry

species' ('jay's berries') LA, ~.qya? la?mahd,
~e .yu?ya? la?mahd 'berry species' LMA, c'iyuhya?

la?mahd 'berry species' ('bear's berries') LA,

~elahsAa.Geyu.ya? la?mahd 'store fruit' ('white
men's berries') L, ~ileh~iyahya? yahd 'Raven's

house' BSdL 259,545, yahGeyu.ya? yahd 'girls'

puberty shelter' BSdL 546, c'}.cihya? gahG 'pitch
from pitchwood' L, ~ewa.ya? gug$g 'flea'

('dog's louse') L, te?ya?ya? qah~ 'fish bones'

46.3M, ?}.xxi.~gya? qah~ 'abalone shell' L,
seqe.c'ekihya? deq'uw 'di:rt in creases of baby's

palms' ('baby's lunch') L, seqe.c'ekihya? k}.~
'a child's crying' 36.6A, Aa.qeya?ya? gewa?c'

'mountain-goat fat' L, lixahya? ta. 'grizzly



bear's trail' 18.4L, lixahya? ~e? 'grizzly

bear's droppings' 18.6L, ?u?ehdya? }ahd 'his

wife's smoke' 27a.38L, ~ugya? ~ah} 'strawberry-=

leaf' 37b.39A, ??-.ya? t'ic' 'river-ice' 57.27G,
I;$'A~ "'A']; '.Itrwc~ "",,, Jlisya? c~'y 'spruce-branch' 11.144, 50.21A, h:s P L,,~ C
A 1«t G."'&I-~"

?emi.nya? Genuh M, ?emionya? G?-.di~i~g 51.= r\~-(,..~~
.;ra,,) .54,61.20, 26A, ~.da?~ gahya? G?-.di~i~g 'barn J

swallow' ('prayer-bird') 61.21A, ?e~5inguGya?

?e~ekih '?e~5inguG's canoe' 47b.34M, Peter

~eorgeya? ~uhd} 'F G's car' 61.71A, ~ya?
seqeoGeyu. 'L's children' A, 5iodaodeGya? qe?}
'razor-clam woman' 11.133A, ~laoGeya? seqeo=

Geyu. 'another's children' 24.32A, ?ita~?ya?

}e?ahGeyu. 'your father's slaves' 11.129A, qeq=
ya? kena?d 'loon's coat' 24.40A, ?ew sideGeo?=

ya? qe~ 'my younger sister's hair-ribbon' 23.36,

37A, qioyi}i~~ya? 5ewu% 'spider's web' L (cf.
2. below), de~vhya? G\lhd 'person's knee's'

24.95A (-Gvhd 'knee' normally possessed, here
used as non-possessed, perhaps incorrectly).

lb. Where 0 is postpositional phrase,or pre=
verb, in some cases perhaps to be identified with

ya?-eya?-iya? or with ya?4: lu.dio?dya? cao=

Aaode~\lh 'tide-beach stone-man' 10.231A, lu.=

dio?dya? ~eleGde~\lhYU. 'tide-beach butterclam-=



people' IO.23IA, lu.ya? qe?x 'tide-woman'

3.14M, Ge}la?qqya? kena.?d 'overcoat'L, qih=
da.qya? ~hx 'plant species' ('leaves on meadow')

L, lisda.q'ya? Ie.} 'beard-moss' ('hair on

spruce') L, ma.ya?ya? s~~ 'pond-scum' A, ma.=

ya?dya? ?ena.~ah 'pond-lilies'L, c'elyeqya?
~e. 'marrow' ('bone interior's grease') L.

lc. Nominalized to's' (functioning as head,
not attribute, of noun phrase): with personal pro=

noun as 0, rare without independent personal pro=

noun preceding for emphasis: ?ewa. ?uya? ~=

Gi.1e? 'that some of it might become theirs' 54.=

3G, with independent personal pronoun: Rezanov

XyccH-a 'Ha~06Ho bedUrfen' xu' siya? 'mine,
it's mine' L, ?i. ?iya? 'it's yours' L, ?i.

?iya? se1e?1 'it became yours' L, xu' siya?

JS:ewa. ~5u., ?i. ?iya? ~~iyah 'my dog is

good, yours bad' L, xu. siya? ~5u., ?i. ?iya?

~~iyah 'mine's good, your's bad' L, ?i. ?iya?

?uqeGi~?) xu' siya? ya.luhdg 'you've plenty,

I've few' ('yours is abundant, mine few') L,

Rezanov I<oroKa.fI 'Ham~unsere' Geyeqa.ya? 'ours'

L, le~i. le~ya? 'yours (pl.)' L, ?eyeGeya?
'theirs' IO.80A, with demonstrative pronoun as 0:

?~ya? 'his'L, ?ahnu.ya? 'theirs' L, with



interrogative as 0: Rezanov TyHT~M '~eM wessen'

du.ya?del... 'whose is this?' L, with nouns,
nominal phrases, or nominalizations as 0: 18.5L,

de~¥hyu.ya? 'people's 9.86,140,148,159,160,
162, 10.186A, ~i.lehya? 'Raven's' 10.80, 80A,

seqe.Geyu.ya? 'children's' 23.19A, canner~a?

'cannery's' 61.77A, ~la.Giya? 'someone else's'
L; with postpositional phrase as 0 (as in lb.

above): ~ey}.y lahqeya? 'that of foreign vil=

lages' 68.84A(cf. ya?-eya?).

2. '(utensil, vessel, trap used specifically)
for 0' (far less frequent than 1., see also 0-=

~a?, o-wahd): xu~ya? ~uh!g! 'snow shovel' BSdL X
LJ L-"

548, ~ce?ya? !e?~ 'meat box' BSdL 546, ~e.ya?" 1\
ca.?! 'grease box' 7.28A, diyuhya? dux! 'black=

bear trap' L, lixahya? dux! 'grizzly-bear trap'
L (cf. qi.yi!ic~ya? 5ewu! 'spiderweb' ('spi=

der's net') under la.)j k'I4~)lA? l'iY.JIJ. 'MI.fJilroo_' (l"A.ik-~t')
Co tf.(~"~;~N").



ya?-eya?
I

ya?-eya? (ya? following? and vowels, eya? elsewhere,
basic form perhaps eya?, the e- of which is not to

be interpreted as a connective vowel, or, if ya?, per=

haps to be identified with ya?5, see especially 0-=
I

4 Iya? lb., lc., and/or with ya? )

-ya?--eya? (element suffixed to preverbs and post=

positional phrases to form nouns, cf. lah 2.,

-lah-G, -nah(-G), -nah-s under la-nal for
element of similar distribution; not freely used:

meaning of nouns so derived generally somewhat

idiomatic; though the list below is probably not

exhaustive, such nouns probably do not form an

open category) 'that (animate or inanimate, oc=

casionally perhaps human) which is (ordinarily 10=
cated in certain location)' (for category human

see forms under la-nal cited above), occurrences

listed as separate subentries below.

-la?qeya? (noun, unclassified, o-la?-q 'on, draped,
hung over 0') 'clothing': 2a.23M, 32.41, 36.10.,

37b.59A, sila?qeya? 'my clothes' M, ~la?qeya?

'clothing'L, -la?qeya?yu. 'garments, articles
of clothing' 32.42,36.10, llA.

Ge~a?qeya? (noun, unclassified, Ge-~-la?-q 'outer=
most of series draped or hung') 'overcoat, outer=

most coat or covering garment' L.



la?~eya? (noun, form uncertain, attested in Rezanov

only, o-la?-~ '(movement) onto, hanging onto 0',
perhaps to be corrected to (-)[a?qeya?) 'cloak,

fur coat': Rezanov JI.fIXaf1H 'RanOT':D Capote', JIH=

xaMH 'my6a Pelz' 0

-~a?qeya? (noun, probably unclassified, o-~a?-q
'on rear end, stern of 0') 'rudder, steering-paddle,

-oar': Rezanov YT~HRaH 'Py~~ Steuerruder' ?u~a?=

qeya? 'its rudder' M, Galushia Nelson qeflaqiiya"

or qutlaqiiya 'steering paddle or rudder' BSdL

550 ~~a?qeya? 'rudder'MA.

Aaogeya? (noun, unclassified, interpreted by infor=
mants as o-dl-g- 'on dl-class 0 (rocks)', though

this would regularly be o-Ai-na?q-, and the zero

0 is also irregular; perhaps rather to be analyzed " !
Y

Aa--q- with Aa-- stem not attested elsewhere, "i, ,1;\ ";
if;! if' -f -

or, still less likely, dl-qeya?, stem qeya?

with dl-thematic prefix) 'mountain-goat (Oreamnos
americanus) , LM, 9.84, 10.67,71,25.148,150,178,

207A, 34.57M, Galushia Nelson tla-qiiya' or

tla'qiiye 'mountain goat' BSdL 538, Aa.qeya?yu.

'mountain-goats' 10.186,25.207, 49.109A, Aa-qe=
ya?ce? 'mountain-goat meat' 49.123A, Aa-geya?=

ce?yu- 'quantities of mountain-goat meat' 7.4A,

Aa.qeya?kemah 'mountain-goat stomach' 15.5,8,

-



21M, Aaoqeya?qe~ 'mountain-goat fat' 490124,

l33A, Aaoqeya?ya? gewa?d 'mountain-goat mesen=
tery' A, Rezanov X~RcT~HKero (crossed out, see

following entry) 'Rosa Ziege' ~elahsAaoGeyuo

'white men, Russians' probably for *~elahsAaoGe=

yuoya? Aaoqeya? 'white men's mountain goat' 0

Aaoqeya?ga? ?io~eh, Aaoqeya?ga? ~h (noun, un=

classified, preceding as 0 in nominalized neuter
or active imperfective of o-ga? -~e'--~' "S

is like 0') '(domestic?) goat, (domestic) sheep,

mountain sheep': Rezanov X~RcT~HKero T~HKaeRoeTe

(first word crossed out, see above) 'Rosa Ziege'

Aaoqeya?gWa? ?i-~eh, Aa-qeya?g~? ?i-~eh A,
Aa-geya?ga? ~ 'sheep' M, Aa-qeya?ge?io~eh=
Siyahyuo 'mountain sheep (Ovis dalli) , L ('those

pejorative which resemble a mountain-goat', see

following)-
Aaogeya?~iyah (noun, unclassified, with suffixed

adjective -~iyah 'bad') 'domestic sheep, mountain

sheep': Aaoqeya?~iyahyu- 'domestic sheep, mountain

sheep (plo)' Lo

xi~le~edaoqeya? (noun, probably unclassified, xi~-=
l~d-g 'on (from abundance of?) snow (l~d-class)')

'snowslide, avalanche' Lo
-aoqe? (perhaps < *-aog-eya?) see a--yao, qe?lo



-yeqeGi?ya? (noun, unclassified, o-yeq 'in 0'

with Gi?-thematic with o-yeq) 'entrails, innards,

viscera, guts, intestines': 9.85,92,10.110,100,

102,115,119,120,11.164, 37b.19, 19, 65.3,28,

38, 39A, ~yeqeGi?ya? 'guts' LM, sahxyeqeGi?=

ya? 'cockle-entrails' L (name of basket pattern,

see under sahx) , te?ya?yeqeGi?ya? 'fish entrails'

60.6A (cf. te?ya?yeqd ya. 'that stuff inside

fish' 60.6A), te?ya?le.yeqeGi?ya? 'king-salmon

entrails' 10.100, 120A.

-~a.~eya? (noun, unclassified, o-~a.-~ 'behind,

under (a covering, a sheltering) 0') 'underclothes,

under-layer of clothes, lining' (not necessarily

those worn nearest skin): Rezanov YT~-aXaMg

'llO.IJ;KJIa.IJ;Ka Unterfutter, Unterlage' ?u~a.~eya?

'its lining' L, ~~a.~eya? 'underclothes'L.

Gel~a.~eya? (noun, unclassified, Ge-l-~a.-~ 'un=

dermost, hindmost of series (of covering, shelter=

ing object;s) 'underwear' (layer of clothes worn

nearest skin) M, Rezanov KHJIbTaXaR 'PyoamKa

Hemd'.

-gd-ye~eya? (noun, unclassified, o-gd-ye~ 'under

0' with gd-anatomical 'rump') 'diaper': ~geds=

ys~eya? 'diapers'L.

-dsGe.? (perhaps < *o-dsG-eya?) see under deG.



~edeGeya? (noun, attested only of probable reading
of form in Rezanov) 'God': Rezanov XaTaKe-a 'Eor~

Gott' (~e-deG- 'above, in heaven', see deG).

q...~eya? (noun, attested only as possible reading
of form in Rezanov) 'shoe': Rezanov ReXHH 'Eam=

MaKM Schuhe', perhaps "bo be read qe.~eya? « qa.-=

ye~- '~der feet' (or -eya., see under ye~3).

yahdeya? (noun, probably d-class, or unclassified,
yahd 'out to sea') 'boat', attested only in Reza=

nov ffTeHTe~Mc~ 'MaQTa Mastbaum' yahdeya?delis

'mast' (not known to modern informants, < yahd=

eya?-d-lis 'boat-tree') and in yahdeya?da?~
'rowboat' L, 'skiff' A (informants unable to ety=

mologize, probably < yahdeya?-d-?e~ 'boat which

is, goes out to sea'), yahdeya?da?~ ?u.d Ge=

deqa?} 'a (beached) rowboat is turned on its

side'L.

Ge}ah5eya? place-name (Ge-}-lah5-) see under

lah5-.
-deda?ya? (noun, unclassified, o-d-da? 'front

of 0' with d-thematic 'opening of lid, cover of 0')

'lid, cover': Rezanov YTeTaH ~pHmKa Deckel'

?udeda?ya? 'its lid, cover', ~deda?ya? 'lid,
cover (of e.g. pot)' L.

-c}?da?ya? (noun, unclassified, o-c}?-da? 'to,



at tip, extremity of 0') 1. 'half, lesser part,

fraction': Rezanov ~TaH 'nO~OB~Ha Halfte

c:j.?da?ya?, k'uc:j.?da?ya? 'half of something' 1'1,

?uc:j.?da?ya? 'less than half of it, anything be=

tween half and a small fraction of it' L, ?uc:j.?=

da?ya? si~ ?eta? 'give me half of it:' L, k'u=

~a?~c:j.?da?ya? 'half an hour' L, ga~edec:j.?da?ya?

'in about half a day' 59.13 Galushia Nelson (used

adverbially); ?uc}?da?ya? 23.138A, ?uci?da?dya?

'about half of him' or 'his extremities'? 23.113A

(probably to be corrected to ?uct?da?ya? or

?uci?da?d ya. 'his extremities', see 2.)

2. 'tip, extremity', attested clearly only

in Galushia Nelson -~lin sintaiya. or ~li'

tsintaiya 'point of bear spear' BSdL 549 "'i'c}?=

da?ya?

na.~egqa?ya? (na'~eg-qa? 'amongst geese') see

under na.~eg.

ma.ya?ya? (ma.-ya?, 'in a lake') see under ma.-=

ma.?

te?ya? (noun, unclassified, ta?- 'in water', ir=

regularly umlauted, cr. qe?yilteh under te)

'fish (generic), salmon (generic)' 1'1, la.5, 13,

Ib.16, 16, 17,6.3,11,17.21'1, 21a.2, 7, 8, 10,

20L, 21b.l, 15, 27,31,34,37,69, 70A, 42.17L,I 

---



I

46.16,22, 23M, 49.79, 83A, 52.1, 56.3, 8, 11,

IlL, 60.3A, 62.5, 6, 7, 8, 13, 13, 14, 16, 16,

18,20,21, 22G, 65.38,50, 50A, 67.13G, 68.41,
50A, Rezanov Te-H 'PE,r6a Fisch', TeYi-H 'RHJKyta::o

Salmo sanguinolentus', Wrangell THe-H 'Fisch',

Furuhjelm Teia 'fish', Galushia Nelson ta'ya'
'fish' BSdL 273,540,559, te?ya? we~ O-z-i
'S fishes commercially' 2a.15M, 32.5A, 62.4, 9,

14, 15G, see further examples under -Ie 4b.,

te?ya? O-~-a 'S eats fish', see under O-~-a,

deqe.dah~uh te?ya? ?i~a? 'is that all the fish

you have?' L, te?ya? se~si?~ 'fish rotted' L,

te?ya?e?d xdah, te?ya?e?d de~ xi}eh 'I live
(subsist) on fish' L, ?ew te?ya? da. ?i.~d}?~g

'let's fry that fish' L, di.?q s}i?yah~ te?ya?

'roasted fish' L, de?e.?~ te?ya? 'fish strung

on string' L, deGedede.} te?ya? 'candlefish,

needlefish' M (see deGedede.~ under de), te?=

ya?ga? ?i.~eh deG lah 'trout species' (see

under (la-nal), Galushia Nelson ta'ya'caw 'head

(of fish, shrimp, etc.)' BSdL 541 te?ya?Sa.w

'fishhead' M, te?ya?~a.w si~ li.?a? 'give me

a fishhead~' L, Galushia Nelson ~aiya'u.la.?yU
,

or ~a'ya'ula'yU 'salmon people' BSdL 544 te?=

ya?welahyu. '(mythical) salmon-spirits', te?ya?~e?



'fish-oil'M, te?ya?yequh 'young, fry of any

fish, minnows' L, te?ya?yequhyu. 'young, little

fish (pl.)' 24.8A, 34.33L, te?ya?Geyu. 60.2fnA,

dete?ya?yu. 25.708A, te?ya?yu. 'fish, salmon

(pl.)' 20.32A, 21a.4, 5,6,10,18,19,24, 32L,

21b.17, 19, 23, 25, 26,32,38,42,64,25.142,

208,49.110, 123A, 56.1, 8L, te?ya?ya? qah~

'fish's bones' 46.3M, te?ya?gu~ah 45a.6, 11,

14L, 45b.6, 11,12,46.7, 20M, te?ya?yeqe6i?ya?

'fish-entrails' 60.6A.

te?ya?le. see Ie..

?edete?ya? (noun, unclassified, with -ede- 'real,

l?.2.!: excellence') 'silver salmon, coho (Oncorhynchus
kisutch) , L, 21a.lL, Galushia Nelson a~atEiya'

I 'silver salmon' BSdL 540.I

c

li.ya? (noun, unclassified, probably < lu.-ya?

with irregular umlaut of lu. 'on tide-beach',

cf. lu.ya? qe?~ 'tide-woman' 3.14M) 'beach-=

food, seafood (edible molluscae, crustaceans),

clams'LM, li.ya?e? xsdile?g~ 'I'm hungry for

seafood'LM.

di.ya? (possibly < di.-ya?) see di.ya?

-nu.leya? {suffix to numerals, -nu. 'pl. humans'

< *-nu.n, *-nu.n-eya? regularly> -nu.leya?,

but see also following, conceivably to be analyzed



instead -leya? or -l-ya?) 'pair': }}henuoleya?

s~hesio} 'one pair of stockings' L, la?dnuoleya?

s~hesio} 'two pairs of stockings' L, la?dnuoleya?

sio} 'two pairs of shoes' L, without class mark

also with classified nouns: }thenuoleya? ca?~

'one pair of mitts' L, la?dnuoleya? ca?~ 'two

pairs of mitts' L.

yao?a.gegeda.leya? (noun, unclassified, yao_?a.g )( ,
'middle of something, -geda.leya? probably

*-g-da.n-eya? with g-thematic, -da.n- uniden=
tified stem) 'middle finger' LMA, ?ew yao?aoge=

geda.leya?}~a.d ya. 'the fourth finger, ring
finger' ('the one next to the middle finger') L.

i"" -'7,. '>- ;rci-l-ltt.-r
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y~,

y~'

di.y~, di.y~. (noun, unclassified) "'stickerback'"
LMS (probably 'three-spine stickleback, Gastero=

steus aculeatus' and 'nine-spine stickleback,

Pungitius pungitius'), usually pronounced [dt.yahJ

LM, [dt.yrjh, dt.nyahJ L, [dt.ny~.J MS, dt.=
yah~? 'lots of stickerbacks' LM, di.yah ?uya?d

?idedeleh place-name, see subentry under le-=

(l)i-ni. Nominalized neuter imperfective with d-=

~~ thematic, theme d-y~' not otherwise attested.
~

di.Yi-h~a.w?elekih (noun, unclassified) "'native
canary'" M ([di.yah-J, unidentified bird, so named

because its call sounds like this form, 'little

stickleback-head').
~d-y~' (with ~d-thematic 'sharp') 'S is, becomes

sharp': neuter imperfective: Rezanov XaTTeHH

'OCTpOM scharf', ~edi.y~ 'it's sharp, sharp-=

pointed, sharp-edged' [~edi.nyahJ LMA, di~
~eda?y~.6 'it's not sharp' [~eda?nya.6J M,

~edi.y~ qa? 'sharp stick (for use in roasting)'
('stick which is sharp') L, ?uJ.C1}.3:eyah ?ewa.

~edi.Yihih 'his teeth are sharp' L, inceptive

imperfective: qu?~edi.yrjh 'it'll be sharp' [qu?=
~edi.yahJ L, di~ qu?~ediYi-h6 'it won't be

sharp' [qu?~edt.yah'6J 1;1, inceptive perfective:



~edeGeY'ii?:r 'it's getting sharp" [J.CedeGenya?~J

LM, active perfective: J.Cedesey~?~ 'it got

sharp' [J.Cedesenya?:rJ L, dik' J.CedesY'ii?~G 'it's

not (it didn't get) sharp' L, repetitive inceptive

perfective: J.CedeGey~?g:r 'it's getting sharp' L,

with dl-class-mark for S: c~. ~eAi.y~h 'bran=

ches are sharp' L. Transitive (causative): J.Ce=

die :ry'ii. ? , sharp en i t ~'LM., J.C.e di s i:ry'ii? ~ ' I

sharpened it' L.

-J.Cd-y~ (adjective, uncertain) 'sharp': suffixed

to dl-class-noun: ca.~eAa.yah 'sharp stone' L

(uncertain, perhaps active imperfective).

J.Cd-y~'-G (with thematic negative) 'ffis, becomes

dull': neuter imperfective, with negative pre=

fix: Rezanov XaTaMRKaTY 'Tyno stumpf' teda?=

ya.Gduh 'it's dull!', ~eda?ya.G 'it's dull'

[~eda?nya.GJ A, ~edeGey~.?:rG (to be corrected

to -Y??~G) 'it's (getting) dull' M.

~a.gudi.y~ (noun, unclassified) 'porcupine' LMAS

(base form etymologically reconstructed, actual=

ized also ~~._, -ge-, -d~.-, -yah, -ya.,

-Y'ii., thus transcribed ~~.ged}.y~h 16.1M,

J.C~.ged}.y~. 16.6,8,9,12,15,22,24,27, 31M,

J.C~aged}.yah 23.133A, J.Ca.gedianya. S, ~aage=

di.nyah LA, Harrington faakk~ttiinyr1.h G,



Li ~~'ked}'ya (with nasalization under i.

erased out) G, Galushia Nelson ~aGe~tnaya'

or ~akatiya, Old Man Dude xaketiya ("skin

is sharp") BSdL 538, ~~'gedi'yah?luw 'big

porcupine' LM. Nominalized neuter imperfective,
probably with g-thematic or gd-anatomical 'rump',

perhaps in combination with ~d-thematic, ~a.-

(or ~~.-?) being inexplicable or irregular for
~e-, 'it's sharp-rumped'~ See also Eyak Texts

16.0fn.

v').. '1'(c ..
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y~.?..y~.

y~.?..y~. (y~. perhaps incorrect)
y~.?..y~. (noun) 'medicine' 1. (unclassified) 'medi=

cine (generic or of unspecified physical or sha=

manistic type)' MAS (transcribed y~. MA, nya.

A), Rezanov HH '~~KapcTBo Arzenei', y~.?e5u.

'good medicine (neither pills nor liquid)' M,

y~.?a?luw 'great medicine (neither pills nor

liquid)' M; Ge1eci~a? y~.? 'medicine made from
root of fireweed' ('medicine against land-otters')

L, Ge1eci~a?y~.?1~ah1 'fireweed (plant)' ('leaves
of medicine against land-otters') L, le.1guJS:a?

y~.? '(unidentified) high yellow flower' ('medi=
cine for hair') L.

2. (gl-class) '(liquid) medicine': y~.?ge=

le5u. 'good (liquid) medicine' M.

3. (lJS:-class) '(granular) medicine, pills':

y~.?le~e5u. 'good pills' M, y~.? ?u.d leJS:e=
se?ah1 'a pill (intact) is there' L, y~.? ?u.d

le~esetah1 'a pill (broken) is there' L.

0-3:-y~.? 'S doctors, treats, cures 0' (originally

shamanistic, not necessarily literally 'cures'):

xu.1y~.? 'cure me~' LM, 'doctor me up~' L, si=

leqah siya. ?e1y~.? 'cure my head~' 10.205A,

?iqe?x1y~.? 'I'll cure you' MA, ?isi1y~.?1 'I

cured you' M, si1y~.?1}h 'I cured him' A; with



y-anatomical 'hand': xuya.3:y~.? 'doctor my

hand!' L; reflexive: ?eda.3:ey~.? 'doctor your=
self' [?eda.3:ifiy~.?] L, ?ew ~geleki~

?eda.3:ey~.? 'doctor yourself with that little

bit of wine!' L, Rezanov ATAMHH '~~qHTb heilen'

(perhaps to be read ?e3:y~.?}h 'cure him!' or)

?ed}ey~.?}h (non-umlauted form), ?ed3:ey}.?}h
'he's doctoring himself' L; passive: xus}iy~.?3:,

xusdiy~.?3: 'I got cured, I've been doctored' L,

xuqu?dey~.? (not -3:e-) 'I'll get cured' L.

qa. 3:y}.?}h (noun, unclassified) 'doctor' L.

Nominalized active imperfective, 'he (who) cures
--"

us' J <;..$'t ,.~ c",",,;; ; I, 5"2.- P.

da. qa?3:y}.?}h Eyak woman's name, mother of Gus

Nelson's wife Mary, wife of ?emedxuh, died very

old ca. 1920. Nominalized inceptive imperfective

'we shall doctor her'.



YciJ.o?

YciJ.°? (perhaps related to yao (n) and/or to yenao?-,

perhaps to be analyzed y-ciJ.°?, cf. ~~o?, dciJ.°?, nao?,

cf. also e.go qa?-qciJ.°-qa., and therefore perhaps

related to ya?l, thus *ya?-yciJ.°, y~o being the form

with -~ final, yciJ.°? a back-formation)

y~o? (preverb, usually with zero or -~ final,

very rarely with -d and -de~ finals; in combi=

nation with other preverb ye~ always in order

y~o?~ ye~, in combination with qe?-qeo- YciJ.°?(~)

qe? or qeoy~o?(~)) 'down' (not necessarily with

limited or controlled motion, generally to ground,
1 .I floor, or horizontal plane as natura rest1ng-=

place, cf. ye~ under ye~3): with -d final

'at rest' (rare, only one attestation): ?uod yciJ.'?d

setah~ 'it's (at rest) down there' L, with -de~

final 'motion within area' (rare, only one attesta=

tion): ?uod y~o?de~ ye~ ledequo~tnuo 'they're

running around down there' L; with zero final,

'(motion) down (to state of rest on ground, floor,
horizontal plane)', not generally used with active I

imperative or inceptive perfective, but sometimes

used (instead of y~o?_~) with repetitives, cus=

tomaries, O-~-yao?: YciJ.'~ Ge~a? 'set them down:',

?idah y~o? Ge~a? 'pick them up:, arrange them:'

('set them down nicely:') M, yciJ.°? qu?x~ah 'I'll



set them down~' M, ?idah y~.? qu?x1ah 'I'll

pick them up, arrange them' M, y~.? si~ah~ 'I

set them down' M, ?idah y~.? si~ah~ 'I picked

them up, arranged them' M, ?idah ?ew y~.? se=

~ah~inu. 'they arranged (beached) them (canoes)'

59.9 Galushia l":Jelson, ?uq y~.? fuGe~a? 'put

some down on it:' 21b.58A, qa?~ ?ew y~.? s~i=

yah~ 'each was given a share' ('they were put

down amongst themselves') L, Rezanov KaK~-OHAHX=
~Hay 'Pa3~~~H theilen (Imperat.) , qa?~ ?ew

y~.? (~) ?ele~~eya.?uh 'pl. share them!', qa?~
?ew ya. ?ele~~ya.? (i.e. y~.? ?ele~~eya.? ~)

'pl. pass it around:' M, Rezanov KaK~ayc~HaTeHHa

'Pa3~~HT~ theilen' qa?~ ?ew y~.? (1) s~iyah=

~inu. (or s~iya.?~inu.) 'they shared them',

dik' ?uya.-1I:' y~.? fu.x~ya.?G 'he doesn't let me

set them down' ('I don't set them down with his

permission') M, di~ ?uya.-1I:' y~.? fu?x~ya.~Gfh

'he doesn't (cust) let me set them down' M, for

further zero finals with O-~-ya.? see 21a.30L,

65.12, 13fnA, see also -da 4.,10., -tu?(! (3.),

-te (5.), ~-te, O-~-te, O-~-ta 1., O-cu.x,

O-gu?~, O-~-kfhd, y~.? dl-kug, ~-xi-1l:'- 1.
(xu?-1I:'-) , -xu~- (transitive reciprocal), y~.?

O-dl-GahG, ~-qe-1l:', d-~e-qahG, -qu 4., gdl--=



Gdl-wa?}--wahl, -wus- 2., dl-~a?~, -le?g 9a.,

-la 2. .{1.a-nal), -?ya 28., d-?ya la., dl-=

?ya 2., O-(}-)?a 9., ?i-d-?a 1., y~.? c}?(l)-=

}e-?a, y~.?de?a?} (?a'-), -a (60.13,15, 19A),

with q'e?-q'eo-: y~.? q'e? qu?xdeteh 'I'll lie

down again' M, y~.? ge? xsditeh} 'I lay back

down' M, y~.? ge? qu?XCUox 'I'll push it back

down' M, y~.? q'e? Aa.si}~a?~ 'I knocked it

back over' M, Y9-.? q'e? ?ededa.l( 'it (cust)

alights back down' 47c.40L, Y9-.? q'e? ?ededa.l(

'it (motor) (cust) conks back out' L, q'e.Y9-.?

also in 6.9M, 50.l7A; with -(! final, y~.?(!

'(continuous or repeated motion) downward to, to=

ward bottom, floor, ground, horizontal plane as

natural resting place', usual with inceptive per=

fectives, repetitives, customaries, O-}-ya.?,

otherwise, e.g. with inceptive imperfective, active

imperative, generally meaning 'further down': Y9-°?~

x}yao? 'I'm setting them down one after another' M,

?u.d y~o?~ ?e}yao? 'set them down there~' M, see

also -da 4., l-ta, 0-}-5a?~', 0-dl-}-5a?~,

Y9-°?~ lCUdeci5g, O-cu'x, O-de~ 1., 0-5a?, (28.=

62A) , -Se?g, O-}-kihd, O-Guhd-, l-qu 1., gdl-=

-Gdl-wa?}--wah} , O-(}-)wus-, O-}-~a?~ (recipro=

cal) , O-}-u?g- la., lb., 2a., 2b., (le?g-),

\

"' ","



( 1 )-la 2.1a-na. , l-l-ya.?, d-?ya la.,

gl-?ya 1., O-?e?5, O-1-?e?5, ?i-~-?e--?~ 8.,

-?a 2., -?a' 3.,11., note y~.??! Geda?,

y~o??! ?ede. 'sit further down~' L, (see further

instances under -da 3a., l-ta, l-~-yao?, dl-=

?ya 2c., with qe?-qe.- 'back, again': y~o?~

qe? sicu°xl 'I pushed it down again' M, y~o?~

qe? si~u?g~ 'I pushed it back down (with my hand)'

L, y~o?~ qe? deGeda?yaol 'it's starting to rain

again' L, qeoyao?~ GeAaose~wa?l 'he lowered them

back down' 34.113L, with other preverbs: with ye~-=

progressive: y~o??! ~a? ye~ ?i~iya.? 'you should

set them down here and there along the way' L,

yao??! ye~ ?edede. (or ?ededao) 'sit down here

and there along the way:' L, with ye~ 'downward,

(turning) over': dioye~ y~o?~ ye~ geleGa?yaolG

'it (tide) hasn't started to ebb yet' L, y~o??!

ye~ deGe~xwe~ 'turn it (lamp wick) down:' A,

y~o?~ ye~ gvose?a?~ 'it (spilt water) ran down to

the floor' L, ,?ew 'le?~a?~ y~o??! ye~ qa?yah

'they'll sink further down in the box' 65.63A,

?e~ekih si~a? siqe?! y~o?~ ye~ ?u?Aa.yi?ah

'you should turn my canoe over down on top of me'

47co9L; used nominally in ?~od y~o?~ ?ewao

de~exWeog yil:}.h:j.h 'this here lower part of him



was a groundhog' ('he was a groundhog toward the

bottom') 23.114A, cf. y¥.?~ ~deci5g.



yao~n)
--

yao(n) (occurring in preverbs ya-ne~, ya-nahd, ya-=

nu?, perhaps also ya-nah, to be analyzed ya-n-~,

ya--nahd, ya--nu?, and ya--nah respectively, the
retention of initial -n- of -nahd, -nu?, and -nah

to be attributed to a preceding nasal element blocking

the development of -n- to -1-, probably the same

nasal element as in ya-ne~; perhaps a stem or set of

prefixes of earlier form *yene-, perhaps to be iden=

tified with yl-thematic, or perhaps related to y~o?,

see also yena-? to which yao(n) is probably related;

meaning clearly 'down, ground, floor, bottom')
ya-ne~ (preverb, ya-n- as 0 of o-~ 'in contact

with 0') '(fixed) on, in contact with ground,

floor': ya-ne~ di~i~ic~ 'it (board) is frozen
to the ground' L, ya-ne~ qi-~i~id~ 'it (rope)

is frozen to the ground' L, ya.ne~ ?i~ige~c'~

'it (linoleum) is glued to the floor' L, ya.ne~

di~ige~c'~ 'it (board) is glued to the floor' L,

ya-ne~ deGex1~wah~~ 'I'm nailing it (board) to

the floor' L, ya.ne~ ?idi~wah5~ 'it's nailed

to the floor' L.

ya-nu? (preverb, ya.(n)- as 0 of o-lu?--nu?

'through (hole in) 0', attested with zero, -d,

-~, and -~ahd finals) 'underground, underwater',
see under lu?-nu?



yaenahd (preverb, yae(n)- as 0 of o-:-nahd,

always with zero (-d1) final) 'flat down on (and

covering some) surface', see under nahde

yaenah (noun, unclassified, perhaps ya.(n)-nah-G)

'Ahtena Indian', see -nah-G under la-nal.



? 'yu

yu? (L momentarily also yu?d, later rejected)
O-yu? 'S curses, swears at 0-': xuseyu?d1}h

(later rejected), xuseyu?~}h 'he swore at me'

L, q~?~?d 'I'~l swear at him' (later rejected)~4y,,"frh '1I1'~ ~!/"r.l"i""'"'""& r::, --
Lh; the following forms, detransitivized with in=

""-

determinate 0, ye~-progressive, and o-lah

'around 0' are the only ones attested from M and

in any case much preferred by L to the former:

?ulah ye~ ?i.deyu?}h 'curse him:' LM, 'swear

at him:' L, ?ilah ye~ ?iqe?xdeyu? 'I'll curse

you'M, ?ulah ye~ ?iqe?xdeyu?}h 'I'll curse

him'L, ?ulah ye~ ?ixdeyu?~}h 'I'm cursing

him'M, silah ye~ ~?deyu?~ 'someone is swear=

ing at me' L, silah ye~ ?isdiyu?~}h 'he cursed

me'L, ?ulah ye~ ?ixsdiyu?1 'I cursed him' M,

silah ye~. ?i?deyu.~}h 'he (cust) curses me' LM,

'he (cust) calls me bad names' M.



yenao?-yinao?

yenao?-yinao? (probably ye(n)-nao?, with final nasal

element of first segment blocking development of -nao?

to *-lao?, perhaps a stem or set of prefixes of earlier

form *yene-, probably related to yao(n) and/or y~o?,

meaning probably 'down, floor, ground, bottom'), see

under nao?o



yid-yed

yid-yed see ed-id-wud-yidI

l



yahdl

\ I fl.-tYwTtv ~:h"..#;;,C 11i~~ $ :',r...c ., ;i y

yahdl (perhaps to be identified wi th Yahd2~~~~t'Z:~,
. ~ c'" ' J? ,.~~cussJ.on under subentry yahd below' [:1 ~.i:r;"1iF '"'f-"'! ~ ay!;1j-1" I.-I: '1;.-

-if ..I, ,,;' ,0/ ~~.".d~ "'-""-
yahd (noun, unclassified) 'yard' (unit of measure)

L, 3:~hGih Yahd 'one yard' L- L associates this
'-with English 'yard', from which she believes it is

borrowed- The phonology, however, does not justify
this assumption: cf- English lard> Eyak la-d,

Orca> ?a-gah; either English yard> *ya-d and,

under the influence of O-?-yahd, > yahd, or, at

least as likely the meaning of Eyak yahd '(cer=

tain?) unit of linear measure' has been influenced

by the meaning of English 'yard', ~-"~"'"~-

O-?-yahd 'S measures 0': with qi-l-class-mark for

0: ?u?qi-li-yahd 'measure it (rope):' L, ?u?qi-=

leGexyahd3: 'I'm measuring it (a long rope)' ('I'm
in the process of measuring it, measuring it along')
L, ?u?qi ° lexyahd 'I'm measuring it (a short rope)'

L, ?u?q~-siyahd3: 'I measured it (rope)' L, with

ye~-progressive: ye~ ?u?deyahd, ye~ ?a?deyahd
(latter probably incorrect) 'measure it (in various

directions):' L, ye~ qe? ?u?Gedeyahd, qe-ye~
?u?Gedeyahd 'measure it again:' L, ye~ qu?xde=

yahd 'I'll measure it' L, ye~ ?u?deyahd~~h

'he's measuring it' L, ye~ ?u?xsdiyahd3: 'I

measured it' L, ?ew ye~ sdiyahd3:~h 'he measured1 1. "1""1' , ",J '\. e t ! 4c~ " }it~tvt'\f : "-l"'\' \I.j ~ t\ #"'~"'~8 , J T:

i {. ., l ' ~', i :1 -};: " :,''cJ;' " f C ,~t i:J,.;',:t'"I,1!f'If"'c, /J'?~O:~ -',i""

.1'-' "..y.~c. i"6J..'.l,',,' ;i"","
(/ \", { ii, t i\tt. .I, ""i/,,;,t J",.'f~ " o:J.! ~t,tf;,~jl V\/~,;t\J 4 -' ,I ,~' ~ ' :'
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it' M (L rejects non-semitransitive form), with

d-class-mark for 0: ?ew yahd ye~ ?u?disdiyahd=

~}h 'he measured the house' L; passive: ?u?sdi=

yahdl 'it's been measured (for one dimension

only)' L, ye~ ?u?sdiyahd~ 'it's been measured

(in various directions)' L.

?u?sdiyahd~ (noun, unclassified) 'yardgoods'L.

Nominalized passive active perfective, 'it's been

measured (for one dimension)' L.

ye~ ~?deyah~inu. (noun, unclassified) 'surveyors'

L. Nominalized active imperfective with ye~-pro=

gressive, 'they measure something (in various direc=
tions) , L.

?u~ ye~ ~?deyah~ (noun, unclassified?) 'measur=

ing-stick'L. As above, passive, 'by means of it

something is measured (in various directions)'.



yahd2 I

yahd2 (perhaps to be identified with Yahdl)

yahd (noun, d-class) 'house, hut, building': 2a.24,

3.5,4.8, 16.26M, 49.12,13,14,17,17,20,137,

61.115,68.12,12,12,14,15,15, 16A, Rezanov
51AJ.~

JI 'JIaBKa', lITT'I. 'IOpTa Jurte (ZeIt)', Furuhjelm"
Iatt 'house', Galushia Nelson yat 'house' BSdL

545,557,557,557,557,557,558, yat£iyu
'houses' BSdL 558 yahd(d)eyu., l{ete?lu yat

'big house' BSdL 553 ~da?luw yahd, yahdda?luw

'big house" LM, yahdda?luwdet'a.~(-) 'in(to) a

big house' L, 20.26,29.56, 49.11A, yahddet'ao~d
'in a big house' L, 20.26A, 52.221, 57.5fnG, Ga=

lushia Nelson yat ~£'~ox£tc 'potlatch at new---
house' BSdL 552 yahddet'a.~ ?eh3 'potlatch in

house', ya'tpaokt (said slowly), ~'~akt (said---
fast) 'roof' BSdL 545 yahdda°q'(d) 'on top of a

house, roof' L, 250129A, 42.21L, 49.71A, yahdda°q'

ye~ dao~, yahddaoqde~ ye~ da.~ 'it's walking
about on the roof' L, y~d ??~d. dese?ah:i: (per=

haps also -tah:i:, but former much preferred) 'a

house is there' L, as 0 of ~~'o? O-:i:-i 'S builds

a house' see -Ie 180 under Ie-, ?ew t'uh:i:ga?

dao yahddelah Ga.? 'go around those three houses~'

M, l{ey~oy dao yahd 'a different house' L,

qaodeya. yahd 'a new house' L, de~i. sahd~



ya- yahd, deqeda?ya- yahd 'an old house' L,
Galushia Nelson 1i~ca-~c_yat or 1itca.~c yat

Bs4L 5<{";)
'hunter's lean-to' 1i~a-~ yahd 'lean-to' ('one-= ---"
sided house') L, yahd~ da?li.1~ah 'do you own

a house~' L, ?ew yahd ?u?Aa-xi1gah 'I know

that house' L, ?ew yahddelah 1i?q Kli?lixi1gah

'I know everything about that house' L, yahdde?e.~

?u~a? xu?di-1qe?d~~h 'he asked me about his house'
L, ?ew yahd Klide~iyah 'that house is no good'

L, yahd?~-da?d 'upper portion of front (gable)
of house' M, yahddeqa?da-qde~ ye~ da-~ 'it's

walking about on the roof-corner' L, la?d da-

?i1dahd di1iyahr yahd 'two houses (placed)

against each other, double house' L, ?ew yahd
xu' disixa-g1 '1 worked on that house' L, yahd

y~-? Xa.sexu~ 'a house tumbled over' L, yahd

deseqah1 'a house is on fire' L, ?ew yahd ye~

?u?disdiyahd1~h 'he measured the house' L, ?ew

yahd ?udeyeq ?iGi-?lih 'that house, its interior
is big' L, yahdde?a-w 'long house, cannery' L,

yahdde?a-wdeyeqd 'in a cannery' L; Galushia Nel=
,

son ~cil'acia ya' yat 'Old Raven's House' BSdL

259, 545 ~i-Ieh~iyahya? yahd, ya'qiiyu' ya?

yat 'girl's puberty shelter or cave' BSdL 546

yahGeyu.ya? yahd 'menarcheal girls' house';



as head of compounds: disa.yahd 'tent' ('canvas-=

house') L, 47e.21L, disa.yahdde~a.~e~ahd 'from

inside a tent' 32.29A~ disa.yahd?~.5~hG A, disa.=

yahdya? Aa.Ge~~~ 'tent-poles' L, ~e.s~eyahd

'log cabin' L, ~tahyahd 'skin-house'M, qah=

Aeyahd 'bark-house', name of potlatch house at

Eyak Village, Mile 5 L, Galushia Nelson qat~iya

12.e~a.~telaq~iyu 'Bark House People' BSdL 544 qah=-
Aeyahdde~a.~delahGeyu. 'those living in Bark-House',

see, discussion under qahA, Galushia Nelson ta'=

u~tsa yat or tau~tsa yat 'Raven House, Gra=

vina Bay' BSdL 545 ta'?xdeyahd 'ta?xd-house' 6&. =

14, 14A, 'potlatch-house at Bering River' L, see

discussion under ta?xd, ~e.yu?yahd 'hemlock-=

house' 68.15A, ~.da?~ gah yahd 'church'

('prayer-house') M, 70.10, llA, Galushia Nelson

tctt~qaiyat 'Eagle House, Alaganik ("bed-house")

BSdL 545 3i~qahyahd 'Chilkat House' or 5i~=

qahya?d 'Chilkat, Bering River', na~ek yat

'Raven House, Alaganik ("goose-house")' BSdL 545

na.~egyahd, qa~suli yat 'Eagle House, Eyak'

("skeleton-house")' BSdL 545 qa.delihyahd ('our

bones-house'), ~ci.layat 'Raven House, Eyak

("raven-house")', 'Raven potlatch house' BSdL

545 ~i.lehyahd, GutcGalaq yat '~potlatch

..c.



house' BSdL 545 gu.5geleGyahd 'eagle-house'L,

as head of compound with postpositional phrase:

~qeyahd, qa-qeyahd 'grave-house' (small type
over grave, 'house on someone, house on us, humans')

L, }~hdeye~eyahd 'smokehouse' ('under-smoke

house') 18.10L.
0-1-yahd 'S makes 0 (house)': Ge}yahd 'make a

house, tent:' L, qu?x1yahd 'I'll make a house'

L, ?u.d qew da. ~}yahd 'that's where we have

our village, houses, camp' L (active imperfective),

qi? ~.}yahd 'camp, place where someone has a

house" perhaps also a place-name, location not

remembered (neuter imperfective).

"-I



yahd3

yahd3 (perhaps to be identified with and analyzed as
4yahd)

yahd (preverb, always with zero (or -d~) final)

'away from shore out into body of water, out to

sea, south, to Seattle, "outside" (of Alaska),

overseas': 10.4, 5A, 12.4G, 20.83A, 21a.5, 21L,

24.40,41,25.46.47.54, 37b.64, 49.88, 50.47A,
62.5G, yahd Gecu.x 'launch it (boat):' L,

~io~ao~ yahd seqeh~ih 'he boated towards way

over there across open sea' L, yahd Gewe?

'swim out to sea:' L, yahd Gewe.~}h 'he's

swimming out to sea' L, yahd seweh~ih 'he

swam out to sea' L, yahd ?edu?s~ilah}ih 'he

saved himself by going out to sea' L, yahd Ge=

?e5 'push it (boat) out~' L, yahd si?e5} 'I

launched it (boat)' L, yahd si1?e5} 'I pushed

it (boat) well out' L, yahd ?io?ah 'point of

land, promontory', subentry under ?a'-?a?,

yahd sah}}h 'he went "outside", to Seattle,

overseas' M, ~ic'da. qd yahd Ga. }}h 'he's walk=

ing out on ice' L; with qe?-qe.- 'back, again',

always attested qe.yahd, with special reference

to fall migration of salmon and fowl: 14.1, 21a.=

5L, 21b.72, 75A, with additional following qe?,

perhaps incorrect, redundant, or further suggest=



-4:&j_II_II.~ -

ing semantic specialization of qe.yahd: qe.=

yahd qe? dis~i~a?~ 'it (bird) flew back south

again'M; yahdqe?deqah 'aurora borealis', iden=

tification of yahd uncertain, see subentry under
qa; Rezanov flaT~ 'CY~HO Schiff', probably to

be read yahd 'out to sea', see following: yahde=
ya?da?~ 'rowboat, skiff' probably < yahd-eya?-=

d-?e~, yahdeya?delis 'mast' (Rezanov) < yahd-=

eya?-d-lis, see subentries under ya?-eya?

.."".. -, ,. ,."."



4yahd

yahd4 (perhaps to be identified with Yahd3, probably

to be analyzed y-ah-d with y-anatomical and -ah-d

with -d final 'privative, ablative')

o-yahd (postposition, always with zero (-d?) fi=
~ nal, L rejects proposed * siyah , *siyah~, *si=

yah?!, *~eyahd, *~e.1eyahd) 'out of, from o's
hand' (cf. o-y-~ahd, O-y-d); ?uyahd ?ew si~=

tah~}h 'I took it from his hand' L, siyahd si~=

tah~ 'he took it from my hand' L, ?i~yahd qi.=

li?le~~et'ux- !-pl. play tu~6f-war (against each

other):' L, qa.yahd qi.li?le~~t'Ux 'pl. play

tug-of-war against us:' L, ?i~yahd ~qi.de~ahdinu.

'they're having a tug-of-war' L, siyahd dis~i=

qahG~ 'it dropped out of my hand' L, siyahd sah~

'it got away from me' L, di~ ?uyahd ?ew t}.s=

de?ah~G 'it (pelt) wasn't wrested from them' L,

often with preverb qa? 'up out': 28.105, 107,

68.106, 108A, siyahd qa? ~e~a?~}h 'he grabbed,
jerked it out of my hand' L, siyahd q~.?! ~qe~g

'it keeps slipping out of my hand' L.



.c

ye.t'

ye.t'
ye.~ (noun, d-class) 'wild celery' (probably 'cow=

parsnip (Heracleum lanatum) , and perhaps also

'seacoast angelica (Angelica lucida)') LM, 10.206A,
Rezanov EST'!. 'CJIa.l;!;I<~.R: TpaBa, IIYTiY-M' (not in Rad=

lov, 'sweet grass, in bunches'), ye.~ siC! di.?a?

'give me a piece of wild celery~' L, ye.~ ?u.d

desetah~ (or _?ah]:;) 'a piece of wild celery is

there' L, ye.t'de~? 'lots of wild celery' M,

ye.~da?luw 'big piece of wild celery' L, ye.t'

dis~iqa?~~ 'wild celery is split' L, ye.~ qu?=

di.XJ.C.e~ 'I'll peel wild celery' L, ye.t' dek~h

Ge~e?~ 'wild celery is turning woody' L (d-class-=

mark for S lacking, perhaps declassified), ye.~
~deyeq qi? ~.~eh vaguely remembered place-=
name, location forgotten, f;where there is wild -

celery inside something (d-class, not with broad

opening at top)' L; de~i.la.? ye.t' 'male part

of wild celery plant' L, deqe?~ ye.~ 'female

part of wild celery plant' L; ye.t'se~k¥. 'wild

celery root, (good for poultices, e.g. for eye)

A, 10.206, 212A.
ses}h~inu.ya? ye.~ (noun, d-class) 'plant like

wild celery' (but smaller, with dark skin and

strong smell, 'dead people's wild celery', prob=

ably 'poison water hemlock (Cicuta mackenziana)') L.



.Y~.u~

yehs
yehs (noun, unclassified) 'loon' (probably 'arctic

loon (Gavia arctica) , and/or "coirimon loon (Gavia

immer)', "larger than q'eq', makes different noise",

locally called also 'Russian turkey') L, 27a.19,

20,30, 36L, 27b.33, 57A.

«



,11:;";:)

ye?s
ye?s (noun, unclassified) 'food taken or to be

taken home from potlatch' L, 55.8, 17L.

O-ye?s 'S takes 0 (food) home from potlatch':
te?ya? ?iya. siye?s~ 'I brought a fish for

you (from a potlatch)' L; detransitivized, with

indeterminate 0: ?iya. ?iqe?xdeye?s 'I'll bring

you food from a potlatch' L, siya? ?isdiye?s=

~}h 'he brought me food from a potlatch' L,

?ixsdiye?s~ 'I saved some food at a potlatch and

took it home with me' L.
sdiye?s~ (noun, unclassified) 'food brought home

from a potlatch': ?el sdiye?s~ ?i~ya? 'take

this (food from a potlatch, in a container)~' L.

Nominalized passive active perfective.



'y~Q

yah~
yah~ (noun, unclassified) 'doll' M, Galushia

Nelson yatc 'doll' BSdL 551, fu5u. yah~
'nice doll' L, yah~da.~ ~u? deleh 'it's

to be made into a doll' L; yah~ya? <!iyahd
'shellfish species' ('doll's hat') L (see

<!iyahd).
O-%-yah~ 'S plays with 0 (doll): ~%yah~}h 'she's

playing with something (a doll)' L, qu?x%yah~

'I'll play with it (doll)' L.

-yah~ (noun, unclassified) '(woman's) child, (wo=
man's) sister's child': ?~hyah~ 23.124A, ?u=

yah~ 'her child, her son, her daughter' 20.1,15,

23.124, 124A, 34.2,3, 71M, 49.80,68.44, 112A,
Rezanov aH-anI':E, 'C:E.nrB Sohn', CHaI1r:EIc '.llo~:o Toch=
ter', Furuhj elm Siash ' son', siac ' son, ;/...~ ~4.y'

A~ J' 1" ,:2;:c /'v"Wt..-, r~-, "daughter (woman speaking)' BSdL 566A, 'older '.;".;t;;:, :

sister's son, older sister's daughter, younger .~If)"

sister's son, younger sister's daughter (woman

speaking)' BSdL 567A siyah~ 'my child, my sis=

ter's child' (woman speaking) L, 34.4M, 61.43A,

used (incorrectly?) as vocative: 46.24, 26M,
Rezanov MmIl'b 'B~K'1> Enkel' ?iyah~ 'your child,

sister's child' (to woman), KHm'1>-HHm'l> 'BHY~a

Enkelin' ?iyah~yah~ 'your daughter's child, your



sister's daughter's child' (to woman), qe?~

siyah~ 'my daughter (woman-child)' {woman speak=

ing, to distinguish daughter from son-)L, ~ila.?

~iyah~ 'my son (man-child)' (woman speaking, to

distinguish son from daughter) L, ya.qe'yac

'mother's older sister's son, mother's older sis=

ter's daughter (woman speaking)' BSdL 566A prob=

ably to be read ya.qe?, ?iyah~ 'mother's sis=

ter (vocative), your daughter', ya.qe'caeyac

'mother's younger sister's son, mother's younger

sister's daughter (woman speaking)' BSdL 566,

567A probably to be read ya.qe?~ah, ?iyah~

'brother's sister (respectful?, vocative), your

daughter', sitsaqeiyac 'older sister's son, (wo=

man speaking)' BSdL 567A sica?kihyah~ 'my older

sister's child'(woman s:pea~~ng), 'si~aqe:iy~ac

'younger sister's son, younger sister's daughter

(woman speaking)' BSdL 567A sideGe.?yah~ 'my

younger sister's child' (woman speaking), ?i~=

la.~iyahyah~ 'your (female) cross-cousin's

(pejorative) child' 61.102A, with suffixed -e-kih

(-e- irregular and inexplicable) '(woman's) child

(affectionate, diminutive)': siyah~ekih 'my

little child' (woman speaking) M, 8.12, 23.143A,

used as vocative (perhaps incorrectly): 46.30M,

II.



?iyah~ekih 'your little child' (to mother eagle)
8.5, lOA, ?~ ~yah~ekih 'the little (woman's) --

child' 20.17A, fuyah~ekih cat's name L, ?uyah=

~ekih 'her little child, son, daughter' 8.3,
15,18,18,20.2,23.122, 145A, with suffixed
-e-~iyah, '(woman's) child (pejorative)': ?u=

yah~e~iyah 'her kid, brat' 49.131, 143A, ?~
~yah~e~iyah 'the (woman's) kid' 49.133A, with

suffixed -s-e-yu. 'pl.' (of humans): siyah~=

seyu. 'my children' (woman speaking) L, ?uyah~=

Geyu. 'her, their children' 18.65, 82L, 49.47,
60.5A, Marieyah~Geyu. 'Marie's children' A,

?~ qe?~yah~Geyu. 'that woman's children' 49.=

32, 32A, ?i~yah~Geyu. 'mother and child, mother

and children' L, of more or less anthropomorphized

animals: ?uyah~yequhyu. 'her children, young,

offspring' (of eagle) 8.4A, ?iyah~GeyequhGeyu.
'your children, young, offspring' (of woman married

to octopus) 20.76A; vocative (perhaps incorrect,

as other vocatives attested for descending kinship

terms, and siyah~, siyah~ekih attested in text

as vocative): yah~ 'child~' (woman speaking) L

(not verified); in figurative use: t~eyah~,

t9-hAa.Yah~' t~JS:eAa.yah~, ?~Aa.yah~ L, ?~e=
yah~ 'tidal debris' (material, mainly organic,



left forming a line at high-water mark on beach,

'wave's child, earth's child') LM, t~eyah~
~fu? qi? ~.~eh 'place where there's lots of

tidal debris, driftwood' L, t~eyah~yu. 'bits

of tidal debris, driftwood' 56.221, ~yey~~,
~.yeyah~ 'slight breeze' ('wind's child') L

(here perhaps in archaic use as suffixed adjective

'small', as widespread in Athapaskan, but see also

~.yyequh); this stem, also perhaps used with

an older meaning, may be present in the place-=
L." i ", '
l't.t~{,oVD~', ;1;;"<1:1#;-"'1:,,"' 'name~mentioned as Ku-na-yosh in Jefferson F. --c

, A

Moser, Alaska Salmon Investi ations in 1

12Q1, U.S. Fisheries Commission Bull. 21, 1901,
p. 385, and transcribed by Frederica de Laguna

in 1952 as ganiac-, guniac- 'Johnson Slough',
f ~'-1 It") "'~ ...{ ~perhaps W--D-e reaU geneyah~, guneyah~, wi th -

gl-class-mark, 'small (body of) water', see also

final entry under de-yah~ below.
de-yah~ 'S gives birth': qu?xdeyah~ 'I'll have

a baby' L, Rezanov XYR~Temll'D 'BaoRa rrOBHBaJI:b

Hag Heb~e' XU' qu?xdeyah~ 'I'm going to have

a baby' M, qu?deyah~~h 'she'll have a baby' M,

Rezanov KoTe-~ 'PO~HT:bCH geboren werden' .
,

qu?deyah~ 'she'll, you'll give birth', Gede=

yah~~~h 'she's giving birth' L, Rezanov mTe~h
'Po~HJIa gebaren, sie hat geboren, ist nieder=



gekommen', ?~h sdiyahs~ L, ~diyah~~~h 'she
gave birth had a bab y ' LM' .c9'tt.natrd'y..",,?~,~~, , u.QJCI..L.L

\~..~ "~.,(01 ,~...;,month-name, 'when animals have young, calving-=
y./ tklvtti h1 "I-,.'j,...J., It.

time' L, 'May' A (?i- prefix i~~G~~~e
1.1 .Ii,\,\ .1.. ...,. ..,,1~

¥,i,..,z,e<il:,",,:w..ith""inttet'e~rrg:tje""~f"~"-"')~-d-e-:raftS); per haps

also in place-name: in fieldnotes of Frederica de

Laguna for Yakutat 1952, from John Ellis, June 15,
"

inatiyac 'Pt. Latouche', July 26 Inat.e:'yac 'Pt.

Latouche' ('in front of stone-platform', etymology

probably incorrect), Harrington from G: ~llI't-=

yaa 'uunnattayyahc 'lower point at Yakutat' (~e=

li?d ya. ?u.na'deyah~) 'uunnatta.yyahc 'Pt.
Reclus' ('[Raven] has young in there'), 'u'na'=

tIya'c, 'uunnaaddi:yyaac 'Pt. Latouche' (no ety=

mology, same as Y[akutat Tlingit name]), SamsOn
Harry ['una'?deya.~] 'Point Latouche in upper

Yakutat Bay', perhaps < Eyak ?u.nahd ?ideyah~

.or perhaps ?ulah deyah~ 'they have their young

around it'.

"i"",IIiit,/i I



'yanG

?yahs
de-?yahS 1. With o-ye~ 'under 0', 'S is, becomes

annoyed with, disgusted with, tired of, sick of

0,0 bothers S, gives S a "pain"': siyeJ$: sdi?=

yahs3:}h 'he got sick of me' L, with o-d-ye~

'under o's oral noise': ?udeye~ 4di?yahsinu.
'I'm sick and tired oj their talk' L, seqe.se=

yu.deyeJ$: xdi?yahs3: 'I'm sick of kids(' noise)',

'children's noise, talk dis~sts me' L (neuter

imperfeotives).
(? )

2. With ye~-progressiveand o-~ 'to 0',
;I

'S wants badly, longs, yearns for, has, getsst~ong
urge, desire, physical need to do 0, go to 0':

5i3:qa?~ ye~ xsdi?yahs3: 'I want, long (have got=

ten the need, desire) to go to Bering River' L,

?~.~ qe.ye~ xsdi?yahG3: 'I long, yearn to come

back here' 19.12L, ?ed?e?~ ~e.yeJ$: xsdi?yahG3:
'I long ,to go back home, yearn for home' L (in=

direct reflexive), ye; ?iswe.~~ yeJ$: xsdi?yahG3:
'I wanted badly, got the urge, desire, to go

swimming' L, ye~ ?iswe.~~ yeJ$: xda?ya'G~ 'I

(cust) get a strong desire to go swimming' L,

di~~ deqa.yu. gah~ ye~ ?eda?ya.s~~ 'don't

you sometimes (cust) get the urge to dance~' L,

with J$:e?~ 'outdoors (but not far from house)':



~e?~ ye~ xsdi?yahG1 'I have to go, bad (need

to urinate, defecate)' ('I have gotten a strong

physical need to go out') L.

3. With ~u.l-class~mark or anatomical

'tooth': si~.1eyah ~.di?yahG1 'one of my

teeth aches' L (uncertain, perhaps incorrect,

cf. d-de-?yahG below).

o-ye~ ?isyahG~ (gerundive of de-?yahG 1. above)

as 0 of o-ga? 'like 0' or adverbialized with

-dah: ?uye~ ?isyahG1ga? l}h}h 'he makes me

disgusted, sick and tired of him' ('he acts like

annoyance with it') L, ?uye~ ?isyahG1dah di.=

leh, ?uye~ ?isyahG~ga? di.leh 'you give one

a pain with your talk, noise' ('you act orally

like annoyance with it, annoyingly with it') L,

as exclamation: ?uye~ ?isyahG1 'what a pain,

annoyance that is~' L, ?udeye~ ?isyahG1 'what

a pain, annoyance that (talk, noise) is~' L.

d-de-?yalIG (as above, with d-thematic) 'S aches':
Rezanov GbIax~a~cT~~b t rO~o~eH~ hungrig'

siyeqd siya. disdi?yahG1 'my stomach aches,

ached' ('my inside (of me) got to aching (me)')

M, si~.1eyah siya. disdi?yahG1 'my tooth

ached' M, ?i~.~eyah ?iya. qu?deda?yahG 'your

tooth will ache' M, si~v.1eyah siya. didi?=

UJ "i



yahG~ 'my tooth, teeth ache(s) , M (neuter per=

fective) , sileqahyeqd siyae didi?yahG~ '(the

inside of) my head aches' M (neuter prfective) ,

sileqahyeqd siya. deGeda?yahG~ 'I'm getting a

headache'M, sileqahyeqd siyae deda?ya.G~ 'I

(cust) get a headache' M. Transitive (causative):

sileqahyeqd siyae deGie~yahG~ 'you're giving

me a headache' M, sileqahyeqd siyae dese~yahG=

~}h 'he gave me a headache' M.



yeq

yeqI (perhaps to be identified with yei and/or yeq'3,

but semantic relation not clear)
yeq' (preverb, with zero, -~, -d, and -de~ fi=

nals) 'ashore, to shore, to land' (but not 'up=
2land', cf. leG): lb.101'1, 10.12, 15, 16, 17,

27,98,108,11.143,148,148,150,169, 170A,

16.161'1,20.51,25.54,28.72,82, 33.3, 37b.18A,

36.20L1'1, 46.171'1, 47c.61, 53.24, 56.22L, 61.77A,
yeq' 'onto island, mainland, from ocean, lake,

river'L, yeq seqah~ 'I (boating) landed' L,

qi? yeq qu?xqeh 'where I (boating) will land'

L, ?ewgu~ah ?ew yeg se~ah~}h 'she pulled the
',,-/ fishtails up' (i.e. 'ashore') 1'1, yeq' siyah~ 'I

waded ashore' L, with q'e?-q'e.- 'back, again':
?ew ge.yeq seleGz}h 'he threw another one ashore'

46.211'1, ma.gedeya?~ahd yeq qe? xuse~~ahd~}h
'he pulled me back ashore out of the lake' 1'1,
Galushia Nelson ge.~ta.gwelahyu.~ q'e.yeq' sdi=

qeh~}h 'he (boating) returned to shore with the

seal-people' BSdL 283, 559; with -~ final 'to=

wards shore, (continuous or repeated motion) to

shore': de~i. ?elga?kih yeqe~ ?Uta? geAa"=
sedi~~ 'already the (aquatic) distance to shore

for her had shortened to this little bit' 25.48A,

yeq'e~ ?u~ Gexwez 'is rolling against shore



with him (inside)' 10.19, 19A, yegeC! Gexqe.3:

'I (boating) am landing' L, yegeC! ?e3:ya.? 'put

them ashore (in several acts)~' L, yegeC! Aa.3:ya.?

'waves are lapping against shore' L, yege~ ~u.y
'shoreward wind' MSG; with -d final '(at rest) on

shore, ashore': yeqd sedah3:ih 'he's sitting on

shore'L, yeqd setah3: 'it's ashore' L, per=
haps nominalized Galushia Nelson yeqt 'shore'

BSdL 547 yegd; with -de:Jj: final (-d final plus

-:Jj: final) '(motion within area) on shore': yeq=
deJ.C ?ahnu.l! ?edqeAa.3:e?ihinu. 'they sneak towards

him along the shore' 56.22L, yegde~ yeJ.C da.~

'it's walking about on shore' L.
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yeq

yeQf (in -~e-yeq > -~e.q; perhaps to be identified
with yeq! and/or yeq3, but semantic relation not

clear; probably also in some instances of (o-)d-i.?-q

under ?e?-)
o-yeq (postposition, with zero, -d, -~, -de~,

-~ahd finals; clearly attested with d-class-mark

as -deyeq, but not with de- indeterminate 0,

some instances of (o-)d-i.?-q' (?e?-)
perhaps to be identified as de-yeq and o-d-yeq)

1. 'in(to) 0 (not with broad opening at top)', cf.
4o-ya? under ya? ; not generally used of topo=

graphical features; L rejects proposed *~eyeq,
*~eleyeq, with ~e- 'area' as 0: finals irregu=
lar, different from other postpositions in that )<,

zero final usually occurs where -d and -(de)~

finals are normal with other postpositions, thus,
usually with certain preverbs, with zero final,
also '(movement with)in 0', and 'out of (from a

position of rest in) 0', and also, normal with

neuter perfectives, '(at rest) in 0'; of any 0

other than one with broad opening at top, including

animal or human body, thus also occurring with per=

sonal pronominal 0, sometimes with anatomical marks,
and also often more or less idiomatically, with

non-concrete 0, e.g. cu?d 'sleep', gah 'dance',

i I



-deGeleh 'mind', qehsq-qe.sq 'moonlight', Gu?

'warmth', ?we~ 'thus' (preverb used as noun),

and translating 'on' with gah 'day' (without

class-mark), and names of days (cf. o-ya? 2.),

and, with personal pronominal 0, often, 'into o's

mouth, o's womb', or, especially nominalized with

-d final, 'o's stomach'; often semantically ir=

regular with reciprocal and reflexive 0, incidences

of which are listed in 2. and 3. below; with zero

final: 2a.7M, 5.3L, 6.3M, 8.7, 10.9, 115A, 18.20L,

23.111,24.40,77,28.84,85, 88A, 34.101L, 36.=

39A, 38.7, 12LM, 39.5L, 45b.llM, 51.19, 37(day),

44,70.11A, o-yeq -da 'S dresses in 0' (-da

6.), fuyeq Gele~qu? 'pl. get dressed (in some=

thing):' L, ?ewyeq le~iqe?x~quh 'I'll dress you

pl. in it' L, ?ewyeq ?equ.k'inu. 'they're (cust)

dressed in it' 24.40A, ~eli?d ?ewyeq sedah~

'he's sitting at innermost end of hole' ('at back

closed end of area, he's sitting in it') L, ?uyeq

k'usi~du?~ 'I stuffed it' ('I stuffed something

into it') L, ?uyeq ?t.si~du?~ 'I stuffed its

head'L, ?uyeq' Geta? 'put it in it (box with

opening at side)~' L, ?ewyeq si~tahl 'I put it

in it' L, ?ewyeq qu?xtah 'I'll put it in it' L,

da?deyeq ?ew ?t.secu.x} 'he shoved it (paddle)



-'~IIIIII
into the mud' L, ye.~ ?udeyeq qi? ~.leh

place-name ('where there's wild celery in it

d-class)') L, o-yeq ?i-xu?~(-g) 'S blows into

0', ?ewyeq de~eGe?q~gl 'it (pipe, chimney)

got clogged' L, seqe.Geyu. ?uyeq quh 'womb'
('children stay in it') A, ?uyeq deseqe?sl

'it's stuck in it' L, ?uyeq qi!deGexqe?s% 'my

shoes are too tight' ('my feet are crowded in

them') L, ?uyeq ~?lqa.g 'someone's burning
things in it, stove' L, ?uyeq ?iqa.gl 'stove'

LM, ?uyeq ~da?mahd 'oven' ('something is

cooked in it') L, ?uqi.leyeq ~c}?deleh 'tele=

phone' ('someone speaks into it (rope-like)') L,

l~hdeyeq(deleh) 'smoking-pipe' L « %~hd ?uyeq

deleh 'smoke is acted upon in it', see l~d),

o-yeq y-le 'S disembowels, hollows out 0' ('S

acts with hands in 0', see y-le 2.), lisdeyeq

qela?ni~ 'woodworms' ('they crawl in trees') L,

giyah ?uyeq geli.?yah 'blister' ('water is
stuck in it') L, ~yeq yesa?yah1 'it (e.g.

letter) was sent, travelled in something' M, t~h=

yeq ?i~a? ?iGe?e?3 'put your feet into your
",~

socks:' L, ?uyeq k'uGede?eh 'binoculars' ('some= ;'i'

thing is seen in it') L, Rezanov, k'uyeq silah1
'I put them in something' L, we?lle~edeyeq sahl,

.,'~. .,,"



we?} ?ugele~edeyeq sah} 'it got caught (went

into) a snare' L, ?uyeq ~cu?dgih 'he's smoking

(sucking something in it)' Rezanov, ?uyeq gele=

decu?dg 'sucking-tube' ('liquid is sucked in it')

Galushia l~elson, sideGelehyeq dis}iqahG} 'it

goes through (has fallen into) my mind' 70.10A,

o-deGelehyeq -t'e'--t'u', o-deGelehyeq -Ie'S

pleases 0' ('S is a certain way, acts in o's mind')

see deGeleh, we~yeq 'in this way, thus' L (?we~),

qe.sqdeyeq 'in the moonlight' M, ~iddeyeq 'in

ice'M, de. gahyeqdew 'on what day~' L, with

various preverbs: with ye~-progressive: ?uyeq

ye~ }e~hd~ih 'pains, cramps hurt about inside

him'L, ?uyeq ye~ KU?}e?~.~ 'binoculars, tele=

scope' ('one looks about in it') L, Rezanov, cu?d=

yeq ye~ xda.~ 'I'm walking about in my sleep'

L, with Ii? 'deeply in, from open front to closed

back end': 5.3L, 10.5,6,34,28.112, 37b.40, 40.=

39(month),40(month)A, o-yeq Ii? O-l-du?~ 'S

stuffs 0 into 0', ?uyeq Ii? ~.}eh 'it has

deep hollow in it' LM, o-yeq Ii? G-le '0 is

hollow', o-yeq Ii? y-le 'S hollows 0 out',

?u~e~eyeq Ii? ci?dixilil}h 'I'm (literally,

neuter perfective) way inside his ear speaking'

72.2L, ?ewyeq Ii? sa?yah} 'it's stuck way

L~



inside it' L, xu~lyeq Ii? di.?ah 'ramrod'

('d-class extends way into rifle') L, Rezanov,

5e~eyeq Ii? ?edyili?ih 'he's stopping his ears

with his fingers' ('he has his hands extending way

into his ears') L, ?uyeq Ii? ~?le~eGel~a?

'load it (rifle):' Rezanov, di~ ?uyeq Ii? ?i=

Ga?a.wG 'it's not long (cavity) inside' L, ?uyeq

Ii? sahl 'it went way in it' M, ?uyeq Ii? Ga.?

'go way in it:' M, with ?e~ 'completely by,

through': ?uyeq ?e~ ~.leh 'there's a hole all

the way through it' L, ?uyeq ?e~ disliqahGl

'it fell down through it (into trap)' L, ?ewyeq

?eS lequ.g 'they (fish) keep swimming right

through it (mesh too coarse)' L, ?uyeq ?e~ ~e=

Aa.sa?yahl 'it ran through it, arrow went through

it'L, ?uyeq ?eS qu?xle?e5g 'I'll jump through

it (e.g. hoop)' L, ?a?d sileqahyeq ?eS ~=

le?ggga? ?edxdegewih 'I feel very much like some=

one is reaching through my head (with repeated

questions)' 72.l5L, ?ewyeq ?e~ sahl 'it went

through it (e.g. tube)' L, with ye~ 'downward',

'down into 0': 10.55,158,23.160, 27b.18, 53.3lA,

gahyeq ye~ Ga.} 'he's dancing fancy' ('going

down into a dance') L, 'down out of 0': 10.100,

102A, ?uyeq ye~ ~gv.?yah} 'he's got diarrhea'

""
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L, ?unio~eq ?ew ye~ gelio?}h}h 'it (liquid)
extends down from (in) his nose' L, with qa?

'up out', 'up into 0': ?ahnuogedeyeq qa? qese=

cu.x}}h 'she thrust them up their rectums' 47b.=

39M, 'up out of 0': 3.5M, 5.12L, 10.6, 11.188,

192,23.20, 36.11A, 45.11L, 49.96A, 65.28,38,
39A, o-yeq qa? O-}-du?~ 'S squeezes 0 out of

0', ?ewyeq qa? Geta? 'take it out of it:' L,

?ewyeq qa? si}tah} 'I took it out of it' L,

?ulahyeq qa? lesetah} 'it stuck its head out

of its hole' L, ?ewyeq qa? Ge}xe~ 'empty it

(eggs) out of it (salmon)~' L, }~hdeyeq qa?ah

'smokehole' « }~hd ?uyeq qa? ?ah 'smoke ex=

tends up out of it', see }~hd), de} ?uyeq qa?

g¥osa?yah} 'he hemorrhaged' ('blood went up out
of him') L, ?ula?~ ?uyeq qa? ?i.?th}h 'his

tongue's hanging out' L, ?ewyeq qa? sah} 'it

got out of it' L, }e?~yeq qa? sah} 'it got out

of the box' L, ~de}deli}yeq qa? sah} 'egg

hatched'M, 'up within 0': o-yeq qa? Gdl-qa

'0 has heartburn', o-qi.deyeq qa? }-~ahd 'pains

shoot up o's leg', o-yeq d-(}-)qa?~--qa?q '0

chokes', in compounds, with adjectives, requiring
G i-thematic , see -leqahyeqeGi?5ilahG 'brains'

under 5ilahG, -yeqeGi?ya? 'entrails' (under



ya?-eya?), leyeqi6i~e? 'unpleasant voice',

-yeqiGi~e? 'marrow' (under ~e--~e?), kuc'-ku~,

-?luw--?nuw 3_, ?i-6-?li', ?i-6-?luw, ?i-G-=

?a-w, o-yeq Ii? G-le, with -~ final, 0-=

yeqe~ '(continuous or repeated movement) into 0,

continuous or repeated movement or action in 0,

(movement towards) into 0': 10.14,11.169,185,

36.38,38,50.22,23, 51.48A, 62.5G, o-yeqe~
?i-xu?~-g '8 blows into 0', ?esyeqe~ lequ.g

'fish are trapped in (keep swimming into) weir' L,

?uyeqe~ ?edu?qi.da-xdiqe.? 'let me try my feet

in them (shoes)' L, ?udeyeqe~ yeGexle-} 'I'm

hollowing it (tree) out' L, ?uyeq(e~) Ii? ye=

Gexle-} 'I'm hollowing it out' L, sileyeqe~

Gele?g} 'it (drink) is going to (reaching into)

my head' L, deGelehyeqe~ Gedele-}}h 'he's getting

proud of himself' L, ~yeqe~ ?e}ya.? 'put them

(one by one) into something:' L, ~yeqe~ qu?x}=

ya.? 'I'll put them (one by one) into something'

L, ?uyeq(e~) ~ya?} 'container (to put things

in)' L; with -d final '(at rest) in 0': 10.6,

7,7,7,118,11.160, 161A, 18.6L (probably to be

corrected to zero final), 28.84, 85, 88, 88, 60.6A,

62.26G (day), seqe.c'ekih ?uyeqd dah 'womb'

('child stays in it') L, ?uyeqd ~teh 'sleeping



bag' L (also ?uya? lCuteh) , fuyeq'd setah3:

'it's in something' L, ?ewyeqd setah3: 'it's

in it' L, ?ewyeqd si3:tah3: 'I left it in it' L,

deGelehyeqd fuxs3:itah3: 'I have something on my

mind' L, ~i~ ?udeGelehyeq'd fusetah3:}h 'he has

something in his mind against me' L, fuleqahyeq=

de5ilehG 'brains'M (5ilahG) , ?uyeq'd gahG

'charge for gun' ('shot in it') L, ?uyeqd qiode=

Gexqe?s3: 'my foot's cramped in it (shoe)' L,

?uyeqd yao 'trething inside it' L, lCu~iyah

?u~a? ?uyeq'd ?i3:~a? ?ise?ah3:}h 'he has pent up

all the evil against him within himself' L, ?u=

yeq'd fule~ediyah3: 'it (gun) is loaded' L, with

ya? 'to a position of rest': ?ewyeqd ya? qu?x=

tah 'I'll leave it in it' L, ?ideGelehyeqd Ira?

ya? ?iditao 'remember:' ('keep it in your mind:')

L, Gu?yeqd ya? ?iodah 'stay in the warmth:' M,

elicited without verb, with -d final '(at rest)

in 0' or nominalized 'the inside of 0': siyeqd

'inside of me' L, sidega?q3:yeq'd 'inside of my

throat'M, siniosq'(?iGi)yeq'd 'inside my nostril'

L, with I-anatomical: sileyeq'd 'back of my neck'

M ('inside my head', see also under 30 below), see

also -c}? (ci?-c}?-), with classified nouns:

~i~deyeqd 'in ice' M, deqaogdeyeqd 'in fire' M,

"'



~iyahdleyeqd 'in a hat' M, ~tahti.leyeqd 'in

a skin' M, qahs~edeyeqd 'in the clouds' M, ~i~=
gedeyeqd 'in the grass' M, kih~lAaeyeqd 'in a

dipnet' M, ?i~eleyeqd 'inside a mountain' L,

yahdda?luwdeyeqd 'in a cannery' L, lisdeyeqd
'in a (hollow prone) spruce' L, with -d final

nominalized 'the inside of 0': ?udeyeqd ~.leh

'there's a hollow inside it (d-class, tree)' L,
?uyeqd Ii? GeAi.?ah '(cavity) inside extends

deep' L, xu~lyeqd ?u~ de~ed 'cleaning rod'

('the inside of a rifle is wiped by means of it')

L, ?ewyeqd ~diGe?q~gl 'its -inside is clogged'

L, ')ewyeqd siyae lah xulg 'my head is spin=

ning' ('that inside of me is spinning around') M,
siyeqd siyae yi~a?d 'my stomach hurts' L, si=

yeqd siyae ye~ ~leqa?~ LM, siyeqd siyae
dedeleh 'my stomach is rumbling' M, siyeqd siyae
disdi?yahGl 'my stomach aches' M, Rezanov, si=

yeqd siyae ~~a.dah ?u?Gexgewi?l 'my stomach

is starting to feel bad' L; with -de~ final '(mo=

tion with)in 0' (usually zero, especially with

preverbs): ?ewyeqde~ gelie?ah 'it (water) runs

through it (pipe)' L, ?ewyeqde~ ye~ dae~ 'it's

walking around inside it' L, ?~hAaeyeqde~ 'out

of the ground' 36.11fnL; with -~ahd final or

",1' ;,.1, ,: !""i



as 0 of o-~ahd 'from 0', 'out of from inside 0':

?~hyeqe~ahd 'out of the ground' N, Ge~ ~iyahd=

leyeqe~ahd qa? sex~ahdx~h 'he pulled a rabbit

up out of a hat' N, si?uGxleyeqe~ahd ?ilah qe?x=

leh 'I love you from my heart' L, ?ewyeqe~ahd

~c}h 'sings (from) inside it' lO.12A (cf. 11.=

185A); as 0 of o-ya? 'belonging to 0': ?UC}?=

leyeqya? qahs 'bone of inside of its head (of
fish)' N, celyeqya? ~e. 'marrow' ('grease of

inside of bone') L, as 0 of o-ga? 'like 0':
di~ ?ewyeqega? qi.da?yida.G 'your foot's not

big enough for it (inside of shoe)' ('you're not

foot-sized like its inside') LN.
2. With reciprocal 0 (often semantically ir=

regular, cf. o-ya? 3. under ya?4) a. semanti=

cally regular, 'into each other': ?ixyeq Geta?

'put one (e.g. glass) inside the other~' L, ?ix=

yeq ye~ Gexa? 'pile them (e.g. glasses)(down)

into each other' L.
2b. 'closed' (of eyes, used preverbially,

classifier not vocalized in intransitive verbs):
?ixyeq ~siltahx 'I closed my eyes' ('I put one

part of something into the other') N, ?ixyeq

~.xtahx}h 'he has his eyes closed' N, ?ilyeq

~Geta? 'close your eyes~' L, ?ilyeq ~qu?xtah

c., ,



~

'I'll close my eyes' L, with -~ final: ?ilyeqe~

le~edexya.g 'my eyes keep closing' L (see -?ya

5.); with ye~ 'downward', 'with folded legs,

squatting': ?ilyeq ye~ ?i.dah3::i-h 'he's squat=

ting'L, ?i3:yeq ye~ Geda.3:~h 'he's doing a

dance squatting' ('moving in squatting position')

L.

2c. 'apart, outspread, wide open' (from ori=

ginal position together, but not clearly inside

each other, used preverbially, classifier not vo=

calized in intransitive verbs) ?i3:yeq we~ ?i.=

~eh 'it (e.g. box) is coming apart at corner'

(probably 'apart, it's thus') L, ?i3:yeq ?:i-°si3:=

~x3: 'I grabbed his cheeks and pulled them apart'

('I stretched his face apart') L, ?i3:yeq le~e=

di.qe~l 'his eyes are wide open' L, ?ilyeq ?io=

qe~3: 'he has his legs spread wide apart' L, ?i3:=

yeq di3:ile?g3: 'he has his arms outspread' L,

?i3:yeq ?iGe?e?5 'spread your legs~' L, ?i3:yeq

?isi?e?53: 'I spread my legs apart' L, with xa?

as 0, ?i3:yeq xa? Geta? 'open your mouth~' L,

?i3:yeq xa? ?i.3:tah3:}h 'he has his mouth open'

L, ?i3:yeq xa? se3:tahl 'it (flower) opened' L.

3. With reflexive 0, pronominal 0 always

?ed- rather than zero in all certain attestations

"' '" ,-



without class-mark, semantically irregular or idio=

matic: ?edyeq (qe?) de-?ya 'S comes to, regains

consciousness, sobers up' 10.210, 36.24, 25A, see

-?ya 17" apparently preverbial in qe. ?edyeqe~

Geda?ya.x}h 'he's coming to' M, for other possible

occurrences, see yeq (preverb) below; in ?ed=

yeqe~ ki1?xu?~g 'bugle'L not reflexive, < ?ude=

yeqe~ ~?xu?~g 'one blows repeatedly into it

(d-class, noisemaking)'; with l-anatomical 'head':

?edleyeqe~ ~dec}h, leyeqe~ ~dec}h 'I'm

humming' L, ?edleyeqe~ ~dec}h}h, leyeqe~ ki1=

dec}h}h 'he's humming' L; see also l-yeq below.

4. Problematical or uncertain instances: lis=

yeq deG geli.?ah place-name, interpreted by L

as 'water runs up by trees', i.e. 'water flows up

shore into prone trees', but with d-class-mark

for lis lacking; de?ewyeqe~ ?ew ?u~ ye~

3:edmos; 'it drifts about with him inside it' 10.=

l4A, perhaps to be interpreted de?ew --yeqe~--
?ew ?u~ ye~ xedu~ 'then --towards shore --

it drifts about with him (in it)' with preverb

yeq-ei! under yecf; xi .lyeq ..~c}h}h 'shaman is

singing (shaman's song)' M, not verified by L,

literally 'he's singing something in a shaman', un=

less to be interpreted xi.l yeq ~c}h}h with



yeq preverbial, but -}h suffix,would not be

expected with xiol as independent S, see however

preverb yeq under yeqf and yeq3, and (o~d-=

i.?-q under ?e?-. or perhaps < xi.'1-le--yeq, cf. followj1)g.

leyeq (preverb?, probably postpositional phrase with

I-anatomical 'head' and zero variant of reflexive

0 pronoun, perhaps originally epithetical, used

with verbalized adjectives and in compound, always

requiring Gi-thematic) 'voice, throat': leyeq

'inside throat' L, leyeq' ?iGiokuc'g '(he's) soft-,

high-voiced'L, leyeq' ?iGio?luw '(he's) loud-,

low-voiced' L, Rezanov; leyeqeGi~e? 'unpleasant

gravelly voice, poor singing voice' L.

o-y-~e.q (postposition, < -y-~e-yeq, with -y-~e-

'inner end of hand', with reduced form of -~a

'back end' with -y-anatomical 'hand' as 0 of 0-=

yeq'; finals as with o-yeq) 'in(to the palm of)

o's hand': with zero final: 23.13, 50.18A, Reza=

nov KaHTJIeR'I> 'JIa~oHb Handflache, innere' qa.=

ye~e.q 'into our palms', siye~e.q' 'in the palm

of my hand' LM, siye~e.q' Geta? 'put it in my

hand:' LM, o-y-~e.q' y-?ya 'S (prey) falls into

o's hand', zero reflexive 0 in indirect reciprocal

constructions: ye~e.q ?isdituxl, ye~e.q' dis=

dituxl 'he spit in his hand' L, ye~e.q ?iqe?x=

hi;,iilill



detux, ye~e.q qu?dexdetux 'I'll spit in my

hand' L, ye~e.q yeGedexu?~} 'he's blowing in

his hands' L, with -~ final: siye~e.qe~ ?ew

}y~.?~h 'he's putting them (one by one) into my

hand' L, with -d final 'at rest': siye~e.qd 'in

my hand' M, 'in the palm of my hand' L, siye~e.qd

setah} 'it's in my hand' L, with reciprocal 0:

?i}ye~e.qd qe? ?eds}iyah~~nu. 'they shook hands

again' ('they put themselves back palm to palm') L,

nominalized with -d final: siye~e.qd siya. sed=

i?~~h 'he pinched the palm of my hand' L, ?uye=

~e.qd ?i}~ qid ?u?li.~tah~~h 'he has his hands

palms together' L.
yeq (preverb, infrequent, perhaps not to be identi=

fied with yeqf and/or to be identified with yeir

and/or yeq3) 1. 'fast, deep (asleep)', (cf. 0-=

yeq 3.) attested only with -cu?d--cuhd 'S sleeps':

yeq sicuhd~ 'I fell fast asleep' L, yeq ?ixi=

cu?d} 'I'm fast asleep' L.
2. 'muffled, muted, inside self' (cf. (?ed)=

leyeqe~ ~-de-cih 'S hums' under o-yeq 3.),
attested only with ?ed-}e-ki.~ 'S makes self cry,

pretends to cry, whines', causative reflexive of

-ki.~ 'S weeps': yeq ?ed}ek~.~~h 'he's sobbing'

L, yeq ?eds~ik~.~~~h 'he whimpered' L; see also



xi.lyeq' k'uc~h~h under o-yeq 4. above, and

(0-)d-ie1_q under ?e?-.
3. Meaning uncertain, perhaps 'inside', at=

tested only in yeq desa?mahdi 'they (eggs) are

hard-boiled' L, same meaning as desa?mahdi; see

also 4. below and (o)d-ie?_q under ?e?-.

4. Uncertain: yeq' gela?yah 'bile' L, per=

haps to be corrected to o-yeq' gela?yah, literal=

ly 'liquid, humor is in 0'.



yeq'/

yeq3 (perhaps to be identified with yeql and/or yegf)

yeq' (preverb, with zero final in all instances, per=

haps also used with -~ final) 'taboo, startling,
frightening, hexed, bewitched', exact meaning un=

certain, attested only in themes with stem which

mayor may not be that of -a 'sg. S goes' with

l-thematic as in l-de-a 'sg. S misgoes, gets

lost': yeq l-a 'S is, becomes startled, scared',
with causative yeq' O-l-l-a 'S startles, scares

0', and yeq l-de-a 'S is, becomes tabooed, hexed,
bewitched', with causative yeq O-l-l-a 'S hexes,

bewitches 0', see a3.

I",j;



ye:J£-ye.~ ..

ye~-ye.~ (ye~ reduced, ye.~ expanded form of (re=
1/ I" ~P;.Y 3

1 "","fc/ "' f c "#

duced~) stem; perhaps related to ye~.~ basic meaning

'subdue, t,amef4~ {:':ii~i'
d-~e-ye~ (with d-thematic, perhaps archaic class-=

mark for S) r 'S (wind) calms, abates': ~ezanov,

TaCJIHeXJII> 'B'BTep!> T",I1Xo:fir, Windstille', T~cJI~e;~~

'TI1XaR noro.Zl;a Windstille' dis3:iye~~ 'wind calmed

down' L, deGe3:eye~3: 'wind is abating' LM, qu?=

de~eye~ 'wind will calm down' L.

di.ye.~ (noun, unclassified, deverbalization of

preceding with expanded stem) 'calm weather' L,

di.ye.~ yi3:eh, di.ye.~ga? ~.~eh 'it's calm

(no wind, not otherwise necessarily good weather)'

L, di.ye.~ Ge3:e?3: 'it (wind) is calming down'

L; Galushia Nelson ]ia~tsi 'Calm Weather's-
Daughter' BSdL 300, 544 di.ye.~ci. L (mytholo=

gical personage, see BSdL 300,512, Eyak Texts

48.0fn).

O-?-ye.~ 's trains 0 for hunting': ?u?siye.~~

'I trained it (dog., for hunting)' L, with ye~-=

progressive: ?ew ye~ ?u?deye.~}h 'he's train=

ing it (dog, for hunting)' L, ?ew ye~ ?u?sdi=

ye.~~ 'I trained him (dog, for hunting)' L; re=

flexive: ?edu?deye.~}h 'he's abstaining (etc.,

in preparation for hunt)' L (uncertain), ye~

If~"



?edu?deye8JS:~h 'he's putting himself through

rigorous training (for hunt)' L; passive: ?u?s=

diye8JS:} ~ewa8 'dog which has been trained (for

hunting)' L8

O-?-}-ye8JS: '8 trains 0 for hunting' (uncertain,

meaning not distinguished from that of preceding):

qu?x}ye8~ 'I'll make a hunter of him (dog)' L,

?u?si}ye8~} 'I trained it (dog, for hunting)' L

(later changed to ?u?siye8JS:}) 8



ye~-

~-..II"'" .fv y;. ¥, ..

ye~l (perhaps related to ye~-ye.~)

O-ye~(-g) (usually with -g-repetitive thematized)
'S rubs 0 (usually pelt, in tanning, in folds
against itself) to soften it': ?ew xye~g 'I'm

softening skin' L, often with ya? 'completely':

?ew ya? xye~g, ?ew ya? Gexye~g% L, ya?
Guxye~g% 'I'm softening skin by rubbing it' MA,

ya? ~ye~g}h 'he's rubbing something (a skin)
to soften it' L, ya? qu?xye~g 'I'll rub it

(skin)' L, ya? qa?ye~g}h 'he'll soften a skin'

L, ya? siye~g%, ya? siye~% 'I rubbed, sof=

tened skin' L, ya? seye~g%}h 'he rubbed it

(skin) soft' L, with ti.l-class-mark for 0

(clearly optional): ~ti.lexye~g 'I'm rubbing

something (skin) soft' LM, ~ti.li.ye~g 'rub

a skin soft~' 11; passive: ti.sdiye~g 'skin has

been rubbed soft' L.
0-3:-ye~-g 'S rubs 0 (usually pelt, in tanning, in

folds against itself) to soften it' (meaning ap=

parently not distinguished from that of preceding):
ya? Gexw%ye~g% 'I'm rubbing a skin (in folds

against itself) to soften it' M, ya? si3:ye~g3:
'I rubbed a skin soft' L (uncertain, "maybe means

same as ya? siye~g3:").

"
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c:;yeJ;:

yeJ;:2 (perhaps to be identified with yeJ;:3, yeJ;:4, and/cr

yeJ;:5; assigned here are all and only all preverbs re=

quiring vocalization of classifier, at least in intran=

sitives, of verbs)

ye~ (preverb, always with zero final, called ye~-=

progressive, requiring vocalization of classifier
in all forms, transitive as well as intransitive,

and -~ suffix in all non-repetitive, non-custom=

ary active imperfectives, and in gerundives, phone=

tically zero with stem-final -~, sometimes oc=

curring overtly, perhaps incorrectly, in a few ac=
tive imperfective repetitives, especially where

-g-repetitive is highly thematized, in sequence

-g-~, or, in other cases, replacing -g-repeti=

tive, for examples see references below with -g-=

repetitive; form of CV stems CV°J;:, CV' stems

CV?J;:; no suffix in other mode-aspects, but form

of non-perfectives of CV and CV' stems frequently

CVo instead of CVh, see grammar; other preverbs,

except sometimes qe?-qeo-, always precede ye~)

1. 'about, around, here and there', i.e., with
verbs referring to gross lateral movement, in no

definite direction, without destination, randomly',

or, with verbs referring not to gross lateral move=

ment, '(activity, process) in one place after



another, while moving along, about', very freely

used, attested with a large number and variety

of verb themes (especially frequent in active im=

perfective, and rare with inceptive perfective,

the inceptive perfective with yei-progressive

meaning '8 ...about all day long, for a long time'),

see O-?-de?~ 2., O-~-du?~, ~e-dux 1., ye~

?ede~eduXi, d-~e-de, ye~ de~ede.~, -da 3a.,

4a., ~e-da, g-~e-da, O-~-ta?~, -te 3., 0-=

~-te, O-(~-)ta 1., O-~-(~-)ta 2., O-gd-(~-)ta,
?ed-y-de(-~e)-ta, I-ta, O-~-~a?l--~a?~, 0-1-=

~, -~e?q (transitive), 1e-~eq, -~e?i 1.,

O-~i 2., ?ed-1e-5ah6--5~h6, O-~-c}hd, -ce~-=

-ci~ (transitive), ?i-c}05, O-C}, 1e-ca?,

~e-c'}?~, O-l-di?~-g (d}?~ 2.), O-l-c'e?d lc.,

?u~ ye~ ~Aa.dede?d~, O-di?~, 0-?-(1-)~-c'}h6,
O-~-C'} 0 G, ye~ le~edede~, Gl-de-da?, -sid, 0-=

g-5ahG, 0-5a? 1., 0-~d-5a? 10, O-~-~~', ?ed-=

1e-~e°tJ, O-~o~, (transitive, ~?c'-), ?i-de-=

~~?~, ye~ ?ed-1e-~~?~, 0-d-1-~aoq, -~e?, 61-=

de-~a?~, O-~i~, -~e?g (transitive), O-Gl-~a-=

-Sa', 0-GI-1-Sa', ~-l-~-g~o~, O-}-gahG, ?i-=

gWa'--ga', O-l-ku?d, -k}Oi, }-~ahd--k'a?d, yei

0-61-de-~}?~-~, d-}-~a?~ 10, ye~ de1e~a?~,

~-l-l-xwe?~--xe?~, ?ed-l-le-xa?~ (xwe?~-),



gdl-xu~, ~-xi~- 1., 2.(xu?~-), -xu~, ye~ "

dexwe~~ (xu~-), ~e-Ga?~, O-~-Ge~ 1., ~e-=

GeG~-g, O-?-qe?d, O-?-d-~-qe?d-~, ~e-qa?~-g,

~-qe~ (transitive), d-~e-qahG, -qe, ~-qe,

?uwa.~~ ye~ ~deqe.g, O-~-qe, O-qa (qal),

~e-qa.?, -qu 3., ~e-qu, d-~e-qu, ye~ def"e=

qu.~, O-g-t-qu, l-qu 2a., -qah (defective
verb, no -~., qah4), ~e-q?-.?d, O-qed 1., ?ed-=

~e-qa.?s(-g), ~e-qa'?~ (1), o-sa? ye~ O-dl-~e-=

qe~-~, d-qe'~, O-~-qa? 2., ye~ ~~eqa?~}h

(qa?2) , de-qa? (transitive, qa?3), O-~ahd 1.,

O-~d-~ahd 1., ye~ le~edede~a?~~, ?u~ ye~

(~)le~ede~a?~, O-~-~e?o, O-~u?c', O-~-~u?d,

(y-)~e-~u?G, O-~e, ?uyeq ye~ ~de~e.~, ?u~
ye~ ~de~e'~, O-?-~a, ?i-~-~a, ~e-wed-- 1.,
4., gdl--Gdl-wa?~--wah~, -wus- 1., 3., ~e-=

wus-, ye~ ?ed-~e-wus-~, -we, I-de-ma' (transi=
tive) , O-~-?na?~ 1., 2. (la?~-?na?~), -le?g-

9a., 9b., 11., o-?e'~ ye~ ~e-le?g-~, d-~e-le?g,
O-~-u?g- 2a., (le?g-), O-~eG, O-~-leG, -le-

12., ?ed~ ye~ Aa.dele'~ (Ie-), l-~e-la'
(transitive), O-de-la (la), -la 1., 2., ye~

dela.~, O-?-~-l~ (la-nal), ~e-?ni~, O-?-yahd,
d-?yahG 2. (1), O-?-ye~ (ye~-ye.~), -?ya 34b.,
ye~ ?i'lihxa? d-de-?ya-~, dl-?ya 4., ~-?ya,I



Yex xeda? ya.x Y-? ya xdl-? ya 1 ?ed-?i'=..., ,. .,
lih-}e-?ya 3., }-?ya (transitive), O-yu?,

O-?a?~ 1., 0-}-?e?5, }e-?e5 9., (O-)gdl-xe-=

?e5 1., -?a?~ , ye~ de?a?~, qi?~ ye~ ~:x'

KUde?a?~, ?uya?~ ye~ ~de?a?~~, }-?a?~,

g-}e-?a?~, O-dl-?e, O-qi.d-x-?e?, O-?_?e--?~,

?i-}-?e--?~ 1.,5.,6.,7.,' ?uyeq' ye~ ~?}e=
?~.~, O-(x-)?a 6., ye~ (?i-)}e-?a (7), ?i-=

d-?a 3., -?a' 4., ?i-d-(?-)}-?a' 1.,2., -a,

}-a, KU-?-~dl-d-a (al), O-~-a (a2), O-}-(y)a,

g-}e-~'?, O-}-ya.?, and the following

transitive themes used detransitivized with

indeterminate 0 with ye~-progressive, where the

basic meaning is altered from'S acts in a certain

way upon specific 0' to'S acts in a certain way

here and there, at random, on any, no specific 0':

O-ta?~, O-x-te} , a-taG x, O-x-~i~-, O-}-c'i ?~-g
(c'i ?~), O-(l-)}-c':j.hG, O-}-c'e~, O-}-~e?q', 0-=
}-~~', }e-~'~ (transitive, c~?~), O-?-d-}-=

~a'q', O-~?, O-~e 1., O-kah}, O-kus, O-kih~

1., O-~}?~, O-}-xu~, O-?-d-x-qe?d-~, O-qa (qa2),

O-q'ec' 2., 3., ye~ ?ideq'ec':)j:, O-}-~u?c', O-}-=
~a?~~-~--g, O-?-~a, O-}-?na?~ (la?~-); the

following gerundives and -}-instrumental deverb=

alizations with ye~-progressive are attested,



usually with -~ suffix, sometimes with -},

and sometimes with -~-}: ye~ ?ute.~ (te),

ye~ ?edisci~ (ci~-ce~), ye~ ?ixe.~, ye~

?isxut:, ye~ ?ixut'~ (xut') , qe.~(-}) (qe),

ye~ ?iswe.~(-}) (we), ye~ ?isla.~ (la-nal) ,

ye~ ~eAa.?ya.~, ye~ ?edi.lihya.~ (?ya) , ye~

?u?we?~.~, ?uyeq ye~ ...?~?} (?e-?~3), ye~

?isa.~ (al); occurring with a large number of

postpositional phrases and other preverbs, mostly

with -~ or -de~ finals 'movement within area',

less frequently with postpositional phrases or other

postpositions referring to definite direction of

movement: 47b.21M, 47c.27L, 68.32A, qe?}Geyu.~

ye~ deqe.~}h~ qe?~ 'he was boating "around" to

those women one may suppose'(ironic) 47c.13L, with

o-lah 'around 0': 24.52A, see also ?i-gWa'--ga',

O-}-?na?t'-g (la?t'-) , ?ed-?i.lih-}e-?ya 3., 0-=

yu?, di~ ?i}lah ye~ de?a?~[~JGinu. 'they don't

take care of each other' ('they don't walk around

each other') L; with certain preverbs referring

to vertical movement, 'in one place after another',

or, sometimes ambiguously, also 'reversal of mo=

tion' (see 2b. below): ya?~ ye~ xdeta.~ 'I

keep picking it up and (setting it) down' (in one

place or series of places1) L, y~.?~ ye~ ?edede.



(or -da.) 'sit down here and there along the

way:' L, y~.?~ ~a? ye~ ?i~iya.? 'you should

set them down once in a while along the way' L,

ya.nu?~ ye~ ?ideqah 'they keep swimming around

underwater and/or diving up and down' L, 24.37A,;

with certain verbs of locomotion, also '(goes

around) hunting', see -qe, -?a?~, -a; with

-?a?~ 'pl. S go' and -a 'sg. S goes', often,

but not always with preverb ~e?~ '(a short dis=

tance) outside the house', with reference to defe=

cation, urination, as in English 'to "go"': 23.19,

33.12A, ~e?~ ye~ de.~ 'I have diarrhea' L,

de~gu.ne~ ~e?~ ye~ x}a.~ 'I have a bloody stool'

L, ?uya?~ ye~ de?a?~ 'urine bowl' ('pl. "go'!

into it') L, qi??! ye~ de?a?~ 'toilet' ('place

to which pl. "go"~ L, see also de-?yahs 2.; with

g-~e-?a??! 'pl. S stand' and g-~e-~.? 'sg. S

stands', often apparently not necessarily refer=

ring to movement about while standing, occasionally

perhaps 'in a line': ?i~a.d Ge~e?~da.~ ye~

gu~e?a?~inu. 'they're standing in a straight line

towards you' M, ye~ ?}.~ete~~ 'drill a line of

holes:' M (to be corrected to -te~); with pre=

verb qe?-qe.- 'about again, some more': ye~

qe?, see -k}.~, O-?-yahd, ?ed-?i.lih-~e-?ya



,/3., -?a?~ ,-a, or qe.ye~, see !/~

O-l-~a?l--~a?~, O-gu?~, ?i-gWa'--ga', O-~-=
xu~, O-?-yahd, -?;ed-?i-lih-~e-?ya 3., -?a?(! ,
-a ,ye~ qe? da.~~h 'he's taking a walk X

again, walking about some more' (not 'he's walking

back, turning back') LM, but qe.ye~ da.~~h
'he's taking a walk again, walking about some more',

also 'he's walking back, turning back' LM, cf.

qe.-ye~ below.
2. 'reversal of motion', requiring vocalization

of classifier (cf. ye~ 3.,4. under ye~3) and -~

suffix as 1. above: a. '(single) reversal of motion,

back, turn about': ye~ I-de-la-~ 'S turns about
to face in certain direction', see under la-na2,

ye~ ?idiyah '(you should) come back' L (normally
to be interpreted 'you should walk about, take a

walk', perhaps to be corrected to qe.ye~ ?idiyah,
see qe.-ye~ below).

2b. 'back and forth, to and fro, (repeated)

~IBalofmotion', see ?ed-gdl-~e-ta, ?ed-?-gdl-=

~e-ta, O-?-(l-)(~-)ta, ?i~~a?~ ye~ ?u?Aa.de=

ta.~, ye~ de~a?~ xu~~, gdl-xu~, ye~ ?edGe=
Aa.lexu~, o-sa? ye~ O-dl-le-qe~-~, le-wed--

1.,4. (1), gdl--Gdl-wa?~--wah~, -?ya 34b.(1),

g-?ya, dl-?ya 4., ?ed-?-gdl-~-(y)a (or -ya.?)
(1), with various preverbs: ya?~ ye~ xdeta.~



'I keep picking it up and (setting it) down' (in

one place or series of places?) L, ?a?qe~ ye~

xda.~ 'I keep walking (in and) out of the house'

M, ya?~. ?a?qe~ ye~ qu?Y1dah 'don't keep
coming (in and) out of the house' L, lah ye~
~exdeta.~ 'I keep switching sides paddling' L (cf.

lah qu?~i.xtah 'I'll switch sides' L, ya.nu??!

ye~ ?ideqah 'they keep swimming around underwater
and/or diving up and down' L, 24.37A, delu? lah5

ye~ de~ahd~ 'bureau of drawers' ('they are pulled

forward (and back) through holes') L, ?a.weyu.

ye~ ~edexde3a?~ (or -~ahd~) 'I'm drawing a funny
zigzag line' L; also with certain themes referring

to elasticity: ye~ xecahd~ 'it stretches, is

elastic' L, see also xe-wus-, ye~ dede~ahd~

'accordion' ('it (d-class, with noise) is stretched

back and forth') L.

2c. With ?ixya? (see o-ya? 3b. under ya?4) ,

'back and forth, to and fro', same meaning as 2b.,

but more explicit and perhaps more frequent, see

O-~1 2., -ce~--ci~ (transitive), O-c'e~ 1.,

-xux, -qe, l-qu 2a., dl-~a?~, gdl--Gdl-wa?x-=
wahx, -we, O-x-u?g- (le?g-) , ~dl-?ya, -?a?~ ,

1O-?-gdl-(x-)?a 1., -?a (a ).

qe.-ye~ (preverb, with zero and -i! finals, qe?-=1- 

I
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qe.- 'back, again, some more' with ye~ 2. 're=

versal of motion', never here in order ye~ qe?)

1. With zero final 'back, turning back' (single

reversal of motion), requiring, but perhaps not

always, vocalization of classifier in intransitive

verbs, and, unlike ye~ (preverb) above, not vo=

calizing classifier of transitive ¥erbs, perhaps

requiring -~ suffix to stem of non-repetitive

non-customary active imperfectives, but this is

attested in only one form and therefore uncertain,

such active imperfectives being rare, inceptive

perfectives being frequent with transitives: ?i~

qe.ye~ qu?xtah 'I'll give it back to you, I'll

get even with you' M, qe.ye~ ?edu?xszilahz 'I

turned and fled' L, qe.ye~, deGe?a? 'pay it

back~' L, de~i. ?i~ qe.ye~ disiz?ahz 'I paid

you back already' L (O-(z-)?a n.), 9i~ qe.ye~

qi.leGeza? 'give me it (rope) back~' M, in (o-~)

qe.ye~ ?i-z-?e--?~ 'S looks back (at 0)' (with

indeterminate 0) once with non-vocalic classifier:

48.l8L, and twice with vocalic classifier: 31.15,

48.l9L, with intransitives: qe.ye~ Aa.sziqahGz

'it (stone) bounced back' L, ?~.~ qe.ye~ Gede=

qe.? 'boat back here~' L, di~ qe.ye~ ?ede~a.~

'they (cust) never went back (as a fleet)' 68.42A,



?ed?e?~ qe.ye~ sdi?yahG1 'I long to go back

home'L, see also ~dl-?ya 1., -?a?~, >(
"!-a ,the only non-repetitive non-customary ,( '-.

active imperfective instance being qe.ye~ da.=

~}h 'he's turning, going back' LM.

2. With -~ final, '(repeated or continuous

motion) back, backward', a. requiring vocalized

classifier, no attestations with non-repetitive

non-customary active imperfective, requirement of

-~ suffix to stem uncertain: qe. ye~e~ dedexu1g

'it (log) keeps rolling back' L (repetitive), with

additional following qe?: qe.ye~e~ qe? ~eAa.=
Gexda?ya.1 'I'm running back again' ('I having

turned back again, am running back again') L.

2b. '(continuously) backwards', optionally
vocalizing classifier, no -~ suffix with non-=

repetitive non customary active imperfective, at=

tested as preverb with one theme only, qe.ye~e~
ci?d-(de-)le 'S speaks backwards', see ci?d-le

3. under Ie-, used nominally as C in qe.ye~e~

?ew ?u~a? yi1eh 'it's backwards for them,

theirs is backwards' 68.91, 125A, and asyntactic

in 68.92,96,115,115,127, 129A.



ye~:J

ye~3 (in one instance of -le-ye~- > -le.~-; perhaps

related to ye~l and/or to ye~-ye.~, basic meaning

'subdue, lower', and/or to be identified with ye~2,

ye~4, and/or ye~5; occasionally difficult to dis=

tinguish as preverb from ye~2 where classifier in

verb is vocalized)
ye~ (preverb, always with zero final) 1. 'downward'

(i.e. motion, extension, or pressure generally

straight downward from a point and/or to a point,

limited or controlled, not free fall to ground or

floor): giyahye~ ye~ ?eya: 'put it down under

the water!' 11.90A, si~a?~ ye~ si}tah} 'I put

it (down) in my pocket' L, ~a?~ ye~ Gedeta?

'put it (down) in your pocket!' L, ~a?~ ye~

?}.ditah}}h 'he has his head down in his coat,

collar'L, ca.?}ya? ye~ li.tah} 'he had his

head down in the food-box' 7.28A, ?i}yeq ye~

Ge}a? 'pile them (glasses) (down) one inside the

other!' L, ?ewla?~ ye~ deGe}a? 'cover it with

boards:' ('hang boards down over it!') L, gahyeq

ye~ Ga.} 'he's dancing fancy' ('he's going down=

wards in a dance') L, ?~.de~ ?ew ye~ ?e}ya.?

'move them (one by one) downward along here!' 11.=

86A, see further }e-dux 3., -da 2b., 3b.,

O-}-te (37b.30, 60A) , O-}-~ (49. 36A) , O-~i.?



1., 1d., 1a?~ ye~ dede~ih, -~e(?) 19. (2,4),
0-~-3a?~ 1., 0-d1-~-3a?~ 1., -ci~--ce~, O-cu.x

(27b.18A, 34.83,85,93,45.5, 10L), O-~-ce~ (65.=
31, 39A, uncertain), -d}?~, ~-c'}?~, -sid, ?i-=

gd1-sid, O-~a? (10.100, 102A), ~e-Sa?~(-g),
~e-ge~c', O-~-k}hd, d-~-~a?~ (11.155, 158A), 0-=

~-~ewah3-, -xwehd-, gl-~e-xwehd-, ?u1u? ye~
~dexwehd, de-xi~- 2., -xu~- (transitive), 0-=

Guhd-, ~-qe~, d-~e-qahG (23.160A) , ~e-qa.?

(23.59A) , -qe?s, O-~-~a?~ 1. (11.37A, 16.11M),
O-~-~eh~, ~e-wed- 1. (uncertain), gd1--Gd1-wa?~-=

-wah~ (reflexive), ~e-wahs-g, -wus 1.,2., (11.=

87,87,88A), 4., ye~ O-wus- 2., 0-1-~-wa?,

?u1u? ye~ ~.dewa?, -le?g- lb., o-leG (40.=

11fnL) , -Ie 25a., -?ya 6b., 32., ye~ O(-d)-=

~-?ya, ?uya?~ ye~ ~?ya.g~, gl-?ya 1.,2.,

gd1-?ya 1., ?i.1ih-?ya 2b., O-~-ya.? (51.31,

65.25,25,25,25A), qa. ta?~ ye~ ?}.~y}.?}h,
0-?e?3 2c., 0-~-?e?3 2., d1-~e-?e3 lb., ?i-=

~-?e--?1}. 7. (uncertain), -?a 2., ?i-?a 2.,

?i-d-?a 1., O-l-(~-)?a 3a., -?a' 3., ye~

~edi.?ah, de~eye~d ye~ ~ede?a?~, ?i-d-(?-)~-?a'
2., ye~ ?i-gd1-~-?a', with qe?-qe.- 'back,

again': ye~ qe? 48.10L, qe.ye~ 34.85,40.11fnL,
with other preverbs (rare): y~.?~ ye~ deGe~xwe~



'turn it (lamp wick) down:' A, y~'?~ ye~ gv.=
se?a?1, yena.?~ ye~ gv.se?a?1 'it (spilt

liquid) ran down to the floor' L.
2. 'impaled': ye~ O-(1-)?a 'S roasts 0 on

spit' (cf. O-~i Id., and especially O-(1-)?a

18g., 19.).
3. '(turning) over' assigned to ye~3 rather

than to ye~2 'reversal of motion' because not

requiring vocalization of classifier, see -xu1-,

ye~ O-?-dl-xu1, d-?ya lb., O-?-dl-(}-)?a.
4. 'inside-out' assigned to ye~3 rather than

ye~2 'reversal of motion' because not requiring

vocalization of classifier, see -xuJ:- (transi=

tive), ye~ O-wus- 1.

ye~deqeh~q (postpositional phrase, used preverbially,

preverb ye~ 'downward' compounded with -de-=

qeh~-q 'on bottom') see qeh~-, o-ye~ 5c. be=

low.
ye~eya. (noun, unclassified, preverb ye~ 'down=

ward', perhaps originally postposition o-ye~
'under', with zero reflexive £0 'under self' in -

irregular compound with ya. 'thing, one', cf.

q...~eya~.. below) 'mattress' L, Rezanov flxa~H
'nocTe~bBett', flxaHY~bXa 'HaMocTHTb pflastern(?) ,

perhaps to be read ye~eya. ?u?l...~a..., ye~e=

-



ya.wahd 'for a mattress' 9.77A.

o-ye~ (postposition, attested with zero, -d, -de~,

and -~ finals) 1. 'under, beneath, underneath,

below 0': with zero final) '(motion to) under 0':

47c.25L, 65.55A, ?uye~ ?iqe?yij:qah 'you'll light

a fire under it' 65.45A, siye~ 'under me' L, ?ew=

ye~ Geta? 'put it under that~' L, ?ew ~tah=

tioleye~ Aa.Gej:?e? 'hide it under that skin~' L,

?ini.sq7e~ ~geli.?ah 'your nose is running' L,

see also -?a' 23., qidga? ~ye~ ?ah, ~ye~

sahj: 'he went under something (specific)' L, with

indeterminate 0: deye~ sahj: 'he went under some=

thing (non-specific)' L, see also deye~ Aaoditahj:,

with neuter and active imperfectives '(at rest) un=

der 0' ?ewy ex ?iotahj: 'it's under it' L see, 0 ,

also deye~ Aaoditahj:, ?uye~ ~odewa?, ca.Aa.=

ye~ dah 'it lives under a rock' L, see also ca.=

leo~quh below, with gl-class-mark for 0: 0-=

guleye~ 'under 0 (liquid)' 10.254,11.90,90,

29.42A, with qi.d-anatomical: ?uqi.deye~ ?edexw=

deleG da.~ 'when I jump under their feet' 34.7M,

with l-anatomical(1): see ?u(le)ye~ ~ya?j: un=

der (y)a, in non-verbal constructions: 3ahd=

deye~eta. 'Milky Way' ('trail under snowshoes') L,

k¥.da?c7e~ c'iyuh 'cinnamon bear' ('blackbear
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under stump') A, l~hdye~eyahd 'smokehouse' 'y

('house under smoke"?) 18.10L, with li? 'deeply

in from open front end to closed back end': 10.=

254A, 38.22LM, 49.38, 70A, siye~ li? Geta?

'put it under me:' M, ca.ye~ li? sli?ni~l 'it

crawled under a rock' L, with ye~ 'downward':

11.90, 90A, with lah3 'forward' 11.91A, with

reciprocal 0: ?ilye~ ?ecu.x 'stack them up~'

('thrust them under each other~') L, with zero re=

flexive 0 in indirect reflexive construction:

ye~ ?ew li? ?elete.~ 'it (cust) puts it (ani=

mate) under itself' 28.21, 35A, ye~ ?idece.q'k'

'he (cust) wets his bed (urinates under himself)'

50.11A; with -d final 'at rest': 63.2, 5, 44G,

65.16,16,17,18,19,51, 57A, le?~e~d 'under

the box' M, siye~d 'below me' M, 'under me' L,

~a.ye~d 'north' ('under the northwind') L, Reza=

nov Ay¥xT'b 'nO.Zl;'b unter' ?ewye~d 'under it' L,

ca.Aa.ye~d 'under a rock' L, 16. 26M", lisdeye~d

'under a tree' 16.26M, Sdu.lihGdeye~d 'under the

table' L, ta.~edeye~d 'under the bridge' L, ?ew=

ye~d ya. 'the underneath, lower one' L, ?ewye~d

setahl 'it's under it' L, siye~d selah1inu.

'they who live (in storey7) below me' L, ?uye~d

?iqe?yilqah 'you'll keep a fire burning under it'



65.43, ~5A, with indeterminate 0: ?u.d deye~d

'underneath (something) over there' L, deye~d
setahl 'it's underneath (something)' L, with 1-=

anatomical: sileye~d 'under my head' L, nomin=

alized with -d final: ?ewdeye~d 'its underside

(of table)' L, siGuhdye~d 'the underside of my

knee' L, sila.~e~d siya. lewehsg 'my lower

eyelid (the underside of my eye) quivers' L, see

also -~e~elye~d below, with -de~ final 'move=

ment within area': ?ewye~de~ ~edi.?ah 'it (log,

line) extends under that' L, with -~ final '(con=

tinuous or repeated) motion towards': 61.115A,

~ewa.legahye~e~ Gele~xl 'she's very promiscuous'

('she clings to the underside of a dog-corpse') L,

with zero reflexive 0 in indirect reflexive con=

struction: ye~e~~vh qew dece.q~fh 'he would

(cust) apparently wet his bed (urinate under him=

self)' 51.l0A, see also ye~eya. above.

2. With figurative meanings, 'inferior to 0,

oppressed by 0', ?a?d ?iye~ ?edu?xlileh 'I sure

envy, admire you' L ('I consider myself very much

beneath you' L, see also o-ye~ de-?yahG 1. 'S

is annoyed with, sick of 0' and gerundive o-ye~

?isyahGl.
2b. With d-thematic 'oral, noise', in figura= >(



tive meaning, see o-d-ye~ de-?yahG 'S is annoyed

with, sick of o's noise, talk', and gerundive 0-=

d-ye~ ?isyahG1; with reflexive 0 in indirect re=

flexive construction, with ?e~ 'completely by,

past, through': ?eddeye~ ?e~ xs1iteh1ih 'I

really let loose, let him have it, bawled him out'

('I put him through under my talk') L.

2c. With qiod-anatomical, in figurative

meaning, with -d final 'at rest', compounded

as 0 of o-ga? 'like 0': ?a?d ?~od siqi.deye~=

dga? ?i~e?xleh '(I'm so mad at you) I'd very

much like you here under my feet' L.

3. Compounded as 0 of o-ga? 'under 0',

'enough (in extent, supply) for 0': siye~ega?

?idiyah ~i1 qu?xcah 'I'll buy a bed big enough

for under me' L, ~ela.gye~ega? Giyah ?u?sile?g~

'I bought just enough food for (to last the) win=

ter' L, c'id ~ela.gye~ega? da. we~ ?e~i.~

'we (cust) make just enough for winter' 65.81A.

4. Nominalized with -eya?, with gd-anato=

mica~ 'rump': ~gedeye~eya? 'diapers' ('thing

for under someone's buttocks') L, see ya?-eya?,

qe.~eya? below.

5. Locativized with ~e- 'area' as 0: a.

with -d final 'at rest': ?u.d ~eye~d '(at



rest) in area down below, underneath' L, ~eye~d

ya. ya.li?d '(at rest) in the back room of the

lower storey, downstairs' L.

5b. As above, compounded with -u"- 'there',

demonstrative locative stem (see also 6b.) with

-d final 'at rest': ~eye~u"d ya. ?u~v"}eyah

'his lower teeth' ('the ones, his teeth, in lower

area') L, ~eye~u"d ya. ?ew ?u?se}~a?}}h 'he

included, hid an odd one in the pile to fill it

out' ('he make it serve as an underneath one') M,

compounded with -}-~a.d 'at rest in direction of':

28.78A, ~eye~u"}~a.d (ya.) ?u~v.}eyah 'his

lower teeth' L, ~eye~u"}~a.d (ya") ?udekuhd

'his lower lip' L.

5c. As 5a., compounded with (-de)-qeh~-q

'on bottom' (cf. ye~deqeh~q): ~i"d ~eye~de=

qeh~qda"d '(at rest) near bottom (foot of mountain)

down below way over there' L.

5d. As 5a., but treated as postpositional

phrase, with indeterminate 0: ?u"d de~eye~d

(same as ?u"d ~eye~d) '(at rest) in area down

below, underneath' L, de~eye~d ye~ ~ede?a?}

'lantern' (-}-instrumental deverbalization of 'it

(~d-class, candle) is extended down at rest in

lower area (socket)') L.



6. With Ge-i- (G-thematic, i-classifier)

as 0 (see also o-d-i-ye~ lb., 2b.) 'of series',

Geiye~ 'nethermost, lowest position of a series':
a. with zero final, see Geiye~ below; with -d

final 'at rest': Geiye~d ya. 'the bottom, lowest

one'L.
6b. As above, compounded with -u.- 'there',

demonstrative locative stem (see also 5b.): with

-d final 'at rest': Geiye~u.d 'way underneath

the stuff' ('(at rest) in nethermost position

there') M.
ca.le.~quh (noun, unclassified, < ca.-Ie-ye~-quh

'pl. stay under rock') 'octopus', see ca-Ie-~quh,

ce.le-~quh under cae.
q...~eya... (noun, form uncertain) attested in Reza=

novonly KeXI:.IH 'BanrMaRH Schuhe', to be read qe-~-

or qe.ye~- < qa.ye~- 'under us', or qi.~-,

qi-ye~- < qi.-ye~- 'under (one's own) feet'

with zero reflexive 0 (cf. ye~eya. above), nomin=

alized with ya?-eya? (cf. ~gedeye~eya? under

o-ye~ 4.), thus qe.(ye)~eya?, qi.(ye)~eya? or

compounded with ya. 'thing' (cf. ye~eya. above),
thus qe-(ye)~eya., qi.(ye)~eya., 'thing under

us', or 'thing under one's own feet, shoes'.

Geiye~ place-name, Kaliakh River S, Tebenkov

" "' "." "'""""'""""""



(1849) R~~ex~, Coast Pilot (1869) Kaliekh,

Emmons Guth-le-uk-, Guth-luh-ku, Guthleuk,

Guth-le-uk (quoted in BSdL 82-86,336), other

variants Gultheeth, Kul-thee-eth, Kulthieth;

etymology -either Eyak, see o-yeJS: 6. above, or

Eskimo, cf. Yupik qa3:iaR 'the top, uppermost

one', used in Eskimo place-names.

o-3:-yeJS:- (postposition, with 3:-classifier, at=

tested with -d and -deJS: finals), with only

-~eJS: (see under -~eJS: 'wing') as 0, in -~eJS:e3:=

yeJS:d(-) 'armpit, vulnerable spot under foreleg

of game animals': with -d final 'at rest':

?uC!eJS:e3:yeJS:d 'at its underarm' 27b.5, 7A, si?!e=

JS:e3:yeJS:d ~JS:u? 'the hair in my armpit' G (Har=

rington), nominalized: siC!eJS:e3:ye~d 'my armpit'

L, with -deJ$; final 'motion within': ?u~e~e3:=

yeJS:de~ 'through its underarm' 27b.lOA, 63.9G.

o-d-3:-ye~ (postposition, with d-thematic, cf.
~."I."WAJdioye~ and 3:-classifier, cf. 0-3:-ye~2 1. at= -

;-\.
tested with zero, -d, -de~, -C!, and -~ah

finals) a. '(moving) before, in front, ahead of

(moving) 0 (in space)': with zero final: side3:ye~

Ga°3:}h 'he's walking along in front of, before

me' L, side3:ye~ guGe3:~o?3:}h 'he's standing in

front of me' M, ?;;hde3:ye~ deGe3:l{a?t']: 'it's



flying along ahead of her' 47c.39L, with -d fi=

nal 'at rest in area, nominalization': side3:ye'.2.Cd

'in front of, ahead of me' L, side3:ye'.2.Cd y:j..h}h

'the one (person) ahead of me' L, side3:ye'.2.C ?ile'.2.C= X

?a?~ 'pl. walk ahead of me~' 31.10L, ?ahnu.de3:= i(

ye'.2.C ~e?a?(!3: 'they went ahead of him' 31.IIL,

with -de'.2.C final 'movement within area': ?ide3:=

ye'.2.Cde'.2.C qa? qu?wah 'it'll come up in front of

you' 36.IIA, with -(! final '(continuous, repeated)

movement toward' and reflexive 0 in indirect re=

flexive construction: ?edde3:ye'.2.Ce~ ?~ ?u?de~e=

?eh5}h 'he (A) is calling to him (B) to (come

around from behind and) go ahead of him (A)' L,

with -~ah final or as 0 of o-~ah 'away from 0':

side3:ye'.2.C(e)~ah ?a. 'get out of my way~' L.

lb. With 6e-3:- as 0 (6-thematic, 3:-classi=

fier) 'of a series' (see also 2b. below and 0-=

ye'.2.C 6.), Ge3:de3:ye'.2.C 'foremost of a series (in
J<61I\"rb1~A ~J;:":JT4R;,U'" rr",'t riCA.

space)': Rezanov ' ~

zurUckweichen' probably to be read Ge3:de3:ye~

g~.3:~.? 'stand foremost (of a series):', with

-d final 'at rest': Ge3:de3:ye'.2.Cd 'at the head of

the line' L.

2. (attested with zero final only) a. 'be=

fore 0 (in time)': ~i.'.2.Ce~de3:ye'.2.C 'day before



yesterday' ('before last night') L, sidelye~lah

'next youngest (sibling) before me' L, ?idelye~=

lah 'your elder sibling (next youngest before

you)' L, qa.delye~ y}.hinu. 'our ancestors'

('those (people) before us') L, ?el delye~ ya.=

xwah 'last summer' ('the one, summer, before this")

69.5A, sidelye~ ?u.da? sahl}h 'he got there

before me' L, ?i?~.? qa?a?~ sidelye~ 'will

come upon you, before (they come upon) me' l6.29M;

with verbal clause as 0 with verb perhaps always

in inceptive perfective and with negative suffix

(cf. di.yeJ.C): Ge?a??!l[G]delye~ 'before they

went' 47.73M, ?iGe~e.1GdelyeJ.C Gelxu~}h 'shoot

him before he kills you~' M, ?u~ J.Ca?dih?! qu?=

x~h}h, Ges}h}Gde}ye~ 'I'll go visit him, before

he dies' M, ?ule~ ?ise}?~hl}h, ses}h}GdelyeJ.C

'I saw him before he died' M (probably to be cor=

rected to Ges~h}Gde}yeJ.C' or perhaps ?ess}h}G-

or ses}h}de}ye~).

2b. With Ge-}- (with G-thematic and }-classi=

fier) 'of series' (see also lb. above and o-yeJ.C

6.), Ge}de}yeJ.C 'first of a series (in time)':

Ge}de}ye~(e)lah 'eldest (of siblings)' L, 9.73A.

(



ye~-r

ye~4 (probably more than one stem, some or all of which

are to be identified with ye~2, ye~3, ye~5, and/or

other stems suggested below; more than one basic mean=

ing is present here, but none are clearly identifiable)

ye~ (preverb, always with zero final) 1. in ye~

(?i-)3:e-?a 'S (sun) rises', perhaps unique re=

duced form of ya?~ 'up', or perhaps ye~-pro=

gressive, especially 'reversal of motion, return'
2(ye~ ).

2. Attested only in ye~ 3:-~e?~ 'S (it,

night) becomes completely dark', perhaps to be

identified with ye~ 'downward'.

3. Attested only in ye~ ~dl-qa (transitive)

'S fries 0', ye~ ~eAa.s3:iqah3: 'pancake'L,

?udeya?~ ye~ ~~eAa.deqa.g 'frying-pan, skil=

let' L, perhaps unique reduced form of ya.~ 'con=

sumption, destruction', or to be identified with

ye~ 'downward', or '(turning) over'.

4. Attested only in ye~ O-kah3: 'S (dog)

barks at 0') apparently meaning same as O-kah3:,

perhaps 'downward'.

5. Attested only in o-~ ye~ de-?yahG 'S

longs to (go to) 0' (de-?yahG 2.), perhaps ye~-=

progressive, especially, sometimes, but not always,

'reversal of motion', and/or 'downward' (cf. de-=



?yahG 1.).

6. Attested only in ?i}da.~ ye~ ca.?}

'two boxes together' L (verified, unable to ety=

mologize; ?i}da.~ '(motion in area) near each

other').
ye~e?~ (postpositional phrase, used preverbially,

preverb ye~ 'downward'? (from Chugach Range in

north?), compounded with -?e?-~ '(movement with=

in empty) place of 0', cf. ye~?i}~a.- ~eye~e?~

below, L rejects proposed *ye~e?d) 'northwest=

ward, on north-south axis'?: ye~e?~ 'west' A,

ye~e?~ ~.y 'southeasterly wind' LMS, Minnie

and/or Scar Stevens (Austerlitz), 'southwesterly

wind' A, G (Li), ye~e?~ da. qa?qeh 'we'll boat

out Orca inlet' (southwestward) L, ~a. ye~e?~

}e~u.G 'north(?) wind is blowing' L, (qahs)

ye~e?~ ?ideGe?a?} 'they (clouds) are moving

northwest?, southeast?' L, ye~e?~ delu?qa?d

place-name, canoe passage in Hawkins Island (on

east-west axis, southwest of Cordova, 'nominali=

zation of 'interstices of passage through indeter=

minate 0 in ? direction') L.

ye~?i}~a.- (postpositional phrase, used adverbially,

ye~, as above, compounded with -?e?-}-~a'- 'in

direction of (empty) place of 0') 'northwest':



with -~ final, 'continuous motion toward',

'north(west-)ward' (from Yakutat toward Cordova)

32.26, 26A, with -~ahd final, 'continuous move=

ment from, from the northwest' (from Katalla to

Yakutat) 68.l09A.
~eye~e?~ (postpositional phrase, perhaps used pre=

verbially, as ye~e?~ above, but with o-ye~

postposition with ~e- 'area' as 0) 'northwest'?:
i

~eye~e?~ "same as ye~e?~" L; L rejects proposed I

*si y exe?x *si yexe?d I.., ..



ye:;/

ye:;5 (perhaps to be identified with ye:;2, ye:;3, and/or

ye~4, basic meaning perhaps 'down off', cf. qid)
ye~ (preverb, always with zero final, with all mode-=

aspects and repetitives and customaries) 'apart,

in two', see O-~-ce~, 0-3a?, ~-5a?, O-~i~,

O-?-(d-)~i~, -kug, O-xihs, O-~-xihs, -qu?~,

O-d-qed 1., O-~a.~-g.



,yc"-'.'--,yd."-'.'-

ye?~-ya?~ (variation irregular, of two types, one in

which M regularly has ye?~, L ya?~, another in

which L regularly alternates; probably to be analyzed

ye?--ya?-~, with ya? perhaps to be identified with

ya?4, see especially o-ya? 2. thereunder, and/or

ye? perhaps to be analyzed y-e?, see y-anatomical

and ?e?-; see also ya?~, ya?2)
o-ye?~--ya?~ (postposition, but perhaps originally

preverb) 1. 'all 0 long', with unique but regular

type of alternation and construction, and with

only four forms as 0, ~e~ 'night', ~ela.g 'win=

ter', gah-~ 'day' apparently with an -~ suffix

or postposition, normally ~d-class but here de=

classified, and xah-~ 'summer', with same -~

suffix or postposition, -ye?~ alternant used

with the diurnal terms, -ya?~ with seasonal; the

resulting phrases are probably used adverbially:
Rezanov RaxI:E,-sxI:E, '.[L'BH:D Tag' gah~ye?~ 'all day

long' L, gah~ye?~ ?ixdewe'c~ 'I (cust) weave

all day long' L, ga~ye?~ yi~a?d}h 'he was

sick all day' L, ga~ye?~ ?~a?~ qe?sile?3:

'I watched him all day' L, ga~ye?~ Gecuhd~}h

'he's sleeping all day long' L, ~e~e?~ (not
*~e~ye?~, *~e~~ya?~, *~e~a?~) 'all night

long' L, 50.14, 65.44A, ~e~e?~ qede3:e~e~g}h

i Ac i"5.'



'he snores all night long' L, ~e~ye?~ ?u~a?~

qe?sihe?1 'I watched him all night' L, ~exye?~

Gecuhd1}h 'he's sleeping all night long' L, xah~=

ya?~ yi~a?d}h 'he was sick all summer' L, ~e=

la.gya?~ yi~a?d}h 'he was sick all winter' L.
2. 'during'?, in ?ed~a?dye?~ M (L rejects),

?ed~a?dya?~ 'suddenly' L, same meaning as ?ed=

~a?d alone, < ?ed-~a?-d '(at rest) by, with

self' « 'spontaneously'?). If L's, and not M's

form is historically correct, perhaps ya?~ is

to be identified with preverb ya?~ 'up'.

c.,



ya.~l

ya.~l (perhaps to be identified with ya.~2 and/or
ya.~3, and/or related to ya?4, either < o-y-~

'in contact with, my means of o's hand' with deleted

reflexive 0, or similarly o-ya?-~ '(movement with)in
0 with broad opening at top' with -~ final thematized

and expanded stem)

o-ya.~ (postposition, always with zero (-~ 7) final;
usually requiring shift of zero to }-, de- to }e-=

classifier in verb, cf. o-~; attested with nouns,

pronouns, deverbalizations and verbal clauses as 0;

verbal clause as 0 frequently in customary, though

not necessarily customary in meaning) 'avoiding, pre=
venting, warding off 0; lest ...' 1. with no shift of

classifier in main clause (perhaps incorrect): ?i.=

}iqe~ya.~ di~ x~?}q ~~a.G}h 'lest he get fat

he's not eating much' L, siya.~ ?u.~ahd sah1}h

'he left there, avoiding me' L.
2. Attested without main verb or with main

verb already with }e-classifier: subordinated verb

customary: ?ew qeme~~}de?e? ?a.~ya.~ 'lest he

walk into a hole in the ice' L, dece.~a.~ 'lest

he hunger' L, ye~ ?e}d}.~a.~ 'lest it sink' L,

xuli.gu.~a.~ 'so he won't punch me' L, xu.se.~=
ya.~ ?uya.~ ?eAa.xs}i?ehl 'I stole away from him

lest he kill me' A; subordinated verb not customary:

k}.~ya.~ 'so she won t cry, lest she cry' L, da.

L"J,."liiiilii



ya? Aaodaquhya'~ 'lest we run short of food' L,

qe? ~xdalahyao~ 'so I won't drink anymore' L,

~dalahya'~ 'lest there be drinking' L, da1aGtoqsg=

yao~ ?a?}e' 'fix it from squeaking:' L; with de=

verbalizations or pronouns as 0: lic~a'~ 'to pre=

vent dampness' L, ?uyao~ ?adu?xs}ilah1 'I saved

myself from it' L, siyao; ?a~a's}i?eh}:i-h 'he hid

from me' L, ya?~u' siya'~ qu?gu1adah 'don't be

scared off by me' L, siya'~ gus}idah1 'it ran

away from me, scared' L, siya'~ Ge1ada'1 'it

(duck) is swimming away from me, scared' L, ?uya';

Ge}ewi~ 'dodge it:' LM, ?uya'~ xs}iwi~~ 'I

dodged it' MA.

3. With main verb showing shift of classifier:

~'yya.~ si}qehl 'I boated to a place protected

from the wind' L, ?uya'~ si~ah}:i-h 'I avoided (went

avoiding) him' L, siyao~ se~ahl:i-h 'he avoided me'

L, "'>uya'~ Ga~}'?~h 'avoid him:' L, ?i1yao~ ya~

}e?a?~inu' 'they're (going about) avoiding each

other'L.



ya°:JS:~

yao:JS:2 (perhaps to be identified with yao:JS:l and/or

yao~3)

yao~ (preverb, always with zero (-:JS: ~) final) 10

'total destruction, consumption': a. requiring :'}-=
thematic ,-in verb (perhaps 'plural actions' and/=

or resegmentation, ya°:'} ...> yao~ > ya.~

~-.o.): see O-:'}-siyu- 'S kills pl. 0', O-~-~?

'S steals 0', ya°:'} qu?:'}iOx%ca~ 'I'll cut it to

bits' L, ya.~ qu?~ioxxihs 'I'll rip it to shreds'

L, ya.~ ~asi?a5~ 'I speared them all' L.

Ibo With themes with ~dl-thematic attested

as such without ya.:JS:, but perhaps originalqwith

d- or dl-thematic 'fire' combined with x-thematic.
arising from resegmentation: see ~dl-Suh 'S (fire)

goes out' (and causative), O-~dl-%-xu?~ 'S blows

0 (fire) out', ~dl-qa 'S burns up' (and causative),

here also ya~ ~dl-qa, perhaps reduced, see

4
ya~ 3. (ya~).

lc. With verb with :JS:-thematic well-established

without yao~: see O-~-a 'S eats 0'.

ld. With verb without ~-thematic: ya.~ 0-=

le?g- 'S devours, eats 0 all up', see O-le?g- 2.;

yao~ Gaxw%na?~g} 'I'm licking it up' 15.15M.
j.~. 32. See also ya.:'} l~,~. under yao~ .

II.



"" ya .~-

ya.~3 (miscellaneous and uncertain in origin and identi=

fication, perhaps all to be analyzed ya.-~. with ya.

as 0 of o-~ 'by means of, in contact with 0', and/=

or o-y-~ 'by means of, in contact with o's hand' with

deleted reflexive 0)
ya.~ 1. (preverb) a. (probably o-y-~ with deleted

reflexive 0, requiring vocalized %e-classifier) see

ya'~ O-%e-~e 'S beats up 0 badly', ya'~ O-%e-=

k}hd 'S swipes 0'.
lb. (perhaps ya.-~ here 'something coming

into existence', see o-~ Ie.) 'dirty, messed-up':
~i?~dug ya.~ se~e?% 'goodness, it (my new blan=

ket) got all messed up with something' L.
lc. (perhaps ya'-~ ere 'aware of some=

thing, favor', see o-~ lc.) 'beholden'~: 0-=

~a? ya'~ ?ed-?-%e-le(?) 'S appreciates o's favor,

is beholden to 0'.
2. Origin, classification, and meaning un=

known: a. de;u?ya'~ 'right, true, certain', see

de-~u? 2. under ~u?2.

2b. ya'~-~e-qa?- 'upside-down', see under

qa?-q~'-qa., o-~.



ya?~

ya?~ (perhaps to be analyzed ya?-~, identified with

ya?4 'in vessel with broad opening at top, concave

topographical feature', with -~ final 'movement with=

in area', or with ya?l, subentry ya? 2., 'movement

along vertical axis'; see also ye~ )

ya?~ 1. (preverb, always with zero (-x?) final)

'up, upwards' (i.e. 'straight up, obliquely up,
up and away' or 'describing trajectory of projec=

tile', or '(repeatedly) up (and down)'): see -da

3c., O-}-ta?~, a-tux, d-de-tux, O-(l-)ta 1.,
I-ta, ?ed-y-de(-}e)-ta, ya?~ ?}.}ta.~, O-~i~=

(-})--~e~(-}), O-}-~i~--~e~, O-gdl-}e-~i~, 0-=

}-~x, }e-~, O-d-}-~eq, O-}-~i. 2b., -}e(?)

4., O-}-c}hd, ya?~ ~edec}hd}, O-c'e~, -sid,

~dl-sid, 0-5a.~, O-}-~a.t', -5ahG(-}), ya?~
de~id ~.}eh, O-l-~u'~, O-kih~ 2., d-}-~a?~,

}-~a?t', }-xi~--xu~--xe~ 1., -xu}--xwel--xe}

(transitive), 0-Ge5, O-}-Ge~ 1., Ge~, ya?~

deGeG~g, d-le-qahG, O-qa (qal) , O-~ahd 1.,

O-}-~ahd 1., 0-1-~e?5, O-~e, O-(l-)wus--wes,

-le?g--le?gW la., O-l-u?g--ug la., 2a., (le?g..),
a-leG, ya?~ ~-l~-le, ya? ~d-le, ~-?ya, ?u=

~e?c'G ya?~ ~da?ya.~ (?ya) , ?ed-?-gdl-le-ya.?,
0-?e?5 2b., 0-?e5 lb., }e-?e5 2., ?i-l-?e-=

?~ 11., O-(l-)?a 7., le-?a 1., ?i-?a 1.,

" d 10" ...",iI!



?i-d-?a 1.,3., ?i-d-(?-)3:-?a' 1., 0-3:-(y)a ;
in certain cases, directly preceding verb theme

referring to extension which begins with ~d-=

class-mark or -thematic, there is some confusion

between ya?~ and ya? 2. 'vertical, to a verti=

cal state of rest', see ~dl-sid, ya? d-?a'; in

combination with other preverbs, apparently always
preceding, except, sometimes, qe?-qeo-: with qid

'pointing, aiming': ya?~ qid 'pointing, aimed

up', see -sid, passive), -?a' 6b., with qa?

'up out': ya?~ qa? 'up', see -da 9.(2),

-ce~--ci~ (transitive), with ~u? 'right, straight,
complete': ya?~ ~u? sah1- personal name ('grew

right up straight', analysis uncertain, see under

al), with ye~ 'reversal of motion': ya?~ ye~
xdeta.~ 'I keep lifting it up and setting it down'

L, with qe?-qe.- 'back, again, some more': ya?~

qe?, see O-(3:-)ta, O-c'e~, ya?~ O-dl-3:-~a?~,
qe.ya?~, see O-(~-)ta (34.70M) , O-c'e~, d-3:=

~a?~ (47c.4IL) , 0-3:-~ahd 1.
2. (noun, uncertain) 'upper part': in clause

lacking verb, 23.115A.

mi, "ccC".i""



?ya?JJ;

X'6f.H~o)Cq TAjt'X~ 'Ce-,,~T;(. ) {..Ii ..; JI::: I.ti",,' J ih J~(j~ 1_~~,Jf '/ ~ i' ';10; [1 h "7 1 ~ ~. 'P ...?Lv 4, ':,.,. I tJ$~ .."
?ya?J!; ~ ~;:"'!J/ J. "" ,

f

O-?-}-?ya?J!; 's asks for, wants 0': Rezanov YYX~H= !/

RXT~ (wi th second y written over a) 'lipomy ich

bitte' ?ew ?u?x}ya?~.o., ?ew ?a?x~ya?~...,

?ew ?u?x}ya?~ 'I want it, I'm asking for it'
L, ?i?}ya?J!; 'he (e.g. boss) wants you, is ask= (

ing for you' L, Rezanov KaT~H~ 'llPOCH bitten

(Imperato)' qa?}ya?~, ?ew qa?}ya?~:j.h, ?ew

?u?qa?}ya?J!;:j.h 'he'll ask for it' L, with o-J!;

'in contact with 0': ya?~. ?~ ~qu?yi}ya?=

J!;}h 'don't ask him for anything' L, ?i~ ?a?x}=

ya?JJ; 'I want it from you, I'm asking you for it'
,, "

L, ~?ew ?u~ ?a?}ya?~}h 'tell him to give it to

you!, ask him for it:' L, Rezanov AyroKaTXMHX~

'ilpocHTb bitten', ?ew (?~) ?u?Ge}ya?J!; 'ask

(him) for it'; passive: ?u?s}i?ya?~} 'it's been

asked for' L.
~?wa?ya?J!; (uncertain, gerundive of preceding with

lCu-indefinite 0) 'as~ing for something', possible

reading of Rezanov :~oK~KaBoRX~ 'He npOCH bitte
~')4'nicht ~ ',perhaps ya?JJ;u 0 ", k'u?wa?ya?J!; 'no asking ---

for anything~', lack of ~-classifier otherwise

ine~licable, L rejecting all themes with zero

classifier.

O-?-d-}-?ya?~ (with d-thematic, perhaps 'oral,

Ii. 111111,1



noise') 'S begs persistently for 0', with o-~

as above: si~ ~?de~ya?~}h 'he's begging,

pestering me for something' L.



ye q:S:

yeq~ (M also ~iyeq, ~eq, siyeq, rejected by L and K)

O-}-yeq~-g (with -g-repetitive thematized) 'S pries

0 (bivalve) open': ?e}yeq~g 'open it (clam, by
prying, with one shell toopen a new one, or with

knife)~' LMA, qu?x~yeq~g 'I'll pry it (clam)

open' L, x:tyeq~g 'I'm prying it (clam) open' A,

~x~yeq~g 'I'm prying something (clam) open' L,

si~yeq~g~ 'I opened a clam' L, di~ ?ex}ye.q~~G

'I never (cust) open clams' L, with d-class-mark

for 0 ('mussel'): qu?di.x:tyeq~g 'I'll pry it

(mussel) open' L, da. de~ye.q~g~ 'we (cust)
pry them (mussels) °Fen' LM, detransitivized with

indetermihate 0 (referring to bivalve-opening as

activity, attested only with d-class-mark for 0,

mainly from M, L tends to reject): ?ideGe}eyeq~g~

'he's opening mussels' LM' (L later rejects), la. 3,

lb.lM, ?iqe?de~eyeq~g=1-h 'he'll open mussels' M

(L rejects), qi?da? ?idis~iyeq~g~da.d 'at the

place to which he had come as he was going along
opening mussels' ('at the place to which he had

~ussel-opened') lb.2M, o-?~.? ~?di~~iyeq~g~
'he came upon 0 as he was going along opening

mussels' la.4M (8 ~-indefinite, gloss to be

corrected to 'someone (as he) mussel-opened
(came) upon 0'); passive: di~~iyeq~g~ 'it

I i



(mussel) has been pried open' LM.

O-yeq~-g 'S pries 0 (bivalve) open' (uncertain,

meaning not distinguished from that of preceding):

siyeq~g:i: 'I opened it (clam)' L (uncertain, mean=

ing in any case the same as that of si~yeq~g:i:).

O-:i:-~iyeq--~eq-siyeq 'S pries 0 (bivalve) open'

(from M' only, rejected with conviction by L and A,

clearly not authentic, perhaps partly influenced

by siyeq-siya?q-sa?q): ?e:i:~iyeq, ?e}siyeq 'I'm

opening clams' M (L rejects, corrects to ~x}yeq~g),

~}~eq}h 'he's opening clams' M, ~qu?x:i:~iyeq

'I'll open clams' M, ~si~~eq:i: 'I opened a clam'

M, repetitive: kil3:~e.qglC}h 'he (cust) opens clams'

M.

O-l~d-(}-)yeq~-g (with l~d-anatomical 'eye' and

-g-repetitive themati~ed; non-reflexive with 3:-=

classifier, reflexive with 3:e-classifier from M,

de-classifier from L, latter implying underlying

zero-classifier in non-reflexive) 'S rubs a's

eyes': ?iqe?le~edi.x~yeq~g 'I'll rub your eyes'

MA; reflexive: ?edle~ededeyeq~g 'he's rubbing

his(own) eyes' L, da. ?edle~ede~eye.q~glC M,

da. ?edle~ededeye.q~glC 'we (cust) rub our eyes'

L.



ya "I ".>;ekih

ya?".>;ekih (partly unanalyzable, with -kih'diminutive',
ya?~- perhaps < o-ya?-~ '(movement with)in 0 (with

broad opening at top)' with zero 0, or preverb ya?~

'up', or perhaps o-ya? 'in 0 (with broad opening at

top)', i.e. 'vessel', or 'body of water' with zero 0,

and ?ex 'boat').
ya?".>;ekih (noun, unclassified) 'large canoe, war

canoe, umiak' L, Rezanov ffraKe I BaH~apa Baidare' ,
G . N ' , " ,n , " I I k .alushlaelson yaxeq£ or ya xeq£ sea s ~

umiak (for war)' BSdL 550, Rezanov ffraKeKY~~

'BaH~apKa kleine Baidare' ya?~ekihku~gkih 'small

umiak'.



ye.n

ye.n (loan from Tlingit yen 'sea cucumber')

ye.n (noun, unclassified) 'sea cucumber' M,

ye.n?a?luw 'big sea cucumber' LM.



ye..:t1:i6~J..

~ ~p;o("-
ye.lte~i. (loan from Tlingit (S) yeltt~i, (Sampson

Harry) yelt<i~i 'onions\).Jt-~ 1- f~~"'; ~...( "'{~~ c\",i.,-,l-rffP

ye.lte~i (noun, l~-class) 'onions' LM, ye.lte~i.=

le~a?luw 'big onions' LM; "when onions first

came to Alaganik trading post no one wanted them,

kids would chase each other around with them say=

ing le~ele~~h 'stink-berry', and that was the

name first used for onions, until later the Tlingit

ye.lte~i. took its place" L.

"' ali



YJ."!lwa.

j j

I _.I .~ ~ t.1\It;, ~c-'
~~;--'"--- ?iJJtyionwa. (loan from Tlingit (Sampson Harry) ya.nwa 'navy'.) ,

)

yi.nwa. (noun, unclassified) 'sailor, shore patrol=

man'L, yionwaoyu. qa. le}xa?~ginuo 'sailors,
shore patrol, coast guard club us over the head'

L.

L"j ",c,JJkO"'!"U"



ye:1.<:uh

ye:1.<:Uh (unanalyzable, segmentable, ye-~uh, ye:1.<:-uh,

or ye-~-uh, cf- ya?:J.Cli-)

ye~uh (exclamation, attested also with -uh, suf=

fix as with imperatives) 'don't:, mustn't:, stop:,

it's wrong~, tabu:, forbidden~, dangerous~, bad

luck:', urgent prohibition or injunction to desist,

lest misfortune result L, ~a?q qu?li-?ah,

ye:1.<:uh 'you'll ruin it, leave it alone:' L, ye=

~uhuh (as preceding) L, 'don't ask for trouble ~

(don't say that:)' 28.3A-

I
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yu.xga.

yu.xga. (loan from Russian ro6Ra, probably through

Chugach Eskimo yuupkaaq 'skirt', not used in Yaku=

tat Tlingit, Sampson Harry)

yu.xga. (noun, unclassified) 'skirt' LM, yu.xga.=
luw 'big skirt' LM, la?q ?i.ci5g yu.xga.

'skirt of thin material' M, ?ew yu.xga. ?uyeq

?iGi-kucrg 'the (inside of the) skirt is small'

L.

~



'He rpe6H rudere nicht:' ya?~u. qe~6e5g...

'no paddling~', ffxox~-~exeHHe 'He cMtMCH

[lache (spotte) nicht:J' ya?~. qeli?xi.ni.

'no laughing:', ffxox~-aHCY3X$ 'He~HBH schwim=

me nicht:' ya?~. qah ye[~ ?i]swe.~ 'no swim=

ming:', ffxoR~-aRaHHe 'He~epHcb prUgle dich

nicht:' ya?~. qah qa?ni. 'no fighting~',

ffxoR~RaBORX$ 'He npocH bitte nicht:' perhaps

ya?~. qe~?wa?ya?~ 'no asking for anything:',
ffxY~bXHCXOC~ 'He 60Cb fUrchte nicht:' ya?~.

le~isxWa.s 'no being scared~'.



ya?~u. ?iya.~ qa?}xu~}h 'don't let him shoot

me' ('let him not shoot me with your permission')

L, ya?~u. (?iya.~) ?iqe?}exu~ 'don't let him

shoot' L, ya?~. ~Siyah ?ila?~ qu?di.}y}h}h

'let him not anger you' L, with preceding ?eleS=

g~ or suffixed -Sgah~ 'would that, I hope

that': ya?~u.Sgah~ 'I hope not' L, ?eleSgah~

ya?~u. qa?qu?~ 'I hope it doesn't break' L,

?eleSgah~ ya?~. qa. qu?deledthth 'I hope

he doesn't understand us' L, ya?~u.Sga~ qa?=

s}h}h 'I hope he doesn't die' L, ya?~.~gah~

~a.?d ~Siyah qa?le? 'I hope it's not nasty

weather' L, with optative clause (almost certainly

incorrect): ya?~u.~gah~ ?i}iqa?~g 'I hope it

doesn't ferment' M; with ?a?d 'very much': ?a?d

ya?~. 'never~, by no means (let that happen)~'

M, ?a?d ya?~u. ?ew ?u~ qi?yi~thth 'by all

means, whatever you do, don't tell her that~'

49.129A; with gerundive, attested mainly in Reza=

nov, mostly not verified by modern informants,

and usually with -x~-a-, -~--, -R~-a- be=

tween ya?~u. and verb, probably representing

qah~qe- as in cautionary negative inceptive im=
perati ves: flXox~-aTeT~' He ~ro~ speie nicht ~ '

ya?~u. qah detux 'no spitting:', flXOX~-RoRo~e



'He Myq~ quale nicht!' ya?~u. qu?yiseh 'don't

kill it' (or ya?~u. qu?weseh 'let it not kill

it' ,), ffxoR~yeRRe 'He ~~~H fahre nicht' ya?:

~u. qu?yiqeh 'don't go (by boat)', ffxoCETa=

BaRyeTTY 'He ~o~H~aHcR warte nicht~' ya?~u.

sidewa. qu?yi~h 'don't wait for me', ffxOR~=

yeUYT~ 'He CnH schafe nicht:' ya?~uo qu?yicu?d

'don't sleep', axoR~yeKeHPD 'He nAa~~ weine

nicht~' ya?~u. qu?yik~.~ 'don't weep', ffxy=

TaHRoTHTaR~ 'He CTY~H klopfe nicht' ya?~o 00.

qu?dioo.. 'don't ...' (preverb and stem not iden=

tified, with d-thematic 'oral, noise' or class-=

mark for 0, perhaps 'door, board, woOd'), with

first person singular S: ya?~. ?edqu?xde~eh

'let me not kill myself' (a drunk said) L, ya?=

~U' ~siyah D~~~~:.~q-~~~~ -~~J-~k ?ila?~ qu?=

di.xlyah 'let me not anger you' L, with o-ya.~

'with o's permission': ya?~u. ?iya.~ qu?le~i.x=

~el 'don't let me get drunk' L, with first per:

son plural S: ya?~u. te?ya? da. qu?~i.wah

'let's not eat fish' L, ya?~u. ?ulah dao

qeoye~ ?edqeolihla?yah 'let's not think about

it any more' L, with third person S: 18.71, 80L,

20.68,68,25.159, l64A (customary), ya?~o

?i~a? qa?k~.JS:~h 'don't let him cry "on" you' L,



ya?~u.

ya?~u. (unanalyzable, segmentable Ya?x-u' Ya?-x u.., .,
ya?-~-u., of. ye~; L rejects proposed *ya?~ew,
*ya?~)

ya?~u. (exclamation) 'no~, don't~, don't do that:,
let not ...~, let it not happen~, not to', general

prohibitive: independent: l7.9M, 2lb.2A, 34b.47,

48.l7L, ya?~. ?u~ de6el}.?}h 'tell him not
to, tell him "don't!" L, Rezanov ffxOeHaTJIbTe

~e HaKJIOHHCH bUcke dich nicht' perhaps to be

read ya?~u, yena.?d ?e%te. 'don't~, set it

(sg. animate) down on floor~' (but not 'don't
set ...'); regularly with inceptive imperfective:

with second person S (listed for textual occur=

rences and forms in Rezanov, not other elicita=

tions) 'don't ...': lb.2lM, 5.3L, 9.159, 161,

10.7,232,11.53, l63A, 13.4, 5L, l7.6M, 24.3lA,
39.2, 48.3L, 49.127, 5l.85A, 52.34, 58.2L, 60.9,
61.14,29, 35A, Rezanov ffxOKmKaKTaKOTHJIe 'He

~HlUge nicht~' ya?~u. ?i~guGdah qu?di.leh
'don't lie', ffxOX~mKOHJIeK~ 'HeTpo~ 'rUhr'

(mich?) nicht an:' ya?~. ...~ qu?yile?g
, don't touch...'". ffxOX~YHJIbXYTb ' He CTpBJIHH

schiesse nicht:' ya?~u. qu?yi%xu~ 'don't shoot

it', ffxOKY-SJIbXe 'He Maxb schmiere nicht~'

ya?~u. qu?yi%~e? 'don't grease it', ffxoKyame

",-'c



,

?i.-

?i.-?i-Yi-i-.(-zero) (perhaps related to -i.--i-(--=
zero) with le~- second person plural pronoun)

?i. (independent personal pronoun) 'you' (second

person singular) LM, Rezanov J1 'Tg du', HH
' E O hm " hr ' TA" E .." hn "' ro, eMy- 1 ,1 ,YiH SI ,eM 1 , s1e ,

Wrangell :or 'du', Rezanov Hnmry '3~paEcT;ayH

guten Tag, ein Gruss', Furuhjelm Ishu 'thou',

Galushia Nelson icu 'is it you7 (greeting)'
BSdL 554 ?i.~uw, ?i.~uh 'hello' ('is it you?')

LM, ?i. da.~ xu' 'you and I' 1'1, emphasizing

S: 32.22A, 34.10, 151'1, 18, 24, 29, 37,41, 44L,

49,54, 63M,. 50.6, 33A, 53.3IL, 61.11A, 71.20LM,
ye~ ?i. ?idega?~ 'Z..Ql!. re dancing around' L,

emphasizing S in imperative clause: 10.253A, 19.=

26, 53.17L, emphasizing 0 of postposition: 16.27,

27,46.141'1, 51.24A, Rezanov HHSIK~aA~ 'TEOH
dein' ?i. ?iya? qe?el... 'this is yours',

xu" siya? k'u3u., ?i. ?iya? k'u~iyah 'mine's

good, yours is no good' L, ?i. ?iya? se1:e?1:

'it became yours' L, Galushia Nelson 'i'\ ya'

'your' BSdL 557,557, emphasizing possessive pro=

noun: 61.11A, Galushia Nelson i'\ 'your' BSdL

557,557,557, in other constructions: ?i. qe=
?ew 'you're the one' 50.6A, 'it's up to you'

57.12G, di?de?i. ?~.dga? ?~.d ya? qu?xdah
'as long as you('re) here I'll stay here' L,



da.~ahdduw ?i. ??d 'whence (are) ~ here?'

21b.62A, ~a.~e?i. 'where are you?' M, du.de=

?i. 'who are you?' M, with enclitic -gih, -gi-=

deg- 'too, also': ?i.gih 'you too' L, ?i.gideg

?iqe?x~e. 'I'll kill ~ too' 55.271, ?ew ~a.?d

?i?'il.? qa?xu:r, qi?ya.da.~, ?i.gidig 'the world
,

will turn on (against) yo~ some day, you too' 72.=

19L, ?i.gidug~, ?i.gi~dug 'you too?' L, ?i.=

gi~uh ?ewa. ~qu?~i.yah 'will ~ too eat any?'

41.71, with proclitic de- '~': de?i.gideg

'you yourself too' 16.25M, de?i.~uh ??da? qe?

sdiyah:r 'is it actually:i:2..!:!. come back?' 25.104A,

de?i. 'you yourself' M, 61.11A, de?i. ?ed~

(qe?) ?}.:re?'il? 'look at yourself (again)~' M,

?i. ~3u.dah ~}6e5g '~paddle well' 71.20LM,

de?i. le~i.}6ehd}h 'jounce him yourself~" B.IIA,

?u~ ?iya~ de?i. 'go to it, yourself:' 27a.171,

de?i. ?iya? seqe.Geyu. qahnu. 'they're your

own children' 24.32A, with proclitic AeGe-

'alone, all by self (isolated)': AeGe?i. 'you

(are) all alone' LM, AeGe?i.~ }ila.? yi:reh

'are you alone a man?' ('do you think you're the

only man in the world?') lO.lBBA.

?i- (pronominal profix) 1. 'you' (second person

singular direct object of verb) see grammar.

2. 'you' (second person singular object of



postposition) see grammar.

3. 'your' (second person singular posses=
ive prefix with possessed nouns) see grammar.

(-)yi---i-~-.-(-(-)zero) (pronominal verbal pre=

fix) 'you' (second person singular subject of

verb) see grammar.
, ,.

:,: ..":;l~~~:.,,

,
i



?ih1

?ih1

o-ih- (postposition, attested with -d, -~, and,

rarely, -de~. -da?, -~ finals) 'after, behind,
in pursuit of, following 0 (in space or time)'

1. with -d final 'at rest' (here 'without horizon=

tal motion with respect to 0') a. with noun or

pronoun as 0: 3B.20fnLM, 51.B9A, 63.19fnG. si=

?ihd 'way behind me' L, Rezanov CYH~MaTe

'~nepe~M vorn' si?ihd ya? ?ede. 'sit, stay
behind me~', ?u?ihd ga? s1idex1 12.9G, ?u=

?ihd ga? sah1 'it emerged behind them' 2B.4A,

si?ihd ?u.da? sah1}h 'he got there after I did'

L, si?ihd y}.h~h 'the person behind me' L,

?ahnu.?ihd y}.hinu. 'those (who had remained)

behind them' 6B.20A, ?ew?ihd q\lhnu. we~ dele.k'

'after that he (cust) says thus" 36.39A (cf. 5.

below), ?e1?ihd xwah 'next summer' ('summer
r'"after this') S, ?el?ihd' leh Gela?yah 'next -
,.

year'L, ?ew?ihd leh Gela?yah 'the next year

(after that)' 21a.27, 56.9L.
lb. With Ge-1- (~-thematic, 1-classifier)

,,!
'of series' as 0: Ge1?ihd 'at the end of the

line' L; Ge1')ihd ya. 'last one' L, 11.16, 16,

42, 33.8Bfn, 37b.1BA, Ge~?ihd ya. side?u.G
'my last breath' L,~20.22A, Ge~?ihd ya. ?i.=

I
ya.G de~vhYU. gel) GeyeG 'we're the last Eyaks'

/
/ '"'(' J ,;;; .II I, r' ,.'~- d i fh. j \I~« ft ~ ',Ir-t: ...,.. '",,}, l~f!r~ 'j ,"vl'" f,ll A-",(I 1~ ('. p J' ; t,;.f i ~ ',-'; -~ ;;) i If .,

11/""""'1 "!,I'",c,:.j~"",~",!+:;",,, 'b"r " ".c ~. , ')""'~""'..



L, Ge~?ihd y}.hinu. 'the last people (left)'

L; Ge~?ihdwahd 'for the last (time?)' 20.89A.

lc. With verbal clause as 0: ?~ sah};?ihd

'after he left' L.

2. With -~ final 'motion wit!: in area' (cf. -
6.) ~ with noun or pronoun as 0: 9.154, 154, 155, -

23.84,84,107,107, 25.54A, 38.20fn, 20LM, 47c.=

38, 48.14L, 63.19fnG, si?i~ 'following behind

me'L ?u?ihx xe~i.? y i?ih 'run after him" L, ..f\ T T .,

?i?i~ qu?~eAi.xyah 'I'll pursue you' LM, si=

?i~ Ga.~}h 'he's walking along following behind

me' L, si?i~ ?iya? 'walk behind me:' L, ?i=

?ih~ qu?xah 'I'll follow you' L, si?i~ ?iGe=

kah~ 'it (dog) is following me barking' L, 0-=

?i~ d-de-?a.~ 'S (following or stationary) bawls

after (moving) 0', with reciprocal 0: ?i~?i~

Gede?a?~inu. 'they're following each other (single

file)' L, o-?i~ lah 'o's junior, younger sib=

ling', see lah 2. under la-nal.

3. With -de~ final 'motion within area':

qa.?ihde~ ye~ da.~}h 'he's walking around

behind, following us' L (but probably less closely

with respect to motion of 0 than indicated by

o-?ihx )..
4. With -~ final 'continuous motion to=

wards' ~.'farther and farther behind': ?a?d ?u=



?ih~ da. yeGa?ya.3: 'we're falling very much

farther and farther behind it' L.

4b. 'closer and closer behind 0': ?i?ih~

Ga.3:}h the's coming up behind you' L.

5. With -da? final 'arrival at': si?ihda?

sah3: 'he came to my place after I left' ('he

arrived to behind me, but being still behind, I

having left') L.i 

6. With -~ final (cf. 3. and o-d-?ih-~

below) 'after (the example of), imitating 0':

?ahnu. seqe.Geyu.?i~ ?~a? 'after (the ex=

ample of, trying to imitate) his children' 24.=

54A, ?i?ih~ ?u?leGex?~.3: 'I'm imitating you(r

actions)' L.

o-d-?ih-~ (postposition, with d-thematic 'oral,

noise' and -~ final, cf. o-?ih- 6. above) 'after

o('s vocal example), imitating, repeating after

0': ?ide?i~ qu?li.x?eh 'I'll repeat after

you' L, ?ide?ih~ ?u?leGex?~.3: 'I'm repeating

(vocally) after you' L.



?ih2

?ih2

?ih (exclamation) 'disgusting~, revolting~,
ugh~" fie ~ f, (expression of disgust or contempt) ll1,

with suffixed -~iyah 'pejorative': ?ih~iyah

'disgusting~' M (L rejects).



?e

?e (in spite of diversity of meaning of themes, probably

one stem, with basic meaning 'to protect, conceal')

O-?e 'S (man) marries, keeps 0 (woman)' 1. with

determinate 0: xu.?e.? 'marry me~' (woman
speaking to man) L, xuGe?e? 'marry me~' (woman

speaking) L ("would sound funny" L), ?iqe?x?eh

L, ?iqe?x?e. 'I'll marry you' (man speaking to

woman) 49.101, 102, 104A, qu?x?}h}h 'I'll marry
her' L, active imperfective (or perhaps incorrect

neuter imperfective): xu?}h}h 'he's married to
(

me' L (correct neuter imperfective probably *XU' =

?}h}h), ~la.6 ?}h~h 'someone else is married
to her' 33.57A, active perfective: si?eh~}h 32.=

19A, ?~ si?eh~ 'I married her' L, ma.ya?ya?

se?eh~}h 'lake-thing married her (she went into
a withdrawn schizoid state)' L (see under ma.),

se?eh~(}h) 'married her' 10.164,20.29,30,31,

23.52,24.15,25.103,33.60, 66A, ~la.Gih
?ise?eh~ 'another man has married you' 33.76A,

neuter perfective ?ixi?eh~~h 'I'm married to

her' L (uncertain), active optative: ?ixi?ehga?

?a?diyah~ 'til she's big enough for me to marry

her' 9.27A, sideGe.?kih ?i.?eh 'that he should

marry my little sister' 9.29A, inceptive optative:

?ele~ga~ ?iGexi?eh 'I wish I might marry you'



(man speaking) L.

2. With indeterminate 0, 'S (man) gets

married', inceptive imperfective: ?Cjlh 3:ila.?
?iqe?eh 'that man will get married' L, ?iqe?ihih
'he'll get married' L, di~ ?iqe?ehGih 'he won't

get married' L, ?iqe?x?eh 'I'll get married' L,

active imperfective ~e~ ~~~8~~~~~ Be~~B~ ~m~~-

~&@.~~~.r~~: ?i ?ihih 'he's married, he's a married
,
~man' L, 33.56A, di~ ?i?ehG~h 'he's not married,

he's a bachelor' L, neuter imperfective (or active

imperfective with de-classifier> di- by umlaut),

gu.deg qe? ?idi?ihih 'he's remarried again' L,

~ihda.d lahq qe? ?idi?~h~h 'he's remarried at
a village in another place' 47a.5L, inceptive per=

fective: di.ye~ qe? ?iGede?e.3:Gih 'he's not

remarrying yet' L, active perfective: Rezanov
HCCH3~D 'Ee~Ha Weib, Frauenzimmer Uberhaupt'

?ise?eh3: 'you, he got married', ?isi?eh3: 'I

got married' (man speaking) LM, 32.18A, o-qa?(!
'I've married into amongst them' 21b.67, 32.17A,

de~~ih ?~qe~ahddew ?ise?eh3: 'how many lands
have you married (taken wives) from?' 10.181A,

o-qa?~ ?ise?eh3:~h 'he married amongst 0' 11.3A,
?u.~ ?ise?eh3:, ?ahnu.qa? 'he married there,

amongst them' 11.4A, Rezanov THRHc~3~DK~



'Xo~OOTOM unverheirathet' di~ ?is?eh~G 'you

haven't married', ?isa?eh~~ 'did you get mar=

ried' (spoken to man) L, gu.dag qe? ?isdi=

?eh~}h 'he's gotten married again' L, active

optative: ~~kih ~a? ?ixi?eh, ?ala~gaht

?ixi?eh ?u.dkih ~a? ?ixi?eh 'I wish I were,
married'L (probably to be corrected to ?}.xi?eh,

?i.xi?eh), customary: ?i.?e.~ 'he (cust) takes

wives, keeps women' lO.171A, dade.d GIiI-.di?Ji;'5=

gyu.ga??Jahd ?i.?e.~}h 'he keeps taking wives

from amongst any kind of birds' lO.172A, ?ix?e.~

'I (cust) take wives, keep women' 11.58A.

?ad-~a-?e (reflexive causative, irregularly de=

rived from O-?e, see 11.56-59fn) 'S (man) mar=

ries, takes wife, keeps woman (with ulterior motive,

or pretends, makes self appear to do so)': custom=

ary: 'you (cust) take wives' 11.56, 56A, ?ada=

~a?e.~}h 'he (cust) takes wives' 11.57A, ?adx=

~a?e.~ 'I (cust) take wives' 11.58A, di~ ?adx=

~a?e.~G 'I don't (cust) take wives' 11.59A.

~a-?e 'S (woman) marries' (not used for translat=

ing English e.g. 'she married him', for which see

o-~a? wa~ -~e-~~', ?Jiyahd o-~ da-?-(l-)~-=

~a'): inceptive imperative: Ga~a?e? 'get mar=

ried~' (spoken to woman) L, inceptive imperfective:



?~ qe?~ qu?~e?eh 'that woman will marry' L"

qu?~e?eh 'she'll get married' L, qu?x~e?eh

'I'll get married' (woman speaking) L, di~ qu?x=

~e?eh6 (or -?e.G) 'I won't marry' (woman speak=

ing) L, active imperfective (perhaps incorrect):

x~e?eh 'I'm married' (woman speaking) 1"1, di~

~e?eh6lh L, di~ ?e~e?eh6 'she isn't married'

33.68A (form uncertain), neuter imperfective (per=

haps incorrect, classifier ~e-, > ~i- perhaps by

umlaut, negative analogical): li?lhlh 'she's

married, a married woman' L (three times), di~

?a?le?ehGlh 'she's not married, unmarried woman,

spinster' L, neuter perfective (perhaps incorrect):

di~ ?a?~e?eh~Glh 'unmarried woman' L, active

perfective: xs~i?eh~ 'I got married, I'm mar=

ried' (woman speaking) L, s~i?eh~lh 'she mar=

ried' 49.10, 10, 12A, yahdda?luwde~a.~e~a?

sli?ehllh 'she married into a big house' 49.11A,

di~ ?es~e7eh"i:.G:!h 'she hasn't married' 33.68A,

'unmarried woman' L, active optative: qe? ?i=

~i?eh 'that she should remarry' 49.25, 26A, de=

~i. ?i~i?eh ~a? 'you should be married already'

(spoken to woman) 49.69A, inceptive subjunctive:

6ex~e?e.~ ?ixleh 'I want to get married' (wo=

man speaking) L, Ge~e?e.~ ?i~ dexleh 'I'm



telling you to get married' (spoken to woman) L,

customary: di~ qe? ?e~e?e.~G}h 25.l51A, di~

qe? ?e~e?e.~G 25.l52A, di~ qe? ~e?e.~G}h

'she (cust) doesn't remarry' 49.24A.

o-d O-~-?e (probably originally causative irregu=

larly derived from unattested basic transitive

O-?e, 'S protects 0', with intermediate object

as 0 of o-d, 'S causes 0 to protect 0', but here

semantically irregular'S causes 0 to protect 0',

conceivably also irregularly derived from or in=

fluenced by ?ed-d O-de-?e below) 'S puts 0

(covering, as cape) over o's shoulders': ?ew

?id qu?x~?eh 'I'll put it (e.g. blanket) over

your shoulders' L, with ti.l-class-mark for 0:

sid ti.le6e~?e? 'put it (pelt) over my shoul=

ders~' L, ?id qu?ti.li.x~?eh 'I'll put it

(pelt) over your shoulders' L.

?ed-d O-de-?e (indirect reflexive, irregularly

derived from o-d O-~-?e with de- instead of

expected ~e-classifier, or perhaps from reanaly:

sis, with ?ed-d < ?ed-' of unattested...reflexive

?ed-de-?e 'S protects self', regular reflexive of

O-?e 'S protects 0') 'S puts 0 over own shoul=

ders (as covering, cape)': ?ew Gu?~ ?ed qu?x=

de?eh 'I'll put that blanket over my shoulders'



L, with tiel-class-mark for 0 ('pelt'): ?ad

tielaGada?e?, ?ad tielaGada?ee?, ?ad tielae=

da?ee 'put it over your shoulders:' L, ?ad

qu?tiexda?eh, ?ad qu?t:J-exda?eh, ?ad qu?tie=

laxda?eh 'I'll put it over my shoulders (as

cape)' L, ?ad~uh t}eda?eh 'are you wearing it

over your shoulders?' L (active imperfective),

?aw ?ad tielaGada?ee~ 'he's putting it over

his shoulders' L (inceptive perfective), ?aw

?ad tiedi?eh~}h 'he's wearing it as a cape' L

(neuter perfective), ?ad ?aw t}.sdi?eh~}h 'he

put it over his shoulders' L, ?ad ti.xsdi?eh~

'I put it over my shoulders' L (active perfectives),

di~i~ ?ad ~a? ti.li?di?ee~ 'you must (cust)

always wear it over your shoulders' L (rarely at=

tested customary ?i-active optative or neuter X

optative)e

?adtieda?eh (noun, probably tiel-class) 'shawl,

skin thrown over shoulders, cape' Le Nominalized

passive of ?ad-d O-da-?e with tiel-class-mark

for 0, 'it (skin) is worn over one's shoulders

as protection for oneself'.
;;l

O-dl:'e (with dl-thematic of uncertain origin) ~
I'

: 1 'S hides conceals 0'. Rezanov TJIHTJI:E>-ae, .
"CnpSITJ::E> verstecken (Imperat.) , Aie~?e?, Aie~?eh,

I



I
I

Aa-se3:?e?, Aa-3:?e-? (last least preferred) 'hide

it~' L, ?ew~a-~ Aa-se3:?e?, ?ew~a?d Aa-se3:?e?

'hide it behind that~' L, ?ew ~tahti-leye~

Aa-se3:?e? 'hide it under that skin~' L, ?iqe?=

Ai-x3:?eh 'I'll hide you' L, 53_5L, qu?Ai-x3:?eh

'I'll hide it' L, di~ qu?Ai-x3:?ehs (or -?e-s)

'I won't hide it' L, Aa-sex3:?e-3: 'I'm (in the

process of) hiding it' L, Rezanov AYT~Hc~~aT~~

'CnpHTaT~ verstecken' ?ew Aa-se3:?eh3: 'you hid

it' L, ?~ Aa-se~?eh3:}h 'she hid him' 18~68,

53_71, ?ahnu- ?edi~ Aa-se3:?eh3:}h 'she hid them

inside' 49_47A, ~Aa-si3:?eh3: 'I hid something'

L, Ai.~?eh3: 'you've hidden it' L (neuter per=

fective) , ~i~ ?ew Ai.~?eh3:}h 'he always keeps

it hidden' L (neuter perfective), Aa-xi3:?eh3:

'I've got it hidden, am keeping it hidden' L (neu=

ter perfective), di~ Aa-x3:?eh~s 'I'm not hiding

it.! L (neuter perfective, probably to be corrected

to di~ Aa?x~?eh~s), da- Aa-yi3:?eh, da- Aa-=

si-3:?eh (former preferred) 'let's hide it' L,

Aa-x3:?e.~ 'I (cust) hide it' L, with class-marks

for 0: ?ew ~du.lihs Aa-se3:?e? 'hide that

table (d-class)~' L, ?ew ~tah ti-Aa-se3:?e?

'hide that skin (ti.l-class)~' L, ?ew la?mahd

le~eAa-se3:?e? 'hide those berries (l~-class)~' L;



indirect reflexive: ?ed?a. qu?le~eAa.x}e?eh

'I'll hide them (berries) for myself' L; ref=

lexive, 'S hides self', or with locational pre=

verbs and/or postpositional phrases, 'S sneaks,

moves with stealth': ?eAa.Ge}e?e? 'hide:' LM,

?eAa.Gele~}e?e? 'pl. hide:' L, ?edqu?Aa.x}e?eh
'I'll hide' L, ?uda.~ ?e~ ?edqu?Aa.x}e?eh

'I'll sneak by past him' L, ?edqu?Aa.}e?}h}h

'he'll sneak (away)' L, ?a?q ?edqu?Aa.x~e?eh

'I'll sneak out' L, yeqde~ ?ahnu.~ ?edqeAa.=

~e?}hinu. 'they sneak up along the shore toward
him' 56.221, ?eAa.s}i?eh}}h 'he's hiding, he

hid himself' L, ?~.d da. ?eAa.s}i?eh} 'we're

in hiding here' 13.71, o-?i~ ?eAa"s}i?eh}

'sneaked along behind 0' 9.154,154, 155A, o-da?

?eAa.s}i?eh% 'sneaked to 0': 23.78A, 37a.71,

38.4, 4LM, 47b.31aM, ?a?q ?eAa"s}i?eh} 'sneaked
out' 9.66, 67A, qe.?a?q ?eAa"s}i?eh~}h 'he

sneaked back out' 55.5L, si~a?~ ?a?q ?eAa"=

s}i?eh} 'he sneaked out while I wasn't looking

(was otherwise occupied, distracted)' L, ge?

?eAa.s}i?eh~ 'sneaked back home' 23.98A, (0-=

de~a.na?qde~) ?edi~ ?eAa"s}i?eh} 'sneaked in
(behind o's back)' 47b.39M, 55.24L, ?ms;ahd

?eAa.s}i?ehj: 'sneaked away from them' 23.98A"



I

?u.de~ lah5 ?eAa.s}i?eh} 'sneaked forward
along there' 25.72A, ?u.~ lah ?eAa.s}i?eh}

'sneaked towards there (skirting) around' 47b.=

31aM, yahddeye~e~ ?eAa.s}i?eh} 'crept under
the house' 61.115A, sida?~ ?eAa.s}i?eh}}h 'he

sneaked right into me' L, siya.~ ?eAa.s}i?eh}}h

'he hid from me (sneaked avoiding me)' L, }i~

?eAa.x}i?eh} 'I always keep myself hidden' L

(neuter perfective), da. ?eAa.}i?eh, da. ?eAa.=
Ge}i?eh 'let's hide' L, ?~.~a? ?eAa.}e?e.~

'(cust) sneaks hither' 9.69A, ?eAa.}e?e.~}h 'he

(cust) hides' M, repetitive: ?~.~ <Ie? ?eAa.=

}e?e.g~ '(cust) keeps sneaking back hither' 9.=
70A, with o-~a? 'in intimate relation with, by
0' and ya? 'completely, to a state of rest', '8

sneaks up on 0, spies on 0': ?~a? ya? ?eAa.=

le~}e?}?inu. 'pl. spy on them~' 29.30A, ?ahnu.=

~a? ya? ?eAa.s}i?eh} 'they sneaked up on her'

23.79A, ?ahnu.~a? ya? ?eAa.}i?eh}inu. 'are
spying on them' 29.30A (neuter perfective), with

ye~-progressive: ye~ ?eAa.}e?e. 'sneak around~'

LM, ye~ ?edqu?Aa.x}e?eh (or -?e.) 'I'll sneak
around' L, di~ ye~ ?edqu?Aa.x~e?ehG (or -?e.G)

'I won't sneak around' L, ye~ ?eAa.x}e?e.~

'I'm sneaking around' M, ye~ ?eAa.}e?e.~ 'he's,

"



they're sneaking around' L, 52.2L, di~ ye~

?eAa.x~e?e.~G 'I'm not sneaking around' L, da.

ye:J$; ?eAa.~i?eh 'let's sneak around' L11, ye~

?eAa.~e?e.~:i-h 'he's sneaky'-;C'he Ccust) sneaks

around') L, with y-anatomical: ye~ ?edyeAa.=

x~e?e.:J$; 'I'm moving my hands quietly, stealthi=

ly' L, with qiod-anatomical: ye~ ?edqi.Aa.x=

~e?e.~ 'I'm walking around quietly (e.g. so as

not to wake people) ('I'm moving my feet around

quietly, stealthily') L; passive: xuAaox~i?eh~,

xuAa.sdi?eh% 'I've been hidden' L, Aa.s~i?eh%=

yu. 'cached-away things' 34.25L, qeAa.s~i?eh%=

?~o? '(coming) upon cached-away things' 34.15511,

qi? ~qeAa.di?eh~?~o?~ '(coming) upon place

where something pl. were being kept hidden' 15.=

4M (neuter perfective), Aa.di?eh~ 'it's hidden'

L (neuter perfective), active imperfective used

in customary or ethical sense: ?u.d Aa.de?eh

'that's its hiding-place' ('it's (ordinarily) hidden

there')' L, di~ ?u.d Aa.de?ehs (or -?eoG)

'that's not its hiding-place' L (see also dl-=

~e-?e below).

2. '8 deceives, fools, cheats a': ?iqe?Ai.=

x~?eh 'I'll deceive you, fool you, lie to you'

LM, di~ ?iqe?Ai.x~?ehG (@r -?e.G) 'I won't

"" .,



deceive you' L, da~¥hYU. qaw (dali~a?) qa=

Ai.l?eh 'you (always) fool people' 11.55,55,

55A, da~i qa. Aa.Ga~?e.~ 'is fooling us al=

ready' 11.18A, di~ ?iAa.Gaxl?e.~G 'I'm not

cheating you' L, ?iAa.sil?ehl 'I fooled, cheated
you' L, xuAa.se~?eh1}h 'he cheated me' L; pass=
ive: xuAa.s~i?e~ xuAa.sdi?eh~ 'I've been

fooled'L.
dl-la-?e (probably in error for reflexive of 0-=

dl-l-?e) 'S hides': ?u.d Aa.x~e?eh 'that's

my hiding-place' L (see last entry under O-dl-=
~-?e 1. above) ?u.d Aa.xla?eo~ 'that's my

hiding place' ('I (cust) hide there t) L (probably
to be corrected to ?aAao- in both cases).

-~a?eh unanalyzable element in daG~a?eh, q.v.



I
?e-?'il

?e-?'ill (not here identified with ?e-?'il2 or ?e-?~3

for lack of clear semantic connection, though themes

with all three stems are all fundamentally transitive,

and perhaps share historically a common meaning'S

acts in relation to 0 (at distance, perceptually, with=

out physical contact with or physical effect upon 0)',

probably to be more clearly substantiated by comparison

with Athapaskan cognates; stem-variation: inceptive per=

fective ?'ile L once, A once, ?ee A once, active per=

fective ?fi.h L 4 times, 1"1 7 times, A once, ?eh L 3

times, M 3 times, positive inceptive imperfective geh

L twice, 1"1 twice, negative inceptive imperfective ?e.

1"1 twice, ?'il. L once, ?eh L once, ?~h L once,

positive active imperfective ?eh L 7 times, 1"14 times,

A.. 6 times, G twice, ?e. A 3 times, G 3 times, nega=

tive active imperfective ?eh L 3 times, ?fi.h L once,

?'il. A once, inceptive imperative ?e? 1"1 once, active

imperative ?eh L twice, M 3 times, inceptive condi=

tional ? eh L once, inceptive subjunctive ?'il. L once,

customary ?ee 1"1 once; these patterns, insofar as

statistically significant, are substantially the same

as those for ?e-?'il2 and ?e-?~3, with the possible

exceptions of the active imperative and perhaps also

the negative imperfectives and the subjunctive)

O-?-(l-)?e--?~ (semitransitive with l-thematic,



omitted only in non-inceptive reflexives, always,

and, often, in active perfective) 1. '8 calls,

calls upon, hails 0, calls 0 by name': ?u?li.?eh

'call him~' M, ?ew ~ewa. ?u?li.?eh 'call that

dog~' L, ?i?qe?li.x?eh 'I'll call you' L, di~

?i?qe?li.x?e.G 'I won't call you' M, di~ qu?=

li.x?e~ (or _?~G, _?~.G) 'I won't call it'

L, ?i?li.x?eh 'I'm calling you' L, xu?lio?eh

'he's calling me' M, di~ ~ewa. ?u?li.x?ehG

'I'm not calling the dog' L, di~ da. ?u?li.=

?~hG~h 'we're not calling him' L, ?u?li.?~hinu.

'he called them' 2a.30M, ?ew ?u?li.?e. 'he

calls upon it' 10.203, 203A, ?uqa? ?u?li.?eh

'she called her husband' 43.20L, ?~ ?u?lio?}h~h

'he called her' 6l.5N, xu?lese?eh3:~ L (M "has

heard"), xu?lese?~3:S 'did you call me'?' M,

xu?lese?~h3:~h 'he called, hailed me' M, di~

?u?lexs?~h3:G 'I didn't call it' L, ?i?leGe?~.=

3:th 'he's calling you (for a long time, many

times)' L, ?u?leGex?~.J$; si}t' deleh 'he told me

to call him' L; reflexive: ?edu?leGede?eh da.~

'if it calls its own name' 35.5L; passive: xu? =

lede?eh 'I'm being called' M.

2. (Passive rare, reflexive used where passive

expected) a. With adverbs, preverbs or post=

"" ~



positional phrases, 'S calls 0 a certain way':
3:i(! ?a-weyu. xu?li-?fh}h 'he always calls me

nasty names' L, ~e-d xu?li-?eh 'what (how)
did you call me?' L, 3:idah ?a-weyu. ?u?le=

Ge?~-3: 'continually calls it impolite names' 10_=

96A, de3:i?q ya.yu.dah ?~ ?u?leGe?e-3: 'he's
calling all sorts of names' 11.140A, we~ ?ew

?u?li-?eh 65.34A, we~ ?u?li-?e- 'they call

it thus' 65_34A, ?ewle?e. ?u?li.?eh 'they call

it di£ferently' 68.92A, ?el ?ida. da. fu?li-=

?eh 'this what we call something' 68.91A; with

indeterminate 0: 3:i(! ?a-weyu- ?ida?li-?}hfh

'he always calls people impolite names' L, 3:i(!

fu~a-dah ?ida?li-?}hfh 'he always calls people

bad names' L; reflexive: ?~ah ?f-sitah},

?ide?edu?de?eh 'I forgot it, what it's called'
50.48A, Rezanov ReTeTy~e-3 'HMH Name' ~e-d

?edu?de?eh 'what's your name~' ('comment t'ap=

pelles-tu~'), ~e.d ?i. ?edu?de?eh 'what's

your name~' L, we:::c ?edu?de?e. 'it's called
thus' 12.32, 64.12G, :::celahsAa-Geyu-ga? we:::c

?edu?de?eh 'like white men (in English) it's

called thus' 50.50A, di~ we:::c ?edu?de?~.6 'it's
not called thus' A.

2b. With noun as 0, 'S calls 0 0': :::cewa.

I
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xu?lese?e? M xewa- xu?li-?eh 'call me a, .
dog~' LM, ~ewa- ?i?qe?li-x?eh 'I'll call you

a dog' LM, dilC J$:ewa- ?i?qe?li-x?e-s 'I won't

call you a dog' M, ye~ dexu~~ da- ?u?li-?eh

'we call it a barrel' M, ?emi-nya? s~-di~i~g

seyes da. ?u?li-?eh 'prayer-birds ~ call

them' 61_20A, nigta-y-sesu? ?ew ?u?li-?}hinu-

'necktie-fish they call it' 65.34A, ?el ?uq

?isda?~ ?ew ?u?li-?eh 'you call this chair

that' 68.92A, ?uci- ?ewa-, ?udese-? ?ew

?u?li-?}hinu- 'their daughters, they call them

their younger siblings' 68_112A, J$:ewa- ?u?=

li-x?}h}h 'I'm calling him a dog' L, dilC J$:ewa-

?u?li-x?ehs}h 'I'm not calling him a dog' L,

jilC ~ewa- ?i?li-x?ehs 'I'm not calling you a

dog' L, ?ela-d~deg ~ewa- xu?li-?eh M, ?ela-=

dvh J$:ewa. xu?li.?eh 'he even called me a dog'

L xewa- ?u?si?!3n~;h N xewa- ?u?si?eh~;h, L T ,. T

L, ~ewa- ?u?lisi?~h~}h 'I called him a dog'

LM, ~ewa- xu?se?C}h~}h, ~ewa- Xu?se?eh~}h,

~ewa- xu?lese?~h~}h, ~ewa- xu?lese?eh~}h 'he

called me a dog' LM, dilC ~ewa- ?i?lexs?C}h~s

'I didn't call you a dog' LM, J$:ewa. xu?li?e-=

lC}h 'he (cust) calls me a dog' M; reflexive:

0 ?edu?xde?eh 'my name is 0' ('je m'appelle 0')

c



L, a ?edu?de?eh 12.14, 67.1G, a ?edu?=

de?}h}h 47b.lfnM, 47c.1L, 51.38, 61.40A, a

?edu?de?e. 'is called 0' 54.5G, sti.wen ?edu?s=

di?~} 'he was called Steven' A, sahs~iya? ?u=

~ahyekih ?edu?de?e.~ 'expert sea-otter hunters

were (cust) called "princes'" 64.6G; passive: a

xu?lede?eh 'I'm being called 0' M.



?e-?~t::

?e-?~2 (not here identified with ?e-?~l or ?e-?~3

for lack of clear semantic connection; stem-variation,

so far as attested, like that of ?e-?~l and ?e-?~3)

o-?ih-~ O-?-l-?e--?~ (semitransitive with 1-=

thematic, probably omitted under same conditions
( '\ 1as O-?- l~)?e-?~ under ?e-?~, but here at=

tested only in inceptives, theme attested only

with o-?ih-~ 'movement in area along behind,

following 0',0 attested only as ?u- third per=

son, perhaps thematized, theme perhaps as intran=

sitive) 'S copies, imitates 0, does as 0 does':

?i?i~ ?u?leGex?~.} 'I'm doing whatever you're

doing, copying you' L.
o-d-?ih-~ O-?-l-?e~-?~ (as above, with d-thematic

'oral noise' in postpositional phrase, reference

to vocal activity or "calling" clearly residing

therein, rather than in stem, hence difficulty

of identifying stem semantically with ?e~?~l)

'S imitates 0 vocally, says as 0 says, mimics 0':

?ide?ih~ qu?li.x?eh 'I'll say whatever you do'

L, ?ide?i~ ?u?leGex?~.} 'I'm repeating (along)

after you' L.

, "..,"'



?e-?ii-./

?e-?ii-3 (not here identified with ?e-?ii-l or ?e-?ii-2

for lack of clear semantic connection, perhaps also

related to ?ii-.? and/or ?e.~; stem-variation: in=

ceptive perfective ?ii-. always, active perfective

almost always ?~ (L ?eh once only) except for G

who consistently has ?eh, neuter perfective ?~

M once, positive inceptive imperfective usually ?eh,

A twice ?e., and L, with ye~-progressive, once,

positive active imperfective usually ?eh but in

text ?eo A 3 times, G once, with -~-inteFrogative

?eh L twice, ?e. L twice, M once, and, doubtfully,

in theme ?i;l- ?~ A twice, negative inceptive im=

perfective always ?ii-°, negative active imperfective

almost always ?~o, M twice ?e., inceptive impera=

tive L once ?e?, active imperative (not with ye~-=

progressive) usually ?ii-?, L ?e? 3 times, active

imperative with ye~-progressive usually ?eo, M

twice ?ii-., L once ?ii-.?, once ?eo?, M once ?eh,

optatives usually ?eh, inceptive optative M once

?~, inceptive conditional ?eh, subjunctives ?~.

L four times, ?e. M twice, L once, active imperfec=

tive with ye~-progressive always ?~', all -g-repe=

titives and -G-thematic negatives ?ii-°, customary

almost always ?~o, L once ?eo; themes irregular

and partially suppletive)



O-G-?e--?~ (with special G-thematic, cf. G-~-5u?,

d-G-de-le, perhaps of same position as and re=

lated to Ge- inceptive mode-aspect prefix; theme

occurring exclusively in what is here considered

active imperfective and not with repetitive or

ye~-progressive, and only twice, perhaps incorrect=

ly, in customary; for other mode-aspects and de=

rived forms of non-passive see o-le~ ?i-~-?e-=

-?Iil., for other mode-aspects of passive see ca2;

note also that in the simplest theme meaning'S

sees 0' with Athapaskan stem *-?en in Navaho

occurs in one mode-aspect only, called by Young

and Morgan "progressive", with yi-progressive

prefix, but lacking the expected -~-suffix of the

Athapaskan progressive (cognate with Eyak incep=

tive perfective), thus yish?} <*Ge-~-?en, ~

Eyak Gex?eh 'I see it'; Navaho also has supple=

tive ce.-c~ in other mode-aspects) 'S sees 0,

can see 0': Rezanov Kaxy-s 'BHJKY ich sehe',

Galushia Nelson Gexw~, or Gexwa 'I see''"'
Gex?eh L, Gux?eh 'I see it, I saw it' M 46.=

29M, di~ Gux?Iil.G 71.1, 6LM, di~ Gex?~.G

'I don't see it' L, Rezanov RaxoaHRTO (first

0 perhaps to be interpreted B) 'He BH~HO un=

sichtbar' perhaps to be read [di~] Gexw?liloGduh



'I don't see it~'L, Gux?:i-h:i-h 'I see him, her'

M, di~ Gex?eoG:i-h 'I don't see him' M, diyuh

Gux?eh 'I see a bear' M ?~o~ Gao~ daox, r 0

GexW1}h}h 'I see him coming' L, ~deodah Gex=

?~oG 'I can't see it' L, Galushia Nelson an'Ge=
,

xwa' or ~n'Gexwe 'I see him' ?~ Gexw?eh,

xwuoGexw£'l~£i or xwuGe'xWg 'you pl. see' BSdL

560 xuo Gexw?eh (le~io) '~see it (IQY £1.)',

?Uo~ Gex?eh 'I see it there' ('I see it thither')
" ,

L, ?iGux?eh 'I see you' M, di~ ?iGex?~oG 110=

128A, di~ ?iGux?eoG 'I don't see you' M, ?i=

Gex?eh ?ideyileh 'I see what you're doing' ('I

see you, what you're doing') L, ?iGex?eh k'u~io=

yah 'I see you eating' ('I see you, you're eat=

ing') L, ?iGex?eh deed ?u?secah% 'I see what

you bought' L, ?iGex?eh deed ~esah~ 'I see
i:;

what you ate' L, ?iGex?eh ?ew ?u?secah~ 'I

see what you bought' ('I see you, that which you
-w wbou ght') L , Gal ushia l~el son x ui 0 , G ex a' or

'" e '"

xWuOt'Gexwa 'I see you' BSdL 560 xu' ?iGexw?eh

'I see you', k'uGux?eh 'I see something' M, ?~od

?ewa. k'uGexw?:i-hinuo 'I saw some of them here'

68.85A, Gio?eo 11.ll6A, Gie?eh 'you see it'

M, de.d Gio?eh 'what do you see'?' LM, Gio?:i-h:i-h

'you see him' M, qah~uw Gi.?eh 'do you see it

, .



finally?t 71.3LM, Galushia Nelson qei'ac or

qei' ac tyou seet BSdL 560 Gi"?eh~ L, Gi"=

?eh~uw tdo you see it?' 46.29M, Galushia Nelson

icanqei'a' 'you see himt BSdL 560 ?i"~ ?~

Gi"?eh 'do ~ see him?', Rezanov TaKefIRe:aeoTY

'llpOCTOpHO geraumigt perhaps to be read deqi"=

kih, Gi"?ehduh 'all gone, you see~' xuGi"?eh

'you see me' M, xuGi"?e"~, xuGi"?eh~ 'do you

see me?' L, di~ XUGi"??"G tyou don't see me'

11.127A, Furuhjelm Aukhaatu 'to see' perhaps

to be read ?ew Ge?~hd~h 'he sees it:', see

also ??h~?' Galushia Nelson aYuqei'tnhtn or

auqe' tnhtn 'he sees' ?ew Ge?}h}h the sees

it', an'nu. aYui'& or annu"aYuqa'a 'they

see' ?ahnu" ?ew Ge?eh 'they see it', an,

aYuqei'a' 'he sees him' ??h ?ew Ge?eh 'he

sees it.f, 6.n'qii'tnht'n, 'he sees him' ??h

Ge?}h}h, an'nu"'qii'inhtn 'they see him' BSdL

560 ?ahnu. Ge?}h}h 'they see him, he sees

them', ?~h ~a" ??h Ge?eh 'the mother sees

him' 43.8M, ?}":1:Ira?d Ge'?}h}h 'sees sea-ur=

chins' 4"2M, te?ya?guJl:'ah ?u,(! Ge?}h}h 'she

saw a fishtail there (thither)' 46.7M, 'qa..l
ne"JI:'da.~ we~ ?ew Ge?ehlehd 'because he sees

it thus now for the first time' 36.29A, ??h



~ioleh di~ Ge?~oG 'doesn't see the Raven'

3.7M, xuGe?th}h 'he sees me' LM, Galushia

Nelson an'i'qa'a or a.n'l'qa'a 'he sees you'

BSdL 560 ?~ ?iGe?eh, ?iGe?}h}h 'he sees you'

M, Galushia Nelson an'nu't'qa'a or a.n'nu\qa'a

'they see you' BSdL 560 ?ahnu. ?iGe?eh, di~

?ede~ k'uGe?'i!°G 'he couldn't see anything how=

ever' 2a.17aM, Galushia Nelson qEiyeG~a.qa'a

or qEiyaG~aoqa'a 'we see' GeyeG dao Ge?eh

'~ see it', qaiYEq~a.t'qa'a or qaiyaG~aO\'qa'a--
'we see you' BSdL 560 GeyeG da. ?iGe?eh '~

see you', ?ew ~iod ?ede?~h~ Gele~?eh~ 'do

you pl. see that yonder mainland?' l4.3L, Galushia
N 1 ' 1 ' ,n h ,n , ' 1 ' ,n h ,n." 1e son qa a~1 t eu or qa a~t t Cu you P .

see him' BSdL 560 Gele~?}h}h~uh 'do you pl. see

him?'; customary (perhaps incorrect): Gio?eo=

~ih~vh ,~do you (cust) see him?' L, with class-=

marks for 0: gusiokih gah ~edeGe?}h}h 'he sees

a little daylight' 2aol7M, ?ew lis~ deGio?eh

'do you see that tree~' 7lo9LM, with qiod-ana=

tomical: ?iqiodeGe?eh 'I see your foot' L; re=

flexive: ?edGuxde?eh 'I see myself' M, ?ed=

Gede?eh 'you see yourself' M, ?edGede?}h}h 'he

sees himself' M, see also G-de-?e--?~, with.y-=

anatomical and o-lu?-~ '(continuous motion)-,



through (hole in) 0': ?ulu?~ ?edyeGede?eh 'I

see the reflection of my hand it it' ('I see

my hand through it') L; passive, 'S is seen, can

be seen, is visible, shows': ?u.~ Gede?e. 12.=

31G, ?u.~ Gede?eh 'it's visible, can be seen,

shows there (thither)' L, Rezanov Y1;n<aTe-ST'lI

'BM.D;HO sichtbar' ?u.~ Gede?ehdCuhJ 'it shows

there~', ~~d qi?~ Gede?eh 'where (~hither)

smoke is visible' 18.82, 47c.42L, ?ewlu?~ Ge=

de?eh 'it shows through it' L, Galushia Nelson

pt~ qa~a'an qi ye~~eqtxi 'unseen messenger
("not seen one sent-for-something") , BSdL 310,

554 di~ Gede?~.G}h ye~ deku?d~}h 'he who is

sent about on errands who is not seen', di~

Gede?~.G 'it's invisible' L, di~ xuGede?~.G

'I'm invisible' L, deqa. ~uGede?eh "'some=

thing you can hardly see'" ('something is some=

times visible') L, customary (uncertain, per=

haps incorrect): di~ Gede?~.~G 'they (cust)

can't be seen' 63.41G.

?uyeq ~Gede?eh (noun, unclassified) 'field-=

glasses, binoculars, telescope' L, Rezanov

YRXKOKOT8 'O~M Brille' probably to be read

?uyeq ~Gede?eh, perhaps earlier form for

'spectacles'. Nominalized passive active im=

~~



perfective, 'in it something is seen'.

G-de-?e--?fiI. (uncertain, perhaps incorrect, per=
haps to be corrected to passive or reflexive,

active imperfective only) occurring mainly in

nominalization below and in interpretation by L

of forms from Rezanov: ?ulu?~ da. Gede?eh

'we see ourselves in (through) it' L (perhaps

to be corrected to ?ulu?~ qa- Gede?eh, or

?ulu?~ da- ?edGede?eh), with I-anatomical:

Y~ro~Ta~~KaTe-3 'CTeK~o Glas' perhaps to be

read ?ulu?~ da- leGede?eh 'our faces can be

seen in (through) it' or peEhaps to be corrected

to ?ulu?~ da~ ?edGede?eh or ?edleGede?eh;

see also below.
?ulu?~da-dGede?eh (noun, unclassified) 'mirror'

0probabV interpretation of Rezanov Y~ro-q:t1:TaTKaTe --

, 3epK~o Spiegel', and in Rezanov Y~ro~TaKaTeKO3Te

'~ocHeT~ glanzend, es glanzt, schillert' ?ulu?~=

da-dGede?ehgWa? ?i-~eh 'it's like a mirror'.

For etymology see below-
li?~da-dGede?eh L, li?~de.dGede?eh (noun, un=

classified) 'mirror' M. L and M unable to ety=

mologize, probably < ?ulu?~ da- ?edGede?eh 'we

see ourselves in (through) it', as shown by the

more archaic Rezanov form; M insists on li?~de.d-,



L on li?~da"d-.

(~-)G-?e--?~ (usually with thematized ~-indefi=

nite 0, treated as intransEive, active imperfec=

tive only, for other mode aspects see ?i-}-?e-=

?~ 10d.) 'S can see, has sight': ~e5u.dah

~Gux?eh 'I see well' L, ~5u.dah ~Ge?~h~h

'he sees well' 27a.35L, di~ Gex?~.G 'I can't

see' 27b.29A (probably not to be glossed 'I can't

see it', perhaps to be corrected to di~ ~=

Gex?~"G), gusi"k~h qel ~Gex?e" 'I can see

a (this) little bit' 27b.4IA, ~Gi.?e.~ 'can

you see?' 27a.30L, ?idah ~Ge?eh 'he can see
,fine' 27b.48A, di~ ~Gex?~.G 'I can t see'

32.38A, di~ qe? k'uGede?~"G~h 'he couldn't

see anymore' 61.4A, di~ qew qe? k'uGede?~"G
,/. !- i'., -, , .",'61.17A; gu"deg qe? -

Guxde?eh 'I saw it again' M (so glossed, per=

haps for 'I can see again', or to be corrected

to gu"deg qe? Gux?eh).
k'u-(G-)?~"-G (with thematic -G negative and thema=

tized k'u-indefinite 0, intransitive, used in all

mode aspects, with G-thematic in active imperfec=
tive, from which theme is doubtless derived) 'S

is, becomes blind': k'uGuX?~"G M, k'uGex?~"G
'I'm blind' L, 27a.2IL, k'uGe?~"G~h 'he's blind'



279.1, lA, .1CuGe??-.G:i-h de)$:vh 'a blind person'

27a.1L, diIC .1CuGe?Ii1-.GG:i-h 'she's not blind'

27b.24A, .1CuGex?Ii1-.G} 'I'm going blind' L,

kilsi?Ii1-.G} 'I am (went) blind' L, .1Cuse?~.~}:i-h

'he went blind' 61.1A.

O-?-G-?e--?1i1- (semitransitive of O-G-?e--?Ii1-,

active imperfective only, for meaning in other

mode aspects see ca2) 'S sees 0 in a certain con=

dition, 0 looks a certain way to S', with adverbs

formed with -dah adverbializer: 1Cu~a.dah ?i?=

Gex?eh 'you look pretty sick (bad) to me' L,

1Cu3u.dah ?u?Gex?eh 'it looks good to me' L;

usually passive, '0 looks, seems a certain way':

.1Cu3u.dah ?u?Gede?eh 'it looks good' 9.88A, ICe =

3u.dah ?u?Gede?:i-h~h qe?} 'good-looking woman'

58.1L, s~a?dah~ xu?Gede?eh 'do I look pretty~'

M, diIC s~a?dah ?i?Gede??-.G 'you don't look

pretty'M, la?dnu. s~a?dah ?u?Gede?:i-hinu. qe?=

~Geyu. itwo beautiful women' M, with o-la.~-=

?e?-d 'in o"s eyes': sila.)$:e?d 1Cu3u.dah ?u?=

Gede?eh 'it looks good to me' M, with we)$:

'thus' and indefinite 0: we)$: ?ila.)$:e?d 1Cu?=

Gede?eh 'things look thus in your eyes' (i.e.

'you're having hallucinations') 46.26M, with

o-l-?e. 'different from 0': o-le?e. ?u?Gede?e.



21b.26A, o-le?e. ?u?Gede?eh 'looks different

from 0' 21b.38A, with o-ga? 'like 0': 16.2, 43.=

19M, di~~.~ga? ?u?Gede?eh 'it looks black'

14.4L, de?u.d sequh~ga? ?u?Gede?~hinu. 'they

look like they're sitting right there' 47b.40M,

ca?ga? ?u?Gede?eh 'it looks deep' M, ?iga?

?u?Gede?~h~h 'he looks like you' L, de?i~ga?

?u?G~de?eh 'they look just alike' M, c'eG~ga?

?u?Gede?eh 'it (distant boat) looks like indis=

tinct color' L, la?~ ye~ ~didi~ih~ga? ?u?=

Gede?eh 'bad weather' ('it looks like someone

has his face draped, veiled') 72.34L, with o-y-ga?

'like o's hand, easy for 0 to handle': 9.44A,

siyega? ?u?Gede?~h~h 'he looks like a pushover

for me, easy for me to handle, beat up' L, with

class-marks for 0: Galushia Nelson t~tX qa'o'~at=

qa'~~'~ Its 'green (grass) looks-like tree'

i.e. 'tree is green' BSdL 558 ~i~ga? ?u?deGe=

de?eh lis 'a tree which looks like grass', ?i=

dehdah s~a?dah ?u?deGede?eh yahd 'a really

beautiful house' M, le~la.~ le~a. ~~a.dah

?u?le~eGede?eh 'your pl. eyes look bad' L.

O-?-l-G-de-?e--?~ (with I-anatomical 'head,

face' thematized, active imperfective only, for

other mode aspects, and vocalic classifier, see



O-?-l-ze-ca under ca2) 'S stares penetratingly

at 0, stares 0 down, discountenances 0': xu? =

leGede?}h}h 'he's staring hard at me' Le

O-?_?e--?'i- 'S looks (in definite direction, area)

for 0' (perhaps without involving travel for any

great distance, all mode-aspects): ?uede~ ?u?=

Ge?e? 'look along there for it:' L, ?uedeJ.C

?u?si?1i-hz 'I looked along there for it' L, more

frequently with yeJ.C-progressive: Rezanov ExoTTe

'McRaTb suchen' Yex ?u?de?ee Yex ?u?de?~e L.,. T'
yeJ.C ?u?de?~e? (uncertain of ,stem-form) 'look

(about) for it:' M, Rezanov YTax~3xoTTe '~

suchen (Imperate)' ?uedeJ.C ye~ ?u?de?ee 'look

about for it (along) there:', ye~ ?u?xde?'i-e~

'I'm looking for it' L, ?u'de~ yeJ.C ?u?de?'i-e~

'you're looking around there for it' M, g~ye?J.C

yeJ.C ?u?Gexde?'i-ez 'I've been looking around for

it all day long' L, yeJ.C ?u?xsdi?1i-hz 'I looked

for it' L, ye~ ?i?xsdi?~z 'I looked around

for you' L (but L prefers ?i?ee~ ye~ ?ixze=

?'i-eJ.C)'; L rejects proposed form with indeterminate ~

0 *yeJ.C ?ida?de?'i-eJ.C}h 'he's looking around').

ye~ ?u?we?~eJ.C (gerundive) 'looking around for it':

yeJ.C ?u?we?'i-e~ xuGezga?z 'I'm getting tired of

looking around for it' ('looking around for it

I



is tiring me') L.

?i-l-?e--?~ (with indeterminate 0, detransitivized,

basic meaning'S travels along (by unspecified

means, but in a position to see), S goes along

seeing, S looks'; with certain postpositional

phrases the choice of gloss between 'travel' and

'look' is clear, but with others, dependent on

context or arbitrary) 1. '8 journeys, travels,

goes (actively and voluntarily, medium and con=

veyance, if any, unspecified, generally for some

distance, especially to new or unknown area)' not

clearly involving seeing or locating any object,

but sometimes perhaps with the idea of sightseeing

or seeing or exploring an area; occurring with a

variety of directional preverbs and/or postposi=

tional phrases, with some of which the theme also

occurs with the meaning'S looks', but here are

listed the instances in which it occurs glossed,

or clearly with the meaning from context, 'S

travels': with no directional or locational pre=

verbs or postpositional phrases: ?iqe?xl?eh 'I'll

go away, travel somewhere' L, ?}.l?~l}h 'he's

travelling, he's away, out of town' M (neuter per=

fective), with o-~ 'to, toward 0': ?uo~ ?}Ol?a?

'go there~' L, ?uo~ ?iqe?xl?eh 'I'm going toI

l
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travel there' L, di~ ?uo~ ?iqe?x}?~oG 'I

won't go there' L, ?uo~ ?iGex~?~o~ 'I'm on

my way there' L, ?uo~ ?ise~?~z 'he travelled

there' L, gah~edec}?da?ya? ?uo~ da. ?isez?~~

'we travelled for about half a day thither' 59.13

Galushia l~elson, ?uo~ ?i.li~?}h}h 'let him

travel thither' L, with o-da? 'to, arrival at

0': di.ye~ ?~oda? ?iGex}?~.ZG 'before I came

here' (moved from Cordova to Yakutat) 61.1A, qi?

sdi~eh~da? ?isiz?~~ 'I went to where he got

killed' L, ?~oda? ?isi~?~~ 61.2A, ?~.da?

?isi~?eh~ 'I came here' (moved from Cordova/Ka=

talla to Yakutat) 62.1, 1, 2G, ne.~da.~ ?~oda?

?isi~?~h~ 'when I first, first when I came here'

(to Yakutat) 68.85, 88A, ne.~dao~ ?~oda? da.

?ise~?eh~ 'when we first, first when we came

here' (to Yakutat) 62.9G, de~i. qa.l ~elahs=

AaoGeyu. ?u.da? ?ise~?~hz 'by now already

whites had reached there' (penetrated to and settled

at Cordova) 68.57A, dao~ahdduw ?~.da? qe? ?i=

le~s~i?Cilh~ 'where have you pl. returned here

from?' 14.2L, ?u.da? ?iGex%?eh da.~ 'if, when

I get there' L, with other locationals or direc=

tionals: ?}O3i?~ ?isez?~~ 'he travelled south

(straight forward, out into Gulf of Alaska)' L,

i ","



,

lahqe~ahd ?ise~?~h~}h 'he left town' M, ?u.d

qe? ?ixs~i?eh~, ?u.d qe? ?ixs~i?~~ 'I went

back there' L, with ye~-progressive: ye~ ?i~e?e.

(also possibly _?~', M "never heard") 'go travel=

ling (around)~' M, ye~ ?iqe?x1e?e. 'I'll travel

around' L, ye~ ?ix~e?~.~ 'I'm travelling' M,

ye~ ?i~e?~.~}h 'he's travelling' LM, da. ye~

?i~e?~.~ 'we're travelling' L, ye~ ?ixs~i?~~

'I travelled around, went sightseeing, on a trip'

L, di~ ye~ ?ixs~e?~~G 'I didn't travel' L,

siqey~~ ye~ ?ixs~i?~~ 'I travelled around in:

side my homeland' Lt da. ye~ ?i.~i?eh L, da.

ye~ ?}.~i?~ 'let's travel around' M, ye~

?i?x~e?9-.l{ 'I (cust) travel about' M.

2. 'S (lightning, thunder) bolts, flashes,

strikes,' (, thunderbird travels'): ?ise~?~~ ' it

(lightning, thunder) bolted, flashed, struck' 60.=

54, 55A, ~i.~ ?iGe~?eh da.~ 'when it (light=

ning) flashes over there' 60.52A, ~i.~ ?i~?~.l{
~e

'it (cust) flashes over there' 60.53A, repetitive:

?i~?~.g 'it (lightning, thunder) flashes, bolts,

strikes, there is lightning, thunder' 60.16,16,

17, 18A, qe?gu.l ?i~?~.g 'thunder(-bird) ,

lightning is striking' LM.

3. With o-?~.? 'coming upon 0', 'S (tra=



veIling or not) finds 0, comes upon 0 (looking

for 0 or not)': ?u?~.? ?isi1?~~}h 'I found

him' L, ?u?~o? ?ise~?~l 'came upon, encoun=

tered it' 11.62A, sidgahdaod ?ewa. ~?~.?

qe? ?ixs1i?~~inu. 'I came across, met some

more of them at Sitka' 68.124A, ~de~ ?ahnu.?~o?

?is1e?~lG}h 'they couldn't find him' 53.20L,

?u?~.? ~?se%?~h~}h 'someone found him' 6l.80A,
di~ ?u?~o? ~?sl?~~G~h 'no one found her' 380=

4LM, di~ ~n?~.? ~?i?l?~o~G}h 'no one (cust)

could find him' 32.4A, Aa.s~i?eh~yu.?~.? ?i=

Gux1?eh da.~ 'when I find cached-away things'

34.25L.

4. With o-?e.~ 'in search of 0' (itself

requiring -1- classifier), 'S looks, searches (in

definite direction for 0, goes, towards (to defi=

nite place) in search of 0': ?u?e°J$; ?iqe?x=

l?~h~h 'I'll go look for her' 10.271, 271A,

?ew?e.~ ?ise1?~linu. 'they looked for it' 11.=

21A, o-?e.~ ?ise~?~l 'she looked for 0' 23.=

142, 142A, ?ahnu.?eo~ ?i1?~ 'they look for

her' 382 3LI1 ?edixiC! '"'e.dah ?ahnu.?e.x ?i.=.t ..":i .T

1?~0~ 'it (cust) came in immediately looking

for them' 28.32A.

5. With o-?e.~ as above and yeJS;-progressive,



'S looks around, searches for 0': ?u?e.~ ye~

?}.}e?eh, ?u?e.~ ye~ ?i.}e?e. ?u?e.~ ye~ ?}.=
}e?e. 'look for it~' L, ?ew de}exwe.g?e.J£: yeJS;

?}.%e?e. 'look for groundhogs~' 9.4A, ?u?e.~

ye~ ?iqe?x}e?eh 'I'll look for it' L, o-?e.~

ye~ ?i}e?~.~ 'looks, searches for 0': 3.8M, 11.=

24,114,25.85,120,33.70, 37b.86A, 38.23LM, 51.=
4 3 46A 53 19L ?u?e.x Yex ?ix}e?~.x 'I'm, , ., '" lookin

g for it' L ?ew ?u?e.x Yex ?i}e?~.x, "."" .
'what you're looking for' 51.61A, ?u?e.~ da.

ye~ ?i}e?~.~ 'we're looking for it' L, ?ewle=

?e.~ ye~ ?i}e?~.~}h 'he's looking for it (e.g.

hat, paddle)' L, ?u?e.J£: ye~ ~?%e?i-.JS;inu..
'someone was looking around for them' 32.2A.,

ca?}de?e.~ ye~ ?i}e?i-.~lehd 'because you were
looking for a knife' 32.14A, ?u?e.~ ye~ ?ixs=

}i?i-h} 'I looked for it' L, ?u?e.~ da. ye~

?i.}i?eh ?u?e.x da. Yex ?;.}i?eh 'let's look, ..T
for it' L, ?ew?e.~ ye~ ?i.}e?e.~ (or _?i-.~)

?u~ dexlth}h 'I told hi~ to look for it' L,

o-?e.~ ye~ ?i?}e?i-.~ 19.6L, o-?e.~ ye~

.?i%e?~.~ '(cust) looks, searches for 0' 18.511,

25.76,78, 33.62, 63A.
6. With ye~-progressive (see also 1.,7.,

9.): ye~ ?i}e?~.1th 'looks around' 25.8, 51.54A,



~eciya?~ yeJ$; ?iJ:e?~.~th 'he's looking around
down by the shore' L, gu.deg qe.yeJ$; ?iJ:e?~.J$;}h

'he looks around some more again' 37a.6L, gu.deg

qe.yeJ$; ?i?J:e?~.~}h 'he (cust) looks around again

some more' 37a.4L; relativized: ye~ ?i~e?~.~}h

'watchman'L, 2a.16M.

7. Indirect reflexive, with ye~-progressive

or perhaps yeJ$; 'downward': J$;a?J$; ye~ ?isJ:i?~h=

~}h 'she looked herself over' ('she looked down

along herself') 22.6fnL, ?edlah ye~ ?e~e?~

'he looks down around himself' 24. 52fnA.

8. With o-C! 'to, toward 0', 'S (goes to

and) looks at 0' (involving seeing an area or

object, but without movement or travel on the part

of S, or at most only a short walk or ride within
r

area): Rezanov Y~qH~D-a 'BH~~TD sehen', Y~H~

TJI.fIH'E> 'CMOTpBTD sehen' ?u.C! ?1.J:?~? '(ground)

look there~' 21b.13A, or ?uC! ?}.~?~? 'look at

it~' 11, 'look at them~' 46.2811, ?uC! ?i.~?e?

'(go and) look at it~' 27a.9L, ?ewC! ?}.~?~?

'look at that" 11 ?elC! ?i°J:?,q? 'look at this"., .r .
11, siC! ?}.~?e? L, siC! ?}.~?~? 'look at me~'

11, 18.15L, 29.14, l4A, lisdeC! ?}o~?~? 'look

at the tree~' 11, ya.qeC! ?}.~?~? 'look at the

Sky~' 11, y~.?C! ?}o~?~? 'look down~' 11, 51.60A,



yenu.?~ ?}.~?~? 'look at the ground~' M, ~i.~

?t.~?e? 27a.34L, ~.i.~ ?}.~?~? 'look over
there~' M, 27b.40A, dil{ de~\lh~ cfe? ?iqe?=

~e?~.G}h '(he's so conceited) he won't look at

people anymore' L, ?u~ ?ise~?eh~th 'looked at
it' 12.20, 27G, o-~ ?ise~?,h1: 'looked at 0'

11.101,20.7, 29.15A, 30.2L, 43.26, 46.15M, ?u=
yeqa?d~ ?ise~?~ 'looked at his (own) hand',
?ul{ah~~ ?ise~?~~ 'looked at his (own) feet'

23.66, 24.49A', ?u.?! qe? ?is~i?~:r: 'looked

there again' 46.19M, lu.?! ?ise~?~h~th '(went

and~) looked at the tide-beach' 4.18M, ?u.~ da.

?ise~?~h~ 'we (went and) looked there' 61.37A,
?uc! ?i.x~?~.~ si~ deleh 'he told me to look

at it' L, active imperfective: ?ew~ ?i:r:?~

'looks at it' 36.30A (probably unfinished custo=

mary _?~.l{), customary: ?u.~ ?}.~?~.~}h

'(cust) (goes and~) looks there' 28.51A, repeti=
tive: o-~ ?i~~.gth 'keeps looking at 0' 2a.lOM,

11.125A, ?ahnu.~ ?i~?~.gl{}h '(cust) keeps look=
ing at them' 25.42A; indirect reflexive: de?i.

?ed~ ?t.:r:e?~? 'look at yourself:' M, de?i.

?ed~ qe? ?}.~e?~? 'look at yourself again~' M.

9. With cfeoye~ 'backwards' (vocalization

of classifier apparently optional, see also 1.,

"""'",,.,,-,".,.",,"--, "'"'" I



6., 7.): qe.ye~ ?is~i?~h}~h 'looked back'

31.15L, ?i~ qe.ye~ ?iqe?x}?eh 'I'll look

back at you' 4B.1BL, ?uqa?~ qe.ye~ ?is}i?~h=

}:i-h 'she looked back at her husband' 4B.19L.

10. With o-le~ 'more than 0, past, beyond

0' a. 'S sees 0' ('S travels past Of?, supp1e=

tive for O-G-?e--?~ in all mode-aspects other

than active imperfective, and for forms with

-g-repetitive, or customary): active perfective:

o-le~ ?ise~?~} 'saw 0': 1a.6M, 5.2L, 7.B, 10.3,

92,92,11.6, 13B, 153,174, 175A, 14.2L, 15.20M,

1B.56L, 20.4BA, 21a.36L, 23.134, 13B, 25.BBA, 26.4,

27a.3BL, 29.34, 69A, 31.12, 34.125, 37a.B, 10L,

37b.10, B6A, 3B.2U1, 43.17M, 45a.6, IlL, 45b.6,

11, 47b.31, 33, 37M, 51.65A, 52.3, 5B.5L, 61.19,

20,26, 6B.6, 41, 52A, 71.22LM, ?ewsa?~ ~le~

?ise}?~ 'saw something in its mouth' 43.1BM

('looked at its mouth past something'?, see B.),

?~ ~i1a.? 6eqe.~le~ ?ise~?~~:i-h 'saw (that)'

a man (was) boating along' 53.22L, di~ ?ewa.

fu1e~ ?is}?~~G 'didn't see any of them' 9.7A,

di~ o-le~ ?is~?~~G:i-h 'didn't see 0' 45a.5L,

45b.5, 46.12M, ?ew1e~ qe? ?is~e?~~:i-h 'he saw

it again' 26.12L, di~ ?~le~ qe? ?is~e?~~=

Gih 'he didn't see him again' 21a.26L, di~

-'-



?ahnu.leJ.(: qe? ?is:r.e?liI-h:r.G}h 'he didnft see

them anymore' 37a.23L, killeJ$; qe? ?is:r.i?liI-h3:inu.

'they saw another one' 37b.15A, ?ile)$: ?isi:r.=

?~:r. 'I. saw you' M, di~ ?ile)$: ?ixs:r.?~:r.G 'I

didn't see you' 11.130, 130A, ?ule~ ?isi1?~:r.

'I saw it' L, di~ ?uleJ$; ?ixs:r.?liI-h:r.G 'I never

saw it' 60.37A, 'I didn't see it' L, ?uyeleJ.(:

?isi:r.?~1 'I saw his hand' L, ?iqi--deleJ.(: ?isi:r.=

?~:r. 'I saw your foot' L, :r.i?q ?uleJ$; ?isi:r.=

?liI-h:r.inu. 'I saw them all' L (not acceptable to

insert qe- 'plural' in any position in sentence

t), di~ dede.(kih)leJ$;d ?ixs:r.?liI-h:r.G 'I didn't

see anything (at all)' 10.176, 177A, sile)$:~ ?i=

se:r.?~:r. 'did you see me,' L, de~le)$:~ ?ise=

%?~% 'did you see a person,' 29.50A, de.le~d

?ise:r.?IiI-h3: 'what did you see?' L, di~ ?ule)$:

?is%?liI-h:r.G 'you didn't see it' M, di~ ?ule~

?ile)$:s:r.?liI-h:r.G 'you pl. didn't see it' M, sile)$:

kil? se:r.?~:r. 'someone saw me' LM", di~ sileJ$;

~?is:r.?liI-h%G 'no one saw me' M (perhaps to be

corrected to, perhaps optionally kil?s:r.?~:r.G,

~a?s~?~:r.G), di~ ?ule~ kil?is%?liI-h:r.G 'no one

saw it' M (as preceding), de?u.~ahd di~ ?uleJ$;

qe? fu?s1e?~%G:j.h 'since then no one has seen

him anymore' 39.6, 44.6L, inceptive perfective:



?ule~ ?iGex~?~.~ 'I'm starting to see it' L,

dedi.yeJf ?uleJf k'u?Ge~?~.3:G 'nobody yet ever

saw it' L, ?ile~ ?iGe3:?~.3:Gdewa. 'before he

sees you' L, inceptiye imperfective: ?ileJf

?iqe?x}?eh 'I'll see you' Mc, di~ ?uleJf ?iqe?x=

3:?~.G 'I won't see it' L, ?ileJf qe? ?iqe?x=

~e?eh 'I'll see you again' LM, di~ ~e?~ ?ileJf

qe? ?iqe?x~e?~.G 'maybe I won't see you again'

L, le~leJf qe? ?iqe?x~e?eh 'I'll see you pl.

again' 21b.73A, ?ule~ ?iqe?yi~eh 'you'll see

it' lO.233A, 71.9LM, qa.l Jfe~ k'ule~ ?iqe?=

yi~eh 'you'll see something tonight' L, di~

?~.d qa.leJf ?iqe?le~~e?~.G 'you pl. won't see !

us here anymore' 32.27A, sile~ qe? ?iqe?le~=

~e?e. 'you pl. will see me again' 2lb.76A, de?u.=

deJfy~.k~h qa.leJf ?iqe?~?eh 'someone will see

us' 15.13M, di~ de?u.deJfy~.kih. qa.leJf ?iqe?=

~?~.G 'no one will see us' 71.l6LM, sileJf ~?=

qe?~?eh 'someone will see me' L, active imper=

fective (perhaps incorrect, normally O-G-?e~?~):

di~ ~le~ ?i?x}?~.G 'I don't see anything' L

(perhaps from repetitive -?a.gG or customary

_?~.~G, for which see below; L later rejects all

proposed active imperfective forms, e.g. *?ule~

?ix3:?eh 'I see it', or neuter perfectives or

--



imperfectives with this theme), inceptive opta=

tive: ?ele~gah~ ?ule~ ?iGexi3:?eh 'I wish I
might see it' L, ?ule~~gah~ ?iGexi3:?eh 'I
hope I see him' L, ?ule~~gah~ ?iGi-3:?eh 'I

hope you see him' L, ?ule~~gah~ da- ?iGi-3:?e-
'I hope we see it' 28_2A, active optative: dil{

?uga? l{u~a?~ da?qe?li-x~~a-G ?ile~ ?i.xi3:?eh
'I won't have enough time to see you' L, ?enah=

~ekih ?u~e?x3:eh ?ule~ ?:j.-xi3:?eh 'I'd like to

see it' 7l.4LM, ?ule~~gah~ ?:j..xi3:?}h}h 'I hope

I see him' L, ?ulaJS;: da. ?i.li3:?eh 'let's see

it' L, ?ula~ ?i-li3:?}h~h 'let him see it' L,

?uma-yu. ?ewla~ ?i-li~?ehwahd 'so that her
mother etc- would see it' 38.9LM, inceptive con=

ditional: ?ula~ ?iGax3:?eh da.~ 'when I see
it' L, ?ula~ ?iGi-3:?eh da-~ 'when you see them'

20_70A, ?ewla~ ?iGe3:?eh da.~ 'when he/she sees
it' 25.79, 36.29A, ?ule~ l{u?Ge3:?eh da-~ 'when

someone sees it' 5l.l8A , inceptive subjunctive:
I?ula~ ?iGux3:?e-~ ?ixleh M, ?ula~ ?iGex~?~-~

?ixleh 'I want to see it' L, dik ?ula~ ?iGux=

~?e-~ ?ixle-G 'I don't want to see him' M, ac=

tive subjunctive: ?ule~ ?i?x3:?~.~ ?ixleh 'I
want to see it' L, cautionary negative inceptive

imperative: ?awla~ qe?iGa3:?~-G~h 'be careful he



doesn't see it~' L, repetitive (active imperfec=

tive): ?ule~ ?ix~?~.g 'I keep seeing it, see

it off and on' L, fude.dah ?ule~ ?i.x~?~.gG

'I can't see it' L, dilC ?ule~ ?i?x~?~.gG 'I

don't see it' L, customary: ?ule~ ?ix1?~.lCth

'I (cust) see him' L, ge.dah ?uqi.deya?dle~

?ix~?~.lCth 'all I (cust) ever see is the soles

of his feet (he runs away so fast)'L, ?ule~ gew

?i~?~.lC 'you (cust) see it' 51.6A, we~ ?ule~

?}.le~~?~.lC 'you pl. (cust) see them thus' 21b.=

69A, ?ule~~vh ?~.~?~.lC 'do you (cust) see

him?' L, dilC de~vh ?ule~ ?i?~~.~6}h 'no per=

son ever (cust) sees him' L, di~ de~\lhyu.le~

?i?~?~.~6}h 'he (cust) doesn't see people' 37a.=

3,5L, dilC ?ule~ ?i?x~?~.~6}h 'I (cust) never

see him' L, dilC~vh ?ule~ ?i?yi~?~.lC6, lahq=

de~yu. 'don't you (cust) see him, around town?'

L, sile~ lCu?}.~?~.lC 'someone (cust) sees me'

M, dilC sile~ ~?i?~?~.lC6 'no one ever (cust)

sees me' M, dilC ?ule~ lCu?i?~?~.lC6}h 'no one

ever (cust) sees him' LM; indirect reciprocal:

?i~le~ da. ?i~e?~.~ 'we (cust) see each other'

L, di~ ?i~le~ da. ?i?~e?~.lC 'we (cust) don't

see each other' L.

lOb. 'S foresees 0' (attested in customaryL 

-



only): active: ?awla~ ?i}?~.~ 61.27,27, 28A,

?awla~ ?~.}?~.~ 'he (cust) would foresee it'

61.57A, inceptive: ?ula~ ?iqe?yi}?~.~ 'you'll

(cust) foresee it' 61.12, 14A.

lac. With ~-indefinite as 0 of o-la~ and

repetitive, both perhaps thematized, 'S menstruates'

('S keeps seeing, keeps seeing something'), active

imperfective: ~la~ ?i}?~.g~h 'she's menstru=

ating' M (M unable to explain).

lad. With ~-indefinite as 0 of o-la~,

thematized (suppletive for (~-)G-?e-?~) 'S

sees (has, gets sight)': we~ claw ~.la~ qe?

?isli?~hl 'thus he regained his sight' 27b.58A,

di~ ~la~ qe? ?isla?~h}G 'he couldn't see any=

more, lost his sight' lO.llA.

11. With ya?~ 'upward': ya?~ ?~.l?~?

'lookup~'M.
12. With o-qa?-~ '(movement) amongst 0':

?uqa?~ ?i.}?~?inu. 'look them over, look amongst

them~' (to pick the guilty one) 52.26L.

?uyeq ya~ ~?}a?~.~ (noun, unclassified) 'field

glasses, binoculars, telescope' L. Nominalized

active imperfective with ya~-progressive, 'one

looks around in it'.

?uyaq ya~ ...?~?l (noun) 'telescope, probable

--



reading of Rezanov YS!X'D-:3XaaJIb "rpy6a :3pli1TeJIb=

HaH Fernrohr'. Deverbalization with -~- instru=

mental of preceding, or perhaps of O-?_?e--?~,

perhaps to be read ?uyeq ye~ [~Ja?Cil?!.

\
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1?e.

?e.l (with the~ception of one uncertain form from A,

always ?e.~, but nevertheless almost cer~ainly to
be analyzed ?e.-:Jj:, either expanded form of stem in

o-?e?-J$: '(movement) in place of (absent) 0', or
with ?e.- related to ?t}..? and/or ?e-?{l3, with

-~ final or perhaps -~ subjunctive or pvogressive

suffix, stem then to be identified as verbal, con=

ceivably also to be identified with ?e.2; M occa=

sionally phonologically non-canonic ?~.~, rejected
by L and A, influenced by ?~.? and/or ?e-?t}.3)

e -2. e-~~-E-p6'S~~ft;;-~~¥=~f~-.:2~~

-1- ~cG"3 ioein5"'~~J A:-~~...~'4-~r

o-?e.-~ (postposition, with -~ final only; requi=

ring z-(-ze-)classifier in certain, but not all
themes which otherwise occur without z-classifier,

cf. fuqu?we~e.C'}, fu~e.~z~ under ~e, o-ya.~)

'looking for, asking for, about, whether, missing,
in search of 0': asyntactic: o-?e.J$: 5.1, 52.2L,

o-?~.~ 2a.17, 3.1M, si?~.J$: M, si?e.J$: 'looking
for me' LA, ?ewgule?e.~ 'looking for it (liquid)'

25.77A, z-(-ze-)classifier not required: o-?e.~
l-ta 'S notices 0 is missing, misses 0', o-?e.J$:

d-de-?a.t' 'S bawls for (absent)i 0', requiring

z-(-ze-)classi:fler: o-?e.~ z-?a?~ 'pl. S go
looking for 0' 10.49,104, 11.203A, 19.6L, 0-=

?e.~ z-a 'sg. S goes in search of 0' 10.104,11.=



91,23.108, 49.l53A, ?e~ekihwahya.?e'~ qu?x~ah

'I'll go looking for the makings of a canoe' L,

o-?e'~ ye~ ~e-le?g-~ 'S gropes about for 0'

52.8,14, 22A « ye~ de-le?g-~ 'S moves hands

about' < -le?g 'S moves hands'), incorrectly

lacking 3:-classifier: qe?~?e?~ ?u'~ Ga'3::j.h

'went there looking for a woman' 58.1L; with

themes otherwise with 3:-classifier: ?ew?e'~

ye~ ?ida?di?~e~a'~ 'he (cust) listens about

for it' 36.7A, ?u?e.~ ye~ ?ida?dex3:e~a'q~

'I'm listening (about) for it' L, frequent in 0-=

?e.~ O-?-d-~-qe?d-~ 'S asks 0 about 0, for 0',

most frequent in o-?e.~ ?i-3:-?e--?~ 'S looks

for 0', see ?i-3:-?e-?~ 4., 5. under ?e-?~3;

with verbal clause as 0, 'whether, to see if ...':

qah3~ ?idedi.t'ux?e.~ ?i?di'3:qe?d:>.:::j.h 'he (doc=

tor) asks you if you have a spitting-cough' L,

?ida' ?ti1?ehd~ ?~h deseli3:?e':>.:: 'to find Q"ltt if

he had spoken to his wife' 48.5L, ?ahnu~ ?i3:=

?~'g~~h, ?ida' cu?d, ~cu?d?e.~ 'she (cust)

keeps looking at them, whether they're sleeping,

to see if they're sleeping' 25.42A.

o-e'-~ (postposition, with-/! final) 'looking for 0':

si?e'~ 'looking for me' A (not verified, status un-

certain, there being many instances of o-?e.-:>.::,

without -~ final with repetitive, customary, in=

ceptive perfective, with which -~ final is normal).



?e.21

?e.2 (conceivably to be identified with ?eol)

o-l-?e. (postposition, with I-thematic, zero final

only) 1. 'different from 0, unlike (normal) 0':

24.98,32.50, 68.92A, te~ya?yu.le?eo 'differ=

ent from (normal) salmon' 21a.lOL, 21bo26, 38, 38

42A, o-I-?e. c~?d-le 'S speaks differently from
,

0' 68 82 82 8 3 115A sile?e. ?unio~ ?ewa.., " ,

?iot}hinu. 'their noses are different from mine'

24.30A, guodeg ?ewle?e. qe? Ge1e3u? 'there

you go pestering me again with yet another (dif=

ferent,from that) request' L, with ?ew as 0

'that', often here 'the norm': ?ewle?e- 'abnor=

mal(ly), queer, odd(ly), different(ly), strange,

foreign, peculiar' L, ?ewle?e. ?i.~eh 'it's

different (etc.)' L, ?ewle?e- yi1iqa?a}h 'he's

got queer hands' L, ?ewle?eo c}?del}hinu. 'they
..

talk a foreign language', (nominalized) 'Scandi=

navians' LA, di~ ?ewa. xu' ?ewao ?ewle?e.

c}?duxle-G 'I wasn't the one though who spoke

peculiarly' 68.115A.

2. ?ewle?e- 'menstruating' ('abnormal'):

?ewle?e. ?iO~}hih 'she's menstruating' M,

qe?1Geyu. ?ewle?e- ?i.~eh 'women are menstru=

ating' 23_17, 19A.
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?e?-e?-eo?-?i-i-i?-io? (variation irregular, largely

inexplicable, see below; I~erhaps related to ?eo2,

perhaps present also in qe?-qeo, ~e?~, ye?~, cer=

tain variants, especially ce?, of ci?--; partly

confused or homophonous with yeq3 under (0-)=

d-io?-q below)

O-qiod-}-?e? (with qiod-anatomical 'foot') 'S

tracks down, follows track, trail of 0': ?iqi-=

de6e}?e?} 'it (dog) is tracking you down' L, qao

qi-de6e}?e?}inu- 'they're tracking us down' L,

?iqiodese}?e?} 'it tracked you down' L, frequent=

ly with ye~-progressive: ye~ qiodux}e?e?~ 'I'm

tracking it down' L, ye~ xuqi-de}e?e?~ 'it (dog)

is (going about) tracking me' L, ye~ k'uqi-de}e=

?e?~ 'it, he is tracking something, someone' L,

ye~ xuqu?qi-de}e?e? 'it'll track me' L, ye~

?iqe?qi-de}e?e? 'it'll track you' L, ye~ xu=

qi-dis3:i?e?} 'it tracked me down' L-

o-?e? (postposition, attested with zero, -d, -da?,

-~, -?!, and -l{ah finals) la- 'into place, stead,

lieu, trace, sign, mark, imprint, home of (tem=

porarily, intermittently, permanently, partly

absent or perforated) 0': with zero final: ?ew

?el?e? 'this (is) in that's place, instead of

that'L, ?i?e? ?}-xsdiyah1 'I went to your

place but you weren't there' (, I went y..,.O your



-'1_11'--11..
vacated place') L, ?ew giyahgele?e? qesi.ya.s

'careful you don't fall (go) in the water (where

there sometimes is, used to be water?)' L; with

-d final 'at rest in, nominalization of': si?e?d

sedah1ih 'he's sitting in my place' L, ?u?e?d
'at her place, home' L, ~?e?d 'imprint (of

body), trace (that something's been there), bed' L,

~?e?dluw 'large imprint (of something)' M (nomi=

nalized) M, Rezanov CHeT~ ~OCTOpOHHTDCH aus=

weichen, aus dem Weg gehen' si?e?d '(in) my place,

way'L, ?u.d ?u?e?d 'that's its (normal) place'

L, aiyuxxa?de'le?d 'mosquito-bite' L, qu.?e?d
'fireplace, fire-bed' IO.209A, ~edesd si?e?d

~~.? ~Ge1i.~inu. 'let them build something high
up as a place for me (my corps~' 18.7L, with class-

and anatomical marks~ ca?1de?e?d yi1~hth 'she

has knife-marks on her' M, ~i~de?e?d 'place where

weapon-point went in' L, di.ya?gele?e?d place-=
naem near Yakutat 'salt-water place (salt-water

absent or intermittently present)' L, gahsle~e=

?e?d 'bullet-mark, -hole' L, ?ula.~le~e?e?d 'its

eyehole, -socket in its skull; peephole in wall'
('place of its absent, intermittenly present eye')

L, ~le~ede?e?d 'place where there was snow' L,

~qi.de?e?d 'footprint'L, ?ugede?e?d 'sitzmark,
where his rump has left an imprint in snow, mud' L,



?u~.leya~u.le?e?d yil}h}h 'he's got its teeth=

marks on him' A; with -d final compounded as 0 of

o-l{ah 'away from 0': Rezanov CHeTeKar'b-a no =

CTOJX)m1C:O ausweichen, aus dem 'Weg gehen (Imperat.) ,

si?e?del{ah ?a.(?) (or Ga.?) 'get out of my

way:' L; with -da? final 'arrival at': ?i?e?da?

siyahl 'I went to your place (though you weren't

home)' L, si?e?da? sahl}h 'he came to, arrived

at my home' L; with -~ final 'continuous, repeated

motion to': si?e?~ qe? qu?xdah 'I'll go back to

my place' M; with -~ final 'motion within area':

kud}.d?e?~ Ii? dexulg 'bolt' ('it is screwed in

through place for screw') L, ?i?e?~ yeJS: xda.~

'I went to (took a walk within) your place (but

you weren't home)' L, si?e?JS: ye~ da.~}h 'he

came to my place (but I wasn't home)' L, si?e?~

yeJS: sedah1}h 'he married my ex-wife' ('he settled

down in my (former) place') L, ?ew?e?JS: siltah1
1 ( 2 )'I. traded it for that' L, (0 -?e?JS:) 0 -a., -~

O-l-yao? 'S trades, barters, exchanges 0 (with,

to 02) (for 01)" with reciprocal 0: ?ew ya.yu.

?il?e?JS: ley}.?inu. 'they're trading those things

(for each other)' L; with -l{ah fin~l: si?e?l{ah

?a., si?e?l{a~ ?a.? 'get out of my way (place
-_c

where I ctm working) ~' L. ?ewla.JS:?e?~ lah5 ?ile= l
i

dioGginu. 'they dip their fingers forward into its \
eye(-socket) , 11.l75A. J



,
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lb. With reflexive 0 (not attested with

zero or -~ final, L rejecting *?ed?e?~, see

?ed-i-x below ) .with -d final. ?e d?e?d 'home...,
at home' L, 68.12A, di~ ?ed?e?dG 'not at home'

L de?u.dex yi.kih si~ ?ida?xah ?i. ?ed?e?d, ..~ .
'someone told me you're at home' L, in indirect

reflexive verbal clauses: ?ed?e?d xdedah 'I

stay home' L, ?ed?e?d dedah 'he stays home' L,

1i~ ?ed?e?d dedthth 'he always stays home' L,

?ed?e?d ya? qu?xdedah 'I'll stay home' L,

?ed?e?d ya? ?edede. 'stay home!' L, ?ed?e?d

ya? ?ele~deqe. 'pl. stay home:' L, ?ed?e?d da.

ya? qu?dequh 'we'll stay home' L, ?ed?e?d ya?

?ededa.~ '(cust) stays home' 28.53A, ?ed?e?d

ya? ?e}eda.~th '(cust) makes 0 (0 is (cust)

made to?) stay home' 10.167A, ?ed?e?d xdi}eh

'I'm at home' L, ?ed?e?d qu?xde1e? 'I'll be

at home' L; with .;.da? final: ?ed?e?da?~¥h qe?

qa?dah 'will he get back home?' M, ?ed?e?da?

qe? sdiyah1 'he got back home' 55.6L; with-~

final: ?ed?e?~ qe? qu?~eAa.da?yah 'I'll run

back home' M, di~~ ?ed?e?~ qe? ?ele~~de?a?~}G

'didn't you pl. go back home?' M, ?ed?e?~ qe?

?edeqe.~th 'he'd (cust) boat back home' 56.7,

15, 18L, ?~.~ahd ?ed?e?~ qe? qu?x~ah 'I'll

take it (stuff) back home hence' 15.7M, ?ed?e?e'



da. qu?we}ah 'we'll take it back home' l5.l2M,

?ed?e?~ qe? ?ixdileh 'I want (to go) back

home' L, ?ed?e?~ qe.ye~ xsdi?yahG} 'I long

for (to turn around and go back) home' L, ?ed=

?e?~ ?e~dih yi}eh 'he's away from hoIne' M,

?ed?e?~ qe? sdiyah}~h 'he went back home' M,

16.7, 47b.25M, ?ed?e?~~ qe? qu?yidah 'will

you go back home?' M, di~~ ?ed?e?O' qe? Gi.=

dao}G 'aren't you going back home?' M, further

instances in 43.6M and paradigmatic elicitations

from M.
2. 'into 0' (where 0 itself refers to an

absence, aperture, cavity): with zero final:

qeme~~de?e? (or deme~~de?e?) qeGi.ya.G
'careful you don't fall into a hole in the ice:' L,

lah?e? ~eAa.sa?yah}}h 'he ran into a burrow'

22.9L, qi? qa? ~eytoli}?e? ?}.sdiyah}~h 'he

got stuck in a ditch' L, with -d final: de}e=

xWeogya? lah?e?d sedah}}h 'stayed in ground=

hog's burrow' 22.2L, ~deGec'eo?e?d Ge}du?

'chink the crack in the wall:' M, ?ewa.leGe?e?d

qu?wa?} 'window-curtain' L, with -~ final:

?ewaoleGe?e?~ qu?wa?} 'window-curtain, drapes'
L, ?ew?e?~ Ii? Ge}u?g 'plug, stuff it (way)

into it (hole):' L, ~deGec'eo?e?~ ?uO' Aa.~ex=

~inu. 'I'm watching them through a crack in

d.""""



the wall' M, ta.?e?~ ?iya? 'follow the trail~'

L, ~eyt.y ta.?e?~ ?t.xsdima?1 'I took the

wrong road' L, lixahya? ta.?e?~ Ga.1 'was

going along a grizzly-bear trail' l8.4L.

3. With indeterminate 0 and -d final (cf.

(o-)d~i.?-q 8.); de?e?d sedah1}h 'he stayed,

sat e.g. in engine-room of a big boat' L ('in

the hole, hold (o~ indeterminate 0)'1); meaning

uncertain, 'in the place of indeterminate 0',

i.e. of 'things, cargo' as in 1., or 'in the

hole, hold (of indeterminate 0)' as in 2.1

4. 'for (lack, want of) 0' (with zero, -~,

and -~ finals only): vlith zero final: li.ya?e?

xsdile?g1 'I'm hungry for seafood' LM, ?i?e?

leGex1gehG1 'I'm getting lonesome for you' M,

?uma.?e? disdi?a.t:}'}h 'he bawled for his mother'

L, o-?e? -kt.~ 'S cries for 0' 2a.l~1, 2b.15L,

23.46,49.133, l36A. further instances under 0-=

?e? de-le?g, d-de-?a.~, l-}-gWehG~; uncertain

or incorrect usages: ?ew?e? ?udeGeleh 'his

mind (is) on it' A, qe.dah yahd ?u~a? ~ehd

kugg, Giyah?e?, Geyahqe~ahd ~ehd kugg 'their

house is simply bursting open, for (lack of1)

food, from abundance of food it's bursting open'

49.l37A (probably corrected mistake, influenced

by ?ew?e? k}.~ 'crying for it (food)' 49.l36A);



with -~ final: te?ya?e?~ xsdile?gl 'I'm hungry

for fish' L, ?u?e?~ xsdile?gl 'I have a desire

for it' L; with -~ final: si?ehd?e?~ leGexlgehG}

'I'm getting lonesome for my wife' L.

5. '(subsisting) on 0' (with -d final only):

with themes de~vh -le(?) '8 lives (is a person)'

(-le(?) la.), -da 7. (-da 'sg. 8 stays'), -qu

7. (-qu pl. 8 stay'): 25.208, 209, 33.23A, ?u=

?e?d da. de~vh yileh 'we live on it' L, ta.5

te?ya?e?d de~h xileh 'I (formerly used to) live

on fish (so don't belittle them)' L, te?ya?e?d

xdah 'I"live on fish' L, te?ya?e?d da. quh

'we live on fish' L.

o-d-?e? (postposition, with d-thematic 'oral, noise',

attested with zero and -~ finals only; cr. (o-)d-=

io?-q 2.) 1. 'in o's voacl manner': with zero fi=

nal: de~hyu.de?e? c~h~h 'he's singing an Indian

song' L, de~hyuode?e? xc~h 'I'm singing native

style'L, with -~ final: o-d-?e?-~ ~le, o-d-=

?e?-~ d-le-le Cd-Ie Id.) '8 says like 0, copies,

mimicks 0 in speech'.

2. 'interrupting o('s speech)' (with-~

final only, and preverb qa? 'up out'): side?e?~

qa? c~?deselil~h 'he interrupted me' L, ~de=

?e?~ qa? c~?dele.~~h 'he (cust) interrupts

one'L.

; iIiiIj,,\li



-y-?e?-d (noun, unclassified, postposition o-?e?

1- with y-thematic, probably thematized y-anatom=

ical 'hand', attested only nominalized with -d fi=

nal) 1- 'mark, sign, evidence « o's handiwork?)':

~ye?e?d yil}h}h 'she has marks, evidence (of

something) on her' M, xuqi-dislicugl; ?ilgi=

yil}hye?e?d le~ selil 'my foot has been made to

swell up; (it must be the handiwork o~ a witch has

done this' L, ?a?xye?e?d yileh 'it (pelt) has a

bite-mark (from fighting) on it' L.

2- With ~-indefinite possessor « 0): ~=

ye?e?d 'grizzly-tear's den' ('handiwork of some=

ting (fearful)') L, fu?luw fuye?e?d qi? ~"leh

'area where there's a large grizzly-den present' L-
o-l~dl-?e?-~ (postposition, o-?e? 1- with dl-the=

matic 'series', see -qi-dl-Ge-?e? below, attested

only with l~-class 0 and -~ final) '(through series

of) holes in (l~-class) 0': kewu-dle~e~a-?e?~

'(through) holes in beads for stringing' L.
o-qi-dl-Ge-?e? (postposition, o-?e? 1- with dl-

'series' and Ge-thematic, and qi-d-anatomical
'foot', attested with zero, -d, and ~ finals) 'on

track, trail, spoor, (series of) footprints of 0':

with zero final: siqi-~a.Ge?e? sahl}h 'he fol=

lowed (in) my trail' L, qa.qi-~a.Ge?e? ?i.?a?~=

3:inu. 'they're on our trail' L, lacking 0 and

"c c ".



with inexplicable ?i- prefix in verb, perhaps

thematic required with o-?e?, cfo o-lJ$:d-eo?

below: qioAaoGa?e? ?i~di~a~} 'wet snow covered

the trail' L, qioAaoGa?e? ?isdikaos~} 'dry

snow, sand, blizzard covered over the trail' L,

with -J$: final: ?iqi-Aa-Ga?e?J$: Gaxao} 'I'm

following along your trail' L, ?iqi-AaoGa?e?~

qu?xah 'I'll follow your traeks' L, ?uqi-Aao=

Ga?e?J$: ---}~~h 'they smelled (her along) her

track' 25_62, 62A, ?uqioAa-Ga?e?J$: ?i?}a~}hih

'sniff (along) his track!' L, siqioAaoGa?e?J$:

?iGa}a~~?} 'it (dog, sniffing) is following

(along) my trail' L, with -d final, nominalized:

?lfhqi-AaoGa?e?d, ?~h qe?}qi-AaoGa?e?4waol~
'he trail, by (following with close attention to)

the woman's trail' 25o127A, 5~hdqi-AaoGa?e?d

'Milky Way' (see 5~hd)-
-dl-(Ga-)?e?-d (noun, pg~ably unclassified, post= -

position o-?e? 1- with dl-class-mark for 0, Ga-=

thematic, attested only nominalized with -d final)

'hole of, for (intermittlently, permanently absent

aI-class possessor)': c}oy~aoGa?e?d 'knothole'

A, Aa°J$:a?}OdAa-Ga?e?d 'buttonhole'L, Aa°J$:a=

?}OdAao?e?dga? ?i-}ila-J$: 'he has narrow slitty

eyes (like buttonholes)' L (perhaps to be correc=

tea to -AaoGa?e?d-, or Ga-thematic perhaps

"



truly optional, analogical by influence of 0-=

qi.dl-Ge-?e? and/or qi?Ge?e?d-).

qi?Ge?e?d-qe?Ge?e?d-qi?Ge.?d (noun, unclassified,
latter forms less frequent, allegro only; qi?
~lace where', Ge-?e?-d o-?e? 1. with Ge-themat=

ic, nominalized with -d final) 'bed' L, 18.28L,
, ,

Old Man Dude qe'q&'&t 'bed (modern)' BSdL 546,

}i~ ?ew qi?Ge?e?d (or qe?Ge?e?d) ?i~a? ~?

Gele.g~ '(cust) make your bed:' L.

o-l~d-e.? (postposition, with l~d-anatomical 'eye',
-le~ede?e? > -le~ede.?, but for different phono=

logical development of -de-?e?- cf. ~le~ede=

?e?d 'place where there was snow', ?ula.~le~e=
?e?d 'eye-socket' under o-?e? la., and -la.~=

-e? below, also o-d-i.?, o-d-i.?-q below;
attested with zero, -d, and ~ finals) 1. 'in o's

eye' (literal): with zero final: ?ule~ede.? ?ew

Gecu.x}h 'poke it in his eye:' L; with

reflexive 0 in indirect reflexive construction:

?edle~ede.? xdelugg 'I'm rubbing (in) my eyes'
L, nomin~ized, requiring Gi?-thematic with suf=

fixed adjective, in epithets: ?ile~ede.?Gi?luw
'(your) big eyes:' (pejorative) 11.139A, more cor=

rectly with deleted 0 (or possessor): le~ede.?=

Gi?luw 'big-eyes:' (pejorative) lO.96A, le~e=
de.?Gi?kuc'g 'small-eyed (people)' L, in compound:

Ct.1J ~",ull



J.Cewa.leJ.Cedee?Gi?giyah 'berry species' ('dog's-=
eye-water') LMA, perhaps nominalized, perhaps re=

quiring otherwise inexplicable ?i- prefix to

verb (see also under o-qi.dl-Ge-?e?): o-lJ.Cd-ee?
?i-de-~?~ '0 gets black eye'; with -d final 'at

rest in, nominalization of': ?ileJ.Cedee?d 'the in=

side of your eye' LM, sileJ.Cede.?d 'in my eye' L,

sile~edee?d yeJ.C geli.?ah 'my eye is watering'

('it (gl-class, liquid) extends.down from (a posi=
tion at rest in) my eye' M; with -J.C final 'move=

ment within area': o-l~d-e.?J.C 0-1-d}.G 'S dips

0 (here humor) with finger out of o's (here whale's)

eye to lick' 10.24,25,11.177, 183A, ~ahGl1eJ.Ce=
dee?~ gu.cu.x 'thread the needle~' ('thrust it

(thread) through needle-eye:') L.
2e With zero or -d finals only" 'in 0' s eyes,

sight', a. in construction o-lJ.Cd-ee? S C -le(?)

'S looks like a C to 0': 20.27, 25.121, 51.7A, ?u=

leJ.Cede.? de~h ?ew yileh 'in their eyes it was

a person, she looked human to them' 23.83A, with

reflexive 0 in indirect reflexive construction:
de?a. ?edleJ.Cedeo?d de~vh dil}h}h 'in his own

eyes he was a person' 23.56A, de?a. ?edleJ.Cede.?d
de~vh sdi%e?l 'in his own eyes he had turned into
a person' L, with S C O-?-l-l-J.Ca' 'S makes 0 C'

(suppletive causative of preceding): de~vhyu.
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qa'le~ede'?d ?u?li'i~~h~h 'he has them looking

like people in our eyes' 11.30A.

2b. Perhaps less figurative: sile~ede'?d

Gei~e?~ 'I'm getting faint, blacking, passing

out' ('it's getting dark in my eyes') L.

-deG-e'? (kinship noun, non-ascending; probably

< o-deG-?e? 'in place above, higher than, upland

from 0', cf. -ca?-kih '(woman's) older sister'

« 'below, downhill from, diminutive'), -:5-kih

'(woman's) brother' « 'forward of, diminutive'),

cf. also -deG-e?-- below; conceivably however

< -d-Ge.? or -d-Ge-e'?) 'younger sibling', see

under deG.

~deGede'? (probably < ~-de-Ged-e'?), see de.?

o-la'~-e?- (postpositional phrase, with -la'~

'eye', declassified, cf. ?ula'~le~e?e?, ~le~e=

d e ?e? under o-?e? la and o-lxd-e'?' , with -d., .
and -~ finals only) 'in o's eyes, imagination,

sight': sila'~e?d, sila'~e?~ 'to my eyes, in

my sight' M, sila'~e?d ~5u.dah ?u?Gede?eh

'it looks good to me' M, we~ ?ila'~e?d ~?Gede=

?eh 'you're seeing things, imagining things, having

hallucinations' ('something looks thus in your

eyes') 46.26M.
(o-)deG-e?---i- (variants of o-?e? compounded with

prever.b and postposition (0- )deG , -e?- required
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with -~ final, -i- in compound with -da? and

-da.q « -d-q) as final elements), see deG 1.,

2., d-?ya 2f., o-deG 2b.

leG-e?---i- (variants of o-?e? compounded with

preverb and postposition (o-)leG, -e?- requ~d

with -~ final, -i- in compound with -ga? as

final element), see leG 1., 2., 3., O-leG 1.

~e-)ye~-e?-~, see under ye~3.

x-e?-x see xe?x.., ...
~a?-q-e?---i-~ (L regularly ~a?qe?~, M regularly

~a?qi~), see under ~a?-.

?ed-i-~ (preverb, < postpositional phrase *?ed-=

?e?-~, which L reject as such, o-?e? lb. with

-~ final, thematized and preverbialized, not re=

quiring vocalization of classifier in verb; posi=

tion partly postpositional rather than preverbial,

always preceding other preverbs, occasionally pre~

ceding postpositional phrase with pronominal 0;

attested with zero, -d, -de~, -~, and -~ahd finals,

connective vowel with -~ and -~ahd finals -i-,

?edixi~ < ?ed-?e?-x- (e) ~ cf -i?---?i---i-~-=..,.
~a.- below) 1. 'inside (house), in(doors)': with

zero final: 2a.35M, 7.25,27,9.54,76,81,150,

167,11.20,20,21, l29A, 18.67,69, 2la.12L, 2lb.=

5,23.3,43,44,69,25.96,28.60, 62A, 47b.39M,

47c.18, 20, 55.24L, 60.58, 58, 61.44, 65.15,16,19,
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20,54, 55A, ?edi~ ?edqu?xdeleG 'I'll jump in=

(to house)' A, ?edi~ qu.:rda? 'chase it in:' L,

sdikus:ryu. ?edi~ Ge:ra? 'bring in the laundry:'

L, ?edi~ Ga-? 'come in:' L, 18.36L, 23.44A,

?edi~ sah}ih 'he went in' L, 29.56A, 40.6L, 47b.=

47M,55.10L, ?u.d ?edi~ s~:r, 'went in there'

18.29,31,41,42,27.40, 55.10L" ?eai~ ?iq~?=
di.(~)?ah 'it (smoke) will come in (house)' L,

~i~ qe?~ ?edi~ Gah da.~ 'always when a woman

comes in' L, always preceding qe?: ?edi~ qe?

9.76, 167A, 18.69L, 23.69, 28.39, 65.16, 54A,
?edi~ qe? sdiyah~}h 'he came, went back in' L,?

7.25, 27A, once preceding postpositional phrase

with pronominal 0: ?edi~ ?ew~ se?a?~ 'he went

in with it' 28.11A (but cf. 23.91A); with -d final

'at rest in, nominalization of', here sometimes

'confinetl indoors, confinement': 11. 54 A, 18.37L,
21b.46, 49.47, 62.25G, di~ de~h ?u.d ?edi~dG

'(there was) no person in there' 7.32A, ?edi~d

ya? ?ede. 'stay inside:' L (cf. ?ed?e?d ya?

?eda. 'stay at home:' L), ?edi~d sedah~}h 'he's

inside' L, ?edi~d Gexga?~ 'I'm getting tired

of being confined indoors' L, ?edi~d siga?~ 'I

got bored indoors' L, ?edi~d ya? le~iqe?x1quh

'I'll make you pl. stay indoors' L, ?edi~d ?i=

Ge~qe?s~ 'it (smoke, odor) is getting thick in=

...;~
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doors' M, 1~hd ?edi~d ?i~edeGe?a.1 'smoke is

hovering inside the house' L, diR! ?edi~d ?idah

?es1i1G~h 'he didn't clean house (the indoors)'

L, preceding preverb: qelahqa?ga?da?~ ?edi~ lah

Gexah da.~ 'when I walk four times around inside'

19.16L, with proclitic de- '~': de?edi~d
'(she stayed) right indoors' 25.126A; with -de~

final: ?edixde~ ye~ da.~~h 'he's walking about

indoors' L, ?edi~de~ ye~ G~.dicra?1 'the floor

inside is muddy (here and there)' L, ?edi~de~

ye~ GeleGedecra?} 'the floor is getting muddy' L;

with -~ final: 9.53, 77, 80A, 19.21L, 21b.43, 23.=

91,28.11,32, 32.48,49,33.15,65.56A, 1a?g ?e=

di~i~ Ge1a? 'bring in (one load of) firewood~' M,

}a?g ?edi~i~ Ge}ya.? 'bring in (several loads of)

firewood~' M, ?edi~i~ ?idese?a.1 (or ?idese}=

?a?}) 'it (smoke) is soming indoors' L, ?edi~i~
Ga-}}h 'he's coming in' L, 18.37L, 28.31A; with

-~ahd final: ?edi~i~ahd qa? ~eAa.sa?yahI~h 'he

escaped (running, up out) from inside the house' L.

2. With figurative meaning a. (attested with

-~ final only, and as 0 of o-?i---i ?---i-}-~a.-

'side of, direction of 0') 'in toward shore': ?e=
di~i~ desa?ya.1 'it (steamer) is coming in' L,

?edi~i}~a.~ lah seqeh}~h 'he (boating) turned

(around) in shoreward' M.
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2b. (attested only as 0 of o-?i---i?---i-=

3:-~a.- 'side of, direction of 0') 'inner surface,

inside, interior (of anything)': ?edi~i?3:~a.d 'in=

side, interlDr of anything, inner surface (e.g. of

box)' L, Harrington 'attcixxii'3:tc'aa'th lCuttse't ,
'diaphragm' G ?ede~i?3:~a.d ~ce? (perhaps calque

on Tlingit nee3:nIyyaatliiyyii 'a 'diaphr~gm',~..' ..
n~3: 'inside of house, home', -Aiyi 'flesh'),

?edi~i?3:~a.d ~ce? 'inside meat' M (meaning

appa,rently not clear to M, perhaps 'meat (kept)

indoors').
o-?i---i?---i-3:-~a.- (postpositional phrase, 0-3:-=

~a.- (-~-a.-) 'side of, direction of 0, o-~

'toward 0' with -a.-, expanded augment, 3:-clas=

sifier, requiring connective -?i---i?---i-, occa=

sionally also --e~, with irregular variation, at

least partly free, where 0 is a form, itself usual=

ly a preverb or postposition, ending in -~; in

spite of the predictability of its presence, -?i--

is (or was) probably of morphemic status, and to

be identified with ?e?-); see ~i~3, ~e?~,
Y ex3 dex and o-3:-~-a. under ~ -"~c...

., .,

(0-)?:j..5-(--:5-)i?-, see under lah5-, "t,w.v...~t> ,,:'s-e'.5~ t')-

?a.l-i?-, in possible analysis of ?a.li?3:~, q.v.

o-d-i.?- (postpositional phrase, cf. o-l~d-e.?,

reason for different phonological development not
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clear; attested with -d, -~, and -de~ finals on=

ly) 1. lu. (preverb, here treated as d-class

noun, or conceivably with -d final) 'turn of

tide, tide-beach', lu.-d-i.? 'at tide-beach',

see lu.2.
2. With -~ final only, in de}qa?Gedi.?~

'through the smokehole' 11.14, 34, 36, 42A, see

(o-)d-i.?-q 6b. below.
(o-)d-i.?-q (postpositional phrase, with d-mark as

last element of class- or thematic mark, or with

de- indeterminate 0, with -q final or as 0 of o-q

'on 0', but probably in some cases to be inter=

preted as < -de-yeq with stem yeq3 of o-y q ,-

'in 0', rather then -de-?e?-q, but cf. such forms

as regular -deyeq, and where -Ce-yeq is clear=

ly shown to undergo morphophonological change, the

result is -Ce.q, see -y-~e.q < -y-~e-yeq,

cf. also ca.le.~- < ca.-le-Ye~-; attested with

zero, -d, and -~ finals) 1. with d-class mark for

0: with zero final: Rezanov K~~ro~aTe~ 'AecHa

Zahnfleisch' perhaps to be read qa.lu.~edi.?q
'inside of my (inside) cheek', see lu.~, KaiKe=

KaTex~ ~HYTpeHHaR' (not in Radlov, 'interior')
probably to be read qa.~e.lCedi.?q 'inside our,
human thorax', ~i~e.lCedi.?q ye~ }elCah~ 'I

have shooting pains (about) in my chest' L; with

",; "I ,~"



-d final: sidega?q}di.?qd 'the inside of my

throat'L, sidega?q'}di.?qd siya" yi~a?d 'my
throat is sore' L, sidega?q}di.?qd de~a? ~.?=

yah} 'something is stuck in my throat' L; as 0

of o-ya?-d '(at rest in, nominalization of) in

0 (with broad opening at top)' (here topographi=
cal): c'a?di.?qeya?d place-name, 'Marten River'

('at on the place of alluvial mud').
2. With d-thematic 'oral, noise', zero final

only (cf. o-d-?e?), 'in o's vocal manner': 68.78A,

qa.di.?q c~?del~h~h 'he talks our language' L,

sidi.?q c~?del~h~h 'he speaks my language' L,
sidi.?q ?iqe?c~?di.X}ih 'I'll make you talk my

language' L, de~vhyu.di.?q c~h~h 'he's singing

(it) Indian-style' L, de~vhyu.di.?q (same as

de~yu.de?e?) ~xc~h 'I'm singing a Native

song' L; with reflexive ~, clause perhaps indi=

rect reflexive, but lacking vocalized classifier

in verb, or perhaps < ?ede- 'genuine, real':

?eddi.?q c~?del~h~h 'he talks "deep" (i.e.
archaic, difficult, elegant Eyak) , L.

3. In possible etymology of ~di.q "'Al=

eut" (Chugach Eskimo)', see ~di.q-.
4. As 1. and ". above, combined with l-ana=

tomical 'head' (under influence of meaning of 2.

and frequency in 1. of reference to throat and
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chest as 0, and of -l-yeq), attested with -d

final only: siledi.?qd 'way back inside my nose

and th1:'oat' L.

5. With ~e-li?(-d 1) 'deeply in closed end

of area' perhaps with -d final, or with d-class

or thematic mark, or perhaps to be read ~eli?

di.?qd with di.?qd as in 8. below; with -d fi=

nal: ~eli?di.?qd 'way inside there (e.g. in

pipe, under bed)' L.

6. With Gd-thematic 'place', attested with

zero, -d, and -~ finals a. 'breakers': ?~.guda?d

Gedi.?qe~ 'into the breakers at the mouth of the

river' 68.48A, Gedi.?qe~ Geqe.~~h 'he's boating

out toward the breakers' L.

6b. de~qa?Gedi.?q(-) 'smokehole', see under

de~-, o-qa? 7. under qa?-q~.-qa..

7. With ~d-thematic, ~K eB~~ perhaps

incorrect and under influence of ~eda.q, see

o-q 2d.(4), with reference to low offshore Egg

Islands; attested with -d and-?! finals: ~edi.?qd

'out in the breakers' M, ~edi.?qe~ Geqe.~:i-h

'he's boating out towards the breakers' M; ?uhs=

~edi.?qd place-name (~, somewhere on Copper Riv=
er Delta, 'on riverbank') L.

8. With de- indeterminate 0 (cf. o-?e? 3.),

attested with zero and -d finals: 'inside (inde=



terminate 0, completely closed area)': a. di.?qd

setab1 'it's inside (something)' L (cf. ~yeqd

'it's inside something (specific)' L).

8b. With causative of theme "'?ya 36., 'in

oven, baking, roasting': ?ew dio?q qu?x}yah
'I'll roast it' L, te?ya? dio?q qu?x}yah 'I'll

roast a fish' L, dio?q s}i?yah} te?ya? 'roast:

ed fish' L.

8c. With ~e~ 'night, darkness' in compound

(7), -d final only: JS:e~dio?qd 'jail' ("because
it's dark inside") L (perhaps actually < JS:e~

dio?qd 'confined at night'), JS:e~dio?qd~ahd

qa? JS:eAa.sa?yahl}h 'he escaped from jail' L.

8d. With reference to egg (d-class, per=

haps indirect reflexive with deleted 0): di.?q

Aa.sdixah}, dio?q Aaodixah} 'it (inside of egg)

is developing into a chick' L.



?a

?a (active imperative sometimes ?e-; marginally con=

fused with ?a'-?a?, see especially ?i-d-?a; cer=

tain nominalizations and deverbalizations listed under

?a'-?a? may contain stems to be identified as instances

of ?a; perhaps related also to at least some instances

of ?ahl, and/or ?ah2)

-?a 1. '8 (sg., not in container) is, gets in posi=

tion' (for discussion of nature of 8 see -ta,

and "Noun-classificatory systems in the Athapas=

kan, Eyak, Tlingi t, and Haida verb ", IJ AL 3'/. ~: --== --

tqi -':l1J3 (1968); rare with unclassified 8; with :-.,-

classified 8 sometimes as acceptable alternative

to, interchangeable with, preferable alternative

to, or exclusively acceptable to the exclusion of

-ta; there appears still to be a weak progression

from use of -ta for non-roundish-shaped classi=

fied 8 to use of -?a for roundish-shaped classi=

fied 8; not attested with the great variety of

locational and directional postpositional phrases

and preverbs as are attested with -ta only be=

cause most such forms were elicited with unspeci=

fied object, for which the stem -ta is used much

more frequently than -?a) attested mainly in

elicitations of the form 8 ?u-d -se?ah} '8

is (has gotten into position) t~ere' (active per=

" -~, .-.,.-" .C ..cc,



fective used with force of neuter): with unclassi=

fied S (rare, almost always -ta but see also 2.

below): leGedeqa?1 ?u.d se?ah1 'an axe (also

I-class) is there' L, GeGeG ?u.d se?ah1 (or

-tah1) 'a quoit is there' L, ~e~a. ?u.d se?ah1

(or -tah1) 'an adze is there' L, with d-class

S (use of -ta slightly predominant): ca?1 ?u.d

dese?ah} 'a knife is there' L, also attested with

~de?uhdg 'egg', gahG 'piece of spruce-pitch',

yahd 'house', dide?1 'lamp', y~.?de?a?1

'(finger-)ring', ~id 'piece of ice', ~ahd1

'sled, car', da? 'piece of mud', Ge?q1 'brace=

Ie', ciA 'board', ~leqah 'head', KUge~ah

'tail', ct. 'mussel', ye.~ 'piece of wild cele=

ry', la.xga. 'store', ?u?~ 'piece of drift=

wood', ~i1 'spoon', ~gu.na. 'schooner', lis

'spruce', ~du.lihG 'table', gu.deg te?ya?=

gu~ah ?u.d qe? disdi?ah1 'again another fish-=

tail was there' 46.20M, with dl-class S (-?a

much predominant over -ta): ca. ?u.d Aa.se?ah1

'a stone is there' Lr1, also attested with teG1

'hammer', Aa.~e?~.d 'button', we.g~g 'ulu',

tewi.s 'stone axe', Aa.1~e.5g 'quartz', gu.=

neca. 'gold nugget' , G ic'e~ 'copper nugget' ,

5ahG1 'needle', kih~1 'dipnet', 5ewel 'net',



cio 'branch', with tiel-class S (rare, almost

always -ta): 5~°t' ?uod t:j.°se?ah} (but -tah}

preferred) 'a skunk-cabbage-leaf is there' L,

with g-class S (-ta predominating): ~?~ ?uod

guse?ah1 'a vein, tendon is there' L, with gd-=

class S (mixed): ~i~ ?uod gedasetah1 'a piece

of grass is there' L, attested also with mao

'lake', with gl-class S (mixed): maosAao ?uod

gvosa?ah} 'a piece of butter is there' L, attest=

ed also with dioya? 'chunk of salt', with ~d-=

class S (-ta predominating): ~eos~ ?uod ~ede=

se?ah} 'a log is there', attested also with

~a?g 'firewood', sih~ 'resin', with ~dl-class

S: ?uhs ?uod ~eAaose?ah~ 'a riverbank is

there' L, with qiodl-class S: duh ?uod qio=

Aaose?ah}; 'a piece of kelp (Nereocystis) is

there' L, with I-class S (-?a predominating):

~?UG} ?uod lese?ah} 'a heart is there' L,

taG} ?uod ?iose?ah} 'a hammer is there' L, al=

so attested (?iose?ah}) with ?iodi~o~ 'black

abalone', ?io}xiosg 'red abalone', leGedeqa?~

'axe', me5iduhg 'herring-roe(-sac)', qemao

'roe(-sac)', ~qe~ 'piece of fat', ~saow

'head', ~e?aoG 'basket', ~iyahd 'hat', ke=

wesg~ 'paddle', ~uh~g(~) 'shovel', with l~-=



class S (-?a almost always, except where S is

not intact): la?mahd ?u.d le~ese?ah} 'a

berry is there' LM, attested also with 'ball',

?aobels 'apples', gahG 'bullet', ?~.3 'orange',
.'strawberry'" with l~d-class S (mixed): s~h

y~.? 'p~ll', ~ug ?u.d le~edese?ah} 'a piece

of fluff is there' L, attested also with ~hd}

'piece of moss', xi~ le~edeq 'snowball', with

qiol-class S: ~~eh} ?uod q}Ose?ah} 'a piece

of rope is there' L, with anatomical marks used

as class-marks: ge.}ta.g~ah~ ?uod qiodese?ah}

'a seal-flipper is there' L, ~~\l.}eyah ?u.d

~¥ose?ah% 'a tooth is there' L, neuter perfective:

~de?uhdg dio?ah} 'an egg is in position' L,
active imperfective (used in customary or ethical

sense): ?uod~ew le?ah 'is that where it (hat)

belongs~' L, di~ ?uod le?ahG 'it (hat) doesn't

belong there' L, ?ew qi? le?ah 'that's it's

(hat's) place' L.
2. Of certain (postmeridianal) positions or

movements of the sun (see also }e-?a, ye~ (?i-)=
}e-?a, ?uonahd ?i%e?ah): with ye~ 'downward':
Rezanov MxKaaT~b t 3axo~~eH!e co~~a Sonnen=

untergang' ye~ Ge?aO% 'sun is setting' L, ye~

se?ah} 'sun went down (set, went
sight, behind horizon, mountain)' LM, Rezanov



Exca~DTY 'SapH Be~epHafl Abenddammerung' ye~

se?ah1duh 'sun has set~' L, siq ye~ se?ah1

'sun set on me' L, ye~ qa?ah, ye~ qu?we?ah

'sun will set' L, ye~ ?e?a.~ 'sun (cust) sets'

L; with y~.?_~ '(continuous movement) down,

further down': y~.?~ Ge?a.~ 'the sun is on its

way down (from high point)' L.

O-(~-)?a (irregular causative of -?a, 1-classifier

in active and neuter perfectives only, but see

also de~vhyu. de~?ah) 'S positions, moves,

carries, leaves, takes, puts sg. 0 (not in con=

tainer, usually classified)' la. with no preverbs
or postpositional phrases: li.?a? 'put it (ham=

mer) in place ~, take it (hammer )!'M" le~i. ?a?

'put it (ball, apple) in place~' M.

lb. Idiomatically, 'S owns, runs 0 (estab=

lishment, enterprise)', with d-class-mark for 0

'building' perhaps thematized: la.xga dese1=

?ah~}h 'he owns, runs a store' L, cannery de=

se~?ah~}h 'he owns, runs a cannery' L.

2. With locative demonstratives: active im=

perfective in customary or ethical sense: ?~.d

qel ?ew ~iyahd si~a? lex?ah 'here's where

I (ordinarily) keep my hat' L; passive: ?u.d

s~i?ah%, ?u.d sdi?ah1 'it (axe) has been put,



left there' L.

3. With ya? 'completely, to a state of

rest': ya? dio?eo 'set it (egg) in place~' L.

4. With qe? 'back, again', 'S finds, re=

covers 0': qe? Aaosi~?ah~ 'I found it (stone)'

L, qe? le~esi~?ah~ 'I found it (apple)' L.
5. With ?a?q 'out (of house)': ?a?q de=

se?a? 'put it (d-class 0) out of the house:' M.

6. With ye~-progressive, 'S carries 0 about':

ye~ ?ede?a. 'carry it around' L, ye~ la.de?eo

'carry it (hammer) around:' M, ye~ Aaode?ao~

'he's carrying it (stone) around' M, ye~ xsdi=

?ah~ (or xs~i-, but former preferred) 'I car=

ried it around' L, dao ye~ laodi?ah 'let's

carry it (hammer) around' M °

7 With Ya?x 'u p '. Ya?x se?a? 'lift it ,
pick it up (axe, adze):' L, ya?~ ?i?a?, ya?~

?e?a? 'lift it, pick it up (axe, adze)' (less

imperious that ya?~ se?a?) L, ya?~ tioli.?a?,

ya?~ tiolese?a? (former preferred) 'pick it

(skin) up~' L, ya?~ deGe?a? 'pick it (knife)

up~' L, ya?~ le~ese?a? 'pick it (apple) up:'

L, ya?~ Aaose?a? 'pick it (stone, hoop, net)

up:' L, ya?~ qu?x?ah 'I'll lift it' L, di~

ya?~ qu?x?ahs (or, perhaps, -?aos) 'I won't



lift it' L, ya?~ qu?diox?ah 'I'd lift it

(table)' M, ya?~ Ge?a.~}h 'he's lifting it'

L, ya?~ le~esi~?ah1 'I picked it (apple) up'

L, ?ew le~eGe?ao~ ?u~ dexl}h}h 'I told him

to pick it (apple) up' L.

80 With qa? 'up out' (see also 18c.): qa?

AaoGe?a? 'pull it (net) up~' Ao

9. With y~o? 'down': y~o? deGe?a? 'set

it (knife) down~' L, y~o? AaoGe?a? 'set it

(rock, hoop, net) down~' L, leGedeqa?~ y~o?

si~?ah} 'I set an axe down' L, y~o? disi}?ah}

'I set it (piece of money, knife) down' L, y~.?

Aaosi}?ah} 'I set it (rock) down' L.

10. With la?q 'thickness, collapse' and

l~-anatomical 'eye': la?q le~eGe?a? 'take

its eyeball out:' L (perhaps incorrect, later re=

jected by L).

11. With qeoye~ (qe?-qeo. 'back, again' and

ye~ 'reversal of motion') and d-class-mark for 0

'money', perhaps partly thematized, see also 12.,

13.,14., 'S pays 0 back': qe.ye~ deGe?a? 'pay

it back:' L, de~i. ?i~ ?ew qeoye~ disi}?ah}

'I paid you back already' L.

12. With yeqa? 'piling up, accumulation',

~-indefinite 0, and d-class-mark for 0, perhaps
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partly thematized, see also 11.,13.,14., 'S
collects money in church': yeqa? ~disi1?ah1
'I collected money (something d-class) in church'

M.
13. With o-y-~a? 'into o's control' ('by,

in intimate relation with o's hand'), ~-indefi=

nite 0, and d-class-mark for 0, perhaps partly

thematized, see also 11., 12., 14., 'S lends 0 0

(money)': du.ye~a?duw ~dese}?ah} 'to whom
did you lend it (something d-class)?' ~I.

14. With o-qa? 'amongst, involved with 0',
and d-class-mark for 0, da.na. tmoney', but with

I 0 following o-qa?, therefore perhaps used pre=

verbially, 'S invests money, shares cost with 0',, 

elicited on unrelated occasions: da.na. siqa?

deGe1?a? (probably to be corrected to deGe?a?)

'put some money in with me on it~, share the cost
with me:' L, ?iqa? da.na. qu?di.x?ah 'I'll

put some money in with you' L.

15. With o-ya? 'into 0 (with broad opening
at top)': o-ya? ?ew dese}?ah}inu. 'they put

it (whale-head) in 0' 29.6, 6A.

16. With o-(! 'to, toward 0', 'S brings,
gives 0 to 0' (elicited for a large variety of 0,

see also -?a 1.): with unclassified 0 (rare):



1

lesede?qa?~ si~ Ge?a?, leGedeqa?~ si~ ?e?a?
, .,g1ve me an axeo', attested also (?e?a?) with

~e~ao 'adze', wi~ '(iron) wedge', Geses

'quoit', with d-class 0: ca?~ si~ dio?a?

'give me a knife:' L, attested also with y~o?=

de?a?~ 'ring', daonao '(piece of) money', ~i~~

'arrow', cto 'mussel', ?i~e3~ 'gas boat',

disdi~idg 'piece of dry wood', ceA 'board',

~de~c'elih '(egg-)shell', gehg} 'fish-spear',

Ge?q 'bracelet, hoop', ~e?~s 'salmonberry

sprout', yeo~ 'piece of wild celery', ?u?~

'piece of driftwood', ?udeqes 'one of a pair

of them (snowshoes)', daonao~uowuo 'half-dollar',

kaotao 'quarter-dollar', wesdaonao si~a? 'my

eyeglasses', ~duolihs 'table', ~id 'ice',

~ahs 'porcupine quill', deqaogdao~ ?e~ 'steam=

ship', ~leqah 'head', gah6 'piece of spruce-=

pitch', ~ge~ah 'tail', lis 'spruce', ~ahd}

si~ dese~?ah} 'he brought me a sled' L, ca?~=

dekih ?~h~ dese~?ah} 'gave her a small knife'

38.14LM, with dl-class 0: (cao) si~ ",aose?a?

M, (cao) si~ ",ao?a? 'give me it (stone):' LM,

attested also (",io?ao?) with ",ao~e?}Od 'but=

ton', kih~~ 'dipnet', weog~g 'ulu', 5ahs~

'needle', cto 'branch', ?i~ qu?",iox?ah 'I'll



give you it (stone)' N, si~ AaeGe?a'~ih 'he's

giving me it (stone)' M, ?i~ Aaese~?ah~~h 'he

gave you it (stone)' N, ?u~ dae Aaeyi?ihih
'let's give him it (stone)' M, with tiel-class

0: ca?~ si~ tielie?a? 'give me a glove:' L,

attested also with (~~-)~ah~ 'leaf, feather',

~tah 'skin' ?i'xxewah 'piece of ribbon sea=

weed', tielekih~ 'piece of rhubarb', with g-=
class 0: lae~ si~ gue?a? 'give me a piece of

string:' L, attested also with Geec' 'spruce=

root', ~?~ 'piece of sinew thread', sa?

'piece of dried hemlock bast', ~ey~ey gukae si~

gue?a? 'give me a different one (spruceroot):'
L, with gd-class 0: ~i~ si~ gedie?a? 'give

me a piece of grass:' L, with gl-class 0: mae=

sAae si~ gelie?a? 'give me a piece of butter:'

L, attested also with ~ee 'piece of grease',

with gal-class 0: ~c~? si~ geAie?a? 'give

me a neck:' L, with qiel-class 0: si~ qie=

lie?a? 'give mea piece (of rope):' L, with

qiedl-class 0: duh si~ qieAie?a? 'give me a
piece of kelp (Nereocystis):' L, with qi'd-=

class 0 (qied-anatomical): ~~ah~ si~ qiedie?a?

'give me a foot:' L, with ~d-class 0: ~ie si~

~edie?a? 'give me a bear-spear:' L, attested



also with }eos~ 'log', dao~edi~a?g 'match',

c'isao~ede}te? 'mast', with ~uol-class 0 (~u.l-

anatomical): ~~vo}eyah si~ ~u.lio?a? 'give
me a tooth:' L, with I-class 0: taG} si~ li.?a?

'give me a hammer~' L, attested also with kewusg}

'paddle', ~uh}g} 'shovel', leGedeqa?} 'axe',
wi} '(iron) wedge', ~e?a.G 'basket', ~a.g}

'bailer', te?ya?~aow 'fishhead', ?}o}~iya?~
'rotten fishhead', ?}Odi~O~ 'black abalone',

?}.}xi.~g 'red abalone', ~iyahd 'hat', ~?U6}

'heart', ~qe~ 'piece of fat', qema. 'roe(-sac)',
~ey}oy ?a.na. si~ lio?a? 'give me a different

one (hammer):' L, ?el si?UG} ?i~ qu?liox?ah,

?ide?ilah qe?xleh 'I'd give you this heart of
mine, I love you so' L, with l~-class 0: si~
lexeGe?a? si~ lex~o?a? si~ lexio?a? ' give0 , or' °
me it (e.g. berry, apple)~' L, gah6 le~ao?a?

'give me a bullet~' L, attested also with ~lao~

'an eye', }}hG le~a. si~ le~ao?a? 'give me

one (berry):' L, ~ey}oy le~eqa.? si~ le~a-?a?

'bring me another kind (fruit, berry)~' L, qema.

?ewa- ?i~ qu?le~i'x?ah 'I'll give you its roe'

10.111A, with l~d-class 0: sfjih le~edio?a?

'give me a piece of fluff~' L, attested also

with ~hd} 'piece of moss', xi~e~edeq 'snow:



ball'.
17. Indirect reflexive with o-sa? 'in o's

mouth': sa? xsdi?ah} 'I put it in my mouth' L

(see sa? de?ah, sa? le~ede?ah below).

18. Forms with o-la?-~ '(movement) hanging

over 0', or o-la?-d '(at rest) hanging over 0',

a. '8 names 0 0': we~eh ?ula?~ qu?x?}h}h 'I'll

name him, give him a name' ('I'll hang a name on

over him') L, we~eh ?ula?~ si~?ah} (or -tah~)

'I named him' L, X ?ula?~ si~?ah~ 'I named

him X' L X ?ula?x q u?x?ah 'I'll name him X', .
L; indirect reflexive: de.we~ehd la?~ ?i~i?ah~

'what's your name~' L, X la?~ ?ix~i?ah~ 'my

name is X' L (neuter perfectives), X la?~ qu?=

~e?}h}h (-~e- probably analogical, to be cor=

rected to -de-) 'he'll be named X' L.

18b. Indirect reflexive with o-la?-~, and

partly optional(~) l-class-mark for 0 'hat': la?~

Gede?a? L, la?~ leGede?a? 'put a hat on~' M,

5~'~ ~iyahd la?~ ?i~i?ah}}h 'he had a skunk-=

cabbage-leaf-hat on' 52.28L, ~iyahd la?~ lix=

~i?ah} 'I have a hat on' M, la?~ ?ix~i?ah%

'I'm wearing it (not a hat) on my head' M, la?~

?ix~i?ah~, la?~ ?ixdi?ah% (former preferred)

'I have it (a hat) on, I'm wearing a hat' L



(neuter perfectives), la?~ xs%i?ah%, la?~

xsdi?ah% 'I put a hat on' L.

18c. Indirect reflexive with o-la?-d, qa?

'up out' see also 8., and l-class-mark for 0:

la?d qa? le6ede?a? 'take it (your hat) off:'

M.
18d. With o-~e-la?-~ 'hanging on 0 (as

peg, nail)', and Ii? 'from open front end to=

ward closed back end': de~ela?~ Ii? ti.le6e?a?

'hang it (skin) up (on indeterminate 0, peg or

nail on wall):' L.

18e. With o-y-~e-la?-~ 'hanging on o's

hand (finger, as peg)', usually with Ii? as

above, and d-class-mark for 0: siye~ela?~ de=

6e?a?, siye~ela?~ Ii? deGe?a? 'put it (ring)

on my finger:' L, ?iye~ela?~ qu?di.x?ah, iye=

~ela?~ Ii? qu?di.x?ah 'I'll put it (ring) on

your finger' L, ?iye~ela?~ disi%?ah% 'I put

it (ring) on your finger' L; indirect reflexive:

y~.?de?a?% ye~ela?~ Ii? dix%i?ah% (or -xdi-)

'I'm wearing a ring on my finger' L; incorrect

forms: ?iye~ela?~ Ii? deGede?a.%~h 'he's

putting it (ring) on your finger' L (to be cor=

rected to deGe?a.%~h, or to ye~ela?~ 'he's

putting a ring on his (own) finger'), ?iye~e=



la?~ Ii? dis1i?ah1}h 'he put it (ring) on

your finger' L (~o be corrected to dese1?ah1}h,

or to ye~ela?~ 'he put a ring on his (own)

finger'), y~'?de?a?1 ?uye~ela?~ Ii? di~i?ah=

1}h 'he's wearing a ring' L (to be corrected to

ye~ela?~), y~'?de?a?1 ?iye~ela?~ Ii? deGe=
di?ah 'you may put a ring on' L (to be corrected

to ye~ela?~), di~ ?uye~ela?~ qe.li? da?~e=

?ah1G}h 'he's not wearing a ring anymore' L (to

be corrected to ye~ela?~), ?uye~ela?d Ii?

di.?ah1}h 'he's wearing a ring' L (to be cor=

rected to ye~ela?d Ii? di1i?ah1}h).

18f. With o-y-~e-la?-d '(from a position

at rest) on o's hand (finger, as peg)', qa? 'up

out', and d-class-mark for 0: siye~ela?d qa?

deGe?a? 'take it (ring) off my finger~' L.

18g. With o-la?-~ and ye~ 'downward',

and d-class-mark for 0 (see also ye~ O-(~-)?a):

?ewla?~ ye~ dese?a? 'put it (ring) on it~' L.

19. With ye~ as in 18g., Ii? as in 17d.,

17e., but probably interpreted as o-li? 'from

open front end to closed back end of 0' with

zero-allomorph of reflexive 0, indirect reflexive

with vocalized classifier, probably incorrect,

and d-class-markfor 0: ye~ Ii? deGede?a.?



'put it (ring) on your finger' L (perhaps for

ye~ela?~ Ii? desede?a?).
sa? de?ah (noun, unclassified) 'leaf tobacco in

ball (such as "Black Bull", sometimes mixed with

ashes) kept in cheek for chewing' LM, Galushia

Nelson sa'ta'e 'tobacco' B8dL 548. Nominalized
~,' 'h P",""fC' {, "A -~ ! ..:-- J, , ~ .".,;. , -~

passive active perfective, ",indirect reciprocal

with o-sa? 'in o's mouth', 'it is put, kept, in ~{~ --

(one's ",(own) mouth', see O-(3:-)?a 17. -

sa? le~ede?ah (noun, perhaps l~-class) 'candy'

M (rejected by L). As preceding, with l~-class-=

mark for 0 'small round, berrylike'.

de~vhyu. de3:?ah (noun, d-class) 'old-fashioned

native grease-lamp' L. Probably nominalized active

imperfective of otherwise unattested 0-3:-?a

(cf. O-(3:-)?a lb., 2.), with d-class-mark for

0, 'people keep it (lamp, fire)', cf. also de=

~eye~d ye~ ~ede?a?3: under ?a'-?a?

ye~ O-(3:-)?a (with ye~ 'downward',3:-classi=
fier in neuter and active perfective only (and

once, analogically, in active customary, cf. 0-=
l-(3:-)?a 1.); used for all 0, stem never -ta)
'8 roasts 0 on spit, stick, barbecues 0' ('8 im=

pales 0 downward', see also O-(3:-)?a 18g.,

19.): ye~ se?a? 'roast it on spit:' L, ye~

1_-



qu?x?ah 'I'll roast it on spit' L, ?ew ye~
) Ge?a.r.:j.h 'he's setting it up to roast (fish,

on stick by fire)' L, ye~ ser.?ahr. 'set it

up to roast by fire' la.ll, 13M, ye~ ~sir.?ah~

'I set something to roast on spit over open fire'

L, ye~ KUxi~?ah~ 'I'm roasting something' M

(neuter perfective), ?ew ye~ ~?a.~:j.h 'he

(cust) roasts them' 33.28A (~-classifier prob=

ably analogical, blend with O-~-ya.?).

~i~ O-(r.-)?a (with ~ih~ 'start of making',

~-classifier in neuter and active perfective on=

ly,used for all 0, stem never -ta) '8 starts

(to make) 0': ?iya. ~ih~ qu?x?ah 'I'll start

it for you (basket, belt, fire, any 0)' L, ?iya.

~i~ ~Gex?a.~ 'I'm starting something (e.g.

basket) for you' L, ta.sGe~ah ~ih~ Ge?a.r.:j.h

'he's starting a belt' 1'1, (?iya.) ~ih~ si~=

?ah~ 'I started it (for you)' L, ta.sGe~ah

~ih~ sir.?ah~ 'I started a belt' M, deqa.g

~ih~ se~?ah1th 'he started a fire' 34.691'1, ~=

~iyah qvhew de~i. ~ih~ se~?ah1 'he's already

started trouble (evil)' L.

qid O-gdl-(~-)?a (with qid 'down off' and gdl-=

class-mark or anatomical 'neck' partly thematized,

stem presumably never -ta) '8 decapitates 0':



I
I

qid qu?geAi"x?ah 'I'll chop its head off' L,

qid geAa"si}?ah} 'I beheaded it' L.
}e-?a (lacking expected l-class-mark for S where

'moon'; see also -?a 2., ye~ (?i-)}e-?a) 1.
's (sun, moon) moves': Gedegil Gele?a.} 'the

sun is moving' L, qe~ah Gele?a.l 'the moon is

moving' L, ya?~ Ge1e?a"} 'sun is getting

higher' L, ~ahd q~"~ Ge1e?a"1 'sun is coming
up (over hill, obstruction)' L, ?ew ?i~~.s}h
s}i?ah} 'it (sun) went behind that mountain' L,

ne.~ ge.le?a"gda? qu?}e?ah 'soon it will be
(sun will reach) noon' L, Gedeqey}.y~ (?ilqa.~)

s}i?ahl 'sun dispersed fog' ('the sun moved with

the fog (along, scattering it all about)' L,

qahs~eda"~ ?ilqa.~ sli?ahl 'the sun scattered
the clouds' L; neuter perfectives (see also ye~

(?i-)}e?a): ?u.da? ?ili?ah} 'sun reached

there'L, qehsq ?i}i?ah} 'moon is shining' L

(see qehsq).
2. 'S (moon) goes through complete cycle':

qe~ah qe? s1i?ah} 'the moon, just a rim, has
started to increase again' L, de~~a.na. qe~ah

s}i?ah} 'how many new moons have passed~' L,

neuter perfective (see also ye~ (?i-)le-?a),

indirect reciprocal with ?il-ya? 'inside each



each other'?: ?i~ya? ?i~i?ah~ 'the moon is

full' M (L rejects).

?u.nahd ?i~e?ah month name, 'some summer(?)
month' L ("sunshine month") L. Nominalized ac=

tive imperfective of ~e-?a, ?i-prefix required

with ?u.nahd 'in its month'.

ye~ (?i-)~e-?a (with ye~ of uncertain identifi=

cation, 'downward', ye~-progressive, or perhaps
otherwise unattested reduced form of ya?~ 'up',

and with ?i- prefix, regular in neuter perfective,

but extended to all other tense-modes, where it is

apparently identified with ?i- of indeterminate 0,
ooe "'l-?a, -?a 2., ~e-?a) '8 (sun) rises, is up,

shining': ye~ ?iqe?~e?ah 'sun will rise' L,
di~ ye~ ?iqe?~e?a.G 'sun won't rise' L, ye~

?iGe~e?a.~ 'sun is rising' L, ye~ ?is~i?ah~

'sun rose' L, ?ele~gah~ ye~ ?iGe~i?ah, ?ele~=

gah~ ye~ ?i'~i?ah '1 hope the sun rises' L,

ye~ ?iGe~e?ah da.~ 'if, when the sun shines'

65.14A, neuter perfective: ye~ ?i~i?ah~ (not

*?}'~i?ah~ or *?i.~i?ah1) 'the sun is up,

shining' L, 51.5IA, 57.29G, 65.52A.
?i-?a (with unidentified ?i- prefix, see ye~

(?i-)~e-?a, ?i-d-?a, ?i-d-(?-)~-?a', ye~
?i-gdl-~-?a'; alternating, wherever tested, with



?i-d-?a) 1. 'S (fog) moves': Gedeqey}.y ?~o~

?iGe?a.} 'fog is coming hither' L, Gedeqey}oy

ya?~ ?iGe?ao} 'fog is clearing (going up)' L,

Gedeqey}oy ya?~ ?iqe?ah 'fog will lift' L,
Gedeqey}.y ya?~ ?ise?ah} 'fog left' L.

2. 'S (sun) moves', doubtful, Rezanov and
M only: Rezanov XaT~-KaHqeKaaT~b ~ocxaE~eH!e

co~~a Sonnenaufgang' ~ahd q~o~ ?iGe?a.}
At

'the sun is coming up (ov~fmll, obstruction)' --
t'\

(see }e-?a 1.), ye~ ?iGe?ao} 'sun is setting'
M (see ye~ (?i-)~e-?a).

3. With irregular ~d-class-mark for S

'cloud', here of 'smoke', perhaps incorrect, also

interpretable as instance of ?i-d-?a: }~hd

?edi~d ?i~edeGe?ao} '(cloud of?) smoke is hover=
ing inside (house)' L.

?i-d-?a (with ?i- as in ?i-?a, d-thematic per=

haps as in ?i-d-le, ?i-d-(?-)}-?a') 'S (fog,

cloud, smoke) moves': 1. 'S (fog) moves' (see

also ?i-?a): Gedeqey}.y ?~o~ ?ideGe?ao} 'fog

is moving hither' L, Gedeqey}oy ya?~ ?ideGe=

?ao} 'fog is clearing (going up)' L, Gedeqe=

yi.y ?~oda? ?idese?ah} 'fog came here' L, Ge=

deqey}oy ya?~ ?idese?ah} 'fog lifted' L, 34.=

l24L, Gedeqey}.y y~o? ?idese?ah}, 'fog

---



descended' L, ?ele~gah~ 6edeqeYi-y ?u-di~ah

?ida-li?ah 'I wish fog would go away' L, Galushia

Nelson qeteqen-\ inan_~ li'i~aqat3:t:a'Ra-~ 'fog

on-the-side when-it's-hanging-half-way-down', 'when

the fog is hanging half way down (the mountain)'

BSdL 264,558 probably to be read 6edeqeYi-y

?i-na-?~ (Ii?) ye~ ?i6ede?ah da-~ 'when the

fog is hanging down the mountainside' L (Ii?

'from open front end toward closed back end, deep=

ly in, downriver' inexplicable)-

2- 'S (cloud) moves' (~d-class-mark lacking,

see also ?i-?a 3_): qah~ ?ide6e?a-3: 'clouds

are moving' L, ~i-da?~ ?ide6e?a-3: 'they (clouds)

are moving northeast (up the creeks)-

3- 'S (smoke) moves' (see also ?i-d-(?-)3:-?a'

under ?a'-?a?): 3:~hd ?ide6e?a-3: 'smoke is

moving' L, 3:~d ya?~ ?ide6e?a-3: 'smoke is ris=

ing' L, 3:~hd ya?~ ?iqe?di-?ah 'smoke will rise'

L, 3:~hd ya?~ ?idese?ah3: 'smoke rose' L, 3:~hd

ya?~ ?ide6i-?ah '~t smoke rise' L, 3:~hd ?a?~e~

?ide6e?a-3: 'smoke is going out (of house)' L,

3:i?q ?a?~ ?idese?ah3: 'it (smoke) all went out'

L, ?edi.~ ?iqe?di-?ah 'it (smoke) will come in

(house)' L, ?edi~i~ ?ideGe?a-3: 'it (smoke) is

coming in' L, with ye~-progressive 3:¥hd ye~

?idede?a-~ 'smoke is moving around' L-



?i-:i:-?a (problematical form, perhaps with indeter=

minate 0 and :i:-classifier throughout, cf. gdl-=

:i:-?a) attested only in ?~.~ ?iGe:i:?a.:i: 'big

flood from ice-jam will come hither' L ('it is

starting to push indeterminate 0 hither'?).

?i:i:~a? ?i-?a (problematical form, indirect reci=

procal with ?i:i:-~a? 'behind each other, together',

perhaps intransitive, belonging under ?i-?a, but,

if intransitive, classifier vocalized to de- ex=

pected with indirect reciprocal) attested only

in ~Siyah ?u~a? ?uyeqd ?i:i:~a? ?ise?ah:i:}h

'he has contained (repressed) within himself all

the bad things people have said or done to him'

L ('the evil against him has gathered (he has

gathered?) inside of him' (perhaps to be corrected

to ?}.se:i:?ah:i:, see O-l-(:i:-)?a).

l-de-?a (intransitive only, for transitive see 0-=

l-(:i:-)?a) 1. (with I-thematic 'misfortune'?) 'S

wanes away, passes, (supply) runs out, all die

off, disappear, become extinct, comes to an end'

(so that there is little or nothing left): ?ude=

?u.G ?ewa. qu?lede?ah 'his life-breath is about

to run out' 61.l03A, leGede?a.:i: 'it (supply of

something) is running out' L, xah leGede?a.:i:

'summer is passing' 43.32M, leGede?a.:i:inu.



'they're becoming extinct' 68.70A, da. leGede=
?a-} 'we're all dying off' L, }i?q qelesede?a-}

'they're all dying off' L, often with o-~a? 'in

relation with 0': si~a? leGede?a-} 'I'm running

out of it' L, Sa-~ele6 si~a? le6ede?a-} 'I'm

running out of sugar' ('my sugar's running out,

running out on me') L, ?}.sdi?ah} 'it's all used

up, all gone' L, lisdi?ah}inu. 68.69A, ?}.sdi=

?ah}inu. 'they've died off, become extinct' 70.2A,

dedu?~ }i?q lisdi?ah} 'they've almost all died
off' 69.1A, si~a? ?}-sdi?ah}inu- 'they've passed

away from, died out on me' 70_10A, ?ude?u.s ?}"=
sdi?ah% 'he expired, his life-breath ran out' 61_=

110A, la?dih ~ela.g ?u~ahd ?}.sdi?ah% 'two

winters passed after that' L, Sa-~eleG qa-~a?

?}"sdi?ah} 'we're out of sugar' L, qa.~a? ?i~=

di?ah}lu?qa- ?iya? 'go to get what we're out of'
L (nominalized neuter perfective), with ta? 'in=

to water': ta? ?}"sdi?ah} 'they dispersed, dis=

appeared into the water' 50,62, 62A, with class-=

marks for S: gah ~eAa.Gede?a.} 'day (~d-class) is

waning'L, }i?q Aa.sdi?ah} 'it (money, d-class)
is all gone, spent' L, gv-sdi?ah} 'it (liquid, gl-=

class) is all gone, drunk up' L.

2. ,jWith I-thematic as above, with ~a?q ('on



end'?) as preverb, 'S gets hurt, comes to grief,

has misfortune': ~a?q ?}8xsdi?ahx 'I got bad=

ly hurt' L.
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O-l-(~-)?a (transitives with }-classifier in
active and neuter perfectives only, as in O-(~-)?a

(and once, analogically, in active customary, cf.

ye~ O-(}-)?a) 1. '8 spends, useS up, exterminates,

annihilates, massacres, kills off, kills many,
takes, makes off with, pillages, collocates all
0' (referring to action, often reckless, upon a

large number of objects or proportion thereof,

leaving little or nothing; causative of I-de-?a

1.) with no locative or directional preverbs or

postpositional phrases: qu?li.x?ah L, qu?liox=
?}hinu. 'I'll kill them all off' M, le~iqe?liox=

?ah 'I'll kill you all off' M, ?ew Sa.~eleG

qu?liox?ah 'I'll use up all that sugar' L, ?uod

~ela.g qu?liox?ah 'I'll spend the winter there'

L, qao qu?lio?ah 50.6A, qa. qu?lio?ao 'you'll
get us all wiped out, you'll be the death of us

all' 50.33A, ?ew leGe?ao~ 'it's killing them

all off' L, 'he's bringing a haul of it in' 49.=

110A, leGe?a.}}h 'he's killing them all off' M,

}i?q lisi}?ah} L, ?~osi}?ah}inu. 'I killed

them all off' M, 0 ?}Ose}?ah} 'made off with,

pillaged 0' 9.107,124,10.63,71, 11.41A, 'killed

0 off, wiped 0 out' 28.126, 127A, 34.127L, 50o44A,

'used 0 up' 34.88L, ~ela.g ?i.se}?ah~}h 'she



spent the winter' 18.48L, Galushia Nelson pe~on
-,

qi' ~e}£sE~ inset}at},n 'Where a man killed
lots of land-otters' BSdL 286, 559 de~Vh qi?

6e}eci~ ?i.se}?ah%}h, ?ew la.yi?ahwahd 'in
order to make off with it all' 11.10A, ?ew li.=

}?a°k' 'he (cust) makes off with it' 9.140A (}-=

classifier probably analogical, blend with 0-=

l-}-ya.?) , with class-marks for 0: ?u.d gah

~eAa.si}?ah} 'I spent the day (~d-class) there'

L, ?u.d }i?q da.na? si~a? Aa.si}?ah} 'I

spent all my money (d-class) there' L, with ?i}=

~a? 'together': ?i}~a? qu?li.x?ah 'I'll gather

them up' L, 0 ?i}~a? ?}.se}?ah} 'gathered,

assembled 0 together' 7.11,12,11.7,8, 28A, with

?i}~a?d 'hanging (one part at rest behind the

other, draped over something)': ?i}~a?d qu?li.x=
?ah 'I'll hang it (all) up' A, ?ew ?i}~a?d

?}Ose}?ah}inu. 'they hung them (fish) all up'
21b.40A, with ?a?q 'out (of building)': ?a?q

?}.se}?ah} 'pillaged it out' 9.124,132,133,

11.11, 12A, di~ ta.ya?~ ?ew ?a?q les}?ah}G

'he didn't pillage it out through the doorway'

11.13A, with leG 'up ashore, up from shore, up=

land': ?ew leG ?}.se}?ah} 'he made off with

it up' 9.125, 11.202A, with ?u.dik'ah 'away

,



from there': ?u.di~ah ?ew ?i.se~?ah~ 'he

made off with it away from there' 9.106,10.44,

52,53, 11.33A. ?u.di~ah~ ?ew leGe?ao~ 'he's

taking it all away from there' 10.48A, with qa?

'up out' (see also 3b~): ?ew qa? ?i.se~?ahl
'he pillaged it all up out (through smokehole) ,

11.15A, with other locatives 8kd directionals:

sida? lCuleGio?ah da°JS: 'if you bring me a haul

(of something)' 9.22A, ?i~ele~a?~ ?ew ?~osel=

?ah~ 'he made off with it to behind a mountain'

9.ll0A, ?~o~ leGe?ao~ 'is pillaging, bringing

a haul of it hither' 9.159,160, l62A, ~i?q

ya.yuo ?uJS:a? ?ewa. leGex?ah da.JS: 'when I

pillage all their things from them' 11.60A, ?ew=

qao? ?~'se~?ah~ 'pillaged some of it' 11.197A,

?ew qid ?}Ose~?ahl 'knocked everything down'

28.45A; passive: qa. leGede?ao~ 'we're all

getting killed off' L, ?i.sdi?ah~inu. 'they

got wiped out, annihilated' 28.133,140, l42A,

partly homophonous with l-de-?a 'S all die out,

go extinct', see Eyak Texts 68.69-70fn.

2. (Causative of l-de-?a 2.) with xa?q

('on end'?) as preverb, 'S spoils, breaks, ruins

(functioning?) 0': ~a?q qu?lio?ah 'you'll ruin

it:' L, ~a?q ?iosi~?ah~ 'I ruined, hurt,



spoiled, broke it (e.g. pet, machine, tool, but

not cake, house)' L.

3. (With l-anatomical 'head', see also l-ta,

c}?(l)-~e-?a, l-~-yao?) a. with ta?~ '(move=

ment) in water' and ye~ ',downward', 'S baptizes

0' ('S puts a's head down in water' see also qa.

ta?~ ye~ ?}.~y}o?}h under yao?): ta?~ ye~

xvose~?ah~}h 'he baptized me' L; passive: ta?~

ye~ ?}Odi?ah~inu. 'baptized people' L (nominal=

ized neuter perfective).

3bo With qa? 'up out', 'S pleases, sur=

prises a pleasantly' ('S lifts up a's head'?):

qa? ?iqe?liox?ah 'I'll bring you a nice sur=

prise, please you' L, qa? xvose~?ah~}h 'he

brought me a nice surprise, pleased me' L.

c}?(l)-(de-)?a (with c}?(l)-thematic 'disorder',

basic form uncertain: de-classifier perhaps basic,

but all attested forms are indirect reciprocal re=

quiring vocalization of classifier from zero to

de-, and also perhaps interpretable as passives

of O-c}?(l)-(~-)?a) 'S is, gets in disorder':

with ?i~-qa? 'amongst each other': ?i~qa?

qu?c}?de?ah 'they'll get mixed up' L, ?i~qa?

ci?lidi?ah~, ?i~qa? c}?di?ah~ 'they (e.g.
flour, sugar) are mixed up together' L (neuter



perfective); with ?i}-qa.~ 'scattered (through

amongst each other)': ?i}qa.~ c}?lidi?ah} ,

?i}qa.~ c}?di?ah} 'they (e.g. flowers) are

scattered, spread around' L.

O-c}?(l)-(}-)?a (causative of ci?(l)-(de-)?a,

-1- sometimes omitted in active perfective, }-=

classifier in active and neuter perfeaXive only)

'S jumbles, scatters 0': }i?q ya.yu. c}?lixi=

}?ah} 'I've got the stuff all jumbled together'

L (neuter perfective), with ?i}-lah 'around

each other': ?i}ah c}?leGe?a? 'mix them up~'

M, with ?i}-qa? 'amongst each other': ?i}qa?

c}?leGe?a? 'mix them up:' M, ?i}qa? qu?ci?=

li.x?ah 'I'll mix them (e.g. sugar and flour)

together' M, ?i}q~.~ c}?lesex?a.} 'I'm mixing

them together' M, ?i}qa? c}?lisi}?ah} , ?i}qa?

c}?si}?ah} 'I mixed them (dry things only) to=

gether' L, with ?i}-qa.~ 'scattered (through

amongst each other)': ?u.d ?i}qa.~ c}?li.?a?

'spread it (e.g. sand) allover there:' L, ?u.d

?i}qa.~ qu?c:i-?li.x?ah 'I'll spread, scatter it

(e.g. sand, ashes, flour) allover there' L,

?i}qa.~ c:i-?lsse?a?}}h, ?i}qa.~e~ ci?less=
ds?a.}}h 'he's spreading, scattering them all

over' L (both forms to be corrected to c}?lsGs=

.



?a.~ih), with l~-class-mark for 0: ?i~qa.~
?ew ci?le~eGe?a?~ih 'he's spreading them

(berries) around' L (to be corrected to ci?=

le~eGe?a.tih).
y~.? ci?(l)-te-?a (with ci?(l)-anatomical 'head,

neck', with 1- preceding- Ge- prefix, attested only

with y~.? 'down', see also I-ta, O-l-(t-)?a

3.) 'S puts head down, bows head (toward chest)':

y~.? ci?leGete?a? 'put your head down:' L, y~.?

qu?ci?xte?ah 'I'll bow my head' L, y~.? ci?x=

s~i?ah~ 'I bowed my head' L. Transitive (causa=

tive): y~.? ci?leGet?i?ih 'put his head down:'

L.
O-?-dl-(~-)?a (semi-transitive with dl-thematic,

~-classifier in active and neuter perfective on=

ly) 'S turns 0 (vessel) over': with ye~ 'down=

ward': ye~ ?u?"a.&e?a? 'turn it (cup) over~'
L Yex ?u?qu?Ai;x?ah 'I'll turn it (boat --'.!f '
plate) over' L, ye~ ?u?Aa.sit?ah~ 'I turned

it (boat, plate) over' L, ?e~ekih (?~a?)
?~hqe~ ye~ ?u?Aa.si~?ah~}h 'she turned (his)

canoe, ove~ on top of him' 47b.20M, 47c.24L,
'\, :»1",f ,.

siqe~/,"ye~ ?u?Aa.yi?ah 'you should turn it -
f"(canoe) over on top of me' 47b.ll, 17M, 47c.9L, -

A
with o-q ya.nahd 'down on 0 covering some

,," '"



surface': ?e~ekih siq ya.nahd ?u?Aa.6e?a?

'turn it (canoe) over over me' 47a.3L; passive,

neuter perfective: ye~ ?u?Aa.di?ah~ 'it's

turned over' L.

O-?-gdl-(~-)?a (semitransitive with gdl-thematic

perhaps gd-anatomical 'rump' and I-thematic,

cf. O-?-(l-)(x-)ta, x-classifier in active and

neuter perfective only) 1. with ?i~ya? 'inside

each other' and ye~-progressive, 'reversal of

motion', 'back and forth', 'S bends 0 back and

forth until it breaks': ?i~ya? ye~ ?u?geAa'=

de?e' 'bend it back and forth until it breaks~'

L, ?i~ya? ye~ ?u?geAa'xde?a.~ 'I'm bending

it back and forth until it breaks' L, ?i~ya?

ye~ ?u?geAa'si~?ah1 'I bent it back and forth

until it broke' L.

2. Reflexive (cf. ?ed-?-gdl-%e-ta, ?ed-=

?-gdl-%e-ya'?) a. with o-~ 'in contact with

0', 'S clings tight, hangs onto 0': ?ewgu~ah=

da.~ ?edu?GeAa.~i?ah% M (-6- probably in=

correct), ?ewgu~ahda.~ ?edu?geAa.%i?ah% 'he

hung onto its tail' 23.33A (neuter perfective).

2b. With ?i%~a?~ 'one part behind the

other' and qa? 'up out', 'S curls, bends,

folds self, doubles self over with knees raised



(knee-chest position)
close to ches~: ?i}~a?~ qa? ?edu?guAa.}i=

?ah} 'he has his knees raised to his chest' L.

gdl-}-?a (problematical form, attested in incep=

tive perfective only, perhaps nominalized, stem

consistently -?a.-~, therefore -?a, not -?a',

with gl-class-mark for 8 (or O?), d-thematic

probably 'accumulation', ~-classifier irregular

unless underlying basic theme is to be interpreted

as transitive, but transitives with }-classifier

in inceptive perfective are regular with stem -?a'

only, not with -?a, see also ?i-~-?a) '8 (small

puddle of water) forms: ?ued geAa.6e~?ae} 'a

small puddle is forming there' LM, daed yae

giyahde~ ?~ed geAao6el?ael 'where's this

water from that's forming a small puddle here?'

L, giyah qi? geAa.6e~?a.~ya? qvh sah} 'right

into where water's formed a puddle he walked' L,

giyah qi? geAa.6e~?a.~ya?d qew sahx ~.leh

'where water has formed puddles is where there

are cockles' Le



?a'-?a?

?a'-?a? (invariable ?a? in themes with ~-classifier

with comparative postpositional phrases o-ga? 'like

0', o-le~ 'more than, past 0'; in one theme, per=
haps under analogical influence of the preceding, ?a?

in neuter imperfective alternating with ?a' in other

mode-aspects; and in all other themes regular ?a',

but in a few active perfectives -?ah-~ and inceptive

perfectives -?a.-~, especially in forms from M, cer=

tainly in error, by analogy with ?a, to be corrected

to -?a?-1; ?e. frequent in neuter imperative; themes

with ?a'-?a? are not often difficult to distinguish

from those with ?a largely because of the frequent

occurrence of the neuter imperfective with ?a'-?a?,

which is rare or doubtful with ?a; the main confusion

between the two stems is in the themes ?i-d-?a and

?i-d-(?-)x-?a', which are used apparently interchange=
ably with reference to movement of smoke, and of which

blend-forms sometimes arise; in perfectives of all

themes, especially inceptive perfectives, a -?a-

sometimes occurs in position immediately preceding the

-6- or -s- of the perfective prefix, probably aris=

ing from anticipation of the phonological form of the

stem -?a?-, especially frequent in the theme ?i-d-=
(?-)x-?a', cf. also e.g. inceptive perfective of de-a' ;

,I I j
under a' ; stem perhaps related to ?ah and/or



?ah2, and/or to ?a.wl; in the case of a number of

nominalized active imperfectives, and of some deverb=

alizations with -1-instrumental of the form -?a?1,

there is some uncertainty as to whether the stem

should be assigned to ?a'-?a? or to ?a; themes

with stem -?a' and nominalizations and deverbaliza=

tions thereof are listed first, then themes with

stem ?a?, last ?a?_?a')

-?a' (occurring with a very large variety of pre=

verbs, postpositional phrases, and class-marks;

instances here organized in subdivisions not by

class-marks, but rather first by preverb, then

by postpositional phrase; forms with both post:

positional phrase and preverb are placed arbi=

trarily; basic meaning '8 (generally longitudinal

and of definite and/or unchanging length) extends',

used of both singular and plural 8, but, with the

possible exception of indirect reciprocal forms,

the stem sid, though no longer clearly preferred,

is probably the more correct, at least historical=

ly, for plural 8; frequent with ~-class-mark

for 8 'log', often partly thematized, 'line,

streak', and especially frequent with gl-class-=

mark for 8 'liquid' with the meaning '8 (stream

of liquid, water) flows'; for extension of 8 of



irregular shape or of indefinite or changing

length see wus-wes) 1. With no locative or

directional postpositional phrases or preverbs,

attested only with gl-class-mark for S 'liquid':

Rezanov KYJIJIe-a 'CYJIOM Brandung' guli.?ah

'it (water, liquid) is flowing, extends in stream',

gusiokih gelio?ah 'it (water) is trickling a

bit' M, di~ gela?ahG 'it (water) isn't running'

M, giyah gelio?ah 'water is running, flowing'

LM, qu?gelio?ah 'it'll leak' L, geleGe?ao~

(to be corrected to -?a?~) 'it (water) is start=

ing to flow' M, ?el ?~o gulio?ah dao~ 'as

this river starts to run' 2lb.71A (after spring

breakup of ice~, probably active conditional).

2. With qa? 'up out' (see also qao~qa?ah,

~~hdeyeq qa? ?ah, qa? ?ed~e~e?ah, ?u~ delu?

qa? ~?a?%): qa? ?i.?ah 'it's sticking out,

protruding' L, di~ qa? ?a?ah6 'it's not stick=

ing out' M, ~fu? ?u~aod ?ewao qa? ?io?ah

'fish are running' ('their many dorsal fins are

protruding (from water)') L, guGe~te? ?uode~

qa? ?io?ah 'a handle protrudes there' L, ~~hd

qi? qa? ?io?ahle~ ?ise%?~h% 'she saw a place

where (a column of) smoke was rising' 47b.31M,

?uode~ qa? ?io?ah 'it's sticking out (along)



there' L', 28.14A (see 13.), ?u.de:J.t: qa? qa?ah

'it'll stick out there' L, ?u.de:J.t: qa? gelio?ah

'water's coming out there' L, ?uode~ qa? gV.=

se?a?} 'water squirted out of there' L, ?uode~

qa? dio?ah 'it (board) is sticking out there'

M, ?u-de~ qa? deGe?a-} (to be corrected to

deGe?a?}) 'it (tree, board) is coming up out

there'M, with ta?-d '(from state of rest) in

water' (see ta? lie?ah): ta?d qa? ?ie?ah

'it's sticking up out (of water)' L, ta?d qa?

Ge?a?} 'it's starting to stick up out of the

water'L, ta?d qa? se?a?} 'it stuck up out

of the water (for a moment, emerged) L, with

o-sa?-d '(from state of rest) in o's mouth':

?ula?~ ?usa?d qa? ?i-?ihih 'his tongue is

hanging out' M, di~ ?ula?~ ?usa?d qa? ?a?aoGih

'his tongue isn't hanging out' M, with o-~a?-d

'(from state of rest) obstructed behind 0, in o's

pocket': ?i~a?d qa? ?ie?ah 'it's sticking out

of your pocket' LM, si~a?d qa? Ge?a?} 'it's

starting to show out of my pocket' L, with

o-~ahd '(out of sight) behind 0' (see 6ae):

?ew~ahd qa? ?i-?ih}h 'he's sticking his head

(extending) up over it (fence, wall)' L, ?ew~ahd

q~o~ Ge?a?} 'it's starting to stick upwards from
~

-." "i'



behind it' L, with ~ahd 'out of sight (behind

something)': ~ahd qa? ?i.?ah 'it's sticking

up into sight from behind something' L, with

o-~~.? 'the whole length of 0' (see 3.): si~~.?

qa? ?i-?ah 'it (e.g. stick) stands alongside

me (up to my head)' L, with o-~a?-~ '(movement

in area) by, alongside 0' (see 3., 25.): si~a?~

qa? ?i.?ah 'it extends up along my side' M,

with o-yeq 'inside 0' (see 3.,5.,11.,13.,
}~hdeyeq qa? ?ah): ?ula?~ ?uyeq qa? ?i.=

?}h}h 'his tongue is hanging out' L, }~hd ?u=

yeq qa? ?i.?ah 'smoke rises from (in) it' 3.5M,

~iddeyeq qa? ?i.?ah 'they're sticking up out

of the ice' 45.11L, ?uyeq qa? geli.?}h}h
'(liquids) spew up out of him' 23.20A (cf. gl-=

?ya 2.). Transitive (causative): ?ew qa?

?a?}?e. 'make it stick out:' L (neuter impera=

tive), with o-~ 'toward 0' and lah5 'forward'

{see 7., 11.): ?ula?~ si~ lah5 q~? ?i.}?}h}h

'he's sticking his tongue out at me' L, with o-~

'with 0' and de-lu? 'through (hole in) indeter=

minate 0' (see 17.): ?u~ delu? qa? ~qu?x?ah
(to be corrected to ~uqu?x}?ah) 'I'll pin it

(to it) with a safety pin (cause it to extend

through something with it)' L, ?u~ delu? qa?

"



lCusi}?a?} 'I pinned it (to it) with a safety

pin' L, ?i}~ delu? qa? lCusi}?a?} 'I pinned

them together with a safety pin' L (see ?u~

delu? qa? lCu?a?}) 0

3. With ye~ 'downward' (see also ye~

~edede?ah, ye~ ~edio?ah, de~eye~d ye~ ~e=
1 '-de?a?}, ?i-d-(?-)}-?a', ye~gdl-}-?a'): ye~ -
-"

gele?aog~ 'it (liquid) (cust) keeps running

down'M, Sie ye~ gelio?ah 'waterfalls' ('creek

extends downward') M, ye~ lCu~edio?ah 'something

(~d-class, a stripe) extends down' M, ~i-d qi?

?i~ ye~ li.?ahdaed 'at the foot of the mountain

over there' ('yonder at where mountain extends

down') L, ye~ qielio?ah 'it (rope) is hanging

down (to speaker)' L, with ?u.de~ '(movement

within area along) there' (see l3e): ?u.de~ ye~
qiolie?ah 'rope (of definite length) is hanging

down there' LM, ?uede~ ye~ qieAio?ah '(garden-)
hose is hanging down there' M, with o-~~.? 'the

whole length of 0' (see also passives, 2.): ?u~~-?

ye~ ?i-?ah 'it hangs way down on it' L, ?u~~-?

ye~ ~~edie?ah 'something (~d-class, a stripe)

extends all the way down it' L, ?u~~o? ye~
guo?}h}h 'it (g-class, her hair) hangs all the

way down on her' L, ?i~~o? ye~ ~guo?ah 'your



slip is showing' ('something g-anatomical) extends

all the way down on you') M, di~ si~~.? ye~

~gu.?aoG (or _?ahG) 'my slip isn't showing'

M, ?i~~.? ye~ ~qu?gu.?ah 'your slip will

show' M, di~ si~~.? ye~ ~qu?gue?ahG (or

-?aoG) 'my slip won't show' M, with o-l~d-?e?-d

'(from state of rest) in place of o's eye': si=

le~edeo?d ye~ geli.?ah 'my eyes are watering'

M, with o-~a.~ 'behind, under shelter of 0,

inside o's clothing': ?ew~ao~ ye~ ?io?ah 'it's

hanging (visibly further) down (from) behind it'

L, ?i~a.~ ye~ ?io?ah 'it's showing down behind

you' L, ?i~a.~ ye~ Kliguo?ah 'your slip (some=

thing g-anatomical) is showing' L, with o-l-~

'in contact with o's head, face' (see 12.): ?io=

ne~ ye~ guo?ah 'it (your hair) is hanging down

in your face' L, ?u.ne~ ?ew ye~ guo?}h}h 'it

(his hair) is hanging down in his face' L, giyah

si.ne~ ye~ gelio?ah 'water is running down my

face'L, Gu? sione~ ye~ gelio?ah 'sweat is

running down my face' L, GU? sione~ ye~ ge=

le6e?a?} 'sweat is starting to run down my face'

L, k}o~ ?u.ne~ ye~ gelie?ah 'a tear is run=
,

ning down his face L, ki.~ ?u.ne~ ye~ gela?=

6e?a?}ih 'a tear is starting to run down his



cheek' L, with o-~a?-~ '(movement in area) by,

along 0' (see 2., 25.): ?~a?~ ye~. ~~edi.?ah

'something (stripe) extends down along it' L,

with o-yeq 'in 0' (see 2.): ?uni.~eq ye~

geli.?ihih 'it (clotted blood) extends down from

(in) his nose' L, with o-da? 'to, arrival at 0'

(see 14.): ??-.da? ye~ qioli.?ah 'it (rope)

hangs down to here' L, with o-~ 'to 0' (see

11.): y~.?~ ye~ gv.se?a?}, yena.?~ ye~ gv.=

se?a?} 'it (spilt water) ran down to the floor'

L. Transitive (causative): ?ew~a.~ ye~ ?a?}?eh

'put it down behind it (hanging cloth):' L; pass=

ive: qi? ?ew ~ahG ?ewao }i?q ?u~?-.? gela.=

di?ah~ 'until their slime all runs (has been made

to run) (-all the way) down off them' 65.42A, ?ew=

~~.? ye~ guleGede?ah da.~ 'when it (slime)

has (been made to) run down off it' 65.43A, Reza=

nov YTexTeTea tCTo~6~ Pfahl' perhaps to be

read ?u.d ye~ didi?ah 'it (d-class, stake,

board, tree~) has been made to extend down there'

(nominalized? neuter imperfective, but see also

ya? d-?a'), see also ye~ ~edede?ah.

4. With ye~-progressive (see also ?i-d-=

(?-)1-?a'): neuter imperfective: ye~ ?idi?ah

'it (e.g. sugar spilt allover) extends in various

--



directions' N, ye~ gelidi?ah 'water is flow=

ing (in streams) in various directions, allover'

N, di~ ye~ gela?de?ae& 'water isn't running

allover'M, ?aeweyue ye~ ~edidi?ah 'irregu=
lar lines, stripes extend in many directions' L,

de?ew ?~e ?idae ye~ guedi?ah ?ewae1~ 'fol=

lowing the twists and turns of the river' ('that

very river, the way it flows about, according to

that') 68e4A, active imperfective: ye~ gelede=

?a?~ 'water is flowing all about, in various

streams' L, active optative: ye~ gelaedi?ah

'let it (liquid) run all about' M.

5. With Ii? 'from open front end toward

closed back end, downstream' (see also Ii? ge=

lie?ah, ?i-d-(?-)1-?a' 2.); a. Rezanov AK~ST~=

X~roK~-Y~M-a (~s uncertain, ~- superscript in=

sert, read AKSTx~roK~-Y~M-a by Radlov) '~Ka

Fluss' ?~. qi?de~ Ii? gulie?ah 'place along

where a river runs downstream', ?~ede~ Ii?

geli.?ah 'a stream runs (down) along here' L

(see 13.), giyah qi? Ii? geli.?ah~ahd 'from

where water runs down, from a creek, stream' 21b.=

8A.
5b. With li?-~ '(motion within area) down=

stream': li?~ gelie?ah 'tide is going out' L,

cf.9.



5c. Transitive (causative), reflexive, with

y-anatomical (cf. 21.), indirect reflexive with

o-~e~-yeq 'in o's ears' (see 2., xut'}yeq li?

di.?ah, Gdl-?a' 2.) and li?: ~e~eyeq ?edyi=

}i?}h}h 'he's got his fingers in his ears (to

shut out noise)' L; see also xut'1yeq li? di.?ah.

6. With qid 'down off, past edge': a. qid

~edi.?ah 'it (log) extends down, extends past

edge'L, qid qi.li.?ah 'it (rope) hangs down

(past speaker's level), off edge' L, qid gela?=

Ge?a?} 'it (spilt liquid) is starting to run off

edge' L, ?~.guleya?~ qid geli.?ah 'it (water)

is running down into the river' L (see 11.), with

o-~ahd 'out of concealment from behind 0' (see

2.): ?ew~ahd qid Ge?a?} 'it's starting to pro=

trude (beyond edge) from behind it' L.

6b. With qid 'pointing, aimed in certain

direction', and o-~ 'toward 0' (see 11.): ?ew

?i~ qid ?i.?ah 'it's pointing at you' L,

}i~a.~ qid di.?ah 'it (tree) is standing

aslant' L; indirect reciprocal with o-k'ah-~

'toward away from,o':, ?i}~f:i}),~ qid di~i?ah
j -t~;:,!.,,-~ ~ ,,/ '~ ,;;;-! ...

'they (d-class 81) point away from each other'
.I~

L. Transitive (causative): ?ew ?i~ qid ?ixi}=

?ah 'I'm pointing it at you' L, with ya?~



-I !ff'

'upward' (see ?i-d-(?-)1-?a' 1.): ya?~ qid

~eda?1?e. 'point it (pole) upward:' L (neuter

imperative); passive: ~i. qa.~ ya?~ qid ~e=

didi?ah 'bear-spears have been pointed upwards

at us' 34.111L

6c. Problematical instance: C'}. qidda?

Ge?a?1 'it (clock hand) is starting to point to=

ward six' L, perhaps to be corrected to C'}. qi?=

da? Ge?a?1 'it's starting to extend to where
it's six' L (see 14.)~'~" ')"'P "li;jJ!f_?~ ~L. oJ ~~,_i"

, ." ,] ..." A~',i / +-~-:;:"'~"'~ "~\", ,"c1 r~ 'r-."_4C"'
7. With ?u.de~ 'along there' and lah5 ~'t'... 1..r-/~"'1,. 9;;;",f

;;;; .
'forward' (see 2., 13.): ?u.de~ lah5 ?i.?ah

'it juts forward along there' L, ?u.de~ lah5

Ge?a.l 'to be corrected to Ge?a?1) 'it's start=

ing to show (emerge forward along there)' M.

8. With leG 'up ashore, up from shore':

leG ?i.?ah 'it (canoe) lay ashore' 47.34M.

9. With deG-?e?-~ '(motion) upstream, up=

land': de6e?~ geli?ah 'tide is coming back --

in'1, (cf. 5b., lisyeq' deG ge:li.?ah).

10. With ~a?q 'on end' (1, see ~e~a?q

Aa-Ge?ah, also -?a.w 3. under ?a-wl), 'S

(season, process, event) lasts, takes a long.
time': xela-g ~a?q' ?i.?ah 'winter is long'



L, xah ~a?q ?io?ah 'summer is long' L, ~a=

laog ~a?q qa?ah 'winter will be long' L, di~

(sahd~) ~a?q qa?ahG 'it won't take long' L,

~alaog ~a?q Ga?a?} 'winter is getting to be

long' L, ~ala.g ~a?q sa?a?} 'winter was long'
L, xah di~ ~a?q ?as?a?}G 'summer wasn't long'

., ,! Lj t- ~ "#j-'~ ~)~~) j~"*- c ""'7 t...iiC ~" .

11. With o-~ 'to 0' (see 3., 6., 20., ---

?i-d-(?-)}-?a' 1.): ta. ?u.~ ?i.?ah 'a road
goes there (extends thither)' L, ?~o~ gela?=

Ga?a?} 'it (spilled liquid) is starting to flow

hither' L, }i~ao~ di.?ah 'it (tree) leans to

one side' (see also 6bo, ya? d-?a'), ?i~la.~

y??~ galaGa?ah dao~ 'when water runs down along
the mountains' 34.64M (see 3.,120). Transitive

(causative): giyah ?uya?~ gula?}?e. 'make
water flow into it (0 with broad opening at top,

body of water)~' L (neuter imperative).

12. With o-~ 'in (punctual) contact with

0' (see also 3., 11., ?i}~ didi?ah, ?i}~ ?ulu?

~da?ah): ?aw ?ew~ di.?ah 'it (board) extends

to (a point on) that'(~) L, di?wa~ c'a.? ?u~a?

?u~ di.?ah 'its (baby seal's) umbilical cord is

still on it' L, ?aw~ qu?dio?ah 'it (board) will

extend to (a point on) that' L, yao?aogd ?aw~



di.?ah 'it extends perpendicular to the middle

of it (in contact with it at the middle)' L, ?ew

~edi.?ah 'it (log, pole) extends (to a point) on

that'(-+1 or -+-)L; indirect reciprocal: ?i3:~ ?i=

di?ah 'they're end to end' L, ?i3:~ didi?ah

'they (boards) are end to end' M (see also nomi=

nalizations) , ?i3:~ deGede?a.3: (to be corrected

to deGede?a?}) 'they (ends of board bridge) are

coming together' M, ?i}~ disdi?a?} 'they (two

ends of boards) touched' L, ?i3:~ ~edede?ah,

'they (logs, matchsticks) are end to end' L. Transi=

tive (causative): ?i}~ ?a?3:?e. 'set them end to

end:' L (neuter imperative), ?i3:~ qu?x}?ah 'I'll

set them end to end' L, ?i3:~ ?ixi3:?ah 'I've got

them end to end' L, ?ew~ qu?di.x3:?ah 'I'll set

it (board) so it touches that (at a point)' L,

?ew~ disi3:?a?~ 'I set it (board) so it touches

that (at a point)' L, ?i3:~ disi~?a?~ 'I set

them (boards) end to end' L, ?ew~ deGex}?a?3:

'I'm making it (board) extend to that' L.

13. With o-de~ '(movement with)in area of

0' (see also 1.,2.,3., 5a.): ta. ?u.de~

se?a?3: 'a road goes by there' L, ~e~~.de~

geli.?ah 'it (water) flows along nearby (speak=

er)' L (see ?i-d-(?-)3:-?a' 1.), ?ewye~de~



~edi.~ah 'it (log, line) extends along under=
neath that' L (see 23.), ~ewyeqde~ geli.~ah

'it (water) flows along through (in) it (pipe)'
L (see 2.). Transitive (causative): ~u.de~

qu~geli.xl~ah 'I'll make it (water) flow along

there'L.
14. With o-da~ 'to, arrival at 0' (see al=

so 2., 6a., ~i-d-(~-)l-~a' 2., l-~a~): ?~.da~

se?ah} (to be corrected to se~a?l) 'it reached

to here' M, ta. ~'}..da? se~a?l 'a road reaches

here' L, di~ ?'}..da~ qi.le~a.G (to be corrected

to qi.la?a.G) 'it (rope) doesn't reach to here'

M, ~u-da~ qu?qi-li.~ah 'it (rope) will reach

there' L, di~ ~u.da? qu?qi.li.~ahG 'it (rope)

won't reach there' L.

15- With o-ga~ 'like 0' or o-le~ 'more

than, beyond 0' (see also l-?a~): ?elga~ ~i-=

~ah 'it's this long' M, ?el ?ewga? ?i-~ah

'this is as long as that' (same as ~el ~ewga~

~i.l~a?) L, ~elga~ qa~ah 'it (road) will be
this long' M, ?elga~ qi-li.?ah 'it (rope) is
this lon g' M ?el ?ewlex ?i.?ah 'this is, .
longer than that' (same as ?el ?ewle~ ?i.l?a?)

L, indirect reciprocal: ?ilga~ ?idi?ah 'they're

the same length' (same as ?ilga? ?idisid,

~~



?i}ga? ?i}i?a?) L, ?i}ga? ~edidi?ah 'they
(logs) are the same length' (same as ?i}ga?

~edi}i?a?) L.
16. With o-ta-s 'over, across 0' (see also

?i-d-(?-)}-?a' 2_): ~ta.s ?i-?ah 'it extends
across something (specific)' L, deta-s ?i.?ah

'it extends across (indeterminate 0)' L,

?uta.s di.?ah 'it (board) extends across it'

L, ?ewta.s ~edi-?ah 'it (log) extends over,

across it' L; indirect reciprocal: ?i}ta.s

?idi?ah 'they cross, they extend in opposite

directions the length of each other' (~ or ;!) L,

?i}ta-s ~edidi?ah 'they (logs) cross, they (match=

sticks) lie in opposite directions the length of

each other' L, ?i1ta.s qi-li?di?ah (perhaps

to be corrected to qi-lidi?ah) 'they (ropes)

cross, extend in opposite directions the length

of each other' L.

17. With o-lu? 'through (hole in) 0' (see

also 2 ?i}x ?ulu? ~de?ah ?u~ delu? qa?.,. , Jr;.

~?a?}): ?ewlu? ?i-?ah ?e~ ?~-d ?idi~e?g1

'it (which) extends through it here has been

bent past (as hook in eye)' L, ~i~} ?ulu? ?e~

di-?~hih 'an arrow is sticking clear through
him' L (see also 22.), most frequently attested



with gl-class-mark for S: ?ewlu? geli.?ah

'it leaks' ('a stream of water extends through

it') L, ?ewlu? qu?geli.?ah 'it'll leak, water

will come through it' L, di~ ?ewlu? qu?geli.=

?ahG 'water won't leak through it' L, ?ewlu?

gelese?ah} , ?ewlu? gu.se?ah} (both to be cor=

rected to -?a?}) , ?ewlu? gu.se?a?} 'water

leaked through it' L, ?ewlu? geleGe?a?} 'water

is starting to go through it' L, repetitive:

deqaoyuo ?ewlu? gule?a?g 'water sometimes gets

through it' L. Transitive (causative): ?ewlu?

qu?geli.x}?ah 'I'll make water go through it,

make it leak' L.

18. Indirect reciprocal, with ?i}-ka?

'along with, in same direction as each other':

?i}ka? ?idi?ah 'they're parallel' L, ?i}ka?

~edede?ah 'they (matchsticks) extend parallel

in same direction' L.
Transitive" (causative)

19. with o-sa? 'into o's mouth' (see alsoA

2.): sisa? ?a?}eo (to be corrected to ?a?~?e.)

'stick it (e.g. thermometer) in my mouth~' L (neu=

ter imperative).

20. With o-~a? '(stuck, obstructed) behind

0' (see also 2.): ?ewta? gu.se?a?} 'it (liquid)

flowed to (and got stopped by) that' L.



21. Transitive (causative), with o-qa?-~

'(motion) between 0, through interstice in 0':

?ideqeddeqa?~ Aa.sel?a? 'button your collar:'

('extend it (button) through your collar-inter=

stice:') L, Aa'~e?i'd ?i~a? deqa?~ Aa'sel?a?

'button your buttons:' ('extend your buttons through

indeterminate 0',') L; reflexive, with y-anatomi=

cal (cf. 5c.), indirect reciprocal: ?ilqa?~ ?ed=

yili?}h}h 'he's got his hands clasped, folded,

fingers interlaced' L, ?ilqa?~ ?edyixsli?a?l

'I clasped, folded my hands' ('I extended my hands

through interstices in each other') L.l

22. With o-q 'on 0' and ?e~ '(complete=

ly) past' (see also 17.): ?ewq ?e~ ~edi'?ah

'it (log) lies over (on and across) that' L.

23. With o-ye~ 'under 0' (see also 13.,

qidga? ~ye~ ?ah, de~eye~d ye~ ~ede?a?l):

?ini.sqye~ ~geli'?ah 'your nose is running'

('something liquid extends under your nostrils')

L, ~ed ?uni'sqye~ qi'li'?}h}h 'it (dried snot)

hangs ropelike under her nostrils' 72.40M (poetic,

in song, ~ed word fragment, thematized class-=

mark 'line, streak').

24. With o-~ahd 'away from 0' (see also



?i-d-(?-)3:-?a' 2.): ta. ?~o(!ahd se?a?3: 'a
road extends from here' L, ??o~ahd ~edio?ah

'a log, line extends from here' L, ??o(!ahd

qiolio?ah 'a rope extends from here' L.

25. Indirect reciprocal with ?i3:-~a?-~

'alongside (movement nearby) each other' (see al=
so 20, 3.): ?i3:~a?~ ?idi?ah 'they extend paral=

leI and touch each other' L; ?i3:~a?~ ?idi?ah

xu~3: 'double-barreled shotgun' L ('rifle (the

parts of) which extend alongside each other').

26. Indirect reciprocal with ?i3:-qes-d

'opposite, facing in opposite directions, from
each other': ?i3:qesd ~edidi?ah 'they (logs,

lines) extend parallel to and in opposite direc=

tions from each other'(:) L.

27. Indirect reciprocal, with ?i3:-dao-~

'(movement with)in area near each other' (see also

?i3:da.~ qiogeAa.di?ah): ?i3:da.~ ?idi?ah 'they're
close and parallel' LM.

28. Indirect reciprocal, with ?i}-da.-d
'(rest) in area near each other' (see also qao=

daod?ah): ?i3:daod Gede?a?3: 'they (parallel)

are getting close to each other' L, ?i}da.d

~edidi?ah 'they (logs, lines) are close to each

other'L.



qi.yi.?ah (noun, unclassified) 'king crab (Para=
lithodes camtschaticus)' L. Nominalized neuter

imperfective with qi.y-anatomical, 'its toes

(claws~) extend'.
yahd ?i.?ah (noun, unclassified) 'cape, promon=

tory, point of land jutting out to sea' L, 42.4L;

yahd?i.?ahta.? Eyak man's name, Paul Alec A
(unknown to L, 'father of that which juts out to

sea'). Nominalized neuter imperfective.

la?da?~ ?i.?ah (noun) 'two-pronged fish-spear'

L, Galushia l~elson la'~a'~i.ya' or la'~~i'a
'two-pronged fish spear' BSdL 549. Nominalized
neuter imperfective, 'it extends twice, doubly'.

Ii? geli.?ah (noun, gl-class) 'brook, stream,

creek, tributary' L, 25.57A, Galushia ~~elson li'=
Geliiya' or li'GelEiya 'brook' BSdL 537.

Nominalized neuter imperfective, see -?a' 5a.

lisyeq deG geli.?ah place-name, on Eyak River

above ?i~~.deya?d L. Nominalized neuter im=

perfective, 'it (water) runs upstream into a

tree, inside (through) a tree', see -?a' 2.,9.
xu~yeq Ii? di.?ah (noun, d-class) 'ramrod for

rifle' L, Rezanov XOT~eX~MTeR ,~ Flinten-=

Pfropfen'. Nominalized neuter imperfective, 'it

(d-class) extends deeply into a rifle', see -?a'

2., 5.
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ta? li.?ah place-names, exact location not re=

membered, above Alaganik A, around Eyak River

L. Nominalized neuter imperfective, 'it (I-class)

extends into the water'.

?il~ ?ulu? ~de?ah (noun) 'dovetail joint' M,

'two pieces end-to-end joined with pin' L, Reza=

nov H~bexoroRaTa ~6e~ B~/mHTb~ Nath'. Nomi=

nalized passive active imperfective, indirect

reciprocal with ?il-~ 'in contact with each

other, and o-lu? 'through (hole in) 0', 'some=
"

thing is made to extend to contact with each other

through it', see -?a' 12.,17.

?il~ didi?ah (noun) 'seam, joint' L, 65.31, 3lA.

As above, with a-thematic or d-class-mark for 0

thematized, see -?a' 12.

qidga? ?i.?ah (noun, unclassified) 'end (of ex=

tent)': ta. qidga? ?i.?ah 'end of the road'

L. Nominalized neuter imperfective, probably

also qi?dg(w)a?, qi?g(w)a?, see qid, qi? , X

gWa?-ga?, 'as far as it goes', see following. 'X

qidga? ~ye~ ?ah place-name L, qi?gWa? ~ye;
w .?ah, first transcribed qe.g a?~eye~e?ah place-=

name, "place as far as you go, next river after

ta.7I:'i~" (Tashalich River, i.e. Seal or Midtimber

River) S. Nominalized active imperfective, 'as



far as it extends (from) under something, the end

of its extent under something', see -?a' 23.,

qidga? ?i.?ah.

?i1da.~ qi.geAa.di?ah (noun) 'a certain edible

part inside a porcupine, ("like two ropes together")'

L. Nominalized neuter imperfective, indirect re=

ciprocal with ?i1-da.-~ '(movement with)in area

near each other', 'they (ropelike) extend (over

wetness,) parallel and near each other', see -?a'

27., ~ewe.na.~ qi.geAa.?ah, gdl-1-?a?

~ewe.na.~ qi.geAa.?ah (noun, probably qi.d-class)

'anchor-chain'L. Nominalized active imperfective,
, with qi.l-class-mark for S, gdl-thematic 'ex=

tent over water', 'it (rope-like) extends (over

water) to anchor', see -?a' 11., ?i1da.~ qi.=

geAa.di?ah, gdl-1-?a?

qa.~qa?ah « qa.~qa? ?ah or qa.~ qa? ?ah,

nominalized active imperfective), see qa.~, -?a'

2.

1~deyeqqa?ah (noun) 'chimney, smokehole, stove=

pipe', Rezanov T~HaHTeeXKara 'Tpy6a Schornstein',

Old Man Dude t1ant\'iqa'a BSdL 545. < 1~hd

?uyeq qa? ?ah 'smoke extends up out from in

it', nominalized active imperfective, see -?a'

2, 1~hd.

~-- ~ --



qa?ed~a}e?ah (noun, unclassified) 'horseclam
(Schizothaera nuttalli1) , LM, 10.230, 247A,

qe?} qa?ed~e}e?ahde~¥hyu. 'female horseclam-=

people' 10.247A, qa?ed~e}e?ahwelahyu. 'horse=

clam people, spirits' 10.63A. Nominalized active

imperfective of reflexive causative, qa? ?ed-=

~-}e-?a', with qa? 'up out' (see -?a' 2.) and

~-thematic, perhaps 'plural', 'they make themselves

(their siphons) stick up out'.

qa.da.d?ah name of man from Katalla, who w~s run

over by a train in Cordova, L's father's nephew

L, name of Tlingit man S, Katata name of man

on Kayak Island in 1884 in Seton-Kerr, Heywood R.

Shores and Alps of Ala§f~, London, 1887. S and .-'(~I-

Tlingit-speakers unable to etymologize, "right ~- ?c..,,~

by us" L; perhaps of Eyak origin, qa.-da.-d

'(at rest in area) near us, near humans', ?ah

probably active imperfective of -?a', see -?a' 28.,
or of Eskimo origin: Yupik qRaatata 'that which
raises, keeps something off the ground'.

~e~a?q AaeGe?ah (noun) 'bay' L, Rezanov XaT~HK=
IL," ! J!,' (!

T~.Fn(a 'ry6a,( (no~:"in'Radlov, 'bay'), Old Man Dude

xat'}at'}aqa'a 'lagoon or bay' BSdL 537, also

place-name, bay on south shore of Eyak Lake at

Mile 5 L. L unable to etymologize, analysis un=

certain: ~e-~a?-q 'on back end of area' (see



-?a' 10.), verb with dl-class- or thematic mark,

Ge- prefix thematized, form perhaps inceptive

conditional, apparently 'any dl-class S that

might extend into the back end of it (area)'.

ye~ ~edede?ah (noun, ~d-class) 'candle' L, usually

actualized ye~edede?ah, and sometimes incorrectly

segmented ye~ ?edede?ah L. Nominalized passive

active imperfective, 'it (~d-class) is caused to

extend downward (set in socket)', cf. ye~ ~edis=

dicu.x} 'they (candles) are set (thrust down) in

their sockets)', de~eye~d ye~ ~ede?a?~, ye~

xedi.?ah and -?a' 3., .
ye~ ~edi.?ah (noun, ~d-class) 'candle' L. As

above, non-passive, perhaps incorrect, 'it (~d-=

class) extends down'.

de~eye~d ye~ ~ede?a?~ (noun, J:erhapsunclassified, or

d-cl.ass) 'lantern' L, Rezanov TaxaryroX'bMXO.Zl;eaTJI:b

'~OHap:b Laterne'. -~- instrumental deverbaliza=

tion, 'it (~d-class, instrumentalized) is put down

(extended down into socket) under area of indeter=

minate 0', see also -?a' 3., 23., ye~ ~edede=

?ah, and de~hyu. de~?ah under ?a.

-g-?a?-~ (noun, unclassified, with g-thematic or

anatomical 'hip', and -~-instrumental., perhaps

deverbalization) 'hip, haunch, pelvis' (protru=



~ion of pelvis at hip): Rezanov KaRoaT~b
'CnxHa Rucken', Karo~-oo~b 'llo~o~~' (not

in Radlov, 'skirt, hem'~ perhaps both to be

read qa.gu?a?% 'our hip, human hips', si=

gu?a?% 'my hips' M, sigu?a?% (or sige?a?%)

siya. sega?% 'my haunches, hipbones are tired'
L.

y~.?de?a?% (noun, d-class, probably with y~.?
'down', d-thematic or d-class-mark for 0 of
passive theme deverbalized with -%-instrumental)

'ring (for finger)' L, Rezanov EHTaaT~b 'KO~,b~O

Fingerring', y~.?de?a?%da?luw 'big ring' M,
y~.?de?a?% si~ di.?a? 'give me a ring~' L.

dega?q%delah ?a?% (noun, unclassified?) 'neck=

lace' A, 'ribbon around neck' L. -i-instrumental

deverbalization 'it extends (is extended) around

throat'.
?u~ delu? qa? ~?a?% (noun, unclassified?)

'safety-pin' L. -~-instrumental deverbalization
of passive with indefinite 0 of -?a', (see -?a'

2.,17.) 'something is extended up out through
hole in indeterminate 0 with it'.

o-d (d)-?a' (with d-thematic perhaps optional

with o-d 'from 0', perhaps partly thematized d-=

class-mark for B): ?ew ?ewd di.?ah 'it extends



from (a point) on that' L, xe?~d ~di.?ah

'it extends handle-like from a box' L (see ?ud

k'udi.?ah below), indirect reciprocal: ?i:%d

?idi?ah 'they extend away from each other'

(as ) L.

?ud ~di.?ah (noun, probably unclassified) 'pot,

saucepan with straight handle' L. Nominalized

neuter imperfective of preceding, 'something d-=

class(7) extends from it'.

ya? d-?a' (with d-thematic with ya? 'completely,

to a state of rest, vertical' (see also Gdl-?a'

1., Gdl-x-?a? 2., ?u.de~yu.ga? ya? -?a'--?a?)

'S extends vertically, stands straight up': ya?

di.?ah 'it's standing' L, dekih ya? di.?ah

'a stick (unclassified) is standing straight up'

L, ~i~a.~ ya? di.?ah 'it (tree, d-class) is

standing aslant (to one side)' L (see also -?a'

11.), with ~d-class-mark for S: ya? ~edi.?ah

'it (log) is standing upright, it (a line, stripe)

goes straight up, is vertical' L. Transitive

(causative): ya? da?:%?e. (neuter imperative),

ya? di.:%?a? (active imperative), ya? deGe:%?a?

(inceptive imperative) 'stand it (e.g. bottle,

unclassified) up~' L, ya? qu?di.x:%?ah 'I'll

stand it up' L, ya? disi:%?a?:% 'I stood it



(e..go stick) up' L, ya? ~a? da?li}?ah 'you

should stand it (e.g. bottle) up' L (neuter op=

tative), ya? J.Ceda?3:?eo 'stand it (log) up:' L,

da. ya? J.CedeGe3:?a?3: 'we're standing it (log)

on end' L, ya? ~a? J.Cedaoli3:?ah 'you should

stand it (log) up' L (active optative); passive:

Rezanov YTexTeTea 'CTaH6~ Pfahl' perhaps to be

read ?u.d ya? J.Cedidi?ah 'it (pole, log) is

being caused to stand vertically there (as stake)'

(see also -?a' 3., last entry).

ya.J.C~eqa? gd-?a' (with gd-anatomical 'rump'

partly thematized with ya.J.C~eqa? 'upside-down')

'S is, becomes upside-down': ya.JS:~eqa? gedio?ah

'it (e.g. table) is upside-down' L, ya.JS:~eqa?

gedese?a?3: 'it got, was upside down for a while'

L. Transitive (causative), reflexive: ya.JS:~e=

qa?d gedi3:i?}h}h (thus transcribed, probably

to be corrected to ya.J.C~eqa? ?edgedi3:i?}h}h)

'he (baby) is on all fours, rump up, looking

backwards between his legs' L; ~i?~deg JS:a.?d

}i~ ya.JS:~eqa?d gedi}i?ah3: 'my it's always arse-=

end up outside' (of persistent bad weather) 72.=

35L (stem perhaps ?a, or, more likely, to be cor=

rected to ya°JS:~eqa? ?edgedi3:i?ah, neuter im=

perfective, or, less likely, ?edgedi3:i?a?3:, neu=

ter perfective).



Gdl-?a' (with Gdl-thematic, perhaps including

Gl-thematic 'earth, ground~ but see also Gd-=

?a' below, rare and uncertain without preverb

ya?) 1. With ya? 'completely, to a state of

rest, vertical' (see also ya? d-?a', Gdl-}-?a?,

and seAao?a.w 3. under ?aowl), '8 is, becomes

high, tall, steep': Rezanov HKaTT~H-a ~po~a

Dach', Galushia Nelson ya'qe~£iya' or yaqet=

}ioya 'high' B8dL 554 ya? GeAio?ah 'it's high,

tall, steep (place, pot)' LM, ?a?d qi? ya?

GeAio?ah 'very steep, high place' 34o60M, ?el=

ga? ya? GeAi.?a? 'it's this high' M (incorrect,

see Gdl-}-?a?) , ya? qu?GeAi.?ah 'it'll get

high' LM, di~ ya? qu?GeAio?ahG 'it won't get

high'M, ya? GeAaoGe?a?} 'it's getting high'

LM, ya? GeAaose?a?} 'it got high' Lo Transi=

tive (causative): ya? GeAi.}?a? M, ya? Ge=

AaoGe}?a? 'make it high:' LM, ?ewga? ya? Ge=

Aao}?ao?, ?ewga? ya? GeAao}?eh (latter almost

certainly incorrect) 'make it as long (high?) as

that:' L, ya? GeAaoGex}?a?} 'I'm making it

high' L, ya? GeAaosi}?a?} 'I made it high' L,

ya? dao GeAa.yi}?ah 'let's make it high' M.

2. With o-yeq-d 'inside 0 (not with

broad opening at top)' (nominalized as 8?) and

I ,



Ii? 'deeply inside, from open front end to

closed back end' (see also -?a' 5c.): ?uyeqd

Ii? GeAi'?ah 'it's deep inside' (of anything)

L.
Gd-?a' (with Gd-thematic 'place', see also pre=

ceding, following) 'S (high place) is (dangerous=

ly) steep': Gedese?a?} 'steep place (Mon moun=

tain, where you can't come down, though you may

have come up the same place'!)' L (nominalized

active perfective), with o-~ 'with 0': si~

Gedi'?a?} 'I'm trapped, stuck on steep slope,

can't come down or go up' L (neuter perfective,

'it's steep with me').

Gd-?(i)-de?a' (as above, but with de-=

classifier and unidentified morphophonemic -?i-

or _?- prefix, not used freely, cf. also d-=

de-?a', ?i-d-(?-)}-?a', d-(?i-)}e-?u?G) 'S

(high place) is (dangerously) steep': Gedi?=

di?ah 'steep place' L (nominalized imperfective).

d-de-?a' 'S (high place) is (dangerously) steep':

deGede?a?} 'steep place' L.(nominalized incep=

tive perfective, conceivably arising from meta=

thesis of *Gedede?a?}, underlying theme Gd-=

d-?a' similar to preceding).

?i-d-(?-)}-?a' (with ?i- prefix of uncertain



identification and d-thematic, see ?i-d-le,

?i-?a, ya~ ?i-gdl-%-?a', and especially

?i-d-?a, with which it is sometimes blended,

with optional _?- preceding -G- or -s-

of perfective prefixe5, in origin probably an=

ticipatory of stem -?a?-, resulting ?ida?-

sequence probably identified with that of inde=

terminate object of semi-transitive) 1. 'S (smoke)

moves in certain direction': neuter perfective:

%~hd ya?~ ?idiO%?ah 'smoke is rising (extend=

ing up)' L (see -?a' 6b.), %~hd ya?~ ?iqedio=

%?ah 'pl. smoke is rising (from pl. fires)' L,

%~hd ?~.~ ?idiO%?ah 'smoke is coming hither'

L (see -?a' 11.), inceptive imperfective: %~hd

~e~le~ ?iqe?diO%?ah 'smoke will come closer' L

(see -?a' 13.), ?edi~ ?iqe?diO%?ah 'it (smoke)

will come in (house)' L, %~hd ?~.~ ?iqe?diO%?ah

'smoke will come hither' L, inceptive perfective:

%~hd ?a?qe~ ?ideGe%?a?% 'smoke is going out

(of house)' L, ?edi~i~ ?ideGe%?a?% 'it (smoke)

is starting to come in (house)' L, ~aya?uo~

?ida?6e%?a?% 'it (smoke) is starting to go way

over towards there' L, blend with ?i-d-?a:

~eye?uO%~aO~ ?idaGe%?aO% 'it (smoke) is going

further away (in the direction of way over there)'



L, active perfective: li?q ?a?q ?idesel?a?~

'it (smoke) all went out (of house)' L, blend

with ?i-d-?a: ?edi; ?idesel?ah~ 'it (smoke)

came in (house)' L, active imperfective, with

ye~-progressive (see -?a' 4.), blend with ?i-=

d-?a: ~~hd ye~ ?ide~e?ao~ 'smoke is moving

around'L.
2. 'S (wind, perhaps d-class) moves in cer=

tain direction, changes': neuter imperfective:

;elah ye~ ?idiol?ah 'it (wind) is coming down

(from mountains)' LM (see -?a' 30), ~elahsde=

~ahd ?idiol?ah 'it (wind) is coming from off
ocean' L (see -?a' 24.), ~ao Ii? ?idiol?ah

'northwind is coming down(stream, from north)'
M (see -?a' 5ao), inceptive imperfective: ~ao

Ii? ?iqe?diol?ah 'northwind will come down' L,

~oy lu. ?iqe?dio~?ah 'wind will change (1800

turn)' L, inceptive perfective: ~oy ?ida?Ge=

~?aol (blend with ?i-d-?a), ?ida?Gel?a?~ 'it

(wind) is starting to change, changing' 57.14a,

2 5 648G xao Ii? ?ideGe~?a?~ xao Ii?, ., 0 , °

?ida?Gel?a?l 'northwind is starting to come

down' L, ~elahsde~ahd ?ida?Gel?a?l 'it (wind)

is starting to come off ocean' L, ~ioda? ?ida?=

Ge~?aol 'it (wind) is changing to westerly (to

,.,



up creeks)' L (see -?a' 14., blend with ?i-=

d-?a), active perfective: ~oy lu. ?ida?se}=

?a?}, ~oy luo ?idese}?a?} (latter preferred)

'wind changed (ca. 1800 )1; with ye~-pro=

gressive (see -?a' 4.): de~e.dewyu. ye~ ?idi=

}i?ah lit (wind) is blowing every which way' L

(neuter imperfective), inceptive imperative(?):

~oy ?~oda? ?ida?Ge}?a? 'wind change, blow

hither:' 57.20fnG, indirect reciprocal with ?i}-=

taos 'over, across each other' (see -?a' 160):

?izta.s ?idizi?ah 'winds are crossed' L (neuter

imperfective), ?i}taos ?ida?Ge}e?aoz 'winds

are starting to cross' L (inceptive perfective,

blend with ?i-d-?a).

ye~ ?i-gdl-}-?a' (with unidentified ?i- prefix,

see ?i-d-(?-)}-?a' and various themes under ?a,

d-thematic perhaps 'free fall', gl-class-mark

for S, and ye~ 'downward' (see -?a' 3.) 'S

(water) falls (as in cascade, waterfalls)': ye~

?ige\io}?ah 'water is falling' L (neuter imper=

fective), frequently nominalized, 'waterfalls' L,

25.55,58, 78A, giyah (qi?) ye~ ?ige\ioz?ah

'(place where) water falls' 25.55,57, 80A, 38.=

21LM, inceptive perfective: ye~ ?ige\aoGe}?a?}

'water is starting to fall (like waterfall)' L.



xu? O-?-d-}-?a' (with xu? 'finished ri ght.., ,
straight', semi-transitive with d-thematic,

perhaps causative of J.Cu? ?u-?-d-?a' below)

'S decides, plans, agrees on, settles 0, prevails

in argument concerning, has own way concerning

0': ?ideseleh J.Cu? ?u?dese}?a? 'make up your

mind:' L, yeqe-J.C J.CU? ?u?qu?di.x}?ah (or qu?=

di-x}?ah) 'I'll settle, decide on it tomorrow'

L, ~i.J.Ce~ qew J.Cu? ?u?disi}?a?} 'yesterday I

decided it' L, J.Cu? ?u?disi}?a?} 'I settled it

(argument)' L, da- J.CU? ?u?dese}?a?} 'we've

got it planned' L, da- J.CU? ?u?deGe}?a?} 'we're

planning it' L, de~i- J.CU? ?u?dixi}?a?~ 'I've

already got it planned' L (neuter perfective)-

J.Cu? ?u-?-d-?a' (as preceding, intransitive with

thematized third-person 0 prefix of semi-transi=

tive, perhaps derived from preceding) 'S is, be=

comes agreed, decided upon, settled': J.CU? ?u?=

dese?a?} 'it's decided, it (was) is settled,

over'L, J.Cu? ?u?deGe?a?} 'agreement is being

reached' L, ne-~ihga? J.CU? ?u?qu?di-?ah 'it'll

be settled, agreed on pretty soon' L, di~ qa-l=

gah J.CU? ?u?qu?di-?a.s 'it won't be settled to=

day' L, ~a-di?da- J.CU? ?u?da-li?ah 'agreement

will never be reached, it'll never be settled' L.



~-?a? (with comparative postpositional phrases,

see -?a' 15., Gdl-?a' 1.) 'S extends a certain

length relative to another thing': with o-ga?

'like 0': ?elga? ?i.~?a? 'it's this long (ex=

tends as much as this)' M, 5l.45A, di~ ?elga?

?a?~?a?6 'it's not this long' M, ?el ?ewga?

?i.~?a? 'this is as long as that' L, de.ga?dvh

?i.~?a? 'how tall is he?' M, la?dih ~ahsga?

?i.~?a? 'it's two feet long' M, ?elga? qa?~?a?,

?elga? qu?we~?a? 'it'll be this long" M, ?elga?

se~?a?~ 'it got this long' M, with o-le~ 'more

than, past 0': Rezanov AYARXKer03TAH '~MHHO

lang' ?ewle~ qew ?i.~?a? 'it's longer than

that'L, ?el ?ewle~ ?i.~?a? 'this is taller,

lon ger than that' LM ?ilex ?ixi~?a? 'I'm, .
taller than you' M, sile~ ?i.~?a? 'you're taller

than I' M, ?ule~ da. qi.~?~?inu. 'we're taller

than they' M, ?a?d x~?~q sile~ ?i.~?~h~h 'he's

very much taller than I' M, diyu~u?le~ ?u~u?

?ewa. ?i.~?a? 'its fur is longer than blackbear-=

fur' 28.79A, sile~ qu?yi~?a? 'you'll be taller

than I' L, with class-marks for 0: di~ ?elga?

da?~?a?6 'it (table) isn't this long' M, ?elga?

qi.li.~?a? 'it (rope) is this long' M, di~

?elga? qi.la?~?a?G 'it (rope) isn't this long'



M, de.ga?duw qi.li?}?a? 'how long is it

(rope)~' L, ?ewga? qu?qiolio}?a? 'it (rope)

will be long enough, the right length, as long

as that' L; with o-da? 'to, arriving at 0'

(probably incorrect, see -?a' 14.): di~ ?~oda?

qi.la?1?a?G 'it (rope) doesn't reach to here' M;

indirect reciprocal: ?i}ga? ~edi}i?ah 'they (logs,

~ne or t;pright) are the same le~' L 0 Transi ti ve

(causative): ?elga? Ge1?a? 'make it this long:'

M.
Gl-}-?a? (with Gl-thematic 'passage of time', at=

tested from G only, perhaps not acceptable to

other informants) 'S (time) passes relative to

another thing': with o-ya? 'like 0': deoga?=

duw Geli01?a? 'how much time has elapsed' 540=

12G, ?aoga? Gelio}?a?~ ?u?lixi}gah 'I know

it that far (to where time extends that much)'

54.17G.
Gdl-1-?a? (with Gdl-thematic 'distance overland',

probably containing Gl-thematic 'ground, earth',

see also GeAa.?a.w under ?a.wl) 1. 'S extends

certain distance overland with respect to another

thing': with o-le~ 'more than, past 0': Reza=
nov AY~HXKaT~MT~H '~~~e weit (Comparativo) ,

?ewle~ GeAi01?a? 'it's longer, further (over=



({"'6~ T~.W):" ?;4ta.?y~.,~~~~;.L 1Q.~~ ;1... ~ J ~) -.hw.,.~ -'-}..,
,~A. 'c:{f..~ A.

land) than that, it's too long' L, with o-ga? /'//

'like 0': guc'de. ~ga? Geil.io}?a? 'it's ;r
nine miles long, far (overland)' L; nominalized ,~'

2. With ya? 'completely, to a state of

rest, vertical' (see ya? d-?a'), '8 extends a

certain height up with respect to another thing':

with o-ga? 'like 0': ?elga? ya? Geil.io}?a?

'it's this high' M, ?ele~gah~ ?el ?ewga? ya?

Geil.a.yi}?a? 'I hope this is as high as that' L,

with o-le~ 'more than, past 0': ?ewle~ ya?

Geil.i'}?a? 'it's higher than that, too high' L,

?a?d ~?luw qe?yi%tehle~ ya? Geil.iO%?a? 'it's

taller than a very big whale' 28.76A; indirect

reciprocal: ?i}ga? ya? Geil.a.}i?a? 'they're
the same height' L, ?elesgah~ ?i}ga? GSil.ao=

Ge%i?a? 'I hope they're the same height' L.

Transitive (causative): ?el ?ewga? ya? GS=

il.ao~?a?, ?el ?ewga? ya? Geil.a.Gs%?a? 'make

this as high as that~' L, ?sl ?ewga? ya?
qu?Geil.i.x~?a? 'I'll make this as high as that'

L.
gdl-1-?a? (with gdl-thematic 'aquatic distance',

containing thematized gl-class-mark 'liquid',
1 )see also guil.ao?a.w under ?aow 'S extends a

certain distance over water with respect to

, """',uill



another thing': with o-ga? 'like 0': '~

miles, ?ewga? geAi-!?a? 'nine miles, it's

that far (out to sea)' 12.8G, ~~~gWa? ge?ew

geAi.!?a? 'thirty (miles) it is out (to sea)'

62.27G, guc'de- ~ga? giyahguona?q' geAi-!=
?a? 'it extends nine miles over the water' L.

?u.deJ$:yu.ga? ya? -?a?--?a' (with ?uodeJ$:YU-

'(movement) along there pl., all about' as 0 of

o-ga? 'like 0', ya? 'completely, to a state of

rest' (see ya? d-?a'); stem -?a? in neuter

imperfective, perhaps by analogy with o-ga?
1-?a?, -?a' in other mode-aspects) 'S lies \

scattered all about, every which way, helter-=

skelter': dek}h ?u.de~yu-ga? ya? ?i-?ah

'sticks lie extended every which way' L, Ie-!

?u-de~yu.ga? ya? gu.?a? 'hairs lie scattered

all about' L, ?u-de~yu.ga? ya? qa?ah 'they

(sticks) will lie scattered all about' L. Tran=

sitive (causative): ?u.deJ$:yu.ga? ya? ?i-!=

?}?}h 'he's got them (sticks) lying extended

every which way, helter-skelter' L.



?a.l

?a.l (see also de?a. under a.-?a.)

?a. (independent personal pronoun) 'h~ she, it'

(third person singular): rare in isolation with=

out certain proclitics, enclitics, adverbs, or

postpositional phrases: 50.44A; did ?a. 'only

he, jist him' M, did ?a. we~ ?ew lih 'only

he does that (does thus to it)' M, J:i?q c'id

?a. qi.yile~~ selwu~}h 'it was allJ7only

spiders he vomited' 40.14L. (uncertain, perhaps
with reference to non-human 0, or perhaps to be

read as ?a.2), ?a. ?ewa. 'he/she however, as

for him/her, he/she on the other hand' 23.101,

25.2,28,38,50.27, 61.116A, with enclitics
-gih--g~~- f also, too', -S interrogative, and

-deg- 'also, too': ?a.gidugS1}h 'he/him/she/her

too?' L, ?a.gidug L, 21a.19, 48.9L, ?a.gidig
'he/she/him/her too, also' 10.161,20.90,23.85,

161,24.43,49.153, 61.116A, with proclitic

AeGa- '(all) alone': AaGa?a" 'he/she all alone,

all by him-/herself' LM, 10.163, 215, 216A, 16.=

16M, 20.16, 26.157,32.11, 49.16A, 55.15, 19L,
most frequently with proclitic de- '~':
da?a. 'he/she/him/her him-/herself' M (i.e. 'he

(etc.) and none other' or 'he (etc.) involving

none other, unaided', emphasizing S or 0 in non-=

reflexive clauses: 8.19, 10.53, 141A, 18.29L,

c.,IJ.jJ



20.84, 25.33fn, 157, 157, l57A, 56.29L, Rezanov

Toaoxe~~HH ~HHOBaT~ schuldig' de?ao we~ ?i=

}}h}h 'he himself does thus to you', de?ao we~

seli} 'it did that itself' M, de?ao we~ seli}}h

'he did t'1.at himself' L, de?ao ?uod qu?}etug

'it'll swerl up by itself' L, de?ao Aaosdita?~

'it (net) got untangled by itself' L, di~ de=

?aoG 'not he himself' 6l.54A, empahsizing S and

reflexive 0: 50.1,61.4, 40A, de?ao ?ed}Os~i=

xah}}h 'he (himself) raised himself' L, de?ao

?edlao}ixaogga? ?a?Geda?} 'he's getting big

enough to take care of himself' L, de?ao ?edde=

kah} 'coyote' ('it barks at itself') L, de?ao

?ed}a?na?t'g 'fast-melting light spring or fall

snow' ('it licks itself up') L, emphasizing S and

indirect reflexive 0 of postposition: 23056,118,

25032, 36.42A, 720l8L, de?ao ?pd~ c}?del}h}h

'he'~ talking to himself' L, de?ao ?edle~edeo?d

de~vh sdi~e?} 'in his own eyes he's become a

person'L, de?ao ?ed~ li?~ ledeleog}h 'he

gets laughing spells (with himself)' L, empha=

sizing 0 of postposition in non-reflexive clauses:

de?ao ?uga? ~ioleh 'a raven like himself' 100=

l64A, de?ao qew ?u~ ya? si?yah1. 'I have the

habit' ('I'm used to precisely that') L, de?ao

?uya? ~ewao 'his own dog' LM, de?ao si~ ?ida?=



~:j.h:j.h 'he's telling me about himself' L (probably

to be corrected to de?ao ?edlah si~ ?ida?de=

~:i-h:j.h, or glossed 'he himself is telling me about

him (another)'); as 0 of postposition o-ga? 'like,

as far as, as much as 0', probably incorrect, from

G only: ?aogWa? Ge1.i°3:?a?~ ?u?lixi3:gWah 'I

know it as far as that (point in time)' 54.l7G,

3::j.hGih taowsen, ?aogWa? daOna" 'one thousand,

that many dollars' 64o5G; note also de?a" under

ao -?a" °

!



2?a"

? .2a

?a" (conventional noise) 'uh, er' (meaningless

vocalized pause) L, 7.5,24,9.61, 132,10.46,

83,11.5,189,20.11,28,62,23.1,24.22,25.=

30,40, 27b.2, 5, 15, 17, 28.55, 60, 102, 108,

120,32.1,1,26,40,33.22,36.29, 37b.31, 73,
49.17,123,50.5,51.33,46,60.34,34,61.64, /

65.31,48,68,68.85,92,69.4, 5A; some instances

of edited-out ?a?- are probably also to be so

identified, e.g. 36.11, 37b.37A; perhaps with

de- '~': de?a. 28.48A.



?ahl

?ahl (stem, of uncertai~meaning, perhaps to be identi=

fied with active imperfective stem of themes with ?a,

?a'-?a?, or with ?ah2)

}e?ah (noun, unclassified) 'slave' L, 2b.6, 7L,
"' '.

11.l~~0))' 19.26L, 49.83, 88, 95, 141, 153A, Galushia "--
Nelson t}&'a' or }&'a 'slave' BSdL 543, ?i.

}e?ah ?i?qe?li.x}~ah 'I'll keep you as a slave,

make a slave of you' L, de?u.d ?ahnu. se}tux=

}inu., }e?ahwahd 'they kept him right there,
for a slave' 38.13LM, }e?ah~iyah 'old slave

(pejorative)' 49.83, 88, 115A, }e?ahseyu. 'slaves'

11.109,109,110,129,129, 132A, ?ita~ya? }e= --
.",

?ahGeyu. 'your father's slaves' 11.129A. Frob=
ably nominalized active imperfective of theme with

}e-classifier, not inflectable or possessible (e.g.
no *x}e?ah L), except as in ~}e?ah below.

Informants unable to etymologize, but cf. Hupa

O-}-?a--?a?, Navaho O-}-?a--?a?, Sarsi O-}-=

?&--?a?, Chipewyan O-}-?a--?& 's commands 0,..
sends 0 on errand', Navaho na.l?d?i 'servant,

slave' « *na-}e-?a?-en 'he who is ordered about').

~}e?ah (noun, unclassified) 'muskrat' LM, 67.6G;

~}e?ahya? ma. place-name, "'Muskrat Lake"',
on Ibek Creek, just beyond Mile 7 L. Muskrat

is so called because it is "slave to beaver" LM;



see }e?ah above; ~-indefinite prefix perhaps

serving as possessor, 'something's slave', or

perhaps 0 of old verb-theme, 'something is com=

manded'.

M



" ,,:~,,\ ~ 2
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?ah2 (element, probably stem, in various forms of un=

certain analysis, perhaps of more than one origin, and

perhaps to be identified with ?ahl and/or related to

?a, ?a'-?a?, and/or ?ah-?a')
?ewe?ah- (nominal form of uncertain classification

and analysis; -ewe- probably related to -?ew-?u- '\,

demonstrative 'that', never *-ew?ah-, no *?ele=

?ah- L) 'thank you', not clearly attested in iso=

lation: with -dah adverbializer: Galushia Nel=

son aua'ta' or au'a'ta' 'thanks' BSdL 555

?ewe?ahdah 'thank you' LM, ?ewe?ahdah ?~'da?

sah% 'thank you for coming' ('thank you you came

here') S, with suffixed adjective -?luw 'big':
Rezanov Ary~~raTa 'CnacHoo danke' ?ewe?ah=

lew...dah, ?ewe?ahluwdah, ?ewe?ahluw 'many
thanks' L (but L later qualifies: "not good Eyak,

only 'mngits', e.g. S, would say this"); other

forms, in which ?ewe?ah- can be construed as

occurring unbound: ?ewe?ahle'Ge~iyah 'ingrate'
L ( < ?ewe?ah le'G:j.h-~iyah 'he-pejorative who ."

does not act thankfully'), ?ewe?ahla' 'thank

you' (but flippant, not as good as ?ewe?ahdah)
L (perhaps with -?la' suffix, see ?lah-?la',

or la', both exclamatory).

dequ.le~e?ah (noun, unclassified) 'fierce, tough



person' L, 'mean' M, Furuhjelm Takhulhaa 'war=

rior', dequ.le~e?ahlew 'big fierce man' L, de=

qu.le~e?ah~iya? 'tough guy' L; dequ.le~e?ah
~ewa. 'bulldog ('fierce-looking dog') L.

?ene?ah name of Cordova Eyak man S, but L ?ene?a.,

see ?a. , cf. ?ewe?ah-, ?enesih, ?eni~eh-= I(

?ene~eh-?eni~ih-?ene~ih, ?el. Probably of Eyak )(
origin, Eyak, Tlingit, and Eskimo informants unable
to etymologize.

la.se?ah (noun, unclassified) 'pot, large pot'

L, 7.36A. Informants unable to identify, see
la. , se ,cf. la.1tah. ~

.? I., I ~~~ j "7 """'"-' "?: '?fli'-l.-~~ .~~ , ~(I '-vo".. /,;1 ~ ~ ~
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??l I
I

?~.l (perhaps related to ?a.li?1+)

?? (noun, gl-class) 'river' LM, 21b.71, 68.4A,

Wrangell ffa 'Meer' perhaps misprint for Aa,
or, more probably, for Ma (see ma.-ma.?),

"n nGalushia l~elson ?a, Old Man Dude a. 'river'
':D-

BSdL 537, Rezanov AK~3T~X~roK Y~H-a tP~Ka Fluss'

?~. qi?de+ Ii? guli.?ah 'place along where a
river runs down' (see ?a'-?a?, sid, wus-wes for

verb-themes referring to the flowing and course
of rivers and streams), ?~.geleyu. 'rivers' 34.=

64, 68M, 1ihG gu.na. ?~. 'one river' M, Reza=
nov ARo~eRe 'PyQeM Bach' ?~.gulekih 'creek,

little river' L, ?~'gu'?nuw 'big river' LM, also

name of Copper River LM,68.3A, Konno 'Eyak

Lake' in A. Woldt (ed.) Capitain [Johan A.J

Jacobsen's Reise an der NordwestkUste Amerikas,

Leipzig 1884, P. , perhaps to be read [?~. J = ~:.'

gu'?nuw, Rezanov AKRY~.HXaHT~ '3ap~RoIO jen=
seits (des Flusses)' ?~'gule+~.?d '(at rest) on

the opposite side of the river' M, ?~.gu.na?q

'on (the surface of) the river' L, 48.15L, ?~.=

geleye+ 'under the river' lO.54A, ?~.gele?~.?

'coming upon a river' 25.14A, ?~.geleta.s
'across the river' 25.47A, ?~.gulah (to be cor=

rected to ?~.gu.lah) 'around a river' 34.16M,



?~ogvoya?~ 'into a river' 45b.IOM, ?~.guleya?~

qid gelio?ah 'stream flows down into the river'

L, ?~oguleya?~ da. Geqe.} 'we're boating along
in the river' L, ?~.guleya? Gec'e~ 'throw it in

the river~' L, ?~.gvoda.qd 'riverside' LM,

?~ogv.da.q 'on the riverside' 45b.6M, ?~.gv.da.~
Ga.} 'was walking along the riverside' 45b.IM,

?~.gule~iya?seqe.G 'river-chief's-son' 29.52A,
GetekelEltsu'an BSdL 273, Gotekelit tsu'an
'Creek where we feel better' BSdL 559 ~deGe=

leh5u. ?~o ('good-mood river', cf. Tlingit
'Amusement Creek' in Swanton Tlingit Myths and

Texts, 302, 312), yahGeyu.ya? ?~. place-name,
of small creek near old seaplane hangar at Cordova,

on Eyak Lake' ('menarcheal girls' river') L,

qe?1Geyu.ya? ?ii. place-name, "Old Woman River"
(same as preceding, "also one at Yakutat", 'women's

river') L; declassified: ?ew ?ii. le~ qi?yile?g
'you'll sieze the river this way' 11.89A, ?ew

?~. ?ewa. sdi~id} 'that river had frozen' 57.8G,

as 0 of o-ya? 'in 0 (with broad opening at top)':

?iioya?d qe? qa? si1tah1 'he fished it back
up out of the river' L, ?~.ya?d ?io1ewahdg 'it

(free end of branch) bobs and flaps in flowing

river' L, ?~.ya?d ~id '(in-)river ice' 57.27G,

","" , l .IN'" j



as 0 of o-~ahd 'head of 0 (body of water)':

?~.~ahd 'head, source of the river' 67.l0G,

as 0 of o-g-da? 'mouth of 0 (body of water)',

perhaps originally g-class: ?~.guda?d 'mouth,

outlet of river' M, 68.48A, ?~.guda?~ 'to the

rivermouth, delta' 68.48A.

"
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?~.

?~.2
?~. (exclamation, utterance initial) 'yes' LM,

Rezanov Aa '~a ja', Furuhjelm Ee 'yes', ?~.

del}h}h 'he says yes' M (i.e., in response to a

question, positive or negative, 'delete the inter=

rogative enclitic and your question becomes a true

(positive or negative) statement', to a statement,

positive or negative, 'your statement, if positive,

is true; if negative, is not true', to a wish,

command, or prohibition, 'I shall comply'); to a

positive question 'yes, that is so': Ib.8-9M,

14.3-4, 18.52-53L, 27b.6-7, 29.44-45, 50-51A, 41.=
7-8L, 46.29-30M, 52.24-25, 30-31L, Galushia Nelson
icu --an 'is it you? (greeting) --yes (ans=

wer to greeting)' BSdL 554 ?i.~uh --?~. 'hello

--hello' ('is it you (sg.)? --yes') L, deqe.=

dah~uw te?ya? ?i~a? --?~', deqe.dah qew

'is that all the fish you have? --yes, that's

all' L, yi~a?diSvh --?~', yi~a?d}h 'is he

sick? --yes, he's sick' L, ~a?d~vh ya? sa?=

yahz --?~', ~a?d qvh ya? sa?yahz 'did he

go crazy7 --yes, he did' L, de~e.lye~a?svh

sa?yahz --?~', de~e.lye~a? qVh sa?yahz 'did
he starve? --yes, he did' L, to a negative ques=
tion 'no, that is not so': di~~vh ?a?~a?dGth --

"0



?~o, di~ ?a?~a?dG}h 'isn't he sick?, he isn't

sick, is he? --no, he's not sick' L, to a posi=

tive statement 'yes, that's true, you are right':

la?mahd ?u?Gede?eh qew --?~o, la?mahd qe?ew

'it looks like a berry --yes, it's a berry' 43.=

25M, ?~h, siqa?kih, ?~oda? qe? sdiyah1 --

?~o, ?~oda? qe? xsdiyah1, ?~o ?iqa?kih xu'

'ah, my dear husband, you've come back~ (guilty
I

and surprised) --'yes, I ve come back, yes, I'm

your dear husband' (sardonic) 27a.43-45L, to a

negative statement 'yes, that is so, you are

wrong': di~ Santa Claus ~a?1eoG --?~o, de=

~?ya.+ Santa Claus ~01eh 'there is no Santa

Claus --yes, there is indeed a Santa Claus' L,

to a wish, command, a prohibition 'I'll comply':

ya?+u. xuqa?~eo ~a? ?u~ daoyileh --?~o,

we+ ?u~ qu?diOxl}hinu. 'you should tell them

not to kill me --yes, I'll tell them thus' 200=

68-70A, de+vhyu.qa?~ ?ile+?a?~ --?~o, ?~o,
i

de+vhyu.qa?~ da. qa?a?~ 'pl. go to amongst i

humans~ --yes, yes, we'll go to amongst humans'

13.12-13L, we+ ?u~ deGel}.?inu. --?~o, we~

?u~ qu?diOxl}hinu. 'say thus to them~ --yes,

I'll say thus to them' 25.164-174A, ya?+u.

?u~ah qu?liota., we+ ?u~ da.yileh --?~o,

di~ ?~ah qu?lioxtaoG 'don't forget it, that



you should tell them thus --yes, I won't forget

it' 25.l75-l76A; without clear antecedent: lO.223A,

7l.l0LM.

,,
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??-hl

??-hl
??-h (noun, dl-class and unclassified) 'earth, (dry)

land, ground, region, area, country, territory,
(real) property, yard, habitation, village' LM,
54.3, 67.3G, Rezanov AH'D '3eMJI.rI Erde, Land',

:-

-.n-Wrangell A 'Erde, Land', Galushla Nelson 0 .

or 'an, 'earth or land' BSdL 537 (i.e. 'the

earth; land as opposed to sea, air; land as owned,

claimed, or inhabited'; in the last meaning dl-=

class with suffixed adjectives, but probably al=

ways unclassified as 0 of postposition; in the

first two usually dl-class as 0 of postpositions

and as first element of compounds, but generally

unclassified as S or 0); as S or 0, unclassified:

??-h ?u'de~ seqec'} 'the earth split along there'

L, ??-h lah da?ya.~ 'the earth is quaking'S,
.?~h lah qu?da?yah 'the earth will quake' L,

Galushia Nelson ~cilacia qien~ on set}\t}

'Where Old Raven made the earth' BSdL 257,559

~i.leh~iyah qi? ?~h ~~.? se}i} L, as first
element of compounds: ??-hAa'~u.~ 'earth-thorns'

34.112L, Rezanov AHTJIlIXyaR'D IHJIef1 Reiffrost'

?~hAa'xwa.g, ?~hAa.xa.g 'mist' ('ground-steam')

L, ?~hAa.yah~, ?~eyahS 'tidal debris' ('earth's

child') L, with suffixed adjective: ?~hAi.?nuw



'big plot of land, property' L, 49.21A, as 0 of

postposition: ?~hlah 'around the earth' 34.42L,

?~hAa.yeq 'in the earth, ground' 36.11A, 39.5L,

?~hyeqe~ahd 'from in the earth, out of the

ground'M, as 0 of postposition o-q 'on 0'

(here the distinctions of class and meaning ap=

pear to correlate consistently~ classified, 'land,

ground': ?~hAi.na?q ~ah1 'various land plant

species' ('leaves on the ground') L, ?~Ai.na?q

?ena.~ah 'various land flower species' ('flowers

on the ground') L, unclassified 'habitation,

country, inhabited place' (cf. lah la. under

la-nal), ?~hq ca? ~e?a?~ '(wolves) de=

scended on the village, habitation' 25.119, 122A,

~ey}.y ?~qdelahGeyu. 28.104A, ~ey}.y ?~hq

selah1inu. 28.134A, ~ey}.y ?~hq y}.hinu. 'in=

habitants of another land, country' 28.133A, ~e=

y}.y ?~hqe~ 'to a different land, country' 10.=

166,32.16, 25A, de~~ih ?~qe~ahddew ?ise?eh1

'how many places have you taken wives from~' 10.=

181A, ?~q y~.? sah1 'it (thunderbird, thun=

der and lightning) came down to earth (7, crashed
to earth?, crashed on habitation7) , 60.13, 15A;

3i.~qe.di.ya? ?~h '~i.~qe.di.-clan's territory'

67.1G, ?i.ya.Gya? ?~h 'Eyak village (at Mile 6)'

I



('territory of Eyak village') L.

?ede?~ (noun, unclassified, perhaps also dl-=
class, with prefix ?ede- 'genuine, par excel=

lence') 'mainland' L, l4.3L.

?~h (preverb) '(arrival) home, to habitation'
(cf. lah (preverb) under la-nal): ?~h ?u~

Gi.?a?~ da.J.C 'when you get home with them' 51.=

77A, ?idah ?~h Gi.%?a?~ da.J.C 'when you get

them safely home' 5l.79A, ?~h da. se?a?~

'we came home' 6l.93A, te?ya? ?ah~ %ya.~~h

'he (cust) brings fish home' 2la.2L, in combina=

tion with qe?-qe.- 'back, again, back home':

qe.?ah 19.3, 5L, 25.8lA, 38.9LM, 53.26, 271,

qe? ?~ 2la.31, 28.42, 33.55, 73, 49.125A, 51.='I,<i'~
141, less frequently ?~h qe? 47c.161, qe.; ~-

I"
?~h qu?xdeqeh 'I'll get back home (boating)' 1,
di~ qe? ?~ ?e~de?a?~%inu. 'they didn't get

back home' 1, qe? ?~ sdiyah%lh 'he came back

home' 1, ?~h qe? xsdiyah% 'I came back home'

L, de~i., ?~h~ da. qe? Gede?a?~% 'we're

getting back close to home already' L, often dif=

ficult to distinguish from ?fh 'he, she, him,

her': e.g. 33.73, 37b.79A, 53.25L; perhaps with
meaning 'back to earth, human habitation' in

c'u"de%ah qe"dah Ge.~% qe? ?~h sdiyah%lh



'c~ode1ah has quite come back in reincarnation,

she's the very reincarnation of c~ode1ah (re=

sembles deceased ancestor)' L, Ge°t1 qe? ?~h

sdiyahl}h 'he's come back in re~ncarn~tion' Lo
(./, ~~'f;:i .,'

Aao?¥h (locative, with dl-thema~ic) 'into den,,r
lair, hole, burrow' (of animal, in rock, earth,

under stump) Aao?~ ?~h~ ~e?a?~ih 'he went

with her into his den' l8.47L, Aa.?~h ?ew~

~e?a?~ 'they went into its hole with it' 28.l2A,

Aao?~h sab} 'it went into its hole, den' L,

Aao?~h~ ~eAaoGa?ya.l 'she was running into her

hole' 23.32A, Aao?~h~ Gao1 'it's going into

its den' L, ~.ao?~hd sedahl 'it's sitting, stay=

ing in its hole' L, Aao?¥hd qa? sah1 'it came

out of its den' L.

Aao?~hd (noun, probably d-class, nominalization

of Aa.?~h) 'den, lair, hole, burrow (of bear,

rodent, in rock, earth, under stump), cave' LM,
Aao?~hddeGi?luw 'big den' M (perhaps to be cor=

rected to Aao?¥hdeGi?luw) °



??h"-

?{ih2

?~ (exclamation, uttered with fairly high pitch,

utterance initial) 'ah:' (expression of surprise,

especially at the arrival of someone unexpected)

L, ??h, sile~~ ye~ ?i!e?~.~ 'ah:, have you

been looking for me!' A, in all three certain

textual attestations uttered by guilty husband

or wife at spouse's unexpected return: ?~h, de=

?i'~uh ?~.da? ge? sdiyahl 'ah~, is that actual=

ly you came back here!' 25.l04A, ?~h, siqa?kih

??da? qe? sdiyah1 'ah:, my dear husband you've

come back here' 27a.43L, ?~, ?iya. ~lqa?~g,

siqa?kih 'ah~, I was just cooking something for

you, my dear husband' 27b.52A; see also 24.l9fn.

ye?~ (exclamation, uncertain) 'shush:' ('don't

let out the secret:') attested only in ll.l80A,

see fn.; perhaps beginning of ya?~u., ye~uh
2or ya? plus ??h.

""'" ".,



?~.?

?<i!.'? {perhaps related to ?e.l and/or ?e-?~3)

0-?9-'? (postposition, with zero and -C! finals) 1.

'coming upon, happening upon, finding, encounter=
ing 0' (whether deliberately searching for 0 or

not); with zero final: o-?~.? -qe '8 boating

comes upon 0' 33.40A, 35.21, 47b.6M, 47c.3L,

49.30,61, 68.5A, and eliciataions, o-?a'? ?i-=
1-?e-?~ '8 travelling, looking, comes upon, finds

0' 11.62, 32.4A, 34.25L, 38.4il1, 53.20L, 61.80,

68.124A, ?u?~.? ?isi1?~h1}h 'I found him' L,

O-?<i!.,'? -?a?C! 'pl. 8 walking, going, come upon,

find 0' 9.159,10.22,23,51,11.173,175, l89A,

13.13L, 15.4, 16.29M, 18.35L, 25.5, 29.43,46,48,
49A, 38.25il1, ~e3u.dah qa.ta.?i-.? ~e?a?C!1inu.

'those who have gone to heaven (have nicely met
I

Our Father)' 51.73A, qa'?<i!.'? ~e?a?~1inu. 'they

(walking) came upon us' L, 0-?9-'? -a 'sg.8

going, walking, comes upon, finds 0' Ib.2, 5, 3.5M,

9.9,9,144,149,10.218,218,245,247,11.92,
97,112,172,172,185, 186A, 18.571, 23.6, 109A,

27a.19, 31.22, 34.55M, 46.47, 47, 37b.2A, 43.4M,
47c.33L, 49.48,50.15, 51.49A, o-?~.? qe? de-a
'8 returning, going some more, comes upon 0, S

somes upon another 0, comes next upon 0, comes

upon 0 again' 9.123,10.66,67,246,247,11.43,
43,96, 37b.65A, 43.6M, si?<i!.'? sah1~h 'he



(walking, going) came upon, met, encountered,

found me' L, ?u?~.? siyah1 'I found it' (whe=

ther looking for it or not) L, ?u.d ?i?~.?

qu?xah 'I'll meet you there' L, ?u?~.? qu?=

yiyah 'you'll encounter it; you'll find out' L,

di~ fu?~.? qe? ?edeqahG 'they don't come

around people (come upon one) anymore' L, 25.35,

211A, k\l?~,.? qe? ?edeqah 'they frequent

people again' L, fu?~.? ?eqah 'they come

around people' L, ge.li?a.g ya.?~.? G~.sa?=

yah1 'it became noon' L, ?u?~.? G~.sa?yah1

'it became time for it, time came to do it' L,

o-?~.? ?ed-?i.lih-le-?ya '8 thinking, hits

upon 0,0 occurs to S, S thinks (deliberately

or by chance) of 0' (see ?ed-?i.lih-le-?ya 1.),

?~.gele?~.? ?ahnu. sel~e?3~ 'they, carrying

it on their shoulders, came to, upon a river'

25.14A, k\lde~ ?ew?~.? ?esle?glG}h 'he, gro=

ping, couldn't find it' 4.4M, ?u?~.? k\lselil

'someone touched, happened upon him' 61.4aA,

te?ya?le. qi? ?edGe~eduxl?~.? ku?di~liyeq~g~

'he, going along opening mussels, came upon where

a king salmon was floating' la.4M, with gd-ana=

tomical: sigude?~.? 'coming upon my rump' L;

with -~ final: c}.de?~.?~ ?a.~ '(cust) comes

upon mussels' la.2M, ?u?~.?~ ?edi.lihGex~a?=



yao} 'it's soming to me, I, thinking, am hitting

upon it' L, ?u?~o?~ GeleGa?yao~ 'it's getting

to be time for it, to do it' L.
2ao With idiomatic meaning implying mis=

fortune, 'coming upon 0 (misfortune), to o's

misfortune': ?u?~.? qi?yiyah 'you'll meet

your undoing' L (also, 'you'll come upon it,

you'll find out'), ?ew ~a.?d ?i?~.? qa?xu~,
qi?ya.da.~, ?i.gidig 'the world will turn on

you (against you), sometime, you too' 72.19L.

2b. With idiomatic meaning related to

above, 'physical ailment, health disturbance

for 0' (attested only with -~ final, normal

with inceptive perfective and customary, pro=

bably occurring also with zero final): si?~o?~

Ga?yao} 'I'm catching it (e.g. cold)' ('it's

coming upon me') L, si?~.?~ la?ya.~ 'my heart
(cust) bea1l,~ hard", palpitates' ('I-class S

(heart) (cust) moves upon me') LA.

". ,;i.,,""



?uhl

?uhl

-?uh (kinship noun, ascending) '(paternal) grand=

father, (paternal) grandfather's brother': siu

'father's father's older brother (man or woman

speaking)' BSdL 566A, si?uh 'my father's father'

L; with suffixed adjective -~iyah (here without

any clear meaning, perhaps respectful: si?uh=

~iyah 'my father's father' LA, siucia 'father's

father's younger brother (man or woman speaking)'

BSdL 566A. Vocative (no prefix, unbroken form

of suffixed adjective): uca 'father's father

(man or woman speaking)' BSdL 566A ?uh~ah

'grandfather~' L.
-?uh-kih (kinship noun, descending, reciprocal

to preceding, with -kih 'diminutive, affection=

ate') '(man's) son's child', probably also '(man's)

brother's son's child': siuki 'son's child (man

speaking)' BSdL 567A si?uhkih 'my grandson'
(son's child, man speaking, also used in direct

address) LA.

,,;" , "



?uh2

?uh2

?uh (exclamation) 'aw~ cut it out~ quit your

kidding~ come on~ go on~ pretty cute~' (expres=

sion of mock anger or of good-natured but limited

tolerance upon being teased or kidded) L, with

suffixed adjective -~iyah 'bad': ?uh~iyah (as

preceding) LM.

'.I,;~
~1
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? a. wI I

?a.wl (perhaps related to ?a'-?a?,cf. alternations

?luw-?li'-?lu?, and/or to be identified with ?a.w2;
earlier probably ?a.wa..., as implied twice by Reza=
nov -aya )

-?a.w (adjective) 'long, tall' 1. independent or

relativized: a. not in association with classi=
fied nouns: ~?a.w 'tall, long, a tall, long

thing' LM, 11.88,24.29,35, 28.77A, Rezanov Kyaya

'AoAro large, adv. temp.' (gloss probably incor=

rect) ~?a.wa..., or perhaps ~?a.w ?ewa. 'the

long(est) one of them', di~ ?ew 19i! ?ewa.
~?a.w6 'its tail isn't long' 24.63A, Rezanov

KoaY3TAe 'BHCORO hoch' ~?a.w yi%eh 'it's long'

L, 10.230, 11.64A, qe~a. ~?a.w 'my how long it
is:' M, ?e~a. ~?a.w ?e~ 'my what a long boat:'

L, ?u~u? ?ewa. ~?a.w 'its fur is long' M,
~?a.w ~wah5% 'long (carpentry-) nail' L, ~=

?a.w ?uyeqa?c' ?ewa. 'its long hand, minute-hand

(of time-piece)' L, ~?a.w ?uq ?isda?% 'bench'

('long chair') L, ~ihs~ ~?a.w 'devilclub is

10ng'M.
lb. With class-marks (in association with

classified nouns): Galushia Nelson ~vta'au 'high

(used for tree)' BSdL 554 ~de?a.w 'long (board),

tall (tree)' L, ~~ede?a.w 'long (logs, streaks,



lines, stripes)' L, gah ~~ede?a'w 'day is
long' L, ~qi'le?a.w 'long (rope), (rope is)

long' LM, ~qi'le?a.w ~~eh} 'long rope' L,
~le?a.w 'long (paddle, hat, head)' L, ~ti.=

le?a.w gu}~ah} 'long feather' L, ~ge?a.w

~ge?a.w ~?~ 'long thread' L, ~gele~e?a.w

'long backbone' LM.

2. Dependent, as suffix: a. not with classi=
fied nouns: ta.he?a'w 'long trail' L, ?~ah~?a.w

'its long legs' L, ~~e~?a.w 'long wings' M,

attested also with ~~elih 'arm, sleeve', ~=

ye}~ah3} 'claws', ~ye~a.w 'shadow', ~~u?
'fur', ~la?~ 'tongue', ~?lahs 'intestines',
?ew dak}h?a'wyu. (not -?a.weyu') 'those long

sticks pl.' L; in epithets, suffixed to possessed

nouns lacking possessive prefix: ye}ceqsg}?a.w

'long-fingers' (octopus) 20.11A, ~elih?a.w 'long-=
sleeves' L, Rezanov ~~-aya 'CBMHbH Schwein'

leG~.~?a'wa... 'long-snout'.
2b. Suffixed to classified nouns: ~du.lihG=

de?a'w 'long table' L, yahdde?a.w 'long house,

cannery'L, yahdde?a'wdeyeqd 'in a cannery' L,
~1~ah}ti'le?a.w 'long leaf' M, 3eWU%Aa'?a.w

'long net' L, ~?lahsqi.Aa.?a.w 'long intes=

tines' L, ~i.~gle~e?a.w 'long sandbank' M,



kih3qi-le?a-w 'long packing-twine' M, Ge-c'=
gu?a-w 'long spruceroot' L, le-1gu?a-w 'long

hair, long-haired person' L, ?e~a- le-1gu?a-w

da?li-1~}h}h 'my what long hair she has' L,

gude1idggude?a-w 'long braid' L, ya-3ilah~e=
de?a-w 'long rainbow' L, leGe~~~ede?a-w 'long

pole' M, gah~ede?a-w 'long day' L, also, adverb:

ially, 'all day long' L, gah~ede?a-w sequh1inu-

'they've been sitting (staying put) all day long'
L; in epithet, suffixed to possessed noun lacking

possessive prefix: gu~ahde?a-w 'long-tail'L,
xwi?c'de?a-w 'long-legged snipe' ('long-shins')

L.

2c. With anatomical or class-like anatomical
or thematic marks: c~?geAa-?a-w 'long-neck'L,

ga?c'g1~u-Ie?a-w 'long (-toothed, -runged) ladder'
L (uncertain); in epithets, with reduced form of

anatomical noun, classified, as anatomical mark,

lacking possessive prefix: ~~-de?a-w 'long-arms'

L, 3e~eAa.?a-w 'long-ears' L, ~~de?a-w 'long-=
legs; snipe, deer', also woman's name L.

3. With preverb ~a?q2. (q.v., see also -?a' ~-
,Y('c.,;i(;J~10- under ?a' -?a?, ",~~~~ active imperfective -

of otherwise unattested verb-theme), used only in

~ela-g ~a?q ?a.w 'long winter' L, xah ~a?q



?aow 'long summer' L.

6eAa.?a.w (with Gdl-thematic 'distance overland',

probably originally active imperfective of other=
wise unattested verb-theme, see Gdl-}-?a? under

?a'-?a?, now usually used as locative) 1. 'far

away, distant, in the distance' M, 23.159A, 31.=

16L, 60.34, 61, 64A, Rezanov KOT~gaYTY '~~eKo

weit' GeAao?a.wduh 'it's far:' , Furuhjelm

Tikhkhatliaaulekh 'near' di~ 6eAao?aow [?eJ}e.6

'it's not far', di~ GeAa.?a.WG 'not far' LM,

di~ GeAa.?a.wdG '(at rest) not far' LM, 31.9L,

GeAao?aow~ 'towards the distance, further away,

(motion) far' 25.7,28.63, 60.34A, di~ GeAao=

?aOW~G sah1}h 'he didn't go far' L, di.ye~

GeAa.?a.wda? Ga.}G 'he hadn't yet gotten far

(arrived at a distant point)' 28.42A.

2. Probably incorrect 'a long time', (see

Gl-}-?a? under ?a'-?a?) attested only in 6e=

Aao?a.w ?u.de~ ?~.d da. we~ ?i.~eh 'a long

time then we've lived here' 62.11G.

3. With ya? 'completely, to a state of

rest, vertical' (see Gdl-?a' under ?a'-?a?),

used as adjective 'high, tall': gu.mehG ya?

GeAao?a.w 'high horse' L, ~du.lihG ya? Ge=

Aa.?a.w 'high table' L.



-.." '.. ~ -~ I..,

guAa.?a.w (with gdl-thematic 'aquatic distance',
see preceding and gdl-1-?a? under ?a'-?a?) 'far

over the water, far out to sea' 60.6IA, 64.?G,

di~ guAa.?a.w ?a1e.s 'it's not far (over water)'

60.62A.
?i-G-?a.w (with ?i-G-thematic, cf. ?i-G-?li',

at least usually with o-yaq 'in 0 (not with broad

opening at top)' and Ii? 'deeply in cavity (from
,open front end to closed back end~; 'long, deep -:::

(of horizontal cavity)': neuter imperfective:

?uyaq Ii? ?iGi?a.w (perhaps to be corrected to

?isi.?a.w) 'it (cavity) is deep inside' LM, di~

?uyaq ?isa?a.wG 'it's not long inside' L (awk=
ward L), active perfective: ?uyaq Ii? ?iGa=

sa?a.w1 'it got long inside' L (awkward L);

used, perhaps incorrectly, as C: ~ala.g ?iGi=
?a.w Ga1a?1 'winter's getting long' L.

j
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?a'w2 (perhaps to be identified with ?a.wl, .but

semantic connection obscure, and not so identified by

L)

?a.weyu' (adverb, probably stem ?a'w- with -yu.

'pl., etc.', cf. ?u'de~-yu.) 'impolite, incon=

siderate, barbaric, boorish, reckless, strange,

disorderly, indiscriminate, bad, nasty, peculiar,
queer, weird, eerie': ?a'weyu. de~hyu. 'bar=
baric, boorish, ill-mannered people' L, ?a.weyu.

de~ yi~ihinu., ?a'weyu. de~~h qi'~ihinu.
'they're bad people' L, ?a'weyu. ?i.~ihih 'he's

a bad person' L (not *?a'w ?i.~ihih L), ?a.=

weyu. (or, with de- '~', de?a.weyu') ?i.=

sexah~ih~iyah qe?~h 'he's a poorly brought-up

ill-mannered wretch' L, xi~ ?a'weyu. xu?li.?ihih
'he always calls me insulting names' L, ~i~ ?ao=

weyu. ?ida?li.?}hih 'he always calls people in=

suIting names' L, ~idah ?a'weyu. ?ew ?u?le=

Ge?~'~ 'he continually keeps calling it impolite

names' IO.96A, de?we~ ?a'weyu. ?ew~ deGele'~=

lehd 'because he was keeping on saying nasty

things to it' IO.lO8A; with verbs with ye~-pro=

gressive: ?a.weyu. ye~ ?ida?dede?~~ih 'he
bosses people around impolitely, indiscriminately'

'<r
L, ~i~da.~ ?a'weyu. ye~ ?i%~i~ 'he goes ---

1\



around shooting at things indiscriminately with

arrows'L, de?a.weyu. ye~ ?i}e~i~ 'he goes

around shooting recklessly at things (with bow-=

and-arrow)' L, ?a.weyu. ye~ ~edidi?ah 'a

line, streak extends about crazily in several di=

rections' L, ?a.weyu. ye~ ~edexde5a?~ 'I'm

drawing a jerky line' L, ?a.weyu. ye~ ~edi§=

di5a?} 'a funny jerky line is drawn' L, ?a.weyu.

ye1 ~edexde1ahd~ 'I'm drawing a zigzag line' L,

?a.weyu. ye~ ?ixdeci.3~ 'I (cust) have eerie,

scary dreams' L, ?a.weyu. ?udahd ?u?lidita.

'it makes a strange peculiar noise' ('its weird

noise is heard') 2lb.30A.

,



?enuh

?enuh (perhaps to be segmented ?e-nuh, cf. Genuh,

nub)
?enuh (noun, unclassified) '(prepubescent) penis'

LM, ?enuhkih 'little (prebubescent) penis' (di=

minutive, affectionate) L (nursery term).



?eyliJ-h

?ey~h (articulated ?e(fi)y~h, perhaps variant of

?a'yah)

?ey~h (exclamation) 'I'm sorry~ excuse me~' (ex=

pression of pity, commiseration, especially re=

gret) L, Galushia Nelson enyan ejaculation of

sympathy BSdL 554, ?ey~h ~iyah~ekih si~a?,

~e'duw ?1iJ-h se}i} 'oh my poor little child:,

what did you do to him?' 8.l2A.

c



?eyao

?eya. (perhaps variant of ya. or to be analyzed ?e-=

yao)

?eya. 1. (pronoun-like noun, unclassified) 'some=

thing-or-other, so-and-so, what's-his-name,
whatchacallit', often functioning as vocalized pause

'uh, er', L, 12.1,54.17, 67.1G, as 0 of o-~
'to 0': ?eyao~ qu?xah 'I'll go over to so-and-=

so' L, ?eya.~ qu?xtah 'I'll give it to what's-=

his-name'L.

2. (exclamation) a. 'well, what do you know'
(expression of surprise): ?eya. ?~ ?u.de~

Ga.} 'well, what do you know, he's coming~' L.

2b. 'watch out~, look out~, careful~' (ur=

gent expression warning of immediate danger):
?eya. 'look out: (car's coming)' L.



?i.yah-?iyah

?i.yah-?iyah (perhaps originally to be identified with

?i.yah, second person singular optative of -a 'sg.

S goes')

?i.yah-?iyah (exclamation, utterance initial) 'gee~

gosh~ my: wow~ whew~, that's terrible the way...,

goodness how...' (expression of surprise and/or

dislike and/or amazement at extent of condition

or event, especially mildly unpleasant) LM,

?i.yah si~e?l 'gosh, I'm cold~' 4.9M, ?i.yah

?ahnu. qe?lGeyu. ca? leGequ.} 'goodness how

those women ran down to shore~' 37b.69A, ?iyah

~a.nwa.ngu.~? ?~.~ Ge?a?~} 'wow there's sure
a lot of Chinamen coming here:' L, ?i.yah ~i?=

~dug de~¥h ?a?d 5a.qga? ?i}u? qa? Ii? di=

digu51 'God: that guy sure keeps tight-lipped

as a (hooked) bullhead~' 72.16L, ?i.yah ~i.c'ga?

?edi1it':}h:}h 'whew, he (baby) has sure wet him=

self~' L; in imperative sentence: ?iyah ya.qa?

leGedega? 'beat it, go away~, for God's sake,

beat it~' L; repeated: ?iyah ?iyah 'too much~'

L, ?iyah ?iyah 5eme~ekih 'my my, such a

chatter box:' L, ?iyah ?iyah ?ida?ya.le~ ?u=

dahd ?u?ditah 'gee whiz, he makes too much

noise~' L; used as nominal: adverbialized with

-dah: ?iyahdah 'dirty:' L, '~iyahdah ?eds}ili1



'he got himself all dirty' L, as 0 of o-ga?

'like 0': de~i. ?i6e%~a?~~ da.~ ?i.yahga?

dewa?d ...'it's already getting to be time

(for you to leave) and my how quickly... (time

flies), my, better hurry... (and finish)' 11.=

195A.



?aoyah

?aoyah (perhaps variant of ?~y~h)

?aoyah (exclamation) 'poor thing:' (expression
of pity, regret, commiseration) L.



? ~ .y~ .

?~'Y~. (articulated ?~.(n)y~.)
?~'Y~. (exclamation) expression of anger, disgust,

or impatience at someone L, with suffixed adjec=

tive -~iyah 'bad': ?~.y~.Siyah expression

of anger at someone L.



?}.d

?}.d
Aa.~.e?}.d (noun, dl-class, probably with l~-class-=

mark 'granular, berry-like' and perhaps dl-class-=

mark or thematic, irregularly combined, meaning;I 
of stem not isolable) 'button' LMA" Aa.~e?}.d

si~ Ai.?a? 'give me a button!' L, Aa.~e?}.d

si~ Ai.~a? 'give me some buttons!' L, Aa.~e=
?}.d si~ Ai.~ya? 'give me (e.g. a box of) but=

tons!' L, Aa.~e?}.d ?u.d Aa.se?~ 'a button

is there' L, Aa.~e?}.dAi.?nuw 'big button' M,

la?d Ai.na~ Aa"~e?}.d 'two buttons' M, Ge.=

~ahAa"~e?}.d 'mother-of-pearl button' L, Aa"=

~e?}"d ?i~a? deqa?~ Aa.Ge~?a? 'button your

buttons!' ('cause your buttons to extend through

(motion between) indeterminate o)~') L.

Aa.~e?}.dAa.(Ge)?e?d (nominalized postpositional
phrase, with Aa"~e?}.d as 0 of o-(Ge)-?e?-d

'(empty) place of 0') 'buttonhole': Aa.J£e?}"d=

Aa.Ge?e?d 'buttonhole' L, Aa.~e?}.dAa.?e?dga?

?}.~ila.~ 'he has narrow slit-like eyes' ('he

has eyes like buttonholes') L.



?ehd'"

?ehd1

-?ehd 1. (kinship noun, non-ascending) 'wife':

Rezanov CH3T'.D '}ReHa Weib (Gattin)', Furuhjelm

Siet 'wife', siat 'wife {man speaking)' BSdL

567A si?ehd 'my wife' LM, 10.223, 33.65A, 62.1,

IlG, serves also as vocative L, si?ehd?e?~ le=

GexlgehGl 'I'm getting lonesome for my wife' L,

siat1nski 'wife's older brother (man speaking)

BSdL 567A si?ehd?t.okih 'my wife's brother' L,

Rezanov CHaT~e3H'.D 'HeB~cTKa Schwagerin' perhaps

to be read si?ehd~ y~.hth 'person who is with

my wife', ?ele~ga~ si?ehd Gi.le? 'I wish

you'd be my wife (will you marry me?)' L, ?i?ehd

'your wife' 9.l3A, 48.3L, di~ ?i?ehdG qe?e1

'this isn't your wife' 61.7A, ?~?ehd 'his wife'

23.102A, Rezanov Y3HT'.D '}ReHaToM verheira~~et'

?u?ehd 'his wife' 10.164,167,173,174,181,

191, 11.45, 50, 55, 137A" 12.2, 27G, 18.59L, 20.=
68,23.107, 24.21A, 27a.l, 38, 41L, 27b.2, 3,

33.56, 57A, 43.30m, 47a.l, 2, 3, 6L, 47b.l, 5,8,

9,13,16,17, 47M, 47c.2, 5,6,17,48.1,5,8,
12L, 61.5, Ill, 112, 118A, ?ahnu. ?u?ehdkuwa?=

na.Geyequhyu. 'his wife's little relatives' 11.=
8A, ?~ Ge3:delyeJs;lah ?u?ehd 'his older wife'

33.84A, ?~ ne.~da.~ y~.h~h ?u?ehd 'his



first, original, former wife' 10.174A, 47c.55,

48.8L, Rezanov Ys TJI:bTl1IKOHT a"tle"" aCbIK OTJI:b '.1KeHHT:bCH

heirathen' ?u?ehd~ ~.da?~ ?isegWa?~ 'he

prayed (crossed himself, made ceremonial hand move=

ments towards face) with his wife' (i.e. "made it

legal"), YSTaxOCbIHJI:b 'M't>CH"tlHOe Otnfm;eH!e Menstru=
,

ation' ?u?ehd... sa?yaM see -?ya 2lc.,

~?ehd 'a wife' 10.124, l24A, ?~ ~?ehd 'the

wife, that wife' 10.168,175,196,199, 11.46A,

27a.2, l7L, 27b.16, 50A, 34.76, 98L, 47b.19M, 47c.=

14,23,48.3,5, 13L, ?~ ~thGih ~?ehd 'the

other wife' 48.l0L, with -(?)e-kih (with irregu=

lar connective vowel) 'diminutive, affectionate':

si?ehd?ekih 'my little wife' (affectionate) 23.=

87, 103A, also used as vocative L, ?u?ehd?ekih

'his little wife' 23.76,84,98, lIlA, with -(?)e-=

~iyah (with irregular connective vowel) 'bad, old'"

(~jorative): si?ehde~iyah 'my "old lady'" 10.=

271A, ?u?ehde~iyah 'his "old lady'" 11.1,2,

43, 43A. with -G 'personal' and -yu. 'plural,

etc.': si?ehdGeyu. 'my wives, my wife's rela=

tives'L, si?ehdGeyu. qe?ahnu. 'they're my wives'

29.61A, de~~u. ?i?ehdGeyu.d 'how many (are)

your wives (paramours)?' 10.179, lBOA, C1i.leh?ehd

'Raven's wife' 10.169A, ~la.Gih?ehd 'someone



else's wife' 33.59A, ?a~5inguG?ehd '?a~5in=

guG'S wife' 47b.39M, st~a~at 'older brother's
wife (man speaking)' BSdL 567A si~awa~?ehd,

stnskiat 'older or younger brother's wife (wo=
man speaking)' BSdL 567A s:j..5kih?ehd.

2. (noun, unclassified) 'female (of a pair)':
?u?ehd ?awa. 'the female {of a pair of animals)'

L.

3. Probable element in ~a.}?ehd Eyak wo=

man's name LS, Rezanov l1aa3TJIeT'I> 'CTapyxa

altes: Weible

-?ehd-G-YU. (kinship noun, non-ascending, with -G

'personal' _and -YU' 'plural') 'wife's sisters'
(special meaning in addition to 'wives, wife's

relatives'): si?ehdGayu. 'my wife's sisters' L.
?ehd-G (noun, unclassified, with -G 'personal',

'animal'~, used as attributive) 'female' L, ?ehdG

~awa. 'bitch' ('female dog') LM.

-1-?ehd-G (kinship noun, non-ascending, of restricted

use, with inexplicable I-thematic, conceivably a

phonological survival of *-n- of earlier Eyak

*-qan?, cf. Athapaskan *-qjn? 'husband', in 2. I

below) 1. With -YU' 'plural', '(man's) sis=

ters (collective only)': sila?ehdGayu. 'my sis=

ters' (man speaking) L.

i



2. As head of compound with -qa? 'hus=

band', 'husband's sister': siqa?le?ehdG 'my

husband's sister' L (Minnie Stevens called L this),

;Uqa?le?ehdG 'her husband's sister' L. d~" i"cc.4-"~Y

-y-?ehd (kinship noun, non-as.cending, with y-th~'~
, ~ r/ ,\ c '" MA4- ~ """-'j ,r;...f
~ieLin~i~~) '(man's) daughter-in-law': si="
ye?ehd 'my daughter-in-law (son's wife)' (man

speaking) L.



?ehd~

?ehd2

d-~-?ehd(-g) (with d-thematic, sometimes -g-re=

petitive thematized in basic intransitive, always
in causative transitive) 'S (foodstuff, anything

wet or moist)~is, becomes dry': qu?di.~?ehd

'it'll dry' M, Rezanov THAAb3TKa 'CymMTb trock=

nen' perhaps to be read de~?ehd qah 'it's final=

ly drying', de~?ehdg 'is drying' 9.124A, Rezanov

Tac~b-3T~b 'CYXOM trocken' dese~?ehd% 'it's

dry, it got dry, it dried' M, 11.148A, Galushia
, ,

Nelson ~eset~at~ Gutsa' 'dried meat' BSdL 548

('meat which has dried'), dese%?ehd~ dek}h 'dry

sticks' 6.5M, dese~?ehdg~ leG~i.~ 'dry halibut'

9.136A, ?ew dese~?ehd~ ?ewa. 'that of it which

is dry' 10.137A, di.ye~ qedeGe~?ehd~G 'they

aren't dry yet' M, da.yi~?ehd(-wahd) '(in order)

that they might dry' 51.52, 65.50A, qi? (?a?d

?idah) da.yi%?ehd~ 'until they get (very nicely)

dry', deGe~?ehd da.~ 'when it's dry' 63.37G,

65.24,24, 59, 76A, ?idehdah deGe~?ehd da.~

'when they're real dry' 65.24A, ~i~a.~ gusi.kih

deGe%?ehd da.~ 'when it's slightly dry on one

side' 65.15A, (?a?d ?idehdah) di?~?ehd da.~

'when it starts to get (really very) dry' 65.20,

20A, ?ew gusi.kih, di~ ?a?d deGe~?ehdG da.~

--



'when it's a little, not very dry' 65.36A, de=

}?e.d~ 'they (cust) dry' 65.58,58, 58A, with

class-marks for S: leJS;eAa.Ge1:?ehd} 'they (ber=

ries, l~-class) are drying up' L, giyah ya?d

geAa.se}?ehdg} 'water (gl-class) evaporated away

(to emptiness)' L. Transitive (causative), 'S dries

0 (foodstuff: fish, meat, berries, in the sun inso=

far as possible, but usually also by smoking; any=

thing wet or moist)': ?ew qu?di.1:?ehdg}h 'he

was going to dry it' 10.123A, te?ya? qu?di.}ehd=

ginu. 'those who were going to dry fish' 49.83A,

de?ew Gedege} gew qu?di.1:?ehdg 'the sun itself

will dry it' 65.53A, ~qu?di.1:?ehdginu. 'they

were going to dry things (food)' 49.75A, ~de}=

?ehdginu. 'they're drying things (food)' 7.3A,

0 de}?ehdg 'dries 0' 7.4,10.123,49.79,114,

114A,56.19L, dex}?ehdg, deGex}?ehdg} 'I'm dry=

ing it' L, 0 dese1:?ehdg} 'dried 0' 28.91,49.=

123, 124A, '~disi1:?ehdg1: 'I dried the halibut'

9.129A, }}hGih ~e~~uw ?ew dese}?ehdg} 'you

dried it in one night?' 9.130A, da. ~da.yi}=

?ehdgwahd 'in order that we may dry stuff' 67.=

84A, te?ya?yu. de1:?e.~}h 'he (cust) dried sal=

mon' 56.8L, with dl-class-mark for 0: Ai.}?ehdg

'dry it (net)~' L; reflexive: ?ede1:e?ehdg 'is



drying himself' 16.8M, with I-anatomical:

?edAa.~e?ehd 'dry your face~' (articulated

?eAa.-) L, with y-anatomical: ?edyedeGe~e?ehd

'dry your hands~' L; passive: ?el te?ya?yu.

qu?dede?ehdg 'these fish were going to be dried'

25.142A, qi? dede?ehdg 'place where it is being

dried' 9.123A (see nominalization below), dede=

?ehdg 'is being dried' 63.44fnG, dede?e.~ 'is

(cust) dried' 63.31, 36fnG.

qi? ~dede?ehdg (noun, unclassified) 'camping-=

place for drying food' 9.150,156, 11.6A. Nomin=

alized passive active imperfective, 'place where

something is being dried'.

?ude~a.~d ~dede?ehdg (noun) unpublished and

crossed-out form in de Laguna field notebook,

from Galushia Nelson, in hand of Norman Reynolds,

o~~ak~~ku~\~a~~ no gloss 'smokehouse, drying-=

house' ('in the shelter of it (building, d-class)

something is being dried', nominalized passive

active imperfective).

dis~i?ehdg~ (noun, unclassified) 'pilot bread,

hardtack' L; dis~i?ehdg~ga? ?}.~il}h}h epithet

for certain white man ('he has a face like pilot

bread') L; dis~i?ehdg~yequh 'soda crackers, bis=

cuits, cookies' ('small, young of pilot bread') L.



Nominalized passive active perfective, 'it has

been dried'.

-d-?ehd(-g) (adjective, attested only as suffix,

with d-thematic and usually -g-repetitive thema=

tized) 'dry': ~.yde?ehdg 'dry wind' L, sa.qsg=

de?ehdg 'dulse (Rhodymenia palmata) pressed into

block and dried for winter, soaked to eat' L,

~ugAa.?ehd 'strawberries pressed into a block

and dried for winter, soaked to eat' L (with in=

explicable 1- or dl-class- or thematic mark,

see also form below).

le~eAa.?ehd (noun, l~-class, with d-thematic and

l~-class-mark fberries') 'raisins' L.

kusAa.~?ehdg (noun, unclassified) 'very small hairy

crab species, inedible, found in hordes' L (unable

to etymologize, "sounds like drying up water",

first element probably kus 'urine (for washing)',

rest of form, with -g-repetitive probably transi=

tive, probably with 1- or dl-class-mark for 0,

probably not kus (gl-class), therefore perhaps

'urine washes them (1- or dl-class)').



raaa

?ahd (probably loan from Tlingit ?dd 'father's sister',

cf. Eyak -gatg, Tlingit kag 'mother's brother')

-?ahd (kinship noun, ascending) '(paternal) uncle':

?5 siat 'father's older sister's daughter, mother's

older brother's daughter (man speaking)' BSdL 566A

(glosses probably incorrect) si?ahd 'my father's

sister' (not vocative) L, 5l.8A., siqa?ahd (not

*siqa?le?ahd) 'my husband's father's sister' L,

si?ahdseyu. 'my father's sisters' L, si?ahde~iyah

'my father's sister' (not necessarily pejorative)

L; vocative: at 'father's older sister (man speak=

ing)', atcia 'father's younger sister (man speak=

ing)', ?ahd LM, ?ahde~iyah, ?ahd~ah (not

*?e?ahd, *?ahd~iyah, twice verified) '(paternal)

aunt:' L.



'la"ld

?a?d (perhaps related to ?ede)

?a?d (adverb) 'very"very much, quite, a lot,

really' (general intensive, preceding any type

of constituent modified thereby): 9.28, 88,11.65,

24.86,28.28,76, 32.46A, 34.60M, 42.14, 45a.9L,

49.35,50.64,51.12,57,68.50,58, 70.9A, 72.71,

?a?d dita.o 'very long ago' Ib.l, 2a.lM, l8.1L,

43.1,2,47b.lM, ?a?d x~?%q 'very very much'

(see x~?%q), ?a?d ~a.di?da. 'never ever' (see

~a.), ?a?d ?idah 'very well, quite really'

11.125,36.7, 65.23A, Rezanov A,Z];eTa.n;JIRKOMYI

'CJIa.n;Ko sUss' ?a?d ?idah %egemih 'it tastes

very good, sweet' M, ?a?d ?idehdah 'real(ly)

very' 65.20A, ?a?d ?idehdah ca? yi%eh 'it's

extremely deep' M, ?a?d k'uou.dah 'very well'

24.11, 5l.15A, Rezanov ATe~ 'ToRte dUnn
(Comparativ) , ?a?d ya.cio[g] 'very thin',

AT'.D Y.BXaKeMKYtm'.D 'Y)Ite eng, schmal (Comparativ) ,

?a?d ?uyeqeGi?ku~g 'its inside is very small',

ATTyaTY 'CKopHe schnell (Comparativ) ?a?d de=

wa?dduh 'very fast~', AreTaaJI~KOa 'THme lang=
sam, still, sachte (Comparativ) , ?a?d d~.?%gWa?

'very slowly', ATeCHTTJIB 'OaaB'.D fror' ?a?d

se~e?% 'it got very cold', ATHI'axTY 'M1!>JI~ Un=

tiefe' ?a?d yiwa?qduh 'it's very shallow~',

ATxOmemeMJI~ 'npJ16MT~ Koro Jemanden schlagen'

,..,".., "" "



?a?d xu~e~ehx 'you/it really killed, hurt me'

L, Rezanov ATKoADreTe3TAeHTY 'B~AHOH arm'

?a?d ~le~ ?i.~}h}h yix}hihduh 'he's very

rich, powerful, quite a chief~' L, ?a?d ya?~.
'don't ever:' M, 49.129A, ?a?d o-ga? 'very much

like, just like, exactly as': 32.45, 37b.3~, 65.5A,

frequent in expressive idioms: 72.14,15, l6L,
xewa. ~.xeh) ?a?d ?ewle~ quhnu. ?i.~eh 'people

are awful these days' ('one is a dog, they're much

more so than that') 72.7L, ~ge.G~, ?a?d ?ewle~

~h ge.G~ 'he's a terrible liar' ('one (cust)

lies, he (cust) lies much more than that'), ?a?d

ki.~ih 'he's crying hard' L, qe~a. ?a?d we~

?i.~ih}h 'my how he sure is very much thus~' L,

?a?d xda.sg, ?a?d yixda.s 'it's real heavy'

L, ?a?d xuGe}tesgx 'it's making me very shaky,
nervous'L, ?a?d ye~ xuxe~a?~~h, ?a?d xusex=

~a?x~h 'he sure ties me down (with responsibility)'

L, ?a?d xu.x5e.5x 'I'm very proud, surprised' L,
?a?d ?u.d sdiqa?d1 'there are lots of salmon=

berry bushes there' L, ?a?d ?iye~ ?edu?xxileh

'I sure envy you' L, ?a?d o-?uqx?a.na?~ ?i-d-=

Ie lots heart is touched very deeply', ?a?d

?u?ih~ da. yeGa?ya.x 'we're falling further

and further behind it' L, in certain negative
~,

constructions: di~ ?a?dr" ...67J 'hardly' L, ..,
\

II",



?uqa?~ y~.hinu., di~ ?a?d ~i?q[G?] 'some of

them, by no means(?) all' 69.3A, ?ew gusi.kih,

di~ ?a?d deGe~?ehdGda.~ 'when it's a bit, not

very, dry' 65.36A, di~ ?a?d ~~?G 'not very

many' 65.80A, di~ ?a?d de~e.dah ?edla?~e~.G

'there's no sign of pain or anger on his face'

('he's not grimacing in any way at all') L; modi=

fying noun: ?a?d de~yu. 'genuine, true, real

(not fake) people' L (cf. ?ed~); L rejects pro=

posed form with de- '~' *de?a?d.



I.A..L.LI.L

?uhd
-d-?uhd-g (noun, d-class, with d-thematic, perhaps

thematized class-mark for 0 of deverbalization of

(O,?-)d-de-?uhd-g 'S lays eggs', with thematized

-g-repetitive except in Rezanov) 'egg (of bird)':

Rezanov J{oTaYTII;, '.ff:mr;O Ei' lCude?uhd, Furuhjelm

Kvatautk 'egg' kw'ede?uhdg, fude?uhdg 'egg(s)'
LMAS, 24.18,19,68.5,6,6, 8A, ?el ~de?uhdg=

yu. 'these eggs' 68.52A, ~de?uhdgda?luw 'big
egg'M, la?d da. ~de?uhdg 'two eggs' M,

fude?uhdg ?u.d dese?ah~ 'an egg is there' L,

~e.ya? dis}iyah} 'eggs preserved (put) in seal=

oil (for winter)' L, det'e.G kilde?uhdg 'raw

eggs' L, ~de?uhdgde}delih 'eggshell'M, ?ude=

?uhdgda.q sedah} 'it (bird) is sitting on (in=

cubating) its eggs' L; GehGde?uhdg 'some kind

of pretty bluish egg, little bigger than chicken's

egg, not eaten, supposed to be laid at night-time'

(perhaps mythical) L (see GehG).
(O-~)d-de-?uhd-g (perhaps transitive, with d-thema-

tic, perhaps thematized d-class-mark for 0, and

thematized -g-repetitive) 'S lays egg' ('S lays

0 (egg)"?): da.de?uhdg 'lay an egg~' L, qu?=
dede?uhdg 'it'll lay eggs' L, deGede?uhdg} 'it's

laying eggs' L, disdi?uhdg} 'it laid an egg' L.
,



./a.~

?a.~ (perhaps expanded form of unattested ?a?~)

d-de-?a.~ (with d-thematic, perhaps 'oral, noise')
1. 'S is, becomes scarce, rare, hard to get':

disdi?a.~1: 'it's (become) hard to get, scarce'

L, Giyah deGede?a.~ 'food is getting quite

scarce'L.
2. 'S cries, bawls, wails, howls, clammers,

squalls': qu?dede?a.~~h 'he'll cry and bawl' L,

?uma.?e.~ dede?a.~ 'he's crying for (in search

of) his mother' L, ?uma.?e? dede?a.~~h 'he's

crying for his (absent) mother' L, 20.l7A, de=

de?a.~, giyahgele?e? 'was crying for water' 19.=

24L, qedede?a.~inu. 'they're crying, squalling'
24.24, 25A, qedede?a.~ 'they (dogs in pain)
howled' 60.29A, ?uma.?ih:)f dede?a.~ 'he's crying

for (along after, following behind) his, mother,

crying after his (leaving) mother' L, ?idede?a.~

qe.dah ~~e?~~h (haplological for ?idedede?a.~)
'he's bawling so (hard) he's simply gasping' L,

?uma.?ih:)f dese?a.~1:~h (haplological) , ?uma.=

?ih:)f disdi?a.~~~h 'he went after his mother cry=

ing'L, ?uma.?e.:)f disdi?a.~1:~h 'he looked for
his mother crying' L, ?uma.?e? disdi?a.~~~h

'he cried for his (absent) mother' L, da.di?a.~=

wahd 'so that they howl' 60.26A, repetitive:



?uma.?e.~ qu?de?a.~g}h (haplological for qu?=
dede?a.~g}h) 'he'll keep crying for (in search
of) his mother' L. Transitive (causative): qu?=

di.~?a.~}h 'he'll make him cry' L.

de?a.~ (deverbalization, with d-thematic) 'crying,

bawling, howling (etc.)': as 0 of o-ya?~ '(move=
ment with)in 0 (with broad opening at top)': de=

?a.~a?~ Ga.~}h 'he's walking along bawling' L,
as head of compound ?ew ~ewa.yu.de?a.~dahd

?u?li.tah 'it hears the sound of the dogs' howl=

ing' 60.3lA.
o-~ ?i.lih-~e-?a.~ (with ?i.lih- 'state of mind',

and o-~ 'in contact with 0' or perhaps o-~ 'by

means of 0', which might require change of de-class=

ifier to ~e-) 'S is, becomes enamoured of, crazy

about, "stuck on", falls in love with, falls for

0': o-~ ?i.lihs~i?a.~~}h 'he became enamoured
of 0' 11.67,68, 23.28A, ge.dah ?~ ?i.lih=

s~i?a.~ 'he's simply gone crazy about her' 23.=

48A, ?Ui ?i.lihxs~i?a.~~ 'I fell for her' L,

?i~ ?i.lihxs~i?a.~~ 'I'm stuck on you' L, ?ew~

?i.lihs~i?a.~ 'he fell Xor it (in love with it:

thing, person)' L, qe?~~ ?i.lihs~i?a.~~~h 'he
went crazy for a woman' L, si~ ?i.lihGe~e?a.~

'she's falling for me' L, ?~ ?i.lih1e?a.~

I
!



'he's crazy about her' 11.99, 100A, ?u~ ?i.1ih=

~e?a.~ 'you're stuck on her' 11.92A.

..



?i.Jt'l

?i.Jt'l (perhaps to be identified with ?i~2)

?i~ (noun, I-class) 'mountain, (large) hill'

LMA, 9.110, 23.157, 25.80A, 34.64M, Rezanov MTA~

'ropa Berg', qalushia Nelson t~, Old Man Dude

i~ 'mountain' BSdL 537, :1::i-hGa.na. ?i~ 'one

mountain'L, la?da.na. ?i~, la?d ?a.na. ?i~

'two mountains' M, ?i~?ele~? 'many mountains'

L, ?i~?a.?nuw 'big mountain' M, ?ix'lekuc'g

'little mountain' M, ~i.d qi? ?i~ ye~ li.=

?ahda.d 'at the foot of the mountain' ('yonder(at

rest) in the area of the place where a mountain ex=

tends downward') L, Galushia Nelson i~:1: a.naq;' 

'mountain-on' BSdL 264, 537, 558, ?i~a.na?q 'on

top of a mountain' LM, 28.124A, ?i~?a.na?qd '(at

rest) on mountain-top' 9.105A, ?i~a.na?qd y:i-.=

hinu. 'mountain-people' M, ?i~?a.na?qe~ 7.34,
\

9.109A, ?i~a.na?qe~ '(continuous motion) onto

mountain(-top) , M, 29.35, 49.109A, ?i~?a.na?qe=

~ahd 7.35A, ?i~a.na?qeC!ahd 'from top of moun=

tain' LM, 23.157,25.55, 29.39A, ?i.Jt'a.neC! 'to=

ward a mountain' L, ?i~~.C!a.~ 'toward (in the

direction of, next to) a mountain' M, ?i~les:i-hd

'(at rest) behind a mountain' M, ?i~~.s}h s:1:i?ah}

'sun went behind a mountain' L, ?i~~.ta.s M,

?i~eleta.s 'over (across) a mountain' 25.77A,;l



?i~ele~a?(-~) '(continuous motion to) behind

a mountain' 9.110,126,131, 131A, ?i~eleyeq

'inside a mountain' L, ?i~i-.~ae~ 'inside a moun=

tain (as dwelling)' L, ?i~i-e~t?crd 'on mountain-=

peak' M, as 0 of o-d 'separate from 0': ?i~ae=

nahd sdixu~ 'snow slid down mountain' L, as 0

of o-~ 'in contact with 0': ?i~ae~ Yi-e?~ ge=

leGe?ah da.~ 'when water runs down mountains'

34.64M (-lae~ perhaps incorrect), ?i~a.na.~

ca? Gae? 'come down the mountainside~' L (per=

haps to be corrected to -a.ne~, or -a.na.?~,

see nae?), ?i~a.na.d setah} 'it's up on the

mountainside' L (perhaps to be corrected to -

-ana.?d, see nae?); ?i~eleqe?} 'mountain-wo=

man' (mythological personnage) 23.6, 9A.

?i~i-edeya? place name, Mountain Slough L,68e=

55, 55fnA, Eyak River where cannery is now L ('in

mountain (as 0 with broad opening at top, natural

body of water)') Old Man Dude i~ati 'Mountain

Slough' BSdL 544.

?i~i-edahd ?igelie}tah} place-name on Eyak River,

see discussion in subentry under ta.



?i~

?i~ (perhaps to be identified with ?i~, or reduced
form of ?a?~)

O-?i~ 'S (beaver) dams 0 (body of water)' (uncer=

tain, attested only on tape from .A: recorded by

Constance Naish 7 April 1967): 'beaverbank, the

way we say it: ?ew se?i~~~h, ?ew ~~a.~~,

?ew se?i~~' A ('he dammed it, the beaver, it

dammed it', but articulated ?ew si?i~~~h, ?ew

si?i~~, probably progressive assimilation of -e-
rather than indication of first person sg. S).



?a?Jt'

?a?Jt' (perhaps related to ?i~2)

O-?a?~ 1. 'S chews 0': ?e?a?~ 'chew it:' M,

Rezanov KyaT~e 'ReBaT~ kauen' ~?a?~th 'he's

chewing something', ~x?a?~ 'I'm chewing some=
-J

thing' M, di~ ~x?a?~G 'I'm not c~ewing any=

thing'M, x?a?Jt' 'I'm chewing it' M, ~ce?kih

?a?~th 'he's chewing a bit of meat' M, qu?x?a?~

'I'll chew it' M, Rezanov RHRT~~ 'Ta6aK~ Tabak',

Furuhjelm Khaiatl 'tobacco' Gi.?a?~~ 'you're

(in the process of) chewing it (all day long)' L,

sa?de?ah Gi.?a?Jt'~ 'you're chewing tobacco' L,

si?a?Jt'l 'I chewed it' M, ~i~ ~?a.~ 'he's

always (cust) chewing something' L, with ye~-=

progressive: ye~ ~e?a?~ 'it's chewing around,

going around chewing it' M (probably to be cor~

rected to de?a?x'J£), with class-marks for 0:

Ge.a gu?a?~th 'he's chewing spruceroots' M,

di.?a?~ 'you chew it (spruce-pitch, d-class) ,

51.25,25,25fnA, da. ?a.~ 'we (cust) chew

it' 51.31fnA, de?a.~th 'he (cust) chews (it,

spruce-pitch'?)' L.

2. With qeh:)S: 'closed', 'S (beaver) dams

up 0 (body of water)' (see ?i~): qeh~ ?ew

se?a?Jt'l 'they (beavers) dammed it up' L.

3-;"'Wiiih~~-.Le~-l~y~-~e-rlr~~rit h
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op~; ()D~_l-4-tftew-at-3:oe.),-1-S---ctlews 81lp-' a. ya?

?e?a?~ 'chew it up~' M.

3b. With expanded stem and ya?: (1) ~ewa.=

~iyah si~a? ~i?q ya.yu. si~a? ya? se?a.~
'my no-good mutt chewed up all my stuff' L; (2)

repetitive, with o-a. 'for 0': ?ew siya. ya?
, ?a.~g}h 'she's chewing it (food) up for me (baby)'

L (not freely used).

?a?~ (deverbalization) 'bite' used as 0 of o-y-?e?
'in place of o's (absent) hand, o's handiwork':

?a?~e?e?d yi~eh 'it's a toothmark from fight=

ing (on flayed pelt)' L.

-d-?a?~ (deverbalization, with d-class-mark for 0)
'chewing 0 (d-class)': gah6de?a?~ xu6e~ga?~

'I'm getting tired of chewing gum' ('chewing gum

is tiring me') L.
0Y a ? ~ -( d -) ? a ? ~ ( wit h -~-l-e'6~6".l:iy.!-,..."_,~~

L~a!I~~ematI~r-aBft d-thematic optional withr W4J
ya?r 's chews 0 aoH:- up 'i: ~ewa. ~iyah s iJi: a? ~i~! !

gahJi:ye?~ ?ew S}.~ s~~a? ya? qedese?a?~ (or

qese?a?~) 'my no-gOOdl/mutt chewed up my shoe all

day long' L.
..:tA.~",t 0- 1",,?;/;' .1'~.)
!b ,(/~/r ()~ ?o'\ttI ]~.)
2; -M h 'j ~ ~ f.t~~/ Jo--4~ I-~-:Z;)J:

\~~fu<~) ,



?u?~

?u?~

?u?~ (noun) 1. (d-class) 'driftwood, dead log
devoid of branches and bark (not necessarily near

water' LMA, 11.71, 75A, 'snag (in water)' M,

?u?~deda.d 'near a piece of driftwood' 51.50A,
~de~? ?u?~ 'lots of driftwood' M, ?u?~da?luw

'big piece of driftwood' M, ?u?~ si~ di.?a?

'give me a piece of driftwood~' L, ?u?~ ?u.d

desetahz (or _?ahz) 'a piece of driftwood is

there' L, ?u?~ qi?da? di.zquhz 'good camping

place' ('place to which driftwood has drifted')

L; declassified: ?u?~ ?u.d setahz 'a piece
of driftwood (all broken up, or of very gnarled

complex shape) is there' L; ?u?~deqe?z, ?u?~=

qe?z, ?u?~elahqe?~ 'driftwood-woman' (mythi=
cal personage) 11'.71, 76, 85A.

2. (unclassified, uncertain and unverified)

'snake'M.



?ill

?ill (expanded ?i.l)

d-?i:1: (with d-thematic, perhaps 'free fall') 'S

spills': with ~iya? 'to landing-place'(7):

~iya? dese?i:1: 'it spilled' L, ~iya? si~a?

dese?ii 'I spilled it (accidentally)' ('it spilled

"on" me') L, with IJS:d-class-mark for S: ~iya?

le~edese?i:1: 'they (snowballs) spilled' L, with

IJS:-class-mark for S, repetitive: la?mahd si~a? I

~iya??! leJ.t:eAa.?i:1:g 'my berries keep spilling'

18-.12L.
O-d-?i:1: (basic transitive, not regularly derived

causative from d-?i:1: in that classifier is zero,

not :1:-; L rejects all proposed forms with :1:-=

classifier, or without d-thematic) 'S spills,

dumps, pours 0': with either ya?d 'empty' or

o-ya? 'into 0 (with broad opening at top)": Rezanov

AY3TeKeJIJID 'JIei1 giesse~' to be read either ?ew

ya?d deGe?i% 'pour it out~' L, or ?ewya? de=

Ge?i:1: 'pour it into it~', RYHTeHJIJID 'llpocHBaTD

vergiessen, verschUtten' ~ya? di.?i%, ~ya?

deGeli:1: 'pour, dump it into something~' L, Reza=

nov KYHTeCe~JID 'npOCDIBaJI~ vergiessen, verschUt=
ten, (7vergoss Praterit) , ~ya? disi?i:1: 'I -

dumped, poured it into something', ~ya? dese?i:1:

'you dumped, poured it into something' L, Rezanov



CHaTeTaca~D 'npo~~~ vergiessen, ver schUt ten ,

...dese?i} 'you poured, dumped it...', ~ya?~
? ew de G e? i} ~h ' he's pouring it; into something' L,

with ~iya? 'to landing-place'(1): ~iya? de=

Ge?i} 'pour it:' N, ~iya?~ deGux?i} 'I'm

pouring it (water, sand, flour, etc.)' N, ~iya?~

?ew deGe?i}}h 'he's spilling, pouring it' L,

~du.lihGda.ge~ ~iya?~ deGe?i}~h 'he's pouring

it o.nto a table' L, ~iya? ?ew dese?i}~h 'he

spilled it' L, ~iya? disi?i} 'I spilled it (on

p~pose)' L, 'I poured it' N, sigel! ~iya? de=

se?i} 'you spilled it on me' L, ~iya? qu?di.x= -

?i} 'I'll pour it' N, ~iya? ?ew qu?di.?i}}h

'he'll spill it' L, ~iya? di.?i.}~~h N, ~iya?~

di.?i.}~}h 'he (cust) pours it' L, with qid

'down off': ?u.l! ?ew qid dese?i}inu. 'they

dump ed them down there' 28.55, 59, 59A~., with

o-d-xwah 'by o's command': ?i. ?idexwah de=

se?i} '~made him, told him to spill it' L,

o-l-da?-~ '(movement with)in o's head-front':

s~.da?~ ~dese?i}~h 'he spilled something on

my face' N, with o-qa? and o-~ 'with 0': ?ew~

deqa? deGe?i} 'pour it to mix with it:' ('pour

it amongst indeterminate 0 with it:' N (L rejects),

?ew~ ?i}qa? deGe?i} 'pour them together:'('pour

---



it amongst each other with it~') L, ?i~qa? de=

Ge?i~ 'pour them together~' M, with l~-class-=

mark for 0: qu?le~eAi.x?i~ 'I'll spill them

(berries)' L, le~eAa.Ge?i~~h 'he's spilling

them (berries)' L, le~eAa.se?i~~h 'he spilled" .
them (berries)' L; passive: repetitive: see nomi=

nalization below.\'
~i.~ dede?i~gyu. (noun, unclassified) 'junk, re=

fuse, garbage, disc~ded stuff' L. Nominalized

passive active imper,fective repetitive with ~i.-~
\.
;

'to over there' and I -yu. 'plural' .
:,,
1
\
;.,
I
i,
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?a.:r.

?a.3:
?a.3: (noun, unclassified) 'bough, limb, branch

(of conifer, especially spruce)' L, ?a.3:?a?luw

'big spruce-boughs' L, ?a.3:?e~? 'lots of

spruce-boughs'M, lisya? ?a.3: 'boughs of

spruce' A, 68.12A, Harrington l~sye?aa3: 'spruce

bough' G.

.Ji",



?e-o-?e-c'

?e.o-?e-c' (?e.a less frequent, perhaps incorrect; ?e.o

perhaps expanded form of ?eo)

de?e.og (noun, unclassified, perhaps nominalized

passive active imperfective of unattested verb-=

theme, *O-?e-o-g, with de- representing de-=

classifier, or deverbalization of passive of *0-=

d-?e-o-g with de- representing d-thematic,
with thematized -g-repetitive) 'dried slices or

slabs of _fish-meat' mA, 65.4, 65A, de?e-ag
,65.8A, Galushia Nelson ga'atsk 'dried salmon,

when meat from spine is dried separately' BSdL

548, le6~i.~de?e-ag 'slabs of dried halibut-
meat' 9.l24A, te?ya?le-de?e.og 10_140A, te?=

ya?le-de?e-ogyu. 'dried slabs of king-salmon

meat'10.149A.

,I £il i"



-'e3

x?e3 (perhaps related to ?e.3-?e.d; not *?i3 L)

0-?e3 1. 'S spears 0' a. with determinate 0:

Rezanov RoMMaa-aI.J;'b 'CTp'BJIa (~II:l.A: Seelowen= --

pfiel oder Speer' ~ah ?e?e3 'spear a sea-=

lion~I, ?ew se?e3ffh 'he speared it' l2.5G,

si?e3f II speared it' L, ?e?e.3~}h 'he (cust)

spears it' L, with d-class-mark for 0: dese?e53:

'you speared it (board)' L; passive: xusdi?e5~

(not xus3:i-) 'I've been speared' L, ge.fta.g

sdi?e5~ 'a seal has been speared' L.
lb. With indeterminate 0, '8 throws spear

(not spearing or hitting any particular 0)': with

ya?~ 'up (as trajectory of thrown thing)', repeti=

tive: ya?~ ?ix?e5g 'I keep throwing a spear
(e.g. for practice)' L, sita.s ~?se?e5~ 'some=

one threw a spear over (missing) me' L.

lc. Forms from Rezanov, partly unidentifiable:
ROYCKY~3XJIe3~ 'CTp'B~.A:TI:I CTp-BJIKOro Pfeil ab=

schiessen', flxJIe3~ 'CTP'BJIRH Pfeil abschiessen

(Imperat.)' ...?e5, classifier seemingly 3:e-,
perhaps with first person singular 8 x-3:e-?e5,

or with ya?~ 'up', but meaning more appropriate

to 0-?e5 than to 3:e-?e3.

2. 'S precipitates, throws, launches, impels.
0 with sudden force, speed': ?e?e5 'launch it~,



throw it:' M, gehg1 ?e?e5 'throw a spear:' M,

with yahd 'out to sea': yahd Ge?e5 'launch

it (canoe)~' L, yahd si?e53: 'I. launched it

(canoe)' L. Transitive (causative): reflexive,

with qa? 'up out': ?u.~ qa? ?edsdi?e53:

'jumped up there' 15.5M (perhaps incorrect, blend

of ?edsdi1eG1 and s3:i?e51).

0-3:-?e5 'S moves, substantially changes position

of 0 by precipitating, launching, impelling with

sudden force, speed': with yahd 'out to sea':

yahd si3:?e53: 'I pushed it (canoe) out' (further

than in yahd si?e53:) L (see 0-?e5 2.).

0-?-?e5 (semitransitive of 0-?e5 1.) 'S throws

spear at 0 (not necessarily hitting 0)': xu?se?e5=

3:th 'he threw a spear at me' L, with o-ta.s

'over, across 0': sita.. s ~?se?e53: 'he threw

a spear over me at something (specific)' L;

passive: sita.s ~?sdi?e51 'spear missed me'

('something had a spear thrown at it over, across

me ') L.

ya.~ 0-~-?e5 (with ~-thematic with ya.~ 'de=

struction~ 'S spears all 0': ya.~ ~esi?e53:

'T speared them all' L.

3:e-?e5 'S jumps, leaps, precipitates, plunges head=

long' 1. with ta? 'into water': 4.3M, 29.41A.



ta? szi?e3zth 'he jumped, plunged, dove into

the water (headlong, any way, quickly)' LM (cf.

ta? ?edsdileGzth 'he jumped into the water

(feet first)' L), ta? xszi?e3z 'I jumped into

the water (quickly)' M, ta? qu?xze?e3 'I'll

jump into the water (quickly)' M, gu.deg qe?
ta? xszi?e3~ 'I jumped back into the water

again' M, with d-class-mark for S: ta? diszi=

?e3z 'it (car) plunged into the water' 61.60,

62, 71A, ?u~ ?ew ta? dis~i?e3zth 'it (car)

plunged into the water with him (in it)' 61.72A.
2. With ya?~ 'up': ya?~ xszi?e3~ 'I

jumped up suddenly' M.
3. With qa? 'up out': te?ya? qa? szi?e3~

'it (fish) jumped' L, q~.~ ~e?e.3~ 'it (fish)

(cust) jumps' 21a.7L.
4. o-ya?-~ah 'away from inside 0 (with broad

opening at top)': o-ya?~ah s~i ?e3:% 'jumped out

and clear of 0' 49.142,61.75, 76A.
5. With ya?d 'empty, out of canoe': ya?d

s:%i?e3:%th 'she jumped out (of the canoe)' 49.=

141, 141A.
6. With o-q 'on 0' and ya? 'completely,

to a state of rest': ?ew lixah ?ewq ya? s:%i=

?e3:% 'the brownbear pounced on it'; 63.8G.

Ii



7. With o-yeq 'in 0' and ?e~ 'through,

past', repetitive: ?uyeq ?e~ qu?x1e?e5g 'I'll

jump through it (e.g. hoop, repeatedly)' L.
8. With ~dl-class-mark for s: t~ ~eAa-=

s3:i?e53: 'waves, ocean swells rolled' L.

9. With ye~-progressive: ye~ 3:e?e5~

'you're jumping around' M.
o-ya? 1-3:e-?e5 (with o-ya? 'in 0 (with broad

opening at toPY and I-thematic 'going wrong') 'S

(unsuspecting) falls in 0': qecya? ?}.xs3:i?e53:,
kih~ya? ?}.xs3:i?e53: 'I fell into a small swamp

(I was walking along, unsuspecting)' L.
dl-3:e-?e5 (with dl-thematic, apparently of various

origins) 1. (with dl-thematic 'fall over', perhaps
including d-thematic 'free fall' and/or l-anatomi=
cal 'head') 'S falls over' a- with o-~ 'in

contact with 0': ?u~ Aa-xs3:i?e53: 'I bumped (my

head, stubbed my toe) against it' L, da.~ Aa-x=

s3:i?e53: 'I. bumped my head, stubbed my toe (against

indeterminate 0, wall)' L, ?u~ qu?Aa.x3:e?e5
'I'll bump my head against it' L, ?ewde~a?~ Aa-=

xs3:i?e53: 'I bumped my head against the corner,
ledge of it' L, di1r ?ude~a?~ Aa.xs3:e?e53:G 'I

didn't bump my head against the corner of it' L. .

Ib- With ye~ 'downward', repetitive: ye~

'Ii"", I II ilvlli



Aa.x}e?e5g 'my head keeps drooping (with drowsi=

ness)' L; Rezanov HxT~HTea~~b 'APeMaTb schlum=

mern' ye~ Aa.di?e5g1 'your head is drooped'

(neuter perfective, but de-classifier probably
incorrect in terms of modern Cordova Eyak).

lc. With qid 'down off': ?u.~ qid Aa.=

s}i?e5} 'stuff fell down there' L, qid Aa.xs=

}i?e5} 'I fell over (head first)' L.
2. With dl-thematic probably containing d-=

thematic 'accumulate' and qa? 'up out', 'S ac=

cumulates': de.ga?duw qa? Aa.}e?e.5~ 'quite
a number of them (cust) accumulate' 25.207A; see

also lJS:dl-~e-?e5 2.
lJS:dl-1e-?e5 (with dl-thematic, see dl-}e-?e5, and

lJS:-class-mark, probably partly thematized) 1. 'S

(snow, material on bare mountainside) avalanches':

often with k'll-indefinite S, partly thematized,
qid 'down off', ca? 'downhill', and/or o-~
'with 0' ('over, on, burying 0'): ?u~ qid k'll=

leJS:eAa.s}i?e5}ih 'he was buried in an avalanche'

('something lJS:-class precipitated down off with

him') 23.130, 143A, (?u.deJS:) (?u~) ca? k'll=

le~eAa.6e}e?e5}(ih) 'it's avalanching down (along

there) (over him)' 23.135, 135A, ca? leJS:eAa.s=
}i?e5} 23.136A, qid leJS:eAa.s}i?e51 'there was

I.



an avalanche' 23.136, 144A, repetitive: fu=

le~eAa.1e?e5g 'there's a snowslide, avalanche'

M.
2. (See dl-1e-?e5 2.) 'S (snow) accumu=

lates': de.ga?duw ?ew xu~ ?u.d qa? le~e=

Aa.1e?e.5~ 'quite a bit of it (snow) (cust)

piles up there' L.

(O-)gdl-1e-?e5 (with gdl-thematic of various ori=

gins, all attested forms interpretable as requir=

ing vocalized classifier, from underlying unat=

tested *O-gdl-1-?e5, perhaps causative of either

*gdl-1e-?e5, *gdl-?e5, or *gdl-de-?e5) 1.
with gdl-thematic containing gl-class-mark for 0

'liquid', with ye~-progressive (of underlying

*O-gdl-1-?e5): ye~ geAa.1e?e5 'shake it (bottle

of liquid)~' LM, ye~ geAa.x1e?e5~ 'I'm shaking

it (bottle of medicine)' j.
2. Indirect reciprocal with ?i1-qa? 'amongst

each other': ?i1qa? geAa.s1i?e51 'different

color paints are (have become1, have been1) all

mixed together in streaks' L (probably with gdl-

'dye, hue' < gl-class-mark 'liquid' and d-thema=

tic 'fire, bright', either passive of *O-gdl-1-=

?e5, or intransitive gdl-1e-?e5).
3. Indirect reciprocal with ?i1-qa? as

above, containing g- or gd-thematic as in



~

g-~e-da--qu, gd-de-da--qu 'S flees': ?i~qa?

geAa.s~i?e5~ 'they (moulting ducks, dogs) have

been chased into confusion together' L (either

intransitive gdl-~e-?e5 or passive of O-gdl-=

~-?e5).

,
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?eh5

?eh5
O-?-?eh5 'S calls, summons, invites 0 (for any

reason, or to potlatch, party)': ?u?Ge?eh5inu.
'invite them~' L, le~i?ge?x?eh5 'I'll invite

, '
you pl.' L, Galushia Nelson isiyatc} or isiatc}

'you are invited to a potlatch' BSdL 554 ?i?si=

?eh5} 'I invited you', ?u?se?eh5} , ~i}qa.d~a?

'they invited them, to Bering River' 57.3, ?ahnu.

?u?se?eh5}inu. 'those whom they had invited' 57.=

7G, da. ?u?li?eh5inu. 'let's invite them' L;

indirect reflexive, with ~a? 'to oneself', 'S

calls, summons, invites 0 over (to S's self)':

Rezanov ~ooTe3~ '3BaTb rufen', ~aaTY-3~
'nOBOBH rufen (Imperat.) , C!a? ?u?de?eh5, ~a?=

?a?de?eh5}h 'call, summon him~' L, ?~.C! ~a?

?u?de?eh5}h 'call him over here~' M, C!a? ?u?=

Gede?eh5}h 'invite, call him over:' L, C!a?

?i?qe?xde?eh5 'I'll invite you over' L, qi?=
ya.da.~ ~a? ?i?qe?xde?eh5 'I'll call you over

sometime' M, ~a? qu?xde?eh5}h 'I'll call,

summon him' L, C!a ?ew ?u?de?eh5 'he invites

her' lO.255A, C!a? ?a?de?eh5 'invites them'

33.15, l5A, ?u.C!a? C!a? le~i?de?eh5}h 'she's

summoning you pl. there to herself' 25.98A, ~~

~a? ?i?de?eh5 'Molly is inviting you (to her=

.",



self)' L, ~a? ?u?sdi?eh3~ 'invited, called,
summoned him/her/them' 10.204,24.3, 25.89A, ~a?

?u?sdi?eh3~, ?ahnu.~ ~~~.liyahwahd 'invited

them, to eat with them' 53.2L, ?u.~a? ~a? xu?s=

di?eh3~ 'she summoned me there to herself' 25.=

97A, ~a? ?u?xsdi?eh3~:j.h 'I summoned, called
him' L, Rezanov ~aamMYCTe3~~b 'B~ nopy, EO EpeMe

rechtzeitig, zu rechter Zeit' ~a?~ ?i. ?u?s=

di?eh3~ 'did ~ summon him'?'; passive: xu?sdi=

?eh3~ 'I'm invited' L, ?i?sdi?eh3~ 'you're in=

vited to a potlatch' L, ~~-~a? ?i?sdi?eh3~
'you're invited to MOlf!';S' L, ~i.~a? qa. ?u?s=

di?eh3~ 'we're invited over there' L, qa. ?u?s=

di?eh3~ 'we're invited to a potlatch' L, 59.14

Galushia Nelson, ~i~qahya?~ qa. ?u?sdi?eh3%
'we were invited to a potlatch at Bering River'

19.1 Galushia Nelson, qa. leG ?u?sdi?eh3%,
~wahwahd 'we were invited up (ashore), for a

meal' 59.8 Galushia Nelson, ?u?sdi?eh3~:j.h 'was

invited to a potlatch' 55.1L.
?ida-?-?eh3 (as preceding, with indeterminate 0) X

'S gives, calls, holds potlatch, party': ?ida?=

Ge?eh3 'give a party, potlatch~' LM, ?ida?=

qe?x?eh3 'I'll have a potlatch' L, ?ida?si?eh3~
'I gave a potlatch, threw a party' L, ?ida?~=

""'~"



se?eh53: 'someone had a potlatch' L, ?ida?=

se?eh53:inu. 'they gave a potlatch, invited

people, they who gave a potlatch' 28.92, 93k,

55.71, 57.2G, Old Man Dude iD&'waets 'potlatch-
house' BSdL 545 ?ida?we?eh5 'they're having a

potlatch' (or perhaps deverbalization, 'potlatch'),
da. ?ida?li?eh5 'let's have a potlatch' L, ?ida?=

Gele~?eh5 da.~ 'when you pl. have a potlatch' 25.=
n "

163A; passive: Galushia Nelson i t~&ka~a'Etc--
'potlatch' BSdL 552 ?ida?qe?de?eh5 'there'll

be a potlatch' L, Galushia Nelson it&'ste'iyatc3:
,or it&'stiatc3: 'they are giving a potlatch' BSdL

554 ?ida?sdi?eh53: 'a potlatch has been held,

called'.
?eh5 (noun) attested only in yatDe'Da.xetc 'pot=

latch at new house' yahdde~a.~ ?eh5 'potlatch

(in a house)' L.
?ed-d-3:-ye~-~ O-?-d-3:e-?eh5 (indirect reflexive

with ?ed-d-3:-ye~-~ '(continuous motion) to in

front of, before oneself', indirect reflexive of

underlying unattested *O-?-d-3:-?eh5 with d-=

thematic, perhaps 'oral, noise') 'S calls to,

tells 0 to proceed ahead of (instead of behind)
S': ?edde3:ye~e~ ?~h ?u?de~e?eh5~h 'he (A) is

telling him (B) to go ahead of him (A.)' (e.g. be=

cause of danger ahead) L.

"..i



qi? ?ida?sdi?eh5~ (noun, unclassified) 'potlatch'
M. Nominalized passive active perfective with

indeterminate 0, 'place where potlatch has been

held, called'.



?e?3

?e?3
O-?e?o 'S touches, affects, acts upon 0 with foot'

(frequently with expanded stem -?e.o, referring
to repeated action or action upon succession of

0): la. with y~.?(-~) '(continued, repeated
motion) down': y~.?~ ?e?e.o 'push it down (down

on it several times, down on them) with your foot~'
LM, y~.?~ si?e?o} 'I pushed it (further) down

with my foot' M, y~.??! ?ew Ge?e?o3::j.h 'he's

pushing it down with his foot' M, repetitive:
y~.?~ ?e?e.og 'keep pushing it, them down with

your foot~' M.
lb. With la?q 'thickness, collan:se': la?q

Ge?e?o 'smash it with your foot:' L.

lc. With ya? 'completely': ya? si?e?o3:
'I wo~e them (shoes) completely out' L.

ld. With l-anatomical: ?ile?e.o da.~
?~a.~ ?ise3:xu~ 'it was stepping on your head

and you missed it' (Billy Dude said to L shooting

ducks) 72.2lL.
2. With indeterminate 0, 'S moves, positions

feet, steps' a. with no postpositional phrases or

preverbs: ?iGe?e?o 'take a step:' M, la?da?~
?ise?e?33::j.h 'he took two steps' ('he stepped twice')

L, la?da?~ ?iqe?x?e?o 'I'll take two steps' L.



2b. With ya?~ 'up': ya?~ ?i.?e?o 'lift

your leg up~' L, ya?~ ?i.?e.o 'lift your leg

up (several times)~' L.
2c. With o-q 'on 0' and ye:JS; 'downward':

?uq ye~ ?i.?e?o (not -?e.o) L, ?uq ye~
?iGe?e?o 'step on it~' LM, ?uq ye~ ?iqe?x?e?o
'I'll step on it' LM, ?uq ye:JS; ?iGux?e?o~ 'I'm

stepping on it' L, ?uq ye~ ?isi?e?o~ 'I stepped

on it' L, ?ewq ye~ ?i.?e?o~}h 'he's stepping

(has his feet) on it' M (neuter perfective), ?ewq

yeJ£: ?iGe?e?o~ ?u~ dexl}h}h 'I told him to step

on it' L.

2d. With ~a?qe?~ 'backward': ~a?qe?~

?isi?e?o~ 'I took a step backwards' L.
2e. With o-ta.s 'over, across 0': ?uta.s

?iGe?e?o 'step over it~' L, sita.s ?iGe?e?o

'step over me~' L, repetitive:~ sita.s ?i.?e?o=

g}h 'he keeps stepping over me' L (prefix prob=

ab17 analogical, to be corrected to ?i-); indi=

rect reciprocal: ?i~ta.s ?isi?e?o~ 'I sit with

legs crossed' L.
2f. With ?i~-yeq 'inside each other', in=

direct reciprocal: ?i~yeq ?iGe?e?o 'spread your
legs~' L, ?i~yeq ?isi?e?o~ 'I sit with legs out=

spread'L.



2g. With ?i~-ya? 'in each other (0 with

broad opening at top)': ?i~ya? ?iG e?e?5 'cross

your legs!' L, ?i~ya? ?isi?e?5~ 'I sit with

legs crossed tailor-fashion' L.

O-~-?e?5 'S moves, fixes position, substantially
affects 0 with foot' (frequently with expanded

stem) 1. with many of the same preverbs as O-?e?5

1.: ?u.da? si~?e?5~ 'I moved it there with my

foot (one movement)' L, ?u.~ x~?e.5 'I'm moving

it there with my foot (pl. 0 and/or pl. movements)'
L, la?q Ge~?e?5 'crush it (completely and per=

manently) with your foot' L, y~'?~ Ge~?e?5 'push

it down with your foot~' M, y~'?~ ?iqe?x3:?e?5
'I'll push it down with my foot' M, repetitive:

y~'?~ ?e~?e?5g A, y~'?~ ?e~?e'5g 'keep push=
ing it down with your foot!' M, with ye;-progres=

sive: ?u.de~. ye; x~e?e?5~. 'I'm moving it about

there with my foot' L, ?u.de; ye; x3:e?e'5~ 'I'm

moving them (one after another) about there with

my foot' L.
2. With ye~ 'downward' and anatomical-marks,

'S holds (part of 0) down with foot': ya?~u. ye~
xuqi.di.~?e?5 'don't step on my foot (never have

yet)' L, ya?~. ye~ xuqi.di'~?e'5 'don't keep

stepping on my foot' L, yeJ$; xuqi.de~?e'5:i-h 'he

I iI..!, I Ili"L iil i II



keeps stepping on my foot' L; reflexive: ye~

?edgu}i?e?5} 'she's a good, virtuous woman, not

a high-stepper' ('she holds her own hem down with

her feet') 72. 25fnL , cf. 72.24fnL.

o-yeq }e-?e?5 'S puts, has feet in 0 (footwear)':

t~yeq ?i~a? Ge}e?e?5 'put your socks on~'

('put your feet in your socks~') L, ?ewyeq ?i}i=

?e?5} 'he had them (boots) on' ('he had his feet

in them') 5l.44A (neuter perfective).

o-~ d-de-?e?5 (with d-thematic, perhaps thema=

tized d-class-mark) 'S braces self with feet against

0': fu~ deGede?e?5 'brace yourself with your feet

against something~' L, ?~ dixdi?e?5} 'I'm push=

ing against it with my feet, braced against it' L

(neuter perfective).

?i}-~ 0-?-1-}-?e.5 (with ?i}-~ 'toward each

other', cf. O-?-(l-)(}-)ta 'S moves part of

(articulable) 0') 'S folds 0 with feet': ?i}~

?u?li.}?e.5 'fold them with your feet~' L.



"un.5

?uh5
~-?uh5-g (with -g-repetitive thematized in all

forms except customary; L rejects all proposed

forms with zero-classifier) 'S is, becomes

slightly intoxicated, numb, experiences ting=
ling sensation': si~?uh5gx 'I'm a bit "high",

tipsy, a bit numb, I've got "pins and needles"

in my arms and/or legs' L, with anatomical marks:

qi.disi~?uh5gx 'my foot went to sleep, is asleep,

has "pins and needles" in it' LMA, qu?qi.di.x~=

?uh5g 'my foot will go to sleep' L, qu?yi.xx=

?uh5g 'my hand will go to sleep' L, qi.yisix=

?uh5g% 'my toes fell asleep' L, qi.de%?u.5~}h

'his foot (cust) goes to sleep' L, with expanded

stem, non-customary: gah~e?~ qi.dex~?u.5g 'my
foot's been asleep all day long' L ("guess you

could say that"). Transitive (causative): Gex=

?uh5g}h 'get him sli'ghtly drunk~' L.

?uh5gx (deverbalization, perhaps -x-gerundive)
'tingling sensation': ?uh5g% si~~.? we~ ye~
selix 'I got shivers all up and down me' ('ting=

ling sensation occurred thus downward the entire

length of me') L.



'd~

?es (not *?is L)

?es (noun, unclassified) 'pot-, basket-like trap
for fish, crabs' LMA, Galushia Nelson '~s or

''as' basket fish-trap' BSdL 549, ?es?a?luw

'big crab-pot' LM, la?dih ?es 'two crab-pots'

M, ?esyeqe~ lequ.g 'they (fish) are running

(and getting trapped, one after another) in a

fish-trap'L.

i ,; l



?uhs

?uhs (Aonce ?uh5, rejected by L)

?uhs (noun, ~d- or ~dl-class) 'riverbank (with

or without vegetation), flat place along river:

bank, mudbank' L, 'mudlike stuff on riverbank' M,

'grassy bank of creek'S, ?uh5 'riverbank' A

(L rejects), ?uhs ?u.d ~eAa.se?ah~ 'riverbank
is there' L, ?uhs~eAi.?nuw 'big mudbank' L,

?uhs~eda.qd ~iya? Geqe? 'land on the riverbank:'

L, ?uhs~eda.q Ga.}:J.h 'he's walking along (on)
the riverbank' L, ?uhs~eda.q guGe}~.?~:J.h 'he's

standing on the riverbank' L; ?uhs~edi.?qd place-:

name, somewhere on mouth of Copper River between

Cordova and Katalla L.



?e~l

X?e~l (not *?i~ L) !'

}e-?e~-g (with -g-repetitive thematized except
in customary) 'S sneezes': Ge}e?e~g L, ?e}e=

?e~g 'sneeze:' LM, x}e?e~g 'I'm sneezing' LM,
dil{ x}e?e~gG 'I'm not sneezing' L, g~ye?~

x}e?e~g, g~ye?~ Gex}e?e~g} 'I've been sneez=
ing all day long' L, qu?x}e?e~g 'I'll sneeze'

M, dil{ qu?x1e?e~gG 'I won't sneeze' A, xs}i=

?e~g} 'I sneezed' LM, dil{ ?exs}e?e~g}G 'I

didn't sneeze' LM, Gex}e?e~g~ ?ixleh 'I want

to sneeze' L, dil{ Gex}e?e~g~ ?ixlehG 'I don't

want to sneeze' L, Ge}e?e~g~~ ?i.leh 'do you

want to sneeze?' L, x}e?e.~l{ 'I (cust) sneeze'

LA. Transitive (causative): }iC! xu}?e~g 'it

always makes me sneeze' L.

?e~-g (deverbalization of preceding) 'sneeze':
Rezanov AmK~ '~aTD niesen' ?e~g 'a sneeze'

?e~gga? ?edu?xdegewih 'I feel a sneeze coming

on' ('I feel like a sneeze') L.

I I



?e~2

,i' ,-
"

'" ;,...'" ?eS2 (sometimes ?es by assimilation to s- initial

of s-perfective verbs, never *?i~; perhaps related

to ~le-~~.)

?e~ (preverb, with zero final only) '(completely)

by, past through': ?uyeq ?e~ ~.~eh 'there's
a hole all the way through it' L, ?ulu? ?e~

?ixs~it'il{~ 'I shot a hole (an arrow) through it'

L, ?u.de~ ?eS ?is~it'il{~~h 'he shot an arrow

by there' L, ca. ?u.de~ ?e~ Aa.sec'eq':r 'a

stone whizzed by there' L, ?ewlah ?e~ ?e5ahG~
'sew it around the edge (with overcast whip stitch): ,

L, dela?d ?ew ?e~ ~e~a?~ 'he jerked it (com=

pletely) off (peg)' 9.95A, ?e~ ?~.d ?idi~e?g~

'it (hook) has been bent through (hole) here' L,

?ewyeq ?e~ dis~iqahG~ 'it fell down through (into)

it'L, ma.gedeta.s ?es seqeh~inu. 'they boated

across the lake' 37b.67, 80A, ?ulu? ?e~ Geqe?

'boat through (under bridge)~' L, ?ewyeq ?e~

lequ.g 'they (fish) keep running right through I
I

it (coarse net)' L, ?u.de~ ?es sewus~ 'ex=

panded along by there (obstructing pursuers)'

49.l47A, o-da.~ ?e~ ?ed-dl-~e-we?~, o-ta.s

?e~ ?ed-dl-~e-we?~, o-da.~ ?e~ ?ed-dl-~e-?e
'S sneaks by, past 0', ?a?d sileqahyeq ?e~

~le?ggga? ?edu?xdegewih 'I feel just like some=

one's reaching through, completely into my head

-



II

(with incessant repeated questions)' 72.15L,

li~ao~ ?e~ ?elyao? 'move them over to the

other side~' L, ?ewq ?e~ JI:edio?ah 'it (log)

lies (extending completely across and by) over

it'L, ?uyeq ?e~ qu?xle?e5 'I'll jump through
it (hoop)' L, ??-.d ?e~ sahl 'it went by over

here'L, ?u.d ?es sahl 'it went by over there'

L, ?uodeJI: ?e~ qu?xah 'I'll go by there' L,

?ewyeq ?es sahl 'it went through it (e.g. pipe)'

L, siqi.deqa?~ ?es sahl 'it (dog) walked

through between my legs' L, qa.qa?JI: ?es sahl

'he walked (through) between us' L, sida.JI: ?es

sahl}h 'he went by me' L, sili?deJI: / silahsde~

?es sahl 'he walked by in front of/behind me'

L, ~de.dah ?ew ma.gedeta.s ?eS ?esahls

'couldn't get across the lake' 37b.8lA, see fur=

ther instances under -?ya la., 30., ~dl-?ya

1.,2.



?e.?~

?e.?~
O-d-?e.?~ (with d-thematic) 'S strings 0 on string':

qu?di.x?e.?~ 'I'll string them (fish)' L, with

l~-class-mark for 0: ~le~eAi.?e.?~ 'string

beads:' ('string something l~-class:') L, le~e=

Ai.?e.?~ 'string them (beads)~' M, ~le~eAa.x=
?e.?~ 'I'm stringing beads' L, le~eAa.x?e.?~

'I'm stringing them (beads)' M.

-d-?e.?~ (deverbalization of passive of O-d-?e.?~)

'string of': sahxde?e.?~ 'dried cockles on a

string' L, de?e.?~ te?ya? 'fish on a string' L

(probably to be corrected to dede?e.?~ te?ya?

'fish which are strung' or to te?ya?de?e.?~).



?aog

?aog

o-?aog (postposition, attested with zero, -d, -de~,

-~ finals, or compounded as 0 of o-ga?, o-da?,

o-dao-d) lao 'middle, center of 0': with -d final

'at rest in, nominalization of': Rezanov YaRT~

'Cepe~HHa Mitte' ?u?aogd '(in) the middle of it'

M, with classified nouns as 0: ~duolihGde?aogd

'mid-t~ble' M, qu?ta?}de?aogd 'mid-floor'M,

~de?aogd 'the middle (of something d-class) , M,

see also 20 belowo

Ibo lots waist': si?aog(d) 'my waist' Lo

20 In o-((?)i-)l-?aog(-d) (with -?i- or

perhaps umlaut, perhaps connective, I-thematic or

perhaps class-mark) 'mid-o', used only in geole=

?aog(-d), geoli?aog(-d) 'noon', ~e~e?aog(-d)

'midnight', xahle?aeg(-d) 'midsummer', and

~elaeg?ile?aeg(-d) 'midwinter' (not .~elaog=

(le)?aog(d) L). see gah-gee, ~e?~-~e~, xwa'-,

~elaege

3e With yao 'something, a thing' as 0:

yao?aog(-) 'half-way, mid-way, center': with zero

final: yae?aog leseli}, yae?aog ?}Oseli},

'moon is half-full' L, }i~ao~ yao?aog leseli}

'moon is getting back to half-full (to one side)'

L, }}hGih~ahd yao?aog 'half-past (from) one

(o'clock)' L, deGaoq~ahd yae?aog '10:30 0'=



clock' L, with ~elaog 'winter' used adverbial:

ly: ~elaog yao?aog Gelesa?yah} 'it became

midwinter' ('time passed half-way in winter')

49o115A, with -d final: xah yao?aogd 'in mid=

summer' L, ~elaog yao?aogd 'in midwinter' L,

Rezanov ffaKT~ 'llono~a~ getheilt, zur Halfte'

yao~~aogd 'in the middle, half', yao?aogd ?ew~

di'?ah 'it (board) touches (extends touching at)

the middle of it' L, ?ew yao?a'gd ya. si~

?eta? 'give me the one in the middle~' L, with

-de~ final: yao?a.gde~ ?i}d ?ew se}ah}inu'

'they divided it (fabric, food) in half' L,

yao?a'gde~ ?i~ qu?diox}ah 'I'll give you half

(of my money)' L, ~ig ya.?aogde~ ye~ sekug}

'it broke exactly in half, precisely down the

middle' L, yao?a.gde~ ?i}ihd ?ew sexihs}fh

'he ripped it in half (through the middle)' 50.=

59A, with -~ final: ya'?aoge~ leGeleo} 'moon

is getting towards half-full' L; compounded as

0 of o-ga? 'like, same as, resembling 0 (in

quality, quantity)': ya.?a.gega? \about) half,
in half, half-way, mid' M, 10.229, 11.64, 23.111,

112, 28.67,68A, ya.?aogega? qe~ah 'half-=

moon'M, ya-?a-gega? O-}-<ia?~ 'S splits 0

(longitudinally) half-way through', ya.?aogega?
?ewa. si~ ?eta? 'give me half of it~' L;



compounded as 0 of o-dao-d 'near 0': yao?aog=

daod lededa?dg (or -daoc'g) 'it is decorated

at the middle' (name of BSdL Basket Pattern 40)

L; with Gl-thematic 'ground': yaoGele?aogd se=

dab} 'sits on the ground in the middle, at

mid-ground' 3003, 5L; in c'ompound with form of

partly uncertain analysis: yao?aogeGedaoleya?

'middle finger', see under ya?-eya?



?a.s-L

?a.sl

-?a.s (element of unknown origin, meaning and

morphological classification, occurring only

with ~e-, probably reduced form of ~a- 'back

end') in ~e?a.s (noun, I-class, especially in

elicitations, but in text frequently unclassified)

'basket' M, 18.5,34.103,66.6,71, Galushia Nel=

son ~a'aq 'basket' BSdL 546, ?ew ~e?a.syuo

we~ ~i.~}h 'she (cust) makes those baskets' 10.=

168A, Galushia Nelson la'mat'wat'Q.et~a'aq or-
la'matwat~t~a'aq 'berry basket' BSdL 546 la?mahd=

wahd ~e?a.s ('basket for berries') L, ~e?a.s=

?ao?nuw 'big basket' L, ~e?a.s si~ li.ta? (or

-?a?, latter perhaps preferred) 'give me a bas=

ket~' L, ~e?a.G ?u.d ?}.setah~ (or _?ah~,

latter perhaps preferred) 'a basket is there' L,

~e?a.s ?i~a? li.qa.?~g 'straighten your basket

out (it's crooked, lopsided)~' L, ~e?aos ?}o=

seses~g~ 'basket is flared out, bent out of shape,

lopsided' L, ~e?a.s~qeh~d 'bottom of basket' M;

kih~~ga? ?i.~eh ~e?a.s 'bucket with holes in

bottom (for draining)' ('basket which is like a

dipnet') L.



?a-G~

?a-G2 (conceivably ?a-6 with thematic G-negative)

o-~ d-?a-6 (with o-~ 'to 0' and d-thematic 'oral,

noise', all other proposed themes rejected by L)

'S is, becomes tired of 0 (food)': di~ ?u~ qu?=

di-x?a-6G 'I. won't get tired of it (food)' L,

?u~ de6ex?a-G~ 'I'm getting tired of it (food)'

L, ?u~ disi?a-6~ 'I am, got tired of it (food)'

L.

-"



?~.G

?~.G (conceivably ?~-G with thematic G-negative, cf.

?a.G2, ?!~.G, c'~', ?eN?~)
Gl-de-?~.G (with Gl-thematic 'passage of time')

'8 is, becomes weak, feeble (with old age,

disease)': qu?Gelexde?~.G 'I'll get old and

feeble' L, G~.xsdi?~.G~ 'I got weak, feeble with

age'L, siya. G~.sdi?~.G~ 'it (part of me) got

weak, paralyzed (e.g. arm with struck funnybone)'

L, siGuhd siya. Gelisdi?~.G~ 'my knees got

weak'L, siGuhd siya. GeleGede?~.G~ 'my knees

are getting weak' LM, GeleGexde?~.G:r 'I'm get=

ting old and feeble' L, neuter perfective: G~.=
di?~.G~ 'he's real weak (from old age or sick=

neBs)' L. Transitive (causative): XUG~.se~?~.G~

'it (medicine) made me weak' L.



?UG

?UG (perhaps reduced form of ?u?G)
_?UG-3: (noun, I-class, with -3:-instrumental, and/or

perhaps deverbalization of unattested verb-theme)

1. 'heart': ?ew?uG% 10.9A., ?u?UG3: 'its heart'

10.8,9,11.168,168, l68A, Rezanov Cyy:KJI:E>

'Cep.n;n;e Herz', si?uG3: 'my heart' M., fu?UG3:

'a heart' LMA, ~?UG3: si~ li.?a? 'give me a

heart~' L, ~?UG3: ?u.d lese?ah3: 'a heart's

there' L, ~?uG3:?a.?nuw 'big heart' L, si?UG3:

si?~.~ la?ya.g 'my heart is palpitating, beat=

ing fast' L, si?UG3: lah ?:i-.sdi?yah% 'my heart

beat fast' L. ?a?d si?UG~ ?ideseli3:, ?a?d

si?uG3:?a.na?Jc' ?ideseli3: 'it touched my heart
(touched me deeply)' L, ?el si?UG3: ?i~ qu?=

li.x?ah, ?ide?ilah qe?xleh 'I'd give you this

heart of mine, I love you so' L, si?uG~leyeqe=

~ahd ?ilah qe?xleh 'I love you with all (from

the inside of) my heart' L; ~?uG3:Aa.~ed 'white

part near heart of animal' ('thymus' or 'fatty

tissue'?) A.
2. ~?UG3: 'hearts' (suit at cards) L.



?u?G

?u?G (perhaps related to ?UG)

?ed-3:e-?u?G (reflexive of 0-3:-?u?G, perhaps

basic transitive rather than causative below)

'S rests (self)': frequently with expanded stem:

?ede3:e?u.G 'take a rest~' M, ?eda.3:e?u.G 'take

a rest~, take repeated rests~' L, de?elga?kih
?eda.3:e?u.G 'take a short little rest like this~'

L, ?edGe3:e?u?G 'take a rest~, take a single
Arest~' L, Rezanov 3TKOX~KroR~ 'OT~OXHYTb aus=

ruhen' ?edqu?x3:e?u.G 'I'll take a rest' LM,

sidexah ?edqu?3:e?u.G 'I'll make you rest'

('you'll rest by my command') M, ?edxs~i?u.G}

'I rested' M, with y-anatomical: ?edYf;l.~e?u?G
'rest your hand~' L. Transitive (causative, or

perhaps basic form, authenticity uncertain, not

verified): ?e~?u.G 'make it rest~' L. Form

from Rezanov, not completely identifiable:
A A
IOOHT~IOyK~ 'OT~OXHH ausruhen (Imperat.)'

...3:e?u...G.
d-(?i-)3:e-?u?G (with d-thematic 'oral, noise',

and inexplicable morphophonemic -?i- usually

occurring in most mode-aspects, cf. ?i-d-(?-)=

~-?a', Gd-?(i)-de-?a', d-3:e-Ga?; stem frequent=
lyexpanded) 1. 's breathes': di?~e?u.G M, \ da.=

~e?u.G, d~.~e?u?G, di?Ge~e?u?G 'breathe~' L,



di?~e?u.G}h M, de~e?u.G}h, di?~e?u?G}h 'he's

breathing' L, di~ di?~e?u.GG}h 'he's not

breathing'L, ?idehdah de~e?u.G 'it's pant=

ing, really breathing hard' M, qe? di?Ge~e?u?G~

'he's starting to breathe again' L, with lah3

'forward': lah3 di?Ge~e?u?G 'exhale~' L, with

qa? 'up out': qa? di?s~i?u?G~ 'he just took

a breath (once)' L, deqa. q~.~ di?~e?u.G

'take a deep breath now and then~' L, repetitive:

~eli?~ahd q~.~ di?~e?u?Gg}h 'he keeps sighing'

('he keeps taking a (single) breath repeatedly

up out from way back from front of area') L; in=

direct reflexive: with li?-~ '(movement) from

closed back end toward open front of 0 (own

cavity)': li?~ di?Ge~e?u.G 'take a deep breath~'

L, with ?!a? 'toward self': ?!a? di?Ge~e?u?G

'take a deep breath~' L.

2. 'S is, remains alive, lives': sah~ qu?=

di?x~e?u?G 'I'll live a long time' L, di~ sahd~

qu?di?x~e?u.GG 'I won't live long' L, sahd~

di?s~i?u?G~}h 'he lived a long time' L, di~

sahd~ di?s~e?u?G~G}h 'he didn't live long' L,

?ele~ga~ sahd~ di?Ge~i?u?G 'would that you

live long' L.

-d-?U.G (noun, unclassified, perhaps also ~d-=

class) 'breath, life-breath': Galushia Nelson



Gotu'uq 'breath' BSdL 541 ~de?u.G, Ge~?ihd

ya. side?u.G gel de~i. 'my last life-breath

this is already' L, 20.22A, di?weJ$; side?u.G

~.~eh 'I'm still alive and breathing' ('my

breath still exists') L, side?u.Gxah sili~,

xuku.segu?~ da.~ 'he knocked the wind out of

me, when he punched me in the belly' L, ?ude?u.G

?ewa. ?}.sdi?ah~ 'she expired' ('her life-breath

WaS spent') 61.l10A, ?ude?u.G ?ewa. qu?lede?ah

'she's going to expire' 61.103A, ?ide?u.G li?

J$;edi.~ahd 'take a deep breath~' ('draw your breath

in)' L (-d-?uoG here perhaps J$;d-class, see ~d-=

~ahd 2.).



?eye6-?uyeG

?eyeG-?uyeG (?eyeG much more frequent than ?uyeG;

perhaps to be segmented ?e--?u-yeG, cf. 6eyeG)

?eyeG-?uye6 (independent personal pronoun) 'they,
them (third person plural)': ?eye6 we~ qa?li=
hinu. '~'ll do it' M, did ?eye6 'only

they' M, ?edle~ahd ?ew ?eye6 ~hnu. ?ew qa?

Aa.§di5a?1 'they thought it was they themselves

who pulled it out' 50.31A, qe.dah li?q ?eye6
?ahnu. qe.lah sdiqehlinu. 'they all boated

right back home' 57.31G, ?eyeG we~ ?i.lih?a?=

~eh da.~ 'whenever they feel like it' 68.48A,

?uyeGdug, ?eyeGdeg, ?uyeGdeg 'they too' L,

?ewlehd ~u. ?eyeGdig qa.~a? ~selyahl
'that's why they too (in their turn) bother us'

25.22A, ?eyeG~deg 'they too?' L (L uncertain,

perhaps incorrect), ?eye6 ?ewa. 'they however,

as for them, they on the other hand' 25.37,68.=

Ill, 119A, with de- '~': de?eyeG we~

qa?l}hinu. 'they'll do it themselves' LM,

?e~eyu. ?ewa. de?eyeG ?idah ?ew y~.? se=

lahinu. 'as for the boats, they themselves

beached them properly' 59.2 Galushia Nelson,

Ae6e?eyeG 'they all alone by themselves' LM,

c'id AeGe?eyeG 'just they all alone by them=

selves' L, in apposition with pronominal 0 of



postpositional phrase: ?ayaG ?u~a? ?awa. wa~

?aw yi1}hinu. 'for 1hQm however it is thus'

68.95A, da?uyaG ?uya? ~awa. 'their own dog'

L, more frequently (unlike other independent per=
sonal pronouns) as 0 of postposition, but with

irregular connective -a- probably representing
earlier ?u-: ?uyaGaya? ?awa. 'theirs however'

IO.80A, da?ayaGaya? c}?dale. 'their own lan=
guage' 68.8IA, da?ayaGadi.?qd 'in their own -

language' 68.78A, da?ayaGaga? ~~ah 'they eat

in their own style (like themselves)' 25.34, 34A.



?a?q.L

?a?ql (L first ?aoq, later rejected for ?a?q,

though forms with ?aoq perhaps acceptable as ex=

panded stem; perhaps to be identified with ?a?q2,

basic meaning 'outdoor exposure')

-?a?q 'S is, becomes sunburned, suntanned': si=

?a°q1 (changed to si?a?q~) 'I got sunburned'

L, with anatomical marks: ?}Osi?aeq1 (changed

to ?}Osi?a?q1), lisi?a?q1 'my face got sun=

burned'L, yeGex?aeq1 (changed to yeGex?a?q~)

'my arms are getting sunburned' L, qu?gedie?aoq

(changed to qu?gedio?a?q) 'his rump will get

sunburned'Le All forms proposed with ~- or

~e-classifier rejected by Le



?a?q'C

?a?q2 (perhaps to be identified with ?a?q'l)

?a?q' (preverb, attested with zero and -~ finals)

'out, outside' 1. (motion from inside of dwelling

out, usually through door) with zero final: with

theme -a 'sg. S goes': 4.16M, 7.29, 10.191, 191,

192,11.15,19,23.35,39,40,76,77,105,121,
25.125,28.18,27,52, 54A, 43.16M, 50.37A, 55.4L,
frequent also in paradigmatic elicitation with

-a, causative: 2a.34fnM, 65.52A, with -?a?~ 'pl.

S go': 2a.31M, 23.126,128,132, 25.18A, ?a?q'
da. qa?a?~ 'we'll go out'M, ?a?q' da. ~e=

?a?~ 'we went out' M, with ~dl-?ya 'sg. S

runs' 19.27, 48.13L, frequent also in paradig-

matic elicitation with ~dl-?ya, with ?ed-dl-=

ze-?e 'S sneaks': 9.66, 67A,55.5L, see further
O-dl-z-?e 1. (reflexive), with O-l-z-?a. 'S

pillages 0': 9.124, 132, 133, 11.11, 12, 13A,
with various other themes in text: 9.46,47,78,
167,49.119,119,120,130, 51.10A, see further

O-g-z-da, O-z-c'e~, O-~a?~, 0-( z- )gu?~, }e-=

qe?s, 0-leG (reflexive), ?i-d-?a 3., ?i-=

d-(?-)}-?a', ?a'?q' xuse}ta?~}}h 'he kicked me

out of the house'L, ?a?q' Aa.Ge}we?~ 'entice

him out~' L, in combination with ~e?~ 'out of

(but not far from) dwelling' (often, to urinate,

defecate): ~e?~ ?a?q' sah}}h 'he went out' L,



~e?~ ?a?q qu?xah 'I'll wout' L, with qe?-qe.-

'back, again, some more': qe.?a?q 55.5L, qe?

?a?q 7.29A, ?a?q qe? 11.15A,55.4L, ?a?q
~e.?svh qe? sdiyah} 'she probably went out

and back home' 23.105A, ?a?q qe? frequent also

in paradigmatic elicitations of ~dl-?ya, -a;

with -~ final, ?a?qe~ '(continuous or repeated
!

motion) out of dwelling": ?a?qe~ ~eAaoGe~ao}

'I'm running out' M, ?a?qe~ ~eAa.Ga?ya.}~h

'he's running out' M, ?a?qe~ da. Ge?a?(!}

'we(re going out' M, ?a?qe~ Ga.}}h 'he's go=

ing out' LM, and further eliciations of -a,

?a?qe~ ?iqe?x}ah 'I'll walk you out, make you

go out' M, ?a?qe~ ?i}}o?~h 'walk him out:' M,

.,'ith qe?-qeo-: ?a?qeC' qe? Geda.}}h 'he's

going out again' M, with ye~ progressive:

?aqeC' ye~ xdao~ 'I keep going out (and back

in)' M, with ~e?~: JSe?~ ?a?qe~ Ga.}~h 'he's

going out (but not far)' L.

2. '(at rest) outside' (with zero final

only, relatively rare, perhaps often misused for

JSa.?d): ?a?q di}ideh3: 'a light is shining out=

side'L, ?a?q s}iqao?} 'S (already outside)

hollered outside' 41.11L, ?a?q da. gu'}e?a.~

'we (cust) stand outside' 51.9A, ?a?q qi? ye~

?i}i?ahda'~ 'at where it's sunshiny outside'



65.52A.
3. Miscellaneous instances, in reference to

motion clearly not through door, or not out of a

dwelling, perhaps all incorrect: qe.?a?q se~teh~

'pulled him back out (through the ice)' l6.6M,

?a?q se~ah1 'let them loose' 2a.34M (sun and

moon, through smokehole?), ?a?q ~esa?yah}
'they flew ~t' L.

". c"""". ..,"'.



-"ex.

;
f( I. .I.. I ?;:i!l""; rcJlc,.!~",:;~ ?~,."~ .~ 1-'"?X~c (:'~Ai/?eJS; p~ft. ~U".". I.'

?eJS; (noun) 1. (unclassified) '(hand-powered)
boat "(generic) , L, 'boat, skiff' M, 7.14, 15,

19,25.23,40,50,51,53,54,177, 33.31, 33.A:~,
38.17LM, 68.35A, Wrangell Ax$ 'Boot', Furuh=

jelm Ahh 'canoe', Galushia Nelson 'eJS; 'large

canoe (for war)' BSdL 550, ?eJS;eya?(-) 'in boat

(0 with broad opening at top)' 21P.69, 37b.5, 22,

23, 49.142A, ?eJS;eyu. 'boats' 25.20A, 59.2, 9

Galushia Nelson, ~e~gsga? ?e~ya? 'in boats

(made of something) like cottonwood' 68.2A,

?eJS;?e~? 'lots of boats' L, ~?a.w ?e~ 'long

boat' L, ?e~eya?~ sah~}h 'he got into the boat'

L, ?e~eya? qa? xuGe~~ahd 'pull me out (of

water) into the boat!' L, du.ya? ?e~de?ew 'whose

boats are those?' L, degeda?ya. ?e~ 'old skiff'

L; ?e~?ekih 'small boat, toy boat, model boat'

(not the same as ?e~ekih) LM (regular diminutive,

cf. ?e~ekih below).
2. (d-class) 'large fuel-powered boat': de= ')(

ga.gda.~ ?eJS; 'steamboat ('boat with fire') LM,

58.1L, dega.gda.~ ?eJS;deya?~ ge? sdi?yah~}h
'he went back on board the steamer' 58.7L; de=

qa.gdewa.~~. ?eJS; 'steamboat' ('boat (the move=

ments of which can be followed?) by attention to



(evidence of) fire') L.
?e~ya?~ Eyak man's name ('(movement with)in

boat') LM.

?e~ekih (noun, unclassified, ?e~ with diminutive,
juooture mst; ffie also Chugach Eskimo: Rezanov
AKKBHR~ 'BaH~apa', Birket-Smith ~~qvik 'dug-=

out', probably borrowed from Eyak) '(standard Eyak)

dugout canoe' (not the same as ?e~?ekih) LMS

(same as Yakutat Tlingit ~tya~ « Athapaskan

*kw'ey-(y)axW) B), 25.6, 50, 28.5, 33.42, 72,

37b.6A, 38.15, 16, 17, 18, 19LM, 43.29M, 47a.3L,
~

47b.ll, 20, 34M, 47c.9, 24, 52.36L, 63~, 5, 5, -
5, 64.2G, 68@:? 31A, 71.1, llLM', Galushia Nelson -

e~eki, Old Man Dude a~akf 'small canoe (for

hunting)' BSdL 550, Galushia Nelson a~a.ki'

'canoe' BSdL 558, Gu'luw. ~aki 'big canoe'

BSdL 553 ~?luw ?e~ekih, ~?a.w ?e~ekih 'long

canoe' L, ?e~ekihya?(-) 'in canoe (0 with broad

opening at top)' 12.17G, 25.2, 9, 157, 50.66A,

63.42G, ?e~ekihyu. 'canoe etc.' 47c.31L, ?exe=

kih xsahG 'I'm making (hewing) a canoe' M,

?e~ekihwah ya. 'the makings of a canoe' L,

?e~ekihkih 'little canoe, model canoe' L, ?e~e=

kihyequhyu. 'model dugout canoes' L.

?e~ekih qi? ~eta.s deya.? place name, Canoe



Passage in Hawkins Island, Prince William Sound

('place where canoes are carried across area') L.



?e.~

?e.x see ?e.l., .

, ',~i, ojj liUilc!j~"1



?u?~

?u?~ (perhaps related to du?~, conceivably to be

analyzed ?u?_~ with -~ final; cf. Navaho -?dh

'to fall short of' < *_?u?~ or *_?u~, Chipewyan

_?v (pp) 'short of' < *-?un?(~), conceivably also

related to semitransitive prefix, o-~ 'in contact

with 0', o-?u?_~ 'short of contact with 0')

o-?u?~ (postpostion, with zero final only, com=

parative, cf. o-ga?, o-le~) 'short of, less

than, more (small, short) than, too small for 0':

?i?u?~ ?idiy~h~h 'he's smaller than you' 9.44A,

siqi.de?u?~ ?idiyah 'they're too small for my

feet' L, siye?u?~ t~.diyah 'they (gloves) are

too small for my hands' L, sile?u?~ ?~.diyah
'it (hat) is too small for my head' L, ?ila?u?~

la?Geda?} 'it (hat) is getting too small for your

head (for over you)' L, sila?u?~ ?idiyah 'it's

too small for my head' L, ?i?u?~ Giyah da?=

lixi}~ah 'I have less food than you' L, with

comparative adjectival verbs: ?ew?u?~ ?i.}di~

'it's shorter than that, too short' L, ?ew?u?~

li.}di~ 'it (oar) is shorter than that' L, ?el

?ew?u?~ ?i.}di~ 'this is shorter than that' L,

Rezanov Ayyxe~~Ky~a M~eH~Ko~ klein' ?ew?u?~

?i.}ku~g..., ?ew?u?~ ?i.}kudg 'it's smaller

than that' L, ?i?u?~ ?ixi}kudg 'I'm smaller

than you' L, ?i}?u?~ ?i}ikuc'g 'one is smaller

'ilik"



than the other' L, with verbs of motion: ?u?u?~

?edsdileG~~h 'he jumped short (of it)' L, qa.=

?u?x sah~ih 'he didn't reach (come as far as)° .
us' L, si?u?~ qu?yiyah 'you won't reach me'

L, with -kih 'diminutive': ?ew?u?~kih ?idiyah

~~.diyahs 'that lesser little mouse' 37b.26A,

with ?ida?yao- 'the right amount' as 0, ?ida?=

yao?u?~ 'too little, insufficiently': ?ida?=

ya.?u?~ ?i~ica? 'it's too shallow' L, ?ida?=

ya.?u?~ ?idiy~h~h 'she's too small' 9.25A.

..,IOIi...



?ede

?ede (analysis uncertain, perhaps ?ed- reflexive,

or ?e- exclamatory and de- '~', or perhaps

reduced ?a?d)

?ede- (prefix to nouns) 'real, genuine, basic,

~ excellence': ?edeca?~ 'blueberry species'
L (ca?~ 'blueberry'), ?edelis 'spruce'L

(lis 'tree, spruce'), ?ede~eqt'q 'mallard'L

(~eqt.q 'duck'), ?edegiyah 'fresh (not salt-)

water' (giyah 'water'), ?edeGenuh 'mallard'?
L (Genuh 'waterfowl'), ?edete?ya? 'silver

salmon' L, 2Ia.L, BSdL 540 (te?ya? 'fish, sal=

mon'), ?ede?~ 'mainland' L, 14.3L (?~h 'land');

cf. ?a?d de~vhyu. 'truly pleple, real, genuine

(not fake) people' L.



?edeJS:

?edeJS: (analysis uncertain, ~ph~~s ?ed- 'reflexive
,., ,1 f ., , -C /, )t ~ """,< """'Y~"'I a-"'",~ I j..t'.c; ..t-)f

with postpositional -JS:, ~ek.h~v~~ba~k;'foL'ma~i~'

11 o-t4~ ,-~..-;:; ,-di-~~"'", "?eda-~)

?ede~ (adverb) 'however, though' 2a.23M, 24.97,
61.31A, 62.22G, frequently following ?ewa. 'of

them, (contrastively) on the other hand' 7.23,

23.4,139,24.27,96,25.34,38, 28.78fn, 49.2,

.4,8,15,38,50.4, 61.84A, frequently preceding

negative adverb: Ib.20M, 7.23, 23.4, 25.63A, 34.8,
12, 56M, 49.2, 8,15, 61.84A, 62.7G; di~ ?ede~

'not however' « dik'ude~ 'h~~~o!",cannot':! 2a.=
17a, 37M, 28.78fn, 68.76A. identification and"c,o-"",

..

(,~eaning uncertain: 59.2fn, 12fn Galushia Nelso~J
,'-"

~e.d ?ede~ ?u.d yileh 'what;!!are you doing there
!

i

then (in that case, since you 61aim there's little
I

of interest there)?' 15.10M;\i.

"".



?edewi?}

?edewi?} (loan from Tlingit ?adawUA 'difficulty,
w~ ~ -1"~:r I t D'..cw p(... \ilv ~ I <; tw,...J1\.,~")trouble:) "

?edewi?} (noun, unclassified, but syntactically

irregular, often in preverbial position) 'war,

battle, raid, marauding, rampage, frenzy, tur=

moil, excitement, bustle, hurry' LMA, ?4.126L,
50.43A, Galushia Nelson cr'tuwlt} or etutt}

'war' BSdL 552, a'tuwtt} wat ~ qu't}~a.t}

(or etuwtt} etc.) 'war bow' BSdL 549 ?edewi?}=

wahd qu?}~a.d}, ?edewi?}wahd 'in order to

maraud' 11.28A, as S of ?i-d-le 'S (event) oc=

curs': ta.o ?edewi?} ?ideleh 'long ago there

was a war' 34.IM, ?edewi?} ?iqe?di.leh 'there'll

be a war' L, as 0 of transitive of same theme:

?edewi?} da. ?iqe?di.}ih 'we'll go marauding'

11.9A, ?ahnu. ?edewi?} ?idex}hinu. 'those

marauders' 11.22A, in preverbial position, follow=

ing other preverb: ~~.? ?edewi?} ?idesexix

'they finished the battle' 28.IIIA, with post=

positional phrases, usually (always, where 0 is

not pronoun) in preverbal position following
postpositional phrase, or to be construed as head

of constituent with postpositional phrase as at=

tribute: frequently with o-~ 'with 0' and o-~a?

'in relation with 0', here used irregularly and

, "' U" .,'"



ambiguously, o-~ '(excited) over 0, (war, raid)
against, along with 0', o-~a? '(excited) at,
over 0, (war) against, over 0', often difficult

to interpret: ?ew~ ?edewi?l ?idexlih 'I'm

excited about it' L, ?u~ ?edewi?l ?iqe?di.=

l}hinu. 'they'll wage war with them' 7.18, 20A,
o-~ ?edewi?l ?idelih 'excited over o~ 8.l5A, '---

?edewi?l ?u~ ?idelihinu. 'they went marauding

with him' 11.8A, ?ahnu.~ ?edewi?l ?idel}h 'he

went on a raid with them' 11.llA, ?ahnu. ?u~

?ide~}hinu. 'those with whom he was warring'

11.18A, ~du.yu.~ ?edewi?~ qe? ?ide~elehGinu.
'they couldn't wage war with anybody anymore' 28.=

141A, de?we~ ?~h~a? ?ew~ ?edewi?l ?ide~ih
'she was still in a frenzy at him over it' 8.l5A,

?ahnu.~a? ?edewi?~ ?idelih 'he went on a raid

against them' 11.llA, ?edewi?l ?ew~a? ?idese=

~i~ 'waged war over it' 28.104, 104A, l~.di=

yahstahti.le~a? ?edewi?l ?idelih 'waged war
over a rat-skin' 28.136A, de?we~ ?ahnu. ?ew~a?

?edewi?l ?ide~ih 'they were bustling about over

them' 37b.27A, with o-lah 'around, concerning

0': ?edewi?l ?ewlah ?idelihinu. 'they're in a

hubbub over it' 37b.IIA, ?ew lV.diyahslah

?edewil ?ide~ihinu.~a?~ 'preoccupied in their



excitement over the rat' 37b.29A, with o-~a.q

'on account of': }~'diyahstahti'le~a'q ?edewi?}

?ide}ihinu. 'they waged war over a mouse-skin'

L, with o-d, with 0 as intermediate object of

causative construction: d}h6welahyu'd ?edewi?}

?ide}ihinu. 'waged war against the alder-people'

34.126L ('made the alder-people wage war, get ex=

cited' ~, perhaps incorrect), in other construc=

tions: as C in ?ahnu. ?ulu?qa. ?edewi?} ?edu=

?}'}i~ihinu. qe?}Geyu.qa? 'amongst those women

you've got yourself so excited to have' IO.190A,

as S: ?edewi?} ~~.? sa?yah} 'there was a war'

L, ?edewi?} ~~.?~ Ga?ya.} 'war is coming' L,

as 0 of o-ga? ?i'lih-~e'--~' 'S is, gets in

state of mind like 0': ?edewi?}ga? ?i.lih?a?~e.

'get a move on~, hurry up~' L, ?i}~i?~dug di~

de~vh ?edewi?}ga? ?i.lih~hG 'my that guy sure

isn't in any hurry~' L, ?edewi?} ?ixleh (prob=

ably to be corrected to ?edewi?}ga?) 'I'm in a

hurry'L.



?elbah

?elbah (loan from Chugach Eskimo elpa 'murre', not

used in Yakutat Tlingit, Sampson Harry)

?elbah (noun, unclassified) 'scoter, eider' M, 'gray"""'"

and white sea bird' L, Galushia Nelson ElBa 'eider::

duck' BSdL 539, perhaps more correctly 'common

murre (Uria aalge)'.



?e5ih

?e5ih (unanalyzable, perhaps segmentable ?e-~ih or

?e5-ih, cf. especially ?eni.5ih, 6a.5ih, perhaps
loan from Eskimo, Yupik aci 'down below, underneath',

see 39.3-5 where it is evident that yidigus, also

a bogeyman for scaring children, with a name of Eskimo

origin, is an underground being)

?e~ih (noun, unclassified) 'ghost, demon, bogey=

man, ghoul, goblin' (for scaring children only)

L, ?e~ih ?~.da? qu?wah 'bogeyman will come
here' L, ?e~ih Ii? ?iqe?}a?ni.q 'bogeyman will

swallow you' L, ?e~ihdahd ?u?ditah 'the sound

of the bogeyman is heard, ?e~ih is making noise'

L.



?e~dih

?esdih (once ?esdio L in 2bo below; to be analyzed

?e~-dih, perhaps further ?e-s-, ?e- exclamatory

prefix and -~ interrogative enclitic)

?esdih 1. (exclamation, asyntactic) a. 'I don't

know, perhaps' (evasive or vague) LM, 51.2, 4Ao

lb. With de- '~': de?~~dih 'unconc

cerned, he doesn't care' 50.8, 4OA.

lc. With yao-d (yao 'thing'~, -d inter=

rogative or emphatic enclitic): ?e~dih yaod 'I

don't know' L, ?e~dih'c ya--d, dik' ~e?~ ?ile~

q'e? ?iqe?x:te'?~hG 'I don't know, maybe I won't

see you again' L.
"" 2a. (adverb, used as C in certain verbal

..' ;~'.,.c'c ..c ';'!, constructions) 'whereabouts unknown, absent, un=

conscious, indefinite, questionable': as C in

C -:te(?) 'S is C': ?e~dih -le(?) 'S is ab=

sent, out of sight, away, out of town': 10.175A,
15.9, 47b.14M, 56.4, 14L, ?e~dih yil}h}h 'he's

out of towm' M, ?ed?e?~ ?e~dih yileh 'he's

away from home' L, as C inC O-?-(l-)l-~a' 'S

causes 0 to be C': ?e~dih O-?-(l-)l-~a' 'S won=

ders about 0' 2b.13L, 69.29A, ?eSdih ?u?lixil~ah
'I wonder about it' L, ?e~dih xu?li.~}hth 'he's

wondering about me (e.g. concerned for my welfare)'

L, reflexive ?ed-?iolih-:te-~a': ?e~dih ?edqeo=

lih~e~ao 'you'll lose consciousness' 36.20, 20A.



r 2b. With de- '~', 'every which way, all

over the place, indiscriminately': de?e~dih ye~

?ilexu~ 'he's shooting around allover the place'

L, de?e~dih Ye~ Yele~u'G 'the wind is blowing
every which way' LM, de?e~dih ye~ qu?Ye1e~u'G
'the wind will blow every which way' M.



-
?ebeh

?ebeh (widely diffused form, of unknown origin, Minto

?eba 'pain, sick, ouch:', Yakutat Tlingit ?~bE
I.;"t' Ie;,..,~~ ~ vv. 5~"'~/.t1'f'ouch~' Sampson Harry) "

?ebeh (exclamation) 'ouch:, hot~, danger~, watch

out~' expression of urgent warning especially

to children to avoid hot or dangerous things,

and also expression, perhaps childish, of pain,

especially on getting burned LA.



?eba-

?eba' (perhaps widely diffused form, perhaps loan from
I ' '-'c ~

Ahtena) M-'t..t~/'"""" ~ w. )3""I!.t~f

?eba' (exclamation) 'boo~, peekaboo:', said to
children as speaker uncovers his (own) eyes L

("Taral [Chi tina AhtenaJ people use that word,

maybe Eyaks too" A).



,..,' .'"~.",,.. ..?ewa-deG

?ewa-deG (loan from Chugach Eskimo awaataq 'sealing

bladder-float', not used in Yakutat Tlingit, Sampson

Harry)
?ewa-deG (noun, unclassified) 'buoy, float, origi=

nally made of inflated seal stomach' LA, 'floats,

cords of gillnet' L, ?ewa-deGluw 'big buoy' LM-

"

,
i

i



?awaola6

?awaolaG (loan from Chugach Eskimo ayaalaq 'window',

not used in Yakutat Tlingit, Sampson Harry)

?awaolaG (noun, unclassified) 'window' LA, Rezanov

HraA~R~ 'OROmRO Fenster', Old Man Dude ayalaq

'window' BSdL 545, ?ewaolaGluw 'big window' LM;

?awaolaGe?d qu?wa?l ?awaolaG?e?~ qu?wa?l 'win=

dow-curtains' ('curtains (at rest, moving) in win=
dow-place') , Lo



?ewaeyeG

?ewaeyeG (loan from Chugach Eskimo ayaayuq / ayaiyuq

'cormorant', not used in Yakutat Tlingit, Sampson Harry;
Rezanov 'YpMJIb Cormoran (Phalacrocorax bicristata) ,

Unalaska AraIOR'!:> , Kodiak AramoR'!:> , Chugach AraIOR'!:> ,

Kenai MHR'!:>, Tlingi t roRy ydG, Eyak ARR'!:> ~ot

identifiable)

?ewaeyeG (noun, unclassified) 'shag, cormorant' L,

Galushia Nelson awaiyaq or aw&eiyeq 'cormorant

(shag)', probably 'pelagic cormorant (Phalacrocorax

pelagicus)', perhaps also 'double crested cormo=

rant (Phalacrocorax auritus)'e



?emion

?emi.n (loan from Russian aMHH~, probably through

Chugach Eskimo, not used by Yakutat Tlingit, Sampson

Harry)
?emi.n (noun, unclassified) 'prayer, act of prayer,

paternoster'M, ?emion Gele? 'pray~' L, ?emion

qu?xle? 'I'll pray' M, ?emion sile?l 'I prayed'

L; ?emionya? G~odi~i~g '(barn~) swallow, church-=

swallow' (blue, with white belly that turns light

orange in fall, 'prayer's bird', so called because

they build their nests in church) L, 61.20A,
?emi.nya? G~odi~i~gyequh(yu.) 'little church-=
swallow(s) , 51.54, 61.26A (same bird as k\1oda?{!

gahya? G~odi~i~gyequhyu.), ?emionya? Genuh

'kind of sparrow' M('prayer-ducks', perhaps Same

bird as preceding).



?embleol

?embleol (loan from English 'umbrella')

?embleol (noun, probably unclassified), occurring

only in ~iya?~Gya? ?embleol 'mushroom, toad=
stool' ('frog's umbrella') L (probably partial

calque on English 'toadstool', see ~iya?~G,

(!iyahd).

..c.,



?ele~

?ele~ (perhaps to be segmented ?e-le~ as singular

active imperative of defective verb, or ?el-~, cf.
especially ?eleSgah~, ?ele~ah under ?e~; L re= ~
jects proposed *6ele~uh, *?ele~le~, *?ewe~) Vc ~~ "I": (;f~:)

?ele~ (exclamation, or perhaps active imperative
of defective verb, used as imperative with ap=

propriate suffixes, but otherwise invariable, and

used utterance-initially) 'give me it~, gimme:,

give it here~, hand it over~' LM (used in speak=

ing to pl. as well as sg. L), Rezanov AA~EXO
'OT~aM zuruckgeben (Imperat.) , ?ele~h 'give

me that:' LM, neh ?ele~ 'okay hand it over~'

L, qele? ?ele~uh 'now then give me that:' L,

?ele~ih 'give, hand him (baby) to me:' L, ?ele=

~, ?ew ~i~~ da.~ qu?~~a.d~ si~a? 'give

them here, my arrows and bow:' 27a.3L, ?ele~,

?ew ~i~ si~a?, si~ ?e~a? 'give them here,

my bow-and-arrow, give them to me:' 27b.3A,

?ele~h qema. 'give me roe:' 40.4L.

-



?eni~eh-?ene~eh-?eni~ih-?ene~ih

?eni~eh-?ene~eh-?eni~ih-?ene~ih (unanalyzable, originally

segmentable, ?e-ni~---ne~-eh--ih, ?e-ni---ne-~eh--~ih,
?eni--?ene-~eh--~ih, ?eni--?ene-~-eh--ih, ?e-ni---ne-=

~-eh--ih, or ?eni~--?ene~-eh--ih, cf. ?ene?ah un=

der ?ah2, ?enesih, ?eni.~ih; L rejects proposed

*?e~ih, *?e~eh, *?eni~, *?ene~)
?eni~eh-?ene~eh-?eni~ih-?ene~ih (exclamation, also

attested as C and adverbialized with -dah) 'scary~

danger~ beware~, demon, devil, bogeyman, ghoul,
goblin': ?ene~eh L, ?eni~eh 'scary~, devil'

LS, exclamation for scaring children M, ?eni~ih

'devil~' (to scare children), 'dangerous animal:'

(warning, not for children only) L, ?eni~ih Ga.=

nihG 'watch out: a killerwhale~' Lt ?eni~eh

aiyuh qe?ew 'what a frightening, dangerous black=

bear~' L, '~eni~ih qe?ew, ?eni~eh qe?ew 'that's

a dangerous animal~ (don't play with it~)' L,

?eni~eh se1e?1}h 'he's dead (and turned into a

ghost, demon)' (warning to children, who were not

supposed to touch dead people) L, ?eni~ehdah

?i.~eh 'a large moth' L (uncertain, cf. ses}h=

1inu.ya? ~ewa. under ~ewa.), ?eni~ehdah ~,r'~~
?ed}.:t.i~}h:i-h 'he's making ridiculous, scary, ~ ---~-

funny faces' L.



?eni85ih

i~- /~A'11( l4..I. Stk.1tt{lr)
d.~ I
-0 ,'rl .j~/)I,'t -..JfI ~ oJ \ I 1""4M.' £ r .,,' , J iL~'"

..' \\ 0 .)' "" ..r' 3 I ,- 0'
?an1831h (unanalyzable, probably segmentab1.~ ?a-ni.-~ih,

?ani8_~ih, ?ani8~-ih, or ?a-ni-5-ih, cf- especially

?a3ih, ?ani~eh-?ana~eh-?ani~ih-?ana~ih, or perhaps"'.
loan from Eskimo, Yupik niici 'pl. hear:, obey~~)

?eni-5ih (noun, attested only as C) 'punished,

taught a lesson': ?ani85ih se}e?}ih 'he learned.
his lesson (got punished)' L, with O-?-(l-)}-~a'

apparently always in repetitive: ?eni83ih ?u?=

li-}~a?g}h 'punish him~' L, ?eni83ih ?iqe?li.xl=
~a?g 'I'll punish you, teach you a lesson' L,

?ani.3ih ?i?si}~a?g} 'I punished you' L, ?eni-=

~ih ?i?qe?da~a?g 'you'll get caught up with,
get punished, taught a lesson' L.

"'



?elaobeG

?elaobeG (loan from Chugach Eskimo alaapaq 'Negro',

from Russian apan 'blackamoor', not used in Yakutat

Tlingit, Sampson Harry)
?elaobeG (noun, unclassified) 'negro' (pejorative?,

same as ~o~qao, which is much preferred) L.



'8l.u.'~"d~u."db

?elu.sesdeG (loan from Chugach Eskimo aluusistuaq
'Christmas', from Russian poz~ecTBo, not used in Yaku=

tat Tlingit, Sampson Harry)
?elu.sesdeG (noun, probably unclassified) 'Christ=

mas' LM (not much used by Eyaks M).



?ena.~ah

?enaosah (unanalyzable, segmentable perhaps ?enaos-ah,

?enao-sah, ?enao-s-ah, ?e-na.~-ah, ?e-nao-s-ah,
?e-nao-sah, cf. especially ?ene?ah under ?ah2,

?enah~ekih, ?ene~ih)
?ena.~ah woun, unclassified) 'flower, blossom' LMA,

38.7fnML, ?ena.sah qe?Aaoliyah 'flower is

pretty, beautiful' L, ?enao~ahluw 'big flower'

LM, ?enao~ahkih 'little flower' L, ?ena.sah%=

~~? 'smelly flower (of Kamchatka lily)' L, ?~h=
Aiona?q ?enao~ah 'various flower species that

grow on the ground' ('flower on ground') L, ma.=

ya?dya? ?enao~ah 'water lilies, pond-lilies'

('flowers that belong in a lake')LM (associated
with supernatural power, see ma.ya?ya? under

ma. -ma o?) .



?enah~ekih

?enah~ekih (partly unanalyzable, with -kih 'diminutive,

affectionate', stem perhaps ?enah~-, or to be seg=

mented ?e-nah~-, ?enah-Se-, ?e-nah-~e-, cf. especial=

ly ?ena.~ah, ?ene~ih)
?enah~ekih 1. (adverb) 'pleasant, enjoyable, de=

sireable': in construction with o-~a? ?i-leh-=

-leo- 4f., o-~a? ?iolih-le, o-~a? ?i.lih-=

~e'--~', q.v. under le(?)-li, le-(l)i-ni,

and ~e'-~' respectively, with ?enahSekih pre=

ceding o-~a? where 0 is pronoun, following o-~a?

where 0 is noun, gerundive, or optative clause

'S likes, wants (comes to like, want) 0'.

2. (noun, unclassified) 'fun, pleasure,
amusement': as 0 of transitive (causative) of

?i-d-le, 'S carries on 0 (activity)', q.v. under

le-(l)i-ni, 'S has a good time, fun', sometimes
with sexual connotation; as a of -}e(?) 'S is

a': ?enahSekih yi}eh ?e}qah 'it's fun to play

cards'L, ?enahSekih yi}eh ~lah 'it's fun

to drink' L, ?u.de~ ?a?d ?enah~ekih sideGe=

leh siya. qa?}e? 'then my spirit will be very

content' 70.9A; as 0 of postpositional phrases:

?enah~ekih~a?~ Se?a?~}inu. 'they went for a good

time' (with sexual connotation) 29.66A, qi?de~

?enah~ekihya?~ da. ?i?a?~ da.~ 'as soon as



we get going having a good time' 30.9L, ?enah=

~ekihga? ?i.~eh 'something nice' 38.7friM (un=

certain), adverbialized with -dah: ?enah~ekih=

dah seli~}h 'he did something nice, interesting

(fun to watch)' L.



?eyewih

?eyewih (unanalyzable, probably loan from Yakutat Tlingit,

see Swanton Tlingit Myths and Texts, 1909, po 89-91 ri~.l j
M1- ~-t. w ~ ~.,.. '1t

Aya'~i 'mythical ghoulish chief of Yakutat area')
!II,.

?eyewih (noun, unclassified) 1. 'a scary creature,

ghoul, goblin' L, ?iodao?q we~ de~, ?eye=

wihga? ?io}ilah 'grotesque mask' ('it is worn

on the face, having a face like ?eyewih') L.

2. 'mask' LM, Rezanov AHry '~H~Ha, XapH

Maske', Galushia Nelson ayUyi or ayUy\ 'mask'

BSdL 550, ?eyewihleGe~~} 'totem-pole' ('grotesque

mask pole') L.



?ayu.Gih

?ayu.Gih (unanalyzable, segmentable, perhaps ?ayu.G-ih,

?a-yuoG-ih, ?aYU--Gih, ?a-YU.-Gih, ?ayu--G-ih, ?a-=

yuo-G-ih, cf- especially ~ulao-6-ih, with -6- per=

sonal, or -6-thematic negative, or perhaps loan from
i l\i"-y;; ",.~",~-",~t~" !

Eskimo, Yupik ayuuqi 'be thus:, be-~"wa:y:') ~ ?ayu.6ih (noun, unclassified) 'berdache, transves=

tite, homosexual male' A (not known to L). See

BSdL 206, "the name for such a man means 'no good"',

but the re.ference here is probably to ?ad~a?la=

Siyah.

'"'"" .d',,",.,!



I?uRahyekih(unanalyzable, 
though clearly to be segmented

?u-~ah-ye-kih, ?u-~ah 'away from it, him', -y-kih

'diminutive' with y-anatomical 'hand'(?) or y-=

thematic, but semantically and morphologically inex=

plicable; conceivably < ?~ah yaekih 'a little some=

thing (payment?) away from it, him'; perhaps vaguely

relatedto or influenced by the Tlingit equivalent ?an

yadi 'prince, noble' (?an 'town', ~di 'child,

small L rejects proposed ,~

*si~ahyekih, *?uk'ahlekih)

?~ahyekih (noun, unclassified) 'noble, prince,

big-shot, affluent, rich, powerful person' LA,

28.96,96,98,101,108, Ill, 121,126,130,
133A, 64'~, Galushia Nelson wakaiy~k~ 'noble'

,, -"
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?i .ya. G

?i.ya.G (loan from Chugach Eskimo iiyiaq, form and

etymology uncertain, perhaps iiryaraq 'hiding-place',
or iyyaraq 'gullet, mouth of river, outlet of lake',

both used elsewhere by Eskimo as place-names through=

out Alaska, e.g. Eegyak, Igiak, Igiayarok)
?i.ya.G place-name, location of Eyak Village at

Mile 6,68.23,47,53, 59A (frequently attested

in Eskimo form: Petroff 1880 Census Ikhiak,

Jacobsen 1884 Iggiak, Abercrombie reports Eyack
in 1888, Galushia Nelson i.yiaq BSdL 544,

i.yiyaq BSdL 18; the origin of the name Odiak

has not been identified, but it is probably not
related to Eyak; the Russian Yr~HX~- , Yra =

~e~- Ugalakhmiut, Ugalenz, etc., are from

Chugach Eskimo u~alarmiut 'those who live in

the southeast' which probably referred not only

to the Eyak but also the the Chugach Eskimo who

lived east of Prince William Sound; Chugach Es=

kimo for 'Eyak people' specifically is iyyarmiut;

Wallamute and Lakhamute are probably also to be

read u[~]ala[r]miut, [u~a]larmiut; this name

was not used by the Eyak themselves; Eyak is now

pronounced /iyrek/ in the English of the Cordova

people, both white and native; the origin and

justification for the alternate pronunciation



/'h~"'-
;,

/ayrek/ listed in Webster's Third International

is not clear; ?ioyaoGdaod place-name, 'near

Eyak, Cat rest in, nominalization of) the vicinity

of Eyak' 68.1,22,36,38,45,46, 47A, Old Man

Dude iyiyakutat 'Eyak River' BSdL 544 ?ioyaoG=

guda?d place-name 'mouth of Eyak River' C'out=

let of Eyak Lake') L, ?ioyaoGya? place-name,

'in Eyak (as 0 with broad opening at top, topo=

graphical feature, especially lake or river)',

especially Eyak Lake L, 68032,36,56,60,60,

61A, ?ioya.Gya? ?~, ?i.ya.Gya? lah place-=

name, Eyak Village at Mile 6('Cinhabited) terri=

tory, village of, in Eyak' L, ?i.ya.Glah place-=

name, Eyak Village at Mile 6 ('Eyak Village') L;

Eeak tella Emmons 1903, Galushia Nelson iyi=

yaGDelaq 'Eyak' BSdL 543 ?i.ya.GdelahG 'Eyak'

('inhabitant of Eyak'), ioyiyaqDelaqiiyu. BSdL

543, 554 'Eyaks' ?ioya.GdelahGeyu. 'Eyaks'

(originally specifically those Eyaks living at

Eyak Village, but now vaguely extended, probably

under the influence of English, to all EyakS) MA,

24.60,68.45,45, 58, 58, 71, 75, 75A, ?i.yaoG=

delahGeyuoga? c}?d-le 'S speaks Eyak (speaks
like Eyaks) , 68.75,76, 87A; 6el?ihd ya? ?io=

ya06de~vhyu. qel 6eyeG 'we're the last Eyak

Indians'L.



.co -

?e- (loan from English 'air')

?eo (noun, probably unclassified) 'air' L, A, 65.=

25A.

""",", "' I iliJ",cil j i: lci"



?e?lewah

?e?lewah (unanalyzable: ?e?- conceivably to be identi=

fied with ?e?- 'place of, track of" and -?lewah

with -?luw- 'big', but more likely loan from early

Athapaskan or cognate with Proto-Athapaskan *(-)ne-=

wa(-ye) 'weasel', with ne- corresponding with Eyak

I-thematic or anatomical and stem *-wa with optional

relative enclitic '(that which is) gray')

?e?lewah (noun, unclassified) 'weasel' LMAS; ?e?=

lewah delec~?dg 'weasel is making its (charac=

teristic) sound' L; L never heard *-newah; the

weasel ('short-tailed weasel, ermine', Mustela

erminea) has a black tail, white body in winter,

brown body in summer L.

".. , I," i i i



?a.da.g

?a.daog (loan from Chugach Eskimo aatak 'furseal',

not used in Yakutat Tlingit, Sampson Harry)

?a.daog (noun, unclassified) 'furseal (Callor=
hinus alascanus) , L (L has never seen one), Reza=

nov ATaK~ 'ROT~ MOpCROM Seebar' ?aoda.gyequh

'furseal-pup', ?a.da.g~iyahd 'furseal(-skin)-=

hat'L.

" ..c. c. ..'" i"iii,i



?aednae?

?a°dna.? (loan from Ahtena ?adtna? 'Copper River')

?aednae? place-name, upper Copper River, "up the

(railroad) line" L, Galushia l~elson at'nae 'Cop=

per River' BSdL 545, ?a.dnae?ya?delahGeyu.

'Ahtena Indians' ('inhabitants of Copper River')

L.

j, ,', i



?a8J.Ca8!JihG

?a8J.Ca8!JihG (loan from Eskimo, Chugach ~a!Jkiluk, Nuni=

vak ~8~a!J~8q 'oldsquaw', not used in Yakutat Tlingit,

Sampson Harry)
?a.J.Ca.!JihG (noun, unclassified) 'duck species, first

bird that comes in the spring, a saltwater duck,

arrives in flocks, stays out in bay by cod-fish

spawn, not present late in summer, has pretty call'

L, probably 'oldsquaw (Clangula hiemalis)'8

,d' , .\1



?a.bels

?a.bels (loan from English 'apples' /~hp~lz/ or perhaps'

/~hp~lz/)
?a.bels (noun, l~-class) 'apple' L, ?a.belsyu.

'apples' 5l.77A.



'a.m1.11

?a.mih (loan from English 'army', perhaps naturalized)

?a.mih- (noun, unclassified) 'army' in ?a.mihyu.=

ya? da.gdih 'army-doctor' ('army-pl.-'s doctor')
61.52A.

-..J



?~h~?

?~hti1.?

?~h~? (exclamation) 'hey: look~' (expression
for calling attention) L, Ib.6M, 71.3LM, Galushia

Nelson &nhan or ehen, 'hey: (polite mode of

addressing a non-relative)' BSdL 153,554, ?emao,

?emao, ?ti1.h~?, te?ya? ?ti1.°da? si1ah1 'mother,

mother, look~ I brought some fish here' 46.23M,

?~hti1.?, ?e~ekih 'hey look~ a canoe~' 71.1LM,

?~h~? ?el~ ?}.1?~? 'hey, look at this:' M,

?~h~?, sidahd ?u?laote. 'hey, listen to me~'

M, with d-emphatic: Furuhjelm Aukhaatu 'to see'

perhaps to be read ?~h~?duh 'look~' L, see also

?e-?~3.



??;5

??~ (loan from English 'orange')

??~ (noun, l~-class) 'orange (fruit)' L, ??~
?u.d le~ese?ah1 'an (intact) orange is there'

L, ??~ ?u.d le~ese?ah1 'an orange (split or.
cut) is there' L, ??'~YU' 'oranges' 5l.77A.



?a-ya-ya-y

?a-ya-ya.y

?a-ya.ya.y (conventional noise) meaningless refrain
in song 72.40M.



'":, ?a.nke.we.

Ii J ..~J.,,) )~.~-
?a.nke.we. (loan from Tlingit ?an kWeyi 'flag')

?a.nke"we. (noun, unclassified) 'flag, banner' L,

?a.nke"we.luw 'big flag' LM, ?a"nke.we. lah

da?ya.~ 'flag is flapping (in the breeze)' L.



?a.n8sd8~u.-?a.n8sd8~u.W

.l~ .~:::;:
?a.n8sd8~u.-?a.n8sd8~u.W (loan from English *'honest-=..

~~,
to-sure', see also 6l.l24A)

?a.n8sde~u.-?a.nesd8~u.w (exclamation) 'honest~,

sure as fate:' (Eyaks often said) L.

.



?a-li?}x -

?a-li?l~ (unanalyzable, segmentable, perhaps ?aoli?-l-~,
~

?a.-li?-l-x ?ao-li?l-x ?aol-i?-l-x ?a-- or ?a-l-., ., .,

perhaps related to ?~ol 'river', -i?- perhaps to

?e?-, or -li?- to li?, for -l-~ cf- especially

w~~~, original meaning perhaps '(motion within area)

at upper(1) end of river'; L rejects proposed *ma-=

li?}~)
?aoli?l~ (locational, probably postpositional "

phrase) 'at headwaters, upper end of creek or in

lake, spawning ground', attested only in ?a-=

li?l~ ?i-lahl 'they (humpback or silver salmon,

ripe salmon, but not king salmon or e.g- halibut)
are up in creek or lake, gathered in bunch' L
(neuter perfective), C'\, ..~,~~".t~bt) J,,"';it¥ ,~' "~1:«.'

() r / (.L,,~
~ i i.., .J.), , V f 1 ~~ j~.d.t "&'~.j "~"'~"'; ~ ~~~\ y~~. I!t} .;
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~I

2 ( . t .. t .. th O a e. 1n ac 1ve 1mpera 1ve, -w-a- 1n 1rd per=

son inceptive imperfective, probably regular; probably

related to Giyah and/or perhaps to ~ewa.)

O-~-a (often with k'u-indefinite 0 apparently.
thematized or partly thematized, '8 eats (some=

thing)', and treated sometimes even with definite
0 as intransitive, with de-classifier with pre=

verb qe? 'again, some more') '8 eats 0': active
imperative: Rezanov XaHHe ,~~ essen (Imperat.) ,

Xa.n e .'eat it" 1M xa.ni.hih 'eat him" M..,. .,..,. .,

~a.ni.hinu. 'eat them (people)!' M, ~a.ne.huh

(preferred to ~a.ne.?uh) 'eat it!' L, ~a.ne.

qah 'eat it (finally):' L, k'uya?~ahd ~a.ne.

'eat it off of something (e.g. plate)!' L, Reza=
nov RHHTaaHe 'nOTqHBaT~ bewirthen' perhaps to

be read Giyah ~a.ne. 'eat food~' L, deqew

?i~a? ~a.ne. 'eat your lunch~' L, Rezanov
RyxoHHe '~CT~ essen' ~Xa.ne. 'eat! eat some=.,
thing!' L, qele? ?i. ne.~ ?ewa. ~~a.ne.
'~ eat some first:' L, ~a.le~e., ~~.le~e.

'pl. eat it!' L, ~~.le~t.hinu. 'pl. eat them

(people)~' M, with class-marks for 0: ?ew la?=

mahdle~eqa.? ~ele~a.ne. 'eat some (not all) of
those berries!' L, ?i.~xi.~~ ~eli.ye. 'eat a
red abalone~' L, ?ew t'ah~ ~eti.li.ye. 'eat fA"~ ~



leaves~' L, Xih~ gu~edi.ye. 'eat grass:' L,

with ye~-progressive: ye~ ~a.de., ye~ ~a.da.

'go around eating~, eat here and there:' M, incep=

tive imperative, with ~~.? 'to completion': ~~.?

~~eGa.? 'finish eating:' LM, cautionary negative
inceptive imperative: ?ew qe~eGa.G}h 'be care=

ful he doesn't eat it:' L, ya? le~i.~criya?a%
qe~eGi.ya.G 'be careful not to eat badly spoiled

fruit:' L, inceptive imperfective: qu?~i.xah
'I'll eat it' L, di~ ?ew qu?~i.xahG (or -~a.G)

'I won't eat it' L, Rezanov KaroxoMxoa 'O6~~aTb
zu Mittag essen' ~qu?~i.xwah, ~qu?~i.xah 'I'll

eat, I'll eat something' LM, 25.114A, di~ ~=

qu?~i.xa.G 'I won't eat it' L, qi? la.xditeh~

~qu?~i.xah 'I'll eat till I'm full' L, ?iqe?=

~i.xah 'I'll eat you' M, with ya.~ 'destruction,
consumption': ya.~ le~iqe?~i.xah 'I'll eat you

pl. all up' M, with qe? (and irregular de-=

classifier, prefixes as with non-vocalic classi=

fier): qe? qu?~i.xdah 'I'll eat it again' M,

~qu?~i.yah~ 'will you eat1, will you eat any=

thing, something1' LM, 25.111A, ya?~u. qu?~i.=
yah 'don't eat it' L, ya?~u. ~qu?~i.yah

'don't eat' L, ?i.gi~uh ?ewa. ~qu?~i.yah

'will you eat any of it1' 41.7L, de~qu?~i.yah



da.~deg 'also even when you're going to eat'

6l.23A, ?ew qu?~i.wah 'it'll eat it' L,

'they~l eat it' M, ?ew qu?qe~i.wah 'they'll
eat it' M Ya?xu. dede.d ?ew qu?xiowah 'let, 0 .

nothing eat it' 18.71, 80L, ~qu?~i.wah 'it'll

eat something' L, ~qu?~i.y}h}h M (probably in=

correct), ~qu?~i.w}h}h 'he'll eat (something)'

LM, ~qu?~iOw}hinu. 'they're going to eat' 18.=

44L, di~ qaolgah ~qu?~iowa.G 'she won't eat

anything today' 25.ll3A, te?ya? da- qu?~ioyah,

te?ya? da- qu?~i.wah (former probably incorrect)

'we'll eat fish' M, ya?~. te?ya? da. qu?~i.=

wah 'let's not eat fish' L, ?ew dao qu?~i-wah

'we'll eat that' L, de~i. da- ~qu?~iwah 'we're

about to eat' L, da. ?iqe?~iowah 'we'll eat

you'M, with qe? (and irregular de-classifier):

da. qe? qu?~i.dah 'we'll eat it again' M, ~=

qu?~ele~a.S 'will you pl- eat something~' L,

inceptive imperfective customary: te?ya?~ %i~

da. qu?~iowa.~ 'shall we (cust) always eat fish~'

L, ya?~uo te?ya? qu?~i.yao~ 'don't (cust) eat

fish' L, with qe? (and de-classifier): di~

te?ya? da. qe? qu?~i.dao~G 'we Ccust) won't

eat fish anymore' LM, active imperfective (often

used with force of customary): ~exwah 'I've



been eating it "all the time'" 41_8L, se:T;c'ahs:T;

JS:exah 'I'm eating semi-dry fish' L, JS:eJl::l.l'l:l.h

'I'm eating him' M, ~uxah 'I'm eating (some=

thing)' LM, di~ qu-l ~JS:exahG 'I'm not eating

now' L, di~ te?ya? JS:exahG 'I don't "(cust)"

eat fish' M, ~de-dah ~JS:exahG 'I can't eat
anyt~ing , 26 -8L, ? i-Ii. Jf qew JS:exdah ' I '"m

making a pretense at eating it' L (irregul~r de-=

classifier), with qe? (and irregular de-classi=

fier): qe? Jfexdah 'I'm eating it again' M,

~i-yah 'you're eating it' LM, dede-d ?u-~ JS:i-=

yah 'whatever you eat there' 11_162A, te?ya?~

~i.yah 'are you eating fish?' M, di~S ?ew te?=

ya? Jfi.yahG 'aren't you eating the fish?' M,

~~i-yah 'you're eating, you (cust) eat (some=

thing)' L, 23.17A, ?i- ~JS:i-yah~a?JS: qu?xah

'I'll go while you're eating' L, ~JS:i-ya-~ L,

~JS:i.yahS 'are you eating (something)?' M, with

qe? (and irregular de-classifier): qe? Jfi.=

dah 'you're eating it again' M, JS:ewa- ?ew Jfah
I

'a dog is eating it' M, ?ew qe~ah 'they re

eating it' M, di~~vh ?ew te?ya? JfahG M, di~=

SVh ?ew te?ya? Jfa.G 'isn't he eating the fish'

L, GeleJfeleJS:ah JS::l.h}h 'he's eating tadpoles' L,

(attested also with Gesu?, gudesu?' 'dry fish')



.-r;;-[if'

L dede.duh di~ xahG 'there's nothing he, ..
doesn't eat' L, 0 ~ah, ~:i-h:i-h, ~:i-hinu. '8 is

eating 0,8 "(cust)" eats 0': 10.136,20.32,39,

23.94,95,24.9,10,11,79,28.4, 33.24, 26A,
41.61, 51.92,92, 92A, dede.dvhnu. ~ah 'what=

ever they eat' 29.24A, ~~:i-h:i-h 'he's eating

(something)' LM, ~~ah 'it's eating something'

L, 'he "(cust)" eats' 23.19A, 'he was eating'

61.19A, de~i. ~~:i-hih 'he's already eating' L,
~e.?we~dvh ?ewga? ~~~h 'why does he eat like

that, so much?' 1, (o-ga?) ~~vhinu. 'they're

eating something (like 0)' 25.30, 30A, de?eye=
Gega? lCu~ah 'they "(cust)" eat their own style'

25.34A, di~ 8 0 ~ahG '8 doesn't "(cust)" eat

0' 24.56, 58, 59,60, 33.25A, 41.1, llL, di~

~~ahG:i-h 'she doesn't eat anything, fasts' 49.=

42A, di~ xa?%q ~~a.G:i-h 'he's not eating

much (on a diet)' L, with o-~ 'with 0': ?~h~

~~:i-h:i-h 'he's eating with her' L, with o-~a?

'with 0, "on" 0': si~a? ~~:i-h:i-h 'he's eating

with me' L, ?ew ?i~a? ~ah 'has been eating

up your stuff "on" you' 10.84A, with ya.nu??!ahd
'from below surface': ya-nu??!ahd ~~ah 'it

(duck) is dipping its head under (not diving) for

food' L, with class-marks for 0: ?~.%xi.~~

i,



~elih}h 'he's eating red abalone' L, ~eti.lah
'it (deer) is eating it (seaweed sP.)' L, ~ahl

~eti.liYih~h (or ~eti.ley~hih) M (probably

incorrect), ~}~ahl ~eti.lih}h 'he's eating
leaves' L, ~eqi.ley}hih 'he's eating rope' M

(probably to be corrected to ~eqi.l}h~h), ~e=

le~~h~h 'he's eating berries' L, Ge.c' gu~}hih

'he's eating spruceroots' LM, sa? gu~}h}h 'he's

eating dried bast' LM, ~ih~ ~eged}hih, ~ih~

ge~ed}h}h, ~ih~ gu~edah, ~ih~ ~egedah L,
~ih~ gu~ed}h}h 'he's eating grass' L, ~delgeq

gu~edah 'it's eating young grass' L, sa? gu~e=

d}h}h 'he's eating dried bast' M, frequently

nominalized: ?el de~vhYU. ~ah 'this which

people "(cust)" eat, humans' food' 23.93A, ?el

de~vhyu. ~ahyu.ga? 'like these (things) which

people eat, humans' food' 25.30A, crid ?el de=

!exwe.gyu. ~ah ~}h~h 'he eats only groundhog-=

food (this which groundhogs eat)' 23.94A, qa.

~}hinu. 'cannibals, those who eat us, humans'

38.2,2,20LM, qa. ~}hinu. de~hyu. 'canni=
bals, people who eat us, people' 38.lLM, na.~eg=

yu. ?ew ~ah 'geese eat it' (perhaps name of

plant species, ~e.kus) A, with qe? (and ir=

regular de-classifier); qe? ~ed}h}h 'he's

---



eating it again' M, di~ 0 qe? ~edahG 'doesn't

"(cust)" eat 0 anymore' (also interpretable as

passive, '0 is "(cust)" no longer eaten') 23.93,

24.80,81A, with ye~-progressive: ye~ ~~eda.~
'it's going around eating (something)' M, with

indeterminate 0: ye~ ?i~eda.~ 'it's going around

eating, eating stuff here and there' L, da. ~ah

'we're eating it' M, di~ ?ewa. da. ~ahG 'but

we don't "(cust)" eat them' 24.61A, da. ~~ah

'we're eating (something)' M, ~~ele~a.~ 'are

you pl. eating (something)?' L, active imperfective
customary: ~exa.~ 'I (cust) eat it' LM, di~

te?ya? ~exa.~G 'I don't (cust) eat fish' M,
~e.?we~duh ?ewga? x~?}q ~~exa.~ 'why do I

(cust) eat so much?' M, ~i.ya.~ 'you (cust) eat

it'L, teya? ~i.ya.~ 'you (cust) eat fish' M,

~~i.ya.~ 'you (cust) eat' 23.11, 12A, te?ya?
~a.~~h 'he (cust) eats fish, used to eat fish'

M, ?ew ~a.~ '(cust) eats it' 21a.24L, 28.26,

29.25A, di~ ?ew ~a.~G~h '(cust) doesn't eat

it' 23.96A, 41.1fnL, ~e.?we~d¥h ?ewga? x~?}q
~~a.~ 'why does he (cust) eat so much1' M,
de?a. ~~a.~}h 'he Ccust) feeds (eats by) him=

self' L, si~a? ~~a.~~h 'he (cust) eats with

me' L, si~ew ~~a.~~h 'he (cust) eats same time

.,'" 1,1,"



I do' L, ~ig ge.le?a.g~ew ~~a.~ih 'he

(cust) eats at noon sharp' L, indirect recipro=

cal: ?ii~ew ~~eda.~inu. 'they (cust) eat at

the same time as one another' L, da. ~a.~ 'we

(cust) eat it' L, 65.69A, di~ ~ce? da. ~a.~G

'we (cust) don't eat meat' L, with l~-class-mark

for 0: ?ew ~ele~a.~ih 'he (cust) eats them (ber=

ries)' 29.23A, active perfective: ~esiyah1 'I

ate it' LM, ?~dexwah ~esiyahi 'he made me eat

it' ('I ate it at his command') L, ~~esiyahi

'I ate (something)' L, ~esahiSuh, ~esahi~uw
'did you eat it'? , 1'1, di~~ ~esahiG 'didn't you

eat it'?' 1'1, ?iGex?eh de.d ~esahi 'I saw what

you ate' L, ~~esahi 'you ate something' L,

~esah1ih 'he ate it' M, 4l.10L, 51.92A, di~

dede.dvh ~esahiGih 'she didn't eat anything'

49.41A, ~~esahi 'it ate something' L, di~

~esahiG 'didn't eat' 23.23A, di?de~~esahi

la?q seqediih L, ?ida. x~?iq ~~esahi la?q

seqedi}h 'he ate so much he burst' 15.27M, with

~~.? 'to completion': ?ew ~~.? ~esahi 'he

finished eating it' 51.93A, ~~.? ~~esahiih

'he finished eating' L, l8.45L, da. ~esahi

'we ate it' 1'1, di~S ~ele~sahiG 'didn't you pl.

eat it~' M, ~~ele~sahisvh 'did you pl. eat

,



(something)~' L, inceptive perfective: ?ida?=

ya.le~ ~~eGexa.} 'I eat too much' L, ?ida?=

ya.le~ ~~eGi.ya.} 'you eat too much' L, }i~

?edya.deke.s~ ~~eGi.ya.}Gdewa. 'always wash

your hands before you eat:' L, ?ew ~eGa.}Gdewa.
'before he eats it' L, with l~-class-mark for 0:

Gele~ese~e.d ~ele~eGa.}ih 'he keeps eating big

blueberries (all day long)' L, active optative:
~eleG ~~.xiyahwahd 'so that I might eat clams'

3.12M, ?ule~ siga?} ~~a.xiyah 'I'm too tired
to eat' ('I'm more tired than it, that I might eat

something' L, ~~~.xiyah 'let me eat' L, ?ele~=

ga~ si~a? ~~.liyah 'would that you might
eat with me' 1.12M, ~~.liyah 'let it eat it' L,

qe~~.liyah 'let them eat it' L, ?ew ~~.liyah=
wahd 'so that he might eat it' Ib.17, 18M, ?ah=

nu.~ ~~~.liyahwahd 'so that they might eat with

them' 53.2L, S~gah~ si~a? ~~~.liyah 'would

that S might eat with me' Ib.14M, ~~.?~ga~ ~=

~~.liYihih 'I wish he were done eating' M, ca.

~eAa.yiwahwahd (probably incorrect), ca. ~e=

Aa.yiyahwahd 'in order that he might eat stones'

M, nominalized, see also passives: ~eliyah
'food' 10.267fnA, ~~.liyah?e.~ 'in search of

something to eat (that which he might eat)' 5.1L,

j"



da. ~~.liyah 'let's eat it' L, ~a.?d da.

~~a.liyah 'let's eat outside' L, ~~.le~iyah

'you pl. may eat' M, active optative customary:
?ele~g~ te?ya? ~~.xiya.~ 'I wish I could

(cust) eat fish' L, te?ya? da. ~~.liya.~

'let's (cust) eat fish' M, inceptive optative:
~~.?~gah~ ~~eGi.y}h}h 'I wish he'd finish

eating' M, active conditional: ?ew ~a.xah da.~

'just as I'm starting to eat it' L, ~~a.xah
da.~ 'just as I was starting to eat' L, di~

~~.liyahG da.~ 'if you don't eat it' L, ?ew

~a.nah da.~ 'just as he begins to eat it' L,

inceptive conditional: ~eGexah da.~ 'if I eat

it' L, ~eGi.yah da.~ 'if you eat it' L, di~

~eGi.yah6 da.~ 'if you don't eat it' L, ~de~

~eGi.yahG da.~ 'if you can't eat it' L, ~~.?

~~eGi.yah da.~ 'when you're done eating' L,

active subjunctive: ?ew ~a.xa.~ (or ~~.xa.~,

but not *~a.xiya.~ or *~~.lixa.~) si~ del}h}h

'he told me to (that I should) eat it' L, te?ya?

}i~ ~~.xa.~ 'that I should always eat fish' L,

di~ ?ew ~a.xa.~G si~ del}h~h 'he told me not

to eat it' L, ?ew ~~.xa.~ ?ixleh 'I want to

eat it' L, ?ew ~~.liya.~ (or ~i.ya.~) ?i~
del}h}h 'he told you to eat it' L, ?ew ~a.na.~



?u~ dexl}h}h 'I told him to eat it' L, ?ew

~a.na.~ (not *~~.liya.~) ?ileh 'he wants to

eat it' L, ?ew da. ~a.liya.~ (or ~i.ya.~)

qa.~ del}h}h 'he told us to eat it' L (both

probably to be corrected to ~a.na.~), inceptive

subjunctive: ?ew ~~.Gexa.~ si~ del}h}h 'he

told me to eat it' L, ~eGexa.~ ?ixleh 'I want

to eat it' L, ?ew ~eGi.ya.~ ?i~ del}h}h 'he

told you to eat it' L, ?ew da. ~eGa.~ qa.~

delih}h 'he told us to eat it' L; passive: ac=

tive imperfective (often in sense of customary)

'0 is eaten, is edible, is food': ~edah 'they

were eaten' 24.78A, ~e.6da.~ ~ele~edah 'they

(carrots) are eaten raw' L (perhaps also nominal:

as l~-class-noun ) 'carrots'), di~ ~edahG

'are not eaten' 24.55A, di~ ge? ~edah6, ~e=

da.6 'are no longer eaten' 24.80, 81A (perhaps

to be interpreted as non-passive 'no longer eats

them'), ~de. ~edahG 'there is nothing to eat'

41.4L, nominalized with -yu. 'plural': ~edahyu.

'food, foodstuffs, edibles' 11.41,51.76, 77A,

inceptive imperfective, nominalized as 0 of 0-=

wah-ya. 'something for 0, de Quoi 0': qu?~i.=

dahwahya. 'food, foodstuff' 25.31, 148A, qu?=

~i.diya.yu. 'things to eat' 63.39G (incorrect,



blend of qu?~i.dahwahya., ya.yu. 'things',

and following), active optative: ~~iyah se=

ze?z, ~~.diyahle~ seliz 'it got too spoiled

to eat' ('it turned bad, got worse than that which

may be eaten, than that it may be eaten') L,

clearly nominalized: ~~'diyahlu?qa' 'to get food

(that which might be eaten)' 43.l4M, with -yu.

'plural': ~~'diyahyu. 'food' M, active perfec=

tive: ~esdiyahz 'it's been eaten' L, active im=

perfective customary: de~a'~ 'are (cust) eaten'

63.32G (to be corrected to ~eda'~).

?u~ ~~edah (noun) 'pepper' M. Nominalized passive

active imperfective, 'something is eaten with it'.

?uda'qe~ahd ~~edah (noun, d-class) 'table' (not

modern type, about one foot high, with legs,

leaned against wall when not in use) L. As above,

'something is eaten on top of it (d-class)'.

-ah (gerundive, inflection uncertain) 'eating':

xusezga?z ?ewah «?u-ah or ?ew-ah) ?ewa.

'I'm tired of eating it' L.

~wah (gerundive, < ~-ah, with ~-indefinite

0) 'eating, meal, feast' Furuhjelm Kuvva 'eat',

~wah ?iqe?di.leh 'there'll be a feast' L ,
~wah xuGezga?z 'I'm tired of eating'('eating

has tired me') L, ~wahwahd 'for a meal, to

,., ,



eat' 59.8 Galushia Nelson, ~wah~ ?i.lihse=

li%}h 'he recovered his appetite (e.g. after

illness)' L, ~wah~iya? 'big, good, hearty
eater' ('eating-master') L, Rezanov C~SHAbKOa

'Y~~HaTb zu Abend essen' se.%~ewah 'evening

meal, dinner, supper' L.
~wa.~ (gerundive adverb, including o-~ 'to 0',

cf. ~qu?wese.~ under ~e, requiring %-=

classifier with verbs of motion) 'to eat': ~wa.~%

?edi~ ~e%?a?~% 'they went in to eat' 2a.35M.

o-d O-~-%-a (causative of transitive O-~-a, with

intermediate object as 0 of o-d) 'S feeds 0 to 0,

gives 0 0 to eat': active imperative: ?el ?ud

~a.%e.huh 'feed this to it~' L, Rezanov YTKO=

XOT~e 'noTqy~ bewirthen (Imperat.) , perhaps to

be read ?ud ~~a.%e. 'feed it something:' L or

?ud ~~a.%}h}h 'feed him~' L or (active imper=

fective) ?ud ~~e%}h}h 'he's feeding him, it,

?ud ~~~.le~%}.hinu. 'pl. feed them something:'

29.64A, inceptive imperative customary: ?ud

~~eGe%a.~}h '(cust) feed him:' L, inceptive im=

perfective: ?id ~qu?~i.xw%ah 'I'll feed you'

10.265A, ?id qe? ~qu?~i.x%ah 'I'll feed you

again'L, qema. ?id qu?~ele~i.x%ah 'I'll feed

you roe' 4O.8L, inceptive imperfective customary:

", ,



?ud ~qu?~i.x1a.~h 'I'll (cust) feed him' L,

active imperfective (see also Rezanov form above):

?id ~~ax1ah 'I'm feeding you' L, sid ~~e1}hih

'he's feeding me' L, ?ahnu.ya? ~sahd qUh ~e=

lah 'it's their livers he's been feeding her'

42.23L, du.dvh ?ud ~~elah 'who's been feeding

him?' L, active imperfective customary: ?ud

~~exla.~ 'I (cust) feed it' L, sid ~~ela.~ih

'he (cust) feeds me' L, di~ sid ~~e1a.~G}h

'he (cust) never feeds me' L, active perfective:

?ud ~~esilahl 'I fed it' L, 0 ?ahnu.d ~e=

selahl 'fed them 0' 29.65A, la?mahd ?ahnu.d

~ele~eselah} 'fed them berries' 18.45A, qema.

?~d ~ela~ese1ah} 'fed him roe' 40.10L, sid

qe? ~~esalah}h 'he fed me again' L, active op=

tative: ?id ~~~.xi1ah 'let me feed you' L,

active optative customary: ?id ~~a.xila.~

'that I might (cust) feed you' L, ?id ~~a.li=

la.~ 'that he might (cust) feed you' L; passive:

active imperfective customary: ~3u.dah sid

~~eda.~ 'I (cust) get fed well' L, active per=

fective: ~3u.dah sid ~~esliyahl 'I got fed

well (once)' L.

o-d ~~a.l (gerundive of o-d O-~-l-a with

~-indefinite 0) 'feeding 0 (something)': ?id



~~a.l XUS9%ga?% 'I'm tired of feeding you'

('feeding you has tired met) L.
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(:1

a,l (perhaps to be identified with a,2, but semantic

connection obscure; perhaps partly confused with -da

9- under da)
de-a' 1- 'S is, becomes of certain size, bulk',

attested with adverb ?idah 'nicely, fine, okay',

and with postpositional phrases o-ga? 'like 0',

o-le~ 'more than, past 0', o-?u?~ 'less than,

short of 0', also with certain class- and anatomi=

cal marks, but here ordered according to mode-=

aspect: neuter imperfective: ?idah ?idiyah 'it
"') ! ';" "v "o,!J.- ;!; "

fits, it's a nice, the right size' M, with o-~a?

'in relation with 0': ?idah si~a? ?idiyah 'it

fits me well' M, di~ ?idah si~a? ?eda-G (to

be corrected to ?a?da-6) 'it doesn't fit me

well'M, ?idah si~a? qe? ?idiyah 'it fits

me well again' M, di~ ?idah si~a? qe? ?eda-G

(to be corrected to ?a?da-s) 'it doesn't fit

me well anymore' M, di~ ?idah la?dahG (or

-da-G) 'it (hat) doesn't fit me' L, lisga? ?i=

diYihih 'he was the size of a tree' 37b -51, 56A, _0

?uyekv-~ga? ?idiyah 'it was the size of his

thumb' 37b_37A, de-ga?duw ?idiya-, ?ew }a?g,

de?ewgWa? qew deqa'~ 'what bulk it is, the

firewood, that's just how long it burns (the

length of time the firewood burns depends exactly



on its bulk)' ('what it is like in size, that

firewood, just like that it is it (cust) burns')

65-46A, ?u-daga? ?idiyah 'it fits (there)' M,

?awga? ?idiyah 'it's that size, the proper

size, it's big enough' L, da?alga?kih ?idiyah
'little things' (derisive, 'those which are just

like this little in size') L, di~ ?awga? qe?

?a?da-G 'it doesn't fit anymore' L, siyega?
?idiyah 'it's a size I can handle (like my hand

in size)' L, da?uyega? ?idiyahkih 'a little

one just the right size for her to handle' 25_25A,
siye~ega? ?idiyah ~il qu?xcah 'I'll buy a bed

large enough for (under) me' L, siqi-daga? ?idi=

yah 'it fits my foot' L, siyega? t}-diyah 'it

(glove) fits my hand' L, sila?ga? ?~-diyah (or
lidiyah) 'it (hat) fits (over) my head' L, in=

direct reciprocal: de?ilga? ?idiyah 'they're
just the same size' M, di~ de?ilga? ?a?dahG

'they're not the same size' L, di~ ?ewyeqega? !

qi-da?yida-G 'your foot's not big enough for i
(inside) it' L (correction for qi-di-da-G M, '

which would be active imperfective) si qi-delax, .
?idiyah 'it's mo big for (bigger than) my foot' L,

siyala~ t~-diyah 'it (glove) is too big for my

hand' L, sila?le~ lidiyah (or ?~-diyah) 'it

" "



(hat) is too big for (over) my head' L, ?ida?=

ya.?u?~ ?idiYih~h 'she's too little' 9.25A,
?i?u?~ ?idiy~h~h 'he who's smaller than you'
9.44A, ?ew?u?~kih ?idiyah }vodiyaohs 'the

little lesser-sized mouse' ('the mouse which is

of size smaller than that little one') 37b.26A,
siqi.de?u?~ ?idiyah 'they're too small for my

feet' L, sila?u?~ ?idiyah 'it's too small for

(over) my head' L, sile?u?~ ?}.diyah 'it (hat)

is too small for my head' L, siye?u?~ t~odiyah
'they (gloves) are too small for my hands' L,

inceptive imperfective: ?idah qa?dah 'it'll

fit' L, neo~ ?ewga? qa?dah 'pretty soon it'll

be big enough' L, ?idah qe? qu?dedah 'it'll

fit again' L (incorrect, theme treated as -da

with de- classifier duplicated), active imper=

fective: qa.yekvo~ga? d}hinu. 'they're the

size of our thumb (of a human thumb)' 37a.9L (per=

haps incorrect, see also di~ ?ewyeqega? qio=

da.da.G M above), inceptive perfective (especial=
ly in negative, frequently with _?- prefix, ana=

logical with that of negative neuter imperfective,

cf. certain themes under ?a'-?a?): ?idah Ge=

da?} 'it's starting to fit well' L, de~io de?ao

?edlao}ixaogga? ?a?Geda?} 'he's getting big

"



enough to take care of himself' L, de~i.~uh
?ewga? ?a?Gexda.~ (to be corrected to -da?~)

'am I big, old enough yet~' M, di.ye~ qew
?ewga? Geda.~G M (to be corrected to following),

di.ye~ qew ?ewga? ?a?Geda?~G 'it's not big,

old enough yet' LM, di.ye; qew ?ewga? ?a.=

Gi.da.~G M (to be corrected to following), di.=

ye; qew ?ewga? ?a?Gi.da?~G (or Gi.da?~G)

'you're not big, old enough yet' L, ?ila?u?;
la?Geda?~ 'it (hat) is getting too small for

(over) your head' L, active perfective: ?idah

sdiya?~ 'it fit, became right size' L, qahdeqew

?ewga? sdiya?~ 'it finally is (got) big enough'
L, de~i. qew ?ewga? qesdiya?~ 'they're al=

ready old (big) enough' M, sila?ga? qe? sdi=

ya?~ 'it fits my head again (became big enough
for over me)' L, ?ew?u?; sdiya?~ 'it is (got)

too small' L, neuter optative: qi? ?ewga?kih
?a?diyah~ 'until she's big enough (big like that

little bit)' 9.27A, ?ixi?ehga? ?a?diyah~ 'till

she's big enough that I might marry her' 9.27A,

?idah!gah~ la?yidah (neuter), ?idah~gah; ls=

Gi.dah (inceptive), ?idah~gah; la.yidah (ac=
tive) 'I hope it (hat) is the right size' L

(optatives with theme treated as if l-da, as



-da 9. under da, to be corrected to la?diyah,

leGediyah, la.diyah respectively), inceptive
conditional: te?ya? we~ ?ele.lga? Gexdah

da.~ 'when I get old (big) enough for commercial

fishing' L; with preverb la?q 'thickness':
?utah ?ewa. ?idah la?q ?idiyah 'its skin is

really thick' 65.9A, ?a?d ?i~ga? la?q Gedah

da.~ 'when they're quite uniformly thick (like
each other)' 65.5A; with ?ida.kih 'such a little

bit' : c'idwe~ ?ida.kih le~ediyah qema. 'just

such a small-sized amount of roe' lO.118A. Tran=

sitive (causative): ?idah Ge~diya? 'make it

fit:' L (incorrect, stem treated as -diya', to

be corrected to Ge~a?).
2. di?idiyahga? (used as adverb) 'in one

piece, intact, whole' L. Nominalized neuter",cim=

perfective as'O-()f'c''''-o-ga?~''' 'like 0' and with
d " , , ' t l o k .t i ' i '~.1-pse "._c Jus J. e J. S J.n s ze, t .'"
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a

a,2 (attested in two themes to the stems of which might

be attributed a common basic meaning 'strong personal
subjective reaction of like or dislike', perhaps also

to be identified with a,l but semantic relation too
2obscure; perhaps related to la?)

o-li? ?i-d-l-a' (with o-li? 'from open front

end into closed back end of 0, in behind 0' d-=

thematic, and ?i- prefix, perhaps originally in=

determinate 0, cf. ?i-d-le, also di-) 'S

hates, detests, dislikes, is angry, mad, peeved
at 0': neuter imperfective: 11.46,50, 50A, o-li?

?idi-lah 'you hate 0' 51.33,35, 35A, ?uli? ?i=

dixilah 'I hate it, used to hate it' M, ?uli?

?idixi~ihih 'I dislike, hate him' L, ?ili? ?i=

dixilah 'I hate you, I'm mad at you' L, di~

?uli? ?ida?xla-Gih 'I don't mind, dislike, am

not mad at him' L, di~ ?ili? ?ida?x~a.G 'I

don't dislike you' M, ?uli?~uw ?idi-lah 'do

you hate it?' M, de-wahd ?ili? ?idi-lah, de-=

?we~d sili? ?idi-~ah 'why do you dislike me?'

M, ?ewli? ?idi-lihih 'he hates it' M, ?~li?

?idi-lihih 'he hates him' L, sili? ?idi-lihih

'he hates, dislikes me' L, sili? ~?di.lah

'someone hates me' M, ?ili? da- ?idi-lah 'we

hate you' L, indirect reciprocal: ?i~li? ?idi=

..J.



liYihinu. 'they hate, dislike each other' LM,

di~ ?illi? ?ida?la.Ginu. 'they don't dislike

each other' LM, inceptive imperfective: ?uli?

?iqe?di.xlah 'I'll hate it' M, di~ ?uli?

?iqe?di.xlahGih (or -a.G}h) 'I won't dislike

him' L, di~ ?ili? ?iqe?diolahG}h 'he won't

be mad at you' L, ?illi? ?iqe?di.l}hinu.,
?ili? ?iqe?deley}hinu. (M prefers former, L no

preference) 'they'll dislike each other' LM (-l}h-

< -le-a'-}- in former treated as stem with non-=

vocalic classifier, probably correctly, in latter

treated as stem with vocalic classifier, perhaps
correctly, in which case form should be -del}hinu.,

but here probably incorrectly with stem analogic=

ally -ya-), di~ ?ili? ?iqe?deleya.Ginu. 'they

won't dislike each other' L (probably incorrect,

see preceding, to be corrected to ?iqe?delaoGinu.

or ?iqe?diola.Ginuo), inceptive perfective:
?ili? ?ideGexla?l 'I'm getting to hate you' L,

?uli? ?ideGexla?l}h 'I'm getting to dislike

him' L, active perfective: ?ili? ?idisila?l

'I've gotten to hate you, I got mad at you' L,

?uli? ?idisila?l}h 'I got to dislike him' L,

active optative: ?idah ?i.~eh de?u.d sili?

?ida.Yil}h}h 'that's alright, let him hate me' M,

.,



active imperfective customary: ?ili? ?idex=

lao~ 'I (cust) hate you' M, negative neuter con=

ditional: di~ de~hyuoli? ?ida?yilaoG dao~

'if you don't hate people' 5l.84A.
o-li? ?ed-d-le-a' (reflexive causative derived

from preceding, perhaps irregularly or incorrectly,

as if preceding were o-li? d-~-a') '8 pretends

to hate, detest, dislike, be angry, mad, peeved

at 0': ?uli? ?edix~iy}h}h 'I'm pretending I

don't like him' L (neuter imperfective), ?ioli.~

q\1hew ?ewli? ?edqe?dioxlah (or ?edqu?di.xlah)

'I'll pretend to dislike him' L (apparently uncer=

tain) °
qe?-dl-le-a' « qa? ?i-dl-le-a', with qa? 'up

out' inseparably fused with verb proper, dl-=

thematic, perhaps derived from *qa? O-dl-l-a'

'8 pleases 0' detransitivized with indeterminate

0 and vocalic classifier, or perhaps basic medio=

passive, cf. o-li? ?i-d-l-a' and qe?-le?

« qa? ?i-Ie?) under le(?)-li) '8 is, becomes

very pretty, beautiful, elegant (in appearance)':

neuter imperfective: he?eh qe?Aaoliy}hih 'my

she's pretty:' IOoI26A, ?enao~ah qe?Aaoliyah

'flower is pretty, beautiful' L, di~ qe.Aa?=

laoG 'it's not pretty' L (form here treated ac=



cording to pattern in neuter imperfective of

semitransitives O-?-Ci-ii-stem, negative

O---Ca-?-ie-stem-G), inceptive imperfective:
ne-~ qe?qe?Ai-iah 'pretty soon it'll be pretty'

L, inceptive perfective: qe?Aa-Ge~a?~ 'it's

getting pretty' L, active perfective: qe?Aa.s~i=

ya?~ 'it got pretty' L-
qe?-O-dl-~-a' (transitive irregularly derived from

preceding, or perhaps basic O-dl-~-a' with qa?

fused to verb proper and umlauted by analogy with

preceding) '8 thinks 0 is pretty, nice, 8 likes,

highly esteems 0': qe?Aa.xi~ihih 'I think she's

very nice' L, qe?Aa.si~a?~ih 'I got to think

she's pretty, nice' L, ?eleSgah:J5: qe?Aa-Gi.~ihih,
?eleSgah:J5: qe?Aa-yi~ihih 'I hope you like her' L.
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do -,yO-

ao-ya. (original basic form probably ao, related to

~o-mao-mah, cf. Athapaskan *-a(n)(--A(n))-qe?-ye(/-en)
'maternal aunt' (probably < 'that which, she who is in

stead of mother', modern Eyak form now generalized
ya', except following prefix ?u-, fu-, where -wa.

is acceptable variant)
-ya.qe?--wa.ge? (kinship noun, ascending, for ana=

lysis see above and ge?2) '(maternal) aunt':

siya.qe? 'my mother's sister' LM, 69.9, 21A,

?iya.ge? 'your mother's sister' L, ?uya.ge?
LM, ?uwa.qe? 'his mother's sister' LM (M pre=

fers latter, L once former, once latter), ?ljh
fuwa.qe? 'the aunt' L, qa.ya.q~ 'our aunt' L,

?~hya.ge? 'his aunt' L, yaqe'yac 'mother's

older sister's son (woman speaking), 'mother's

older sister's daughter (woman speaking)' BSdL

566A -yaoqe?yah~ 'mother's sister's child'

(either sex possessor), with affixed -G-YU.
'personal, plural': si,Ji'yaoge?Geyu. 'my mother's -.,

sisters, my mother's sister(s) etc.' 70.10, lOA,
with suffixed adjective -~iyah (here without

clear meaning): siya.ge?~iyah 'my mother's sis=

ter' (same as siya.qe?) L, yaqE?caEyac 'mo=

ther's younger sister's son (woman speaking)',

'mother's younger sister's daughter (woman



speaking) BSdL 566, 567A -yaeqe?siyahyah!

'mother's sister's child' (either sex possessor);

vocative: yaeqe? LM, yaeqe?~ah L, yaeqe?=

~iyah '(maternal) aunt~' L, yaq~' 'mother's

older sister' BSdL 565A, yaq~'cia 'mother's

younger sister' BSdL 565A; with suffixed -kih

'diminutive, affectionate': yaeqe?kih name of

Eyak woman, wife of Sock Stevens ('Auntie~') LM.



~.-y~.-ma.-man

~.-y~.-ma.-mah (original basic form ~', variant ma.
regular following prefix ?u-, ~-, < *-u-w~. <
*-u-~., but now generalized, preferred to ~. except

with prefix si-, ?i-, where form is preferably y~.,

usually articulated ny~., which is also generalized,
but less widely or frequently than ma., to other con=

texts; mah variant in vocative only; probably related
(;...vJ.,.t"'..,..(,.l,..o hi if:lrh

to a. -ya.,)
!f\

-~._-y~.--ma.--mah (kinship noun, ascending) 'mother':
siy~. LA, 18.41L, 49.127A, sima. 'my mother' M
(L considers "childish"), siy~.?a 'for my mother'

L, ?iy~. 'your mother' LM, 42.17L, Galushia Nel=
son inyan.xa'tsi 'your mother has a rotten va=

gina (curse)' BSdL 555 ?iy~.~a? 1si? 'it is
rotten lion" your mother', Furuhjelm Imata 'wo=

man' ?ima.ta? 'your mother's father' (not a

curse) L, ?uma. 'his, her, their mother' LM,

2a.35M, 8.9, 20.1, 17, 94, 97A, 40.2,5, 42.23L,

43.10M, 49.12, 17,30, 30a, 61.49A, an nYa or
anma 'his mother' BSdL 557 ?~hy~. L, ?~hma.

'his mother' LM (L prefers latter), qa.ma. M,

qa.y~. 'our mother' L, q£iy\'qa. ma. BSdL

557 6eyeqa.ma. '~mother', la~£i.la~ ma.
or (-nYa.) 'your (pl.) mother' le~i. le~a.

(or -y~.) 'your (P1L) mother' BSdL 557, le~ma.Il 
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LM, le~y~' 'your (pl.) mother' L, anu ma.

BSdL 557, ~ntnu ma' 'their mother' BSdL 558

?ahnu.ma. M, ?~h ~a. 'the mother' 18.43L,
34.65,43.8, 16M, 49.41, 46,78, 139A, sian=

ytt}tn'in 'step-father' BSdL 568A siy~. yi=
}~h~h 'my step-mother' ('she who is, functions

as my mother'), ?ita.?ma. 'your father's mother~'

(curse) L, ?ita.?ma.ga? 'like your father's

mother:' (curse) L, 72.36fnL, ?ita.?ma.yekv.~
'your father's mother's thumb~' (curse) L, ?~
qe?}?ekihma. 'the girl's mother' 34.73M, with

suffixed adjective -siyah 'bad': ?uma'~iyah
'her old mother (pejorative)' 49.76, 78A, with

suffixed -YU' 'pl., etc.': ?uma'yu. 'their

mothers'L, 'her mother etc.' 38.9LM, 'her

parents' 42.11L, ?ahnu. ~a.yu. 'those mo=

thers' IO.26A, 'those parents' 42.2L, siy~.yu.
'my mother's people' 42.12L, with -G- 'perso=

nal': a'nu maqeiyu 'their mothers' BSdL 558

?ahnu'ma.Geyu., ?uma.Geyu' 'their mothers'

60.7A, frequent in Eyak women's names: tene=

Gema. name of Sophie Fields, M's sister M

(probably same as following), tengema. name

of G's wife Mary or Annie S (Tlingit t~ngu~a,

mother of tangW, boy's name 'fish jumping'),

","



ca?~a. name of Jenny Charles LS (Tlingit

ca~a 'glove-mother'), ca?~elezma. name of

Eyak woman, not same as preceding L (-elez-

not identified), ~e~i-ma. name of Eyak woman

L ('mother of sesi-', first element probably

Tlingit), ~genaonma. name of Tlingit woman,

Mrs- Caldwell LM, name of sister of c~-dezah

A, name of Eyak woman S ('mother of ~gena-n',

first element probably Tlingit) , du-sema-

woman's name L, name of Nellie(7) Thomas A

(Tlingit dus~a 'oat's mother'), sila?~ma.

name of Eyak woman, mother of ca?~a. LA ('mo=

ther of hanging-on-me') , qenaqema in BSdL

genealogical table, M's sister Sophie and another

sister (probably here confused with teneGema-)

and of M's mother's sister, qeneqemao, qen=

qemao name of Eyak woman LM, qeleqema- A,

qene~ema- S, qe.dahdma- name of Eyak woman

M ('mother of qe-dah'), ?idexaogmao name of

Eyak woman L ('mother of growing thing'), an~a=

xu~qma in BSdL genealogical table, name of Minnie

Stevens' paternal aunt (perhaps also A's maternal

grandmother) and of two of Minnie Stevens' daugh=

ters, ?~.da?xu~gma. 'Minnie Stevens' mother' A,

?~.dexu~ao LM (first element probably Eyak, but

"""I I"", II



not clearly analyzable); vocative: Rezanov

AMMa 'MaTb Mutter', Wrangell AMMa 'Mutter',

ama? 'mother' BSdL 565A ?emah 'mother:' LA,
?emah we~ si~ ?a?~ah 'mom told me thus' 38.1M

(here not used as vocative, probably inelegant
and/or under English influence), ?ema. 'mother~'
M, 46.23,23,27, 29M, 'mother-r-r:' (more like

yelling) L.
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~.?
g-le-~.? 'sg. S stands' (for pl. S see g-le-=

?a?(!): active imperatives: Rezanov KYTJIHH'D

'BcTaTb aufstehen, stehen' gu?1~.?, gv.l~.?

'stand:', ?~.d gu?l~.? 'stand here:' 11.83,

85A, de?u.d gu?~~.? 'stand right there:' L,
Rezanov TYYTHeTJIbKOTJI~H'D ' llOCTOM bleib stehn:'

de?u.d ne.)I:' gu?:t.~.? 'stand right there a

while:' L, Rezanov MTTaKYTJIHH'D 'llpHMO CTOM

steh gerade:' ?idah gu?~~.? 'stand properly~,

stand up straight:' L, Rezanov KHJIbTHXaxKOYTJIHH~

'll~THTbC~ zuruckweichen' Geldelye~(~) ~.l~.?

'stand foremost (in series):'(~), ~e~le~ ~.=

l~.? 'stand closer~' L, neh ~eye?u.(! gu.l~.?

'now stand back:' L, with ya? 'completely, to

a state of rest, vertical': ya? gu?l~.?, ya?

gV.l~.? (former preferred) 'stand up:' L, ya?

ne.~ gv.l~.?, ya? ne.~ gu?1~.? (no prefer=

ence) 'stand up for a while:' L, inceptive im=

perative: guGel~.? 'stand~, stand up:' L, ya?

qe? guGe}~.? 'stand up again~' L, ?udahd

guGe}~.? 'stand, lean against it~' L, inceptive

imperfective: Furuhjelm Khukuvaliaa 'stand'

qu?gu.l~.? 'you(~) will stand', qu?gu.~~.?

'I'll stand' L, ?~.d qu?gu.xl~.? M, ?~.d

II"' lid



qu?guxl~'? (irregularly treated as with vocalic

classifier retained) 'I'll stand here' L, ?udahd

qu?gu'xl~'? M, ?ewdahd qu?guxl~'? (irregular=

ly treated as with vocalic classifier retained)
'I'll lean against it' L, ya? qu?gu'xl~'? 'I'll

stand up' L (three times), inceptive perfective:
guGel~'?} 'is standing' 25.59A, also Eyak man's

name, Johnny Stevens LM, koqet~ant} in BSdL

genealogical table, sidelye~ guGel~'?}~h 'he's

standing in front of me' M, silahsd guGel~'?=
}~h 'he's standing in front of (forward of) me'

L, ?uhs~eda.q guGel~'?}~h 'he's standing on

the riverbank' L, sida?~ guGe}~'?}~h 'he's
standing facing me' L, ?~.d guGexl~'?l 'I'm

standing here' L, active perfective: ?u.d gus=

}iy~'?l 'stood there' 34.96L, ?u'd ges}iy~'?=
l~h 'he stood there' M, ?u.d gexsliy~"?} 'I

stood there' L, di~ ?u.d guxsl~'?lG 'I didn't

stand there' M, ?ewdahd gus~iY~'?}ih 'he

leaned against it' L, ya? guxsliy~'?l 'I stood

up'L, ya? gus}iy~.?l 'stood up' 30.8L, neu=

ter perfective: ?udahd geliY~'?}ih L, di~

?ewdahd ga?xl~'?}G 'I'm not leaning against it'

L, with o-~a?~ 'alongside 0' and qa? 'up

out': ?~ }ihGih ?~h~a?~ qa? gu}iy~.?} 'that
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one (person) is leaning against him' L, active

optative: sida.d ~a? gV.}iy~.? 'you should

stand near me' M, inceptive conditional: ?e~e=

ya?d ya? guGe}~.? da.~ 'when you stand up in

a boat' 21b.69A, customary: ?u.d gu.}a.~}h

'(cust) stood there' 34.84L, ya? gu?l~.~ 'he

(cust) stands up' L (active imperfective), ya?

gu.li}a.~ '(cust) stand up:' L (active impera=

tive), ya? guGe}~.~ '(cust) stand up~' L (in=

ceptive imperative), }i~ qe?l ?edi~ Gah da.~

~a? ?u?e?~ahd ya? gu.liya.~}h 'when a woman

comes in you should (cust) stand up to make room

for her (out of her place)' L (active optative),

with ye~-progressive, 'sg. S stands about, moves

about in standing position' (and sometimes ap=

parently without progressive force'S stands'):

ye~ gul~.?~}h 'she was standing about, moving

about in standing position (e.g. picking berries)'

L,20.3A, ?u.d ye~ gu}~.?~}h 'he's standing

there' L, ye~ gv.}~.? 'stay standing~' L,

de?u.d ye~ gv.}~.? 'stand right there:' M,

ye~ qu?gu.x}~.? 'I'll stand' M, repetitive,

'sg. S does slow dance': Galushia Nelson Go}an.=

6£ or kelan.G\ 'slow dance' BSdL 552 gu}~.?=

g}h 'he's doing a slow dance' L. Transitive
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(causative): ya? gusi}~.?}}h 'I made him stand

up' L; passive: ya? xusdiy~.?} 'I was made to

stand up' L.
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ed-id-wud-yid 9'
i:::~

ed-id-wud-yid (basic form probably ed-yed, yed fol=

lowing context conditioning neither y- nor w- ini=

tial, but probably analogically, cf. Athapaskan -ad-

'older sister', with no trace of initial y-; variation

irregular: -i-+-ed- > -iyid-, occasionally -iyed-,

-iwud, -iwid-, -u-+-ed- > -uwud-, -ewud-, -uyid-,

occasionally -uyad-, -uwid-, -ao-+-ad- > -a.yid-,

-~-+-ad- -~-yid, forms -uyid-, -iwud-, -uwid-

probably analogical, regularly probably -y-+-ad- >
\ -yad-, -yid-, -w-+-ad- > -wad-, -wud-)

-ad---id---wud---yid-kih (kinship noun, non-ascend=
ing, with -kih 'diminutive, affectionate') '(man's)

sister (older or younger)', also '(man's) female

parallel cousin': si\tki 'older sister (man speak=
ing) , BSdL 566A siyidkih LMS, siyadkih L,20.=

50A, siwudkih, siwidkih, 'my sister (older or

younger) (man speaking)' L, used also in direct

address L, ?iyidkih 'your sister' (to man) 9.=

13,13, 121A, ?awudkih L, 9.135, 135, 135, 136A,

?uwudkih L,9.138A, ?uyidkih L, 18.51, 57L,

?uyadkih 'his sister' 21a.37L, ?~ ~yidkih

18.56L, ?~ ~yadkih 'the sister' 34.106L,

qa.yidkih 'our sister' L, le~yidkih 'your pl.

sister'L, si\tkicia 'younger sister (man

speaking)' BSdL 566A siyidkih~iyah (with

, ,[.



suffixed adjective -~iyah, perhaps slightly

pejorative) 'my sister' (man speaking), siyid=

kihGeyu. 'my sisters' L, ?ewudkihGeyu. 20.89A,
?ewudkihGeyu. 'his sisters, their sisters' 29.=

64A, sitqaEtki 'husband's older sister' BSdL

568A siqa?yidkih 'my husband's sister', sit=

qEtkicia 'husband's younger sister' BSdL 568A

siqa?yidkihSiyah 'my husband's sister' (perhaps

slightly pejorative).

"'



a-3:

a-3: (analysis uncertain, perhaps a-, ~a-3:, or ~a-)

o-I~-a.3: (postposition, here analyzed as stem

-a-3: with l~-anatomical 'eyes', though alter=

nate possibilities are -1~-a--3: with unidenti=

fied -3:-suffix, or, with I-anatomical 'head,

face', -1-~a.3:, -1-~a--3:, but cf- Navaho

o-~na.3:, Chipewyan o-na3:e 'in the presence of

0', < probably -*na~(e?)-(e)3: 'with eyes') 'in

the presence, view of 0': sile".'Fa-3: q'ew we~ --~,"

Ie- 'it happened in my presence, view, before

my very eyes' L.
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hu?u~

~.~,/.e)J.l:ff
...I /1' ( I);)hu?u~ (1. f!, 111.1 ~""", 1'"

hu?u~ (exclamation, utterance-initial) 'ouch~

that hurts~' (expression of sudden pain) L.



ht}.?t}h )

hCf.?llh

ht}.?Cfh (exclamation, utterance-initial) 1. 'okay,
now (that that's done) it's time to ..., time has

come to ...' (e.g. 'now, that I'm done with it,

I'm ready to go') L, ht}.?~h y~.? Gate? 'so

~ (that I've made the bed) lie down:' l8.30L,

h~.?~h ?u~ qa? qu?x}h}nu. 'okay, ~ I'll

climb out to them' l8.70L, ht}.?Cfh ~a.~ ?aw

?adi~ ~i5a?l, ya? qu?di.xxihs 'okay, now
where's that one I yanked in? I'm going to rip

him to bits (now that this other matter is taken

care of)' l8.73-74L, hCf.?Cfh ta? Gala? 'okay,

now (it's now time to) put them in the water'

2la.23L.
2. 'now, so there~ what do you think of that?~'

expression of amazement at own unexpected accomplish=

ment L, or of vengefulness, 'it's going to serve

you right': dawa?d qaw ?i~ daxwleh. di~ si=

da~a?~ qe?yile.G. h~.?~ di~ ?idawa. qu?x=
tu.G 'I told you to hurry. You didn't heed me.
So there: now I won't wait for you' l5.23-25M,

hCf.?~h didwa~ ?i~~.layah qaw ?u~ wa~ ~da=
leh ?i~a? qa?le? 'so there~ now you'll have

only your teeth for tools' l6.24M. I
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he?eh I
I

he?eh

he?eh (exclamation, utterance-initial) 'my~ gee~'

(expression of pleased amazement or mild discom=

fort at degree of condition, e.g. upon seeing

something pretty, feeling something heavy) L,

he?eh qe?Aa.~iYihth 'my she's pretty~' lO.126A,

he?eh siga?~ 'gee I'm tired~' L, he?eh qeodah

la ?ioxsdiGeme~~ 'my it (sour fruit) sure made

my tongue pucker~' L.
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hu.l j

hu.l (earlier transcribed ~.l, probably in error,

all corrected to hu.l by L; loan from Tlingit hUn-=

him-hun 'to sell')

hu"l (noun, unclassified) 'sale, objec"t for sale'

L, hu"l?a?luw 'big sale' L, as 0 of transitive
of theme ?i-d-le '8 (event) takes place': Reza=

nov XY~bTaTe~~b 'M~HaTb tauschen' probably to

be read hu.l da" [?iJde}[ihJ, hu"l da" ?ide=

~ih 'we're having a sale, selling things' LM,

hu"l da. ?iqe?di"~ih 'we'll have a sale' L, as

0 in 8 0 -}e(?) '8 is, becomes 0': }i?q hu.l

sale?} 'it's all sold" L, as 0 in 8 0 O-?-l-=

}-~a' '8 causes 0 to be 0': hu.l~uh qu?li"=

~~ah 'are you going to sell it?' L, hu"l qu?=

li"x~~ah 'I'll sell it' M, di~ hu.! da?qe?li"x=

}~ah6 (or -~a"6) 'I won't sell it' L (to be

corrected to qu?li.x~~ah6 or glossed 'I won't

own, obtain a sale, sold item'), ~ahd} ?u~a?

hu.l ?u?Aa.sa}~a?}ih 'he sold his car' L, hu.l

?u?la~asi}~a?} 'I sold them (berries)' L.

hu.l ?adu?~a~ihih (noun, unclassified) 'prosti=

tute' ('she who sells herself') L (in attempt to

identify Galushia Nelson ~u.l 'vagina' B8dL 542,
which, however, L conclndes, probably correctly,

is hu.l from English 'hole').
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h~h

h(jh

h(jh (exclamation, utterance-initial) 'goodness~

what: gee:' (expression of surprise, displeasure,

frustration, indignation) L, h~h, qa.l di~

de?uode~yaokih qao~a? ?estah~G 'goodness, now

we've nothing left (he's taken it all):' 11.32A,

h(jh, ~eo~id dao qa?- ...'goodness (now that

you've let out our secret) how are we ever going

to ...~'11.182A, h~h, ya?~u. we~ qu?dioleh

'what: don't you say that (how dare you accuse
me of that) = , 24.3IA.
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